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The First and Best of its kind introduced into this Country. 

EXPORT 
ORDERS, 

Our Inks are now in use in most of the leading Printing Offices of the Colonies, India, China, and 
South America. Particular care is given and Inks prepared specially adapted for all climates. 

“The Printing Times and lithographer ” may he obtained of all Booksellers in Town or Country. 
Wholesale Agents-LONDON: KENT & CO.; H. VICKERS. MANCHESTER: JOHN HEYWOOH 
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PRINTING INK MAKERS! 
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Sopite of (TUonfjJ. 
£ are pleased to say that we have received several 

new subscriptions since our last number was 

published, but we are still very anxious to be 

more liberally supported. We would remind 

those of our subscribers who have not yet sent 

in their subscriptions that payment is due in 

advance, and in order to keep our accounts straight we shall be 

pleased to receive immediate remittances. We have extended 

the time for getting subscribers, entitling to a free subscription 

or a bound volume of 1889, until the 15th March, and trust to 

have many names sent in by that time. We are arranging for 

a page each month to be devoted to describing the very latest 

developments of processes, &c., in the printing and litho¬ 

graphic trades, and we trust this feature will prove very useful 

and attractive. If we meet with support we shall also introduce 

other new features from time to time. 

“Dogberry,” writing in the City Press, says:—-“I am not 

surprised that occupiers in Fleet-street are complaining of the 

rowdyism which constantly takes place in the neighbourhood 

of some of the sporting papers’ offices. Respectably dressed 

women are said to have been hustled and abused by prize¬ 

fighters and their friends, and shopkeepers-had to let down their 

shutters. If this sort of thing continues the police will have to 

take more stringent measures. The disgraceful fighting which 

recently took place abroad is patronised even on the Stock 

Exchange, where ^110 was quickly subscribed for the man 

Slavin. How can one be surprised that he should be received 

like a hero at Holborn Viaduct Station, and cheered to the echo 

by a large mob ? Let young fools who are carried away by the 

enthusiasm of such a vulgar display remember that ‘The shark 

is there, and the shark’s prey, the spendthrift, and the leech 
that sucks him.’ ” 

* * * •?• 

Magazine proprietors who pay well for contributions already 

suffer enough from the appropriations of American publisheis, 

but the Waverly Publishing Company of St. Louis, appro¬ 

priately located at 1,007, Locust-street, seem inclined to add 

insult to injury. Its manager has recently written to English 

magazine proprietors in the following cool manner:—-“As 

things are now, your articles are appropriated ad libitum in this 

country. If you will send us in advance proofs of such articles 

as in your opinion would prove of interest to the American 

readers, we would pay you four shillings for such articles as we 

could use, on acceptance. You might send us a brief outline of 

the subjects, and write us a few months ahead, so that we could 

indicate our acceptance.” 

* * + 

The Roman Catholic magazine called Merry England (is the 

title a reference to the merry times when heretics were burnt 

by the Catholics ?) recently published an article by Mr. Glad¬ 

stone, reviewing a work called “ Ellen Middleton.” Mr. 

Gladstone stated that it was written forty-five years ago, and 

he had not authorised its publication. He finds, however, that 

he has no real cause of complaint against the editor, as he 

appears to have consented to the republication, but was not 

aware that it was to appear in a Roman Catholic magazine. 

Had he been aware of this he would not have given even a 

reluctant permission. 
-$♦ + -t* 

Alderman Sir J. Whitehead, Bart., has presented a 

bound volume containing the interesting reports recently made 

by the London working men who visited the Paris Exhibition 

under the auspices of the Mansion House Committee, to each 

of 120 free libraries and mechanics’ institutions in London and 

the provinces. The reports are now out of print. 

4. 4. 4. 

An English syndicate has been negotiating in Vienna for the 

purchase of the principal paper-making, printing, and publish¬ 

ing establishments in that capital. The arrangements have 

just been completed, and shortly fifteen of the leading houses in 

Vienna will be amalgamated as a large English company. Mr. 

Horatio Bottomley has been the prime mover in this important 

undertaking, and the Lord Mayor (Sir Llenry Isaacs) will be 

the chairman of the company. 
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A circular has been sent out by a well-known maker of 
printing-machines informing his customers that “in conse¬ 
quence of the increase in the price of iron and raw materials 
our prices are advanced from this date 20 per cent.” If every 
time the price of iron is raised makers put 20 per cent, on the 
manufactured article they would soon make their fortunes, sup¬ 
posing the public would pay it The cost of raw material on a 
machine which sells for ,£1,000 is said to have gone up from 
£100 to ,£120 at the outside. The manufacturers, however, put 
20 per cent, on the article, and charge £1,200 instead of £1,000, 
making a clear extra gain of £80. 

+ <• + 

A SUGGESTION for the establishment of a permanent Council 
of Conciliation comes from the London Chamber of Commerce. 
It is the result of interviews and conferences with representa¬ 
tives of labour and various important trade societies and well- 
known representatives of capital connected with the Chamber. 
Primarily the committee which the Chamber appointed to deal 
with the question suggests the appointment of a permanent 
committee of representatives of both capital and labour, the 
qualification of the members being that they possess such in¬ 
fluence, experience, or authority as will justify their appoint¬ 
ment. This committee would first invite both parties to a 
dispute to a friendly conference, and, failing a satisfactory result 
from that conference, would itself offer mediation or advice. 
Ultimately, however, the committee hopes to establish Councils 
of Conciliation amongst the various trades of London, these 
councils to be composed of both employers and workmen. 

+ + + 

An Exhibition of Posters and Pastels by M. Cheret, the 
famous mural artist, took place recently at the Theatre d’Ap- 
plication in the Rue St. Lazare, Paris. M. Cheret’s highly- 
coloured but artistically executed advertisements on the walls 
of Paris have long been appreciated by the public, and many 
persons will be gratified to know that he has rescued some of 
his best work from the fate of all ephemeral productions. 
These pictorial devices and designs—some illustrating the 
chief scenes in popular plays or operas, others prepared in 
the general interests of commerce—are essentially Parisian in 
tone and treatment. Nevertheless, the artist lived a long time 
in London, and it was after having seen and studied the parti¬ 
coloured posters and playbills which form so striking a feature 
of the British metropolis that he conceived the idea of introduc¬ 
ing something similar into Paris. He has succeeded almost 
beyond his hopes, until his fellow-citizens have become quite 
proud of his handiwork and boast of it as unique. 

+ + + 

The Queen of Italy once wrote a novel, which was enthu¬ 
siastically praised by the Court ladies when on one occasion 
she read them a few chapters. She desired a less partial test, 
so she sent it under an assumed name to a leading publisher, 
who politely declined it. The publisher was much chagrined 
when the affair came out, and on the story being paragraphed 
in the newspapers three English houses telegraphed to the 
Oueen asking for the book, but she thought best to abide by 
the decision given when its authorship was unknown. 

4* 4* 4* 

In the frontier parts of America an editor occasionally 
admonishes farmers to send in their pumpkins, or anything 
else useful, in return for newspapers supplied, and one of the 
oldest journals of Pittsburgh has one subscriber who adheres 
to this method of exchange. A hundred years ago some one 
bargained that he should have a copy of the paper supplied for 
a whole year in return for a fat goose and a sack of potatoes. 
His descendants have kept up the custom, and the editors and 
proprietors have adhered to their part of the bargain with good 
faith. 

+ + + 

The deaths of one great and several minor poets during the 
past year have called attention afresh to the Poet-Laureate- 
ship, which, in the ordinary course of nature, must soon be 
vacated, its present holder being an octogenarian. The Poet 
Laureate receives a Civil List pension of £200 per annum, 
originally paid for hymning the praises of Royalty, but in these 
later and more sensible times merely regarded as a fitting recog¬ 
nition of a deserving professor of the art of poesy. Amongst 

those who have been named as successors to Lord Tennyson 
in the office are Mr. Lewis Morris, who acted as deputy Poet 
Laureate in composing a Royal ode on a recent occasion, when 
Tennyson was ill; Mr. William Morris, the Socialist poet; Mr. 
A. C. Swinburne ; and Sir Edwin Arnold, editor of the Daily 
Telegraph, and author of “ The Light of Asia,” and other poems 
of an Oriental cast. Then, after these, by their own special 
admirers mention has been made of Lord Lytton, Dr. Walter 
Smith, and Mr. Alfred Austin. There are a few others that 
might be mentioned as possessing at least equal claim to 
several of the above, but probably, now Mr. Browning is dead, 
a selection will be made from the three first mentioned. 

+ + + 

A writer has been pointing out that most of the Poet 
Laureates have been a sorry lot of poets, which is, perhaps, not 
to be wondered at in the holders of an office which was insti¬ 
tuted simply for the writing of doggerel in praise of the reign¬ 
ing monarch, in order to impress the “ lower orders ” with his 
august qualities, a service which was rewarded at the outset 
with a salary of 100 marks and a tierce of Canary wine, subse¬ 
quently raised to £100, and then, in our own time, to its present 
figure of £200. The first Poet Laureate was Ben Jonson, who 
was appointed in 1619, and was more deserving of Royal recog¬ 
nition as a poet than many of his successors. Since his time 
there have only been two or three holders of the office who 
have been poets of any note. The following is the complete 
list:—Jonson, Davenant, Dryden, Shadwell, Tate, Rowe, Eus- 
den, Cibber, Whitehead, Warton, Pye, Southey, Wordsworth, 
and Tennyson. The last three and Dryden are, perhaps, the 
best of the lot. 

+ + + 

To show the sort of inflated stuff the Poet Laureates used 
to write for their pension, we give two samples of their glori¬ 
fication of the Georges. This is from Eusden’s “ Ode on the 
Coronation of George II.” :— 

Hail, mighty Monarch ! whose desert alone 
Would, without birthright, raise thee to a throne. 
What strains shall equal to thy glories rise, 
First of the world, and borderer on the skies ? 
I low exquisitely great, who canst inspire 
Such joys that Albion mourns no more thy sire ; 
Thy sire ! a Prince she loved to that degree 
She almost trespass’d to the Deity ! 

Almost as flatulent and bombastic, but more grotesque and 
even impious in its view of “justice,” was Pye’s “ Ode on the 
Birthday of King George III.,” written in 1800, of which this is 
a stanza :— 

God of our fathers rise, 
And through the thund’ring skies 

Thy vengeance urge. 
In awful justice red 
Be Thy dread arrows sped, 
But guard our Monarch’s head, 

God save great George ! 

As a set-ofif against these extravagant eulogies of two of the 
Georges, let us quote the epigram of one who was a poet, but 
no courtier or lacquey—Walter Savage Landor. After the 
death of the last of the four, he wrote this rather malicious jeu 
d'esprit— 

George the First was always reckon’d 
Vile—but viler George the Second ; 
And what mortal ever heard 
Any good of George the Third ? 
When from earth the Fourth descended, 
God be praised the Georges ended ! 

♦ 4> ♦ 

Would not a shilling volume of selected poems by Robert 
Browning be the best possible memorial to the dead poet 1, 
Several writers have made the suggestion, Dr. Furnival, who 
with Miss Hickey,founded the Browning Society, being among 
them. Browning’s poems one would fain have universally read 
—the best of them, at any rate—but at the present price of his 
books this wish cannot come near fulfilment. Cheap books, if 
they are also good books, have nowadays an immense sale. 
Witness the success of the recent sixpenny editions of “West¬ 
ward Ho !” and “ Hypatia.” This fact shows that there is a 
great demand for good literature. But it reveals with equal 
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clearness the fact that the demand exists largely in quarters 
where it can only be satisfied if the price of books is lowered 
in the way in which that of Kingsley’s novels has been. 

+ + + 
Especially valuable would such a volume be to the students 

and lecturers of the University extension scheme. To lecture 
on English literature, and to omit all mention of Browning is 
now impossible. In lectures on the Victorian Era he must 
needs occupy to a large extent the attention of the lecturer. 
But there are hundreds of students who simply cannot buy any 
of his books under the present circumstances. Even the two 
volumes of “ Selections,” which cost 7s., are beyond them. A 
book might be arranged, to be published at a shilling, which 
should contain such a selection of the poems as would enable 
the students in extension classes to acquire at least a sufficiently 
good idea of the poet’s characteristics, and of his philosophy, 
to enable them to follow intelligently the lecture of one who 
was more widely read on the subject. It is quite certain, too, 
that such a volume would have a very large sale, and it might 
easily, in the end, prove more remunerative to the publishers 
than those which have been sold at higher prices to a more 
limited number of readers. 

* + + 

The bookbinders are following the printers in a laudable 
attempt to raise a special fund for improving their almshouses 
for the aged members of their craft. Extensive repairs are 
required, and this year being the Pension Jubilee of the Book¬ 
binders’ Pension and Asylum Society, every effort ought to 
be made to provide whatever additional expenditure may be 
required. The amount needed is apparently .£350, and a 
banquet will be held at the Holborn Restaurant on Wednes¬ 
day, February 26, when Sir Albert Rollit, M.P., has con¬ 
sented to preside. It is more than reasonable to expect a 
hearty response, as it is many years since a similar appeal was 
made to members and friends of the society. 

+ + 

lx is stated that Messrs. Longmans and Mr. Murray have 
both intimated to Mr. Stead that they object to his proposal 
to skim the cream from their publications and sell it for his 
own benefit in a magazine called the Review of Reviews. 
This is quite true, but it is not nearly half the truth. The fact 
is, that not only these two houses, but all the principal 
publishers of the magazines that Mr. Stead proposes to gut 
have taken the same course. 

+ + + 

Many friends of the Rev. Thomas Ashe, a minor poet who 
is best known by “ The Sorrows of Hypsipyle,” a Greek drama 
published in 1866, which at the time attracted much attention 
in literary circles, will regret to hear of the reverend gentle¬ 
man’s death, in his fifty-eighth year. The son of the late Rev. 
John Ashe, vicar of St. Paul’s, Crewe, the deceased clergyman 
was educated at Stockport Sghool and St. John’s College, 
Cambridge, graduating as senior optime in 1859. In the same 
year he published his first work, a collection of fugitive poems 
of considerable merit, and took orders ; but he had only one 
curacy, and afterwards held appointments at Leamington 
College and Ipswich School as mathematical master, leaving 
the latter in 1876 to devote himself entirely to literary work. 
A man of wide range of reading and high critical faculty, he 
contributed a number of articles on English and foreign poets 
to current literature, while his original work was of a very 
varied nature, including dramas, lyrics, and translations from 
Greek, Latin, French, German, and Italian. In spite of a 
graceful style and undoubted talent, however, he did not 
receive popular attention, and in one of his poems he speaks 
of the “ too sad harvesting, for such brave hope, for such kind 
husbandry,” that was the reward of his work. A complete 
edition of his poems was published in 1886. 

+ + + 

The figures of the Board of Trade returns for December 
complete the record for 1889, and the totals given enable us to 
judge the result of the year’s trading. In books we find an 
increase for the month and the year, both in quantity and value, 
the increase in quantity being 12,000 cwt. and in value ,£49,000 
for the year. Stationery shows an increase for the month of 
£8,000, and for the year of ,£56,000. The exports to Germany, 

• United States, and “other countries ” have increased, but there 

has been a considerable falling-off in exports to British East 
India and Australasia and British North America. Paper 
shows an increase of 20,000 cwt. and ,£31,000 for the month, 
but the totals for the year show a decrease of 87,000 cwt. and 
£73,500. Imports of paper, on the other hand, while showing 
a slight decrease of 8,000 cwt., but an increase of ,£2,000 for the 
month, show an increase of 187,400 cwt. and ,£87,600 for the 
year. On the whole, therefore, we may fairly congratulate 
ourselves upon the transactions of the year, and hope that the 
year upon which we have now entered may show even more 
favourable results. 

Ext'ORT of Printed Books. 

cwt. £ 
1889 .. .... 14,608 ... ... 115,023 
1888 ... .... 11,268 ... 91,186 
1887 .. ... 11,515 ... 103,246 
1889 ... ... 155.238 ... ... 1,295,168 
1888 ... .... 142,895 ... • •• 1.245.959 
1887 ... ... 133.403 ••• ... 1,175.411 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

Dec. 1889 

,, . 1888 

„ . 1887 

Jan. to Dec. 1889 

,,   1888 

,,   1887 

£ 
80,912 

73,022 

75.536 
965.327 
908,993 

830,604 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the twelve months in each of the three years 

1889. 1888. 1887. 

£ £ £ 
Germany . . 80,314 ... 67,500 ... 65,364 

France . . 37,913 ... 37,008 ... 40,689 

United States. . 82,073 ... 75,622 • •• 75,55i 
British East Indies . 107,470 ... 113,406 ... 106,207 

Australasia. . 187,220 ... 204,618 171,934 
British North America... 33,224 ... 40,047 ... 42,784 

Other countries. . 437,113 ... 370,707 ... 328,075 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £ 
Dec. 1889 . 92,311 .... • 158,417 

1888 . 72,488 127,291 

. 1887 . 79,096 .... • 139,658 

Jan. to Dec. 1889 . 988,765 .... ■ 1,763,827 

1888 . ,075,919 .... • 1,837,326 

>> ...4 . . 1887 . 821,095 .... • 1,480,513 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

Dec. 

) J . 

Jan. to Dec. 

9 9 

99 

cwt. £ 
1889 .. .... 179,731 •• .... 159,221 
1888 .. .... 187,331 .. ... 157,254 
1887 .. .... 150,869 .. .... 141,790 
1889 .. ....2,022,439 .... 1,761,411 
1888 .. • ••• 1,835,035 •• .... 1,673,769 
1887 .. ....1,635,119 .. ... 1,510,696 

Business and Industry. 

BRIEFLY stated, business and industry is simply an appli¬ 
cation of mind and body to fixed principles, for the 

mutual advantage of parties concerned. With some it is a 
necessity, in order to secure home and independence ; with 
others it is a condition to be complied with, if health and 
vigour is to be sustained. Inactivity is death. 

How deplorable is the lot of those who have no place 
assigned to them in a busy world. To come and depart, day 
after day, without making the world better and happier, 
generally brings either poor health or poverty, between a 
choice of which the latter is preferable. 

There is no dodging the issue of life’s battle. Either work 
or suffer the consequences of our common destiny. Many 
have tried to go through life without either labour or industry, 
but have failed ; consequently, the more cheerfully we set 
about the fulfilment of our assigned task the better for all 
concerned.—Saint Louis Stationer. 
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Robert Browning. 

HE greatest, most powerful poetic voice of the 
latter half of this century is hushed. Robert 
Browning died at the Palazzo Rezzonico, 
Venice, on December 12, the day of the 
appearance in London of his last book, 
“ Asolando: Facts and Fancies,” and soon 
after he had received telegraphic notice of the 

warmth of the reception accorded it. Westminster Abbey, as 
was fitting, received the illustrious remains on the last day 
of the old year. He was born at Camberwell in 1812, thus 
completing his seventy-seventh year. Although Browning 
is a closed book to the many, the clasps thereof are as of 
gold; and to those who can force them open a wonderful 
country, teeming with the richest and most tropical vegeta¬ 
tion, is revealed in a climate at once pure and luxurious. 
Not here the place to review his large library of works, 
which a responsible critic has said is an education in itself. 
That is being done all round us; the press and platform 
are inundated just at present with memoirs, remarks, and 
“ tributes.” But Browning is no exception to the general 
rule that a poet is not fully recognised in his own age. To 
him public recognition came very late, and it is only now 
being diffused. Yet, apart from that style of his, which 
has received so much abuse, and which is in such marked 
contrast to that of his contemporaries, the “veined huma¬ 
nity,” as his wife called it, of his work surely appeals for a 
wide audience. His theme is man, his soul and his pas¬ 
sions ; and he has little of that abstract allegorising which 
is so repelling to plain minds in some poets. It has been 
objected that his creations are not English. Nor are 
Hamlet, the lovers of Verona, Othello, Julius Caesar. 
Or that they are dragged from a past which has no interest 
for Englishmen. But man in his attributes, in his motives, 
is much the same now as he was in Sordello’s, in Para¬ 
celsus’s times. In the great concerns of life, in the study of 
character and passion, Browning is as modern as those con¬ 
temporaries, and vastly deeper and more original than some 
who—it may be said without useless comparisons—are 
devoted more to art, or even to technique, than to philo¬ 
sophy. His very cosmopolitanism and learning are sources 
of liberality ; and some of his creations are in their way as 
sympathetic as George Eliot’s. Almost all our contem¬ 
poraries are at present engaged in discovering new sides— 
each from its own point of view—to this many-sided man; 
and he is unique in the fact of the worship of cults and the 
publication of “guides ” while still in his prime. In fact, 
the “ Shakespeare of the nineteenth century” is a great 
force in the land; and that he could join consummate art, 
when he liked, to moral and dramatic power is abundantly 
shown in such an exquisite creation as “ Pippa Passes.” 

A. S. 

False Reports. 

HE unhallowed imagination of the penny-a-liner 
has long been a theme of satire, for himself and 
for others. Indeed, he may thank that faculty 
in some measure, we believe, for his com¬ 
parative extinction by the evolution of press 

agencies. He asserts himself, however, every now and 
then in a decidedly unpleasant fashion. Surely he should 
be voted a public nuisance, in default of discovering his 
identity, who acts on the susceptibilities of the tender¬ 
hearted newspaper reader in such manner as was done a 
few weeks ago. Conspicuous on all the bills were notices 

of “ A New Enoch Arden ”—that is to say, of a seaman 
who had returned, after many years, to his home in some 
“ chambers ” in Deptford, to find his wife and children in 
charge of a successor. The report was indeed minute in 
the particulars of the wanderer’s adventures, his feelings 
on his 1 eturn home, and his resolves as to the future. But 
a later announcement came that the police had made 
inquiries, to find that no such incident had occurred, that 
no “chambers” of the name given existed in Deptford, and, 
consequently, that no woman of the name given lived in 
them. This is only one flagrant case among many. Some 
three or four years ago an individual in this way of business 
was in the habit of almost regularly supplying the papers 
with “copy” of certain prize-fights, of all descriptions, which 
took place in slums on the southern slopes of the river: all 
of which, slums and fights, proved to be creations of his 
own overheated brain. Possibly the agencies will deliver 
us from these ills in time ! 

Profits of Authors. 

HOW many copies of a cloth-covered novel must a publisher 
sell to make a good profit ? This is a great question that 

the reading public often asks, mentally, at least, and one that is 
seldom answered. Most people have a vague idea that if a 
man has written a successful novel his fortune is made. They 
read his name everywhere—in the newspapers, magazines, 
and in glaring letters upon the bill-boards of the elevated 
stations. The fond delusion that successful authors roll in 
wealth is fostered by such items as “ Mrs. Burnett has been 
offered 15,000 dols. to write a story for the Lippincotts,” or that 
“ Mark Twain cleared 100,000 dols. from the sale of General 
Grant’s Memoirs.” A few authors, and you can count them 
upon the fingers of one hand, do make big money out of 
literature, but let us see what the ordinarily successful one 
makes. In the first place, the answer to the question above 
is that a sale of 5,000 copies is considered a very successful 
one, and that a sale of 2,000 copies pays. We are speaking 
now, say, of a cloth-covered novel which retails at 1 dol. 

The entire proceeds, then, of such a book will fall consider¬ 
ably under 5,000 dols., for it must be remembered that a 1 dol. 
book is not always sold for 100 cents. A i2mo. novel contains 
about 250 pages, or 75,000 words. On a rough estimate such 
a book will cost the publisher about thirty cents a copy. 
This includes composing, printing, and binding. The entire 
expenses, including a royalty of 10 per cent, to the author, 
the usual rate, and the advertising, will amount to fifty cents. 
For this book, which costs the publisher fifty cents, he gets 
from sixty to sixty-five cents, leaving him a profit of from 
ten to fifteen cents. This profit is generally increased some¬ 
what by the retail sales of the publishing house. Publishers 
are bound—and this is for the protection of the bookstores—- 
to sell a 1 dol. book for 1 dol. Enough books are sold by them 
at this price to bring up the average profit, say to fifteen 
cents. Thus a publisher who sells 5,000 copies of a novel will 
make about 750 dols. out of the transaction—not a very large 
profit for the capital invested and the risk involved. The 
profits of the author at 10 per cent, will amount to 500 dols., 
that is to say, his labour of writing and revising and his time 
for which he is not certain of any return, not to mention the 
mental wear and tear, about seven mills a word. Magnificent 
pay, and yet he is a successful author. Of course, there are 
some books, but they are very few, which make phenomenal 
success, and these are the ones which are read about from 
one end of the country to another. Most publishers say that 
it hardly pays in this present era of cheap paper-covered 
novels to publish the more expensive cloth-covered editions. 
There is and always will be a demand for this style of novel 
from libraries, both private and public, but generally speak¬ 
ing the rich and poor alike are buying the cheap and paper- 
covered books. It may be of interest at some future time to 
gather some statistics of the sale of these rapidly-increasing 
habitants of the literary ocean — Union Printer. / 
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Hl^w Sp^alandl 
By our Special Correspondent. 

SINCE last writing, your special has left the northern 
capital for the southern. Dunedin, the largest and most 

go-ahead (it has been dubbed the Boston of New Zealand by 
a Yankee) of our cities, is very busy just now, the much-talked- 
of New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition having been 
opened on Tuesday last, the 26th. I have not had time to take 
any notes for your journal yet, but I will send an exhibition 
article by the next mail. The printing and publishing trade is 
very busy, and has been so for the last two months, but it does 
not promise that the boom will last longer than a month, 
although the Exhibition will be open until April next. 

Matters typographical —I mean the movement towards 
the unity of comps—are filled with life, and steps towards reform 
are being taken in this city, where a Trades and Labour Council 
has been formed ; while in Wellington the Trades Council 
has just published its first list of “fair” or Union offices, and 
in an advertisement in the Evening Post states its object in 
publishing such a list, viz., that those houses should be supported 
who give a fair pay for fair work, not boy-labour. The list is 
to be issued in separate trades, the typographical being the 
first. 

The annual report of the Executive Council, N.Z.T.A., is just 
to hand. The delay, nearly three months, has been caused by 
a little friction in the fixing of the Executive Council for its 
abiding place next term. At first it was resolved that Auck¬ 
land should be the headquarters, and that branch was 
accordingly asked to appoint officers, which it did. In due 
course, the books and papers would have been transferred, but 
the taking of that step was prevented by the Auckland branch 
itself, in consequence of its continued excessive indebtedness 
and certain irregularities. That branch was repeatedly 
informed that, according to rule, it could not assume the 
functions of the Council until its indebtedness had been con¬ 
siderably reduced, but it was not until the 18th October (more 
than three months after the close of the branch year) that the 
requisite amount came to hand. The Council, whose duties 
should have ceased in August, 1889, was therefore reluctantly 
compelled to remain in office, and, at a meeting held on the 
4th October, decided to revoke the resolution locating the 
Council in Auckland. 

There are some points contained in the report upon which I 
have touched in previous letters. 

Following are a few interesting items from the annual 
report :—“The Executive Council, in presenting their annual 
report (the eighth), and closing their labours, are pleased to be 
able to record that there has been a decided improvement in 
the printing trade throughout New Zealand during the past 
twelve months, which applies more particularly to the latter 
half of the term. This gratifying result is intimated by three 
out of the four branches. The Auckland half-yearly report 
‘congratulates its members upon the improved prospects of 
the branch, which no doubt owes its origin to the more active 
interest now being taken by members in the working of the 
association’; the Otago report states ‘that a distinct 
improvement of trade has manifested itself, that there has 
been sufficient work to keep all the members pretty constantly 
employed, and that there is every reason to believe that we are 
on the eve of more prosperous times than have been experienced 
of late years’; and the Wellington report ‘records a slight 
improvement in trade, and specially notes the fact that much 
greater interest has been displayed by members of the society 
in general to accomplish the objects for which it was 
established.’ 

“The question of the advisableness of being affiliated with the 
Australasian Typographical Union has forced itself forward 
during the expired period, and, advisedly, your Council feel 
bound to at once say that they think it would be better to 
secede therefrom. The vote was against such a step being 
taken, but it is now felt that the matter was not understood in 
all its bearings. 

“ It was with unfeigned pleasure your Council learned of 
the formation of Master Printers’Associations in Christchurch 
and Dunedin, feeling sure that they cannot fail to operate 
advantageously to the employer and the employe alike. It 

seems a marvel that employers in such places as Auckland and 
Wellington cannot be induced to protect their interests by 
forming associations, for without them prices are cut down to 
a ridiculous point—a point which no community expects to be 
reached. Your Council would at all times be ready to assist 
any movement having for its object the mutual benefit of 
both employer and employed.” 

An advertisement in the Auckland papers the other day 
resulted in several applicants putting in an appearance, when 
they were informed that the duties were—to write, make up, 
work off, cast rollers, and do odd jobs ; for all this work the liberal 
amount of ten shillings per week “ and found” would be given. 
This rich find foundered the applicants. The writer could 
only be found to make up his mind to one thing, and that was 
to work off some cast-iron fury. I’m thinking the men who 
would accept such terms would be of that caste of roller who 
can only get odd jobs ! 

Mr. W. L. Rees, an ex-member of our Parliament, and who 
has recently been to the Old Country, trying to encourage the 
settlement of English farmers upon some native land in the 
Hawke's Bay district, is at present engaged upon a novel, 
entitled “ The Sack of London,” which he commenced during 
his visit, and having come home again, he will shortly be able 
to finish the book. The date of the incidents in the novel is 
fixed at four or five years hence, and the story itself deals with 
the labour v. capital and other social and political questions 
that are at present so prominently before the British public. 

A shorthand writers’ association is being formed here. 
Among the literary ventures which are being launched in 

connection with the celebration of the Jubilee of the Colony is 
an edition tie luxe of the best works in verse and prose of Mr 
Thomas Bracken, our New Zealand poet. The volume is to be 
profusely illustrated by New Zealand artists, and elegantly 
bound. The Wellington Post says it has seen a specimen of 
the illustrations, being a mountain scene executed in sepia, by 
Mr. L. W. Wilson, of Dunedin, and can speak highly of the 
performance. Mrs. Mair (Miss Sperrey) has promised to con¬ 
tribute some figure sketches, so that in a pictorial sense, apart 
from its literary merit, the book should be very attractive. A 
feature in the forthcoming volume will be an article on New 
Zealand literature, by Sir George Grey, and an historical sketch 
of the Colony, by Sir Robert Stout. The title of Mr. Bracken’s 
new work is “ Musings in Maoriland.” 

T. L. MILLS. 
Dunedin, November 28, 1889. 

American Press-makers and 
Typefounders. 

MR. WM. B. MACKELLAR delivered an address at the 
United Typothetas Banquet, St. Louis, in the early part 

of October, from which we make the following extracts :— 
It is with a feeling of pride that to-day I can make the bold 

assertion, and without fear of contradiction, that within the 
field of mechanical genius and invention, no industry has, within 
recent years, kept pace with the gigantic strides of improve¬ 
ment developed in the machinery and working material in the 
school of typography. This advance is purely national in 
character, and our inventors of to-day excel the world in prac¬ 
tical ideas, while their product is noted for simplicity of con¬ 
struction, solidity, and strength, combined with an extensive 
range of adaptability. In the more complicated mechanisms, 
where delicacy of result is aimed for, no rivals exist. The 
earliest press resembled a screw press, with a contrivance for 
running the form of types under the point of pressure. Atter 
the impression was taken, the screw was relaxed, the form 
withdrawn, and the sheet removed. This rude press continued 
in general use until 1620, when Willem Jansen Blaeu contrived 
a press in which the bed or carriage was brought under the 
point of pressure by moving’ a handle attached to a screw 
hanging in a beam with a spring, the spring causing the screw 
to fly back as soon as the impression was given. 

A further improvement was made by Adam Ramage in 1790, 
who, for a long time, was the chief press-builder in the United 
States. He substituted an iron bed for the stone one formerly 
in use. In the year 1800, Earl Stanhope contrived a press 
which obtained much notoriety. This was, however, soon 
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surpassed by the Columbian press, invented by George Clymer, 
of Philadelphia. He endeavoured, as early as 1797, to improve 
the common wooden press. His next efforts were directed to 
the production of an iron press, till, finally, eminent success 
was the result of his labours. He removed to England in 1817, 
and introduced the press there, where it was long held in high 
estimation. Following this, presses of similar construction 
displaced the imposing Columbian press, the first of which was 
invented by Peter Smith, of New York, the latest being Samuel 
Rust’s Washington press, which secured general approbation 
and adoption. Presses of this character, we all know, are now 
restricted to country papers of small circulation, and to book 
offices devoted to extra fine printing. 

The bed-and-platen power press of Isaac Adams, of Boston, 
was, for a considerable time, the only machine press capable of 
producing fine work and exact register. The cylinder press, 
which may be run at a much higher rate of speed than the 
bed-and-platen machine, was of earlier invention. In 1814 
Frederick Konig, a Saxon, turned his attention to cylinder 
printing, and met with eminent success. On November 28 of 
that year, the London Times announced the fact that the 
number of the paper issued on that day had been printed by 
machinery propelled by steam. A few years later, improve¬ 
ments were made by other inventors upon the Konig machine, 
which greatly enlarged its field of usefulness. This machine, 
with various modifications and improvements, is in general 
use in Europe and America for newspapers of moderate circu¬ 
lation, and even for fine job and book work, as entirely accurate 
register can be secured upon it. The new cylinder presses of 
the best makers, such as Hoe, Cottrell, Babcock, Campbell, 
and others, possess all the best qualifications of the Konig 
machine. The stop-cylinder press, the latest improvement, is 
particularly well adapted for fine printing. 

The invention of steam printing presses rendered books and 
periodicals so cheap that the progress of knowledge was 
amazingly accelerated, and soon the capacity of the cylinder 
press proved unequal to the work of printing the enormous 
editions of some of the leading newspapers of the world. The 
first successful invention to meet the exigency was made by 
Col. Richard M. Hoe, of New York, in the type-revolving 
printing-machine, with the construction and working of which 
we are all more or less acquainted. It comprised one main 
cylinder, around which were placed smaller impression cylin¬ 
ders. The large cylinder being put in motion, the form of 
types was carried successively to all the impression cylinders, 
at each of which a sheet received the impression of the type as 
the form passed. As many sheets were printed at each revo¬ 
lution of the main cylinder as there were impression cylinders 
around it. The speed of these machines was limited only by 
the ability of the feeders to supply the sheets. This machine 
was first used by the Public Ledger, of Philadelphia, and was 
afterwards adopted by the leading newspapers of that city and 
New York, as well as of the chief cities of Great Britain and 
other countries. To obtain the best results from the largest 
size of this press, it was necessary to employ a dozen or more 
hands to feed and run it. This expensive feature was largely 
avoided in a new machine, projected by Mr. Wm. Bullock, 
whose press was the forerunner of several machines that may 
be classed under the general name of self-feeding or web- 
perfecting presses. The enterprise of R. Hoe & Co. soon gave 
birth to a web-perfecting press, combined with a folding 
machine, that answered every requirement. To give an 
adequate idea of the advance made in printing machinery in 
modern times over old methods, I would state that the latter 
house makes twelve varieties of perfecting presses, with a 
product of perfect papers ranging from 6,000 to 96,000 four- 
page papers per hour, with a proportionate ratio of eight, ten, 
and twelve page, and sixteen, twenty, and twenty-four page 
papers per hour. These machines comprise two type perfect¬ 
ing presses, nine stereotype perfecting machines, and one 
electrotype perfecting press, the latter being arranged espe¬ 
cially for magazine work. The larger sizes of these presses 
are furnished with supplement insetting machines and folders. 

A unique wonder of modern times is a cylinder press invented 
by H. P. Feister, of Philadelphia. The paper from the rolls 
enters one end of the press, is printed on both sides, folded, 
bound into books, covered, and comes out of the press ready 
for trimming. It has a capacity of from 25,000 to 120,000 
books per day, according to the size of the book. One very 

important feature of the Feister press is that it will print various 
sizes of books without any delay in adjusting the press. The 
books are all printed in strips, according to the size, ranging 
from, say, three books in a strip to ten, and are then cut apart. 
The quality of the work is good, and cuts are printed clear and 
distinct without set-off. The press is a practical success, one 
printing company having contracts for over forty millions of 
books, necessitating the running of eight of these presses day 
and night. The number of electrotypes carried on the form- 
cylinder of each press varies from ninety-six to 320 plates, 
according to the size of the book. 

The invention of machines for printing small work elegantly 
as well as swiftly is of vast advantage to the printer, and has 
greatly increased the jobbing department of typography. Here, 
as in other matters, American ingenuity has taken the lead of 
all nations, and the presses invented by Ruggles, Hoe, Gordon, 
Degener, Wells, Gaily, and Golding, not to mention numerous 
others, defy competition. As the printing-press has secured 
and maintained its advanced position, likewise has the type¬ 
founding industry acquitted itself ; and so nobly that to day, in 
the matter of production, durability, and artistic beauty, the 
founders of the United States stand without their peers in the 
world. And the artists in typography, who so tastefully and 
practically display their designs, occupy a like exalted position 
for their ability. For a long period after the discovery of 
printing it seems that typefounding, printing, and binding went 
under the general term of printing, and that printers cast the 
types used by them, and printed and bound the works executed 
by their establishments. Typefounding became a distinct 
calling early in the seventeenth century. A decree of the Star 
Chamber, made July 11, 1637, ordained the following regula¬ 
tions concerning English founders :—“That there shall be four 
founders of letters for printing, and no more. That the Arch¬ 
bishop of Canterbury, or the Bishop of London, with six 
other high commissioners, shall supply the places of those 
four as they become void. That no master-founder shall 
keep above two apprentices at one time. That all journeymen 
founders be employed by the masters of the trade, and that 
idle journeymen be compelled to work, upon pain of imprison¬ 
ment and such other punishment as the court shall think fit. 
That no master-founder of letters shall employ any other 
person in any work belonging to the casting or founding of 
letters than freemen or apprentices to the trade, save only in 
pulling off the knots of metal hanging at the ends of the 
letters when they are first cast; in which work every master- 
founder may employ one boy only, not bound to the trade.” 

Regulations like the above were in force till 1693. By an 
Act subsequently passed no founder was to cast any letter for 
printing, no joiner to make any press, no smith to forge any 
iron-work for a press, no person to bring from parts beyond 
the seas any letters founded or cast for printing, nor any person 
to buy any letters or any other materials belonging unto print¬ 
ing, without application to the master and warden of the Com¬ 
pany of Stationers. 

The “polyglot founders,” as they have been called, were 
succeeded by Joseph Moxon and others. But the English 
were unable to compete with the superior productions of 
the Dutch founders, until after the advent of William Caslon, 
who, by the beauty and excellence of his type, surpassed 
his Batavian competitors, when the importation of foreign 
type ceased, and his founts were, in turn, exported to the Con¬ 
tinent. 

About the year 1735 a typefoundry, principally for German 
type, was established at Germantown, Pennsylvania, by Chris¬ 
topher Sower, a printer, who executed in German the first 
quarto Bible printed in America. Following this several un¬ 
successful attempts were made to set up foundries, until, in the 
year 1796, typefounding was commenced in Philadelphia by 
Archibald Binny and James Ronaldson, natives of the city of 
Edinburgh, where Binny had carried on the same business. 
Their assortment was not extensive, but it embraced the es¬ 
sential founts — brevier, bourgeois, long primer, small pica, 
pica, and two-line letters. They improved their foundry accord¬ 
ing to the increase of printing and the consequent demands of 
the trade. It has passed through several generations, and it 
holds an advanced position to-day. Another typefoundry 
was put in successful operation in Baltimore, about 1805, by 
Samuel Sower & Co. 

The demand for type was very brisk until the war of 1812 
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commenced, and the foundries were generally three or four 
months in arrears in their execution of orders for material. In 
1811 Elihu White established a typefoundry in New York. 
He had been long engaged, in connection with Mr. Wing, in 
the manufacture of printing types at Hartford, Conn. Having 
a good assortment of faces and bodies, his removal to New 
York was a great convenience to its printers, and they gave 
him a very satisfactory support. But the principal business in 
typefounding still continued, as formerly, to be carried on in 
Philadelphia. In 1813 another typefoundry was begun in 
the city of New York by D. & G. Bruce, principally to cast 
types for their own use. They had carried on book-printing 
for seven years, and had now become acquainted with the 
stereotype art. In 1818, or soon after, a type and stereotype 
foundry was established in Boston, and another in Cincinnati, 
principally through the enterprise of the late Elihu White, who, 
having the means of multiplying matrices with facility, took 
this method for the extension of his business. Others followed 
his example, and typefoundries were established in Albany, 
Buffalo, Pittsburg, Louisville, and St. Louis, with several addi¬ 
tional in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. The 
business, in fact, was overdone, and failures and suppressions 
took place as competition reduced the prices of type. 

The mode of typefounding has, within fifty years, undergone 
important changes, which must, no doubt, be considered im¬ 
provements. First among them is the introduction of machine 
casting, in which a pump forces the fluid metal into the mould 
and matrix, and gives a sharper outline to the letter than was 
formerly given by the most violent throw of the caster. The 
old practice of casting a single type only at a time remains. 

The first successful type-casting machine was invented by 
David Bruce, jun., of New York, and was patented March 17, 
1838. The patent was sold to George Bruce, and machines 
were used by him until 1845. David Bruce, meanwhile, patented 
another machine in 1843, which, with new improvements 
patented two years later, gave entire satisfaction, and is now in 
general use in American foundries. This improvement has 
passed into Europe, and been adopted by most of the German 
typefoundries ; but in Great Britain for some time it found little 
favour. There are now thirty-one typefoundries in the United 
States. They not only supply the printers of America, but 
most of the printers in Canada and Australia, some in England, 
Mexico, South America, and the West India Islands. In quality, 
style, and finish American type is equal, if not superior, to any 
made in Europe. The demand for foreign type in America is 
extremely limited, while in inverse ratio the American commo¬ 
dity is acquiring an extensive market abroad. Owing to such 
introduction, foreign typographical display is undergoing a 
revolution—a fact which is specially noticeable in Great Britain. 
The protection afforded by the patent laws having checked the 
piratical production of matrices by electrotyping, the leading 
founders in this country have been encouraged to produce types 
of new styles, which in beauty and ingenuity surpass those of 
foreign origin. 

The adoption of a uniform system of bodies graduated by 
points, also the establishing of a uniform height to paper, by 
the various typefounders of the country can but eventually 
prove a great source of satisfaction to the printing craft. The 
American point system of bodies will eventually displace the 
irregular system of bodies now existing. Other important im¬ 
provements are receiving the attention of several of the 
foundries. The American printer of to-day enjoys more 
advantages in printing machinery and type than were ever 
dreamed of by his predecessors. Innumerable labour-saving 
facilities have been added that make the typographic art a 
study of love rather than one of labour—an art filled with vast 
resources and capabilities. 

The Phonetic Journal has just entered upon its forty-ninth volume, 
and shows no signs of exhaustion ; on the contrary, it is as fresh and 
readable, and as eminently useful to the large army of phonographers 
as it ever was. The beautifully-printed specimens of the various styles 
that are given week by week are alone worth the modest penny 
charged for the paper. In his “ Annual Address,’' Mr. Pitman records 
a remarkable extension of his system of shorthand during the past 
twelve months. Schools are taking up the teaching of shorthand 
largely, as it is one of the most useful studies for boys who are going 
into business. Mr. Pitman promises an enlargement of his Journal 
next year, when it will enter on its 50th volume. 

Sydney Daily Telegraph. 

HPHE opening celebration of the new offices of the Daily 
1 Telegraph, Sydney, was carried out on Saturday evening, 

the 16th November. Invitations had been issued to a large 
number of gentlemen occupying positions of trust in different 
walks of life in the community, with the result that a company 
numbering about 260 persons were present on the occasion. 
An inspection of the offices having been made and the mechani¬ 
cal work required to bring out the paper having been shown 
in operation, the company were conveyed to the Town Hall in 
vehicles specially provided, and in the vestibule of that building 
sat down to the banquet. Mr. J. R. Carey, chairman of 
directors, presided. The toast list was a heavy one, including 
in addition to the accustomed ones those of “ The Press,” 
which was proposed by Mr. W. M‘Millan (Colonial Treasurer), 
and responded to by Mr. W. Curnow (S. M. Herald) and Mr. 
J. A. Hogue (Evening News)-, “Success to the Daily Tele- 
graph,” proposed by Mr. J. P. Abbott, M.F., and responded to 
by the chairman, the manager (Mr. W. Wynne), and the editor 
(Mr. F. W. Ward) ; “Australian Unity,” proposed by Mr. E. 
Barton, M.L.C., and responded to by Mr. H. Gullett and Mr. 
B. R. Wise ; and “ Our Commercial and Industrial Interests,” 
proposed by Mr. G. H. Reid, M.P., and responded to by Mr. 
J. Inglis. Excellent speeches were made, and the proceedings 
were carried to a successful completion. In addition to a full 
description of the new premises and of Saturday’s banquet, a 
large lithograph sheet was presented with the paper for the 
18th November as a supplement, showing the front view of 
the building and the different departments located within. The 
new premises are of extremely handsome elevation, and all 
the details and arrangements appear to have been carried out 
in first-class style, special attention having been given to the 
comfort and convenience of the employes. 

-• —» <t> a*~ o- 

Bevelling Cards. 

MESSRS. OWEN BROS., of Santa Cruz, California, writ¬ 
ing to the American Stationer with reference to bevelling 

cards, say :— 
We do ragged-edge work by placing the fanned-out cards in 

an upright clamp, and rag with tools made from chisels having 
different faces, as desired, pushed across the cards. We find 
this method superior in most cases to any other that we have 
tried. For small work, glass scraping is sometimes preferable, 
but for large work, and that which requires exactness, we find 
it inadequate and slow. Our process of bevelling cards is as 
follows :— 

The machine used consists of a frame supporting a smooth 
table, 20 by 24 inches. At the front end steel clamp jaws the 
length of the table are provided, the lower jaw forming the 
Iront of the table, the upper one being hinged to the rear legs 
of the frame by means of suitable arms forming the clamp. 
The face of the clamp jaws is at an angle of 45 deg. to the 
plane of the table. The arms of the clamp are at right angles 
to its face, so that the lift of the clamp will be approximately 
in line with its face. A foot-lever depresses the damp, which, 
when at rest, is held open by suitable springs. Attached to the 
table are side and end gauges, made adjustable to the entire 
range of the table. 

The cards to be bevelled are placed by the operator through 
the open clamp on the table, and against the previously ad¬ 
justed guides, and, having clamped them with the foot-lever, a 
quick, drawing cut is made with a hand knife, the side running 
against the clamp jaws, which form a guide for the same, mak¬ 
ing an exact and perfect bevel. The knife, being held close 
and parallel to the face of the clamp jaws, is at an angle of 45 
deg. to the surface of the card, and, if the work is properly 
done, it must make a perfect edge. The foot-lever is then 
released and the cards are removed. 

If the cards are very thick—say, such as ten-ply wedding 
and mount boards—generally only one is bevelled at a time, 
but of thinner stock a number may be fanned out and bevelled 
at once. 
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Paper Manufacture in India. 

THE paper-making industry in India is one of yearly grow¬ 
ing importance, in the considerable addition it makes to 

the extent of local manufactures, and the consequently dimi¬ 
nished requirements from foreign markets. It is only under 
the present outlook of the relations of silver that any economic 
calculations can be projected from any data which can be made 
to show that the people of India will need less of the manu¬ 
factures and productions of other nations owing to enlarged 
native productions, throwing a large weight in adjusting the 
balance of trade on silver imports and India Council’s drawings. 
Paper manufacture by steam machinery was first commenced 
in India by the late John Marshman at Serampore. Working 
by a sort of rule-of-thumb process with anything but the most 
modern machinery and no scientifically tested process, the 
highest success scored by the mills was the well-known 
“ Serampore paper.” Even that was attained with great diffi¬ 
culty, owing to the effect of climate on the bleaching medium 
used. After various vicissitudes the mill was broken up, and 
the King of Burmah became the happy possessor of the 
machinery-lock, stock, and barrel. There are now nine paper 
mills—five in the Bombay Presidency, two in Bengal, one at 
Lucknow, and one at Gwalior. Three of these are under pri¬ 
vate and the remainder under joint-stock association auspices. 
These mills manufacture blotting, brown, and white cartridges, 
white country paper, writing and foolscap papers, and coloured 
coarse papers. The materials used are wheat and rice straw, 
rags, various kinds of grasses, old jute, and hemp rope or bag¬ 
ging, wood-pulp, and waste paper. It is needless to say that 
the supply of rags is of too precarious a character and limited 
extent to admit of any extension of the quantity of any of the 
finer class of papers these mills can manufacture. The invested 
capital in these mills totals up to nearly ,£500,000. The largest 
mill is at Bally, and produces yearly about 3,100 tons of paper. 
The value of the yearly production of all the mills collectively 
is R.29,00,000, and they give employment to about 3,500 people. 
The sale of the Indian-made paper is yearly increasing, and 
under more skilled superintendence, and the improved ma¬ 
chinery which has recently been imported, the class of paper 
turned out is of a better quality and commands a larger sale 
than hitherto. In the last five years the value of the paper 
turned out from the Indian mills has risen from R. 18,00,000 to 
R 24,40,000. There is no apparent effect from the local industry 
on the value of the imports into India from foreign markets ; 
the expansion of the trade has been very great, and the con¬ 
sumption is now very large. In 1867-68 the value of the paper 
imports w'as R.28,50,000 ; in 1877-78, R.30,50,000, and in 
1888-89, R.40,26,921. 

New Books of 1889. 

GPHE Publishers' Circular gives the following summary of 
*■ the new' books and new editions published in 1889, which 

we think will prove interesting to our readers. The editor 
says :— 

In commenting on the analytical table of books published 
during 1888, which we printed on the last day of that year, we 
found occasion to remark on the exceptional literary activity to 
which it bore witness. The figures for 1889 are not quite so 
large, but still they mark a production of between three and 
four hundred books more than we had to count up and classify 
in 1887. In other words, the statistics goto show that the past 
year has produced about one work per diem, Sundays included, 
more than the output of 1887. Comparing or contrasting the 
number of publications in 1889 with those of 1888, we find in 
theology a slight decline, both in new books and in new editions. 
In educational w'orks, also, 1889 has fewer works to show than 
its predecessor. Books for young people, on the other hand, 
show a good increase. Of novels and stories there are noted 
no less than 1,040 new books, besides 364 new editions. This 
gives the ardent novel-reader as many as three new novels for 
each week-day, with a balance to spare, and one new edition 
for every day. We have to note a slight decline in the class of 
political economy, also in that of arts and sciences ; but, after 

all, many a book published in the new year will be the product 
of this and preceding years’ labours. In voyages and travels, 
history and biography, and in poetry, the figures of 1889 are 
less than those of 1888. Here, again, it may be worth while to 
reflect that statistics do not convey everything—a Du Chaillu’s 
“ Viking Age ” “ outweighs a whole theatre of others.” And, 
while the show of books in poetry of 1889 is numerically less 
than that of 1888, it is greater than that of 1887 by about 50 
new books and 10 new editions—an excess of just 50 per cent. 
Belles-lettres may be pointed to as the only division of litera¬ 
ture in which the number of new editions exceeds that of bona- 
fide new books. It will be readily understood that this exception 
is due to the numerous and continual reprints of the great 
classics, such as Shakespeare, Milton, Byron, &c. 

1888. 1889. 
Divisions. New New New New 

Books. Editions. Books. Editions. 

Theology, Sermons Biblical, &c. 
Educational, Classical, and Philo- ) 

748 164 630 134 

logical .. .. .. j 
630 149 557 124 

Juvenile Works and'Tales 357 113 4l8 93 
Novels, Tales, and other Fiction 
Taw, Jurisprudence, &c. 

929 3^ 1,040 364 
115 57 66 40 

Political and Social Economy, > 
24 no 16 

Trade and Commerce .. j 
Arts, Sciences, and Illustrated Works 
Voyages, Travels, Geographical > 

184 69 112 

203 

34 

Research .. .. .. ) 73 57 

History, Biography, &c. 377 109 310 114 
Poetry and the Drama .. 163 68 133 54 
Year-Books and Serials in Volumes .. 324 3 342 4 
Medicine, Surgery, &c. 
Belles-Lettres, Essays, Mono- 

graphs, &c. .. .. .. j 

126 73 133 49 

224 157 183 

Miscellaneous, including Pamphlets, \ 
not Sermons .. .. J 507 120 483 107 

4,960 1.631 4,654 1,373 
4,960 4,694 

6.591 6,067 

Standard of Workmanship. 

AS a rule it will be found that men differ more or less in 
their methods of accomplishing the same grade of work ; 

nevertheless, these variations are always admissible so long as 
they do not interfere with a proper standard of speed of work¬ 
manship. 

A man of business, in order to keep up his reputation, should 
make every effort to maintain uniformity of production, pro¬ 
vided it is worthy of being followed from its known value ; but 
experience teaches him that this is not always easy of attain¬ 
ment upon the change of every employe which may take 
place, for it is difficult to turn the current of the stream upon 
which many have so long floated. They have followed old 
ruts too long, and are almost beyond reach of improvement, 
such as a given standard will require. 

These facts are applicable to all branches of the book¬ 
binder’s art, and it is therefore no small pleasure and satisfac¬ 
tion to find those whose aim is upward and onward in the 
right direction, and who are willing recipients of those methods 
which indicate progress and are worthy of being copied by 
others. Thus an important object is reached, whether it be in 
finishing, forwarding, or otherwise. 

In this age of elevated criticism it is often demonstrated in 
the art of bookbinding that a customer is a much better judge 
than the workman himself as to what a thorough specimen of 
workmanship in his line should be, and it is therefore necessary 
that the latter should fully investigate his position in such a 
case to the end that both employer and employe may glide 
along harmoniously in upholding a standard which shall meet 
every demand and be accompanied by gratifying results, rather 
than that disappointing influence which must naturally follow 
defective work. 

Mr. Passmore Edwards has presented the Bethnal Green Free 
Library with 1,000 volumes of standard works, and a cash gift of 

^50. 
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New Rotary Paper-bag Machine. 

MR. JOB DUERDEN, of Burnley, read at a recent meet¬ 
ing of the members of the Institute of Mechanical 

Engineers, held at Westminster, an account of a new rotary 
machine for making paper bags, which he has invented. The 
Manchester Guardian gives the following abstract of Mr. 
Duerden’s paper :— 

The author stated that during the past twenty years, and 
perhaps more particularly in the last two, rapid strides had 
been made in bringing the industry of paper-bag making to 
the high state of excellence it had attained, especially in Great 
Britain and the United States of America. Previously bag¬ 
making was carried on by hand, almost identically in the 
manner followed centuries ago, and it was astonishing to find 
that, almost without exception, that primitive method still pre¬ 
vailed throughout the whole of the European continent. In 
bag-making by hand, the paper, having been cut to the parti¬ 
cular size and shape required, was sent to the bag-makers, 
who folded it with the aid of blocks, after which it was passed 
on to be pasted, and then to be dried. The highest rate at 
which the bags could be so produced was about 300 per hour, 
as compared with an average of 7,000 per hour by the new 
machine. 

Although the improvement of the bag-machine had exercised 
the mechanical skill of many celebrated men, yet until quite 
recently the essential qualifications had not been realised which 
such a machine ought to possess in order to become univer¬ 
sally applicable—namely, economical production, small cost of 
construction, together with a simplicity not beyond the intelli¬ 
gence of the child who had to work it. Numerous machines 
were in existence, most of which deserved commendation for 
their simplicity and high productive power, but none of them, 
it was believed, had been capable of making on the rotary 
principle bags of different widths and lengths on the same 
machine. A separate machine had been required for every 
size made in the mill, and not infrequently more than one 
machine for making the same size of bag, but of a different 
quality of paper. When it was considered that from twenty to 
thirty different sizes, and perhaps not less than the same 
number of varieties in quality of paper, were turned out in 
a mill of ordinary capacity, it would be readily seen that the 
original outlay necessary for providing the machines re¬ 
quired would be prohibitive of their general adoption. 

The machine invented by the author was capable of pro¬ 
ducing bags from any description and quality of paper, no 
matter how soft or how stiff. The bags varied in width and 
length from 4 in. by 5I in. to 105 in. by 14J in., and all sizes 
were made, both light and heavy, thick and thin. For all 
these kinds, as well as for block-bottomed or oblong bags, 
varying both in length and width, it was only necessary to 
have two machines, the smaller producing bags varying in 
width and length from 4 in. by 5! in. to 6J in. by 9J in., and 
the larger from 7 in. by 9J in. to 10J in. by 14J in. Between 
the foregoing dimensions any size of bag could be produced, 
the successive sizes varying by 1 -16th in. in width and J- in. in 
length. This was an exceptional and important advantage. 
Undue or superfluous pressure on the sides or folds of the bags, 
which had hitherto been a serious and insurmountable ob¬ 
jection, causing a tendency to split and burst when being filled 
with goods, was entirely obviated. The working of the 
machine was practically noiseless. It had a continuous feed, 
no folding plates or blocks were required, and the size and 
shape of the bag could be altered at pleasure by the boy or 
girl attendant by simply substituting a different change wheel, 
whereby the cutters, paster, and folders were simultaneously 
altered. The machine being on the rotary pinciple, the wear 
and tear of its parts were reduced to a minimum. Less than 
quarter-horse power was sufficient to drive the machine, and 
teiher gas or steam might be used for this purpose. 

A brief discussion followed the reading of the paper, in the 
course of which Mr. Pearson, on behalf of Mr. Duerden, stated 
that the machine would make bags from all kinds of paper, 
whether made from rags, straw, or wood-pulp. Mr. Chapman 
stated that he had seen the machine at work at the Paris 
Exhibition, where it had obtained the highest award, in the 
face of competition of both French and American machines, 
and he had actually seen it work at the rate of 141 bags per 
tnmute. 

What Causes a Slur on a Job Press ? 

THE press ? Oh, no ; or at least the fault is so seldom with 
the machine that it may be considered out of the ques¬ 

tion, and may be dismissed with this statement : When the 
slur is caused by a mechanical fault, the lost motion is readily 
seen in the action of the bed and platen when they come to¬ 
gether One or the other will have an easily-perceptible double 
motion at the very instant that the impression occurs. Nearly 
all job presses are so constructed that this vital defect could 
only be produced by years of outrageous usage. 

Now, let the intelligent printer take the above proposition for 
his text, and proceed in the right direction with his inquiry— 
what causes the slur ? 

In the first place, answer this question: Is it a slur? We 
were once informed that a certain fine new press which we had 
sold was slurring badly,and were asked to investigate the matter. 
We did so, and found that there was no slur, but the pressman 
was trying to work a rule form, on hard paper, with green 
rollers, on a damp day, with cheap news ink ! Of course, the 
rules were tearing the composition out of the rollers, in such 
small quantities that the rollers did not show it. The composi¬ 
tion was piling up in streaks on the disc, and the form was 
working dirty ; that is all. The trouble was remedied in five 
minutes and the man was happy. 

Another customer wrote, saying his press slurred hopelessly, 
that he had exhausted every expedient, and asked for aid. He 
enclosed several specimens to illustrate his trouble, and not one 
of the specimens showed a slur. All were worked badly, and 
showed that the roller composition was mixed with the ink, and 
the impression was so light that the form, dirty as it was, barely 
touched the paper. In this case, good rollers and a firm im¬ 
pression would be the remedy. 

Another pressman was trying to print ten small duplicate 
blanks at once. He encountered a genuine slur, and tried to 
find the seat of the trouble in the gearing or in the crank 
motion of the platen. Of course it was not there (it could not 
be), so without further ado he appealed for light. This case 
brings us to the true and the almost only cause of slurring on a 
job press. It was imprisoned air that made life a burden to 
this pressman. He had a loose tympan, and when the ten 
electrotypes struck the tympan the air was forced out frum 
under it at those ten places at the same instant. The action of 
the air was as quick as thought. It rushed in every direction, 
and if the pressman could have seen his tympan at that precise 
moment he would have read thereon the secret of his trouble. 
The plates struck the sheet and forced it back against the 
platen, but the mischief was all done before actual printing 
commenced. 

The remedy for this case was, first, to have a taut tym¬ 
pan ; then perhaps elastics or soft paper rolls fastened to the 
grippers, and passing through the margins between the plates, 
so that they would force the paper firmly against the platen 
before the impression occurred. If the platen is a large one it 
is difficult to draw the top sheet very tight, in which case a 
sheet of heavy rnanila should be used for the purpose. Dampen 
it thoroughly, on one side only, let it lay for a few moments 
until the water all disappears from the surface, put it on for a 
top sheet, and let it dry out. This takes but little time, and 
makes a reliable tympan. 

One solid form of type or other material, however large, is 
not likely to slur. It is only a form where there are large 
blanks, or one composed of several pages, that gives rise to the 
trouble.—Printers' Album. 

Dust is one of the worst foes of types, and nowhere else 
more so than in the cases. As often as cases are set out they 
should be blown out-the bellows used vigorously and 
efficiently, not in the composing-room, but outside. If piece- 
hands cannot be induced to do this as a matter of justice to 
their employer’s interests, they should do it for their own. 
When a case gets low, and much dust accumulates, the com¬ 
positor loses in a single half-day double or treble the time that 
would be required to give the cases a thorough cleaning, let 
alone the great comfort gained by having clean types to 
handle. A case as dirty as a pig-pen is not only wasteful, but 
disgraceful. 
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The Printer's Art. 

IN one sense it is more difficult now than it was formerly to 
learn the printer’s trade ; in another, it is much easier. 

In old times a boy learned to set type and to work a press ; 
now he does one of these things only, and is not expected to 
do the other; but he is obliged to be more thorough in the 
branch which he selects. 

When a boy begins service in a large printing-house, he 
spends about six months of his time holding copy. While at 
this work he learns the names of the different kinds of type 
and notices the errors of compositors, as marked by the proof¬ 
reader. Next, he goes to the printer’s “ case,” where he spends 
many months on plain composition. This period in a printing- 
office is very irksome to most boys. They think they can learn 
all about composition in a few weeks, whereas it takes many 
months to become a fairly quick compositor, even on the 
plainest work. Next, he learns “ display ” work and howto 
“ make-up,” that is, to take the type as set up and put it in 
proper-sized pages and columns, ready for the press. 

In learning presswork a boy is first put at a feeding-board 
and feeds the press. For two or three years he is performing 
hard drudgery; but he is in a place where he should be learning 
a great deal. Some boys avail themselves of this opportunity, 
many more do not. When he has learnt to work at the feeding- 
board, he is allowed to run a small press—is taught how to 
“ make-ready ” the forms and manage the press. The great 
trouble with nearly all lads is that they are in too great a hurry ; 
they overlook details which they think are of no consequence. 

Nothing has done so much to demoralise the printing trade 
as newspaper work. The necessity for haste on newspapers 
compels a publisher to make everything else subordinate to 
speed ; he has to overlook slighted workmanship, which no 
book or job printer could think of doing. As fully three-fourths 
of the printers in the United States are graduates, more or less 
skilled, from newspaper offices, hasty and slighted work is too 
common. Compositors of this class get into careless habits of 
doing their work owing to the necessity for haste, which is 
constantly imposed upon them. Newspaper work, however, is 
done much better than it was twenty years ago. 

There are two kinds of type-setting—job composition and 
book composition. Most printers think that job composition 
is the highest branch of the art ; the majority of the boys are 
more anxious to learn how to twist rules and make eccentric 
combinations of type than they are to do plain and thorough 
work. I think a well-printed book is more difficult than any 
kind of job printing ; the chances of error are infinitely greater 
and successes are much more rare. Book-printing ranges in 
difficulty from an ordinary reprint of a novel up to books which 
are illustrated, having side-notes, quotations Irom foreign lan¬ 
guages, extracts from authors, with breaks and irregularities, 
which are unavoidable, and so to arrange them that each part 
has its proper size and place, requires a more skilful workman 
than he who can twist rules or print in many colours. To 
properly perform this work a man must have experience, he 
must read through the whole manuscript, and he must have 
a head for analysis and detail. 

In no business can a young man start with such a small 
capital as in the trade of printing; in fact, he can do more 
now with 500 dollars than he could have done with the same 
amount of money fifty years ago. But, while it is easier for 
him to begin a business now, it is more difficult for him to 
build up a large business. When I came to 'New York, in 
1844, I do not suppose there was a book or job office that had 
20,000 dollars invested in material. Now, many offices have 
nearly or quite 500,000 dollars capital invested in the business. 
Though a boy may find it more difficult to be a master-printer 
on a large scale, it is easier for him to get a superior position 
as an assistant. The demand for skilled workmen was never 
so great as it is now. There is always an unsatisfied inquiry 
for competent foremen, extra woodcut pressmen, superior 
proof-readers, and intelligent office clerks. The printing- 
trade, strange to say, does not furnish all its office clerks. The 
reason is, that boys and young men in the composing and 
press-rooms do not, as they ought, try to qualify themselves for 
higher positions. I think the influence of trades unions, in 
assuming an antagonism between capital and labour which does 
not really exist, has been building up a wall between employer 

and employed. It is leading to the making of separate classes 
in the business. The trade union spirit teaches a boy that he 
must look more to the trade union for fair wages and decent 
treatment than to his own exertions or his employer ; the con¬ 
sequence is, there is a marked degree of stiffness between 
employer and employe, which never ought to exist. Any boy 
who tries to do more than his fellows is pounced upon as 
setting a bad example. Any boy who has a leaning towards 
learning something of the duties of the counting-room is re¬ 
garded as unfairly currying favour with the employer. There 
is a disposition on the part of trade union leaders to keep boys 
and journeymen dependent on the union and independent of 
their employers. They disapprove of any attempt to cross the 
line. 

Every city has many employers who would be glad to help a 
bright boy to a better knowledge of the business, if he were to 
show a disposition to learn more of his trade than he can learn 
in the composing or press room. But the influence of the 
printers around them prevents this disposition from being 
manifested. 

The initial impulse that was given to fine printing came, not 
from the regular book-publishing houses, but from small job 
printing-offices, in some of which the office materials were not 
worth a thousand dollars. In these small offices were men 
who loved their vocation, and who took pride in developing 
the capacity of the printer’s art—men who made it a point to 
do their very best with every job of printing that came into 
their hands. They were largely helped in this direction by the 
introduction of treadle presses. This class of printers was the 
first to show that finer printing could be done on dry than on 
damp paper. Then came the influence of the publishers of the 
Century Magazine, whose managers insisted on having this 
method carried out in the printing of fine woodcuts for their 
periodical, with a result that has been highly beneficial to the 
printing trade. This method has really developed a new style 
in printing, entirely distinct from that of the old printers. 

This fine work calls for more knowledge and more thinking 
on the part of the printer. Every large printing establishment 
is calling for men who are capable of doing with type some¬ 
thing that has never been done before. In job offices this 
demand is largely met by ingenuity and eccentricity in compo¬ 
sition, which I do not altogether admire ; but it is commend¬ 
able as showing a desire for better work. In book offices it 
runs to the other extreme—to the greatest severity and plain¬ 
ness. To print a good book a man ought to be familiar with 
good books as they have been made by eminent printers for 
the last four hundred years, in the study of which one will see 
a great deal to admire, and much that should be imitated. A 
good book printer should have a collection of books from many 
good printers. He should understand their styles, their pecu¬ 
liarities, and should know something of inks and papers. He 
cannot be very successful unless he is familiar with what has 
been done by those who have gone before him. This is a 
knowledge which takes a long time to acquire. A boy ought 
to begin when very young; as Dr Holmes expresses it, he 
ought to bump against books from the time he is a baby.— 
Theodore L. De Vinne, in the “ Century Magazine 

Etching Stones. 

MESSRS. BAYLIS, LEWIS, & CO., of Worcester, state 
that the following is a safe way to etch stones :—Roll 

up solid and sharp ; dust on fine powdered resin, then French 
chalk. Saturate a piece of flannel (or woollen material of any 
kind thick enough), stretched tightly on a piece of board, of 
any' suitable size (^ay' 12 by 4 in.), with benzine. Lay two 
pieces of reglet on the margin of stone, and then turn the 
saturated flannel face downwards to within an eighth of an 
inch of the stone, and in a few seconds the resin will have 
become melted and incorporated with the rolling-up ink, 
forming a perfect protection against nitric acid. As soon as 
the job begins to look glossy, the board must be moved on, as 
it will not do to remain too long, for obvious reasons. Of 
course, the benzine must never come in contact with the job. 
There are other things as well as benzine which will answer. 
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Bookbinding in Leipzig. 

'"P'HE bookbinding establishment of A. Kollner was founded 
X in 1873. ft has developed rapidly, and has acquired great 

importance : the mean daily production last year amounting to 
about 1,000 bindings of all kinds, and something like 3,000 bro¬ 
chures, music-books, and catalogues. About60 workmen, appren¬ 
tices, &c., are employed. Two years later, this was followed by 
the house of Adolf Babe, wherein 20 machines are now required 
to meet the constantly increasing orders. Hubei & Denck’s, 
which was started in a small way in 1875, had at first much to 
suffer from the general uneasiness of trade ; but, faithful to the 
principle of ever increasing one’s efforts in proportion to the 
gloomy outlook of affairs, it has grown upon a firm basis, and 
formed durable and agreeable relations, which, through its 
obstinate and intelligent efforts, have been contracted not only 
with every country in Europe, but with America and Australia. 
Bindings en luxe in calico and artistic coverings form an 
important branch of its business. It employs nearly a hundred 
machines, which are worked by a steam-engine of 25-horse 
power. Hubei & Denck employ about 150 to 200 hands, 
according to the season. The new premises, which they have 
occupied some two months, employs 350 workers, is fitted with 
all the latest improvements in electric light, steam-driving, &c., 
and presents altogether an imposing appearance. Among 
houses which have acquired great importance during the last 
ten years is that of Gebr. Hoffman, which, started in 1881, 
employs already 50 workmen, and works with 30 machines. 
Another competitor, started four years ago, is H. Baumbch & 
Co., with a personnel of 90, and machines to the number of 47, 
whose importance is shown by the annual production of, in 
round numbers, 200,000 bindings, 900,000 brochures, and 
155,000 portfolios, &c. These last, its bindings in half-calf and 
in colours, and its great variety of characters and Greek orna¬ 
ments, are its distinguishing features. Indeed, Leipzig owes 
no small portion of its importance to its wholesale binding 
businesses. 

The Printing Trades Diary and Desk-Book. (London : E. 
Menken.) The new issue of this old-established favourite has 
just been published, and it worthily sustains the reputation of 
the previous issues. There is a mass of interesting and useful 
matter relating to the trade, together with diary pages, &c. 
Last year’s diary was quickly out of print, and this will cer¬ 
tainly share the same fate. 

Hossfeld's Spanish Dialogues. By Henry Schaefer. (St. 
Paul’s Linguistic Institution, 19, Ludgate-liill.) A beautifully- 
printed and well-arranged little manual, for the use of students 
of Spanish, which we can heartily recommend. Almost every 
subject likely to be required is provided for, and the divisions 
are natural and intelligible. The price is is. 6d. 

The City Diary (London : W. H. & L. Collingridge) duly 
makes its annual appearance in the same complete and useful 
style which has distinguished it for so many years. All neces¬ 
sary information connected with the City is fully and accu¬ 
rately set forth, and brought up to the latest date. 

The Ladies1 Treasury. (London : Bemrose & Sons.) The 
January part of this old-established magazine commences the 
thirty-third volume, and is full of useful and entertaining 
matter. It is well printed on excellent paper, and the illustra¬ 
tions on the whole are good. 

Mill o’Forres. By Jeanie Morison. (Bristol: J. W. Arrow- 
smith.) The authoress states that this story was printed in an 
unpublished magazine in 1873, and that she now issues it to a 
wider circle of readers, without alteration. It is a most interest¬ 
ing story of the time of Culloden, the heroine being a truly noble 
character. It is well worked out, and will repay perusal. 

The Art Decorator. (London: Electrotype Company.) This 
is an English edition of the German serial entitled Dekorative 
Vorbilder, and it will be issued simultaneously wi(h the 

German edition on the first of each month. The first number 
consists of five plates of artistic designs in colours, suitable for 
dados, panels, &c., with an introductory notice by Wyke Baylis, 
F.S.A. It will be found very useful to designers, engravers, 
lithographers, &c., and at the moderate price of one shilling per 
part should meet with an extensive demand. 

Sell’s Dictionary of the World's Press is a handsome and 
bulky volume, which extends to 1,600 pages, while, in addition 
to full lists of the 3,800 papers and magazines now published, 
the contents include a mass of matter both interesting and in¬ 
structive to the printing, publishing, and journalistic worlds. 
The dictionary proper is full and complete, and every care has 
been taken to ensure that in the matter of accuracy those who 
consult the book can have no cause whatever for complaint. 
Articles and papers of interest and instruction are contributed 
by Dr. Blake Odgers, Mr. Fox Bourne, and others. A special 
feature is the series of portraits of editors of the London and 
provincial press, which are all produced in first-class style, and 
are very faithful likenesses. Each year the volume grows in 
size, but the price remains the same, 2s. 

(paper £ra8e 3ferns. 

Paper from Sawdust.—An important experiment has 
been made successfully at Ottawa, Ont. A mill has been 
established which makes paper-pulp out of sawdust. It is now 
using all the product of one mill. The paper made wholly 
from sawdust is said to form an admirable sheathing that is 
fit for building after being tarred and dried. A better quality 
of paper is made by using one-fourth waste-paper. The plant 
cost 15,000 dols., and consists of American machinery. This 
mill has a capacity for converting about 12,000 tons of sawdust 
into pulp annually. 

It is said that a company is to be formed in the Mauritius 
to develop the industry of making paper from megass, the 
refuse of the sugar-cane. The pulp when it leaves the sugar- 
mill will first be bleached by stamping it and washing it with 
water added at a boiling temperature from time to time. It 
must then be put into a bath of chloride of lime, after which it 
is submitted to the action of a pulping-machine. It is then 
lixiviated under pressure with 10 per cent, of caustic soda. 

The Manufacture of Paper in China.—It is surprising 
to see how backward the Chinese are in this branch of 
industry. Although they probably knew the article long before 
the Western nations did, their efforts have remained limited to 
the utilisation of only one source, and this one is about the 
least practical of all. It may, in reality, be said that all 
Chinese paper is made from the shoots of the bamboo canes, 
excepting only a few instances, in which it is made of straw and 
bark. The paper-mills themselves are of the most primitive 
construction. A water-wheel, set in motion by a small 
mountain rivulet, raises alternately a row of wooden beaters, 
which drop into a rough stone trough. This trough is filled 
with young bamboo twigs, which are gradually reduced to a 
coarse pulp ; this is passed through a quantity of sieves, and is 
then exposed to the sun, in order to become dry. As soon as 
this mass is dry, the article is ready for commerce. It is, ot 
course, natural that this paper possesses but little strength, 
and as it is not sized, it cannot be used for writing with pen 
and ink. There are various qualities of paper in China, but 
even the best of them cannot stand a comparison with the 
most ordinary European paper. The idea that the so-called 
rice-paper, which is principally exported from Canton, is made 
from rice, is utterly erroneous. 

A commission of the Paris Municipal Council has been studying 
two propositions, whose objects are to regulate advertisements, 
posters, and circulars at election time. Inspired by the abuse and 
destruction of posters during the last electoral periods, they aim at 
making better respected the Acts of 1881 against those who deface or 
cover over posters, and, on the other hand, to limit the spaces devoted 
to the object. In other words, special places would be assigned in 
such a manner that each party and each candidate might obtain an 
equal share of publicity. 
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Colonel Tiiomas Sowler, the proprietor of the Manchester 
Courier, has had the honour of knighthood conferred upon him. 

Mr. Walter, jun., has succeeded the late Mr. Macdonald as 
manager of the Times. The salary is stated to be ,£2,000 per annum. 
Mr. Walter is the son of the principal proprietor. 

Sir Roper Lethbridge, late Press Commissioner in India, a 
director of the Hansard Publishing Union, Limited, has been pro¬ 
moted to be a Knight Commander of the Most Eminent Order of the 

Indian Empire. 

The career of Mr. John Lovell, the editor of the Liverpool Mercury, 
is a fine incentive to the young beginner in literary pursuits. Mr. 
Lovell’s father was a working shoemaker at Guildford, and John, the 
eldest of seven children, never had more than six months’ schooling, 
and went out to work at the age of ten. He tried his hand, as a 
boy, at the grocery, baking, and drapery business, without success. 
But when he was about fifteen his employer purchased a lot of waste- 
paper, and John, in rummaging about, was delighted to discover the 
fragments of “ David Copperfield.” Reading how David learnt 
shorthand, young Lovell determined to acquire the art himself. One 
of his uncles being a stationer in Guildford, John obtained from him 
Pitman’s sixpenny book. Having finishel with this, he required the 
next book at one and sixpence, a price which was prohibitive. Ulti¬ 
mately he hit upon a plan of giving lessons on the flute to boys at 
one penny per head, and by this means raised the money. The next 
book, at half a-crown, was obtained by the construction of an iron j 

harmonicon out of bits of metal obtained from the local blacksmith— 
the instrument being raffled among the boys. John then got a place 
as district reporter on a Surrey paper, which he lost soon after, but ’ 
the editor of another Surrey paper gave him a further engagement. 
Leaving Surrey, he found himself, at twenty-three years of age, 
connected with the Sheffield Times, and married. Before his first 
year in Sheffield had expired, the paper was boycotted by the trade 
unions of the town, and its circulation went down to two hundred a 
week, and the business burst up in a fortnight. Mr. Lovell went as 
reporter on a Birmingham paper, from which position he rose to be 
assistant editor. In 1868 he was editor of Cassell's Magazine, a few 
years after he was manager of the Press Association, and in 1880 he 
became editor of the Liverpool paper.—Manchester City News. 

Mr. C. J. Drummond has been made an officer of the Academy by 
the French Minister of Public Instruction and Fine Arts, in recognition 
of his services in connection with public instruction. 

Messrs. T. J. Marshall & Son, Dandy-roll makers, London 
and Dartford, have issued their usual calendar for 1890. It is a good 
specimen of their special work, the design at the top being very 
artistic. 

Samuel Sayer, a vendor of newspapers and a hawker of oranges, 
who for several years has earned a livelihood in Spalding, has just 
come in for a legacy amounting to about £10,000, which was left 
by a distant relative. 

Messrs. T. Fletcher & Co., gas appliances manufacturers, 
Warrington, have issued their patent calendar for 1890. It is a block 
for hanging up, serving the purpose of advertising the firm’s goods and 
indicating the date at the same time. 

The proposed conference between the proprietors of the London 
daily morning and evening papers and the membersYaf the London 
Society of Compositors has been adjourned until Thursday, January 
23, at three o’clock, the meeting to take place at Anderton’s Hotel, 
Fleet-street. 

Mr. William O’Brien, M.P., utilised his recent lengthy sojourn 
in prison by writing the greater part of an Irish novel. The title is 
“ \\ hen We Were Boys.” It is a description of Irish social life, and 
the scene is laid partly in Ireland and partly in London. It is not a 
political novel. 

Messrs. Charles Reed & Sons, Fann-street Letter Foundry, 
announce that their representative, Mr. J. M. Longley, has been 
appointed to the post of manager, and will assist in the general over- 
s ght of the various departments. Mr. Richard F. Poole will in future 
represent them. 

The present and past members of the staff of the Tall Mall Gazette 
are about to present Mr. Stead with his portrait, painted by M. 

1 haddeus, as a mark of their good-will. Although Mr. Stead has 
relinquished the editorship, he will continue to contribute the leaders 
to the Tall Mall Gazette. 

The rollers for printing the Daily Graphic, and which form no 
small item in its successful production, have been supplied by the 
Durable Roller Company, Limited. The same company have also 
supplied the rollers for the other rotary machines for illustrated work 
recently erected by Messrs. Marinoni. 

Mr. E. Badoureau, boxwood-block manufacturer, electrotyper, 
&c., of 14, St. Bride’s-street, E.C., has issued his almanack for 1890, 
consisting of two large cards, fastened together with cord, and giving 
illustrations of the various processes connected with his business. It 
is a useful and very artistic production. 

The first halfpenny weekly number of a large paper, illustrated 
edition of Archdeacon Farrar’s “Life of Christ,” was published on 
Jan. 1. The size is uniform with the halfpenny weekly edition of 
the “ Dore Bible,” which has had so large a sale. The work will also 
be published in threepenny monthly parts. 

Mr. J. P. Murray, Queen’s Head-passage, Paternoster-row, has 
just issued another of his handy and attractive little “ Penny Pocket 
Guides.” It is a guide to Cheltenham, with twelve illustrations and 
a map, and 72 pp. of descriptive matter. The get-up is excellent, and 
there should be a large sale for so useful a book. 

Holloway’s Almanack for 1890 is a very good specimen of print¬ 
ing, and an interesting book, with very artistic borders, showing the 
various birds of the month. It is printed by Morton & Co., Limited, 
Water-lane, E.C. There are illustrations of those monuments of folly 
and vanity, the Ilollow'ay Sanatorium and the Holloway College. 

“ The ‘ Little Folks ’ Autograph Book,” which is given away with 
the January part of Little Folks contains a portrait and autograph 
of her Majesty, illustrations representing the seasons, whilst the 
section for autographs provides spaces for the record of the opinions 
of young people on favourite occupations, mottoes, books, characters, 
&c. 

The Lord Provost of Glasgow stated, at a meeting of the Town 
Council lately, that he would subscribe £20,000 to a fund for building 
an art gallery in Glasgow if three other citizens each gave a similar 
sum. lie believed that with the surplus from the Exhibition and the 
subscriptions he and others might give they could raise a sum of 
£200,000. 

English literature has lost in 1889 : Robert Browning, Wilkie 
Collins, Charles Mackoy, Joseph Barber Lightfoot, Laurence Oliphant, 
Martin Farquhar Tupper, Halliwell Phillipps, William Allingham, 
J. G. Wood, S. C. Hall, Horatius Bonar, W. R. Ralston, S. A. Alli- 
bone, E. Hatch, Edward Bradley (“ Cuthbert Bede”), Percy Greg, 
Eliza Cook, and Amy Levy. 

Mr. Passmore Edwards, proprietor of the Echo, whose liberal 
views on the subject of profit-sharing are well known, has recently 
put his ideas on the point into practice, and at the beginning of this 
month a sum of a thousand pounds was distributed, rata, among 
the staff of his popular evening newspaper. This is an act that 
deserves the warmest commendation. 

The Lancet for January 4 consisted of 184 pages, 120 pages of 
adveitisements and sixty-four pages of matter. This is probably the 
largest show of advertisements ever made in a weekly paper. The 
printing is very well done. The I.ancet has a special relief fund, to 
which it contributes not less than £300 per annum, for the benefit of 
distressed members of the profession. 

The numbers of Cassell's Saturday Journal for January 4 and n 
are marvels of cheapness. They each consist of forty-eight pages of 
well-printed letter-press on good paper. The contents are varied and 
interesting, the illustrations effective, and the original novel by Mr. 
Wemyss Reid (complete in the two numbers) is equal to many three- 
volume novels in length, and of superior quality. 

A Tenant Tradesmen’s National Union has been formed for 
the purpose of assisting tradesmen to contest the arbitrary and often¬ 
times unjust exactions of their landlords. The president is Mr. James 
Haysman, of the International College, Finchley-road, where the 
offices of the union are at present located. A meeting was held in 
furtherance of the objects of the union at Exeter Hall on the 9th inst. 

One of the most imposing newspaper buildings in London is 
approaching completion in Bream’s-buildings, Chancery-lane. This 
handsome block, in Portland stone and red brick, is to form the new 
home of the Field, the Queen, and the Law Times. These three 
journals are currently estimated as worth from £30,000 to £40,000 
per annum, and undoubtedly form the finest weekly newspaper 
property in England. 

It is stated that the printing-offices of the Salvation Army will be 
concentrated in specially-constructed premises in Clerkenwell-green, 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the Sessions House. New 
machinery of the most approved kind is being introduced, and the 
premises, which will be occupied early in the year, are being fitted up 
in an elaborate and thorough manner. The headquarters of the Army 
suffered very severely by fire towards the' end of last year. 

Messrs. Joseph Foster & Sons have just opened a London 
branch, at George Yard Works, 20, Whitefriars-street, under the 
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management of Mr. G. F. Norbury, where they will have a staff of 
skilled and experienced workmen, well acquainted with all classes of 
machines, engines, &c. A large extension of their works in Preston, 
Lancashire, has been effected, and they now extend over six acres of 
ground. In the show-rooms of their London works may be seen the 
latest and most improved class of printing-machines, ready for 
immediate delivery. 

A curiosity of journalism is described by a correspondent ot the 
Warehouseman and Drapers'' Trade Journal. After referring to the 
illustrated pocket-handkerchief pounced upon by the Berlin police as 
a “ periodical,” he says : “ This reminds me of an important relic of 
publishing enterprise shown me at Greenock many years ago. This 
relic was the only copy of a small weekly journal printed on un¬ 
bleached cotton cloth, used to evade the paper stamp duty, which 
thirty and forty years ago was a serious item in publishing expenditure. 
The journal was called the Greenock Clout." 

Thanks to kind friends who remembered the aged and infirm, 
the inmates of the Printers’ Almshouses, at Wood-green, were able 
to participate to the full in the enjoyment of the Curistmas season. 
Presents from members of the trade were not the only gifts received, 
for outside friends who recognise what pleasure an act of kindness 
affords to the aged were thoughtful enough to send to the local visitor 
many substantial tokens of their esteem and good-will. Both in 
money and kind the old folk were remembered, the gifts being such 
that all the little families with one consent were unanimous in the 
expression of opinion that never be'ore has such a Christmas been 
spent by them. 

Mr. T. A. Reed, one of the best shorthand writers in the United 
Kingdom, and who, during a long professional career, is believed to 
have reported more popular preachers than any other man, has con¬ 
tributed “ Some Reporting Recollections ” to the Christian World, 
and, as might be expected, he has some good stories to tell. Here is 
one: “Many years ago, a Presbyterian minister requested me to 
report for him a course of evening sermons that he was delivering. 
The first of the series appeared to terminate in three-quarters of an 
hour, and I was about shutting my note-book, when the preacher 
quietly said, ‘ Having made these few introductory observations, I now 
proceed,’ &c. And he did proceed, and continued remorselessly for 
two hours and twenty minutes.” 

Mr. T. J. Midler, jun., of Fakenham, has, during the past few 
years, worked his way to the front rank of provincial printers. Printers 
will naturally wonder what scope there can possibly be for any one in 
a small town like Fakenham, but Mr. Miller, far from depending upon 
Fakenham to any large degree, journeys far afield for work wherewith 
to keep his model office fully employed. The bulk of the printing 
required by iheEastern and Midlands Railway is executed at the Wharfe- 
dale Printing Works, and Mr. Miller has just secured the contract for 
printing “ Stubbs’s Mercantile Directory for 1890.” Much work for 
well-known London firms is also continually received. Mr. Miller has 
just laid down a double-demy Wharfedale, complete with all the most 
recent improvements, and is now building an extension to his printing- 
office. 

Serious Fire in Charterhouse-square. —Early on Christmas 
morning the neighbourhood of Charterhouse-square was aroused by a 
threatening, and, as it proved, a very destructive fire. It was not 
long before the firemen arrived in great force, but a considerable time 
elapsed before its spread was checked, and it was found necessary to 
keep up the pi ay of water until late the following day. The firemen 
also pulled down some of the walls which were still left standing. 
Inquiries as to the cause of the disaster have failed to elicit any ex¬ 
planation of the origin of the outbreak. The amount of the damage 
is stated to be fully ^50,000, which is nearly all covered by insurance. 
The following firms suffered very severely: Mr. W. Burgess, the 
Carlyle Press; Messrs. Ruddiman Johnston, & Co. Limited, litho¬ 
graphers ; Messrs. T. J. Smith, Son, & Downes, stationers. Many 
others suffered more or less severely. Mr. Burgess had just completed 
an edition of 50,000 Postal Guides, which were tendered for delivery 
at the Post-office on Christmas Eve, but two of the clerks refused to 
take delivery, as they considered the time unreasonable. The copies 
were accordingly taken back to Charterhouse-square, and the whole 
lot was destroyed, together with type, MS., &c. All the work must 
be done over again. 

Emigrants’ Information Office, 31, Broadway, West¬ 

minster, S.W.—This quarter’s circular has just been issued. The 
season is suitable for going to Australia or South Africa, but emigrants 
for Canada should not start till the end of March. Emigrants for 
Queensland, Western Australia, and Natal, who have friends in those 
Colonies, should note that those friends can, by applying there, procure 
for them passages at reduced rates, but this privilege is confined in the 
case of Queensland to agricultural emigrants and female servants. In 
addition, the Cape Government gives cheap passages to mechanics and 
female servants under contract to employers in the Cape Colony ; and 
Queensland gives free and assisted passages to unmarried labourers on 
the land, and to useful single women. Farmers with capital and female 

servants will find openings in all the colonies ; and agricultural 
labourers in Australia. For a few railway navvies, Natal at present 
offers the best openings ; for miners, Tasmania and New Zealand ; and 
for carpenters, masons, and mechanics connected with the building 
trades, the Cape Colony and Natal ; though there is generally an 
opening, without a special demand, for capable mechanics in all the 
colonies. The main points of interest in connection with emigration 
during the past quarter have been :—1. The improved prospects in 
New Zealand, South Australia, and to a less extent in New South 
Wales and Western Australia. 2. The comparative scarcity of 
mechanics in the inland towns of the Cape Colony. 3. The continued 
emigration from Europe to the Argentine Republic, the Government of 
which is offering much encouragement to European immigration. 

On Saturday, the 21st ult., the members of the lithographic 
department of Messrs. Petty & Sons, Whitehall Printeries, Leeds, held 
their first annual dinner. The chair was occupied by Mr. Fred. 
Barnett, general manager of the works. In proposing the toast, 
“Health and Prosperity to Messrs. J. W. Petty & Sons,” the chair¬ 
man referred to the development that had taken place since their 
removal, sixteen months previous, and said he confidently looked to 
the Whitehall Printeries becoming the largest printing establishment 
in Great Britain, as they might fairly claim for it that it was the 
largest of its class at the present day. The chairman dwelt upon the 
conditions under which the printing trade was now pursued : the 
inevitable tendency to the “factory ” system, with its minute division 
of labour. Boys no longer expected to go the round of an office, 
obtaining a smattering of knowledge of each department; but they 
were apprenticed to, and during their lives might expect to pursue one 
particular branch of the craft, as the pencil and the brush, the 
transferring, the machine, the composing-room, stereo, and so on. 
Whilst it was a debatable point whether this did not carry with it 
certain disadvantages, it was inevitable, and the natural result of what 
he had alluded to as the growth of the factory system—one man, one 
duty well learned, was the foundation of the system. Recognising 
this, it only remained for each one to endeavour to become a perfect 
workman, and to do his utmost to forward his own particular depart¬ 
ment. The toast was enthusiastically received. Other toasts followed, 
interspersed with songs and music, and a very pleasant evening was 
spent. 

Cofontaf 2j°^nS6, 

The publication of the Canadian Bibliographer, a new monthly 
devoted to Canadian literature, has just been commenced by Griffin & 
Kidner, 58, King William-street, Hamilton, Ontario. 

Mr. John Imrie, the “Printer-Poet” of Toronto, is about to 
publish a new and enlarged edition of his “ Poems and Sonnets ”—a 
volume which first appeared three years ago. Mr. Imrie’s poems are 
very popular in Canada, and his reputation is steadily rising in literary 
circles in the Dominion. 

An awkward accident occurred lately in the Napier News office. 
As the first edition for the country was being worked off, it was 
noticed that a type was under the third page, and when the machine 
was stopped, the machinist raised the form to remove it. As he held 
the heavy page balanced on its edge, he touched the starting lever 
with his knee, and the Wharfedale went off at full speed, leaving the 
form on the ways. Before it could be secured, the return of the 
carriage shot it bodily out into the room, converting it into a mass 01 
pie, and the edge of the chase catching the assistant machinist on the 
head, gave him a black eye and a painful scalp wound. The remainder 
of the edition appeared with a note of apology in place of the missing 
page. 

The Evening Herald (Melbourne) was rather neatly trapped a few 
weeks ago by the Age people, who for some time had suspected it of 
“ cribbing ” their cable messages. The trap was this—a few special 
copies of the Age were printed, containing two bogus items from 
London, one to the effect that another “ Whitechapel murder ” had 
been perpetrated at Plymouth, and the other that Sullivan, the pugi¬ 
list, had sustained a severe accident by a fall from a cab. It was so 
arranged that the copies containing these messages reached the hands 
of the Herald only, and on the following day the items appeared in 
that journal, with more elaboration of detail. The trap was most 
successfully planned, and unsuspectingly fallen into. The Age now 
accuses its discomfited rival of having made free with special items at 
the rate of some thousands a year—and the Herald has submitted to 
the attack in significant silence. 

A correspondent writing to Typo from Melbourne in October 
says :—There is little fresh to record in the printing trade of this city. 
Unemployed are not very numerous, but those who are out find con¬ 
siderable difficulty in obtaining employment, and the number of ad¬ 
mittances to the society during the past month has not been very 
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large. Travelling comps, will do well at present not to seek Melbourne 
as a field for labour, for there are still sufficient and to spare for the 
work going. And at present the indications of another such period 
as occurred about this time last year are very small. I11 October last 
year in the morning paper offices copy would be taken up at 3 o’clock 
in the afternoon, and very often lasted till a similar hour the next 
morning. It was then that the “staying” powers of a good many 
were tested ; and also when they were called in at about 4.30 on Sun¬ 
day evenings. All thoughts of pleasure were then banished, for when 
“early copy” is announced there is little time for enjoyment. It was 
at this period that the proprietors of the leading morning paper 
granted the concession of a shilling an hour for all work done before 
6 o’clock, and the extra pay was well earned. But this is past and 
gone, and I question if such a harvest for the comps, will again have 
to be recorded for many years to come. The jobbing offices continue 
to keep on the usual number of hands, and as is customary, the job¬ 
bing trade is ever fluctuating. 

---«-=>■© B3=»«- 

Qjlmmcan CCtpptwge. 
Over 5,100 dols. was paid out in the Boston Herald composing- 

room for work done the first week in December. 

The Grattan Printing House, one of the oldest in Philadelphia, is 
going out of existence, and a sale has been made of the presses, &c. 

Messrs. Wild & Stevens, printers’ roller-makers, Boston, have 
issued their annual circular and calendar, got up in perfect style. They 
claim to be the most complete roller house in America. 

The general printing trade in Baltimore has been very good. From 
all quarters come the gratifying reports that “trade in our lines has 
never been more active or the demands for finer work more continuous.” 

Mr. de Young is now putting up for the Chronicle in San 
Francisco what he says will be the most complete building for a news¬ 
paper in the world. It will be eleven stories high, with a four-storey 
tower, and will cost more than £200,000. 

The Savannah, Ga., News states that rice-straw, after having been 
subjected to a thorough practical test, has proved to be adapted to the 
manufacture of both coarse and fine grades of paper, and that 3,000 
or 4,000 tons of the straw have been ordered for a paper manufac¬ 
turing company in New York. 

The Western Newspaper Union, which styles itself the biggest 
printing-house in Texas, in a circular recently issued says that it has a 
“ corpse ” of pressmen and printers employed. When the above item 
percolates through the managers of the establishment they will doubt¬ 
less add the proof-reader of the circular to their silent staff. 

The Studio, the American art paper, commenced a weekly issue on 
December 7, at the price of 5 cents. It is well printed on good paper, 
and it is intended to issue with the number published on the first 
Saturday of each month Irom three to five full-page supplements con¬ 
sisting of etchings, photogravures, &c. The usual weekly numbers 
will not be illustrated. 

Robert P. Thompson, of Cincinnati, recently completed his 
eightieth year. Fifty-five years ago he associated himself with the 
Methodist Book Concern, and he has been continuously in its service 
ever since. At his request he was to be relieved as active superin¬ 
tendent of the printing-office, but the Book Concern made him an 
honorary servant with lighter duties, in appreciation of his long and 
faithful labours. 

Mr. W. D. Howells, the American novelist, began life as an 
apprentice to the printing trade. Whilst working as a compositor he 
contributed articles to the paper he was engaged upon, and on many 
occasions he had the satisfaction of setting up his own contributions. 
He to this day attributes his grasp of literary style to his work in a 
printing-office. He says that by dint of toiling over manuscript on 
the “case” before him he grasped the principles of constructing 
sentences, and developed his sense of the choice of the right words. 

The Tribune building, Fourth-street and First-avenue, South Min¬ 
neapolis, Minn., was burned November 30. The fire originated in 
the basement, and in an incredibly short time enveloped the entire 
structure in flames. It is now known that at least twelve lives have 
been lost. The Tribune building was of brick, eight stories in height, 
and was used by the Tribune, Pioneer Press, and Tribune Job Print¬ 
ing Company. The building was owned by the Tribune Printing 
Company. The total loss is about 300,000 dols., only partly 
covered by insurance. 

The plant of the Daily Graphic, New York, including presses, 
lithograph machines, cameras, lenses, and office fixtures, was sold at 
auction for 5,000 dols., subject to a mortgage of 50,000 dols., recently. 
W. T. Schley, of the law firm of Bliss & Schley, bid it in for Thomas 
Moore, jun., secretary of the Graphic Company before its suspension, 

and now in the office of Stephen B. Elkins, 1, Broadway. It is a 
current rumour that the paper will be started as an illustrated weekly, 
and changed to a daily about the opening of the World’s Fair. The 
sale was made under foreclosure of a mortgage of 50,000 dols. held by 
the American Loan and Trust Company. 

As is usual at this time of the year, calendars have been falling thick 
and fast, and many of the more attractive steel-plate designs bear the 
imprint of John A. Lowell & Co., the prominent steel-plate engravers 
and printers, of Boston. This house never had such a business in 
calendars as this season, and for months past its presses have been 
crowded to their fullest capacity on 1890 calendars. The number sold 
is stated to be 1,400,000. Many of these were designed specially on 
orders from leading banking houses, insurance companies, and business 
firms from different parts of the country, and this fact shows that the 
reputation of John A. Lowell & Co. for artistic steel-plate work is not 
confined to local territory, but is recognised throughout the United 
States. 

The Philadelphia correspondent of the Artist Printer, writing 
in the early part of December, says:—“Printing, lithographing, and 
engraving establishments are now running day and night to finish 
work intended for use or distribution during the festal season. 
Contrary to report, the picture card trade has not diminished. It has 
attained colossal proportions, and inquiry among leading people in the 
trade has developed the fact that millions of these exquisite productions 
will be printed between this and New Year. One job printing 
concern has had its entire complement of hands busily engaged for 
several weeks upon advertising card work, and their men will be 
employed in this way until the close of December. The artist 
printers are executing some magnificent work, the picture card 
jobs affording them an excellent opportunity to display their talents.” 

It is not every year that a publishing house issues two editions of 
the Bible in a foreign language, but such is true of A. J. Holman & Co., 
Philadelphia. In May last they got out a Swedish edition, which, in 
itself, was much larger than, and superior in every way to, anything 
which had heretofore been produced in the shape of a Swedish Bible. 
Several large editions of it were rapidly exhausted. Its success induced 
them to publish a Dano-Norwegian Bible, which they did during the 
summer. In this instance a heavy first edition was soon disposed of, 
and a second larger one will be placed before the close of this month. 
Both of these Bibles contain about 1,500 large quarto pages, with 
hundreds of illustrations and full explanatory features. The production 
of these entailed a great cost, but the heavy Scandinavian population 
of the country warranted the outlay. Hundreds of copies of these 
books have been purchased by people in the States and sent to friends 
in the Old World. Such enterprise is certainly commendable and 
worthy of emulation. 

On the morning of December 20 a very destructive fire at St. Louis, 
Mo., completely destroyed two buildings occupied by printers and 
bookbinders, situated on the south-west corner of Third and Locust 
streets. Gane Brothers, dealers in bookbinders’ supplies, occupied the 
first floor of one building, and the second floor was occupied by the 
Commercial Printing Company, and the fourth floor by F. Flammger, 
bookbinder. The second floor of the other building was occupied by 
Robertson & Co., printers, and the third floor by Gerritzen, Bowman, 
& Co., bookbinders. Next to this building was the large building of 
the Woodward & Tiernan Printing Company. This caught fire several 
times, but was finally saved. To the west of the Guernsey stood the 
buildings of the A. De Bolt & Co. Printing Company and that of the 
Smith & Owens Printing Company. These were both a great deal 
damaged by falling walls and by fire and water. Opposite, on Locust- 
street, was the building occupied by the printing-offices of S. F. Myer- 
son and of A. C. Clayton & Son. The damage here was slight and 
principally by water and smoke. This is the most serious fire that 
has visited the printing industries of St. Louis for many years, and 
coining as it did just before the holidays, when the holiday rush of 
work was at its height, caused a much larger loss than would otherwise 
have occurred, and this loss was in a great part on the work in course 
of completion and hence not insured. 

December is usually a good month in New York for printers, 
lithographers, engravers, manufacturing stationers, book-binders, and 
paper-makers. The month opens auspiciously and prosperously for all 
these industries. Printing houses, lithographic establishments, engrav¬ 
ing emporiums, book-binderies and paper-manufacturing concerns are 
pressed with an influx of business. Every competent workman is 
employed, and there is plenty of room for more hands in many of the 
great establishments located in Printing-house Square. The season’s 
work will be vast. In all branches of book publishing the business 
transactions are greatly in excess of all previous years. Wholesalers 
and retailers'say that there is a perfect craze for all classes of good 
literary publications, and the demand is noticeably pronounced for 
work of a high grade of typographical finish. Books elegantly printed 
are having a remarkably wide sale. The same thing can be said of 
everything else relating to printing. All species of goods that display 
choice and graceful typography quickly find a market.—Artist Printer, 
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Over 2,000 “ compositresses ” are at present employed in Paris. 

The Socialist journalist Tschernischewski died in Saratow at the 

end of October. 

A congress of German lithographers was held from December 

25 to 27 at Hanover. 

The comic journalist, Adolf von Winterfeld, has recently died at 

Berlin, aged sixty-five. 

The school in Berlin for apprentices to the printing trade contains 
210 pupils in seven classes. 

A new French periodical, addressing itself to printers, is called the 

Federation Lithographiqtie. 

The Markische Volksblatt has libelled several evangelical preachers, 
and has been fined 300 marks. 

Karl Isenmann, the German composer, author of many popular 
songs, died last month, aged fifty. 

The publisher, Consul-General Friedr. Wilhelm Einhorn, died in 
November at Leipzig, aged eighty-one years. 

The Berlmer Presse is shortly to pass into the hands of Herr 
Ullstein, proprietor of the Berliner Zeitung. 

Achtstundentag (“ Eight-hours Day ”) is the title of a new Socialist 
workers’ organ, in German, published at Zurich. 

Messrs. Bartsch & Wolf, of Glatzer, commenced the issue on 
November 20 of a free paper, the Glatzer Anzeiger. 

In Brunswick appeared, on January 1, the Technisch-kommerziale 
Uvischau, in the interests of machinists, engineers, &c. 

The editor of the Gothaer Tageblattes is undergoing three months’ 
imprisonment for having libelled the Duke of Coburg-Gotha. 

The editor of the Sachsischen Wochenblattes (“Saxon Weekly ”) is 
undergoing eight months’ imprisonment for insulting the Crown. 

Number 44 of the Vienna Vorwarts has been confiscated, be¬ 
cause it contained a criticism on the condition of the State printing- 

office ! 

The editor of the prohibited Westfalischen Arbeiter-Zeitung has 
to suffer nine months’ imprisonment for libel and transgression of 
the press laws. 

The municipal council of Paris has voted a sum of 4,000 francs to 
help towards the expenses of day and evening classes for adults at the 
Estienne school. 

Ninety-two Berlin printing firms have issued ci rcular letters to 
their customers, on the occasion of the New Year, announcing an 
advance in prices. 

The postal administration of Russia has enacted that for the future 
all letters or postal parcels for foreign destinations shall carry a French 
superscription address. 

The Voice of Co-operation is a new journal at Montevideo, devoted 
to printing interests, and in the hands of the Co-operative Typogra¬ 
phical Society of Uruguay. 

From December 1, a parcels post has been established between 
France and Malta, and France and her own settlement of Obock, on 
the western shores of Africa. 

Statistics of the German Catholic Workmen’s Unions give the 
number as 282. There are 232, with 32,239 members. Of the other 
fifty no estimate could be made. 

The fourth Exhibition of Black and White will take place from 
March 1 to April 30 next, at the Pavilion de la Ville de Paris, under 
the presidency of M. Eug. Guillaume. 

A new daily political paper, of Catholic tendencies, was started on 
the first of the month—the Breslauer Volkszeitung—from the estab¬ 
lishment of Franz Gorlich, of Breslau. 

The Seine Court, by request of the Minister of War, has ordered a 
prosecution against a novel of M. Descaves, in which the French army 
is not complimented. The points raised will be curious. 

Twenty-eight people were banished from Germany during the 
years 1888-9 by the social laws. From Berlin came one, Ham- 
burg-Altona six, Frankfort-a-Maine and Offenbach five, and Leipzig 
sixteen. 

There is a club of printing proprietors at Bucharest which has 
decided to publish a journal devoted to typography in Roumania, to 
be called Bulletin de la Typographie Roumaine. It will be issued 
fortnightly. 

Docteur Qiiesneville, doyen of the French scientific press, died 
last month, at the age of 80. For thirty-three years he has directed 
the Moniteur Scientifique, where, monthly, he reviewed the achieve¬ 
ments of the scientific world. 

Deutsch-soziales Wochenblattfiir Zwickau sund Umgegend(l‘ German 
Socialist Weekly for Zwickau and Neighbourhood ”) is the title of a new 
paper in that town. It calls itself a “national, genuine people’s 
friend,” with a touch of Christianity. 

The really oldest typographical society is the Unione Pio Tipografica 
Italiana, which has a record of 150 years’ existence without interrup¬ 
tion. Its head-quarters are at Turin, with branches at Florence and 
Rome, and its participating members number 618. 

In Berlin, on October 1, was commenced the Allgemeine Dachdecker- 
zeitung, for the “ united interests of German tilers ” (fortnightly). In 
Burgstadt (Saxony), October 1, the Textilarbeiter, a weekly journal 
in the interests of weavers and similar mechanics, was begun. 

Messrs. C. Lorilleux & Co., printing-ink manufacturers, of Paris 
issue a calendar both useful and ornamental. It consists of a block 
fixed upon an ornamental cloth-covered board. The block contains 
on the tablet for each day a brief account of some personage celebrated 
in connection with printing. 

Ludwig Anzengruber, the German poet, 'died at Vienna on 
December 9 ; born November 20, 1839. He had been book¬ 
seller, actor, journalist, and government officer. After the publication 
of “ Pfarrer von Kirchfeld ” in 1S70, he devoted himself to author¬ 
ship, and produced a number of dramas and romances. 

According to the Reveil Typographique, the night refuges of the 
Quai Valmy and the Rue du Chateau-des-Rentiers, Paris, received 
during October 100 printers and lithographers, twelve paper-makers 
and binders, and four engravers. In the other night refuges, it is 
added, the proportion is the same. This is a melancholy outlook for 
our French brethren. 

The fabrication and exportation of paper is making rapid strides in 
Germany. During the first seven months of 1888 the German factories 
exported 59,714,500 kilogrammes. During the same period in 1889 
the amount exported was 62,902,400 kilogrammes. South America is 
the principal market for this, where Germany’s only serious European 
competitor is Belgium. 

The library of the Society des Gens de Lettres and the Society of 
Dramatic Authors (E. Dentu, editor, 3, Place de Valois, Paris) have 
published the official annual of awarded exhibitors in 1889. This 
book, entitled “ Pantheon des Exposants,” contains notices of all the 
great industries which figured at the Exposition, besides the names of 
all the exhibitors awarded, with notes on their houses, special indus¬ 
tries, &c. 

For November last the number of new French journals was 85 : 
for Paris and the Seine, 32 ; and for the Departments, 53. While in 
Paris only three of these were political, in the provinces there were 
16, besides four described as “ satirical”—a title strongly smacking of 
politics. Besides these the Seine has nine of a commercial and in¬ 
dustrial nature, and only one illustrated ; the rest of France, thirteen 
of the former and three of the latter. 

In November was the twenty-fifth birthday of that great institution 
the postcard. The invention of a Hungarian, it was at first adopted 
by the postal administrators of Austria-Hungary, whence it spread all 
over the world. To-day it circulates over all the postal routes by hun¬ 
dreds of millions annually. The United States, Germany, and Italy 
are its greatest employers. England and France are, proportionately 
to their population, only in the second rank. 

Consequent on the death of Baron Cotta, last proprietor of the 
well-known establishment of Stuttgart, it has passed into the hands of 
the Brothers Kroner, of Stuttgart and Leipzig, and proprietors of the 
Gartenlaube. They have joined with others, and have created an 
immense establishment, consisting of the houses of Cotta, Spemann, 
Kroner, of Stuttgart, and Keil, of Leipzig. The strange point is that 
each house retains its autonomy under a distinct direction. 

The famous printing-office of Messrs. L. Van Leer & Co., of 
Haarlem, has been removed completely from that ancient city to the 
capital. The removal business was entrusted to the staff of Messrs. 
Newsum, Wood, & Dyson, of Leeds, and under their superintendence 
over a dozen printing-machines, besides the customary general plant, 
were re-erected in a handsome new building. Two large litho-machines, 
62 in. by 44 in., have just been supplied by Messrs. Newsum, Wood, 
& Dyson, and a quad-demy litho is also on order. A large varnishing 
machine has also been recently supplied. 

Some French contemporaries are discussing a matter of no small 
interest to the printing world abroad. The Pope, according to a poli¬ 
tical journal, has granted a quasi-monopoly of the sale and commerce 
of liturgical books to German editors. This measure will affect at one 
stroke printers and editors French, Austrian, Spanish, Belgian, Swiss, 
and Italian—that is to say, of the whole “ Latin race,” the “ Catholic 
race,”—for the benefit of Germany, a country in which the Pro¬ 
testant element strongly predominates. A precedent is recalled which 
seems to be the first step in this system of monopoly. A few years 
ago Cardinal Bartolini, then Prefect of the Congregation of Rites, 
“ decreed ” (the quotation is our contemporary’s) that the graduals 
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antiphonals, and other liturgical works, edited by a house of Ratisbon, 
were the oniy ones conformable to the traditions and injunctions of the 

said congregation. 

In the Letter to the French Academy, praying for a revision of the 
orthography of the language it protects, the writers remind that august 
body of its former services in this line—such as suppressing the hyphen 
between tres-bon, the second h in diphthongue, &e., and reminds it 
that the public has faithfully followed its enactments. Future inten¬ 
tions of the Academy, therefore, they believe, will be ever ratified by 
universal practice. Among the innovations which the “ undersigned ” 
desire, we notice such as these :—The suppression of mute accents [mi, 
la, gite, qu'ilfill). The suppression of other mute signs (the hyphen 
in peut-etre, h in rythme, l in fils, 0 in faou), and of doublings [hon- 
neur by one n, as in honored). The substitution of one letter for two 
(f for the Greek ph, as already in many words). Uniformity (such as, 
dixie me to be written dizaine, dix as dis, and the pluralsgenoux, etanx, 
like fans, landaus). The substitution always of i for y [analise, hidre, 
ieux (lens), tilburi). To substitute the vowels an, cci, by eu (seur, 
beuf, euil), and the nasal cn by an [prudant, ardant, expediant, &c.). 
Worst of all, to “ Frenchify” all words taken from foreign languages 
[doccart, breqite (? brake), biftec, contralte). 

QleSS Jfown'oJ’e £ (preftr Congee. 

The Monthly Record of Eminent Men is the title of a new journal, 
edited and published by Mr. G. Potter. 

Another new weekly newspaper, entitled Woman, has made its 
appearance. It will appeal to women of all classes on subjects of 
special interest to them. In the list of contributors are the names of 
Mrs. Lynn Linton, Mrs. Henry Fawcett, Mrs. Mortimer Collins, and 

Mdlle. Marie Corelli. 

The new monthly magazine, the Expository Times, has been 
acquired by Messrs. T. & T. Clark, of Edinburgh. It is a “high- 
class monthly at a small price, for ministers, Sunday-school teachers, 
and Christian families.” The January number contains the first part 
of a translation of Rothe’s “Exposition of I. John.” 

Mr. W.T. Stead has retired from the editorship of the Pall Mall 
Gazette, and is succeeded by Mr. E. T. Cook, who has for several years 
acted as assistant editor. 

The first number of a new monthly journal, the Review of Reviews, 
was issued on January 6. Its main design is to give the pith of all 
the important periodicals printed. The idea of the new venture is 
said to be approved by several eminent men in literature and politics. 
Mr. W. T. Stead, the late editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, is the 
editor, and Mr. Newnes, of Tit-Bits, the publisher. The price is 
sixpence. The printing contract has been secured by the Flansard 
Publishing Union, Limited, and the first edition was 50,000 copies. 

The Field Club is a new monthly magazine of general natural 
history, edited by Rev. Theodore Wood. It is well printed on good 
paper, and has a very nice appearance. It is published by Mr. Elliot 
Stock, 62, Paternoster-row. Price threepence. 

Springtide is the title of an illustrated penny monthly magazine for 
girls and boys, published by Mr. Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster-row. 
It is capitally printed by Messrs. Pardon & Sons, Wine Office-court. 

Mr. Elliot Stock has just commenced the issue of a new series 
of Bible Difficulties, edited by Rev. Robert Tuck, 13. A. This series 
will deal with scientific and literary difficulties, the former series having 
dealt with moral questions, Eastern sentiments, and miracles. The 
work will prove very useful to all interested in God’s Word, which 
should mean every one. The price is sixpence monthly. 

A new weekly penny art newspaper, called the Art World, has ap¬ 
peared. 

Mr. Walter Scott has acquired the Scottish Art Review, which 
will henceforth be known as the Art Review. It is to be greatly 
improved, and among the contributors to early numbers will be Mr. 
Walter Pater, Mrs. Lynn Linton, Professors Conway, Knight, and 
Minto, Mr. Walter Crane, Mr. William Sharp, and Stepniak. 

The Northern Star is a fortnightly magazine, price 2d., the first 
number of which was issued on January 4, by Mr. F. Murray, 
Edinburgh. 

The Sword and Trowel, Mr. Spurgeon’s monthly magazine, has 
just completed its twenty-fifth year. The January number appears 
with a much handsomer wrapper, andjone more in accordance with pre¬ 
sent-day taste. 

Yarns is the title of a new penny weekly on the Tit-Bits plan, 
published by Henry J. Drane, Lovell’s-court, E.C. 

The Arrow is the title of a new religious (unsectarian) monthly, 
adapted for localising. The price is one penny ; office, 73, Ludgate- 
hill, E.C. 

Crab* Cjjattgee. 
Messrs. Armitage & Ibbetson announce that they have 

removed their London offices from 10, Aldermanbury, to 103, New- 
gate-street, E.C. 

Mr. T. P. Chapman has ceased his connection with the Tutorial 
World, and will in future devote himself to his publication, the 
Dorothy Novelette, at 172, Strand, London, W.C. Mr. Chapman 
has also taken over the management of the Hawk, and continues 
the management of the Weekly Bulletin. 

The wholesale publishing department of the Hansard Publishing 
Union, Limited, has been removed from 317, Strand, to 12 & 14, 
Catherine-street. 

Mr. Thomas Svvabey, direction label manufacturer, has removed 
from Sugar-loaf-court to 4, Little College-street, Upper Thames-street, 
E.C. 

Mr. J. Gaskill, printer, has removed from Paternoster-square to 
11, Ivy-lane, E.C. 

Mr. W. V. Bowater, paper-makers’ agent and wholesale sta¬ 
tioner, and London agent for the Victory Printing and Folding 
Machine Manufacturing Company, Limited, 28, Queen-street, Cheap- 
side, has given his sons, Mr. T. V., Mr. F. H., and Mr. F. W. 
Bowater (who have for some time past been associated with him) an 
interest in his business, which will in future be carried on under the 
style of W. V. Bowater & Sons. 

(printing <mb oftkr Companies. 

SUBJOINED are particulars of thirteen companies 
registered since our last list was compiled, the total 

capital being ^296,000. This compares with seventeen 
companies and ^287,000 capital for the corresponding 
period last year. 

International Newspaper Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 14th ult., with a capital of ^100,000, divided into 5,000 
preference and 5,000 ordinary shares of ^5 each, to acquire the prin¬ 
cipal Anglo-Continental journals, with a view to their absorption into 
a system of international journalism. The subscribers, who have 
taken fifty shares each, with the two exceptions indicated, are:—*H. J. 
Manning, barrister, 5, Pump-court, Temple ; *Sir Roper Lethbridge, 
M.P., Lynsted Lodge, near Sittingbourne ; *J. Herbert Stack, 
journalist, 30, Kensington-park-gardens ; *A. P. Sinnett, 7, Ladbroke- 
gardens ; *Horatio Bottomley, newspaper proprietor, Catherine- 
street, Strand ; M. J. Sleet, publisher, 75, Shrubland-road, Dalston, 
1 share; Frank Ilemsley, collector, 99, Lordship-road, N., 1 share. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
seven ; qualification ^500 in shares. The first are the subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk ; remuneration, chairman, ,£500 per annum ; 
each director, ^250 per annum. Solicitors, Messrs. Wm. Webb & 
Co., 6, Essex-street, Strand. 

Bradbury, Wilkinson, & Co., Limited.—Registered on the 
4th inst., with a capital of ^100,000, in ^100 shares, to trade as 
stationers, printers, publishers, &c. An agreement will be entered 
into with Robert Wilmot Wilkinson. The subscribers, with one share 
each, are:—W. H. Bradbury, publisher, 10, Bouverie-street; *R. W. 
Wilkinson, engraver, 25 and 27, Farringdon-road; Wm. Agnew, 
publisher, 39B, Old Bond-street; P. W. Wilkinson, engraver, 25, 
Farringdon-road; C. J. Wallis, printer, 93, Brecknock-road, N.; 
C. J. Stock,(insurance broker, Lloyd’s ; V. Locke, merchant, 10, Tavi- 
stock-chambers, Hart-street. The number of directors is not to be 
more than five ; Mr, R. Wilmot Wilkinson is appointed for life sole 
director ; qualification, ^500 in shares. Solicitors, Messrs. Ashurst 
Morris, Crisp, & Co., 6, Old Jewry. 

Effective Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
1st inst., with a capital of ^20,000, in £1 shares, to carry on business 
as newspaper proprietors, printers, publishers, &c. An agreement of 
31st ult., (unregistered), between Percy J. T. Symes and William 
Pound, will be adopted. The subscribers are :—Miss C. L. Melot, 
56, Dresden-road, Crouch-end, 1,800 shares; *J. R. Fawkner, 
Lynton, Tottenham-lane, 500 shares ; E. Littlejohn, chartered 
accountant, 20, Bucklersbury, I share; W. Penman, 4, Bridewell- 
place, E.C., 1 share; F. G. Perkins, journalist, Bourne-end, Becken¬ 
ham, 5 shares ; C. E. Taylor, clerk, ill, Church-street, Stoke New¬ 
ington, 5 shares ; A. M. Browne, journalist, 2, Whitefriars-street, 10 
shares. The number of directors is not to be less than two, nor more 
than five ; qualification 100 shares. Mr. J. R. Fawkner is appointed 
director, with power to appoint two others to act with him ; maximum 
remuneration, 5 per cent, of the net profits. Solicitor, Mr. H. S. 
Holt, 6, Gray’s-inn-square. 
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“Statist” Company, Limited.—Registered on the 30th ult., 
with a capital of £20,000, in £5 shares, to acquire the business and 
assets of the existing company of the same title incorporated in 1883. 
The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are:—*Thomas Lloyd, 
journalist, 99, EaiTs-court-road ; #R. R. Mabson, journalist, The 
Ferns, Upper Holloway; W. H. Hackett, sub-editor, 47, Ossian-road, 
Stroud-green ; G. Paish, journalist, 60, Stockwell-roacl ; Mrs. E. R. 
Mabson, Upper Holloway ; Mrs. E. Lloyd, 99, Earl’s-court-road ; 
#L. Goldberg, solicitor, 1, West-street, Finsbury-circus. The number 
of directors is not to be less than two, nor more than five ; qualifica¬ 
tion, twenty shares ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; 
the company in general meeting will appoint remuneration. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Goldberg & Langdon, 1, West-street, E.C. 

Tessaro Printing Association, Limited.—Registered on the 
24th ult., with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to acquire patent 
rights of an invention for reproducing and printing music, together 
with the rights and interest of P. J. Horne, A. J. Littleton, and A. PI. 
Littleton, in an agreement with Angelo Tessaro. The subscribers, 
who have taken one share each, are:—*B. J. Horne, engraver 
and printer, n, Greenside-lane, Edinburgh; A. IP. Littleton, 
publisher, 1, Berners-street; *A. J. Littleton, publisher, 1, Berners- 
street ; E. S. Enoch, publisher, 14, Great Marlborough-street; 
Edwin Ashdown, music publisher, 19, Hanover-square; G. F. 
Jefferys, music publisher, 67, Berners-street; *Edwd. Chappell, music 
publisher, 50, New Bond-street. The number of directors is not to be 
less than three, nor more than five ; qualification, 250 shares ; the first 
are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and Mr. G. Chater, jun. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Shaen, Roscoe, & Co., 8, Bedford-row. 

Midland Counties Printing Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 6th ult., with a capital of £io,oco, in £1 shares, to take over 
the business of printer and paper-bag manufacturer, carried on at 
Wellingborough, Northampton, by J. Vaughan Robinson. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are :—A. G. Jones, 
accountant, 7, Charles-street, Westminster Bridge-road ; E. J. Lester, 
photographer, Ilkeston : Miss E. A. Ogier, 71, Westminster Bridge- 
road ; W. Myles, bookkeeper, 10, Trafalgar-square, S.E. ; H, V. Park, 
secretary, Padua-road, Penge ; J. V. Robinson, estate agent, Welling¬ 
borough ; A. L. Brown, secretary, 56, Cheapside. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; the 
subscribers are to appoint the first; remuneration, £50 per annum 
each. 

“Doncaster Gazette” Printing and Publishing Company, 
Limited.—Registered on the 17th ult., with a capital of £10,000, 
in £5 shares, to carry on business as newspaper proprietors. The 
subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—J. W. Ward, 
newspaper proprietor, 6, Brighton-road, Croydon; F. W. Ward, 
printer, 13, Katherine-street, Croydon ; A. G. L. Rogers, secretary 
to a company, 49, Beaumont-square ; W. SdLumsden, secretary, 13, 
South-hill-park, Hampstead ; W. F. A. Robinson, cashier, Thornton 
Heath; H. Temple, secretary, Brockley; H. Skeats, clerk, 14, 
South-hill-park, Croydon. The number of directors is not to be 
less than three, nor more than seven ; the subscribers are to appoint 
the first ; qualification, one share ; the company in general meeting 
will determine remuneration. Registered office, 14, Katherine-street, 
Croydon. 

Oldham Bill-Posting Company, Limited.—This company was 
registered on the 21st ult., with a capital of £8,000, in £5 shares, to 
take over the bill-posting of Robt. Youde, of Hyde, Chester. The 
subscribers, each taking twenty shares, are :—Lees Forth, accountant, 
Oldham; Felix'Hy, railway agent, Oldham ; J. H. Lowe, auctioneer, 
Oldham ; J. A. Hanson, printer, Oldham ; H. C. Lee, printer, Old¬ 
ham ; J. C. Atkins, accountant, Oldham ; H. Shaw, auctioneer, Old¬ 
ham; J. Hood, sharebroker, Oldham ; S. Wall, accountant, Oldham; 
Wm. Buckley, cotton-spinner, Oldham; H. L. Hollingworth, 
accountant, Hollinwood. The number of directors is not to be less 
than five, nor more than twelve; qualification, twenty shares; the 
subscribers are the first; the company in general meeting will deter¬ 
mine remuneration. 

Rochester, Chatham, and District Billposting and 
Advertising Company, Limited.—Registered on the 27th ult., 
with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to take over the billposting 
business of R. J. Whiteford, trading as William Ford. The subscribers, 
who have taken one share each, and all of Gravesend, are :—J. Coplin ; 
S. Sunnicks, jun., estate agent; A. E. Strutt, clerk; F. Burdock, 
pianoforte dealer ; R. F. Clarke, chemist; H. A. Spain, auctioneer ; 
F. Mitchell, solicitor. Registered without special articles. 

Victor Printing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 7th 
ult., with a capttal of £5,000, in £1 shares, to take over the print¬ 
ing business of W. Pauli Rogers, of Plymouth. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, with the two exceptions indicated, 
are:—*W. J. Tuck, Portsmouth; *H. W. Sohier, sculptor, Stoke, 
Devon, 50 shares ; *W. P. Rogers, printer, Stoke, Devon, 50 shares ; 
T, L. Rogers, commercial traveller, Stoke, Devon; F. J. Sansom, 

acountant, Southsea ; D. T. Rule, schoolmaster, Landport ; W. IT. 
Sansom, house-decorator, Southsea. The subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk are the first directors. 

“Herts Guardian” Newspaper Company, Limited.—Regis¬ 
tered on the 23rd ult., with a capital of ,£5,000 in ,£5 shares to acquire 
the proprietorship of the Herts Guardian from Mr. William Pollard, 
of Hertford. The subscribers ares—-Abel Smith, M.P., Hertford, 20 
shares ; E. S. Plembury, Poles, Ware, 20 shares; F. M. Campbell, 
Hoddesdon, 4 shares; H. N. Bushby, Wormleybury, 2 shares; J. 
D. Parker, LL.D., Bennington Lodge, 10 shares; W. F. Andrews, 
timber merchant, Hertford, 5 shares ; S. S. T. Neale, linen-draper, 
Hertford, 4 shares ; G. R. Durrant, chemist, Hertford, 2 shares ; A. 
Thorowgood, surveyor, Ware, 1 share; C. S. Longmore, solicitor, 
Hertford, 4 shares. Most of the regulations of table A apply. 

County Advertising and Printing Company.—Registered on 
the 10th ult., with a capital of £"2,000, in £1 shares, to carry on 
printing and advertising in all branches. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—J. W. Sykes, solicitor, Huddersfield ; 
F. J. De Pre Dalton, chartered accountant, Huddersfield ; E. A. 
Beaumont, chartered accountant, Kirkheaton ; W. Hoyle, butcher, 
Huddersfield ; A. Verkin, printer, Huddersfield ; H. Hoylroyd, 
accountant, Cleckheaton ; Frank Smith, auctioneer, Mirfield. Most 
of the articles of table A apply. Registering solicitors, Messrs Burn 
& Berridge, 11, Old Broad-street. 

“Free Methodist” Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
18th ult., with a capital of £1,000, in £50 shares, to acquire for £500 
the copyright of the Free Methodist newspaper, from F. H. Hurd, of 
Bourne House, Bedford-street, Commercial-road, E. Solicitor, Mr. 
B. Burton, 82, Blackfriars-road. 

Waterlow Brothers & Layton, Limited.—The following is 
the report presented at the third annual general meeting, held at 
Broken Wharf, Upper Thames-street, 'on Monday, the 13th inst.: — 
The directors in submitting their third annual report and balance-sheet 
congratulate the shareholders on the success of the trading of the 
company. The accounts show that after providing for bad and doubtful 
debts, and writing off allowances for wear and tear to machinery, &c., 
the net profits amount to £13,841. 12s. 5d., as against £11,944. 2s. 3d. 
during the previous year, showing a satisfactory increase. The interim 
dividend paid in June last absorbed the sum of £2,500. This leaves 
£11,485. 16s. 3d., being the balance, including £144. 3s. iod., the 
amount brought forward from last year, now to be dealt with. Of 
this sum the directors recommend that £1,500 be placed to the reserve 
fund, and that a further dividend of 9J per cent., less income-tax, be 
paid, making a total dividend for the year of 12 per cent. ; this leaves 
a balance of £485. 16s. 3d. to carry forward to next account. Mr. 
Harry Punt, who has had much experience in the law departments of 
the business, and is duly qualified, has been appointed a director, and 
joined the board, and now offers himself for confirmation as a director, 
under Article 71 of the articles of association. Mr. Alfred Thomas 
Layton and Mr. Edward Tappenden retire by rotation from the board, 
and being eligible, offer themselves for re-election. The auditors, 
Messrs. H. Woodburn, Kirby, & Co., retire, and, being eligible, offer 
themselves for .re-election.—The report was unanimously adopted, and 
the retiring directors and auditors re-elected. 

The directors of the London Printing and Publishing Alliance, 
Limited, have declared an interim dividend, at the rate of 10 per cent, 
per annum, on the deferred shares, and at the rate of 6 per cent, per 
annum on the preferred shares, on account of the profits for the half- 
year ending December 31, 1889. 

The Eynsham Paper Mill Company, Limited, have declared 
a dividend of 5 per cent., after writing off balance of preliminary 
expenses and allowing for depreciation. 

©Btfuarjn 

Anderson.—On December 29, at Edinburgh, Mr. Charles Ander¬ 
son, well known in connection with the Daily Review, which he 
started in 1861. In 1869 he sold the paper to a limited company.. 

Astle.-—On December 25, at Hampton Wick, Mr. John Astle, 
journalist, aged sixty-six. For many years he was connected with 
journalism in Cheltenham, Cardiff, and Manchester, but had lately 
resided near London. 

Bentley.—January 6, at 7, Rodney-street, Pentonville, George 
Samuel Bentley, printer and publisher of the Standard, aged fifty-nine 
years. 

Bradley.—On December 12, at his residence, near Grantham, 
the Rev. Edward Bradley, B.A., belter known by his nom de plume, 
“ Cuthbert Bede,” and author of “ Verdant Green ” and other popu¬ 
lar works, aged sixty-one. 
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Clarkson.—On December 26, at Ryde, Isle of Wight, Mr. 
Thomas T. Clarkson, one of the oldest of London journalists, and 
for nearly forty years a member of the reporting staff of the Daily 
News. He retired from active service for the paper about twelve 
months ago. 

Dean.—On December 26, Mr. Arthur D. Dean, of Adams & 
Francis, Fleet-street. He had been connected with his firm from its 
commencement, and was well known and greatly respected throughout 
the newspaper and advertising world generally. 

Farran.—On December 13, at Surbiton, Mr. Robert Farran, for¬ 
merly head of the firm of Griffith, Farran, Okeden, & Welsh, of St. 
Paul’s Churchyard and Charing Cross-road. He had not been actively 
engaged in business for nearly two years. He was born in India on 
January 28, 1829, and received his early education as a bookseller and 
publisher in the house of Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co., now of 
Waterloo-place, but at that time in Leadenhall-street. The training, 
so well begun, was completed by a long subsequent experience with 
Messrs. Longman & Co., whom he left to join Mr. Griffith, at the 
corner of St. Paul’s Churchyard, after the retirement of Mr. Grant in 
1856. He took a very keen and active interest in everything that 
concerned the welfare of the Booksellers’ Provident Institution. He 
was buried on December 17, at Norbiton Cemetery. 

Mack.—Mr. William Mack, publisher, died on the 3rd inst.at Bristol. 
He was the founder of the now popular “ Birthday Text-Book.” Mr. 
Mack was born at Clipstone, Northamptonshire, and at the age of 
twenty-one took up his residence at Bristol, where he founded a very 
successful bookselling and publishing business. Some fifteen years 
ago he established a London agency in Paternoster-row, E.C., which 
proved very successful under the able management of his sons. Mr. 
Mack was sixty-one years of age. 

Mackay.—On December 24, at Longridge-road, Earl’s-court, Mr. 
Charles Mackay, LL.D. Dr. Mackay was born in Perth in 1814, 
and was educated in London and Belgium. He was connected with 
the Morning Chronicle for about nine years. After editing the Glasgow 
Argus for three years, Dr. Mackay contributed to the Daily Neius, 
under Charles Dickens, a series of poems called “Voices from the 
Crowd.” He was editor of the Illustrated London News for some 
years, and established the London Review in i860. Dr. Mackay was 
correspondent of the Times during the’American Civil War. He has 
been a voluminous writer, both of prose and verse, the most popular 
of his songs being “ Cheer, Boys, Cheer.” 

Marston, Westland.—The death of Dr. Westland Marston, 
LL.D., poet and dramatist, occurred at 91, Euston-road, on the 5th 
inst. Dr. Marston was born at Boston, Lincolnshire, on January 30, 
1819. Plaving been articled to his uncle, a solicitor in London, on 
the completion of his legal education he relinquished law for literature. 
His best-known five-act dramas are “The Patrician’s Daughter,” a 
tragedy, published in 1841 ; “The Heart and the World,” a play, 
in 1847; “ Strathmore,” a tragedy, in 1849; and “ Ann Blake,” a 
play, in 1852. He has written many other plays, and some stirring 
lyrics ; of these compositions the best known is his “ Death Ride at 
Balaclava.” 

Maxwell.—On December 5, at Castle-Douglas, N.B., Mr. J. H. 
Maxwell, proprietor and editor of the Kirkcudbrightshire Advertiser, 
aged fifty-nine. About thirty years ago, Mr. Maxwell removed to 
Castle-Douglas, joining the late Mr. John Stodart in the conduct of 
the Kirkcudbrightshire Advertiser, which was then in the second 
year of its existence. Under Mr. Maxwell’s direction, the Advertiser 
developed into an influential agricultural and local journal. 

Purnell.—On December 17, at 2, Lloyd-square, W.C., Mr. 
Thomas Purnell, well known in literary circles by his contributions, 
as “Q.,” to the Athenaeum, aged fifty-five. 

The figure following each entry aenotes the day on which the application 

was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—December, 1889. 

J9>329-—B. Laing, 1, Rebecca-street, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 
Marginal index for Bibles. 2. 

19,357.—A. P. Eggis. An improved writing-machine. 2. 
19,381.—S. Bunting. Improvements in and relating to the manufac¬ 

ture of books. 3. 
19,446,—E. Priddle and G. O. Donovan. Improvements in number¬ 

ing or similar machines. 3. 
19,496.—P. O. Laffitte. Improvements in cylinder printing- 

machines. 4. 

19,561,—G. A. Wilkins. Improvements in and in connection with 
the combination of type-writers with writing-tables. 5. 

19,600.—T. Beaudoire. Improved means for simultaneously printing 
on and perforating materials, such as paper. 5. 

i9>635-—J- S. Foley. Improvements in or relating to printing 
devices. 6. 

i9j7i3-—A. P. Eggis. Improvements in type-writers. 7. 
I9J731-—A. J. Boult, a communication from R. Fricke and L. Schutz, 

of Germany. Improvements in or relating to the gathering and 
classifying of sheets preparatory to their being formed into books, 
and in apparatus therefor. 7. 

19,860. —L. U. Gill and A. Bradley. Improvements in guillotine paper¬ 
cutting machines. 10. 

195877.—L. U. Gill. Improvements in guillotine paper-cutting 
machines. 10. 

19,878.—L. U. Gill and A. Bradley. Improvements in guillotine paper¬ 
cutting machines. 10. 

i9j879;—W. J. Richardson. Diaphragm for duplicating type¬ 
writing. 10. 

20,114.—E. Priddle and G. O. Donovan. Improvements in number¬ 
ing or similar machines. 13. 

20,301.—J. Cowan. Improvements in and relating to indigo¬ 
printing. 17. 

20,324.—W. Brampton. Improvements in newspaper files. 18. 
20,333-—H. Lewinsohn. Improvements in printing-machines. 18. 
20,449.—A. Beschoren. Improvements in machines for perforating 

and imprinting paper or stuff. 19. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1888. 

17,090.—Dymond. Type-writing machines . 8d. 
1889. 

7^5-—Abel. Type-printing telegraph apparatus. 8d. 
809.—Ibbetson. Receipt forms and counterfoils. 6d. 
945. — Thompson. Type-writers. 6d. 

1,433-—Hamilton. Treating paper-making materials, &c. 4d. 
1,496.—Read. Guillotine cutting-machines. - 8d. 
3,010.—Reid. Etching lithographic work . 8d. 

11,256.-—-Cundall. Paper-folding machines . 6d. 
14,549.—Wynne and others. Printing type . 4d. 
15,829.—Dow. Type-setting machines. lid. 
15,861.—Cundall. Paper-folding machines . 6d. 
16,207.—Cottrell. Cylinder-printing machines. 1 id. 
17,006.—Reid. Securing stereotype plates to their base- 

blocks . 6d. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 

Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 
graphists . iii 

Bourne, A., Engraver.  v 
Bowers Bros., Printing . iii 
Bunyaro, J. B., Litho Stones . iii 
Central Agency, Partnerships, &c. v 
Coates Bros. & Co., Printing 

Inks, &c.   vi 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths .... v 
Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . vi 
Davies, H. G., Electrotypes . v 
Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers v 
Graham, T. & R., Gummed Tickets v 
Haddon, J., & Co., Cardboards .. iii 
Hofer, W., Bronze Powder . v 
Horle, Fritz, & Co., Tint-white ii 
Horne, W. C., Kalido-Mosaic Type iii 
Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks .... vi 
King, Sell, & Railton, Limited, 

Printers &c. i 
Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist .... iii 
Litho-plate Co. iv 
Mander Bros., Printing Inks ... i 
Miscellaneous. v 

Neville & Co., Type Gauge . v 
Plummer, F., & Co., Electrotypers 

and Stereotypers. vi 
Redfkrn, G. F. & Co. v 
Silverlock, H., Electrotyper .... iii 
Slater & Palmer, Printing Inks iv 
Swabey T., Direction Labels .... iii 
Taylor Brs..Chromo-Lithographers iv 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers iii 
Winstone, B., & Sons, Inks, &c. ii 

WRAPPER. 

Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines 3 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco . 3 
Elliott, _ John & Co., Printing 

Machines . - 3 
Grf.aves, T., Bronzer & Polisher.. 4 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 

Printing Ink Makers. 1 
Packard & Co., Printing-ink. 2 
Silverlock, W. B.,&Co., Bronzing 

Machines . 4 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 

The charges for Advertisements will be furnished on application to the 
Publisher. _ 

The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through 
any Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent post free for one 
year for 45. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 
15. 6d., oris. 9 d. by post, The Index and Title-page will be ready with 
the I anuary Number. 

We have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer 

for 1887 and 1888 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers ONLY we will supply 
these at 45. each, post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Hf.rr 

G. Hedf.ler, Grimmaischef Steinweg, 3, Leipzig; M. Bernard 

HeiLbronner, 38, Rue de Chabrol, Paris. 
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Coptce of tfyt (Tltonf(b 

is reported from type - founding circles in 
Bill Germany, that in consequence of the enormous 
slSl increase in the price of antimony, a very important 
Kpl lipal metal in type production, caused by its recent 

~ large employment for military purposes, a con¬ 
siderable advance in the price of printing materials will probably 
take place shortly. As a matter of fact the price of antimony 
has risen more than ioo per cent, in ten months, and people 
in the branch are expecting a further heavy rise. 

+ + + 

IT is stated that there is some prospect of a French exhibition 
in London this year. Leading French manufacturers and traders 
have held a meeting in Paris with a scheme in view, and the 
French Government is to be asked for a subvention of £20,000 
in aid of the projected exhibition. We understand the arrange¬ 
ments are in a very forward condition, and there is every 
probability of the exhibition being established. It is intended 
to make it a permanent institution if possible. 

+ + + 

Whoever has been much in the chief American towns, in 
Paris, or in the cities of Germany, must have been impressed 
with the great prominence which engraving is now receivingj 
and the high quality of work turned out. Few books will be 
published in the twentieth century, now only a decade off, 
without illustrations. Steel engraving, except for portraits or 
bank notes, does not seem to be much sought after; but the 
three remaining branches—wood-engraving, process-engraving, 
and lithography—have become necessities. A large amount 
of work is now done by lithography, and of a class far superior 
to that accomplished twenty years ago, and year by year it 
adds new triumphs. Formerly, for instance, pine blocks were 
used for theatrical portraits ; now a better kind of likeness is 
made by lithography, and at as low a price. Process - en¬ 
gravings are made by more than a score of houses in New 
York, each having sufficient employment, and by direct copying 
from photographs, or by the aid of pen and ink drawings, they 

have become exceedingly cheap, while at the same time valu¬ 
able. Cutting on wood has not become a lost art, in spite of 
the efforts of the process men, but is to-day done better than 
ever. The wonderful development of periodical literature is 
owing largely to its use of these accessories. 

+ + 4. 
A VERY important judgment is reported from the Dublin 

Exchequer Court. A verdict carrying damages for ^250 was 
recently obtained by Lord Annaly against Stubbs Weekly 
Gazette, for publishing an incorrect statement as to a judgment 
registered against his lordship, as if it had been obtained 
against him personally instead of in his capacity of executor. 
The proprietors of Stubb's Weekly Gazette appealed, and asked 
to have the verdict set aside, urging that the error occurred in 
the official register, from which the particulars had been ex¬ 
tracted, and the Court has decided in their favour on the 
ground that no negligence or malice had been proved, and 
that the publication was simply the publication of a public 
document, which was open to public inspection by paying the 
usual fee. 

+ + •> 

The Star states that Sir James Kitson, of Leeds, President 
of the National Liberal Federation, is the proprietor of The 
Speaker. Other Liberal magnates were prepared with the 
necessary funds, but Sir James very considerately asked Mr. 
Reid whether he would prefer a body of proprietors or one. 
Mr. Reid declared for unity, and Sir James then advanced the 
whole sum. The arrangement is that Mr. Reid is to have half 
the profits should the venture succeed. 

+ + + 

It is stated that arrangements are being made for the 
simultaneous publication of the Review of Reviews in London 
and New York. Stereotyped plates are to be sent every month 
to the latter city. There is no foundation for the rumour that 
the publishers of some reviews and magazines intend to seek 
the aid of the law courts with a view to preventing Mr. Stead 
from taking extracts from their pages. So far from these 
publishers being hostile to the new venture, several of their 
trade lists are to be found among the advertisements in the 
first number of the Review of Reviews. 
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In connection with the idiotic utterances of a too fervid 
orator at a meeting of gas stokers on strike, in which he 
assumed to speak on behalf of a powerful society, it is felt by 
many of the trade unions of London that steps should be taken 
to prevent irresponsible members of the unions from using at 
public meetings the name of the organizations for their own 
purposes, and committing the unions to a policy totally opposed 
to the views of the executive. Notice has been printed on 
the agenda for the quarterly delegate meeting of the London 
Society of Compositors to call the attention of the delegates to 
this matter, with the view of preventing in the future a liberty 
being taken with the name of the union, as well as the com¬ 
mittal of the whole body of members to a policy with regard to 
which they had never been consulted, thus misleading the 
general public. We think this an eminently wise step, and 
hope it will have the desired effect. 

It is of importance to English lithographers to learn that 
the patent of Josef Eberle & Co., for a process of burning and 
etching on lithographic stones, has been declared null and 
void by the Austrian and Hungarian Ministers of Commerce. 
Another Vienna lithographer, Emil M. Engel, proved that he 
employed the same process as long ago as 1881. The patent 
of the Eberle process has been sold in different countries for 
very considerable sums. 

+ ❖ 
The balance-sheet of the London Society of Compositors for 

the December quarter shows the following figures:—Balance 
brought forward £2,464. 16s. nd., income, ,£3,572. 18s. iod ; 
total, 6,037. 15s. 9d. Expenditure, ,£3,905. 15s. 2d. ; balance 
carried forward, ,£2,132. os. 7d. Unemployed relief absorbed, 
£1,336. 7s. 2d. to 883 recipients in 2,693 reliefs; superannua¬ 
tion allowances were £308. 4s.; emigration grants, £68; funeral 
aid, 380. 6s. 8d. ; law charges and strike pay, £378. 3s. 9d. 
The total funds of the society now amount to £25,432. os. 7d., 
being an increase on the quarter of £467. 3s. 8d The number 
of members is 7,955. Seven annuitants have died during the 
quarter, twenty-five other members have died, and eight mem¬ 
bers have emigrated. 

•5* «F + 

Mr. Joseph Whitaker, F.S.A., whose “Almanack” has 
become indispensable, possesses a library, comprising upwards 
of twenty thousand volumes, many of them of rare antiquity 
and interest. Books have been the ruling passion of Mr. 
Whitaker’s life, and in the spacious building which he has 
attached to his fine old-fashioned house at Enfield, as a 
depository for his literary treasures, the greater portion of his 
time is spent. The wonderful almanac, which has grown year 
by year until it is now nearly double its original size, is a 
labour of love to its compiler, who considers no expenditure of 
trouble or research too great to devote to the task of rendering 
it absolutely complete and reliable. 

•F *F *F 

Mr. Bernard Quaritch, the well-known London book¬ 
seller, during his visit to America, will hold an exhibition of his 
treasures in New York, Boston, Chicago, and Philadelphia. 
He takes with him all the gems of a collection which is perhaps 
unique. Among them is the Psalter of Medmenham Priory, 
rich with miniatures displaying the character of English pic¬ 
torial art in the days of Thomas a Beckett. There are illumi¬ 
nated manuscripts of later ages, French work from the time of 
Duguesclin to Bayard, Burgundian and Flemish of the 
fifteenth century, Italian of the early sixteenth. He takes with 
him the Psalter of 1459, said t0 be the costliest book in the 
world, and certainly the first and most beautiful effort of colour- 
printing known to bibliophiles. There is the first book ever 
printed in Italian, and four Caxtons, including the famous 
“ Game of Chesse,” and another of the books produced by 
him at Bruges before he brought his art to England. English 
literature is represented by rare editions of the great writers, 
from Chaucer to Burns, including folio and quarto Shakespeares. 

•F -F *F 

After fifty-two years’ service in the British Museum, Dr. 
George Bullen has retired from the keepership of printed 
books. To many he will be known as Superintendent of the 
Reading Room—a post which he formerly occupied for ten 
years. During his tenure of that office he freely placed at the 
disposal of inquirers his great knowledge of English literature 

and extensive acquaintance with authors of all nations, readers 
and scholars recognising his courtesy by a spontaneous testi¬ 
monial when he vacated it for promotion. His retirement 
from the keepership has evoked many expressions of regret 
from his colleagues and subordinates, who have presented him 
with testimontials of esteem. The first, consisting of a silver 
service, was from the “ Officers of the Department,” and was 
presented by Dr. Garnatt, who is named as Dr. Bullen’s prob¬ 
able successor. The second was from the “Attendants of the 
Department,” as a mark of affectionate regard and gratitude 
for a regime of almost unprecedented kindness. 

•F *F *F 

The Board of Trade returns for January do not present any 
special features. The totals keep up pretty nearly to those of 

last year, the only ones showing any considerable difference 
being those relating to paper. Export of paper is less by 
15,000 cwt. and £ 15,600, while import of paper is larger by 36,000 
cwt. and £19,500. 

Export of Printed Books. 

cwt. £. 
Jan. 1890   9,996   9b337 

,, ... . 1889   10,582   9IA74 
,, . 1888   8,836   79,oi6 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

£ 
Jan. 1890   74,978 

,,   1889   74,642 
.. 1888   62,590 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the month in each of the three years. 

1890. 1889. 1888. 

£• £• £ 
Germany . 7,020 ... 6,280 7,092 

France . 2,107 ••• 2,005 ... 2,170 

United States.. 8,021 ... 7,005 4,120 

British East Indies . 10,447 ... 10,273 ... 7,776 

Australasia. 10,262 ... 18,980 ... 17,750 

British North America... 929 ... 1,209 ... 1,528 

Other countries. 36,192 ... 28,890 ... 22,152 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £. 
Jan. 1S90   80,282   140,028 

,,   1889   95,645   165,667 
,,   1888   85,299   146,752 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. £. 

Jan. 1890   183,345   151,277 
.. 1889   146,949   131,809 
„   1888   136,465   126,362 

Printers Keep Up your Prices ! 

EVERY printer who hopes to be successful financially, must 
carefully calculate to make a reasonable profit on every 

job he turns out. This must not be guesswork, but positive 
knowledge. The cost of rent, paper, type-setting, proof-reading, 
ink, press-work, must all be closely scanned, and then the work 
must be despatched as soon as possible Competition in the 
way of cutting prices below living rates will end in ruin. Put 
your prices to the public so that this end can be averted, and 
do not seek to reach the result by lowering the wages of your 
compositors or pressmen. Four or five shillings more on a job 
to the public is but little individually, but to you collectively it 
is a good deal. The printer who, in his eagerness, seeks to 
get a job below cost, injures himself and every member of the 
craft; and, if this course is persisted in, bankruptcy must follow. 
Unite upon a scale of paying prices, and then let all maintain 
that scale. Many of our employing printers are young men. 
Will they take our advice, or will they wait until disaster over¬ 
takes them ? Gentlemen of the craft pause and think ! 
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Lecture on the Art of Printing. 

the City of London College, on the 

30th ult., H. Trueman Wood, Esq., 

M.A., Secretary of the Society of Arts, 

in the chair, Mr. Emery Walker 

lectured on the above subject. The 

substance was more theoretical than 

practical, but it was, nevertheless, very 

interesting. The lecture was illustrated, 

too, by means of lantern slides, and many fine specimens of 

work were thrown on the sheet. The syllabus here given 

shows the whole scope dealt with :— 

“ Legibility the first necessity in a printed book. Factors 

which make for legibility. Beauty the outcome of right 

choice and use of material. Type and paper main factors 

in a beautiful book. Illustrations, if they are to be 

ornaments, must be designed and engraved in subordina¬ 

tion to conditions best suited for the type. The shapes of 

letters purely arbitrary. Beauty of the types of the early 

printers. Evolution in the ‘face’ of type. Type-founding 

(roughly demonstrated). Block book. 42-line Bible. 

Excellence of workmanship in first books. Relation of type 

to contemporary MSS. Italian MSS. in Roman hand. 

Sweynheim and Pannartz first printers in Italy. Early 

Venetian books—Jenson—Aldus—a Venetian writing- 

master’s book—Similarity of printed to written characters. 

Basle type- The Elzevirs. Decadence of writing, and 

consequent and corresponding change in ‘ face ’ of type. 

Caslon—Baskerville—Bodoni—Miller & Richard. Com¬ 

position—Margins, headings, side notes, titles. Paper. 

Presswork—necessity of mechanical relation of illustration 

to type—Bewick—Turner’s Rogers’ Italy. Steel plates and 

type on same page, bad. Examples of mechanical and 

artistic relationship in early books—‘ Le Mer des Histories,’ 

Paris, Pierre le Rouge, 1488, &c. Illustrations pictorial in 

character best printed upon pages apart from text, owing to 

want of harmonious relationship to type—Blake—Walter 

Crane. Conclusion.” 

We are somewhat afraid that the principles laid down 

were more in keeping with a bibliographical point of view 

rather than that from a printers’ standpoint. The lecturer 

showed how our black letter, roman, and italic types were 

really copies of handwriting, and there certainly was a 

remarkable similarity in the pictures put before the 

audience of both print and writing. Some of the views 

given of the old Italian types were splendid samples of 

workmanship in the cutting, and also for the beauty and 

form of the letters. Mr. Walker has some very decided 

opinions as to the merits of old and new faces, and apparently 

is in favour of the Caslon old-face, or Miller & Richard’s 

old-style. He advocated hand-made paper if good paper 

was desired. Margins he dwelt on at some length, and the 

subject of the illustrations in text was a theme for which he 

demanded some care in combination. To print copperplate 

illustrations with letterpress by a distinct process or working 

was bad, and was not in harmony. If illustrations were 

wanted in print, he said, let them be made in character 

with the type, in order that the two might blend. In 

furtherance of this view he submitted some of Mr. Walter 
Crane’s work. 

Modern-faced types, as those now chiefly devoted to 
newspaper printing, were very inartistic, and the fancy 

characters now put before the public as jobbing types were 

bad too. The lecturer submitted the invitation cards, 

issued by the Council of the British Typographia to meet 

the Lord Mayor at the opening of the Exhibition at 

Stationers’ Hall last year. This was the sort of thing some 

people liked as regards type and display, but he ventured 

to think it was a fair sample of “ how not to do it.” 

The revival of the old-style printing, due to the late Mr. 
Whittingham, of the Chiswick Press, in 1842, was 

mentioned, and several books printed by this Press were 

shown as examples, in the lecturer’s estimation, of “ how 

to do it.” Perhaps these two opinions may be open to 

criticism, for it is not every one that appreciates the old- 

fashioned method of printing. Modern work, if printed 

from good and well-cut type, whether new or old-style in 

face, and, providing the presswork is perfect, is possibly 

more acceptable to some ideas than the solid-set old-face 

type, with its other quaint details. The choice of either 

kind depends on taste, and the demands of the public— 
the printers’ patrons-—must be studied. 

The Catalogue of the Guildhall Library. 

THE Catalogue of the Guildhall Library, with additions to 
June, 1889, is at length completed, and is issued in one 

massive volume, embracing, at a rough calculation, some sixty 
thousand entries. It is a conspicuous monument of the liber¬ 
ality of the Corporation and of the industry of their librarian, 
Mr. Charles Welch, and his coadjutors. One has only to con¬ 
trast it with the modest pocket volume issued just fifty years 
ago, in which all the books and manuscripts then in the library 
were catalogued and described “ for the use of members of the 
Corporation,” in order to get a notion of how the collection has 
grown since, that time. All educated persons wish well to 
public libraries ; hence no sooner is one established under a 
stable and trustworthy management than donations and be¬ 
quests flow in. When there are funds at hand, as in the 
present instance, purchases are made. Special windfalls, as 
in the case of the old libraries of the Dutch Protestant Church 
and the Clockmakers’Company,now transferred to the Guildhall, 
have also a tendency to swell the stream ; and thus the little 
hand-list expands into the huge and ever-growing catalogue. 
The Guildhall library possesses many notable treasures. It is 
especially rich—as it ought to be—in books, tracts, and pam¬ 
phlets bearing on civic history. Its store of early printed plays 
and pageqnts is also remarkable. When we add to this a word 
of praise for the ample accommodation of the noble building in 
which the books and manuscripts are now housed, and the 
liberal and hospitable regulations of an institution open to all 
persons who are over sixteen years of age, without letter of re¬ 
commendation or any other formality, we have said enough to 
entitle the library to rank amongst the most creditable of our 
local institutions. 

It is to be regretted that this handsome volume has been 
sent into the world without preface or introduction. Some 
sketch of the history of the library would have been accept¬ 
able, though it boasts no earlier origin than the year 1824. 
The former plan of classifying under such headings as “Ap¬ 
prentices,” “Biographies,” “Bridges,” “Clubs,” “Colonies,” 
and so forth, was no doubt better suited to the catalogue in its 
former infantine state than in its present mature development. 
Still, it was useful, and as the books now appear under authors’ 
names, where these appear, some classified index or key, such 
as is furnished in the case of the catalogue of the London 
Library, would have deserved our grateful thanks. A more 
serious ground for regret is the disappearance of entries of the 
manuscripts in the library. The title of a facsimile of that in¬ 
teresting document, the deed representing Shakespeare’s pur¬ 
chase of a house in Blackfriars in 1612-13, does, it is true, note 
in parenthesis that the precious original is in the possession of 
the Corporation. Other manuscripts, however, have vanished, 
and left no trace. In one case, at least, a very curious collec¬ 
tion, partly manuscript, partly print, is no longer to be found— 
at least we have failed to find it. We refer to the quarto 
volume which Professor Morley found so serviceable in writing 
his amusing history of Bartholomew fair. These are defici¬ 
encies, however, that may easily be supplied in an appendix. 
The volume is handsomely printed at the presses of Messrs. 
Blades & East, and though it bears no imprint, is doubtless 
to be obtained at the library.—Daily News. 
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Latest Developments in the Printing 
Trade. 

By W. H. Gass. 

We intend to give each month, under this heading, particulars of new 
processes, methods, &c., and shall be pleased to receive suggestions 
and contributions from our readers. We shall also be willing to 
answer any queries that may be addressed to us on subjects coming 
within the scope of these columns. These queries should be sent 
in by the 1st of the month to ensure being dealt with in the subse¬ 
quent number. 

A New Rival to the Compositor. 

latest move in this direction is a 
rather peculiar one, and has much the 
flavour of the American. It is said to 
be eminently successful, but requires 
some experience before the chemical 
ingredients can be accurately gauged. 
Will any one of our readers try the 
experiment and tell us the result ? The 

directions and manipulations are as follow :—Dissolve 
in a water bath chlorate of potash, r oz. to a quart 
of water. Extract a leaf out of some book which 
has been printed for some time. Place it in the bath. 
After it has lain there some time, take it out and put it 
into very dilute acetic acid. A resinous powder is then 
dusted over it. Prepare a lithographic stone in the usual 
way, making it more than usually hot. Place the leaf, 
after it has been rinsed through distilled water and dried 
on a hot plate, on the stone, and transfer it in the usual 
way. The object of the chemical process is to saponify the 
fat of the ink so as to make it soft and capable of transfer, 
while the diluted acid is to destroy the potash when there 
is no more use for it. A process somewhat similar has long 
been in practice by wood-engravers, only their solvent is 
one of the essential oils. If found in practice to be 
successful, it ought to be valuable to lithographers and 
letterpress printers alike. It will depreciate the value of a 
stock of engraved plates. It will give to one rival a power 
over the other he has never hitherto possessed, and in the 
matter of reprints the compositor will be eliminated. 

Tin Plate Printing. 

Frequent inquiries have been made to know particulars 
of the processes of above. If we find there is a general 
desire to know more, we may devote an article to it giving 
general particulars. However in answer to these inquiries, 
we may state in brief that the best tin plate for the purpose is 
Swansea made; that the ink is linseed oil; the heat of 
fusion, 1200 to 190° in a muffle; time, twelve to eighteen 
hours ; colouring matter, solutions of copal lacquer, varnish, 
oil of turpentine, alkanet. 

Glass Blocks. 

This is the latest tip in the way of cheap get-up. Hitherto 
it has been used only for open, bold work, such as box-tops; 
but recent developments point to improvements which no 
printer can afford to despise. The modus operandi is to 
draw, or transfer from stone, on opal glass the required 
design. The glass is held over a sand-blast which eats 
through the exposed parts, but leaves the drawing perfect, 
the depth of the relief being regulated by the thickness of 
the glass. The operation may be done while you wait. 
An electro or stereo is taken in the usual way. 

How to Brass a Zinco-type. 

The great drawback of zinco plates is their tendency to 
get out of order, a day’s run in many cases being sufficient 

to produce holes in the surface of solids, while many of the 
lines get chipped away. A zinco, however, can be protected 
by a very simple process, and no zinco should be worked 
naked. The process is as follows Take of sulphate of 
zinc, say 4 oz., dissolve in water (distilled) ; take, say 1 oz. 
of sulphate of copper, and dissolve it in water; put both into 
a glass bath. Watch the bottom of the liquor for a preci¬ 
pitation. Gently add liquor of ammonia until, and only 
until, the precipitation dissolves up. The liquor will have 
a blue colour. Add moderately of a strong solution of 
cyanide of potassium in just sufficient quantity to take 
away the blue colour. Take your zinco plate, which should, 
of course, have been cleaned of all foreign substances, and 
put it in this bath. Leave it for the matter of fifteen minutes, 
when you will find your zinco has taken a thin coating of 
brass. If you do not add sufficient of cyanide of potassium 
the deposit will have a dirty green tinge; and if there is not 
sufficient ammonia it will have a red tinge. There are other 
baths, such as aluminium, nickel, silver, &c., which are 
looked upon as trade secrets, but which we may publish if 
there is any extended desire for information respecting 
them. 

The Art of Zincography. 

The processes of this art are altogether chemical, and 
with a knowledge of these chemicals, any working litho¬ 
grapher who has been accustomed to transferring may learn 
the art in the course of a few hours. The following is the 
procedure :—Take a piece of well-polished zinc to suit the 
size of the work required. Take a transfer in ink, the 
composition of which is lithographic ink, say 75 per cent.; 
Burgandy pitch, 20 per cent. ; wax, 5 per cent. If a litho 
direct from writer or artist, transfer to zinc exactly as you 
would to stone. If from stone to zinc, use the ink which 
I have stated. Clean up your work precisely as if you were 
preparing for press. When the work is to your satisfac- 
faction, dust over the following composition :—Asphalt, 
45 per cent.; mastic, 50 percent.; wax, 5 per cent.; or 
the asphalt and mastic may be in equal proportions. 
This composition is made in the following manner:—The 
asphalt is reduced to a fluid state in a water bath, and, 
while it is being continuously stirred, the mastic and wax 
is added. Let it cool to the solid state, and bruise to a 
very fine powder. Remove your zinc plate into a rocking- 
bath, and pour over its surface as much of the following 
solution as will cause a gentle flow to pass over the plate 
see-saw-Xike. Take 1 oz. of monohydrated or pure sul¬ 
phuric acid, and put it in 12 oz. of distilled water. This 
is the strength of acid, which you will find to work very 
slowly, and which you will bottle up and use as you require. 
Then put 1 oz. bichloride of platinum in 10. oz. distilled 
water in a bottle, which is to be kept for use likewise. 
Take a little copal varnish, and put it in any odd dish, 
with camel-hair pencil. The operation is now one of 
ordinary care, the duty of the workman being simply con¬ 
fined to preventing the acid from biting the lines. When 
he begins to feel the lines with the fingers, it will be his 
duty to remove the plate, to place it on a plate heated 
from below, so as to relax the resinous matter and permit 
it to flow down the sides of the lines for their protection. 
This operation will require to be repeated, probably more 
than once; and, preceding every application of the acid, 
the work must be carefully dusted over with the protecting 
powder. The acid may be increased in strength by the 
addition of the solution of bichloride of platinum, which 
must be used very sparingly, as i-t accelerates very power¬ 
fully the action of the acid on zinc. The copal varnish is 
for stopping out, where required, as the work proceeds. 
To mix sulphuric acid, or, indeed, any acid, it should be 
added to the water, not the water to the acid. 
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Valentines—Old and New. 

kNCE again the Post Office officials 

have met the attack of the valentine 

senders, and if the recipients of these 

votive offerings of love are not much 

the gainers, the revenue is. For 

some weeks past the stationers—and 

drapers, be it sorrowfully admitted— 

have adorned their windows with the 

gems of art which the lithographer, 

the fancy stationer, and others have produced 

as symbols of love. But what a change has 

come over the form of the symbol! It is no longer a 

conglomerate mass of elaborate lace-work, silver doves, 

pink cupids, and doubtful rhymes. The product of the 

“good old times ” has been gradually receding into the 

limbo of oblivion, and one may now look in vain for a 

trace of the tinsel which found such favour in the eyes of 

our grandmothers. Time, which works such wonders in 

every branch of human activity, has been doubly active 

with the old valentine manufacturers, and one wonders 

what has become of the men who lived on paper Mechlin 

lace, wreaths of gorgeously-coloured flowers, fine fat cupids, 

and unlimited perfume Their occupation is gone, for the 

world has grown too fastidious for them, and too prudish. 

The British matron turns away her eyes from the naked 

boy with silver wings, and we are too practical to be satis¬ 

fied with a spurious imitation of valuable lace. But though 

time has swept aside the crude artist, it has left us the 

poet. The man who turned out love couplets by the 

mile is still with us, but he has had to raise his standard. 

True, in the half-yard caricatures which still disfigure the 

windows of small newsvendors and sweetstuff-sellers, he 

hangs on to the traditions of the past with a death-like 

grip. You can see to-day what you could see a quarter 

of a century ago—the same old rhymes, the same old 

exaggerations. These emanations of the Whitechapel 

artist and poet have still their patrons; and the policeman, 

the soldier, and other prominent characters continue to 

form the staple material for their humour (?) Here is an 

old ode to a washerwoman, which is a fair sample of what 

did, and still does, duty for cheap valentine poetry :— 

Come, scrub away, dear Betty Suds, 
At napkin, shift, and shirt; 

No one, I’m sure, with you can vie 
In getting out the dirt ; 

But that vile practice, drinking gin, 
You really must resign, 

Or else you never can expect 
To be my Valentine. 

This kind of stuff suits the people for whom it is written ; 

but it is consoling to know that even in this branch of 

valentines there is a rapidly declining trade. The comic 

valentines, which the lithographer spends so much care upon, 

are not in half-yard lengths. They are designed by artists 

with a genuine humorous turn, and the verses beneath are 

funny without being vulgar. These can be found in any 

respectable stationer’s shop, and are as far removed from the 

old caricatures as the sun from the earth. 

But the valentine proper of to-day covers a wide field. 

Everything, from a patent coal-scuttle to a card, is suitable 

for Love’s offering, worse luck to the printer and the artist. 

We have grown so eminently practical that the soft words 

of love are not sufficient to convey an adequate idea of our 

devotion. If we seek a suitable object at the stationer’s 

we are perplexed with the variety. We can have an 

elaborate box in leather, plush, silk and lace, in the centre of 

which, artfully concealed, are half-a-dozen handkerchiefs or 

perhaps a pair of kid gloves. If we wish for something 

more expensive, our friend the stationer will tell us that he 

has a gem—a real work of art in the form of a plush heart, 

in the interior of which a real gold ring is securely fixed. 

To sell these, he will explain, he must have a licence. 

Then we can have albums, photo-frames, book-stands, in 

fact anything which is and is not stationery. The draper, 

too, is a big vendor of valentines. He will supply you 

with all the newest designs in cards, booklets, &c., at as low 

a rate as the stationer, or often lower, and his fancy boxes 

are crammed with silk handkerchiefs, neckties, stockings. 

He, at least, is very practical. 

But, after all, the world has a sneaking regard for the old 

style of valentine—a genuine love-offering in paper and 

print and poetry. The cooing doves and the chubby 

cupids have been elbowed aside ; but they are still 

remembered with affection. There is not much sentiment 

in a pair of silk stockings with a card stuffed into one leg, 

and, though half a dozen handkerchiefs may be a practical 

offering during an influenza epidemic, the recipient does 

not regard the present with the same reverence as she would 

a downright orthodox valentine breathing love and loyalty. 

Perhaps in the distant future the legitimate valentine may 

reassert itself, but until then the printer can only sigh for 

the good old times when he had the trade to himself. 

A. Day. 

The Young Man's Text-Book and Birthday Cale7idar is a 
neat little volume, published by Messrs. Simpkins, Limited. 
The texts have been carefully selected from the Revised Ver¬ 
sion, and are arranged throughout the year in the order of the 
books of the Bible. Mr. George Williams, the honoured Pre¬ 
sident of the Young Men’s Christian Association, writes a brief 
introduction full of spiritual feeling, and we cordially echo his 
wish that the “ little book may have a wide circulation and be 
abundantly productive of practical usefulness.” 

The Antiquary (London : Elliot Stock) enters upon a new 
series, under a new editor, the Rev. Dr. J. Charles Cox. The 
prospectus states that “ every endeavour will be made to sus¬ 
tain the reputation of this well-established magazine, as an 
authoritative chronicle of archaeological progress and develop¬ 
ment, and as the depository of original articles and communi¬ 
cations on all the varied branches of antiquarian literature. 
The editor is glad to be able to state that he has not only 
secured the co-operation of many of the tried and valuable 
contributors to the twenty volumes of the first series, but has 
also had the promise of much assistance from many gentlemen 
of considerable repute as able archaeologists, who have not 
hitherto made use of the columns of the Antiquary. With 
their assistance he hopes to be able to materially add to the 
attractiveness and interest of the journal, and to be able to 
sustain the several improvements and new features that are 
contemplated.” The numbers so far issued amply bear out 
the promise of the prospectus. 

The Paper Trade Directory of Great Britain for 1890 

(London: 66, Ludgate-hill).—This is a very handy and complete 
Directory, interleaved for memoranda, well printed, and care¬ 
fully compiled by the editor of Paper-making. It will be found 
very useful for reference by printers, publishers, and others 
connected with the trade. 

A COURSE of three lectures upon Stereotyping will be delivered by 
Mr. Thomas Bolas, F.C.S., &c., at the Society of Arts, John-street, 
Adelphi, on the evenings of February 17 and 24, and March 3, com¬ 
mencing at eight o’clock, 
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SPECIMEN OF HALF-TONE OR TINT-PROCESS BLOCK. 

The Art Reproduction Company. 

H E marvellous development during the last 
ten or fifteen years of the various reproduc¬ 
tive processes for illustrating magazines and 
newspapers is one of the most remarkable 
examples of progress that can be found 
in the annals of art. It is true that, with 

characteristic caution or conservatism, the great bulk of the 
printers and publishers of Great Britain looked with con¬ 
tempt upon anything which was intended to supersede wood¬ 
engraving. But when the Germans were able to show 
a degree of beauty in their photo-tint engraving which 
had been undreamed of here, the Britisher began to 
bestir himself. Steady improvement in these mechanical 
processes has been the order of the day, and now on 
every hand we find process blocks are in extensive and in¬ 
creasing use. There are many firms producing first-class work 
and showing a praiseworthy desire to continue along the path 
of progress. It is our pleasure to introduce to the notice of 
our readers one of these firms, the Art Reproduction Com¬ 
pany, recently established here to work the best and most 
successful Continental process, that of Messrs. Angerer & 
Gceschl. The picture at the head of this page is one of 
their photo-mechanical engravings. 

The advantages of such blocks are self-evident They 
are a more correct reproduction ; they can be produced in 
less than half the time ; while the cost is considerably less 

than for wood-engraving. We have to admit that we are 
indebted to the foreigner for this advancement, but such 
acknowledgments custom has made to sit lightly upon 
us. 

No firm has been more successful in convincing the 
great European publishing houses of the advantage of using 
photo-mechanical blocks than Messrs. Angerer & Gceschl, 
Vienna ; and we are credibly informed that many English 
publishers, until the installation of the Art Reproduction 
Company here, were willing to put up with the delay of 
more than a week in the transit to and from Vienna, in 
order to avail themselves of these blocks. The results of 
their process are the very best in their way. AVe do not 
allude to their line process etching, which, for a high 
degree of perfection, has a European reputation, but the 
tint or half-tone process which, for softness of effect, must 
please every man of the craft. 

Half-tone illustrations, made by other processes, show in 
a disagreeable way a certain monotony in the different 
tints and the mechanism of the crossing lines before 
the negatives; but by Angerer & Goeschl’s process, the 
dissolving in points of the half-tones of the photos, 
as well as of wash drawings, shows the full effect 
of the original. The Art Reproduction Company have 
acquired, for Great Britain and Ireland, the sole right 
of all patents and secrets worked by Messrs. Angerer & 
Goeschl, and by their presence in London obviate the 
necessity of English publishers sending to the parent firm. 
They are naturally in a position to deliver blocks in half 
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the time hitherto required, and where greater urgency is 
essential the delivery is made very quickly. 

Letter-press printers are becoming better acquainted with 
the making-ready of process blocks, and have discovered that, 
when the result has not proved satisfactory, the making-ready 
is usually found to be at fault. The best course in such 
circumstances is to apply for assistance. The Art Re¬ 
production Company will gladly tender their advice and 
render whatever assistance may be necessary to perfect their 
work. They are also at all times prepared to indicate the 
particular method best fitted for the reproduction of any 
work, one or other of their processes being adapted to 
almost every form of reproduction. 

The Art Reproduction Company are in the best position 
to furnish lithographers with the material necessary to make 
photo-lithographs in half-tone, with gelatine prints, the 
transferring of which on stone does not cause the least 
difficulty. Their studios, which are at 12 and 14, Clairville- 
grove, South Kensington, S.W., have been especially built 
for the purpose, and have ample space, good light, and 
total absence of vibration. We had the pleasure of inspect¬ 
ing an extensive stock of proofs in the possession of the 
company, and were so favourably impressed that we freely 
commend them to our readers as a really valuable and 
attractive addition to the existing methods of illustration. 

Gold and Ink Blocking and Ornamental 
Leather Gilding. 

UR representative recently called on Mr. G. Le 
Sage, 10, Fore-street, E.C., to carry out our in¬ 
structions as to furnishing details of the various 
firms which cater for our readers. Mr. G. Le 
Sage is agold-blocker. Although our represen¬ 
tative knew in a general way the nature and 

beauty of such work, he was not quite prepared to see such 
variety of designs as were submitted to him. They are 
real works of art, and are sufficient to give to the most 
fastidious customer a feeling of confidence that Mr. Le 
Sage can distinguish between good and bad taste and mere 
caprice or fancy. The general appearance of one’s work 
is by no means a matter of mere foppery or indifference ; it 
is a sort of cardinal point to which the tasteful tradesman 
does well to attend. 

It is, perhaps, not widely known that gold-blocking is an 
art of considerable antiquity. It is a French invention 
which for some time they succeeded in retaining as a secret, 
and which was largely used in the illuminated decorations 
on early MSS. in days anterior to the invention of printing. 
When executed in the best manner, nothing can exceed the 
beauty of the whole coup-cToeil, rivalling in splendour the 
most elaborately-finished design of the artist. 

The improvements in machinery and the rapid advance 
of the arts have brought this style of decoration into very 
general use, and new purposes for its display are being 
revealed daily. To execute the more elaborate designs, 
practice and a taste for the arts will alone serve the work¬ 
man. Without these requisites it would be futile to make 
the attempt, and without the conviction that the craftsman 
is all he should be, the trade is not likely to trust him, more 
particularly with the highly-artistic class of work. 

Our representative was received with every mark of 
courtesy by Mr. G. Le Sage, who conducted him person¬ 
ally through his establishment, asking, however, that in any 
statement made in these columns all references to the 
names of customers and every indication which might lead 

to the identification of work might be excluded. We 
expressed our cordial compliance with this very reasonable 
request, and we wish to say here that in all our reports every 
care will be taken to respect the privilege afforded our repre¬ 
sentative, and no statement will be made which is likely to 
put any one to a disadvantage. 

The selection of ivorine samples was very extensive. 
They included Christmas cards, the designs on which were 
stamped very neatly ; various shapes, which are being 
extensively bought to supply the demand created by the 
widely-diffused desire among ladies for articles which have 
been decorated by some personal fiiend ; and an assortment 
of paper knives and trinkets stamped in gold with the name 
and address of advertisers and others. From the extensive 
and varied display of the new xylonite business and visiting 
cards, they appear to be a good thing in the market. They 
also are blocked in gold. A particularly pretty business 
card was shown, stamped on one side with a calendar. Mr. 
Le Sage also submitted a very extensive and miscellaneous 
assortment of window tickets suitable for hatters, boot¬ 
makers, and fancy goods people. We had formerly been 
under the impression that these goods were the product of 
ticket-writers ; but apparently, so far at least as these 
special designs are concerned, they are only middlemen. 

Bevelling the edges of cards is an important department 
with Mr. Le Sage. We saw some samples, the edges of 
which took very curious forms. He surprised us very much 
by stating that he could bevel as many as make a bulk of 
6 in. at one time. We may here remark that Mr. Le Sage 
works very extensively on trade designs, which are reserved 
for particular customers, who, as a rule, have paid the 
initial cost. 

A large assortment of season tickets for railways, cor¬ 
porations, clubs, &c., was also exhibited, as well as gilt 
leather for library edging, chair-backs, and-table tops, which 
are specialities. 

At the conclusion of our visit the impression left upon 
our mind was that Mr. Le Sage is well qualified to execute 
orders for every description of goods in his special line 
with skill, taste, economy, and dispatch, and we certainly 
think our readers might go further in quest of such work 
and fare worse. 

Paper in Tonkin. 

IN the environs of Hanoi, at the western extremity of the 
great lake, are situated the most important factories of 

native Tonkin paper. The French designate the site of this 
industry “the paper village.” Two-thirds of the population, 
comprising about 150 families, are employed in the manu¬ 
facture. Tonkinese paper is made from the bark of a tree 
which grows abundantly in the province of Tuyen-Ouan. This 
bark, arriving in bundles at Hanoi, is submitted to a series of 
preparations which transform it into a paper much similar to 
that made in China; the pulp is not quite so fine, and the colour 
duller. The bark of the cay gidy is put first to steep in the 
water of a river running through the locality, and, after two 
days, is taken out and separated by the hands of the workers. 
This over, it requires another steeping of forty-eight hours in a 
reservoir of water, saturated with lime, whence it comes out 
softened and without much of the brown tint it had acquired 
during its first bath. It is then placed in alternate layers of 
bark and ashes of rice-straw, in a conical-shaped furnace of 
loam, whose lower part is open to allow of the admittance of 
heat from a grate beneath, which is fed by rice-straw, the com¬ 
bustible most commonly employed for the purpose. This 
cooking is continued for several days, when the stuff, 
thoroughly baked, is withdrawn, washed in much water, and 
mortared in a granite mortar with a hardwood pestle. 
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THE LAGERMAN TYPOTHETER AND JUSTIFIER, 
iHROUGH the courtesy of Mr. G. Hagborg, of 
| the Lagerman Typotheter and Justifier Com- 

pany, Limited, we are enabled to put some 
11 interesting details regarding the two above im¬ 

portant inventions before our readers. So 
many attempts have been made during the last fifty years 
to reduce the cost of type-setting, always succeeded by 
failure, that those most interested 
have some excuse for hesitation in put¬ 
ting dependence on hearsay reports of 
the success of this or that particular 
invention. The machines, however, 
which are under 
our review are alto¬ 
gether different 
from any others 
which have ever 
been before the 
public. The in- 
ventor, Mr. A. 
Lagerman, a 
Swedish engineer 
of considerable re¬ 
putation, has evi¬ 
dently worked on 
the conviction that 
the true method to 
facilitate work in 
the composing- 
room was not to 
revolutionise it, nor 
yet to divide it, but 
simply to come to 
the aid of the com¬ 
positor by enabling 
him to set four 
letters in the time 
he formerly took to 
set one. The 
wisdom of this de¬ 
cision is indirectly 
emphasised when 
we learn that Mr. 
Lagerman, previous 
to this invention, 
spent fifteen years 
in the vain effort to 
perfect the old- 
style composing- 
machines. There 
must have been 
something radically 
amiss that could in¬ 
duce him to put the work of so many years 
aside, unless it was the inspiration, the result of 
which is before us. The advantages of the 
Lagerman. are that they minimise every ob¬ 
jection which has been expressed with regard to 
former machines. They disarm any prejudice 
which a compositor might be supposed to have 
against them, for they do not supersede him— 
they come to his assistance, and, while making work more 
easy, they make life worth living. 

The Typotheter is nothing more nor less than an im¬ 

proved composing-stick, but a composing-stick which does 
all the work. It is fixed to the frame in the manner shown 
in our engraving. The operator, who has both his hands 
free, simply feeds the machine by dropping, with both his 
hands, letters into the hopper mouth or funnel of the 
machine. Lie does not even require to be careful, so long 
as he supplies them in due order, for the singularity of this 

ingenious little con¬ 
trivance is that it 
grips each letter, 
turns it face up, 
nick out, and puts 
them in galley form 
as carefully as the 
most careful com¬ 
positor could. The 
letters, when drop¬ 
ped into the funnel, 
immediately, by the 
nature of the inside 
formation, take an 
upright position. 
They are then 
caught by a pair of 
pinchers, which 
turn them face up, 
if by accident 
they should have 
fallen head down ; 
another pair of 
pinchers now take 
possession, and turn 
them nick out, when 
they are marshalled 
and sent side by 
side along the par¬ 
ticular groove, indi¬ 
cated in the en¬ 
graving, to the gal¬ 
ley. The impres¬ 
sion created by a 
personal examina¬ 
tion of this machine 
is that the mechan¬ 
ism is particularly 
compact. There is 
an airiness about 
the whole that at¬ 
tracts the onlooker 
and makes him feel 
his anticipations 
more than fully re¬ 
alised. The align¬ 
ment is produced 
thus : — When the 
line is in progress 
of composition, and 
within three ems of 
its completion, the 

w ringing of a bell 
notifies the fact to 

the compositor. He takes a small bar, just as he might 
take an em quad, but which is a little more than letter 
high, and drops it into the mouth, which operates that part 
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of the machine which regulates the discharges of the matter, 
line, by line upon the galley. 

The Justifier will, perhaps, strike practical printers as a 
still more ingenious machine, and the wonderful manner in 
which it does its -work, avoiding all technical mistakes, and 

the fV» St tV is the middle, the thick, and the en space of 
ordinary use, but the T\ is a substitute for the combined 

middle and thin space. This new space is the space used 
in the Typotheter, the other three spaces being used in the 
Justifier. The galley of types is transferred from the 

Typotheter, and placed on the slide of the 
Justifier very much as is seen in our engraving. 
Above this galley are three long vertical chan¬ 
nels, each of which contains one of the three 
spaces. At the bottom end of these channels 
there is a transverse slide, which passes to and 
fro. The operator, having placed the galley 
and adjusted the required width of line, moves 
the lever indicated at his left hand, which brings 
down hook fingers, resembling very much in 
their movement a compositor when he lifts be¬ 
tween his forefinger and thumb some words of a 
line to restore a fallen space. These hook 
fingers move an indicator on an index somewhat 
after the shape of a horse-shoe. If the indicator 
points to the left of zero, the line requires re¬ 

ducing; if to the 
right, increasing. 
The operator there¬ 
after moves an in¬ 
dex to the necessary 
spacing for the line. 
'I'llis index may be 
observed at the 
bottom of the justi¬ 
fied matter, and 
marked propor¬ 
tionate to the spac¬ 
ing, dice-fashioned. 
The operator con¬ 
tinuing to move the 
lever with his left 
hand, the line is 
moved up. He 
then turns the 
handle of the wheel 
at his right side. 
The line still con¬ 
tinues to move up 
until it is arrested 
by a gauge point 

which is held back by the height of the letters, but which 
operates the moment a space presents itself, the difference 
between the height of the space and letters being the cause. 
When this has taken place, the transverse slide moves 
forward, and with one movement pushes before it the 

Alexander Lagerman. 

spacing out or reducing the lines with mathematical pre¬ 
cision, is both beautiful and extraordinary. It is not so 
long ago that justi¬ 
fying type by ma¬ 
chinery was be¬ 
lieved (not by print¬ 
ers only) to be alto¬ 
gether impossible. 
In this machine this 
impossibility has 
been overcome, and 
overcome in a most 
ingenious manner. 
By referring to our 
illustration, it will 
be observed that 
the machine has 
very much the ap¬ 
pearance of a gal¬ 
ley-rack, with the 
necessary move¬ 
ments attached 
thereto, the space 
intervening be¬ 
tween the two gal¬ 
leys being used for 
the machinery 
which transforms 
the line of irregular 
width in the lower 
galley to the regu¬ 
larity of the lines in the upper one. In a description of 
this machine it may be necessary to state that, while the 
ordinary spacing is employed, the inventor prefers to use 
spaces bearing the following proportions of the width of an 
em quad, viz.: -~5Y, T6y. It will be observed that 
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required space from out of one of the vertical channels, j 
and substitutes it for the space put in at the Typotheter. 
The line again moves forward, and at each space the same 
operation takes place until the line is justified, which is 
shown on the horseshoe-shaped index. The line thus 
justified is then pushed by transverse slide No. 2 into its 
place into the slip galley ready to be made up into pages. 
Underneath this galley is a receptacle for leads, which can 
at will be inserted between the lines by a simple yet 
ingenious automatic arrangement. The rapidity with which 
line after line is justified without a single spill is marvellous. 
We understand a rapid worker can justify as many as 22,000 

to 24,000 ens in an hour. So that, supposing the width of 
a newspaper column to be fourteen picas, the compositor 
would justify, with the aid of the machine, fully eight lines 
cf brevier per minute. 

The proprietors are at present experimenting on a third 
machine, the object of which is to assist the compositor in 
his distribution. The machine occupies a position at the 
side of the quad box, presenting to the eye the form of a 
scoop, into which is indiscriminately dropped the spacing 
as it leaves the fingers during the process of distribution. 
This invention not only separates each space, but it places 
them into the vertical channels referred to when speaking 
of the justifier. The extra space used in the Typotheter is 
also dropped into a separate box, so that half the labour of 
the compositor is performed by a machine which does not 
add more than six inches to the breadth of the frame. 

The motive underlying the construction of these machines 
must be attractive to every employer of labour. They in¬ 
volve no radical departure from the old-fashioned way of 
setting types; they necessitate no destruction of existing, 
nor the creation of new, types, while the extra floorage 
space necessary for their erection is nil. These machines 
are neither cumbersome, complicated, nor expensive. They 
are equally valuable to the employer of five compositors 
and the employer of five hundred. They excite no appre¬ 
hension that, at an inopportune moment, they may fail to 
work. If such an unfortunate incident should occur (and 
this is as unlikely as that of the entire staff being laid down 
to a man by some epidemic), the types are there ; the 
composing-stick is there. The situation is quite as good 
as before. 

They have strong claims on the support of type-founders, 
whose industry they conserve. To the town and country 
printer they bring equal advantages, for their price puts 
them within the reach of every printer of ordinary 
means. 

To the compositor, all type-setting machines naturally 
enough appear as undesirable innovations. The Typo¬ 
theter, however, comes in the most pleasant form. On 
reflection, it will be found that while these machines enable 
one man to do the work of three, the decrease which must 
necessarily follow in the price of publications will more than 
equally increase the consumption. Compositors who make 
the best operators will gradually be taken from the case to 
work these machines, and the ultimate consummation will 
be that good operators will have better work and more 
pay. 

The Typotheter and Justifier which were on view at the 
late Paris Exhibition will be exhibited at the forthcoming 
Exhibition of Inventions in Edinburgh. 

The invention is the property of a Syndicate trading 
under the designation of Lagerman’s Typotheter and Jus¬ 
tifier Company, Limited, and the machines may be seen 
daily at work in Messrs. R. Clay & Sons’ printing-offices, 
Bread-street-hill, E.C., on application to G. Hagborg, Esq., 
of 35, Queen Victoria-street, London, E.C., who represents 
the company here. 

The Anglo-Austrian Printing and 
Publishing Union, Limited. 

THE success achieved by the Hansard Publishing Union 
has led the managing director, Mr. Horatio Bottomley, 

to examine the foreign general printing, lithographic, book¬ 
binding, and publishing trades, more especially as to the busi¬ 
ness done by foreign houses with London and the Colonies, 
and an examination has shown him that Austria ranks very 
high in these departments. After thorough and searching 
inquiries conducted on the spot, Mr. Bottomley believes that, if 
the fourteen firms enumerated below could be amalgamated, 
great economies might be effected, without in any way hurting 
the English trade, for at the present time many of these firms 
already trade with England. After considerable negotiations, 
Mr. Bottomley has arranged the matter, and an amalgamation, 
under the above title, has been effected, and the company 
issued. 

The fourteen firms referred to are : the Ebenfurth Paper 
Mills, the Ebenfurth Wood Pulp Mills, the Eggendorf Paper 
Mills, all near Vienna, with over 150 acres of freehold land and 
three valuable waterfalls, representing 650 horse-power ; L. 

Bergmann & Company, Vienna, newspaper and general printers; 
J. Eberle & Company, Vienna, music printers and lithographers ; 
Hermann Scheibe,Vienna, bookbinding establishment; Theyer 
& Hardtmuth, Vienna, Berlin, Pesth, manufacturing stationers ; 
Frei & Stieber, Vienna, coloured and embossed paper manu¬ 
facturers ; Victor Angerer, Vienna, photographic establish¬ 
ment ; I. Blechinger, Vienna, helio and zincographic plate 
manufacturers ; Edward Holzel, Vienna, geographical and chart 
publishers, Gustav Feitzinger, Vienna, account-book manu¬ 
facturer ; A. Hartleben, Vienna, Leipsic, Pesth, publisher ; and 
the Wiener Tagblatt, Vienna morning and evening newspaper. 

The nominal share capital of the company is ^500,000, with 
debenture capital of ^250,000, consisting of 25,000 8 per cent, 
cumulative preference shares of ,£io each, 25,000 ordinary 
shares of ^10 each, and 2,500 first mortgage debenture bonds 
of £100 each, bearing interest at the rate of 6 per cent, per 
annum. The first directors are the Right Hon. the Lord 
Mayor (chairman), Horatio Bottomley, of the Hansard Publish¬ 
ing Union (vice-chairman), J. T. Agg-Gardiner, M.P., C. J. 
Kennard, Sir Roper Lethbridge, M.P., C. Kegan Paul (of the 
publishing house of Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.), and 
the Right Hon. Lord Teynham. There is also an Austrian 
committee, the chairman being Prince Serguis Radziwill, 
nominated by the Austrian Prime Minister. 

The reports as to the financial working of the varied con¬ 
cerns are vouched for by Messrs. Monkhouse, Goddard, & Co., 
the eminent accountants, except in the case of the paper mills, 
concerning which latter the directors state that the books have 
not been available in consequence of certain legal proceedings 
pending between the families of the proprietors, but, the 
directors say, “a substantial profit, representing a large return 
upon the purchase price, has been secured to the company by a 
satisfactory guarantee, covering seven years.” There is no 
doubt that much English printing and publishing work has 
drifted of late years to Vienna firms, and therefore we see no 
objection to the proposed amalgamation of interests, and pos¬ 
session of the Austrian works by an English proprietary. 
Concentration and amalgamation are two very good things to 
work upon, and as the directors, to facilitate the working of the 
united businesses, intend to establish a direct agency in 
London, connected by special wire with Vienna, the under¬ 
taking altogether appears to be based upon broad, common- 
sense, commercial ideas, and its future will be watched with 
interest by the English trade. 

-• -*B <»• -- 

Many people who have no difficulty in reading a French 
journal or book, find it a nuisance to translate the metric into 
English measures and weights. For such the following rule 
may be useful. To convert grammes to ounces, avoirdupois, 
multiply by 20 and divide by 567. To convert kilogrammes to 
pounds, multiply by 1,000 and divide by 454. To convert litres 
to gallons, multiply by 22 and divide by 100. To convert litres 
to pints, multiply by 88 and divide by 50. To convert milli¬ 
metres to inches, multiply by 10 and divide by 254. To convert 
metres to yards, multiply by 70 and divide by 64. 
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To Repair Battered Wood Type. 

THE last office I worked in was stocked with battered wood 
type, of course caused by careless handling on the press. 

Broken tapes, dirt, and an occasional falling out of one of the 
feed guides on to the form while in motion had caused the 
trouble, and it was impossible to do good work with such an 
outfit. I tried filling up the depressions with sawdust and glue, 
beeswax, &c., but the result was not satisfactory. I determined 
to conquer the difficulty, and, after devoting considerable 
thought to the matter, I mixed some warm glue with Spanish 
whiting, and, after cleaning out the depressions well, and in 
some instances deepening them in order to give the prepara¬ 
tion a good chance to hold, I plastered the defects over with 
the mixture while warm. I put sufficient on to thoroughly fill 
all depressions, not being careful to get a smooth surface. 
After it became hard I filed it down close to the letter, avoiding 
scratching the good surface of the letter, and then treated it to 
a good rubbing with an oil stone, using oil, and the result was 
a polished surface, as good, if not superior to the wood itself; 
and, as I rubbed down the plaster even with the surface of the 
letter, the printing failed to show any defects whatever. Even 
the planer did not damage it, and I felt much elated in over¬ 
coming the difficulty so satisfactorily.—Inland Printer. 

How Sheet Music is Printed- 

IF the reader will be as much surprised to learn how sheet 
music is printed as was the writer, this article will be read 

with interest. A walk through the printing rooms of the largest 
music publishing rooms in Boston, under the tutelage of its 
courteous foreman, is full of interesting instruction. 

It was into one of the many “ lofts ” in which the establish¬ 
ment abounds that the reporter was taken. One floor was filled 
with a veritable lacework of long poles, placed horizontally, 
which were loaded out of sight with sheet music hung upon 
them to dry. The whole place had the air of washing day at 
home, and the reporter involuntary glanced around if 
perchance he might get a glance of cold dinner lying about. 

“As fast as the sheets are printed we hang them here over 
night,” said the foreman, “and then place them between paste¬ 
boards and press them flat. Then they are ready for market. 
Come up into the press-rooms.” 

The press-rooms are very unlike their newspaper prototypes. 
Not a sound loud enough to intefere with conversation is heard 
in them, for sheet music is printed all by hand. 

Two kinds of presses are used, the old style “ plank” press 
and the improved or “D” press. The latter consists of a 
sliding table several feet square, on which are two raised blocks 
just the size of a sheet of music, and on these are placed the 
plates from w'hich the printing is done. 

The plates having been inked and the paper laid on them, 
the printer gives a turn to an immense wheel, 55 feet in 
diameter, the sliding table slides under a large roller covered 
with a felt, the paper is forced against the plate, thus giving 
the impression, and another revolution of the wheel brings the 
apparatus back to its original position. The “plank” press is 
like the other, except that in using it the plates are inked on a 
bench and laid on the blocks every time an impression is taken, 
while with the “ D ” press the plates are not removed from the 
blocks until the edition is run off. 

“ Now, here is a man printing title pages, ” said the foreman. 
“We print only one sheet at a time, and a man can take from 
1,500 to 1,800 impressions a day. This plate, which looks 
exactly like silver, is composed of zinc, lead and britannia, and 
is made almost exclusively in New York. Every publishing- 
house manufactures its own ink. It can’t be bought. It is very 
particular stuff and must be made just so, and it is a very 
delicate matter to make and take care of it. This title page 
has been engraved by hand. The design is sunken, you see. 
When engraved the plate is put on a hot block, and beeswax is 
melted into the design. That, too, is a ticklish matter. If we 
wipe it off too soon, we spoil it, and if we let it get too hard it 

crumbles and won’t hold the ink. Once beeswaxed, a plate can 
be used for printing for years. 

“ Engraving the music-plates is a different process, however, 
from that used in making the title-page. The engraver has 
to have a separate tool for every kind of note—half, whole, 
quarter, rests, &c. His outfit costs 400 dollars. He does not 
carve into the plate as wood-engravers do, but stamps out 
each note separately with a hammer. You can imagine what 
nice work it is to adjust the tools just right, and how hard it 
is to engrave a sheet of music.” 

The reporter watched the process of printing, and saw some¬ 
thing like this : After the plate had been fastened to its block 
on the press the printer inks it with a hood rollerfjust as other 
printers ink their type in taking proofs. He then wipes the 
plate carefully with a cloth ; the ink sticks to the beeswax, 
which covers the design or the notes, and the rest of the plate 
is comparatively clean. A second wiping with another rag 
leaves all but the design shiningly clean, the paper is laid on, 
and the great wheel revolving soon takes the impression and 
returns the printed pages to the printer’s hand. The plate is 
then wiped again, re-inked, re-wiped twice, and, in fact, 
undergoes the same process between each impression. 

“ It is a curious fact,”continued the foreman, “that although 
this work is all done by hand, the printers never touch the 
paper. A piece of pasteboard is folded double and used as a 
holder, and with that the printer handles all his sheets, and 
never lets his inky hands come in contact with them.” 

“Isn’t music printed from type sometimes?” asked the 
reporter. 

“Yes. When we want to run off a large edition of some 
cheap stuff, books or something of that sort, we set the music 
up in type, stereotype the page, and print from it, just as you 
newspaper fellows do. But the work isn’t as handsome, and, 
besides, there is some music written that can’t be set up with 
type.” 

All music-plates after being used are stored in fire-proof 
vaults and indexed for possible future use. The foreman states 
the curious fact that in the great collection of which he has 
charge there are more pieces of music whose names begin 
with S than of any other letter, while the “ M’s’’are a close 
second.—Boston Globe. 

After Apprenticeship. 

MOST of the practical knowledge and experience which 
makes fine and expert workmen is obtained after 

apprenticeship days are over, and much of the incompetence 
now existing is due to a failure on the part of many to realize 
the importance of this fact. They seem to think that after 
they have worked at the trade for a certain number of years, 
and are able to earn journeymen’s wages, there is no occasion 
for them to study existing facts any further, or to form any new 
or original ideas of their own. They do not seem to see that 
every branch of the printer’s art is continually changing. New 
material, new machinery, and new ideas are introduced in rapid 
succession. Change in style and appearance is the order of the 
day, and every change calls for a new thought on the part of 
the workmen. Every new face of type, border or ornament 
brought into an office must be studied and experimented with, 
if its full value is to be realized. In every piece of new 
machinery something will be found different from anything 
encountered before. In plain and ornamental composition, 
new styles and forms are being introduced almost daily, while 
old ones are being discarded or changed. In newspapers the 
range and extent of subjects treated are so great, that it has 
become necessary for all practical workers upon them to spend 
considerable time and thought in keeping themselves posted, if 
they wish to perform their labours inan intelligent and acceptable 
manner. Sooner or later a general newspaper will be called 
upon to chronicle facts or events in every known science, art 
or trade, and in every department of political and social science 
and religious creeds. The days have gone by when half-made 
newspapers can flourish ; and those who wish to work upon 
the ones that have the best standing, and that furnish the 
most profitable employment, must prepare themselves to do 
good work. 
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Besides the manufacture of printing and folding 

machines, the firm has been very successful in the invention 

and development of rock-drills and other mining machinery, 

for which they were awarded a silver medal at the Inventions 

Exhibition in London, in 1885. At this time the firm 

employed about 300 hands; and Bow Lane Ironworks, 

becoming too small, additional large works, named Soho 

Foundry, were purchased. The Sohoworks are equipped with 

Bow Lane Ironworks, Preston. 

the best of engineering tools, and capable of employing 500 

extra men. They are specially adapted for engine and 

boiler work, shafting, &c. ; also iron and brass founding; 

and enable Messrs. Foster & Sons to undertake the com¬ 

plete equipment of large printing or newspaper offices. 

The reputation obtained at these works for high-class 

engines and boilers is world wide ; numbers of boilers have 

been supplied to Government and other important offices. 

Soho Foundry, Preston, 

Those used for heating the House of Commons were made 

here, more recent examples being those supplied to the 

British Museum, and to the Stock Exchange, London, for 

their respective electric lighting installations. 

Messrs. Foster & Sons have, of late years, paid special 

attention to the manufacture of printing machinery for 

general printing offices, and have recently added patented 

improvements applicable to stop - cylinder and litho 

machines, &c. Also their two-feeder newspaper printing 
machines. 

Mr. Foster, having been greatly benefited in his busi¬ 

ness by the energy and industry of his two sons—Mr. 

Frank Foster and Mr. James Yates Foster—admitted 

them as partners since the year 1882, since which time the 

firm has been known as Joseph Foster & Sons. 

The workmanship of their manufactures is of the highest 

class, and in consequence their business increases so fast 

Two-Feeder Newspaper Printing Machine. 

that a further extention of premises took place last year, 

when a large factory and other buildings were added to 

the Bow Lane Works. This building is specially adapted 

to the manufacturing of machines of the stop-cylinder and 

litho class, perfecting machines, &c. The firm exhibited 

several of these machines at the Melbourne Exhibition 

of 1889, and were the only firm of printing-machine 

makers who received the highest award, viz., First Order of 

Merit, and special mention for general excellence. 

The large business transacted by Messrs. Foster & Sons 

Doukle-Demy Stop-Cylinder Printing Machine. 

necessitated the opening of London offices and works at 

George-yard, 20, Whitefriars-street, E.C. The premises are 

four stories high, and fitted with the most modern engineer¬ 

ing tools for the execution of printing-office work, re¬ 

pairs, &c. One large room is devoted to warehousing 

the several classes of printing machines, which may be 

seen erected and working, and the trade and others in¬ 

terested are invited to go and see them. 

The management of the London offices and works has 
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been placed in the hands of Mr. G. F. Norbury, who is 

well-known to most printers in London. 
It will easily be seen that the combined works of Messrs. 

Foster & Sons at London and Preston are of a most exten¬ 

sive and comprehensive character, occupying a ground 

space of some 30,000 square yards; the buildings 

which are four, five, and six storey high, together with 

spare land for further extensions, amounting to 12,500 

square yards. We think they make no idle boast in 

claiming that theirs are the largest printers’ engineering 

works in the world. 

Producing Etched Plates in the Camera. 

PROFESSOR HELLER, of Hern, Switzerland, an autho¬ 
rity on photographic chemistry, has invented a new 

process of photographic etching, which, for its simplicity, 
possesses decided advantages over the other methods of photo¬ 
engraving. As is well known, in all the photo-engraving and 
etching processes a photographic negative or positive has to 
be made, which is transferred on the gelatine film or the pre¬ 
pared asphaltum covering of the metal to be etched. This is a 
great disadvantage, especially because the worker is always 
dependent upon the sun or artificial light. Furthermore, the 
processes hitherto employed take much time, great experience, 
and the success even depends upon the chemicals and tempe¬ 
rature and moisture of the air. Most of them are also very 
complicated, at least the processes which show the best results ; 
and the methods, which are comparatively simple, do not give 
satisfactory results. This comes from the many different mani¬ 
pulations to which the plate is subjected, until it is ready for the 
printing-press, and in which, as it is the case in all chemical 
processes, accidents easily happen. 

All these disadvantages have been overcome by Professor 
Heller in his new process, on which he has devoted over ten 
years of hard study and experimenting, as he writes to the 
Swiss Journal of Science and Art. 

In order to save time, material, and costs, in his opinion, it 
was necessary to produce the etched plate, almost ready to be 
put upon the wood block, directly in the photographic camera. 

All the photo-engraving processes use the bichromate salts 
as a means to produce reliefs on gelatine, and the etching pro¬ 
cesses make use of the same salts to render metallic surfaces 
impenetrable for water or acids. But the action of the sun¬ 
light upon such surfaces is slow. The bichromate salts only 
decompose in combination with organic substances like gela¬ 
tine, sugar, gum arabic, albumen, and dextrine, and even then 
slowly. The object of Professor Heller, therefore, was to make 
the bichromate salts as sensitive as the silver salts, at the same 
time retaining all their properties as toning agents, when in 
combination with organic substances. 

The principle upon which the process works is the following : 
osmic acid, a combination of the element osmium, a metal of 
the platinum group, if mixed in small proportions with bi¬ 
chromate of ammonium, will render the latter as sensitive as 
bromide and iodide of silver. 

Mix 10 ozs. of water, f oz. of bichromate of ammonia, f oz. 
of liquid ammonia, 10 drops of osmic acid, and keep in a dark 
room. 

This solution will not deteriorate if kept in a cool and dark 
place. An addition of liquid of ammonia from time to time is 
necessary to keep the solution alkaline. Planed zinc plates are 
then covered with a solution, composed of a mixture of 2 ozs. 
of albumen (white of eggs), 6 ozs. of water, | oz. of the osmic 
chrome solution ; to be filtered before used. 

When dry, the plate is put into the plate-holder, and exposed 
in the same manner as is done in the regular photographic 
negative taking, the time being the same as is necessary in the 
collodion process. 

After this the plate is put directly into the etching fluid, and 
treated like an ordinary copper or zinc plate. 

Zinc was proven to be the best metal for the purpose, and 
the results are said to be astonishing for their accurateness and 
sharpness.—Inland Printer. 

Printing in Paris and at the Paris 
Exhibition.—III. 

FOR high-class book illustration, chromo-lithography per- 
haps excepted, Paris stands unrivalled. Artists of great 

ability do not consider it beneath their position to make designs 
for books, book-covers, and for the higher-class illustrated 
periodicals. There is a large staff of well-paid operative- 
artists, constantly employed all the year round, engaged in 
photozincography, photogravure, designing on zinc and on 
stone, touching up monochromes by hand, and printing in 
colours. These men are at the head of their profession. Their 
weekly salaries range from 75 to 200 francs a week, but very 
few in Paris receive so much as £8 a week. Still, on the 
whole, they are better paid than the same class in London. It 
is an exceptional case to find an engraver or litho-draughtsman 
there in receipt of mo:e than £5 a week; while, on the other 
hand, in New York or Philadelphia as much as £10 a week is 
freely paid to the best hands. American printers are anxious 
to beat the Old World in printing, and especially in art-printing, 
as in other industries. It is well-known and universally admit¬ 
ted that in type-founding, plain book printing, ornamental 
printing, and wood engraving American printers have made 
enormous strides during the last fifteen or twenty years ; and 
at this moment there is not a town or city in any of the States 
but is engaged in the race for supremacy. In the best kinds of 
art printing, in photo engraving, and in chromo-lithography, 
they are at this moment engaged in a race with Paris and 
Berlin. There are in Paris representatives of American houses 
going about with their eyes open, picking up all they can learn 
of the technique of the art, and prepared to pay high salaries 
to French or German workmen of exceptional ability, who are 
willing to transfer their services to the United States. An 
American publisher said to me—“ You in Scotland, and even 
in London, grudge to pay what you call high salaries even to 
competent men ; we, on the other hand, have made up our 
minds to get what we want—-the best labour that money can 
buy—cost what it likes. In Edinburgh or Glasgow, if a work¬ 
man gets ^3 or ,£4 a week, the employer thinks he will be 
ruined ; in Philadelphia, we think nothing of paying 50 or 60 
dols. a week, and even more to good draughtsmen. Then we 
have this advantage in the States, even over the French : we 
have an open market for the highest skill, whether native 
American, English, French or German. Now, in Paris, since 
the last war, German workmen get the cold shoulder, and 
French art publications have to some extent suffered from this ; 
though, on the other hand, Parisian publishers have striven 
hard to bring their own people up to the highest level. Just 
you look at the books shown by the French, American, and 
English houses, and you will see that while, on the whole, 
Paris art-work is undoubtedly at the head, we in America are 
not far behind.” “ So you leave English books, as works of 
art, out of account?” “Certainly. English publishers have 
never made any serious effort to produce the highest class of 
work. What an English publisher wants, before anything else, 
is a profit, and that profit with as little outlay and risk as 
possible. And when an exceptionally fine book has to be done, 
especially when it contains illustrations of the highest class, 
assistance in producing it has to be got either in Paris or in 
Leipsic. That is the plain truth, and it is not creditable to the 
English people. You in Scotland produce very good plain 
book-work, a good deal of it, I believe, for the London market, 
and you cannot be expected to excel in the art-printing, because 
the demand in Scotland for that class of work is so small that 
it could not possibly pay to produce it. But London, as a great 
centre of trade and commerce, and a great book-producing 
centre, supported as it is by an array of authors which no other 
nation can surpass—this London, I say, ought to put forth 
greater efforts to create a taste in England for books, not so 
much as volumes of delightful reading, but as things of beauty, 
as works of art. If you do not, you may depend upon it that 
you will be outstripped in the race. French and German com¬ 
petition may not injure you much—you have always had to 
contend with that ; but very soon you will have to face 
American competition, for we shall soon be able to produce 
illustrated books of such superior artistic excellence that your 
rich people and your collectors will prefer ours to yours.” 

In face of the evidence furnished by an inspection of the 
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books shown by the English, American, and Continental pub¬ 
lishers, apart from other evidence, it was not possible to dispute 
the general accuracy of these remarks. Looking at the ex¬ 
hibits, not from a literary, but from a purely mechanical point 
of view—the typography, paper, binding, and great artistic 
beauty of the illustrations—the first place must be given to the 
products of the great French houses. Such houses as Hachette 
& Co., Firmin-Didot & Co., the National Printing Office, of 
Paris, and Alfred Marne & Sons, of Tours, show in the Liberal 
Arts Section of the Exhibition many works of unrivalled beauty 
and great value. Perhaps the finest book, from an artistic- 
typographic point of view, published by Hachette, is the 
“Mireille Po6me Provengal,” by Frederic Mistral, which contains 
twenty-five etchings by Burnand ; forty-seven designs by the 
same artist reproduced by Gillot; twelve chromos printed by 
Dambourgez, and twelve cartouches by Gillot. The typo¬ 
graphy is printed by Lahure, and the work is published at 600 
francs. “ Le Livrede Ruth” is another fine specimen, each copy 
selling at 500 francs, or £20. Firmin-Didot & Co. show 
several series of popular works by French and English authors, 
got up in a very superior style. The edition of the works of 
Sir Walter Scott, each volume containing 150 wood engrav¬ 
ings, designed by the best modern artists, is specially to be 
noted. 

The National Printing Office shows to most advantage in the 
production of editions of the Greek and Roman classics, and in 
works illustrative of Eastern literature and learning ; but it also 
exhibits two works in artistic typography, illustrated in such a 
way as to show the various styles of book-illustration, in steel 
engraving, heliogravure, phototype, &c., with frontispieces, 
&c., by Coypel, Fragouard, Choffart, Prud’hon, David, &c., 
illustrative of works from the ancient presses of the Louvre. 
The catalogue of books shown by Alfred Marne & Sons, of 
Tours—a house founded in 1797—is in itself a very fine speci¬ 
men of artistic typography. This printing and publishing 
establishment is one of the largest in France, giving employ¬ 
ment to about a thousand hands. They print on an average 
20,000 volumes a day and bind 8,000 daily, and the wages paid 
range from 5 francs to the men to 2 francs for girls, and the 
utmost harmony is said to prevail between the firm and their 
large staff of workpeople. One of their best works is the “ Chefs- 
d’oeuvre de la langue Frangaise,” in thirteen volumes ; but the 
house devotes itself to publication of works in all departments 
of literature. 

Next to the French publishers, the United States have the 
most attractive exhibits in book-production. The great house 
of J. B. Lippincott & Co., of Philadelphia —one of the largest 
firms in the United States engaged in the production of cheap 
popular books—has obtained a gold medal for their exhibit; 
but such houses as Gebbie & Co., Gebbie & Husson, Prang & 
Co., Estes & Lauriat, and D. Appleton & Co. show to more 
advantage in their art books. “The Art Treasures of America,” 
published by Barrie (now Gebbie & Co.), contains forty full-page 
photogravures on steel after the Goupil process; but the 
designs, photos, engravings, and printing are all done in Phila¬ 
delphia. Another magnificent book, by Barrie, is the “Vander¬ 
bilt Collection,” several of the chromos in which are in 
twenty-four printings. Another splendid book is “Recent Ideals 
of American Art,” being 184 oil paintings and water-colours in 
the galleries of private collectors, reproduced in Paris on 
copper-plate by the Goupil photogravure and typogravure 
processes. This work is in only in course of publication. It 
is to consist of eight volumes, and will cost £72 the set. 
“Then you do get some of your best art printing done in Paris 
still?” I said to M. Terquem, the representative of the 
American publisher. “Oh, yes, to a small extent. But the 
Goupil process is known in America, and Barrie and Gebbie & 
Company have a process of their own based on it, which they 
show here. The first thing is to take a good negative ; next a 
metalised mould is made in wax from this negative. It takes 
from three to four hours to make. Then from the wax mould 
a copper-plate is made by electro-deposition, which takes three 
weeks to ‘grow.’” “Three weeks?” I said with some sur¬ 
prise. “Yes; three weeks. The process is a very slow and 
delicate one. Look at the fineness and beauty of the plates. 
Then the plate is ‘ finished ’ by artists ; they re-establish the 
high lights by burnishing, and give deepness to the shadows 
with the graver, and the middle tints by mezzotinting. This 
takes two or three days. Next a duplicate plate is made from 

the matrix, with a steel coating added to protect the copper 
from tear and wear in printing. This duplicate is made only 
to provide for possible use in case of accidents to the original. 
This duplicate takes ten days to make. The matrix referred to 
takes from three to four days to deposit. Here is a proof from 
the finished plate. Gebbie copyrighted this process in 1887, two 
years ago.” “ But how do you get the necessary depth in the 
wax mould ? ” “ That is the secret. I do not know myself. 
That is exactly what is patented. The process by which the 
plate is made from the mould—how it has the sharpness ot 
outline you see, and the remarkable delicacy and finish of the 
whole picture—is the Goupil process or the Gebbie process, 
which other people must try and find out if they are 
able.” 

The display of books in the English section—to whatever 
cause it may be attributed—is poor in comparison with the 
French or American. One-half of the exhibit is under the 
charge of Galignani. But the books of the publishers rep¬ 
resented—Bell & Sons, W. & R. Chambers, Eyre & Spottis- 
woode, Griffith, Farran & Co., Trubner & Co., and others— 
are stuck into cases in a compartment like that of a division of 
a circulating library, and no attempt is made, by means of show 
cases or otherwise, to show the insides of the books. Again, 
whatever the reason, the best houses are unrepresented. 
Neither John Murray, of London, nor A. & C. Black, nor 
Blackwood, of Edinburgh, are represented ; so that the visitor 
is apt to carry away a very poor idea of publishing enterprise 
in Great Britain. 

——— -o sb»#-— 

Hansard Publishing Union, Limited. 

AN extraordinary general meeting of this company was held 
at the Cannon-street Hotel, on January 20, under the 

presidency of the chairman, Sir Henry Isaacs (Lord Mayor), 
to receive an account of the steps that had been taken in the 
development of the company’s business by the addition of paper- 
mills and country printing-works. The meeting was numer¬ 
ously attended. 

The Lord Mayor made a few introductory remarks, expressing 
his great satisfaction at the progress and development of the 
company, saying that his confidence in its success was greater 
by the light of greater experience. 

Mr. Bottomley, the managing director, then made a long and 
minute statement with reference to the position and prospects 
of the company. He stated that the businesses, which when 
taken over were being conducted in fourteen different establish¬ 
ments, were now all concentrated into four. A larger volume 
of business was being done, and the indications were all in 
favour of continual expansion. The additional capital autho¬ 
rised (/125,00c)), had all been allotted and paid up, and the 
paper-mills at Bridge, near Exeter, and the printing-works of 
Messrs. Straker, at Red-hill, had been purchased, and were in 
full activity, under the company’s direction. The working 
capital, after paying for the mills and works, had been increased 
by ,£20,000. He then read reports from the managers of the 
various departments, showing that they were all working to 
their utmost capacity, some crying out for more room. An 
interim dividend had been paid, and there was no doubt that 
the promises of the prospectus would be more than realised. 

A discussion ensued as to the official quotation of the shares 
on the Stock Exchange, the chairman promising to urge the 
brokers to get a quotation as early as possible. 

A vote ot thanks was then passed to the Lord Mayor for pre¬ 
siding, and to Mr. Bottomley for his work in connection with 
the company, and the meeting separated. 

A German formula for a red marking ink suitable for use in mark¬ 
ing clothing, and which is said to be unaffected by either soap, alkalies 
or acids, is the following : Enough finely pulverized cinnabar to form 
a moderately thick liquid is very intimately mixed with egg albumen, 
previously diluted with an equal bulk of water, beaten to a froth and 
filtered through fine linen. Marks formed on woven tissues with this 
liquid, by means of a quill, are fixed after they have become dry, by 
pressing the cloth on the reverse side with a hot iron. The ink will 
keep in well-closed bottles for a long time, without separation of the 
suspended cinnabar. 
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Ctrafce (Jlofues. 
We understand that Silverlock’s Bronzing Machine is ra¬ 

pidly gaining ground in the favour of the trade. Messrs. 
Barclay & Fry have recently tested one of the large machines 
against other makers’, and after a month’s continuous trial 
were so satisfied that they ordered another to be supplied at 
once. Messrs. Barclay & Fry do an immense amount of 
bronzing, so that the test they are able to apply is an excep¬ 
tionally severe one, and correspondingly valuable. Any of our 
friends in want of such a machine would do well to make an 
appointment to see it at Turnagain-lane. 

Mr. C. Morton, of the City Type Foundry, is in an enviable 
position, for he is so busy that he is not even able to attend to 
the getting out of his new specimen book. He hopes to be 
able to get on with a greatly improved one during the year, so 
as to be in time for next year, but meanwhile any printer not 
already in possession of his last book would do well to secure a 
copy while it may be had. 

---• ♦ (►- «- 

The Selection of Paper. 

SEVERAL considerations present themselves in the selec¬ 
tion of paper for different kinds of art publications. The 

change of tint or tone of the paper by exposure to light and air, 
the texture and finish in relation to their adhesion of the inks, 
the grain and the surface, are all to be kept in mind. 

It is not necessary to examine so closely the paper to be 
devoted to daily papers and common use, but the production of 
fine woiks which are to be kept for a long time, and which 
shall show artistic illustration and letter-press, as well as the 
skill of the printer, can never be successfully carried on with 
bad paper. The texture and durability of the paper depend 
very much on the fibre, with its bleaching and sizing, as these 
are important in deciding to which kind of work the paper may 
be adapted. 

Papers made from flax and hemp are smooth, fine, substan¬ 
tial, solid and strong, and are the best for works which have 
to stand much handling and are expected to last a long time. 
Paper made of cotton is rough, spongy, soft, and loose in 
texture. 

At present wood is a great medium in the manufacture ot 
paper, and a large percentage of it is used. There are two 
processes for working up the wood for conversion into paper, 
which give different results and effects. One way is to grind 
it and the other is to reduce it by chemical action. Wood 
pulp is by no means adapted to produce a fine paper which can 
be used for any kind of art printing. Paper made from it is 
brittle and turns yellow or brown when the air and light reach 
it. If such paper is used for fine printing disappointment will 
follow when we see the white paper turn yellow, black ink be¬ 
come green, the coloured prints lose their tone, the blue turn 
greenish, yellow become orange or brown, the gray and pink 
tints loose their delicate and airy appearance, and we have a 
picture not harmonious in colour. 

If such a paper is moistened for lithographic printing it is 
apt to give an entirely different result from that which is 
wanted, and the greatest skill and labour cannot produce first- 
class work upon it. 

The durability of the paper and its value in preserving 
colours depend also very much on the bleaching. If the 
bleaching agent is not neutralised thoroughly, the acid, which 
will accumulate to a greater or less degree, will destroy not 
only the colours, but cause even plain black to lose all of its 
effect. 

Paper for the best art-work should be absolutely free from all 
wood and minerals, and not too much bleached. The sizing of 
the paper is also to be taken into consideration, for copper and 
steel engraving and heliogravure produce the best results on a 
soft, rough-surfaced paper. Photogravure and lithography are 
greatly benefited by the use of a little smoother-surfaced, better 
finished paper, and book printing needs a paper with very 
smooth and well-finished surface in order that brilliancy and 
life may be secured for all of the colours. It must not be so 
hard as to cause the picture to lose the depth which artistic 
work requires, and a uniform thickness of paper is also essen¬ 
tial.—American Bookmaker. 

A dvertising. 

AS in other commercial matters, there has also been a 
change of late years in advertising methods. Not that 

new “ schemes ” or devices have to any great extent supplanted 
the newspapers, for, on the contrary, the opinion steadily gains 
ground that money spent in judicious newspaper advertising 
brings quicker and more satisfactory returns than an equal 
amount expended in any other way. The transition has been 
rather in the manner and matter of the advertisement. 

One style in present favour with retail merchants is the 
colloquial or quasi-confidential announcement, with original 
graphic illustrations or tastefully displayed head-lines. The 
aim is, first to catch the eye, and next to convince the mind by 
simple, plain, and truthful statements ; to avoid the hackneyed, 
windy, and meaningless bulletins of “immense bargains,” 
“vast assortments,” &c., and to print instead special and direct 
information upon points calculated to interest customers, in an 
honest, bright, and taking manner. Simple and easy as such 
advertisements seem, however, it requires much tact to prepare 
and display them so that they do not seem watery and 
commonplace. 

Others prefer still the constant iteration of one form of words 
and style of display as becoming in time a sort of trade mark ; 
while numbers more supplement their newspaper advertising 
with circulars, calendars, novelties of various kinds, price-lists, 
car-panel placards, announcements on walls and fences, &c. 
They reason that such things influence classes which cannot 
otherwise be reached, and that any plan which keeps the name 
and business of a firm before the buying public bears fruit. 

Probaby the strongest motive a retail merchant can appeal 
to is the general desire to economise or save ; hence, giving 
special prices is effective and popular. But there are various 
other strong inducements. Barnum, for example, banks on 
wonder or curiosity, &c. Wise and experienced advertisers 
say : “ Publish good matter or publish none at all.” 

The aim should be kept in mind, whether it be to call atten¬ 
tion to a novelty or specialty, or a general line of regular 
merchandise, as certain methods and mediums may be better 
adapted to one purpose than another. The effects of advertis¬ 
ing are cumulative, which argues that it should, therefore, be 
persistent, yet better results may sometimes be obtained from 
a few large and striking announcements than from a greater 
number of small ones, which cost the same in the end. 

Advertising is now recognised as one of the foundation 
stones in the broad “Art of Selling.” Yet simply spending 
money in this direction does r.ot necessarily secure satisfactory 
returns. The successful advertiser must possess information, 
discretion, intrepidity, taste, and tact, with a knowledge of 
human nature and of influences that move the masses. And, 
withal, the greatest triumphs are reserved for that ripened 
judgment and skill which can only be acquired from careful 
study and comparison of mediums, methods, and results.— The 
Art of Setting. 

Lord Tennyson is the latest sufferer from the impertinence of the 
“worshipper of genius,” or the hunter after forgotten trifles, or what 
you will. It is not long since he was made indignant by the sale of 
some of his autograph poems. Now a few early lines of his have 
been unearthed by a country clergyman, and have made the round 
of the papers—lines characteristic, indeed pretty, and noticeable, 
because they are the Laureate’s. But the point lies in this, that with 
the poem has been brought to light a certain “little romance of his 
early days ”—as if nothing couid lie shelved long without gathering 
something to it—and the tout ensemble makes quite an artistic little 
“par.” Perhaps the lines, being addressed to a young lady, and 
concluding with a desire to lie “a thousand summers at her feet ”— 
would naturally suggest a romance; perhaps there ought to have been 
one. But the world doesn’t understand its greatest men yet ; and we 
shall have to come to the melancholy conclusion that poets sometimes 
say more than they feel. At any rate, Mr. Hallam Tennyson has 
written to say that “ the lines in question were a mere complimentary 
jeu d'esprit, and that there was no romance in the matter.” Further, 
that the poet “ was very much surprised at the liberty you had taken 
in quoting ” the lines. How some folks who have left behind real 
little secrets and little “romances” in their lives must, hug themselves 
that they are not celebrities ! 
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Woodcuts in Early Printed Works. 

ALTHOUGH destined to work a marvellous revolution in 
the history of the world, the art of printing, like many 

other inventions which have helped to ameliorate the lot of 
mankind, was received at first with little favour, and met, in¬ 
deed, with undisguised hostility from the very class on whom 
it was destined to shower unmitigated benefit. The guilds of 
wood-engravers and block-printers regarded printing as a rival 
art, destined to supplant their own, and offered to it at first 
uncompromising resistance. To this fact has been attributed 
the very poor and feeble character of the cuts appearing in the 
earliest printed books, which in point of execution are mostly 
even ruder than the most primitive of the saints’ figures. 
Owing to the opposition of the aforementioned guilds, no doubt 
the printers of these volumes were ofttimes reduced to the 
necessity of producing their cuts as they were best able, hack¬ 
ing them out with their own hands or with such assistance as 
was obtainable from their apprentices. 

Albeit the first printed book is dated 1457, the introduction 
of woodcuts into printed volumes did not obtain until some 
years later, the practice, in fact, being first introduced by one 
Gunther Zamer, at Augsburg, in 1471. In order to bring this 
about such was the bitter hostility of the trades unions of the 
period, it was necessary for the enterprising publisher to enter 
into a solemn compact with the executive councils of the same 
to the effect that all the cuts requisite for his purposes should 
be executed exclusively by members of their fraternity. The 
first printed book published in England was Caxton’s “ Game 
and Playe of Chesse,” about 1476, while, in Italy, a German 
(Ulric) is credited with the production of the first work of a 
similar nature, A.D. 1467. Strange to say, however, the first- 
mentioned work, the “ Psalter” of Faust and Schceffer, dated 
1457, is the most artistic and valuable of all the works of this 
period. The initial letters, printed in red and blue, are excel¬ 
lent in design, and show great skill in their execution. 

The most notable example of wood-engraving produced in 
the fifteenth century is the celebrated “ Nuremberg Chronicle” 
(1492) which contains some two thousand cuts designed by, and 
probably executed under, the personal supervision of William 
Pleydendiirf and Michael Wolgemuth, whose marvellously 
gifted pupil, Albrecht Differ, we shall have occasion to speak of 
presently. In Italy was produced, about this time, by Aldus, 
a most remarkable volume, entitled the “ Hypnerotomachia 
Poliphile ; or, Dream of Poliphile,” pronounced by Professor 
Colvin to be “the most concentrated, most comprehensive and 
many-sided expression of the early Italian Renaissance.” It is 
the poetical and allegorical vision of Francesco Colouna, a 
Venetian monk ; something in the style of Dante’s “ Inferno.” 
In it the author symbolises, under the beauteous form of an 
earthly mistress, his own peculiar theories of truth, life, and 
death. This work contains 192 woodcuts, which Professor 
Colvin says “are without their like in the history of wood¬ 
cutting. They breathe the spirit of that delightful moment 
when the utmost of imaginative naivete is combined with all 
that is needed of artistic accomplishment, and in their sim¬ 
plicity are, in the best instances, of a noble composition, a 
masculine firmness, a delicate rigour, and grave tenderness, in 
the midst of luxurious or even licentious fancy, which cannot 
be too much admired. They have that union of force and 
energy with a sober sweetness, beneath a last vestige of the 
primitive which in the northern schools of Italy betokens the 
concurrent influence of the school of Montana and the school 
of Bellini.” 

It is interesting to the student of technic to note the differ¬ 
ence in the two styles of treatment of the illustrations to these 
great works ; for whereas in the “ Nuremberg Chronicle ” cross 
hatching is freely introduced for the purpose of obtaining depth 
of colour (it is, indeed, the first example, on a large scale, of 
this particular method), in the “ Poliphile ” the shadows are 
indicated by broader lines and heavier markings—in short, by 
the process known to modern draughtsmen as thick and thin 
lining. This superiority of treatment shows Germany still in 
the van as the pioneer in every artistic development attained 
in perfecting and mastering the resources of the art. 

But a great revolution in the scope and status of xylography 
was pending. One of the greatest artistic intellects that the 

world has yet seen was shortly to adopt wood-engraving as his 
method of pictorial expression, and to leave upon it the im¬ 
press of his mighty genius. Albrecht Differ, the painter, 
sculptor, engraver, and architect, saw in the art potentialities 
not yet revealed to lesser minds ; and it is to the stimulus de¬ 
rived from his influence upon it that wood-engraving owed its 
rapid development and great achievements in the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries. Associated with Differ in his labours 
was another towering individuality—that of Hans Holbein, best 
known, perhaps, by his great work, the “ Dance of Death.” In 
considering the effect upon the art, however, of the labours of 
these two distinguished men, it is important to remember that 
neither of them was personally actually a “hewer of wood.” 
Both were artists of the highest class—so high, indeed, that 
in some respects their work has never, to this day, been 
excelled. 

Making a Book in Japan. 

HAVING resolved to “ paint ” a book—for, as all the world 
knows, the Japanese use a brush and not a pen—the 

author betakes him to his workroom, which is full of the soft, 
dull light from a square white paper-lantern ; the low, bright 
wooden ceiling gives back a pale brown gleam here and there. 
There is a silvery glint in the frail panelled walls, and in a warm 
gray shadowed recess a gold Buddha crosses his feet and 
stretches forth bis palms, smiling gently upon the lotus which 
he holds. In another recess stand the curious vessels of iron 
and clay and bamboo for the tea ceremony. 

The author sits on the floor in a flowing garment of brown 
silk lined with blue, bis legs disposed comfortably under him. 
In front of him stands a lacquered table, about a foot high, and 
upon it his writing materials, which are as idyllic as h>s sur¬ 
roundings. His paper is delicately tinted yellow, with blue 
lines running up and down. His inkstand is a carved ebony 
slab, with one end hollowed out for water to rub his cube of 
India ink in, and holds the four or five daintily decorated 
bamboo brushes which are his pens. Naturally he does not 
write his novel, he paints it. Beginning at the end of the 
whole, at the left of every page and at the top of every line, 
straight down between the two blue parallels his small brown 
hand goes, with quick, delicate, dark touches. Although this 
novelist’s “ copy ” might seem to a stranger to be daintiness 
itself, yet he always has it duplicated “ by an artist ” before 
sending it to the publishers, the success of the book depending 
so largely upon its artistic forthbringing. The “artist” to whom 
the “copy” is now entrusted proceeds to repaint the long series 
of word-pictures with a professional dexterity which is some¬ 
thing astonishing. 

The curious letter characters which have been, and rot in¬ 
aptly, compared to “ cross bones playing cricket,” are thrown 
upon the paper with bewildering activity. To such an “artist” 
the straight up and down, rasping, scratching, sputtering move¬ 
ment of the occidental pen must be something fearful. 

The next step in the making of this book is to send the 
artistic reproduction of the author’s “copy ” to the wood- 
engraver—a man of marvellous skill—whose duty it is to pre¬ 
pare the relief blocks, a task which he performs with extra¬ 
ordinary faithfulness to the original. 

The printing is extremely simple. The ink is distributed 
with a brush, the paper laid upon the block, a feather, fashioned 
from a palm-leaf, passed over it and the thing is done. 

The binding is of the simplest kind. The public, unlike the 
book-lovers of the West, care little for that feature. A plain 
paper cover suffices, with the title in the left upper corner of 
the verso. 

But the arrangements with the publisher are simply delicious. 
Said a Japanese author, in answer to the inquiry of a European 
friend :—•“ I pay the publisher myself; I do not mind losing by 
my own work, but I will not permit any other person to make 
money by it.” Think of it! Think of it, ye Murrays, Mac¬ 
millans, Harpers, and Appletons ! Here’s dignity of authorship 
for you! What a fruitless task a Western barbarian would have 
were he to attempt to explain to such childlike simplicity as 
this that the true dignity of authorship demands competition 
among publishers—immediate returns and freedom from the 
risk of a fickle public taste ! 
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The Remuneration of Russian Authors. 

WRITIN G in a recent issue on this subject (says an Odessa 
correspondent), the Djeji states that, shortly before his 

death, Turgenieff sold the copyright of all his works in per¬ 
petuity to M. Glassunoff for 90,000 roubles (about ^9,000). 
Saltykoff (Tchedryn), in like manner, a short time before his 
demise, wished to dispose of the copyright in his collected 
literary productions, for which M. Dumnoft, of the Moscow 
publishing firm of Messrs. Salajevy, offered 60,000 roubles ; but 
this bid was refused, and the negotiations fell through. The 
different sums for which the productions of the best-known 
Russian authors have been sold are given as follows :—Those 
of Gogol were disposed of for 60,000 roubles ; Puschkin, 35,000 
roubles ; Schukofski, 5,000 roubles ; Kryloff (Fables), 14,000 
roubles; Nekrassoff, 15,000 roubles; Gontcharoff, 35,000 
roubles ; Ostraffski, 1,000 roubles ; Grigorovitch (for one 
edition), 5,000 roubles ; Aksakoff, 3,000 ; and Mey (for one 
edition), 10,000 roubles. Among recent transactions of this 
kind was the sale of Gleb Uspenski’s collected works to Messrs. 
Pavlenkoff & Sibiriakoff for 25,000 roubles, the first cheap 
edition of 10,000 copies being exhausted within twelve months 
of the purchase of the copyright. M. Glassunoff appears to be 
the principal buyer of Russian literary copyrights, and he has 
acquired those of the works of Schukofski, Nekrassoff, Tur¬ 
genieff, Gontcharoff, and Lermantoff. It is, perhaps, not very 
generally known that the last-mentioned and popular Russian 
author came of a Scotch family named Learmonth. Educational 
works are by no means unremunerative in Russia. Among 
works of this kind, Yeftuschefski’s arithmetic was bought by the 
publisher, Poluboyarinoff, for 50,000 roubles. 

A New Type Finishing Machine. 

RUMOUR has it that a syndicate has secured control of the 
Welsh Type Finishing Machine, and contemplates 

embarking in the type-founding and advertising business on a 
gigantic scale. The Welsh machine has recently been given a 
practical test by a prominent eastern foundry, the result, accord¬ 
ing to the inventor’s statement, showing a saving of from 
400 to 500 per cent, in the cost of finishing type. 

The scheme is, I am informed, to secure a foundry in Boston, 
New York, or St. Louis, as a foundation, and to so increase the 
plant as to start with 100 casting machines, all to be run by 
power, and to have a new stop motion, by means of which 
large and small type can be cast with the same machine, and 
also an entirely new “breaker” attachment. The weight of 
newspaper and book fonts, as cast by foundries to-day, varies 
from 500 to 2,000 pounds, but the syndicate proposes to cast of 
the standard faces, fonts ranging in weight from 10,000 to 20,000 
pounds, to be divided and sub-divided to suit the demand. It 
is claimed that by doing away with the “breaker” now com¬ 
monly employed, using a stop motion and manufacturing type 
in large quantities, a great saving can be made. 

A gentleman interested in the enterprise said to me recently, 
with reference to the matter : “ The moulds now used in cast¬ 
ing type must, in order to produce required results, be as 
nearly perfect as it is possible for mechanical skill to make 
them, especially those employed by a few theoretical founders 
who have endeavoured to reduce the expense of finishing their 
type by casting a thin space on either side of the letter, which 
method they call ‘ non-rubbing.’ To keep these moulds accurate 
to standard is one of the most expensive branches of the 
business. With Welsh’s finishing machine, the moulds will 
require comparatively little attention, as once the machine is 
set for any size or letter it is bound to make the type the exact 
dimension of the gauge. This item in itself would make the 
machine valuable, if it possessed no other advantage. Its 
work cannot be equalled by hand, and, while the cost of furnish¬ 
ing 1,000 pounds of nonpareil by the method now in vogue is 
99 dols. (57‘5° dols. for rubbing and 4i'5o for dressing), the 
same quantity can be finished on six of Welsh’s machines by 
twelve boys or girls in one day, at an expense of 12 dols.” 

The main foundry will probably be located in St. Louis, con¬ 
venient to lead mines said to be controlled by the syndicate. 
A part of the plan is the establishment of branch offices in all 

the leading cities, which will, in a measure, be newspaper 
agencies as it is proposed to furnish type in exchange for 
advertising space, which will be disposed of to advertisers. 

With mechanical facilities for cheapening the cost of manu¬ 
facture, a lead mine, and with unlimited capital, the movers in 
the undertaking expect to reduce the present price of body type 
fully 50 per cent, and yet realise a handsome profit. 

Mr. Welsh is a practical typefounder of over twenty-five years 
experience. He has been working on this idea for a dozen 
years, and has faith that his machine will bring about a revo¬ 
lution in type-making. While non-committal regarding the 
syndicate scheme, he admits that moneyed men have interested 
themselves in his invention, and states that he is willing to 
entertain any plan that offers to promote his interests.—Boston 
Correspondent of the Inland Printer. 

Erasmus and his Printer. 

THE library of the Paris Cercle de la Librairie has acquired 
a curious treasure in the shape of a little book containing 

the text, in Latin, of a will of Erasmus. The terms in which 
he speaks of his connections with printers and their readers 
merits a place in the history of typography. We give a trans¬ 
lation :—“ Here is what I wish to be done by my heir and 
literary executors for the publication of my works :—They are 
to have my complete works printed by James Frobenius in 
preference, or whatever other printer, in as good and careful 
execution as is seemly, and dividing them into several volumes 
in the manner I have indicated in the catalogue that I have 
arranged. To aid the printer in this undertaking, I desire that 
he be paid from the moment that he shall commence, three 
hundred florins a year, if he be engaged to complete it in four 
years, or four hundred florins if he be able to finish it in three 
years. The works of St. Jerome or St. Hilary, or other authors 
whose texts I have revised, shall not be comprised in the 
edition of which I speak, if the printer is not able to add them 
without detriment; but in any case I desire that they shall be 
printed in like manner if the equitable distribution of expenses 
will admit of it. I do not wish the correctors to be allowed to 
embellish my works with their own additions ; they are to con¬ 
tent themselves with correcting the errors that the printers 
shall have made in negligence, or those which shall have 
escaped myself, provided it appear clearly that they are neces¬ 
sary : in which case they are to alter as few words as possible, 
after having consulted among themselves. I recommend par¬ 
ticularly the most minute care in the printing of citations from 
authors, the books and chapters. I prefer that the work of 
correction should be done by Henricus Glareanus, Couradus 
Goelenius, Beatus Rhenanus, Bonifacius Amerbachius, Basilius 
Amerbachius, and Sigismundus. If these are not willing to 
undertake it, I give my heir the right to confide it to other 
capable correctors. If Couradus Goelenius consent to direct 
this work at Basle, I wish him to receive a hundred crowns a 
year, for a period of four years, besides the sums which the 
printer shall think fit to give him. Sixty florins of gold shall 
be given to Glareanus for an equal number of years ; and forty 
to Sigismundus. My heir shall fix the honorarium for the col¬ 
laboration that his brother and himself shall give to this work. 
Moreover, in the uncertainty of the share of collaboration 
rendered by each, I authorise my heir to follow his own 
opinion, or the advice of my testamentary executors, to di¬ 
minish or augment the remunerations proportionally to the 
work done. However, I do not wish more than three correc¬ 
tors to be employed, four at the outside ; in case two should 
suffice, compensating for their small number by their activity, 
they shall receive, in proportion, fees much more considerable. 
In the contract made with the printer, I authorise my heir and 
testamentary executors to fix a price of sale in accordance with 
the good execution of the edition and the number of copies 
taken. I would not have this number less than fifteen hundred. 
I wish them to be greater still if they negotiate with Frobenius 
or whoever shall have succeeded to his printing-office. If, how¬ 
ever, Frobenius find the enterprise too heavy, they are to go to 
another printer. . . . The contract with the printers is to be 
kept secret, for fear some bad genius should interrupt a work 
which is good.” The testator distributes his plate among the 
printers and correctors whom he honours with his friendship. 
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The Printing-press as a Reforming 
Agent. 

THE following magnificent and powerful tribute to the 
greatness of the printing-press as a reforming agent was 

recently given by Archdeacon Farrar :— 
In the old days of struggle for freedom many a grand speech 

might die away within the walls where it was uttered; now, by 
the aid of the printing-press, reverberated through all the 
nations, it may go thrilling and thrilling through the world, 
and come rolling back to the speaker in millions of echoes. 
The spoken word may reach three thousand ; the printed page 
may be read by three hundred million. Only think what 
cruelties, of which the thought curdles the blood, and the 
memoray inflames the cheek, our fathers had humbly to en¬ 
dure ! Think of the horrible crimes and ghastly secrets of 
monastic dungeons, of baronial castles ! It is the printing- 
press which has poured daylight into those dungeons, smashed 
those implements of torture, burst the portcullis which defied 
the battering-ram, and crushed down the walls which with¬ 
stood the cannonade. It has made nations strong and free. 
It has shaken the thrones of tyranny, and quenched the fires 
of persecution, and sent the menacing spectres of ignorance 
and hatred to gibber in their congenial night. But the printing- 
press has given voice to the incarnate conscience of mankind. 
In truth, the printing-press has added more power to man’s 
intellect than the telescope to his vision or the lever to his 
arm. To holy and noble readers, books are as the life-blood 
of master spirits, embalmed for a life beyond life ; to silly and 
indolent readers they are no better than rags and ink. Think 
what a difference in the potentiality of human happiness 
is made by books. Think what life would be without them, 
that you may realise what life may be with them. Do you de¬ 
sire wealth ? They will bestow on you wealth beyond the dreams 
of avarice, from treasures more golden than gold and which no 
rust can canker. With them you may hold Egypt and Assyria, 
and Greece and Italy in fee-simple, and call the world your 
own. Learn but to read, and the poorest of you may be lords 
of all that mankind have thought. They may be to you an 
amulet against vice and misery, for they can save you from 
long days of idleness, and from that vacuity of thought which 
is fertile of degradation. “ I would not exchange the love of 
reading,” said Gibbon, “for all the treasures of India.” 
“Books,” said Wordsworth, “ are a substantial world,” both pure 
and good ; and it was his great wish that his own works might, 
for the young and virtuous, co-operate with all the benign forces 
of nature, and add sunlight to daylight by making the happy 
happier. “ My library shelves,” said an old school-man, Gilbert 
de la Porrie, “ are the avenues of time. Ages have wrought, 
generations grown, and all their best blossoms are cast down 
here. It is the garden of immortal fruits without dog or dragon. 
Yea, it is a series of kings’ gardens, where you may walk at 
will, whose flowers are flowers of amaranth, and their fruits, 
fruits of nepenthe.” With them you need never be quite un¬ 
happy, for in sadness they will make you less sad, in loneliness 
not utterly lonely, and in bereavement not totally bereaved. 
What excuse is there for the poorest to seek for companions 
among the blighted groups which hang about the doors of the 
gin palace, or the low haunts where pleasure forages for death ? 
Why, if you will, the noblest of all societies will welcome you ; 
kings will utter to you their best thoughts, and saints sit beside 
you like brothers. Is it nothing that at the turning of a page 
you may find the best and greatest of men eager to talk to you ? 
Dante to show you his awful vision of judgment and beatitude ? 
Milton to unroll to his organ music? Shakespeare to admit 
you into unimaginable realms of fame ? Orators ready to pour 
forth for you their most splendid periods ? Poets with their 
garlands and singing robes about them ? The noblest com¬ 
panions—these mighty spirits—will have none of the malice 
nor arrogance nor weakness of the living. We may realize for 
them that the communion of saints is a communion not only 
with the living, but with the mightier and more unnumbered 
dead. 

From the years 1883 to 1887 there were published in Russia 12,575 
volumes. Literature figured for 2,716, theology 1,893, teaching, 
sciences, &c., 1,441, philology 1,058, jurisprudence 795, history 770, 
medicine 741, geography 535, and mathematics 489. 

f)otne (Uofee. 

The death is announced, at the age of 69, of Mr. J. P. Bacon, of 
the firm of Perkins, Bacon, and Co., Limited, engravers and printers, 

Mr. II. II. Marks will preside at the festival of the Newsvendors’ 
Benevolent and Provident Institution, to be held at the Hotel 
Metropole, on Monday, February 17. 

The printing works at Redhill, Surrey, recently acquired by the 
Hansard Publishing Union, are to undergo considerable alterations and 
additions, including the erection 01 a new warehouse, the estimated 
cost being about £3,500. 

The balance-sheet of the Amalgamated Association of Pressmen, 
for the half-year to Dec. 31, 1889, shows a total income of £203. is. 4d., 
and an expenditure of £120. 6s. id., leaving a balance, including 
amount brought forward, of £425. 3s. 2d. The present number of 
members is 272. 

Anew composing-stick, to which the name of “ Nonpareil ” has 
been given, has just been patented by Mr. Thomas Chambers, 22, St. 
Stephen’s-road, Bradford, Yorks. Mr. Chambers will be able to re¬ 
ceive and execute orders shortly. It is claimed for this stick that it is 
simpler and more useful than the present one. 

Messrs. W. A. Rose& Co., 56, Spear-street, Oldham, Manchester, 
issue a very attractive calendar with monotint views. The work is 
very good, and we expect to see some more specimens by-and-bye, 
marking a still further advance in artistic production. 

The will of Mr. William Greening, formerly of Fleet-street, E.C., 
bookbinder, who died on November 26 last, was proved on the 18th 
ult. by Mr. R. II. Peck and Mr. J. H. Meeten, the executors, the 
value of the personal estate amounting to upwards of .£14,000. 

The will of Mr. Eneas Dawson, formerly of the firm of Messrs. 
Dawson & Sons, stationers, 121, Cannon-street, E.C., who died on 
July 24 last, was proved on January 24 by Mr. Henry Dawson, the 
brother, Mr. Richmond, and the Rev. W. Fleming, the executors, the 
value of the personal estate amounting to upwards of £46,000. 

Probate of the will of the late Mr. George Routledge, who died 
on December 13, aged seventy-six, formerly of the Broadway, Ludgate- 
hill, E.C., publisher, has been granted to the acting executors, his 
sons, Mr. R. Warne Routledge and Mr. Edmund Routledge, of the 
Broadway, publishers. The personal estate is valued at £93,825. 

Messrs. II. B. Marshall & Son recently made a New Year’s 
present of their profits on the publication of the Methodist Times to 
the Superannuation Fund for Aged Ministers. The amount is £267, 
being an increase of nearly £80 on the profits of 1888. During the 
five years that the paper has been in existence, Messrs. Marshall have 
contributed £867 to this fund. 

Messrs. Straker Bros., printers and stationers, have removed 
from Camomile-street to new premises at 47, Bishopsgate-street- 
without, E.C. To celebrate the occasion the firm entertained their 
staff at tea on the 21st ult., when about 150 persons were present. 
During the evening two testimonials were presented by the employes 
to Messrs. Straker, who expressed their appreciation of the gifts. 

The annual meeting of the Crespin-Harding Pension Committee for 
the disposal of votes at the forthcoming March election of pensioners to 
the Printers’ Pension Corporation will take place at the Falcon Hotel, 
Gough-square, E.C., on Saturday evening, March 1, at six p.m. 
Application for votes must be made to the hon. secretaries, Messrs. 
Crespin and Harding, by letter only, on or before the above date. 

Messrs. George Bell & Sons have in the press, and will shortly 
publish, two new volumes in their series of Technological Hand¬ 
books. One will treat of Bookbinding, by Mr. J. Zaehnsdorf; and the 
other will be on Printing, by Mr. C. T. Jacobi. The names of the 
writers are a sufficient guarantee that the books will be of the greatest 
interest, and that the respective subjects will be treated with the 
authority of masters. 

Two lady journalists, the Misses Emilie and Georgina Hill, have 
established a women’s printing works in Westminster-bridge-road, 
S.E., where women can be trained as compositors, proof-readers, 
shorthand writers, and reporters. The Westminster and Lambeth 
Gazette and the newspaper, Woman, will be printed on the premises, 
so that women who enter the works will have a chance of trying their 
hands at all departments of newspaper work. 

A Lost Colour Re-discovered.—Artists and scientific men have 
long wondered about the beautiful “ azzurrino” found in the ruins of 
Pompeii. M. Fouque, the mineralogist, with a mixture of silicate of 
copper and of lime has now obtained the brilliant crystalline “azure ” 
of Pompeii. It is a tint perfectly unchangeable, and identical with the 
Alexandrian blue which was known to the Ptolemies, and imported 
into Italy in the first years of the Christian era.—Amateur Pho¬ 
tographer, 
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A correspondent writing to the Birmingham Daily Mail ot 
January 25, says : My reference to the Moseley tram-conductor, who, 
with ,£800 at his command, is content to work fifteen hours a day for 
£1 a week, has brought to light a still more singular parallel. In this 

-instance the wealthy workman is a compositor, and instead of being a 
philosopher he is a practical philanthropist. He has^7,coo in one of 
our banks, and continues to labour as a compositor. However, the 
interest on the money is sufficient for his wants, and his weekly 
earnings are given to local charities. 

Messrs. Armitage & Ibbetson, Bradford, have just issued a pre¬ 
sentation calendar, which is somewhat late, owing to great pressure of 
business. It consists of an etching, the subject being “ Oriental 
Life ”—an Eastern beauty reclining on a divan and being fanned by 
an attendant. The etching is made from a pen-and-ink drawing copied 
from an oil painting. The process is entirely new, and by it any 
number of etched plates in any suitable size from the artist’s own pen- 
and-ink drawings can be produced. The result is very satisfactory, 
the only fault being a somewhat hard appearance in some of the 
details. 

The committee of the Camden Town Auxiliary have announced their 
intention to take a twelve-day ticket benefit at the Mohawk Minstrels, 
Agricultural Hall, Islington, N., commencing on February 24 to 
March 8, including two Saturday performances, in the hope of 
augmenting the funds for building the new wing of the Printers’ Alms¬ 
houses. Something like ^jl,6oo will be required, towards which nearly 
£900 have been raised. It is hoped to have the building commenced 
immediately, and ready for the reception of inmates by the October 
election. A smoking concert took place at the Falcon Hotel on the 
14th inst., under the auspices of the committee of the City of London 
Auxiliary. 

A meeting of the Council of the Institute of Journalists was held 
in London on Saturday afternoon, the 8th inst. Mr. H. G. Reid, the 
president, announced that he had had an authoritative intimation that 
the Privy Council had, at their meeting that afternoon, approved the 
charter for their institute. The secretary reported several contribu¬ 
tions towards the incorporation special fund, including ,£200 from Sir 
Algernon Borthwick, M.P., £100 from Mr. Edward Lawson, £\oo 
from Mr. H. G. Reid, and a telegram received from M. Marinoni, 
chief of Le Petit Journal, promising fifty guineas, and expressing grati¬ 
fication that the efforts of journalists to establish a representative 
institute had been crowned with success. 

The annual supper and ball of the employes of Messrs. Armitage & 
Ibbetson, lithographers, Stotthill Works, Bradford, took place at the 
Spotted Horse on the 17th ult., when about 200 persons (workpeople 
and their wives and friends) were piesent. An excellent meal was 
served at 8.30. Mr. Shepherd, the town representative, occupied the 
chair, Mr. Haigh, head of the artistic department, being vice. The 
toasts of the Queen and the firm having been received with musical 
honours, others followed, that of the visitors being responded to by 
Mr. R. Dixon, the provincial representative of Messrs. Shackell, 
Edwards, & Co., of London. Songs and recitations were given at 
intervals during the repast. Dancing afterwards commenced, Mr. 
Wallis acting as M.C., and was kept up with spirit in the good old 
Yorkshire style until four a.m., when the company dispersed with 
cheers lor the next meeting, thoroughly pleased with their evening’s 
enjoyment. 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the four 
weeks ending Saturday, January 25, was 316. The number in the 
Corresponding four weeks of last year was 352, showing a decrease of 
thirty-six. 1 he failures in the printing and stationery trades were three, 
as compared with six and three in 1889 and 1888 respectively. In 
addition to these gazetted failures, there were 236 deeds of arrange¬ 
ment filed at the Bills of Sale Office during the same four weeks. The 
number filed in the corresponding four weeks of last year was 266, 
showing a decrease of thirty. The number of bills of sale published 
in England and Wales for the four weeks ending Saturday, January 25, 
was 610. The number in the corresponding four weeks of last year 
was 723, showing a decrease of 113. The number published in Ireland 
for the same four weeks was twenty-nine. The number in the 
corresponding four weeks of last year was thirty, showing a decrease of 
one. 

Rapid Shorthand Writing.—At an examination for Speed 
Certificates held at the London Phonetic Shorthand Writers’ Associa¬ 
tion on January 30, Mr. Bernard de Bear, of the Metropolitan School 
of Shorthand, London, successfully accomplished the task of writing 
from dictation 2,000 words of ordinary newspaper matter in ten 
minutes (being at the rate of 200 words per minute), and afterwards 
correctly transcribing his notes. Mr. B. de Bear has since been 
awarded a Speed Certificate for 200 words per minute, and he has also 
received, in commemoration of the event, a gold presentation watch, 
suitably inscribed, from Mr. Isaac Pitman. Although several other 
shorthand writers have the credit of being able to write at this phe¬ 
nomenally high rate of speed, notably Mr. Reed, of London, and Mr. 

Watt, of Edinburgh, the honour is due to Mr. de Bear of establishing 
the first reliable record for 200 words per minute. Mr. de Bear, like 
the above-mentioned gentlemen, writes Mr. Pitman’s system of short¬ 
hand, and he was trained in the speed rooms of the Metropolitan 
School of Shorthand. 

On Saturday evening, Jan. 25, the proprietors of the Dundee 
Advertiser, Evening Telegraph, People's Journal, and People’s Friend, 

entertained their employes, with their wives or lady friends, in the 
Ivinnaird Hall, Dundee, in commemoration of the further enlargement 
of the premises to enable still more powerful machinery to be intro¬ 
duced to meet the requirements of the rapid development of the 
various publications. Nearly 700 ladies and gentlemen were present. 
The company assembled at four o’clock in the afternoon to a knife- 
and-fork tea. After the report, an excellent programme of music was 
gone through, followed later on by a dance. During an interval in 
the dancing, Mr. J. Leng, M.P., was presented with his portrait, 
painted by Mr. Archer, R.S.A. The presentation was made by Mr. 
D. W. Latto, editor of the People's Journal, on behalf of all the 
employes of the firm, and Mr. Leng, in accepting the gift, expressed 
his warm appreciation of the kindness of his people in feeling and 
sympathetic words. The proceedings were interesting and enthusiastic 
throughout, and the incident shows how much can be done in the way 
of cementing the relations between capital and labour, when there is 
an honest effort made in that direction. 

On the 10th ult. the compositors, readers, and stereo'ypers on the 
Manchester Courier presented Sir Thomas Sowler with an address. 
The address, which is in book form, by Messrs. G. Falkner & Son, 
of Deansgate, is illuminated upon two vellum pages, the first contain¬ 
ing the title beautifully finished, with border of the period of the later 
15th century, taken from a specimen in the British Museum, the coat 
ofarms of the family being skilfully and artistically introduced. The 
second page contains the address, which is engrossed in black letter, 
and embellished with side border of the 15th century. The colours are 
cf olive green, with watered silk lining, a raised monogram appearing 
on the front. The address congratulated Sir Thomas and Lady 
Sowler upon the honour which has been conferred, and which the 
subscribers believed was well merited, as a just reward for those 
qualities of kindliness and consideration which Sir Thomas has ever 
displayed towards those around him, as well as for his services in 
many other directions. It was signed on behalf of the “ night com¬ 
panionship,” by Mr. R. Vile, overseer; Mr. \V. W. Scott, father of 
the chapel, and Mr. J. Platt, clerk. Mr. Scott said the address was 
the result of a spontaneous and general feeling of satisfaction on the 
part of the compositors, readers, and the stereotypers at the honour 
w'hich her Majesty had been pleased to confer upon their employer. 
They all hoped that he might long live to enjoy his well-deserved 
honour. Sir Thomas Sowler briefly acknowledged the presentation, 
remarking that he should value it perhaps more than many of the 
other numerous congratulations which he had received. Ele thanked 
them for the kindly feeling which they had expressed, and said 

he should ever regard that occasion as one of the most interesting and 
pleasing events of his life. 

Messrs. Hazei.l, Watson, & Viney, Limited, have recently 
purchased the well-known photographic printing and publishing 
business of Messrs. Poulton & Son, of Lee. The company’s connec¬ 
tion with photography has grown so close, through the success of their 
Amateur Photographer and similar publications, that the production 
of photographs on a large scale doss not seem foreign to the directors, 
especially as they take to the concern in thorough working order. On 
Saturday, Dec. 28, Mr. A. W. Poulton invited the directors to meet 
the staff at dinner at the Crystal Palace, to celebrate his retirement 
and to introduce the directors to the staff. A goodly company accep¬ 
ted this well-timed invitation. After dinner, Mr. A. W. Poulton 
spoke of his own retirement, and, introducing the directors to the 
staff, wished for the concern continued success under their manage¬ 
ment. Mr. Hazell, Mr. Watson, and Mr. Viney responded, and 
congratulated Mr. Poulton and his late staff upon the kindly relations 
evidently subsisting between them, and expressed their desire to 
deserve their confidence and approbation by continuing all that was 
best in the former administration, and by improving upon it as time 
went on. As Mr. Poulton had given the staff an excellent character, 
they in turn referred the staff for the directors’ characters to the 
employes in their various printing offices. A most pleasing incident of 
the gathering was the presentation to Mr. A. W. Poulton of a valuable 
gold chronometer, the gift of the employes, and towards w'hich every 
one of them had subscribed. This presentation was an entire sur¬ 
prise to Mr. Poulton, and it, together with the good words of Mr. 
Rose, who presented it, afforded a pleasing proof of the regard in 
which he is held. After dinner the party separated to enjoy the 
Christmas entertainments in the Palace, and reassembled to tea, when 
Mr. Poulton was thanked for his liberal and gracious hospitality ; and 
the party separated, with regret at the severance of old ties, but with 

hope for the new associations. 
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Cofontaf 3°^n3ef‘ 

The Pictorial Australian for September—October, 1889, contained 
a creditable supplement printed in colours by the proprietors, Messrs. 
Freurson Brothers. The subject was two figures of aboriginals of 
Australia. The other illustrations in the numbers were fairly satis¬ 
factory, but there is considerable room for improvement, and we 
should think a good all-round artist would be welcomed by the pro¬ 
prietors. 

The New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition at Dunedin has been 
opened by the Governor, the Earl of Onslow, in the presence of a 
large and brilliant assemblage, including visitors from all parts of New 
Zealand and Australia. The show is got up by the citizens of Dune¬ 
din, aided by a grant from the Government, and is not only a display 
of the natural products and manufactures of the colony, but contains 
many exhibits from Australia. One of the most interesting sections of 
the Exhibition is the art department. 

A deputation waited upon the Hon. Alfred Deakin on Wednes" 
day, November 27, to protest against the employment of Melbourne 
prisoners as printers and bookbinders at Pentridge. Mr. Geo. Jordan 
(president), and Mr. J. Hancock (secretary), represented the Mel¬ 
bourne Typographical Society; and Mr. J. Winter (ex-president), 
Mr. Barnett (vice-president), and Mr. Munn represented the Book¬ 
binders’ society. Mr. Hancock said that it was generally admitted 
that the practice of keeping prisoners employed was a wise one, so long 
as the products of their labour were not brought into competition with 
those of free labour. In the event of a printer being unfortunate 
enough to get into Pentridge (which was very improbable), there could 
be no objection to his filling up his time in the printing department of 
that institution. But the practice of teaching other prisoners, who had 
no previous knowledge of the trade, was an objectionable one. The 
Inspector-General’s report stated that there were in confinement upon 
December 31, 1887, one professional printer, and ten who had been 
taught in prison ; during 1888, two were received who had a slight 
knowledge of printing, and eight more were taught, making a total of 
twenty-one, eighteen of whom could only be described as prison-made 
printers. The annual earnings of the printers and bookbinders were 
combined in the lump sum of ^570 12s. 7d. When the cost of the 
plant and the wages of the overseer and other officers of the depart¬ 
ment were deducted, a very little margin for profit was left. After 
Mr. Barnett and Mr. Winter had expressed their disapproval upon 
behalf of the bookbinders’ society, Mr. Deakin said he thought the 
representatives of the two societies had exaggerated the importance of 
the matter under consideration. The fact was that it was considered 
necessary, to preserve the health of the prisoners, that some kind of 
employment should be given them during the period of their confine¬ 
ment. The great majority were engaged in works connected with the 
prison itself, but there were a few men who were physically incapable 
of following any other vocations, and it was the practice of the officials 
to place these men upon the printing staff. The work they did could 
hardly be called printing at all. He could not look upon it as a 
menace to free labour. He thought that Mr. Hancock had brought to 
bear the most powerful argument against the system when he stated that 
it did not pay. It had never struck him before, but he began to think 
that some inquiries should be made into it. The greatest portion of 
the work was utilised either in the prisons or the asylums, but, from his 
knowledge of printing, he was in a position to say that there was no 
occasion for alarm upon the part of the two societies whose represen¬ 
tatives were then before him. Various members of the deputation 
having explained how necessary it was to protest against the spread of 
so dangerous a system, they thanked the Chief Secretary for his cour¬ 
tesy and withdrew. 

Is it not a fact the world over that the extent and skill of a 
firm’s advertisements aretakenasan indication of its importance? 
None but the best, largest, and most successful firms do adver¬ 
tise intelligently and continuously. Others may make a show, 
spasmodically, but their intermittent efforts lose them the 
benefit to be gained by unceasing effort in any pursuit. As 
well might a man expect to accomplish success in business, by 
striking out with all his force in unsystematic efforts for a day 
or two, and then loafing for an equal time, as to achieve the 
best results from advertising shiftlessly or intermittently. If 
you think it pays to advertise at all, set aside some fixed sum 
or per cent, for this especial purpose, select carefully the 
mediums to be used, then write your advertisements skilfully and 
truthfully, and have them printed continuously, with frequent 
change, and if you have anything that anybody wants you 
cannot fail to secure satisfactory results 

Qtmertcan Cftpptnge. 

Messrs. Craig, Finlay, & Co., Philadelphia, issue a well- 
executed Calendar in red, black, and bronze-blue, with some excellent 
specimens of their commercial lithography on the back of each flap. 
This house is showing very great enterprise, and is meeting with much 
success. 

The employing printers have issued a circular letter to the type¬ 
founders of Chicago, calling their attention to the injustice which is 
being done to them by the manufacturers and agents of printers’ 
material owning and operating printing offices, the managers of which 
have no moneyed interest in them, but keep them running by unjust 
and disastrous competition. The manufacturers are asked to close up 
such offices, and place the material on sale in the open market. 

One of the causes of the failure of Pollard & Moss, publishers, 
New York, is said to have been losses incurred by the publication of 
cheap books. It is unquestionably and positively a fact that this 
branch of the book business is overdone, and when a firm with a very 
limited capital undertakes such publications, failure can be confidently 
predicted. The actual assets of Pollard & Moss are probably about 
30 cents on the dollar. 

One of the oldest houses in Denver is the Collier & Cleaveland 
Lithographing Company, which establi-hed itself in 1876, and has 
kept abreast of the growth of the Western country. It has been 
twice burned out, but, nothing daunted, has rebuilt and refurnished 
until it has one of the best-equipped establishments west of St. Louis. 
It has about one hundred employes, with a pay roll of about §6,000 
per month. The company uses three steam lithograph-presses, two large 
Campbell printing-presses, three Gordon, and three pony presses. 
The State printing has been done by this house for some years, and 
has been a profitable contract. It also does a general printing busi¬ 
ness, and manufactures blank books, and does some publishing. Its 
latest production is “ Young Konkaput,” an Indian romance in verse, 
by Thos. N. Haskell. 

Benjamin II. Day, founder of the New York Sun, died recently, 
aged eighty. He was born in West Springfield, Connecticut, and 
learned the printer’s trade. He went to New York when a young 
man, and hired an office at 222, William-street, where, with 
an old-fashioned hand-press and the aid of a boy and an assistant 
named Parmlee, he printed and issued the first number of the Sun. 
This was on September 3, 1833. One thousand copies were printed, 
according to Mr. Day’s own statement. The paper was sold for 1 cent, 
and soon attracted attention, owing to the high prices charged by the 
other metropolitan newspapers. The entire edition was set up by Mr. 
Day, and he clipped the news out of the other newspapers. The 
paper was consequently for sale on the street hours after the others. 
In 1838 Mr. Day sold the Sun to Moses Y. Beach, his brother-in-law, 
for §40,000. 

The journeymen lithographers are very determined to inaugurate 
the fifty-three hour system. The plan is to have nine hours’ labour 
five days a week, and eight on Saturday. The Lithographers’ Associa¬ 
tions have been holding largely-attended and enthusiastic meetings. 
The scheme began some time ago, when the lithographers decided to 
appeal to the master lithographers for the adoption of the system. 
The greater portion of New York employers complied, and the rule 
is now general. At a recent meeting of the employers the subject was 
thoroughly discussed. Many of them favoured it, but resolved to 
leave the matter to individual members. The lithographers do not 
propose to strike. They believe that the employing lithographers 
throughout the United States will imitate the example of the New York 
employers, and adopt the rule. 

Robert Carter, a member of the firm of Carter Brothers, of 530, 
Broadway, New York, died on December 27. He was eighty-two 
years old, and attended actively to business until June last. Mr. 
Carter was born in Earlstown, Scotland, and taught in a school during 
his early years in that country. He went to America when a young man, 
and filled a position as tutor in Columbia College for a short time. 
On resigning this position, he established a private school in New 
York, where he taught many who afterwards became successful business 
men. Mr. Carter was a member of the Scotch Presbyterian Church, 
a member of the Foreign Board of Missions, and one of the directors 
of the American Bible Society. He leaves four children, one daughter 
and three sons. 

The Boston correspondent of the Book Buyer quotes an amusing 
letter sent by T. B. Aldrich to Prof. E. S. Morse, of Salem, Mass., 
ex-president of the American Academy for the Advancement of Science. 
Professor Morse, it should be stated, has a handwriting quite inde¬ 
scribable in illegibility. “ My dear Mr. Morse :—It was very pleasant 
for me to get a letter from you the other day. Perhaps I should have 
found it pleasanter if I had been able to decipher it. I don’t think I 
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mastered anything beyond the date (which I knew) and the signature 
(which I guessed at). There’s a singular and perpetual charm in a 
letter of yours ; it never grows old, it never loses its novelty. One can 
say to one’s self every morning: 1 There’s that letter of Morse’s; I 
haven’t read it yet. I think I’ll take another shy at it to-day, and 
maybe I shall be able in the course of a few years to make out what 
he means by those t’s that look like w’s and those i’s that haven’t any 
eyebrows.’ Other letters are read and thrown away and forgotten, 
but yours are kept for ever—unread. One of them will last a reason¬ 
able man a lifetime.—Admiringly yours, T. B. Aldrich.” This 
peculiarity of Professor Morse’s chirography is all the more remarkable 
from the fact that he is one of the best off-hand draughtsmen on the 
blackboard. Whenever he has occasion to illustrate one of his enter¬ 
taining lectures by the use of the crayon, he sketches with a rapidity 
and clearness which appear truly wonderful to his audience. 

Edward C. Swaynf., the junior partner of the publishing firm of 
E. P. Dutton & Co., died suddenly on Jan. 5, of heart disease. At 
the time of his death he was in the forty-first year of his age. Pie 
was born in Dorchester, New Brunswick, and when a young boy went 
to Boston to earn his living. He landed there without a cent, and his 
sole ambition was to become a publisher. There was an immediate 
necessity for an income, however, and be accepted the earliest opening 
which was presented, and his first experience was as a boy in a lawyer’s 
office at a salary of $3 a week. While there he determined to study 
law and later go into the publishing business. He managed to save a 
little money, and his employer, seeing that he was bright, advised him 
to come to New York, where he would find more scope for his ability. 
This advice he followed. As he did not obtain a position readily, and 
as his money began to run low, he accepted a place as cabin boy on a 
steamer running to Charleston, on which he made one or two trips. 
He then secured a better position on one of the Cuban steamers. He 
never gave up his determination to become a publisher. One day, 
just before the Christmas holidays, while he was home between trips, 
he walked down Broadway, and as he passed the New York store of 
Ticknor & Fields he saw in the window a sign : “ Boy Wanted.” He 
at once entered the store and found that an extra boy was wanted 
during the rush of holiday trade. He at once accepted the place, and 
so marked was his ability that, after the holidays, the firm discharged 
their regular boy and retained young Swayne in his place. This was 
the turning point in Mr. Swayne’s life. Pie remained with this house 
until 1869, when the business was purchased by E. P. Dutton & Co. 
Mr. Swayne transferred his services to the new house, and eight years 
ago was admitted to partnership. He has had special charge of the 
firm’s foreign business, and only returned in the latter part of Decem¬ 
ber from Europe, where he had completed arrangements for all of the 
foreign books to be used by the firm this year, even including the 
Christmas lines. He was to return in February to settle the question 
of quantities and some minor details. He leaves a widow and five 
children. 

In a recent number of Harper's Weekly appears a full-page illustra¬ 
tion of the new World building in New York. This immense edifice, 
when completed, will tower high above its already towering neigh¬ 
bours. 'l iie occupants of the uppermost room in the domed tower 
will be eighteen stories above the ground-floor. The compositors will 
be in the thirteenth story, under the flat roof. Eleven stories contain 
150 large offices. The tower, which is 50 feet in diameter, is to be 
devoted to the writing force of the newspaper. On one floor will be 
the city staff; on another, the editorial writers; and on the others, 
the special writers, department men, weekly edition staff, file room, 
library, &c. On the flat roof is to be built the art department of the 
World, including a completely-furnished photographic gallery. Here 
also is to be a restaurant for the employes of the paper. Under the 
building are spaces for the machinery and for the delivery department. 
A drive-way from Frankfort-street will admit waggons for the recep¬ 
tion of the papers, which will come up from the press-room on four fast¬ 
running pneumatic elevators. The press-room in the sub-basement 
has a capacity of ten quadruple presses, equivalent to forty Hoe web 
presses. This machinery will be driven by a 300-horse power Corliss 
engine. The storage room for paper will be in the basement, and 
will be capable of holding 500 tons of paper. The electric plant, 
with an energy of 3,500 incandescent lamps, will be in the vault 
under the side-walk. The boiler room, with 1000-horse power capa¬ 
city, is on the bridge side, but located at the bottom of the light well, 
and entirely outside of the walls of the building. Six elevators will 
carry the occupants to the upper stories. Two will gotothe thirteenth 
story, and will be exclusively for the compositors. One elevator, for 
the editorial staff, will run to the eighteenth story. The other three 
elevators will be for the use of the occupants of the offices. The 
walls on Park-row and Frankfort-street are of red Corsehill Scotch 
sandstone, with buff terra-cotta and polished-granite ornamentation. 
The sandstone rests upon a basement of rock-faced Quincy granite. 
The entrance arch, 78 feet high to the key, and with a noble span of 
30 feet, is very impressive. The main front will rise nearly 200 feet 
from the curb to the parapet on the thirteenth story. The domed 

tower rises five stories higher. 

Confmenfaf /t Jwetgn Jfofftngs. 

M. Viliers, overseer of the Figaro, has died at the age of 58, at 
Beaulieu (Alpes-Maritimes). 

M. Victor Breton has been nominated professor of typographical 
composition at the Estienne School, Paris. 

Tiie number of members of the Chamber of Commerce of Paris has 
been raised from twenty-one to thirty-six. 

The Parti Ouvrier, daily, has diminished its size by a third. It is 
now printed partly with the plant of the Radical. 

Two more French Chambers of Commerce have been created, by 
order of the President—Everaux and Pont-Andemer (Eure). 

M. Laforce, deputy-overseer of the Quantin “Printery,” has been 
elected to the membership of the Society of Overseers of Paris. 

An Exhibition is going to be held in 1891 by the Vienna Union of 
Bookbinders of bindings, boardings, machines, and fancy articles 
pertaining to the trade. 

The house of Motte, Saint Denis, Paris, recently bought by M. 
Seguin, has passed into the hands of M. Bouillant, deputy-foreman of 

composition at Lahure’s. 

The fourth exhibition of “ Blanc et Noir” will be opened in Paris 
on March 1, under the presidency of M. Guillaume, Pavilion ot the 
Ville de Paris (Champs-Elysees). 

A Berlinese, who has lived in Paris for several years, has sent to 
the German Government a sum of 125,000 francs, to be applied to the 
requirements of the proposed Berlin Academy. 

The death is announced of M. Antoine Felix Gustave Sanier, 
director of the Professional School of Lithographic Designers, at his 
home, Rue Vaucquelin, Paris. He was aged 62. 

The founder of the industrial review, Les Inventions Nouvelles, M. 
H. Farjas, is going to publish a popular bi-monthly edition, at the 
price of 5 centimes, of sixteen pages with ten engravings. 

The Samoan Government intends in future to impose a duty of 
twelve dollars per annum on every proprietor of a printing press who 
shall carry on business within the limits of the Samoan kingdom. 

Le Livre, directed by M. Octave Uzanne (Quantin : Paris), had 
temporarily suspended publication. It is now “ on the go ” once 
more under the title of Livre Moderne, and in the same hands. 

An agreement has been drawn up between France and Italy to faci¬ 
litate the exchange by post between these two countries of parcels of 
merchandise samples. The limit in weight is to be 350 grammes. 

The death is announced from Germany of the last descendant of 
the great family of editors that founded the Almanack Gotha. This 
was M. Andrews de Perthes, who died at the beginning of the year. 

The question of erecting a statue in Leipzig to the memory of 
Friedrich Konig, inventor of the mechanical press, is now, on the 
initiative of Theodore Goebel, exercising the minds of German 

printers. 

The General Report on the Paris Exposition—the labour of MM. 
Berger and Picard—will comprehend no fewer than one hundred and 
fifty volumes. It will be published at the end of the year—so it is 
announced. 

The Petite Rcpublique Francaise has been bought by M. d’Hubert, 
director of Gil Bias, for 25,100 francs. The sum first asked was 
25,000 francs. This same journal changed hands only a year ago for 

80,000 francs. 

The work of executing the diplomas of the French Exhibition, on 
account of an accident the engraver met with to his thumb, has been 
delayed for a month or two. They will most probably be delivered 
towards the end of March. 

The first number’of the Get man Literary Gazette (Berlin: W. 
Spemann) for the current year contains, amongst many other articles 
of interest, one on “ Dunlop’s History of Prose Fiction,” and one on 
“Wallace’s Darwinism.” 

There will soon appear from P. Arnould’s, Rue du Fanbourg- 
Montmartre, Paris, in one vol., “Paris in 1889: Souvenirs and 
Sketches of the Exhibition,” by Paul Bluysen ; preface by Joseph 
Reinach, director of the Rcpublique Francaise. 

M. Charles Delagrave, of Paris, has just commenced a new 
illustrated weekly magazine for boys, called The Scholar, at the price of 
one halfpenny. This is remarkably cheap for sixteen pages of instruc¬ 
tive and entertaining matter and eight illustrations. 

French activity is shown in the F’rench colonies by the fact that the 
Courrier de Haiphong, one of the three journals there, is crammed with 
advertisements. In France the value of advertisements is slighted ; it 

I would seem that her sons have to colonise to properly estimate it, 
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As a sequel to the late strike in Zurich, the papers announce that 
master printers of the town have taken justice into their own hands, and 
have demanded as indemnity 55 francs from every comp., and 125 francs 
from every machine-minder who left the workshops contrary to the 
contracts they had entered into. 

Signor C. Castellani, conservator of the Saint Mark library, 
Venice, has just published through Ongania two works on the origin 
of printing. They are, one, “ Printing in Venice, from its Origin to 
the Death of Aldo Manuzio Semore ” ; the other, “German and 
Dutch Origins of the Invention of Printing.” 

The projected law on duelling in France, presented to the Chamber 
by General Chiscret, reminds a French contemporary of a bon mot of 
Auguste Villemot: “ Formerly beasts (betes) were cudgelled to amuse 
people of taste ; now people of taste cudgel each other to amuse the 
beasts.” Does “ p.t.” mean journalists, then? 

The dearest book in the world, it is said, is the Hebrew Bible in the 
Vatican, which, in 1512, the Jews of Venice tried to induce Pope 
Julius II. to sell them for its weight in gold. It is so big and so heavy 
that two men can with difficulty raise it; it weighs nearly 163 kilos ; 
and would have cost 500,000 francs had not the Pope declined “to 
trade.” 

The Monthly Review for Bookbinding and Allied Trades has just 
made its first appearance in Berlin, published by M. Friedrich Pfeil- 
stiicker. It contains articles by competent authors on subjects of 
interest, not only to the bookbinder, but also to the bookseller, the 
librarian, and the book-lover. The annual subscription is seven marks 
fifty pfennige. 

The Arcliivio Typografico of Turin declares that to remove rust 
from the iron of machines, and to keep them free from oxidising and 
brilliant as new, the proper treatment—extremely simple and practi¬ 
cable—is to scour them with a grease composed of melted fat and 
camphor (about 20-100). A clout of wool soaked in this decoction 
should be used. 

In Chili thirty political journals are now appearing, nearly all of 
which are of superior size to those of Europe ; twenty-five reviews, of 
which each number represents the value of a real volume ; and 120 
periodicals. The oldest of these is the Mercurio, of Valparaiso, started 
in 1827; the most important, the Ferro-Carril (“Railway”) of 
Santiago. 

The Deutsche Buchdrucker Zeitung warns us that the pine and fir 
forests of old Europe will soon have entirely disappeared. They are 
being gradually exhausted by the paper-makers ; and the figures given 
are not reassuring. Of cellulose of wood 300,000,000 kilogrammes are 
now made in Europe, mostly for paper, which represents in round 
figures 900,000,000 of wood. 

The Cardinal -Mezzofanti, it is said, who was one of the most 
remarkable polyglots in Europe, understood 114 idioms and spoke 
correctly in thirty. At his death, his friend and admirer Quincy 
proposed this epitaph : “ Here lies an honest man, who committed 
one bad act in dying. He took from us the most complete polyglot 
dictionary we possessed.” 

The society formed in Buenos Ayres to organise an international 
exhibition there in 1892 has received the approbation of the Argentine 
Government. It has already collected an installation fund of eight 
million piastres, and is in hopes of getting official co-operation to 
the extent of another two millions. The Argentine Minister at Paris 
has also made application to the Government as to official representa¬ 
tion on the part of France. 

The almost forgotten being who first made public experiments as 
to the transmission of sound over long distances was a Benedictine 
named Dom Gauthey. He obtained in 1782, under Louis XVI., 
thanks to the protection of Condorcet, permission to experiment on 
the transmission of the voice by the aid of one of the conduits con¬ 
ducting water to the pump of Chaillot. The length of this conduit 
was eighty-nine metres. 

An amusing example is cited by a French paper to confound the 
deputies, and professors and pedagogues, and so on, who have been 
petitioning the Chamber to “improve” French orthography on the 
lines of the phonetic “ improvement.” How will they establish any 
difference between ver, verre, vert, vers, vair, which will, each and 
all, according to their method, be written “ver?” And this is not a 
single case. But supposing the fad should spread to Germany ! 

Lithographers complain of the increasing price of sponges, of 
the difficulty, in fact, of obtaining them of decent quality at all at 
reasonable prices. An interesting announcement is published by the 
Perseveranza of Milan, according to which it is stated that important 
banks of sponges have been discovered on the sides of the Isle of 
Lampeduza, to the south of Sicily (about eighteen marine leagues). 
Italian and Greek fishers are exploiting. 

Two large paper factories are being now installed in Brazil, the first 
ever set up in Southern America. The machinery was ordered in 
Germany, and is all delivered. These factories will utilise almost all 
the cellulous extracts of the vegetable fibre of the country. Their 
personnel will not be less than seven or eight hundred workpeople ; and 
they will produce all descriptions of paper. Up to the present Germany 
and Belgium have been the largest suppliers of Brazil’s paper; from 
France and England she has only taken papiers de luxe, &c. 

The exchange of cards on the occasion of the New Year is conducted 
in a strikingly original manner in a small town of Wurtemburg. 
Directly after midnight on the First of January servants or porters of 
the better-class houses assemble in some public place. Here one of 
the number, perched on a table, calls out the addresses. At each name 
the cards are thrown into a basket placed beside him, and the servant 
can in a few minutes take his departure with the collection. Thus all 
the cards are despatched and received promptly and without trouble. 

In a communication from Bangkok, in the Athenceum, an account 
is given of the Vajiranan Library in the Siamese capital. This is a 
subscription library under the presidency of the king, and its mem¬ 
bers issue a weekly literary paper in Siamese, to which also the king 
contributes. On the recent occasion of the opening of a new build¬ 
ing for its accommodation a volume of verses by the members, with a 
preface by the king, was brought out, all of an ethical character, 
which are said to show much ability and to possess some value as works 
of art. 

Sixty-one new French works were last month deposited by the special 
bureau established at the Cercle de la Librairie et de lTmprimerie 
at the different foreign legations. Of these twenty-three treated of 
history and geography, eleven scientific and pedagogic, twenty-five 
literary, one artistic, and one industrial. Hachettes contribute fifteen 
of the number ; G. Guerin et Cie, twelve; Plon, Nourrit, et Cie, 
eleven; Charpentier, seven; Gauthier-Villars, five; Heumeyer, (wo ; 
and Lalon et Cie, Baudoin, Berger-Levrault et Cie, Delalain Brothers, 
J. Rouff et Cie, and A. Bayle, one each. 

One hundred and sixteen new periodicals were registered at the 
French Ministry of the Interior for December last. Paris and the 
Seine had eighty, and the rest of the country thirty-six. These figures 
would seem to denote a period to the provincial ascendency that has 
obtained for several months, and the rise of the capital. Not so, 
however. Of the eighty new Parisian papers, fifty-seven are devoted 
to the trade in hides, which certainly does not seem to need so great a 
wealth of “organs.” It is the work of “speculators” of a new 
description. Of the remainder, politics has only five ; finances, one ; 
and the illustrated description, three. Of the thirty-six provincials, 
twelve are political, two are illustrated. 

Of French Chambers of Commerce in foreign countries there at 
present exist 27. They are :—In England those of London and Liver¬ 
pool; in the Low Countries, those of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, LaHaye; 
in Belgium, those of Brussels and Charleroi, with branch at Mons ; in 
Spain, those of Barcelona and Valencia ; in Portugal, that of Lisbon ; 
in Italy, that of Milan ; in Roumania, that of Galatz ; in Turkey, that 
of Constantinople ; in Greece, that of Athens-Pirseus ; in United 
States, that of New Orleans ; in Canada, that of Montreal ; in Egypt, 
those of Alexandria and Port Said ; in Madagascar, that ofTamatave ; 
in Mexico, that of Mexico ; and in South America, those of Rio de 
Janeiro, Buenos Ayres, Rosario, Montevideo, Lima, Valparaiso. 

The Societe des Gens de Lettres, Paris, is to discuss, at its next 
general assembly, the question of discontinuing its Bulletin. This 
little review had its raison d'etre in the youth of the society; pro¬ 
vincial periodicals found “copy” and miscellanies in it concerning 
itself and members. But during the last twenty years these papers 
have addressed themselves directly to the gens de lettres, who have 
themselves supplied the needful. Hence the Bulletin is now worse 
than unserviceable, since it costs a matter of 7,000 francs yearly. The 
saving effected by its demise would be applied to the pensions which 
a number of the members will be entitled to during 1890 ; and, each 
pension being 500 francs, it would not in future be necessary to await 
the decease of one member before benefiting the next that has attained 
the limit of age. 

In Dictionaries and Encyclopedias, says PImprimerie, matters are 
not very equally distributed among the twenty-four letters of the 
alphabet. The first four, for instance, usually take up a little more 
than a quarter of the whole work. Calculating on this datum, our 
contemporary continues, the conclusion of the Dictionnaire de l'Aca¬ 
demic des Beaux Arts is not to be looked for for about ninety years; and 
the Antiquites grecques et romaines, which started in 1873, is yet to 
continue nearly fifteen years. The house of Didot is not responsible for 
this slowness, as it is simply editor-depository of the Dictionnaire des 
Beaux Arts, and can only advance with the steps of the work of the 
Academy. Coming to England, we notice that the last volume of the 
colossal Dictionary of National Biography is the twenty-first, and it is 
still loitering up in the regions of “ Ga ” to “ Gl.” 
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(JR® J^outndfof £ (prefe Congee. 

Mr. Auberon Herbert announces the publication of a new 
journal, to be called Liberty, dealing with spiritualism and theosophy, 
and other fads. 

Under the superintendence of the Council of the London University 
Extension Society, a new monthly journal is to be established, called 
The University Extension Journal, which will deal with all subjects 
connected with the new educational movement. The contents, while 
primarily addressed to those already associated with the movement, 
will be of sufficient general interest to make it attractive to a wider 
circle of readers. 

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin has arranged to act as English publisher 
and agent for the Revue Bleue and the Revtce Scientijique, which will 
in future be published every Wednesday. 

A NEW weekly paper, entitled Jewish Society, has just been com¬ 
menced. 

A new Edinburgh journal, entitled Waverley, is about to be started. 
It is to be conducted by Mr. H. Blythe, the editor of the Chiel. 

The Fireside News will in future be known as the News, a national 
fireside journal and review. It is published at 7,^Paternoster-square. 

If report speaks correctly, before very long another champion on 
the side of extreme radicalism is to appear in the shape of a halfpenny 
morning daily. It is also expected that a halfpenny morning daily, in 
the interests of the unionist party, will make its debut before very 
long. 

Lippincott's Monthly Magazine, an old-established American peri¬ 
odical, appears in an English edition, published by Messrs. Ward, 
Lock, & Co., Salisbury-square, E.C., at the price of one shil¬ 
ling. In the January number Mr. Julian Hawthorne contributes a 
complete tale, equal in length to an ordinary shilling novel, entitled 
“Millicent and Rosalind.” There is a comic story in three chapters, 
entitled “Kinks in the Skein,” each of the chapters being from the 
pen of a different writer. The other contents of the number are 
very good. 

A twopenny liberal weekly, of “ political and social progress,” 
has been started in Edinburgh, called the Scottish Liberal. 

The Manchester Chamber of Commerce has just commenced the 
publication of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce Monthly Record, 
to advocate its views and supply useful trade information. 

Education is the title of a new sixpenny monthly to appear in March. 
The publishers are Messrs. Roper & Drowley, Ludgate-hill. 

(Random (Rmpee. 

We do not vouch for the accuracy or reliablility of these Recipes. 

We give them as culled from various sources. 

Any kind of paper can be made waterproof by pulling it through a 
solution of carpenter’s glue, to which a trifle of acetic acid is added. 
To each quart of such solution an ounce of bichromate of potassa is 
added, and when the mixture is dissolved the paper should be pulled 
through two sheets at a time. After pulling through the solution, 
hang the paper up to dry in daylight (not in a dark place), and after it 
is found to be dry, leave it hanging for about fifteen minutes more, 
when the paper will be perfectly waterproof. 

Professor Alexander Winchell is credited with the invention 
of a cement that will stick on anything. Take 2 oz. of clear gum 
arabic, i| oz. of fine starch, and J oz. of white sugar. Pulverise the 
gum arabic, and dissolve it in as much water as the laundress wrould 
use for the quantity of the starch indicated. Dissolve the starch and 
sugar in the gum solution. Then cook the mixture in a vessel suspended 
in boiling water, until the starch becomes clear. The cement should 
be as thick as tar, and kept so. It can be kept from spoiling by 
dropping in a lump of gum-camphor, or a little oil of cloves or 
sassafras. This cement is very strong, and will stick perfectly to 
glazed surfaces, and is good to-repair broken rocks, minerals or fossils. 

Thinning Ink.—A printer of large practical experience states 
that he thins his ink with spirits of turpentine, and works it with demar 
varnish previously thinned with raw (not boiled) linseed oil. The use 
of turpentine sets off, in the drying properties of the ink, the use of 
raw linseed. He has had, he says, most trouble wdth the red and 
green inks, both of which have been treated successfully in the manner 
described. 

Glue, for Batteries, &c.—Dissolve 1 part india-rubber in 12 parts 
of benzol, and to the solution add 20 parts powdered shellac, heating 
the mixture very cautiously over a fire. 

To Make Transfer Paper the following recipe has long been in use : 
Starch, six ounces ; gum arabic, two ounces ; alum, one ounce. Make 
a strong solution of each separately in hot water ; mix and apply it 
while still warm to the side of the leaves of paper w'ith a brush. 
When dry, a second and third coat may be applied in the same man¬ 
ner, the paper having been well-pressed to make it smooth. 

Waterproof Cement for Glass.—In order to fasten glass letters, 
&c., on glass, so that, even when submerged in water for several days, 
they will not become detached, use an india-rubber cement. The best 
for this purpose consists of one part india-rubber, three parts mastic, 
and fifty parts chloroform. Let it stand several days at a low tempera¬ 
ture to dissolve. It must be applied very rapidly, as it becomes thick 
very soon. When spread with a camel’s hair brush over a crack in 
glass or porcelain vessels this cement effectually closes it, and the 
vessels may be made serviceable for holding water, though, of course, 
they will not bear the application of heat. 

Gold Size.—1. (Oil size). Drying or boiled oil thickened with 
yellow ochre or calcined red ochre, and carefully reduced to the utmost 
smoothness by grinding. It is thinned with oil of turpentine. Im¬ 
proves by age. Used for oil gilding. 2. (Water size). Parchment 
or isinglass size mixed with finely ground yellow ochre. Used in bur¬ 
nished or distemper gilding. 

A good Drier for Poster Inks may be made as follows : Spirits 
of turpentine, one quart ; balsam copaiba, six ounces. Brightens the 
ink, makes it work freely and dry quickly, when added in sufficient 
quantity to reduce it to the proper consistency for working. 

Violet Copying-Ink.—Forty grams extract of logwood ; 5 grams 
oxalic acid, and 30 grams alum, are dissolved in 800 grams rainwater 
and 10 grams glycerine, and the whole allowed to stand for twenty- 
four hours. The ink is then brought to the boiling-point in a copper 
vessel and 50 grams of wood vinegar are added, and, after standing 
for awhile, the ink filled into bottles. The writing with it is of a 
brilliant violet colour, and it gives good copies. 

Every printer has often been vexed of soul in trying to cut paper 
into three or five equal parts. If he will simply roll the paper into 
a scroll until the ends meet twice, then mark the junction point with 
finger-nail or pencil, the sheet will be divided into three parts. If 
one-fifth is desired, roll the paper four times. 

Very Adhesive and Transparent Cement.—Mix in well-stop¬ 
pered bottle 10 drams of chloroform with 12Jr drams of unvulcanised 
india-rubber cut into small pieces. The solution is readily effected, and 
when it is completed add 25 drams of mastic. Let the whole macerate 
from eight to ten days, occasionally shaking the bottle, and the product 
is a cement, possessing an extraordinary degree of tenacity. 

Waterproof Blacking.—Place into 1 pint of camphene (purified 
oil of turpentine) all the caoutchouc it will dissolve, then add 1 pint 
of currier’s oil, and gradually incorporate, through the agency of heat, 
7 pounds of tallow, and 2 ounces of lampblack. 

-——-- 

Crabe Changes. 
Mr. Charles Geard, agent for Ch. Lorilleux & Co. and others, 

has removed from 27, Bouverie-street, to more commodious premises, 
at No. 1, Maclean’s-building, New Street-square, E.C. 

Mr. Fredk. Jenkins, manufacturer of litho transfer, &c., papers, 
has removed from 33, St. Bride-street, to 46, Farringdon-street, E.C. 

Mr. Augustus Hare’s books will in future be published by Mr. 
George Allen, of Orpington and 8, Bell-yard, Temple Bar, E.C. The 
same publisher will in future issue the Ruskin Reading Guild Journal, 
Igdrasil, and supply the trade with Mr. Ruskin’s works, which has 
hitherto been done by Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney, Limited. 

Mr. S. H. Cowell, printer and stationer, of Ipswich, has opened 
a London office at 19, Ludgate-hill, E.C., under the management of 
Mr. A. Wells. 

Mr. W. Burgess, of the Carlyle Press, Charterhouse-square, E.C., 
has taken new premises at 5 and 7, East Harding-street, Fetter-lane, 
E.C., pending the rebuilding of the old premises, v’hich were burnt 
out on Christmas Day. 

Messrs. Neill & Co., Government book-printers for Scotland, 
Old Fish Market, Edinburgh, have opened a London office at 78, 
Fleet-street, E.C., where they will be represented by Mr. Joseph 
Thompson, late with Messrs. Gilbert& Rivington, Limited. 

Messrs. Berger and Wirth, colour-makers, of Leipzig, have 
established a London branch of their business at 65 and 66, Basinghall- 
s treet, E.C. 

The lithographic printing business of Mr. Levi, 9, Dyer’s-buildings, 
Holborn, E.C., has been purchased by Mr. C. Jones, of 11, Furnival- 
street, E.C. 

Messrs. Tiioburn & Co., stationers, printers, and lithographers, 
have removed from Salisbury-court to 33, St. Bride-street, E.C., where 
they have laid down additional machinery. 
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(printing arib otPer Companies. 

WE give particulars of fourteen companies registered 
since our last list was compiled, the total capital 

being ^412,300. This makes a total of twenty-sfeven 
companies and ,£708,300 capital, compared with twenty- 
nine companies and ,£573,000 capital at the corresponding 
date last year.' 

Chromatic Programme Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 23rd ult., with a capital of ,£5,000 in £1 shares, to adopt an un¬ 
registered agreement of December 31, 1889, entered into with II. T. 
Brickwell lor the purchase of a certain business of which no particu¬ 
lars are given in the registered documents ; also to trade as advertisers, 
publishers, &c. The subscribers, who have taken one share each, 
are :—John Cornwell, Rutland-court-road ; E. Waterman, 25, Apsby- 
road, Clifton ; Robert Stuckey, wine merchant, Bristol ; T. F. Peel, 
financier, Bristol ; PL J. Brown, financier, Bristol; J. Dole, Bristol ; 
T. D. Owen, accountant, Cardiff. The number of directors is not to 
be less than three, nor more than seven ; qualification, fifty shares ; 
the first are G. F. Bashford (Haymarket Theatre), O. J. Abud 
(Gaiety Theatre), T. F. Peel and PI. T. Brickwell (Terry’s Theatre) ; 
remuneration, £1. is. each for every board meeting attended, to 
be increased when 10 per cent, dividend is paid on the ordinary 
shares. 

Examinee Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
30th ult., with a capital of £1,600, in £1 shares, to carry on and 
publish a periodical called the Examinee, and the business connected 
therewith, adopting there for an agreement to be made with John Ignatius 
O’Donohoe, and Charles I’eter Martinnant, the particulars of which 
are not specified in the memorandum. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—C. P. Martinnant, army tutor, Bombay Villa, 
Thornton-heath ; J. I. O’Donohoe, Journalist, Bombay Villa, Thorn- 
ton-heath ; G. Baird, teacher of Oriental languages, 84, Blackheath- 
hill; E. J. Plenchie, tutor, 66, Sistova-road, Balham ; John Coates, 
tutor, 13, Sangora-road, Clapham Junction ; W. T. McDougall, tutor, 
48, Central-hill, Upper Norwood ; G. Davis, builder, Spa-hill, Thorn- 
ton-heath. Registered without special articles. 

“Engineers’ Gazette” Company, Limited.—This company 
was registered on the 23rd ult., with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, 
to acquire the copyright, title, and good-will of the Engineers' Gazette. 
The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are :—Alexander R, 
Leask, C.E., 92, Minories ; Henry Shelton, engineer, 2, Hurley-road ; 
H. R. Morton, engineer, 61, Castle-street, Southwark; A. R. Leaske, 
jun., publisher, 42, Tredegar-square, Bow ; IP. M. Wilson, 77, Sheen- 
park, Richmond ; A. Neville, secretary, 15, East India-road, E. ; W. 
Gordon Hepburn, accountant, 91, Minories. Registered without 
special articles. Solicitors,Messrs. Brighton & Lemon, 108, Fenchurch- 

street. 

“Walthamstow and Leyton Guardian” Newspaper and 

General Publishing Company, Limited,—Registered on the 22nd 
ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £10 shares, to take over the business of 
Samuel Herbert and Robert Willes, of Walthamstow, newspaper pro¬ 
prietors. The subscribers, who have taken five shares each, are :•—T. 
Courtenay Walker, Woodford; A. S. Andrews, Walthamstow; W. 
Houghton, solicitor, Walthamstow ; Rev. H. A. Allpass, Walthamstow; 
E. Clarke, jun., accountant, Walthamstow ; H. Hooper, auctioneer, 
Walthamstow : J. H. Wildash, varnish manufacturer, Walthamstow ; 
W. A. Lamargue, corn broker, Walthamstow ; W. B. Whittingham, 
printer, 91, Gracechurch-street; W. E. Whittingham, merchant, 6, 
Eastcheap; G. Houghton, solicitor, Walthamstow; F. E. Barber, 
solicitor, Walthamstow. The number of directors is not to be less 
than five, nor more than fourteen ; the subscribers are the first ; quali¬ 
fication, five shares ; the company in general meeting will determine 
remuneration. Registered office, Carlton House, Oxford-road, 
Walthamstow. 

“Cambridge Express” Newspaper Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the 24th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £5 shares, to 
acquire the copyright of the Cambridge Express newspaper.—The sub¬ 
scribers are:—Dennis Adams, surgeon, Cambridge, 20 shares; J. H. 
Moyes, auctioneer, Cambridge, 10 shares ; A. J. Ekin, J. P., Cambridge, 
20 shares; *J. Hough, J.P., surgeon, Cambridge, 20 shares ; J. E. L. 
Whitehead, solicitor, Cambridge, 10 shares; G. Whitmore, wine 
merchant, Cambridge, 20 shares; *N. P. Spalding, printer, Cam¬ 
bridge, 10 shares. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than five; qualification, £50 in shares ; the first are 
the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and Mr. Arthur Hall, 
Solicitor. Registered office, Butter-row, under the Guildhall, Cam¬ 
bridge. 

Roberts, Mart, & Company, Limited. — Registered on the 
16th inst., with a capital of £40,000, in £10 shares, 3,050 of which are 

fully paid shares, 2,020 being preference shares. It is the conversion 
to a company of the business of Roberts, Mart, & Co., of Leeds and 
Birmingham, paper merchants, printers, and paper bag manufacturers. 
The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are :—*Wm. Mart, 
paper merchant, Wormalds-yard, Alfred-street, Leeds ; ’’John Roberts, 
paper merchant, Wormalds-yard, Alfred-street, Leeds ; *Wm. Roberts, 
paper merchant, Wormalds-yard, Alfred-street, Leeds ; B. II. Stephen¬ 
son, clerk, Wormalds-yard, Alfred-street, Leeds ; W. G. Mart, 
traveller, Wormalds-yard, Alfred-street, Leeds ; F. T. Machim, paper 
manufacturer, Ivnowle ; Walter Roberts, merchant, Hinckley-street, 
Birmingham. The number of directors is not to be less than three, 
nor more than five; qualification, 100 shares. The first are the 
subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Solicitors, Messrs. Butler & 
Middlebrook, Leeds. Registered office, Wormalds-yard, Alfred- 
treet, Boar-lane, Leeds. 

The “ Lantern,” Limited.—Registered on the 24th ult., with a 
capital of £1,500, in £5 shares, to purchase from Hy. Lindon Riley, 
the Lantern newspaper, published at St. Helen’s, Lancaster. The 
subscribers, who have taken one share each, are:—-H. L. Riley, 
solicitor, St. Helen’s; Mrs. Riley, St. Helen’s; Peter Wood, printer, 
St. Helen’s; S. Wood, printer, St. Helen’s ; L. Pennington, pawn¬ 
broker, St. Helen’s; T. H. Lawlers, journalist, St. Helen’s; J. 
Tindle, clerk, St. Helen’s. Registered without special articles. 

“Weekly Recorder,” Limited.—Registered on the 14th ult., 
with a capital of £1,200, in £1 shares, to acquire the business, 
property, and rights of the North London Press Association, Limited, 
and in particular all the rights and interest in a newspaper called The 
Weekly Recorder. 450 of the shares are 6 per cent, noncumulative 
preference shares. The subscribers are :—J. D. Bonner, accountant, 
53, Colman-street, 750 preference shares ; H. Mackenzie, 28, Milton- 
road, South Hornsey, 20 ordinary shares ; G. H. Mitchell, brewer, 3, 
High-street, Stoke Newington, 25 ordinary shares; A. W. F. Spagg, 
engineering draughtsman, 14, Colveston-crescent, N.E., 5 ordinary 
shares ; A. Coates, printer, 47, Cowper-road, N., 75 ordinary shares ; 
H. Coates, printer, 58, Cowper-road, N., 75 ordinary shares ; 
E. P. Milsted, clerk, 28, Eastbank, Amhurst-park, 1 ordinary share. 
Most of the regulations of table A apply. Solicitor, Mr. E. Ellis, 23, 
Birchin-lane. 

London Paper Mills Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
10th ult., with a capital of £75,000, divided into 4,990 ordinary shares 
of £10 each, and ioo founders’ shares of£i each, to carry on business 
as paper manufacturers in all branches. The subscribers are :—*T. 
L. Roberts, Bedford-park, Croydon, 1 ordinary share ; R. D. 
Wilkinson, 2, Elmwood-road, Croydon, 1 ordinary share ; *A. L. 
Poulter, wholesale stationer, 6, Arthur-street West, E.C., 1 ordinary 
share and 60 founders’ shares; *A. E. Reed, paper maker, Highdene, 
Sidcup, I ordinary share and 40 founders’ shares ; E. C. D. Poulter, 
wholesale stationer, 6, Arthur-street West, 1 ordinary share ; *G. 
Griffiths, J.P., 24, Fitzjohn’s-avenue, N.W., 1 ordinary share ; A. J. 
Rhodes, Chislehurst, 1 ordinary share. The number of directors is 
not to be less than three, nor more than six; qualification, £500 in 
shares or stock; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and 
J. G. Rhodes, of 7, Southwark-street, S.E. ; remuneration of ordinary 
directors, £75 per annum each. Messrs. A. L. Poulter and A. E. 
Reed are appointed managing directors. Solicitor, Mr. W. W. 
Young, 118 and 119, Newgate-street. 

Pyne Advertising Syndicate, Limited.—Registered on the 
28th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £5 shares, to acquire the inven¬ 
tion of Peter Pyne for the United Kingdom, with reference to an 
advertising device, consisting of a label or sheets of lables, having on 
one face a stamp and one or more advertisements, and on the other 
face adhesive substances. The subscribers, who have taken one share 
each, are :—Maurice Belsham, engineer, 62, Queen Victoria-street ; 
G. Reydellet, manager, 49, Queen Victoria-street ; C. Ingrey, jun., 
chemist, 37, Lombard-street ; J. Tomlinson Corbin, engineer, 52, 
Queen Victoria-street ; W. Aubert, jun., engineer, 86, Farringdon- 
street ; W. Inglis Hampton, engineer, Croydon-road, Beckenham ; 
W. Tibbets Hart, solicitor, 28, Moorgate-street. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; qualification, 
£50 in shares or stock. The subscribers are to appoint the first. The 
company in general meeting will determine remuneration. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Wansey, Bowen, & Co., 28, Moorgate-street. 

“London Weekly” Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
24th ult., with a capital of £6,000, in £10 shares, to carry into effect 
an agreement of the 2nd January, between Maurice Evans and Henry 
Williams, both of Liverpool, to acquire the right to publish a book, 
newspaper, or work, entitled “ The London Weekly,” or some other 
such title, for £2,000 in fully paid deferred shares. Mr. Evans is 
appointed managing director for three years, at a salary of £350 per 
annum. The subscribers who have taken one share each are :— 
C. W. Simpson, sack contractor, Allerton ; H. Williams, estate 
agent, 16, Moorfields, Liverpool; R. Pughe Evans, timber salesman, 
18, Wellesley-road, Liverpool; Mrs. Maurice Evans, 10, Cairn-street, 
Princes-avenue, Liverpool ; Miss C. Evans, 18, Wellesley-road, Liver- 
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pool ; M. W. Evans, accountant, 10, Weld-street, Liverpool ; H. M. 
Benison, master mariner, 51, Great Mersey-street, Liverpool. The 
number of directors is not to be less than two nor more than five ; the 
first two subscribers and Mr. Maurice Evans are the first directors; 
remuneration, £50 per annum each. 

“ Pwllheli Chronicle ” Newspaper Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the nth ult., with a capital of ,£1,000, in £1 shares, to 
purchase the Pwllheli Chronicle and North Wales Gazette. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have taken one share each, are :—Edward Jones, Mayor 
of Pwllheli ; Robert Jones, banker, Pwllheli ; D. G. Davies, chartered 
accountant, Pwllheli ; O. L. Edwards, solicitor, Pwllheli ; G. P. 
Jones, solicitor, 3, Pope’s Head-alley, London ; E. R. Davies, clerk, 
Pwllheli; M. Roberts, clerk, Pwllheli. Registered without special 
articles. 

Edward Lloyd, Limited.—Registered on the 20th ult, with a 
capital of £250,000, in £100 shares, to acquire the businesses of 
newspaper proprietor, paper manufacturer, and wholesale stationer, 
carried on at Sittingbourne, Kent, by Mr. Edward Lloyd, and to 
continue the printing and publication of the Daily Chronicle and 
Lloyd’s Weekly London Newspaper. The subscribers who have taken 
one share each are :—*Edward Lloyd, newspaper proprietor, 12, Salis- 
bury-square, E.C.; *Frank Lloyd, 12, Salisbury-square, E.C.; ^Herbert 
Lloyd, 12, Salisbury-square, E.C.; *A. Lloyd, 12, Salisbury-square, 
E.C.; *Harry Lloyd, 12, Salisbury-square, E.C.; Mrs. Edward Lloyd, 
17, Delahay-street, S.W.; Mrs. Frank Lloyd, Haling-park-road, 
Croydon. The subscribers denoted by an asterisk are the first 
directors. Qualification, 100 shares. The remuneration, if any, of 
the directors, will be determined by the company in general meeting. 
Mr. Edward Lloyd is appointed managing director and chairman for 
life. Solicitors, Messrs. Hopwood & Son, 47, Chancery-lane. 

Universal Printer Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
20th ult., with a capital of£6,000 in £1 shares, to acquire the rights 
of James Samuel Foley in an invention for “improvements in inking,” 
the provisional specifications for which are dated December 6th, 1889, 
No. 19,635, and January 15th, 1890, No. 793, to manufacture and 
sell printing machines of every description. The subscribers who 
have taken one share each are :—Francis Hird, B.A., electrician, 
Woodlands-terrace, Charlton ; J. S. Foley, inventor, 20, Richmond- 
gardens, Shepherd’s-bush ; G. Daniel, secretary to a company, 64, 
St. Anne-street, S.W.; G. Johnstone Kennedy, 22, George-street, 
Hanover-square ; L. A. Hart, merchant, 35, Walbrook ; Hy. Oliver, 
builder, 20, Richmond-gardens, Shepherd’s-bush ; J. A. Hird, clerk, 
6, Finch-lane. Registered without special articles. Registered by 
Mr. W. A. Hird, 46, Queen Victoria-street. 

355.—A. May. An improved unbound book or pamphlet edge- 
cutter. 8. 

522.—P. A. Goodchaux. Improvements in and relating to printing 
in colours and apparatus therefor. 11. 

526.—W. P. Thompson, a communication from V. Landsberg and 
P. Kohler, of Germany. Improvements in matrice-making 
machines. 11. 

585.—T. Meredith. Improvements in, and attachments for, type¬ 
writing machines. 13. 

766.—J. Michaud. Improved printing machine. 15. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1888. 
16,850.—Cleathers and Nichols. Printing-machines . 8d. 

1889. 
1,474.—Rouse. Printing-machines . 6d. 
2.101. —Collins. Bibles .. 4d. 
2,413.—Wright and Moore. Printing telegraphs . 6d. 
2,631.—Michaud. Rotary printing-machines. lid. 
2,734.—Dawson. Printing-machines . 8d. 
3.102. —Furnival & others. Paper-cutting machines. 6d. 
3,146.—Hamblet. Printing-machines . is. id. 
3,788.—Hall. Type-writers . nd. 
4,310.—Newbery. Paper .. 4d. 

16,256.—Cottrell. Chromatic printing machines. I id. 
17,527.—Barnes. Type-writers . 8d. 
17,614.—Goodson. Stereotype matrices, &c. is. id. 
18,437.—Lasar. Type-writers. is. 6d. 
18,440.—Lasar. Type-writers. 6d. 

Amended Specifications. 

1885. 
1,151.—Boult. Matrices for printing surfaces, &c. is. id 
1,153.—Boult. Printing surfaces, &c. 8d 
1,833.—Boult. Producing stereotype matrices, &c. is. yd 
2.823. —Boult. Machines for producing relief surfaces for 

printing, &c. is. 9d 
5.823. —Boult. Producing type-bars and matrices. 8d 
8,457.—Boult. Justifying matrices, types, and dies .. 8d 

1886. 
9,115.—Boult. P'orming type-bars and stereotype matrices is. 6d 

10,525. —Boult. Casting type-bars.. is. 3d 

The first general meeting of the Morning News, Limited, Belfast, 
was held last month, when an interim dividend of £8 per cent, on the 
ordinary shares, and £6 per cent, on the preference shares was 
declared. A large balance remained, portion of which was devoted to 
the establishment of a reserve fund, and a respectable balance was 
carried forward to next year’s account. Satisfaction was expressed at 
the careful management of the directors. 

At a meeting of the directors of Mason & Mason, Limited, held 
recently, an interim dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum on 
the preference and 10 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares was 
declared up to Dec. 31 last. 

Bdtite (patent 
The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 

was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—December, 1889. 

20,605.—H. L. Coldridge. An improved portable writing-desk for 
reporters, &c. 23. 

20,633.—A. Paton. Improvements in lithographic and letter-press 
printing machinery. 23. 

20,701.—A. Paton. Improvements in lithographic and letter-press 
printing machinery. 24. 

20,871.—J. J. Allen. Improver, ents in feeding sheets of paper to 
printing, &c., machines. 30. 

20,968.—J. B. Odell. Improvements in type-setting machines, 31. 
20,992.—A. H. Woodall. Improvements in and relating to type¬ 

writing machines. 31. 
January, 1890. 

6.—F. J. Bowditch. An improved printing apparatus. 1. 
28.—R. Creswell and M. Heslop. An improved automatic appa¬ 

ratus for feeding paper to printing-presses, Sic. 1. 
212.—G. H. Schloesser. An improvement in paper-making machi¬ 

nery. 6. 
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The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through 
any Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent post free for one 
year for 44. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 
is. 6d., or is. gd. by post. The Index and Title-page were issued with 
the January Number. 

We have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer 
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these at 44. each, post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr 

G. Hedeler, Grimmaischer Steinweg, 3, Leipzig; M. Bernard 
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Coptce of (fltonfji. 

the important theme of “Ocean Penny Postage 

and cheap Telegraphic Communication be¬ 

tween England and all parts of the Empire and 

America,” Mr. J. Henniker Heaton, M.P., read 

a paper, on February 18, before the Society of 

Arts. The chair was occupied by Sir Francis 

Dillon Bell, Agent-General of New Zealand ; and the 

audience included the Earl of Belmore, a former Governor 

of New South Wales. Mr. Henniker Heaton contended 

that a penny ocean postage would allow the high rate of 

^100 per ton to the shipowners, while the Post Office would 

get nearly ^200, which ought to cover the cost of distribution. 

In the matter of the telegraph Mr. Heaton proposes to buy 

out at a fair rate the monopoly-holding Eastern Telegraph and 

Eastern Extension Companies, and he calculates that messages 

could be telegraphed profitably between England and Australia 

for is. per word. The opinion of Sir John Pender was quoted 

that with the new charges there would be a surplus of a million 

a year. At the conclusion of the paper Dr. Hyde Clarke, Mr. 

Lascelles Scott, Captain Fairholme, and others spoke, agreeing 

generally in these proposals. 

4 4 4 

From a letter received from Mr. James Haysman, president 

of the Tenant Tradesmen’s Union, we make the following 

extracts :—“ The honest enterprising tradesman who creates a 

business, finds himself, at the end of a short lease or agreement, 

fined by his landlord for that very business energy which has 

secured to the landlord payment of the rent and due care of 

the premises. The fines have been monstrous in many cases. 

Double or treble rent, heavy premium, rebuilding of premises, 

—one or all of these ruinous conditions have been imposed by 

landlord or agent on the man who has alone made the goodwill 

of the business, and is alone honestly entitled to the beneficial 

result of his labour, capital, and skill. The owners of private 

house property cannot, dare not, attempt such pillage. Let 

shopkeepers in every part of London, and in every provincial 

town, signify their willingness to unite with their customers in 

this warfare against unjust landlords. Were united action 

promptly organised, within a few months local tradesmen 

would be able to undersell the barrack-like ‘ stores,’ and their 

customers have the advantage of obtaining, in their immediate 

neighbourhood, the best articles of every description, and in 

all respects the best value for their money.” 

❖ 4 4 

The Art Students’ and Amateurs’ Art Competition initiated 

by Messrs. Raphael Tuck & Sons, has proved an undeniable 

success. The idea was warmly taken up not only in the United 

Kingdom, but in the Colonies and in America ; and the result 

was seen in the 2,600 accepted copies of the firm’s published 

art works hung recently in the rooms of the Royal Institute of 

Painters in Water Colours. The committee of selection con¬ 

sisted of thirteen ladies and gentlemen, all well-known artists 

employed by Messrs. Tuck and Sons. The work of awarding 

prizes and diplomas ultimately devolved on four judges of high 

standing in the art world, including Sir J. E. Millais and Mr. 

Marcus Stone, A.R.A. The outcome of their labours is 

represented by 350 of the best works chosen for special recog¬ 

nition, of which 100 have been awarded money prizes, while 

the remainder each receive a diploma of merit. 

444 

All who have to do with “Books and the Housing of Them” 

will find not a little of more than passing interest in Mr. Glad¬ 

stone’s article on that subject in the new number of the 

Nineteenth Century. From youth to age the ex-Premier has 

been an omnivorous reader, and, as might be expected, the 

paper in question is full of practical hints on what may be 

termed the library aspects of literature. Mr. Gladstone, like 

every true lover of books, believes that noble works ought not 

to be published in mean and unworthy forms, nor cheapness 

secured by the sacrifice of elegance. The binding of a book 

he regards as the dress with which it walks out into the world, 

whilst paper, type, and ink are described by him as the body, 

in which its soul is domiciled ; and these three, he maintains, 

ought to be adjusted to one another by the laws of harmony 

and good sense. 
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The annual meeting of the Incorporated Society of Authors 
was held on the 27th ult., at Willis’s Rooms, under the 
presidency of Mr. Walter Besant. The report of the com¬ 
mittee contained a number of useful hints and cautions, 
amongst which were the following:—(1) Not to sign any 
agreement of which the alleged cost of production forms an 
integral part, unless an opportunity of proving the correctness 
of the figures is given them. (2) Not to enter into any corre¬ 
spondence with publishers who are not recommended by 
experienced friends or by this society. (3) Never, on any 
account whatever, to bind themselves down to any one firm of 
publishers. (4) Not to accept any proposal of royalty without 
consultation with the society. (5) Not to accept any offer of 
money for MSS. without previously taking the advice of the 
society. (6) Not to accept any pecuniary risk or responsibility 
without advice. (7) Not, under ordinary circumstances, when 
a MS. has been refused by the well-known houses, to pay 
small houses for the production of the work. The chairman 
dwelt upon the necessity of looking closely into the publishers’ 
statements respecting the cost of production, and recom¬ 
mended young authors to take the advice which the society 
was willing to offer, and so avoid the blunders and disappoint¬ 
ments to which the inexperienced were liable. It was proposed 
to bring out a book explaining the different methods of 
publishing, under the editorship of the secretary. The volume 
will probably be ready about Easter. 

4* 4» 4» 

The Standard., commenting upon the changes passing over 
Edinburgh as a literary centre, remarks that one by one the 
publishers who once made it famous have opened establish¬ 
ments in London, and now it appears that another of the great 
firms which still maintain a literary leaven in the Metropolis of 
the North have reluctantly been compelled to follow the fashion. 
The Blacks, whose name appears on the title-page of the 
“Encyclopaedia Britannica,” and on the well-known editions of 
Scott’s works, will, it is true, continue as of old to carry on 
business at the familiar house on the North Bridge ; but, like 
Blackwood and Chambers, they will concentrate to a large 
extent the active life of their house amid the din and smoke in 
London. Their workshops will be in Edinburgh, but the chief 
distributing centre will be found in Soho-square. It is inevit¬ 
able that this should be. There are still great publishers and 
some excellent writers in Edinburgh. But the publishers have 
one after another added “ London ” to their imprint, though 
they may not have actually closed their doors in the North. 

❖ ❖ + 

Mr. Slatter completes his twenty-first year as secretary 
of the Typographical Association on the first of May next. A 
most appropriate opportunity is thus offered for presenting him 
with a fitting testimonial in recognition of his lengthened ser¬ 
vices. The progress of the association in membership and 
funds has been a constant subject for congratulation ; and the 
painstaking efforts and judicious administrative capacity of the 
association secretary have, in a very large degree, contributed 
towards that progress. Those who are responsible for the 
management of the various branches of the association have 
given a quite unanimous and unqualified approval to the move¬ 
ment, and it is thought that the members of the association 
will co-operate in a similar spirit. Circulars, with subscription- 
sheets, will be issued shortly, and it is hoped that a hearty and 
generous response will be made by those on whose behalf Mr. 
Slatter has so long and faithfully laboured. 

4* + 4* 

In the immense printing establishment of A. Chaix & Co., in 
Paris, a school exists, not only to instruct the apprentices 
thoroughly in all the different branches of work pursued in the 
establishment, but also to make sure that they have the wide 
general information so useful to the printer, and a clear under¬ 
standing of their duties as citizens and members of the social 
order. The instructors are mainly drawn from the superior 
employes or foremen of the house, only a few teachers coming 
from without. The two hours’ instruction every day is given 
at the time when the foremen and the machinery are most at 
liberty ; this may be changed when there is unusual pressure. 
The preliminary course comprises four years’ instruction in 
language, arithmetic, geometry, history, geography, reading and 
accounts. The technical course covers the whole subject of 

typography and its accessories, the instruction being of the 
most practical character. Grammar, as applied to typography, 
and readings in Latin, Greek, German, and English, written 
and printed, are the literary features of this course. The sup¬ 
plementary course introduces the history of printing and of 
French literature, with the biographies of great printers ; the 
elements of physics, mechanics, and industrial chemistry ; 
lessons in political economy, social science, and common law, 
which give special prominence to all matters bearing on the 
welfare of the working man, such as provident and aid societies, 
insurance, savings, consumptive co-operation, and participation. 
The elements of political science ancl commercial law complete 
this excellent curriculum. The whole cost of instruction is 
borne by the house, and it pays each apprentice ten centimes 
(about 1 d) for each day’s attendance ; at the end of the month 
the pupil receives the amount for pocket money. 

4. 4. 4. 

Not much can be said in connection with the Board of Trade 
returns for February. The export of books is practically the 
same as last year, both as regards quantity and value. 
Stationery shows a slight increase. Paper is a trifle better for 
the month, but the total for the two months is far behind that 
of last year. Import of foreign paper shows a very large 
increase in quantity, both for the month and the two months. 
The value shows a slight decrease. 

Export of Printed Books. 

Feb. 1890 

,. 1889 
,, . 1888 

Jan. and Feb. 1890 

„   1889 

cwt. £■ 
10,205 ... 81,814 
9,844 ... ... 82,797 
9,107 ... ... 77,617 

20,201 ... 173,151 
20,426 ... ••• 173,971 
17,943 ••• • •• 156,633 

Extort of Stationery (other than Paper). 

P’eb. 1890 

,, . 1889 
„ . 1888 

Jan. and Feb. 1890 
. 1889 

,,   1888 

P 
68,145 
60,598 
65,638 

I43A23 
135,240 
128,228 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the two months in each of the three years. 

Feb. 

1890. 1889. 1888. 

£• £. £ 
12,141 ... 11,949 ... 14,084 

4,589 ... 4,748 ... 4,015 
10,827 ••• 9,775 ... 13,126 
18,718 ... 17,811 ... 18,705 
30,068 ... 31,721 ... 20,426 

a... 2,635 - 3,438 1,861 
56,262 ... 48,786 ... 70,906 

of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £. 
1890 80,017 ... • • 139,474 
1889 78,214 ... • 138,176 
1888 85,278 ... .. 143,896 
1890 160,299 .. 279,497 
1889 173,859 ••• ■ • 303,843 
1888 170,577 ... .. 290,648 

I.uroRT of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. £• 
1890 ... ... 177,697 ... 151,518 
1S89 ... ••• 140,334 ••• .. 126,351 
1888 ... ... 117,479 ••• 
1890 ... .. 302,795 
1889 ... ... 287,283 ... ... 258,160 
1888 ... ... 253,944 ••• .. 237,262 

Printers have not been particularly famous for their Samsonian 
physique, nor has their lack of it, so far as we know, ever received 
undue attention. A Liverpool paper, however, thoroughly empha¬ 
sised its poor opinion of the compositor’s muscle by heading one of its 
articles “ Fight between a man and a printer ! ” 
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Latest Developments in the Printing 
Trade. 

By W. H. Gass. 

We intend to give each month, under this heading, particulars of new 

processes, methods, &c., and shall be pleased to receive suggestions 

and contributions from our readers. We shall also be willing to 

answer any queries that may be addressed to us on subjects coming 

within the scope of these columns. These queries should be sent 

in by the 1st of the month to ensure being dealt with in the subse¬ 

quent number. 

Process Blocks by Sand-blast and Lithography by 

Sand-Blast. 

INCE last issue of the Printing Times and 

Lithographer, my attention has been drawn 
to some correspondence cn the above sub¬ 
ject, from which it would appear that there is 
a general impression that sand-blast is a re¬ 

cent invention, and that while from it great things are hoped, 
it is exclusively in the hands of one firm. Nothing of the 
kind. Sand-blast is in very general use in the glass trade. 
The decoration which we see on gas and oil-lamp globes 
is made by it. The obscured glass used in offices to in¬ 
crease the privacy of particular apartments is grained by 
sand-blast. No firm of lithographers whose offices are 
near sand-blast works can fail to observe its advantages 
over the old method of graining a stone. There are 
patented sand-blasts, but the broad principle of their use 
for process block-making or lithography is free to all. I 
know the process well, and will explain it to any subscriber 
to the Printing Times and Lithographer who feels an 
interest in it, and means business. 

Reproduction of Old Prints. 

In last month’s issue we described a process for taking 
impressions from old prints for reproductive purposes. 
That process is based on very familiar lines, which, how¬ 
ever, are not sufficiently studied. Zincographers, as well 
as. lithographers, might avail themselves of some of the 
principles underlying the process. It is a much more con¬ 
venient, as well as a more economical, method than the 
process of photography to which they, perhaps, too fre¬ 
quently resort. The use of photography applies only in 
the cases of reduction, nature-printing, or some process 
which does not lend itself to simple transfer. To transfer 
a print proceed as follows :—Take 1 oz. of nitric acid 
and put it into 7 oz. of water. Moisten the paper 
with it, and place it between two sheets of blotting, with a 
weight upon it. When the superfluous moisture has been 
absorbed, take a perfectly clean piece of polished zinc 
suitable for the job, place the print upon it, and pass 
through the press. The print will be at once transferred 
to the zinc, and will prevent the acid from affecting any 
part of the metal underlying it. The acid, on the other 
hand, will etch the open parts of the print. When the 
original is removed, the plate is rinsed through a solution 
of gum in weak phosphatic acid. The peculiar effect of 
this solution is, that it restores to the zinc its chemical 
quality of absorbing water. The transfer on the surface of 
the zinc is not affected, and the inking roller is applied in 
the usual manner. The lithographer proceeds to take his 
prints in the usual way ; the zincographer will treat it as a 
transfer, roll up, protect, and pass it on to his bath. 

When the original print is very old and of a nature not 
likely to set off on pressure, it should be first soaked in a 
solution of potash (the liquorpotassi of the chemist), then 

in a solution of tartaric acid. The salt, which chemically 
speaking is bitartrate of potash, will lie on the surface of the 
unprinted parts of the paper, but will not affect the printed 
parts. The print is then laid on the inking table, and inked 
by rolling over the surface. The original is then rinsed 
through pure water, the salt is dissolved, leaving the white 
parts clear. The diluted nitric acid is then applied, and 
the operation proceeds as before stated. This same pro¬ 
cess can be applied for decoration in many departments of 
industrial art. 

Tint Blocks. 

Nature furnishes an infinite variety of products and 
processes from, and by which printing surfaces may be 
obtained ; each kind repeating itself somewhat in general 
appearance, but never in detail; each beyond the ordinary 
powers of man to imitate, and most of them exceedingly 
beautiful so as to admit of being used in ordinary ornamental 
work. Take for instance a little sulphateof magnesia (Epsom 
salts). Make a strong solution, cover the face of a piece 
of plate-glass, and let it evaporate very slowly. The glass 
will be covered with a foliated network of crystals, some¬ 
what like window-glass on a frosty day, except that when 
properly done the crystals will be separate, and not con¬ 
nected at the edges. A mould can be taken by pressure 
on wax, from which the salts can be washed out by water, 
and an electro taken from this, which in turn can be printed 
from, and you have a most beautiful picture of crystallisa¬ 
tion. Oxalic acid similarly treated gives a much finer 
crystal, but the depth of the plate must be increased 
chemically, or used only on rolled paper, with the very best 
ink. 

Coarser, in the sense of larger, but still exquisite crystals, 
may be obtained by soaking a slab of marble in water all 
night, and in the morning wiping the top dry, and packing 
it in a freezing mixture or refrigerator. The water forced 
up to the top by rhe contraction of the marble, under the 
influence of the cold, will freeze in beautiful foliated shapes. 
The mould from this might be taken preferably by the 
plaster process, but if by wax, the wax must be cold. 

Again, make a solution of gum tragacanth as in the 
marbling of paper. Have one oily solution and one solu¬ 
tion of ox gall, which sprinkle precisely as for paper; if 
you like, you may add a few iron filings to one or both 
solutions. These solutions will spread just as colours do. 
Having got a surface to your mind, take it up on a piece 
of zinc instead of paper, expose the zinc to acids, the oil- 
covered parts will not be affected, and you will have a 
beautiful marble ground. The process to be followed in 
transferring to stone or zinc and etching is as described in 
previous note on reproduction. 

Take a sheet of guttapercha, warm it, sprinkle iron 
filings on it, fold it over in the nature of folding a sheet of 
8vo, knead it slightly, let it cool and get hard, then cut 
carefully in two across the folds, and you will have a layer, 
or rather a series of layers of a variegated design of gutta¬ 
percha and iron filings, the beauty of which will depend 
upon your skill in manipulating them. Try again, it not 
pleased at first, and when suited dip the smooth face into 
nitric acid which will eat out the iron and leave the gutta¬ 
percha untouched. Take a plaster mould from this, and 
print from stereo. Wax is unsuitable. 

Take a block of some knotty, irregularly-grained wood, 
and have it planed across in the direction in which the 
grain is most distorted. Then soak it in sulphuric acid, 
and the softer parts of the wood will be charred away faster 
than the hard ones, so that the grain will appear in ridges 
and hollow's. This may be duplicated by a plaster cast and 
stereotyped. 

If a pane of glass be firmly held at one corner and 
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sprinkled with fine sand or lycopodium seed, and then a j 

violin bow be drawn across the edge so as to produce a 

musical note, the seed or sand will arrange itself into 

very curious figures, stars, squares, triangles, and so on, 

very much after the nature of a kaleidoscope. This 

effect can be reproduced by plaster or by wax mould, 

the seed being eaten out of it by acid before taking an 

electro. 

___—--• o (£*-©-- 

Chromo Almanacks. 

MESSRS. TAYLOR BROS, have issued their samples 

of almanacks, comprising about forty-eight subjects 

suitable for almost every taste. The designs are mostly of 

a domestic character, and show good drawing and efficient 

execution. It is impossible to particularise each subject, 

and as we consider the mere enumeration of titles conveys 

no information to the reader, we will only speak of a few 

which take our fancy. It will of course be understood that 

no reflection is cast upon those not mentioned. “ New 

Year’s Eve” is an effective picture of a country church by 

moonlight, with the light shining through the painted win¬ 

dows. “You can’t come to Church” is a little girl send¬ 

ing back her favourite pug, who has accompanied her to 

the church gate; the figures are capital. “An Italian 

Eruit-seller,” an Italian girl with a mule, is very bright and 

capitally coloured. “ Violet ” is a very pretty girl’s head 

upon a gold back-ground, and with two fine sun-flowers in 

the corner; it is a very superior piece of work. “ Caught in 

the Act” is a comic subject, representing a butler discover¬ 

ing the cats and dogs making off with his very choice little 

dinner. “ Mamma’s Birthday ” depicts a young mother 

being kissed and hugged by her two boys and a little girl. 

“ A Dashing Pair ” is a lady and gentleman in a dog-cart, 

driving tandem, and just crossing a little stream by a 

cottage, causing considerable consternation among the 

ducks and geese. The collection altogether worthily sus¬ 

tains the reputation of Messrs. Taylor Bros, for good and 

artistic work. 

Mr. James Upton, of Birmingham, sends a collection of 

his almanacks, which contains a number of very fine sub¬ 

jects. “ Loch Lomond,” a large view of the lake by 

sunset, is a most exquisite picture, and a few years ago 

would have been considered worthy of framing. The same 

subject is repeated in a smaller size, but the larger picture 

is the better. “ Invincible and Irresistible,” a boy in sailor 

suit and a little girl in pink, is sure to be popular; it is a 

very good piece of lithography. “ One good turn deserves 

another ” is a little girl helping grandfather with his coat; a 

very homely and interesting subject. “The Village Belle” 

is a pretty hay-maker resting from her labours. “The 

Falls of Niagara” by moonlight is an effective picture, 

giving a very good idea of the wonderful falls. “ Queen of 

my Heart ” is quite pretty enough to be such ; it is a very 

delicate piece of work and should sell well. “ Affection, 

Kindness,” a young lady helping her mother on the way 

from church, is homely and attractive. In all these speci¬ 

mens there is a distinct advance, both as regards the 

designs and the quality of the lithography and printing, 

over those of last year. We are pleased to note this 

improvement, but it is no more than we might expect from 

so enterprising a firm. Customers become so exacting 

now, and competition is so keen, that it is a continual 

struggle to keep abreast even; but it demands constant and 

unremitting attention to produce anything that will surpass 

others. We can safely say that Mr. Upton holds his own, 

and in some respects more than holds his own, against his 

competitors. 

Lecture on Bookbinding. 

OLLOWING Mr. Emery Walker’s lecture on 
Printing at the City of London College in 
Moorfields, Mr. T. J. Cobden-Sanderson 

lectured on “ Bookbinding and the Decoration 
of Bound Books ” at the same place, on 

Thursday, February 6th, Edward Bond, Esq., presiding. 
This last-mentioned gentlemen is one of the Assistant 
Charity Commissioners. As in the case of the lecture on 
printing, this too was illustrated by means of lantern slides, 
which gave additional interest. The syllabus, a somewhat 
ambitious one, is here given 

Introduction. Description of the Craft-life generally. 
Origin of binding. Early forms of binding. The Roll. 
The folded form of literature and correspondent (modern) 
form of binding. Materials used in the protection and 
decoration of books. Great patrons and great binders. 
Contributory crafts and industries. Division of bindings 
from the point of view of the binder. Characteristics of 
good “ temporary ” (paper or cloth) bindings. Charac¬ 
teristics of good “permanent” bindings. The conditions 
(social and other) of good binding generally. The supreme 
aim of the binder as craftsman and artist. The division 
of bindings from the point of view of decoration. 
The decoration of “bindings for use.” The decora¬ 
tion of “ bindings for beauty’s sake.” Some so-called 
“rules of decoration.” The nature of design and the 
conditions under which design in the decoration of 
bound books must manifest itself. Illustrations. Execu¬ 
tion. The temptation to overlook design in the pleasure 
of execution. The great schools (of France) of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. No great school at 
the present day, nor any signs of one. Inspiration, per¬ 
haps, to be sought for the future in the conception of 
society itself as a work of art to which all the lesser arts 
and crafts of life may minister. Conclusion. 

The lecturer, though a gentleman-amateur at the craft, 
is without doubt thoroughly at home in the subject he 
gave, and the specimens of work he exhibited at the last 
Exhibition of the Arts and Crafts Society at the New 
Gallery in Regent-street last autumn, stamps him as a 
thorough master of the art he treated of. His bindings are 
sought after by many collectors, and further he was awarded 
a prize by the Society of Arts in i838 for competitive 
work. 

The lecturer traced the origin of binding from the earliest 
times, the first form of binding being the roll. He touched 
on the history of the great binders of the middle ages, and 
said how certain books were identified by their patron’s 
rather than the workman’s name. The principal argument 
was to show that we have no modern binder to sustain the 
reputation of the older schools, and that the workman of 
to-day lacked originality of design, and that books were 
bound quite regardless of the contents of the printed 
matter. A good binding was a compliment to the author. 
All these remarks of course apply to leather-work. Our 
opinion is that the lecturer lays too much stress on this 
class of work, and somewhat discounts the value of cloth 
bindings. He classes cloth-cases, or technically speaking 
publisher’s work, as mere temporary bindings, and sub¬ 
mitted that books dressed in that form should be bound 
with square backs and be uncut. That theory is, perhaps, 
very well for the wealthy that can afford to have their 
books rebound in leather, and thus have their whole library 
made uniform, regardless of expense; but we contend, as 
the production of books is so great nowadays, and cloth 
binding advanced to such a high state of perfection, that 
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a fairly well-bound book in cloth is sufficiently durable for 

all ordinary purposes. Let a book be well-sewn-—in good 

sound boards, with good cloth or buckram, and a suit¬ 

able lettering, and this will suffice for the average collector. 

Leather binding is a luxury, and can be only indulged in by 

the wealthy classes. Undoubtedly leather-work is more 

lasting than cloth, and in past times, when books were 

dearer to buy in the first instance, it was necessary to put 

them in some stronger form of binding. Nowadays, the 

great progress of printing cheapens the first-cost on the one 

hand, and on the other the durability of the binding is 

greatly enhanced by the improvement in cloth-work. Hence 

the preserving of books is not of such great moment as 

formerly, unless they be very valuable ones, and of limited 

number as regards the edition. 

Mr. Cobden-Sanderson is a very able lecturer, and his 

discourse was listened to with great attention. He has a 

happy manner of making himself understood, and certainly 

believes in doing a thing well and thoroughly. He does 

not believe in the subdivision of labour, as a workman 

loses interest in his task. This theory will not, however, 

hold in these pushing and cutting times, as it is only by 

adopting these means and thus making specialists in each 

branch, i.e., folding, forwarding, and finishing, that a master 

is enabled to hold his own ; and further, with reference to 

cloth-work, the production is still more divided over a 

larger number of hands. 

Mr. Cobden-Sanderson was awarded a hearty vote of 

thanks for his most able and interesting lecture, as likewise 

the chairman. The lecture was well attended, and 

we noticed several master bookbinders and their repre¬ 

sentatives amongst the audience. J. 

...  -——§-^ <> o- o- 

Scottish Printing.* 

H E above book, a handsome demy 

quarto, on hand-made paper, has come 

to hand for notice. It forms a very 

bulky volume of over 500 pages, and the 

labour involved on such a huge work is 

the result of years’ research by the joint 

authors. The first inception of this 

volume is due to a series of articles, by 

Dr. Dickson some years ago, that appeared in our esteemed 

contemporary, The Printers' Register, entitled “ Early 

Scottish Typography.” These articles, with the other works 

of the same author’s : “ Who was Scotland’s First Printer?” 

and “Introduction of the Art of Printing into Scotland” 

form the basis of the present volume—the whole being 

drawn on very largely, by Mr. Edmonds, in compiling and 

writing the book now under revision, with the sanction 

and help of Dr. Dickson. 

The introduction of Printing into Scotland took place 

some thirty years after Caxton began to print here in 

England, and as the history of the art, as far as concerns 

our sister country, has never been put before the public 

in such a collected form, the work now issued will be 

accepted as a welcome addition to the literature on that 

subject. The information with the collations given of 

books printed during the period covered must have en- 

*“ Annals of Scottish Printing,” from the Introduction of the Art 
in 1507 to the beginning of the seventeenth century. By Robert 
Dickson, L.R.C.S.E. and John Philip Edmond. (Cambridge, 
Macmillan and Bowes, 1890). 

tailed a vast amount of trouble in the first place, and also in 

the subsequent verification. Though printing in Scotland 

— especially in Edinburgh—at the present day is entitled 

to rank as “ second to none,” the early productions of 

the Scottish press are not to be compared with English 

contemporary work of the same period. 

The editors have succeeded in their task admirably, and 

the whole is completed with index full and correct, as far 

as we can find. Books insufficiently or badly indexed are 

a bane, and such works should be condemned. 

We learn from this valuable work that printing received 

from the first the royal patronage of King James IV., by 

whom a patent was granted. To Walter Chepman and 

Androw Myllar, both burgesses of Edinburgh, the introduc¬ 

tion is due. The former was the means really of this cir¬ 

cumstance, and the latter was the more practical man to 

carry out the details. The rise and subsequent growth of 

the art was not rapid, and the successive printers all find a 

place in their order. Their devices or pressmarks are given 

where possible, together with specimens of their most famous 

books. Unfortunately, the reproductions of these samples 

are not satisfactory, and doubtless were made at a period 

when process-blocks had not reached their present perfection. 

Nor is the printing of these blocks as well as it might have 

been, for in many places the impression and inking is 

defective or “rotten.” These two facts somewhat detract 

from the otherwise handsome and well-printed volume. 

The book lover and historian, apart from the more 

practical readers of it, will find much of interest in this work ; 

for many obsolete words are traced back which gives an anti¬ 

quarian value to the book. The attributed character of 

Scotchmen—that of perseverance—comes out in full force 

in studying the contents, and it is by the exercise of this 

trait only that their press has reached and maintained its 

character in the present times. As in the case of the early 

English printers the art, and the necessary types, was 

imported from the continent. The period under contri¬ 

bution commenced with the names just mentioned and 

ends with Robert Charteris, 1596 to 1610. Of this printer 

not much is known as regards his life. The volume is 

concluded with a chapter on doubtful or spurious works 

that do not possess a reliable history. 

The issue of the volume is a limited one, and has an 
edition de luxe in addition ; it is therefore necessary to 

secure copies at once. It should be acquired by ail 

desiring to collect every possible information bearing on 

the progress of printing, and we feel sure that its inital cost 

will repay the collector of such material. 

--s*— c- 

Pencil Tracings on Stone. 

AVERY simple, yet admirable, method of putting pencil 
tracings for engravings or pen drawing on stone is as 

follows : Make tracing as usual, using a pencil not harder 
than H. H. Procure a piece of lead, in the shape of a ball, 
about an inch and a half in diameter. Gum the corners cr 
edges of the tracing to the stone as usual, without interposing 
red paper ; then take the lead ball and let it drop lightly from 
a height of from half an inch to an inch all over the tracing, 
which can be lifted, and the result examined from time to time, 
as in the ordinary method. 

A beautiful, sharp tracing will be found on the stone, superior 
to the old method for working purposes, and produced in a few 
minutes. A good result will be had on the first trial. If not 
too large, hold the stone on the knees while dropping the lead. 
By so doing there is almost no noise, and the possibility of 
annoying others by shaking the work-bench is obviated. 
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MESSRS. HARE & CO., LIMITED, 
WOOD ENGRAVERS and PHOTO-ZINCOGRAPHERS. 

I 
(■ 

SPECIMEN OF HALF-TONE PROCESS-BLOCK BY MESSRS. HARE & CO., LIMITED. 

OR more than three centuries and a-half, which 

is within half-a-century of the full period of 

its existence, wood engraving has been recog¬ 

nised among the liberal arts. Wood engraving 

is wrood engraving, and it is neither an imitation 

or modification of plate engraving or any form of graphic 

writing. The process of the early “ form-schneiders ” was 

essentially that of Holbein, and, two centuries later, that of 

Bewick—of course, subject to manipulative innovations of 

a progressive character, but not in any respect such as wrere 

obliterative of the original idea and object of this particular 

art. Within the last twenty years a radical change has 

taken place. Along with examples true in every detail to 

ancient traditions have been produced specimens of line 

engraving, etchings, mezzo-tints, aqua-tints, all on the same 

material—wood, but belonging in every essential attribute 

co another method. The assertion may seem paradoxical, 

but it is capable of easy verification. It has required the 

special skill of an expert to decide what were wood engrav¬ 

ings and what were steel engravings. The public taste has 

encouraged this state of things. It seems to have paid 

attention to the effect, and disregarded the method by which 

it was produced. If there were all the points about the 

picture that could be looked for—form, chiaro-oscuro, 

depth, graduation of tones—it did not matter whether it 

were printed from a block of wood or from a plate of 
metal. 

Messrs. Hare & Co., Limited, of 31, Essex-street, Strand, 

and Bride-court, Fleet-street, E.C., have been fully alive to 

this change ; they have made changes in their own business 

in order to be the first to take advantage of every develop¬ 

ment, so that their name, in the trade, is synonymous with 

everything good in the world of mechanical illustration. 

Messrs. Hare & Co.’s business was established as far 

back as the year 1842. The founder was Mr. Thomas 

Mathews Hare, of an Ipswich family, and father of the 

present respected heads of the business. He was trained 

in early life as a mechanical draughtsman, and on account 

of his skill as a delineator, was called into requisition at the 

interesting period when labour-saving machinery was being 

recognised among agriculturists. At that time he had no 

intention of joining his fortunes to w'ood engraving; but 

naturally of a careful disposition, and perceiving what little 

likelihood there was that equal care would be exercised on the 

engraving, unless under personal supervision, the exigences 

of his situation brought about the natural combination. 

This same carefulness is exhibited in the first proof book, 

which the present firm preserves with pride, and which they 

take a delight in showing. It is a small book, and contrasts- 

strangely with the enormous guard book at present in use, 

the get up of w'hich, down to the very particulars of binding, 

is precisely the same as that initiated fifty years ago. The 

series of proof books extending over this long period 

exhibit in a most remarkable manner the developments of 
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the art; and, if the style differs, and new methods of pro¬ 

duction are adopted, the careful working-out of the details 

of the early engravings is equally manifest. Mr. Hare’s 

training as a draughtsman stood him in good stead. 

Mechanical engineering receiving an additional impetus from 

the exhibition of 1851, its producers rather sought him out 

than he them. The detail of his work commended him, 

and from this time his name was known and referred to by 

all who valued quality in illustration. The same reputation 

is possessed by the present firm, and connoisseurs, instead 

of wasting their time in the examination of old proofs which 

show unequal merit, would be better employed in appre¬ 

ciating the more excellent points of Messrs. Hare’s 

work. 
In the year 1884, having been forty-two years in 

business in the same premises, 31, Essex-street, Strand, 

Mr. Hare, senior, died, regretted and loved by all with 

whom he associated, for the kindness of his heart, his genial 

humour, and the unaffected simplicity of his character. 

Since that time the sole responsibility of this growing 

and extensive business has rested on Mr. Thomas Leman 

Hare, the eldest son of the deceased. In 1887, Mr. William 

Loftus Hare shared with his brother the responsibility 

and oversight, the Bride-court business being placed 

under his care. The Bride-court business was instituted to 

cope with the demand for an increased range of illustrations 

required by the publishers of illustrated papers. Of late, 

the perpetual recurrence of old conventional lines had 

become tiresome, and the exact imitation of the works of 

the best known and most eminent painters was felt to be 

desirable. These painters, however, were not trained in 

the special methods employed by draughtsmen on the 

block ; they put their conceptions upon canvas or upon 

paper, each in his own way and irrespective of the ways of 

the orthodox and regular draughtsmen on wood. Just here 

came in the assistance of photography, by which paintings or 

drawings on canvas or on paper were transferred directly to 

the wood. Their engraving business has received inconse¬ 

quence a fresh impulse, and entered into a new liberty, 

the possibilities of which it is yet too soon to estimate. 

Messrs. Hare have recognised the advantages, for some 

purposes, of the new methods of producing metal plates, 

and have made elaborate arrangements at Bride-court to 

meet any likely demand. Their photo, studios have been 

fitted without consideration of expense, and their artists 

have been drawn from the best schools, and are specialists 

in photo-zincography. 

Messrs. Hare have no hard-and-fast ideas on any branch 

of reproduction—all of them are in their way, and 

they consequently frankly express themselves as to 

the best method to be pursued. English and Scotch 

manufacturers of machinery have long since found out 

that their catalogues can be best illustrated by Messrs. 

Hare ; and the proprietors of high-class illustrated maga¬ 

zines are beginning to be convinced that they have an 

equally good reputation for line and half-tone reproductive 

processes. One has only to compare Messrs. Hare’s cuts 

with those of other engravers to see how far they are ahead 

in mechanical engraving. Examine the shading of the 

one, and the lines will be found uneven and broken, 

devoid of contrast, and that fineness and even quality so 

peculiar to the work of Messrs. Hare. While they have 

adopted photography, and while they have made chemical 

reproduction a speciality, no firm knows better that photo¬ 

reproduction will never supersede wood-engraving for 

machinery ; therefore this branch of their business receives 

special attention, and is, indeed, peculiarly associated with 
the name of Hare. 

The etching department, in which Mr. William Loftus Hare 

is specially interested, receives a large amount of the atten¬ 

tion of the firm. The distinctive place of an etching is 

due to the fact that each print is almost as truly a direct 

creation of the artist’s brain as one of his paintings on 

canvas. There is no doubt about the widespread interest 

in the art, and the growing appreciation. It is more than 

a new fad destined soon to be replaced by another. The 

artist is behind the method. This manner of expression 

comes very close to his inner self. The public cannot fail 

to feel the art in it, and though, at this time or that, there 

may linger about it something of the craze, its foundation 

is sure, and its life independent of caprice. 

Messrs. Hare & Co. have patented a new process of 

producing blocks for colour work. They claim that by 

this process a picture by an old master can be reproduced 

in its original colours, giving all the gradations of tone and 

even the brush marks of the painter; and a portrait can be 

photographed from life in the natural colours which shall 

be perfect without the mechanical aid of “ touching-up,” 

though this, when discreetly done, improves the effect. 

Oil or water effect can be freely copied, and the 

grade of light and shade can be so worked on, that 

seven blocks only are required where in lithography it 

would be absolutely necessary to prepare and draw 

on eleven stones. Their calendar for 1890 is an 

illustration produced by this patent, and is a very 

fine specimen of its kind. For trade purposes no better 

method could be suggested. There is a nature look 

about it, while its breadth of tone is force itself. As an 

illustration of the appreciation in which this specimen is 

held, I may remark that when Messrs. Hare submitted it 

to the secretary of the Royal Institute of British Architects, 

they were immediately commissioned to produce a work 

for that society. The title of that work is, “TheTaina 

Tower, at Chittore, Rajpootana.” That work is now com¬ 

pleted. I have seen a copy of it, and my honest impres¬ 

sion is that it is an improvement on the Calendar. But a 

greater recommendation than mine Messrs. Hare & Co. 

possess. They have the satisfaction of knowing that 

they have more than satisfied the anticipation of the 

Royal Institute of British Architects. From my inspec¬ 

tion, I can freely say that no one outside the craft 

would know from personal inspection that the work was 

anything but an actual wash, and I am not sure the remark 

does not equally apply to 99 per cent, of the members of 

the craft. The advantages do not rest there. Supposing 

the price for these blocks was slightly more than the cost 

of drawing on and preparation of stones—and this is only 

a supposition, for probably they are less—the saving which 

follows from the cost of ink — printers’ ink substituting 

lithographers’—the speed of machinery, the fact that seven 

printings take the place of eleven, and leaving altogether 

out of account the fact that the quality of the first im¬ 

pression is maintained to the end — is exactly the 

difference between securing and losing a contract. 

Messrs. Hare & Co. have instituted, in connection with 

their Bride-court business, a Newspaper Illustration 

Bureau. In these newspaper blocks they make no preten¬ 

sion to quality. What is aimed at is giving a faithful copy 

—sufficiently open for newspaper printing—of any drawing 

or photograph which may be sent them on the very day of 

receipt. Any newspaper publisher within the three king¬ 

doms—and for that matter, the Channel Islands—can 

depend on having the block in his possession, in a condi¬ 

tion for printing, within thirty-six hours of despatch. Those, 

of course, within the metropolitan area, can have them 

within a few hours. Among the newspapers they at present 

supply are :—The Weekly Telegraph (Sheffield), Bristol 

Observer, Western Morning Neivs (Plymouth), The Evening 
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Dispatch (Edinburgh), The Evening Times (Glasgow), 
Dundee Advertiser, &c., &c. 

Messrs. Hare & Co. possess the most extensive stock of 
Exhibition medals in this or any other country. There is 
scarcely an Exhibition medal of any country not in their 

collection, and they are continually supplying them either 
to the trade or direct to consumer. 

Messrs. Hare & Co., Limited, in addition to their two 
London establishments, have recently opened a branch 
in Paris, and while we go to press I learn that, in con¬ 
sequence of increase in business, they are starting a new 
branch in Chancery-lane. 

An Odd Paper.—We find the following in an old trade 
journal, but know nothing regarding its authenticity : “The 
most amusing and remarkable paper ever printed was the 
Muse Historique, or Rhyming Gazette of Jacques Loret, 
which, for fifteen years, from 1650 to 1665, was issued weekly 
in Paris. It consisted of five hundred and fifty verses 
summarising the week’s news in rhyme, and treated of every 
class of subject, grave and gay. Loret computed, in 1663, the 
thirteenth year of his enterprise, that he had written over three 
hundred thousand verses, and found more than seven hundred 
different exordiums, for he never twice began his gazette with 
the same entere in matter. He ran about the city for his own 
news, never failed to write good verses upon it, and never had 
anybody to help him, and his prolonged and always equal per¬ 
formance has been pronounced something decidedly unique in 
the history of journalism.” 

Examination Papers in Lithography. 
By Thos. B. Widdowson. 

No. I. 

E propose to give a series of three papers con¬ 
taining the answers to the four last years’ 
examination papers of the City and Guilds of 
London Institute for the advancement of 
Technical Education, with a view to assisting 
those who are preparing for the examination 

to be held in May next. This month we shall give those 
of 1886. 

1. Why and how is water used in lithographic printing ? 
1. Why?—Because the whole practice of lithography 

depends on the antipathy of fatty matter and water, the 
various inks used in lithography consisting of sundry fatty 
substances combined together in different proportions for 
different purposes. 2. How?—Its chief use is in damping 
the stone when in the act of printing from it, to keep the 
ink (which consists of pigments ground with fatty agents as 
before stated) within proper bounds. If too much is 
applied the impression will appear “rotten” and “smutty,” 
because the roller will slip over the work instead of re¬ 
volving ; if too little the stone will become dry round the 
edges of the work, causing it to “ bung” up. 

2. How does transfer paper differ from other paper used in 
lithographic printing ? 

Transfer paper is coated with a thin film of glue, starch, 
or other glutinous substances to prevent the work, which is 
placed on it either by the artist or printer, from sinking into 
the paper, and enabling it to be transferred to the stone in 
its entirety. Other papers have not such a coating, as they 
are intended to retain the impression placed upon them. 

3. State a method for making a new roller fit for use. 
In purchasing a roller never buy one “ ready for use,” 

as such are generally only rolled in black ink, which, if left 
to dry, will completely spoil it. When a roller is received 
from the makers, roll it in some strong varnish, getting it 
well up the edges, and scraping it once or twice a day, to 
get the lint off and make the nap smooth and pliable, 
keeping it between times well covered with varnish. The 
scraping should be done with a dull knife, hollowed out 
to the curve of the roller and held at right angles to the 
skin, always scraping with the nap towards you, to insure 
which, place a cross on the handle on the end to be nearest 
you ; it will save time in looking for direction of nap. A 
roller once used for black should never be used for any 
other colour. 

4. Why is a roller having a “ nap ” surface more generally 
useful than one possessing a “ glazed ” surface ? 

A “nap” roller does not slip over the surface of a stone 
so readily as a glazed one, which requires more skilful 
handling and is no use whatever for grained stones, which 
is another advantage for the “ nap.” Then, again, if a 
stone has had several alterations and additions, having in 
consequence been polished or scraped, possibly both, the 
chances are that the glazed roller will not properly ink 
these. A nap roller will also carry a larger body of ink 
without smashing the work, thereby lessening the amount 
of labour at each impression. The chief advantage of the 
glazed roller is the readiness with which it may be cleaned 
for other colours. 

5. What is the difference between the two sides of a piece 
of a paper ? and how is the best side for printing 
upon distinguished ? 

The difference between the two sides of ordinary print- 
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ing paper is that the so-called right side has a compara¬ 
tively smooth matt surface, while the other has a perceptible 
grain, which may easily be distinguished by holding it 
obliquely to a strong light. The smoother a paper is, pro¬ 
viding it is fairly absorbent, the better it is for lithographic 
printing. Some papers are made and calendered so evenly 
that there is hardly any difference between the two sides. 
Some hard-sized papers are totally unfit for litho work. 

6. If in course of rolling a job during printing it becomes 
covered all over with ink, what is the simplest 
method of cleaning it ? 

If the ink has collected on the stone through omitting to 
damp the stone, clear the superfluous ink off the roller by 
rolling it on a clean piece of paper, damp the stone and 
roll briskly, when all the undesired ink will be removed. 
If it is the old work that is putting in an appearance, gum 
up slightly and wash out with turps, and if the dirt is not 
all removed, then use a piece of flannel soaked with thin 
gum and a little weak acid and apply with a gentle 
pressure of the fingers. 

7. State a method of cleaning away the dirt from a job 
to make it fit for printing ? 

After having rolled the job up firmly with strongish ink, 
allow the stone to dry, and dust with finely-powdered resin. 
Then apply a mixture of gum and weak acid, sufficient to 
produce a slight effervescence, rubbing with the finger 
where there is any quantity of dirt; the remainder may 
then be cleared away with strong acid on a boxwood 
stump (finely pointed). If the printer is particularly 
dexterous with the stump no further cleaning will be 
required, but the majority prefer to finish with a scraper, 
after which roll up again, resin and etch. Then apply an 
even coating of gum, allow it to thoroughly dry, wash out 
with turps, again ink up, and gum, when the stone will be 
ready for machine. 

8. How may the work on the stone be protected during a 
strong etching ? 

Roll up and resin as described in previous question; 
then fuse the resin, either by flooding the stone with 
methylated spirit and firing it, or by means of a bunsen 
burner, which is the principle of Eberle’s patent, recently 
declared null and void. The stone will then be in a safe 
condition to use acid to almost any strength. 

9. State the method to be employed in changing from a 
black to a colour printing? 

First put the black roller away, wash up slab, &c., 
scrupulously clean, and scrape colour roller. While doing 
this, allow the stone, which is rolled up in black, to 
soak in cold water by means of the damping cloth being 
laid on it saturated with water. Wipe the gum off and 
wash out with turps until all signs of the black have 
disappeared. Finish off with a clean wet rag, and rub 
up slightly with the colour to be used, and the stone 
will then be in a condition for rolling up in any 
colour desired. If you are on machine work you must be 
also very particular about the duct, as the slightest particle 
of black left on it will spoil any colour, especially if it is a 
light one. 

10. What difference should be made in the ink when 
changing from a soft to a hard paper ? 

A soft paper (under which head you may include India 
plate and the better ordinary printing papers), is of such 
a nature that will allow of a fair amount of both water and 
ink being used ; the latter must not contain too much strong 
varnish, and it will not require much pressure to insure a 
solid, sharp impression, under which the ink will show no 
signs of smashing, unless it is rolled very full indeed. A 
hard or well-sized paper requires just the opposite treaty 

ment. The smallest quantity of water, capable of keeping 
things clear, should be used, and the ink must contain as 
much colour as possible, using as much strong varnish as it 
will carry, to allow of as little being used as will give a solid 
impression, so that it will not smash under the greater 
pressure that it will be found desirable to apply in order to 
cause complete contact between the paper and stone. 

11. State the method of transferring a copper plate 
transfer ? 

If the transfer contains much solid matter it is some¬ 
times advisable to pull it through the press with a piece of 
tissue or some hard surfaced paper on its face under very 
light pressure, but both the transfer and the paper must be 
thoroughly dry. It must then be damped, for which pur¬ 
pose it is placed in the damp book. A paper which con¬ 
tains much glue does not require so much damping as one 
having a predominance of starch, &c.; the proper condi¬ 
tion of the transfer should be such that it will stick to a 
dry finger under slight pressure. The stone to receive it 
should be slightly warm and perfectly free from scratches, 
sand holes, &c., and last, but not least, “ dust,” which is 
the greatest enemy ot successful transferring. Imme¬ 
diately before laying down the transfer on the stone, dust it 
either with the fleshy part of the arm or a piece of dark 
velvet. When the transfer is on the stone, no time should 
be lost in pulling it through, say three times, under slightly 
increased pressure each time. Carefully remove backing 
sheet and damp the back of the transfer, pull through two or 
three more times, then flood the stone with hot water, when 
the paper of the transfer should easily peel off, leaving the 
whole of the composition on the stone. Then gum, rub, or 
roll up, and etch in the usual way. 

12. What is the action of gum arabic on the stone? 
Chemically speaking, its action is a very open question ; 

some say that it forms a gummate of calcium, others say it 
merely dries on. I think it must form some substance 
other than plain gum, from the simple fact that gum once 
applied to a clean stone and allowed to thoroughly dry, 
cannot be washed off with any amount of plain washing, 
either with hot or cold water, and in order to add fresh 
work to a stone that has been gummed, it is necessary to 
remove the coating of gum with some acid, preferably a 
vegetable one. In thus drying into the stone, it prevents 
the work from spreading or filling in; if the stone is only 
left for a few minutes during printing, it should therefore 
always be gummed. 

The “ Bristol Mercury ” Centenary. 

THE proprietors of the Bristol Mercury celebrated its 
centenary on the 1st inst., and in an article on the sub¬ 

ject they say :—For so ephemeral a publication as a newspaper 
—each issue of which may be said to be here to-day and gone 
to-morrow—to have held its place in public esteem, and to 
have kept pace with all the marvellous developments in 
journalism and with the swift progress of political thought, 
until it has compiled a continuous recorded history, under the 
same title, for one hundred years, is no slight achievement, 
and proves its influence and circulation to be no mere mush¬ 
room growth, but well and firmly established against all 
comers. 

The name Mercury is, perhaps, the proudest that any news¬ 
paper can bear, for it is undoubtedly the title of highest anti¬ 
quity in English journalism, and during the Commonwealth 
became almost a generic term. It is certainly the most 
scholarly and classical that has ever been invented, for it likens 
the duties of the newspaper—in collecting and disseminating 
news—to those of the messenger of the gods on high Olympus, 
the Greek Hermes, in Latin Mercury. The first newspaper 
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printed in Bristol was a Mercury, the Mercurius Hibernicus, 
published in 1644. 

The first Bristol Mercury was started on October 5, 1715, 
and its full title was “ The Bristol Weekly Mercury from 
Holland, France, Spain, &c., with Fresh Advices, Foreign and 
Domestick, far Exceeding all other News Papers,” so that it 
appears to have aimed high in the reporting department even 
in those days. This paper was younger than the Stamford 
Mercury, established in 1695, but older than any other existing 
Mercury, as the next oldest, and perhaps greatest, of the series, 
the Leeds Mercury, was started in 1718. Unfortunately, 
nothing is known of this first Bristol Mercury beyond what 
appears on the face of the copy now in the possession of the 
proprietors, a facsimile of which is given as a supplement 
with to-day’s Bristol Mercury. As the paper had then existed 
more than twelve months, it must be considered to have been 
fairly started, and it would be interesting to know how long it 
continued. The circumstance that the same title was adopted 
later by Bulgin and Rosser warrants a conjecture that it lived 
on to their time, and at least suggested the name which they 
adopted. The feature of most typographical interest about 
the number is the imprint of Henry Green, which is a very 
remarkable and unique production. It appears from the title- 
page of a sermon “ On the Honourableness, Usefulness, and 
Duty of Merchants,” preached before the Society of Merchant 
Venturers, November 10, 1715, by William Goldwin, M.A, 
master of the Grammar School, that Henry Green’s place of 
business was in Birdewell-lane. There is little doubt that in 
the top left hand corner of the front page there was a figure of 
Mercury, just as in the Salisbiny Postman of the same period, 
of which a perfect copy is preserved, there is a block of a post¬ 
boy with the arms of Sarurn in the other corner. It will be 
seen that the Bristol Weekly Mercury is not complete, as would 
be expected, in four pages, but it is known from other publica¬ 
tions of the same period that it consisted of six pages or a 
sheet and a half. The object of choosing this curious size was 
to evade the Stamp Duty which was imposed on May 2, 1712, 
on all printed single sheets and half sheets. Swift writes to 
Stella at this time, “ Have you seen the red stamp the papers 
are marked with ? Methinks the stamping is worth a half¬ 
penny.” With regard to the news in the number before us it 
will Ire seen to consist entirely of foreign despatches, except 
the portion of page 3 which is printed in italic and quoted from 
Combs’s letter. This consists of London gossip, and apparently 
shows the old news letter, which was written to a circle of sub¬ 
scribers in the country, in combination with its successor the 
newspaper. We need scarcely point out that it is the prototype 
of the London Letter of the present day. 

One hundred years ago, on Monday, March 1st, 1790, Messrs. 
Bulgin & Rosser, printers, carrying on business at 3, Wine- 
street, and 34, Broad-street, published “ No. 1, Vol. 1 ” of the 
Bristol Mercury and Universal Advertiser, price threepence- 
balfpennny. There is much that is entertaining and instruc¬ 
tive to be gathered from an examination of the columns of this 
old-world paper, indications alike of sweeping changes along 
with still more pleasing proof of continuity in local history. 

Much might, no doubt, be written about the part which the 
Bristol Mercury has played in recording the history of the 
city during the century which has intervened and in discussing 
the questions which have occupied the minds of its citizens. 
But we shall be content to review it very briefly. In June, 
1813, the office was transferred to 9, Narrow Wine-street, the 
paper then being published by John Evans and John Grab- 
ham. On September 17th, 1818, the property was transferred 
to a somewhat numerous co-partnership, the result of which 
was that Thomas John Manchee, who carried on business at 
9, Clare-street, and 30, The Quay, became the editor. At this 
time the words “ West of England, Monmouthshire, and South 
Wales Advertiser ” were added to the title. In their address 
to the public the new proprietary already spoke of the paper as 
“ that old and respectable journal the Bristol Mercury" so that 
what it must have risen to now we do not venture to say. After 
claiming to tread the same “path of independence and 
integrity ’’ their predecessors had done, they proceeded to define 
a political policy for the paper, which was to be resolutely on 
the side of constitutional liberty. The press was gradually 
developing its power as a leader of political thought, and from 
this time the Bristol Mercury began to publish leading articles, 
over which appeared the aphorism of Junius, “The liberty of 

the Press is the palladium of all the civil, political, and 
religious rights of an Englishman.” Mr. Manchee was a man 
of culture and ability, an ardent politician and reformer, and 
a constant speaker at public meetings. He does not, however, 
appear to have been a born journalist, but, on November 2nd, 
1829, he had the good fortune to transfer the newspaper to one 
who was, for he proved himself the ablest conductor the 
Bristol Mercury has yet seen. Mr. William Henry Somerton 
was then a young printer, carrying on business at 9, Narrow 
Wine-street, and had shown his desire to own a newspaper by 
the abortive publication of the Bristol Herald, which was 
strangled in its infancy by the weight of Government imposts. 
He now obtained the control of an old-established property, 
and his prescient genius at once perceived the developments 
of which the enterprise was capable, and the principal aims 
which he set before him might be re-stated in almost the same 
words as those of the Bristol Mercury of to-day. In the state¬ 
ment of his political policy was the neat phrase, “ while loyalty 
to the Sovereign will be inculcated as a sacred principle, the 
liberty of the subject will be defended as a Divine right.” 
The man who wrote that in 1829 would in 1890 be on the side 
of the bold, outspoken Radicalism which the Bristol Mercury 
represents, and while he would offend no one by coarseness 
or personal attack, would not be afraid of doing so by 
advancing unfamiliar and not yet accepted ideas. The paper, 
we are thankful to say, has never been on the side of the 
trimmers ; when it is discussing alternative policies its readers 
have never had any difficulty in perceiving which it endorses. 
Mr. Somerton also declared that “ abuses of a public or local 
nature will be the subject of free animadversion,” and this 
right of free criticism is still exercised. But his first aim was 
to make the Bristol Mercuty “ a family paper,” and here he 
laid down a principle which did much to make his paper great. 
He also set to work to establish agents in the surrounding 
districts, and in course of time swept through the whole of 
South Wales. It was this action of his, before the days of 
keen competition began, which built up for the Bristol 
Mercury a commanding influence over a wider area than any 
single paper now has the opportunity of acquiring. 

Great opportunities are provided for those who are capable 
of using them. On October 29, 1831, there occurred the 
greatest material calamity that has befallen the city since the 
Siege of Bristol—the Reform Riots. Mr. Somerton had the 
sagacity to perceive at once the enormous importance of this 
series of events, and as he had not, like his successor to-day, a 
staff of ten or a dozen reporters to detail to various parts of the 
scene of action, he was bound to depend upon his own un¬ 
remitting exertions. He mingled fearlessly with the excited 
crowds, and for more than a week had no regular rest what¬ 
ever ; but he wrote the accepted history of the Bristol riots and 
made the fame of the Bristol Mercury. From that point his 
prosperity increased by leaps and bounds, and in 1832 he 
shrewdly changed his day of publication to Saturday. In 
November, 1832, he removed to the present office, 35, Broad- 
street, next door to the original home of the paper. In 1833 
he published the “ Letters of a Burgess,” which had a great 
deal to do with the subsequent freeing of the port. The stamp 
returns recorded the steady growth of the circulation, and by 
the end of March, 1840, the numbers were :—Mercury, 44,000 ; 
Mirror, 33,000 ; Journal, 24,000 ; Times, 9,000 ; and in 1844 
the stamped circulation of the Mercury was within 500 of the 
total of its three contemporaries combined, and there were only 
eight provincial papers with a larger circulation. On April 4, 
1859, Mr. Somerton transferred the property to his sons, 
Charles and George Somerton, the former, who had graduated 
B.A. at the University of London, occupying the editorial chair. 
As soon as they were fairly seated they made the all-important 
change from weekly to daily journalism, although for some 
years they called their paper the Post on five days of the week 
and the Mercury only on Saturday, but that has long since 
been altered. In 1877, a spacious factory was erected in Tower- 
lane, and rotary web printing machines laid down to meet the 
rapidly growing requirements of cheap newspapers. On June 
30, 1883, Messrs. Somerton retired from business, and trans¬ 
ferred the property to the present proprietors. Of the remain¬ 
ing years of its existence it is not for us to speak. Our 
endeavour has been to maintain its traditions of independent, 
fearless, and honourable advocacy of the cause of progress, and 
to provide Bristol with a newspaper which will bear comparison 
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with those of other large provincial centres. Out of this desire 
has grown that unique feature, “The Talk of Bristol.” In 
other matters, such as the clearer and the more readable pre¬ 
sentation of news, “the interview,” and other details of 
journalism up to date in which the Bristol Mercury has been 
the pioneer in the West of England, it constantly receives that 
sincerest of all flattery—imitation. 

Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., 
Limited. 

THE statutory general meeting of the above-named company 
was held on the nth inst. at the Cannon-street Hotel, 

Mr. Horatio Bottomley presiding. 
The Chairman said : Gentlemen, by the desire of the manag¬ 

ing directors of the company, and as representing for the 
moment the general Board, as distinct from those who are more 
intimately identified with the conduct of the business, I have 
been asked to take the chair at to-day’s meeting. The Board 
have been chiefly concerned since the formation of the com¬ 
pany with the bringing together of the three separate esta¬ 
blishments under one central administration. The work of 
amalgamation has progressed to the satisfaction of the direc¬ 
tors, and without any friction or hitch. The Board, having gone 
very fully into the question of the present premises of the 
various firms, came to the conclusion that it would be better if 
they could acquire their own premises, and consequently they 
have chosen a site in the Charing-cross-road, upon which they 
propose to erect a building specially adapted to the business, 
and by the end of the present year the new premises will be 
complete. The businesses were taken over from January 1 
last year, but the company came into existence at the com¬ 
mencement of December last year, and therefore, if we had 
presented a balance-sheet at the end of December, although it 
would have actually embraced twelve months, it would have 
embraced one month only of the company’s business, and the 
directors thought it would be better to wait until the end of the 
first half of the present year before submitting accounts. The 
question of profits for the year 1889 will then be dealt with by 
the Board. The question of obtaining an official quotation for 
the company’s shares has been before the Board, and they have 
requested the brokers to make the necessary application. Our 
only formal business is the election of auditors, and I shall 
propose that Messrs. Monkhouse, Goddard, & Company be 
appointed, their remuneration being left to the directors for the 
first year. 

Mr. Wm. Crooks, F.G.S., seconded the resolution, which was 
carried. 

Mr. Smitz said, it stated in the prospectus that the business 
would be carried on under the roof of Messrs. Trubner & Co., 
whose premises were perfectly suitable for that purpose, there¬ 
fore, why should the Board go into building operations before 
the shareholders really knew where they were in regard to the 
business? It was very easy, indeed, to build and construct and 
spend money, but it was not quite so easy to earn it. He 
thought it was also foreshadowed in the report that the share¬ 
holders would receive the profits of last year. They were now 
in the middle of March, and the directors must have known 
whether they had made any profit or what profit. To tell them 
now to wait patiently—perhaps for another six months—he 
thought was a very cool proposal. He thought the shareholders 
ought to have some definite information as to how the concern 
was carried on last year, and what reasonable dividend might 
be expected. To wait till June he thought was not fair, and it 
was rather abusing the patience of the shareholders. 

The Chairman said : After going very fully over the premises 
of Messrs. Trubner & Company, the structural alterations re¬ 
quired were so extensive, and the expense incurred would be 
so great that the directors felt strongly that they might well 
reconsider that particular matter, especially in view of the fact 
that there was before them at the present time a very advan¬ 
tageous offer for those particular premises. He hoped the 
shareholders had sufficient confidence in them to believe that 
they would not have embarked upon so important a step unless 
they knew that great benefits would accrue therefrom. As 
regarded the distribution of the last year’s profits, he said the 

firms were largely disorganised, and they would require to have 
a stock-taking in the different firms for the purpose of getting 
the exact profits of the year, and they were strongly advised 
not to do so. They would not lose a single day in preparing 
the accounts. 

Mr. Smitz then moved : “ That in the view of the share¬ 
holders present at this meeting it is desirable to urge upon the 
directors the advisability of distributing an interim dividend 
on account of the profits of last year.” Mr. Pankhurst seconded 
the motion, which, upon being put to the vote, was lost. 

In answer to Mr. Crompton, Q.C., Mr. Trench said the cost 
of the building would be between ,£8,000 and £9,000. They 
had a long lease—80 years. That money would come out of 
the working capital. 

The meeting then terminated. 

--- 

Paper for Lithography. 

PRACTICAL lithographers or printers know what trouble! 
loss of time and loss of money is incurred when paper 

refuses to register while doing colour work. We say “paper,” 
but, of course, mean the work printed thereon. 

There can be no greater injustice than to blame the press¬ 
men or transferrer for such an occurrence. Neither pressmen 
nor anybody else connected with a lithographic establishment 
in a technical capacity is responsible, it is the fault of the 
manager of the business—of the person who is charged with 
providing the proper material for work, inasmuch as experience 
has taught us that it is impossible to make colour work register 
perfectly when the paper has not been at least three months in 
the house before using it. 

“ Three months ! ” you’ll say ; “ why, that is absurd.” Well, 
we do say, paper should be stored for three months in a 
lithographic establishment before it is in proper condition to 
be printed upon—before all parts of a pile of paper reach the 
same degree of softness and moisture without which the work 
cannot be uniform (a certain moisture is always in paper). 

Those who lack experience may ask : “ What does your 
explanation mean ? What you say is a matter of course.” 
That is, they’ll admit the correctness of the principle that the 
paper must be of a perfectly even condition—but three 
months ! 

We have found that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, 
when we were appealed to to tell correspondents where the 
hitch in their work was, the paper was at the bottom of it. 
They had been blaming their foreman, their transferrers, their 
employes, their buyers, their material, their supply house, and 
everybody they could lay hands and eyes on, while they should 
have pulled their own noses for not buying a supply of paper 
at the right time. 

Of course, it is impossible to keep a stock of paper so that 
you are fully prepared for every job that may come to you, but 
you should, at least, have a good supply of large-sized paper of 
the kind you most generally need. It will pay. 

It is manifest that in new paper, just from the mills or the 
paper warehouses, a uniform condition cannot be expected. 
It is packed in boxes or bundles, has been lying for some time 
in rooms of a certain temperature and moisture ; it is carted 
through the streets, and the outer parts are exposed to higher 
or lower temperature and more or less moisture than prevailed 
in the room they were stored in before ; these parts become 
affected, and their condition will differ from that of the paper 
that is more protected from the influence of a changed tem¬ 
perature and moisture. This is most noticeable in paper that 
has been packed in bundles and carried through the streets on 
a sultry, rainy day—the edges look like a dude’s new ruffled 
shirt front. In that case, in addition to refusing to register in 
colour work, the paper is unfit to run through the press ; the 
cylinder gripper must be offered a smooth and flat front edge, 
in order to pull it through in a proper condition : and if 
the edge is not smooth and flat, the paper is bound to wrinkle. 

In case you are obliged to use paper that has just been 
brought into your establishment, then spread it out in racks or 
on the floor (but never hang it up) to dry ; do not place it into 
a hot room ; let it assume the temperature and moisture of 
the atmosphere in the house it will be printed in.—American 
Lithographer. 
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PHONOGRAPH ATTACHED TO THE “THORNE” COMBINED TYPE-SETTING AND DISTRIBUTING MACHINE. 

In Edison's Section of Exposition Universelle, Paris, 1889, 
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4f THE * “THORNE” 15* 

Combined Type-setting and Distributing Machine, 
' Bell-horses, bell-horses, what time o’ day ? 

One o’clock, two o’clock, three, and away.” 

UCH words, familiar to us all as an old 
child’s prattle, were sung in chorus by 
a group of romping children as they ran 
after the mail coach as it descended 
the incline which led to the heart 
of one of the industrial villages of 
Lancashire in the middle of the last 

century. To the children these words were but 
as the wind; but to us, who look back on the 
incident as a mark in the commercial history of our 
country, they are words with a meaning. In that mail 
coach sat Robert Peel, father of the great Sir Robert, 
imbued with an inspiration which culminated in the 
invention and development of the great calico-printing 
industry. About the same time, in the same county 
of Lancashire, there lay, on his bed, an humble work¬ 
man, half slumbering, but with a mind wide awake. 
For days he had anxiously hoped for weft to complete 
his web, and day by day had been disappointed. Starva¬ 
tion stared at him. His wife sat on a low stool, her 
elbows upon her knees, her chin upon her hands, her 
eyes fixed on the few dying embers which alone lighted 
up the otherwise comfortless cot. An exclamation, a 
start, and the figure of Richard Arkwright leaped from 
the bed and hurried to the fire, where, snatching a piece 
of half-burned wood, he drew on his wife’s newly 
whitened hearth the outlines of the Spinning-Jenny. 
This strong contrast—the one hailed by the merry 
chorus of children, the other born of despair—charac¬ 
terizing the origin of these two inventions, continued to 
follow them through their earlier development. The 
invention of Peel disturbed no existing rights. It 
brought a new source of money-getting, and was 
accordingly viewed with that interesting expectancy 
which marks a people who hope for everything, and 
have a conviction that nothing is hoped for in return. 
Arkwright’s important invention, while it brought a 
brighter dawn to the weaver, seemed to promise 
destruction to the spinner. These spinners had some 
excuse for their fears. They had had no demonstration 
of mechanical achievements to draw their inferences 
from, and consequently could not, by any possibility, 
foresee that, instead of depriving them of labour, Ark¬ 
wright was putting into their hands an instrument to 
enable them to do more work with less inconvenience 
to themselves. Riots, tumults, and disorders were 
common; and Arkwright was ultimately driven from 
his home to seek shelter elsewhere. These riots did 
not kill Arkwright’s invention, nor have riots ever 
killed any invention, although the attempts to do so 
have been numerous. 

In this latter part of the nineteenth century, 
it is hopefully anticipated that past experience counts 
for something, and that the artisan, no matter what 
his calling, will hesitate to play the part of these 

Lancashire operatives. The more extreme his an¬ 
tagonism, the more severe will be his loss. A few 
workmen, wise in their generation, invariably avail 
themselves of early opportunities of mastering new 
mechanism and enlightening other workmen as to its 
precise construction, its objects, and the probabilities 
of its success. The antagonism of uncompromising 
bigotry is in this way minimised, and the inventor is 
enabled dispassionately to advocate his views and 
prove that there is no recorded instance of machines 
having ever reduced the price of labour, while it would 
be difficult to find an instance where they had not 
added materially to its value. 

I have thought it advisable to preface my descrip¬ 
tion of the “ Thorne ” Combined Type-Setting and 
Distributing Machine with these words of caution, for 
the reason that the type-setting fraternity of Great 
Britain having so long held the possibility of machinery 
being adopted as a substitute for hand labour as simply 
visionary, there is a danger of their failing to avail 
themselves of their opportunities until they are too 
late. Meanwhile, my words of counsel to every 
member of the trade are, send at once to the managing 
director, Mr. Hugh Hamilton, the Type-Setting 
Syndicate, 2, Copthall Buildings, London, E.C., for a 
copy of the keyboard, and become familiarized with it, 
for as surely as the day succeeds the night will these 
type-setting machines supersede hand labour. The 
first vacancy will be available for you. These machines 
will elevate the work, and will bring more work to the 
workman. 

The “ Thorne ” Type-Setting Machine, as is illus¬ 
trated in the sketch, is an upright, consisting of three 
sections, having the same pole for their axis. The 
lowest section is circular shaped, very much after the 
form of a table-top. It revolves with a rapid motion, 
and is the vehicle for carrying the letters to the 
carrying-belt, which places them in due alignment one 
with another. This disc is horizontal, and at the 
outer edge has a beading for a guard to the letters as 
they journey towards the right-hand corner, or, to 
borrow a simile from rifle-shooting phraseology, the 
five-o’clock corner, of the machine. Over this is a 
vertical cylinder. This cylinder is stationary, and 
contains ninety grooves which run from top to bottom 
Each of these grooves is a reservoir for a distinct 
letter or character of English speech, the relative 
position of which is arranged with so much nicety that 
four keys of the keyboard may be depressed by one 
motion of the hand of the operator, and yet each letter 
will arrive unerringly at its destination in due order. 
Each letter has a characteristic nick, no two of which 
are nicked the same. This variation ensures infallible 
distribution. On the top of this stationary cylinder is 
the distributing cylinder, the two being counterparts of 
one another, and having a common centre. The two 
cylinders appear to the eye as one, and the illusion is 
only dispelled when the distributing cylinder begins 
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to move. This movement is not so rapid as the motion 
of the disc, as a momentary pause is. made as each 
and every groove coincides to permit the letters being 
distributed to fall into their respective reservoirs in the 
stationary cylinder. The grooves of the distributing 
cylinder are filled in a most ingenious and simple 
manner. The type, after being washed, is placed in 
a specially constructed galley, which may contain as 
many as four columns, according to the measure of the 
matter to be distributed. When I viewed the dis¬ 
tribution, the width of line would be fifty pica ems, 
comprising two columns of Life side by side, twenty- 
five picas each. The galley was placed vertically against 
the cylinder, and an entire line of fifty picas wide was 
ejected out from the galley into a groove by one action 
of the boy. The ninety grooves were filled with 
type in a very short space of time, after which the 
machine automatically completed the work. It is an 
interesting observation to watch the movements of 
this cylinder. As it halts, one letter drops down; at 
another halt, two or more; at another I observed as 
many as a dozen drop into their respective grooves, 
direct into the type-setting or reservoir cylinder, so 
that it is not difficult to believe that 20,000 to 30,000 
ens, would be distributed in an hour’s time. The dis¬ 
tribution cylinder is attended by a boy who occupies his 
free time by performing the ordinary duties of a 
case-room apprentice. 

The keyboard has very much the appearance 
of that of a type-writer. There are in all ninety 
keys, corresponding to the number of grooves in the 
cylinders, and they are connected very much like the 
keys of a piano. The action which follows the slight 
depression of a key will be readily understood by 
those who have seen the action of the leverage of a 
piano on the hammer which strikes the strings of that 
instrument. In the “ Thorne ” machine, a brass 
tongue, or ejector, takes the place of the hammer in the 
musical instrument, and instead of a note struck and 
a musical sound produced, a letter is ejected out of its 
groove on to the revolving table or disc. At the 
mouth of each groove is a curved guide which starts 
the letter away in the right direction, so that besides 
receiving a circular motion from the revolution of the 
disc, a centrifugal one is communicated. The letter 
immediately takes to the outer edge of the disc, 
revolves with it until it reaches the carrying belt to 
what is technically called the “ packer,” where it is taken 
up and fed between two twisted brass ribbons, which 
gradually bring the type from a horizontal to a vertical 
position, and along which it proceeds until it reaches 
the justifying stick. The thought expended in the 
arrangement of the keys must have been enormous. 
The inventor has not only succeeded in bringing 
contiguous to the hand the letters which are most 
frequently used in English speech, but he has placed 
in juxtaposition the very letters which usually join in 
the formation of words. To make myself clear, I 
shall suppose a compositor setting up from copy the 
word “ and.” Although these three letters are used in 
almost equal proportion, and the arrangement of the 
letters in the case is made to facilitate rapidity in 
picking up, the hand requires to travel no less than 
six feet before the three letters are in his composing- 
stick. My calculations are thus : the letter “ a,” nine 

inches each way, eighteen inches in all; the letter 
“ n,” twelve inches each way, twenty-four inches in 
all; the letter “ d,” fifteen inches each way, thirty 
inches in all, the complete distance being as I have 
stated. On the “ Thorne ” keyboard, letters are so'placed 
that by a simple turn of the hand, these particular letters 
are simultaneously discharged, and are, in due order, on 
their way to the galley. When we consider that the 
position of each letter in its own channel in the 
stationary cylinder must correspond to the particular 
movement of the fingers of the operator, we cannot 
fail to feel astonishment at the extraordinary amount 
of circuitous thinking which must have been expended 
to bring about such satisfactory results. The illustra¬ 
tion which I have given is no solitary instance, for 
the system extends over the whole keyboard. It can¬ 
not, therefore, be hard to believe that an average 
speed of 10,000 ens—composed, justified, and dis¬ 
tributed—has been maintained by one machine for 
ten consecutive working hours. An idea prevails 
among printers, and is given expression to when 
discussing the possibility of the adoption of type¬ 
setting machines, that the arrangement for sorts must 
prove a fatal defect. That idea, however, is expressed 
only by those who have not seen this machine. The 
arrangement for sorts is much more complete than that 
adopted under the old system. Under the old system 
the compositor must necessarily cross the floor to the 
sort frame. In the “ Thorne ” arrangement, the sorts 
lie within reach of the operator’s hand. It is a square 
case, containing ninety boxes. The size of this case 
is about half the size of an ordinary cap. case, and the 
boxes are shaped very much like it. In these are the 
necessary sorts, and if they should happen not to 
furnish him sufficiently, a sort frame is at his back out 
of which he picks the required letters, drops them into 
a special chute leading to the revolving disc, where 
they are incorporated with the rest of the matter. 

The justifying is a simple arrangement. It is the old 
system of justifying made easy. The justifier sits to 
his work at a galley, clamped to a narrow rack, the 
end of which is parallel with the line of type to be 
justified. A side-stick arrangement runs the whole 
length of the galley, and is fixed at the mouth so as to 
support and give additional strength to the line-measure 
guage. Down a groove in this side-stick runs a sliding 
arrangement, forming a support, against which the lines 
are justified, and which recedes with the growth of the 
column of matter. The justifier has in his left hand a 
small gauging grab with which he at once measures the 
line and draws it forward into the galley. When the 
spacing is completed, the justifier, by means of a 
treadle, automatically pushes the justified line against 
the preceding one in the galley, causing the matter to 
descend the thickness of the line, and he is ready for 
the next. At his command is an arrangement for 
sorts much the same as the one at the disposal 
of the keyboard operator, and as he has never to 
rise from his seat, and is wholly confined to justi¬ 
fying, the work makes rapid progress. The justifier 
checks the work of the keyboard operator, and by this 
combined supervision extremely clean proofs are pro¬ 
duced. I felt curious to observe the quality of the 
justifying, but the only galley of matter close by me 
was a column of Life recently washed. It was an 
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unfair advantage to take, but I did run my fingers 
along it; yet, under these unfavourable circumstances, 
I felt no irregularities. 

The “ Thorne ” machines can be run by gas, steam, 
or electrical motive power. Ordinarily they would be 
run by the machinery for the press-room. In any 
event, they are so light running that a single horse¬ 
power is sufficient to keep half-a-dozen machines 
going. They are compact, and require only about 8 ft. 
working space; their height is 5 ft. 6 in., so that every 
part of their mechanism can be easily reached; they 
have no complicated machinery to get out of order ; 
repairs, if any, are of trifling cost; and all the parts 
are interchangeable. The weight of the machine all 
told is about 950 lbs. 

The advantages of the “Thorne" Combined lype- 
Setting and Distributing Machine from an economical 
point of view are incalculable. One large daily 
paper, the Hartford Evening Post (United States), 
is entirely set up by three of the “ Thorne ” machines. 
Among the other newspapers and book publishers 
using the “ Thorne ” may be mentioned the Chicago 
Journal, Daily News, Joliet, Ill., whose manager declares 
it saves more than 50 per cent.; Churchman, New 
York; Publishers’ Printing Company, New York; 
Street and Smith, New York; Mershon and Co., 
Rahway, New Jersey; and West Publishing Com¬ 
pany, the largest publishing concern in the Western 
States of America. In Europe, the Guardian, Man¬ 
chester ; Observer, Bradford; Freeman's Journal, 
Dublin ; and Allen, Scott, and Co., 30, Bouverie Street, 
London, E.C., who set Tit-Bits, Life, etc., and have 
just finished setting up a magnificent work, entitled 
“ Shakespeare’s True Life," by means of the “ Thorne.” 
In addition to this, the “ Thorne ” Machine Manu¬ 
facturing Company, Hartford, Conn., U.S.A., at the 
present writing, has about forty orders on hand in the 
course of execution. 

A promising feature of the “ Thorne ” machine, and 
one which cannot be sufficiently emphasized, is that Mr. 
Edison contemplates taking it in hand, so as to bring 
it within the scope of electrical manipulation. The very 
suggestion opens to our mind a vision—a prospect of 
achievements hitherto thought impossible—for it is not 
improbable that in the near future a silent operator, 
sitting at a “Thorne” machine, may, by the simple 
touch on his keys, set up, not in his own office only, 
but in newspaper offices in every industrial centre 
within the three kingdoms, the latest Parliamentary 
debate, or the most stirring press news, when the 
ordinary channels of communication are insufficient 
for the purpose. 

In conclusion, I must call attention to the fact that 
the “ Thorne ” is the first and only combined type¬ 
setting and distributing machine constructed on the 
rotary principle, a principle that governs the Universe, 
and is the essential feature of all the greatest successes 
in machinery. The “Thorne,” therefore, stands in 
relation to all other composing machines as the rotary 
press does to the Platen system ; and this is conclusively 
verified by the statement that “ no purchaser has ever 
discarded the ‘ Thorne,’ but, on the contrary, its full 
trial has been followed by additional orders in every 
instance.” 
%* The above article was composed on the “ Thorne " machine. 

By our Special Correspondent. 

NOTES upon passing events in this colony at the present 
time would be false notes if they did not refer to the 

New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition, which is now being 
held in this city. Readers of my Notes in the past will have 
observed that they were dated from the Empire City—Welling¬ 
ton—but I am writing these lines from the Southern City. It 
is my intention in this letter to give readers of this journal some 
idea of New Zealand, past and present. It must be borne in 
mind that this colony was peopled almost solely by savages 
fifty years ago, while to-day we are holding an exhibition to 
show to all interested what progress has been made in civili¬ 
sation during that period of time in this land which has been 
termed both “ The Greater Britain of the South,” and “ The 
Land of the Golden Fleece.” In 1840 the population other 
than natives numbered about 2,050, in 1889 it had risen to 
610,156. In the year 1888 there were 18,902 births, 3,617 
marriages, and 5,708 deaths. The public debt of the colony is 
about ^36,979,661. The last estimate of the value of real 
estate, exclusive of native lands, was ^110,529,554. The value 
of the public personal property, ,£82,540,315. Private wealth, 
.£137,!38,317. The estimated value of the total annual produce, 
based upon the 1886 census, was 20^ millions. 

The New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition was promoted 
by the citizens of Dunedin, under a system of guarantee 
very similar to that adopted for the Great Exhibition of 1851. 
At an early stage of its inception the New Zealand Government 
agreed that the exhibition should be the official celebration of 
the jubilee of the colony. The exhibition was opened by His 
Excellence the Governor, Lord Onslow, in November last, and 
will remain open until April. There were distinguished visitors 
present from all parts of Australia. The genuineness of the 
exhibition is proved by the fact that the attendance is steadily 
increasing, due, no doubt, to visitors being impressed, and 
imparting that opinion to their friends—proving that a good 
thing advertises itself. Although Otago is one of the youngest 
settlements—Canterbury being the youngest, 1850; Otago, 
1849 ; Auckland, 1841 ; Wellington, 1840—yet she is celebrating 
the jubilee of the colony first and in the most fitting style. The 
Government has proclaimed next Wednesday, the 29th inst., 
as the official anniversary day, Auckland holding high festival 
at that time. Wellington celebrated her anniversary yesterday, 
having a very successful time. Thus you will perceive that we 
are a house very much divided against itself. The old pro¬ 
vincial feeling of jealousy and rivalry is still alive and breaks 
out at odd times, such as the one to which I am alluding. The 
more one thinks upon the subject the more one is astonished 
that we should have made the progress we have made. To think 
that we have men and women living amongst us who remember 
the places, where now cities and towns are built, being places 
where they saw the native Maori dance their hideous haka, or 
war dance, and who remember that, when they landed, large 
native villages, or pas, stood where now churches, houses, and 
other European edifices stand ! In the space of fifty years we, 
a dependency of England 16,000 miles away from here, have 
gathered around us all that goes to make a town in England 
English, making us “ Quite English, you know.” The Isles of 
the Pacific are becoming known to the whole world, and are 
destined to have a voice in the councils of nations. Advance 
New Zealand ! 

As I mentioned in my last letter, the Canterbury Typo¬ 
graphical Association appointed a delegate to visit the country 
printing-offices in Canterbury with a view to inducing the hands 
in other offices to join the association. Mr. F. C. Gerard, the 
secretary of the C.T.A., was the delegate appointed, and he had 
a very successful trip. I think the action of the association in 
this matter is worthy of imitation by other societies throughout 
the colony, and now the question of labour is becoming more 
prominent every day, it would perhaps be as well if trades 
societies were to see that their country members were educated 
in matters which most concern themselves. 

The Typographical Associations of our colony take the lead 
in unionism, and the Canterbury Typographical Association 
has taken another important step in the cause of labour 
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Their board of management, a few weeks ago, deputed two of 
its members to call a meeting of delegates of the various trades 
unions in and around Christchurch, for the purpose of forming 
a Trades and Labour Council in Canterbury. Eight societies, 
with an aggregate membership of over 9,000, were represented 
at the meeting. Resolutions were passed affirming the desira¬ 
bility of bringing the council into existence, and forming the 
delegates present into a committee, with power to add to their 
number, to draft rules for submission to their respective unions. 
The delegates have at subsequent meetings drawn up a set of 
rules, which will, I believe, be submitted to a mass meeting of 
trades to be called for the purpose shortly. The matter has 
been taken up with great spirit by the different trades here, and 
I have reason to believe that the Trades and Labour Council in 
Canterbury will be a decided success. 

I informed you recently that the rules of the New Zealand 
Typographical Association were to undergo revision, with a 
view of reconstituting the executive council. A meeting of 
delegates took place in Wellington, and the revised rules are to 
hand. The most important alteration is the appointing of a 
permanent secretary-organiser. The rules have been sent to 
branches and are to be considered by them in general meeting. 
It is very doubtful whether they will be adopted by all the 
branches. 

Dunedin, January 24, 1890. T. L. Mills. 

A Russian Printer. 

THE establishment of Stephen Kulshenko, formerly Davi- 
denko, is the largest of the kind in Russia, and one of 

the largest in the world. It is situated in the city of Kieffe, in 
Southern Russia, on the Baltic. The building is the finest 
structure in the city. Standing in front of the building, the 
beholder is reminded of the origin of printing by a bronze 
statue of Guttenberg in front of the office and sale-room, which 
is situated in the principal street near the Board of Trade or 
Bourse. Visitors to this establishment are welcomed by 
Mr. Kulshenko himself, who personally conducts them through 
the various departments, where over one thousand men and 
boys are steadily employed. 

The press-room is on the first floor. Here are about forty 
cylinder-presses, on each of which one man and two boys are 
employed. Next is the job press-room, where fifteen Gordon 
and six Washington hand-presses are constantly in use. 

On the second floor is a splendid lithographic department, 
in which are fifteen large cylinder-presses and about seventy- 
five hand-presses. On these are printed the finest chromos and 
embroidery pictures of religious designs. Photographic 
supplies and photo cards are also made on the same floor. 

On the third floor are the bookbinding, ruling, envelope¬ 
making and paper-colouring departments, where about three 
hundred and fifty men are employed. On this floor, also, is 
the engraving department, giving steady employment to about 
twenty lithographic artists. Adjoining the engraving-room 
is another large room, fitted up with hardwood shelves, where 
thousands of lithographic stones are stored. 

The fourth floor is occupied by over a hundred men engaged 
in making monograms and other engraved work on heavy 
brass plates. These plates are generally made for use on 
labels which have been printed on the lithographic presses. 
There is nothing in typographic, lithographic, or chromographic 
work which can not be turned out in Mr. Kulshenko’s establish¬ 
ment, which also deals in printing materials. 

The wages paid to the workmen are as follows :—To press¬ 
men on typographical cylinders, from twenty-five to forty-five 
roubles per month (the rouble is nominally worth 3s.); on 
lithographic cylinders, from thirty-five to sixty-five roubles ; on 
typographic hand-presses, sixteen to twenty roubles ; on litho¬ 
graphic hand-presses, twenty-five to fifty roubles; to transferers, 
thirty-five to sixty roubles. Compositors, job, thirty to forty 
roubles per month; on book work, sixteen, eighteen, twenty-four, 
twenty-eight, and thirty cents per one thousand ems. A good 
book compositor can earn from fifty-five to sixty-five roubles per 
month. Workmen on account-book work get from seventy-five 
to one hundred roubles per month. Rulers are paid by the 
ream, the foreman receiving one hundred roubles a month. 

Engravers receive from one hundred and twenty-five to one 
hundred and seventy-five roubles. 

Mr. Kulshenko hires boys aged from thirteen to fifteen 
years, their parents signing contracts that they shall serve seven 
years. The boy has to board and lodge at the house of Mr. 
Kulshenko, who is bound to furnish him with clothing for the 
seven years of his apprenticeship. For the first year the boy 
is paid twelve roubles per year; for the second, twenty-five 
roubles. The third year he receives, monthly, from six to eight 
roubles ; while for the fourth year he gets ten roubles per month 
and rooms with a journeyman companion, no longer occupying 
the large sleeping-room with the other boys. For the sixth 
and seventh years the boy is paid a salary according to his 
ability and proficiency. Nearly all the men now working in the 
establishment have grown up with it from their boyhood. 

Of the two hundred or more boys employed by Mr. 
Kulshenko, all who have any sort of musical talent and incli¬ 
nation are placed in the choir, now consisting of about sixty 
men and thirty boys, and called “ Kulshenko’s Printers’ 
Chorus.'’ They are taught an hour and a half each evening by 
a musical professor hired by Mr. Kulshenko. On Sundays 
and holy days they sing in the largest cathedral, and also attend 
as a choir at prominent funerals, all the time receiving pay 
from their employer. There are about fifty holidays in the 
year, besides Sunday, and on these occasions Mr. Kulshenko 
closes up his establishment, but without deducting from the 
pay of his employes, who, in fact, are paid the year round, 
whether there is work for them or not. 

Mr. Kulshenko, who is now about fifty-eight years of age, 
began work as a roller-boy on a hand-press for General Davi- 
denko, in the city of Kieffe. The general took an interest in 
the boy, and placed him in his office as clerk, from which 
position he worked up to that of book-keeper. When General 
Davidenko was called to St. Petersburg, he rented his two 
hand-presses and a few founts of type to the young man who 
has built up the large establishment we have described, and 
made himself a millionaire. This was on the 6th of April, 
about thirty years ago, and the house has since been known by 
the name of “ Kulshenko, formerly Davidenko.” On the 6th 
of April of each year the proprietor gives a banquet to his 
employes, to whom, as to all working men, he is a warm friend. 

Cassell & Company, Limited. 

THE ordinary general meeting of the above company was 
held at the Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street, on the nth 

inst., the chair being taken by Mr. Turner. In moving the 
adoption of the report, he expressed the hope that the share¬ 
holders would not think him unduly elated when he pronounced 
the report before them as an eminently satisfactory one. 
To him it was especially gratifying, because it was his 
first public appearance in the role of a fully responsible 
managing director. He had, however, to disclaim credit for 
the success of the year’s work ; he had to candidly and sin¬ 
cerely acknowledge the sound and workable value of the in¬ 
heritance bequeathed to him by his friend, Mr. Galpin, and the 
willingness with which his fellow-workers had enabled him to 
lay before the meeting so satisfactory a result. The sum set 
aside for the reserve fund was large, but the board felt that the 
shareholders would share the view in reference to the great and 
growing importance of the reserve fund. It was unnecessary 
to dilate upon the public confidence inspired by a solid and 
bond Jide fund and its consequent value to the shares of the 
company. A bonus of is. 8d. and is. 6d. respectively on 
each fully-paid share, and on each share having £g paid, was 
proposed. That was a matter for mutual congratulation. 
Taken in connection with the reserve fund, it could not fail to 
materially improve the company’s prospects, and to strengthen 
public faith in the company’s judgment and business enterprise. 
The chairman next referred to the sale of the New York busi¬ 
ness. Of late years the American business had outgrown the 
object with which it was originally started—that of an agency 
for the sale and distribution of the company’s books on the 
American continent. This fact, in connection with the large 
absorption of capital in the extension of the business, had led 
them to enter upon the plan mentioned. The board had 
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passed a resolution thanking Mr. Woods for his successful 
management of the sale, and with that resolution he felt sure 
the shareholders would agree. As regarded an outlay of ,£920 
on automatic fire sprinklers, the company had gained consider¬ 
able reductions from some of the insurance companies by 
reason of the outlay, a fact which showed the financial as well 
as the protective expediency of the investment. He moved the 
adoption of the report, which recommended a dividend of 15s. 
per cent, on each fully-paid share, and 13s. 6d. on each share 
having £g paid, making, with the interim dividend already 
paid, a distribution for the year at the rate of 10 per cent, per 
annum, free of income-tax. 

The resolution was seconded by Mr. Galpin, who remarked 
that it was satisfactory to know their shares were quoted at 
something like double price, that was, had risen cent, per cent, 
above their original cost. Referring to the assertion of an 
evening paper—a bantling of his own he described it—that the 
American business was not remunerative, he declared that it 
had paid, and was paying, but that for reasons which the chair¬ 
man had pointed out, they welcomed the proposal for purchase. 
The speaker also alluded to the provident fund, the benefits 
from which, he was glad to say, had materially increased. 

The resolution was carried unanimously. 
The chairman proposed that Mr. Arnold Forster should be 

elected a director, in a speech eulogistic of Mr. Forster’s ability 
and energy. 

The proposition was seconded by Sir Owen Roberts and 
passed with acclamation. 

Mr. Forster expressed his gratification at the confidence of 
the shareholders. 

Mr. Jeffry, one of the trustees of the provident fund, gave a 
detailed explanation of its position ; and a vote of thanks to the 
chairman, the board, and the staff, brought the proceedings to 
a close. 

-•—*a <*> m--— 

Fair Phyllis of Lavender Wharj. By James Greenwood. 
(Bristol : J. W. Arrowsmith.) We are at a loss to understand 
what purpose can be served by the production of such a work 
as this. There are only four characters in it, and they are all 
vile and brutal, unredeemed by any good qualities. There are 
two brothers, receivers of stolen property, one of whom is sen¬ 
tenced to penal servitude for life. He escapes after ten years, 
and comes to his brother at the wharf ; and the incidents that 
follow relate to the attempt that each makes to murder the 
other. A girl, adopted by the other brother, fair and false, and 
an old hag, complete the quartet of degraded humanity. Both 
brothers are drowned, the girl nearly drowned, and the old hag 
disappears with all the valuables. We will not say such events 
could not happen, but we think it extremely unlikely, and even, 
if more probable, we again ask, What is the use of depicting 
such things ? It is not art, and it is not useful, morally or intel¬ 
lectually. The “ten thrills,” we presume, are intended to be 
blood-curdling thrills ; but they rather provoke thrills of dis¬ 
gust. Pray, Mr. Greenwood, try again at something more 
human and more real. 

Seven Song Stories. By Clifton Bingham. (London: Egling- 
ton & Co.) These stories have been suggested by the titles of 
seven popular songs, but we cannot say that there is much in 
them. There is a certain amount of false sentiment in them— 
notably in “ Good bye” and “ Home, sweet Home.” In “ Sally 
in our Alley” a brief is distinctly held for the employers of 
children in theatres, and all sorts of terrible things are shown 
to happen because a girl is not allowed to act in a pantomime. 
The characters are ridiculously overdrawn. The best story is, 
perhaps, the first, “ The Children’s Home,” which has a decided 
touch of pathos in it. 
L Cope's Smoke-Room Booklets. (Liverpool: Cope & Co.) These 
are daintily-printed and well got-up little books of 64 pages 
each, containing contributions by James Thompson and others, 
all in praise of tobacco. We have no sympathy whatever with 
this useless and wasteful luxury, which we class next to alcohol 
in its mischievousness; but we can admire these literary pro¬ 
ductions, even though they be in praise of an idol. 

Directory of Paper Makers. (London : Marchant Singer, & 
Co.) This very complete and comprehensive directory makes 

its appearance in the same tasteful style as heretofore, and is 
so useful, that no firm connected with the trade is likely to be 
without it. The printing is very beautifully executed, and the 
display does the greatest credit to the composing department 
of Messrs. Singer’s establishment. The information is presented 
in a compact form, easy of reference, which counts for so much 
in these days of speed, and appears to be full and complete. 
Messrs. Marchant Singer, & Co. also issue a pocket edition of 
this Directory, which forms a most handy and useful little 
volume for travellers and others. It is a very clear reproduc¬ 
tion by process of the larger book, and is produced in Messrs. 
Singer’s usual first-class style. 

Furniture and Decoration (London : Smith & Botwright.) 
This is a recent candidate for favour among the ranks of trade 
journals, and it is one that appears destined to have a long life. 
It is capitally got up, well printed on good paper, and plenti¬ 
fully illustrated with designs in the text and on separate plates. 
Process work is almost entirely used throughout the literary 
and advertising pages, and it answers the purpose admirably. 

The Magazine of Art. (London : Cassell & Co., Limited). 
Recent numbers of this ever popular serial have contained 
some capital frontispieces, “The Last Muster” (Chelsea Pen¬ 
sioners at Church), is a finely-executed photogravure by Messrs. 
Boussod, Valadon & Co., after the picture by Mr. H. Herkomer. 
“ The Halt ” is an etching by Leop. Fleming, after a picture by 
Meissonier. “A Roman Boat-race” is an etching by J. Dobbs 
of a picture by Mr. E. J. Poynter. “ The Return of the Flock : 
Moonlight,” is a photogravure by Boussod, Valadon, & Co., of 
a picture by Charles Jacque. In the current number there is a 
heliogravure by Dujardin of a picture entitled “Saved,” by 
Frank Bramley. All these are good specimens of the respective 
processes. The literary contents are varied and high-class, 
and many of the illustrations are exquisite specimens of wood¬ 
engraving. Specially we would mention the views by Charles 
Stuart illustrating “Wild Wales we are sure it will be impos¬ 
sible to match these for beauty and effect by any process work. 
An article on “ Old Blue and White Nankeen China” is illus¬ 
trated with a number of engravings printed with the text, but in 
blue ; the effect is particularly good. “A Lesson in Ornament,” 
by L. F. Day, should prove of interest to many of our artist 
friends ; the lesson deals with “ The Vine and its Modifica¬ 
tions,” and is illustrated by the artist. It is impossible to 
enumerate all the articles of interest in these numbers ; where 
all are so good it is almost invidious to specify any in parti¬ 
cular. Our best plan is to recommend our readers to take the 
magazine regularly, and they will then need no further advice 
from us. 

The Old Corner Shop: a Manchester Story. By A. T. Story. 
(Authors’ Co-operative Publishing Company.) This is a bright 
little tale in the happiest style of the author of “ Fifine,” and 
abounding with his own peculiar humour. He knows how to 
spin a good yarn out of very little material—is one of those who 
can find— 

“ Fun in a pair of cast-off shoes, 

And pathos in potato-peelings.” 

indeed, it is not often that one meets nowadays with a tale 
so simple and so devoid of all pretension to “plot” or “mission.1 
Its characters are not of the abnormal description, but just 
interesting specimens such as we meet every day; the narra¬ 
tion that of the tenancy of the shop which, for various reasons, 
but mostly human, fails to solve the problem suggested by one 
of the characters of, not “keeping a shop,” which is easy 
enough, but, “making a shop keep you.” For, after all, life 
with the great middle-class does not much concern itself with 
“ plots ”—whatever it may do higher up ; its great questions are 
similar to this. Then, again, one may say the “ dramatic 
unities ” are well satisfied in such shopkeeping world at the 
spectacle of “ father ” having to say “ grace after a meal of pease- 
broth thickened with soot,” on account of the backslidings of 
the tutelary deity of the house. Or this—“We had not all got 
handkerchiefs, and so mother’s was very wet before it came 
round to me, the youngest. Father did not need it, because he 
went down on his knees to make the fire send out a ‘ lily-low,1 
which we children loved so much to see, especially when there 
were no candles.” So that, whether you be tired of “ theo¬ 
logical romances,” etc., or not, you had better have this in your 
pocket before the winter is gone. The book is larger and better 
printed than shilling novels generally are. 
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Newsvendors’ Institution. 

IN the Whitehall Rooms of the Hotel Metropole, on February 
17, the annual festival of the Newsvendors’ Benevolent and 

Provident Institution was held, under the presidency of Mr. 
Harry H. Marks, L.C.C. The company numbered about 150. 
The customary loyal and patriotic toasts having been duly 
honoured, the Chairman, in submitting the toast of the evening, 
“The Newsvendors’ Benevolent and Provident Institution,” 
remarked, that in recent years the English Press had grown 
marvellously, not only in extent and in influence, but in excel¬ 
lence. In 1846 there were, in the whole of the United King¬ 
dom, no more than 551 newspapers, of which only fourteen 
were “dailies.” At the present moment there were 2,234 news¬ 
papers, of which 185 were “ dailies.” In 1846 London had 
only twelve daily journals, with an average circulation of 90,000, 
whereas to-day there were twenty-seven daily newspapers, 
having a circulation of one million and a-half. Not only had 
the Press increased in extent, but it had greatly changed in 
character. In 1846 the average price of a newspaper was 5d., 
but nowadays, he need hardly tell them that, with the ex¬ 
ception of one, nearly every newspaper was one penny, and 
many of them were nearly worth that price. With the 
extension of the Press a vast increase in the labours of the 
newsvendors had taken place. There was, he might say, some¬ 
thing almost heroic in the manner in which the newsvendor 
performed his work, and there never had been a time when 
he failed in his duty. In his opinion the newsvendors of 
this country were among the most honest, industrious, and 
useful of public servants, plying their trade with disadvantages 
that attended but few similar occupations. He hoped those 
present would liberally respond to the appeal which he was 
endeavouring to make on behalf of a deserving cause. Four 
applicants for pensions were now awaiting the result of their 
generosity. During the year the institution had relieved 
seventy-two distressed newsvendors, making a total of no, and, 
since it came into existence, no less than 3,000 members of the 
trade had been, through its instrumentality, afforded relief. 

The Secretary (Mr. Walter Jones) subsequently announced 
subscriptions amounting to about ,£900, including a donation of 
25 guineas from the Queen and 100 guineas from the chairman. 

jEJotne (Uofea. 
Mr. Passmore Edwards has presented the Bethnal Green Free 

Library with 1,000 volumes of standard works, and a cash gift of 

£S°- 

The Committee of Lloyd’s Registry are about to erect new printing 
works in Southwark-street, S.E., at an estimated cost of about 
,£6,500. 

The post of editor of the Liverpool Merairy, vacant by the death 
of Mr. Lovell, will be filled by Mr. George Wynne, who has long 
been connected with the editorial staff. 

The memorial stone of a public library at Chelsea has been laid. 
The building will cost £\o,ooo. The accommodation will include a 
general room for 220 readers, a lending library with shelving for 
30,000 volumes, and a reference library for 50,000 volumes. 

Messrs. W. Pollard & Co., of Exeter, are issuing a complete 
peerage of England, Scotland, Ireland, Great Britain, and the 
United Kingdom, extant, extinct, and dormant, to be completed in 
eight volumes, at ,£1. is. each to subscribers. 

The plant, copyright, and goodwill of the Preston Herald, established 
in 1855, is announced for sale by auction, on April 2. The machinery, 
type, &c., have been valued at 44,357. 7s. 3d. The profits are said to 
have been 2i| per cent, per annum. 

The Institute of Journalists is making rapid and satisfactory pro¬ 
gress. One of the most noteworthy features of late is the fact that a 
Royal charter of incorporation has been obtained. The institute 
has now a membership of nearly two thousand. 

The Meisenbach Company, Limited, have issued a wall calendar 
for 1890, containing a reproduction, by the Meisenbach process, of the 
picture, “A Daughter of the Sun,” issued with the Christmas number 
of the Lady's Pictorial. It is a capital specimen of their work, the 
figure standing out very clear and soft. The company have recently 
appointed Colonel Bolland as their secretary. 

Driving Bands.—A daub of common printing ink is recommended 
as a cure for driving bands that slip off their pulleys. Lay it on under 
the surface of the strap as it is running. The ink is soon carried 
over the whole surface, and a “ cling ” is got which will last for six or 
eight weeks. 

The Council of the Printers’ Pension, Almshouse, and Orphan 
Asylum Corporation have received 7)223. 15s. 6d. from Mr. W. 
Crespin, Mr. J. C. Martin, Mr. H. Crippen, and Mr. G. R. Essex, to 
complete the capital sum of the Camden Town Auxiliary Pension of 
7)17 a year. 

It was decided, at a meeting recently held at the White Swan, New- 
street-square, to found a sea-side convalescent home for printers. The 
promoters aim at making the institution self-supporting, and suggest 
that every member of the trade should contribute a halfpenny per week 
for that purpose. 

A fire broke out on the 6th inst. at the printing-ink factory of 

Messrs. Parsons, Fletcher, & Co., Gravel-lane, Southwark. It began 
shortly before seven in the morning, and caused extensive damage. 
At one time a very serious conflagration was threatened. The cause of 
the fire is not known. 

Messrs. A. & C. Black, the publishers, of Edinburgh, have just 
acquired for their London establishment a large block on the west side 
of Soho-square, W., extending back to Dean-street. The firm will 
remove its head-quarters there in the summer, but has no intention of 

severing its connection with Edinburgh. 

At the recent meeting of the Liberal Unionist Council it was stated 
that the report of the literature and publication department showed a 
considerable increase of production and circulation, the grand total of 
the year for publications of all kinds issued and distributed from the 
central office amounting to about 1,115,000. 

Messrs. Street & Co., 30, Cornhill, E.C., announce that, owing 
to the constant increase of their advertising business, they have found 
it necessary to discontinue the issue of their “ Indian and Colonial 
Directory.” To prevent disappointment, however, they have made 
arrangements with Messrs. Kelly & Co. for its issue, and it will be 
incorporated with one of their directories. 

On the 8th inst. the lithographic department of Messrs. Maclure, 
Macdonald, & Co., Glasgow, held their annual supper. Mr. Childe 
was in the chair. After the usual loyal toasts, the chairman proposed 
the “ Litho Department” in a neat speech, which was cordially 
responded to. A number of toasts, recitations, and songs followed, and 
the company separated after singing “ Auld Lang Syne.” There were 
over fifty present to enjoy a most sociable evening. 

The Sanitation Company, Limited, 14, Victoria-street, S.W.* 
proposes to undertake a very important and necessary class of work> 
viz., the inspection and reporting upon and the periodical inspection of the 
sanitary condition of houses, &c. Special contracts will be made for large 
establishments, and, considering how important this matter of sanita¬ 
tion is where many people are employed, we should think the company 
will be largely patronised by printers and lithographers. 

The will and codicil of Mr. Robert Farran, formerly of St. Paul’s- 
churchyard, E. C., bookseller and publisher, who died on December 13 
last, were proved on the 14th ult., the value of the personal estate 
amounting to over 7)30,000. The testator bequeaths 41,000 and his 
furniture and household effects to his daughter ; 4100 to each of his 
executors, and £100 to each of his five brothers and sisters. The 
residue of his property he leaves to all his children in equal shares. 

Mr. R. P. Tickle, for fifteen years the London representative ol 
Messrs. A. B. Fleming & Co., Limited, Edinburgh, has been the 
recipient of a very handsome and valuable present from his employers. 
This is in the form of a silver salver, beautifully engraved, measuring 
32 in. by 21 in., and weighing about 150 ozs. It bears the following 
inscription: “To R. P. Tickle, London, with much esteem, from A. 
B. Fleming & Co., Limited. Xmas, 1889.” 

The Christian Herald Company, Limited, have taken the premises 
at the corner of Dorset-street and Tudor-street, lately in the occupation 
of Messrs. Hoe & Co., and are fitting them up in a very complete manner. 
New machines are being put down, so that the whole of the edition 
may be worked off on the premises instead of a part being sent out as 
heretofore. The energetic manager of this prosperous concern is Mr. 
McLatchie, and he will now have the whole business under his 
immediate control. 

Messrs. Hare & Co., Limited, have just issued a calendar in colours 
containing the figure of a matador or bull-fighter from a water-colour 
drawing. The process by which it is executed is worked exclusively in 
this country by Messrs. Hare, and is quite new. They claim for it many 
advantages, both as to excellence of result and convenience in its pro¬ 
duction, its chief feature being that it is printed by letterpress. The get- 
up of the calendar altogether is very artistic, and reflects credit upon 
the enterprising firm issuing it. 

It is nearly one hundred years since the Royal Literary Fund was 
established. We understand the centenary will be celebrated with 
fitting honour in the month of May. A banquet is being arranged for, 
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" Should find a place in the counting-house ot every 
printing office.”—Printing Times ami Lithographer. 

NOW READY, 
The 13th Annual Publication of the 

®f)e 

The ONLY recognized representative of the 
Paper Trade in Great Britain; is published 
under the auspices of the Paper Makers' 
Club in London, and is the acknowledged 
means of intercommunication for the Asso¬ 
ciation of Paper Manufacturers of the United 
Kingdom. It contains authentic particulars of 
Markets, Trade Matters, Export and Import 
Returns, Meetings, Deputations, and the affairs 

of the Trade generally. 

Subscription 6s. per Annum, post free, 

— Including Copy of — 

Directory of Paper Makers. 

Single Copy of Journal 6d., by post 7d. J 

Qivzctovt) 
xrf 

^tcipcv ptttkx're. 

// 

JANUARY, 1890. 

Containing Alphabetical List of 

Paper Makers. 

Paper Makers’ London Representatives. 

Wholesale Stationers. 

Mills, -with the flames of the Occupiers. 

Mills, arranged in Counties. 

Numerical List of Mills. 

Classification of Makes with Makers’ Names. 

Trade Designations used as Water-marks, &c., 

by Paper Makers and Wholesale Stationers. 

LONDON: 

MARCHANT SINGER & CO., 

47, ST. MARY AXE, E.C. 

[Size 8vo. imperial.] 

Will be sent Post Free on receipt of Is. 

POCKET EDITION 
OF THE 

5 irpctcmj 
of 

SIZE : X 3J IN. J IN. THICK. 

Specially prepared for the use of 

Travellers and others visiting the Mills. 

Price per Copy - 2s. 6d. each. 
Cases (in Calf) . 2s. Od. ,, 

j 
THERE ARE NO ADVERTISEMENTS, 

Showcards, Almanacks, 
AND 

Lithography 
IN AIL ITS BRANCHES. 

* +* 

DRAWINGS FOR PHOTO-LITHO. 
AND PROCESS. 

SPECIALTY : 

Illuminated Addresses, Totes of Thanks, Condolence, &c. 

On VELLUM, &c. THOS. B. WIDDOWSON, 
Medallist, 

4, FRIAR LANE, 
LEICESTER. 

Send for Trade Card and Specimens 

before sending work elsewhere. 

THE* ARROW j 
A Monthly Illustrated 16 pp. Crown ito 

Religious Magazine, 

SUITABLE FOR LOCALISING IN CONNECTION WITH 

NONCONFORMIST CHURCHES. 

Printers would find this a useful thing to work. 

Specimen and Terms on Application. 

* HENRY G. DAVIES, 73, LUDGATE HILL, E.C. ♦ 

Now Ready, Price 2/-, or Post Free, 2/6. 

The Newspaper Press Direetory, 
1890. 

FORTY-FIFTH ANNUAL ISSUE, 

Containing full particulars of every Newspaper, Magazine, and 

Periodical published in the United Kingdom and the British Isles ; 

the Newspaper Map of the United Kingdom; the Continental, 

American, Indian, and Colonial Papers. 

C. MITCHELL & CO., 12 & 13, Red Lion Court, Fleet 

Street, London, E.C. 

The Newspaper Press Directory, 
1890, 

Contains specially-written Articles and Tables, giving a comprehensive 

survey of the 

BRITISH EXPORT TRADE 

from the standpoint of the advertiser; also the 

Completest Guide ever published to the Press of Australasia, 

Cape Colony, India, and other British Possessions. 

Lists of the leading Foreign Newspapers throughout the World. 

Thoroughly revised and extensively added to for the FORTY-FIFTH 

YEAR OF ISSUE 

‘The best press guide ever published.”—Daily Chronicle. 

Now Ready, Price 2/-, or Post Free, 2/6. 

C. MITCHELL & CO., 12 & 13, Red Lion Court, Fleet 

Street, London, E.C. 
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ALLIANCE PUBLISHING COMPANY 
NEWSPAPER EKSl'iejf 5«°PPM S6EIVCY, ld|:HTFJ>. 

114, EDMUND ST., BIRMINGHAM. THE ALLIANCE PUBLISHING CO. invite the attention of Newspaper Proprietors and Managers to the following list of Fiction, 
&c., which they are prepared to supply, in Reprint or Stereo, at the lowest possible remunerative charges. All Stereo is mounted on 
seasoned wood, type-high, and will be found of good working quality. 

SERIAL 
PROOF SLIPS OR REPRINT, Is. PER 

“ THAT OTHER WOMAN.” A new and original Novel 
by Annie Thomas (Mis. Pender Cudlip). About 60 demy cols. 

This, the last new story from the pen of this talented authoress, 
is in her best style, and will be found equal in interest to any of the 
works which have made her name so popular. 

“ FENCHURCH TOWERS.” By Francis H. Grundy. 

Now first published. A strikingly-original and powerfully-written 
story, dealing with the doings of the Cornish smugglers and wreckers 
a century ago, and narrating how a rascally steward, by fraud and 
forgery, secured for a while—on the death of the owner, Lord 
Normanton—possession of the Penchurch Towers estates. The story 
is full of incident and of stirring adventures on land and sea, and the 
interest, which commences in the opening chapters, is continued to the 

end. About 60 Demy cols. 

ALSO A LARGE NUMBER OF SHORT STORIES, NOVELETTES, ETl 
REPRINT, AND 2s. 

TALES. 
COL ; STEREO , 2a. 0d. PER COL. 

“ A PERFECT DEMON; or, The Oak House Mystery.” 
By the Author of “ Wayside Romances,” “A Woman’s Sacrifice,” 
&c. 54 Demy cols. “A Perfect Demon ” is a story especially suitable 
for Newspapers which insert sensational stories. 

“ THE TREGARVA MYSTERY.” The Story of a 
Crime. By the Author of “Riven Asunder,” “ Dottings of a 
Dosser,” &c. A powerfully-written story. About 30 Demy cols. 

“MY STRANGE WIFE.” A Psychological Ro¬ 
mance. By Percy Russell, Author of “ The Literary Manual,” 
“ Five Minutes with the Poets,” “A Sister’s Crime,” &c. About 30 
Demy cols. 

“THE LORDLY FORTUNE OF HIRAM BOOTH.” 
By Alfred T. Story, Author of “Only Half a Hero,” “ Fifine,” 
&c. 32 Demy cols. 

, FROM I TO 23 COLS,, AT Is. PER COL. PROOF SLIPS OR 
PER COL. STEREO, 

+ A LONDON LETTER 
Supplied Weekly to any Newspaper in the Kingdom at 2s. per Demy Col- Reprint. 

Columns are cast 15 ems wide. All Metal to be returned within three months, carriage paid, or it will be charged for. 
MONTHLY ACCOUNTS.—25 per Cent. Reduction on the List Prices will be made on Orders for 100 Columns and upwards. 

All Communications to be addressed\ THE MANAGER, 

ALLIANCE PUBLISHING CO., Limited, 114, EDMUND STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

BOOKS FOR LITHOGRAPHERS. 
TREASURY OF MONOGRAMS. By Charles 

Jobmann. This work will consist of 28 parts, each containing 
12 plates with 12 designs of monograms in every conceivable 
variety on each plate. Part I. can be supplied, price 4s. Subsequent 
parts can only be supplied to subscribers to the entire work. 

ALBUM LITHOGRAPHIQUE. A fine collection of 
plates of commercial and other work, executed by the best German, 
French, and other artists. There are six parts issued, price 6s. each. 

MUSTER ALPHABETE. Models for Alphabets of 
all kinds, 6 parts, 5s. the set. 

RENAISSANCE ALPHABETE. One part, is. 

MONOGRAMS. Various examples, 2 parts, 2s. 6d. 

COURENT UND SPIEGELSCHRIFTEN. Cursive 
writing and other forms of lettering, 2 parts, is. each. 

ALLEGORIEN. Allegories of every kind, 12 parts, 
2s. each. 

BAUMSCHLAG. Studies of trees, branches, &c., 6 
parts, is. 6d. each. 

SHRIFTENATLAS. Alphabets of every description, 
many in colours, 18 parts, is. each. 

DIE GRUNDFORMEN DER SCHRIFTEN. Con¬ 
taining complete alphabets of various kinds. Complete in 5 parts, 
is. each. 

KINDERGRUPPEN. Containing beautiful groups of 
children, suitable for decoration, &c., 2 parts, 3s. each. 

ZIER SCHRIFTEN. Specimens of lettering, suitable 
for every class of work, 23 parts, is. each. 

ETIQUETTENKUNST. Containing borders, letters, 
and a multitude of designs suitable for general work, 12 parts, 

is. 6d. each. 

GRAVIRUNGEN. Suggestions for mercantile work, 
I part, 3s. 

MONOGRAMME. Containing a large variety of mono¬ 
grams of every kind, 13 parts, is. each. 

ORNAMENTIK. Ornaments, headings, rules, corners 
&c., in great variety, 17 parts, is. each. 

ALLERLEI ZIERRATH. Ornamental work of various 
kinds, 16 parts, is. 6d. each. 

CARTOUCHEN. Twenty-four plates of original designs 
for borders, &c., by Hugo Gerard Strohl, 10s. 

CARTOUCHEN. Twenty-four plates of original designs 
for borders, &c., by Ferd. \Vust, ios. 

DER ETIQUETTEN-SCHATZ. Twelve plates ot 
labels, containing some 50 beautiful designs, 12s. 

JAPANISCHE VORBILDER. Fifty plates of Japanese 
designs of all kinds, 15 parts, is. 3d. each. 

MONOGRAMME ALBUM. Containing 50 plates of 
monograms, 10 parts, is. 6d. each. 

DER ORNAMENTENSCHATZ. Eighty-five plates 
of decorative designs of all periods, 20 parts, is. each. 

A complete Set of the above books (or a selection) will be sent, on approval, on receipt of the amount. All books returned will be 

allowed for, less carriage. Address, Publisher, Office of THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER, 73, Ludgate Hill. 
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and the Prince of Wales has promised to take the chair. For more 
than forty years the Earl of Derby has taken an abiding interest in the 
fortunes of the fund, and on the 12th inst. he once more presided at 
its annual general meeting From Dr. B. W. Richardson’s report it 
appears that forty grants had been made during the past twelve months, 
to the amount of ,£2,095. Of the recipients, fourteen were ladies, six 
of whom were authors, and eight widows and orphans. Lord Derby 
was re-elected president, and the other officers were also re-appointed. 

Mr. Humphreys Davies, secretary of the National Society for the 
Exemption of Machinery from Rating, draws attention to the fact that 
the Bill for the Exemption of Machinery from Rating has again been 
introduced into the House of Commons, by the aid of Mr. Winter- 
bottom, M.P., and is set down for second reading on April 16. Under 
these circumstances, it is felt desirable that the attention of local 
members of Parliament should be drawn to the necessity of this bill 
being passed. Owners of machinery and manufacturers generally 
are therefore invited to communicate with their parliamentary represen¬ 
tative at once upon the subject, in order, if possible, to induce them to 
vote in favour of the measure. 

The annual meeting of the Newspaper Press Fund Institution took 
place on Saturday, the 22nd ult., at the Society of Arts, John-street, 
Adelphi, W.C., the president, Sir A. Borthwick, M.P., in the chair. 
The report stated that during the past year the roll of members had 
been strengthened by the election of 199 new members, and that at 
the end ot the year there were 393 members residing in London, 290 
in the country, and 5 abroad, making a total of 688. It also men¬ 
tioned that during the year grants were made amounting altogether to 
£1,191, and that the investments have now reached a total of 
.£20,000. In moving the adoption of the report, the chairman con¬ 
gratulated the meeting upon the increasing prosperity of the fund, 
alluding especially to the fact that the visits of deputations from the 
committee to various large centres of population have led to a consider¬ 
able accession of provincial members, 140 of whom were enrolled in 
1889, and testified to the judicious manner in which grants are admin¬ 
istered by the committee. The hon. baronet also announced that Mr. 
Edward Lawson will preside at the annual dinner in June next, and 
expressed a hope that that gentleman will be well supported on the 
occasion by journalists. Some formal business was then transacted, 
and the meeting terminated with the usual vote of thanks to the 
chairman. 

An International Exhibition of Mining and Metallurgy 

will be held during the forthcoming summer at the Crystal Palace. 
It has received most encouraging and wide-spread support. The scope 
of the exhibition will be sufficiently wide to enable a most valuable and 
interesting display to be made. Immense advances have of late years 
taken place in mining and metallurgical practice, and no wholly 
suitable opportunity has presented itself, or been taken advantage of, 
for adequately illustrating the degree of progress which has been 
attained, while it will be readily admitted that at no previous period 
has mining assumed such a degree of importance, whether it be re¬ 
garded as an industry, a profession, or a vehicle for speculation and 
investment. One-half of the surplus of the exhibition is to be paid to 
the exhibitors pro rata to the amount paid by them for space occupied, 
and the other half is to be disposed of by the council either in found¬ 
ing a scholarship at the Royal School or Mines, or in helping some 
other institution connected with mining and metallurgy. The exhi¬ 
bition will open on July 2, and close on September 30, 1890. The 
Honorary Secretary is Mr. George A. Ferguson, editor of the Mining 
Journal, 18, Finch-lane, London, E. C., from whom prospectuses and 
application forms for space may be obtained. 

A writer in the European Mail, of February'14, says :—Some few 
months ago I was called upon to write various articles in connection 
with the Printers’ Exhibition then being held at the Stationers’ Hall, 
E.C., and later to complain of what seemed to me the great want of 
patriotism amongst British printers in going abroad for so much of their 
ink, type, and paper. Upon ihese occasions I did not spare Messrs. 
Raithby & Lawrence, of Leicester, the printers of the British Printer— 
the organ of the British Typographia—for I considered they at least 
should set an example to the trade by producing this journal purely 
from British sources. This firm have since written to me, saying that 
if it were possible they would be only too pleased to do as I suggest, 
but that were they to rely simply upon the materials to be obtained at 
home the pages of that journal would look very different to what they 
do now. To show me what they can really do in artistic letter-press 
printing, this young Leicester firm have forwarded one of their new 
specimen books for inspection, and informed me that some of the most 
beautiful of the specimens which this contains have been printed from 
ink supplied by Messrs. Mander Brothers, of Wolverhampton. This 
being so, while congratulating Messrs. Raithby & Lawrence upon their 
really beautiful specimens of the printer’s art, I must certainly not 
forget to include the Wolverhampton firm of ink makers for the part 
they have taken in the production. With such ink as they produce, I 
wonder Messrs. Mander Brothers do not go into foreign countries and 
beat the foreigner upon his own ground. They could do it easily. 
Perhaps they do; if so, I hope they are successful in their enterprise. 

QjCtnerican <C(Hpptn<$e. 

Mr. Isaac Pitman has made arrangements for opening an estab¬ 
lishment in New York for the sale of those works with which his name 
has been identified for so many years. 

The dissatisfied newspaper compositors in Philadelphia who made 
a demand for an advance from 40 to 45 cents per thousand for 
setting type, have made a complete back-down. The men employed 
in the Press office, who were locked out, hive secured employment 
elsewhere. 

A New York printer named Dalton has been guilty of an act 
which is happily as rare as it is shabby. Having a copy of the sub¬ 
scription list of the North American Reviezv, he retained it, and offered 
to sell it to the editor of the Forum, The latter gentleman communi¬ 
cated with the publisher of the Reviezv, who laid an information 
against the printer, and he has been committed for trial. 

George W. Childs, publisher of the Ledger, Philadelphia, has a very 
fine library. His reference library is one of the best in the United States, 
and his collection of manuscripts is one of the finest of its kind in the 
world. He has original manuscripts of works of such distinguished 
authors as Dickens, Thackeray, Scott, Washington Irving, Shelley, 
Byron, Charles Lamb, Dryden, Longfellow, and many others of that 
character. 

Mr. George Parsons Lothrop says:—To stem the flood of 
impure fiction we need international copyright ; a higher standard of 
decency in the daily press ; greater liberty for American novelists of 
accredited ability in presenting the problems of life in a serious way, 
and much less liberty than is now permitted to foolish young women 
to saturate themselves with morbid notions, and to unload their 
crude and unpleasant imaginings upon the public. 

The printing trade and kindred interests in Philadelphia are enjoy¬ 
ing a fair and encouraging degree of prosperity. Since the opening 
of 1890 there has been but little decrease in orders for all classes of 
typographical work. In many cases there has been an increase. The 
job printers and book publishers are experiencing quite a little boom. 
The demand for first-class job hands is quite active; hardly a day 
elapsing but that advertisements for jobbers and all-around men appear 
in the daily papers. Good and competent pressmen are also in large 
demand.. 

It is announced that the American branch of the publishing business 
of Cassell & Company, Limited, has been acquired by an American 
syndicate. The new company will be carried on under the manage¬ 
ment of Mr. O. M. Dunham, who has been associated for many years 
with the business, and the American company will continue to act as 
the specially authorised agents throughout the United States and 
Canada for the sale of the publications of the English company, which 
on its part will act similarly for the American publications of the 
Cassell Publishing Company, as the concern will in future be styled. 

Robert Hoe, of printing-press fame, has expended a fortune on 
his library. His fancy runs after rich and valuable bindings, such as 
those of Dithon, Grolier, books of Mine, de Pompadour, Marie 
Antoinette, Diana de Poitiers, Francis I., Henry I., historic manu¬ 
scripts on vellum, early bibelots, black-letter books, and books pro¬ 
duced by famous printers. Two years ago he visited Europe to buy 
books. He attended tie sale of the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, 
and made some valuable purchases. At the Tuchow sale he expended 
40,000 francs, and the whole lot of books he bought was carried in a 
hand-bag. 

W. W. Pasko, librarian of the New York Typothetce, and a man 
of great research in the printing line, is about to write a book that will 
be of great interest to men who want to know everything. The title 
of the work will be : “A history of piinting in the city of New York, 
from its beginning to the present time, with illustrated historical and 
biographical notes concerning publishers, booksellers, engravers, 
authors, press-builders, type-founders, paper-dealers, stationers, ink- 
makers, stereotypers, and a narrative of the progress in the arts 
connected with printing.” Only five hundred copies will be printed, 
at 20 dollars a copy. The work will be delivered in parts, and will 
require about two years. Address W. W. Pasko, 19, Park-place, 
New York. 

Brayton Ives, ex-president of the New York Stock Exchange, has 
one of the finest, if not the finest, and most valuable collections of 
manuscripts and rare books in America. Llis library is a very large 
one. Llis tastes run after the curious, and he has paid fabulous prices 
for some of the volumes and manuscript treasures that fill his shelves. 
Among his books is a Gutenberg Bible, the first book printed from 
movable type. There are only twenty-one known to be in existence. 
This Bible was purchased by Hamilton Cole for 8,000 dollars. Cole 
disposed of it, and two years since Mr. Ives became the possessor of 
it, he having paid 15,000 dollars for the rarity. Mr. Ives also has a 
Caxton Bible, the first Euclid, Galliot du pre, and vellum-printed 
missale of Hardoins. 
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The Ladies' Home Journal of Philadelphia proposes to give to any 
young girl of sixteen years or ov,er who will send to it, before January 
I, 1891, the largest number of yearly subscribers to the Journal, a 
complete education at Vassar College or any other American college 
she may select. The education offered includes every branch of study, 
with every expense paid, the Journal agreeing to educate the girl 
irrespective of the time required or the expense involved. To this is 
also pinned a second offer which guarantees to any girl of sixteen or 
over who will secure i,oco yearly subscribers before January 1, a full 
term of one year at Vassar or any other preferred college, with all 
expenses paid, thus making it possible for any number of young girls 
to receive free educations at the best colleges. 

It is said that the Harpers, who are the publishers of four periodicals, 
receive about fifteen thousand manuscripts a year, of which number 
they can use, at the most, only five hundred or six hundred. The 
Century Company, with two publications, is favoured with not less 
than ten thousand manuscripts, and can use but three hundred and 
fifty. P'ive thousand articles are sent annually to the Scribners, who 
reject all but two hundred of them. Many of the monthly magazines 
are made up almost exclusively of ordered matter—articles written 
under special contracts with the publisher. This is scarcely a hopeful 
outlook for ambitious writers. It is estimated that the occasional 
contributor, who has not made a reputation for himself, has about one 
chance in fifty of having his production accepted by either of the large 
houses named. 

The Smallest Printing-Press.—A firm on Wall-street, New 
York, has in operation and exhibition what is probably the smallest 
working printing-press in the world. It is an interchangeable cylinder, 
and prints from a continuous roll with a cut-off. It is but 12V in. in 
length and 7§ in. in height. Its width in the widest part is less than 
7 in. In the office where it has been in use it has been necessary to 
furnish brokers and others a daily letter of financial news. Until the 
invention of this miniature press the service was performed by the 
manifold system. Nine manifolders, each working very rapidly, were 
required to perform the service. With this little lightning press, after 
the type is set, 200 copies per minute of any circular can be printed. 
With the dynamo machine lately attached it has printed as high as 700 
copies a minute. 

A New Publishing Syndicate.—It is stated in a cablegram from 
New York that an English syndicate, with a capital of ^5,coo 000, for 
the formation of a school-book trust, is announced ; but, unless the 
combined English capitalists succeed in completing their purchases by 
May 6, a number of leading publishing houses here will combine and 
form an American school-book trust. Mr. Appleton, chief of the great 
book-house of Appleton & Co., will accept the presidency, and a site 
for a central building is already being considered. Authors and 
teachers and proprietors of schools oppose both schemes : the authors 
because it may equalise the value of the productions, and the teachers 
because it will deprive them of the privilege of preference. The firm 
of Harper Brothers have declined to join either the English or the 
proposed American trust. 

It is astonishing how during the last few years the art of printing 
and bookmaking has improved in Chicago. To-day there are more 
subscription books printed there than in any other city in the Union, 
and if this continues at its present rate of growth the kindred lines of 
lithographing, wood and photo engraving will be enormously stimu¬ 
lated. For example, including the newspaper offices, there are 
engaged in the various businesses of printing, binding, lithographing, 
&c., no less than 240 establishments employing in the aggregate over 
5,000 hands, and turning out an annual product estimated at 
14,000,000 dols. There are twenty houses engaged in the manufac¬ 
ture of blank books alone. Four establishments are engaged in the 
manufacture of printing and writing inks, and a large number are 
doing work on steel and copper, from the finest bank-note and 
stationery work to the lowest grade of business card. 

Talking with a book publisher, says the correspondent of the 
American Stationer, as to the condition of the book-trade, he said : 
“ Why, the condition of the book business is all wrong. The average 
bookseller has no chance at all, for the trade has been to a very large 
extent absorbed by dry goods and notion houses. The cause of this 
change is to be lound back about the time of the war. Nominal 
prices have been kept where they then were, and it has been sought 
to remedy the altered condition of affairs by making discounts larger. 
The book that years ago was sold at 1 dol. 50 cents is still at the 
nominal price of 1 dol. 50 cents on the bookseller’s counter, while 
the dry goods men sell it at 1 dol. or 1 dol. 10 cents. Book publishers 
must recognise the change, and must actually reduce the nominal 
selling prices of their books before the trade will swing back to its 
legitimate channels.” 

The question of a combination among the houses which issue cheap 
lines of books is now being agitated. John W. Lovell is said to be 
endeavouring to bring about such a combination in order to stop the 
ruinous competition going on. The plan is said to include the 
organisation of a corporation capitalised at 6,000,000 dols. Shares are 

to be paid for in cash or value, and the value is to be based upon the 
electrotype plates of books now published by the subscribers. Each 
page, at an average measure of 1,000 ems, is to be rated in the 
capitalisation at one dol. Some publishers objected that in many cases 
there would be duplicate sets of plates. Almost every publisher of 
“reprints” has, for instance, a set of Dickens’ novels, and in the 
combination all but one of the sets would be useless. There is, of 
course, very little information given out as to the proposition, but it is 
announced that an option has been secured on George Munro’s plates 
at 1,oco,000 dols. 

If the signs of the times are read correctly, the year 1890 will 
witness some extraordinary dealings in the book line. Already some 
Western and other publishers of more or less repute are making 
arrangements to place on the market surprisingly cheap volumes by 
popular authors, which, however indifferent may be their typographical 
and other features, cannot certainly return much profit to the manu¬ 
facturers and dealers. Some works are to be offered at a rate per 
volume which astonishes even the purveyors of cheap goods. 
V hether the parties who propose to print such volumes at intervals 
will be in a position to perform their contract remains to be seen. 
But it is patent to all that literature of all kinds was never so cheap as 
now. 1 here is no excuse for ignorance. Free libraries abound every¬ 
where. Education in the lower, higher and special branches can be 
had for the asking. Books which at the outset command quite a 
good rate soon come within the purchasing limits of the average 
workman. Manufacturers and dealers, in order to sell their wares, 
give away a novel or offer some similar inducement, and even the slot 
machines have commenced to dole out stories at 5 cents each. 
Healthy and wholesome literature is practically as free as the ocean 
breezes, and the masses can avail themselves of it. Truly this is a 
remarkable age, a generation of enlightenment, and which, rightly 
considered, makes life worth living.—American Statione 
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Cofontof 

The first number of Te Horimako Hou has been published at 
Opotiki by Mr. R. Henry, edited by the Rev. R. Maunsell. It is a 
demy quarto of eight pages, three columns to the page. With the 
exception of a few advertisements, it is printed entirely in Maori. 

Mr. J. T. M. Hornsby, on leaving the Waipawa Mail, was the 
recipient of four presents : one—an albert with masonic jewel—from 
the district school, he having held the office of secretary to the com¬ 
mittee ; two purses from residents of the town and district; and the 
fourth, an illuminated address in handsome frame, from the staff of the 
Mail. 

Notice is given that Mr. J. W. Goddard has retired from the firm 
of F. T. Wimble & Co., as and from the 1st day of January this year, 
and that Mr. F. T. Wimble re-joins.the firm. The business of 
priming ink manufacturers and printers’ furnishers will be carried 
on in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, and London, as heretofore, under 

the style of “ F. T. Wimble & Co.” 

We have received from Messrs. Gibbs, Shallard & Co., Sydney, New 
South Wales, a specimen of what they are justly entitled to consider 
“ an excellent piece of typographical work.” It is a New Year Greet¬ 
ing card from (Abbs, Shallard & Co.’s companionship to their fellow- 
craftsmen. The design and execution reflect the greatest credit upon 
the compositor, Mr. B. G. Butcher, whose name is on the card, and 

upon all engaged on it. 

Two of the Australian Chief Justices are ex-editors. The Hon. 
George Higginbotham, of Lincoln’s-Inn, was a reporter on the 
Morning Chronicle in 1849. emigrated to Victoria in 1854, became the 
editor of the Melbourne Argus, and is now Chief Justice of the colony. 
Sir Charles Lilley, the Queensland Chief Justice, was editor and half¬ 
owner of the Brisbane Courier, the leading journal of that colony. 
He has recently been credited with the epigrammatic remark that “ A 
newspaper can say anything it likes without getting inside the law—if 

it only knows how.” 

The Akaroa Mail is adopting a practice which might be followed 
with advantage elsewhere. Under the heading of “ The Story of the 
Bays,” it is publishing a series of very interesting articles, giving 
particulars of the first colonists and their work—in fact, the early 
history of the district, with authenticated facts and precise dates. 
Now that the pioneer settlers are so fast disappearing, is the time to 
place such facts on record ; it is not at present possible to do so in 
book form ; but in the newspaper files the information is accessible to 
those who see it, and in future years it wll be highly valued. 

It is difficult to form anything like a true estimate of contemporary 
literature, especially when it is popular. A few years hence, probably 
people will wonder how the forgotten song “Laddie”—the most 
inane production of this generation —should have had the largest sale 
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of any ballad published during the century ; or how the trashy 
“Hansom Cab” should ever have brought in shillings to the extent of 
a third of a million. The tendency to depreciate good work of the 
past and magnify present productions, is curiously illustrated in a letter 
by the clever home correspondent of the Dunedin Star. Immediately 
alter describing the late Eliza Cook’s songs as “ weakly and senti¬ 
mental,” he goes on to characterise Robert Martin’s “ Ballyhooley ” 
and “ Killaloe ” as “immortal lyrics.” Clever they are, and de¬ 
servedly popular, but—“ immortal ” ! Prodigious \—Typo. 

The largest funeral ever seen in Australia was that of a young 
colonist lately deceased. It took place in Sydney, and about 200,000 
people attended. Telegrams of condolence were received from all the 
colonies in such numbers as to suggest an idea to an ingenious editor, 
who wrote an article in all good faith, to prove that a basis had now 
been discovered for “ Australian federation.” The Governor sent a 
message of condolence to the bereaved relatives, and it was even con¬ 
templated to place a resolution of public sorrow on the records of 
Parliament. Places of business were closed, and the day was one of 
general mourning. Surely a great and good man—a distinguished 
patriot—had passed away ! All this display was in honour of a young 
man of three-and-twenty, whose name three years ago was unknown. 
He is said to have been a good son, and exemplary in his other rela¬ 
tions ; but it was not on account of his virtues that a nation mourned. 
They were proud of him because he had proved himself an invincible 
oarsman. He had never suffered the unpardonable disgrace of defeat. 
Strange reflections are suggested by such a display as this public 
funeral. Patriotism, integrity, and genius may receive a partial and 
grudging recognition ; but the Australian public have conclusively 
shown that the idols they worship with all their strength, and all their 
soul, and all their mind are Muscle and Success. 

Contitunfaf £ Jweign Jfofftnge. 

A printer, M. Victor Dubois, has been elected on the Commission 
of the Bourse de Travail. 

M. |. Lefmann, engraver, one of the originators of chemical 
engraving, and of the applications of photography thereto, is dead. 

M. Manjan, deputy, is engaged in passing a project through the 
French Chamber for selling an edition of the Ojjiciel for five centimes. 

The paper factory of J. Maisonneuve, at Conty, partly burned two 
months ago, is nearly reconstructed. Work will recommence shortly, 

M. Antonius Adam (Bulletin de la Papeterie) and M. Bourgeois 
(Marinoni) are among the latest nominations to the grade Officer of the 
Academie. 

Madame Larousse, widow of Pierre Larousse, founder of the 
Grand Diclionnaire Universcl du XIXe Slide, has died at Dugny 
(Seine) in her 65th year. 

The French Association of Republican Journalists is organising a 
Society of Mutual Assurance in favour of widows and orphans of the 
members of different associations of the Press. 

The oldest West-German trade journal, dating from 1848, in 
Cologne, the Allgemeine Anzeiger fiir Rheinland-Westfalen has amal¬ 
gamated with the Kolnischen Volkszeitungund Handelsblatt. 

The import duties hitherto levied on printing and lithographic 
machinery and type entering Chili and Peru are now abolished By a 
recent governmental decree, which takes effect from the beginning of 
the present year. 

The malady from which printing is at present suffering is, says the 
Bulletin de IImprimerie et de la Librairie, general, and extends all 
over Europe. Never has the number of printers out of work been so 
considerable at this time of the year. 

The French Council of Public Instruction has decided to present to 
all foreign universities copies of the “ Capitulaires ” of the University 
of Paris. This volume, edited by M. Delalain, was one of the most 
admired at the Exhibition for its fine execution. 

A great International Postal Congress will take place some time 
this year, at a place which has not yet been decided upon. Besides 
the forty countries party to the Postal Union, delegates have been 
invited from the eighteen countries yet outside its pale. 

It was announced last month that the Seine Assize (France) had 
caused a number of seizures to be made at publishers’ shops of books 
whose illustrated covers showed some want of decorum. On this 
charge twenty-five publishers and designers have been convicted. 

A Russian journal, the Pribalksky Krai, published at Mitau, in the 
Baltic province of Courland, has just ceased publication very suddenly. 
All the printing offices in the city happen to be owned by Germans, 
and not one of them can be found to print the paper in question on 
account of the fact that it is continually attacking Germany and the 
Germans. 

The Syndical Chamber of Parisian employes has published the 
resume of its operations during the year 1889. This philanthropic 
association, which numbers more than 3,000 adherents, has succeeded 
in creating a fund for giving daily relief to those of its members who 
are temporarily out of work. 

“ Where will it stop ? ” asks the Paris Figaro. 11 Anteuil-Long- 
champs, the most complete, the best informed, the most popular 
sporting journal, offers as a premium to its readers .... a spirited 
race-horse : not a portrait of a horse, mind, but a real animal in flesh 
and blood ready to run.” We quote this advisedly. 

M. Paul Bluysen, of the GutenburgJournal, and art critic of the 
Rtpubliyue franfaise, has published under the title of “ Paris en 1889,” 
a series of studies on the Exposition. These 200 pages, filled with 
interesting remarks, are like so many instantaneous photographs taken 
by the author on the Champ de Mars or the Esplanade. 

The month of January witnessed the birth of sixty-three periodicals 
in France—thirty-three in Paris and thirty in the provinces. Among 
the former, only one is political, six are illustrated (one a daily), two 
are connected with finances, and two are published in the Spanish 
language. In the provinces, nine of the newcomers are political and 
two are illustrated. 

M. Pierre Lacroix, of Angouleme, a doyen of the French paper 
trade, has died at the age of seventy-four, lie entered as apprentice, 
when fourteen, the establishment of Veuze, where the first paper- 
machine erected in the West of France was working. In 1850 lie 
joined his brothers-in-law, MM. Lacroix, in founding the important 
house of Angouleme. 

Another attempt at a daily illustrated journal has been made at 
Paris. The director of the Vie Modernc, M. Gaston Lebre, and M. 
Georges Millot, started some time ago Paris Instanta?ie, which every¬ 
day contains a vignette portrait of some celebrated man, and in the 
text numerous illustrations, obtained by autographic process. The 
paper consists of four pages. 

The French Postal Department has been struck with a brilliant 
idea, which remains to be tested, however. It suggests that to 
simplify the service of newspaper posting, the central administration 
shall be supplied with a list of subscribers, and shall engage itself 
to distribute the journals to their destinations without there being 
necessity either for wrapper or for address. 

The Vienna Union of Bookbinders have decided to organise, in 
1891, an exhibition in that city of binding, boarding, and morocco 
leather : where will be found, besides products raw and manufactured, 
the stocks of tools necessary for each process. The exhibition should 
not lack interest ; Austrians have given proofs of taste and originality 
at every exhibition they have taken part in. 

The Bulletin des Sommaires, published at 44, Rue Bcaunier, Paris, 
forms an index to the contents of a number of papers, published in 
France and some other European countries. The titles of the articles 
enumerated are arranged under the heading of various subjects, each 
paper having a special paragraph to itself. Every quotation is dis¬ 
tinguished by a number which renders it easy of reference. 

A course of lessons on reproducing works of art by photo-litho¬ 
graphy, photo-typography, and photo-gravure is being given at the 
School of Decorative Arts, Paris, by M. Vidal. These lessons are 
given on Sundays, commencing at 10 o’clock. Perhaps this would 
suit some English Radicals. It certainly might be better than the 
drinking usually indulged in at the Radical clubs on the Sabbath. 

The delegates of the Paris Syndical Typographical Chamber have 
published their report on printing at the Exposition—a brochure of 
72 pages, octavo. The complaint of French journals is that it is too 
short, too summary, and “does not properly end, in spite of the 
chapter ‘ conclusion.’ ” The most important point is scarcely 
sketched, and then inaccurately, in the part on “ Zincographic 
Gillot.” 

The Parisian Typographical Society (Syndical Chamber) has pub¬ 
lished the report of its delegates to the Exhibition, MM. J. Castille 
and L. Chilliat. “This report,” says the Intcrmcdiaire, “is very 
interesting and very conscientiously embodied. The book-trade and 
printing, professional schools, printing and composing-machines, type- 
foundries, stereotyping and galvano-plastic, fancy-work, and paper¬ 
making are all impartially reviewed. 

In 1878 the numberof works published in France was placed by official 
statistics (Ministry of the Interior) at 12,973. I'1 1889 the number 
rose to 14,849, or an increase of 1,876. The tendency that has existed 
for some years on the part of Paris editors to entrust the greater part 
of their printing to provincial houses is accentuated every year; it was 
more pronounced than ever last year. Most of the volumes are got up 
at Mans, livreux, Angers, Bordeaux, &c. 

The evening classes organised by the Ettienne Municipal School, 
Paris, are composed as follows: Monday, Typographical composition ; 
professor, M. Guernier, of the Ecole Chaix. Tuesday, Course of 
grammar as applied to the book industry ; M. Da Costa. Wednesday 
sni Friday, Lithography; M. Phirdeau. Thursday, Course of draw 
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ing as applied to the illustration of books ; MM. Bremont and Fleury. 
Saturday, Printing ; M. Motard. The hours are eight to ten. 

There will be two Salons in Paris this year : on account of the 
division that has taken place in the Society of French Artists. The 
old society will be at the Palais de PIndustrie, while the dissentionists, 
who have formed themselves into the nucleus of a new art association, 
the National Society of Fine Arts, will instal themselves in the Champ 
de Mars. The new society does not see its way at present to recom¬ 
pense artists exhibiting under its banner ; it limits itself to gathering 
under its wings as associates authors of valuable works. The exhibition 
will open on May 15th. 

The situation among the printers in German Switzerland consequent 
upon the late strikes is very encouraging. At Berne, according to the 
latest reports, there were only about 20 men out of work, thanks chiefly 
to several departures. Room was made for many in different work¬ 
shops in the town, on account of the large number on sick-leave. At 
Basle the number idle had equally diminished, though there were 25 
in need of relief. Other towns were still better. At Zurich the position 
was still grave ; for although most of the single men had gone and the 
married had found places outside, there were yet 3 c fathers of families 
out of work ; and the number did not seem like diminishing. 

Another “International Exhibition,” industrial and artistic, is to 
take place—this time at Liege, from July 1 to September 30 next. It 
is parented by the National League for the perfecting and development 
of industry. The exhibition will be divided into three sections, thus : 
P’irst (Group 1) Alimentary products. Second (Group 2) Education 
and professional instruction, where will be classed printing, book¬ 
making, lithography in all branches, papers, book-binding, drawing 
and painting utensils, &c. ; (Group 3) furniture and accessories ; 
(Group 4) clothing ; (Group 5) mine products and agriculture ; 
(Group 6) machines and appurtenances ; (Group 7) architecture, 
hygiene, and salvage ; (Group 8) horticulture, flowers and fruits. 
Third Section (Group 9) illustrating art. 

The Government of the Swiss Canton of Neuchatel were appealed to 
recently by a local “vigilance” society to prohibit the issue and sale 
of certain publications, the circulation of which, it was alleged, was 
detrimental to public morals ; unwilling to disoblige the memorialists, 
and yet not desirous of interfering to too great an extent with the 
liberty hitherto enjoyed by the Swiss press, the authorities made a 
somewhat original compromise — they decided that the papers in 
question were not to be exposed for sale in any of the booksellers’ 
shops or newspaper “ kiosques ” in the Canton, nor were they to be 
brought specially under the notice of customers of these establish¬ 
ments. Nevertheless, any person enquiring for any of these works 
may be supplied with them in the ordinary way without let or hin¬ 
drance. 

The Italian Charge d’Affaires at Guatemala says that there is an open¬ 
ing for ruled paper in reams and blank books, correspondence paper 
in reams, and commercial invoices, mercantile books, copy-books, fancy 
writing-paper and envelopes of every quality. They are supplied by 
France, Germany, and Spain ; the last-mentioned country sends in 
large quantities a kind of writing-paper used for notarial deeds and 
public documents, which for solidity, durability, and good appearance 
is considered one of the best. There is a considerable sale of it, espe¬ 
cially of the marks Romany, Villaseca, and Serra, in this and the 
other Spanish-American Republics. It is sold by the retail mer¬ 
chants in Guatemala from 7 to 10 pesos per ream. The same writer 
adds that, if Italian (and therefore British) paper-mills could produce 
the same quality, and sell it at the same price, or a little cheaper, 
there is no doubt that considerable quantities would be easily sold in 
these countries. 

The business of printers’ engineer and broker, carried on for many 
years past by Mr. W. H. Bird, at Long Millgate, Manchester, has 
been acquired by Messrs. Edwards & Co., who have opened premises 
at No. 6, Bradshaw-street, Shudehill, where they will add to the 
businesses just mentioned those of type-founders and general dealers 
in printing machinery and plant. 

Mr. John IIaddon, 3 and 4, Bouvcrie-street, E.C., announces 
that he has taken into partnership his nephew, Mr. Walter IIaddon, 
who has been for some time past associated with him in the business 
of publisher, exporter, and advertising agent and contractor. The 
firm will continue the name and style of John IIaddon & Co. A 
separate partnership has also been created under the same name and 
style of John IIaddon & Co., by the association of Mr. E. J. P. Francis 
with Mr. Walter Haddon and Mr. John Haddon, specially to extend 
and develop the above-named business of advertisement agents and 
contractors. The two departments will be worked independently of 
each other, under separate and distinct management. 

QteS5 jfoumafer § (prefer C0an<$eer. 

Youth and Age is the title of a new penny monthly magazine for all 
readers, issued by Mr. Geo. Stoneman, Paternoster-row. 

Laughter is the title of yet another paper devoted to exciting the 
risible faculty. A little of the usual run of comic stuff goes a long way, 
and we should doubt the chances of a paper devoted entirely to such 
literature achieving any permanent success. However, Laughter 
appears to be fairly well done, and it has as good a chance as many of 
its predecessors. It is printed and published by Woodford, P'awcett, 
& Co., Salisbury-square. 

The Princess is the title of a new weekly penny journal, which will 
appeal to women and children of all ages. It will contain practical 
articles on dress, fashion, household work, cookery, care and training 
of children, needlework, competitions, a page specially devoted to 
children, gardening, domestic pets, poultry, correspondence, and a 
serial tale. The whole will be plentifully illustrated. 

A new paper has been started for the discussion of Indian affairs, 
under the title of India. It is published at 25, Craven-street, Charing- 
cross, S.W. 

The Overture is the title of a new monthly periodical to be edited 
by Mr. Corder, “ for students and friends of the Royal Academy 
of Music.” 

(printing and otikr Companies. 

WE give particulars of thirteen companies registered 
since our last list was compiled, the total capital 

being £^125,750. This makes a total of forty com¬ 
panies and £("834,050 capital, compared with forty com¬ 
panies and ££45,562 capital at the corresponding date 
last year. 

John Kidd & Co., Limited.—Registered on the 6th ult., with a 
capital of .£50,000, in £10 shares, to acquire the business of printing 
ink, varnish, and blacking manufacturer, lately carried on by John 
Kidd in London and elsewhere, trading as John Kidd & Co. 
and Warren, Russell & Co. The subscribers, who have taken 
one share each, are :—Wm. Bartland, cashier, 1, Copeland- 
cottages, Wood-green; F. Ball, clerk, Spring-grove, Kingston- 
on-Thames ; A. Harrow, clerk, 87, Corbyn-street, llcrnsey-road; 
P. Squires, Station-road, Finchley.; II. S. Linley, accountant, 
124, Chancery-lane; C. D. Cazenove, bookseller, 7, Stationers’- 
Idall-court ; Wm. Ramsey, glass manufacturer, 29, Farringdon- 
street. The number of directors is not to be less than two, 
nor more than five ; qualification, 100 shares; the subscribers are to 
appoint the first; minimum remuneration, £100 per annum each. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Gush, Phillips & Co., 3, Finsbury-circus. 

Photophane, Limited.—Registered on the 3rd inst., with a 
capital of £20,000, in£i shares, to acquire and develop the business 
of the Photophane Printing and Publishing Company, of 846, Old 
Ivent-road. The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are : — 
E. Langlois, 42, St. Michael-road, Bowes-park ; J. D. Gaite, mer¬ 
chant, 3, Newgate-street ; E. J. Clayton, printer, 62, Carter-lane ; J. L. 
Preston, 34, Bessborough-gardens, S.W. ; W. II. Weller, 18, Shrub- 
land-road, Dalston ; E. Beal, shorthand writer, 76, Claremont-road, 
Forest-gate ; J. II. Cregan, accountant, 22, Dundas-road, Peckham. 
The number of directors is not to be less than two, nor more than 
five ; qualification, twenty shares ; most of the regulations of Table A 
apply. Solicitor, Mr. W. A. Colyer, 41, Wych-street, Strand. 

Glover, Faisy, & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 24th 
ult., with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to trade as advertising 
contractors in all branches. The subscribers, who have taken one 
share each, are :—#J. G. Emmison, advertising agent, 39, Market- 
street, Manchester; *W, E. Plant, advertising agent, 89, London 
Wall; J. Nokes, clerk, 15, ICenilworth-road, N.W. ; G. Towshend, 
advertising agent, 89, London Wall; #F. Abrahams, advertising 
agent, 3, Savoy-buildings, Strand; E. Ramsbottom, solicitor, Whalley- 
range, Manchester; *F. R. J. Glover, advertising contractor, 2, 
York-square, Stepney. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three, nor more than six; the first are the subscribers denoted 
by an asterisk, and J. G. Abrahams. The company in general meeting 
will determine remuneration. Registered by Messrs. Alfred Baaba & 
Co., 85, Gracechurch-street. 

Muggleton & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 15th ult.. 
with a capital of £1000, in £1 shares, to trade as advertising con¬ 
tractors, and to transact all kinds of agency and commission business. 
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The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are :—J. Ilobbs, 
painter, Leicester ; E. Muggleton, Leicester; S. O. R. Shaw, Lin¬ 
ford, Leicester; J. Dunn, billiardmarker, Leicester; J. Ilewes, 
sanitary engineer, Leicester; W. Burton, fishmonger, Leicester ; T. 
W. Pan, Leicester. The number of directors is not to be less than 
two, nor more than four ; the subscribers are to appoint the first, and 
are to determine remuneration. 

William White, Limited.—Registered on the 7th ult., with a 
capital of ,£5,000, in £5 shares, to take over the business of publisher 
of directories, maps, &c., carried on by William White at 9, St. 
James’s-row, Sheffield. The subscribers, who have taken one share 
each, are :—A. M. Wilson, solicitor, Sheffield ; T. Fletcher, veterinary 
surgeon, Sheffield ; C.. Barker, solicitor, Sheffield ; E. Holmes, 
surveyor, Sheffield ; J. Gregory, accountant, Sheffield ; G. Gibson, 
accountant, Sheffield ; W. C. Fletcher, advertising agent, Sheffield. 
Registered without special articles, 

Sheather & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 8th ult.> 
with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to trade as wholesale and 
export stationers, paper-bag manufacturers, and general warehousemen, 
printers, &c. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—- 
John Sheather, stationer 80, Borough-road, ; T. II. Collis, 44, Elms- 
road, Clapham ; FI. II. Lea, manufacturer’s agent, 39, Alderman- 
bury ; E. E. Sheather, stationer, 80, Borough-road; A. J. Gerrard, 
stationer’s warehouseman, 17, Freemantle-street, S.E. ; F. W. Hopper, 
traveller, 93, Farleigh-road, N. ; E. R. Dawson, clerk, 29A, Bruns- 
wick-square, The number and names of the first directors will be 
determined by the subscribers. Solicitor, Mr. A. Copping, 5, Godli- 
man-street, Doctors’-commons. 

Oriental Press Association, Limited.—Registered on the 6th 
ult., with a capital of £10,000, divided into 99 ordinary shares of £100 
each, and 100 founders’ shares, of £1 each, to trade as newspaper pro¬ 
prietors, printers, publishers, and advertising agents. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one ordinary share, are M. Haboumofif, Bed- 
ford-villa, Roxwell-road ; M. J. Muller, 48, Great Russell-street, 
W.C. ; IF. W. Clark, insurance agent, 12, Brabourne-grove, Peck- 
ham ; R. Foster, accountant, 36, Finborough-road, South Kensington ; 
Mirza YsufT Khan, 32, Duke-street, Bloomsbury ; Herbert Mott, 
accountant, 27, Brewster-gardens. The number of directors is not to be 
less than three, nor more than five ; qualification, five shares ; the sub¬ 
scribers are to appoint the first. Remuneration, 5 per cent, of net 
profits, but not exceeding a divisible sum equal to £250 per annum in 
respect of each director. The founders’ shares will be entitled to one 
moiety of the profits after 20 per cent, dividend has been paid on the 
ordinary shares, and in the event of return of capital, one moiety of 
the surplus assets. Solicitors, Messrs. Wilson, Bristow, & Carpmael, 
1, Copthall-buildings. 

Raithby, Lawrence, & Co., Limited.—Registered on the 1st 
inst., with a capital of £8,000, in £5 shares, to purchase the business 
of printers and bookbinders, carried on by Messrs. Raithby & 
Lawrence, at Leicester, ar.d also the copyright of a trade journal, 
known as the British Printer, belonging to Robert Hilton, of 2, 
Gresham-press-buildings, Little-bridge-street, London. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have taken one share each, are :—*H. C. Raithby, 
printer, Leicester; *J. C. Lawrence, printer, Leicester ; *Robert 
Hilton, journalist, 2, Gresham-press-buildings ; H. Lawrence, ac¬ 
countant, Leicester; R. Grayson, printer, Leicester; A. Grayson, 
printer, Leicester ; W. T. Knight, Flarborne, near Birmingham. The 
number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; 
qualification, fifty shares ; the company in general meeting will appoint 
remuneration; the first three subscribers are the first directors. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Macaulay & Bennett, Leicester. 

W. Griggs & Sons, Limited.—Registered on the 17th ult., with 
a capital of £4,000, in £1 shares, to take over the business of William 
Griggs, of Peckham, printer, lithographer, chromo, and photo¬ 
lithographer. The subscribers, who have taken one share each, 
are :—*W. Griggs, printer, &c., Hanover-street, Peckham ; *W. 
I. C. Griggs, chromo-lithographer, Hanover-street, Peckham; 
*Walter Griggs, chromo-lithographer, Planover-street, Peckham; 
*A. E. Griggs, chromo-lithographer, Hanover-street, Peckham ; 
W. T. Warner, bank manager, 49, High-street, Peckham ; Mrs. 
William Griggs, Hanover-street,Peckham ; Mrs. B. C. Jones, 134, 
Choumert-road, Peckham. The number of directors is not to be 
less than three, nor more than five. The first are the subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, 500 shares. The first directors 
wiil receive no remuneration for their services. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Wright & Wright, 11, Queen Victoria-street. 

Metcalfe & Co., Limited.—Registered on the 4th inst., with a 
capital of £3,000 in £ 1 shares, to take over the business of Metcalfe 
& Son, of Trinity-street and Rose-crescent, Cambridge, printers, pub¬ 
lishers, booksellers, and stationers. The subscribers are :—Miss J. 
Metcalfe, Cambridge, 100 shares ; Miss E. M. Metcalfe, Cambridge, 
100 shares ; C. T. Metcalfe, printer, Cambridge, 100 shares ; W. F. 
Westrope, printer, Cambridge, 100 shares ; Mrs. L. Stonier, Brough¬ 
ton, Manchester, 100 shares; Mrs, E, Mather, Broughton, Man¬ 

chester, 50 shares ; Mrs. M. A. Bashaw, Haverhill, Suffolk, 100 
shares. Most of the regulations of Table A apply. 

Middleton and District Bill-posting and Advertising 

Company, Limited.—Registered on the 3rd inst., with a capital of 
£2,500, in £5 shares, to purchase the bill-posting business of Robert 
Youde, at Middleton, Lancaster. The subscribers, who have taken 
one share each, are:--J. Ashworth, auctioneer, Middleton; T. 
Smethurst, chartered accountant, Middleton ; J. Barratt, manufac¬ 
turing chemist, Middleton ; R. Walker Flarrison, agent, Middleton ; 
R. Hilton, silk manufacturer, Middleton ; F. Henry, tourist agent, 
Oldham; J. E. Flornby, agent, Ashton-under-Lyne. Registered 
without special articles. 

“ People’s Press ” (with which is incorporated the “ North 

London Press”), Limited.—Registered on the 3rd inst., with a 
capital of £1,250, in ios. shares, to acquire a newspaper called the 
North London Press. The subscribers, who have taken one share 
each, are :—Campion Watson, 180, Lancaster-road, W. ; M. S. de 
Mattos, 81, Lavender-sweep, S.W. ; J. Kelly, checker, 72, Maiden- 
road, N.W. ; W. A. Morris, solicitor, Vauxhall Club; J. Longhurst, 
publisher, 188, Upper Kennington-lane; F. C. Baum, upholsterer, 
59, Porchester-road, Bayswater; W. Wadsworth, gas stoker, 17, 
Acalam-street, Battersea. Registered without special articles. 

“Weekly Advertiser” Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 26t ult., with a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares, to carry on 
the business of newspaper proprietors, printers, and publishers. The 
subscribers are all of Accrington. Solicitor, Mr. W. R. Sharpies, 
Accrington. 

Robson & Sons, Limited, have declared an interim dividend of 
10 per cent, per annum for the six months er.ding December, 1889. 

London Music Publishing Company, Limited.—The directors 
recommend a dividend of 10 per cent, per annum for the half year, 
leaving a balance of about £500 to be carried forward. 

S. Hildesheimer & Co.—The accounts for the year 1889 show a 
profit of£9,732, and 8 per cent, dividend is declared, absorbing £6,400. 
£1,500 is carried to the reserve, making that fund £4,000. 

Messrs. G. W. Dray & Son, Limited, wholsesale stationers, have 
declared an interim dividend of 75 per cent, per annum on the pre¬ 
ference shares ; a good balance is also carried forward to the next 
account. 

The 1889 report of the Freeman's Journal, Limited, Dublin, shows 
a profit of £14,714. is. 8d., out of which a dividend of £10 per 
cent, per annum has been declared, carrying forward a balance of 

£2,273. IOS- 5d. to the next account. 

Alexander Thom & Co., Limited.—The directors have declared 
a dividend for the half year ended January 31, of 10 per cent, on the 
ordinary shares, and 6 per cent, on the preference shares, adding 
£1,000 to the reserve fund, and carrying forward £5,150 to next 
account. 

Chapman & Hall, Limited.—The gross profits for 1889 amount 
to £13,746, and the expenses to £6,457, leaving, with the surplus 
fiom last year, a profit of £7,360. In the report just issued, the 
directors recommend a dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, be 
declared on the preference capital, and of six per cent, on the ordinary 
capital ; that £500 be written off the goodwill, £100 added to the bad 
debt reserve, and a balance of £117 be carried forward. 

Subject to audit, the accounts of Cassell & Company, Limited, 
after placing £4,500 to reserve, will permit of a dividend of 13s. 6d. 
per share, making, with the interim dividend already paid, a total of 
18s. for the year 1889, or 10 per cent., free of income-tax. In addi¬ 
tion, a bonus of is. 6d. per share is declared. The sum left to be 
carried forward is £124. The total profits for the year exceeded 
£43,000, being the largest amount in the history of the company. 

The balance-sheet of the Co-operative Printing Society, Man¬ 
chester, shows a business for the half-year ending with December of 
£27,490, of which £15,960 has been done at Manchester, £6,941 at 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and £4,589 at London. The net profit is 
£2.148. 18s. 8d., and it was agreed to pay a dividend of per cent, 
on the share capital and to allot an equal sum of £198 each to labour, 
trade, and capital. Mr. S. L. Chadwick was re-elected president, 
Mr. J. Williams, auditor, and Messrs. W. Bates, W. Booth, J. Thomas- 
son, and II. R. Slatter were elected directors. 

The annual report and balance-sheet of Perry & Co., Limited, for 
the year 1889, shows a net profit of £25,206. 15s. 4d., which, after 
adding balance brought forward (£1,552. 9s. Sd.), and deducting 
directors’ fees, income-tax, interest on debentures, and interim divi¬ 
dend, leaves £17,957 to divide. This enables the directors to declare a 
dividend of 5 per cent, on the preference shares, and 12)- per cent, on the 
ordinary, to add £2,500 to the reserve fund (increasing it to £50,500), 
and to carry forward a balance of £1,750. rs. 4d. A vacancy had been 
created on the board by the death of Mr. John Eastland, and Mr. 
Joseph Perry had been elected to fill it. 
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Knight.—The decease is announced of Mr. Robert Knight, formerly 
editor of the Times of India, and the starter, in conjunction with the 
late Colonel Osborn, of the Statesman, a journal which, after a brief 
existence in London, migrated to Calcutta. 

Lovell.—Mr. John Lovell, the editor of the Liverpool Mercury, 
died on February 20, from bronchitis, following an attack of influenza. 
He took up his post on the Mercury in 1880, having previously been 
successively editor of Cassells Magazine and manager of the Press 
Association. He was a native of Farnham, Surrey, where he was born 
in 1835. His kindly and genial disposition made him very popular 
among his fellow journalists, who sincerely mourn his loss. 

Mills.—We regret to record the deathof Mr. Joseph Lewis Mills, a 
partner in the firm of Messrs. W. H. Keep and Co., Baldwin’s-gardens, 
Gray’s Inn-road. He died at his residence at Potter’s Bar on the 
27th ult. from inflammation of the lungr, following an attack of 
influenza. He was in his 39th year. 

Rock.—Mr. William Frederick Rock, founder of the firm of Rock 
Bros. & Payne, Limited, wholesale stationers, Walbrook, E. C., died 
on February 9, aged eighty-nine. lie was born at Barnstaple, and, 
coming to London, became a partner in the firm of De La Rue. The 
partnership was dissolved, and Mr. Rock started business for himself 
as a wholesale stationer in Walbrook, with a capital of about £2,000. 
As time went on the business largely increased, and subsequently Mr. 
Rock admitted his brothers, Henry and Richard, into partnership, the 
three brothers were ultimately joined by Mr. Payne, and these four 
gentlemen were the original members of the firm, which was converted 
some time since into a limited liability company. He was never 
married, but had lived in the same house with his sister for upwards of 
sixty-four years. He took a considerable interest in public affairs, and 
had a leading part in founding the Miller Hospital attached to the 
Kent Dispensary. Not forgetting his native county, he started and 
endowed a convalescent home at Westward Ho, and was a benefactor 
in other ways to the neighbourood in which he was born. 

Starkey.—Mr. Richard William Starkey, senior partner of the firm 
of Starkey & Sons, wholesale stationers, New Bridge-street, E.C., died 
on February 12, at his residence in Holloway. Deceased, who was 
eighty-one years of age, began his commercial career at the age of 
fifteen ; he had been for a considerable period a member of the Court 
of the Stationers’ Company, and served as Master in 18S1-2. 

Bettete 
The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 

was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—January, 1890. 

793.—J. S. Foley. Improvements in inking devices. 15. 
841.—II. T. Allison, a communication from W. H. Morris, F. Gould, 

G. W. Fairchild, and W. H. Roberson, of the United States. 
Improvements in printing machines. 16. 

913.—W. W. Plorn, a communication from J. Lynam, of the United 
States. An improved book-stapling machine. 17. 

976.—T. Furnival, E. Tudor, jun., W. Byway, and II. Grimshaw. 
Improvements in guillotine paper-cutting, &c., machines. 20. 

1,105.— P. A. Newton. A communication from R. Hoe & Co., of the 
United States. Improvements in machines for printing and asso¬ 
ciating webs of paper, severing the same into sheets, collecting 
the latter to form products of various sizes, and sealing the same 21. 

1,111.—C. T. Moore. Improvements in type-writing machines. 21. 
1,297.—R. Creswell and M. Ideslop. Improvements in automatic 

apparatus for feeding paper to printing-presses, &c. 24. 
1,374.—J. Kelly. Improvement in the delivery apparatus of print¬ 

ing-machines. 27. 

1,275.— G. Holroyd. Improvements in binders for newspapers and 
the like. 27. 

1,521.—R. P. Tickle. Improvements in or connected with stereo 
mounts or beds with appliances for fixing stereo or other plates 
thereon for printing purposes. 28. 

1 >59°-—M. Marshall. Improvements in type-writers. 29. 
1,605.—A. Munro. Improvements in type-writing machines. 30. 
1,635.—J- Michaud. An improved rotary printing-press. 30. 
1,696.-—W. Brownlie. Improvements in and relating to the colour 

letter printing and forming of signs, show cards, and the like. 31. 
1,710.—E. Howard and J. Jordan. Improvements in printing- 

presses. 31. 

February, 1890. 

1,895.—C. H. Heywood. Improvements in machines for making and 
printing envelopes. 4. 

2,069.—D. D. Muter. Improvements on colour-block printing- 
machine specified in Patent dated Oct. 13, No. 13,874, of 1887. 8. 

2,126. W. D. Ross. An improved method of fastening tapes and 
bands used in printing and other machinery. 10. 

2,187. R. Cresswell and B. Bloom. An improved automatic appa¬ 
ratus for feeding paper to printing-machines and for like pur¬ 
poses. II. 

2,216. H. H. Shanks. Improvements in feeding apparatus for 
printing-machines. 11. 

2,280.—W. Millard. Improvements in or relating to printing- 
machines. 12. 

2,744.—F. Servus. Improvements in type-writing machines. 20. 
2,782.—H. J. Allison. A communication from E. M. Hamilton, of 

United States. Improvements in type-writing machines. 21. 
2,928.—J. F. Bennett and E. P. Hides. An improved method of 

advertising. 24. 
2,932. M. Duxbury and J. Hargreaves. Improvements in or 

relating to paper-making machinery. 24. 
2,989. W. L. Hare. The production of zinc plates for printing 

in colours and from copper-plates by intaglio printing. 25. 

2,995.—J- Prndy. Improvements in numbering and perforating 
machines. 25. 

3,053.—M. Smith. Improvements in the method of and apparatus 
for the production of matrices for stereotyping. 26. 

3,114. — W. Crosland. Improvements in machinery for grinding 
and polishing stones principally for stone intended for litho¬ 
graphy. 27. 

3,159.—R. Cresswell and M. Heslop. Improvements in feeding 
paper to printing and other machines. 27. 

Specifications published during the Month, 

Postage id. each extra. 

1889. 
564.—Laffitte. Printing-machines. 8d. 

4.461. —Johnston. Printing-machines . is. id. 
4.462. —Johnston. Lithographic stones . 8d. 
4,481.—Braunig. Type-dressing machine . 8d. 

20,333.—Lewinsohn. Printing-machines . 6d. 
20,968.Odell. Typesetters .   nd. 
20,992.—Woodall. Type-writers . 8d 

ANNOUNCEMENTS, 

Mitchell & Co., Newspaper Press 
Directory . v 

Neville & Co., Type Gauge . vii 
Paper Makers, Directory of. v 
Redfern, G. F. & Co. vii 

Silverlock, H., Electrotyper .... iii 
Slater & Palmer, Printing Inks iv 
Svvabey, T., Direction Labels .... iii 
Taylor Brs.,Chromo-Lithographers iv 
Upton, J., Almanack . vii 

Widdowson, T. B., Lithographer.. v 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers iii 
Winstone, B., & Sons, Inks, &c. ii 

WRAPPER. 

Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines 3 

Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 
Zinco ...... 3 
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Machines . 3 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 

Printing Ink Makers .. .. 1 
Packard & Co., Printing-ink...... 2 
Silverlock, W. B.,& Co., Bronzing 

Machines . 4 
Plummer, F., & Co., Electrotypers 

and Stereotypers. 4 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

The charges for Advertisements will be furnished on application to the 
Publisher. 

The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through 
any Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent post free for one 
year for 44. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 
is.6d., or is. gd. by post. The Index and Title-page were issued with 
the I antiary Number. 

We have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer 

for 1887 and 1888 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers ONLY we will supply 
these at \s. each, post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr 

G. Hedeler, Grimmaischer Steinweg, 3, Leipzig; M. Bernard 

Heilbronner, 38 Rue de Chabrol, Paris 

INDEX TO TRADE 

Alliance Publishing Co. vi 

Arrow, Monthly Magazine. v 

Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 

graphists . iii 

Books for Lithographers. vi 

Bowers Bros., Printing . iii 

Central Agency, Partnerships, &c. vii 

Coates Bros. & Co., Printing 

Inks, &c. viii, 

Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths_ vii 
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men .   viii 

Davies, H. G., Electrotypes . vii 

Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers vii 

Graham, T. &R., Gummed Tickets vii 

Greaves, T., Bronzer & Polisher., iii 

Haddon. J., & Co., Cardboards .. iii 

Hofer, W., Bronze Powder . vii 

Horle, Fritz, & Co., Tint-white ii 

Horne, W. C., Kalido-Mosaic Type iii 

Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks .... viii 

King, Sell, & Railton, Limited, 

Printers &c... _i 

Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist .... iii 

Le Sage, G., Gold Blocker. vii 

Litho-plate Co. iv 

Mander Bros., Printing Inks ... i 

Miscellaneous. vii J 
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Coptce of tQe (tttonfjS. 

HARRY FURNISS has made full and free 

confession of his method of taking grotesque 

portraits of notable personages. It is very 

simple. He takes them “how and when he 

can,” and is careful, above all, never to let 

his “victims,’’ as he calls them, know he is 

“ on their trail.” Sometimes, “ regardless of 

their doom,” like Gray’s Eton boys, they are riding in the park, 

sometimes just getting into a train, or they are chatting to a 

friend in the Lobby, or fast asleep in the House during some 

very dry debate. It is all the same to this chartered libertine 

of the pencil, the great object being to avoid the convention¬ 

ality of a photograph. A photographer may often lose all the 

salient points which go to make a man’s individuality ; but 

Mr. Furniss aims to seize them all. The uninitiated w:!l 

readily take the artist’s word that this is not always easy work, 

even with the same men. Mr. John Morley’s face, we are 

told, changes every hour almost, and one day he looks young 

enough to be his own grandson of the day before. Sir William 

Harcourt, on the other hand, is always good ; and so is Mr. 

Chaplin, whom Mr. Furniss considers “a thoroughly good 

specimen of an English country gentleman of the best kind.” 

Those who would know more about the methods and the 

habits of this distinguished member of Mr. Punch's staff, will 

find what they desire, together with a most life-like and 

characteristic portrait, in the new part of “ Our Celebrities,” 

published by Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. 

+ + <|» 

Our esteemed contemporary, Typo, referring to the barren¬ 

ness of design (from an artistic point of view) of the English type¬ 

founder as compared with the American, and still more notice¬ 

ably with German houses, says :—“ We are far from disparaging 

the fine work produced by English houses in their own special 

field. In the plain Romans and Old English styles—in the 

: lmost innumerable body-founts for bookwork to be found in 

their specimens, there is attained a degree of excellence, a 

harmony of proportion, and an accuracy of cut and lining, not 

only unsurpassed, but elsewhere unequalled. The finest 

Roman faces in the Continental books are avowedly of English 

cut. And this has had a reflex action on the printing of the 

different countries. The English compositor lacks the patience 

and artistic taste exhibited by his German brother in the 

arrangement of ornament, but he far excels him in the display 

of lines of type. In the best German work there is often a 

weakness and lack of balance in the lettering, which greatly 

detracts from the general effect ; in all good English work this 

is the strongest point. American display is worse still : we 

know of no greater horror than the average Yankee title- 

page.” 
+ + + 

“ In certain limited branches of ornamental work, the 

English houses have attained great excellence. In their 

isolated ornaments—vignette sketches, &c., they have shown 

much taste, and Caslon’s exquisite ornamental corners have 

been reproduced with great appreciation on the Continent. 

But these corners, being emblematic, are necessarily limited in 

use. A sporting subject would be out of place in an auctioneer’s 

catalogue, nor would the muses of painting and sculpture 

fittingly grace a nurseryman's list. It is in the rare cases where 

floral and other combinations are attempted that the weak 

point of the English houses appears. Take, for example, the 

“ Primrose ” designs of two or three founders—all stiff and 

unmanageable, and not one an artistic success.” 

+ + * 

“ It may be said that the combination border is a luxury with 

which the printer may dispense. The man of severe tastes 

may condemn it as ‘ frippery,’ ‘ millinery,’ &c. ; but we hold, 

as we have consistently maintained in our pages, that type is 

an art material, and is capable of producing artistic effects 

obtainable by no other means. If this be admitted, the 

English typefounders make a mistake in allowing a branch of 

art to drift away into other lands. We believe they make a 

commercial mistake—for the ornament, curiously enough, is 

the only character of universal application. Fortunes have 
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been spent by the great English houses in cutting Greeks, 

Hebrews, Arabics, and the peculiar characters used in the 

dialects of India—for many of which not one printer in a 

thousand could have any use. The Roman character is as yet 

far from being universal; the German is still more restricted, 

and the Russian is scarcely known outside of its own territory. 

But the old combinations brought out by Derriey some fifty 

years ago—a wonderful novelty in their day—have reached 

every corner of the earth.” 

“For a good combination, the whole world is the field. This 

is the secret of the amazing progress of some of the German 

foundries. The sale of their body-founts outside of their own 

country is infinitesimal ; but their borders are produced by 

tons, and sold in all parts of the world. No one in these 

colonies (except an occasional ‘ crank ’) buys Yankee body- 

founts. They are not equal to English, and are more costly. 

But the ‘Glyptic’ and the ‘Filigree’ are found everywhere, 

and the ‘Victoria,’ and ‘Washington,’ and ‘ Lafayette ’ figure 

in the same page as English text and classic borders from 

Leipzig or Frankfort-on-the-Main. It is the same in England 

itself. Right under the eyes of the wealthy foundries, their 

ornamental productions are being supplanted by the foreign 

article. They possess wealth, and their country has artists 

and designers who could rival or surpass the best foreign work. 

If they bestirred themselves, we might find in another ten 

years English borders taking the lead in Paris, Leipzig, or New 

York, and penetrating to the farthest corners of Europe and 

the most distant isles of the sea.” 

+ + + 

“There is but one excuse : ‘Our original designs are 

pirated as soon as issued, and the law gives us no effectual 

protection.’ This is no longer the case. The protection may 

be costly and the procedure cumbrous, but it does exist, and 

American and German houses find it efficient. The pirates 

still show the old ‘ Japanese ’ and ‘ Orient ’ combinations, but 

they do not venture to lay hands on the later American 

designs. Where there is a will there is a way. What Typo 

wishes to see is English art applied to English typefounding— 

a new ‘ combination ’ that would take the world by storm. ” 

*t* + + 

A NEW automatic feeding apparatus for printing machines, 

the invention of Messrs. Cleathero and Nichols, has recently 

been patented, and is on view in Manchester-avenue, Alders- 

gate-street. The apparatus differs entirely in principle from 

previous contrivances, the pneumatic method of lifting the 

sheets being dispensed with, and a series of revolving india- 

rubber discs taking the place of air tubes. The apparatus is 

spoken of in very appreciative terms by those who have seen 

it. 
+ 4* + 

A meeting was held at the Salisbury Hotel, Salisbury- 

square, on the 2nd instant, to inaugurate a memorial of the 

late Mr. John Lovell. Mr. J. Hamer, of Messrs. Cassell & Co., 

Limited, presided. Mr. T. P. O’Connor, M.P., moved, and 

Mr. Arthur A’Beckett seconded, the first resolution, as 

follows :—“ That this meeting, hearing with great regret that 

the widow and invalid daughter of the late John Lovell are left 

without adequate means of support, resolves that a fund be 

inaugurated as a fitting memorial of his rare gifts and brilliant 

attainments, and in recognition of his services to journalism, 

such fund to be applied as the committee to be appointed may 

consider will serve the best interests of the end in view.” A 

committee was formed to carry out the suggestion. While 

fully appreciating the excellent qualities of the deceased 

gentleman, we think it is little less than scandalous that a man 

in the receipt of a very large income for many years past, should 

leave his family in such circumstances as to render it necessary 

to make the appeal above alluded to. Misfortune we can all 

sympathise with, but that cannot clearly be the cause in this 
case. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

A remarkable paragraph appeared in the Daily News, to 

the effect that as no proper accommodation was provided for 

the reporters of the Daily News at the dinner given to Mr. 

Gladstone by the London Liberal members and candidates, 

they could not give a report of his speech. “ I am glad to see,” 

says Dogberry, of the City Press, “ that the Daily News is bold 

enough to stand out alone for the rights of the press on so 

important an occasion. It is extraordinary that one of the 

leading Liberal papers, and the only Gladstonian morning 

paper in London, should be refused proper accommodation at 

a dinner at which Mr. Gladstone was the principal guest. 

Perhaps the Liberal members and candidates who organized 

the entertainment will know better in future. If all the London 

papers had stood out with equal independence and spirit, the 

victory of the press would have been still more complete. An 

evening journal, with which the chairman of the feast is sup¬ 

posed to have a close connection, makes an ingenious excuse 

that it was only at the last moment Mr. Gladstone decided to 

make an important speech, and there was not room enough 

for reporters. Unfortunately, the facts do not agree with this 

theory. Invitations to send reporters after the dinner were 

sent out a long time before the event, and while there were 

only about thirty guests, exclusive of the press, the National 

Liberal Club could easily dine a hundred or more. It was 

altogether a very shabby business, of which the members of 

the club ought to be heartily ashamed.” 

4* 4* 

The Board of Trade returns for March are not very satis¬ 

factory. They show a falling off in books and paper, but the 

import of foreign paper is larger and appears to be constantly 

progressing. The export of stationery is also a little in excess 

of last year. Complaints are pretty general that a check to 

the improvement of trade has been experienced, whether 

caused by dear money, strikes, or over-speculation we cannot 

say; and the returns before us confirm these complaints. We 

have still a long time in which to improve matters, and we 

hope the total for the year will, after all, come out well ahead 

of last year. 

Export of Printf.d Books. 

cwt. 
Mar. 1890   12,341 

,,  . 1889   11,807 
,,   1888   10,550 

Jan. to Mar. 1890   32,542 

,,   1889   32,233 
,,   1888   28,493 

£. 
98,756 

100,036 
94,811 

271,9 07 
274,007 
251,444 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

Mar. 1890 
,, . 1889 
„ . 1888 

Jan. to Mar. 1890 
„   1889 
„   1888 

79,547 
77,385 
69,851 

222,670 
212,625 
198,079 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 

countries during the two months in each of the three years :— 

1890. 1889. 1888. 

£■ £■ £. 
Germany . . 22,323 ... 19,306 ... 18,231 
France . ... 8,667 • •• 7,493 
United States. .... 19,155 ... 17,484 ... 16,769 
British East Indies . 27,228 ... 27,140 ... 28,605 
Australasia. . 30,376 ... 45,090 ... 44,856 
British North America... 3,521 ... 4,240 ... 5,581 
Other countries. ■ 113,338 ... 90,698 ... 76,544 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £. 
Mar. 1890 . 83,313 •••• .. 243,612 

JJ . 1889 . 90,489 .... 264,348 
1888 . go, S7Q 

Jan. to Mar. 1890 . 147,389 ■••• . 426,886 

?> . 1889 . 159,955 •••• • 463,798 
n . 1888 . 156,093 .... • 446,741 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

Feb. 1890 
.. 1889 
„   1888 

Tan. to Mar. 1890 

. 1889 

cwt. £. 

i85,5°i . I55A56 
170,488 . 139,655 
105,624   102,341 

546,543 . 457,951 
457,771   397,815 
359,568   339,603 
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Newspaper Illustration. 
By W. H. Gass. 

is now more than three months since the 
date of the first issue of the Daily Graphic, 
and it must be evident to the publishers that 
their efforts have not been successful. With 
regard to other newspaper illustrations 
quality is not of vital importance. The 
newspaper is bought because it is a news¬ 

paper, and if the proprietors seek to interest the reader by 
an illustration, the better the quality the greater the credit. 
But the Daily Graphic is issued professedly to give a series 
of events illustrated. The illustrations are the prominent 
feature, and the reader has a right to feel disappointment 
if the level of quality is found to be no higher than the 
most ordinary productions. The proprietors have, no 
doubt, had much to contend against. The necessity for rapid 
running has, doubtless, absorbed their attention, so that other 
phases of the question have been altogether neglected. 

My opinion is that the future of quality in illustration lies 
in the direction of collotype printing, and collotype printing 
could be made adaptable to a web printing-machine. It is 
already practised on ordinary lithographic machines, with 
what success the trade are aware. My theories with 
regard to the adaptation of collotype printing to such 
papers as the Daily Graphic have never been printed, but 
have met with acceptance where communicated, that is, so 
far as regards their use for ordinary stop-cylinder machines. 
To make myself understood (for I am writing for the trade 
as a whole), I shall not only make clear the principles of 
the working of the mechanism, but also the mode of manu¬ 
facture of a collotype, so that my readers may be able to 
make use of the suggestion as an alternative to the web 
principle. 

The only parts of the machines now in use which require 
modification to meet my ideas are the inking arrangements, 
and that arises solely from the fact that liquid ink would 
have to be used. These modifications, however, are in the 
direction of principles long in practice in the sister art of 
calico-printing, and so far as the web printing-machine is 
concerned, the calico-printing method of inking and print¬ 
ing is recommended. The principle of the calico printing- 
machine for one colour is this :—Three cylinders rest 
vertically on each other (the build of the Marinoni rotary 
machine comes nearest to my idea of what is wanted). 
The top cylinder is the impression one, the middle cylinder, 
the form ; the bottom cylinder, the inking cylinder, which 
revolves in a tank of liquid ink, the description ol which I 
defer to a future occasion. I would put all illustrations 
into the outer form, so as to enlarge the time at the 
disposal of the plate-makers, and as the inner form would 
comprise solid matter and possibly electros from wood- 
engravings, it could be printed by the present method, a 
system which will exactly fit in with the Marinoni machine, 
the lower cylinders for the collotype plate, the upper 
cylinders for the stereotypes. The outer form is patched 
to size, just as the lithographer would proceed to fix a 
miscellaneous sheet with the photo-prints patched in, which, 
of course, could be natural subjects or otherwise, and taken 
to sizes previously arranged. A shell of copper is in readi¬ 
ness. This shell must exactly fit the form-cylinder, for it 
is in reality the substitute for the hitherto-used stereotype 
plate. This shell need be no thicker than an ordinary 
electrotype shell, and while thin-rolled and planed sheet- 
copper might be used, I think a galvano-produced shell 
preferable. This shell, which has the required ductility 
to bend to the form of the cylinder, would then be prepared 

for taking the negative. As I may be writing to those who 
are not aware of the exact details of the preparation, I shall 
here give them. The shell is first thoroughly cleansed, and 
afterwards coated with the following mixture:— 

Soluble glass (free from caustic potash) 3 parts 
Albumen ... ... ... ... 7 „ 
Water. 9I „ 

Filter carefully and use fresh. Apply an even coat, and 
dry; rinse through water and dry again. It is now ready 
for the sensitizing mixture, which is made thus :— 

Bichromate of potash ... ... 23grains 
Gelatine ... ... ... ... 2 i ,, 
Water ... ... ... ... 20-22 ozs. 

The shell or plate is warmed slightly on a slate-slab, 
placed in contact with the surface of the water-bath, and 
flooded with the above solution, leaving just enough to 
make a very thin film. As soon as coated, the plate is 
placed on the levelled shelf of a drying box and dried at a 
temperature of 122 deg. Fahr. The time of drying must 
not exceed three hours. As will be readily understood in 
the matter of newspaper printing—or indeed any printing 
requiring expedition—the plate up to this stage would be 
previously prepared. The plate is now exposed shortly to 
the light. When the printing is done the plate is washed 
in cold water, to remove the soluble bichromate. This is 
only one of many methods of producing the same results. 
The image is now fixed on the copper shell or plate, and 
from this point my methods differ from anything else 
before published within my knowledge. Instead of taking 
this to the etching bath I take it to the depositing battery, 
with the result that I build upon my lights, and bring them 
slightly above the prints. I have thus a shell of copper so 
thin that it will yield readily to the form of the cylinder 
of the printing machine, and on which are, in intaglio 
fashion, nature prints, which only await the skill of the 
printer to produce impressions superior to anything seen 
in the best illustrated newspapers, and as good as the best 
seen in books. If time be a factor these shells could be 
subdivided so as to enable the production to take place 
page after page. 

For stop-cylinder machines polished zinc plates should 
be used. Before depositing, if the plate is immersed in the 
following solution it will greatly increase the relief:— 

Glycerine . 500 parts 
Chloride of sodium . 15 ,, 
Water. 500 ,, 

The plate should lie in the liquid for one hour, and be 
permitted to dry without washing. The depositing solution 
for zinc is, of course, different to that used for copper, and 
no battery is necessary—a desideratum sufficient alone 
to recommend it. The formula for this solution will be 
found on page 22 of the February number, under the 
heading “ How to Brass a Zincotype.” 

In order to protect the copper shell, the following solu¬ 
tion will be found indispensable. A dip of five minutes’ 
duration will be sufficient to give an impervious coating :— 

Chloride of aluminium . 1 part 
Sal ammoniac . 3 parts 
Sea salt . 4 ,, 
Distilled water . 36 „ 

This solution may be cold or hot, the heat accelerating 
the deposit. This is a useful formula for the protection of 
copper-plates. 

The feasibility of my proposals may be more evident 
when I say that a shell precisely as above described, but 
differently produced, is in regular use in the calico-printing 
industry. There are details necessary in themselves, but 
of no great importance, the nature of which is at the 
disposal of subscribers on application. 
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Examination Papers in Lithography. 
By Thos. B. Widdowson. 

No. II. 

THE following are the examination papers set for 
1887:- 

1. What method would you employ in adding new work to 
a chalk drawing that had been lying for a long time 
under gum, the new work to be added with the 
crayon ? 

First remove all the gum possible with water, using it 
afterwards hot. Then mix some acid (acetic is the best to 
employ as, being a vegetable acid, it is not so likely to 
attack the work), the strength of which should be such 
that it will taste similar to the juice of a lemon, wash with 
clean water and dry before a fire until moderately warm. 
Add the new work with crayon, and then pass through 
press under slight pressure, with a sheet or two of blotting 
paper moistened with weak acid ; gum up and leave it all 
night before rolling up. 

2. State what you find to be the best way of transferring a 
drawing in crayon on grained paper. 

The paper must be damped in the ordinary damp sheets 
or book until it is limp enough to lie perfectly flat, and 
just moistened sufficiently to stick to the stone, which may 
be ascertained by applying a dry finger to its surface. The 
stone to receive it must be perfectly free from all sorts of 
scratches, chalk marks, sand holes, &c., and slightly warm. 
When the transfer is laid upon the stone, it should be 
passed through the press two or three times as rapidly as 
possible with a few sheets of soft printing paper between it 
and the backing-board. This should then be removed and 
the transfer damped sparingly on its back with clean water, 
and again pulled through a few times. The stone should 
then be flooded with hot water, when the paper of the 
transfer may be removed, leaving the whole of the composi¬ 
tion on the stone ; gum it up with clean gum and allow it 
to dry thoroughly before rolling or rubbing up. 

3. State the different behaviour of starchy, gelatinous, and 
gummy substances as materials for coating transfer 
papers. 

Starchy substances, when once dry, do not take up 
sufficient moisture to enable them to stick without the 
addition of something else. They are, therefore, if used 
by themselves, unfit for making transfer papers, but are 
excellent in preventing the ink from sinking into the 
paper. Gelatinous substances are likewise unsuited by 
themselves for coating transfer paper, because if used 
below about 90° F. they congeal and about liquify, hence 
making them rather difficult to handle. Gummy substances 
are easily dissolved and easily applied, and the slightest 
moisture disturbs the coating after being laid. Therefore 
the best papers are made by combining the above different 
substances in such proportions as to suit requirements. 

4. How would you roughly test, using the means always at 
the command of the printer, whether a sample of 
red ink was composed of vermilion or was a com¬ 
pound of red lead and a red lake? 

Place a small piece of the red ink to be tested on a piece 
of paper and apply a drop or two of nitric acid and rub 
with the finger; if it remains unchanged it is undoubtedly 
vermilion, but if bits of yellow and other spots appear it is 
a mixture of lead, &c. To test it before the varnish is 
added—that is, the dry colour—place a little on a piece of 
iron and insert it in a bright clear fire. If it is good 
vermilion it will be almost immediately dissipated, as both 
the elements of which it is composed (mercury and sulphur) 
are volatilised by heat, 

5. Describe the composition and mode of making copper¬ 
plate transfer paper. 

The paper used should be a nice soft printing paper, 
about 17 to 20 lb. to the ream, demy, and the composition 
for coating it should be made as follows :— 

Blaster of Paris ... ... Jib. 
Flour ... ... ... J lb. 
Best Russian glue ... ... 1 oz. 

Mix the plaster with water to about the consistency of 
cream, and keep constantly stirring and continue so to do 
for more than half an hour to prevent it setting. Mix the 
flour into a paste of ordinary stiffness, and boil for 
five minutes ; the glue, which should have been in soak 
overnight, is then mixed with hot water, and the three 
mixed together and rubbed through a fine wire sieve. If too 
thick to apply to the paper, dilute with water, and lay on 
with a large camel-hair brush. 

6. Give two methods of preparing a stone for receiving 
additional work, and state your reasons for the pre¬ 
ference you have for either. 

Before adding new work the gum must be thoroughly 
removed, to do which wash with clean water, and then with 
a weak solution of acetic acid ; wash well and dry. Some 
prefer various solutions of alum, sal amoniac, <S;c., but these 
salts are liable to crystallise, and if any remain after 
washing will prevent the work holding. The acetic acid 
is the best if in the hands of a careful printer, but if used 
too strong will soon ruin a job, especially a fine one. Be 
sure that all sponges and cloths used are perfectly clean, or 
success cannot be looked for. This is the only method of 
any importance, the only difference being the use of 
different acids, but the one above mentioned is best for 
reason stated. 
7. Describe the manner you adopt in etching and rolling 

up a chalk drawing just received from the artist. 
The best method to etch a chalk drawing is to set the 

stone level, and apply the acid mixed with gum water 
(which should be of such a strength that bubbles of gas 
begin to rise in about four or five seconds) with a broad 
camel’s-hair brush very dexterously, and so that the brush 
does not cover any part of the stone twice. A small brush 
may be kept ready at hand to give an extra dose of acid 
to any part that is very dark, as shadows, &c. When 
thoroughly etched, wash, gum up, and allow to dry. Unless 
it is a very fine delicate drawing, there is little fear of 
etching too much, with ordinary care. After the gum is 
dry wash with a soft sponge, and damp with a similar 
implement, and roll up with a good stiffish ink. Do not 
wash out, but pull several impressions, in order to get rid 
of the crayon, which may be told by the evenness of the 
impression. 
8. State two methods employed in making set-offs for 

making up colour stones, and the advantages be¬ 
longing to both. 

In making set-offs the chief thing to be attended to is to 
get the set-off down exactly the same size as the original 
keystone ; to ensure which the impression may either be 
pulled on well rolled paper (hard sized note paper or bright 
enamel), or the paper may first be pasted on a sheet of thin 
zinc before pulling the impression. In the first case it is 
essential that the stone be perfectly dry before pulling the 
faint. It is then dusted with red chalk, and put down on 
a clean stone. For large work the second method is 
by far the better, but for small jobs the first is quite 
sufficient. 
9. What do you think is the best method of rolling up 

a drawing when it has to be laid by for a long 
time ? 

The drawing, after being washed out, should be rolled 
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in with the following ink, £ lb. of litho chalk ink, lb. of 
litho writing ink, and i oz. of white wax, melted and 
thoroughly mixed together, and used as stiff as possible, 
consistent with even distribution on the roller. If it re¬ 
quires thinning use a little varnish. Then gum up with 
fresh gum, free from all acid, and also gum a sheet of print¬ 
ing paper, lay it on the stone, gummed side down, and 
pass through press; this excludes the air, and prevents 
the gum turning sour. The stone should be kept in a dry 
place. 

10. Describe what you consider the best clothing for a 
litho machine cylinder, and state your reasons 
for it. 

First, a piece of thin fine ordinary blanketing to extend 
the full size of the stone, covered with a fine sheet of oil¬ 
cloth ; but be sure the grain on the back is very fine 
and smooth, or in printing tints this grain will show; both 
blanket and oilcloth should be strained tight on the 
cylinder. By using the above the cloth may easily be 
cleaned, if any ink gets on it from the edges of the stone; 
also if any overlaying has to be done, they may be stuck 
to it, and easily removed without damaging the blanket. 

11. What is the best method of employing tracing transfer 
paper in making finished drawings upon it ? 

Pin the transfer paper over the drawing to be copied, 
and if the drawing is any size leave it for some time, with 
the tracing paper on, in the room in which the drawing is 
to be done, so as to equalise the temperature of the paper 
and the room, or else when the drawing is half done the 
tracing will be found to have shrunk. First draw all the 
outlines of the drawing carefully, and then insert a strip of 
white paper under the tracing, and finish the shading of 
the drawing independent of the drawing itself. 

12. What is the method of preparing stones known as 
Eberle’s method, and introduced in England by 
Mr. Coles, and what is your opinion of it ? 

The method is simply rolling a job up full, and dusting 
it with finely-powdered resin, and fusing it by means of 
bunsen burner; it will then stand any amount of etching 
in reason, and the work may be etched quite into relief 
without any broken lines. In lithographic printing it is 
not necessary, in fact it is detrimental, to have the work in 
relief; therefore I think that an ordinary etching is quite 
sufficient if properly done, and I should not recommend 
the new method for ordinary printing. 

Crayon-Gravure Process. 

RECENT number of our esteemed contem¬ 
porary, The American Lithographer and Printer, 
contained the following account of a process 
which we think may be of interest and value to 

our readers. 
Whoever knows Photo-gravure and “ Lichtdruck,” or the 

half-tone processes, is aware of the vast superiority of the 
former over the latter. In reproductions from one and the 
same original by both processes, we notice that in those 
made by the photo-gravure process, the dark shades are 
more intense, the shade is soft and pleasing to the eye, 
gradually running into the lighter tints and producing 
thereby the most admirable effects. Reproductions by 
Lichtdruck, however, are dull and quiet and monotonous; 
there is no life in them, nothing to arouse our interest. 

The same difference exists between reproductions made 
from the original crayon-drawing with a steam-press ink 
and those made by the crayon-gravure process; we use 

this term for the process we are about to describe, and 
suggest its adoption by the trade as the most fitting 
one. 

Every lithographer knows that an impression made 
direct from an engraving is by far superior in effect to one 
made from a transfer; the same holds true in the case of 
a crayon-gravure impression as compared with a direct 
copy from a crayon-drawing. 

The following is a description of the process 
Have a stone of a size according to the work desired 

polished to a perfect smoothness, so that no scratches 
remain ; then take oxalic acid, reduce it to a very fine 
powder, add some water enough to form a pulp; make a 
dabber of rolled-up flannel or a large cork, and with this 
apply the oxalic-acid pulp to the stone and rub it, under 
great pressure, all over. Here again great care must be 
taken that no grain of sand or other hard substance gets 
under the dabber, for any scratches caused thereby would 
necessitate a repetition of the entire work. The oxalic- 
acid preparation should be of a pulp-like consistency, and 
water should only be added when it becomes too dry on 
the stone; by taking too much water the polishing would 
require too much time. 

Continue the rubbing until the stone attains a polish 
like that of polished marble, and until the stone becomes 
dry while rubbing. 

Hold the stone under the hydrant and wash off all 
traces of oxalic acid ; should any of it remain on the stone, 
it would afterwards ruin all the work. Use no sponge, 
but your hands, in washing off the stone. The process 
requires the utmost cleanliness, care, and attention, to 
insure success. Lean the stone against the wall, having 
placed a piece of blotting or unsized paper under it, and 
let it dry. 

In making the transfer, use the old-style transfer paper, 
containing no glycerine ; a well-coated Chinese paper 
placed in a damping book will best answer the purpose. 

The ink should be regular lithographic printing ink, not 
transfer ink, well mixed with a small quantity of the white 
of an egg. 

The impression should be sharp and solid, and, after 
obtaining such an impression, it should be placed in the 
damping book and kept in a slightly damp condition. 

Prepare a solution of gum arabic of a consistency of 
castor oil or molasses, and filter this preparation. Take a 
very soft sponge, or, better still, a soft camel-hair brush, 
and gum the stone very carefully; the coat applied should 
be very thin, like very thin paper or the film of condensed 
vapours showing on window panes; no stripes or 
irregularities must occur in the coating; upon the proper 
thickness and the evenness of this coat of gum arabic the 
success of the entire work largely depends. 

Fan the stone perfectly dry and then place upon it the 
impression, made as directed before. The impression 
should not be too damp, a certain softness of the paper is 
all that is required. Now pull through the press once or 
twice, and then let the paper get dry on the stone. 

Place the stone again under the hydrant, but let the 
falling water only strike the parts of the stone where there 
is no work; the paper must be floated off, not forced off 
by striking water or the fingers. When all the paper and 
the gum is washed off, the transfer should appear solid and 
unbroken ; if it does not, it will prove that the gum coating 
was too thick. 

After fanning the stone, dry again, apply the finest 
bronze powder with a ball of fine cotton, and then remove 
the superfluous bronze with another clean ball of cotton. 

Now pour over the stone a good solid tushe, and care¬ 
fully distribute it with a soft camel-hair brush ; do not rub 
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the impression, there is no body to it as yet, no hold, any 
friction will destroy it. Let the tushe remain from five to 
ten minutes, but not longer, it must not become dry ; then 
subject the stone again to a stream of water and let the 
tushe float off without directly exposing the impression to 
the falling water; when all the tushe is removed, place 
the stone in the press, and, with a clean rag and some tur¬ 
pentine and water, wash out as usual. 

If you now roll up with a good stiff ink, it will be found 
that the design or drawing, or whatever it may be, appears 
wdiite on a solid black background. 

Dust all over the stone the finest resin powder obtain¬ 
able, do not miss any place; connect a rubber tube with 
the gas-pipe, attach a burner to the tube, and with a small 
flame melt the resin over the surface superficially; that is, 
not enough to have the melted resin run over the limits of 
the work, but enough to appear glossy. When the resin 
has become cold it forms a coating which is impenetrable 
and undestroyable by acids. 

Prepare a solution of nine-parts of water and one-part 
of acetic acid, and apply this with a soft camel-hair brush 
to the wrork from five to fifteen minutes, the time to be 
increased with the thickness of lines. Transferrers and 
artists must observe this rule, the heavy lines must be 
etched deeper than the fine ones ; and you must be careful 
altogether to get the right depth, as ink and resin form a 
layer, however fine it may be, which easily deceives as to 
the real depth of the engraving in the stone. 

When the etching is deep enough, wash the stone with clean 
water under a hydrant and dry it with clean blotting paper. 

Fill up the engraving with a good stiff transfer ink, do 
not reduce the ink with varnish, but with turpentine, let 
the turpentine evaporate, wash the stone out and then fill 
up the engraving again with the ink ; this is a very difficult 
task, as no water can be used. The best way is to use a 
soft dabber similar to those used for copper-plate inking; 
remove all superfluous ink from the stone by means of a 
piece of cloth or flannel, without taking any out of the 
engraving; with a piece of smooth charcoal rub off all the 
remaining grease and ink ; dust fine resin powder over the 
engraving again, and then etch and gum the stone and 
proceed in the usual way. 

This process can only be made use of by experienced 
lithographers or transferrers, it is too difficult for others, 
it requires too much delicate handling, etc. Even one 
experienced may fail at first, but, as we said above, with 
cleanliness, care and attention, you will finally secure 
perfect success. 

It may be used in many ways, for instance, to make 
re-engravings from patched-up original transfers, for 
vignettes, etc.; but it produces a really splendid effect in 
an engraving from a crayon-drawing, favourably comparing 
with, if not surpassing, photo-gravure impressions, and 
besides the cost is but ten per cent, of photo-gravure. 

English Classics at the British Museum.—The 

British Museum Catalogue affords a curious, but not altogether 

unsatisfactory, standard of merit in literature ; it records, at 

least, the judgment of public opinion. To the Bible, twenty- 

one volumes of the catalogue and a special index volume are 

dedicated. Shakespeare comes next with five volumes ; and 

Horner, Milton, and Schiller have two volumes apiece ; Dante 

has only a part of a volume, but the entries under his name are 

printed in close type, while those of some of the others are 

written, which interferes with comparison. Chaucer, Spenser, 

Byron, Burns, Shelley, Wordsworth, Tennyson, and Longfellow 

dwindle down to much smaller limits—counted by pages or 

columns. Among novelists, Scott is supreme with two volumes ; 

Dickens, Thackeray, Kingsley, and Bulwer-Lytton come far in 

his rear with from fourteen to thirty-two columns, while three 

suffice for George Eliot. 

Powdered Red in Lithography. 

THE ink is composed of strong varnish, medium 
varnish, and Baltimore yellow, well ground. 

The following proportions may be taken as the basis : 
strong and medium varnish, and an equal quantity of 
Baltimore yellow. Well mix the varnishes, add the yellow, 
and grind the whole thoroughly. Pressure being sufficiently 
heavy, the yellow should appear very distinct. Its shade 
is by no means harmful to the red. On the contrary, the 
yellow strengthens the red. 

When the red powder tints the white parts of the paper, 
a small liqueur glass of linseed oil should be used to a 
plate of powder. Mix with a piece of card until the colour 
has entirely absorbed the fatty body. The addition of this 
quantity of oil, rendering the powder fatty, prevents its 
soiling the paper. 

THE following is the gist of the second annual report ot 

the Canterbury Typographical Association for the year 

ending December 29, 1889. Members were congratulated 

on the steady progress made during the year. Although no 

improvement has been made in the very unsatisfactory con¬ 

ditions under which the trade has been working for two years 

past, in other respects the position is stronger now than at 

any other time. The area of operations has been extended, 

the membership is increasing steadily, and the Board predicts 

with confidence that the Society’s patience and fortitude will 

shortly be rewarded. The question of taking steps to bring 

about an improvement in the conditions indicated above has, 

on more than one occasion, been before the Board, but think¬ 

ing such a movement inopportune, the Board hitherto have 

refrained from taking active steps in the matter, and have 

directed all their efforts to the task of strengthening the 

position of the Society. Now, however, in view of the general 

improvement in trade, the members of the Board are of 

opinion that an effort should be made by the Society to estab¬ 

lish a better order of things in the various branches of the 

trade. “We have shown employers by our actions in the 

past, that we were willing to assist lhem in every way in over¬ 

coming the many difficulties which beset them during the late 

period of depression, and the Board feel quite certain that they 

(the employers) will now recognise our claims for consideration 

at their hands.” The report advises the Association to recom¬ 

mend to their incoming Board that they deal with the matter 

in so far as to draft a recommendation, which shall be laid 

before a special general meeting of the Association. Says the 

report : “ Members will, no doubt, be willing to meet the 

employers in a conciliatory spirit, and if the same is evinced 

by the other side, we may confidently predict an amicable 

arrangement of our present grievances.” Reference is made 

to the successful formation of the Canterbury Trades and 

Labour Council, which was organised by typo delegates 

instructed by the Society. Letters were sent out by these 

delegates to the various trade societies convening a meeting 

of joint delegates to consider the formation of a Council. The 

invitations were warmly responded to, a council decided upon, 

and at the first meeting of the Council 13 societies were 

represented, with a total of 1,450 members. Other societies, 

with an aggregate of 1,650 members, are expected to join 

shortly, as they are in sympathy with it, and others again are 

in process of formation and expected to join ultimately. An 

interesting paragraph in the report reads : “In accordance 

with the resolution passed at the last half-yearly meeting, the 

Board despatched the secretary on a visit to the country offices 

in October last. The result of his trip must be regarded as 

eminently satisfactory. He obtained members in Timaru, 

Temuka, Waimate, and Akaroa ; and, in addition to his success 
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in this direction, his visit has placed the Society in possession 
of important information regarding the method of working 
these offices. Besides the places mentioned above, he visited 
Ashburton and Rangiora, and there is every probability of 
these being added to the list at an early date.” This is fol¬ 
lowed up by the information to those members of the craft in 
Canterbury who still remain out of the fold, that the different 
Australasian unions deal severely with members of the trade 
who arrive in their respective colonies without satisfactory 
clearance cards. An example is cited in which the New South 
Wales Society, under the impression that the holder of one of 
the Canterbury clearance cards had joined that society merely 
for the sake of white-washing himself, fined him two pounds. 

The social gatherings were put off for a time owing to their 
organisers, the president and secretary, being engaged in the 
formation of the Trade and Labour Council. It is suggested 
that in the future these gatherings, which do a great deal of 
good, both inside and outside of the society, and have an 
educating influence, should be managed by a committee of 
members not holding any other office, as the work is inter¬ 
fered with when in the hands of executive officers of the 
Association. 

The balance-sheet shows the Association to have ,£105 to 
their credit. Considering the age (two years), and the trouble 
of formation of the Canterbury Typographical Association, 
likewise considering the cost of the secretary’s trip as country 
organiser (£7), and a vote of ,£30 to the Tailors’ Union, it 
shows how excellently affairs have been managed. Com¬ 
menting upon the grant to the Tailors’ Union, the report says : 
“This sum must be regarded more in the light of a loan than 
a gift, as the Board are quite convinced that should we ever 
require it, the amount will be returned with interest. While 
on this subject (it goes on to say) the Board cannot help 
drawing the attention of members to the immense benefits 
and power of combination, as shown in the strike at the 
Kaiapoi Woollen1 Factory. The directors of the company 
entered upon the struggle in full confidence of being able to 
maintain the position they had taken up, and yet, in one short 
week, they found the forces opposed to them too powerful, and 
yielded as gracefully as possible.” 

It is worthy of remark that the Association has a member¬ 
ship of 108, and only one unfinancial. 

The report of the Otago Branch of the New Zealand Typo¬ 
graphical Association for the half-year ended Januaiy 25, 
1890, contains very little that is of interest to the trade outside 
the branch’s own limits, although to its own members some of 
its subjects are of great importance, such as reference to a 
death, to an expulsion for breach of trade wages, to new 
members, to departures of old members for new grounds, to 
number of meetings held and transaction of business thereat, 
and other routine matters of local interest. I quote particulars 
of general interest: “Your Board, in submitting their report 
and balance sheet for the half-year, beg to state that although 
the trade in this district has not benefited to the extent antici¬ 
pated, consequent on the opening of the New Zealand and 
South Seas Exhibition, still it is gratifying to record that those 
of our own members who reside permanently in Dunedin have 
been almost fu'ly employed during the term just concluded. 
On the other hand, however, members of the craft who visited 
this town expecting to find employment have been somewhat 
disappointed, few of them having been successful in securing 
anything approaching full time. The fact that only ten shillings 
has been paid away as unemployed money during the past six 
months is evidence of a convincing character that trade has 
been exceptionally brisk. Mr. T. Lawson (who was elected to 
represent the trade on the Board) has been expelled from the 
Association for a breach of rules, he haying accepted a situa¬ 
tion on the Otago Witness for a lower rate of wages (rid. per 
1,000 ens) than current in the city (is. per 1,000 ens). Mr. D. 
Smith, who was allowed to go into the Otago Daily Times 

office, has also been expelled from our ranks. He declined to 
pay his subscriptions and otherwise acted in a manner un¬ 
worthy of a member of this Association. The Board consider 
that the time has arrived when the branch should deal with 
those members who are hopelessly in arrear. Three Oamaru 
and one Dunedin members not showing any desire to become 
financial after repeated reminders from successive Boards, it is 
now recommended that unless a portion of the moneys owing 
by these members be paid within one month from date, they 

be expelled from the Association. The total amount of arrears 
of these four members is ^15. 13s. od. In accordance with 
instructions from the last general meeting, your Board have 
considered the proposed rules of the Otago Trades and Labour 
Council, and recommend that they be adopted at this meeting, 
that the Branch becomes affiliated with the Council, and that 
two delegates be appointed to watch over our interests on the 
Council. The amount of our subscription to Council will be 
two pounds. It gives your Board of Management pleasure to 
report that the branch is in a good financial position. The 
arrear list has been considerably reduced during the half-year 
just ended, whilst the revenue for the same period has slightly 
exceeded the ordinary expenditure.” 

Australasia is fast coming into prominence in the home 
country^, no greater evidence being given us than the fact that 
so many prominent brain-workers are making this part of the 
world their recruiting ground ; and if authors, journalists, and 
all other brain-workers come out to a country which has been 
but little known, surely ignorance of that country will not 
remain long with all other kinds of workers. Rising members 
of the British nobility have recently accepted diplomatic 
appointments in our neighbourhood for the purpose of finishing 
their political education, recognising that the colonies are 
nearer true democracy, which is to rule in the future, than they 
will find, perhaps, during their lifetime in England ; and we 
have Lord Carrington, Lord Scott, and the Earl of Kintore 
touring New Zealand and making important speeches, which 
have a ring of Liberalism and reciprocity about them which 
will do a great amount of good in educating our colonials up 
to their own importance, and their value to the old country, 
and her value to them. Henry Irving, the talented Shake¬ 
spearean actor, is to visit Australia, and he will draw a large 
number of members of his profession with him. Two Victorian 
scientific societies are largely contributing towards a voyage of 
discovery in the Antarctic Regions, led by the veteran explorer 
Baron Nordenskjold. 

Some few months ago an English authoress made an offer to 
our Government, that if her expenses were paid she would 
come to New Zealand and travel all over the land, and then 
go home to Emgland again and write several novels in which 
Newr Zealand would have the prominent place. This was a 
direct offer for advertising, whilst the other examples given are 
indirect means of bringing the fair Isles of the South into the 
knowledge of the old-world inhabitants. 

Mr. David Christie Murray, the well-known and popular 
English author, recently made up his mind to imitate Charles 
Dickens, by giving reading entertainments from his own 
writings. As a preliminary, he undertook a tour of this kind 
through Australia, combining (if not giving it the prominent 
place) lecturing with the readings, the lectures being of a 
literary class. In Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, and 
many of the smaller cities and towns of Australia, Mr. Murray 
lectured and read before select audiences, in many cases 
having very large attendances. It was not at first known 
whether he would include our colony in his tour, but, thanks to 
the holding of the New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition in 
Dunedin, he was induced to cross the pond which separates us 
from Australia—a voyage of four or five days. Mr. Murray 
has been taken under the care of the Dunedin Savage Club, 
which club, in a circular to its members, refers to their guest 
as “our eminent brother Savage, Mr. David Christie Murray, 
a member of the London Savage Club.” It is fitting that a 
savage should be lionised, and so Mr. Murray has been shown 
round our sights, he has been shown off, and on Wednesday, 
January 30, he gave the common people a chance to see what 
a famous novelist is like, by delivering a lecture in the Concert 
Hall at the Exhibition, under the auspices of the Savages, of 
course, who wore the natural colour of savages—red—so as to 
distinguish themselves from the common herd. There was a 
very good attendance. 

Mr. Murray, who dispensed with a chairman, was well re¬ 
ceived. He is not the first English man of letters who has 
appeared on the New Zealand lecture platform, and the im¬ 
pression which his predecessors created as lecturers were not 
all of a kind that was apt to make the public of Dunedin 
anticipate a treat from the class of men of ietters. However, 
Mr. Murray has proved that there are English litterateurs— 
that there is one English litterateur, at any rate, who is equally 
happy on the lecture platform and with his pen. He started 
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by saying that the sceance he was about to deliver had no right 
to the title of lecture. He desired to offer them, if they would 
have the patience to indulge him, a simple talk out of his own 
heart into theirs of his experience of the world, of men, and of 
manners, and this talk he called “ Making a Novel.” This was 
the wide text from which Mr. Murray delivered an address 
that lasted for an hour and three quarters, and yet was never 
felt to be tedious, because it was so interesting. 

TOM L. MILLS. 
Dunedin, February 20, 1890. 

Interesting Presentation. 

ON Saturday, the 29th ult., a most interesting presentation 
took place at Messrs. Bemrose’s Works, Midland-place, 

Derby, when Mr. Joseph Whitehall, who has been in the 
service of Messrs. Bemrose for a period of fifty years, was made 
the recipient of two very handsome presents and illuminated 
addresses. The presentation took place in one of the spacious 
rooms in the new wing, where a suitable platform had been 
erected and gaily decorated. Mr. Alderman Bemrose presided, 
and was supported by Mr. Arnold Bemrose, Mr. W. Wright 
Bemrose, Mr. F. Bemrose, Mr. L. L. Simpson, Mr. M. Prince, 
Mr. Stretton, Mr. Wilkins, Mr. Evans, Mr. Harrison, &c. Mr. 
Whitehall has been connected with the time-table and posting 
department, and when he entered the room he met with quite 
an ovation, the cheers being loud and continuous. 

The Chairman, in opening, remarked that the proceedings 
had arisen entirely from the workpeople themselves, and were 
as honourable to them as they were gratifying to Mr. White¬ 
hall. Such a meeting as that spoke very much for the kindly 
feeling and good fellowship which he was glad to say had 
always existed amongst the people there, and which was a 
characteristic of the establishment. He then called upon Mr. 
Evans, another old employe\ to make the presentation on behalf 
of the staff generally. 

In the name of all the employes, Mr. Evans begged Mr. 
Whitehall’s acceptance of a gold watch and chain and an 
address. 

The address was beautifully illuminated and of a most appro¬ 
priate character. 

Mr. Whitehall feelingly returned thanks, and in an inte¬ 
resting speech alluded to the growth of the firm, which he had 
had the honour of being connected with for so long, and the 
improvement which science had made in the art of printing. 

Alderman Bemrose, who was received with applause, said 
he rose to perform another interesting and pleasurable duty. 
His brother and himself were very glad to enter into the spirit 
of the thing on this occasion, and they thought that they, too, 
should like to have a finger in the pie. Not in their pie, 
because perhaps they would not like it. On behalf of himself 
and his brother he had to ask Mr. Whitehall's acceptance of a 
little purse and another address. Such an occasion as that 
carried one’s mind back, and he could say this, that during all 
the time he had known Mr. Whitehall he had always known 
him as a man who was admired by his fellow employes. He 
used to have the pet name of “despatch,” and he thought such 
a name as that was a very good trait in a man’s character. He 
could bear ample testimony to the great regard and esteem in 
which his revered father always held Mr. Whitehall, who was 
more of a personal friend to him, in fact there was something 
between them more than a mere relationship of employer and 
employed, something deeper. Mr. Bemrose went on to allude 
to the gratification felt both by himself and brother at finding 
themselves surrounded by a band of good servants, and he said 
although the business was growing old it was not growing 
decrepit. He referred to the manner in which it had grown 
more than ever of late years and the way in which certain parts 
of the premises had been extended. He sincerely hoped that 
Mr. Whitehall would long be spared, and that the day was very 
far distant when a parting would have to take place between 
him and the firm. 

A letter from Mr. Win. Bemrose was read, in which he spoke 
in terms of eulogium of Mr. Whitehall, and the Chairman 
said it was only because his brother was seriously indisposed 
that he was not present with them. 

A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the proceedings. 

Improved Photo Printing Plate Process- 

/''"■'HAS. GUILLAUME PETIT has perfected a process of 
V_^ typographic engraving which ensures, with skill, the 
absolute purity of the whites. This is the process :—The pho¬ 
tograph is printed on a copper plate, covered with bitumen, and 
developed with essential oil, which leaves the copper bare in 
the absolute lights. It is washed, dried, and finally covered 
with powdered resin. It is then heated until a grain is per¬ 
fectly formed. 

This dressing of resin on the insoluble bitumen has the pro¬ 
perty of rendering the bitumen soluble wherever the grain is 
formed. By plunging the plate again into the turpentine bath, 
the dissolved resin leaves a deep perforation in the bitumen. 
The plate is then recoated with a solution of bichromatised 
gelatine ; it is then exposed under the same negative by the aid 
of registration stops previously arranged, and is developed with 
perchloride of iron. In the pure whites there is no grain, and 
we have a plate where there is no need to have recourse to a 
tool in order to obtain the whites. Prints were shown in sup¬ 
port of this process, which is very interesting, and may lead to 
other applications. 

Mr. Petit says that the dressing of resin has the effect of de¬ 
oxidising the bitumen rendered insoluble by light. We ought 
to know, in the first place, whether this insolubility proceeds 
from oxidation. Messrs. Chevreul and Kaiser have demon¬ 
strated that the effect caused by light is produced without the 
presence of oxygen, but with this reserve concerning a detail 
only affecting the theoretical question, we recognise the truly 
practical and very interesting communication of Mr. Petit.— 
Photo. News. 

Taxation of Machinery. 

WE believe the rating of machinery has been a bone of 
contention for upwards of a century, but the opposition 

to it has only recently assumed an organised form. It is sug¬ 
gested that as the dues were taken off coal in order to encour¬ 
age manufacturers in London, the exemption of machinery 
from taxation is far more likely to secure that object, as the 
increase in the cost of production caused by the rating of 
machinery from taxation is much greater than that arising 
from the coal dues. Certainly manufacturers have not much 
to be grateful for on account of the abolition of the coal dues, 
and they would seem to have good ground of complaint as 
regards the taxation of machinery. But it is not merely a 
manufacturers’ question. Any taxation which enhances the 
prime cost of manufactured goods must be paid by the con¬ 
sumer. It also interferes with the employment of artizans, and 
places English manufacturers at a disadvantage in competing 
with the foreigner. 

The case of Messrs. Gifford, Fox, & Co., lace manufacturers, 
Chard, is a typical one. Their buildings were assessed at 
£4,300, and the lace machinery at £ 16,000, the result being 
that the net ratable value was increased from £180 to .£1,097. 
On appeal the Court reduced the net ratable value from 
£1,097 to £895, but in effect confirmed the principle of rating 
machinery. The Court has granted a case for the opinion of 
the Court of Queen’s Bench, and the National Society for the 
Exemption of Machinery from Rating is collecting subscrip¬ 
tions for the purpose of prosecuting an appeal, even, if 
necessary, as far as the House of Lords. The points on which 
the appellants mainly rely are : 1. That the machinery is not 
permanently part of the premises. 2. That it is not essential 
to the use of the premises, which are available for many other 
purposes without structural alterations. 3. That the machinery 
would not pass under a demise without being specially men¬ 
tioned. 4. That the Halstead case has not been overruled. 
5. That there is nothing to justify the mode of valuing and 
rating adopted. All these questions, no doubt, are open to 
argument, but the appellants appear to have a good pnma facie 

case, and if their view is upheld in the higher courts it will 
make a vast difference in the assessments throughout the 
country.—City Press. 
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The Printers' Pension Corporation. 

THE annual meeting of the Printers’ Pension, Almshouse, 
and Orphan Asylum Corporation was held at the 

Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street, on the 22nd ult. The chair 
was taken by Mr. J. F. Wilson (of Cassell & Co, Limited). 
The report was read by the secretary, Mr. J. S. Hodson. The 
following is an abstract :—Upon the voting paper for 1890 
some special pensions appeared for the first time. Foremost 
amongst these were the three pensions which bore the name 
of the Rev. Francis Jacox, and which were the result of a 
generous desire specially to benefit the printers’ reader. No 
particular provision for this department of the trade has ever 
been previously made. The capital sum which had given rise 
to these pensions was £2,066, which had been invested in 
India 3(5- per Cent. Stock, and which would yield sufficient to 
provide for the payment of the Jacox pensions. The Council 
had submitted to the donor a scheme for the management 
of these new pensions, which had received his approval. 
The grateful acknowledgments of the Council were now 
publicly tendered to the Rev. Francis Jacox for his great 
and thoughtful liberality. The fund to provide a pension 
of £17, taking the name of the Camden Town Auxiliary 
Pension, has been completed, and the new pension had 
been added to the list for the current election. The Readers’ 
Pension in its title commemorated the source whence the 
fund originated, but its name was not intended to convey any 
intimation as to the way in which the pension is to be allo¬ 
cated. The promoters had decided to leave the pension open 
for “candidates of either sex with twenty years'subscription 
qualification.” The Council expressed their warm acknowledg¬ 
ments to the “ London Association of Correctors of the Press” 
and their friends, for their generous zeal, whereby this pension 
of £16 had been raised in little more than twelve months. 
The City of London Auxiliary, through Messrs. T. Scott and 
Mr. C. Southwood, had paid an additional ten guineas to raise 
to ^15 a year the City of London Auxiliary Pension No. 1, and 
twenty guineas to complete the Pension No. 2. A further sum 
of twenty guineas had been received frem Mr. H. O. Giles on 
behalf of the Nonpareil Auxiliary. Mr. T. Wright, represent¬ 
ing the East London Auxiliary, had paid a small amount as a 
commencement of work in the locality indicated. Under the 
will of the late Mrs. Charlotte Holmes a further payment had 
been made to the Corporation of ^582 Consolidated Four per 
Cent. Preference Stock in the Great Eastern Railway Company. 
The executors had also furnished a complete statement of Mrs. 
Hoimes’s estate, and a cash account, which together showed 
the amount of the residue to which the Corporation is entitled, 
viz., ^1,247. 10s. 9d. From this source the Corporation would 
have received altogether in cash and securities a sum equal to 
,£9,636 ; and there were other amounts to be hereafter received, 
but which were subject to certain life interests. Under the will 
of the late Mr. Samuel Taylor, formerly of Greystoke-place, 
Fetter-lane, a legacy was bequeathed to the Corporation in aid 
of the Westminster Abbey Pension Fund, subject to a life 
interest in the dividends. The capital was ^1,100 stock in the 
North London Railway Company'. The amount paid in pen¬ 
sions during the past year had been ,£2,648. 12s., and the 
number of recipients now on the funds was 177 (70 men and 
107 widows). 

In connection with the extension and endowment of the 
almshouses, the Council gladly' availed themselves of the oppor¬ 
tunity to record the great kindness of Alderman Sir Polydore 
Ue Keyser, who, besides assisting very materially at the meet¬ 
ing to inaugurate the fund, had presented a memorial to the 
Court of Common Council for a grant on behalf of the insti¬ 
tution. The amounts received or promised for the special 
purposes of the extension now reached £2,226. 5s. While the 
Council were deliberating as to the best means for completing 
the fund, a suggestion was made by Mr. Pardoe, that the three 
most important auxiliaries should combine for the purpose of 
procuring the means for carrying out the contemplated building 
operations. Subsequently the announcement was made that 
the three auxiliaries would combine to provide the desired funds 
for the erection of the house or houses connecting the wing on 
one side of the building. It was further intimated that an 
effort would probably be made to provide what may be required 

for connecting the other wing also. The Council had caused 
plans to be prepared by Mr. Charles Bell, who was the archi¬ 
tect under whose direction the wings were built in 1871. 
Allusion was made to the kindly and thoughtful exertions of the 
local visitors, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Collingridge. 

The Corporation was now supporting ten orphan children, 
while during the past year ,£425 has been expended in pen¬ 
sions in connection with the Biggs Charity. 

The anniversary festival, under the presidency of Alderman 
Sir James Whitehead, Bart., Lord Mayor at the time, resulted 
in a net gain of^462. us. Mr. T. C. Bloomfield, for thirty-six 
years a member of the Council, had been a liberal contributor 
to the funds during his life, and had further benefited the 
institution by leaving a legacy of £1,003 to the pension fund, 
and ,£500 each to the almshouse and orphan funds. Con¬ 
cluding, the report drew attention to the very large percentage 
of candidates who were elected to the benefits of the Corporation. 
At the election recently held, out of a list of sixty-two candidates, 
no less than thirty-four had gone aw'ay rejoicing in the existence 
of the institution, and in the large amount of benevolence 
which it is capable of dispensing. If the number of subscribers 
to the Corporation could be made to bear anything like a 
corresponding comparison with the number gaining their 
livelihood by the handicraft of a printer, instead of electing half 
the applicants, not a single applicant would go away unrelieved. 
Bearing in mind that the recent additions to the list of pen¬ 
sions are certainly the result of purely charitable motives, the 
contention that the institution is provident as well as charitable, 
can only be sustained by the members of the Trade coming 
forward in greatly increased numbers to add to the list ot 
provident members. 

The reading of the report w'as frequently interrupted with 
cheers. At its close, 

The Chairman said he joined heartily in the con¬ 
gratulatory tone pervading the report they had just listened to, 
and which was, to the best of his belief, the most gratifying 
that had yet been presented. The contributions that had 
so copiously flowed in during the year, were a particularly 
pleasing feature, yet he must say it was rather a scandal that 
so large a proportion of the Trade was unrepresented among 
the subscribers. Among so large a body of workers as were 
engaged in printing, there ought to be a greater number of 
individual supporters, and he hoped that before the next 
annual meeting a strong effort would be made to effect this 
desirable result. A committee of visitors to some of the large 
houses seemed to him a likely mode of carrying out his 
suggestion. (Cheers.) 

Mr. W. H. Collingridge, in moving the adoption of the 
report, said the report was such that he trusted it would not 
only be adopted, but would be circulated broadcast and dili¬ 
gently perused. Although it was the sixty-third annual report, 
it was one of the most interesting and gratifying they had so 
far had the pleasure of receiving. He was afraid even to guess 
at the number of printers who actually subscribed to their 
grand benefit society'. Some said it was only a quarter, others 
not one-eighth of the whole ; at any rate a very large propor¬ 
tion did not contribute, why he could not tell. If they did not 
need assistance themselves, let them thank God, but remember 
that unfortunately a great many of their comrades did and 
w'ould need help. When it was remembered that a penny a 
week might bring benefit to the extent of a pound a week, he 
was tempted to say that those who did not subscribe were 
hardly worthy of consideration. 

Mr. Johnson, who seconded, said he thought that on the 
whole no other trade charity was so well supported by the rank 
and file as theirs, and though there was room for more support, 
that fact must not be overlooked. 

Mr. Drummond admittted that the year had not witnessed 
that progress with regard to the Trade subscriptions that they 
could have wished to see. His opinion was, and had long 
been, that this was for want of a reform in the mode of collec¬ 
tion. They wanted a collector whose whole time should be 
given to this branch of the work. In spite of this the corpora¬ 
tion w'as more popular than ever with journeymen printers. 

The report was then adopted unanimously. 
Votes of thanks were then passed to Mr. and Mrs. Colling¬ 

ridge, the local visitors ; to the gentlemen connected with the 
auxiliaries, to the Council ; and, lastly, to the chairman of the 
meeting, Mr. J. F. Wilson. 
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The Institute of Journalists. 

THE annual meeting of the London District of the Institute 
of Journalists was held on the afternoon of the 29th 

ultimo at Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet-street. Mr. Edward Lawson, 
Chairman of the District, presided. In the annual report the 
Committee said they were glad to be again able to report a 
year of remarkable progress, not only in the London District, 
but throughout the whole organisation of the Institute. The 
number of members of the London District had increased 
during the year from 430 to 580, an increase which was the more 
important when it was borne in mind that a number of members 
resident in other parts of the kingdom had been transferred 
from the provisional list of members in the metropolis. A 
large proportion of the increase was due to the successful 
application of the scheme of sub-districts to the extra¬ 
metropolitan portions of the counties of Surrey and Middlesex. 
In the colonies, in India, and in foreign countries also, the 
number of ir embers had largely increased. Amongst other 
questions with which the Council and Committees of the 
Institute had had to deal were the following : The exclu¬ 
sion of journalists from certain religious and other con¬ 
ferences ; the privileges of the Press at coroners’ inquests ; 
shorthand writing in bankruptcy courts ; journalists and jury 
service ; civil-list pensions ; privileges of journalists in colonial 
courts of law ; postal and telegraph arrangements ; contempt 
of court ; fraudulent advertising by false reports ; references 
upon points of law, and upon professional custom, precedent, 
&c. The Chairman reviewed the proceedings of the twelve 
months which had passe-I since the meeting at the Mansion 
House, at which the National Association of Journalists was 
transformed into the Institute of Journalists. In moving the 
adoption of the report, he thanked those who had assisted him 
during his tenure of office as Chairman of the London District, 
and claimed that in that capacity he had used every means in 
his power to advance the interests of the Institute. He con¬ 
gratulated the members on the fact that they had had a Royal 
Charter granted to them. Journalists now held a clear and 
well-defined position among professional men. He was happy 
to say that that charter had been granted by Her Majesty 
on the first application, and they had only had to wait six 
months in order to obtain it. In this Chartered Institute they 
had a powerful instrument for raising the profession of jour¬ 
nalists. The report was seconded by Mr. Clayden, and was 
carried unanimously. Several appointments and reappoint¬ 
ments of officers of the District and representatives of the 
Council of the Institute were then made. Several matters 
specially affecting the position and functions of members of 
the journalistic profession were then discussed, and a resolution 
was passed bearing on the presence of reporters at public 
banquets. Mr. H. G. Reid, President of the Institute, who 
was very cordially received, spoke on the advantages of the 
new organisation in keeping up the honourable characteristics 
of the profession. A vote of thanks to Mr. Lawson for his 
able conduct in the chair and during his year of office con¬ 
cluded the proceedings. 

Timothy Coles IVood Engravings. 

THE Century for April contains two full-page engravings, by 
Timothy Cole, the engraver, each subject being a 

“Madonna and Child” by Giovanni Bellini; namely, the 
famous altar pieces in the Church of S. Zaccaria and the Church 
of the Frari in Venice. The conductors of the Century claim 
that modern wood-engraving has never been put to such 
valuable and permanent use as in this series of engravings 
made by Cole in the very presence of the greatest pictures. 
The original relations of tone which are so sadly confused in 
the photographs, especially in those of the Venetian school, are 
retained in all the accuracy possible to black and white. In 
the Nation Professor Charles Eliot Norton, of Harvard Uni¬ 
versity, wrote of this series :— 

“ Nothing that has yet been done by the American engravers 
on wood, who, during the last few years, have carried their art 
to the highest excellence in reproducing the characteristic 
qualities of the work which they have had to copy, has surpassed 
in exactness of delineation, in refinement and rigour of execu¬ 

tion, and in sympathetic rendering of the subtlest features of 
the original, these remarkable productions of Mr. Cole. The 
variety of the technical methods of which he shows himself 
master has enabled him to reproduce with equal success work 
as widely different in motive and style as the Mosaic of Ravenna 
and the panel paintings of the Florentine artists of the four¬ 
teenth century. No engraving hitherto existing of the works 
of early Italian art give so much of the essential spirit as well 
as of the manner of painting of these works as this series of 
Mr. Cole’s.” 

Burne-Jones has declared that nothing so good has ever been 
done of the Italian masters, and that the photographs are not 
to be compared to them. Hebert says that he had no concep¬ 
tion that w’ood-engraving could be made to do such excellent 
work. Mr. Stillman’s articles in themselves form a little history 
of Italian art, and the series has now reached the painters in 
w'hich there is the broadest popular interest. 

Keep & Co.’s Patent Sandblast for Lithography.— 

Through the courtesy of Messrs. Keep & Co., lithographers, 
&c., Baldwin’s-gardens, Gray’s Inn-road, London, our repre¬ 
sentative had the opportunity of watching the process of 
graining a stone by their patented sand-blast. At a future time 
we hope to give an extended review of the process. Sand¬ 
blast will certainly supersede for rapidity combined with 
variety of light and shade all present methods of engraving 
and mezzo-tinting on stone, and is equally applicable for steel 
and copper-plate engraving. Messrs. Keep & Co. claim that 
very much better effects are produced by their new process, 
and that the saving of time is so considerable that while an 
opposing firm would be getting up a design they would be able 
to have the work completed. When publishing the article, we 
hope to illustrate it with an engraving produced by the process. 

Journalism in Egypt. 

KHALIL HAMUI is a native of Alexandria, Egypt, but he 
lives in St. Louis, says the Post-Dispatch. He receives, 

daily, one of the most interesting and curious newspapers that 
is published anywhere in the world. It is the Alexandria daily' 
paper, called Al-Alirain, or the Pyramid. 

It is a strange-looking paper of four pages, filled with cha¬ 
racters, which remind one of the short-hand hieroglyphics, but 
they' are more compact and smaller. You read from right to 
left, and begin at what would be the back of a newspaper. 

The character of the paper is very surprising to one unac¬ 
quainted with the people of the country where it is printed. It 
is not at all the foolish, stupid sheet that one would expect to 
find the easy'-going sons of Egypt publishing, but a live, wide¬ 
awake paper, that manifests a good deal of enterprise. 

Mr. Hamui went over one copy of it, and told the substance 
of the different articles that were printed in it. There were 
telegraphic dispatches from Austria, Tunis, Servia, Turkey and 
Vienna, on the state of politics in those places ; then there 
were telegraphic reports from the different States of Egypt, just 
as American papers get them from the States of the Union. 

There was a letter from “ our special correspondent ” at 
Cairo, about the news there, and then came a column of edi¬ 
torial comment on the subjects of interest in Egypt; but it was 
evident that the deadly paragrapher had not made his way into 
the land of the Nile. 

Then there were two columns of local news about Alexandria, 
giving the happenings of the day and the usual items. There 
was a cablegram from London, giving a synopsis of Parnell’s 
speech at Nottingham, on the Irish question. A dispatch from 
Zanzibar says that Emin Bey is out of danger, and that Hohim- 
boshiree has been sentenced to hang. A Paris dispatch 
announces that Boulangists have given up the election. 

The paper is dated December 18 ; so, of course, this news 
is old now, but they had it when it was fresh. There is a con¬ 
tinued story, “ The Diamond Secret,” which is an explanation 
of the Koran ; and one department, which would be very inter¬ 
esting if translated, is a series of letters from Stanley about 
the minutiae of his trip. 
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French Newspapers. 

FRANCE is a great country for journalists, but it is a mighty 
poor field for a newspaper man. In Paris, they produce 

the handsomest, best-edited, best-illustrated periodicals in the 
world, and they have the meanest newspapers. The English 
newspapers are slow enough to set an American editor crazy. 
But newspapers, as we understand them, can be hardly said to 
exist in France ; for news occupies but a very secondary place 
in their composition. Take, for example, Le Petit Journal, the 
daily paper with the largest circulation in the world, genuine 
and undoubted, It sells for five centimes—one cent—and it is the 
worst-looking little rag I ever laid eyes on. Printed on miser¬ 
able paper, with heavy-faced type and poor ink, it presents a 
cheap, smeary appearance, which would fill the soul of the most 
slovenly backwoods editor with disgust. It contains condensed 
reports of the proceedings of the Chamber of Deputies, political 
articles, short police notes, and a story. The story is the main 
feature, the special articles next, and the news is last to be 
considered. Dynasties may be overthrown, cities may be 
destroyed, kings and emperors may die ; the Petit Journal will 
probably print the information some time ; but if the entire 
Western hemisphere should be destroyed by an earthquake, 
and it was a question between publishing the news of the 
catastrophe and the story, the news would lie over every time. 
— The Journalist (N.Y.). 

China, or Indian Ink. 

CHINA ink is the ink universally used throughout the 
Chinese empire for writing with a brush, or painting, on 

one side only of the paper in general use in China. It is 
rubbed down on a porcelain slab, or palette, and used with a 
fine camel-hair brush for painting upon the soft, smooth, 
flexible rice paper employed by Chinese artists, and which is 
such a peculiarly characteristic product of those ingenious 
Orientals. 

China ink, so far as is known, was the earliest artificial ink 
made, and it is still in general use in China and Japan. It 
has also been used in India so long as to have also obtained 
the name of Indian ink. In Europe it is employed to some 
extent by architects and engineers, and also by artists, who 
use it for designs or sketches in black and white, for which it 
possesses the advantage of affording various depths in shading 
according to its greater or less dilution with water. It is made 
of lampblack and size or animal glue, with the addition of 
perfumes or other substances not essential to its quality as an 
ink. It is prepared in the form generally of small sticks, which 
are forme’d in wooden moulds. 

The finer qualities are delicately perfumed and their upper 
surface ornamented with characteristic Chinese letters or signs 
in Dutch metal or gilt. The Japanese use for making it a soot 
obtained from burning pine wood or resin, or lampblack from 
sesamum oil, for the finest qualities. This is mixed with liquid 
glue made from cuttings of ox skin and scented with camphor 
or a peculiar mixture of perfumes from China, with a small 
quantity of carthamin (a rose-red extract of safflower) to im¬ 
prove its colour. The pure article can only be obtained from 
China. Its price differs much according to quality, and the 
finest is rather costly ; but a good imitation can be and is 
largely made in Europe with ivory black ground to an im¬ 
palpable powder, and made into a paste with weak gum-arabic 
and perfumed with a few drops of the essence of musk and 
half as much of ambergris, and then moulded into sticks 01- 
cakes. 

It can also be made of lampblack, which being a fine char¬ 
coal powder, is much used in painting. Lampblack is obtained 
in quantity by letting the dense smoke of burning pitch or 
resin into chambers in which sacking is suspended, on which 
it settles, or in chambers lined with leather, from which it is 
more easily collected. Lampblack can be readily got in small 
quantities by holding- a cold plate over a gaslight or lighted 
lamp, from which method its name originated. This, mixed 
with clean size got by boiling shreds of parchment or undyed 
glove leather, will make an ink as good as that from China, 
but without its perfume. 

(Re55uS5e. 

A Practical Manual of Typography. Crown 8vo. By 
Arthur Oldfield. (E. Menken, 65 and 66, Chancery 
Lane.) This book belongs to Wyman’s Technical Series, and 
is an addition to “ The Printers’ Library.” The fact of its 
being written by Mr. Oldfield, a registered teacher of typo¬ 
graphy, is a guarantee that the matter contained in it is of a 
sound and practical nature. We only wish that there was 
more of it. The book is interspersed with illustrations which 
make works of this kind far more interesting than they would 
be if not replete with cuts. There is only one plan of cases, 
and that one is similar to that in use in some London news¬ 
paper offices. We do not think that the “ lay ” suggested could 
be generally adopted, and it would have been as well to have 
shown separately the average lay of both book and news cases. 
We notice, too, there is no information about the different lays 
of Greek, Hebrew, or German cases. This is really important 
for a book of this kind. The information about hand-presses 
is very meagre, and about machine-work nil. As we said 
before, we should have liked to have seen more in this handy 
book. However, it will be found of value to composing-room 
students. There are some hints on preparing for examinations, 
and some technical questions for the same purpose appended 
to the book, which will be found useful. We think technical 
works should always contain a good and full glossary of 
technical terms and phrases, as the learner is frequently at a 
loss to comprehend the meaning of some terms. 

Carmina Silvulce: Poems Original and Translated. By 

James Ambrose Story, B. A. (Authors’ Co-operativePublishing 
Company, Limited.) This is a collection of small poems of a 
thoughtful and devout character. They may be said to be the 
work rather of the student than of the poet—more meditative 
than passionate ; and many are of a religious tendency, com¬ 
prising hymns and legends of the saints. Of the translations 
there are such well-known themes as “ When the Swallows 
Homeward Fly,” and Goethe’s “ Erl-King,” with others that 
required a much deeper delving. Mr. Story shows throughout 
a bright fancy and an apt flow of versifying. The volume is 
neatly got up in white and gold, the printing being executed 
by Messrs. Cowan & Co., of Perth. 

Newspapers in 1890. 

FROM “The Newspaper Press Directory” for 1890 we 
ascertain that there are now published in the United 

Kingdom 2,234 newspapers, distributed as follows :— 

England — 
London... 
Provinces 

Wales. 
Scotland 
Ireland. 
Isles . 

Of these there are— 
144 Daily Papers published in England 

Ditto Wales 
Ditto Scotland 
Ditto Ireland 
Ditto British Isles 

On reference to the first edition of this useful Directory for the 
year 1846 we find the following interesting facts—viz., that in 
that year there were published in the United Kingdom 551 
journals ; of these 14 were issued daily—viz., 12 in England 
and 2 in Ireland ; but in 1890 there are now established and 
circulated 2,234 papers, of which no fewer than 185 are issued 
daily, showing that the Press of the country has more than 
quadrupled during the last forty-four years. The increase in 
daily papers has been still more remarkable ; the daily issues 
standing 185 against 14 in 1846. The magazines now in course 
of publication, including the quarterly reviews, number 1,752, 
of which more than 430 are of a decidedly religious character, 
representing the Church of England, Wesleyans, Methodists, 
Baptists, Independents, Roman Catholics, and other Christian 
communities. 

1,290 -1,768 
89 

• 194 
.. 160 

. 21 
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New Photo-Lithographic Transfer 

Paper. 

ANEW transfer paper has been used with good results in 
the Vienna Royal Institute of Photography and Repro¬ 

duction. The transfer ink used on it is put up in foil tubes 
like oil colours. The paper carries, as usual, a thin coating of 
gelatine. The transfer ink is thin and very fatty. The 
following directions are given for its preparation : the sensi¬ 
tizing solution is made up of 50 grams (in winter 60) of 
bichromate of potash dissolved in 1,000 grams of water. 
After this is completely dissolved, add aqua ammonia until the 
solution is a bright yellow. The paper is soaked in this 
solution, in a dark room, until it is thoroughly impregnated 
and soft, and then hung up in the same room to dry. 

For fine drawings and autotypes the paper should be 
squeegeed on to a thoroughly-cleaned glass plate ; a sheet of 
waxed tracing-cloth or rubber should be laid between the wet 
paper and the squeegee to avoid rubbing away the former. 
The exposure should be ample. After exposing, the sheet is 
fastened on a board with thumb tacks, and the transfer ink 
applied as directed below. It should be spread all over the print 
very thinly and equally. After about three minutes’ immersion 
in the water the highest reliefs begin to appear, and washing 
is then continued until all the detail is out, the print finally 
being laid upon a glass plate and rubbed with a soft sponge or 
a tuft of cotton wool until completely developed. Care should 
be taken that everything is very clean, in order to avoid 
spotting the whites of the print. 

For transfer to zinc the paper must be soaked in a 2 percent, 
solution of alum and washed again. If the transfer ink leaves 
the print in washing, exposure has been too short. A property 
of this paper is to be noted, the formation of a hard film on the 
gelatine, in case any of the solutions are too warm, which repels 
the transfer ink. The sheet may be anchored at the corners by 
little bits of lead to prevent its rolling up during development. 
The transfer ink is squeezed out of its tube in a semi-fluid con¬ 
dition, and is dissolved in a solution, kept ready, of equal parts 
of benzine and turpentine. Then with a broad brush or a very 
soft sponge it is evenly spread over the print in a thin and equal 
coating. It should only be used well thinned down with the 

oils. 
Before transferring, the print is laid between sheets of wet 

blotting paper until it is soft enough. It should be run through 
the press under considerable pressure. The transfer ink, it is 
said, transfers well to zinc, as well as upon stone.—Photo. Cor- 

respondenz. 

|)otne (Tlofeer. 

It is rumoured that the Hansard Publishing Union, Limited, will 
shortly declare a dividend equivalent to 16 per cent, per annum. 

The post of secretary to the London Association of Correctors of the 
Press, vacant by the death of Mr. F. A. Whitaker, has been filled by 
the election of Mr. G. Wilbraham. 

The British Museum has amongst its treasures an almanac 3,000 
years old. The days are written in red ink on papyrus, in columns, 
and under each is a figure followed by three characters signifying the 
probable state of the weather for that day. 

Messrs. John Haddon & Co. have, by arrangement with Mr. 
G. A. Sala, formed a sjndicate of home, colonial, and American 
journals for the publication of “ Echoes of the Week.” Mr. Sala has 
lately declined the editorship of the Sunday Times. 

It is proposed to hold a dinner for Freemasons connected with the 
stationery business, and gentlemen willing to assist in carrying out the 
arrangements, or wishing to attend the dinner, are invited to forward 
their names to Mr. A. Magenis Browne, 2, Whitefriars-street, E.C. 

The Northern Press and Engineering Company, Limited, South 
Shields, have lately supplied a first-class machinery outfit for the 
Scottish Leader. The manager to the company is Mr. R. C. Annand, 
who is the proprietor of several patented improvements in rotary 
machines. 

Comtlaints are being made of the dilatoriness of the London 
County Council in supplying copies of bills to members of the Press, 

and it is pointed out that reasonable facilities for obtaining information 
ought to be accorded to Press representatives, similar to those which 
are now in force in the Legislative Houses. 

The report of the Typographical Association for the half-year 
ending December 28, 1889, has just been issued. The general fund 
of the association is now ,£16,613. 4s. 8d., a gain on the half-year of 
£1,341. os. id. The special fund set apart for superannuation now 
stands at £7,188. 17s. 3d., an increase on the half-year of 
£383. 9s. 3d. 

The “Times” and the Parnell Commission.—It is said 
that Alderman Sir R. N. Fowler, Bart., is interesting himself in a 
movement with the object of indemnifying the Times for its costs in 
the Parnell Commission. It is believed that the Times will accept 
the sum that may be subscribed, but will apply it to some matter of 
public welfare. Many years ago the Times, it will be remembered, 
founded at the City of London School a couple of scholarships with 
money similarly subscribed. 

On Saturday, the 29th ult., nearly 100 of the members of the com¬ 
posing departments of the Hansard Publishing Union, Limited, 
Great Queen-street and Catherine-street, W.C., assembled at the 
Mitre Hotel, Chancery-lane, E.C., for the purpose of celebrating the 
annual chapel dinner. The after-dinner proceedings were presided 
over by Mr. W. Price, Mr. C. Mason occupying the vice-chair, and 
amongst the guests were :—Mr. F. L. Thorpe, manager ol the various 
composing departments ; Mr. W. R. Seeker, manager of the Redhill 
branch of the firm ; Mr. C. J. Drummond, secretary of the London 
Society of Compositors, &c. 

Booksellers’ Provident Institution.—The annual general 
meeting of the institution was held recently at the offices, 56, Old 
Bailey, Mr. C. J. Longman presiding. The secretary having read 
the report, its adoption was moved by Mr. G. Cox. The income for 
the past year had been £1,482, of which £630 had been disbursed in 
temporary, and £687 in permanent, relief. The working expenses are 
only 10 per cent, of the income, which shows how carefully the funds 
of the institution are distributed by the directors, and, notwithstand¬ 
ing the diminution of the amount of interest received on invested 
capital for the past year, the expenditure has not exceeded the 
income. 

The Marlborough Times has again changed hands, the new pro¬ 
prietor being Mr. C. G. Beckett, late printer of the Wairarapa 
Observer. Mr. Beckett (says the Taranaki Herald) arrived in New 
Zealand in the ill-fated Queen Bee, in 1877, and after a tour of the 
colony he settled down in the Wairarapa, in 1879, as managing 
director of the Guardian newspaper company, but later on he pro¬ 
ceeded to the South Island, and joined the staff of the Lyttelton 
Times. In 1881 he started the Wairarapa Observer, and about two 
years since he founded the Featherston Chronicle and Martinborough 
Gazette, which he recently disposed of with advantage to himself. 

Combination of Music Printers.—A crowded meeting of 
lithographic music printers was held at the Royal George, Great 
Chapel-street, Oxford-street, on the 25th ult., to take into consideration 
the advisability of forming a trades union to improve the condition of 
the music printers of London. Mr. Nash, who presided, explained 
the objects of the meeting, and said it was quite time they organised 
and endeavoured to obtain better wages. Mr. Campbell and others 
spoke on the advantages of trades unionism, and the following resolu¬ 
tions were carried:—“That, taking into consideration the present 
disorganised state of the trade, it is absolutely necessary to form a trade 
union lor the protection of its members. That the society be called 
‘The Lithographic Music Printers’ Society.’” A committee was 
formed, and a secretary and other officials were elected. 

Morley House Caxton Wing Fund.—A meeting of the com¬ 
mittee for the furtherance of a Caxton Wing to Morley House Conva¬ 
lescent Home, St. Margaret’s Bay, near Dover, for the accommodation 
of those connected with the printing, stationery, bookbinding, publish¬ 
ing, and allied trades, was held on the 15th ult., at 3, Mitre-court, 
Fleet-street, Mr. J. Price presiding. The meeting was well attended, 
and additional names were elected on the committee. Additions 
were made to the building fund, which now amounts to £203. 12s. 6d. 
The Caxton Wing Committee will take part in the great fete on behalf 
of Morley House, on May 10, a representation of “ Ancient and 
Modern Printing ” forming part of the procession. Gentlemen con¬ 
nected with the above trades, who are willing to aid the movement, 
should communicate with the hon. sec., Mr. O. G. Bremmer, at the 
offices, 5, Mitre-court, Fleet-street. 

Some interesting stories about the late popular novelist, Mr. J. F. 
Smith, are given in the Speaker. An old colleague writes to say that, 
having handled Mr. Smith’s MS., he can appreciate the observation 
that he “wrote like a madman,” and used villainous quills. He was 
indeed the scourge of all such as set up types and emend the impressions 
thereof. His handwriting was exquisitely small. He would carefully 

. loop all his t’s, cross all his l’s, dot everything except his i’s. Then, 
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having fully indulged in every darling vice of the slovenly penman, he 
would “male siccar ” by smearing the whole of each ink-wet page, 
apparently with his coat-sleeve. Naturally, he was worshipped by the 
printers. Hence it was that, in an after-dinner speech at a wayzgoose, 
his press-corrector boldly laid claim to the joint-authorship of 
“ Minnigrey,” on the ground that he (the corrector) and the 
compositors had been able to decipher barely one quarter of the words 
in that master-piece, had “fudged for” another quarter, while the 
remaining half was entirely the fruit of the said corrector’s own 
ingenious vamping. 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the five 
weeks ending Saturday, March 29, was 434. The number in the 
corresponding five weeks of last year was 576, showing a decrease of 
142, being a net decrease in 1890 to date of 197. The failures in the 
priming and stationery trades were 7, as compared with 13 and 15 in 
1889 and 1888 respectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, 
there were 394 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale Office 
during the same five weeks. The number filed in the corresponding 
five weeks of last year was 370, showing an increase of 24, being a 
net decrease in 1890 to date of 17. The number of bills of sale pub¬ 
lished in England and Wales for the five weeks ending Saturday, 
March 29, was 1,041. The number in the corresponding five weeks 
of last year was 1,135, showing a decrease of 94, being a net decrease 
in 1890 to date of 430. The number published in Ireland for the 
same five weeks was 35. The number in the corresponding five weeks 
of last year was 46, showing a decrease of 11, being a net decrease in 
1890 to date of 37. 

A correspondent writes to the World: “The appointment of 
Mr. C. F. Moberly Bell to a place in the Times office was almost as 
much a surprise to the staff in Printing House-square as that of 
Mr. Buckle. Mr. Bell began life as a merchant and insurance broker 
at Alexandria, and his connection with the Times commenced acci¬ 
dentally by his writing to them as a stranger, pointing out how they 
could get their Indian news some days earlier than they were accus¬ 
tomed to do. The correspondence thus commenced ended in Mr. 
Bell becoming first an occasional and then the permanent cor¬ 
respondent of Mr. Walter in Egypt. Mr. Bell did not, however, 
relinquish his commercial occupations, and his advertisement, till very 
lately, always figured conspicuously on the first page of the Egyptian 
Gazette. Few men have so intimate a knowledge of Egyptian Court 
life and intrigue as Mr. Moberly Bell, and his piquant sketches of 
Egyptian worthies, published anonymously two or three years ago, 
caused many heartburnings in high places. Mr. Bell is a man of 
considerable shrewdness, and a fluent writer. Pie has the Egyptian 
question and its manifold ramifications at the tips of his fingers ; but 
he has had little experience of English life, and none whatever of 
newspaper management.” 

Qlmencan Cftpptnga* 

Mr, Bowker, the editorj of The Publishers’ Weekly, has just 
resigned his position. Mr. Bowker, in addition to having the 
editorial management of that journal, was also connected with a 
number of other publications issued from the same office. 

SEVEN-day-a-week papers are on the increase in America. The 
Philadelphia Inquirer has commenced the publication of a Sunday 
edition, making the fourth morning daily in Philadelphia that publishes 
a paper every day in the year. The others are the Times, Press, and 
Record 

Nearly three thousand typos attended the grand reception and 
ball of the New York Typographical Union, on March 4. Members 
of the craft from Albany, Jersey City, Brooklyn, Newark, and other 
cities were present. The affair was a grand success, and a handsome 
sum for the Printers’ Home was realized. 

Journalism is looking up in China. There are now three news¬ 
papers published in that country, and there is a prospect that another 
one will soon be started. The prospectors are waiting until they can 
find out whether it will be a long-felt want.. In China, by the way, if 
a paper publishes an untrue statement about any one, not only are 
the editors punished, but all the readers as well. 

In the city of Denver a track of land has been purchased on which 
will be erected a first-class paper mill of ten tons daily capacity. It 
will be built at once and will cost upwards of 150,000 dols. The 
product will be mainly news print, and it is proposed to utilise the 
mountain timber in the manufacture of pulp. James H. Platt is 
the enterprising manager of the project, and is now at Appleton, 
Wis., looking into wood pulp machinery and obtaining experienced 
labour. 

The State control of the school-book publishing business has for 
years been an agitated question in Ohio and other States, and 

Governor Campbell’s recommendation in favour of the measure will 
probably result in Ohio’s taking the long contemplated step of 
furnishing school-books to the people of Ohio at cost. St. Louis, 
wisely or unwisely, it is for the future to determine, has reached at a 
step the goal toward which Ohio seems to be aiming, and school¬ 
books hereafter will be free to the children of St. Louis. 

A new journal of the largest size has appeared in New York, entirely 
illustrated by process cuts. Nothing is used for which the graver was 
necessary. It need not be pointed out that the introduction of pro¬ 
cess work has been of inestimable value to the trade and to the fine 
arts themselves. The wood engraving which is now done is nearly all 
of a higher grade than formerly, for process work has no more been 
able to injure it in this class than it has steel engraving. There is an 
unlikeness between them, even in the hands of masters. 

A fire occurred at 56, Cedar-street, New York, on the 15th ult. 
Horsford & Sons, stationers, occupied the store floor, and the James 
Ivempster Printing Company the four stories above. The fire burned 
out the basement, and Horsford & Sons’ stock was ruined by fire, 
water, and smoke, and the Kempster Printing Company’s stock was 
considerably damaged by smoke and water. The building was 
damaged to the extent of 1,000 dols. Horsford & Sons suffered to the 
extent of 20,000 dols. The James Kempster Printing Company lost 
10,000 dols. Both firms were fully insured. 

R. R. Donnelley and Sons, Chicago, Ill., printers of the 
Chicago City Directory, one of the oldest printing and publishing 
houses in the West, failed March 5th with liabilities aggregating 
100,000 dols., and assets which, if disposed of at forced sale, will 
probably not realize more than 50 per cent, of the liabilities. It 
appears that the firm has for five years been paying extravagant 
interest to a local banker on a loan made to tide it over losses incurred 
by the collapse of several enterprises in which it was indirectly 
interested. The failure of the firm will not affect the Chicago City 
Directory Company, which is an incorporated and distinct concern. 

The printing business of Denver is holding its own with remarkable 
vigour. On March 1 the Times commenced a Sunday morning edi¬ 
tion, and two large weeklies will shortly make their bow to the public, 
one to be called Amusements, the other “ Why?” This latter will 
be a twenty-page illustrated sheet, and the backing, both fina icially 
and editorially, is a guarantee that it has come to stay. Work in many 
of the job offices has picked up until there is scarcely an idle printer 
in town, and subs, are at a premium. With the present flush times, 
and the near approach of the period when the two new dailies will 
start, the members of the craft will not know what dull times mean. 
At its worst the printing business of Denver is good compared with 
that of 80 per cent, of other cities, and with the proposed new publi¬ 
cations it will boom like real estate. 

The Methodist Book Concern, New York, has removed into its 
new building at Fifth Avenue and Twentieth Street, which is eight 
stories, or 120 feet high, and covers a plot of 104 feet on Fifth 
Avenue, and 120 feet on Twentieth Street. The cost of the building, 
with land, was about 1,000,000 dols. The Book Concern was 
started in 1789 by the Rev. John Dickens, who was appointed book 
steward for the purpose of starting a publishing agency. He 
immediately borrowed 600 dols. and went to work. The institution 
has had great success. Recently, the sum of 100,000 dols. was set 
aside from the profits for the use of superannuated preachers. It 
gives 15,000 dols. annually to the support of denominational interests, 
and, in the one hundred years of its existence, has contributed in^this 
way the sum of 1,600,000 dols. The catalogue, issued by the Book 
Concern in 1889, contains 2,753 items. 

The Census Department of the United States Government recently 
invited tenders for the supply of a hundred millions of tabulating cards. 
It is estimated that 260 tons of manilla paper will be required. Six 
firms bid for the job. The lowest tenderer was a Brooklyn man, and 
his tender, which of course varied in price according to the quality of 
the samples submitted, ranged from 31 7-ioths to 45 7-ioths cents, per 
thousand cards. In connection with the census enumeration twenty 
million sheets of writing-paper have also been ordered. The entire 
quantity will be supplied by two well-known American mills. Orders 
have been accepted for 14,600 reams at a contract price of 9 cents, 
per lb. Extensive orders are also on foot for printing, one being for 
fifteen millions of copies of a certain document, and another for a 
million copies of still another census paper. Both these jobs will be 
run oft at the United States Government printing offices. 

The old illustrated daily of New York, the Graphic, has finally 
gone down, never to be resurrected. For a few weeks after it stopped 
there was a project of reviving it, but this has been abandoned and 
everything has been sold. This newspaper, in which nearly a million 
of dollars was sunk, failed because people buy a newspaper to read 
the news, and not for its pictures, and because its illustrations never 
were first rate. No one cared to keep them. Lithography, when 
applied on the same scale as wood engraving, is a much inferior art, 
and the pictures in the Graphic never were up to the best level of 
lithography. Had it been illustrated with woodcuts, many of which 
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had had ample time given to them, perhaps the result would have 
been different. In any event, some one would have liked to preserve 
stray numbers. Now it is improbable that there is a file in existence, 
unless it is in the possession of those who lately conducted it. 

A FIRE in the book and stationery establishment of the Bowen- 
Merrill Company, Indianapolis, Ind., on March 17, resulted in the 
destruction of the building and the death of several firemen. The 
building was a four storey and basement, marble front. The fire 
started about 3 o’clock near the furnace in the sub-basement. About 
5.30 there was a terrible crash, and the entire building, except the 
front wall, fell inward. At the time a number of firemen, variously 
estimated at from eight to twenty, were on the roof of the building and 
were buried in the debris, which was piled 40 ft. high within the walls 
of the burned building. The Bowen-Merrill Company carried a stock 
valued at 123,000 dols., on which there was an insurance of 70,000 
dols. The building was owned by Silas T. Bowen, and the loss on 
that will be 30,000 dols. H. P. Wasson, dry goods, suffered a loss of 
10,000 dols. by smoke and water, and Byram & Sullivan, dry goods, 
half that amount. Several smaller stocks were badly damaged. 

The Bancroft Company, San Francisco, is giving particular attention 
to the publication of railway guides, of which six monthly editions are 
issued. Each edition treats of the route, division or company named 
alone, and no information, advertisement or any other matter apper¬ 
taining to any other part of the country is published, save that in 
reference to the title of each book, the basis of the publication being 
to furnish a guide book for each principal route of each company. 
The information given is invaluable and only acquired by means of 
great expense and time. The “Chart of Stage Lines” in each 
edition is worthy of mention. These charts not only give the 
different stage lines connecting with the different stations, but also the 
names of all the places they pass through, together with the number 
of miles travelled and the hour of arrival and departure. W. B. 
Bancroft is the father of the idea of the publication, which is being 
carried out under the able management of E. B. Strong. 

The movement for the coalition of the “ Big Four ” school-book 
publishers may be set down as a success, and it is probable that the 
new concern—which will be a corporation, the stock of which will 
be held by the houses interested—will open up for business about 
May 1. The representatives of the houses concerned are very careful 
not to say much as to proceedings. The houses which propose to 
consolidate are keeping stock, &c., within as small a compass as 
possible, reducing help and getting matters in shape generally in 
anticipation of the change. The title of the new corporation has 
not yet been announced, but the officers will probably be Col. Daniel 
Appleton, president ; Gen. A. C. Barnes, vice-president ; Birdseye 
Blakeman, treasurer ; while the executive manager of the corporation 
will probably be George R. Cathcart, of the present house of Ivison, 
Blakeman, & Co. The four houses in the consolidation are Van 
Antwerp, Bragg, & Co., Ivison, Blakeman, & Co., A. S. Barnes, 
& Co., and D. Appleton & Co. 

R. L. Polk & Co.’s Baltimore Directory for 1890 has just been issued. 
It contains 1,283 pages and 159,658 names, has fifty-three more pages 
than its predecessor of 1889, and 840 more than that of thirty years ago. 
The first directory of the city was issued in 1810, containing only 
196 pages and 5,774 names. The next issue was in 1814, when the 
number of pages was 206, and of names 6,798. The first fifty pages 
of the directory are devoted to indices and locating streets and 
wharves. About 1,300 pages, double line, are required for publication 
of names and addresses. A complete business directory and appendix 
are also valuable adjuncts and are classified also. The John Smiths 
lead the list of all the Smith family with 217 names, while 190 
William Smiths follow in their wake. There are fourteen pages 
devoted exclusively to the Smith family. There are over 290 
Harrisons, but not a single Benjamin—eight are William Henry, 
however. Our young men born during the war are beginning to 
appear on the list with their names of Jefferson Davis, R. E. Lee, 
and Abraham Lincoln. 

Considerable excitement has been caused among printers, both 
employers and employes, owing to the rumour of a big printing plant 
being located at Brighton, a suburb of Denver. It is said tha, 200,000 
dols. capital is to be put in the concern, and that 150 persons will be 
employed. Upon this representation the Brighton business men have 
subscribed money enough to purchase a suitable site for this mammoth 
printery, which will be donated to the company as an inducement for 
location in the town. It is the intention of the company to engage in 
printing, binding, lithographing, stereotyping and electrotyping. As 
Brighton is only fifteen miles north of Denver, on the Denver and 
Pacific Railroad, and as trains are run several times a day, considerable 
uneasiness is felt by the employing printers as to the future of this 
plant. It will be out of Denver, and as the resident printers will, if 
they intend to be fair, organise a Union of their own and make their 
own scale, and as there is every reason to suppose the scale will be 
lower than that adopted by the Denver Union, it is apprehended that 
much of the work now performed in Denver will be taken to the new 
plant. 

CofontaC 

A contributor to the Napier Herald has discovered from the 
printed report of the Education Board, that “in some cases where pillow¬ 
cases were sent as specimens the hem was too wide.” He suggests 
that the term is intended as a euphemism for trousers. 

Thus does the compositorial Malaprop interpret his copy : “ It 
was at this stage that I interviewed as regarded the extraordinary 
opinions expressed by the chairman, and wrote a brief and quite 
temporary comment in reply.” Not bad for a single sentence. 

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company have undertaken to carry 
free of charge over their lines from Quebec or Montreal to Toronto 
any books which may be consigned to Toronto University to replace 
those recently destroyed by the great fire at that institution. Full 
particulars may be had at the company’s office, 7, James-street, 
Liverpool. 

The Sydney Daily Telegraph on the 20th December published an 
article, quoting authorities, to show that there was no vested legal 
interest in a liquor licence. The fact is well known, and there is no 
decision to the contrary on record ; but the Licensed Victuallers’ 
Association were very angry at the article, and decided, not only to 
“ boycott” the paper, but every one suspected of subscribing to it ! At 
latest advices the Telegraph was none the worse. 

The proprietors of the Argus and the Age, Melbourne, are now 
having the composing-rooms illuminated by electricity. It has been 
tried first as an experiment, and being found to work well, will no 
doubt soon supplant the gas. The light is admirable to work under, 
and when in full working order, it will prove a boon to compositors. 
The experiment is an expensive one, and the papers in question are 
deserving of praise in their efforts to benefit their employes. 

The first ordinary general meeting of the Argus Printing and 
Publishing Company, Limited, of Johannesburg, Cape Town, Kim¬ 
berley, and London, was held last month at Johannesburg. This 
company, which is an expansion of the Argus Company of Cape Town, 
was formed in April, 1889, with a capital of ,£70,000, and to it belong 
the Cape Argus and Johannesburg Star. On the nine months ended 
December 31a dividend was declared of 7-J per cent., a balance of 
over ,£7,000 being carried to next account. 

Advices from Melbourne, under date of February, say :—The long- 
expected revival of trade has not yet arrived, and the most sanguine 
do not anticipate that we shall be able, for some time to come, to find 
employment for the whole of our ever-increasing crowd of enforced 
idlers. At the commencement of the last half-year it was estimated 
that we had, at least, a hundred more men in the Society than we 
could find regular employment for. Since that period we have 
increased our roll by more than another hundred ; so the difficulty of 
obtaining work, though very great then, is increased now a hundred¬ 
fold. 

A labour paper is about to make its appearance in Brisbane. A 
circulation of 7,000 has already been secured, and before the day of 
publication the number of subscribers is expected to reach 10,000. 
It is intended to make the paper part and parcel of the Labour 
Federation, so that all societies affiliated with the Federation will of 
necessity become co-operating societies. It is, however, open to 
societies not affiliated with the Federation to become co-operators and 
have a voice in the management of the paper on payment of an 
initiation fee of £1 for every 100 members, and a contribution of is. 
per member, which latter sum will secure them copies of the paper for 
one year. 

Newspaper men, as a rule, would do well to shun Scripture refer¬ 
ences. Three New Zealand Pressmen have come to grief over them 
during the present month. “Like the widow’s curse that never 
failed,” may safely be attributed to the ingenious comp. Not so, 
however, the following in a southern contemporary : “ It was King 
David, if we mistake not, who said, ‘ O that mine enemy would write 
a book.’ ” It was not King David, and the passage is incorrectly 
quoted. Nor could it have been the compositor who described the 
Seven Sleepers as “ Biblical characters.” After this it would not be 
very surprising to find Rip van Winkle or the Sleeping Beauty in the 
same category. 

The Trades and Labour Journal, Melbourne, ceased to exist about 
the end of November. Nothing but a brilliant career seemed before 
this venture. It had every advantage—a wide field, no opposition, 
and the best of men at its head. Yet it has collapsed, and little is 
heard of it. Perhaps the cause of the failure is that the concern had 
not sufficient capital. The shares were too high for many to speculate 
in, although readily taken up, and consequently those who had paid up 
will not be light losers, A prospectus was issued to float the company 
in £1 shares, and it is hoped that the matter will not be allowed to lie 
dormant; though the efforts of one management may not succeed, it 
does not follow that the scope for such a publication is wanting. 
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The proprietors of the evening paper at Broken Hill, Australia, 
have sold their jobbing plant. The purchasers are two well-known 
comps, on the Barrier, Messrs. Wm. Woodhead and W. S. Thomas. 
The former made his debut some four years ago, and was, at that time, 
able to get a “cut in” at Broken Hill shares when they were selling 
at about £25 to £30 a-piece, and, unlike many who bought at that 
time, had the sense (or luck) to hold them. During the past eighteen 
or twenty months Mr. Woodhead has been stockbroking in Adelaide ; 
but the attraction of the composing-stick and metal has proved too 
great, and now we find him again in the ranks of the profession. The 
other partner (Mr. Thomas) has been connected with both journals 
now in existence on the Ranges. 

At the end of the June half-year the number of members on the 
printed roll of the Sydney Typographical Association was 806 ; at 
the end of December there were about 900 members fairly in com¬ 
pliance, the highest number on the roll being 935. During the 
ordinary busy portion of the year (October, November, December) 
there was a great influx of compositors, and although the amount of 
work done in the various printing establishments of the city was, 
perhaps, greater than during any previous similar period, many of the 
members of the Association were unable to obtain more than the 
scantiest casual employment. As long as the proportion of appren¬ 
tices to journeymen is kept at its present high rate in the other 
Colonies, this deplorable state of things is sure to continue. 

The Melbourne Age has made the biggest thing in the way ot an 
apology to a life assurance company that has probably been ever 
known in journalism. It consists of a whole closely-printed column 
of statement, counsels’ opinion, and remarks. The company brought 
an action against the Age, laying the damages at £100,000, and the 
Melbourne Herald says that this article was inserted as the price of 
peace, under the strictest conditions that the article be inserted 
verbatim in the top right-hand column of the ninth page of the Age of 
the 18th January. In the concluding paragraph the Age is made to 
say:—“This opinion we consider fully establishes the fact that the 
-Life Insurance Company’s status in this colony is all that can be 
desired, and it only remains to add that we have been furnished 
with satisfactory proofs that the company has retained and invested in 
the colony all the funds created by the business here, and that its 
record for fair and honourable dealing with policy-holders is beyond 
question.” 

At Blenheim (New Zealand) two men were summoned by the police 
for ill-treating a pig in connection with some sports. The proceedings 
were taken consequent upon a paragraph in the Express. The police 
had subpoenaed Mr. Kirby, the editor, who refused to be sworn as a 
witness for the police, alleging that his usefulness as a Pressman 
would be at an end if he were liable to be placed in the witness-box 
to support police prosecutions. He persistently refused to be sworn. 
The Bench, after a retirement, said they had no alternative but a 
committal. As the committal was being pronounced, the police 
offered to withdraw the case, which the Bench agreed to. Mr. Kirby 
then intimated that he was perfectly willing to make a sworn state¬ 
ment at the request of the Bench, if it were distinctly understood he 
was not examined as a police witness. The Bench consented. The 
Pressman then gave evidence to the effect that his strictures, on which 
the police had taken action, were not levelled at individuals, for he 
saw no single act of cruelty, but against a barbarous sport. The case 
was dismissed. 

Conftnenfaf £ Jfomgn Jfofftnge. 

An exhibition of French industrial products is announced for 
Perpignan, from May 10 to June 16 next. 

M. Michaud, the inventor of the process of photogravure as applied 

to impressions in textile fabric, has recently died in France. 

A popular edition of the Bible in Portuguese is to be issued in 
numbers on the same plan that has been so successful in Italy. 

MM. A. and G. Lhermite, engineers and constructors, have 
acquired the old house of Dubartre, so well known for its printing- 
presses. 

During the last cholera epidemic in Chili a daily came out with 
the announcement in large characters on its first page : “ Printed on 
disinfected paper ” ! 

The death is announced, at Frankfort-on-Maine, after a short illness, 
of Herr Carl von Hallberger, longtime chief of the Deutschen Verlags- 
anstalt. He was born in Stuttgart in 1823. 

Some one has anonymously made the generous gift to the Guten¬ 
berg School in Paris, of complete collections of L'Impriv/ierie, the 
Bulletin de VImprimerie et dc la I.ibrairie, and the Gutenberg 
Journal, 

The Paris Municipal Council has decided that the mayors of every 
arrondissement shall be authorised to have the electoral list printed 
after March 31 of every year. It will be sold net to any elector who 
likes to ask for it. 

During 1889, 17,986 books were published in the German Empire, 
being an increase of 970 on the total for the previous year. Upwards 
of 2,700 were devoted to the fine arts, a section which appears to 
include works of fiction. 

The wealthiest of the French Canadians—M. Roudier, senator— 
has just died. He has left a fortune of ten millions—the result, 
largely, of wide advertising, as his business had extended over all the 
New World through this agency. 

The Industrial Association of Lower Austria recently celebrated its 
fiftieth anniversary ; on which occasion it voted a sum of 10,000 florins 
for the creation of a museum of Austrian work, on the basis of the 
Paris Conservatoire of arts and trades. 

At the Chateau des Angles, near Avignon, there has just died, at 
the age of seventy-nine, M. Armand de Pontmartin, one of the most 
eminent critics of the generation of 1830. For twenty-three years he 
wrote the weekly feuilletons of the Gazette de France. 

The death is announced of M. Petruccelli de la Gattina, formerly 
a deputy in the Italian Parliament, who contributed to several French 
journals, and who brought out an historical drama in 1869 at the 
Ambigu, assisted by M. Jules Claretie. He was aged seventy-one. 

The Society of French Pastellists, which is always composed of 

thirty members, has been electing four new associates to fill some 
vacancies. Fifteen candidates were proposed. The following is the 
happy quartette MM. J.-L. Forain, MauriceTliot, Lucien Douir.erc, 
and Jules Che'ret. 

M. Edouard Charton, senator of Yonne, died at Paris in 
February, at the age of 82. He founded the Magasin Pittoresque, and 
was one of the re-introducers of wood engraving into France. Among 
his numerous creations also were the Bibliotheque des Merveilles and 
the Tour du Monde. 

“Galignani’s Messenger ” now appears as an eight-page paper, 
its title being altered to The Galignani Messenger. Its editor is Mr. 
Leopold Grahame. It has a special wire between the London and 
Paris offices, exclusive intelligence by American cable, and various 
other improvements. 

Mr. Karl Krause, of Leipzig, has just enlarged his factory. He 
had over 700 hands at work, and the new building will permit the 
employment of a further 200 hands. The establishment grew from 
two workmen to this gigantic size, in consequence of the good work¬ 
manship always displayed. 

According to official statistics, there were published in France 
during 1889 no fewer than 14,849 books, and 5,574 new musical 
compositions. A Frenchman, in order to be conversant with the 
popular literature of the day, would require to read on an average 
about forty volumes per diem. 

The Society of the Vienna Technical Press intends holding an in¬ 
ternational exhibition of all processes, machines, materials, &c., 
appertaining to the technical press. A committee of seven members 
has been formed to arrange details, among whom is the author of the 
project—Alex. Schwartz, Vienna. 

The rage of the Parisians for affixing advertising bills and posters 
in every available vacant spot, especially during electoral contests, has 
lately attained so great a pitch that the Prefect of Police has addressed 
a circular to his colleagues pointing out that it is forbidden to affix 
them to statues, trees, and objects of art generally. 

A conference of representatives of every branch of the book 
industry in Europe is to take place at Antwerp during August. To 
mark the occasion there is a suggestion of organising another general 
exhibition, which shall open its arms to everything under the sun 
which has the slightest bearing on what are called the “ graphic arts.” 

For February the number of new periodicals in France rose to 86— 
45 in Paris and 41 in the provinces. The capital had 4 new 
politicals, 5 illustrated, 7 financial, and 6 journals devoting themselves 
exclusively to industrial and commercial matters. Of those in the 
departments, 18 were political and 11 dealt with commerce or 
agriculture. 

The printers of Vienna have published, on the occasion of their 
fourth centenary, a “ History of Austrian Typography.” Among its 
artistic conceptions the frontispiece surpasses in beauty everything 
within its pages. It is a chromoxylographic chef-d'auvre—one of the 
finest productions of Heinrich Knofler, the wood-engraver. But the 
whole work is superb. 

M. Charles Lcevvig, who since the death of Chevreul has passed 
for the Nestor of European chemists, has just died at Breslau at the 
age of eighty-seven. He was Professor of Chemistry at the University 
of Breslau, and had published works of acknowledged value on the 
“Composition and Rise of Mineral Springs,” the “Chemistry of 

j Organic Combustions,” See. 
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The well-known French collector, M. Fayet, who died last Sep¬ 
tember, has offered, by a clause in his will, to the Louvre Museum 
(which has accepted), 130 sepias of Domenico Tiepolo, bought by 
Fayet at Venice in 1833, and a sketch of Michaele Angelo, the first 
study of a fragment of the “ Last Judgment,” which was bought in 
F'lorence near the same time. 

We have received the interesting catalogue of the sale to be held at 
Versailles, from the 14th to the 22nd inst., of the library of the late 
M. J. A. P. Madden, an important collection of incunabulas, Gothic 
works of the sixteenth century, and books of all kinds, ancient and 
modern, MS. and printed. It is published by Labitte, Em. Paul, et 
Cie., Libraires de la Bibliotheque National, Paris. 

The programme has been distributed of the Exhibition (interna¬ 
tional) organised by M. A. Muzet as representative of the Societe 
Nationale des Sciences et des Arts Industriels. It will be held from 
July to November, 1890, at the Palais de l’lndustrie, Paris. Photo¬ 
graphy will be largely represented by proofs of photographs on paper, 
glass, wood, enamel, and cloths, by photochromie, phototypie, 
photogravure, &c. 

The city of Antwerp will celebrate next August the memory of 
Christopher Plantin, one of the most celebrated Belgium printers, 
whose house in Antwerp, now converted into a technical museum, is 
well known to all visitors to that city. A conference of bookbinders 
and printers will form part of the proceedings, and various trade ques¬ 
tions will be discussed, amongst which an international system of type 
bodies is one of the most important. 

A Lyons printer has for some time past been seeking a means of 
working simultaneously in the pages of newspapers news matter in 
black ink and advertisements in colours. The process is as yet not 
quite perfected, but a short time since the pages of the Lyons Republican 
appeared printed in this manner, a number of advertisements in red 
ink being placed in the centres of the pages. This, we understand, 
was only an experimental effort, but the inventor himself has executed 
several specimens which contain advertisements in eight or ten different 
colours. 

A NEW type-composing machine has been invented by a German 
engineer, and is now in operation in Berlin in conjunction with the 
distributing machine invented by the same person. By this machine 
justifying is done automatically by means of a crank, but, in order to 
effect this properly, the types must be cast of certain standard 
thicknesses. The composer will, it is claimed, set 6,000 types an 
hour, and bears such a relation to the capacity of the distributor that 
four composing machines are able to keep three distributors constantly 
running. 

There has just been formed in Johannesburg a printers’ union, to 
be known as the Transvaal Typographical Society. The society has 
been constituted on broad lines, and both workmen and masters are 
invited to join its ranks. In addition to guarding the interests of com¬ 
positors as a body, the society is also established for the purpose of 
acting as a board of arbitration in the event of any disputes arising, 
and it also intends to support every scheme “calculated to benefit 
the profession morally, socially, or intellectually.” 

We have to announce the death at Paris, at the age of eighty 
seven, of General Ambert. He was well known as a military writer, 
having contributed numerous articles to the Courrier Franfais, the 
National, and the Si'ecle. He was also author of a number of works, 
nearly all dealing with military matters. Such are “ Historical Sketch 
of the various Army Corps,” “ Le Baron Larrey,” “ Moncey,” 
“ Flistory of the War of 1870-71,” “ Recits Militaires,” &c. General 
Ambert was a Councillor of State under the Empire. 

Eighty-four new works were announced in France during 
February to foreign legations, through the bureau of the Cercle de 
lTmprimerie et de la Librarie. Of these, 32 items were from the 
house Ch. Delagrave ; 1 1 from Rouff et Cie ; 8 from Gauthier-Vi liars ; 
6 from Bernard-Tiquol ; 4 each from Guerin and Carre ; 3 from Hen- 
nuyer; 2 from Hetzel ; 1 each from Oudet, Delalain, the Nouvelle 
Revue, J. Plihon, and Herve of Rouen. Thirteen were works on 
history and geography ; 37 were literature (fiction, &c.) ; 27 were of 
science and instruction ; 5 of agriculture ; one of medicine, and one of 
fine arts. 

A writer in a recent issue of the Gutenberg-Journal of Paris de¬ 
plores the manner in which French printers are hampered in their 
business by a multitude of official restrictions imposed by the State. 
He says that if one goes to buy a press, a few cases, and two or three 
pounds of ink, it takes him about a week’s consideration to discover 
what official regulations are issued by the French administrations 
respecting the conduct of printing offices. Printers do not in general, 
he says, bear a worse character than the majority of the other citizens, 
and the profession is reputed to be a free one, but nevertheless it 
appears to be to a great extent under the control of numerous agents 
connected with the Government, every one of whose little vexatious 
interferences is imposed “by authority.” 

The magnificent library of the Comte Osborne, which was destroyed 
by fire on February 9th, in the Rue de Seine, Paris, was estimated by 
connoisseurs as worth tv o million francs, by reason of the invaluable 
manuscripts it contained, and the unique documents on English history 
at the time of Cromwell and the Restoration, and on Spanish and 
Italian history. For several of these 40,000 francs had been paid. 
No single manuscript or document or cartoon was saved ; and the 
several editions de htxe which were not burned, having been thrown 
out and piled up in the yard, were all irremediably damaged by the 
water with which they were saturated. 

Among the minor curiosities resulting from the late Paris Exposition 
is the unique collection of coloured advertising pictures made by a 
typographer-journalist resident in Paris. Throughout the course of the 
Exhibition he assiduously followed up and obtained one copy of every 
pictorial advertisement design given away free to visitors, and all these 
were placed into albums. The outcome is a remarkable gathering 
together of the finest specimens of letterpress printing and choicest 
samples of chromo-lithography which entered the Exposition—in every 
way creating a handsome and edifying international graphic-book of 
printing-office patterns. An inspection of the imprints shows that 
they had been executed in France, United States, Italy, Germany, 
Switzerland, Belgium, Hungary, Spain, England, and many other 
States. 

The great Emile Zola has been interviewed by a representative of 

the Gaulois on the subject of “ La Bete Humaine.” Incidentally we 
are given some figures. The publication of “ Rougon-Macquart,” it 
seems, has exceeded amillion copies. The “ Fortunedes Rougons,” with 
which he made his dttut, reached only 22,000 ; but “ La Curee ” was 
raised to 33,000; the “Ventre de Paris,” 30,000; “ Conquete de 
Plassans,” 22,000; the “ Faute de l’Abbe Mouret,” 44,000; “Son 
Excellence Eugene Rougon,” 21,00c, With “ L’Assommoir ” Zola felt 
the joys of immense popularity: 117,000 copies were sold. “ Une 
Page d’ Amour ” fell again to 70,000 ; but “ Nana ” has had 155 edi¬ 
tions—155,000. This was the culminating point; his other works, 
though always reaching a respectable number of editions, never 
attained this figure. Of “ Pot-Bouille ” there were 75,000; “ Au 
Bonheur des Dames,” 55,000 ; “ La foie de Vivre,” 44,000 ; “ Ger¬ 
minal,” 86,000; “ L’CEuvre,” 50,000 ; “La Terre,” 88,000; “ Le 
Reve,” 77,000. 

Writing from Paris, a correspondent says :—-It is wrong to 
consider the London Daily Graphic the only illustrated diurnal in 
Europe, as many do. Inquiry would reveal twelve or fourteen 
regularly-issued quotidian sheets, adorned with illustrations of current 
events, printed on the Continent. This note is prompted by coming 
across the Paris Instantane, and then remembering several other daily 
illustrated newspapers actually appearing in Europe—in Italy, in 
Spain (where El Globo, diario ilustrado, flourishes at Madrid), in 
Germany, and further States. None are over half the size of the 
English journal, though cheaper at halfpenny per copy. The Paris 
Instantane is published at Rue Duperre 14. It consists of four 
pages, and is in its second year. All the work is done in its electric 
photographic shops at the address given. The publication is a poor 
sheet at present, and scarcely worth the price of 10 centimes per 
number—double the ordinary charge ; but it has a decent apppearance 
typographically, and the rapidly-executed process-blocks come up 
passably well. L. Gerard is the printer-gerant ; Gaston Lebre, 
director-redactor-in-chief ; and Georges Millet, secretary of the 
redaction. 

An interesting discovery has been made in that pays de glace where 
dwell the Esquimaux. It is a journal, printed and published by a native, 
who has never been out of his own country. His name is Lars Moeller; 
the title of his journal, translated, is The Reader. This out-of-the-way 
journalist (in more senses than one) possesses all the physical charac¬ 
teristics of the Esquimaux : flat nose, immense ears, which protrude 
formidably from each side of his head, and a beard stunted in growth, 
but cut after a fa$on toute particuliere. At Godthaal, far away in the 
chilly regions, Lars Moeller has set up his press. In immense woollen 
clothes, with sabots of sealskin, and hands encased in fur, he composes 
and prints his journal. He learned the art of printing by himself, 
having only received a few lessons from the explorer Nordenskjold, 
to whom he is indebted for his few old types. Besides being his own 
designer, Lars Mceller also engraves his illustrations. He travels 
from one tribe to another with his printing-shop and press. Then, 
installed in a hut lighted by a fish-oil lamp, he goes to work, to the 
great astonishment of his compatriots, who take a lively interest in his 
proceedings. An explorer has recently presented two copies of this 
unique journal to a literary society in Denmark, giving also some in¬ 
teresting particulars of its own “Pooh-Bah;” and members of the 
society, who are interesting themselves in the subject have just sent 
him some new types, printing-ink, paper, and a new and finer press 
than the one he has hitherto used. Plere is an opportunity for the 
gentlemen who entertain Londoners with human curiosities. Lars 
Moeller should be as interesting as starving Italians or gorging Pata¬ 
gonians ! 
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Crab* 
Mr. G. L. Polsue has started business at 84, Fleet-street, E.C., 

as a printer and publisher, and will also act as London agent for the 
Goldfields Times, and the Canadian Journal of Fabrics. Mr. Polsue 
was lately with Messrs. Rider & Son, Bartholomew-close, E.C. 

Mr. B. Lazarus, account-book manufacturer, who was eighteen 
years in the employment of Mr. Maguire, of 26, Garlick-hill, E.C., 
the last eight years having entire management, has commenced 
business at 190, Upper Thames-street, E.C., with new plant, as 
account-book manufacturer, numerical printer, and perforator to the 

trade. 

Messrs. Edward Packard & Co., printing-ink manufacturers, 
155, Fenchurch-street, E.C., and Ipswich, have established a branch 
house at 95, Bath-street, Glasgow, where they purpose keeping a stock 
of printing-inks and varnishes suitable for immediate delivery. Mr. 
William V. Graham, their Scottish representative, will manage this 
branch. 

Qle® Jfournafs £ (prefer Changes. 

The offices of the Financial Critic will in future be 5 and 6, 
Great Winchester-street, E.C. 

The United Service Magazine, with its number for April 1, com¬ 
menced a new series, in which several fresh features will be introduced 
of interest to the services. 

A NEW political paper will shortly make its appearance, entitled the 
Free Life, with which it is stated the Political World will be incor¬ 
porated. Messrs. Auberon Herbert and Lane Fox will have the 
direction of the journal. 

The Ha'porth is the title of a new weekly journal of light reading. 
It is published at 8, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street. 

The first number of a new paper, announced some time ago, has 
just made its appearance under the title of the Art Weekly, an 
independent art newspaper. 

(printing an& ot$tx Companies* 

SUBJOINED we give particulars of eleven companies 
registered since our last list was compiled, the total 

capital being ,£519,000. This makes a total of fifty-one 
companies and ;£i,353,o5o capital, compared with fifty-two 
companies and ,£1,078,762 capital at the corresponding 
date last year :— 

Ottoman Paper Manufacturing Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the 27th ult., with a capital of ,£325,000, divided into 
16,250 preference shares, 16,150 ordinary, and 100 founders’ shares of 
£10 each, to acquire all or any of the shares in the capital stock of a 
Societe Anonyme constituted in the Ottoman Empire, for acquiring a 
concession from the Sultan of Turkey for the construction and working 
of a paper manufactory in his Majesty’s dominions. There are 22 
signatories, who take amongst them 23 founders’ shares, the first seven 
being:—*The Hon. E. W. Douglas, Christchurch, 1 share ; Lord 
Clinton, 32, Bruton-street, 1 share ; J. C. Thynne, The Cloisters, 
Westminster, 1 share; *H. W. Cobb, Salisbury, 1 share; *J. Judd, 
J.P., St. Andrew’s-hill, 1 share ; ^Herbert Spicer, 165, Queen 
Victoria-street, 2 shares ; *W. H. Richardson, J.P., Jarrow, 1 share. 
The London board is to number not less than five, nor more than ten 
members : the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk and Mr. 
J. W. Hughes, of Gracechurch-street; qualification, 10 ordinary 
shares ; remuneration, £300 per annum each, with an additional £100 
for the chairman. Solicitors, Messrs. Shepheards, 31 and 32, Fins- 
bury-circus. 

Black & White Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 31st ult., with a capital of £100,000, in £10 shares, 500 being 
founders’ shares, entitled to one-third of the surplus after payment of 
15 per cent, non-cumulative preference dividend on the ordinary 
shares. The company proposes to trade as newspaper proprietors, 
printers, publishers, &c. An unregistered agreement of November 15, 
1889, between C. N. Williamson and S. W. Jackson will be adopted. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—J. G. Dalzell, 
solicitor, 12, Clement’s-inn ; *Just'n H. McCarthy, M.P., 20, Cheyne- 
gardens ; *Sir J. D. Linton, P.R.I., artist, 15, Cromwell-place ; 

Capt. E. A. Beresford, Bromley, Kent ; M. Carmichael, Enfield 
Chase; S. W. Jackson, clerk, Burton-road, Brondesbury ; A. H. 
Embery, 23, Avondalc-road, Old Kent-road. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than five, the first being the 
subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, ,£500 in shares or 
stock; remuneration, £1,000 per annum, and, in addition, a sum 
equal to 5 per cent, on all profits in excess of 10 per cent. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Dalzell and Beresford, 12, Clement’s-inn. 

Thomas and Green, Limited.—Registered on the 25th ult., 
with a capital of £39,000, in 200 ordinary and 190 6 per cent, 
preference shares of £100 each, to takeover the business of paper 
manufacturers, carried on at Wooburn, Bucks, by John Thomas and 
Roland Green, and in conjunction with such business to manufacture 
gas and electric power for lighting and other purposes. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are :—*R. Green, paper 
manufacturer, Maidenhead ; Mrs. Green, Maidenhead ; James 
Thomas, paper manufacturer, Bisham, Berks ; Miss E. Thomas, 
Great Marlow; *J°lm Thomas, Wooburn, Bucks; Mrs. Thomas, 
Wooburn, Bucks; Laurence Green, paper manufacturer, Maidstone ; 
Herbert Green, paper manufacturer, Maidstone. The number of 
directors is not to be less than two, nor more than five ; the first are 
the vendors; qualification, £500 in shares ; the company in general 
meeting will appoint remuneration ; vendors are appointed managing 
directors for fourteen years, at a salary of £500 Per annum each. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Gocldon, Home, & Co., 34, Old Jewry. 

Durham Paper Pulp Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
12th ult., with a capital of ,£20,000, in £1 shares, to take over the 
business of manufacturer of chemical wood pulp, carried on by John 
Smalley, at West Hartlepool. The subscribers, who have taken one 
share each, are :—R. Lander, jun., timber merchant, West Hartle¬ 
pool ; T. E. Pigman, shipowner, West Hartlepool ; G. Horsley, 
timber merchant, West Hartlepool; M. Tilly, solicitor, West Hartle¬ 
pool ; W. B. Cherrett, iron merchant, West Hartlepool ; *J. I’. Fea, 
limber merchant, West Hartlepool ; J. T. Newbegin, accountant, 
West Hartlepool. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than seven ; the first are J. P. Fea, and C. O. 
P'orslind of West Hartlepool, J. T. McDougall, 10, Mark-lane, 
J. F. Newall, 8, Market place, Manchester, and C. Scholes, Blackley, 
near Manchester ; qualification, 50 shares; remuneration, £2. 2s. 
each per meeting attended. Office, the Pulp Works, West Hartlepool. 

Periodical Literature Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 22nd ult., with a capital of £12,000, in £1 shares, to carry on 
business as publishers, printers, booksellers, stationers, newsagents, 
and advertising agents. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are :—#T. Kelly, ship-repairer, 102, West India-road, E. ; 
*G. A. Greig, iron-merchants, 558, Commercial-road ; *H. L. Loby, 
clerk, 32, Maury-road, N. ; *H. J. F. Gale, estate-agent, 64, Finsbury- 
pavement; *Wm. Roberts, salesman,. 19, Queen Elizabeth’s-walk, N.; 
Charles Ovits, steamship-furnisher, 520, Commercial-road ; H. W. 
Emerson, accountant, 48, Avenue-road, Clapton .There are not to be 
fewer than four, nor more than ten directors; the first being those 
denoted by an asterisk ; the company in general meeting will deter¬ 
mine remuneration. Registered by Air. Victor Loly, 62, Fleet- 
street, E.C. 

Patent Lithographic Zinc Plate Company, Limited.—- 

Registered on the 29th ult., with a capital of £10,000, in £5 shares, 
to acquire the manufacturing rights of Oskar Kindermann and his 
partners in the process of preparing zinc plates for lithographic pur¬ 
poses, and to construct such manufactories, electric works, and con¬ 
veniences as may be necessary. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—*A. K. Dibb, barrister, Hull ; *H. Willford, 
I lessle; *W. Schultetus, German Consul, Hull; W. R. Locking, 
chartered accountant, Hull ; *W. T. Owbridge, chemist, Hull; C. 
II. Ditbs, manager, Hull ; A. W. Macllwaine, oil manufacturer, 
Hull. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more 
than seven ; qualification, 50 shares; the first are the subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk. The company in general meeting will deter¬ 
mine remuneration. 

Montague Chatterton & Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 14th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £10 shares, to carry on 
business as general printers, lithographers, booksellers, stationers, and 
advertising agents. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, 
are:—S. G. Butterfield, 19, Bloomsbury-square ; J. Seymour, 11, 
Lawford-road ; A. Burriie, Ilighgate ; H. J. Wright, solicitor, 165, 
Fenchurch-street; A. C. Maybury, surgeon, 19, Bloomsbury-square ; 
F. J. Allen, 6, Stafford-road, Brixton ; H. T. Bull, 12, Effingham- 
s!reet. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more 
than seven ; the subscribers are to appoint the first; qualification, ten 
shares ; remuneration, £300 per annum, divisible. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Bonner, Wright, & Co., 165, Fenchurch-street, E.C. 

British Paper Company, Limited.—Registered on the nth 
ult., with a capital of £3,000, in £1 shares, to carry on business as 
paper manufacturers in all branches. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—C. K. Barnett, 5, Norland-terrace, Holland- 
park ; L. Bonvoisin, clerk, 31, Stendale-road, W. ; II. Sanquenetti, 
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Amber-house, St. John’s-wood-road ; A. G. Lachlan, clerk, IX, Cole- 
ford-road, Wandsworth ; A. Schott, clerk, 19, Peterboro-lane, 
Parson’s-green ; J. G. Dalliker, mechanical engineer, 14, Claremont- 
road, Cricklewood ; A. P. Penney, 2, Lisgar-terrace, West Kensington. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Snell, Son, & Greenip, 1 and 2, George-street. 

Islington Printing and Publishing Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the 12th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to 
carry on the general business of printers and publishers, but more 
particularly to acquire an existing local journal called The Northern 
Light and Islington Star. The subscribers are :—Otto Strauss, mer¬ 
chant, 17, Carlos-street, Grosvenor square, 50 shares; E. A. Strauss, 
merchant, 12 and 14, Southwark-street, 50 shares; E. B. Camps, 
draper, 25, Cross-street, N., 25 shares ; F. J. Higginbottom, journalist, 
56, Canonbury-park, South, 20 shares ; A. M. Torrance, merchant, 21, 
Cannon-street, 50 shares ; J. B. Boyle, printer, 47, Halliford-street, N., 
1 share ; G. Rathbone Southerton, secretary, 33, Arvon-road, N., 1 
share. Registered without special articles. Solicitors, Messrs. Bird 
& Moore, 5, Gray’s-inn-square. 

Rose Court Printing Works, Limited.—Registered on the 7th 
ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £5 shares, to trade as stationers, 
printers, &c. The subscribers are :—J. K. Mackay, accountant, 56, 
Friern-road, S.E., 60 shares; W. II. Weller, accountant, Long Ditton, 
60 shares ; J. Poole, auctioneer, 258, Devonshire-road, Honor-oak, 60 
shares ; A. Macpherson, merchant, 41, Fairbridge-road, N., 60 shares ; 
J. H. Knight, 78, Clifton-hill, N. W., 60 shares ; D. McPherson, mer¬ 
chant, 28, Colvestone-crescent, Dalston, 50 shares ; R. A. Panchaud, 
clerk, 75, Clova-road, Forest-gate, 50 shares. Registered without 
special articles. Solicitors, Messrs. Whittington, Son, & Barker, 3, 
Bishopsgate-street Within. 

Drapers’ Record, Limited.—Registered on the 20th ult., with 
a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares, to carry on the business as news¬ 
paper proprietors, printers, and publishers. Solicitors, Messrs. Lumley 
& Lumley, 15, Old Jewry-chambers. 

Ar an adjourned extraordinary meeting of the shareholders of the 
Birmingham Daily Times Company, Limited, held recently, it was 
decided to wind up, and a liquidator was appointed. The newspaper, 
which was a Conservative halfpenny, has been in existence about 
three years, and some twelve months ago, after losing £15,000 of 
capital, was voluntarily liquidated. A new company was then formed, 
with a nominal capital of £50,000. It is understood that the paid-up 
capital has been spent. 

The fifth ordinary general meeting of the shareholders of the 
London Stereoscopic and Photographic Company, Limited, was held 
on the 31st ult., Mr. H. J. Kennard in the chair. The profit was equal 
to 5 per cent,, free of income-tax ; £500 has been added to the reserve 
Fund. The chairman, in the course of a lengthy speech, stated that 
the directors hoped to be shortly in a position to pay a dividend of 
6 or 7 per cent., although he considered that the present position of 
the company’s affairs was highly satisfactory ; incidentally he men¬ 
tioned that himself and his family, together with one or two friends, 
held about £50,000 out of the £90,000 capital of the company. 
A new mechanical process, called photomezzotype, was cominggreatly 
into favour, and a large quantity of goods of this class had already 
been supplied. The company had three large machines and seven or 
eight hand-machines at work producing portraits, landscapes, &c., in 
a manner which the chairman stated was quite unequalled by any 
other process. The pictures can be produced for sixpence each, a 
price for which ordinary photographs could not possibly be supplied. 
The meeting concluded with the usual votes of thanks. 

©Sifuarp. 

Baird.—On March 25, at Knock, Thomas D. Baird, of the firm of 
W. & G. Baird, proprietors of the Belfast Evening Telegraph, aged 
44 years. His death will be heard of with extreme regret by all. 

Li.oyd.—With sincere regret we have to record the death, on the 8th 
inst., at the age of seventy-five, of Mr. E. Lloyd, proprietor of Lloyd’s 
Weekly Newspaper and the Daily Chronicle. During a long career of 
industry and enterprise the deceased gentleman was widely known 
and respected among all his colleagues of the weekly and daily press 
of London. The whole of his life, from his earliest youth, was spent 
in the careful superintendence of the properties under his charge, and 
the manner in which he secured popularity for his enterprises without 
pandering to anything like a vulgar craving for unwholesome matter is 
worthy, particularly at this moment, of generous record and apprecia¬ 
tion. In character, temperament, and disposition, Mr. Lloyd was a 
typical Englishman, and his loss will be deeply lamented by the 
numerous members of his family and a large circle of friends 

Johnstone.—On March 23, Mr. W. S. Johnstone, formerly editor 
of the Evening Standard, aged 67 years. 

Bette re (|)a£enl 

The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 
was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—March, 1890. 

3,384.—A. Posener. Improvements in or relating to newspapers, 
books, pamphlets, and the like. 3. 

3,541.—G. E. Chapman. Improvements relating to blocking presses 
for printing upon book covers. 5. 

3,549.—F. W. Sabel. Improvements in engraving machines. 6. 
3,651.—G. T. Teasdale-Buckell. Improvements in printing colours 

on paper or other material, and in means or apparatus employed 
therein. 7. 

3,800.—R. C. Ross. Improvements in printers’galleys. 11. 
3,964.—J. C. Merritt. Improvements in stereotype blocks. 13. 
3,978.—W. Mackenzie. Improvements in platen printingmachines. 13. 
4,076.—M. Hearn and M. Donne. Improvements in type-writing 

machines. 15. 
4,264.—H. H. Lake, a communication from W. J. Howell, of United 

States. Improvements in machines for producing indented type 
impressions upon paper or other suitable material. 18. 

4,271.—J. R. Topliss and J. A. Kay. Improvements in printing 
type. 19. 

4,302.—R. F. Sproule. Improvements in machines for printing 
multi-colour envelopes, cards, labels, and the like. 19. 

4,3°5-—J- Hayes.—A new or improved justifying quad for printers’ 
use. 19. 

4,307.-—L. U. Gill and A. Bradley. Improvements in guillotine 
paper-cutting machines. 19. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1889. 

6,093.—Myers. Type-writers. nd. 
7,157.—Goudie. Pantographic engraving machines . nd. 

14,608. — Dumbell. Advertising. 6d. 
155673.—Lumley. Lithographic stones. 8d. 
17,361.—Bacon and Morgan. Clamping paper while being 
cut. 6d. 

1890. 
522.—Godchaux. Printing in colours, &c. is. id. 
814.—Allison. Printingmachines. Sd. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 
graphists. 

Bowers Bros. Printing . 
Central Agency, Partnerships, &c. 
Coates Bros. & Co., Printing 

Inks, &c. 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths. 
Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . 
Davies, H. G., Electrotypes . 
Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers 
Greaves, T., Litho Stones . 
Hofer, W., Bronze Powder. 
Horle, Fritz, & Co., Tint-white .. 
Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks. 
King, Sell, & Railton, Limited, 

Printers, &c. 
Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist. 
Le Sage, G., Gold Blocker. 
Litho-plate Co. 
Miscellaneous . 
Plummer, F., & Co., Electrotypers 

and Stereotypers . 

iii 
iii 
v 

vi 
v 

vi 
v 
v 

iii 
v 
ii 

iii 

vi 
iii 
v 

iv 

Neville & Co., Type Gauge. v 
Redfern, G. F. & Co. v 
Silverlock, H., Electrotyper. iii 

Silverlock, W. B. & Co.. Bronzing 
Machines. i 

Slater & Palmer, Printing Inks., iv 

Swabey, T., Direction Labels. iii 
Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithogiaphers iv 
Upton, J., Almanack. vi 
Widdowson, T. B , Lithographer vi 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers iii 
Winstone, B. & Sons, Inks, &c. ii 

WRAPPER. 
Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines 3 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco . 3 
Elliott, John, & Co., Printing 

Machines . 3 
Mander Bros., Printing Inks. 1 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 

Printing Ink Makers . 4 
Packard & Co., Printing-ink. 2 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
The charges for Advertisements will be furnished on application to the 

Publisher. 

The Printing Times and Lithographer inay be ordered through any 

Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent direct from the office, 73> 

Ludgate Hill^ post free for one year for 4s, Postal orders to be made payable 

to Henry G. Davies. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 

is. 6d., or is. 9d., by post. The Index and Title-page were issued with the 

January Number. 

IVe have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer Jot 

1887 and 1888 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers only we will supply these 

at 4-y each% post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr G. 
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Coptce of QTlonf$. 

EFERRING to the demand for shorter hours 
for compositors, Mr. Jovvett, in his most able 
and interesting lecture, delivered at Gresham 
College on the 14th ult., of which we give a 
report on another page, said:—“We have 
lately been made acquainted, through the 
medium of the trade papers, with a care¬ 

fully and moderately worded manifesto, addressed to com¬ 
positors generally, inviting their opinion upon the question of 
reducing the working hours, and a consequent increase of pay¬ 
ment per 1000 to the piece-hands. Now I should be the last 
man in the world to disparage this movement, if everything 
were clear, and matters generally ripe for it. I have always 
been fully and firmly impressed with the fact, which must be 
patent to all who know anything about it, that considering the 
brains, skill, tact, education, taste, and plodding perseverance 
in a sedentary occupation, i.e., taking into consideration all that 
is demanded of what is termed a good compositor, that he is 
the most grievously underpaid operative of any trade or profes¬ 
sion that I know of. But, even admitting this, let us not be 
rash; let us approach the question with moderation and 
caution. For be assured there never was a time when com¬ 
petition was more severe than at present.” 

4* 4> 4* 

“Whilst publishers are, on the one hand, vieing with each 

other as to which shall give the greatest or most startling 

amount of literature for the smallest possible sum, they are, on 

the other, most keenly alive to the necessity of keeping down 

the cost of production ; and estimates, invoices, etc., are 

subjected to a minute and careful scrutiny, and demands are 

made which daily become more exacting and irritating. Under 

these circumstances, as the printer’s profits get smaller by 

degrees and beautifully less, he, from motives of sheer self- 

defence, is obliged to do a great deal more than perhaps under 

more favoured circumstances he would do, in order to keep 

down his expenses, and of having a keen eye for all possibility 

of leakage and loss. Should, therefore, this severe competition 
be accompanied by an universal demand for higher wages, 
then most assuredly mechanical means will be at once resorted 
to, and a great impetus be given to inventive genius to perfect 
what is now crude, and thus composing machines, which we 
have seen are already within measurable distance of success, 
would then have the balance struck in their favour.” 

4. 4. 4. 

The Standard has opened its pages to remonstrances on 
the “ Horrors on Our Walls ” nuisance. It was time some one 
opened their pages—it is surely time that from among the 
multitude of societies devoting their attention to social matters 
among us, sufficient enterprise and sufficient length of arm 
should be brought to bear to keep our street walls and 
hoardings and railway stations free from these disgusting and 
filthy abominations ranking as “posters” and “advertise¬ 
ments.” If in the interests of business the streets must needs 
be bedizened with these things, it is eminently desirable that 
we—to say nothing of women and children—should be treated 
to clean ones. It is no matter of sentiment, and it ought 
to be little matter of business; although it does not 
require much astuteness to discover that the more 
disgusting they are the more “attractive” are these glaring 
indecencies. 

4. 4, 4. 

BRITONS pride themselves on many things—and a feeling 
for Art has been said to be among them ; so that it is more than a 
national disgrace that a city teeming with the cant of culture, 
and producing its score or so of art periodicals,—and more, 
sitting at the feet of Mr. Ruskin-—should be thus clothed in 
hideousness. They manage these things better elsewhere. At 
Manchester, for instance, it seems, everything of this descrip¬ 
tion that is offensive to public decency is summarily confiscated 
by police authorities, and it might be the same in London. At 
any rate, after a sufficient amount of talk, some conclusion may 
be arrived at. And it would probably prove a lucrative business 
to hire some hall for the exhibition of these wall “ horrors ” 
and charge for admission, when at least those whom they 
offend would be free from them. 
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The balance-sheet of the London Society of Compositors 
for the March quarter of 1890 shows the following figures :— 
Balance brought forward, £2,132. os. 7d. ; income, 
,£3,560. 17s. 7d. ; total, ,£5,692. 18s. 2d. Expenditure, 
£2,675. 18s. Sd. ; balance carried forward, £,3,016. 19s. 6d. 
Unemployed relief absorbed ,£615. 9s. pd., to 529 recipients in 
1301 reliefs ; superannuation allowances were ,£293. 19s. ; 
emigration grants, £64 ; funeral aid, ,£379. 13s. qd. ; law 
charges and defence of scale amount to ,£44. 05. iod. ; fire 
claims at Messrs. Burgess’, £61. 17s. 5d. £200 was subscribed 
to the Gas Workers’ Union. The total funds of the society 
now amount to £26,316 19s. 6d., being an increase on the 
quarter of £885. 3s. nd. The number of members is 8,150. 
Two annuitants have died during the quarter ; twenty-five 
other members have died, and seven members have emigrated. 
The unemployed relief is considerably less than at the corre¬ 
sponding period of 1889. 

4. 4. 4. 

Within the past two months two unions have been founded, 
allied in their objects, and each relying solely upon peaceful 
combination to attain their ends. The “Tenant Tradesmen’s 
National Union ” urges fair rent and fixity of tenure for shop¬ 
keepers so long as agreed covenants are duly performed, also 
the right of the tenant to the full value of the goodwill and 
permanent improvements. The “ Working Men’s Home 
Union ” strives for fair rents, thorough sanitation, and reason¬ 
able comfort in the dwellings of the toiling masses. Both 
unions aim at arousing and supporting the legitimate action of 
local authorities, and securing due proportionate representation 
in municipal councils and in Parliament. By neither union is 
any fee or payment required, the only qualification for mem¬ 
bership being an earnest desire to promote the objects of the 
union. The president of both unions is Mr. James 
Haysman, International College, Finchley-road, Hampstead. 

Safety to the worker, speed and accuracy in working, and 
simplicity in action, are the essentials of good machinery ; but 
they are not always found in combination. The ordinary 
guillotine cutting machine, which is almost universally used by 
binders, newspaper publishers, printers, stationers, and all 
trades requiring the cutting or trimming of papers, cardboards, 
and similar materials, certainly does not possess all these 
qualities, for whilst it can be relied on for accurate work, 
neither safety to the worker nor speed can be claimed for it. 
On the contrary, it must be admitted that it is both slow and 
dangerous. It has been the cause of an enormous amount of 
maiming and life-long suffering in consequence of its defective 
arrangement, which necessitates the worker passing his hands 
under the knife in order to place his work square to the stop 
or gauge. A man is placing his work, the machine is started 
too soon, and before he realises his danger it is too late to 
withdraw his hands, and unless he has the presence of mind— 
which few have in the face of such sudden, swiftly moving, and 
awful peril—to apply the foot brake where such exists, the 
descending knife shears through bone and muscle with resist¬ 
less force, completely severing the hand from the arm. From 
the same defective arrangement, a high speed, which is all- 
important in trimming the edges of newspapers, books, maga¬ 
zines, pamphlets, and such like, has never been attained, for 
the worker is overreached in placing his work, and much time 
is consequently lost between one cut and the next. 

Mr. Upcott Gilt, a London publisher and newspaper pro¬ 
prietor, has devised a very simple contrivance for attaching fo 

any ordinary guillotine cutting machine, by which the objec¬ 
tions referred to above are entirely removed. There is abso¬ 
lute safety to the worker, and a speed of nearly 8,000 per hour 
of a 64-page paper or pamphlet, trimmed on two sides, is 
secured. A single machine, with one man working it, could 
turn out a paper like any of the daily papers which require 
only one cut to free the edges, at the rate of 50,000 copies per 
hour ; if two cuts were required the speed would be about 
30,000 per hour. The amount to be trimmed or cut off can be 
adjusted to a nicety, and can be varied every second, third, or 
fourth cut as desired, the difference in the cut being regulated 
automatically after being once adjusted for the job in hand. 
Thus three varying cuts (i.e., for the head, tail, and fore-edge) 

for a single pile, or four cuts fcr a double pile placed back to 
back, can be obtained, and a single pile or two piles, as the 
case may be, completed out of hand at what is practically one 
operation. 

+ -f 4* 

The attachment is intended for edge trimming rather than 
for cutting up sheet work, although for this latter description 
of work an improved cutting stick or bar has been 
invented by the same gentleman. By its means the last sheet 
of a pile is cut as clean as the top one ; the knife has not to be 
reset in the middle of a job in consequence of the cutting stick 
becoming indented ; it is not necessary to use an extra thick 
bottom sheet in order that the last sheet of the pile shall be 
completely cut, and no after scissor-work to trim ragged edges 
is required. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

The Board of Trade returns for April are by no means 
encouraging, and tend to show conclusively that trade has 
received a severe check. The export of books is less by £17,000 
for the month and £19,000 for the four months. Stationery is 
£5,000 less for the month, but £5,000 more for the four months. 
Export of paper is practically the same for the month, but 
£38,000 less for the four months. On the other hand, foreign 
paper (less export) shows an increase of £15,000 for the month, 
and £75,000 for the four months. 

Export of Printed Books. 

cwt. £• 
April . .. 1890 .. .... 11,647 . 95,436 

9 9 .. .. 1889 .. .... 12,532 

.. 1888 .. .... 11,142 . 06.21:1; 

Jan. to April . .. 1890 .. ... 44,'189 . 367,343 
9 9 . .. 1889 .. .... -44,765 . 386,434 
,, . .. 18SS .. 39,635 . 347,799 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

£• 
April . .. 69,729 

9 9 . .. 74,788 
. 1888 66,348 

Jan. to April ... . 1S90 • 292,399 

99 . 1889 .. 287,413 

99 . 1888 .. 264,427 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the four months in each of the three years :— 

1890. 1889. 1888. 

£• £■ £• 
Germany . . 27,904 ... 25,666 ... 23,778 
France . .... 8,557 ... 11,788 ... 11,409 
United States. .... 26,307 ... 25,037 ... 23,797 
British East Indies . . 34,490 ... 37,721 ... 37,680 
Australasia. . 40,752 ... 56,058 ... 57,112 
British North America... 6,287 - 5,97s - 9,539 
Other countries. . 148,102 ... 125,165 ... 101,112 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £• 
April . 1890 . 79,629 ... ... 138,8^5 

9 9 . 1889 . 75,834 ... . 139,648 
1888 . 81,676 ... 127,208 

Jan. to April. 1890 . 323,241 ... .. 565,711 
1889 . 340,182 ... .. 603,446 

99 ...... 18S8 . 342,832 ... ■ ■ 584,139 

Imports of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

April 
JJ 

Jan. to April 
9 9 

99 

cwt. £• 
1890 ... ... 180,320 ... ... 151,538 
1889 ... ... 144,714 •• 136,775 
1S88 ... ... 184,238 ... ... 151,988 
1S90 ... ... 726,863 ... .. 609,489 
18S9 ... ... 602,485 ... • •• 534,590 
1888 ... ... 543,796 ... .. 491,591 

Mr. W. II. Collingridge presided at a smoking concert, at the 
Cannon-street Hotel, on the 14th ultimo, in aid of the fund for build¬ 
ing an additional wing to the Printers’ Almshouses, Wood-green. The 
chairman made a short speech, in which he forcibly put the claims of 
the institution, and he was afterwards able to announce that a sum of 
nearly £200 would be handed over to the treasurer of the auxiliary 
fund. 
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Examination Papers in Lithography. 
By Thos. B. Widdowson. 

No. III. 

HE following are the examination papers set for 
1888:— 

1. State the method of preparing a stone for engraving 
upon, and describe the process of engraving. 

The best method of preparing the stone is to polish it free 
from all scratches, &c., as all scratches will print black, and, 
when dry, gum it with clean gum that has been strained, and 
allow it to dry spontaneously ; then wash it thoroughly under 
the tap without touching the surface with the hand, as the 
gum that is in the stone is required there, and again dried ; 
then take a little powdered red chalk and mix it with water, 
and apply it to the stone with the soft part of the palm of the 
hand by a circular motion, so that the surface presents a nice 
evenly-coloured surface. The engraving is done by means 
ot steel points similar to those used in etching proper; the 
drawing and shading may either be done as in etching or 
as in engraving; compasses may be used with the steel leg, 
and care must be taken to keep the breath from condensing 
on the stone, and all dust and grit must be zealously 
guarded against. The great point to keep in mind is to 
guard against scratch-lines, as they may be made with such 
facility. 

2. Describe the method of inking and printing from an 
engraved stone. 

For printing from engraved stone, dabbers have to be 
used instead of rollers, as in copperplate printing ; two of 
them have to be had, one coarse and one fine. To print, 
damp the stone and apply the ink by means of the coarse 
dabber, as in copperplate printing, by a circular motion, 
and the superfluous ink is removed by means of the fine 
dabber, and the scum is removed by another application 
of the damping cloth; the paper is then laid on, and the 
impression is taken in the ordinary way, for the backing 
sheets use a fine piece of blanket in order to press the 
paper into the engraved lines. 

3. Describe the difference between side-lever and top-lever 
presses, and illustrate by sketches ? 

In the top-lever the scraper is lowered on to the stone 
by means of an eccentric, the pressure being applied by a 
lever in the centre, attached as sketch a. In the side- 
lever there are two eccentrics, one on each side ; and the 
carriage is raised to the scraper. The pressure is applied 
on each side of the press, thus ensuring more equal 
pressure {see sketch b.) ; and this constitutes the chief 
difference, as the name implies. The construction, means 
of regulating the pressure, &c., are, of course, altered to 
suit the above action. 

4. Describe the modifications adopted in printing in colour 
on satin ? 

The chief thing is scrupulous cleanliness, and using the 
stone as dry as possible. If the job is only in one printing, 
the satin may be used as it is; but if the colours require 
register, the satin must be mounted on thick paper or thin 
card, with such adhesive substance as will allow of the 
satin being stripped off when the printing is finished, and 
trimmed as ordinary paper. 

5. State what means are employed in printing in colours 
for transferring purposes, and in what the process 
differs from ordinary colour-printing? 

The paper used in printing for transferring purposes is 
coated (previous to being used) with a size of a starchy 
nature, to prevent the colours soaking into the paper, and 
also to permit them being afterwards transferred. In 
printing, the colours are the reverse of ordinary printing, 
viz. : black first, then the transparent colours, followed by 
the opaque ones, and lastly the bronze (if any); or the 
bronze may come before the opaque colours. From the 
foregoing remarks it may easily be seen how it differs from 
ordinary colour-printing. 

7. What addition to the damping water would you employ 
when the atmosphere is abnormally dry ? 

Glycerine is the best, but must be used carefully, and 
the damping-cloth frequently washed. A little sour beer 
is also good, if used sparingly; but as it has a decided 
acid tendency, if the job is at all fine, very little indeed 
must be employed. 

6. What is a good composition of printing ink for bronzing 
and dusting upon ? 

The chief thing to attend to is to have as much strong 
varnish as possible, strengthening it when admissible with 
japanner’s gold-size. If the paper used be a hard-sized 
one, almost any ink will hold bronze; but great care and 
judgment is required with enamel (especially dull) papers, 
or the enamel will be torn off, in which case the pressure 
must be lightened, and the pigment in the ink reduced. 
Amber is the best ground-colour for bronze ; but if colour 
is required to be dusted on, the ink must partake of its 
colour also. Although recipes are given for different 
inks, they have always to be modified for the job in hand. 

8. Describe one of the methods recently introduced as 
improvements in protecting the stone during a 
strong etching? 

As all the methods are similiar, see question 12, page 73, 
April number. 

9. Describe the conditions under which you would use 
thin and strong varnishes respectively ? 

Thin varnish is used to thin the ink, but too much of 
it must not be used, as then the job would not work clean. 
Strong varnish is added to ink to insure the work being 
sharp and clean, as the stiffer the ink can be worked, con¬ 
sistent with even distribution, the better it will print. 

10. How would you make red lead or mineral orange into 
an ink for printing flesh colour, so as to counteract 
its tendency to become pasty ? 

Neither of these colours should be used for flesh tints, 
as they are not permament under certain conditions. If it 
is desired to use them, the small amount of colour that 
would be required, if mixed with strong varnish, thinned 
with oil, would show no signs of becoming pasty. 

11. What transfer composition would permit of the paper 
being used limply damp in taking transfers from a 
damp stone ? 

The composition should consist chiefly of either starch 
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or plaster of Paris and flour. All substances pertaining to 
a gluey or gummy nature must be avoided, unless in very- 
small quantities, as otherwise the transfer could not be 
lifted from the stone. 
12. Particularly describe the graining of a stone for a 

landscape ? 
The stone must first be ground, and then carefully 

polished free from all scratches and holes, &c. Then take 
the grainer (which is a small piece of litho stone of an oval 
or circular shape, so that it may be held in the hand), swill 
the stone with clean water, and dust the sand evenly on 
its surface. Then apply the grainer, by a circular move¬ 
ment with pressure from the shoulder, beginning from the 
top left-hand corner to the top right, and back again, and 
continue until the stone has been gone all over. By re¬ 
peating this and adding fresh sand occasionally, a good 
sharp grain may be obtained. The sized sand will depend 
upon the work in hand, but generally No. 100 is best. 
Some artists prefer a portion, where dark shadows or fore¬ 
ground comes, to be grained coarser; if so, use No. 60 or 
even 40 for such places, which should be indicated by the 
draughtsman. 

1889. 
1. How would you arrange the paging of a 16 pp. 

catalogue, to be printed from one stone ? 

£ fi £1 z 

6 11 10 7 

S Zl 6 8 

4 13 16 1 

2. Of what pigments would you make an ink to imitate a 
warm-toned photograph, the colour to be not liable 
to fade ? 

Burnt umber and black, which may be warmed with 
crimson lake, and toned down with ultramarine blue. By 
carefully using the above, almost any shade of photograph 
may easily be obtained. 
3. If you were given a small poster to print in four colours, 

the drawings for which were accurately made upon 
grained paper, how would you proceed in trans¬ 
ferring them, and what precaution would you use to 
insure register ? 

See question 2, page 72. The precautions required to pre¬ 
vent the paper stretching, or, if it does stretch, for them all 
to expand the same, are : To have the transfers all in the 
damp book (which should be evenly moist all through) 
exactly the same length of time, in order to have them of the 
same dampness. To apply the same amount of pressure 
in the first instance to each, and also to have it in the same 
direction of the transfers. 

4. State the size in inches of sheets of the following printing 
papers P 

Double Crown ... 20 x 30 
Royal. 25 x 20 
Demy. 22^ x 17-I- 
Foolscap . 17 x 13! 

5. State how you would make up a stone for printing a 
ream of note-headings fly-leaf, without marking the 
paper ? 

If to print two at once : To print four at once : 

6. If you had no proper transfer ink at hand, what means 
would you adopt to pull a transfer from stone ? 

Mix a little litho drawing ink with some ordinary printing 
ink (litho), thoroughly incorporate them together, and add 
a trifle of varnish to enable it to be distributed on roller, 
and pull in the ordinary way, or a little yellow soap may 
be used instead of the drawing ink. 

7. Supposing that during printing, an acid sponge were 
used in mistake for a gum sponge, and the work on 
the stone thereby weakened, what course would 
you take in attempting to restore it? 

Take some transfer ink and mix with it a little solid 
paraffin, thinned, if need be, with a little turps, and rub 
it up in the ordinary way as sharp as possible; but care 
must be taken that the parts not affected do not thicken. 
If it is a very bad case, the stone may be washed and 
wafted dry—not dried before a fire—and then the parts 
not affected carefully gummed up, and the stone placed 
before a bright fire for a few minutes, then gummed up all 
over and allowed to thoroughly dry before proceeding. 
But if the acid has removed the whole of the ink, the job 
is irretrievably spoilt, and no amount of “ faking ” will 
bring it to its original state. 

8. Suppose a ream of demy paper weighs 25 lb., how 
heavy should be a ream of double crown to match 
it in substance ? Show your method of arriving at 
your answer. 

Demy 22\ x 17 J = 393-f square inches. 
Double-crown 20 x 30 = 600 do. 

The question now is, if 393! square inches weighs 
25 lb., what will 600 square inches weigh ? 

As 393-f : 600 
4 4 

C575 2,400 
25 

12,000 
4,800 

C575)6o»000(38 lbs- 
4,725 

12,750 
12,600 

15° 
Ans. 38 lb. and a fraction T2 3 4T. 

9. What ill-effect is likely to arise when salt is added to 
the damping water ? 

Salt is used by some to prevent the stone drying, but it 
is not at all a good remedy, as it is liable to spoil the surface 
of most papers, especially enamels; and as it is insoluble 
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in turps and oils, apt to get into the ink and scratch the 
job. 

10. What pigments would you use in making inks of the 
following colours ?— 

Bright green—Lemon chrome and Chinese blue. 
, . ( Cobalt, but as it is slightly opaque must 

bty b ue. use(j am0ngst the first printings. 

Bright yellow, ( Cadmium best, but expensive. Light 
neither lemon nor-! chrome is generally used for all or- 

orange. ( dinary purposes. 
Bright red—Vermilion. 
Neutral grey—Lake and oriental blue modified with 

black and umber. 

11. Describe how you would restore a loose skin on a 
roller to working condition ? 

It all depends upon the cause of its looseness. If thin 
in places, it will go loose in patches, like blisters, and can¬ 
not be remedied. If having been laid by for some time 
carelessly, it may become slightly loose : use it, and it will 
be all right. If very loose, it must have another thickness 
of flannel on. 

12. Enumerate about half a dozen substances that may be 
used to make ink dry more quickly ? 

Litharge (oxide of lead) and sugar of lead most com¬ 
monly used. Various salts of cobalt and manganese, 
white vitriol, &c.; but in using a drier, never mix it with an¬ 
other, in order to make the ink dry extra quickly, as the 
majority act oppositely, and will then not dry at all. 

A History of Writing and Printing. 

E Reveil Typographiqiie gives an interesting 
account of an unpublished manuscript 
found in the Bibliotheque Nationale 
(French MSS. Department). It seems 
that when in January, 1691, Jean Anisson 
was made director of the Royal Printing 
Establishment, he presented a project to 

the King for replacing the characters of Garamond, which 
that and most other printing-offices still employed, by 
types made for the State, and to be used in its service only. 
The King embraced the idea, and invited the Academie 
des Sciences to give its advice as to the form these new 
characters should take. The Academy appointed a com¬ 
mission, composed of the Abbe Jeaugeon, a M. Filleau, 
and Pere Sebastien Cruchet—an able mechanician, this 
last, belonging to the Carmelites. The commission, in its 
turn, charged the Abbe Jeaugeon to write an account of 
their researches, which was to form the first volume of an 
Encyclopedia of Arts and Handicrafts. Its title ran thus: 

Description and Perfection of the Arts and Profes¬ 
sions. Of the Arts of Constructing Characters, of 
Making Stamps of Letters, and of Binding Books. 
Volume First. Par Monsieur Jeaugeon, de l’Academie 
Royale des Sciences. M.V.C.C.IIII. 

The author gives, first of all, the history of writing; and 
he carries back its invention to the first man created, who 
presumably received it with that other gift of speech at his 
birth. He says that folks who were adepts in talking on 
the matter wanted to make out that heaven was the place 
where characters were first made; and he cites the opinion 
of Raziel, who, in his book “ Du Feu,” holds that it was 
the angel Raphael who brought the first writing down from 
heaven to Adam in order that he (Adam) might compose 

his works. Further it is told that some of Adam’s works 
were presented to one of the early Popes, who was probably 
not sufficiently convinced of their authenticity, as he declined 
to accept them. A copperplate shows writings of Raphael 
and other angels, and indicates how the stars were disposed 
in the sky to form Hebraic characters. To discover these, 
it must be confessed, required more than ordinary good 
nature: and those who first did it displayed their marvel¬ 
lous powers of ingenuity. The very fine cuts which crowd 
the volume were engraved by Rochefort and G. Quineau, 
from 1716 to 1719. They are not its least pleasing feature. 
The history is continued through the centuries among all 
people eastern and western. The Frankish writing, and 
that of the Gauls or French in Carlovingian and Merovin¬ 
gian epochs approach nearer home, they being the real 
source of the writing employed to-day by almost every 
civilised people. It is the one, to wit, that was taken to 
Rome by Nicostrate, called Carmenta, daughter of Isonius, 
King of Arcadia, whom the Romans created a goddess, and 
whose fetes they long celebrated under the name of Car- 
mentalia on January 15. The nineteen signs of which 
it is composed are the origin of our capitals. In a special 
chapter the author maintains that the letters were not 
placed without order—that it is not possible to believe it 
was by haphazard only that A (Hebrew alepli), which signi- 
nifies God in the beginning, should be the first letter; that 
B (belli), which is to be interpreted life—that is to say, crea¬ 
tion, the second thing in the order of being, should follow 
so apropos aleph, or the beginning, without having been 
given such arrangement. Then M. Jeaugeon gives the 
beginnings of the construction of the letters. His method 
is as ingenious as the rest of the work; although he has 
not given the application in practice : it consists in making 
a square, divided into sixty-four parts, each part being 
divided into thirty-six others : thus forming a total of 2,304 
little squares in which to trace the characters with great 
precision. The characters of music and chemistry are 
given with fine developments in cuts. Then comes the 
art of stamping, or of engraving on the surface of a piece 
of steel all sorts of forms of letters. It is one of the most 
ancient known, if it be true that coins and medals were 
made by this method. Here the author describes the 
nature of the steel, the method of preparing it; then, the 
whole art of the engraver, as to the stamp, the matrix, 
and the stock of tools necessary, with a summary history 
of each tool. And here the cuts are particularly interest¬ 
ing. The art of casting the letters is dealt with in all its 
proportionate developments ; the mixture of the metals, 
the tools, etc. are all carefully detailed. An enumeration 
of the letters required for a font accompanies this part, 
and then we have a summary history of printing, 
in which the author curiously particularises the imple¬ 
ments of the compositor and his manner of working. 
He enlarges somewhat on imposing, and gives plans of the 
principle sizes. The working off, the press, the ink, are 
treated in detail, and contain counsel good even at the 
present time. In distribution the abbe says that the 
comps, place the letters in their respective boxes, “ taking 
care religiously to place aside entire words which they 
have often to repeat in composing, so that they may serve 
again, and save the trouble of recomposing.” He tells 
that they called these words sainls-sauveurs because of the 
trouble they save them.” Binding is the subject of the last 
part of the work, and its methods are considered from the 
historic and the technical points of view in a way to satisfy 
the most exacting. 

Our French contemporary draws the attention of the 
Municipal Council and the Estienne school to this 
“ unpublished encyclopedia of the graphic arts.” 
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Type-Composing Machines. 

LARGE audience assembled at Gresham 
College on Monday evening, the 14th ult., 
to hear a lecture by Mr. Jowett, Manager of 
Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney, Limited, on 
“Type-Composing Machines, their History 
and Prospects.” Mr. Jowett began by stating 

that he was not there to represent or to advertise 
any particular apparatus, or class of machine, and for this 
reason he had declined the offers of sundry gentlemen who 
kindly offered to have their particular inventions on view 
during the evening. The lecture had been compiled for 
his technical class last winter, and was a modest attempt to 
make his audience acquainted with what had been done in 
this direction up to the present time. Such being so, he 
would simply describe these machines, often in the language 
of their own inventors, and having given his own opinion 
thereupon, would leave the audience to draw their own 
conclusions. He then traced the history of each attempt 
towards labour-saving in the composing department, from 
logotypes to linotype, from Church’s first machine in 1820 
to Lagerman’s of 1890, and entered very fully into their 
merits. Mr. Jowett, who was frequently applauded, con¬ 
cluded a most interesting lecture with a general summary, 
which we quote verbatim, and from which it would appear 
that his sympathies favour Lagerman's Typotheter and 
Justifier. 

“ This latest improvement is one which bids fair to out¬ 
rival all its predecessors. Not merely as it stands at 
present, but also from what it will inevitably lead to. This 
is the Lagerman apparatus, which is now to be seen at 
Messrs. Clay’s, London. This invention is not merely a 
Type-Composing Machine, but it seems to have mastered 
the difficulties which have hitherto foiled all inventors, 
namely, mechanical justification. It is, therefore, worth 
studying for a moment or two, as I have every reason to 
believe that this particular machine will revolutionise the 
printing trade. I say this thoughtfully and deliberately, 
because the great stumbling-block has hitherto been the 
justification. Once get over this difficulty, and all opposi¬ 
tion to composing machines falls like a house of cards. 
Moreover, assuming that the type-setter as now invented by 
Mr. Lagerman fails of its object, then the justifier does not 
fail with it, because it is a separate machine, and will 
quickly justify all types set in a long line fed bv any 
machine, whether Lagerman or any other of the patents 
already alluded to. 

“ Moreover, a machine which costs from ,£100 to ^400 
in the first instance must employ at least two men to keep 
it working all day, who for part of the day must fill up 
their time with other work; and presuming the machine is 
able to set up five or six times as fast as one man in the 
ordinary way, this speed will never be realised or main¬ 
tained. From the benefit gained by this result, has again 
to be deducted the extra cost of distribution, and the 
liability of stoppage which so frequently occurs in com¬ 
plicated machinery, especially when it is so easily affected 
by dirty type. 

“Nevertheless, it is evident that a great improvement can 
be effected on the present system of setting, as the com¬ 
positor is deprived of the use of one hand entirely, which 
is engaged in holding the composing-stick. 

“ Mr. Alexander Lagerman, of Jonkoping, in Sweden, has 
for many years devoted himself to the solution of the 
difficulty, and, by taking up an entirely new line, has 
perfected a system which bids fair to be universally 
adopted. 

“ Commencing with the idea that it was quite possible to 
treble the output of the ordinary compositor, he has begun 
by allowing him to use the old-fashioned case, into which 
the type is distributed by hand as hitherto, and which is 
acknowledged to be the cheapest method. 

“ He then saves the compositor the use of the 
composing-stick, and releases his left hand entirely, giving 
him thus both hands to pick up the type, instead of merely 
one hand, as before; and the type, instead of having to be 
placed correctly in the stick, is thrown in any way into a 
funnel, the machine at once turning it the right way up, 
and placing it in its correct position. The machine, more¬ 
over, divides the type set into separate lines, ready to be 
justified, and places it in a grooved galley for the next or 
third process—Justifying. 

“ An ordinary compositor can set three times as much 
type in an hour with this machine as by hand, as he has 
both hands to use, no care to exercise in placing the type, 
and 710 justifying to do. Moreover, he has very little to 
learn, and practice of two or three hours will make even a 
novice expert.” 

In conclusion, Mr. Jowett said: “I have been very 
pleased to have had this opportunity of bringing before 
your notice the various attempts made from time to time 
towards saving of manual labour in the composing depart¬ 
ment. First, because such mechanical aids are making 
great strides towards perfection, and thus are daily 
becoming more and more surely a factor in the practical 
politics of printing; and next, because, as perhaps one 
might naturally have expected, the members of that section 
of our craft more particularly affected by their introduction, 
have shut their eyes to the possibility of such machines 
gaining a permanent foothold. 

“ It has always been a motto of mine that if you can’t 
stop a revolution, the next best thing is to direct it. So to 
the rising generation of compositors I would say, Get all 
the information you can about these machines, study them 
in all their details, mark their daily advancement towards 
perfection, note and point out, if you can, all the weak spots 
in them; but do not oppose them simply because they are 
likely to effect a revolution in your trade ; on the contrary, 
be prepared to meet them, and when the fitting moment 
arrives throw yourselves into the breach. 

“ Sooner or later, then, these mechanical aids will 
become an accomplished fact, therefore let me impress 
upon you the necessity of being prepared for the change. 
To be a compositor is to be a member of an ancient, 
honourable, and intellectual calling, but to all those in it, 
or about to enter into it, I would earnestly say—1 Don’t be 
content with being a mere typelifter, be a compositor in its 
truest and widest sense.’ I don’t care how many thousands 
an hour your ‘ whip’ or ‘ slogger ’ can put into his stick ; 
at his very best there are already several machines that can 
beat him hollow ; but what the machine cannot do is this 
—it cannot read bad MS. and punctuate it properly ; it 
cannot make it up into pages, or set tables and cut-in 
notes and side notes; it cannot impose, and cast up, and 
cast off, and so forth. If you can do all these, a machine 
for typelifting has no terror for you ; on the contrary, you 
will be ready to welcome and direct the revolution when it 
comes ; and whilst the mere typelifter finds his occupation 
gone, you, who have made yourselves masters of all these 
details, will be earning increased and permanent wages, 
without the anxieties arising from the fluctuations of piece¬ 
work, and with the consciousness that you are doing your 
utmost to fill your place in that state of life into which it 
hath pleased God to call you.” 

The lecturer having resumed his seat amidst loud and 
enthusiastic applause, Mr. J. F. Wilson (Messrs. Cassell 
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& Co., Limited) moved a hearty vote of thanks to 
Mr. Jowett for his brilliant and interesting lecture, which 
was seconded by Mr. Viney (Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & 
Viney, Limited) and carried unanimously. 

--•—0 tt—•- 

Photo Etchings by Electricity. 

NGRAVING by electricity presents 
many advantages over the ordinary 
biting in by acids. The sides of 
hollows etched by the latter method 
are irregular, not smooth, and if the 
destructive action be continued to 
deepen the hollows to the proper 
depth without protecting the sides of 
the lines, they are widened and the 
lines under cut. None of these im¬ 

perfections—so difficult to avoid entirely—occur by electro 
etching; even the intersections of the lines remain as per¬ 
fect, as sharp, as when cut with the graver. In a word, 
the electric action is perpendicular to the current. We re¬ 
commend this method of engraving—at least for the first 
delicate etching ; moreover, it requires little care, and it 
suffices, when not engraving in half tints by Bechtol’s pro¬ 
cess, to stop out the hollows in the fine details as they 
become deep enough. 

The modus operatidi is simple. Before describing it we 
will succinctly explain the phenomena which take place in 
the electric actions connected with the process in question, 
in order to guide those who do not know the properties of 
that wonderful force—electricity. 

When a zinc plate is connected with a copper plate and 
both are immersed in dilute sulphuric acid, the zinc only is 
attacked, and the electricity generated by the chemical 
action passes through the liquid which separates the two 
plates, to the copper which remains inactive, that is, not 
attacked, and escapes by the connecting wire to enter into 
the circuit at the zinc extremity. 

The extremity by which the electric current escapes is 
termed the positive pole or electrode, and that by which it 
enters in the circuit is termed the negative pole or elec¬ 
trode. The latter pole is always the metal attacked—the 
zinc. 

The electrolysis, or decomposition into their components 
of the substances submitted to the action of the electric 
current, is made in a separate trough called decomposing 
cell. The compound is the electrolyte. 

The arrangement of the apparatus for electro etching is 
as follows : Two Daniells cells form a battery. The elec¬ 
tricity formed in the first cell enters the other cell by a 
copper wire fixed to the copper of the first cell, and, 
strengthened by the electricity formed in the second, is 
conducted to a third or decomposing cell by a wire, and 
then passing through the liquid enters the first cell by 
another wire. The circuit is thus formed or closed, as it 
is said, but if the third wire be removed, the circuit 
becomes open and all action ceases at once in both cells, 
that is, no electricity is formed. 

Now, the circuit being closed, if a copper plate be 
attached to the second wire (that connected with the 
positive pole of the battery), and another to the third wire 
connected with the negative pole (the zinc of the first cell), 
and if the decomposing cell be filled with a concentrated 
solution of copper sulphate acidified with sulphuric acid to 
render that electrolyte a good conductor, an electrolytic 
action arises: the copper sulphate is decomposed into its 
constituents, i.e., the pure metal and the acid radical SCb, 

the former depositing with adherence on the plate in the 
decomposing cell which is connected with the zinc of the 
first cell, while the acid radical decomposes water at the 
surface of the plate in the decomposing cell, which is con¬ 
nected with the second cell and unites to the hydrogen set 
free to form sulphuric acid. 

But there another action takes place, the oxygen evolved 
by the decomposition of the water oxidizes the last-men¬ 
tioned copper plate, the oxide forms copper sulphate with 
the sulphuric acid, and water is regenerated. The chemical 
action is represented thus : 

Cu O + SO4 H3 = Cu S04 = OH, 
Copper Sulphuric Copper Water, 

oxide. acid. sulphate. 

Hence the ultimate action simply consists in the etching 
of one copper plate, and the deposition of metallic copper 
on the other plate, and that in the exact proportion to the 
metal dissolved from the first copper plate. This plate is 
termed anode; the other one, that connected to the 
negative pole and upon which the metal is deposited, is 
termed catode. Such is the theory of electrotype, and, 
also, that of electro etching, for by substituting for the 
copper plate to be etched another upon which has been 
made a photo image in ink specially prepared to isolate the 
metal under it, that is to protect it from the action of the 
oxygen liberated during the decomposition of the water at 
its surface, the metal will be bitten in—dissolved—in the 
spaces not so protected and an engraved plate obtained. 

The Daniells cell needs not to be described. It is ex¬ 
cited with a saturated solution of copper sulphate in the 
outer jar and with a solution of common salt acidified with 
a little hydrochloric acid in the porous cell. The per¬ 
forated pocket should be kept filled with crystals of the 
copper salt. When using the battery care should be taken 
to keep in each cell the liquid at the same height in both 
the jar and the porous cell, to draw out every two weeks — 
if the battery is kept in constant action—a part, say, one- 
half of the liquid, from the porous cell and to replace it by 
water simply acidified with a few minims of acid. Every 
month the zinc should be scrubbed and re-amalgamated, 
the copper cylinder scraped with sand, and the porous cell 
soaked in warm water for six or eight hours and then 
brushed. The zinc is amalgamated by dipping into a 
saturated solution of mercury in aqua regia. All the con¬ 
nections should be clean, by occasionally rubbing them 
with sand-paper, to insure a perfect contact and therefore a 
free passage to the electric current. By adhering to these 
directions the battery will be constantly in good working 
order. 

The decomposing cell can be had made of glass, or in 
wood lined with sheets of guttapercha, or rendered imper¬ 
vious and non-conductive by several coatings of the follow¬ 
ing mixture :— 

parts. 
Rosin . 20 
Asphaltum . 4 
Yellow wax. 3 
Turpentine oil. 9 

To engrave, the plate is entirely immersed in the liquid 
by means of the copper wire—or, better, a platinum wire, 
which is inoxidizable, fixed to the main copper wire—and 
the wire connected to the negative pole dipped to about an 
inch and at that same distance from the plate. Of course, 
the back, edges and margin of the plate should be protected 
by a coating of the stopping-out varnish, and a mark or 
line traced on the margin by scraping this vanish, clear 
to the metal, which line serves, as in biting in by acids, to 
measure with the nail of the finger the depth of the hollow’s 
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from time to time. Observe that the plate should not be 
placed in the electrolyte before making the connections, 
for the action must commence the moment the plate is 
immersed. The reason is obvious. 

There are several methods to prepare the plate to be 
etched in relief or in intaglio. The image may be trans¬ 
ferred on the plate, rendered lithographic, or printed on the 
same, coated with bichromated albumen, etc., as in the 
biting in method by acids. Whatever it may be, the plate 
is re-inked with a special ink prepared by melting together 
one part each of yellow wax and powered bitumen, then 
incorporating six parts of ordinary lithographic ink, and for 
use softened—not much—with turpentine oil and a little 
green oil. This done, the plate is dusted with sang dragon, 
or rosin ground and sifted through a very fine sieve, and, 
after removing with a camel-hair brush what does not 
adhere to the ink, heated face downward until the ink melts 
superficially. It should not spread. To prevent it, it is 
well to etch the plate slightly and to apply then with a 
brush a solution of gum and glycerine, which fills the 
spaces between the lines and is repelled by the ink, and to 
heat the plate afterward, as said above. Thus, if the plate 
is overheated, the ink cannot spread in the hollows, which 
remain perfectly bare after washing out the gum. 

When etching zinc the electrolyte is a solution of two 
to three parts at the maximum of nitric acid in 100 parts 
of water, and a solution of copper sulphate acidified with 
sulphuric acid when etching copper plates. 

The electric action commences as soon as the circuit 
is closed by the immersion of the plate and proceeds 
quite rapidly. After an immersion, whose duration depends 
on the fineness of the design, the plate is removed from 
the cell and examined for stopping out with the follow¬ 
ing varnish applied with a brush :— 

parts. 
Asphaltum . 10 
Indiarubber paste . 1 
Benzine . 10 

when it is again immersed for another period, a new 
reserve formed, etc., the operation continuing, until the 
hollows corresponding to the deep blacks in an engrav¬ 
ing in intaglio and to the great whites in that in relievo 
are sufficiently deep. No more than three stoppings out 
are necessary. The operation requires from two to three 
hours, but as it does not require much attention, since 
the sides of the hollows are not acted on, several plates 
can be etched at the same time with a suitable arrange¬ 
ment. P. C. Duchochois. 

Some Facts about American Printing. 

INCE the days when the head-quarters of 
printing were at Westminster Abbey, and 
the old wooden hand-press was the 
astonishment of the few privileged to 
view it, few industries, if any, can boast 
of having aided so vastly in the civilisa¬ 
tion of the world as printing. Compe¬ 

tition has grown with the increase of supply and demand, 
until to-day nations are vieing with one another in speed 
and excellence of production. 

It is admitted by many that American printing is supe¬ 
rior to English, but the reason of this superiority is vaguely 
understood as being caused by hard packing, dry paper, 
&c. But both of these essentials are now used in England, 
and yet in making a comparison of all kinds of work pro¬ 
duced in London and New York, especially if speed be 

taken into consideration, there is but little doubt of the 
precedence of the latter city. 

After some practical experience, I have come to the 
following conclusion that American printing is turned out 
better and with more expedition than in England, and that 
this is principally due to the presses (in America all print¬ 
ing machines are known as presses), being of a more com¬ 
plete and serviceable character. In other words, American 
presses are far more perfect than our own, every little 
detail being studied so as to facilitate the labours of the 
pressman. 

Many assert the mechanic of the “ other side ” is more 
efficient than the average Englishman ; but this is not a 
fact, nor could it be expected where the apprenticeship 
system is unknown, and where the pressman only becomes 
such after acting as a feeder, teaching and training himself 
in the meantime. 

Mr. Theodore L. De Vinne, the celebrated printer of 
The Century Magazine, once remarked, that his best 
pressmen were either Englishmen or Germans, and next in 
rank came his own countrymen. In such houses as the 
De Vinne Press, which, by the way, is a model printing 
office, the press-room is considered the most important 
department; its temperature is kept as nearly as possible 
the same throughout the year, thus, in winter, greatly 
assisting in the distribution of the ink. Type is seldom 
printed from, and the electro-plates are worked upon 
patent blocks—made either of wood or iron—which, 
although expensive, last a long time and save an immense 
amount of labour, both in underlaying and making 
register. 

The impression screws of the presses are seldom, if ever, 
touched when once properly set, and this alone greatly 
assists in preserving a level impression, while the ignoring 
of this very important iact is one of the chief causes of an 
unlevel coffin or bed. Upon Hoe’s presses the bearers are 
composed of two wedge-shaped pieces of iron placed one 
upon the other, so that should it be necessary to raise or 
lower the cylinder these wedges can be compressed or 
withdrawn, by means of a screw, in proportion to the amount 
the cylinder has been raised or lowered. 

The ability to adjust the rollers—both the inking and 
distributing—to the exact height required is another distinct 
advantage found upon all American presses. If a roller is 
new, and consequently somewhat larger than its neighbour, 
if will be necessary, to insure perfect inking, that the roller 
should be elevated a trifle, which can be done by the turn 
of a screw. All who have studied the best means for pro¬ 
curing good presswork will readily understand the advantage 
thus gained, instead of allowing rollers to fall and jump 
over a forme each with a different degree of pressure. 

Many difficulties, trifles in themselves, but all of which 
detract from perfection, such as the delivery of a printed 
sheet upon the fly-board free from smears, have been 
successfully overcome by some of the American press- 
makers. The Huber press, for example, which, although 
but comparatively recently introduced, is making rapid 
strides throughout the United States, is one that quite 
surprises an Englishman, as he watches the work grow 
under his fingers with but a small expenditure of labour in 
making-ready. 

The American system of making-ready differs greatly 
from our own, and hard-packing and dry paper are used 
much more extensively. A thin calico is sometimes 
employed, however, for weekly newspapers in the same 
manner that we should use a blanket. 

After a sheet has been pulled for “ patching,” it is first 
“marked-out” before being patched-up,” i.e., the pressman 
marks on the sheet with a pencil or crayon the exact loca- 
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tion where the patches are to come. For “ patching-up ” 
tissue paper is used, through which the marks previously 
made by the pressman can be seen. The paper is then 
pasted on and cut round with a sharp knife, thus leaving a 
patch just where it is required. This cannot be done with 
any degree of precision by the ordinary process of “ patch¬ 
ing-up,” which often causes the work to have a lumpy 
appearance when finished. 

The above-mentioned are a few facts concerning Ame¬ 
rican printing, and a few of the many reasons why we 
should expect a better class of work to emanate from our 
cousins on the other side of the Atlantic. 

G. B. Coleman. 

Phot oft h ane. 

HOSE of our readers who have seen 
specimens of “ Photophane ” will not 
need to be told what wonderful effects 
are produced by the process. Some of 
our readers, however, may not have had 
the process brought specially to their 
notice. For their information, we 
may therefore say that Photophane 
is a mechanical process for the repro¬ 

duction of photographs, etc., and that the results are 
so beautiful that they are indistinguishable from silver 
and platinotype prints. There is a wonderful soft¬ 
ness and delicacy about the work that must commend 
it to every art critic. For portraits it is simply superb. 
'1 he process is, of course, a secret one, but briefly it may 
be thus described : Instead of printing copies in the 
ordinary way from a photographic negative by the action of 
light, upon sensitised paper, every copy taking a con¬ 
siderable time to produce, a copy is produced on a Photo¬ 
phane plate. The plate can then be placed on a machine 
and copies printed off at the rate of about one thousand 
per day. 

A large quantity of commercial and art work has been 
executed for many of the largest firms. A valuable work, 
descriptive of the Forth Bridge, consisting of 70,000 
pictures (negatives 15 x 12, and some 20 x 12) has 
recently been completed. 

The progress of the private company working the 
invention has been very rapid, as it was only commenced in 
January, 1887, by the present managing partner, Mr. 
Andrew D. Edward, and several enlargements and 
extensions have -been necessary. It is now necessary to 
make a further very considerable extension to cope with the 
increased business continually being offered. It has, there¬ 
fore, been decided to form a limited company, to build 
extensive works, and to undertake the publishing of photo¬ 
graphic views, etc., and an appeal is being made for sub¬ 
scriptions to the capital. An abridged prospectus will be 
found on another page. The directors are desirous of 
obtaining as shareholders those who are likely to be in a 
position to use or sell the productions of the company, and 
they, therefore, look to raising a considerable portion of the 
capital amongst printers, lithographers, stationers, book¬ 
sellers, etc. From an accountant’s report there appears a 
prospect of very satisfactory dividends upon the capital 
offered for subscription. A large proportion of the purchase 
money will be taken by the vendors in shares with a 
liability of 5s. each. Early application for the shares 
is necessary, as we understand they are being rapidly 
taken up. 

aw Sl^aiandl fffioks. 
By our Special Correspondent. 

DUNEDIN has been likened to Boston (of U. S. A.) as 
regards printing, and the comparison may not be so 

very far out if the number of offices and publications be re¬ 
garded. There are fourteen printing offices, thirteen of which 
do jobbing, three do jobbing and newspaper, and one only 
newspaper work. The daily newspapers are the O/ago Daily 
Times (morning), and the Star and Herald (evening), four 
pages each, price one penny. The weekly journals are the 
Otago Witness (weekly to the Times), Saturday Advertiser 
(weekly to the Herald), New Zealand Tablet (Roman Catholic), 
and Mercantile Gazette, 6d. each ; and the monthlies are the 
Temperance Herald, New Zealand Presbyterian, Protestant 
Ensign, and Masonic Journal, New Zealand Insurance and 
Financial Journal, and Zealandia, all 6d. each. There arc 
also several printers’ brokers, agents for imported papers and 
stationery, and two firms owning paper mills—Coutts, Culling, 
& Co. (the Matura paper mills) and Fergusson & Mitchell (the 
Otago paper mills)-—these being the only paper mills in New 
Zealand, wrapping sorts and paper bags being the only lines at 
present manufactured. Six of these firms have lithographic 
plants, in which branch of printing a very brisk trade is done, 
and three of them employ engravers. There are also several 
firms devoted to engraving, embossing, die-sinking, &c. Taken 
altogether, for a city whose population, including suburbs (of 
which there are twelve) numbers not more than 46,000, Dunedin 
can certainly bear comparison with cultured Boston in the art 
of printing. 

1 have advocated—in this journal and in every avenue which 
my pen runs into—for some time past the desirability, the 
necessity, for Master Printers’ Associations in New Zealand, 
and I have also given in my Notes a chronicle of the progress 
of the provincial associations which have, in the face of great 
difficulties, been formed in Christchurch, Dunedin, and South¬ 
land. The result of this has been a Letter feeling not only 
between the masters, but between masters and men. A better 
class of workmen is finding employment, because wages are 
better. A great improvement is shown in the work turned out, 
and, as proof of the argument that the public can be educated 
up to good and better work, the advertising public are develop¬ 
ing a taste for something better than that with which they have 
hitherto been content. Fair prices are given and good work is 
turned out. Our admirable journal, which, as I have before 
stated, is printed at Napier, and is the only printers’journal 
in Australasia, has some well-timed remarks in the direction of 
a Typothetae for New Zealand. Editor Harding writes :—“ No 
country is better fitted than New Zealand for the successful 
inauguration of a Master Printers’ Association. More than 
nine-tenths of the work must be done locally. A few ‘pound- 
foolish’ merchants have their printing done in large quantities 
by home houses on wholesale terms, and then compare the 
local prices for an order of 250 until supplies arrive with the 
London rates for 10,000 ; but a business man cannot afford to 
do this, even if he would. Australian houses are too remote 
to compete except in such profitless lines as paper bags. Nor 
is there any tendency of work to gravitate to the large centres. 
Every town of importance has one or more fairly-equipped 
offices, equal to undertaking any ordinary kind of work. There 
could be no better field for such an association ; and if wisely 
managed it would be productive only of good. It could work 
in harmony with the N.Z.T.A.—provided that both parties 
could resist the besetting temptation to threaten coercive 
measures. In every town where a branch of each existed, a 
joint committee could be formed, to hold regular and special 
meetings, at which points of difference could be amicably dis¬ 
cussed and settled in a reasonable manner. Nine out of ten 
disputes arise originally from misunderstandings, complicated 
by obstinacy on one or both sides. We are not advocating 
anything in the nature of a ‘ring’ or ‘trust ’ ; but an organiza¬ 
tion which shall secure such a rate for work as w'ould provide 
standard wages for the workman and at least a wage to the 
employer over and above expenses and interest on capital. At 
present, large contracts are commonly taken at from one-thircl 
to one-half less than such a standard, and businesses of many 
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years’ standing, with plant and machinery worth thousands of 
pounds, are steadily drifting towards the insolvency court.” 

It will be within the recollection of readers that a short time 
ago there was a great stir created throughout the English- 
speaking world in connection with “the sweating system.” 
This movement might be now regarded as the forerunner 
of the great industrial movement which has since taken place 
and is still at work the wide world over. The sweating 
agitation even reached our far-away little isle of liberty and 
equality. The only morning paper of this city of Dunedin 
sent a special reporter round the shops and factories and 
homes of clothing employees to glean information concerning 
the evil, and a series of articles was published which 
thoroughly stirred up the public, who gathered together in 
mass meetings and gave vent to their feelings. The “ public ” 
feels terribly when it does feel 1 The result was the formation 
of a Tailoresses’ Union, with a membership of over 1,000. 
The movement was then taken up in the other cities—Christ¬ 
church immediately after the above, then Wellington, and the 
last has just been accomplished in Auckland, through the 
agency of the Knights of Labour, thus completing the unity of 
factory hands, and securing the adoption of a recognised log or 
scale of prices. A seamstress gave evidence the other day 
before the Commission, showing that great advantages had 
resulted from the above union. Twelve months ago the most 
she made was 2 dols. 30 cents, a week, working from 9 a.m. to 
11 p.m., while she could now make within factory hours (eight 
hours per day) 3 dols. to 3 dols. 12 cents, a week. Before the 
days of the Tailoresses’ Union it was a hard struggle for 
existence, but she could now live comfortably. Owing to the 
revelations which were made through the above agitation the 
Government was prevailed upon when Parliament assembled 
to promise to appoint a Royal Commission to inquire into the 
various phases of cheap labour. The scope of the Commission 
was intended originally to extend to factories, but the 
Wellington Branch of the New Zealand Typographical Asso¬ 
ciation petitioned their Federated Trades’ Council to ask the 
Government to include boy and girl labour in the inquiry. 
This subject has been a “ live” one with the branch for some 
years past. The Traders’ Council succeeded in getting its 
petition granted, and also succeeded in getting its president 
(Mr. D. P. Fisher, Secretary Wellington Branch, New 
Zealand Typographical Association), appointed as one of the 
Commissioners. Nine Commissioners were appointed—two 
for each of the four cities and a Chairman, Mr. James Fulton, 
M. PI. R. The two Wellington members are connected with 
our craft—Mr. Fisher, a compositor, and Mr. J. R. Blair, who 
is an owner of a large printing office in Wellington. The 
remaining members are commercial men, M. PI. R.’s, and one 
Presbyterian minister. The first meeting of the Commission 
was held in this city on Monday, February 10, 1890. In 
opening the inquiry the chairman said that the inquiry was 
being held in consequence of representations made to the 
Government last session that a large amount of sweating 
existed in Dunedin and elsewhere. It would be seen that they 
wereappointed to make inquiries in thedifferent cities,searching 
into a variety of matters beyond what was known as “ sweating ” 
at Plorne. It was thought that the inquiry should as far as 
possible be public, because the members believed that 
publicity would have more effect in putting an end to the evil 
than any report they could make. If there were any 
persons who desired to give their evidence privately, the 
commissioners would meet them as much as they possibly 
could, and if they wished their names suppressed in the general 
report their desire in that way would be granted, and only 
initials, by whicbthey would not be identified, would be used. 
That would enable them to give evidence freely, and they 
would have no reason to fear that they would suffer through 
having come before the commission. 

A libel action was heard in the Supreme Court at Wellington, 
on March the 14th, before the Chief Justice and a special jury 
of twelve, in which Edmund E. Chamberlain and Thomas E. 
Chamberlain, farmers, and members of the Masterton Borough 
Council, claimed £ 1,000 damages from Messrs. Smith and 
Hogg, proprietors of the Wairarapa Star, in respect of certain 
words contained in a leading article published by them after 
the last mayoral election at Masterton, in which plaintiffs were 
accused of attempting to carry the election by making use of de¬ 
liberate untruths. The Star also suggests in the same article 
that it was the duty of the mayor elect to purge himself of the 

I accusation of being promoted to his position by deliberate 
lying on the part of plaintiffs and their co-workers. De¬ 
fendants admitted publication, but denied that they were 
actuated by malice, and asserted that the article in question 
was true in substance and fact, while they also claimed that 
the publication was privileged as matters of truth and fair 
comment upon a subject of public interest. After an hour’s 
deliberation the jury returned a verdict for plaintiffs, awarding 
one farthing damages without costs. 

I he following paragraph, which I copy from an Australian 
paper just to hand, deals satirically with an incident which 
occurred at a recent Board meeting of the New South Wales 
Typo Society:— 

1 he Sydney Typographical Society has covered itself with 
glory by refusing to admit Miss Annie Hill to membership on 
the ground that their rules never contemplated the existence of 
a female compositor. Now, if feminine ingenuity can invent 
a few more methods of improving ‘copy’ beyond the writer’s 
recognition and reader’s comprehension, the female typo should 
be received as a natural ally against a common enemy. But 
evidently her ability is doubted, and the gallant comp 
decides :— 

\ 011 may paint, you may play, you may teach, 
And may make a good doctor, perhaps ; 

You may write, you may lecture and preach, 
And may rival those scientist chaps ; 

As a scholar proficient and ripe 
You may stand if you please in the van, 

But to talk about picking up type ! 
Why—that calls for the brains of a man 1 ” 

T. L. M. 
Dunedin (N.Z.), March 20, 1S90. 

The Press in Japan. 
-•<>•- 

''T'WO Japs, one director of the Official Gazette, the other of 
1 the Rising Si/n of Osaka, are at present in Paris, where 

they are studying the progress of daily printing ; and where 
they have been interviewed by a contemporary respecting the 
Press in Japan. It has, according to them, taken immense 
strides during the last twenty-five years. At the present time 
the country contains no less than 500 periodicals, 200 of which 
appear daily. Now all these live on their own resources, and 
require nothing of Government but the right to publish. Their 
advertisements of all sorts and conditions and the numbers of 
their circulation assure them existence. 

Japanese journals penetrate into all classes of society, and 
the poorest workman reads his paper as easily as the European 
cultured. The Rising Sun of Osaka, daily, is sold at something 
less than a halfpenny, and it works oft" 60,000 copies All the 
papers—from the largest, about the size of the Temps, with 
eight pages instead of four, to those small as the smallest 
in Europe—all absolutely eschew politics, and with cause 
(favoured land !). The public does not interest itself 
in politics, considering it an “ affaire de diplomates.” 
There are generally several prints which might be 
called Opposition, which oppose the existing government 
— as at present, for example, apropos of some commercial 
treaties. But violent Press controversy is unknown in Japan. 
Such matters are treated summarily, without passion, without 
unpleasant language, and with the greatest courtesy. For 
literary and graphic papers, their success is entirely of them¬ 
selves. The novels they publish are always accompanied by 
illustrations. The literature in favour with the public is not 
the imaginative description, but studies of life taken from life 
—mostly like French naturalism, albeit less violent and less 
coarse. Further, it is said, all the important French journals 
are read in Japan. Indeed, during late years, two French 
prints were published at Yokohama : the Echo du Japon and 
the Courrier du Japon ; but since the English have, little by 
little, monopolised the commerce of that town, these have dis¬ 
appeared. 

A fire broke out on the morning of the 7th inst., in the premises 
of Messrs. A. G. Brown, Brough, & Co., paper merchants, Warwick- 
lane, E.C. Fortunately the fire was confined to the basements and 
private office, and is covered by insurance. 
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Old and New Styles in Typography. 

AT a meeting of the Society of Arts on April 16, Mr. Talbot 
B. Reed read an interesting and valuable paper on “ Old 

and New Styles in Typography.” The speaker explained that 
his object was to draw attention to the fashions belonging to 
the Roman character in typography—namely, to the type in 
which books are printed. He wished to make a brief historical 
survey of the changes through which the character had passed 
in the hands of various artists, and of those forms which at 
different times had competed for the distinction of realising the 
perfect model. The model of a letter was imaginary and 
arbitrary ; the man who has to make an alphabet has no copy 
but that left him by former artists. What criterion then should 
be adopted ? He ventured to think it lay primarily in the 
legibility of the character ; and secondly, in its beauty. He 
thought that as a rule the truest beauty in art was that which 
suggested utility. Type that was not legible could not be 
called good type. The first test of an excellent letter was its 
legibility; the second, its grace and beauty, which might 
easily be a consequence of the first. Mr. Reed then went on 
to say that Dr. Javal’s theories were full of suggestion as to 
what are the tests of legibility in type. Dr. Javal held that in 
reading the eye does not take in letters but words, or groups of 
words. The type which by its regularity of alignment, its due 
balance between white and black, its absence of dazzling 
contrasts between thick and thin, by its simplicity and unob¬ 
trusiveness, lends itself most readily to this rapid and com¬ 
prehensive action of the eye, is the most legible. Mr. Reed 
said he held this kind of type was on the whole the most 
beautiful, and proceeded to submit a very interesting historical 
survey of the different epochs of the Roman character in 
typography. 

The pioneer of the classical Roman letter was Nicholas 
Jensen, of Venice, but his merit was that he selected the best 
letters of the best models, and brought them with an artist’s 
touch in subordination to the rules and requirements of typo¬ 
graphy. Jensen’s models were destined to achieve European 
fame. His letters are round and clear. Claude Garamond’s 
Roman became the model type of Europe, for it had grace and 
proportion. His fine strokes have a definite thickness, and his 
triangled serifs are eminently calculated both to resist wear 
and retain their clearness. The Stephens of Paris, Plantin at 
Antwerp, John Day in our country—three of the greatest 
printers of that golden age—all owed their inspiration, if not 
their actual types, to the French genius. Garamond’s pupil, 
Le Be, is said to have furnished Plantin with the magnificent 
Roman which made his press so famous. And in the typo¬ 
graphy of the equally famous Elzevir the influence of the 
Parisian artist is clearly discernible. The Elzevir types were 
cut by Christophel Van Dijck, who, while preserving to a con¬ 
siderable extent the general form of the Garamond letter, com¬ 
pressed and compacted it into the trim and business-like form 
which adapted it so well for the special work of the Dutch 
typographers. Referring to Froben, Mr. Reed went on to 
observe that his fashion was copied, sometimes exaggerated, 
by northern printers. He adopted for his founts a curious 
mannerism which consists in thickening the round sorts—for 
instance, the “o”—not at opposite sides of the letter, but 
obliquely. The fount is what type-founders would call cut “on 
its back,’’ an effect which relieves the general appearance from 
commonplace, while interfering comparatively little with its 
regularity or grace, or—in Froben’s case at any rate—with its 
legibility. An epoch of backsliding and degradation now set 
in, when the sense of beauty gave way to sordid economy, and 
readers suffered patiently whatever print was imposed on 
them. Continental nations fell away from their models, and 
England drifted back so far that she could hardly boast a 
Roman fount worth the name. The seventeenth century 
printing in England is a melancholy study. At the dose of 
this century Dutch influence was increasingly marked. 

The renaissance of English—almost of European—typo¬ 
graphy dates from the establishment of William Caslon as a 
letter-founder in 1720. Caslon’s Roman was modelled on the 
best form of the Elzevir letter. It is bold, regular, and clear ; 
the fine lines retain a distinct thickness, while the thick are 
redeemed from the uninteresting clumsiness of the degenerate 
Dutch school. His serifs, moveover, while somewhat more , 

delicate than those of the Elzevirs, are strong and durable. 
Caslon’s brilliant success was no doubt mainly due to the 
excellence of his models. The new English fashion gave the 
coup dc grace to the Dutch, naturally provoking many imitators. 
The most distinguished of these was Baskerville. What he 
attempted and succeeded in doing was to refine the serifs and 
thin strokes, so as to bring into stronger relief the thick, pre¬ 
serving- at the same time the roundness and openness of the 
Caslon model. The effect was showy and attractive, and, 
when printed, as his books were printed, in bright ink 
on a highly-glazed paper, the result was very brilliant. 
The next thing to note is the rising fame of the 
Italian typographer, Bodoni, whose magnificent productions 
became the envy of European printers. His style was a 
marked departure from the old classical models. He sharp¬ 
ened his fine lines and thickened his heavy ones simultaneously. 
Didot closes the epoch of the Renaissance, and leaves us with 
our modern Roman. The present epoch was ushered in about 
1845 by the revival, under the auspices of Mr. Whittingham, 
of the Caslon old face. Side by side with the new andimprov- 
ing^Romans of the letter-founders appeared founts cut after the 
antique, with all the superior finish of modern workmanship. 
Founders did not venture in their reproductions to copy all the 
strong lines of the old models, but embellished their “medim- 
vals ’ with the delicate tapers and hair lines of the modern 
school. Mr. Reed added that the continued favour of the old 
styles was a hopeful sign for the future. Under the present 
conditions the Roman must of necessity form the staple 
character of typography, and in its present serviceable forms it 
is likely to hold the field for a good while yet. He took it as a 
hopeful sign that the aesthetics of typography are at the present 
time being studied by men of artistic taste and authority. 

Hints on Composition. 

UNDERSTAND your take fully before leaving the foreman 
or copy hook. Time spent in this way is profitably 

invested. 
At least read through the outlines of the job. If pamphlet 

or book work, the reading of the first page or two will be 
sufficient. 

Formulate your plan of development. 
Determine upon display lines. Spelling, style of punctuation, 

capitalising, and paragraphs, should be according to usage of 
establishment. 

If possible, absorb the subject of your take ; it will render 
work more engaging. 

As to rapid composition, absolute oblivion to surroundings 
is essential. Like an actor or orator, you should mentally get 
inside of the subject; shut your own other senses, and utilise 
that only which is necessary to rapidity and correctness. Some 
have a new sense created by rapid composition, combining 
mental and physical phenomena, rare and wonderful. 

As in distributing, stand square on your feet, with chest dis¬ 
tended. Hold stick well in front, so as to be in full view of 
left eye, while the right generally is manipulating movement of 
picking up letter and reading copy. 

Type should be grasped with the right hand thumb and 
forefinger, with a sliding approach, so as to lift with finger and 
balance with thumb. 

After catching the word with the eye and mind, concentrate 
on the immediate letter to be picked up, with an active plunge 
of the hand toward the box, without the pressure of nerve 
force if possible ; bring back letter swiftly to stick, striking 
rule as near as possible to location of word. Seize letter with 
left thumb and strike out with right hand immediately for next 
letter. The casting of hand into box, seizing letter without 
hesitancy, and the withdrawal to stick, should be of same 
velocity. The movement, physical and mental, generally 
determines the speed of the compositor. Rapid composition 
comes from mental anticipation coupled with will power. It 
can be cultivated.—St. Louis Stationer. 

Mr. Hugh Thomson, whose drawings are familiar to the readers 
of the English Illustrated Magazine, has accepted a commission to 
illustrate Scott’s novels—a task which will occupy several years. 
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Transferring to Glass. 

AN inquiry from one of our subscribers about transferring to 
glass, says our contemporary, the American Lithographer 

< mi Printer, causes us to give a full description of that process, 
as we suppose that it may be of interest to all our readers. 

Our questioner has a chromo, printed in Leipzig many years 
ago, and he thinks that, if transferred to his store window, it 
would be a magnificent and attractive advertisement, just suit¬ 
able to his business. 

That chromo, or any picture, print, or even clippings from 
newspapers, any engraving, no matter in how many colours, 
or on what kind of paper, may be transferred to glass, 
only the treatment of the different kinds of paper varies. 

Proceed in the following manner:—Place the object to be 
transferred, face downward, upon a larger sheet of manilla 
paper ; prepare a solution of from i to 3 per cent, of nitric 
acid in water, according to thickness and strength of paper 
and how strong it was sized ; ordinary newspapers and print¬ 
ings, or engravings on unsized glazed paper require even less 
than 1 per cent, nitric acid—one of the purposes of adding 
nitric acid is to remove the sizing out of the paper. Apply 
this solution with a sponge to the back of your object to be 
transferred ; be careful not to overdo it ; you only want to 
render the paper soft, but not wet ; continue sponging with 
this solution until you see the printing plainly ; that is, until the 
paper becomes quite transparent. 

To prepare the glass for transferring, proceed as follows : — 
Clean the glass plate thoroughly with alcohol by means of a 
ball of clean cotton ; dry it off well ; wash it with turpentine ; 
dry again ; place it upon an elastic layer—say flannel,—upon a 
table, or, better still, upon a rubber blanket in the litho. hand- 
press. Now coat the cleaned surface with a thin coat of half 
turpentine and half Darnar varnish ; let it dry for from ten 
minutes to one day, according to temperature and thickness of 
Damar varnish. The coating should not be allowed to dry 
entirely, it should be a trifle sticky. Lay your impression face 
downward upon the glass plate ; it is important that neither 
acid nor water touch the surface during the entire process. To 
properly lay down the impression, take it up with both hands 
by holding the left-hand under corner and the right-hand upper 
corner. This is best accomplished by marking upon the plate 
the exact position and size of the sheet. Laying down the 
paper, first adjust the right-hand upper corner to the mark 
on the plate, hold it there with the tip of your finger, and 
adjust the left-hand lower corner, but be careful to avoid air- 
bubbles ; then press the sheet to the adhesive Damar coat. 
It does not require a very strong pressure, but it should be 
observed that each and every spot has to be pressed repeatedly 
against the plate. We advise the use of a small rubber ruler, 
or a blotter ruler, or any similar instrument ; you may also use 
the hand, but, of course, not with such safety ; or a dabber of 
cotton or rags, or an ivory paper-folder. When the paper sticks 
quite smoothly to the plate, fan it perfectly dry, and then, with 
wet finger-tips, slowly rub off the paper. If this is done with 
great care, you will remove every vestige of paper, and the 
print, of whatever colour or nature it may be, will remain on 
the glass plate. Upon this apply another coat of Damar 
varnish, containing very little turpentine. With too much 
turpentine you run the risk of washing the entire picture from 
the plate again. 

By these means a splendid picture will be obtained, which 
can be washed and cleaned with water, the same as a window, 
as often as desired, and the transfer will not be injured thereby. 
Such a picture will be visible from outside of the glass, day 
and night, the same as any glass painting. 

Joan of A rc. 

MLESIGNE, of Paris, has lately written a book, con¬ 
taining ample quotations from ancient chronicles, to 

destroy our faith—or perhaps rather French faith—in the 
story of Jeanne d’Arc ; and lor the next few years one may 
look for abundance of discussion on all sides of the subject ; as 
there have been on the never-to-be-determined questions of 

the Iron Mask, of Junius, of Shakespeare, of Beatrice, and 
many another. This “ Pucelle de France,” then—thought 
immortal,—the heroine of Schiller and of Southey, whose 
memory has become so popular again, thanks to the Vatican, 
to the Bishop of Verdun, who has been appealing for funds to 
raise a statue to her, and to Madame Bernhardt,— is shown 
(or a determined attempt has been made that way) to have 
been merely a visionary banner-bearer ; for, to quote the 
old rhyme : — 

Void qu’a bien tourne la guerre 
Quand pucelle porte banniere, 

—and to have been not even burned, having married, it is 
stated, after humbly serving her country, and lived ever after. 
It is not surprising—in fact, the intelligence comes tardily. 
One by one a “ free play of consciousness ” has been brought 
to bear upon scores of such idols, and they have been literally 
upset. Gradually we are learning that the world’s hero- 
worship is mostly built on legend, that the tit-bits of history—- 
from Queen Elizabeth’s verse-topping with Raleigh to Buona¬ 
parte’s mots, from King Arthur to Homer—have been but the 
“stuff that dreams are made of.” So it will go on ; and pro¬ 
bably Lord Macaulay’s New Zealander will, after sweeping 
away the c >bwebs that had gathered round, discover that 
Tennyson and Darwin and Stanley were but sun-myths. 
Only such of our idols remain to us as arouse the public to a 
pronounced attitude similar to that described by the French 

l journalist on the case in point—“ When you see the feeling of 
this crowd,” said he, “can you stiil say that the legend is not 
true?”-—for, of course, France will not allow her “ Deliverer” 
to be resolved into thin air without a murmur. 

Cheap Books in America. 

THE attempt to make a combination of the cheap-book 
manufacturers, which has been making rather unsatis¬ 

factory progress for a year or so, has been turned in a new 
direction, and the competition in the business, which has 
brought the standard manufacturers’ price for “pocket editions” 
of libraries from forty-five down to fifteen cents, is about to be 
killed oft in a new way. John W. Lovell, who was at the 
head of the movement to form a combination, has now taken 
to buying outright the plates for printing what are called the 
“ competitive books”—that is, for the cheap nmo editions of 
standard literature. He is backed in this scheme by the Trow 
Printing Company, and back of this company, it is alleged, are 
the Thurbers and other well-known business men and capi¬ 
talists. Mr. Lovell has purchased the plates of W. L. Allison, 
of 93, Chambers-street, New York, paying a certain sum down, 
the balance to be paid by instalments covering eighteen 
months. The plates of the Worthington Company, it is said, 
cost him 22,000 dols. cash. George Munro is alleged to have 
driven the hardest bargain of all, exacting for his enormous 
collection of Seaside Library plates 50,000 dols. a year for 
three years and 1,000,000 dols. at the end of that time. His 
plates include not only the “ competitives,” but an immense 
number of which there are no duplicates. Mr. Lovell has 
controlled Norman L. Munro’s plates for a year or so. He 
has also purchased the i2mo. plates of the Lippincotts, of 
Philadelphia, and of a number of smaller concerns. It is 
understood that he has not yet secured those of Hurst & Co., 
who are accused of having been leaders all along in cutting 
prices, and of Ogilvie & Co., who are large manufacturers. 
When Mr. Lovell gets control of practically all of these plates 
that there are in the country he can put up factory prices on 
this lot of goods, as would-be competitors would have to invest 
an enormous amount of money in manufacturing new sets of 
plates, and until they got pretty nearly as big a lot as he has 
he could knock them out of the market by cutting prices below 
cost of paper and ink on books that they could make, and 
getting square by putting up the price of books that they could 
not make. The most noticeable effect upon the retail book 
market is expected to be an increase of prices on sets of 
standard works, like those of George Eliot, Macaulay, Dickens, 
and Thackeray, and similar books that can now be bought for 
ridiculously little money.—American Stationer. 
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Language Statistics. 

HP HE language in which Shakespeare and Milton wrote was 
_L the language of less than 6,000,000 human beings, and 

when Washington was President less than 16,000,000 of people 
used the English tongue. At the same time (time of our first 
President), French was the mother tongue of at least 30,000,000 
of people, and by some writers it is said that 50,000,000 of 
French-speaking people were livung at the time of the Revolu¬ 
tion in 1789. Between forty and fifty years ago, the English 
language equalled the German in the number of those who 
spoke it, and now the latter is left far behind in the race. 
German is now spoken by 10,000,000 persons in the Austro- 
Hungarian Empire, by 46,000,000 in the German Empire, by 
40,000 in Belgium, and by about 2,000,000 in the lit'le Alpine 
country of Switzerland. Besides the countries mentioned, in 
which German is usually classed as the native tongue, it is 
spoken by about 2,000,000 persons in the United States and 
Canada, giving a total of about 60,000,000 who use the German 
language. 

With French the case is much the same. That language is 
now spoken by the 38,000,000 inhabitants of France, by 
2,250,000 people in Belgium, by 200,000 in Alsace-Lorraine, by 
600,000 in Switzerland, by 1,500,000 in the United States and 
Canada, by 600,000 in Hayti, and by 1,500,000 in Algiers, 
India, the West Indies, and Africa; in all, 45,000,000. 

English is spoken by all but less than 1,000,000 of the 
38,000.000 in the British Isles, by probably 57,000,000 of the 
60,000,000 inhabitants now believed to be in this country, by 
4,000,000 persons in Canada, by 3,000,000 in Australia, by 
3,700,000 West-Indians, and perhaps by 1,000,000 in India and 
other British colonies, bringing the total to over 100,000,000.— 
Chicago Times. 

-<► - 

Hachette s. 

T OUIS CHRISTOPHE FRANCOIS HACHETTE, the 
i_, founder of the celebrated French publishing house, was 
born on May 5th, 1800, at Rethel (Ardennes). His father (says 
the Export Journal of Leipzig), having lost all his fortune by 
imprudent speculations, and being therefore unable to minister 
to the wants of his family, came to Paris with his wife, who 
refused help from her relations at Rethel, to look for work. 
Louis was first placed at a Christian school, near the Church 
of Saint Severin, and in 1809 was admitted to the Lycee 
Louis-le-Grand. At the Ecole Nornrale, which he entered in 
1819, he developed his great qualities, working and reading 
enormously. But in 1822 the Ecole Normale was suppressed 
for political reasons, and Hachette found himself thrown on his 
own resources. This was nothing to one gifted with such 
resources. At first he gave private lessons ; then became 
professor of rhetoric at the Lanneau Institution. Finally, being 
refused by the University Administration the directorship of a 
pensionnat, he established in 1826 a classical book-shop in the 
Rue Pierre-Sarrazin. The University having closed its doors 
on the young professor, he cried as he launched his great 
venture: “ sic quoque doccbo,) ; which has become the motto 
to which the business has remained ever faithful. The first 
work edited by Louis Hachette was the “ Traitc de Versifica¬ 
tion Latinefi by his schoolfellow, Quicherat. In a short time 
he inundated France with class-books, Greek and Latin 
editions, French works annotated, dictionaries and grammars, 
which he edited with the collaboration of his friends, nearly 
all of whom were excluded, like himself, from the University. 

In 1827 he married Mdlle. Barbedienne, who seconded her 
husband by toiling like the most laborious of clerks ; but he 
lost her in 1832, during the cholera epidemic. Courageously 
supporting his loss, Hachette threw himself into his work after 
it with more ardour than ever. It was in the same year that 
he founded the “Manuel General de PInstruction Primaire'fi 
with Firmin-Didot, Pitois-Levrault, and Jules Renouard. In 
1836 he initiated the principle of international right in literary 
property, in a commission presided over by M. Villemain. 

In the same year he married again, Madame Auzat, who 
shared all his tastes. In 1836, also, the publishing house was 
extended to another storey. A few years after it was removed 

to new premises. About this time Hachette’s overwork 
brought on a pleurisy, which put him in danger. He therefore 
admitted the first partner of his business, M. Louis Breton, to 
whom also he gave the hand of his step-daughter, Mdlle; Zeline 
Auzat. This was in 1844. Hachette mixed up in the affairs 
of both 1830 and 1848, after the latter of which he gave a great 
impulse to his business by taking a second partner, his son-in- 
law, M. Emile Templier, who ably exploited the rich lodes of 
foreign contemporary literature and illustrated works. So 
great a filip, however, required more than three partners, and 
therefore his son, Alfred Hachette, became the fourth in 1861, 
and another son, Georges Hachette, the fifth, in 1863. In 1862 
Louis lost his mother. On July 31st, 1864, he died himself at 
the Chateau de Plessis, Piquet, of cerebral congestion, “ the 
malady of the century, which lives too much by the brain and 
succumbs from the brain.” 

To-day the business of Louis Hachette is managed by six 
chiefs : MM. Emile Templier (1849), Georges Hachette (1863), 
R. Fouret (1870), Armand Templier (1873), G. Breton (1S83), 
and R. Desclosieres (1886). 

-1 -CO O fa*-e--- 

Printing Ink from Petroleum Residuum. 

ORDINARY printinginks are manufactured from linseed 
oil boiled down to the proper consistency, to which is 

added various gums, and sometimes alkalies, after which pig¬ 
ments are ground in to give the desired colour, the compound 
forming a homogeneous mass. 

A new printing ink is made from a product technically 
termed “ Residuum,” obtained from the distillation, or in some 
cases the distillation and filtration, of crude petroleum, being 
an unctuous deposit having a specific gravity varying from 
15- to 200 Baume, wholly free from grit and foreign substances. 

The residuum best suited for this purpose is that obtained 
from the crude petroleum of California, Ohio, and Kentucky, 
particularly the oils of the two former States. Chemical 
analyses, however, of these oils show that they contain 
sulphides held in solution, which are not contained in some 
other (notably Pennsylvania) oils. To this fact may be at¬ 
tributed the special adaptability of the residuum from these 
oils to the uses of a printing ink. 

The viscid or adhesive property required in an oil for print¬ 
ing ink may be imparted to the residuum by the addition of 
resin or resinous gums by fusion. The quantity of resin em¬ 
ployed should vary according to the consistency of the 
residuum to which it is added. Ordinarily for “news” ink the 
proportion should be about 25 per cent, resin ; for “ book ” or 
“job” ink, about 40 per cent. For lithographing the propor¬ 
tions should be about equal. 

Pigments are employed and ground into this compound in 
the usual manner and in about the quantity usually employed 
in commercial printing inks. If desired, the oil may be 
filtered before the process of distillation, or the residuum may 
be filtered, this process causing no essential change, except to 
eliminate a portion of the colouring matter. Every desired 
colour can be produced, the residuum assimilating pigments 
readily. 

An ink of a beautiful olbe colour is produced by simply 
combining the resin with the residuum without filtration and 
without the addition of any pigment. 

Extended experiments are said to have demonstrated the 
fact that inks thus manufactured dry almost instantaneously 
when applied to paper and are unfading when exposed to light 
or heat and are almost indelible. The porous texture of paper 
absorbs the small percentage of light oil contained in the 
residuum, carrying with it a little of the colouring matter, 
leaving the more solid residue on the surface of the paper, 
which becomes quickly dry. 

As is well known, residuum is produced in great quantities 
in America and other countries, and is sold at a very low price. 
Inks thus made would be cheaper than any other commercial 
ink and in many respects superior in quality. These inks are 
adapted to the entire range of impression work, including 
printing, lithographing, engraved work, &c., the only difference 
in preparation being in consistency rather than in ingredients, 
as in the case of ordinary commercial inks.—American 
Statio7ier. 
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Warping of Cuts. 

WE know that cuts and blocks often suffer in the hands of 
careless compositors ; but pressmen are just as thought¬ 

less. The trouble with both departments is that few of the 
men who work on them know the principles, the natural laws 
at work in the materials they handle. They do not reflect, for 
instance, on the porous and expansive character of wood, and 
how easily moisture can enter it and swell it, and again leave 
it shrunk and warped from evaporation. 

They know that water and oil will not mix without the aid 
of a third body—an alkali, for example—that can compel 
them to forget their differences. You remember the old 
song : 

“ Some water and oil 
One day had a broil, 

As into a glass they were dropping ; 
't hey would not unite, 
Hut continued to fight, 

Without any prospect of stopping. 
Some pearl-ash o’erheard, 
And quick as a word 

He jumped in the midst of the clashing ; 
When all three agreed, 
And united with speed, 

And soap was created for washing.” 

Now, though the ashes of burnt wood make an excellent 
alkali, wood unburnt will not hold water and oil at the same 
time in any proportions that permit the oil to affect the fibres 
of the wood if the water has got in first. If the oil is the first 
to enter, the water has no chan e Wood saturated with oil 
does not warp or shrink appreciably, for moisture cannot then 
affect it. They are enemies. 

Air, too, which forms so great a constituent part of water, 
and whose power of expansion and contraction under cold and 
heat is so notorious, cannot affect oiled wood as it does wet or 
damp wood ; it has no affinity for if. 

We repeat, if wood is wet, oil cannot enter it ; if wood is 
oiled, water cannot get in. So the remedy is plain. As it is 
alternate cold or dampness and heat or dryness that swell and 
warp cuts and blocks, let every cut you care anything about be 
soaked in oil at the bottom—the place most affected, and the 
trouble will be overcome. You can then lay them on cold 
stones and presses, or in moderately warm places, with little or 
no risk of injury. 

You know of this already, you say. No doubt. Then why 
don’t you apply your knowledge? The truth is that the things 
we are merely told to do never sink into the mind to stay like 
those things we are told the reason of, the why and wherefore 
of their application. To simply know what we do gains double 
force when we know why we do it. 

How differently water affects various objects ! For example, 
while it expands wood and some other things, it shrinks a rope 
fully half an inch in every foot. A wet rope is weaker, too, than 
a dry one ; and, stranger still, an oiled rope has its tensile 
strength surprisingly reduced, the grease causing the fibres to 
slip from instead of clinging to each other.—American Art 
Printer. 

Chinese Writing and Printing. 

PAPER was invented in the first or second century of the 
Christian era, and was made from fibres of the bamboo 

beaten into a pulp. That graceful plant—now so popular an 
element in our own ornamentation—is the classical emblem of 
literature in China, supplying from its inner layers the materials 
for the making of paper, and yielding up its tubular twigs to 
form shafts for hair-brushes. Great varieties of papers are 
now made, many of them being of excellent quality, and of an 
exquisite fineness and transparency—like silk-gauze. The 
pens used for writing were at one time made from fine tubes of 
bamboo, split at the points like our quill pens ; but about three 
centuries before our era the hair pencil came into use, and is 
now universally employed throughout the land for all the uses 
to which a pen is put in our country. The writer holds the 
pencil perpendicularly, as if he were going to prick the paper. 

An old traveller tells us that “ The Chinese always write from 
top to bottom, and begin their first letter where ours ends ; so 
that to read their books, the left page must first be sought for, 
which with them is the beginning. Their paper being very 
thin, and almost transparent, they are fain to double it, for fear 
lest the letters do run one into another when they write on the 
back side ; but these doubled leaves are so even that one can 
hardly perceive it.” In printing a book, movable types were 
not employed until the missionaries initiated the change ; 
indeed, it hardly seemed practicable to make types for an 
alphabet of some thirty or forty thousand of characters. An 
old-fashioned Chinese book is an almost perfect fac-simile of 
what the author himself wrote, or of the penmanship of the 
scribe who copied for him or wrote for him at his diciation. 
Written out on properly sized sheets of gauze-like paper we 
have described, the original manuscript is, sheet by sheet, 
firmly and evenly glued on to the blocks which are to be 
printed from, and when the white unwritten surface has been 
neatly cut away by a wood engraver, it is passed into the hands 
of the printer, and the rest is merely a matter of good ink and 
careful printing. Illustrations to the text generally involve no 
extra expense, unless they are of a character requiring unusual 
technical skill. The number of blocks required will be exactly 
as many pages as the printed book should contain, with the 
addition of title-page, and while the risk of fire and expense of 
storage involve disadvantages, it must be admitted that there 
is no need to run the risk of printing a large issue till it is 
called for ; and, of course, proof-reading is not required. 
Imagine a modern political orator having to send the manu¬ 
script of his oration to be printed fac-simile in the morning 
dailies ! How carefully framed would each sentence be, how 
calmly the fire of partisan spirit would glow under the appre¬ 
hension of a criticism of which there could be no verbal 
evasions. May this not be the secret of the strange and per¬ 
sisting survival of Chinese institutions ?— Conquests of the 
Cross. 

American Trade Catalogues. 

AMERICAN illustrated trade catalogues excel all others in 
the world. No other country produces any in com¬ 

parison. With us, catalogue printing has become a wonderful 
and distinct business in itself. It is conceded by European 
art critics that Americans have surpassed all other nations in 
printing, and have well nigh done so in wood engraving. The 
great silverware houses of New York publish more costly and 
gorgeous catalogues than any other line of trade. They usually 
issue one edition of 7,000 copies, because they have about that 
many customers. One house in Broadway paid 100,000 dols. 
for its edition of 7,000 last year, while other silverware houses 
paid sums ranging from 35,000 dols. to 50,000 dols. Another 
house, besides publishing a trade catalogue, issues a handbook 
for its customers, at a cost of 6,000 dols. 

The 100,000 dol. catalogues were of folio size, and contained 
400 pages. They contained about 4,000 words, and steel 
engravings and photographic and lithographic sketches. Each 
book weighed about fourteen pounds. The big edition con¬ 
sumed forty-five tons of the finest and heaviest calendered 
paper, made expressly for the purpose, and of a higher grade 
than any other used in the book-maker’s art; twelve tons of 
cardboard and 3,000 yards of the finest silk cloth for the covers. 
The press work alone cost 3,000 dols., and 210,000 sheets of 
gold leaf and 49,000 sheets of silver leaf were used. 

To print the covers of the books, three colours are used. 
This requires the use of three different plates. The first prints 
the groundwork, and is worked cold, while the last two, which 
print in the gold and silver leaf, must be worked hot. Now, in 
heating these plates they expand one-fourth of an inch, so that 
allowance must be made for the expansion—a difficult job 
indeed, when some of the figures are very minute, and an im¬ 
perfect register would result in great loss. 

The lithographic work is the chief point of interest, for as 
many as fifteen tints are often used. In some catalogues a 
one-page design of three plates costs 1,200 dols. One large 
house in Beekman-street, whose goods include wash-basins 
made of china, with coloured designs, pays 150 dols. a page for 
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plates. A publishing house up town, which makes a specialty 
of issuing yearly a co-operative catalogue, charges 500 dols. for 
a one-page design. 

In the more economical catalogues, such as those issued by 
the hardware, stove, locomotive, machinery and cutlery houses, 
there is no such expensive character of work, but many of them 
are printed in the best manner possible, on good surface book 
paper, and' illustrated with the best wood engravings. The 
cost is often from 8,000 dols. to 12,000 dols. for an edition.— 
New York Sun, 

Overlays for Illustrations. 

A LITTLE paper war in the Leipzig Correspondent called 
my attention to this process, by which Mr. Sommer, the 

overseer of Moser’s Court Printing-office, in Berlin, makes 
ready the illustrations for the well-known periodical Zur Guten 
Stunde. My interest was all the more justifiable because the 
pro and con, particularly the latter, were discussed in the 
above-named paper with considerable vigour. I accordingly 
availed myself of a flying visit to Berlin to call in at Moser's 
office and get some further details from Mr. Sommer about his 
process. 

Mr. Sommer readily showed me some specimens of his over¬ 
laying, which had previously been prepared and were to be used 
later on, as well as overlays which had been used and impres¬ 
sions from them. One of the machines happened at the 
moment to be running with a form containing illustrations, so 
that I was in a good position to judge of the quality of the 
process and of its effectiveness in producing printed results. 

Illustrations are, I believe, not printed in Moser’s office, 
except for the above-mentioned periodical, and if Sommer’s 
process has hitherto found less notice than it deserves, that fact 
is probably due to the red, blue, or brown illustrations, which 
are to be found in the Zur Guteji Stunde along with the black 
ones, an error of judgment which must in any case be con¬ 
demned. I happen to take in this otherwise very well-edited 
periodical, but am filled with disgust every time I see these 
coloured pictures, and I cannot conceive how the publisher, 
who seeks readers among the cultivated classes, can offer them 
such transgressions against good taste. The monotonous 
colour used on woodcuts or etchings uniformly blurs ; it has no 
power of illuminating, but a good deal of concealing ; that is to 
say, you see a lot of colour but little picture ; the latter cannot 
be brought out by the very best making ready. Of course, the 
printer suffers, too, from this whim of the publisher’s, for people 
who are not experts are quick to judge and to lay the blame on 
the printer. Even Mr. Sommer’s efforts are unquestionably 
neutralised by this evil, but for all that the merit cannot be 
denied him of having introduced a process which undoubtedly 
deserves consideration. 

In Sommer’s process the making ready is done on an over¬ 
lay consisting of one thick and three thin sheets of post-paper, 
united together by a peculiar kind of paste. The thin paste, 
which is scarcely visible, permits the sheets to be fastened flat 
on to one another, and also to be easily separated without tear¬ 
ing the under sheet. This overlay is placed on the cylinder in 
the place corresponding to the illustration. If type and picture 
are to be printed together, the picture must be kept a little 
lower than the type, in order to allow for the extra stout over¬ 
lay on the cylinder. When the overlay has been fixed and the 
first pull taken, the places which come up too strong are 
bevelled out, cut out one can scarcely say, as the machine- 
minder just scratches a cut in the surface with a knife held 
obliquely, and then separates a thin layer of paper. All the 
pulls are made on bank-post paper, and the light places on 
the overlay laid open so far as required to secure clear im¬ 
pressions. 

When this is finished, the raising of the high places, that is 
to say, the working up of the shadows, is proceeded with. This 
is done with a peculiar solution of which Mr. Sommer did not 
mention the name. This thin solution, which I fancy probably 
consists of shellac dissolved in spirit, or gutta-percha in turpen¬ 
tine, or glue mixed with chromic acid (without prejudice to the 
secret of the inventor), is painted with the aid of an artist’s 
brush on all those places which are to appear prominently. It 

is entirely within the option of the workman to lay on the 
coating thinly or thickly, as the solution dries very rapidly and 
can be strengthened according to desire. If good printing-ink 
is used, which unfortunately cannot be said of a good many 
so-called family journals, the effect of a picture so made up will 
be very striking. The coating has no sharp edges, it bevels or 
slopes away excellently at the sides, and permits the most 
delicate shades to be observed. 

If, on the one hand, the artistic availability of Sommer’s pro¬ 
cess may be regarded as proved, it possesses, on the other 
hand, practical value in the rapidity with which the new pro¬ 
cess works. The time hitherto required for making-ready is 
diminished by more than a half, a difference the importance of 
which cannot be sufficiently estimated in the present condition 
of things. As the last numbers of the Zur Guten Stunde show, 
the method works admirably. Mr. Sommer will no doubt fur¬ 
nish further information to persons interested with the same 
amiability as he showed to the writer of this paper. For the 
practical workman there is no particular secret in the new 
method, and as no particular advantage is likely to accrue to 
the inventor by withholding the details of his process from the 
technical world, perhaps Mr. Sommer will become a little more 
communicative, and inform us what material he uses for pasting 
his layers of paper, and what are the ingredients of his overlay 
solution. The method will be of practical value for illustra¬ 
tions, and many a small printer would be glad to know how he 
can lighten and improve his work without having first to per¬ 
form a number of tedious experiments to which this essay may 
have stimulated him.—Carl Kempe in Der Stereotypeur. 

Stereo Matrices. 

PLASTIC high matrices from papers are produced in Ger¬ 
many as follows : Kempe’s matrix powder is mixed in 

the proportion of one kilo powder to three liters of cold water 
to a liquid of the consistency of milk. A sheet of brown unsized 
wrapping-paper is saturated with this liquid, a sheet of copper¬ 
plate paper laid on it, again saturated with liquid, a sheet of 
good tissue paper, then a sheet of copperplate paper, and finally 
seven sheets of tissue paper, one alter the other. The tissue 
paper should not be soaked too much with the paste ; it is 
sufficient if the different sheets adhere to each other. The 
form is then thoroughly cleaned with benzine or petroleum, and 
if the chases are also cleaned, does not require oiling. The 
matrix is then laid on the form and beaten slowly and gently 
in with as soft a brush as possible. 

The beating-in will require at least half-an-hour. The white 
gleam which penetrates through the brown paper will enable 
one to judge sufficiently of the depth of the matrix, so that the 
usual lifting of the latter is unnecessary. The matrix is then 
stopped out with little bits of card, which are stuck on singly 
or with magnesia or matrix powder ; a second sheet of brown 
paper, well coated with paste, is now laid on, and beaten in 
cautiously and patiently till the white shines through. Then 
the matrix is covered with blotting-paper and blanket as usual, 
and placed in the drying-press. After ten minutes the blotting- 
paper and blanket are replaced by fresh layers, and in another 
ten or fifteen minutes the matrix will be dry and can be pre¬ 
pared for casting. 

In any case let the matrix remain in the drying-press ten 
minutes after the form has been removed, in order to steam 
thoroughly dry. After the casting-paper has been pasted on 
and dried, the matrix is carefully dusted over with talc or black- 
lead, and all superfluous material tapped off. After putting the 
matrix into a very hot oven and closing the latter, wait at least 
ten minutes before casting, so that the matrix may acquire the 
same temperature as the oven. The cast should be made in 
the coolest possible condition of the metal; after the first cast¬ 
ing the matrix should only show a very slight yellow tinge. 
The separation of the matrix also requires patience, for so 
deep a mould will not allow of being lifted like a loose sheet of 
paper. 

Keep on knocking with a key or a knife against the project¬ 
ing edges of the cast all round it, and do this until the matrix 
springs up of itself. This has to be waited for rather a long 
time, but we cannot but recommend patience—the work is sure 
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to be good, When the matrix is taken off* it is taiced or black- 
leaded again, and the casting can be continued as required. 
We possess matrices which have stood ten faultless castings of 
depth and sharpness equal to plaster and are still uninjured. 
People who are not deterred by the tedious work will be 
delighted with the deep, sharp castings — even the chase is 
visible—so that the depth just reaches pica. Chases on the 
scale of the old body, which is rather lower than the Paris body, 
increase the difficulty of the beating-in, and require great skill 
and coolness on the part of the stereotyper.—CARL KEMPE in 

Der Sfereoiypeur. 

L itho-Photogravure. 

HERR OTTOMAR VOLCKMER, chairman of the Photo¬ 
graphic Society of Vienna, gives in the Correspondenz 

an interesting description of a peculiar, very perfect photo¬ 
mechanical process, which has been invented by his friend 
Carl Eckstein, of the staff at the Hague. At first, a litho¬ 
graphic stone of the finest quality is polished with oxalic acid 
and water, and then covered by means of a roller very evenly 
with a very diluted asphaltunr solution, which is prepared by 
boiling five parts of asphaltum, six parts of white wax, six parts 
of stearine, adding to it two parts of soda solution, dissolving 
the whole, after cooling, in turpentine oil, filtering, and keeping 
in well-stoppered bottles. Into the thin, light-brownish film are 
now scratched very fine lines, by means of a diamond with the 
ruling machine, from eight to ten to one millimetre (i-26th of an 
inch), until the stone is evenly covered all over with them. The 
latter is then provided with a wax border, one-fifth of an inch 
high, and well levelled within a trough. An etching liquid is 
now poured over the stone, consisting of one-sixth part of 
chemically pure nitric acid, six parts of alcohol of 36 deg., and 
350 parts of distilled water. Alter half a mir.ute the stone is 
quickly washed, dried, oiled, the asphaltum washed off with 
turpentine, and then inked up; it is then ready for being 
printed from, and forms the mother-stone. Now, one or a 
number of transfers are made from it on a stone well polished, 
and repolished with oxalic acid, by slightly moistening the back 
of the print on the transfer paper, squeegeeing it on to the 
stone, and, when almost dry, by treating it with warm water, 
until the paper comes off. After well washing with warm 
water, other transfers can be applied to the same stone so that 
the lines cross themselves with the former ones from one to 
four times. The latter is especially to be recommended for 
litho-photogravure work. The stone is then dusted with 
finest resin powder, the surplus removed by means of a camel’s 
hair brush, and the resin melted on to the transfer by either 
vapors. A carbon transparency on glass is now produced from 
a good, clear negative, ordinary pigment paper exposed behind 
it, slightly moistened, squeegeed on to the ruled stone, and 
developed with water of 104 deg. to 113 deg. F., until by 
constantly rocking the stone in warm water, the paper begins 
to loosen. The picture is now a negative copy. The stone 
should then be dried spontaneously with care, which requires 
from five to six hours. The etching is done with ferric chloride 
of 40'37 deg., F., 33 deg. and 30 deg. Baumb, respectively, 
beginning with 40 deg. and finishing with 30 deg. This requires 
skill and practice. The strong solution etches at first through 
the thinnest parts of the relief, after some time also through 
the thick ones. The etching fluid of 30 deg. dissolves at last 
in its water the whole of the pigment film still remaining. As 
soon as the required depth of etching is attained, the stone is 
removed to a trough and thoroughly washed in running water, 
then the asphalt is washed off with turpentine, washed again 
in several changes of water, and dried. The image is now 
deeply etched in the stone. Finally, it is oiled, inked up, and 
treated otherwise as any other engraved stone. Should it be 
desired to print from the stone in more than one colour, it 
is at first inked with a local tone—gray, violet, or brown— 
according to the required character of the picture, and then by 
marking out the other parts, the single colours are imposed 
upon the ground tone. A very slight touch will deposit a 
sufficient amount of colour. As soon as the different colours 
have been applied, a print can be made at once. The colour 
effect is excellent.—Photographic News. 

Gelatinography. 

AVERY rapid method of making newspaper illustrations, 
called gelatinography, is described as follows*: — 

A black glass plate or a tin plate coated with black varnish, 
as used by sign painters, is covered with plaster of paris 
(gypsum) to a thickness of four ply cardboard. Th.e plaster of 
paris must be of the best quality and reduced to a very fine 
powder. Add thereto some alum and some sulphate of barium, 
and in order to prevent the coating from being too brittle add 
also a trifle of glycerine or of a gelatine solution. 1 his mixture 
must have the consistency of a thin pulp when applied to the 
glass or tin with a soft camel’s hair brush. 

When dry, the artist may engrave upon this coat of plaster 
of paris, by means of a lithographic engraving needle, any 
design or picture with the greatest ease ; the plate or glass is 
thereby laid bare, and design or picture appears black through 
the plaster of paris coating. Mistakes or errors are easily 
remedied by filling in the plaster of paris preparation. 

A cast is then made with printers’ roller composition of the 
picture or design on the glass or plate, in the usual way ; some 
bichromate of ammonia solution should be added to the roller 
composition, to make the plate hard enough for the type press, 
and it will be as durable as any electrotype and answer the 
same purpose. 

Head and Tail Pieces. 

A LEADING authority upon the subject of ornamental 
design has said that the necessity of adapting design 

to its position and use is as obvious as it is absolute. This 
general statement may well be regarded as having especial 
application to the use of head and tail pieces, since they can 
have no existence apart from their place and purpose. But in 
the infancy of the art of bookmaking initials and tail pieces 
were employed as a means of indicating the beginning and 
end of chapters or of different subjects, for, in printers’ par¬ 
lance, the composition was “ close up ” and solid to the extreme 
degree of compactness. Designs of this character were there¬ 
fore introduced for use rather than for ornamentation, and it 
was not until a considerably later period that they came into 
vogue as accessories to book illustration. 

When the use of designs in copper became prevalent in the 
sixteenth century, wood engraving was to a great extent 
neglected, and those who worked in it possessed neither ideas 
of original design nor taste, and the custom of inserting head 
and tail pieces went out of fashion. Early in the present 
century, however, when the art of wood engraving was not 
only revived but brought to a high state of perfection, recourse 
was had to the use of head and tail pieces, with the object of 
giving additional interest and embellishment to the printed 
page. Striking examples of this result are seen in the tail 
pieces of Thomas Bewick’s “ General History of Quadrupeds ” 
and in his “Birds,” wherein he depicted quaint and humorous 
representations of country life. But Bewick was a rare artist, 
and those worthy of being called his followers have been few 
and far between. The use of these book decorations at the 
present day is, as a general rule, in keeping with the disregard 
of strict rules of art, which the multiplication of printers and 
publishers of mediocre taste has injected into the guild of 
bookmakers. It therefore often happens that head of tail 
pieces make their appearance in connection with text without 
the slightest relevancy to the subject matter, resulting in as 
great incongruity as if one were to disregard the fitness of 
things and with wedding invitations send forth cards and 
envelopes bordered with black. 

The true use of head and tail pieces requires an intelligent 
selection as well as a strict regard for the purpose of the 
design, and does not call for an illustration of the subject 
matter, as a mere illustration, of diminished size. Some of 
these designs consist of a reproduction of an idea treated upon 
in the context, but the greater number by far which are intro¬ 
duced in the best class of books and magazines consist of 
conventionalised designs. An English ornamentalist has 
explained the term “conventional treatment' as such a ren¬ 
dering of natural forms as may be consistent with the character 
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of the work in hand. But the conventional is, after all, that 
which has been sanctioned by usage, and as a matter of 
experience we find that even in an age of progress little or 
nothing becomes universally accepted until it has become 
tolerably stale. The designer of these pieces of book ornamen¬ 
tation has therefore the task before him of endeavouring to 
work out ideas which may give added interest to the publica¬ 
tion in which they appear, and to avoid lessening that interest 
by too much repetition of the same designs. Such repetition, 
so far from multiplying the interest, diminishes it in proportion 
to the number of times it is repeated. No matter how good 
the character of the design which is repeated, the situation is 
not relieved, as it is the easiest thing in the world to get a 
surfeit of dainties. The only safety is in so toning down the 
repeated form that its recurrence may not be obviously 
glaring. 

Take, for instance, a book bearing upon the subject of 
hunting, where the occurrence of deer, boars, rabbits, foxes, 
birds and hounds gives point to the ornaments, and, rendered 
with a certain degree of conventionality, gives point to the 
matter which they are designed to ornament. But it should 
be remembered that in the matter of introducing animal forms 
into any repeated design its advisability depends entirely upon 
the possibility of keeping them in appropriate subjection—in 
their proper place, in fact—which, of course, depends upon the 
art of the artist. All natural forms to be used admissably in 
this class of designs must be decoratively treated. Natural 
though they be they should at the same time be ornamental, 
and, partaking of this character, they must be subject to the 
rules of decorative art and should possess the grace and beauty 
of lines which their nature demands. Hence the worthlessness 
of many of the page ornaments of this sort in common use 
when judged by the true canons of art, whereby they would be 
properly condemned on account of their stiffness and lack of 
gracefulness of line and proportion. 

What has been said of the presentation of animal forms 
applies equally to the use of leaf and flower designs as regards 
the repetition of their forms. The interest and satisfaction 
derived from the presentation of a simple flower is lost when 
copy is followed by copy of the same identical thing without 
variation. Such designs are wholly “ stale, flat, and unprofit¬ 
able,” take no part in the ornamentation of a volume, but 
rather detract from its appearance, and might as well have 
been printed eii ?nasse at the close of the book, after the style 
of the legendary typo who printed his pages without punctua¬ 
tion marks and left his readers to supply that adjunct to the 
text from a liberal supply furnished at the end of the work. 
Head and tail pieces in books should be regarded as kinsmen 
of the type and of the illustrations, and the all-important point 
to be dwelt upon should be their effect upon the work in which 
they are introduced, in its execution and their own appro¬ 
priateness.—A merican Bookmaker. 

Odds and Ends. 

An Author’s Advice to his Printer.—On the back of 
the title of “ The first Booke of the Preservation of King Henry 
the vij. when he was but Earle of Richmond, grandfather to 
the Oueene’s Majesty,” compiled in English rhythmical hexa¬ 
meters, London, by R. B., 1599, is the following advice “to the 
Printer ” :— 

“ Print with a good letter, his booke and carefully, Printer ; 
Print each word legibill, not a word nor sillabil alter : 
Keepe points, and commas, periods, the parenthesis observe ; 
My credit and thy repute to defend, bothe safely to conserve.” 

«!» «|» •$» 

Silver, in its relative value to gold, has varied greatly at 
different times. In the days of the patriarch Abraham it was 
8 to 1 ; B.c. 1000 it was 12 to 1 ; B.c. 500 it was 13 to 1, and at 
the commencement of the Christian Era it was 9 to 1. In the 
year 300 A.D. it was 18 to 1 ; in 1100 it was 8 to 1, and in 1400 
it was 11 to 1. In 1454 gold was only six times more valuable 
than the precious white metal, silver, and within the next 100 
years two pounds of silver could be exchanged evenly for one 
of gold. In 1600 gold was again worth ten times as much as 
its paler brother. In 1723 gold was thirteen times more 

valuable than~silver, just as it was 500 years B.c. At the begin¬ 
ning of the present century it had risen in value to a higher 
point than at any time since 300 A.D., being fifteen times more 
valuable than silver. In 1876 the ratio of silver to gold was 
20 to 1, and in 1886 it was at the highest point ever known, 
since which time it has gradually declined to 20 to 1. 

❖ + + 

To obtain good impressions on cloth in lithography, photo¬ 
graphy, or typography, says a French contemporary, the first 
thing is to give it a proper sizing. Soak it in boiling water 
alkalised with a little potash ; then, after drying, &c., pass it 
through a confined bath containing 250 grammes of water, 
2 grammes of chlorhydrate of ammonia, and 3 grammes of dry 
albumen. The stuff, after being dried in the open air, is 
sufficiently calendered. 

4* 4* 4* 

The most singular material for bookmaking is proposed by 
Professor Castagnatta and partially carried out by Professor 
Burkham, of Brunswick. His idea was to make a book inde¬ 
structible by printing in gold or silver letters upon thin leaves 
of asbestos, the binding to be of a thicker sheet of asbestos. 
Neither time nor fire could have any effect upon a volume of 
this kind, and it might well merit the title of “ the book of 
eternity.” 

4* 4* 4* 

Illustrated Newspapers.—The earliest newspaper sys¬ 
tematically illustrated was the Mercurius Civicus, the first 
number of which appeared on June 2, 1643. Number eleven 
contains a portrait of the king, and an engraving of a new 
weapon called the “ Round-head.” The first newspaper, how¬ 
ever, containing an illustration was the IVeekeley Newes of 
December 20, 1638, which has an account of a “ prodigious 
eruption of fire which exhaled in the middest of the Ocean Sea, 
over against the Isle of Saint Michael, one of the Terceras, and 
the new island which it hath made.” The illustration shows 
“ the island, its length and breadth, and the places where the 
fire burst out.” 

A Chicago Printing House. 

THE publishing and printing-house of Rand, McNally & Co., 
Chicago, started in 1856, since which date the growth of 

its business has necessitated several removals and enlarge¬ 
ments of quarters, but it has always been cramped for room, 
notwithstanding the ample provisions thought to have been the 
limit when it built its present building in Monroe-street. The 
growth of its map and book publishing departments has been 
remarkable, but in the new building, now under construction, 
ample provisions have been made for future expansion. The 
building will be a model of size, convenience, and durability, 
and absolutely fire-proof. The frame-work will be entirely of 
steel, firmly bolted and riveted, and so proportioned that the 
stresses are evenly distributed. It has ten stories and a base¬ 
ment, with a 150-foot frontage on Adams-street, extending back 
165 feet to Quincy-street. The two fronts are fire-proofed with 
dark red terra-cotta, in handsome designs, and the interior is 
fire-proofed with hard burnt fire-clay, no part of the steel being 
exposed. In the centre of the building is left a court, 60 by 66 
feet, having its outer walls faced with white enamelled bricks. 

Owing partly to its great size, and partly to the fact that it is 
the first steel building in Chicago, besides being probably the 
largest and most complete building ever erected exclusively for 
the printing and publishing business, it is exciting a great deal 
of interest. The following facts concerning it illustrate in a 
striking manner the vastness and solidity of modern commercial 
buildings. 

It will contain fifteen miles of steel railway 65-pound rails in 
the foundation, besides the 12-inch and 20-inch steel beams. 
In the building there will be twelve miles of 15-inch steel beams 
and channels ; two and a-half miles of ties and angles in the 
roof; seven miles of tie-rods ; ten miles of Z steel in the 
columns ; twelve miles of steam pipe ; 350,000 rivets and bolts, 
and seven acres of floors. The foundations contain 1,000 tons 
of steel, while the beams, &c., will weigh 2,000 tons, and the 
columns 700 tons ; making a total of 3,700 tons of steel in this 
giant structure. 
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Society of Old Book Hunters. 

AT Niort has been established what is called a “ Society of 
Old Book Hunters of the West,” which, maugre its funny 

title, ought to be useful. Its objects are (1) to develop literary 
study in general and (2) to encourage the special studies con¬ 
nected with the manual “making” of books (printing, illustra¬ 
tion, engraving, etc.). It publishes a bi-weekly journal, entitled 
“ Nos Tablettes,” and has instituted competitions—monthly 
bibliographical and quarterly literary. At one of the former, 
at which twenty-six people assisted, the subject was to give 
definitions of bouquineur (old book hunter), bibliographer, 
bibliophile, bibliomaniac. We translate the answers of the 
winner, Madame Marie Husson : “ The bouquineur is one who 
loves old books, and who places his happiness on the search 
and discovery of a cherished volume. The scent sui generis 
inhaled by the venerable folios and quartos amidst which he 
lives is for him the sweetest of perfumes. He delights in 
hugging, fingering, reading his pets. He is above all a ferreter. 
The bibliographer, as his etymology indicates, is he who writes 
about books. He treats of the knowledge of the book from an 
intellectual point of view ; analyses and discusses it like a 
literary or scientific theme. This one is a critic. He is almost 
always the double of the bibliophile, who engages him¬ 
self with the exterior of the book, of its value from a typogra¬ 
phical point of view, its shape, its illustrations, its binding, the 
value attaching to its rarity. He is an artist. While the 
bibliophile employs in the choice of his books serious knowledge 
and delicate taste, the bibliomaniac cares only for possession. 
He has no discernment ; he prefers quantity to quality. He is 
a bibliolator—that is, a lover possessing many volumes of which 
he knows nothing. The bibliomaniac usually hides his books 
as the miser does his treasure : his library is barred to the 
curious. The sight of his well-filled shelves suffices for his 
egoistical happiness.5 The bibliophile, on the contrary, delights 
in showing his possessions, and voluntarily allowing others to 
profit by them.” The subscription to the Societe des Bou- 
quineurs de 1’Ouest is six francs yearly. 

Bordered Cards, Advertising Novelties, Etc.— 

Messrs. Taylor Bros., of Leeds, send us a goodly assortment of 
partly-printed stationery and material for use in advertising, etc. 
The requirements of almost every class of trade have been 
considered, and the printer who cannot make use of some of 
these productions to his own benefit and his customer’s satis¬ 
faction must be a very difficult individual to find. It is quite 
impossible to particularise the assortment; we can only briefly 
indicate the range, and counsel our readers to get a sample set 
from Messrs. Taylor to judge for themselves. There are 
bordered cards, various designs and tints ; borders for posters 
and window bills ; borders for programmes, circulars, etc., 
advertising puzzle cards, handbills, circulars, etc. The puzzle 
cards are very good, and likely to meet with a good demand 
we should think. The circular borders are also good, and in 
the hands of artistic printers would prove very effective. The 
prices for all these goods have been fixed by Messrs. Taylor at 
the very lowest, so as to bring them within the range of even 
the commonest use, and we have no doubt a very large sale 
will be the result. 

Messrs. F. Plummer & Co., Goldsmith’s Court, Great New 
Street, E.C., some time since added the production of process 
portrait blocks to their extensive business, and the specimens 
they show are executed in the best style. 

Messrs. Packard & Co, of Ipswich, are extending their 
business, and have recently opened a branch office at Glasgow. 
We understand their inks are meeting with a very favourable 
reception, and that Mr. Midgel)', their representative, is 
pleased with the result of his crusade against the use of foreign 
inks by British printers. He claims that he was the first to 
make a stand in favour of “ British inks for British printers,” 
and states that other makers are now following in his foot¬ 
steps. 

(R^St 6 55* 

Shelley & Co.’s Complete Press Directory. (London : 
Shelley & Co.) This is the fourth edition of a very useful and 
complete manual for advertisers and those connected with the 
Preps. It contains reports of the leading newspaper law cases 
during the year 1889, giving the most important decisions 
affecting copyright and the law of libel; this alone would make 
the book worth buying and preserving. The rest of the work 
is made up of lists of papers conveniently arranged and care¬ 
fully indexed. 

f)ome Qtofeer. 

Mr. J. Passmore Edwards has promised to give A 20,000 towards 
the fund for the erection and endowment of the Bethnal-green Free 
Library, unaccompanied by any conditions except that the institute 
should be erected in some central and convenient position, and that 
it should remain open free to the public. 

The anniversary dinner of the Stationery and Paper Manufacturers’ 
Provident Society to celebrate the jubilee of the society will be held 
on Monday, May 19, in the hall of the Stationers’ Company. George 
Chater, senior, Esq., will preside. Tickets, which are one guinea, 
may be obtained of the stewards, or of Frederick West, Esq., hon. 
secretary, 66, Cannon-street, E. C. 

The extensive printing business carried on in Abbey-street, Dublin, 
by Messrs. Sealy, Bryers, & Walker, has been purchased by Messrs. 
Alexander Thom & Co., Limited, the Irish Government printers. The 
printing contract for the Irish stationery office, which had been for 
some time held by the former firm, will now rest in the amalgamated 
co'cern, although the work will, as before, be executed on the premises 

of Messrs. Sealy & Co. 

The sixtieth annual meeting of the Bookbinders’ Pension and 
Asylum Society was held on the 23rd ult., Mr. C. W. Forward in the 
chair. The report showed that the financial position of the institu¬ 
tion was a very satisfactory one. The chairman, in the course of a 
short speech, pointed out that to keep matters going on a steady basis 
it was desirable that every one in the trade should subscribe regularly, 
more especially as the scheme was a most deserving one. 

An extremely handsome specimen of printing is that shown by 
Mr. W. J. Hutchings, of Uxbridge, in a prospectus of Mr. Edward T. 
Smith’s temperance recitals, orations, etc. It consists of 32 pp. demy 
4to, printed in different coloured inks, embellished with choice little 
vignettes, borders, initials, etc. The cover is pink, printed in red, 
green, and brown, the whole effect being very pleasing. The general 
display is excellent, and the press-work and the whole get-up reflect 
the greatest credit upon Mr. Hutchings. We notice that Mr. Hutch¬ 
ings has recently opened a London office to meet the requirements of 

his growing business. 

Commercial Failures.- According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the four 
weeks ending Saturday, April 26, was 300. The number in the 
corresponding four weeks of last year was 303, showing a decrease of 
5, being a net decrease in 1890 to date of 200. The failures in the 
printing and stationery trades were 3, as compared with 5 and 7 in 
18S9 and 1888 respectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, 
there were 282 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale Office 
during the same four weeks. The number filed in the corresponding 
four weeks of last year was 309, showing a decrease of 27, being a net 
decrease in 1890 to date of 44. The number of bills of sale pub¬ 
lished in England and Wales for the four weeks ending Saturday, 
April 26, was 756. The number in the corresponding four weeks 
of last year was 866, showing a decrease of 110, being a net decrease 
in 1890, to date, of 540. The number published in Ireland for the 
same four weeks was 33. The number in the corresponding four 
weeks of last year was 43, showing a decrease of 10, being a net 

decrease in 1890 to date of 47. 

Mr. T. Digby Pigott, the controller of II. M. Stationery Office, 
points out in a recent return the great reduction that has been made of 
late in the cost of printing and stationery required by the Government, 
and instances the fact that the sessional papers of 1888 cost nearly 
^40,000 less than would have been the case if the same quantity had 
been printed twelve or thirteen years previously, and the amount 
saved in the public service in this direction during the past fifteen 
years has been enormous, sometimes as much as ^400 having bee 
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saved in the publication of a single work as compared with the rates 
current very many years ago. 

It is proposed to erect a monument in St. Giles’ Cathedral, Edin¬ 
burgh, to the memory of Dr. William Chambers, the well-known 
Edinburgh publisher. If the scheme is carried out this monument 
will be placed in the Vestry, which would then be re-named the 
Chambers’ Aisle, and adorned with a stained-glass window. The cost 
of the whole is estimated at about fii,ooo, and a public subscription 
has been set on foot for the purpose of obtaining this amount. The 
well-known Parliament-hall in Edinburgh Castle, which has recently 
been restored by the munificence of another Edinburgh publisher, the 
late Mr. William Nelson, has lately been opened to the public. 

The Master Printers’ Association of Manchester and Salford held 
its sixteenth annual meeting at the Star Hotel, Deansgate, on Thursday 
the 17th ult., Sir Thomas Sowler (president) in the chair. The report 
presented to the members commented upon the fact that owing to the 
wages of the operatives being more than 25 per cent, less in small 
provincial towns and in Scotland, a very great number of books issued 
in London were not printed either there or in other large centres of 
population, but in country places. Attention was also directed to the 
forthcoming Manchester Exhibition of Arts and Crafts. The funds of 
the Association were stated to be in a satisfactory condition, and a 
grant of ^5 was made to the Technical School for prizes in letterpress 
and lithographic printing, or in the art of bookbinding. Sir Thomas 
Sowler was re-elected president, Mr. Robert Falkner hon. secretary, 
Mr. Collins hon. treasurer, and the same council as last year was 
appointed. 

The proprietors of Lloyd's Weekly London Newspaper, in announcing 
the enlargement of the paper, said :—■“ The gigantic new Quadruple 
Perfecting Presses, manufactured in the London works of Messrs. Hoe 
and Company for Lloyd's News, being now ready, our issue for May 
4th will be greatly enlarged, thus providing for more news, later news, 
bolder type, an 1 the introduction of many new features. When the 
eight new machines in process of completion are finished, they will 
enable us to meet every demand, by printing a quarter of a million 
copies of Lloyd's per hour. An army of reporters will continue to be 
engaged in the collection of the latest London news, and much of this 
will be printed in bolder type, specially cast for Lloyd's by Messrs. 
Figgins. Provision has also been made to meet the wishes of adver¬ 
tisers who may desire to have their announcements more boldly dis¬ 
played.” Mr. Gladstone wrote expressly for the first number of the 
enlarged series an article on “ The Social Progress, Duties, and 
Responsibilities of the Labouring Classes.” 

In making the announcement of the enlargement of their paper, the 
proprietors of the People say :—“ This necessarily costly enlargement 
has been forced upon the proprietors solely by consideration for the 
interests of their subscribers. As the circulation of the paper has 
increased, so has the demand for more space to meet the requirements 
of new classes of readers and advertisers. T-he question thus lay 
between leaving these demands unsatisfied, or meeting them in a 
generous spirit by providing even more additional space than the occa¬ 
sion actually required. After due consideration, the proprietors have 
elected for the latter alternative, gratefully recognising that the un¬ 
precedented prosperity which has attended the People throughout its 
wonderful career calls for a fitting return to its readers—only computed 
by millions. Some other weekly papers in London have made, or are, 
we believe, about to make additions to their news space, but by the 
increase which we have the gratification to announce, the People will 
still hold the field as the largest, fullest, most comprehensive and 
readable weekly journal published within the four corners of the United 
Kingdom. The enlargement beats all record in journalism. Never 
before was such a quantity of matter purchasable for a penny. Good 
matter, too, and good paper and good printing.” 

Mr. Gladstone, having received from Messrs. Hazel!, Watson, & 
Viney a set of the new edition of Rusldn’s “ Modern Painters,” desired 
that some members of that firm should call upon him to receive his 
personal thanks. In accordance with this wish, Mr. Llazell and Mr. 
Watson, with Mr. Jowett, their manager, and others, waited upon the 
right hon. gentleman on Saturday, April 12, at Ashton Clinton, near 
Aylesbury, where he was staying as the guest of Mr. Cyril Flower, 
M.P. At the interview Mr. Gladstone expressed his gratitude for the 
handsome volumes, which, we may remark, are illustrated, bound, 
and published by Mr. George Allen, of Bell-yard, Temple-bar, and 
are printed at the Aylesbury works of Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & 
Viney. The ex-Premier also displayed a keen interest in printing and 
book-binding, and proved himself familiar with many of the processes 
of both crafts. He entered into the relative merits of old style and 
modern faces in type, and expressed his preference for old style. Mr. 
Gladstone also dwelt upon some latter-day improvements in the 
binding of books, and noted that the prices of good lea'her bindings 
showed very little tendency towards becoming cheaper—an exception 
to the almost general rule. After the interview, the party was photo¬ 
graphed by Mr. Cyril Flower, and the Dowager Lady de Rothschild 
and Mrs. Cyril Flower dispensed kindly hospitality. 

Cofontaf jJofftngeL 

The Worker, the new labour paper, made its appearance in March 
(Eight-hours Day) at Brisbane. The first issue was brought out by 
Messrs. Woodcock & Powell; but the subsequent issues are to be set 
up in an office of its own and machined outside. At a meeting of the 
Board of Trustees, held on the 5th inst., .Mr. William Lane, late of 
the Boomerang, was appointed editor. The paper starts with a secured 
circulation of 10,003. 

A deputation of publishers waited upon Sir John Thomson, the 
Canadian Minister of Justice, at Ottawa, recently, with reference to 
the law of copyright. Sir John Thomson, in replying, said that he 
would continue urging upon the British. Government the right of the 
Canadian authorities to legislate on the copyright question indepen¬ 
dently, and quite apart from any measures on the subject that might 
be introduced in the mother country. 

Confmenfaf £ Jbmgn Jfofftnge. 

The Neue Tageblatt, of Stuttgart, has been sold for two million 

marks. 

M. Jules Cheret, a reformer in the advertising bill line, has re¬ 
ceived the cross of the Legion of Honour. 

M. Victor Pacon, vice-president of the French Syndical Chamber 
of Paper, has been nominated Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. 

M. J.-B. Michels, artist engraver, professor at the Antwerp 
Institute, chevalier of the Order of Leopold, died at Antwerp last 

month. 

Subscribers to the Paris-Brussels telephone service can now, by 
mandate of the Director of Posts and Telegraphs, correspond up to 
midnight. 

Le Bien Public is the title of a new, large-sized, ten centimes evening 
journal in Paris, published by M. Leon Bloch, printed by Alcan Levy, 
and directed by M. Deluns-Montaud, deputy. 

Tiie President of the Swiss Department of Finances has received a 
deputation of master printers of Geneva to inform him of the creation 
of a Syndicate of Printers. The president is M. Privat. 

The library of the late Abraham Alkarn—rich in works on the 
origin of writing, on caligraphy, engraving, typography, lithography, 
bibliography, etc.—has been brought to the hammer in Paris. 

M. Jules Paton died in Paris last month in his sixty-fifth year. 
He had seen half a century of journalism ; was financial director of 
the Debats ; and had received the Legion of Honour from Thiers, 

There is a search for capitalists, the Berlin Voss. Zeitung 
announces, to exploit a new composing-machine, capable of effecting a 
saving of 10 per cent, on composition and 10 per cent, on correction. 

M. Lannan-Rolland, joint director of the house Paul. Dupont, has 
died in Paris, aged sixty. For twenty years he was a principal 
collaborateur of the Patrie. He was Chevalier of the Legion of 

Honour. 

An Order requiring the deposit at the Print Section of the Paris 
National Library of all “ art proofs ” has been submitted for the signa- 
nature of the Minister of Instruction and Fine Arts, and will soon be 

in force. 

M. IIenri Gauthier-Villars fils has published in the Grande 
Revue a study on Saint-Saens (who will presumably “live to fight 
another day ”). It is a lucid exposition of his musical erudition and 

his talent as a writer. 

A secret printing-press has been discovered by the police at 
Odessa. An unknown individual employed workmen at five roubles 
per night in a cave. They defended themselves with revolvers when 
surprised by the police, one of whom was seriously wounded. 

The committee of the Association of Paris Journalists has re-elected 
its bureau for 1890-91 as follows :—President, M. Alfred Mezieres ; 
vice-presidents, MM. Edouard Herve and Paul Meurice; secretaries, 
MM. Paul Foucher, Gaston Jollivet, and Eugene Pitou ; treasurer, 

M. Henri Duguies. 

Several French newspapers had announced the circulation of false 
fifty-franc bank notes. The bank authorities, however, have denied 
the statement, nothing of the kind having passed through their hands. 
The new types that have recently been brought into use are a strong 

guarantee against forgers. 

The invention of bank-notes, we are told—rather late, by the bye—- 
was due to the Chinese, 2,697 B-c- These ancient notes carried an 
inscription as laconic as curious : “ Get as much as you can; spend as 
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little as possible.” They were printed with an azure-coloured ink, and 
on paper made from mulberry tree fibre. 

While waiting for new rooms that are being prepared for the 
Louvre, nine new pictures with which that gallery has recently been 
enriched have been exhibiting in the Salles de la Colonnade. Among 
these new canvases are “ La Remise des Chevreuils ” of Courbet, and 
a “ Sous Bois ” by Paul Huet, presented by M. P. Huet fils. 

For March last 98 new periodicals were registered at the French 
Ministry of the Interior—45 in Paris, and 53 in the provinces. Of the 
Parisian 8 were political, 4 were illustrated, 5 were commercial and 
industrial, and 2 were financial. In the other groups the political 
numbered 13, the illustrated 3, the commercial 4, and agricultural 7. 

The situation of printing in Italy is at present very strained—in 
one part profound penury of work, in another calls for more hands. 
In Venice the struggle is lively. In Padua the employers and 
employes have come to an agreement. At Verona an important house 
has agreed to the tariff proposed to it. In other towns the printing 
masters resist. 

The Paris Syndical Chamber of Printers has been discussing the 
advisability of substituting in assessments a fixed quota instead of a 
proportion on income. The matter has not been decided, and inter¬ 
views are to be sought with all the workmen on the subject. In case 
the reform be not adopted, the assessment is to be augmented by 

twenty-five francs. 

There are in Belgium a thousand printing-offices. Brussels alone 
possesses 142, which employ 1,200 to 1,300 printers and comps., and 
350 to 400 apprentices. The Brussels Society of Typographers 
comprises Soo members, and possesses a reserve of 22,000 trancs. It 
maintains at present twenty of its oldest members, according them one 
franc pension per diem. 

Two authors, a designer, an editor, and three booksellers were lately 
brought before the Seine Assize Court for outraging public decency in 
certain books, entitled, “ La Na'iade,” “Odile,” “ Fausta,” “Daphne,” 
“ Viviane,” and “Ze-Boim.” After three quarters of an hour’s deli¬ 
beration in camerd the jury decided against the authors, the designer, 
and the editor, and acquitted the booksellers. 

The International Congress of Posts and Telegraphs which is to 
meet this month in Paris has, for want of a convenient locale, been 
assigned some rooms at the Louvre—rooms once in the nianlge of the 
Prince Imperial. This was a Government step, and it has met with 
some opposition from the Direction of the Museums, as it necessi¬ 
tates the deplacement, with all the attendant risks, of important 

collections. 

An International Exhibition of the Industrial Arts will be held at 
Paris, in the Palace of Industry, from July to November in the 
present year. One of the classes comprises examples of photogravure, 
phototypie, photochromie, and other photographic and reproductive 
processes. The exhibition will be under the patronage of the National 
Society of Sciences and Arts. Applications for space and particulars 
may b2 obtained of the secretary, at Passage des Petits Peres 1, 

Paris. 

At the Salon of the Society of French Artists, the jury of the 
engraving and lithographic section is to dispose of thirteen medals. 
Two at least of these will be devoted to each of the sub-sections, but 
no sub-section can receive more than five. The number of “honour¬ 
able mentions ” is not to exceed twenty-four ; three of which at least 
will be given to each sub-section. This jury is composed of sixteen 
members : four are engravers, four aquafortists, four wood-engravers, 
and four lithographers. 

A delegation of the Syndicate for the protection of literary and 
artistic property was, on March 26, received, at the Chamber of 
Deputies, by the commission examining the Philipon Bill on literary 
and artistic property. The deputation was composed of MM. Arrnand 
Templier, president ; Germand de Lavigne, secretary-general ; Henri 
Belin, Paul Delalain, Rene Lavollee, and Edouard Sauvel. M. Templier 
sent a note to the Commission giving the desiderata of the Syndicate— 
approved by the delegates of all the societies composing it. 

Despite the recent secession from the Society of French Artists, 
the Salon at the Champs Elysees will by no means go begging this 
year. The jury has admitted 2,500 canvases, the number which the 
galieries are able to accommodate. The number sent in was more than 
seven thousand. On March 18 the members of the society, to the 
number of 1,921, proceeded to the nomination of fifty among them¬ 
selves to serve as a hanging committee. M. Bounat appeared first 
on the list, with 1,647 votes. 

A PERSONALITY in the world of photography has passed away in 
M. Geyrnet, who died last month: he having greatly contributed to 
the progress of the art by his numerous and original publications. 
Citeable among these w’ere such works as “Practical Treatise on 
Photography,” “Practical Treatise on Photography on Zinc and 
Copper,” “On Photolithography,” “On Phototypie,” “Ileliographic 
Engraving and Galvanoplastie,” “Engraving and Impression on Zinp 
by Heliographic Process,” &c. 

At Aix-la-Chapelle there is a museum which contains copies of all, 
or nearly all, the journals published in the world. The greatest of all 
these in dimensions is found to be the Illuminated Quadruple Con¬ 
stellation, which was published in New York in 1859. It is eight feet 
and a half in height, and six in breadth, and contains eight pages of 

thirteen columns each. This extraordinary gazette was only to appear 
once in a century. The paper itself is very fine and very strong, and 
weighs about three hundredweight. Forty compositors are said to 
have worked six weeks to set up all the matter, w'hich, with some 
finely-executed woodcuts, is sufficient to fill a quarto volume. There 
are no advertisements on the last page. Twenty-eight copies were 
worked off. The contrast—the smallest journal in the world we have 
heard of before—El Telegrama, of Guadalajora (Mexico), is two 
hundred times smaller than this colossus. 

There has just been issued from the department of the Minister of 

the Interior, Brussels, a list of the periodical publications now issued 
in Belgium. It appears that there are 75 daily papers, 68 of which 
are devoted to political affairs (of this number 28 are published in the 
province of Brabant), 5 daily financial journals, and 2 dealing with 
agricultural, commercial, and industrial affairs. The weekly journals 
number 558, of which 290 are political, 16 financial, and 55 devoted 
to agriculture, industry, and commerce; the remainder, 197, dealing 
with various subjects not enumerated. Besides these, there are about 
239 periodicals issued about once a fortnight, so that the total number 
of journals now appearing in Belgium is 872 ; the province of Brabant, 
the most populous in the kingdom, possesses 336 of these, the least 
number appearing in the province of Limbourg, which is only 

responsible for 16. 

Qlmertcan Cftpptngs. 

The Bill for the promotion of American and International Copy¬ 
right came before the Congress of the United States on the 2nd inst., 
but after considerable discussion was rejected by a majority of 30 
votes, the figures being 96 for and 126 against. This result appears 
to have been very unexpected, and has caused considerable surprise 
to the advocates of the Bill. The defeat of the proposed measure is 
attributed mainly to the influence of the protectionists and high tariff 
men. 

According to the Philadelphia Press, a syndicate of American 
capitalists has been formed to obtain control of all lithographic 
businesses throughout the country. The capital at the back of this big 
venture is stated to be 200 million dollars. With reference to this a 
telegram from Philadelphia says :—Nothing more has been heard of 
the American syndicate desirous of buying all the lithographic plants 
in the United States, and combining them into one gigantic trust. 
The alleged agent of the company has left the city, and, so far, none 
of the lithographic firms have sold their businesses, although a proposal 
was made to Mr. George S. Harris, of the firm of Harris & Co. The 
proposition, however, was not taken seriously, although it was repre¬ 
sented to Mr. Harris that the capital of the syndicate was 200,000,000 
dols. The scheme, as explained by Mr. Lore, was to obtain control 
of all kinds of advertising outside of the columns of the newspapers, 
from the artistic circus poster and the patent medicine illustrated bill 
to the finest lithographic cuts. 

Crab* Changes. 

Mr. James Willing, Junr., 125, Strand, W.C., announces that, 
he has purchased the business ot advertising agents carried on in 
Fleet-street by Messrs. Adams & Francis, and will continue it under 

the same style as formerly. 

The publishing offices of the European Mail and the Colonics and 
India have been removed from 161, Queen Victoria-street, to Imperial 
Buildings, Ludgate-circus. The editorial offices are now at Messrs, 
Spottiswoode’s, New-street-square, E.C. 

Mr. E. Becker, Trig-lane, Upper Thames-street, E.C., has under¬ 
taken the agency of Messrs. Sachs & Co., Mannheim, Germany, who 
are stated to have the largest Continental wood type works. Proof 
sheets and particulars will be submitted on application. 

The businesses of publishers of photographs, reliefs, cards, &c., 
carried on by Messrs. Voll & Co., 87, Finsbury-pavement, E.C., 
Lee & Co., 55, Fann-street, and Brown & Co., 238, Old-street, 
E.C., have been amalgamated, and will in future be carried on at 28, 
Worship-street, E.C., under the new style of Voll, Uee, & Brown. 
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Qte® £ (ptefe Changes. 

Mr. Fletcher, formerly assistant editor, has been appointed editor 

of the Daily Chronicle. 

Mr. Henry Jennings, late editor of the Birmingham Times, has 
been appointed acting editor of the Financial News, 

The first number of The Clerk, a new monthly journal, published 
at 2d., has just been issued by Scott & Montague, 181, Queen 
Victoria-street, E.C. 

Lloyd's News ha; been enlarged and improved. Mr. Gladstone has 
promised to write a series of articles for the paper, at the invitation of 
the editor, Mr. T. Catling. 

Every Boy's New Monthly is the title of a new illustrated magazine, 
published by Baldwin & Co., 120, Salisbury-square, E.C. It consists 
of thirty-two pages, and the price is twopence. 

Cynicus is the title of a new fortnightly periodical, published by 
Mr. D. R. Duncan, 1S6, Fleet-street, E.C., the typographical work 
being executed by Haynes & Nearn, 73, Ludgate-hill. 

Two Conservative weeklies, England and the Union, have amalga¬ 
mated, and henceforth a single newspaper only will be issued, entitled 
England and the Union. The editor is Mr. P. H. Bagenal, who has 
for some time past conducted the Union. 

Short Cuts is the name of another candidate for the run-and-read 
public, issued at the price of one halfpenny. It is printed and pub¬ 
lished by Messrs. Harrison & Sons, St. Martin’s-lane. A very long 
and distinguished list of contributors is announced. 

The proprietors of the Hereford Journal have decided, in conse¬ 
quence of the great increase of advertisements during the past few 
years, to permanently enlarge their journal. The journal will, it is 
stated, then exceed in size that of any other penny weekly newspaper 
(published independently of a daily) in the kingdom. 

Pet Stock, stated to be the first class-paper issued at a halfpenny, com¬ 
menced publication on the 26th ult. It will deal principally with 
household pets. A number of well-known writers and artists will, it 
is announced, contribute. The publishers are the Fanciers' Gazette, 
Limited, 54 to 57, Imperial-buildings, Ludgate-circus, E.C. 

Messrs. Routledge & Sons, the Broadway, Ludgate-hill, E.C., 
have issued the first number of Subjects of the Day: A Quarterly 
Review of Current Topics, which is under the editorship of Mr. James 
Samuelson. Its special feature is that each number will be complete 
in itself, all the papers therein relating to a common topic. The first 
number takes for its theme, “State Education for the People.” The 
price is half-a-crown. 

(printing <mi> offset Companwa. 

HEREWITH we give particulars of nine companies 
connected with the trades we represent which have 

been registered since our last list was compiled, the total 
capital being ,£392,840. This compares with fourteen 
companies, with £356,300 capital, at the same date last 
year, and brings the total so far recorded this year to sixty 
companies with ,£1,745,890 capital, compared with sixty- 
six companies and £1,435,062 capital at the same date 
last year :— 

Bradbury, Agnew & Company, Limited. —This company 
was registered on the 14th ult., with a capital of ,£185,340, divided 
into 12,534 cumulative £5 per cent, preference and 6,000 ordi¬ 
nary shares of £10 each, to take over the publishing and printing 
business carried on by Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew & Company. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one preference share, are :— 
*W. Hardwick Bradbury, publisher, 10, Bouverie-street; *W. Agnew, 
publisher, 39, Bond-street; J. H. Agnew, Eccles ; *W. Lawrence 
Bradbury, barrister, 10, Bouverie-street; *Ernest Agnew, merchant, 
5, Mount-street, Manchester ; Harold Agnew, solicitor, 29, Booth- 
street, Manchester ; G. W. Agnew, publisher, 39, Old Bond-street; 
Miss Laura Bradbury, Nightingale-lane, Clapham ; Charles M. 
Agnew, publisher, 39, Old Bond-street; *P. L. Agnew, barrister, 
11, Devonshire-terrace, Hyde-park. The number of directors is not 
to be less than three, nor more than five ; the first are the subscribers 

denoted by an asterisk; qualification, £400 in shares or stock; the 
company in general meeting will determine remuneration. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Chester & Company, 36, Bedford-row. 

Patent Miniature Hoardings and Novelty Advertising 

Company, Limited.—This company was registered on the nth ult., 
with a capital of £100,000, in £5 shares, to carry on business as 
advertising agents, and for such purposes to acquire and work the 
letters patent No. 15,122, of the year 1888, granted to Francis Day. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are:—*Ernest 
Simpkins, Little Brickhill, Bletchley ; *E. Barron, 85, Fairfax-road, 
South Hampstead ; *A. Halliday Fryer, secretary to a company, 46, 
Queen Victoria-street ; II. Aldridge, commission agent, 28, Hatchatn- 
park-road ; S. Brenell, Boston-road, Brentford ; A. Coleman, com¬ 
mission agent, 48, London-wall; C. T. Green, tailor, 220, High- 
street, Lewisham. The number of directors is not to exceed five ; the 
first being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification for 
subsequent directors, forty shares ; remuneration, £200 per annum 
each, with £50 additional for the chairman. Registered by E. Barron, 
46, Queen Victoria-street. 

Leeds “Daily News,” Limited.—This company was registered 
on the 1st inst., with a capital of £45,000, in £5 shares, 4,500 of 
which are £7 per cent, cumulative preference shares, to take over the 
Leeds Daily News, Leeds Saturday Journal, the Bradford Citizen, 
and the Ripon Observer, and the business carried on by Messrs. C. 
F. C. Makaskie, in connection therewith. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—*J. Irwin, woollen merchant, Leeds ; 
*J. Hepper, auctioneer, Leeds; *C. F. Cunningham Mackaskie, 
Leeds; *F. Cunningham Mackaskie, Leeds; J. Robinson, linen 
manufacturer, Leeds ; W. Hollis, auctioneer, Leeds ; C. Beevers, C.A., 
Leeds. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more 
than seven ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and G. 
W. Balfour, M.P.; qualification, £200 in shares, and for subsequent 
directors £1,000 in shares; Messrs. C. F. C. and F. C. Mackaskie 
are appointed managing directors for five years, at a salary of £600 
per annum each ; remuneration of other directors, £300 per annum, 
divisible. Solicitor, Mr. T. Blanco White, 59 and 60, Chancery-lane. 

G. W. Bacon & Company, Limited.—-This company was regis¬ 
tered on the 17th ult., with a capital of £40,000, in £5 shares, to 
acquire the business of map geographers, draughtsmen, engravers, and 
general publishers, carried on by Messrs. G. W. Bacon & Co., of the 
Strand, London. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, 
are :—G. W. Bacon, publisher, 127, Strand ; A. W. Jolly, geogra¬ 
phical draughtsman, Lyndhurst Villa, Norwood ; W. A. Tanner, 
stationer, Salisbury-square, E.C. ; A. H. Singleton, private secretary, 
3, Hanover-street, Beckham ; T. W. Palmer, publisher’s manager, 62, 
Lansdowne-road, Dalston ; W. Court, clerk, 64, Kentish Town-road; 
J. Hayes, traveller. 66, Frederick-street, Gray’s-inn-road. The 
number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; 
the subscribers are to appoint the first; qualification, twenty shares; 
remuneration, £50 per annum each, with an additional £10 each for 
every I per cent, dividend above 5 per cent, per annum. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Kerly, Son, & Verden, 14, Great Winchester-street. 

S. & C. Hope, Limited.—This company was registered on the 
9th inst., with a capital of £15,000 in £10 shares, to purchase the 
business of paper-bag making, carried on by S. & C. Hope & Com¬ 
pany, in King’s-place, Newington-causeway. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are :—J. Nichols, paper-bag manufac¬ 
turer, Maidstone, Kent; W. B. Nichols, paper-bag manufacturer, 
Maidstone, Kent ; G. R. Porter, clerk, Snodland, Kent; #W. II. 
Shoobert, licensed victualler, 4, Wynne-road, Brixton; A. Watts, 
stationer, 147, Queen Victoria-street ; A. W. Green, stationer’s 
traveller, 4, Blackwater-street, East Dulwich ; Mrs. S. M. Knight, 
21, Walpole-terrace, Brighton. Mr. W. II. Shoobert is appointed 
sole director ; qualification, ten shares ; the shareholders will appoint 
remuneration. Solicitors, Messrs. Newbon & Company, 1, Wardrobe- 
place, Doctors’-commons. 

Leather and Shoe Trades’ Press, Limited.—This company 
was registered on the 15th ult., with a capital of £3,000, in £10 
shares, to take over two journals, respectively known as Leather and 
The Shoe Dealers' Guide. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are:—G. Searle, surveyor, 11, King’s Arms-yard ; John 
McFarlane, wire cloth manufacturer, Edinburgh ; James McFarlane, 
newspaper proprietor, 142, Fleet-street ; R. J. Woodfin, barrister, 4, 
Hare-court, Temple ; T. M. Ellis, architect, 28, Essex-street f A. F. 
Williams, draughtsman, 56, St. Paul’s-road, Kennington-Park; B. 
Fletcher, accountant, Outer Temple. Registered without special 
articles. 

Murray’s Time Table and Publishing Company, Limited.— 

This company was registered on 15th ult., with a capital of £2,000, 
in £1 shares, to acquire the business of publishers, printers, &c., 
carried on by Archibald Keir Murray, and John Paul Murray, at 4 and 
5, Queen’s Head-passage, Paternoster-row. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are :—* Arthur E. Green, accountant, 
17, Coleman-street; *A. K. Murray, publisher, 4 and 5, Queen’s 
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Head passage; E. Anderson, clerk, 45, Earlham-grove ; R. IT. Clark, 
51, Norroy-road, Putney; j. II. Soul, 6, Ellington-street, Holloway ; 
J. Paul Murray, publisher, 4 and 5, Queen’s Head-passage ; *T. W. 
Gardiner, Clova-road, Forest-gate. The number of directors is not to 
be less than two, nor more than five ; the first are the subscribers 
denoted by the asterisk ; the company in general meeting will deter¬ 
mine remuneration. Solicitors, Messrs. Card, Hall, and Rook, 2, 
Gresham-buildings. 

City Printers, Limited.—This company was registered on the 
8th ult., with a capital of ^2,000, in £1 shares, to carry on business 
as printers, publishers, booksellers, &c. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—*J. Prichard, clerk, 32, Oval-road, 
Clapham-road ; *W. Outtrun, clerk, 5, Lawley-street, Lower Clapton ; 
*J. Noble, clerk, 29, Jubilee-villas, Forest Gate ; J. E. Reading, 
decorator, 118, St. George’s-road, Holloway; L. Searle, clerk, 59, 
Lewin-road, Stoke Newington ; F. Reading, contractor, 16, St. 
Thomas-place, Hackney ; H. Popham, clerk, 56, Walsingham-road, 
Clapton. The number of directors is not to be less than two, nor 
more than ten, the first four subscribers are appointed directors. The 
company in general meeting will determine remuneration. Regis¬ 
tered by J. Prichard, 13, Lovell’s-court, E.C. 

Padiiiam and District Billposting Company, Limited.— 

This company was registered on the nth ult., with a capital of ^500, 
in £1 shares, to take over and carry on the billposting business 
carried on under the above title at Padiham, Lancaster. Registered 
office, 3, Mill-street, Padiham. 

Blades.—It is with great regret that we chronicle the death of Mr. 
William Blades, which occurred at his residence at Sutton, on the 
27th ult., after a short illness. Honoured for his knowledge and 
capacity, he was loved for his genialness and kindheartedness. By 
his death the trade has lost one of its chief ornaments, and the cause 
of labour a genuine and truehearted friend. 

Bradley.—The death was recently announced of Mr. George 
Bradley, aged 65 years, proprietor and editor of the Wrexham 
Advertiser. He was a borough magistrate, and a member of the 
County Council for the North Ward, Wrexham. He had also been 
Mayor of the town. 

Goodlake.—The death is announced of Mr. Francis Goodlake, 
who for over forty years was “a devoted servant of the Times.'’’ He 
entered the printing-office at an early age, and acquired a practical 
knowledge of the various branches of the business of that department. 
In 1858 he was registered as printer and publisher of the Times in 
succession to Mr. Harrison. For twenty-five years Mr. Goodlake’s 
name appeared in the imprint, but in 1882 his health became so 
impaired that he had to retire. He was in his sixty-eighth year. 

Parsons.—Mr. John Parsons, for the last eighteen years manager 
of the printing office of the Graphic, and, since its commencement, of 
the Daily Graphic, died on the 27th ult. in his sixty-fourth year. He 
was apprenticed to Messrs. Clayton, of Crane Court, and assisted in 
the production of the first number of the Illustrated London News. He 
was afterwards overseer of the machine department of Messrs. Clowes 
& Sons, and represented that firm on the jury of the International Ex¬ 
hibition of 1862. He was closely identified with all the charities 
connected with the printing and kindred trades. 

Bditte (pafenL 
The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 

was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—March, 1890. 

4,638—0. George. Improvements in knocking-up apparatus for 
printing, &c., machines. 25. 

4,684.—-W. S. Foord. Improvements in printing machines. 25. 
4,884.—A. J. Muffiniades. Improved adjustable front gauge for 

paper-cutting machines. 28. 
4,914. — W. Crosland. An improved method of graining or making 

a rough surface on paper. 29. 
April, 1890. 

5,100.—A. Morfitt. Improvements in platen printing machines. 2. 
5,126.—II. B. Cox and J. W. Gordon. Improvements in type¬ 

writers. 2. 
5,154.—J. Thomson. Improvements in and connected with job 

platen printing presses. 2. 

5,279.—E. H. Smith. Improvements in pantographs. 5. 
5,352-~C. B. Cottrell. Improvements in printing machines. 8. 
5,418.—W. W. Horn, a communication from N. S. Perkins, of United 

States. An improved composing stick. 9. 
5,51 —E. Moreton. An improvement in printing rollers. 11. 
5>577-—D. Pitcairn. Improvements in keyboards for composing, &c., 

machines. 12. 
5,676.—F. V. Fleet and G. E. Graff. Type-writer, and type-cleaning 

device therefor.- 15. 
5,710.—L. Lofstrom. Improvements in type-writing machines. 15. 
55813.—V. V. and M. P. E. V. Mynsbrugge. Improvements in type¬ 

writing machines. 17. 
5,814.—H. McGrady, a communication from L. S. Crandall, of 

United States. Improvements in type-writers. 18. 
5,902,—R. H. Healey. A method of drying matrices for stereo- 

typing purposes. 18. 
5i9°3- — R- H. Healey. An apparatus to be used for drying matrices 

used for stereotyping purposes. 19. 
6,144-—A. R. Waddell. Advertising on newspapers and periodicals. 

23- 
6,238.—E. A. Pallister. Improvements in automatic apparatus for 

feeding lithographic, &c., machines. 24. 
6,332.—R. T. Billing. Improvements in blocks for mounting stero- 

type plates. 25. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage 1 d. each extra. 

1889. 

4,409.—Gill. Paper-cutting machines ... I id. 
4,421.—Phillips. Numbering, &c. machines . I id. 
6,939.—Gunn and Rice. Printing machines . 6d. 
7,408.—Barron. Printing machines . 8d. 
7,670.—Johnson. Printing machines. 8d. 

12,168.—Lake. Folding newspapers, &c. 2s. 6d. 
19,138.—Spiro. Typewriters . 8d. 

1890. 
28.—Cresswell & Heslop. Printing presses, &c. 6d. 

914.—Bacon & Morgan. Clamping paper, &c., for 
envelope cutters . 6d. 

1,ill.—Moore. Typewriting machines . is. 9d 
1,105.—Newton. Printing, &c.. 2S. 2d- 
2,744.—Servus. Typewriting machines . is. id. 

*1 
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WRAPPER. 
Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines 3 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco . 3 
Elliott, John, & Co., Printing 

Machines . 3 
Mander Bros., Printing Inks.. .... 4 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 

Printing Ink Makers . 1 
Packard & Co., Printing-ink. 2 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
The charges for Advertisements will be furnished on application to the 

Publisher,. _ 

The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through any 

Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent direct from the office, 73, 
Ludgate Hill, post free for one year for 4s. Postal orders to be made payable 

to Henry G. Davies. 
Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 

is. 6d., or is. 9A, by post. The Index and Titlepage were issued with the 
January Number. 

We-.have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer for 
1887 and 1888 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers only we will supply these 

at 4-r each, post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single Copies supplied by Herr G. 

Hedelf.r, Grimmaischer Steinwee;. 3, Leipzig; M. Bernard Heilbronneu 

38, Rue de Chabrol, Paris. 
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Coptce of tfyt (lllonf0‘ 

REAT preparations are just now being made 

by the printers and kindred traders of 

Mayence to celebrate the 450th anniversary 

of the invention of the art of printing. On 

June 22 there will be an exhibition in the 

Electoral Hall of specimens of printing 

from the days of Gutenberg down to the 

present time. The State Librarian will 

also furnish to the exhibition some 

precious specimens of printing actually done in the office of 

Gutenberg. On June 24, his natal day, the Gutenburg Platz 

and the monument erected in his honour will be brilliantly 

illuminated. There will also be an al fresco printers’ demon¬ 

stration, and the day’s proceedings will conclude with a 

festive gathering in the Gutenberg Casino, which occupies the 

site of the house in which Gutenberg was born. 

+ + 4* 

With reference to the ever-fruitful controversy as to the 

bargain between an author and his publisher, Dr. Jessopp, 

writing in the Contemporary Review, says :—It is a compact 

entered into between a craftsman with more or less skill and 

productive faculty, but very little else, and the capitalist who is 

ready to enter into a speculation, and find a market for the 

craftsman’s wares. Mr. Grump, in his lofty and magnificent 

way, says it is a compact in which one side contributes brain- 

work and genius, and the other side provides money, nothing 

more. Is that quite a true way of putting it? Is there no 

brain-work needed in the management of a great publishing 

business? Are authors, as a class, distinguished for anything 

that may be called genius, even in the loosest acceptation of 

that word ? But the agreement with which we are now con¬ 

cerned is undoubtedly based upon the understanding that a 

book having to be published, the publisher is called upon to 

supply all the capital, to take all the trouble of throwing the 

book upon the market, and to bear all the loss if the venture 

proves a failure. What does the author contribute? His 

literary “ work of art,” which he may be said to let out for hire 

to the capitalist, who hopes to make his account by printing it 

and selling it. 
4> + + 

The terms on which the author lets out his manuscript, in 

nine cases out of ten, are either that he shall receive a royalty, 

or fixed payment, on all copies sold, or half the net profits of 

the venture, accounts being made up periodically, according to 

agreement. If he has bargained for a royalty, the author gets 

his payment on sales, whether the book has yielded a profit to 

the capitalist or the reverse. If, on the other hand, he has 

bargained to receive half-profits, the capitalist still takes all the 

risk. The worst that can happen to the author is that there is 

no profit balance to divide. The royalty system is so obviously 

fair and reasonable that there is no need to say much about it. 

The half-profit system, however, I have again and again heard 

loudly declaimed against in very strong language. I have 

never but once published a book on the system of half-profits. 

When I did so, I received on two editions, which were sold in 

three or four years, about ^15, which was a great deal more 

than I deserved. The third edition, of which the publisher, on 

false information, was induced to print a very large number of 

copies—entailed a heavy loss, which fell entirely upon the un¬ 

lucky capitalist. That is my experience of half-profits. To this 

day I cannot help feeling certain qualms of conscience when I 

think of that transaction ; but I have never returned that ,£15, 

and if I had offered to do so, I am quite sure that my pub¬ 

lisher, being an honourable and high-minded man, would have 

refused the offer with something like indignation. I had done 

my part, he had done his. Either through an error in judgment, 

or from mere ill-luck, the accounts showed a loss. So much 

the worse for the loser ; but by the compact, whatever it was, 

an honest man would abide. 

4* 4* 4* 
The Scottish Leader, of Saturday, the 17th ult., in asking 

the indulgence of its readers for the imperfect state of its issue 

of that day, says :—“ Owing to the introduction of the Linotype 

composing machines it became necessary to propose new terms 

of engagement to the staff. Conciliation was tried to the 

utmost, but the trade union determined to abide by rules which 
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are inapplicable to the new conditions, and the men determined 
to abide by the union. This compelled us to give legal notice 
to all concerned, that unless they were willing at the end of 
a fortnight to accept the terms rendered inevitable by the 
employment of a new mechanical process, their places would 
be filled. Last night, at a most critical period, the staff of 
compositors showed, by their persistent loitering over their 
work, that they were bent on preventing the publication of the 
paper. This issue being put to them, they struck work at 
1.50 a.m. The public will hear more of this matter ; at present, 
however, we can only ask all interested to take note that this 
unfortunate rupture has not been brought about by questions 
of wages or leng th of hours, but by the doggedness of the trade 
union in applying old and obsolete rules to a new order of 
things.” 

* + * 

Referring to the absurdities of the Russian Censorship, a 
correspondent of the Daily Telegraph says :—Never before 
during the present reign—and, old men of retentive memory 
add, during the present century—has that odious institution, 
the “ Censure,” wrought such dire destruction as at present. 
Newspapers and periodicals that seemed pillars of loyalty fall 
down before its fateful decrees like grass before the scythe of 
the mower. The rare and mild expression of a questionable 
sentiment, or an opinion open to discussion, which one would 
think the Government should encourage, were it only to keep 
up appearances, is quite sufficient to wreck an old-established 
widely-circulated paper, and ruin its editor. It is only a few 
weeks ago since the Astrakhan News collapsed—“ owing to 
circumstances over which we have no control,” explain the 
editors in the stereotyped phrase, consecrated by custom, 
which, done into every-day language, is well known to mean, 
“ acting on peremptory orders from our superiors, which we 
make haste to obey lest a worse fate befall us.” The Southern 
■—“Yuschanin”—an insignificant little paper, edited in 
Kherson, near Odessa, and read by three or four hundred 
persons of very plain journalistic tastes, has also come to grief 
“ for its general tendency.” The chief newspaper in all 
Siberia—it might have been appropriately termed the Martyr’s 
Cry, or the Voice Crying in the Desert; but it had, as a matter 
of fact, a much more prosaic designation—lately informed its 
readers that “circumstances over which it had no control’’had 
so affected it that the subsequent proceedings interested it no 
more, and Siberia is now practically without an organ. The 
Minute, an insignificant daily paper of St. Petersburg, was also 
severely punished by the “ Censure ” a few days ago ; the 
organ of Moscow Panslavists, the Russian Courrier, edited by 
M. Lanin, was for ever deprived of its right to appear, without 
“ preventive censure.” The-but why continue the 
doleful list ? 

•5* + + 

The very reviews—solid, ponderous, and dull—are being 
literally cut down like grass, and are withering as the green 
herb. The Messenger of Europe received a solemn warning 
last December on account of an article on a purely historical 
question, published by Professor Solovieff. This April it 
appears with twenty pages cut out bodily, so that page 848 
follows immediately page 829 — and yet this is one of the 
monthlies which “ enjoy the privilege of appearing without 
‘ preventive censure !’ ” How the present editor “enjoys” it 
would be interesting—from a psychological point of view—to 
learn. The entire section headed “ Chronicle of Home Affairs,” 
without which no Russian monthly is complete, is thus lacking 
this month—and what did this obnoxious paper contain ? 
Some mild milk-and-watery remarks on a project of law now 
before the Imperial Council, the object of which is to remove 
the last vestiges of self-government of which the Russian 
peasants have not yet been deprived, and to transform the 
historic Zemstvo into a Government bureau. The Northern 
Messenger, one of the best Russian monthlies which does not 
“ enjoy ” the privilege of coming out without “ preventive 
censure,” does not appear at all this month. 

♦ ♦ 

The proprietors of the Weekly Times and Echo have decided 
to discontinue the publication of sporting “tips” and “pro¬ 
phecies.” One of our religious contemporaries, in commenting 
on this fact, describes it as a noble example of journalistic self¬ 

respect, and says that it is quite time that some of the other 
London papers made a stand against this kind of thing, In 
the provinces the Leeds Mercury has long set a good example 
in this direction. We hope the example set by Mr. Passmore 
Edwards will soon be followed by other papers, so that some¬ 
thing may be done to put down the pest of gambling. 

♦ «t* 4» 

A new and very important use has been discovered for paper. 
The electric companies of New York have recently adopted a 
new conduit system for supplying interior lights. By it electric 
wires in buildings, instead of being strung with no other protec¬ 
tion than the insulating material, are run through tubes made 
of sheathing paper, that has been subjected to a process making 
it impetvious to fire or water. The tests made were thorough, 
and showed that wires within the tubes could be burned out 
without the slightest danger of setting a building on fire. 
Mayor Hart, of Boston, and a party of other New England 
officials visited New York recently to inspect the new system, 
and they declared, after the examination, that the use of such 
conduits would have saved Boston from its last great fire. 

•P + + 

The Board of Trade returns are again unsatisfactory, 
showing as they do a diminution in all the departments we take 
note of. The reduction is not very large for the one month, 
but this, added to the previous reductions, makes the five months 
show badly, books being £23,000 less, and paper £48,000 less. 
The import of foreign paper for the month is less by .£8,500, 
but the increase for the five months is £66,500. 

Export of Printed Books. 

May. 
if . 
ii ...... 

Jan. to May 

cwt. £• 
1890 ... ... 11,807 •• ••• 96,733 
1889 ... ... 12,194 ... ... 101,012 
1888 ... ... 11,616 ... ... 97,440 
1890 .. ••• 55,996 ... 
1889 ... ... 56,959 ... ... 487,446 
ISS8 ... ... 51,251 ... • 445,239 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

£■ 
May . 1890   76,180 

,,   1889   78,999 
,,   1888   72,117 

Jan. to May . 1890 . 368,579 
,,   1889 . 366,412 
„   1888 .-.. 336,544 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the five months in each of the three years :— 

1890. 1889. 1888. 
£• £■ £■ 

Germany . . 35,438 ... 32,067 ... 29,444 
France . . 11,289 ... 15,499 ... 14,952 
United States. . 31,507 ... 30,643 ... 30,727 
British East Indies . 43,156 ... 47,220 ••• 45,790 
Australasia. . 53,019 • •• 69,937 ... 70,975 
British North America... 8,985 ... 9,754 ... 13,276 
Other countries. . 185,185 ... 161,292 ... 131,380 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £• 
May . 1890 . 82,916 .... . 144,248 

if . 1889 . 85,043 •••■ 154,784 
1888 . 91,401 

Jan. to May . 1890 . 406,157 .... • 709,959 
> i . 1889 . 425,225 .... • 758,230 
J » . 1888 . 434,233 • 739,460 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. £■ 
May . 1890 . 181,638 .... . 148,827 

1SS9 . 180,397 •••• 157,250 
1888 . 161,800 .... 154,057 

Jan. to May . 1890 . 908,501 ... • 758,316 
1889 . 782,882 .... . 691,840 

if . 1888 . 705,606 .... 645,648 

A LEGACY of £2,000 to the Printers’ Pension, Almshouse, and 
Orphan Asylum Corporation has been received from Mr. J. S. 
Hudson, Mr. F. Wilkins, and Mrs. E. Brunton, executors under the 
will of John Clarke Bloomfield, for many years chairman of the 
council, 
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Edinburgh Exhibition. 

HIS Exhibition, which, on the 
opening day, was far from being in 
a forward condition, is now com¬ 
plete, and we are able to place 
before our readers details of the 
exhibits most deserving attention. 
The trade exhibitors who possess 
stands of their own are not nume¬ 
rous ; but, still, such a stand as that 
of Messrs. T. &: A. Constable, by 
its variety, sustains the interest of 

the general public. Lagerman’s stand, too, is a great draw, 
not only on account of its novelty but its deserts, combined 
with the interest created by the struggle for ascendancy 
between the proprietors of the Scottish Leader, backed by 
a set of type-setting machines, and their former employes. 

Messrs. J. Foster & Sons, ot Preston, Lancashire, exhibit 
five machines, particulars of which will be found in the 
paragraph describing their stand. Messrs. Newsum.Wood, 
Dyson, & Co., of Leeds, who were awarded a diploma at the 
Glasgow Exhibition, are again to the fore with two machines. 
Mr. Josiah Wade, Halifax, shows two of his Arabs ; Mr. 
James Salmon, of Blackfriars-bridge, Manchester, a hot- 
rolling machine; Messrs. John Greig & Sons, one guillotine, 
one double-demy Columbian press, and one wire-stitching 
machine ; Messrs. Miller & Richard, Edinburgh, exhibit 
machines in connection with Messrs. Constable’s stand ; 
Messrs. W. B. Silverlock & Co. show their bronzing machine; 
Messrs. A. B. Fleming & Co., Edinburgh, exhibit a very fine 
showcase, containing samples of their black and coloured 
inks. If the exhibitors are not numerous, it would appear 
as if an effort had been made to make the display varied in 
character, so as to constitute it by no means the least 
instructive section in the Machinery Hall. 

Joseph Foster & Sons’ Stand (152 in Exhibition 
Catalogue) comprises five different machines—A quad- 
crown, a double-royal, crown-folio (platen), foolscap- 
folio (platen), and a double-demy folding machine.The 
quad-crown machine is a stop-cylinder, and is built 
upon a strong foundation frame, planed upon both sides 
and fitted with double driving gear, double traverse wheels 
and racks, four bowl rails or table-bearers, which are 
supported immediately under the centre of the cylinder by 
means of strong pillars securely fastened to the foundation 
frame. Additional features of this machine are its double 
rolling motion, automatic cylinder check, improved flyers, 
the pointing and improved distribution apparatus and 
geared roller riders. Messrs. Foster & Sons claim for 
this more than usual strong foundation that it enables the 
machines to run with little noise and altogether free from 
vibration. The gearing of all Messrs. Fosters’ machines is 
machine-cut. The double-royal machine, which is also 
built on a foundation frame, has four bowl rails, supported 
under the centre of the cylinder. The automatic cylinder 
check permits the machine to be struck off at any time. 
The prominent features of the platen machines are their 
great distribution and rolling power, combined with more 
than ordinary ingenuity in the regulation of impression, 
which is done by simply turning a screw. The folding 
machine runs very smoothly, and very little power is re¬ 
quired to drive it. The pointing apparatus has been 
greatly improved. The knives work vertically, thus 
ensuring the best of work. 

Lagerman’s Typotheter and Justifier Co. (149).— 

The stand of this company adjoins that of Messrs. 
Constable, together with which it comprises the point-de¬ 

11 r 

resistance of the section. The get-up is a miniature case 
room. There are two frames, with a typotheter to each, 
which are frequently at work, when they are surrounded by 
a crowd, a proportion of whom are members of the trade 
from some of the many offices in the city and neighbour¬ 
hood. A typotheter also lies loosely on a specially-made 
stand, in order to give every facility to mechanics to 
examine it, to whom the company offer copies of the 
working drawings. A justifier is also at work, which 
receives an equal amount of attention. A distributor and 
nicking machine completes the exhibit. The Lagerman 
is the least ambitious of the many type-setting machines 
prominently before the public, and this probably is the very 
feature to make it successful. They minimise every ob¬ 
jection which has been expressed with regard to other 
machines, and are calculated to carry the trade with them. 
They undertake no impossibilities in the way of unfailing 
distribution, which is another way of speaking of broken 
type and jammed-up channels. The motive underlying 
these machines must be attractive to every employer of 
labour, for they involve no radical departure from the old- 
fashioned way of setting type. The following remarks are 
taken from an article in the Scotsman of June 5 :—“ But, 
after all, perhaps the most interesting exhibit associated 
with the printing industry is the Lagerman composing and 
justifying machines, which are to be seen in working order. 
The machines were fully described in the Scotsman a con¬ 
siderable time ago, when they were first shown in 
Edinburgh ; but it may be as well to recall the leading 
features of each. The composing machine does not aim 
at entirely supplanting manual labour; but its construction 
is such that the composing-stick is dispensed with, and the 
compositor is enabled to use both hands in lifting the 
types from his case and dropping them, regardless of their 
position, into a little funnel-like structure in front of him. 
The marvellous ingenuity of the invention is displayed 
in the manner in which the types are manipulated in their 
progress through the machine and are brought into their 
ultimate position in the line with unfailing exactitude. 
The justifying machine, used for spacing the lines to their 
required length, is scarcely less wonderful in its way, so 
ingenious is the method by which, as circumstances dictate, 
spaces of varying thickness can be substituted for those 
already in the line as it has left the composing machine.” 

Newsum, Wood, & Dyson (166).—In this stand are 
exhibited two machines—an Anglo-American double-demy 
litho machine and a letterpress machine the same size. 

The litho machine is fitted with flyers, self-damping 
apparatus, Newsum’s patent brake, and patent bed for 
carrying the double driving shaft and wheels ; the bed 
being cast all in one piece keeps the machine steady, 
and prevents any vibration, making it extremely rigid. 
The machine is also fitted with Newsum’s improved 
single swivel inking roller brackets, whereby each roller 
can be set at angles varying from each other, right or left 
hand to suit. It is also fitted with inclined bearers faced 
with leather, adjustable on each side rack, which prevent 
the rollers clashing against the edge of the stone, and also 
keeps them revolving and prevents the job being rubbed 
off when running at a high speed. Another feature of this 
machine is Newsum’s patent brake, which brings the 
cylinder to a gentle stop without bumping, and takes less 
power than any other break, and does not vary the impres¬ 
sion in any way. 

These machines have now been fairly tested by some of 
the best houses in England and abroad, and are admitted 
to be speedy, durable, simple, and cheap. Flyers are fitted 
to all machines, and self-damping apparatus to double-demy 
size and upwards. 
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The improved Anglo-American letterpress machine is 
specially designed for tine book and cut work, and is built 
on the same principle as the Anglo-American litho machine. 
It has now been fairly tested by some of the best houses 
in the trade, as well as in the Government offices. The 
English Illustrated Magazine, which is printed on the 
above machine, is bound as it comes off, without being 
pressed or hot-rolled. 

W. B. Silverlock & Co., are exhibiting in conjunction 
with Messrs. Newsum, Wood & Co., one of their double¬ 
demy bronzing machines. These machines are getting 
into general use, and this is conclusively verified by the 
fact that no purchaser has ever discarded them, but that, on 
the contrary, their full trial has been followed by additional 
orders in every instance. 

Messrs. T. & A. Constable (Stand 148).—The object 
ot the stand is not display, but work ; for here much of 
the official work of the Exhibition is executed. The 
exhibits therefore are of a promiscuous character, almost 
every machine requisite in a first-class printing-office being 
shown at work. These machines have been supplied by 
the following firms :— 

Messrs. Miller & Richard exhibit two Wharfedale 
Printing Machines. The sizes are quad-royal and quad- 
crown, fitted with all the latest improvements. 

Mr. Josiah Wade, Halifax, exhibits two Anglo-American 
Arabs. The sizes are crown-folio and foolscap-folio. The 
reputation of the maker is a sufficient guarantee of their 
quality. 

Mr. James Salmon, Blackfriars Bridge, Manchester, 
exhibits one of Duncan & Salmon’s hot-rolling machines 
with latest improvements. This machine is the one 
generally appreciated by the trade. The prominent 
feature of the machine is that the rolls are placed one 
Over the other, so that the stripping points for taking the 
sheets away from the roll are right before the operator, 
and not underneath the machine, giving greater facility for 
adjustment. The cleansing is done by a liquid, and the 
makers guarantee absolute perfection in cleansing power. 

Messrs. John Greig & Sons, Edinburgh, exhibit a 
40-inch Conqueror guillotine, a double-demy Columbian 
press, and a patent automatic wire-stitching machine. The 
makers claim for the Conqueror guillotine superiority over 
all other self-clamp cutting machines in respect of holding 
or clamping power. The “Conqueror” holds and cuts, 
even when the knife is dull, the most difficult class of 
papers, such as ivory finished note paper and other 
troublesome qualities, as easily as the very softest. These 
difficult papers are a very severe test to any machine. 
They also claim that it takes in more paper, that it has 
more metal in it, and, the weight being carefully distributed, 
it is much stronger than any other self clamp. It has a 
lock up arrangement at the starting handle to prevent the 
machine being accidentally set in motion. This, although 
a minor detail, is a very important one, for its absence in 
other self-clamps has caused many distressing accidents 
resulting in serious injury to cuttermen. It has a double¬ 
acting indicator, in the case of the larger sizes, which the 
man himself readily adjusts without the assistance usually 
needed in other self-clamps, and his time is thus greatly 
economised. The fence is likewise entirely under his 
control, and the fly wheel has a self-lubiicating bush to 
prevent overheating or firing. The “Conqueror” works 
silently, requires very little power to drive it, stops at any 
point of ascent or descent of the knife, and, being almost 
quite free from vibration, it can be worked on any floor. 
The large number sold, many as repeat orders, testify to 
the machine’s merits. Messrs. A. Cowan & Sons, the well- 
known paper-makers, have twelve “ Conquerors ” in their 
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various places. The double-demy Columbian press is 
employed in pulling proofs and printing short numbers. 
The No. 10 wire stitching machine makes its own staples, 
and stitches books, etc., up to i-J inch thick, a speed of 
eighty stitches per minute being quite easily attainable after 
some practice. These three are the only exhibits of the 
kind in the Exhibition. 

---• -=o O s*-«-- 

A New Application of Printing. 

ISITORS to the Paris Exhibition last year 
who went through the musical instrument 
gallery cannot have failed to remark the 
number of instruments using perforated 
sheets for the automatic production of 
music. These, the use of which is 
growing rapidly, are the perfection of the 
old barrel organ and the musical box, the 
band of perforated pasteboard replacing 

the cylinder of those venerable nuisances. Nor is there 
now any limit to the number of airs which can be pro¬ 
duced by the new instruments. For every different 
band there is a separate air. Now in a recent number 
of the Inventions Nouvelles, of Paris, a writer speaks of a 
new apparatus in which the perforated band is replaced by 
a simple roll of paper printed in a particular manner. It 
is a most extraordinary thing, this small piece of paper 
covered with scarcely visible characters drawing forth 
brilliant—and noisy !—melodies. Besides its scientific 
interest, this is a new direction for printing which is 
certainly destined to an important industrial future. The 
application of music to automatic instruments has greatly 
developed recently. But how simple, and how cheap, the 
substitution of the printed band 1 For an instrument of 
two octaves, or twenty-four notes, the price of a perforated 
band for a morceau whose execution would last five 
minutes is about two francs. The band for the same 
morceau printed by the new process would cost scarcely 
ten centimes. Add to this that the former can only be 
produced one by one—a slow process in this age—while 
the latter may be drawn off from the machine at the rate of 
several thousands an hour, and it will be seen that before 
long the new music for automatic machines will be pub¬ 
lished as quickly as ordinary music is to-day. And it will 
appeal to an enormous audience, for the number of people 
who do not understand any musical instrument is vastly 
greater than the number of those who do—and will pro¬ 
bably continue to be so. 

Nor is this extraordinary discovery restricted in its 
services to the production of music. In weaving, as is 
well known, the crossing threads which produce the 
design are directed also by perforated pasteboards. These 
the printed paper would admirably replace ; especially for 
stuffs with large designs, wherein the saving effected would 
be considerable. 

The inventor claims for his invention capacity for 
numerous other applications besides. One of these, the 
realisation of which he is pursuing, is of immense import¬ 
ance. It is to replace by a simple band of paper—capable 
of production by thousands at a low price—the wax 

cylinders of the Edison phonograph and of the grapho- 
phone of Summers Tainter. There is no need to insist on 
the vast fields that are opened out by such a discovery. 

We understand that the death of Mr. C. Morton will make no 
difference in the business of the City Type Foundry. It will be carried 
on with the same spirit and energy and under the same name and 
management as heretofore. 
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Preservation of Engravings and 

Drawings on Litho. Stones. 

HE Oesterr-Ungar Buchdrucker Zeitung 

has published an article, by Frederick 
Sandtner, of Copenhagen, in which the 
author gives a description of a process 
by which, he claims, originals may be 
reproduced after a lapse of many 
years. His process requires that a photo- 
litho. department be connected with 
the lithographic establishment. 

Those who know photo-lithography are aware of the 
fact that, in order to obtain a reproduction, a good nega¬ 
tive is required. In case a negative is desired that is to be 
stored away for further use, it should be made as follows : 
From a stone containing a transfer or engraving a good 
impression is made, with a solid black ink, upon good 
transfer paper, and this impression is at once transferred 
upon a sheet of white gelatine, or upon parchment paper 
coated with gelatine. In case the design is a large one it 
may be divided into sections. When you have obtained a 
perfect and clean transfer upon the gelatine, mount the 
same on a drawing-board, as you would common drawing 
paper, and, by means of a broad and soft hair brush, cover 
it with a solution of aniline brown. The coat of aniline 
should be without any streaks. When dry, give a second 
coat, or pour the aniline solution upon the transfer, thereby 
obtaining an even layer of aniline colour. Instead of 
aniline brown you may use aniline black, etc., but the 
solution must be clear and transparent and absorb the 
light. After the aniline colour has dried, wash off the 
printing ink with a few drops of turpentine and a tuft of 
clean cotton. Then take the gelatine transfer from the 
drawing board; now, it will show a beautiful and clear 
negative, which is perfect in its smallest details. Imperfect 
transfers may be at once washed off gelatine sheets, with 
turpentine, and those sheets may be used again. Such 
gelatine negatives may be preserved for any length of time 
by placing them between the leaves of a book, but will 
keep better still if you varnish them. It is best to use a 
white turpentine varnish for the purpose—add some 
siccative, and give the side containing the transfer a coat, 
and then the reverse side. This coat of varnish has the 
advantage that it protects the negative against humidity and 
prevents folds and wrinkles. 

To obtain an impression from such a negative you must 
resort to photo-lithography. A glass case is always to be 
had in a lithographic establishment; the same must be 
covered with a double layer of some yellow material (paper 
muslin, etc.), and not an aperture must be overlooked 
through which any light may penetrate. You also need 
several quart bottles, a funnel, a tin bowl, a copying 
frame, and paper. According to a certain formula, the 
chrome bath is prepared in the tin bowl, and, after bathing 
the paper therein, it is suspended in the glass case, 
fastening it on top of some blotting paper by means of two 
pins. 

Let the paper dry over night, and make your copies 
in the morning ; they take from ten to fifteen minutes. 
For developing, use the same bowl, and the copies are 
ready for the stone. 

Seeing the beautiful aniline negatives, the question arises 
whether or not all type printing and drawings might not be 
preserved in the same way; and we say that it is possible. 
Suppose you have to compose a book of many pages ; you 
may set up four pages at a time, make a sharp impression 

upon transfer paper, which is at once transferred to gelatine, 
and then prepare the aniline negative. In this manner the 
publisher may set up many hundred pages with very little 
type, and preserve the aniline negatives. The printing is 
done on the litho. press, and another advantage arises there¬ 
from, for the photo-litho. printing- is far superior to the 
typo-litho. printing. 

Zincographic transfers may thus be entirely dispensed 
with, for pictures can be at once transferred to the stone 
with the reading-matter, and colour-printing for books might 
be cheaply introduced. 

Drawings, designs, and writings may also be put directly 
upon gelatine films; the artist may work with a litho. pen 
on gelatine; or with crayon, after it has been grained with 
sand. Such drawings, designs, etc., may at once be 
changed into aniline negatives; the original is exactly 
reproduced upon the stone, which is of the utmost impor¬ 
tance to such artists as do not consider photographic 
reproductions as satisfactory. 

Rise in the Price of Paper. 

chandise. 
Europe. 

(HERE has been for some time a tendency 
towards a rise in paper. This movement 
is general; it began to show itself in the 
United States, where several groups of 
manufacturers formed a company for the 
purpose of avoiding a plethora of mer- 

To-day it is Germany which gives the signal in 
The last number of the Moniteur de la Papeierie 

contained the following information - 
“ The following firms have joined the syndicate formed 

in Dresden on Jan. 14, to raise the price of paper in sheets 
and rolls:—Oswald Meyh, Zivickau; W. Von Herden, 
Wernsdorf ; Gebriider Dietzel, Siebenlehn ; Eichberger 
Papier-fabrik ; R. Von Becker ; Egelsdorfer Papier-fabrik ; 
Fritz Lang ; Ratz Damnitzer Cellulose und Papier-fabrik 
Company, late C. Meissner & Sohn ; Bertschy & Co., 
Bucholz. The factories forming part of this syndicate 
have at their disposition eighty-seven paper-machines. In 
a meeting held at Cologne by the paper-makers of Western 
Germany, it was decided to raise the price of paper in the 
same proportion as the raw materials, coal, and chemical 
products have risen. The makers of paper and wood-pulp 
demand a rise of 15 per cent, on cheap paper. In con¬ 
sequence of this decision, a Union of the West Germany 
Paper-makers was formed lor the defence of their general 
interests. The majority of persons present were enrolled 
as members.” 

The price of paper during late years had reached the 
utmost limits of cheapness, and persons acquainted with 
the affairs of this industiy and with the manufacture have 
been surprised that many of the works were able to resist 
so long the influence of the position created. 

The Bulletin de VImprimerie says :—“ The rise is now an 
accomplished fact in the surrounding countries. German, 
English, and Swiss manufacturers have increased their 
prices, and the Belgians are about to follow their example, 
French manufacturers, on their side, are wearied with 
making sacrifices to maintain prices at the limit to which 
they fell during the last few months. 

We must expect a very speedy increase, which optimists 
estimate at five francs per 100 kilogrammes for ordinary 
printing paper. It is to be remarked that this figure 
hardly corresponds, for certain factories, to the rise of coal, 
nor shall we be surprised if it is exceeded. 
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Celluloid as a Drawing and Printing 

Material. 
Bv Colonel J. Waterhouse, B.S.C., Assistant 

Surveyor-General of India. 

OME experiments have lately been made here 
with celluloid as a material for drawing and 
printing upon, in connection with photographic 
processes of reproduction, and a brief account 
of the results may not be uninteresting. 

The advantages celluloid possesses as a drawing material 
are :— 

(1.) Its great translucency, which enables tracings to 
be easily made upon it, and also renders it an excellent 
material for being used as a transparency, either a trans¬ 
mitted positive or negative, for photographic printing. 

(2.) Its .impermeability to and unabsorbativeness of water 
or moisture, which render it quite free from any liability to 
be affected like paper by hygrometric changes, or to be 
attacked by mildew and damp. 

(3.) The fine matt surface, which takes pencil, chalk, or 
ink very readily, and can easily be renewed, if necessary, 
by graining with fine sand or emery powder. 

(4.) The facility with which drawings can be washed off 
and renewed for purposes of correction, or for making new 
drawings. The surface can also easily be kept clean and 
free from dirt. 

I have tried the material as obtained from America in 
three thicknesses, the To5oo> tij£o> and °fan inch thick. 
The first is about the thickness of thin paper, and is almost 
free from colour; the second, which seems to be the kind 
in ordinary use for negatives, etc., is about the thickness of 
a sheet of stout writing-paper, and shows a light buff colour 
if laid on white paper; the third is about the thickness of 
an ordinary playing-card, and shows a strong buff colour 
over white paper. 

On account of its freedom from colour and great flexi¬ 
bility, which would permit of its being rolled without 
damage, the thinnest kind would probably be found the 
most suitable for drawing upon ; but as the surface of the 
sample sent me was not so evenly grained as the others, I 
used the medium kind for the trials. It was found that a 
soft blacklead-pencil worked very pleasantly on the matt 
surface, and gave a fair opacity of line when viewed through 
the film, so that pencil drawings on this material might be 
copied in fac-simile very easily by various photographic 
processes. Black chalk also works very well, and gives 
more opacity in the lines than the lead pencil does. The 
softer kinds work better than the hard. With the latter, as 
with hard lead-pencils, there is a tendency to make lines 
which polish the surface, and render it transparent when 
viewed through the film. 

Indian-ink drawings in line can be made with perfect 
fitness and delicacy with pen or brush; but, so far as I 
have tried, it is not easy to produce shaded or coloured 
tints in washes ; the surface of the material is too unab¬ 
sorbent, and cut-shades are produced on drying. Stippling or 
work with the air-brush would probably answer better for 
shaded drawings in Indian-ink or colour. 

Our trials have already shown that drawings in pen and 
ink, and in chalk on celluloid, can be reproduced very 
effectively on copper by the photo-etching processes, either 
by the direct methods in which asphaltum or bichromated 
albumen is used as the sensitive surface, or in the manner 
used for half-tone heliogravure work with carbon tissue. 
In the latter case the drawing must be reversed, unless the 
film of celluloid is thin enough to allow the drawing to be 

printed with sufficient sharpness through the film. The 
drawings would also be suitable for reproduction by certain 
of the block processes now in use. For all fac-simile work, 
negatives could easily be obtained by contact printing on 
dry plates. 

The drawings can, in fact, be reproduced by any of the 
photographic processes now used for reproducing tracings ; 
and as the material is perfectly free from all inequality of 
grain, is sold in large sheets, and will soon be obtainable 
in continuous rolls, it seems likely that it might well re¬ 
place tracing cloth or paper for all copying or tracing pur¬ 
poses, and especially for photographic work. If not re¬ 
quired to be kept, the drawings can be washed off, and the 
same materials used over and over again. For sketching 
purposes the celluloid would be very useful, and could be 
made up into blocks like paper. It would keep much 
better in damp climates than paper. 

For drawings for decorative purposes the material could 
no doubt be also usefully employed. 

For preparing factitious negatives, celluloid also offers 
great advantages. In this way, an artist’s original drawing 
in Indian-ink, or rather pigment, can at once be turned into 
a reversed negative suitable for photo-mechanical printing 
by the collotype processes, or by any of the block pro¬ 
cesses, depending on a direct photographic impression 
made on a zinc plate coated with asphaltum or bichromated 
albumen or gelatine. For this style of work, lamp or 
ivory black, with a little gum, is the best ink to draw with. 
As soon as the drawing is completed, it is evenly coated 
with a mixture of lamp-black and gold-size, as suggested 
by Major Gore, R.E., or with printing-ink and turpentine 
and a little gold-size, so that it may dry quickly. As soon 
as this is the case, but not before, the film is placed in 
water, which will at once clear the ink off the lines of the 
drawing, leaving them quite transparent against the opaque 
ground. For fine work a little clearing with a sponge may 
be necessary. 

The new films have been tried as a printing surface in 
place of stone or zinc, and have been found to answer 
fairly well, excepting that it is very difficult to keep the 
ground clear and white, and free from a slight dirty tint. 
Gum and gelatine, with various acids and with bichromate 
of potash, have been tried as “ etching ” preparations, but 
so far without effect. If with further trial this defect can 
be overcome, the films might be very valuable as a substitute 
for stone or zinc in printing. With the delicate cream 
colour of the stone, which is so much pleasanter for 
draughtsman’s work than the dark grey colour of the zinc 
plates, they possess all the lightness, portability, and infran- 
gibility of the latter, without their liability to corrosion. 
Their ready flexibility would be of value in printing from 
curved surfaces. 

I have not yet had an opportunity of trying the films as 
a support for the gelatine printing surface in collotype 
work, but it seems most probable that the thicker kind of 
celluloid (Aq of an inch thick) would be suitable for this 
purpose, and would have the great advantage over glass 
plates of not being liable to break. The transparency of 
the films would admit of the sunning of the gelatine coat¬ 
ing from the back in exactly the same way as with glass 
plates. Thin films of this material, coated with insoluble 
gelatine, might be useful for printing in the “Autocopyist.” 

The celluloid films can be printed on from stone or zinc 
fairly well, though the ink takes some time to become 
thoroughly dry. Printing from copper plates was not found 
to answer. Type can also be printed from, but the im¬ 
pressions obtained were not very good, and the type 
indents the films very much, but further trial might give 
better results. Such prints from type would be useful in a 
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variety of ways for typing names and titles, etc., on helio¬ 
gravure plates, and for many miscellaneous purposes. The 
impressions from type are rather too weak to use at once 
for photographic printing, but they can easily be strengthened 
by brushing over them some red bronze powder. 

For drawing with lithographic transfer-ink the material 
does not seem at all suited. The ink works heavily in 
drawing and spreads in transfer. But celluloid forms a 
good material for dry-point etching or printing in the 
copper-plate press, and by heating it and pressing it into 
a cast from a form of type, stereotype blocks can be made 
which stand the wear of printing well; these applications 
I have not, however, yet tried. 

The acquisition of a material like celluloid obtainable in 
sheets of large size and fine surface, which is practically 
transparent, inextensible, and unabsorbent of moisture, and 
not readily acted on by most acids (acetic acid attacks it), 
is a great advance for all work connected with photography 
and printing, and it seems probable that we may see a very 
large extension of its use in these directions before long. 

--♦ ► •- 

The Shape of Pages. 

HE writer had occasion recently to call 
the attention of some distinguished 
printers to the shape of a book and to 
invite their criticism. Strange to say 
they differred. Some wanted more 
lines to the page, while others thought 
one taken off would be an advantage. 
They also differed concerning each of 
the margins. If these men thus dis¬ 

agree, who shall decide ? 
Their difference arose from applying different canons of 

art. There is a variation in margin between different classes 
of books and there is a variation in the page of type itself 
for the same reason. Small pages can be made longer in 
proportion than large ones, and a book intended for luxury 
is wider in relation to its length than a useful one. The 
practice of making books longer than they are wide has 
descended to us from the time of Faust. The productions 
of the press during the fifteenth century were of nearly the 
same proportions as now, and those of Elzevir, shortly after, 
were entirely so. There was good reason for this. When 
the rolls of papyrus went out of use and sheepskins came 
in as the proper things on which to write, the latter were 
found not to be square. They could more easily be divided 
into pages by having them longer than they were wide, 
and the early printers copied this, as they did every other 
practice of the caligraphers. When it became common 
to have diminutive books instead of huge folios and quartos, 
the pages were made narrower, but no other change fol¬ 
lowed. There was a perfect hatred of “ fat ” on the part of 
the black-letter printers, and they made the pages as large 
as possible, or so as to give enough margin to bind, running 
in paragraphs and leaving out blank lines so that the pages 
could get more matter in; as a consequence the page 
looked squarer than if these blanks had been left. 

Two rules are at present known for determining the 
length of a page. One may be called the geometrical 
and the other the arithmetical. Both agree that the length 
shall be more than once and a half the width, and that it 
shall be less than twice the width. The former is as six is 
to four, and the latter is as eight to four. A happy medium 
is as seven is to four, and this is very largely adopted as 
the rule in book offices. The other rule is that the length 
rom one corner to another diagonally shall be the length 

of two leads, or stated geometrically, the hypothenuse shall 
be twice as long as the base. There is little difference 
between these two plans. A page of octavo twenty-four 
eras wide would be, by the arithmetical rule, forty-two eras 
wide; by the geometrical it would be forty-one and one- 
third. The folio head is counted part of th^t'jit^Ts) 
long and fills up the line ; if, on the coptraJy; it is very 
short it is not counted. // 11 11 ... 1 p u n 

The margin for a page is an area eqiUtl to0 mat of the^ " 
printed matter. The page just given—24 nycij^or 4 inches 
by 7—covers 28 square inches, while the leafih^t^!<pfclre'’ 
inches. The latter has relatively nearly the same'propbff ’ 
tions as the type, being only a trifle wider. Margins must 
conform somewhat to the magnitudes of paper, the size 
given matching most nearly 24 by 28 inches. This would 
make a leaf of 57 square inches. The area is not distributed 
evenly. It would not be proper to make the margins the 
same at the front as at the back, nor at the top as at the 
bottom. Where a liberal margin is used it is at the top 
as three, at the side as four and at the bottom as five. 
But Laurence Hutton, in his account of the Grolier Club 
lately, makes the margins of a perfect book at the side and 
bottom twice those at the inner margin and top. These 
estimates are too liberal for ordinary fine books. In regular 
book printing the page is just a little higher and closer in 
than at the outside, but these calculations are made for the 
trimmed book, not the untrimmed one, and the amount 
taken away may be a pica or more. This should be added. 
The fancies of collectors sometimes lead them to print a 
book on paper which gives a leaf three or four times as 
large as the page. The writer lately saw a page of ab out 
3 inches by 5 inches,which the inner margin was 2 inches, the 
outer 3, and the bottom 3^. Consequently, the area of 
the leal was 84 square inches, while the printed matter was 
only 15. Such a size will admit illustrations of a small 
quarto to be inset. Quartos and folios are sometimes 
printed with a generous margin, but commonly they are 
narrow, as they are works of reference. A leaf 9 by 12 inches 
looks well in a stately book, the margin being rather more 
than an inch on the outside and rather less on the inside. 
This gives a page of two columns each thirty ems of brevier 
wide, and is much used for biographical books when it is 
an object to have considerable matter but still have a noble 
appearance.—American Bookmaker. 

Roller Casting. 

PRING is the best time ior roller casting, aS 
there is, at this season, little danger of either 
frost or heat; and in order to obtain durable 
rollers, it is by no means prudent to cast 
them at periods of extreme heat or cold. 
Made during a medium temperature, they 
never become too hard in winter nor too soft 

and preserve, in all seasons, the same flexi- 
Hard 

in summer, 
bility, the same elasticity, the same strength in use. 
rollers, cast in the summer, could never be used during a 
severe winter, and winter rollers which should be flexible 
and composed of different materials, could not be used 
during intense summer heat. 

Another consideration—we may say the most important 
—is the experience possessed by the roller-caster as to the 
quality and value in mixing the ingredients used, as well as 
their degree of boiling. 

The machine-minder has also much to do with the 
longevity of rollers, for good washing is an important con¬ 
dition of length of service. Well looked after, rollers can 
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be made to last from one spring to another, but with care¬ 
less treatment they will scarcely last a month. 

The printer, jealous of his professional reputation, will be 
careful in the choice of workmen admitted to his establish¬ 
ment. A similar motive will impel him to examine care¬ 
fully the products used—the quality of the inks, the roller 
composition, etc., which offer advantages not to be 
neglected, and indifference in this respect would be false 
economy; for satisfactory work is always an excellent 
recommendation. 

Every roller-maker or machine-minder knows that new 
rollers require to be left a certain time before they are 
ready for use. Prematurely called into requisition, they 
would be of little practical service. The experience of the 
workman, joined to the state of the temperature, will best 
serve to decide the time rollers should be left before 
use. During cold and dry weather they may be used 
nearly as soon as cast; they will be sufficiently firm to 
avoid becoming soft later on. During a high temperature 
it will suffice to leave them exposed to the air for a night 
under shelter. With a warm, damp temperature, it is, on 
the contrary, preferable to cover them with ink, for the 
damp will no longer exercise any influence over them. 

Having reached complete maturity, rollers should be 
covered with ink every evening, and washed as little as 
possible. The value of rollers may be long preserved by 
carefully protecting them against the influence of the air. 
The most economical method for the printer with respect 
to rollers is always to have a sufficient number for use in 
turns.—Translated from I'Imprunerie. 

-*> ❖ (C>- •- 

Reproduction of Lace and Guipure. 

IN a recent number of VImprimerie a French litho¬ 
grapher gives the following method for successfully 

reproducing rich designs from strips of guipure and 
lace :— 

Place the stone, well washed with essence of turpentine, 
on a hand press, cover with litho. black, taking care that 
the inking be regular and uniform. Lay the lace or tulle 
on the stone, stretching it as much as possible, without 
unduly straining it. Take a double-glazed cardboard, or a 
treble board in the absence of leather, and give a double 
pull at the press. The lace will appear in an inverse sense, 
after the second pull; and as it will probably adhere to the 
stone, it should be removed very gently. Now take a 
stone, well ground, place the inked lace upon it, and pro¬ 
ceed with the transfer in the same manner as in pulling the 
proof; but care should be taken to give only two pulls, the 
transfer ink not being sufficiently adhesive for more. The 
inking is done in the same way as that of an ordinary 
transfer, leaving the fatty body to take for an hour or two, 
according to temperature. 

Gum an hour or two, if necessary, before proceeding to 
ink for working. An irreproachable reproduction of lace 
will be thus obtained at very much less expense than if 
the same work were executed by hand. 

A German contemporary advises the use of wood pulp 
rings for producing tight joints in steam pipes. They are 
cheaper than rubber rings or gaskets, and, unlike the latter 
substance, are not destroyed by heat. The material used in the 
manufacture of these rings is well-bleached wood pulp contain¬ 
ing nothing capable of attacking metal. Before use, the rings 
should be dipped in a drying oil—linseed oil, for instance—this 
causes them to swell readily, and when applied and the joints 
screwed up, they entirely fill out all the hollow places in the 
metal, so that perfectly tight joints are produced. 

Bookmaking in Spain Fifty Years 

FIND a land which makes no books and you will behold 
the lurking-place of some of the worst evils which afflict 

the human race, Something more than fifty years ago Spain 
was such a land. A writer wittily said : “ The better the book 
the more difficult to obtain a license, because the Government 
does not wish to encourage writing, or even thinking upon 
any subject, and the publication of a good book sets men 
a-thinking.’’ 

Even after a license was obtained the publication was still 
a dangerous speculation, for it frequently happened that when 
the book was printed and partly circulated, some great man, 
even more fastidious than the censors, discovered a dubious 
passage, and the book was prohibited. There were four diffi¬ 
culties, therefore, which an author must resolve to face before 
he sat down to prepare his manuscript:— 

1. The probability that before being licensed his manuscript 
would be mutilated—a probability which amounted almost to 
a certainty. 

2. The probability that, after the work was published, some 
caprice might forbid its sale. 

3. The certainty that the greater the success of the book 
the greater would be the suspicion that would attach to the 
author. 

4. The certainty that the author, if a Government employe, 
would be dismissed from this service. 

But there was still another drawback upon literary labour. 
Men were afraid to read, as well as to write, and the sale of 
a book therefore was insecure. Booksellers did not care to 
venture upon the publication without some guarantee. 

The consequence of all this was that almost every book was 
published by subscription or in numbers, or both in numbers 
and by subscription, by either of which modes the risk was 
lessened. These endeavours to repress intelligence and thwart 
the progress of knowledge naturally weighed the heaviest upon 
those most in need of enlightenment— the lower classes. 
There was no difficulty in procuring a copy even of a pro¬ 
hibited book, provided the reader were known to the librarian 
and belonged to the wealthier class. As is generally known, 
Spain still lingers in almost mediaeval darkness. The few 
enlightened spirits, such as Castellar, have not been able to 
arouse the people from their lethargy and indifference. 

Quite otherwise is it with Italy. At this very moment an 
enterprising Italian publisher is issuing a popular edition of 
the Bible, the first ever published in that country. The poorest 
families will now be enabled to obtain copies of a book which 
for centuries has been most carefully kept out of their hands.— 
Bookworm. 

£rai>e Qtoftcee. 

Messrs. Hare & Co., Limited, have just issued a sheet 
containing proofs of a very large collection of City and Borough 
Arms. They are well executed, and electros are supplied at 
very reasonable rates. They will doubtless meet with a very 
good sale, as many printers will find a use for them. 

Messrs. Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have just issued a 
beautiful specimen book of their inks specially prepared for 
poster work. In looking through such a book as this, one is 
forcibly reminded of the vast strides that have been made 
within a comparatively short period in the artistic productions 
that are destined to adorn our hoardings, and to call the atten¬ 
tion of a bustling, hurrying age to the virtues of somebody’s 
goods. Crude, ugly, staring colours were considered good 
enough at one time, but, happily, that time has passsd, and 
now the printer supplies, and the public is learning to demand, 
good style in printing of every kind. The beauty and variety 
of shades that Messrs. Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. show in their 
book will command the attention of every printer, and we 
think will induce him to adopt some of them for his poster 
work. Among the colours may be specially mentioned : agate, 
Bismarck brown, citrene, orange lake, purple claret, turquoise 
blue, turquoise green, Nile green, Oriental green, bronze 
blue, etc. 
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IH^w Ipgaland 
By our Special Correspondent. 

1840-1890. 
“ A full half-century the years have spanned 

Since first our Pilgrim Fathers, wise and free, 
Planted a nation in an unknown land, 

And now New Zealand holds her Jubilee. 
Fair Isles !—encompassed by the Southern Sea— 

In whose clear heavens the English skylark sings— 
With flocks and herds on plain and fertile lea— 

With mountains forest-clad and water springs : 
Within thy happy homes contentment shines— 
True wealth, surpassing all thy golden mines. 

Changes have passed upon thee, pleasant land, 
For good and ill : yet now with hearty cheer, 

In hope and faith thy children take their stand, 
And one and all await a good New Year.” 

ARDING’S Almanac for 1890 contains the above lines, 
and I take them from a copy kindly sent me by our 

leading printer, Mr. R. C. Harding, editor and printer of Typo, 
which is now in its fourth year of publication. The line 

“ And now New Zealand holds her Jubilee,” 

refers to our exhibition, which was at its zenith when those 
lines appeared ; but now that we are in the last week of our 
celebrations, I have brought forth this poetic effusion to give 
eclat to my reference to such an event in our history, for our 
exhibition has been a great success, as a paragraph in another 
part of this letter will show. 

Trade during the past month has had nothing startling about 
it, and is going along in a quiet fashion. Society affairs have 
plenty of the element of interest in them, as will be found 
further on. 

I have before in these columns made reference to the progress 
of combination among the master printers of New Zealand. 
When I last mentioned this subject, Christchurch has formed 
an association, which had been followed by Dunedin and 
Invercargill, and it was hoped to draw in all the cities and 
towns. Things were going along placidly under the 50 per cent, 
increased tariff, when suddenly a council of war was called in 
a hurry, and the conference said a deputation from Dunedin and 
Christchurch must proceed forthwith to Wellington and Auck¬ 
land. It appears that two of the largest printing-houses in 
Dunedin have for some years divided the work of one of the 
banks between them, and having nearly all the forms standing 
the price has been on that line. When the new tariff, increasing 
the prices nearly 50 per cent., came into force, owing to the 
formation of the Master Printers’ Association, such work as that 
mentioned above was not included in the scale, and the two 
firms continued to quote the old price. Well, it came to the 
ears of the gentlemen interested (on good authority) that the 
traveller of a northern house had offered to do the bank’s work 
for nearly one-half of the price which had been paid for years. 
It was doubtful as to whether Wellington or Auckland was 
guilty of the “ sail under ; ” so, like the teacher who whips the 
whole class to get at the right boy, the association determined 
to take the two cities, and persuade their printers to combine 
and adopt their scale of charges. 

I have not learned what success was met with in Auck¬ 
land, and by some words which appeared in Typo, I take 
it the deputation called at Napier and left their cards—but 
I have not heard of any result. The very best results were 
obtained in Wellington, however, for a Master Printers’ 
Association was formed there, and the Dunedin scale 
adopted. I see by a telegram in the papers that they are 
going to work properly, for we are told that the association 
sent a letter in to the City Council, informing that body that 
in future the printers of Wellington would not tender for 
work, and enclosed a copy of their scale of charges, request¬ 
ing the City fathers to choose their own printers, as they all 
charged the same price. 

Is not this a step in the right direction, the doing away 
with tendering? I would strongly recommend all printers 
to make a note of the incident, and take the lesson given. 

The trouble with us is a lock-out at the office of Messrs. 
Whitcombe and Tombs, Christchurch. I told you in my 
last letter that the Canterbury Typographical Association 

had sent to all the masters of Christchurch an increased 
scale ot wages. The Master Printers’ Association adopted 
the scale, and immediately the above-named firm, which 
belongs to the Master Printers’ Association, told its em¬ 
ployes that after such a date their office would be non¬ 
union^ _ The secretary of the Canterbury Typographical 
Association has sent a letter to the secretary of the Otago 
Branch of the New Zealand Typographical Association, 
setting forth the affair officially, and as I have been 
privileged, on your behalf, to take extracts, I give his own 
words :— 

It occurred in this way:—“Mr. Whitcombe had given his 
bookbinders a week’s notice unless they left their trade 
society, declaring that he intended to work his office as a 
non-union one. Upon hearing this, our board instructed 
our members to give him notice, which they accordingly 
did. The bookbinders appealed to the Trades and Labour 
Council, a deputation from which body waited on the firm, 
with the result that the notices were withdrawn from the 
binders, and they were told that no interference would take 
place with them on account of their union. Under these 
circumstances the Trade Labour Council advised them to 
return to work, but to be careful of what they did, and on 
no account to agree to anything likely to affect them as 
unionists. The binders, influenced by a threat of Mr. 
Whitcombe’s that the firm was going to send the work of 
their diaries home to England to be printed, have sent a 
most abject letter to the firm, all signing it, in which they 
virtually promise to do anything asked of them, and do 
nothing to injure or inconvenience the firm for twelve 
months, if the late dispute will only be overlooked—and not 
send the work home. Our hands are out at present, and I 
do not think they are likely to return, as Mr. Whitcombe 
declines to come to terms with 11s on the boy and girl ques¬ 
tion. The firm employs six girls, and it is on this account 
that we have determined to close the office. They are very 
slack just now, and I do not think they have made any 
special effort to obtain non-union compositors, but they have 
secured two. They secured a machinist (six months’ en¬ 
gagement). No good—burnt their fingers.” 

A copy of the letter mentioned above was read before a 
meeting of the board, who decided to place it before the Trade 
and Labour Council, stigmatising it as a disgrace to manhood, 
and hope to get the non-union brand put upon them. The 
secretary already quoted says, “ Their letter to Mr. Whitcombe 
is the most abject and crawling effusion I have ever read.” 

At the time this trouble opened the Sweating Commission 
was sitting in Christchurch, and the Typographical Association 
placed their side of the matter before it, and next day Mr. 
Whitcombe went before the Commission and denied everything 
the other fellow had said. During the course of his evidence 
Mr. Whitcombe said the great objection was taken to his firm 
by the Typographical Association because they employed 
females. In America he found they were largely employed, 
and to some extent also in England. In the former country 
females were paid less than the men, and why should not he do 
the same ; but the printers wanted him to pay journey-women 
journeymen’s wages. He treated his females well, their hours 
being five minutes after the men came to work, and they 
knocked off ten minutes before, and he found them more 
intelligent and easier taught than boys. 

The Secretary of the Canterbury Typographical Association 
said, and he was not contradicted, the firm employed a foreman 
and three men (wages £2 10s. to ££), two boys and six girls 
(7s. 6d. to ios.), and that a fine system was in vogue which cost 
boys the whole of their wages for little mistakes and indulging 
in fun, and one girl, who was working an embossing machine, 
had ,£1 12s. 2d. deducted from her wages because the firm lost 
that amount in their tender, and they said the girl did not work 
the machine quick enough. The girl’s salary for the week in 
which the work was done did not amount to so much as the 
fine. 

It may interest some among your readers to know that Mr. 
J. Collier, Librarian of the General Assembly Library, Wel¬ 
lington, has compiled a comprehensive “ Bibliography of New 
Zealand.” This work has been printed at the Government 
Printing Office, a small edition, for private circulation only. I 
saw the list of intended recipients while the work was under 
way, all the leading libraries of the world receiving a copy 
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The book contains 240 pp. large octavo. The chronological 
catalogue contains dates from 1764 (Tasman’s Journals) to 
1889 (including E. Wakefield’s book, published in your country 
during the past few months). To this work Mr. Collier has 
given a long period of labour, and Typo's editor well says :— 
“ Every page of the book bears evidence of the most pains¬ 
taking research, and its preparation must have been a labour 
of love to Mr. Collier. No such work has hitherto been 
attempted, and it will be indispensable to all future students of 
the literature and history of the colony.” 

The New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition comes to a 
close with the end of this week, and on all sides it is declared 
to have been a grand success. So you will acknowledge when 
I inform you that the attendance has been more than equivalent 
to the entrance of every man, woman, and child contained in 
the population of New Zealand, and this has been attained in 
a period of six months. 

There has been a tremendous rush after Bellamy’s “ Looking 
Backward” during the past six months in New Zealand, and 
the stalls of nearly all our booksellers have been laden with 
copies, and now we have added thereto the other stories by the 
same author, which have had the dust gathering upon them in 
the past. In a notice by one of our leading booksellers in this 
morning’s newspaper, he says concerning “ Looking Back¬ 
ward ”: “I have sold about 5,000 copies of this marvellous 
socialistic book since I reviewed it in the Ti)>ies six months 
ago, and others have sold large numbers. I have just received 
1,000 copies of a sixpenny edition by Ward, Lock & Co.” 

I called into one of our newspaper offices during the craze 
period, and I saw a compositor waiting for copy, and instead 
of slinging in a handful of dis., or getting up his cap. case for 
advertisements, or putting away his odd sorts, he was immersed 
in this marvellous Socialistic book, and the only response I 
could get from him to my remark about the weather was : 
“ Oh, yes ; eh, what did you say ?” with his nose to the book. 

One of our own—our very own New Zealand—authors has 
written a book after this retrospective-progressive order, 
entitled, “ Anno Domini 2000” ; but even in this colony, which 
knows Sir Julius Vogel so well—too well, some folk say—there 
has been no rush like the above for his work. Perhaps the 
two are of a class, yet different. Two men show us what the 
future has in store. The American sees the Millennium, which 
we are all looking forward to ; the New Zealander sees a river 
turned in its course for the sake of its gold, and the reign of 
the Amazon, which no one looks forward to. The difference 
between the two books is marked. The gold fever and 
women’s rights epidemic may be about, but they have not 
got the same grip upon us that socialism has. 

It is not very often that any compositors in our land are 
“ brought before the beak,” but when they are, we generally 
know it. Bad company is nearly, if not always, at the bottom 
of it, and there is no need to put in a word for the “ poor 
compositor” because he is hard-worked and drowns his 
sorrows in the flowing bowl. The last row in which printers 
prominently figured was during the time of the strike on the 
Otago Daily Times, Dunedin, when rodents from all over the 
colony swarmed into the city, in the year 1886. This was a 
pot-house brawl, a row in the street, and a smashing of 
windows—verdict, twenty-four hours and a fine ; and when they 
came out, their frames were occupied. 

At one time printers had a very bad name in New Zealand, 
being called a “ drunken, dissolute crew,” and in many cases 
the epithet was deserved ; but such cases now-a-days are few 
and far between, the printers of to-day being a most sober and 
diligent class of men, occupying front positions in temperance, 
Union, and all other social reform movements ; also occupying 
mayoral chairs and seats upon municipal councils, school 
committees, and other educational bodies. The fact of the 
matter is, that the printer suits himself to the times, and he 
finds that to-day sobriety is an essential qualification for the 
maintenance of his position in the office, and he sheds his old 
skin and appears as the printer transformed. The result of 
this is that the apprentice of to-day has not the bad example 
presented to him every day which those of a few years ago 
had, and he grows up in more steady ways, and is not led to 
the bar-room, as used to be the case. So here we are 
promised temperate journeymen in the future, through the 
example set our apprentices, and in this respect, at any rate, 
the world is growing better. 

I am led into these remarks by a clipping from the columns 
of the Wellington Evenmg Press. A compositor in the Empire 
city got into bad company while drunk, and in a quarrel one of 
his friends cut his head open with a stone, for which the “ poor 
compositor,” who got “ the cut,” had his assailant before the 
Court. The case was taken into the Supreme Court. When 
the printer was in the witness-box, he was examined by the 
Registrar, and also by the Crown prosecutor, both of whom 
failed to get any satisfaction from their examination. “ I’m 
come here to state what I know, and I’m not going to be 
bluffed-there’s too much of that foolery in the Courts,” was all 
the intelligent compositor replied. Then his honour, the 
Chief Justice, came to the charge, but he only got the same 
answer; upon which the Chief Justice said, “If an ignorant 
person were in the box, such answers would not be wondered 
at, but from a compositor they expected something better.” 
This may be taken as a reflection upon the craft, but I do not 
think it need be, as the individual concerned is about as bad 
as they are made. 

Typo, Australasia’s only trade journal, published by Mr. 
Harding, in Napier, New Zealand, says, in the March number, 
just to hand, under the heading “ Our Exchanges ” : 

“ The Pri?iti?7g Times for January contains the index to 
vol. xv. (new series). It is a pretty exhaustive one, occupying 
twenty-one columns of brevier. To compile such an index 
involves much labour ; but the value of a trade paper is fully 
doubled when it is done. The fine old-fashioned headpiece at 
the head of the index is worthy of study as a piece of book- 
decoration. As showing the increasing interest taken in the 
colonies, it is worthy of note that ‘New Zealand ’ is the subject 
of fifty-nine references (some cross-references, of course) in 
this index.” 

Typo is an ardent admirer of your journal, taking every 
opportunity of putting in a word on your behalf. 

T. L. Mills. 
Dunedin, New Zealand, Aptil 17, 1890. 

The Stationers Provident Society. 

ON Monday night, the 19th ult., the jubilee of the Stationers’ 
and Paper Manufacturers’ Provident Society was cele¬ 

brated by a banquet at Stationers’ Hall, Ludgate-hill, Mr. 
George Chater, president of the society, being chairman. The 
chairman, in submitting the toast of the evening, “ Prosperity 
to the Stationers’ and Paper Manufacturers’ Provident Society,” 
said it was started with the object of raising a fund of ,£10,000 
to be applied for the benefit of stationers and their assistants, 
paper manufacturers, their clerks and foremen, booksellers, 
printers’ binders, and others connected with the stationery 
trades, and their widows and orphans when in necessitous 
circumstances. That fund, he was pleased to say, now reached 
£(29,000, and there has since been founded a residence fund, 
which now amounted to over £(5,000. It could not be too 
strongly pointed out that the society was not a benefit society, 
but purely a provident organisation. At the present time the 
main fund was in a flourishing condition, and it was the 
residence fund which he wished to make a special appeal for 
on this occasion. He hoped that there still existed in the 
stationery trade many who would come forward to assist in 
preserving a valuable fund, which their fellow workers in a 
trading community had established, by joining the society, and 
so make provision among themselves for the casualties and 
wants of the aged and decayed members of their own body. 
During the past year they had been obliged, through want of 
means, to refuse the applications of five or six very deserving 
persons for assistance from the residence fund. He sincerely 
hoped that the subscriptions at this dinner would enable them 
to make grants to those persons. There was no society in 
London more ably and economically managed. The toast 
having been responded to, the secretary announced that the 
subscriptions and donations in connection with the dinner 
amounted to nearly £(400. During the evening a pleasing 
selection of vocal music was rendered. 

Mr. R. LI. Blades has been elected a member of the Council of 
the Printers’ Pension, Almshouse, and Orphan Asylum Corporation. 
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Printing Machines and their 

Const met ion. 

THIS was the title of a lecture delivered recently at Glasgow 
by Mr. Harry Smith, the Glasgow representative of 

Messrs. Furnival & Co., of Reddish and London, printers’ 
engineers. The meeting was a very full one, and those present 
showed great interest in the lecture and the discussion that 
afterwards took place. The hall in which the lecture was given 
was decorated with various photos of machines, illustrating 
different points touched upon by the lecturer. Mr. Smith 
commenced by giving a brief historical resume of the progress 
of printing machinery since its invention about the close of the 
15th century. After referring to the Stanhope and Columbian 
presses, and to the invention of Herr Koenig, the lecturer next 
sketched out the design of the Wharfedale machines, which he 
described in some detail. The following is an extract from this 
part of the lecture :—As we must all admit, the requirements of 
a good printing machine are solidity, truth of surfaces, accurate 
fitting, and simplicity of construction. Most, if not all, of the 
early make of machines were very deficient in rigidity and 
strength, and gave much trouble to the printer on account of 
springing ; these troubles are now largely overcome in modern 
machines by having substantial frames, strongly braced with 
cross stays, fitted and securely bolted to planed seatings on 
the frame sides ; on the top of these end and cross stays 
are fixed runner racks or rails, which are planed to a 
true surface. Again, on top of these, are placed the 
anti-friction rollers, which support the carriage of the 
machine. On the larger sizes of machines there are four sets 
of these rails and a corresponding number of sets of anti- 
raction rollers; these form a good support for the carriage, 
and in a measure prevent springing, at the same time giving a 
very solid impression. It is expedient to have one cross stay 
directly under the cylinder. To secure accuracy, the frame 
sides, cross and end stays are all bolted together, and then put 
on to a large planing machine, which surfaces all up perfectly 
true so as to allow the runner rails to have a solid and perfect 
seating. The frame is then set on a boring table, and the 
bearings for shafts, levers, etc., bored out in position, and all 
parallel to each other. The carriage, or coffin as some printers 
call it, has rails or wide ribs cast on its underside (which are 
also planed true) to come exactly opposite the rails, which 
carry a series of small rollers, generally called anti-friction 
runners, all being held in position by a frame, and being con¬ 
nected to the traverse wheels, and by this means you will see 
that the bearing surface is very great. The carriage is pro¬ 
pelled backwards and forwards by an ordinary crank con¬ 
nected to spur wheels, which in their turn are geared by a 
connecting rod to a series of traverse wheels, from which 
the carriage takes it motion. In double-colour machines 
where a long travel of carriage is desirable, two pairs of 
wheels are used, one pair being larger in diameter than the 
other, the small wheels gear into the fixed racks on frame 
sides, and the larger ones into those on the carriage, 
and the increase of travel is in proportion to the difference 
between the diameter of the wheels. Near the centre of 
machine, and revolving in adjustable bearings is the cylinder 
wheel, which is fitted with grippers or mechanical fingers, 
which seize the sheet of paper to be printed at the proper time, 
holding it fast while being printed, and in its turn releasing it 
when the operation is completed, either being taken off by 
hand, or delivering it into the flyer drum, which rotates in an 
opposite direction to the cylinder. The sheet, then travelling 
down a series of tapes, is lifted up and over, by a series of 
laths, or fingers, and placed on a delivery board, thus making 
the operation almost automatic in its action, except being fed, 
and this we understand can be overcome by an automatic 
feeder, Horgus’s and others, but as air suction is required to lift 
sheets, it has not been universally adopted. Cylinders, pack¬ 
ing, making-ready, &c., were next passed in review ; various 
defects that had to be overcome were pointed out, and remedies 
suggested. The difficulty of obtaining good register was care¬ 
fully discussed. After a few remarks on two-colour and two- 
feeder machines, the lecturer, having giving his hearers a 
general idea of the construction and working of printing- 
machines, then went on to point out some of the difficulties 
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which beset the average machine-minder, and sometimes 
prevent him from turning out his work in a satisfactory manner. 
Slurring and creasing weie referred to in some detail, as was 
also the important question of how to obtain a proper impres¬ 
sion. Overlays and underlays were next referred to, and a 
a brief description of stereotyping was given. The lecture 
closed by a few practical suggestions to pressmen, whom the 
lecturer advised to thoroughly study the machines with which 
they worked, and to endeavour to master their construction. 

The Inventor of To-day. 

A WRITER in the Boston Herald says :—If there is any 
man to whom the term “ self-made ” will most truly 

apply, it is the inventor. He must possess three general 
characteristics peculiar to all men who achieve success in 
life, but in more full development than most others—to wit : 
ingenuity, enthusiasm, and perseverance. Like the true poet, 
his soul is in his work ; but his is the poetry of substantial 
achievement, which gives wealth as well as happiness to man¬ 
kind. If it be desired to harness the forces of nature for 
human benefit, the inventor devises the harness in the shape 
of machinery to operate with. Every comfort which we enjoy 
in civilisation bears the sign-manual of the inventor’s skill. 
Our clothing, furniture, the houses we live in, our means of 
travel, the carriages and ships we own and employ, the books 
and papers we use, even the luxuries we can command, are all 
largely due—at least their best utility and excellence are—to 
the genius of the inventor. 

The first success of the inventor, no matter how insignificant 
it may be, is usually the first step in a new life of the most 
absorbing interest to himself, and satisfaction also ; but it is 
likewise the first step in the treadmill of unceasing effort and 
thought—a treadmill that never stops for him while life 
remains. Go where he will, he cannot escape its operation. 
Every piece of machinery he sees suggests something to his 
busy brain, and, in fact, everything that he observes suggests 
an improving device to him. But it is rarely or never plain 
sailing with him in anything he undertakes. One of the 
things that troubles him a great deal is the improvement he is 
all the time making of his own work ; and often, when he has 
secured a patent on some machine, his mind has so far ad¬ 
vanced in improved devices for it that what he has secured is 
practically valueless to him. 

One of the main things for an inventor to learn in the inven¬ 
tion of machinery is to have in every machine as few parts as 
possible, to make them direct-acting, and have the machine, or 
thing, as a whole, easily operated. Mr. Edison once said that 
very many of the most meritorious inventions that were ever 
made were not successful because it required some skill and 
brain work to operate them. “To make a success of a thing,” 
he added, “you must have it so simple and easy of operation 
that a mule can operate it. Then you have a thing that will 
come into general use, if it is presented to the world in a 
business way.” 

The newer fields of invention are most promising for the 
young inventor. One of these is electricity. The best inven¬ 
tions in this field have mostly been made in the last fifteen 
years—largely, indeed, inside of the past decade. Here the 
field is opening out and widening all the time, as new applica¬ 
tions of the electric current, or electric energy, are being con¬ 
stantly discovered. Already the inventors in this field can be 
counted by the hundred, and there are, perhaps, more success¬ 
ful ones among them—that is, the ratio is greater than in any 
other field of invention. Just for a moment look at the prospect 
here presented. In the electric current we have an element of 
power that is more easily controlled and handled, more easily 
diffused over large areas, more adaptable to a greater variety of 
purposes, than any other of the forces of nature within our 
control. It will heat our houses, do our cooking, furnish us 
with light, and convey power anywhere that we may desire it 
to, and in any proportion we may call for. This covers a wide 
range of application, but it by no means exhausts the uses and 
purposes to which electricity can be applied, and this field, it 
will be seen, is therefore a most promising one to the young 
inventor. 
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“ De Blowitz 

IN 1871, there was at Marseilles a man of Austro-Slavonic 
origin, who, seeing France overthrown and torn by 

factions, had the idea of naturalizing himself as one of the 
conquered. He was, as one may see, an original. This new 
Frenchman showed himself a good Frenchman. He employed 
himself, with the best of his ability, and most successfully, to 
restore order in the headquarters of the Bouches-du-Rhone, 
and was sent as a delegate to Versailles, near the President of 
the Republic, by his comrades of the National Guard. Fifteen 
days later, Thiers could not get along without Monsieur 
de Blowitz. The industrious old man loved to question this 
Marseillais by adoption, who knew everything, men, things, 
and even foreign languages, and whose clear wit suggested 
every instant rapid solutions of all difficulties. He reserved 
for M. de Blowitz, he said, a fine position in the diplomatic 
service, in which a consul-generalship would have opened its 
doors for him. Already had M. de Blowitz, led by the friendly 
insisting of Thiers, made his preparations for departure, when 
Mr. Lawrence Oliphant, correspondent-in-chief of the Times, 
begged him to replace, for a few days, the Versailles corre¬ 
spondent, Mr. Hardman, who was ill at that moment. 

De Blowitz consented. He made his debut, and took at the 
first blow such a high place in the Times, that on the death of 
the former incumbent, the function of correspondent-in-chief, 
coveted and largely contended for by the writers and politicians 
of England, was confided to the Marseilles delegate of the 
National Guard. 

Before de Blowitz, the office of Times correspondent was a 
fine office, but it was nothing but an office. He has made of it a 
government. He receives ambassadors, confers with leaders 
of State, knows the texts of treaties before those who sign them, 
and disarranges, by a dispatch or a letter, combinations which 
their author thinks secret. Without sacrificing anything of 
his professional duties towards the Times, his suzerain, M. de 
Blowitz, exercises his vice-royalty as a true Frenchman, letting 
no occasion escape of defending his adopted country and 
efficaciously serving it against those who slander or threaten 
it. There was even a time, in 1875, at which the Duke 
Decazes, then Minister of Foreign Affairs, asked M. de Blowitz 
to risk his position, which is so valuable, and to sacrifice him¬ 
self to render France a patriotic service. It concerned the 
revealing to Europe the aggressive projects of Bismarck against 
France, and informing the Czar, then on the way to Berlin, of 
the plans which German diplomacy had the greatest interest 
in concealing from the Russian Emperor. 

In accepting the views of the Duke Decazes, M. de Blowitz 
had everything to lose. The refusal of the Times to insert his 
article would have obliged him to retire. The publication of 
his diplomatic revelation, on the other hand, exposed him to 
the fury of the German press. M. de Blowitz did not hesitate. 
His article, entitled “A French Phantom,” produced in the 
political world a most extraordinary and salutary emotion, and, 
a few days later, it was learned that the Czar had left Berlin, 
carrying assurances of peace from the German Chancery, so 
skilfully unmasked. 

When a man has so high a position, and the talent which is 
needed worthily to occupy it, he must have enemies. M. de 
Blowitz has some. But, as no one can deny either his 
intelligence or his knowledge, or his humour, the last resort is 
to accuse him of not loving France. We have seen what this 
accusation amounts to. 

Having seen everything, M. de Blowitz knows everything. 
He is, by the way, extremely fond of animals. He has kept 
for many years an old dog, not handsome, stricken with all the 
cruel maladies which Providence, without our knowing why, is 
pleased to inflict upon his creatures. The poor beast, swollen, 
wheezing and whining, horrifies everybody, and requires night 
and day the tender care of his master. The physicians have 
advised M. de Blowitz to kill the animal, now that it is 
encumbering and incurable. But M. de Blowitz keeps the dog, 
excusing his action with the remark : “ One does not kill, to 
get rid of them, his friends when they become old and ill.” 

So much for his heart. As to his wit, I yield the floor to 
Sarah Bernhardt, who wrote upon her portrait which she gave 
to the correspondent of the Times: “ The most ethereal of 

bodies to the most ethereal of wits.” it may be added that 
M. de Blowitz is virtually the European news-editor of the 
Times, handling all continental matter in Paris, and sending it 
from there. For this he gets the modest stipend of ,£10,000 
per year.—Hector Pessard, in “ The Revue Illusive? 

Queer Bank Notes. 

THERE was received at the United States Treasury De¬ 
partment recently one of the most peculiar bank-notes 

ever seen among the millions upon millions of currency notes 
printed by the Government. It was a twenty-dollar note or a 
ten-dollar note, just according to which side was up, for, by 
some remarkable mistake, the one side was printed with the 
figures and devices of a twenty-dollar bill, while the other had 
all the figures and devices of a ten. 

The note was returned to the Treasury by the cashier of the 
First Washington National Bank of Jersey City, who sent it, 
with a rather sarcastic note, intimating that his bank was not 
going into the freak business, and added that, as the Treasury 
had counted that bill for twenty dollars, he would trouble them 
to send him an ordinary twenty-dollar note. The affair 
created a sensation, for no one had ever seen such a wonderful 
note before; The matter was referred to the Department of 
Issue, from which the note had been sent out to the Jersey City 
bank. The mistake was promptly corrected, and an immediate 
investigation was begun. 

A consultation was held with General Meredith, the chief of 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing. He was at first thunder¬ 
struck, but his amazement soon gave way to intense alarm at 
the palpable evidence of some glaring oversight somewhere. 
The Bureau is considered a marvel of perfect surveillance and 
continual check and countercheck on every little detail. This 
mistake having occurred in one note, it must have occurred in 
more. All bank notes are printed in blocks of four on one 
sheet, and two hundred and fifty sheets in one bundle, so that 
there are always a thousand notes worked off at one printing. 
The thought occurred to him that possibly the banks might be 
flooded with these hybrids, which would mean disgrace and 
ridicule on his administration. 

A particularly aggravating feature was the factthat Mr. Graves, 
General Meredith's immediate predecessor, had been in the 
Treasury when the mistake was reported and had learned all 
about it. The investigation was prosecuted with vigour, and 
General Meredith soon found the cause of the trouble. It 
seems that the four notes printed on a sheet are not all of one 
denomination. There are always three of one kind, and the 
fourth of another ; thus, in this case, three tens and a twenty. 
It was an easy task to learn just when this bundle had been 
printed, and by which plate printers. They were examined, 
and it was developed that one sheet of four notes, after having 
been printed on one side, had fallen off the bundle to the floor. 
The assistant who picked it up, by some unfortuftate oversight, 
turned the sheet upside down when she placed it on the 
bundle. 

The rest is easily understood. This sheet was printed on 
the second side with a twenty face on the reverse of a ten, and 
one of the three ten faces on the reverse of the one twenty of 
the steel. Hence, there were two “ 10-20S ” in the lot. Thus 
the mistake was corrected; but no good explanation was 
offered, or can be offered, why these two bills, passing through 
a score of hands, each one of whom is supposed to examine 
each bill most carefully, should not have been discovered. 
Every person in the bureau who handles a note is held respon¬ 
sible in the strictest way, and it is almost incredible that none 
of these people should have discovered the mistake. ‘ In the 
Department of Issue are not less than six counters, whose 
business it has been for years to count the notes before issuing 
them to the banks. They are considered the most expert 
counters in the world, and yet all six of these wonderful ex¬ 
perts allowed such a bill to pass through their hands. No 
trace has yet been found of the second hybrid, so that it must 
be wandering around the country. The Treasury Department 
is anxiously waiting to hear from it. Should it ever be re¬ 
turned, the two notes will be kept in .the Treasurer’s office as 
rare curiosities. 
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The Art of Paper-Making* 

THE important subject of paper-making is dealt with by 
Mr. Watt in his new book in a most comprehensive, 

clear, and concise manner. The manual is, in fact, a model of 
what a technical hand-book should be, and no one could 
read it without gaining a good notion of what constitutes the 
art of paper-making. 

The first chapter deals with the essential basis of all manu¬ 
factured paper—cellulose, which is described as “vegetable fibre, 
deprived of all incrusting or cementing matter of a resinous or 
gummy nature.” As a chemical substance cellulose is white, 
translucent, and somewhat heavier than water. It is tasteless, 
inodorous, absolutely innutritious, and insoluble in water, 
alcohol, and oils. 

The materials which yield cellulose are many and various. 
“ In former days the only articles employed for the manufacture 
of paper were linen and cotton rags, flax and hemp waste, and 
a few other fibre-yielding materials. The reduction of the 
Excise Duty, however, from 3d. to ifd. per lb., which took effect 
in the first year of Her Majesty’s reign—namely, in 1837— 
created a greatly increased demand for paper, and caused much 
anxiety amongst manufacturers lest the supply of rags should 
prove inadequate to their requirements. Again, in the year 
1861, the Excise Duty was totally abolished, from which period 
an enormously increased demand for paper, and consequently 
paper material, was created by the establishment of a vast 
number of daily and weekly papers and journals in all parts of 
the kingdom, besides reprints of standard and other works in a 
cheap form, the copyright of which had expired. It is not too 
much to say that, unless other materials than those employed 
before the repeal of the Paper Duty had been discovered, the 
abolition of the impost would have proved but of little service 
to the public at large. Beneficent nature, however, has 
gradually, but surely and amply, supplied our needs through 
the instrumentality of man’s restless activity and perseverance ” 
(page 9). 

A list of over fifty raw materials which can be used with 
advantage in paper-making is given, but, as Mr. Watt says, 
there are many other fibre-yielding materials which can be 
suggested, which, however, are not likely to have to be resorted 
to. Rags, esparto, and wood are the most important 
materials used by the paper-maker. Our author then proceeds 
to describe the treatment of these materials in the order named, 
illustrating his descriptions with valuable diagrams. 

Speaking of wood, Mr. Watt says, “ Our home manufacturers 
have recently paid much attention to this material, and it is 
highly probable that wood, as an inexhaustible source of useful 
fibre, will at no distant date hold a foremost rank.” The 
various processes for producing wood pulp are very fully 
described, but the author considers there is yet scope for 
improvement. He says, “ the objects of the numerous inventors 
who have devised processes for the disintegration of wood- 
fibre—that is, the separation of cellulose from the intercellulose 
matters in which the fibres are enveloped—has necessarily been 
to dissolve out the latter without injury to the cellulose itself, 
but it may be said that, as yet, the object has not been fully 
attained by either of the processes which have been introduced. 
To remove the cellular matter from the true fibre or cellulose, 
without degrading or sacrificing a portion of the latter, is by no 
means easy of accomplishment when practised on an extensive 
scale, and many processes which present apparent advantages 
in one direction are often found to exhibit contrary results in 
another. The field, however, is still an open one, and human 
ingenuity may yet discover methods of separating wood-fibre 
from its surrounding tissues in a still more perfect manner than 
hitherto ” (pp. 53-54). 

The important subjects of Bleaching, Beating or Refining, 
Loading, Sizing, and Colouring, are then fully dealt with in 
clear and concise terms, so that non-practical readers can 
follow them readily. 

A short chapter is devoted to “ Making Paper by Hand,” in 
which Mr. Watt says : “ Under the old system of making paper 

* “The Art of Paper-making with a Description of the Machinery 
and Appliances Used.” By Alexander Watt. Illustrated. Crosby 
Lockwood & Son, London. 

by hand, the rags were reduced to a fine state of division by a 
process of retting., or slow putrefaction. The rags were first 
washed in water, and then piled in heaps, in which condition 
they were allowed to remain until they became tender, that is, 
readily pulled asunder by the fingers. During the decomposi¬ 
tion the rags not unfrequently became rotten in some portions 
of the heaps, thus involving considerable loss of fibre. The 
rags were next placed in a strong chest, in which iron-shod 
stamping rods were fitted, and these, by their continued action 
gradually reduced them to a pulp. The stampers were 
eventually superseded by the beating-engine—the invention of 
a Dutchman, which received and still retains the name of the 
‘ Hollander.’ Other machines, as the duster, washing and 
breaking-engines, and the beating-engine, have entirely taken 
the place of the older system, which required the work of forty 
pairs of stamps for twenty-four hours to produce one hundred¬ 
weight of paper.” 

A particularly interesting chapter is that dealing with 
“ Making Paper by Machinery,” wherein the various machines 
and parts of machines are succinctly described. This is followed 
by a chapter on “ Calendering, Cutting, and Finishing.” Our 
author then proceeds to describe the methods used for colour¬ 
ing papers, adding a large number of valuable recipes. This 
is followed by a chapter on “ Miscellaneous Paper,” including 
waterproof, transparent, tracing, varnished, oiled, lithographic, 
blotting, parchment, and test papers. 

To the practical paper-maker the remaining chapters of the 
book will be the most interesting, as they deal with “ Machinery 
used in Paper-making,” “ Recovery of Soda from Spent 
Liquors,” “ Real Value, or Percentage of Commercial Sodas, 
Chloride of Lime, &c.,” and finally there is added a large 
number of useful notes and tables. 

The volume is well-printed and got up, and is furnished with 
a very full and comprehensive index—a most important feature 
in a work of this kind. 
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(ReBuSSe. 

Picturesque Wales: Handbook of Scenery accessible from the 
Cambrian Railways. Edited by Godfrey Turner. (Officially 
published by the Cambrian Railways Company, Oswestry.) 
Now that the fine weather is brightening everything, a book 
like this sets one longing to be among the beautiful scenes 
depicted, where hill and valley, lake, river, and sea contrast so 
strongly with the dull, grimy city. The book is an 
exceedingly useful and interesting guide, well illustrated and 
furnished with some good maps. Those of our readers who 
would like to see something of their own fair and beautiful 
land in preference to going abroad (or, worse still, going to a 
cockneyfied watering place) would do well to get this little 
guide and study it, and then make up their minds for a tour 
in the picturesque little principality. 

A Manual for Authors, Printers, and Publishers. By 
M. B. O’Brien. (London : Gee & Co., Moorgate-street.) That 
poor, unsophisticated individual, the inexperienced author, who 
has a work of genius to dispose of, which is destined (in his 
own judgment) to effect a revolution in the world of thought, 
or to place him upon the highest pinnacle of fame, has only 
himself to blame if he falls into the hands of the pirate pub¬ 
lishers spoken of by Mr. Besant, after having consulted Mr. 
O’Brien’s manual. Here we have the whole art and craft of the 
bookmaker made plain from the initial question of copyright, 
through the mazes of printing, lithography, illustrating, prepa¬ 
ration of copy, correction of proofs, right up to arranging for 
publication. Each item is dwelt with in a clear and concise 
manner, and a great deal of useful information is conveyed in 
the 130 pp. contained in the book. The work is very well 
printed and illustrated, and a beautiful specimen of photophane 
is given ; also a chromo frontispiece by Messrs. Taylor Bros., 
of Leeds. An index would have been an advantage ; possibly 
this may be added in a future edition. The blank pages be¬ 
tween some of the chapters make a bad impression, and it would 
certainly be advisable to add something to “ turn over ” on these 
pages, or else make the forms up afresh. We expect the book 
will meet with a good demand. 
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The Stretch of Paper, 

IN a recent issue of the Moniteur de la Papeterie Franfais, 
Aug. Brule, manager of Capdevila Paper Mill, Spain, 

says :— 
The elasticity and extensibility of machine-made paper are 

in correlation with the way that paper is made and dried. If 
a sheet of paper is subjected to great tension from the time it 
leaves the wet-press until it goes through the driers it will 
acquire very little extensibility lengthwise, and will break very 
easily, while it will be very extensible crosswise. Entirely 
different properties will result from submitting the sheet to as 
little tension as possible during manufacture, for then its 
extensibility is lengthwise and not crosswise. The width of a 
sheet can be modified as much as thirty to forty millimetres, 
according to the thickness and texture of the paper, on a 
machine making trimmed paper one and a half metres wide, 
without altering its shape or touching any apparatus whatever ; 
while lengthwise the proportion is larger still—as much as 
thirty-five to forty millimetres can be added to the length 
without risk of breaking. The great difference existing in the 
respective condition of two bands of paper, of which one has 
been stretched to its fullest extent, while the other has under¬ 
gone as little tension as possible, will be readily realised upon 
examination. 

The first, having lost all elasticity, will break easily, while 
the other will stand a strain of from thirty-five to forty milli¬ 
metres to the metre without breaking. 

Crosswise, identical results are obtained, but inversely; 
paper which has been much stretched during its manufacture 
will be very much more extensible than that made with less 
tension. 

The drying apparatus also has its share in this ; naked 
driers, i.e., driers without felts, cause paper to be more extensi¬ 
ble, crosswise especially, and less brittle both ways. 

Newspaper Punctuation. 

''r'HROUGH the columns of a contemporary a writer deplores 
_L the apparent fact that “ there seems to be a growing 

tendency among a great many of the daily newspapers, 
especially the provincial ones, to adopt a style of close punctua¬ 
tion.” On magazines and other work this writer deems it 
eminently proper and, furthermore, expected ; but on news¬ 
paper work not only unnecessary, but an absolute nuisance. 
“When a man has hurried home to tea,” he says, “ and picks 
up the evening paper, he does not want to stop and take little 
gasps of breath at the lapse of two or three words where the 
proof-reader has inserted perplexing little commas.” 

In a journal whose object is the elevation of its readers ; 
whose aim it is to lift the art of printing to a plane as near to 
perfection as possible, such sentiments, advising, as they do, 
indirectly, a departure from correctness in work that is not con¬ 
sidered of as much importance as that in other classess, seem 
scarcely consistent. 

The whole art of punctuation has for its province the division 
of written language by points, in such a manner that the rela¬ 
tions of words and clauses may be plainly seen, and readily 
understood. Furthermore, points not only serve to make an 
author’s meaning plain, but often serve to save it from being 
completely misconstrued. In no other way are their importance 
so distinctly shown as in those items that are made humorous 
by the omission or misplacement of a comma, giving the 
writer’s words not only a ridiculous but often an entirely 
opposite construction than that desired. While it is very true 
that the good usage of punctuation points differs widely, it 
is equally true that the art is founded on definite principles, 
of which whatever violates them is wrong and inadmissable. 

Admitting then, as we all must, that the fundamental 
principle of the art is the elucidation of an author’s meaning, 
will anyone say that points are less necessary in the newspaper 
than in the magazine ? Is it not equally as important and 
desirable that the reader should quickly seize the meaning of a 
newspaper article as that he readily grasp the ideas of a 
magazine contribution ? Is the reader of the evening paper 
delighted with the sentence which he must mentally punctuate 

in order to understand it ? Yet how often is that an 
actual occurrence ! Close punctuation in that sentence would 
have made it so clear that but one interpretation could have 
been given it. 

If it were admissable, or even advisable, to inaugurate a dual 
system of punctuation, a portion of which should apply to news¬ 
paper work and a part to magazine work, the closer one should 
certainly be used on the paper. The newspaper reader reads 
hurriedly, scarcely more than scanning the greater part of the 
matterbeforehim,and itis most desirable that everything should 
be as plain as possible. Newspaper managers realize this 
and see that all copy is in clear, concise English. Magazines, 
on the other hand, are read leisurely and if an article is so 
loosely punctuated as to be difficult of easy interpretation, the 
reader is more patient in his search for the light. 

But there should be but one system of punctuation, and that 
the correct one. It should enter into all classes of work. It 
should not be sacrificed to style. It should not be subject to 
the whims of compositors. It should be carefully used by 
writers, for they, above all others, know best what they wish to 
convey.— Type P'oimder. 

Mr. Gladstone on Printing. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

Sir,—The following may be of interest to your readers :— 
On April 12 last, by the favour of Mr. Cyril Flower, M.P., of 

Aston Clinton, the Right Flon. W. E. Gladstone was waited 
upon by some of the firm and staff of Messrs. Hazell, Watson, 
& Viney, Limited. Mr. Gladstone’s opinions on printing were 
expressed in the following conversation : 

Mr. Gladstone : “And now with regard to the type—do you 
still adhere to the old-face type, such as one sees in Pickering’s 
works, one of which I was looking at this morning? ’’ 

Mr. Jowett: “ Yes, we find that we cannot excel that style.” 
Mr. Gladstone : “Oh, you agree with me as to their excel¬ 

lency. I really think the pages of their Prayer Book are a 
perfect picture, reminding one of those early printed books 
which are still marvellous examples of printing.” 

Mr. Jowett: “And singularly, too, the ink used in the 
fifteenth century books is still intense and brilliant.” 

Mr. Gladstone : “Yes—beautiful.” 
I have taken the above extract from “ Hazell’s Magazine,” 

No. 43, May, 1890. 
The particular book referred to by Mr. Gladstone—in fact, all 

the works issued by the Mr. Pickering of that period, were 
printed by the late Mr. Charles Whittingham, of the Chiswick 
Press. This Prayer Book was issued in 1844. It was printed 
in red and black, in black-letter, and was of folio size. 

The general appearance of the volume somewhat resembles 
the “Gutenberg” Bible—hence, probably, Mr. Gladstone’s 
reference. 

This book was shown by us in the first Arts and Crafts 
Exhibition of 1888.—I am, Sir, yours truly, 

Chiswick Press, Chas. T. Jacobi. 

21, Tooks Court, E.C. 
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Who can Best be Spared ? 

YOUNG men, this is the first question your employers ask 
themselves when business becomes slack and when it is 

thought necessary to economise in the matter of salaries. 
“Who can best be spared?” The barnacles, the shirks, the 
makeshifts, somebody’s protdges, somebody’s nephews, and 
especially somebody’s good-for-nothing. Young men, please 
remember that these are not the ones who are called for when 
responsible positions are to be filled. Would you like to gauge 
your own future for a position of prominence ? Would you 
like to know the probabilities of your getting such a position ? 
Inquire within ! What are you doing to make yourself valuable 
in the position you now occupy ? If you are doing with your 
might what your hands find to do the chances are ten to one 
that you soon become so valuable in that position that you 
cannot be spared from it; and then, singular to relate, will be 
the very time when you will be sought out for promotion for a 
better place. 
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A merican Book Company. 

UNDER date of May 15, the American Book Company, of 
New York, Cincinnati and Chicago, issues a circular 

announcing its officers and telling something of what it proposes 
to do. The officers are: Birdseye Blakeman, president ; 
Alfred C. Barnes, vice-president ; Harry T. Ambrose, treasurer; 
Gilman H. Tucker, secretary ; Caleb S. Bragg, chairman ; 
William H. Appleton, William W. Appleton, Daniel Appleton, 
Alfred C. Barnes, Charles J. Barnes, Henry B. Barnes, Birdseye 
Blakeman, Geo. R. Cathcart, A. H. Hinkle, David B. Ivison, 
and Henry H. Vail, directors. The circular then reads as 
follows:— 

The American Book Company is a stock company incor¬ 
porated under the laws of the State or New Jersey for the 
purpose of carrying on the manufacture and sale of books. 

Its places of business are at Nos. 806 and 808, Broadway, 
New York ; 137, Walnut-street, Cincinnati, Ohio ; and Nos. 
258 and 260, Wabash-avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

The American Book Company has purchased the school 
book publications hitherto issued by D. Appleton & Co., 
A. S. Barnes & Co., and Ivison, Blakeman, & Co., of New 
York, and Van Antwerp, Bragg, & Co., of Cincinnati. The 
company will faithfully carry out all contracts entered into by 
these respective firms for the publication and supply of these 
books. The text books which have thus been acquired by the 
American Book Company have been intimately associated with 
the history of educational progress of this country for over half 
a century, and the company will devote its best efforts to 
sustain the great reputation these lists have achieved. To this 
end it will seek the aid and co-operation of educators and 
authors in maintaining the quality and accuracy of its publica¬ 
tions, and in the preparation of such new and original books as 
the progressive demands of the schools shall warrant. 

The company is organised in the interest of a reasonable 
economy in the production and sale of school books, and it will 
employ its capital, its combined labour and experience, to 
produce books of the highest quality at the least cost, and will 
offer them at the lowest price at which similar books can be 
sold in any country. It will pursue an open, direct, business 
policy toward competitors, customers, authors, and patrons. It 
seeks no monopoly and invites an open and honourable com¬ 
petition, with respect both to quality and to price of books for 
use in schools. 

The publications assumed by the company have hitherto 
received a large share of public patronage. The company 
hopes to merit a continuance of the same. 

Concerning Estimates. 

AN item in the April number of the Bookmaker (New York) 
suggests the propriety as well as the justice of a distinct 

charge for the making of all estimates for printing, and a 
correspondent, writing to that journal, says :—It is well known 
among the members of the trade that the same copy for a piece 
of work will be passed into the hands of three, four, or more 
printers, and an estimate asked from each, requiring often, not 
alone the cost of composition and presswork, but of engraving, 
electrotyping, paper, binding, and various other items, all of 
which consume a great deal of time in figuring out. Now, no 
specific charge could be named that would cover the value of 
time expended on estimates varying in amount perhaps from 
50 dols. to 5,000 dols. It would be reasonable, and I think the 
members of the trade would be in substantial accord there¬ 
with, to charge in all cases when an estimate is called for, a 
percentage on the gross amount of the estimate (say, 1 per 
cent.), such charge not to be maintained if an order for the 
work should be received and executed. The effect of this would 
naturally be to confine estimates to the fewest houses capable 
of performing the work, and would, in a degree, beget more 
uniformity in prices, and consequently less disastrous com¬ 
petition. 

It is just as reasonable that time spent on estimates should 
be paid for as for the same amount of time spent on any kind 
of labour or occupation, especially as such estimates are called 
for generally not to determine whether the work shall be done 

at all, but that printers may be pitted against each other so as 
to get the lowest possible price at which any member of the 
trade, responsible or otherwise, may offer to furnish the work. 

If such a rule should be adopted, and the applicant was 
apprised beforehand of the terms for furnishing an estimate, it 
would soon become established and recognised, as much so as 
“ time on proofs ” (alterations), which every author and pub¬ 
lisher admits to be a legitimate charge. 

Of course the rule may be set aside or modified where a 
customer evidently desires only to ascertain what may be the 
probable cost before having the work done ; but in the case of 
strangers such a rule ought to prevail, not only because of its 
justice, but also for the reason that if a fair estimate is made 
for good work and a competitor, whether capable and respon¬ 
sible or not, chooses to name a lower price, the printer who 
has made a just and careful estimate not only loses the work, 
but suffers under the imputation of maintaining higher prices 
than his fellows in the trade. 

One of the evils which the careful and competent printer has 
constantly to encounter is competition with those who offer a 
snap judgment as to cost, regardless of the many items of ex¬ 
pense embraced in the work, and heedless of the issue of that 
way of doing business, and it may be safely assumed that in¬ 
telligent men would rather do business with those who know 
just what the work is worth rather than entrust it to persons 
incapable or unwilling to ascertain its real value. 

Such a scheme as the foregoing may be impracticable, but it 
is worthy of consideration. 

Printers v. Painters. 

THESE professions contain in their ranks men of the 
highest ability. It is as honourable and praiseworthy to 

be a good printer as to be an architect, a lawyer, or a doctor, 
and it should be regarded as a “ profession ” quite as much as 
a business avocation. No man can step from the ranks of 
ordinary everyday pursuits, buy a printing outfit and become a 
printer, any more than a wholesale dealer in fish, or an auc¬ 
tioneer, finding his trade dull and collections slow, can make 
up his mind that on the first of the following month he will 
hangout his sign as “ doctor" and commence to practise on 
the first unfortunate comer. This, alas, is only too common 
among so-called printers, and what is the result ? Poor work, 
ignorance of the cost of production, and financial disaster. A 
landscape or portrait painter carefully studies his profession 
from its very foundation. He studies harmony of colour, the 
effect on the eye of a brilliant hue when alongside a more 
sombre tone, and would scorn to ask the maker of his colours 
to make him a sky-blue or a crimson for a sunset. How dif¬ 
ferent with the ordinary job printer or pressman. If he wants 
to match a colour for a job that requires a shade a little 
different from the ordinary standard inks, in nine cases out of 
ten, he is absolutely at a loss to know how to do it, and hustles 
down to the office of the printing-ink maker as fast as he can 
get there. He doesn’t know that a red and a black produce a 
brown ; it would probably paralyse him with astonishment to 
be informed that a blue and a yellow produce a green, and it 
would cause his hair to stand on end with amazement to be told 
that a little bronze-blue added to a lake will produce a very pretty 
purple. Any printing-ink maker in the country knows from 
experience the ignorance of the average pressman in regard to 
the manipulation of inks, and many amusing stories are told 
about the questions they are asked as to what to do with inks 
in certain contingencies. In a rainy and damp spell of weather 
an ink refuses to dry, and, although perhaps for the preceding 
month the ink has worked beautifully, it is very likely to be 
returned to the maker, with the information that his ink is “ no 
good.” The addition of a little liquid drier would have over¬ 
come the trouble and prevented the ink maker from receiving 
a package of ink, which, as received from the printer, in¬ 
variably contains a select mixture of pieces of cotton waste 
sticks, and the remnants of press-room lunch. There is no 
possible way that a pressman can make himself more valuable 
to his employer, and at the same time master his profession, 
than to study the inks he uses and endeavour to know at least 
as much about them as a house painter does about his paints, 
—Artist Printer. 
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Cost of Artificial Light. 

THE proprietors of a daily paper in New York recently 
instituted an investigation to find out how much gas cost 

them per 1,000 ems. There was a separate meter put on for the 
composing-room, and the number of thousand ems paid for was 
computed. The result was that each thousand cost a little less 
than a cent and three-quarters, or, to speak more exactly, 173. 
There were, in addition to the lights over each case, a certain 
number over the emptying banks, the italic stands, the copy 
cutter’s desk, and the make-up’s corner—perhaps one light to 
every three used at case. Every improved appliance was tried, 
such as reflectors above the emptying banks and modern shades 
at the cases, and the best burners also were used. A certain 
portion of this type was set in the daytime, but all of it was 
read and made up at night. This computation also included 
the cost of reading. This result seems to be very reasonable, 
but it is said that one Western paper has discarded gas and 
taken up oil. With the introduction of new and extremely 
powerful burners, like the duplex, a light is obtained equal to 
gas, but it is a little awkward in handling. It is certainly 
cheaper and steadier, and much to be preferred on that 
account. 

Luck and Brains in Business. 

SUCCESS or failure in business ventures are attributed to 
luck, or brains, misfortune or lack of brains, according to 

the standpoint from which success or failure are looked upon. 
A successful man will very seldom admit that he owes 

anything to luck ; all is due to his remarkable brain ; he knew 
when the right conjuncture had arrived, and made use of it; 
he knew, by watching the farming reports here and abroad, 
that wheat would go up or down ; he knew that property in a 
certain neighbourhood would rise or fall; he used his brains 
only in picking out his good employes, &c., &c. ; he is smart, 
and to his smartness is due his success. 

This smart and successful man will judge other successful 
men at about the same standard, but he will say, depreca- 
tingly : “Well, they are smart, but (and he will wink his eye) 
they saw what I was doing, and had brains enough to take the 
cue from me.’’ 

But when he speaks of unsuccessful men, how he will 
run them down ? Those fools 1 they have no brains ; why, 
I could have told them they were doing a foolish thing ; they 
should have asked me ; what they were attempting to accom¬ 
plish was a sheer impossibility on the face of it ; with a little 
intelligence they should have known it,” &c., &c. 

The unsuccessful man attributes the success of others to luck, 
and nothing else; he will growl that he, the man of brains, 
cannot make any headway, while some fool, favoured by luck, 
grows rich. 

We think that both sides, the successful and the unsuccess¬ 
ful, generally underrate each other. 

Success, in our opinion, is more due to business tact than to 
absolute brain-power ; of course, business tact is also a quality 
of the brain, but it does not necessarily occur in the most active 
nor in the best trained brains. 

We know of men who have had no training, no schooling ; 
they had a certain business tact and were successful; it is sheer 
nonsense to claim that a fool may accomplish a series of suc¬ 
cessful operations ; a fool, favoured by luck, may draw the big 
prize in a lottery, or may make a “ hit ” in Wall-street, but he 
cannot build up any mercantile or manufacturing business ; that 
requires a certain amount of brain-power and tact. 

On the other hand, there is many a capable, highly-educated 
man, who cannot attain success. What is this due to? In 
most cases it is caused by his tendency of running amuck on 
all possible occasions ; he delights in showing his superiority 
in education, &c. ; he underestimates his neighbours, and 
makes them his enemies ; in short, he lacks tact. 

The most difficult part in the road to success is the start ; 
many men would make successful business men if they were 
once started on the road to success, but to make the first 
thousand or a few thousand dollars, that is hard ; many people 
come into possession of a small capital by chance, and they go 

! right along making money ; that is luck. For a wage-earner 
to save up a capital is only possible under very favourable 
circumstances—when there is no sickness, no doctors’, no 
undertakers’ bills. 

We do not admit the claim of bad luck when a man was once 
fairly started ; unless the failure be caused by force majcur : 
war, elementary disturbance, as earthquakes, inundations, &c. 

Losses in business may be prevented by the most careful 
watchfulness, and energy and industry will do the balance. 

Fine Fruiting. 

EVERY printing press ever made possessed some meri¬ 
torious qualities, and when in able hands good work 

could be turned out, and so it is to-day with the many platen 
job presses on the market. As platen and not cylinder presses 
are used for job work by country printers, a few suggestions 
will not be out of place and might be useful. 

Now, I prefer some presses above others, but still some 
classes of work can be executed just as well and as neatly on 
one make of press as another. There are two causes more 
prominent than others which control good printing on platen 
presses, and these are the rollers and the tympan sheets. It 
is absolutely necessary to have good rollers, and yet I have 
known it to be impossible to do good work, even with new 
rollers, the cause being weak springs on the roller-carriers. 
The rollers must bear sufficiently hard on the form to give it a 
good inking, and yet how lew printers seem to realise this. 
Springs are never replaced, and are expected to last as long as 
the framework of the press, notwithstanding there is more 
strain on the springs in accordance with their ability to with¬ 
stand it than on any other part of the machine. The springs 
need to be replaced frequently, else good work is impossible. 
Putting cardboard behind the form is a poor way to strengthen 
the springs. Better get new springs at once and thus save 
yourself much annoyance. 

On many presses, and, in fact, on all quarto and half-medium 
ones, there are carriers for three rollers, yet seldom more than 
two are used by many printers, even if the form be quite heavy. 
The third carrier is by no means to be considered merely as an 
ornament ; it is for use, and should be used. I always use 
three rollers, unless the form is an open one and there is not 
much of it. Even billheads and similar work will be found to 
be printed more satisfactorily with three rollers than with two, 
and why should it not be so ? There is everything in its favour. 
Fine lines are not clogged with ink in order that heavier lines 
may be sufficiently charged, and the form is in every way 
better inked. The ink is better distributed, and it requires less 
inking of the disk with the hand brayer than when only two 
rollers are used. A four-roller cylinder inks a form better than 
a two-roller one, else only two-roller ones would be made, and 
the same principle applies to job presses. Printers think it 
economy to use only two rollers, but my experience has always 
been otherwise. Always use a full complement of rollers and 
your work will be found to be much improved. Then, too, 
use hard packing on type in good condition. It gives 
a clearer impression, and the work does not present 
that mottled appearance that characterises some offices. 
Use the best quality of pressboard. If you use card¬ 
board, don’t think it economy to use a sheet of cheap board 
under the tympan-slieets, but use the best quality of hard 
Bristol board you can secure. The gauge-pins need not pene¬ 
trate the cardboard, and it will last for weeks. 

A good deal of trouble arises from the slipping of the roller- 
wheels on the tracks, thus causing the rollers to refuse to re¬ 
volve until they strike the form. The result is cut rollers, in a 
short time, and an absence of ink on the lower edge of the form. 
Sometimes weak springs are the cause, or oil on the tracks. 
Use roller-bearers on all rule forms, and, in fact, on the majo¬ 
rity of work done. If you have none regularly made, make 
them yourself out of some hard wood. It will pay you for the 
trouble—the expense is nothing. Have your press-work to be 
the very best possible, as good press-work can frequently be 
made to cover defects in composition, and, on the other hand, 
it clearly shows what manner of printer you are.—Inland 
Printer. 
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Odds and Ends. 

An artificial leather is made in Austria from red beech wood, 
cut in the spring. The wood must be worked as soon as cut; 
it is steamed, treated with chemicals in a boiler under pressure, 
and, after going through various other operations, it is pressed 
in strong, thin pieces, which are said to make a solid sole 
leather, superior to the animal product in firmness and dura¬ 
bility, and which can be worked up in the same manner, nailed 
or sewed. 

4* 4* 4* 

Where trouble is experienced by engravings wearing out 
too rapidly, the following remedy may be useful :—Take a 
piece of cuttle fish (ossa sepia), when the stone is in dry con¬ 
dition, and scrape a little from it upon the engraving ; add 
enough linseed oil to form a thin paste, and rub it into the en¬ 
graving with the fingers for about one minute ; then ink in. 
After this, should a sufficient strength not be obtained, repeat 
the same operation. Do not mix the transfer ink with crayon 
ink, but with a short engraving, or pen ink. Crayon ink con¬ 
tains too much strong varnish. Mutton suet is sometimes used 
in the ink, but it does not improve either the engraving or the 
transfer impressions, but rather spoils both to some extent, 
because the impressions will spread out in transferring, and 
the work will not be sharp enough. Tallow or mutton suet 
have not the qualities for making an engraving any stronger, 
but a good transfer ink has, when left in the engraving. 

4* 4* 4* 

The date is often printed in roman numerals at the foot of 
a title, and the changes sometimes bother compositors who are 
not familiar with the notation. Fora long time the symbols 
have been progressing in a regular series, forming in 1888 
about as unwieldy a group as could well occur ; and the sudden 
change in 1890 has set the compositors considering as to the 
correct notation. Here it is :— 

1888 MDCCCLXXXVIII 

1889 MDCCCLXXXIX 

1890 MDCCCXC 

The change after the close of the nineteenth century will be 
sharper still, and the characters will form a most unfamiliar 
group : 

1899 MDCCCXCIX 

1900 MCM 

1901 MCMI 

There are signs that this cumbrous old notation is dying out. 
It is certainly convenient in Scripture references (Matt. xx. 20, 
for example), but it is abandoned in the Revised Version, 
and even, we notice, in the latest editions of the Authorised 
Version issued by the Bible Society—a great innovation. It 
has always been a stumbling-block to the illiterate. An old 
story, now going the rounds, tells of a clerk who never could 
master the notation, and on one occasion announced : “ We 
will sing to the praise and glory of God in the X and the L and 
the one-eyed psalm.” 

gome (ttofee. 

An International Literary Congress will be held in London at the 
end of October. 

The Review of Reviews is still advancing in circulation, and 70,000 
copies is the first order for the June number. 

Messrs. W. B. Silverlock & Co., bronzing machine manufac¬ 
turers, have removed from 58, The Exchange, Southwark, S.E., to 
39, Ludgate-hill, E.C., where all information concerning their 
machines can be obtained. 

The annual dinner of the Newspaper Press Fund was held at the 
Hotel Metropole on Saturday evening, the 7th inst, Mr. Edward 
Lawson in the chair. Contributions were announced to the amount 
of ,£1,850, the largest sum ever received at an anniversary of the fund. 

At The Lancet office on the 6th inst., in the presence of the 
editorial staff, a massive silver salver, weighing 200 ozs., elegantly 
chased, was presented to Surgeon Parke by the editors of The Lancet, 

in recognition of his services in connection with the Emin Pasha 
Relief Expedition. 

Our enterprising contemporary, Stationery and Bookselling, con¬ 
tinues to develop under the able management of Mr. J. S. Morriss. 
The special Spring Number consists of 140 pp. demy-quarto, printed in 
bronze-blue ink upon thick paper, of good surface. It is full of in¬ 
teresting information and of advertisements. 

A SUM of £274 having been subscribed to the fund for providing 
a memorial of the late Mr. W. M'Dowall, editor of the Diunfries 
Standard, and author of the history of the town, it has been resolved 
to found a bursary in connection with the Academy, and to place a 
commemorative tablet on the mid-steeple or in some other conspicuous 
place. 

The proprietors of the Northampton Mercury celebrated the 170th 
birthday of that journal, by issuing, as a supplement, a facsimile of 
its first publication, reducing its price to one penny, and incorporating 
the Northampton Guardiaji with it. The facsimile was obtained by 
permission of Dr. Garnett, the librarian of the British Museum, from 
photographs taken of the twelve pages, and transferred to zinc blocks 
for printing. 

There were close upon four thousand distinct advertisements 
published in the Scotsman for the 26th April—the precise number 
being 3,981. This is the largest number that has ever appeared in 
the Scotsman on any one day, and is, we believe, enormously in excess 
of the number ever published on any one day by any newspaper in the 
United Kingdom. The next highest day was April 12th, when the 
advertisements numbered 3,940. 

At a recent meeting of the London School Board, Sir Richard 
Temple, M.P., in reply to Mr. Lobb, said that it was a fact that the 
Board was paying 50 per cent, more to the present printers than was 
paid to the late printers for printing the Board’s documents and 
minutes, and that there had been many complaints of delay in the 
work under the present contract. The whole question of the contract 
was under the consideration of the Finance Committee. 

Presentation.—The occasion of Mr. Charles Keylock relinquish¬ 
ing his position as overseer of the Carlyle Press (W. Burgess, East 
Ilarding-street) was taken advantage of by the employes and a number 
of friends to present him with a very handsome marble timepiece, a 
pair of vases in Doulton ware, an illuminated address, and several 
other articles of vertu—the whole forming an elegant and valuable gift. 
The presentation took place on Wednesday evening, May 14th. 

The output of one “ Thorne ” Machine, in the office of the Bradford 
Observer, May 1, 1890, in seven hours and thirty-three minutes con¬ 
secutive running time, averaged over 10,000 ens per hour, or over three 
lines per minute, 52 ens minion, composed and justified, distribution 
going on simultaneously. The operator and distributor lad had had 
about two years’ experience, and the justifier about twelve months. 
The type broken by the machine in producing 76,286 ens was under 
6| oz. 

The June number of Dr. Barnardo’s magazine, Night and Day, 
contains, among other articles, “Penal Servitude for Life,” giving 
particulars of a recent case admitted to the Homes, showing how 
dreadful are the cruelties to which children are often subjected. Many 
interesting details of the operations of the Homes, fully illustrated, are 
also supplied in this issue. As the income of the institutions, which 
depends wholly upon voluntary contributions, falls to its lowest ebb 
during the summer and holiday months, there is an urgent call at 
present for the special aid of all who are interested in this greatly 
needed work among destitute and neglected children. 

There is no limit to the enterprise of the patent medicine man. A 
company has lately been formed to work some medicines under the 
name of Sequah, Limited, and as they state that they find some 
restrictions in the newspaper press, they have determined to start their 
own organ. A paper has accordingly been issued with the title of 
The Sequah Chronicle, and it is stated that 200,000 copies of the 
first number have been issued, 100,000 being sent through the post. 
The paper is fairly well got up, but is, of course, filled with pulls of 
Sequah. He appears to be a sort of hero in the provinces, although 
we must confess to never having heard of so wonderful a benefactor of 
his species before. Mr. W. E. Tolley is the assistant manager in the 
advertising department of Sequah, and appears well qualified for the 
post, having had experience in the starting of several provincial papers, 
all of which are now successful. The Sequah Clwonicle is printed by 
John Davis & Co., Limited, Old Kent-road. 

The will of the late Sir Edward Baines, of Leeds, the senior 
proprietor of the Leeds Mercury, who died on the 2nd March last, 
aged 89 years, has been proved, the personal estate being sworn of 
the value of ^ 165,818. The testator bequeaths £500 to his son, Mr. 
T. B. Baines, £700 in trust for his daughter, £250 to his sister, and 
£100 a year for life to his sister-in-law. Full instructions are left as 
to the disposal of the testator’s five twenty-fourths in possession and 
two twenty-fourths in reversion of the goodwill and assets of the Leeds 
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Mercury. The residuary estate is to be held in trust as to three- 
eighteenths each for the testator’s daughters, Miss Baines, Mrs. 
Condor, and Mrs. Crossley, four-eighteenths each for his son and 
the estate of his late son, and one eighteenth for his son-in-law, Mr. 
Williams, who has a life interest also in the two twenty-fourths of the 
Leeds Mercury, the reversion of which belongs to Sir Edward Baines s 

estate. 

Commercial Failures.—Accordingto Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the five 
weeks ending Saturday, May 31, was 418. The. number in the 
corresponding five weeks of last year was 477, showing a. decrease of 
59, being a net decrease in 1890, to date, of 259- The failures in the 
printing and stationery trades were 7, as compared with 10 and 8 in 
1889 and 1888 respectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, 
there were 371 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale Office 
during the same five weeks. The number filed in the corresponding 
five weeks of last year was 361, showing an increase of 10, being a net 
decrease in 1890, to date, of 34. The number of bills of sale published 
in England and Wales for the five weeks ending Saturday, May 31, 
was 948. The number in the corresponding five weeks of last year 
was 985, showing a decrease of 37, being a net decrease in 1890, to 
date, of 577. The number published in Ireland for the same five 
weeks was 49. The number in the corresponding five weeks of last 
year was 57, showing a decrease of 8, being a net decrease in 1890, to 

date, of 55. 

The Printing Machine Managers’ Superannuation Fund. 
The annual excursion, in aid of the funds of the above charity, will 
this year be run to Ramsgate, Margate, and Canterbury, Saturday, 
July 5. The committee are enabled, through the kindness of the 
South-Eastern Railway Company, to provide accommodation on a 
most liberal scale. The excursion will be from Saturday to Wednes¬ 
day inclusive, one, two, three, four, or five days, at the option of the 
ticket-holder, starting from Charing-cross, and taking up passengers at 
Cannon-street, London-bridge, and New-cross Stations, and the fare, 
there and back, is 4s. 6d. for five days, or 3s. 6d. for one day. The 
fund was established seventeen years ago to provide a small allowance 
to printing machine managers who, from age or blindness, become in¬ 
capacitated from following their trade. Therefore, we trust the trade 
and also the public will extend to this excellent institution that help 
and assistance which is so essential to the successful carrying out of its 
good work. Tickets and other information to be obtained of the 
various agents (see bills), or of Mr. D. D. Leahy, secretary, 134, 

Salisbury-square, Fleet-street, E.C. 

The members of the Co-operative Printing Society, Limited, whose 
headquarters are Manchester, with branches in London and New¬ 
castle, and which was established in 1869, had their “ coming of age” 
festival on the 10th ult., in the assembly hall of the Co-operative 
Wholesale Society’s warehouse, Balloon-street, Manchester. The 
proceedings were inaugurated by a tea, to which about 400 persons 
sat down, and this was followed by a concert, interspersed with 
addresses. Mr. S. L. Chadwick, the president of the society, occu¬ 
pied the chair, and he was supported on the platform by Mr. G. 
Howell, M.P., all the directors of the society, Mr. Ben Brierly, 
Mr. Thomas Hayes, and others. The chairman stated that the 
society had a share capital of .£15,945, a loan capital of £10,615, and 
a reserve fund of £3,919, or a total of £30,479. They had also 
£5,362 worth of stock, and buildings and machinery worth £40,000, 
which in the balance-sheet had been more than half depreciated, so 
that with all this it would be a great shame if the society did not 
prosper. They were that day stronger than ever they were, and that 
meeting was only to be an incentive to further progress and further 
prosperity. Mr. George Howell, M.P., Mr. H. Slatter, T.P., and 
others addressed the meeting. 

The fifty-fourth annual meeting of the Newspaper Society was held 
at the Salisbury Hotel, Fleet-street, E.C., on the 14th ult., Sir 
Algernon Borthwick, Bart., M.P., the president, being in the chair. 
The chairman said that the Act which the society had been instrumental 
in passing for amending the libel laws had proved very beneficial. 
More, however remained to be done in this direction. The committee 
of the society had succeeded in obtaining an amendment to the Cruelty 
to Children Prevention Bill, so as to allow newsboys to ply their trade 
up to 10 p.m. A resolution was passed protesting against the inter¬ 
pretation some of Her Majesty’s Judges had placed upon the fourth 
clause of the Libel Law Amendment Act of 1888, and appointing a 
special committee to consider the whole subject, and formulate pro¬ 
posals for a further amendment. A resolution was also passed 
protesting against the competition with newspapers of Government 
publications by convassing for advertisements. Sir A. Borthwick was 
unanimously re-elected president of the society for the ensuing year. 
Mr. O. J. R. Forman, of the Nottingham Guardian, was elected vice- 
president, in the room of Mr. Idartley. Messrs. A. G. Jeans, of the 
Liverpool Daily Post, and T. P. O’Connor, M.P., of the Star, were 
elected to the committee in the place of Mr. Lovell, deceased, and 
Mr. Forman elected vice-president. 

Bitgaf jjofftngec 

Dismissing a Printer’s Manager.—The Custom of the 
Trade.—In the City of London Court, the case of Wilson v. Della- 
gana was heard, before Mr. Commissioner Kerr. The plaintiff was 
Mr. Walter Wilson, who sought to recover the sum of £5. 10s. against 
the defendants, Messrs. James and Bartholomew Dellagana, trading as 
the Bishopsgate Printing Co., 6, Dionis-yard, Fenchurch-street, E.C. 
The plaintiff said he formerly carried on business as a printer but had 
to relinquish it, and a trustee was appointed. The business was pur¬ 
chased by the defendants from the trustee, after which they engaged 
him as their general manager. The terms were not put into writing. 
There was an understanding that as soon as his (plaintiff’s) affairs 
were straight he was to become a partner in the business. In the 
meantime he was to have £2. 15s. per week until he became a partner. 
Nothing was said as to what notice he was to have in the event of 
being dismissed. They paid him the £2. 15s. per week. Mr. Della¬ 
gana said there was no arrangement of the sort. He was one of the 
managers, and received the same as the other men. I don’t dispute 
the wages. We dismissed him instantly and gave him two weeks’ 
wages. Since then he has made several claims against us. The 
plaintiff further stated that he was in the defendant’s service for twelve 
months. The custom of the trade was that he should, as a manager, 
have a month’s wages or notice when leaving or give a month’s notice. 
Mr. Commissioner Kerr: If you are paid £2. 15s. a week I don’t see 
how you can have a month’s wages. The plaintiff said he was a 
general manager with twenty men under him, and it was always usual to 
have at least a month’s notice or money, and sometimes three months. 
Mr. Commissioner Kerr : Then there is no custom if it varies. There 
cannot be a custom. If you pay him £2. 15s. a week the ordinary 
inference is that he is to have £2. 15s. a week or a week’s notice. For 
it to be a custom it must be a fixed and determined thing, which does 
not vary. The defendant : He has received his wages every Saturday 
and nothing has been said. The plaintiff: I could never discharge 
even a machine-minder under a fortnight’s notice. Surely I was 
entitled to a month. Mr. Commissioner Kerr said he must find for 
the defendants with costs. Judgment accordingly. 

Printers and their Employes.—A case was heard recently 
at the Clerkenwell County Court, before His Honour Judge Eddis, in 
which Charles Hensher, a machine-minder, sued Mr. William Jones, 
of Playhouse-yard, Golden-lane, printer, to recover £4. 19s. for 
wages in lieu of a fortnight’s notice. The plaintiff deposed that he 
was in the employ of the defendant as machine minder for about seven¬ 
teen months, his wages being £2. 17s. 6d. a week. On the morning 
of Friday, the 21st March, about ten o’clock the manager came to 
him and told him that he need not do any more work, as Mr. Jones 
had decided to dismiss him. Soon after two other machine-minders, 
who were under notice, came up, and asked him what was the matter. 
As he was telling them Mr. Jones came into the room and ordered the 
men to their machines. He asked witness what he was doing, and he 
said he was repairing the rollers. Defendant then told him to put on his 
hat and coat and clear out. He went down stairs and asked for his money, 
and was paid up to one o’clock on that day. Witness asked to be 
allowed to finish the week, but defendant refused, and accused him of 
spoiling a job. Witness explained that the job was not spoilt through 
his fault, and after the explanation defendant admitted that he had 
been misinformed, but declined to allow witness to do any more 
work. At the same time he gave him a good character. 
The spoilt job was a map intended for a railway time table. 
It was discovered that the lettering and figures were 
not right, and the artist, Mr. Walters, was sent for. Witness washed 
the stone ; and Mr. Walters was engaged on the alterations between 
two and three hours, leaning on the stone to do them. Witness after¬ 
wards started the job, but the sheets were found to be unsatisfactory. 
At half-past nine on the morning of the 21st March, the manager 
ordered the machine to be stopped, and said he would get another 
stone made up. Soon after this plaintiff was dismissed. He had been 
sixteen years in the trade. There were about 200 sheets spoilt, though 
the defendant alleged that he had spoilt 500. In cross-examination, 
witness said that the unsatisfactory appearance of some of the maps 
(produced) was caused by the artist making alterations. The moisture 
from his hand would cause the stone to be greasy. Edward Wood and 
William Bowin, the two machine-minders mentioned by the plaintiff 
in his evidence, also gave testimony in support of..his case, corro¬ 
borating his statement as to how the imperfections in the maps were 

^caused. For the defence Mr. Lowe called George Black, who had 
the superintendence of the room in which the plaintiff was em¬ 
ployed. In his opinion the imperfections were caused through 
the plaintiff neglecting his work, and allowing the surface from 
which the rollers received moisture to become dry. It was ascer¬ 
tained that 588 sheets had been spoilt. Witness was at work in the 
same room, and noticed that the plaintiff was away from his machine 
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several times on the morning of the 21st March. The damage 
done amounted to about 4s. John Walters, the artist who 
drew the map, denied that his leaning upon the stone to make the 
alterations, had caused the imperfections in the maps. George 
Whales, manager at Messrs. Bemrose & Son’s, also gave evidence on 
behalf of the defendant. His Honour, in summing up, said that the 
question was whether the plaintiff had shown a sufficient amount of 
carelessness to justify the defendant dismissing him at a moment’s 
notice, only paying him up to the time that he left. There had pre¬ 
viously been no complaint against him, and he was an able, efficient 
workman. Allowing that the plaintiff had been guilty of some degree 
of carelessness on the morning in question, ought he to have been 
summarily dismissed after seventeen months of apparently valuable 
service? No doubt the fact that the other two machine-minders were 
under notice to leave had something to do with this hasty dismissal. 
Upon the evidence, it did not appear to him that there were sufficient 
grounds for the instant dismissal of an employe who up to that time 
had done his work extremely well, and against whom there had been 
no previous complaint made. Under the circumstances he should find 
a verdict for the plaintiff for the amount claimed, and allow him his 
costs. 

A case of some importance to newspaper proprietors—Brett v. 
Bowles—came before the Court of Appeal on the 1st inst. The 
plaintiff-, who owns a weekly publication entitled The Princess's Com¬ 
plete Story Novellete, had applied for an interlocutory injunction 
against the proprietor and publisher of The Princess : a Home Journal 
for Maid and Matron, to restrain them until the trial of the action 
from publishing their journal under that title. The papers were so 
far similar that some orders might be expected to go astray. Mr. 
Justice North, however, declined to make an order, and the Court of 
Appeal upheld his judgment without calling on the other side. 

Cofontaf 

By the foundering of the B.I.S.N. Company’s steamship Quetta, 
Mr. John Watson (senior partner in the firm of Messrs. Watson, 
Ferguson, & Co.) and his wife lost their lives. Although differences 
have existed between the Queensland Typographical Association and 
that firm for several years, all those members who came in contact 
with the deceased gentleman speak well of him, and he was generally 
regarded as a reasonable and an honourable man. 

The Worker, which has just been started in Brisbane, Q., as the 
organ of the Trade Unions, is a new experiment in journalism. It is 
a purely co-operative concern, the property of the Unions, who own 
the plant, elect trustees, appoint the editor by plebiscite, and pay a per 
capita subscription, in exchange for which each member receives a 
copy of the paper. Typo says, “We doubt whether a paper on these 
lines will succeed. It will probably split on the rocks of socialism or 
land nationalization.” 

The first issue of a weekly newspaper— The Star: Trade, Labour, 
and Land Gazette—appeared at Adelaide, South Australia, on March 19. 
It consists of eight pages foolscap, and is issued at the price of one 
penny. Mr. F. Wigney is the editor, and the Trades and Labour 
Council have undertaken to support it. The first two numbers have 
been printed at the office of the Port Adelaide Hews (Kennedy & 
Jones). Labour journals do not as a rule, get the support that their 
promotors reckon upon, and it remains to be seen whether the Star 
will be an exception. 

The proprietors of the Toronto Globe are putting up an excellent 
building on the corner of George and Melinda streets for their new 
quarters. Alterations costing 30,000 dols. will make an already fine 
building one of the best for a newspaper. The extension of Victoria- 
street to King-street necessitates the removal of the Globe's present 
home. The change is a most desirable one to all the employes, as the 
building is an old ramshackle affair that should have been torn down 
twenty years ago. The Empire is also contemplating a new and 
superior building for next year. 

Messrs. F. T. Wimble & Co., of Clarence-street, Sydney, 
offered a prize of ^5. 5s. for the best design for a litho calendar of not 
less than twelve colours, and an order tor 1,000 to be given. Nine 
designs were submitted, and the judges (Mr. W. Wynne, Mr. W. 
O. Hopkins, and Mr. E. M. Grosse) selected that submitted by 
Messrs. Gibbs, Shallard, & Co. At the invitation of Mr. H. Franks, 
of F. T. Wimble & Co., a number of Sydney master printers, with the 
judges, assembled at 87, Clarence-street to inspect the designs, and all 
were satisfied that the one selected was the best and most suitable for 
the purpose. 

The journalistic profession in Australia (says the Wellington Press') 
are not behind others in forming associations for mutual protection and 
assistance. A Victorian Reporters’ Association was formed a few 

months ago, and now its president states that it has the largest mem¬ 
bership of any association in the colony. The inaugural dinner of the 
society was held recently, and, the Age reports, proved very successful. 
Sixty representatives of the metropolitan journals were present, whilst 
the invited guests included representatives from Sydney, Adelaide, and 
Hobart journals. The president, Mr. J. Tipping, of the Victorian 
“ Hansard,” occupied the chair, and was supported on the right by 
Mr. T. R. Roydhouse, of the Sydney Daily Telegraph, and on the 
left by Mr. Just, of the Hobart Mercury. After the usual loyal toasts 
Mr, T. Roydhouse proposed success to the association, and took 
advantage of the opportunity to express a hope that it would achieve 
its principal object of creating a harmonious feeling amongst the press¬ 
men of Victoria and elevating the status of an honourable profession. 
The president, in responding, trusted that the time would come when 
they would be in a position, like similir institutions in England, to 
establish a fund for the assistance of disabled pressmen or their widows 
and children. 

-—«ri. - 
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The Government Printing-Office in Washington now employs 600 
compositors and ninety pressmen. It is the largest printing-office in 
the world, its annual out-turn being valued at about 3,000,000 dols. 
The Public Printer has lately made application for enough additional 
land so that an entire square can be obtained. He does not believe 
that present accommodations are adequate. A better grade of work 
is done there than formerly, and this includes some very fine illus¬ 
trations. 

At Holyoke, Mass., U.S.A., there are twenty-three paper-mills 
now running, whose aggregate total production every twenty-four 
hours is about 400,000 pounds, or 200 tons. The number of hands 
employed is 3,900. Money paid in wages approximates 30,000 dols. 
every month. The nominal capital invested is nearly 4,000,000 dols., 
but the actual amount is much greater. Other industries directly con¬ 
nected with the paper-trade in Holyoke, using paper in various forms, 
employ about 800 hands, paying out about 25,000 dols. monthly. 

The New York Tribune entered upon its fiftieth year recently. On 
the day of its birth it was a small one-cent paper of the Whig school 
of politics. Its first edition consisted of five thousand copies, of which 
forty-three hundred were given away as samples of the new enterprise. 
Horace Greeley was the editor and proprietor, and he was assisted by 
Henry J. Raymond, afterwards editor of the New York Times, and 
member of Congress, in the departments of literary criticism, the fine 
arts and general news. One of the first newsboys to call for papers, 
was John Iloey, now the millionaire president of the Adams Express 
Company. 

Minna Williams, of Cincinnati, is engraver and manager of the 
plate printing department in the Western Methodist Book Concern 
in that city. Miss Williams first studied with Mr. Jones, to whose 
position she has now succeeded. She then went to Florence, Italy, 
and pursued her studies in wood engraving under the direction of 
Timothy Cole, whose engravings in the Century Magazine have 
attracted so much attention. Upon her return to America, in 
1888, she entered upon her present position. Miss Williams belongs 
to a gifted family. Her sister, Alice Williams Brotherton, is well 
known as a poet. 

The new Chronicle building in San Francisco, is nearing completion, 
and is expected to be ready for occupation shortly. This structure is 
one of the finest of its kind in the United States. There are ten 
stories and a tower, the total height being 205 feet from the ground. 
In the tower is the largest clock in the country, it is 24 feet in dia¬ 
meter. The general style of architecture is Romanesque. Mr. Ii. 
de Young, the proprietor, has spared no expense, and the fitting up 
of the interior is on the most magnificent scale, the white Italian 
marble used for the wainscoting throughout the building and in tiles 
for the floors in the hallways alone costing over 30,000 dols. 

John W. Lovell stands to-day the most conspicuous figure in the 
world of books—an unassuming gentleman of about forty-two years of 
age, with full beard and frank, open features. He talks rapidly, and 
has a remarkable way of getting at the root of all matters. No man 
ever lived who has done more to educate the masses than he, being the 
first to put within the reach of the most humble, scientific and 
classical works, that Lmust bear fruit in a better citizenship. The 
Lovell’s Library began modest, with only a few thousand dollars to 
back it, but now its promoter represents a book business closely 
estimated at 3,000,000 dols., and all this accomplished in eight years. 

Andrew Carnegie has given 1,000,000 dols. to the City of Pitts¬ 
burg, U.S.A., to build a free library. The one he presented to the City 
of Allegheny has just been completed. It is a model of beauty, 
viewed merely as a work of architectural skill. What it will prove as 
an educator and help to the people the coming years will show. It 
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was dedicated recently with imposing ceremonies. The President of 
the United States, the Governor of Pennsylvania, representatives in 
Congress, together with minor celebrities, were present with Mr. 
Carnegie on the interesting occasion, and the event will long be 
remembered as a particularly enjoyable one. The music-hall, which 
is one of the departments, contains a very fine organ, and several 
brilliant concerts have been held there. 

A new American press is now sufficiently complete to give an 
account of its construction. It has a cylinder made after the same 
style as the ordinary stop cylinder, but more than half longer. Upon 
this cylinder are secured sixty-four page plates of the Century, eight 
each way, the long way of the plates making the circumference of 
the cylinder. There are two feed-boards, one on the right and one 
on the left of the cylinder, and from each board are fed two sheets 
simultaneously. When the movement begins two sheets are fed in, 
when the cylinder has revolved half-way two more are fed in. Thus 
each complete revolution makes four sheets. This press will be used 
for the illustrated pages of the magazine. One form now lakes a 
month to go through, excluding making ready, which may be from one 
to three days ; by this it will be completed in six or seven days. 

The Boston pubPshing trade have been startled by the announce' 
ment that C. F. Jewett, president of the C. F. Jewett Publishing Com¬ 
pany, of Poston, had left for parts unknown. Embezzlement and 
overissue of stock of the company are charged against the absconding 
president of the company, and the amount of his shortcomings is 
placed at 75,000 dols. Dana Estes, of Estes & Lauriat, is treasurer of the 
company and owns 375 shares of the stock. It is reported that more 
than twice the amount held by Mr. Jewett had been sold by him to 
various persons in blocks of ten or twelve shares for from goo to 1,100 
dols., and his alleged victims assert that it had been his custom to 
make out these shares as occasion required, and that he signed his own 
name and that of Mr. Estes thereto. Mr. Jewett went to Boston from 
Claremont, N. PI. At the time the firm of James I\. Osgood & Co. 
went out of business, over two years ago, he was employed by that 
house. Then he interested Estes & Lauriat in his publishing scheme, 
and induced them to invest in it. The firm did a general publishing 
business of books of merit and secured their sale. Estes & Lauriat 
have issued this card:—“The capital stock of the C. F. Jewett 
Publishing Company was 75,000 dols., all issued when the company 
was organised four years ago. It turns out now that Mr. Jewett, who 
was president, has made large over-issues of stock to various persons 
who will be losers. Those transactions, we believe, are of very recent 
date, nearly all ot which that have come, to our knowledge being 
within a month. The books of the corporation do not show their 
names, and those who have come to us for information ask us to keep 
their confidence. It is hardly necessary to say that our concern is not 
financially affected, though we regret such conduct by a man in whom 
we had great confidence. '1 

A meeting of the creditors of the Bufford's Sons’ Lithographic 
Company, 67, Federal-street, Boston, was held on April 26. The 
trustees have been hoping that some plan of re-organisation might be 
devised by the company itself, but in this they were disappointed, and, 
as the condition of the business made it clear to them that its indefinite 
continuance W'as not likely to be profitable, it was accordingly deemed 
best to call the creditors together, acquaint them with the facts, and 
let them take such action as they saw fit. The trustees had received 
from W. G. Bixby, of the Nashua (N. H.) Card and Glazed Paper 
Company, an offer to take the assets and pay the creditors 25 per cent., 
and this offer they submitted to the meeting. In case no better offer 
for the assets could be obtained, and the alternative of a forced sale 
could not otherwise be avoided, the trustees were inclined to recom¬ 
mend the acceptance of Mr. Bixby’s offer. The affairs of the company 
were quite fully discussed at the meeting, which was attended by about 
forty creditors. At the time of the assignment the creditors were 
hopeful that they would eventually get their pay in full, but the feeling 
at last Saturday’s meeting was altogether different, although it was 
thought that more could be realised than the 25 cents on a dollar 
offered by Mr. Bixby. Indeed, Mr. Carter, of Carter, Rice, & Co., 
said that the property could be broken up and sold as old material for 
more than 25 cents, and he thought that Mr. Bixby’s proposition 
uught not to be entertained ; lie would, he said, give 30 cents himself. 
Mr. Raymond said that the “ publication stock,” which was repre¬ 
sented to be worth 80,00adols., was not worth 25,000 dols. T. C. 
Campbell, of the New York law firm of Murphy & Campbell, who 
represented several creditors, questioned the trustees pretty closely as 
to the manner in which they had performed their trust, and, while he 
had not the least disposition to reflect upon the integrity of the trus¬ 
tees,, he yet thought that they had been guilty of negligence and mis¬ 
management. The two trustees who were present at the meeting, 
viz., Mr. Raymond and Mr. Weston, replied to Mr. Campbeli’s 
charges, and claimed that the trustees had done their full duty in the 
premises. After some further discussion the meeting decided to have 
matters investigated by a committee of three, the meeting to report at 
a subsequent meeting or the creditors, and Colonel J. P. Jordan, J. C. 
Kennedy, and Walter L. Church were selected as the committee. 

Confmenfof £ Jjfomjn ^offtnge. 

The well-known Paris printer, De Seye pere, died recently, aged 

seventy-five. 

Le Parti Ouvrier, a large-sized Socialist daily organ, has re¬ 
appeared in Paris last month. 

The French Chamber of Engravers on Copperplate has decided on 
the creation of a professional school. 

The typographical school established by the Society ol Milan is 
well frequented, and is yielding good results. 

The delegate from the Ardennes to last year’s Exposition, M. 
Emile Tisset, has received a silver medal for his report. 

In the first Typographical Congress in Belgium only three printers 
took part, it is announced by L'Art et l'Imprimerie. A new congress 
is announced. 

M. Georges Olmer, the Paris paper-maker, announces that he is 
offering to printers a new paper for chromo purposes which is destine 1 
to render great services. 

The strike at the Maison Bardin, at Angers, has left many employes 
without work. The committee of the Federation Typographique has 
addressed an appeal on their behalf. 

Dr. Friedrich Friedrich, founder of the German General Com¬ 
positors’ Union, and from 1878 to 1885 its president, has died in 
Dresden, aged sixty-two. 

M. L.AV. Seguin, officer of the Academie, former president of the 
Society of Overseers of Taris, has died at Boissiere-le-Bertrand 
(S.-et-M.) at the age of fifty-nine. 

A german lady, Frau Sobriot, has bequeathed 90,000 francs to the 
French Academy, to form a bourse for the winner in a yearly educa¬ 
tional and moral essay competition. 

INI. P. Fontana, proprietor of one of the largest “printeries” of 
Algeria, director of the Journal general de FAlgirie ct de la Tunisic, 
has been made an officer of the Legion of Honour. 

MM. Foucher Freres, manufacturers of printing utensils, have 
presented to the Estienne School a new lead mould, capable of found¬ 
ing two plates at once of a length of 50 centimetres. 

At a general assembly held at Zurich, the paper manufacturers of 
German Switzerland have constituted themselves into a federation for 
the defence of their interests—and for the raising of prices ! 

Franz Mayer, former director of the Helvetischen Typograpkia, 
and author of a work “ On the Condition of Printing,” has recently 
died near Vienna. In 1884 he celebrated his professional jubilee. 

The fourth Paris annual exhibition of Black and W’hite will this 
year take place during October and November, at the Pavilion de 11 
Ville de Paris. The director is M. E. Bernard, 71, Rue La 
Condamine. 

A new French Chamber of Printers has been formed in Paris. Its 
habitat is 10, Rue de Lancry, where also reside the syndical chambers 
of commerce and industry. M. Alcan Levy, one of the oldest printers 
in the capital, has been chosen president. 

M. Jules Cheret, painter-lithographer, the creator of a new art 
industry by the application of painting to commercial printing, who 
obtained silver and gold medals respectively at the Expositions of 
1878 and 1889, has now been made chevalier of the Legion of 
Honour. 

Ciiromotypograthy for printing geographic charts is a very old 
art. It was used in 1513 by Schott of Strasburg, who printed charts 
in three colours. Charts and plans of war were last century often 
done on copper, to render them more durable and facilitate their being 
put on rollers. 

A COLLECTION of obituaries published by the press made by the 
Bureau Argus of the late Empress-Dowager Augusta has been sent to 
the Emperor of Germany. It comprises 2,000 journals of different 
tongues—whereof 400 are English and 575 French. Additions con¬ 
tinue still to arrive. 

An audacious robbery was one night recently perpetrated at the 
office of the Syndical Printing Chamber, Paris. The cashbox of the 
“ Bourse du Travail” was forced, and about 1,500 francs abstracted. 
The society is doing its possible to discover the thief. Meanwhile it 
is making a collection in all the ateliers to reinstate the sum. 

The Society of German-Swiss Printers is studying the idea of the 
creation of a school of compositrices, on account of the strike, which 
has not yet passed out of men’s minds. The society has addressed a 
circular to its adherents inviting their opinion ; intending to call upon 
them for common action if the answers to the suggestions are favour¬ 
able. 

From Touraine it is reported that a leading printing establishment 
has taken to paying its wages out on Friday instead of, as formerly, on 
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Saturday. This modification has effected the suppression of Saturday 
night cabaret orgies, which were often prolonged till far into the 
following day. “Families and general morals have benefited,” it is 

drily added. 

The journalistic museum at Aix-la-Chapelle invites all journals to 
send it two copies of their numbers containing articles, judgments, 
felicitations, See., on the occasion of the anniversary of Prince 
Bismarck. One copy will be deposited among the “ Bismarck 
archives” established in 1886 ; the other will be reserved for a “future 
memorable occasion” which has not been designated. 

It is a somewhat astonishing fact that there are in Paris two Polish 
printing establishments—those of S. Niecunsky and A. Reiff; a Polish 
bookmart — that of W. Mickiewicz, known as the Librairie de 
Luxembourg ; a Polish reading-room—in the Rue de l’Arbre-Sec and 
Rue de Rivoli ; and an extensive Polonese library, at the Literary and 

Historic Society’s. 

Messrs. Leroy & Sons, of Paris, have just finished the production 
of a very large map of the European Railways. It measures about 
17 ft. lay 10 ft., and is made up of 11 breadths of paper, measuring 
47 centimetres wide by 3.30 metres in height, joined vertically. The 
whole superficial area of the work is about 17 square metres. The 
map has been printed on letterpress machines, from blocks engraved 
in the ordinary way. 

The Revue de la Reliure Francaise, a commercial and circum¬ 
stantial bulletin has appeared in the French capital. It is started by 
the French Syndical Chamber of Bookbinding, and is published at 81, 
Rue des Saints-Pres, Paris. It appeals to an industrious and 
intelligent class, which comprises, besides mere workmen, true artists 
whose productions are highly appreciated, and who are ever in search 

of progress and novelty. 

The BuchdrucJter Zeitung says that the old forests of pines and of 
firs in Central Europe are rapidly disappearing, owing to the demand 
for wood pulp for the paper mills. Over the sites of some of them 
mills have arisen. The annual produce of wood cellulose is now more 
than 700,000,000 lb., and as it requires 31b. of wood to produce 1 lb. 
of celluloid, this means an annual conversion of upwards of 
2,000,000,000 lb. of wood. 

At the Paris Salon, the jury of the engraving and lithographic 
section is to dispose of thirteen medals. Two at least of these will be 
devoted to each of the sub-sections, but no sub-section can receive 
more than five. The number of “ honourable mentions ” is not to 
exceed twenty-four ; three of which at least will be given to each sub¬ 
section. The jury is composed of four engravers, four aquafortists, 
four wood engravers, and four lithographers. 

The Syndical Chamber of Typographic Printers of Paris has constr 
tuted its Council of Administration for 1890-91 thus:—Bureau : MM. 
Noblet (Ch.), hon. president ; Duruy (Edouard), secretary ; Lahure 
(Alexis), treasurer; Bourdel (Joseph), archivist. Councillors for Paris : 
MM. May(L. Henry), Mouillet, De Saye fils, Ethiou-Perou (Gaston). 
Councillors for the Departments : MM. Charaire, of Sceaux ; Danel, 
of Lille ; Firmin-Didot (Maurice), ofMesnil. 

M. Philipte Franssens, the lucky winner of the 500,000 fr. lot at 
the Exhibition Lottery last year, gave a banquet on Saturday, May 3rd, 
to several of his old friends and fellow-workmen, at the Mille 
Colonnes, Paris. M. Jacques, deputy, bore witness in his toast to the 
host to the probity and indefatigable industry of that demi-millionaire 
and his wife, who had kept in respectability a family of three sons and 
three daughters, which they had “given to the country of their 
adoption.” 

A correspondent of the Morning Post, writing from Singapore, 
says that column per column and word per word the cost of setting 
and correcting type and printing is almost the same in a newspaper 
office there as it probably is in London. The compositors—Eurasians, 
Tamils, and Chinese—earn only about one-third of what an average 
English compositor earns at London piecework rates, but then they 
do much less work. The balance of cheapness is probably slightly in 
favour of Singapore. 

The large journals of Berlin are demonstrating their importance by 
the building of superb establishments. On the other hand, the small 
provincial press is not thus favoured : it appears that journal pro¬ 
prietors, printers, and others allow considerable reductions in the 
prices of their advertisements—which points to profits of a somewhat 
illusory description. It is a frequent thing in towns which have only 
two papers for them to wage idiotic wars of competition ; and any¬ 
thing is done to gain clients, in order to crush each other—a pro¬ 
ceeding which invariably results in the said clients coming off best, 
on the principle of the umpire between the two boys quarreling over 
one nut. 

Mr. Takahashi; director of the Official Journal of the Japanese 
Empire, recently visited Paris in company with Mr. Tsuda, and 
several Japanese journalists. During the stay of these gentlemen in 
the French capital they visited a number of printing machine and 
other engineering establishments. As an outcome of their visit, Mr. 
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Takahashi has ordered two Marinoni machines for use in the Japanese 
Imperial Printing Office, and Mr. Tsuda ordered from the same firm 
another similar machine, on which the Osaka journal, Le Soleil 
Levant, will be printed. These machines to be supplied by Messrs. 
Marinoni will be the first of the rotary type which have ever been 
erected in Japan. 

The French minister of Commerce has received somewhat curious 
complaints on the disadvantages under which French trade labours 
in the colonies, on account of the obligation of conforming to the 
metric system. By the mere fact of this system English manufacturers 
get a considerable “ pull.” The English yard equals only 90 centi¬ 
metres instead of a metre ; and the English pound represents only 450 
grammes. The result is, that French traders suffer a difference which 
the natives are incapable of taking into consideration ; and they 
therefore demand—either that they be authorised to make use 
of the same measures as their competitors, or that the latter be com¬ 
pelled to employ the metric system. 

We have not yet heard the last of the old rivalries existing between 
Mayence, Strasburg, and several other towns, as to the glory of having 
been the scene of the first essays in printing. But now to these is to 
be added, if we accept the word of M. 1’Abbe Requin, the town of 
Avignon, whose title is by no means despicable. In the notary’s 
registers of Avignon, of the year 1444, M. Requin has found contracts 
relating to the projected fabrication of printing utensils—presses, 
forms, and moveable characters in metal: showing that attempts were 
made in the ancient town of the Popes to put printing into practice 
before even the date of the oldest known specimens of Gutenberg's art. 
It is true that no results are here proved to have been obtained. 

Germany and Italy have long disputed the honour of having in¬ 
vented copper engraving. Italy attributes it to the goldsmith Masso 
Finiguerra, of Florence. The oldest Italian engravings, indeed, bear 
date 1465. Germany can on her side, however, produce engravings 
of 1446, and at Lubeck they were printing with it in 1459. In con¬ 
nection with this, the Boersenblatt gives the text of a convention, 
dated August 20, 1459, between the goldsmith Berthold Borsteld, 
and Hans Leiden, for engraving on copper and printing three subjects 
-—the Crucifixion, the Judgment, and the Story of Troy. If this 
document has an unique value for art, it is even more important in 
itself, as it is one of the oldest contracts between author and editor 
existing. 

The Japanese beat the world for hand-made paper. The Japanese 
paper is especially good for etching, and is greatly in vogue among 
artists. It is exceedingly durable and highly finished, and prints upon 
it are very much finer than on any other quality of paper. The hand¬ 
made parchment paper is made from the inner bark of the sycamore 
tree, which has a very rough fibre, and it is beautifully finished. The 
Japanese Government has official documents in its possession printed 
upon this parchment which are as good as new to-day, after 1,500 
years’ wear and tear. The Japs themselves use this paper for houses, 
coats, umbrellas, screens, and every imaginable purpose. The manu¬ 
facture of hand-made paper is now being principally conducted by the 
Japanese Government as a national enterprise. 

It has been decided to hold an International Conference on the Pro¬ 
duction of a Book at Antwerp, under the patronage of the Belgian 
Government and the authorities of the city, to which the principal 
publishers, printers, booksellers, librarians, and amateurs of the whole 
world are to be invited, to discuss—above all, from a practical point 
of view—certain questions appertaining to the preparation, distribution, 
public use, and preservation of books generally. In connection with 
this Conference the Societe du Palais de l’lndustrie des Arts et du 
Commerce is to organise on its premises at Antwerp, with the assist¬ 
ance of an executive committee, an Exposition Speciale du Livre, to 
consist of all the materials employed in the fabrication of a book ; the 
processes through which they pass, and the industries connected there¬ 
with. The Exhibition will open on August 3, and will last until Sep¬ 
tember 28, 1890, at the earliest. 

A curious volume of statistics has been published by the General 
Statistical Bureau of France, in which the population of that country 
is classed according to its professions, under certain general headings, 
giving a tolerable idea of the relative importance of the principal 
branches of industry. The population is engaged thus In agri¬ 
culture, 17,698,402 ; manufacture, 9,289,207 ; transports, 1,020,721 ; 
commerce, 4,247, 764 ; public service, 613,362 ; public administra¬ 
tion, 714,027 ; “liberal professions,” 1,094,233 ; persons living on a 
revenue, 2,295,966 ; making the classed population 36,973,682. The 
rest are:—Without profession, 237,899; not classed, 490,374; 
professions unknown, 231,805 ; total of the present population, 
37,933,760. It will be seen by these figures that agriculture alone 
engages almost half the population. It is also curious to notice the. 
number of females engaged in industrial pursuits. In France the 
number is four millions. In the other industrial countries of Europe 
the numbers of women employed thus have been computed as—- 
England, 4,500,000; Germany, 5,000,000; Austria and Italy, 
3,500,000. 
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(TUS5 Jfournafer £ (Pr4fg C^angeer. 
The Wednesday Journal is a new illustrated penny weekly paper, 

primed and published by Messrs. Gordon and Gotch, of St. Bride- 
street, E.C. 

The proprietors of the Sydney Morning Herald and the Sydney Mail 
have opened new London offices at 78, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. 

Mr. Joseph Hatton has been appointed editor of the Sunday 
edition of the Hew York Herald in London. 

The Bookbinder, which has hitherto been published by Messrs. W. 
Clowes & Son, Ltd., has now passed into the hands of Messrs. 
Raithby & Lawrence, Ltd., of Leicester. 

A new penny weekly, entitled the Whirlwind, will appear shortly. 
It will be under the direction of the Hon. Stuart Erskine and Mr. 
Herbert Vivian, and will deal with politics, history, religion, art, 
literature, philosophy, and the ethics of society. 

The Law Gazette is a new weekly legal paper intended for the 
profession at large. It is printed by Messrs. Allen, Scott & Co., 30, 
Bouverie-street, E.C., and published by the Law Gazette Publishing 
Co., 89, Chancery-lane, E.C. 

The Monthly Record is the title of a halfpenny magazine started in 
the interests of the Dock Labourers’ Union. It is printed by Messrs. 
Green & McAllan, and published at the Assembly Hall, Mile End. 

We are informed that Mr. John Southward’s editorial connection 
with the Printers' Register terminates with the issue of the current 
(June) number, and that he has undertaken the editorship of the Paper 
and Printing Trades' Journal. 

The Office commenced a new series as a weekly on May 3. It 
contains a large amount of useful information interesting to all engaged 
in commercial work. 

East and West has been enlarged and improved, and is now pub¬ 
lished by Mr. W. Heinemann, 21, Bedford-street, W.C. The June 
number contains an article on Christopher Plantin, the famous printer 
of Antwerp. The price of the magazine is one shilling. 

The Art Interchange is a fortnightly publication, published in New 
York, and now issued also as an English edition by Mr. W. Heinemann, 
21, Bedford-street, W.C. It is stated to be an illustrated guide for art 
amateurs and students, writh hints on artistic decoration. It is illus¬ 
trated with bold designs for wood carving, decoration, etc. With each 
number is issued a large chromolithograph, and also a supplement 
showing working models for embroidery, etc. The price is one shilling 
per number, or 24s. per annum for twenty-six numbers post free. 

(printing anti of iter Companies. 

HEREWITH vve give particulars of twenty com¬ 
panies connected with the trades we represent 

which have been registered since our last list was compiled, 
the total capital being .£553,000. This compares with 
fourteen companies and ^£872,200 capital at the same 
date last year, and brings the total so far recorded this 
year to eighty-four companies with ^£2,298,890 capital, 
compared with eighty companies and .£2,307,262 capital 
at the same date last year, a remarkably near approxima¬ 
tion, as will be seen :— 

Wiggins, Teape, & Co., Limited.—Registered on the 29th ult., 
with a capital of £ 180,000, in £10 shares, to take over the business 
of Wiggins, Teape, & Co., wholesale stationers and paper-makers, 
carried on at 10 and 11, Aldersgate, and at the Downton Mills, near 
Salisbury ; and also the business of paper-maker, carried on by 
Herbert Thomas Park, at Withnell Fold, near Chorley, Lancaster, 
known as the Withnell Fold Paper Mills. The subscribers, who have 
taken one share each, are :—*E. P. Barlow, wholesale stationer, &c., 
10, Aldgate; *H. T. Parke, paper manufacturer, Whitnell Fold, near 
Chorley ; *J. L. Hare, paper manufacturer, See., 10, Aldgate ; A. W. 
Helps, clerk, io, Aldgate; G. F. Clayton, clerk, 10, Aldgate; E. C. 
Kinch, clerk, 10, Aldgate ; H. S. Breaton, solicitor, 57, Coleman- 
street. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more 
than seven ; the first being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk and 
A. E. Parke ; qualification, ,£2,000 in shares or stock; the company 
in general meeting will determine remuneration. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Mark by, Stewart, & Co., 57, Coleman-street. 

Economic Printing and Publishing Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the 4th inst, with a capital of £100,000, in £1 shares', 
to carry on business as general printers, publishers, newspaper pro¬ 
prietors, See. The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are : 
—C. S. Turner, clerk, 13, Baronet-terrace, Tottenham : E. J. Dawson, 
stationer, Richardson-street, S.E.; T. Large, clerk, 8, Coburg-road, 

Teddington; C. Laidlaw, clerk, 87, Studley-road, Forest-gate; J. S. 
Anderson, accountant, 72, Wellerby-road, Croydon ; A. Mackenzie, 
secretary to a company, 16, Mintern-street, N.; C. W. Feaver, clerk, 
28, George-street, Richmond. The number of directors is not to be 
less than three, nor more than twelve ; qualification, £60 in shares. 
The first are Justin McCarthy, M.P., J. Boulton, A. Montague Dawes, 
Campbell Praed, and IT. P. Welch. Remuneration, £200 per annum 
each, with an additional £ioo for the chairman. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Saunders, Hawksford, Bennett and Co., 68, Coleman-street. 

Turner, Symons, & Company.—Registered on the 31st ult., with 
a capital of £50,000, in £10 shares, to take over the business of 
Turner, Symons, & Co , of Tuckenhay Mills, To'nes, Devon, paper 
manufacturers, coal, stone, and general merchants. One-half the 
shares are 6 per cent, cumulative preference shares. The subscribers 
are :— 

Pref. Ord. 
Shares. Shares. 

*Henry Symons, Tuckenhay, Devon . 750 750 
*R. H. Symons, bank manager, Brixham, Devon. 10 10 
*G. Symons, manager to a cider and manure business, 

Totnes . 20 20 
Mrs. H. Symons, Tuckenhay . 10 10 
W. J. Morecom, paper agent, 49, Queen Victoria-street 1 1 
J. W. IT. Byrne, C.A., 81, Gracechurch-street. 1 1 
R. Bowen, accountant, Totnes. 1 1 
Miss M. A. Symons, Brixham . 3 2 
The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
five ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; remunera¬ 
tion, £2. 2s. each per meeting, and a further sum of £50 to be divided 
between the directors and secretary for each 1 per cent, dividend over 
8 per cent. Registered office, Tuckenhay Mills, near Totnes, Devon. 

Mason’s Paper Mill Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
7th ult., with a capital of £25,000, in £10 shares, to carry on the 
business of paper manufacturers, and for such purposes to acquire the 
leasehold ground known as Tovell’s Wharf, situate in the parish of 
St. Peter, Ipswich, and to enter into an agreement with Frank Wm. 
Mason. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
#G. C. Mason, merchant, Ipswich ; #F. W. Mason, merchant, St. 
Nicholas, Ipswich; *H. W. Mason, merchant, Ipswich; G. Mason, 
Ipswich ; Rev. S. W. Stagg, Colchester ; Miss G. E. Mason, Tpswich ; 
Miss C. M. G. Mason, Ipswich. The number of directors is not to 
be less than three, nor more than five ; the first being the subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk, each of whom may retain office so long as he 
holds shares with £2,000 paid up ; the company in general meeting 
will appoint the remuneration of the ordinary directors. Messrs G. C. 
and H. W. Mason are appointed managing direc'ors. Registered office, 
St. Peter’s Dock, Ipswich. Solicitors, Messrs. Noteutt & Son, Ipswich. 

Patent Multiple Engraving Machine Syndicate, Limited. 
—Registered on the 22nd ult., with a capital of £6,000, in £1 shires, 
to adopt an unregistered agreement of 17th inst., for the purchase and 
working of the British patent No. 13,173, for a new multiple pento- 
graph, tracing and engraving machine, the invenlion of Messrs. 
Bryce and Knox. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, 
are as follows :—-W. II. Slow, shorthand writer, 239, Salisbury- 
terrace, N. ; J. Dear, accountant, 1, Avenue-road, Hackney-downs ; 
P. Dobbs, clerk, 34, Fortnam-road, N. ; P. Holford, bookkeeper, 
31, Penshurst-road, N.E. ; J. W. Starkey, clerk, 239, Camden- 
road ; E. IT. J. Graveley, clerk, 33, Woodford-road, Forest-gate ; 
A. Henderson, merchant, Hamilton House, Bromley. Registered 
without special articles. Solicitors, Messrs. S'ade & Munk. St. 
Clement’s House. 

Trowbridge and West Wilts Printing and Publishing 
Company, Limited.—Registered on the 3rd inst., with a capital of 
£5,000, in £100 shares, to acquire the copyright of the Trowbridge 
Chronicle, and the goodwill of the business of a letterpress printer, 
carried on by Wm. Collins at Trowbridge, Wilts. The subscribers 
are :—W. Loverton, manufacturer, Westbury, Wilts, 6 shares ; A. 
Mackay, manufacturer, Trowbridge, 6 ; G. L. Palmer, manufacturer, 
Trowbridge, 6 ; T. Clark, manufacturer, Trowbridge, 2 ; W. P. Clark, 
manufacturer, Trowbridge, 1 ; J. B. Clark, manufacturer, Trowbridge, 
1 ; J. Mackay, woollen merchant, Trowbridge, 1. Most of the regula¬ 
tions of table A apply. Registered office, Narrow Wine street, Trow¬ 
bridge. 

“South London Leader” and General Printing and Pub¬ 

lishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 2nd ult., with a 
capital of £5,000, in £ 1 shares, to acquire the following newspapers, 
published in South London, viz. : the South London Chronicle, the 
Bermondsey Ensign, the Walworth Herald, and the Camberwell 
Leader. Also to acquire the printing and publishing business of 
Messrs. Frederick Tarrant & Son, of no, Caniberwell-road. The 
subscribers, who have each taken one share, are : "J. M. Davidson, 
barrister, Middle Temple ; *Wm, Adams, merchant, 297, Camberwell- 
road; J. W. Adams, boot retailer, 64, Atlantic-road, Brixton ; J. F. 
Griffith, solicitor, 4, Old Sergeant’s-inn, W.C. ; J. W. Lambden, 
clerk, 131, Fairbridge-road, N. ; IT. Duhber, professor of singing, 23. 
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Astbury-road, Peckham ; A. Major, surveyor, 156, Camberwell-road. 
The first two subscribers are appointed directors. Mr. A. Major is 
appointed secretary at a salary of £150 per annum. Registered office, 
297, Camberwell-road. 

“Table” Newspaper Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
9th ult., with a capital of ,£3,000, in £10 shares, to take over from 
John Osborn Wells a newspaper called the Table. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are:—G. G. Capon, wine merchant, 
63, Mortimer-street; F. D. George, contractor, Cheltenham; J. O. 
Wells, 48, Royal-avenue, Chelsea ; N. Baffin, 55, Charlotte-street, 
Fitzroy-square ; C. C. Stainforth, merchant, 273A, Regent-street ; W. 
W. Box, solicitor, 28, Great James-street, W.C. Registered without 
special articles. Solicitors, Messrs. Taylor, lloare & Co, 28, Great 
James-street. 

Economic Advertising Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
17th ult., with a capital of £3,000, in £1 shares, to trade as adver¬ 
tising contractors and agents, and as printers and chemists. The 
subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—T. W. Schroeder, 
13, Boyson-road, Walworth ; W. W. Lexton, accountant, Redhill ; H. 
T. Saunders, insurance agent, 74, Coplestone-road, S.E. ; D. Paul, 
clerk, Waltham-cross ; E. I. Newman, engineer’s assistant, 217, 
Euston-road ; A. E. Webb, chemist, 39, Sandbrook-road, N. ; W. 
Parrot, electrician, 35, Bond-street, Vauxhall. The number of 
directors is not to be less than two, nor more than five ; qualification, 
£10 in shares or stock. Solicitors, Messrs. Gellatly & Warton, 2, 
Lombard-court. 

Pontypridd, Rhondda Valley and East Glamorgan Bill¬ 

posting Company, Limited.—Registered on the 17th ult., with a 
capital of £2,500, in £5 shares, to trade as billposters and advertising 
agents. The subscribers, who have each taken twenty shares, are : — 
*D. Fenwick, grocer, Tylorstown ; T. Jones, Pontypridd ; *R. A. 
Lewis, bank manager, Pontypridd ; *W. J. Powell, registrar of 
marriages, Pontypridd; #W. Jones, manager of water-works, Ponty¬ 
pridd ; *G. Knill, merchant, Tony Pandy ; *R. Lewis, boot merchant, 
Tony Pandy ; *E. Jenkins, merchant, Llwysprid ; *W. Williams, 
draper, Pontypridd. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than nine ; qualification, twenty shares; the 
subscribers are the first. Solicitor, Mr. Wm. Spickett, Pontypridd. 

“ East and West Ham Gazette” and General Publishing 

Company, Limited.—Registered on the 2nd ult., with a capital of 
,£2,000, in £1 shares, to acquire as a going concern the business of 
newspaper proprietor and publisher carried on at Upton-park, Essex, 
by Mr. Wm. Ward. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, 
are:—*W. Ward, newspaper proprietor, Forest-road, Forest-gate; 
*S. Mawa, registration agent, 114, Chestnut-avenue, Forest-gate ; *P. 
Frith, accountant, 26, Bedford-row ; L. Dutton, hatters’ founder, 107, 
Oxford-street; H. H. Raphael, barrister, 4, Cumberland-place; T. 
P. Gundell, solicitor, 26, Bedford-road, W.C.; *W. Temple Bennett, 
Chadwell-heath. The subscribers denoted by an asterisk are the first 
directors. Registered office, 26, Bedford-row, W.C. 

North Staffordshire Newspaper Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the 30th ult., with a capital of ,£2,000, in £1 shares, 
whereof 450 are founders’ shares, to carry on business as newspaper 
proprietors, printers, and publishers. The subscribers, who have 
taken one share each, are :—*E. Goold, junr., editor, Stoke-on-Trent; 
R. Atkinson, bookseller, Hanley; *C. H. Atkinson, bookseller, 
Hanley; Mrs. C. Atkinson, Hanley; Mrs. E. Goold, junr., Stoke-on- 
Trent ; '1'. Pointon, china manufacturer, Hanley : #E. Goold, house 
decorator, 10, Adelaide-road, Leamington. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; qualification, twenty- 
five shares ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Bennett and Baddeley, Hanley. 

Apollo Litho and Typo Printing Works, Limited_ 

Registered on the 20th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to 
take over the business of lithographer, typographer, printer, 
stationer, &c., hitherto carried on by Alexander Maffuniades, at 
8, Duke-street, Aldgate, under the style of Apollo Litho and Typo 
Printing Works. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, 
are :—E. Statham, clerk, 33, Vestry-road, Camberwell ; H. J. Darkin, 
licensed victualler, 11, Little Andrew-street, W.C. ; E. Digby, 
shorthand writer, 71, Locksley-street, E. ; W. Maughan, clerk, 24, 
Metropolitan-buildings, Mile-end ; E. T. Howard, clerk, 15, York- 
street, Walworth ; A. Maffuniades, printer, 4, Duke-street, Aldgate. 
The vendor is appointed manager at a remuneration of £5 per week. 
Solicitor, Mr. A. S. Ramskill, 87, Fenchurch-street. 

South Staffordshire Newspaper Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the 2nd ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to 
carry on business as newspaper proprietors, and general publishers 
and printers. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are : 
J. W. Ivilbourn, compositor, Walsall; J. Fulwood, artist, Twicken¬ 
ham ; A. Keah, reporter, Walsall; P. Gordon, clerk, Walsall ; L. 
Aulton, clerk, Walsall; J. E. Shaw, Walsall ; S. Clark, brushmaker, 
Walsall. Registered without special articles. Office, Free Press 
Buildings, Bridge-street, Walsall. 

“ North Cumberland Reformer,” Limited.—Registered on 
the 29th ult., with a capital of ,£1,500, in ,£5 shares, to acquire from 
Mr. Wm. Etchells the proprietorship of the North Cumberland Re¬ 
former newspaper. The subscribers, who are all of Carlisle and 
neighbourhood, take amongst them 111 shares. Mr. Etchells is ap¬ 
pointed managing director, the Rev. John Thomas, literary manager 
and editor. Registered office, 21, West Tower-street, Carlisle. 

“The Engineer” Company, Limited.—Registered on the 

24th ult., with a capital of .£160,000, in ,£100 shares, to purchase 
The Engineer newspaper. The subscribers, who have each taken 
one share are :—C. A. Close, solicitor, Harrow; V. Pendred, C.E., 
19, Pendennis-road, Streatham ; D. L. Holmes, barrister, 16, 
Cornwall-gardens; T. J. Stansfield, B.A., 41, Ladbroke-square ; 
S. White, publisher, Babington-road, Streatham; J. A. Edwards, 
accountant, 164, Brompton-road; W. R. von Glehn, merchant, 
22, Campden-hill-gardens. The number of directors is not to be less 
than 3, nor more than 5 ; the subscribers are to appoint the first ; 
qualification, 30 shares. Solicitors, Messrs. Close & Co., 23, Great 
Marlborough-street. 

Weston-super-Mare Bill Posting and Advertising Com¬ 

pany, Limited.—Registered on the 7th ult., with a capital of £1,000, 
in £1 shares, to carry on at Weston-super-Mare the business of bill 
posters. The subscribers, who are all of Weston-super-Mare, take 
amongst them 210 shares. Solicitor, Mr. E. E. Baker, Weston-super- 
Mare. 

Assurance Agents’ Printing and Publishing Company, 

Limited.—Registered on the 12th ult., with a capital of £1,000, in 
£1 shares, to acquire the goodwill and property of the Assurance 
Agents’ Union Chronicle, the official organ of the National Union of 
Life Assurance Agents. The subscribers are :—J. Fishwick, assurance 
agent, Bolton, 10 shares ; J. S. Stones, assurance agent, Altofts, 
10 shares ; W. Harrop, assurance agent, Liverpool, 10 shares ; J. E. 
Oldroyd, assurance agent, Hunslet, Leeds, 10 shares; G. H. Morton, 
assurance agent, Royton, 5 shares; J. Smith, assurance agent, 
Oldham, 5 shares ; T. Walker, assurance agent, Nottingham, 5 shares ; 
G. Easton, assurance agent, Plollmwood, 5 shares. Registered 
without special articles. 

South London Printing Works, Limited.—Registered on the 
12th ult., with a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares, to carry on at 
Norwood or elsewhere the business of printers and publishers, &c. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—A. T. Jones, 
clerk, Haringay, N. ; W. Kerswell, shorthand writer, 3, Albert- 
road, N. ; II. G. Tanter, clerk, 21, Ession-street, Stepney ; J. King- 
don, accountant, 41, liccles-road, Lavender-hill ; A. E. Ridyard, 
shorthand writer, 51, Willes-road, N.W.; H. Crundwell, accountant, 
12, Oswyth - road, Camberwell; A. J. Chadwick, accountant, 
26, Clifton-road, Peckham. Registered without special articles. 
Solicitors, Messrs. John Vernon, Son, & Co., 36, Coleman-street. 

Sunderland Bill Posting and Advertising Company, 

Limited.—Registered on the 24th ult., with a capital of £1,000, in 
£1 shares, to carry on bill-posting and advertising business in all 
branches. The subscribers, who take amongst them 500 shares, are 
all of Newcastle-on-Tyne. Solicitor, Mr. F. G. Lundi, 31, Westgate- 
road, Newcastle. _ 

Mr. Justice North has appointed Mr. Joseph Mallett provisional 
official liquidator of the company owning and publishing the Citizen. 
An order was made on an affidavit that if the paper was carried on 
and assets properly realised there would be sufficient to pay all credi¬ 
tors. The company will present a petition to wind up. 

The annual meeting of the shareholders of the Women’s Printing 
Society (Limited) was held on the 21st ult., at the offices, 21B, Great 
College-street, S.W. The work executed during the year amounted 
to £2,144. A dividend of 3 per cent, was declared, after which the 
profit remaining was divided—one-third among the shareholders, and 
two-thirds among the seventeen employes of the society, in proportion 
to the amount of wages they receive. 

A Meeting of the International Newspaper Company was held 
recently at the Cannon-street Hotel. Mr. Horatio Bottomley (chair¬ 
man) informed the shareholders that everything in connection with the 
company was progressing as favourably as could be wished. Of the 
£70,000 of capital that was offered for subscription, £60,000 was 
applied for and allotted, while the remainder had been taken by the 
vendors in part payment of the purchase-money. Mr. Bottomley 
entered in detail into the exact character of each of the several busi¬ 
nesses taken by the company. At the close of his speech votes of 
thanks to the directors, &c., were passed, and the proceedings ter¬ 
minated. 

Greenwood & Batley, Limited.—At the second ordinary 
general meeting of this company, the balance available for dividend 
was stated to amount to £33,073. 3s. iod. The sum of 
£46,873. 18s. 3d. was expended last year in carrying out the extensions 
and additions to buildings and plant. They had increased their sales 
by one-third during the past year. A dividend of 7 per cent, per 
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annum on the preference shares, and 10 per cent, per annum on the 
ordinary shares was declared. The meeting was then made extraor¬ 
dinary, and a resolution was adopted for increasing the capital by the 
issue of ,£16,000 in 7 per cent, cumulative preference shares, and 
£28,000 in ordinary shares, to be offered in the first instance pro rata 
to the shareholders at moderate premiums. 

©Btfuarjn 

Cheetham.—The death is announced, at the age of seventy-four, 
of Mr. C. D. Cheetham, of Manchester, printer and publisher. The 
deceased began so long ago as the year 1849 the publication of 
“ Cheetham’s Manchester District Railway Guide.” He retired from 
business at the close of 1888. He was a Liberal and Nonconformist, 
and many years ago was appointed one of the trustees of Chorlton- 
road Congregational Chapel. His death resulted from a paralytic 
seizure. 

Clay.—Mr. R. Clay, of R. Clay & Sons, Limited, printers, Bread- 
street-hill, E.C., died on the 24th ult., at his residence, Hornsey, 
aged fifty-one. Deceased was, perhaps, one of the best known figures 
in the printing trade of the metropolis, and was eminently a practical 
man. The improvement of existing printing machinery was a subject 
he had much at heart, and the records of the Patent Office testify to 
the fertility of his inventive genius in this direction. Among his 
crea'ions are a machine for perfecting a half-sheet with a single cylinder ; 
a method of holding down stereo plates by atmospheric pressure ; and 
a lock-nut for printing-machines. The value of his extensive expe¬ 
rience of the trade was acknowledged at the Inventions Exhibition, 
held in London a few years since, when he rvas appointed a juror in 
the printing section. Mr. Clay took considerable interest in the affairs 
of the parish where he had for many years resided, and was long a 
member of the Plornsey Local Board, besides being colonel of the 3rd 
Middlesex Volunteer Corps. 

Harris.—The death took place on the 7th ult., at his residence, 
Moss-side, Manchester, of Mr. John S. Harris, who for twenty-seven 
years had been a member of the staff of the Manchester Examiner. 
The deceased was in his forty-eighth year. 

Morton.—We regret to have to record the death of Mr. C. Morton, 
of the City Type Foundry, London, which occurred on May 17, at 
his residence the “Vinery,” Southend, Essex. His many excellent 
qualities will cause his loss, at the age of fifty-five, to be mourned by 
all who knew him. 

Better# (pafen^ 

The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 
was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—April, 1890. 

6,454.—A. Penk and C. Krenner. Improvements in numbering 
presses and the like. 28. 

May, 1890. 

6,759.—S. Barnes. Improvements in piinting machines. 2. 
6,798.—A. R. Bottcher, junr. A process for chromo-lithographic 

printing direct on sheet metal plates. 2. 
6,978.—C. E. Willcox and C. Whitehead. Iinprovments in the 

method of an apparatus lor automatically feeding printing presses. 

6. 
7,242.—D. MacDonald. Improvements in inking ribbons for type¬ 

writing machines. 9. 
7,403.—J. Y. Johnson, a communication from J. W. Chadwick, of 

United States. Improvements in type-setting machines. 13. 
7,447.—PI. PL Lake, a communication from C. B. Cottrell, of United 

States. Improvements in rotary proof printing presses. 13. 
7,590.—F. Sanderson. Improvements in type-writing machines. 

15- 
7,597.—W. R. Locking ; a communication from O. Kinderman, of 

Germany. Improvements in the manufacture of lithographic plates. 

15- 
7,675.—M. Schwertfiihrer. Improvements in locking devices for 

printing plates. 16. 
7,680.—W. Heidelmann. An appliance in envelope printing presses 

for facilitating the feeding of envelopes to the printing apparatus. 
16. 

7,738.—E. T. Cleathero and J. A. Nichols. Improvements in feeding 
apparatus for printing machines. 17. 

7,861.—C. E. Monro. A gauge attachment for type-writing machines. 
20. 

8,031.—R. D. Radcliffe. Improvements in and relating to printing 
telegraphs, and to the distribution of news transmitted thereby. 
22. 

8,060.—J. Stott. Improvements in letterpress perfecting printing 
machines. 23. 

8,093.—T- B. Odell. Improvements in type-distributing apparatus. 

23- 
8> 119-—W. H. Ibbetson and E. Merssner. Improvements in the 

method of an apparatus for ruling paper and other material. 24. 
8,121.—E. and F. J. Seager. Improvements in construction of 

printers’ shooting-sticks. 24. 
8,217.—C. N. Rickinson. improvements in paging and folioing 

account-books and the like. 27. 
8,419.—13. Roegel and C. von Neubron. Improvements in slitters 

and cutters for paper machinery. 30, 

8,434-—J- P- Bayly, a communication from J. McNamar, of United 
States. Improvements in cylinder paper machines. 31. 

8,462.—S. G. B. Cook, a communication from R. G. Ward, of United 
States. Improvements in envelope-machines. 31. 

8,478.—G. Mickau. Improvements in and connected with letter 
envelopes. 31. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage \d. each extra. 

1889. 
5,948.—Cox and Gordon. Type-writers . 8d. 
6,590.—Thompson. Type-writing machines . is. 70. 
9,302.—Oldfield and others. Printing machines . 1 icl. 
9,359.—Oliver. Show-bills, posters, &c. 4d. 
9,517.—Soennecken. Type-W'riting machines . 8d. 
9,824.—Blackwell and Blacklock. Lithographic printing 6d. 

10,478.—Smith. Web printing-machine . 8d. 
10,504.—Crawford. Platinotype printing . 6d. 
12,130.—Brocklehurst. Zinc plates . 4d. 
15,839.—Browne. Printing ink . 6d. 

1890. 
601.—Watkins. Newspaper, &c., rack . 6d. 

3,964.—Merritt. Stereotype blocks. 6d. 
4,264.—Lake. Producing type impressions upon paper 
&c. is. id. 

5,154.—Thomson. Printing presses. 8d. 
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men . viii 
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Gee & Co., Books . vi 
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Litho-plate Co. iv 
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Neville & Co., Type Gauge. vii 
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Redfern, G. F. & Co. vii 
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Cropper Sc Co., Minerva Machines 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco . 3 
Elliott, John, & Co., Printing 

Machines . 3 
Mander Bros., Printing Inks. 1 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 
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Packard & Co., Printing-ink. 2 
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Publisher. 

The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through any 

Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent direct from the office, 73, 

Ludgate Hill, post free for one year for 4s. Postal orders to be made payable 

to Henry G. Davies. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 

is. 6d.f or is. 9d.y by post. The Index and Title-page were issued with the 

January Number. 

We have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer for 

1887 and 1888 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers only we will supply these 

at 4-r each, post free. 

Subscriptiotis will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr G. 

Hedeler, Grimmaischer Steinweef. 3, Leipzig ; M. Bernard Heilbronner 

38, Rue de Chabrol, Paris. 
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HE negotiations which have been going 

on for some time between the National 

Press Agency and the London Society 

of Compositors have culminated in satis¬ 

factory arrangements being made whereby 

the office will be conducted strictly in 

accordance with the rules and customs 

of the trade. As the composing depart¬ 

ment is a large one, the chapel consisting 

of upwards of 100 journeymen, it will be readily seen that the 

addition of this office to those already paying the minimum 

rate of wages is an important event in the London printing 

trade, and should have a beneficial effect, not only upon those 

directly interested, but upon the Trade generally. The business 

of the company is special, consisting largely of official and 

semi-official work for the Liberal Party ; and it is hoped that 

the advantages gained for the compositors will in no way prove 

disadvantageous in the long run to the company, but that, on 

the other hand, the step they have taken will receive the hearty 

approval of the party managers, committees of Liberal and 

Radical clubs, &c., all over the country. 

4* 4» 4* 

It is only fair to add that not only has the National Press 

Agency consented to “ open ” their office to the Society, but, 

through the kindness of Mr. E. Dawson Rogers, the manager, 

the most liberal interpretation will be given to the Scale of 

Prices, so that the office, which, even as a non-society one, has 

always had a good reputation, is likely under the improved 

conditions to be one of the very best in the Metropolis. The 

proprietors of the Times, the Globe, and the People may well 

profit by the good example thus set, and “ open ” their offices 

also to the members of the London Society of Compositors, 

which ranks as one of the oldest and best trade unions in the 
kingdom. 

As the result of the recent agitation of the master printers of 

Sussex, with respect to the prices proposed to be allowed by 

the revising barrister, Mr. Merrifield (clerk of the peace) has 

written a letter to Mr. Farncombe, Lewes, in which he says :— 

“The revising barristers authorise me to say that they are 

prepared, until further notice, to vary the proposed allowance 

by doing away with the distinction mentioned in the circular 

between pages and half-pages, and by substituting 6s. for 5s. 

as the maximum in cases where the overseers can satisfy the 

revising barrister that they could not reasonably get the work 

done for less. The revising barristers fully recognise that it is 

often convenient to get the work done locally, and they have 

not been parties to the naming of any particular printer, and 

have not recommended or put forward anyone either in East 

or West Sussex. As to the provisions which were intended to 

secure uniformity, as far as possible, with the register, these 

may be taken as suggestions only, designed to promote the 

general convenience.” 
4* 4* 4> 

The indefatigable secretary of the London Society of Com¬ 

positors has arranged with Messrs. Gilbert & Rivington, Limited, 

of St. John’s-square, Clerkenwell, to open their office to the 

trade, after having been closed for over twenty years. There are 

between sixty and seventy compositors at work at this house, 

and it is, therefore, an important addition to the society houses 

of the Metropolis. It is no doubt true that many of the causes 

of dispute that led to the closing of offices in the past have 

now been swept away, owing to the varied and improved 

methods of trade, and it is therefore reasonable to hope that 

all the closed offices will soon come to an understanding with 

the Society. 
4* 4* 4* 

It has been rumoured for some time past that changes were 

pending in the editorial department of the Star, and that 

Mr. T. P. O’Connor would probably resign or be bought out. 

We now understand that the arrangements for buying up his 

interest have been completed, and that he receives altogether 

£17,000. It is expected that Professor Stuart, M.P., will be 

the new editor. The Star has done good service to the 
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Radical cause, although sometimes overstepping the bounds 
of propriety ; and especially has it rendered powerful help to 
the temperance cause in connection with the recent iniquitous 
Public House Endowment Bill. We hope the new editor will 
make the paper a still more powerful champion of right and 
justice and progress. 

* * * 

An important copyright decision was delivered on June 26 
by Judge Shipman of the United States Circuit Court. Three 
suits were begun some time ago by Messrs. A. & C. Black, of 
Edinburgh, and the Scribners, their American agents, against 
an American firm which had published a pirated edition of the 
“Encyclopaedia Britannica” from photographic plates, charg¬ 
ing infringement of the American copyright laws because the 
republication contained articles written by Americans and copy¬ 
righted in the United States by them. The defendants entered 
demurrers, based on the general ground that the publishers of 
the .“Encyclopaedia Britannica,” in employing American 
authors to treat of American topics, and then publishing their 
articles under copyright, thereby laid a trap for the American 
public and American publishers, and therefore a court of equity 
could not interfere to protect such a fraud. 

4. 4* 4* 

Tiie judge overruled the demurrer, saying :—“The question 
is reduced to this. Does the fact that copyrighted books were 
inserted by permission in the ‘ Encyclopaedia1 as part thereof 
permit an unauthorised use of them in a reprint of such work ? , 
There is no vital difference in regard to the infringement of an 
author’s copyright whether it is printed in a separate volume 
or in connection with unauthorised material. If the author has 
a valid copyright it is valid against any unpermitted reprint of 
his book, and the fact that his book is bound up in a volume 
with fifty other books, each of which is open to the public, is 
immaterial. The disputed point is whether there was an ele¬ 
ment of fraud or injustice in the scheme which would prevent 
the Court from regarding it with favour. There was no impro¬ 
priety in soliciting competent citizens of the United States to 
write upon its history, and I can perceive no unfairness or in¬ 
justice towards the defendant company in the plaintiffs’ use of the 
copyright laws for their pecuniary advantage and as a weapon 
with which to repel competition which is more enterprising 
than considerate. There was no trap set for the defendant, 
whose officers must have known that the ninth edition was in 
great part a new work, and that its contributors would not be 
confined to one country.” 

4* 4* 4* 

This decision has been hailed with delight by the advocates 
of International Copyright, who regard it as the most serious 
check the piratical publishers have yet had. There are three 
photographic editions of the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica,” now 
selling at about a seventh of the price of the authorised edition. 
The decision is likely to alarm the publishers, since, if sus¬ 
tained in further judgments, Messrs. A. & C. Black will bring 
suits against them for heavy damages. The publishers agree 
in regarding the decision as one of the utmost importance, 
virtually settling a most important point in the copyright con¬ 
troversy. Right-minded people are delighted with a verdict 
which to some extent vindicates the American reputation for 
fair dealing with foreign publishers and authors. 

4* 4* 4* 

We referred last month to the fact that the proprietors of 
the Weekly Times and Echo had decided to discontinue the 
sporting notes in their paper. This is the announcement they 
made in their issue of June 8:—“We discontinued our 
‘ Sporting Notes ’ last week, They will not appear again. We 
must, of course, still continue to give results of races—a news¬ 
paper cannot pick and choose its news ; it is obliged to record 
a race as it does an execution, or any other disagreeable or 
disreputable occurrence. And we shall, of course, gladly 
publish, as hitherto, all intelligence about healthful, manly, and 
innocent sport—such as cricket, football, and the like. But 
we do try—after an imperfect fashion, enough, doubtless—to 
bold up a standard of life in these columns which the world 
may profit by ; and we do not see that we can, consistently 
with that effort, any longer pander to the vile and dishonest 
gambling instincts which are so craftily taken advantage of by 

the ‘ noble sportsmen ’ who live on the betting public. Probably 
nine out of ten of the people who bet, and who follow their 
favourite tipster with the blind faith of a baby, do not know, as 
we know, the utter rottenness of the whole system. If they 
did—if they were aware of the vast organised conspiracy into 
the hands of which they so blindly play, and which they enrich 
with their losses—they would probably resolve to have no 
more to do with it. We have, at any rate, and we do not think 
we shall lose many readers in consequence. There shall be 
henceforth one leading newspaper in England which disdains 
the role of the bookmaker’s tout.” 

4. 4. 4. 

Is it too much to ask printers, who, while not sinners in this 
respect above others, are still very largely infected with the 
horse-racing gambling mania, to seriously consider these 
words, and resolve to have nothing more to do with such a 
sink of iniquity ? They will be better in pocket, better in mind, 
and better in morals by withdrawing altogether from the false 
excitement and vile surroundings of the betting-ring. It has 
led and is leading hundreds to ruin, is the prolific source of 
misery and wretchedness, and a constant feeder and support 
of the publican. 

4. 4. 4* 
Several somewhat encouraging features meet us in 

examining the Board of Trade returns for June. The export 
of books is larger by 700 cwt. in quantity and £7,000 in value 
than the corresponding month last year. Stationery is more 
by ,£12,600 for the month, and ,£15,000 for the six months. 
Paper shows an increase of 13,000 cwt., and ^9,500 for the 
month, but the six months show a decline of 6,000 cwt. and 
^38,700. Import of foreign paper is larger by 14,000 cwt. 
and £9,300 for the month, and by 139,500 cwt. and £76,000 
for the six months. These latter figures are very striking 
and suggest a very severe amount of competition with the 
foreigner. 

Export of Printed Books. 

June 
cwt. £■ 

1890 ... ... 11,836 .. 96,282 

1889 ... ... 89,307 

1888 ... ... 91,611 

1890 ... ... 67,832 ... ... 560,358 

ISS9 ... ... 576,753 
1888 ... ... 61,071 ... ... 536,850 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

;£• 
June. 1890   81,989 

,,   1889   69,363 
,,   1S88   67,614 

Jan. to June . 1890   450,568 
. 1SS9 . 435,775 

„   18S8   404.158 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the six months in each of the three years :— 

1890. 1889. 1888. 

£■ £■ ;£• 
Germany . ... 3S, 147 34,419 
France . ... 18,956 ... 17,639 
United States. • ••• 37,845 ••• 35,791 ••• 37,795 
British East Indies . . 53496 ••• 56,371 • •• 53,527 
Australasia. ... 82,454 ... 84,976 
British North America... 11,431 ... 11,798 ... 15,411 
Other countries. .... 227,898 ... 192,258 ... 160,391 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. 
June . 1890 . 86,337 ... •• 144,544 

1889 . 73407 ••• • 134,986 
1888 . 96,112 ... 

Jan. to June . 1890 . 492,494 ... •• 854,503 
18S9 . 498,632 ... .. 893,216 

J > . 1888 . 530,345 ••• .. 901,003 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

June 

cwt. ;£■ 
1890 .. .... 172,903 ... ... 152,041 
1889 .. .... 159,114 ••• ... 142,717 
18SS .. .... 146,584 ... ... 141,09s 
1S90 .. •• 910,357 
1SS9 .. .... 94b996 ... 834,557 
1888 .. .... 852,190 ... .. 786,746 
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The report that a syndicate of rich Jews has offered no less 
a sum than ,£40,000 for the Vatican copy of the Hebrew Bible 
is confirmed. The history of previous negotiations for the 
purchase of this very book is interesting. In 1512, when Pope 
Julius II. was desperately in need of funds in order to keep up 
the “Holy League” against Louis XII. of France, he was 
approached by the Jews as his successor in the chair of 
St. Peter is now. They offered a comparatively small sum at 
first, but subsequently increased the amount, tendering at the 
same time a blank order on one of their number in Venice to 
be filled up in ducats according to the weight of the Bible, as 
against an equal weight of pure gold. The Pope got so far as 
to weigh the precious volume, and found that it scaled 325 lb. 
avoirdupois, or 433 lb. odd troy, which at £4 the ounce, then 
about the value of gold, represented the enormous sum of 
,£20,784 and a fraction. This amount in its equivalent the 
Jews pressed on the Pope, who, however, either because he 
found himself unable to part with property in which he would 
not seem to have more than a life interest, or on account of the 
pressure brought to bear on him, declined, after much hesita¬ 
tion, to part with the volume. Should the present negotiations 
be more successful, the amount now offered will be the largest 
sum ever paid for a book, whether in manuscript or in print. 
The nearest approach was the 250,000 francs, or ,£10,000, paid 
by the German Government in 1884, for the missal formerly 
given by Pope Leo X. to Henry VIII., along with a parchment 
conferring on the Sovereign the title “ Defender of the Faith.” 
The missal was given by Charles II. to the then Duke of 
Hamilton, in whose family it remained for more than two 
hundred years. 

A Phonograph in the Moon. 
THE phonograph, it is claimed by M. Louis Pauliat, in the 

Ihternicaictire dcs chercheilrs et des cUricux^ was “in¬ 
vented”—or, as we put it, was anticipated—by Cyrano de 
Bergerac, in 1650. He says :—Going through, by way of dis¬ 
traction, the volume of Cyrano de Bergerac, published some 
thirty years ago by Jacob at the Librairie Gamier, I was struck 
by an extraordinary passage—to which I call the attention of 
savants, especially of Mr. Edison. This passage is in the 
description of his “Voyage dans la Lune.” Cyrano de 
Bergerac is in the moon. The genius who acts as cicerone, 
obliged to leave him for a few moments, lends him two books 
to exercise his patience withal. They have covers which serve 
as boxes. Bergerac takes one. “ Opening the box of one,” he 
goes on, “ I found in it an indescribable metal arrangement 
like our clocks, full of I don’t know what of little springs 
and imperceptible machines. It was a book, certainly ; but a 
marvellous book, having neither leaves nor characters, and to 
study which eyes were useless but ears necessary. When it is 
desired to read, then, one has to wind up this machine, with 
its multitude of all sorts of little nerves, turn the needle to the 
chapter required, and there issues forth, as from the mouth of 
a man or a musical instrument, all the distinct and different 
sounds which serve among the lunaries [or moon inhabitants] 
for the expression of thought.” 

Is not this an excellent summary description of a phono¬ 
graph, with results similar to those of Mr. Edison’s invention ? 
“ I know,” continues M. Pauliat, in the Intermediaire, “ that 
since Boileau’s time Cyrano de Bergerac has never been taken 
au serieux, and that he is considered a sort of fier-a-bras, 
remarkable from his plumed and burlesque style. But if this 
idea of the phonograph be placed beside those of the balloon 
and the parachute, which are set forth in his books (1650 to 
1656), and which science did not reach until 1788, after the 
experiments of Montgolfier ;—if it be remembered besides, that 
Cyrano in one place explains that Mars has four satellites— 
a fact which science has categorically been in possession of for 
only fifty years—one is driven to believe that beyond the 
‘official science’ which existed in Cyrano’s time—1620 to 
1655—there was another, some of whose data, long totally 
forgotten, have bee?i only re-discovered in our own days." 

But M. Pauliat forgets that such “anticipations” have 
theoretically been not uncommon from penetrating minds :— 
notably the name is at once suggested of Emanuel Sweden¬ 
borg. 

The Invention of Printing. 

S we stated last month, M. l’Abbe Requin 
thinks he can prove that the germ of printing 
existed at Avignon in 1444. It seems that 
a certain Procope Valdfoghel, silversmith, a 
native of Prague, went to reside at Avignon 
on July 4, 1444, that he manufactured types 

and taught the art of “ artificial writing ” to five workmen, 
whose names were as follows :—Girard Ferrose, Davin de 
Caderousses, Georges de la Jardine, Manaud Vitalis, and 
Arnaud de Coselhac. It is further proved that he loaned 
to the above-named Vitalis two alphabets in steel, two 
iron forms, a steel screw, forty moulds in tin, and other 
articles. In coming from Prague to Avignon did Vald¬ 
foghel pass by Strasburg, and discover the secret of 
Guttenberg? 

M. l’Abbe Requin, who communicated these particulars 
to the Congress of Socidtes Savantes, recently held in the 
Sorbonne, Paris, says one may now affirm that a printing 
works existed in 1444 at Avignon, that this town comes 
immediately after Strasburg, and that France is the first 
country where the new art was spread; for Avignon is 
none the less a part of France for being under the jurisdic¬ 
tion of the popes. 

What appears now to be clearly shown is that Procope 
Valdfoghel of Prague, resident at Avignon, was acquainted 
with the principles of the typographical art from the year 
1444 ; but it is not demonstrated that he succeeded com¬ 
pletely in exercising this art and producing books “written 
artificially,” to use an expression often employed by the 
notaries of Avignon. 

M. l’Abbe Requin is to be congratulated on the results of 
his researches, which henceforth will find a place in all the 
works relating to the discovery of printing. He is advised 
to prepare a complete and accurate edition of all the 
documents in which Procope Valdfoghel and his asso¬ 
ciates figure. The publication of these texts is indispensable 
for the discussions which they cannot fail to excite. 

The Abbe has printed details of the documents so far dis¬ 
covered in a small brochure published by M. Alphonse 
Picard, Rue Bonaparte, Paris, under the title, “ L’lm- 
primerie a Avignon en 1444.” 

French Scholarships for Languages. 

URING the last five years, the French Minister 
of Public Instruction has granted Foreign 
Scholarships to the scholars of elementary 
schools who in competitions show an aptitude 
for acquiring living languages. 

The titularies of these scholarships pass on an average 
one year and a half in special schools or business houses, 
either in England or Germany, to improve themselves in 
the practice of the language they have learned. 

These young men, on their return to France, can render 
real service to French manufacturers and merchants, either 
on account of their relations or their correspondence, since 
they offer the best guarantees of knowledge and probity. 

In founding these scholarships, the Minister of Public 
Instruction was influenced by the desire of providing 
French commerce in its divers branches—book-trade, com¬ 
mission agency, banks, textile fabric, &c.—with young men 
capable of occupying the posts of interpreters and corre¬ 
spondents for foreign languages, posts which hitherto were 
most frequently given to foreigners. 
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A “British National Gallery.” 

appears to be no easy matter to make a 
present to a nation. When you offer a gift 
to an individual you are met with ample 
thanks, perhaps some embarrassment, 
certainly much apparent gratitude, and the 
matter ends for you. Not so if you extend 
your generosity to your country. Mr. Henry 

Tate, of Streatham, has been trying the experiment : having 
offered to the National Gallery a valuable collection of 
pictures, described as of the “ English School ” (being by 
modern British artists), which, after an abundance of rubbing 
together of official heads, has been actually “declined,” on 
the ground, forsooth, that there is not room sufficient. 
This for your representative people’s government! This 
after the laying out of almost fabulous sums in the purchase 
of Marlborough Raffaelles, and the rest! Certainly the 
donor had stipulated that his fifty-seven pictures should be 
kept together—labelled, we presume (for the edification of 
Yankees and country cousins), “ Tate Collection,” after the 
manner of such things—and this it was chiefly that stood in 
the way. But Mr. Tate’s generous intentions were not to 
be baulked so easily, and he has now offered the collection 
to form the nucleus of a gallery of British Art, on condition 
that “the Lords of the Treasury, acting for the Govern¬ 
ment, sanction the establishment of such an institution on 
the lines, &c.,”—such lines being eminently practical ones 
connected with its establishment and administration. It 
has been found necessary to mention that the collection 
shall include, not only paintings in oil, but {pace Mr. 
Ruskin !) waters, engravings, black and whites, etchings, 
sculpture, bronzes—in fact, Art. It is to be similar to the 
Luxembourg, and is to be administered by a body of 
trustees (which is not to include any part of the administra¬ 
tions of kindred existing institutions) of, say, four members, 
of the Royal Academy, two members of each of the Water- 
Colour Institutions, and at least six gentlemen of repute as 
collectors of paintings and possessors of important works 
by British artists or acknowledged Art connoisseurs. And 
as Mr. Tate’s fine collection includes pictures by Millais, 
Orchardson, Hook, Holl, Briton Riviere, Edwin Long, 
Alma Tadema, Linnell, Faed, Gow, Landseer, Etty, John 
Philip, Albert Moore, Constable, Miss Thomson, Leighton, 
and many another, and as there is question of adding 
thereto the pictures by modern British artists which are at 
present in Trafalgar-square, South Kensington, or other 
public galleries, there is thus promise of many dreams being 
realised—the old one of the establishment of an Institute of 
Art peculiarly national, the linking of Mr. Tate’s name in 
peculiar intimacy with the modern art world—and so forth. 

A. 

The Bibliotheque Nationale. 

OMPLAINTS having long been made by 
students of the habit of shutting the doors of 
the Bibliotheque Nationale for a fortnight 
every year, and in the month of April too, the 
director, M. Leopold Delisle, has been ques¬ 

tioned on tbe subject by a representative of the Voltaire, 

and he has replied that the complaints are very just and 
interesting, but that unfortunately there is no remedy. A 
slight operation called “ mouvement ” is the cause of the 
closing. The books lent to visitors number every day 
about a thousand; all these have to be replaced in the 
evening, and the library put in order. But there is another 
“ mouvement.” Books are received at the library every 

year to the tune of fifty thousand—this interesting figure 
represents contemporary intellectual activi ty. These books 
have to be classed—the crucial point: for such classing can 
not properly be done “au jour le jour.” It must be done 
all at once, and the cataloguing at the same time. The 
arrivals then are all through the year being deposited any¬ 
where at convenience, on the floors, in garrets, in cellars. 
And a fortnight is taken every April to rearrange the 
shelves. Sometimes, indeed, entire removals are neces¬ 
sary. Last year, for instance, the gallery of medals which 
occupied the second floor at the Rue Richelieu was 
removed elsewhere, and in its place were installed thou¬ 
sands of books, brought thus in proximity with the reading- 
rooms. There are even now important replacements to be 
effected. When the faqade of the Rue Vivienne shall be 
available, new rooms will be utilised and the library 
extended : in which case the service will be rendered a 
little more rapid. But, as every year the arrivals multiply 
in importance, the establishment must remain much as it 
is. And recourse must always be had to the unfortunate 
expedient of closing the doors to students for a fortnight. 
Even should the shelving requirements diminish, still the 
closing would be unavoidable. There is—there can be— 
absolutely no idea of the quantity of dust which accumu¬ 
lates on the books. Every time they are “dusted” the 
amount of this material raised is such that for several days 
entering the rooms is out of the question ; it would not 
only be impossible to breathe, but impossible to see. 
Under which conditions vigorous cleanings are an urgent 
necessity. Much as the directors regret their inability to 
redress the grievance of the students, it would be an utter 
impossibility. 

Blue Colouring Matters. 

E blues utilised in industry are : Prussian, 
ultramarine, indigo, carmine, smalt or cobalt, 
alizarine or anthracene, methylene, and cam- 
peach blue. According to M. Guimet the 
following is the way to discover to which of 

these “ families ” a given specimen belongs, the question of 
shade being left aside. The specimen, reduced to powder, 
is treated with concentrated sulphuric acid. If there is 
discoloration it is Prussian blue. If the liquor becomes 
green, it is methylene blue. If the liquor takes a brown-red 
coloration, and then being diluted with water the blue shade 
reappears, it is an aniline blue; if, on the contrary, the 
colouring matter is precipitated in flakes of vinous red, it 
is an anthracene blue. If the blue colour, in powder, re¬ 
mains completely insoluble, it is a cobalt blue; it it becomes 
soluble, at the same time preserving its shade in the liquor 
diluted with water, it is indigo carmine ; if in adding water 
to the liquor the discoloration is produced with evolution 
of sulphuretted hydrogen, it is ultramarine blue. 

Campeach blue turns red or orange, treated with 
hydrochloric acid. 

An azure paper or aniline blue is discoloured in a few 
hours when exposed to the sun. A paper coloured with 
ultramarine azure or cobalt gives a blue ash when burnt, 
discoloured by the diluted acids if the colouring has been 
made with ultramarine. When a paper has been coloured 
with Prussian blue, if it be burnt and some drops of a 
solution of yellow prussiate be added to the ash, a green 
colour is developed, resulting from the mixture of the 
Prussian blue precipitated with the yellow coloration of 
the prussiate. 

Cobalt blue or smalt is the most lasting of all; un¬ 
fortunately it is very expensive. 
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|||<£w Ip^alanel 
By our Special Correspondent. 

A FRIEND writing from Wellington says: “Trade is pretty 
brisk here, and there is a large staff employed in the 

Government printing office. Trades Unionism is rampant at 
present, and every conceivable branch of industry is being 
formed into a union.” A Napier friend informs me that things 
are very quiet in his town. Christchurch is still busy with 
labour matters, Whitcombe and Tombs’ affairs keeping their 
hands full. The Canterbury Tracies and Labour Council have 
now taken charge of the matter, and the following telegram 
came from Wellington: “The Trades and Labour Council 
have decided to afford all possible assistance to the Christ¬ 
church Typographical Society in the dispute between Messrs. 
Whitcombe & Tombs and their employes.” In Dunedin the 
closing of the New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition has 
thrown some hands out of work, and left trade generally pretty 
dull. Parliament is to open in Wellington next month, when 
there will be a flocking from all parts of Knights of the Stick 
and Rule to put up their 1,000’s for the Government. My 
Auckland correspondent writes : “Trade in this part is what 
may be termed ‘ steady.’ There have been no discharges that 
I am aware of, and few, if any, new engagements for a long 
time past.” 

The masters of Auckland have at last formed a Master 
Printers’ Association, and have decided to work under a uniform 
tariff of prices. This is good so far—for the masters—as of 
course they will get better prices ; but, so far as I can ascer¬ 
tain, it has made no change in the remuneration of the work¬ 
men. Is not this most unfair? It is now for the said work¬ 
men to frame a uniform scale of wages. We will see. 

At a meeting of the Wellington City Council this month, a 
letter was read from the secretary of the Single Tax Society 
asking the mayor and city councillors to join in giving Henry 
George a public reception in the event of his paying a visit to 
Wellington. It was stated that there was a possibility of Henry 
George returning to New Zealand, and the council decided to 
defer consideration of the matter until his future movements 
were definitely known. 

In regard to the labour demonstrations in your country, the 
Auckland Knights of Labour have passed a resolution sym¬ 
pathising with the labour movements throughout the world in 
their efforts to obtain legal recognition of eight hours per day, 
and trusting that our Parliament will in its forthcoming session 
pass an Eight Hours Bill. 

During the sitting of the Royal Commission on Sweating in 
Wellington during April, a youth, aged 19, a printer, stated 
that he had been induced to leave England by an immigration 
agent, who told him that he would receive a vacancy as a 
cadet on a farm in Taranaki. When he arrived at the latter 
place he was put in a livery stable, and had to work seventeen 
hours a day for 5s. a week. He afterwards was put on a farm 
but got no payment. He had been offered work at both the 
Cape and Hobart, but the agent, who was on board, told him 
“ Don’t you do anything of the sort ; there is plenty of work 
at Taranaki, and you will be better off on a farm.” 

The attention of the Government was drawn to this and 
similar cases of youths sent out to Taranaki from London 
under the auspices of Mr. Courtney, and they have com¬ 
municated with the Agent-General, requesting him to take 
such steps as will prevent a continuance of the misapprehen¬ 
sion that may exist respecting Mr. Coui-tney’s status and 
powers. 

At the Resident Magistrate’s Court, Gisborne, on April 28, 
the manager of the Press Association sued the publisher of 
the Gisborne Standard for piracy of cable messages. Three 
informations were laid. The evidence of Mr. Atack, manager 
of the association, showed that defendant had been in the 
habit of appropriating cable news without paying for it, 
although he had been repeatedly warned. For the defence it 
was attempted to show that the messages had been telegraphed 
from Auckland by their agent (W. J. Geddes), who was sup¬ 
posed to know which telegrams were protected and which 
were not. Some amusement was caused by the attempt of 
defendant to conceal the name of the sender by tearing off the 

signature ; but the magistrate refused to admit a document so 
mutilated, and counsel had to produce the missing link from 
his waistcoat pocket. A large number of objections in various 
shapes were raised by the defence ; but Mr. Booth overruled 
them all, holding that the Press Association had a perfect right 
to have its cables protected, and on the first information fined 
the defendant £1, with costs ^9. 15s. 

The second case, which came up for hearing next day, was 
adjourned, as the defendant gave notice of appeal, and to 
expedite matters it was arranged to merely hear the evidence 
of the prosecutor in the second case, which was somewhat 
different from the first, and the matter was then adjourned for 
hearing till after the decision of the Court of Appeal. The 
third case, which was similar to the first, was likewise ad¬ 
journed. 

Last month a special meeting of the Auckland branch of the 
New Zealand Typographical Association was called for the 
purpose of considering whether it would be advantageous to 
secede from the New Zealand Typographical Association and 
join the Australasian Union as a separate and distinct society. 
There was a large attendance of members present, and some 
lively discussion took place. The meeting resolved by a large 
majority, after the adherents of both sides had pointed out the 
advantages and disadvantages (according to their lights) of 
such a course, to retire from the New Zealand Typographical 
Association forthwith. There has for a considerable time past 
been a great amount of friction between the Wellington execu¬ 
tive and the Auckland branch, and this is the outcome. 

Commenting upon this, a friend writes :—“ It is not my 
province to prolong the agony by going into the details of the 
rupture—indeed it would take a page of the Herald to do so ; 
but I will only echo the sentiments of a good many more of 
my fellow-craftsmen ; now that this step has been determined 
upon by a respectable majority of the branch assembled, they 
should put shoulder to shoulder, both opponents and advocates, 
and endeavour to make the Auckland society a credit to them¬ 
selves as well as a credit to New Zealand.” 

During the sitting of the Sweating Commission in Wellington, 
in giving evidence, Mr. William M‘Girr, president of the local 
Typographical Society, complained of the number of boys 
employed in the trade, and said in one establishment seven 
boys, who received an aggregate of £2. os. 6d. per week, were 
employed. There were a few competent adult compositors out 
of work here, and the places of these boys could be filled by 
men. He thought the Apprentices’ Act should be enforced, and 
boys should be compelled to pass the sixth standard before 
being apprenticed. He admitted the association had never 
aided boys to get a good training, also that prices were so 
cheap that boy labour was absolutely forced on employers ; but 
the employers commenced that by cutting down prices. Mr. 
Blair, one of the commission and a printer, laid stress on the 
neglect of associations to provide for the training of apprentices, 
and expressed an opinion that this was a legitimate case for 
legislative action. The Legislature stepped in and said doctors, 
lawyers, and others should go through certain training, and it 
ought to be the same with printers. 

Deputations from the Canterbury Typographical Association 
and from the Canterbury Trades and Labour Councils have 
failed to settle the difficulty between the first-named body and 
Messrs. Whitcombe & Tombs, about which I wrote in my last 
letter. The Trades and Labour Council could see no other 
course open to them but to publish the difficulty, and I have 
received from Christchurch a copy of their circular, from which 
I extract the following:—“Early in February last the Typo¬ 
graphical Association submitted certain proposals to the master 
printers of Christchurch, dealing with the rate of pay and 
employment of apprentices. These were favourably received 
by the majority of employers, but Messrs. Whitcombe & Tombs 
declined to entertain them. At this time the Sweating Com¬ 
mission opened in Christchurch, and the following is a portion 
of the evidence taken before that body :— 

John Pearson Cooper, printer, employed at Whitcombe and 
Tombs’, said : The men, women, boys and girls were fined for 
every trivial offence or mistake. A young man was fined £1 
for ‘ skylarking ; ’ for what were considered mere trifling 
offences fines of smaller amount were imposed. In one 
instance the amount of fines was recovered from the firm in a 
court of law. In one case a girl employed at embossing 
envelopes had an account of £1. 12s. 2d. rendered her by the 
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firm for money they had lost through their firm working at an 
under-estimate, but the managing director had not enforced the 
fine. Considered the fines extortionate, and had not heard of 
their existence in other offices. The fines fell too heavily on 
those getting small wages. The fines did not go to any sick or 
other fund for the benefit of the operatives. Boys and men 
were fined alike for making mistakes in their “docks.” There 
was no system of bonuses for those not making mistakes. The 
boys’ wages were stopped for absence (if only for an hour) 
through illness or any other cause. Whitcombe and Tombs 
objected to their employes being members of the Typo¬ 
graphical Society. Objected to the proportion of juvenile to 
adult labour as exceeding that prescribed by the Society. In 
the composing-room there was a foreman, three journeymen, 
two apprentices, and six girls. The journeymen got from 
£2. 10s. to £3 a week ; the girls 7s. 6d. to 10s. a week. 

James Mackintosh, President of the Bookbinders’ Society, 
deposed that, without any previons intimation, Mr. Whitcombe 
sent for his bookbinders and told them that the directors knew 
that some were members of the Bookbinders’ Society, and had 
determined not to employ society men. This was on Thurs¬ 
day, Feb. 27. Mr. Whitcombe agreed to receive a deputation 
from the society if the employes would guarantee not to ask 
for an alteration for twelve months. Mr. Whitcombe had 
dismissed his foreman and others because they had decided to 
adhere to the Union. There was no question of wages. The 
Times office, Press office, and J. T. Smith & Co. were working 
under Union rules. Bookbinders now earned from £2. 10s. to 
£<\ per week. Wages lately had been much reduced. 

“ Owing to the exposure before the Commissioners of the 
company’s method of conducting its business, the directors 
deemed it expedient to withdraw their original objection to 
Union hands, and the bookbinders returned to work. So far, 
however, as the proposals of the Typographical Association 
were concerned, the directors still declined to discuss them ; 
and the members of the association, before the expiry of then- 
week’s notice, were called into Mr. Whitcombe’s office and told 
by that gentleman that, although he withdrew his original 
objection to them as Unionists, he would still hold their notice 
good, but would send for them when he had occasion to require 
their services. He has not done so, however, but has engaged 
the services of non-unionists. The dispute has been referred 
by the Typographical Association to the Trades and Labour 
Council, and every endeavour has been made by that body to 
arrange an amicable settlement, but without success, the firm 
positively declining to meet a deputation from that body to 
discuss the situation.” 

This is the official statement, some of which I gave in my 
last from an unofficial source, but my copy is so plentiful that 
I must put on the boiling-down machinery. There is one part 
I must give you in full, as a fair expression of the opinion of 
all our colonies upon the employment of women in our craft. 
The appeal says :— 

“ The secret of their objections to the proposals of the asso¬ 
ciation is the fact that they have recently introduced female 
labour into their composing-room. The association objects to 
this innovation, for the following very cogent reasons 

1. No Typographical Association in any part of the British 
Empire recognises female labour, or admits female compositors 
to membership. 

2. It is unfair to teach girls a trade at which they will not 
when out of their apprenticeship be able to readily obtain em¬ 
ployment. 

3. Under the most favourable circumstances, girls are only 
adaptable to one branch of the trade, plain type setting, and 
are therefore placed at considerable disadvantage compared 
with male labour. 

4. Girls are introduced for the sole purpose of lowering 
wages. 

5. Young men on completing their apprenticeship are con¬ 
stantly leaving the colony, owing to the excessive employment 
of juvenile labour.^ It is therefore unwise, and in direct oppo¬ 
sition to the best interests of this community and the colony 
generally, to add another objectionable factor to operate in 
this direction, viz., the employment of cheap female labour. 

In addition to the above, there is another grave objection to 
the employment of girls at the laborious and unhealthy occu¬ 
pation of type-setting, viz., physical incapability. A large pro¬ 
portion of compositors succumb to complicated chest diseases ; 

and girls, being less robust than boys, will the more readily 
fall victims. The truth of this assertion can be ascertained 
from any medical man of experience.” 

The public is taking the matter up at last very warmly, and 
judging from the support which is being given to the Trades 
and Labour Council’s efforts in all parts of the colony, I am 
sanguine that my next epistle will inform you of a settlement. 

Members of our craft occupy a conspicuous place in the 
labour circles of our colony, as the office of secretary is occupied 
by printers in no less than three out of the four Trades and 
Labour Councils—namely, Mr. W. P. Fisher (Wellington), F. 
J. Bidmeade (Christchurch), and T. L. Mills (Dunedin). 

An exceedingly clever and creditable piece of chromo- 
lithographic work has just been turned out by Messrs. Wilkie 
& Co., Dunedin, for the Tablet Company. This is a “memo¬ 
rial” in connection with the recent visit of the Irish delegates 
to this colony. The chief feature is a spray of shamrock, in 
the centre of each fronde respectively being likenesses (in large 
size) of Mr. Dillon, Sir T. Esmonde, and Mr. Deasy, with fac¬ 
similes of their signatures underneath. The sheet, which is of 
large size, is filled up with little landscapes of “The Meeting 
ofthe Waters,”“ Macgilliecuddy’s Reeks,” “TheRock of Cashel,” 
“ Glendallough,” and the Dublin House of Parliament. The 
whole work is done in seven colours, and for artistic design 
and excellence of execution reflects the greatest credit on the 
artist, Mr. Hawkridge, who conceived the design and prepared 
the stones for the printer. As an example of chromo-litho¬ 
graphy, it evidences with considerable emphasis the rapid 
strides made recently in that branch of art in New Zealand. 

The eminent novelist, Mr. Robert Louis Stevenson and Mrs. 
Stevenson, were passengers by the island trading steamer Jane 
Alico/1, which arrived from Sydney at the end of April, and 
after a stay here of a day they left again by that vessel for 
Suwarrow Island. Mr. Stevenson is in delicate health, and 
on that account was unable to visit Sir George Grey, a pleasure 
he had eagerly looked forward to ; but he sent Sir George Grey 
his regards, with a copy of one of his books and also of a 
pamphlet which Mr. Stevenson is about to publish defending 
the late Father Damien from a recent attack made upon the 
character of the great leper priest. Sir George Grey, who is at 
present also indisposed, replied by sending Mr. Stevenson his 
sympathy and good wishes, with copies of several of his best 
known works, his photograph, and several rare pamphlets 
relating to the dialects of Polynesia. From Suwarrow Island 
Mr. Stevenson intends to proceed to the Marshall Group and 
Toline Islands. A house is building for him in Samoa, where 
he intends to spend the greater part of his life. 

We have been lionising Mr. David Christie Murray for some 
time, and we have been trying to induce him to write some¬ 
thing about our colony. “ Put us in a book, you know, Mr. 
Christie,” says Zealandia. Consequently, many rumours are 
about. Says a Napier paper: “Mr. Christie Murray has not 
yet decided in what manner he, as a literary man, will utilise 
his New Zealand experiences. He has two or three ideas to 
work out, in which a New Zealand locale might be given to a 
story, but he says that he has not yet got that inner grip of the 
characteristics of the people to warrant him deciding upon any 
definite plot. He has the idea of settling quietly down in some 
New Zealand town, incognito, and studying colonial men and 
manners from the life in a careful manner, and the result may 
be a book.’’ 

Then follows up another authority with this news : “ Mr. 
Christie Murray is engaged in writing a comedy drama, the 
scenes of which are laid in Otago. The public will look with 
interest to the uses to which Mr. Murray will put his New 
Zealand experience. He has had some dramatic experience, 
having been associated with Henry Herman, of “ Silver King ” 
fame, in a drama shortly to be produced in London.” 

Tom. L. Mills. 
Dunedin, May 15, 1890. 

The Technical and General News Agency has been formed with 
temporary offices at 46, Cranmer-road, Brixton, for supplying to the 
general and technical press descriptive articles and items of news 
concerning English and Foreign technical and trade matters, such as 
new machinery, inventions, Exhibitions, &c. The Staff comprises a 
number of technical men, specially qualified to deal with engineering, 
electrical and trade subjects. 
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Rev. William Colenso. 
(New Zealand’s Earliest Printer.) 

WILLIAM COLENSO belongs to an old Cornish 
family, and was borne at Penzance in r811. He is a 

first cousin to the late Bishop of Natal, John William Colenso, 
celebrated as a mathematician and Biblical critic. In his youth 
he learned the arts of printing and bookbinding, and worked 
in the office of Watts & Son, 2, Crown-court, Temple Bar, 
where he was for a time engaged on work for the British and 
Foreign Bible Society. 

In the year 1833, the Church Missionary Society—after 
many and urgent appeals from the resident missionaries— 
decided to send out a press and outfit to far-distant New 
Zealand ; but had some difficulty in finding a printer to take 
charge. About the end of the year, Mr. Colenso was intro¬ 
duced to the secretaries of the mission, and was definitely 
engaged, in the double capacity of missionary and printer. 
Events justified the choice, for no better man could have been 
found. Some six months’ delay took place before everything 
was ready for despatch, all details being arranged by the 
secretaries of the mission, who loftily ignored all suggestions 
by the printer himself as to the materials necessary for his 
work. Types, ink, a press, and lastly, a ponderous roller- 
mould, were apparently in their opinion all that a reasonable 
man had a right to expect. They refused to supply pagecord 
-—would not the native flax answer every purpose ? As for an 
imposing-stone, it was absurd to ship such a thing to the land 
“ where the handsome greenstone abounds ! ” (This mineral, 
chiefly used for ornaments, is a species of jade, exceedingly 
hard and heavy, and is found only in one locality, on the West 
Coast of the South Island.) Printer and plant at last started, 
and after a voyage of seventeen weeks, reached New South 
Wales. Two months’ delay occurred in Sydney before a 
skipper could be found to risk a voyage to the “ cannibal 
islands”; and indeed this dread of the natives was well 
founded. At last, on December 10, Mr. Colenso sailed in a 
wretched little schooner, and after a twenty-days’ passage, 
reached the Bay of Islands. On January 3, 1835, the press 
and plant were landed. 

All was now anxiety to get to work ; but a less resourceful 
man would have been in despair. On taking stock, the printer 
found that he had no cases, leads, rule, ink-table, roller-stocks 
nor frames, lye-brush norpotash, and NO PAPER ! Fortunately 
he had provided himself with his own composing-stick ; the 
resident missionaries had a little writing-paper among their 
stores : necessity, the mother of invention, enabled him to 
supply other requirements after a fashion ; and on the 17th 
February, 1835, was worked off, in the presence of admiring 
spectators, the first copy of the first book printed in New 
Zealand—the Epistles to the Ephesians and Philippians, in the 
Maori language. After long delay, supplies of paper arrived ; 
and in December, 1837, under difficulties such as perhaps no 
printer ever had to surmount since the first invention of the art, 
Mr. Colenso completed his great work—the entire New Testa¬ 
ment, in octavo, small-pica type. Out of the large edition of 
six thousand copies, only one is now known to exist—the 
volume in Mr. Colenso’s own possession. It is an excellent 
piece of work, admirably printed throughout, and strongly and 
neatly bound. No one looking over the pages of this 
interesting relic would suspect under what circumstances of 
difficulty it was produced. For a vivid account of the difficul¬ 
ties attending the work, and its many hindrances (for a full 
share of the ordinary mission-work devolved on the printer in 
addition to his special duty) readers are referred to Mr. 
Colenso’s interesting little book, “Fifty Years Ago in New 
Zealand,” published in 1888. 

Other presses were afterwards imported by the mission, and 
the month of April, 1840, saw the birth of the newspaper press. 
Mr. Colenso’s time was thenceforward chiefly devoted to the 
ordinary mission-work, in the course of which he traversed 
nearly the whole of the North Island on foot—a tremendous 
undertaking in the days before roads and bridges existed. 
Twice he crossed the great snowy range of the Ruahine—a feat 
few would venture to imitate. For two years he resided with 
Bishop Selwyn, at St. John’s College, Waimate ; in 1844 he 
took orders, and in the same year took up his abode in Hawke's 
Bay, where he has since remained. 

Mr. Colenso is the only surviving European who was present 
on the important occasion of the signing of the Treaty of 
Waitangi, on February 6, 1840 ; and his latest-published work, 
issued from the Government press, is a detailed account of the 
proceedings written at the time. 

As a man of science, Mr. Colenso has a wide reputation. 
There is no greater authority on Maori arts, antiquities, myths, 
and legendary lore, or on the natural history of the Islands. 
He is a Fellow of the Linnman Society, and in recognition of 
his distinguished contributions to botanical science was elected 
Fellow of the Royal Society. From the first foundation of the 
New Zealand Institute, he has been the largest and most valued 
contributor to its Transactions. He was the first to identify 
the fossil remains of the gigantic dinornis—the moa of Maori 
proverb—as those of a bird. He has in manuscript a volumi¬ 
nous lexicon of the Polynesian language, the labour of many 
years. It was undertaken by request of the Government, at 
the public cost, and was approaching completion when a new 
administration reversed the order, and succeeding Govern¬ 
ments have declined to carry out the work officially, or to 
permit the author to find a private publisher. Since his re¬ 
tirement from active ministerial work, he has filled important 
public offices. In 1861 he was elected to represent Napier in 
the first General Assembly, and retained the seat for many 
years. Under the provincial system he was one of the town 
representatives in the Provincial Council, and at various times 
filled the offices of provincial treasurer and inspector of 
schools. 

Advancing age has neither quenched his old fire nor dimmed 
his intellect, and as his years increase so does his love of 
nature. Most of his time is now spent in his favourite woods 
far inland, where he still finds new ferns and lovely plants 
hitherto unknown. He knows of rare trees in many hidden 
nooks as yet untouched by fire and steel, and watches for per¬ 
fect blossoms and ripened seeds to send as tokens to friends in 
distant lands. On many a quiet Sabbath day he preaches from 
a country pulpit or the desk of a village school. He is esteemed 
by all, and beloved by those who know him well. In his home 
in Napier he has a unique collection of natural specimens and 
curiosities of native art, and a large and valuable library ; but 
of all these treasures there is none so highly prized as his copy 
of the sacred volume, printed amid such strange surroundings, 
and under such extraordinary difficulties, fifty-three years 
ago.— Typo. 

-- •-MS O CE»6 - 

Women as Job Printers. 

WOMEN have entered the printing-office and have 
satisfactorily performed almost every line of work 

connected with the trade except that of running presses, and 
we are not sure but that in some out-of-the-way places some 
brave little woman has taken up the work of her husband, 
father, or brother, and conquered the mysteries of making 
ready, of underlaying, and overlaying. As compositors, proof¬ 
readers, reporters, editorial writers, book-keepers, and even as 
managers and editors-in-chief, they have shown their brothers 
that they could fairly compete with them in both the quantity 
and the quality of their work. 

Very few women have, so far, essayed to become job 
printers. If they can learn to be first-class compositors on 
book-work and newspapers—as many of them have—there is 
no good reason why they cannot do as well in the more difficult 
work of job composition. It cannot be denied that women 
are, as a rule, possessed of finer taste than men, and that in 
their conceptions of and judgments upon combinations of 
colour they excel them. If their ideas and intuitions of beauty 
•—which include proportion and harmony—were brought into 
play in the composition of job-work, we see no reason why 
they should not be highly successful. It would, of course, 
take a longer time and more study to master the details of the 
work than those of plain composition, but, having once gained 
the necessary knowledge, their natural inborn qualifications 
ought to put them into the front rank. Of course not all lady 

-compositors could become good job printers any more than 
their male co-workers, but one may well think that the pro¬ 
portion of failures in the first class would be less than in the 
latter.—Printers' Album, 
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How to Treat Books. 

TV /T ANY will feel disposed to exclaim : What can be said on 
IVJ. this subject which has not already been expressed? 
Everybody knows how to handle a book ; there can be little to 
learn on that topic. One takes up a new book, cuts the leaves, 
reads it with more or less care, and then lays it aside. But 
this semi-indifference, this lack of proper reverence, is some¬ 
thing dreadful in the eyes of your bibliophile. 

To handle a book properly is quite an art in itself which comes 
naturally to the true believer, and which every one can acquire 
who really wishes so to do. Of course only those works are 
here referred to whose titles, covers, and contents warrant their 
being called books, and thus demand treatment as such. 

Some productions styled books, according to the views of 
the bibliophile, do not at all deserve the name. Such, for 
instance, are new volumes in paper covers, which, however 
excellent the quality of their contents, behave so disreputably 
that you cannot feel any respect for them. These are created 
simply to help one to while away a leisure hour in an arm¬ 
chair to the accompaniment of a cigar, and one seems hardly 
justified in calling the reader a Vandal if he makes pencil notes 
in the margin. In truth, it sometimes happens that such mar¬ 
ginal interpolations are so witty as to give value which it wholly 
lacked to the context. 

The common run of railway novels can hardly expect to meet 
with better treatment. People who are very simple-hearted 
and those who are miserly are the kind who save this style of 
publication, which the owners relegate to a dirty and disorderly 
row on their bookshelf. It need hardly be remarked that such 
people are not bibliophiles in the true sense of the word. The 
genuine book lover may certainly read one of these sensational 
novels once in a while, but then he generally leaves it behind 
him in the car, or if by any chance he should carry it home he 
tucks it away in one of the darkest corners of his book-case, 
from whence it is never again brought to light. 

But the higher type of book should be treated with the most 
punctilious respect. In the first place, it should never be 
handled except with perfectly clean and dry hands. If this 
precaution be overlooked the most deplorable results may 
happen in the case of a beautifully-bound book. Then comes 
up the matter of cutting and separating the leaves. Most 
people regard this as a simple task and as one which can be 
done to perfection without any prior experience, just as they 
think how easily they could edit a paper or run a theatre if 
they had to do it. To cut the leaves of a book seems a trifling 
matter, especially the handling of the paper-knife. To be sure, 
it presents a very innocent appearance, but what slaughter has 
often been wrought by this apparently harmless instrument ! 

The task of severing the edges of a true book should be 
entered upon with fear and trembling. Even the very cleverest 
cutter pauses a moment ere he begins the work. He must first 
ascertain how the paper is folded, then its quality and con¬ 
dition. The novice inserts the knife into each opening formed 
by the folds of the paper, but the expert first observes how the 
book is laid and then proceeds to cut several pages at a time. 
He will judiciously use the knife according to the quality of the 
paper. If it is thin, he must exercise the greatest care. When 
he has to open the top of the leaf, he must be sure and divide 
each leaf quite close to the back. Careless people constantly 
forget this important precept, and the result is that the portion 
of the leaves next the back becomes torn and presents a ragged 
appearance. 

A book which is properly cut is very pleasing to the eyes, 
not to mention the fact that it then enters upon its career of 
usefulness by being made accessible to readers. But there are 
a great many rules to be observed subsequent to reaching this 
stage. First, as to how books should not be treated when 
arrived at the condition just named. Above all things, only a 
very pariah among books should be used during meal time. It 
is usually the young of both sexes who seize upon that 
opportunity for reading, and of course they must not be 
deprived of their pleasure. It cannot be denied that there is 
often a strong temptation to read at the table, and many have 
frequently done so in the past, and very likely will do so 
again. 

However, this should not become a practice, not only because 

it is said to be bad for the digestion, but what is even worse 
it may prove to be very bad for the book. You may exercise 
the greatest care and still an accident may happen. You may 
spill something or there may be a drop of unnoticed grease on 
the tablecloth which stains the cover of the book, or perhaps a 
leaf or two may become soiled by contact with food or wine in 
such wise that all of the labour and worry of the book-lover 
cannot efface it. 

A true book-lover will surely be worried when he discovers 
that through his own foolishness he has spoiled a choice pro¬ 
duction of the printer’s and bookbinder’s art. It is often 
dangerous, too, to put a book on the table even when there are 
no eatables on it. There may happen to be a vase of flowers 
which gets upset and pours its moist contents over the cover, 
or the tablecloth maybe dusty and thus soil the book. A very 
careful bibliophile covers his book with paper while he is 
reading it, but one hates to thus enshroud an attractive 
exterior. 

Others crowd their books into reading-desks, thereby loosen¬ 
ing the binding, or permit dust to accumulate between the 
leaves by exposing the book for a long time with open pages. 

But one of the worst pieces of negligence is the placing an 
open book on the table face downward—a deed of which none 
but the profanest of the profane would be guilty. 1 he book- 
lover, the Simon Pure bibliophile, neither mars the leaves by 
dog’s ears nor by marginal notes ; he inserts a book-mark to 
indicate the place where he stopped reading, and makes his 
notes on a piece of paper near at hand. He is heedful of the 
place where he puts his book down, is careful not to burst it 
open, and when lie is through with it he puts it away in a place 
where it cannot be knocked about or thrown down. This is 
the only proper way to use books, and those who really love 
them are incapable of treating them in a different manner.— 
A mcrican Stationer. 

Composing Machines, 
'M^'HE proprietors of the Newcastle Daily Journal recently 
1 decided to introduce composing-machines into their 

establishment, and with this view instituted an inquiry into the 
merits of most of the existing machines of this character now 
in the market. Ultimately it was decided to adopt the Hat- 
tersley composing-machine, and accordingly a set of composers 
and distributors was ordered, and has just been erected. The 
former are worked by the compositors, the latter by girls, who 
are located in a separate room. The result, so far, is very 
good, and by the aid of these machines, 1285 lines of minion, 
and 136 lines of ruby have been set in an hour. A long article 
on the subject appeared in a recent issue of the Journal, which 
concludes as follows :—“ The Newcastle Journal is the first 
newspaper in this city, and, indeed, in the North of England, 
to introduce machinery into the case-room. It therefore pos¬ 
sesses exceptional facilities for transferring ‘ late copy into 
type by means of the mechanical setters, which our readers will 
no doubt readily recognise and appreciate, as fuller and later 
reports can now be given than was possible under the old 
system of hand-setting, which places the Journal in a position 
at present unique in this district. The whole of the arrange¬ 
ments are complete, and everything is going on most satisfac¬ 
torily ; and we are glad to say that our compositors have taken 
kindly to the machines, and are doing their best to make them¬ 
selves efficient operators, a task which to skilful ‘ men at case ’ 
is not a difficult one. We would take this opportunity of 
acknowledging our indebtedness to the proprietors of the 
Liverpool Courier for their courtesy in allowing the manager 
of this paper to spend a night in their office to carefully watch 
their magnificent set of nine composing-machines in full opera¬ 
tion, as well as a considerable portion of the next day in 
examining the distributing processes. On another occasion 
the same courtesy was extended to our overseer, who, equally 
with the manager, was struck with the speed and accuracy at 
which the machines worked. We are further indebted to them 
for allowing one of their expert operators (Mr. W. J. Love) to 
come to Newcastle and give a start to the work. Mr. Love is 
accompanied by his wife, who has been giving instruction to 
the girls engaged on the distributing staff.’’ 
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The Treadmill of Business. 

PRINTING is a business in which success can be reached 
by no half-hearted devotion. It requires constant atten¬ 

tion, intelligent painstaking, thorough knowledge of all its 
multifarious details, increasing watchfulness, quick recognition 
and adaptation to its ever-changing conditions. In few other 
vocations are there so many petty details which must ever be 
kept in mind, or in which the consequences of a little lapse are 
so disastrous. The tailor, the shoemaker or the hatter can 
alter his blunders to suit, or at least have still a good value in 
his rejected work ; the metal-worker can file or fill his errors, 
or at any rate, his material is valuable for re-melting ; the 
merchant who blunders in buying can still get something for 
his slow stock. But let the printer lose his attention for the 
tenth part of a second and what is his spoiled stock worth ? 
There is no market for a spoiled ball programme, even though 
the stock cost 400 dollars per thousand ; a wrong stock certifi¬ 
cate cannot be sold at half price to some poor corporation ; nor 
can a catalogue trimmed into the matter be melied down again 
and used in another form, though the bare stock cost thousands. 
A job delivered to-day with a bill for 5,000 dollars may bring 
only five dollars to-morrow for old paper. In printing, as in 
scarcely any other business, eternal vigilance is the price of 
success. Is it any wonder, then, that as men learn this lesson 
by hard and costly experience, they bend all their energies and 
concentrate all their attention upon the details of their business ? 
Is it any wonder that some of them get to the point where they 
live it, and dream it, and eat it, and think it, to the exclusion 
of everything else, finally becoming so absorbed in it that they 
really know nothing but their business, nor care ? Life becomes 
one unceasing treadmill grind, a continuous round and round 
in one narrow circle, dead to wider capabilities and higher 
powers, insensible to other duties and claims. 

And yet, notwithstanding the imperative demands of the 
business, who can say this utter devotion is desirable or even 
necessary ? True, one must provide for his own, future as well 
as present, but that does not require that a man degenerate into 
a mere automaton. Is the will-o-the-wispy golden apple, which 
glimmers as the possible reward of the race, so overmasteringly 
desirable that one can afford to disdain the luscious fruits 
which grow along the way ? If there is nothing in life for a man 
but to print, he would have accomplished this end better had 
he been born a printing-press ; for, as a press, he would have 
been of just as much good to the world, to society, and to 
humanity, as he now is. 

No one can gainsay the fact that there are claims upon every 
man even higher than his business. Business is distinctly 
selfish in its objects, is solely for the benefit of him and his; 
while every man owes it to his neighbours, to his country, and 
to his God, that he take his part in the social, the political, and 
the moral movements of the time. Not only is this owing to 
others, but to himself as well. Can one be a man who makes 
only a printing machine of himself? Is it not a farce to call a 
mere printing-machine “ the noblest work of God ” ? Can one 
stunt and dwarf all his powers of mind and soul, except on the 
business side, and still reach the full, well-rounded stature of a 
man ? 

Many occupations tend to some physical deformity, unless 
the tendency is counteracted by proper measures. Who is not 
familiar with the uneven shoulders of the old compositor, the 
peculiar stoop of the old book-keeper, the unequal arms of the 
blacksmith, the strong back and weak thorax of the oarsman, 
the hollow chest of the shoemaker ? Would any one of these 
be selected to represent an ideal man physically ? Which 
would be chosen as model for a statue of Apollo ? Yet there 
are not a few who, while they would blush for shame over any 
self-caused physical deformity, yet unthinkingly go on on year 
after year cultivating a mental and moral deformity which is 
infinitely worse and more enduring than the physical. Is it 
nothing to lose taste and appreciation of the good and beautiful 
in literature and art, to lose capacity for social enjoyment and 
all its concomitant elegancies and amenities, to lose interest in 
the great onward strides of world-moulding events, to get out 
of touch with the political movements which tell so tremend¬ 
ously on the future, to become indifferent to the real purpose of 
life, and blind to the pitiful hands outstretched for succour ; to 
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neglect, in short, the higher and diviner side of one’s own 
nature ? 

If the printing business requires these sacrifices before 
success is attainable, every man who has any regard for his 
own best interests ought to keep out of it. But does it require 
them? For answer look to the hundreds of honoured names 
of printer men, who, while not neglecting their business, are 
yet prominent in all departments of human activity, at the front 
in artistic, political, and philanthropic movements. As for him 
who grinds away constantly in his own little mill, with never a 
look at the richer rewards to be had outside for the taking, he 
may leave a big grist behind him after a life cut short by 
excessive devotion to one purpose ; but who can deny he has 
lost the best things of life both for himself and for those he 
otherwise might have blessed and helped ?—Printer's Album. 

- •«=£> O C=«-- 

Matthew S. Morgan. 

Matthew Somerville Morgan, who died on the 
3rd ult., was, without doubt, the greatest lithographic 

artist of his day, and as a cartoonist his work was known on 
both sides of the Atlantic for its excellent and artistic quality. 
Mr. Morgan’s latter days were devoted largely to the improve¬ 
ment of theatrical lithography, in which he took a deep interest; 
in 1880 he became manager of the Strobridge Lithograph 
Company, where he remained until 1885, doing much in this 
connection, and where he was the first to paint six-sheet posters 
for theatrical purposes. 

Mr. Morgan was born in London on April 27, 1839. His 
mother was Mary Somerville, an actress and singer, and his 
father, Matthew, also followed the boards, and was, besides, a 
music teacher. From the first his career was an eventful one ; 
he studied scene painting, and began life by doing work at the 
Princess Theatre. Later he became an artist and correspon¬ 
dent for the Illustrated London News, and travelled extensively 
in Italy and Algiers, being one of the first artists to penetrate 
into Africa, which he accomplished in 1858. He next was 
appointed scenic artist at Covent Garden Theatre, and while 
there did illustrating work for Cassell & Co. He founded a 
satirical London journal called the Tomahawk, and, as its 
leading cartoonist, he carried his propensity to caricature so 
far as to include in his sketches members of the Royal family. 
One, entitled a “ Brown Study/' excited much comment; but 
his representation of the Prince of Wales as Hamlet, following 
the ghost of George IV., brought down the wrath of the 
aristocratic followers of the Queen, and was the cause of 
the final discontinuance of the Tomahawk. Mr. Morgan soon 
fell into financial trouble through the failure of his paper, and, 
thinking to find a wider scope for his genius, decided, in 1870, 
to go to America. His first work there was for Frank Leslie, 
and a series of striking cartoons on the liquor question soon 
brought him into prominence. He became manager for several 
theatres, and further added to his reputation through some 
excellent scenic work ; he was also connected with numerous 
newspapers, but, financially, his ventures were mostly unsuc¬ 
cessful ; among other things he was the lessee of the New York 
Colosseum, in which was exhibited the first elaborate pano¬ 
ramic work which has become so extensive at the present day. 

Mr. Morgan was one of those who established Fun, and in 
New York his connection with illustrated journals included 
nearly every one of such nature, though latterly he devoted 
himself principally to Once a Week. One of his ventures was 
the establishment, while in Cincinnati, of The Matt. Morgan 
Art Pottery Company, and he also founded there the Cin¬ 
cinnati Art Students’ League. He has been a contributor to 
the exhibitions of the Water Colour Society, and has painted 
a series of large panoramic pictures representing battles of the 
civil war. Two of his scenes are being used for the first time 
in the new play at the Casino, New York, “The Brazilian.” 
But the most ambitious artistic work of Mr. Morgan’s life was 
a painting which he executed for Mr. J. M. Hill, which is 
entitled “ Christ entering Jerusalem.” This has been ex¬ 
hibited throughout America and has received much favourable 
comment. 

Mr. Morgan leaves a widow and a family of ten children. 
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The Hansard Publishing Union, 
Limited. 

THE second ordinary general meeting of the shareholders 
of this company was held on the 4th inst., at the Cannon- 

street Hotel, Sir Henry Isaacs (Lord Mayor) presiding. 
Mr. Edmund Edwards (the Secretary) read the notice 

convening the meeting. 
The Chairman thought the report of the directors must be 

regarded as especially satisfactory. They would note that, 
after writing off 20 per cent, of all preliminary charges, they 
had an amount standing to the credit of profit and loss of 
£40,877. 8s. 3d. There were one or two items which must not 
be forgotten. The preliminary one was that they had some 
little difficulty and loss of time, and had to suffer great incon¬ 
venience while they were shifting the businesses from a 
large to a smaller number of establishments. Now, of that 
£40,877. 8s. 3d, they had already distributed ,£12,899. !5S- td. 
by way of interim dividend for the first six months ending 
September. That was at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum, 
while they were in what really might be termed a state of 
transition ; and now the directors recommended that, after 
providing a dividend at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum upon 
the preference shares, a dividend should be paid upon the 
ordinary shares for the half-year at the rate of 16 per cent, per 
annum, making, with the amount already paid, 12 per cent, per 
annum for the first year’s working of the company—appro¬ 
priating any surplus—for he was happy to say there would be 
a surplus—in the manner suggested by the auditors. Now he 
thought he might venture to say, with the utmost confidence, 
that, within his experience, auditors had never sacrificed the 
directors to the shareholders more than their auditors had 
sacrificed the directors on the present occasion. He did not 
regret it in the slightest degree, because he felt that that 
sacrifice would help them by and bye in respect of future 
dividends. The delay with respect to the Stock Exchange 
quotation had arisen from the fact that more than one-third of 
the ordinary capital of the company was allotted to the vendors, 
which was rendered necessary to get the change of shares with 
members of two of the amalgamating firms. During this 
month they would make application for a quotation, and he 
thought there was every reason to believe that they would have 
it, and he hoped nobody would suffer in consequence of the 
delay. The directors had done everything in their power to 
hasten the quotation. l ie thought he ought to refer to one 
other item. Some of the shareholders were under the im¬ 
pression that the directors were rather late in coming before 
them with the accounts for the year ending March 31. He 
assured them there had been, so far as the directors were con¬ 
cerned, and he believed so far as the auditors were concerned, 
no unnecessary delay; but they hoped in future to come before 
them at an earlier date, and for that purpose—it would be some 
little expense to the company, which, he was sure, might very 
well be spared—they would make arrangements with their 
auditors to audit the accounts monthly, so that when they 
arrived at the termination of the trading twelve months, there 
would be but one month’s accounts to check, instead of the 
accounts of the entire twelve months. He had great pleasure 
in formally moving the adoption of the report and accounts 
and balance-sheet of the company, and called upon Mr. 
Bottomley, their managing director, to second the motion. 

Mr. Horatio Bottomley said upon the face of the balance- 
sheet they had a capital of half-a-million with net profits of 
over ,£40,000, which was equal to 8 per cent, on the entire 
capital. For the first months, however, they were trading with 
a much smaller nominal capital, and at the commencement of 
the second six months they had still a very large amount 
of outstanding bills, so that the £40,000 odd net profits 
represented much more than would appear to be the 
case. They had the accounts in their hands, and he 
would ask their attention to a few particulars. They started 
profit and loss by bringing down £58,937. There was 
a sum of £4,500, which was his estimate of the expenses 
they had incurred during the year with the removal and con¬ 
solidation of their various businesses. During the past year 
they had reduced their establishments from fourteen to four, 
and the sum of £4,500 he was sure they would agree, was not 

an extravagant amount, and they were doing considerably more 
business at the four places than was previously being done at 
the fourteen, so that they had not spent a very large sum in 
bringing about this very desirable result. On the other side, 
they had salaries £10,985, and they were satisfied that a 
business like that could not be carried on for a less sum. The 
other charges spoke for themselves, the only one calling for 
mention being £2,172 for repairs and refitting of machinery, 
which the auditors had put down, whereas many auditors would 
have extended it over a period. Every item that could be 
considered chargeable against this year’s balance-sheet had 
been charged, and the £40,000 represented anything but a rosy 
view of the business. He then referred to the collection of 
Parliamentary Debates which the Union possessed, and 
remarked that Mr. Burghes, an expert, declared the value of 
the copyright to be £63,200, which represented several times 
the amount they paid for it, and this increased value would 
grow from year to year. As to the balance-sheet, he thought it 
showed them to be in an extremely satisfactory position. Their 
total liabilities to the 31st March were £33,000, and they had 
assets at that date of £150,000, or a surplus of £120,000 in 
actual trading assets. They had debtors to the amount of 
£55,000, which might seem a large sum, but if Ihey had before 
them the amount of the turnover, they would learn that that 
represented a very small proportion of the year’s working. 
The tendency of their credit was three months, but they might 
take it that this amount represented less than that. With 
regard to bad debts, they did very little promiscuous business, 
and their customers were such respectable people that they had 
never had the slightest difficulty with any of them. Therefore, 
if they were to set aside a large sum of money for a contingent 
security, which would never arise, they would be erring on the 
side of caution, and doing an injury to the present shareholders. 
They had not spent a penny with their bankers for discounting 
a bill, and of all the bills they held, every one of them 
had been duly and promptly met. Up to the present 
they did not know what a bad debt was. The capital 
had all been paid up with the exception of £1,217. 
They had spent in further plant and buildings 
£20,582 in addition to the original cost of the various properties, 
but of this £ 11,345 relates to the country works and mills. Up 
to March 31 the mills and country works had cost them £81,000 
odd. Since that they had spent a considerable sum further. 
When quite completed they intended, for the satisfaction of 
themselves, as well as of the shareholders, to have a valuation 
made in order that they might satisfy the shareholders that in 
acquiring these properties they had done the best thing for the 
company. They found the greatest benefit in having the country 
works, and as to the mills, they had been working night and 
day ever since October 1 last. As to the dividend, he had no 
kind of hesitation in saying that this was in no sense an excep¬ 
tional dividend. They proposed, in the event of the dividend 
being accepted, to take several hundreds of their employes to 
Epping Forest on the following day, which would show they 
were not only alive to their own interests, but alive to the term 
Union, which was the basis and foundation of their company. 
He seconded the adoption of the report. 

Mr. Parry said Mr. Bottomley had been rather critical as to 
the auditors, but he thought their judgment had been extremely 
good. They had taken over existing businesses, and therefore 
the auditors, in the discretion they had exercised, had done 
what was of great benefit to the shareholders. He understood 
that £70,000 had been paid for the mills and country works. 
He noted that £11,000 had been paid on these, and he should 
like to know how much more was required. He expressed 
astonishment at the very poor return they had for their expendi¬ 
ture at Redhill for printing works, and thought that many of 
the machines were nearly done for. 

Mr. Moxly thought the shareholders should have been told 
how much much remained after the dividend was paid. It was 
very desirable also, that with such a large capital, there should 
be a fund for depreciation, and he should like to know, after the 
dividend was paid, how much there was for the managing 
director, how much for the depreciation, and how much for 
covering bad debts. 

Mr. Bottomley, in reply, said they might be sure the 
directors would not pay so much away as to leave them short 
of money. They would have sufficient to provide for deprecia¬ 
tion, and 25 per cent, on the book debts. They had earned 
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good dividends, but if the shareholders did not want the money 
they need not have it. Mr. Parry’s remarks, he thought, 
exemplified the old proverb that “ a little knowledge is a 
dangerous thing.” Mr. Parry was not a practical printer. He 
went down at the very worst time, but if he were to go down 
now, he would probably alter his opinion. 

The motion for the adoption of the report was then put and 
carried. 

On the motion of Sir Roper Lethbridge, seconded by 
Mr. Moxly, a dividend at the rate of 12 per cent, per annum 
was declared. 

Messrs. Monkhouse, Goddard, & Co. were re-appointed 
auditors. 

Mr. BOTTOMLEY said with reference to the last paragraph in 
the report there were proposals of a most important character 
affecting the interests of the company in the future, and affect¬ 
ing them in such a way as could not do otherwise than add to 
its prosperity. He was not at liberty to speak out too openly 
on the matter, but he might say that twenty large firms in the 
City were proposing to amalgamate, and a proposal would be 
submitted to the company in the course of next week as to 
whether an arrangement could not be come to between the 
amalgamation and the Hansard Union. It was a gigantic 
scheme, and the directors would not do more than consider it 
until it was brought before the shareholders for consideration. 

It was- then resolved : “ That having heard an outline of the 
proposals now before the board, referred to in the last para¬ 
graph of the report, the shareholders will be glad to receive 
further particulars in due course.” 

Votes of thanks to the chairman and directors closed the 
proceedings. 

Japanese Paper. 

1\T OTWITHSTANDING our achieving in paper-making 
1 > and the adoption of the American method of providing 
loaded paper for dry surface printing of illustrated books and 
periodicals, with the result that the ink is rapidly transferred 
from the page to the hands and cuffs of the reader, and that 
the paper itself “ foxes ” in the course of a few months, we have 
not yet surpassed the Japanese in providing a paper for 
receiving fine and indelible impressions of “ cuts ” or type. At 
the same time, as recent experiments in Germany have proved, 
much of the Japanese paper is remarkable or its strength and 
tenacity of fibre. The results, compared with those of tests 
of European papers, are said to be very high. 

Three kinds of fibre plants were used in the manufacture of 
the papers tested. These were the “gampi,” “kodsu” and 
“ mitsumata,” and the papers manufactured from such fibres 
are known as follows : 1, Gampi; 2, Kodsu ; 3, Mitsumata ; 
4, Kopigami ; 5, Ussuyossi ; 6, Usunedsumi ; 7, Progami ; 
8, Hiro Suki ; 9, Murasaki; 10, Srogami ; n, Atsu Hinkiri- 
gami ; 12, Usu Hankirigami ; 13, Fu Hiyoshi, The papers 
indicated as Nos. 1, 4, n, 12, and 13 are all made from gampi 
fibre ; that numbered 3, from the fibre whose name it bears ; 
the papers 8, 9, and 10 are made from the kodsu fibre ; No. 5 
is two-thirds gampi and one-third mitsumata fibre ; No. 6 con¬ 
tains a small percentage of gampi, and No. 7 a smaller 
quantity of silk fibre. 

The “ gampi ” plant is that known as the Wilkestromia 
cancscens, the Ed^ewortliia papyrifera is the Japanese “mitsu¬ 
mata or “ asuiko,” while the Broussonctia papyrifera, or paper 
mulberry, is the “ kodsu.” 

Under the microscope these fibres are said to show the 
following characteristics:— 

Gampi— The filaments of this plant assume a yellow tint 
when treated with iodine, the internal passage contained in 
each fibre is narrow, but enlarges itsfelf now and then until it 
occupies a great part in the total thickness of the fibre, which 
is striated in the direction of its length like the fibre of hemp ; 
the external surface is well supplied with pores, and the 
extremities are rounded ; under the action of an ammoniacal 
solution of oxide of copper, the fibre swells and assumes the 
shape of a bead. Its maximum thickness varies between seven 
and twenty thousandths of a millimetre (1 millimetre = o.o2Q27 
inch English). y 

Mitsumata or Asuiko.—These fibres also take a yellow 
colour under the iodine treatment; they are very tender and 

are covered with a thin external coat, slightly rounded at each 
extremity. This fibre is distinguished from the others by the 
manner by which it ramifies here and there ; when treated 
with the ammoniacal solution of oxide of copper the fibre 
swells like that of gampi, although not in so marked a manner 
Its maximum thickness is from seven to twenty-four thou¬ 
sandths of a millimetre. 

Kodsu.—This fibre becomes of a vivid cinnamon colour 
under the action of iodine, the external coat is striated, changes 
in form here and there, has numerous pores, and the extremi¬ 
ties are rounded. The ammoniacal solution does not have so 
decided an effect on this fibre as on the two others, the swell¬ 
ing produced by it being rather thin and irregular in appear¬ 
ance. These fibres are, as a rule, somewhat thicker than the 
others, the maximum being between fourteen and thirty-one 
thousandths of a millimetre. 

The paper of Japan is mostly hand-made, and paper-making 
is a sort of hereditary industry, handed down from one genera¬ 
tion to another, each in succession availing itself of the experi¬ 
ence and skill thus transmitted. The fibres above mentioned 
are the chief raw material of the Japanese paper-maker. 

The process of manufacture is simple and primitive. The 
plants are procured and the bark is stripped from the stems, 
the latter then being left to steep in water until the whole of 
the exterior coating which it is desirable to remove has become 
sufficiently softened to admit of its easy removal. The external 
covering, of a reddish brown colour, being removed, the interior 
fibres which furnish the paper-making material are ready for 
further treatment. This is carried out by first exposing the 
stock to the sunlight, by which they are both dried and 
bleached. 

The Japanese generally obtain their alkali by making a lye 
of the ashes of the burnt plant, and occasionally employ lime 
water ; they boil the stock for twelve hours in large open 
vessels and next put it into baskets, where it is agitated under 
a current of water in order to get rid of the alkali. The fibres 
are then beaten with sticks to pulp, after which they are run 
off into vats so as to give the proper consistency. When this 
is done, frames made of slips of bamboo bound together with 
silk threads interlaced between them are dipped into the stuff 
in the vat. 

In order to size pulp the workmen place in the vats some 
preparation of the boiled roots or bark of certain plants, or 
sometimes boiled rice is used for the purpose. 

--•-—** ♦ *>- 0 - 

Who can Write for the Press ? 

ANY one having something to communicate that will interest 
another person can do so. High order of education of 

not necessary, and if ideas abound it matters little as to correct¬ 
ness of spelling or strict rules of grammar. The less one 
worries about punctuation the better. The printer will see to 
this branch of the work, and invariably does better than most 
writers. As to paragraphing, that also might be left to the 
revising editor, but it would be safer to indicate the “break” 
in the matter when practicable. Printing offices differ radically 
as to spelling, capitalising, and punctuation, the use of the 
colon, dash, parenthesis, bracket, and large and small type. 
Success in writing for the press is invariably the result of hard 
work. It is a mistake to suppose that writers are born ; on 
the contrary they must grow into the business through associa¬ 
tion and sympathy with matters pertaining to the calling. Of 
all other undertakings, success can only be achieved through 
indomitable ambition, study, experience, and frequent attempts 
and failures. Thoughts do not grow on trees, neither are they 
to be found scattered by the wayside. Above all, when talent 
and inclination exist, there should be reasonable effort made 
to give them shape and substance. There may be a rich mine of 
literary talent in the humblest individual, but, like the diamond 
when found in its original state, it requires labour and polish to 
make it valuable. Writing for the press ought to be com¬ 
menced in youth. The most successful writers, from Franklin’s 
time, and the best equipped newspaper men of the present day, 
were at one time either printers or reporters, who commenced 
their work at an early day. If some fail to become successful 
writers for the press, it is because they persist in a line of 
action for which they have meagre qualifications.—St. Louis 
Stationer. 
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A n Imperial Penny Post. 

“ T7IRST find your madman’’ is a saying attributed to the 
P late Lord Derby. In this case the madman is Mr. 

Henniker Heaton. The word is not used in any offensive 
sense, either as originally employed or as now applied, for the 
uses of the enthusiast are too manifest to be gainsaid. The 
fanaticism of Sir Rowland Hill resulted in the penny post for 
the United Kingdom, as the fanaticism of Mr. Henniker Heaton 
seems likely to result in the penny post for the English-speak¬ 
ing people, and may be also for the civilised world. The uni¬ 
versal penny post is indeed within measurable distance, for it 
needs no prophet to foresee that the natural result of an adop¬ 
tion of it by England would induce or compel France, Germany, 
and Italy to follow suit, in the same way that the twopence 
halfpenny postage policy of these countries has compelled 
England to follow them. If the imperial penny post becomes 
an accomplished fact, the letter-writer will owe a lasting debt 
of gratitude to the man who badgered the Post-office into 
granting it. This victory over the proverbial shortsightedness 
of the typical official was made very manifest in the concession 
made by Mr. Goschen, who has at last agreed to make an 
ocean postage of twopence halfpenny, at a cost to the Ex¬ 
chequer which may well be called insignificant—so manifest, 
indeed, that the final triumph of the penny post to the colonies 
can only be a question of time. The discovery that the loss 
to the Exchequer was so trifling is indeed one of those dis¬ 
coveries that anybody might have made, but that everybody in 
the official world, at any rate, delayed to make. When one has 
eliminated from the statements of Mr. Heaton the element of 
exaggeration in which he, as a politician, is prone to indulge, 
there remains sufficient solid basis of fact to found excellent 
arguments for the imperial penny postage. The gross 
anomaly of the circumstances that it was cheaper to 
forward letters to France for transmission to India than 
to post them direct from England to India being removed 
by the establishment of the twopence halfpenny post, 
the way is practically open for reduction to one penny. 
The argument that a large part of the sums paid in the name 
of postal subsidies is really paid for non-postal purposes is 
certainly a strong one. There is no reason 'y|iy a large part of 
the cost of maintaining a naval reserve should be defrayed by 
the Post-office—that is, by the letter-writer—when, as matter 
of fact, the benefit is general, if benefit there be. Again, there 
seems no insuperable difficulty in obtaining a reduction of the 
rate from Calais to Brindisi, which at present is id. per letter, 
though the fact that the French and Italian Governments have 
both to be settled with makes it impossible to compare the rate 
so charged with the rate for conveying a letter across the 
American prairies. The strongest argument of all is that 
reduction of postage means increase of postage. The direct 
economic result has nearly always been favourable, and the 
indirect economic result has invariably been favourable beyond 
calculation. This alone affords overwhelming evidence in 
favour of an imperial penny post. The enormous increase in 
actual receipts which, as matter of fact, followed the adoption 
of a penny postage in the United Kingdom, is indeed a final 
argument in such cases, and when to this is added the 
undoubted gain in foreign trade following upon diminution of 
postal rates, it is hard to find a valid argument against the 
reduction. 

It may well be doubted whether a few years ago a penny 
imperial post would have paid, but the rapid rate of colonial 
growth places it almost beyond doubt that it would pay 
in the immediate future. Mr. Heaton’s further contention that 
the State should take over the ocean cables is open, however, 
to serious objection. There are, certainly, national contingen¬ 
cies in which it might be advisable that the State should own 
the telegraph cables binding us to our remoter dependencies, 
but there is much to be said for an absolute neutralisation of 
the cables of the world, and this could never be under a system 
in which the cables belonged to any one nation. Besides, the 
companies, though they have in some cases, perhaps, main¬ 
tained higher rates, have, on the whole, served the public well, 
and the case against them would require to be presented in a 
much more potent way than that attempted by Mr. Heaton,— 
Industries, 

Estimating Extraordinary. 

THE Huddersfield Board of Guardians have very properly 
undertaken the investigation of the estimates for the 

printing, binding, and stationery required by them during the 
ensuing year. Tenders supplied to public bodies are often 
characterised by strange discrepancies, but it would be difficult 
to imagine anything more startling than was disclosed at the 
board meeting lately. We will take two items only of the many 
included in the schedule of articles required :— 

50 Hand Books. 

Benjamin Brown 
£- s. 

.. 0 1 
d. 
0 

J. Broadbent & Co. ... .. 2 0 0 
E. Hodgkinson .. 10 0 0 

15,000 Voting Papers. 
Benjamin Brown .. 0 15 0 
J. Broadbent & Co. ... .. 4 10 0 
E. Hodgkinson . .. 7 10 0 

In the course of the discussion which ensued upon the read¬ 
ing of the estimates it was stated that the same specifications 
were supplied in each case. We shall not anticipate the 
result of the committee’s investigation by any lengthened com¬ 
ment on the present occasion, but we may state that an extract 
(taken from a publication) has been forwarded to us which 
appears to be intended to explain the extraordinary fitness of 
Benjamin Brown to charge for 50 handsomely bound books, 
cloth, lettered, gilt edges, 107 pages, the sum of is., and to 
print 15,000 voting papers at is. per 1,000. The following is 
the extract :— 

“There was some discussion on the fact that the tenders 
disagreed on various items, and that there was a great differ¬ 
ence between the highest and the lowest. On the latter point 
it was stated that the lowest (Mr. Brown) knew just what was 
required, he having had the contract before.” 

We will only say we are not surprised that Mr. B. Brown 
“ knew just what was required,” but the ratepayers ought also 
to know how he got so much exclusive information. It is said 
he had “ had the contract before,” and that this enabled him 
to know just what was required. We give an emphatic denial 
to this lame explanation, as regards the hand book. It was 
first issued in 1885, and has not been reprinted. The work 
was then done by Broadbent & Co., and as putting it into type 
alone cost nearly £10, it is easy to understand that Messrs. 
Broadbent’s estimate of £2, seeing the whole, or at least the 
costly tabulated part, would be kept in type, was made bond 
fide. What the public have a right to know is why articles 
which are known not to be “ required ” are included in the list 
issued by the board. If this was not done, it is probable the 
estimates would not be from such a limited number of those 
engaged in the printing and stationery business in Hudders¬ 
field.—Huddersfield Daily Chronicle. 

Disguised A uthors. 

NO precise reason can be given for authors writing under 
fictitious names. It is probable that many who adopt a 

nom dc plume have some object for so doing peculiar to their 
state of mind at the moment of sending their book into the 
world. Not many authors are very sanguine of the success of 
their first work ; they are apt to believe that even though the 
publisher has accepted it, public critics or friends may not be 
quite enthusiastic as to its merits. It is, therefore, often thought 
better by the author to publish the book anonymously under a 
feigned name, for it is easy and delightful afterward to confess 
to being the author of the book when everybody is talking its 
praises, should it prove a hit. It is by no means unfrequent 
for an author to use a fictitious name to prevent his or her 
whereabouts from being discovered, when it is desirable to 
keep the same unknown. Most people, in spite of that oft- 
quoted adage of Shakespeare’s, have a great depth of belief in 
a name, and always consider themselves sufficiently ingenious 
to fabricate a more striking and easily remembered name than 
that given them by their parents. In some cases this is correct 
enough, but as often as not totally unnecessary. 
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Qtoftcee. 

Card Calendars.—With the enterprise always character¬ 
istic of their firm, Messrs. Taylor Brothers, of Leeds, have just 
issued specimens of their new designs in card calendars. We 
have before us twenty-four different cards, and the customer 
who cannot find something among these to satisfy his taste 
must indeed be difficult to please. The subjects are varied, 
consisting of views, birds, flowers, and decorative work. The 
execution, both as regards lithography and printing, is very 
good, except in one or two instances, where the colours are a 
little too pronounced, and the work a little coarse. It is im¬ 
possible to specifiy the various designs, but we may say that 
No. 55 (Fishing-boats), No. 4b (Conway Castle), No. 29 (Bird 
and Flowers), No. 40 (View of Castle and Flowers), No. 41 (Rocky 
Stream), No. 44 (View on the Rhine), are all excellent. Some 
of the cards have a pocket, which is likely to be an attraction 
to some customers. Messrs. Taylor Brothers have this season 
prepared books containing a complete range of samples which 
they propose to send in reply to applications, paying carriage 
one way. Customers will thus have an opportunity of seeing 
an entire collection at the mere expense to themselves of car¬ 
riage one way. 

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 

Lithographic Zinc Plates.—A company has recently 
been formed at Hull, under the title of the Patent Lithographic 
Zinc Plate Company, Limited, to work the invention of Mr. 
Oskar Kindermann in the United Kingdom for a substitute for 
lithographic stone. It is stated to give excellent results ; and, 
judging from specimens we have seen of work executed from 
these plates, we think there can be no question as to their 
value. We hope to be able to give the result of a test in next 
number, but meanwhile we would call attention to the inset 
issued with this number of the Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapher, and recommend our readers to apply to the 
company, or to their London agents, Messrs. O. Newmann & Co., 
for further particulars. 

QjUSteSSe. 
Musical Groundwork. By Frederick J. Crowest. (Lon¬ 

don and New York: F. Warne & Co.) This is a little work that 
should prove interesting and instructive to the amateur, or 
more advanced musician ; and also to the general reader 
taking only an ordinary interest in the subject. The author 
brings considerable knowledge and ability to his task, and 
acquits himself well. The result is a book which is certain to 
take high rank among the many aids to the ever-increasing 
army of students of the divine art. Within the compass of 
260 pages the whole subject of the groundwork or elementary 
principles of music is briefly but skilfully handled, and the 
work is enriched by a chapter “ chronological and bio¬ 
graphical,” giving dates of principal events and a list of 
eminent musicians. There is a most complete index, which 
considerably increases the value of the work ; but this, and the 
general arrangement of the book, prove that Mr. Crowest’s is 
no ’prentice hand, and this will be readily understood when 
we say that he has been trained in so good a school as that of 
Messrs. Cassell & Co. We expect to hear more of Mr. Crowest 
by and bye. 

Printing: A Practical Treatise on the Art of Typography, 
as applied more particularly to the Printing of Books. By 
Charles James Jacobi, Manager of the Chiswick Press, 
author of “The Printers’ Handbook” and “The Printers’ 
Vocabulary.” (London : George Bell & Sons, York-street, 
Covent Garden. Post 8vo.). We welcome this volume, which 
is one of the series of Technological Handbooks edited by 
Sir H. Trueman Wood, as an important addition to our trade 
literature. It deals with the subject in an exhaustive and 
succinct manner, commencing with the manufacture of types, 
and carrying the processes of book printing through their 
various stages in a style which does great credit to its author, 
already known as a writer on matters connected with our craft. 
Although ostensibly devoted to the printing of books, news¬ 

paper and jobbing printers will find much on their respective 
spheres of work to interest them. The first section is devoted 
to type and its manufacture, dealing with book and fancy or 
jobbing founts, and their respective sizes and styles, and is 
illustrated with valuable comparative and other tables. Then 
comes practical information as to composition and its details, 
such as making-up into pages, imposition, the lay of cases— 
Greek, Hebrew, German, music, &c.—tabular matter, and the 
London scale of prices. Press-work is very fully treated, and 
specimens of a cut overlaid and not overlaid are given. 
Machine printing, especially that by single-cylinder machine, 
occupies some portion of the book, the Wharfedale being held 
to be the best adapted for good book-work. The chapters on 
rollers and inks will be of great service to both pressmen and 
machine managers. It may be mentioned in this connection 
that the book contains a full glossarial index of terms and 
phrases used in printing, which serves the purpose of a 
vocabulary as well as of an ordinary index. The portions 
devoted to the different machines and implements used in 
printing will interest the outside public in a degree unusual 
with books dealing with a special subject. The part of the 
book which will more particularly be of interest to authors and 
others is that allotted to readers’ marks, as it contains pages 
marked for correction and corrected as marked, together with 
a synopsis of marks used by correctors of the press. Paper 
and warehouse work generally has also its section, which is 
well illustrated with tables of weights and sizes. The nominal 
price of the book (five shillings) bringing it within reach of 
journeymen and apprentices, should be an important element 
in its favour; its illustrations, over 150 in number, adding 
materially to its interest. A great mass of information will be 
found condensed within its 300 or so pages. We wish it all 
the success it undoubtedly deserves in its efforts on behalf of 
technological education, a subject coming more and more into 
prominence. 

Proft t-Sharing. 

AN interesting meeting of the London staff of Messrs. 
Hazell, Watson, & Viney, Limited, was held at the 

Memorial Hall, Fm-ingdon-street, E.C., on Monday evening, 
June 23. Mr. W. Hazell (Chairman of the Company) presided, 
and there were present Mr. G. Watson and Mr. J. E. Viney 
(Directors), Mr. J. Crowle Smith and Mr. F. B. King (Managers), 
and several other members of the staff. Mrs. Hazell and Mrs. 
J. E. Viney were also present. 

In opening the meeting, the chairman announced that after 
paying a dividend of 10I per cent., there remained for distribu¬ 
tion, under the profit-sharing scheme, a sum of ,£605. Half of 
this would go to the provident fund and the remainder would 
be placed to each profit sharer’s credit in the savings bank, 
where it would be at his or her complete disposal. 

Mr. J. E. Viney alluded, in the course of a lucid speech, to 
the various proposals for supporting the provident fund. Mr. 
F. B. King, who, together with the preceding speakers, met 
with a hearty reception, stated that in the savings bank the 
balance at the end of March was ,£2,089. 

Mr. Hazell then laid before the meeting the details of a novel 
scheme of his own propounding by which employes are afforded 
an opportunity of purchasing shares in the concern. He said, 
amid applause, that he was willing to sell a limited number 
of his fully paid ,£10 shares upon the applicant agreeing to 
pay one shilling a week per share until £17 are paid—that is, 
for 340 weeks from (say) July 26 next. For this payment the 
purchaser would be entitled to all dividends earned from April 1 
last ; and if the company pays as well in the future as in the 
past, the dividends would be about 20s. a share yearly. This 
would reduce the actual money outlay to a little over ,£10, the 
purchaser thus obtaining the share for about £3. 10s. less than 
its present value, after adding the loss of interest on these 
weekly instalments, until the purchase is completed. To make 
the scheme still more useful, this price will also include a 
life insurance, in the following way :—Without payment of 
any extra sum by the purchaser, his heirs would be exempt from 
any further payment if he should die after the first instalment 
is paid, and before their completion. The basis of ,£17, or 340 
weeks, is taken for a person in good health, aged thirty, or less. 
For older purchasers the life insurance risk, of course, increases 
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considerably, and therefore for persons between the ages of 
thirty and thirty-five the payments would run for 342 weeks ; 
thirty-five to forty, 344 weeks ; forty to forty-five, 348 weeks ; 
and forty-five to fifty, 353 weeks. 

At the conclusion of the speech, Mr. J. Crowle Smith moved 
a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Hazell for his generous offer 
(which, we hear, has been largely accepted), and this was 
carried by acclamation. Mr. Hazell responded in fitting terms, 
and the meeting then concluded. A gathering, similar in 
character, took place at Aylesbury on the following evening. 

Odds and Ends. 

Trade Secrets.—A decree of the Court of Lyons enacts 
that :—Facts of tampering and espionage are essentially consti¬ 
tutive of dishonest competition, when their object is to obtain 
fraudulently revelations and information regarding the pro¬ 
cesses of manufacture employed by a rival firm. The head of 
a house is responsible for facts of this kind, imputed to his 
representative, even though they could not establish his direct 
participation in the facts, if, by the documents produced, the 
proof is made apparent that he was acquainted with the 
incriminating acts ; and that he has appropriated them to his 
profit. Every process in revelation of trade secrets contains 
implicitly a process in dishonest competition, the revelation of 
trade secrets being but an act of dishonest competition of par¬ 
ticular gravity. An introductive demand of process having 
relation to facts qualified as revelation of trade secrets, may 
then be regularly rectified, in course of the process, by conclu¬ 
sions specifying facts of espionage and tampering, which are 
merely another form of dishonest competition. In supposing 
that a demand for damages, based upon facts of fraudulent 
competition between merchants, is of commercial competency, 
the civil tribunal could regularly decide, although the action 
was directed against two defendants of whom one was not a 
merchant. 

+ + + 

A perfectly solid, deep black is produced by printing 

milory blue on top of burnt umber or burnt sienna. 

4* 4* 4* 

THE use of tinted ink seems to be gaining in ordinary com¬ 
mercial work. Ink makers have acquired much proficiency, 
and it is difficult to show them any colour which they cannot 
match. Much greater variety in colours may be expected, as 
many men are studying the subject, and are no longer limited 
to the limited variety of the spectrum. Yellows and bright 
browns seem to have been neglected. 

4» ♦ 4* 

Alcohol Bad for Workers in Lead.—The struggle 
against spirituous liquors is as old as drinking itself. That we 
mention this subject in our technical journal is due to the fact 
that doctors prohibit the use of alcohol, and especially of 
whiskey, to all workers in lead. In stereotyping, whiskey is 
simply a deadly poison. Diseases of the lungs, blood poison¬ 
ing, and diseases of the throat are both produced and developed 
by it. The great heat in the casting-room produces dry throats, 
but dry throats are also produced by alcohol; beer is not so 
good for the tormenting thirst of the stereotyper as milk or 
water mixed with fruit salt. An excellent cooling drink is 
water, sugar, and lemonjuice—things which any stereotyper 
can buy himself every day for very little money. The con¬ 
sumption of acidulated water prevents want of appetite, the 
great enemy of all lead workers, and for the appetite to remain 
good is the best security against the diseases of our trade. The 
veterans of our art have not preserved their vigour by the use 
of alcohol. “ Steady living and good eating,” a stereotyper of 
over sixty, in the Old Vietma Press, said to me, with a smile, 
when I complimented him with sincere pleasure on his good 
looks. And our friend the stereotype overseer in Karlsruhe, 
who is now nearly seventy, and still works as hard as a boy, 
smiled with deep satisfaction when I asked him for his recipe 
for long life : “ I never went with the crowd when the others 
wanted me to.” A golden rule, to be neglected by no one who 
values his health.—Der Stereotypeur, 

'faomt Qtofee. 
Mr. Oscar Wilde will contribute to the July number of Lippin- 

cott's Magazine a complete novel, entitled the “ Picture of Dorian 
Gray,” which is his first volume in fiction. 

A new series of vertical writing copybooks by John Jackson, Esq., 
especially adapted to meet the requirements of the New Code, has 
been issued by Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 
Limited. 

Mr. R. McAllan of the firm of Messrs. Green & McAllan, 
Ludgate-circus, has been appointed examiner in printing to the City 
and Guilds of London Institute in place of Mr. Wilson, who has 
resigned. 

Messrs. Ward, Lock, & Co. have just published in volume form 
the narrative, entitled “ A Dead Man’s Diary,” which has appeared 
as a serial in Lippincott's Magazitie. The volume contains 
additional chapters which were withheld from the magazine issue. 

The Accident Insurance Company, Limited, 10, St. Swithin’s Lane, 
E.C., have just issued a new edition of a little pamphlet, with the title 
of “ The House Surgeon,” giving instructions for the prompt treatment 
of accidents and emergencies before the arrival of medical aid. It is 
extremely useful, and may be had free by 'any policy-holder in the 
company, or by others for threepence. 

Dr. Garnett, the head of the department of printed books in the 
British Museum, has received upwards of 32,500 volumes in the course 
of a year to add to the shelves of the National Library. Of these, 
nearly 10,000 are new books received from the publishers in pursuance 
of the English copyright ; 4,695 volumes have been presented, and no 
fewer than 17,650 acquired by purchase. 

The will of Mr. Deputy Edward Dresser-Rogers, proprietor of the 
Metropolitan, who died on May 7th, was proved on the 24th ult. 1 y 
the son, one of the executors, the value of the personal estate amount¬ 
ing to upwards of ,£22,000. The testator gives all his property to 
trustees upon trust to pay p,ioo per annum to his wife, and the re¬ 
mainder of his net income to his children in equal proportions. 

Mr. John Southward wrote an article on the “ Thorne Combined 
Type-Setting and Distributing Machine,” which appeared in the 
Printer's Register, of April 6. This article has since been reprinted in 
pamphlet form, and may be obtained of the Type-Setting Syndicate, 
2, Copthall Buildings. It deals very fully with the claims of the 
machine, and comes to a conclusion entirely favourable to its 
adoption. 

A PAMPHLET has recently been published by Messrs. R. & R. 
Clark, of Edinburgh, entitled “ Bridges ” by J. W. Rundall. It gives 
a short account of the Forth Bridge/Brooklyn Bridge, Old London 
Bridge, and others, the object being to inculcate the duty and the 
wisdom of using the bridge of life assurance. The little book is issued 
in connection with the Scottish Widows' Fund, one of the oldest and 
soundest insurance offices in the kingdom. It is a capital idea well 
carried out. 

Messrs. Field & Tuer have in preparation and will issue shortly 
a volume which should be of considerable interest to all City 
(London) men and others. It will be called “London City; its 
People, Streets, Traffic, Buildings, and History.” The literary work 
will be by Mr. W. J. Loftie, B. A., and the illustrations, of which there 
will be at least 250, will be drawn by Mr. Wm. Luker, Junior, and 
engraved (by process) in Paris. The price is to be 42s., but to sub¬ 
scribers, 21s. ; large paper copies will be supplied at 45s. net, only the 
exact number ordered being printed. 

Hansard Union Calendar.—We have received a very handsome 
specimen of colour work from the Hansard Publishing Union, Limited. 
The design is a very striking one, effectively drawn and coloured. It 
represents the Inspiration of Art, a winged figure descending from the 
clouds to a seated figure surrounded by cupids. The design is so 
good that we could wish there had been a little more care bestowed 
upon the faces, which are somewhat rough and lacking in delicacy of 
stippling. The whole picture is covered with a very thick coating of 
gelatine which lends additional effect to it. 

A special illustrated edition of the Surrey Advertiser was issued on 
the 9th inst. in connection with the opening of the Royal Grammar 
School, Guildford. It is well printed in bronze-blue ink on good 
paper, and contains portraits of the Chairman of the Governors, and 
of the Headmaster, and views of the exterior and interior of the school, 
all produced by Mr. J. Swain. The editor states that the paper was 
published within two hours of the conclusion of the ceremony reported, 
and this reflects very great credit upon the management, as the 
paper bears no marks of undue haste. 

The annual wayzgoose of the employes engaged on the South- 
Western Star (the Star Printing and Publishing Company, Limited, 
Wandsworth), was held on Saturday, July 5. The company journeyed 
by road to Farningham, in Kent, and enjoyed themselves as well as 
the drenching rain would permit. The dinner was greatly appre- 
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dated, and the speeches, songs, and music contributed to the enjoy¬ 
ment of the company. A drive through the beautiful scenery round 
by Swanley, Sidcup, and Chislehurst enhanced the day’s pleasures, in 
spite of the very unpropitious state of the weather, and the company 
returned to town well pleased with the day’s proceedings. 

The July issue of Night and Day is chiefly devoted to a full record 
of the proceedings at the Royal Albert Hall on the occasion of the 
twenty-third annual meeting of Dr. Barnardo’s Homes on June II. 
Remarkable success attended the anniversary. Stirring speeches were 
delivered by Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, Sir Arthur Blackwood, Canon 
Fleming, Lord Kinnaird, and Dr. Barnardo ; while the various 
displays by the children of the Homes deservedly attracted great 
attention. The report of the meeting is profusely illustrated. A 
series of case-histories of recent rescues of boys and girls, with en¬ 
gravings, add to the attractions of this number. There are now over 
3,450 children in the institutions, whom Dr. Barnardo commends to 
all friends of the work during his absence in Canada, whither he has 
gone in the interests of the emigration work of the Homes. 

Mr. E. S. Hunwick, after a service of eleven years, has resigned 
his appointment as manager of the printing works of Mr. R. O. 
Hearson, of Billiter-street, E.C., and King-street, E.C., in order to 
commence business for himself. On the 23rd ult. he was entertained 
by his fellow employes at the St. James’ Hotel, Bevis Marks, E.C., 
the chair being taken by Mr. G. Hayman. During the evening Mr. 
Hunwick was presented with a valuable testimonial, consisting of a 
handsome timepiece bearing an inscription stating that it was pre¬ 
sented by the employes in the recognition of Mr. Hunwick’s courtesy 
and kindness. The chairman expressed the hope that every success 
would attend him in his new undertaking. Mr Hunwick, after thank¬ 
ing the subscribers for the valuable evidence of their good-will and 
esteem, spoke of the ready manner in which during his association 
with the business the employes, one and all, had endeavoured to pro¬ 

mote its success in every way possible. 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the four 
weeks ending Saturday, June 28, was 324. The number in the cor¬ 
responding four weeks of last year was 312, showing an increase of 
12, being a net decrease in 1890, to date, of 247. The failures in the 
printing and stationery trades were 5, compared with 7 and 8 in 1889 
and 1888 respectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, there 
were 256 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sales Office during 
the same four weeks. The number filed in the corresponding four 
weeks of last year was 252, showing an increase of 4, being a net 
decrease in 1890, to date, of 30. The number of bills of sale pub¬ 
lished in England and Wales for the four weeks ending Saturday, 
June 28, was 663. The number in the corresponding four weeks of 
last year was 723, showing a decrease of 60, being a net decrease in 
1890, to date, of 637. The number published in Ireland for the same 
four weeks was 23. The number in the corresponding four weeks of 
last year was 42, showing a decrease of 19, being a net decrease in 

1890, to date, of 74. 

Mr. F. A. Edwards, of Southampton, has just issued in the 
Hampshire Independent, of which he is publisher, a bibliographical 
list of Hampshire newspapers. The list, which includes a few papers 
not actually printed in the county, comprises over one hundred titles, 
and brings to light some curious journalistic information. Some 
papers, for instance, displayed a fondness for changing their names, a 
practice which it would be thought must have been very inconvenient. 
The Hampshire Chronicle was the greatest sinner in this respect ; and 
this paper was also more than once mixed up in another inconvenient 
practice when two papers of identical titles were published simul¬ 
taneously. When, for instance, that paper, which was originally 
printed in Southampton, changed hands and was removed to Win¬ 
chester in 1778, the former publisher started another Hampshire 
Chronicle in Southampton. A few years later the Winchester paper 
similarly usurped the title of the Sa’isbury and Winchester Journal, 
and in 1814 it adopted similar questionable tactics to combat the 
Hampshire Courier, of Portsmouth. Evidently the copyright laws 
could not have been very severe then. Mr. Edwards invites 
additional information for this list, which has been prepared for a new 
edition of Mr. H. M. Gilbert’s “ Bibliotheca Hantoniensis.” 

Emigrants’ Information Office, 31, Broadway, West¬ 
minster, S.W.—The July Circulars, the annual Penny Handbooks, 
one on each Colony with maps, and the Emigration Statutes and Pro¬ 
fessional Handbooks, price 3d. each (the whole being also bound 
together, price 2s.), issued by this Office show the present prospects of 
emigration to the Colonies. Male and female emigrants for Queens¬ 
land, Western Australia, the Cape and Natal, may in certain cases 
obtain through friends or employers of labour in those colonies, 
passages at reduced rates. Queensland also offers free and assisted 
passages to unmarried female servants, sempstresses, miners, navvies, 
and farm labourers, (but for male labour there is just now no demand 
in the colony), and Western Australia offers assisted passages to 
farmers with capital. Farmers and others with capital are wanted in 
all parts, female servants in Canada and Australasia, agricultural 

labourers in Australasia, and miners in Tasmania and New Zealand. 
There is no special demand for mechanics, except in some few localities, 
as for carpenters and bricklayers in Natal. The demand for mechanics 
in Cape Colony, to which attention was drawn last April, has since 
slackened, owing to the depression at the Transvaal Gold-Fields and 
consequent return of large numbers of workmen to Cape Colony and 
Natal. Emigration to the Transvaal under present circumstances is 
not advised. It should be note 1 that it is too late in the year for men 
to go to Canada, unless they go to friends or have money enough to 
keep them through the winter. 

Printers’ Pension Corporation.—Dr. John Evans presided on 
Monday evening, June 16, over a representative company numbering 
about 160, at the Freemasons’ Tavern, Great Queen-street, on the 
occasion of the sixty-third anniversary festival of the Printers’ Pension, 
Almshouse, and Orphan Asylum Coporation. In submitting “ Pros¬ 
perity to the Institution,” the chairman pointed out the threefold 
manner in which the charity, though not always as a corporation, had 
endeavoured for upwards of sixty years, to meet the requirements of 
those engaged in the printing trade. In the first place, it gave pen¬ 
sions to those no longer able to maintain themselves. Secondly, it 
provided almshouses for the incapacitated. These residences were 
commenced in 1845, ar>d had been gradually extended. Thirdly, a 
fund was carried on to rescue from want the widows and orphans of 
printers. At present there were 190 pensioners subsisting in a greater 
or lesser degree on the society’s bounty ; and ,£2,648 was distributed 
last year in sums varying from ,£30 to £13. In the almhouses at 
Wood Green were twenty-four inmates, who also received a money 
allowance. After deploring the recent deaths of Mr. William Blades 
and Mr. Richard Clay, the chairman referred to the marvellous im¬ 
provement in all branches of printing, and claimed for the English 
press pre-eminence among all nations. Fie expressly called attention 
to the fact that the charity was intended to help only those who helped 
themselves; and he believed the habits of prudence and forethought 
engendered in those who subscribed to it had rendered its assistance 
unnecessary in many cases. In other instances the recipients of its 
pensions were only receiving what they had well earned. Mr. J. S. 
Ilodson, the secretary, read the subscriptions, which amounted to 

;£532. 
■o——^—o 

Cofontaf 

It is calculated that at the present moment there are about 260 
vernacular newspapers now being published in India, some of them 
wieiding great influence, and conducted with conspicuous ability. 

We, says Typo, have had something to say from time to time about 
(cut-throat) prices. The following tenders for the borough printing 
sent in by two rival newspapers at Westport are quoted by the Reef- 
ton Guardian, and speak for themselves: A b 

s. d. Si d. 
Gas accounts, in books of 100 . 3 o o 10 
Rate notices, books of 100 . 2 o o 4 
Memo forms, per 100 . 1 6 o 4 
Mayor’s roll, per page . 2 6 2 6 
Voting papers, per 100 .. 3 o o 6 
Burgess list, per page . 5 o 5 0 
Certificate books . 4 o o 6 
Licensing forms, per 100. 2 o o 4 
Postal cards, per 100 . 8 8 
Tender forms, per 100 . 2 o o 3 
Circular notes, per ioo. 20 03 

B’s tender, being the lowest, was accepted. The same office put in a 
figure for advertising, to have the “exclusive right,” which, however, 
was not granted, and the Council resolved to give it to one paper at 
Is. 4d. per inch and to the other at is. A third printer declined to 
tender. It should be remembered, in reading this amazing list of 
prices (which we recommend to the thoughtful consideration of the 
M.P.A. and the N.Z.T. A), that the cost of living on the West Coast 
is much higher than in other parts of the colony. 

Literature in New Zealand—outside of occasional contributions 
of a high order of excellence to the newspaper press—is almost non¬ 
existent, says Typo. And this, notwithstanding a continual production 
of pamphlets, essays, and latterly, attempts at novels. Not one good 
novel has yet been published by a New Zealand writer, and buc one 
poem ; the latter so metaphysical as to be above the heads of most 
readers. The stories in a recently-started magazine, professedly 
colonial, are almost without exception rubbish —a medley of old 
material with a few local names thrown in. Of local colour there is not 
a trace, and the imaginary natives introduced are unlike any people 
who ever dwelt on the face of the earth. It is, therefore, with pleasure 
that we notice that an attempt has been made with considerable 
success, to provide a really high-class literary monthly. We refer to 
the Monthly Review, edited by Mr. J. R. Blair, and published by 
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Lion & Blair, Wellington. Under the capable management of Mr. 
Blair, it has developed into a really valuable magazine—the best, we 
believe, that the colony so far has produced. Its appearance merits a 
word of praise. Printed in leaded long primer on royal octavo, the 
page is handsome, the style being simple almost to severity. The 
titles of the articles are in plain pica caps, and the only decoration con¬ 
sists of varied and judiciously chosen head and tail-pieces. It is, in 
fact, both outside and in, a book, and is got up accordingly. 

--<£.—- 

Conftnenfa? g jjfomgn Jfofftnge. 

M. Charles Marpon, the Paris editor-publisher, died last month, 

aged fifty-one. 

Antoine Zellich, a well-known Constantinople printer, died in 

that city last May. 

The Estienne Municipal School holds a meeting on the 21st inst. 
to nominate for admission 100 scholars. 

The syndical chamber of French paper merchants recently held its 
annual banquet on the platform of the Tour Eiffel. 

A WELL-KNOWN Paris printer, Hemi-Charles Vignot, has died at 
the age of fifty-three. He was latterly at Lahure's. 

The decoration of chevalier of the Crown of Italy has been 
conferred on M. J. Minot, a printer and editor of Paris. 

M. Jean-Tiieodore Putel, printer, of Pontoise, has received 
Academic honours from the Minister of Public Instruction. 

The present Reichstag has among its members four printers (two of 

whom are employers), democrats, and four typographers, socialists. 

The death is announced of M. Charles-Amedee Paris, printer of 
Pontoise, France, and proprietor of the Echo Pontoisien, at the age 

of 69. 

A Japanese editor, for writing disrespectfully of an ancestor of the 
present Emperor, has been condemned to four years’ imprisonment, 
fined 500 yen, and will be subjected to two years’ police surveillance. 

The tomb of the Bishop Pierre du Chaffault, who died in 1487, and 
who was the first printer of a missal, has been re-discovered—such is 
the phrase of the report—among the tombs surrounding the cathedral 

of Nantes. 

A new typographical journal—0 Graphico, orgao da liga das artes 
graphicus—-has appeared in Lisbon, under the direction of Senhor J. 
Fernandes Alves, president of the League of Graphic Arts, 107, 2, 

Rua da Barroca. 

A conference is now being held between French stamp-engravers, 
type-founders, letter-designers, &c., for the creation of original stamps 
(in bookwork) which will be the property of the town of Pat is 

(Estienne Municipal School). 

The newspaper carriers have now started a “syndical chamber” in 

Paris, under the style and title of Porteurs et Employes de Journaux. 
The subscription is one franc monthly, payable twenty-five centimes 
weekly, at the option of the member. 

The two Paris salons which closed their doors on Monday, June 30, 

have published their receipts. The admissions to the exhibition in the 
Champs Elysees produced 240,000 francs. The rival exhibition in the 
Champ de Mars only netted 170,000 francs. 

M. Leon Picard, chief director of the Petit Troyen, has died 
suddenly of aneurism, while finishing—strange coincidence !—an article 
on “ Funeral Orations which article appeared at the head of the 
number of the paper announcing his death. 

There is question of organising an international exhibition of 
photography at Vienna for next spring. It would be divided into 
three main sections :—Results obtained from photographic processes, 
instruments, materials and chemical products. 

The Madrid Renacimiento Literario, founded by Don Juan Munoz 
Sanchez, has recently published a notable Latin-Spanisb etymolo¬ 
gical dictionary, by Don Francisco Salazar y Quintana. The work 
is preceded by a chart of the eminent academician, D. Eduardo 
Benot. 

The Maison Quantin and the Imprimeries Rennies have followed 
the example of some English publishing houses—have amalgamated, 
under the name of Librairies-Imprimeries Reunies. This new society 
has two directors: M. L. Henry May, editorial; and M. Motteroz, 
typographical. 

M. Stanislas Krakow, well known for the numerous illustrated 
publications in which he has collaborated, has obtained letters of 
naturalisation in France. A Pole by birth, he has long lived in the 
French capital, where he has succeeded M. J Lefman, after having for 
several years worked with him. 

The Paris Librairie Charpentier has commenced, under the title of 

Nouvelle Collection, the publication of a series of novels “intended to 

be read by everybody, even by young girls,” sold at 2 fr. 50 c. Three 
volumes, by F. Fabre, E. Calmettes and Andre Theuriet, have 
appeared in elegantly designed covers. 

A fire, at the beginning of last month, completely destroyed the 
printing establishment Cassignol, No. 5, rue Arnaud-Miquen, at 
Bordeaux. The Theatre des Folies-Bordelaises, separated by merely 
a party-wall, was saved by the promptitude of the rescuers, though the 
office burned for more than three hours. 

During May 73 new periodicals were started in France :—32 for 
Paris and the Seine, 41 for the provinces. Among the Parisian 5 journals 
are political, 1 is an illustrated, 3 are devoted to finances. In the 
other group 7 are political, 1 is illustrated, 6 are commercial or agricul¬ 
tural. Two of the latter are written in Provenfal. 

The picture of modern times which has attained the highest price is 
the “ 1807 ” of Meissonier ; its latest acquirer gave a million francs for 
it. The same master’s “ 1814,” bought by M. Bague for 500,000 
francs has been re-sold by him for 850,000 francs to M. Chauchard, 
an old director of the Louvre collection. The artist originally received 
70,000 francs. 

By the alphabetical table of French publications in 1889, published 
lately in the Journal de VImprimerie et de la Librairie, it is found that 
nine hundred and twenty new periodicals appeared in that year. 
Fourteen of these were in foreign tongues—one in Arabic and one in the 
Provencal dialect. The numbers of illustrated prints started respectively 
in Paris and the departments w'ere twenty and ten. 

The second supplement of the Grand Dictionary of Pierre Larousse 
is ended. The fifty-first and last number has appeared. But the 
editors recognise that in our day the march of events is too brisk for 
folios to keep pace therewith ; they are to issue a suite to the Dictionary 
in the form of an encyclopedic illustrated review, which will report the 
manifestions of human activity side by side with their developments. 

A bookbinder of Vienna, named Wilhelm Muller, has bequeathed 
the whole of his estate and effects, amounting to about 150,000 florins, 
for the purpose of establishing pensions to aged and incapacitated 
master and journeymen bookbinders. The amount of each pension to 
be given is 350 florins per annum during life, and it is specially stipu¬ 
lated that the pensions are to be granted irrespective of creed or 
nationality. 

The fabrication of paper in Italy has, during the last five years, made 
a considerable extension. It imports yearly larger and larger quantities 
of wood pulp, furnished by Germany and Austria. Woods in Italy are 
comparatively scarce ; although between Port Maurice and the French 
frontier there are immense forests of pine, which allow the Italian 
paper-makers to repay themselves the great tribute rendered to 
foreigners. 

The Chambers of Commerce have been consulted by the Minister 
of Public Works respecting a project for giving railway orders, at re¬ 
duced rates, to merchants, who in the course of a year despatch a 
certain number of parcels. The Paris Chamber of Commerce has just 
given a favourable decision about this innovation, demanding that the 
benefit of these reductions should be equally extended to the persons 
to whom the despatches are made. 

The French Director-General of Posts has received a deputation 
from especial and professional journals, headed by M. Alcan Levy, 
President of the new Chamber of Printing, on the question of the 
grave detriment caused to the Parisian printing world by the existing 
post tariff for printed periodicals. If printed in Paris they have to 
pay three centimes, if in the provinces, one centime to circulate in the 
department in which they are published. 

Black printers’ ink has the extraordinary property, according to 
Dr. Auguste Sardemard, of the Faculty of Montpellier, of being a cure 
for the most violent toothache. It is only necessary to rub the gums 
vigorously with it to experience immediate relief ! The Intermediare 
des Imprimeurs remarks that it may be very good, but it certainly is 
very dirty. The Interm'ediaire might have left that to be discovered 
by the printers themselves—who will doubtless find the knowledge 
useful—and the ink doubly so. 

The Annuaire of the French press for 1890 has been published. 
Founded eleven years ago by M. Emile Mermet, this work has since 
last year been in the hands of M. Henri Avenel. The present 
number, a volume of 1,500 pages, is ornamented with a number of 
portraits of journalists—among them MM. II. Marinoni, A. Vacquerie, 
E. Spuller, H. Maret, Paul Strauss, Gustave Gounouilhou, Ernest 
Merson, Edouard Grimblot, Raoul Canivet, Edmond Magnier, F. de 
Rodays, Perivier, A. Humbert, Joseph Reinach, Gustave Isambert, 
Henri Dutasta, Guillaume Singer. An aquatint photograph of the 
President of the Republic forms a frontispiece. 

The French National Printing Office (87, Rue Ville du Temple, 
•Paris), which was originally founded in the reign of Francis I., now 
employs about 1,200 workpeople, 400 of them being females. The 
establishment is celebrated for its resources in foreign characters, the 
type necessary in printing works in 158 different languages (weighing 
62,000 kilos) being kept on the premises, as well as more than 40,000 
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forms of current matter. Each department of the State has its printing 
done here at a certain rate, fixed by a special commissioner ; although 
during the year, work to the value of 40,000 francs is executed gratui¬ 
tously, half of this being on behalf of certain academical institutions. 

M. Leonard Danel, proprietor of one of the largest printing 
establishments in France, situated in Lille, where 500 workmen are 
employed, recently celebrated at his villa, near Loos, the fiftieth anni¬ 
versary of the completion of his apprenticeship. A dinner was given 
in an immense tent, when 600 covers were laid. In the course of the 
proceedings, one of the workmen, who had been sixty-six years in the 
employ of M. Danel and his predecessor, presented him with a mag¬ 
nificent wreath and two volumes bound in splendid style. The Paris 
Figaro in referring to the occasion, points out that it may be taken as 
a proof of the harmony that still exists in the north of France between 
employers and employed, in spite of the revolutionary propaganda of 
a few discontented ones, who endeavour to sow disorder whenever 

possible. 
Of new works in France deposited during May by the bureau of 

the Cercle de la Librairie et de l’Imprimerie at foreign legations, 
according to convention, there were 76. Eighteen were in the depart¬ 
ments of history and geography, 32 literature (novels, &c.), 13 sciences 
and education, 2 industry and commerce, 8 fine arts, 2 domestic 
economy, and 1 jurisprudence. Twenty-six were sent by Hachette et 
Cie ; 16 by Plon, Nourrit, et Cie ; 3 by Aubanei Freres, of Avignon ; 
6 by Metzel et Cie; 6 by A. Colin et Cie; 5 hy A. Lemerre ; 4 by Roret; 
2 each by G. Jeener and the “ Imprimeries Rennies;” one each by 
Delabre, Illustration, A. Baudoin, Gounouilhou, Ch. Buloz, and H. 
Le Soudier. 

The following has been given as an example of the present 
extraordinary lowness of prices which many Continental printers have 
managed to reach. It is the circular of a small Parisian house :—“By 
reason of the engagements we have entered into with the most 
important manufactories, and thanks to our perfected plant, we are 
enabled to offer to all business men the following printed articles and 
necessaries :—1,000 invoices, ruled, size 8vo. ; 1,000 commercial 
envelopes with impression, well gummed ; 1,000 address cards on 
good material ; 500 letter-heads on good quadrilled paper—at the 
exceptional price of 20 francs.” Truly exceptional ! Three thousand 
five hundred impressions of four different compositions for twenty 

francs ! 
A curious and interesting application of the telephone is about to 

be tried at Mexico. The postal administration is going to organise a 
“ spoken correspondence,” the necessary material of which is in course 
of construction in the United States. The principal postal bureaux 
will be furnished with phonograph apparatus, some fixed, some 
movable, regulated to the same strength and the same diapason. 
When a business man or a subscriber desires, therefore, to send a 
“spoken letter,” he will either borrow a machine, or go and use a 
fixed one at the bureau, then, his words imprisoned in the sheet of the 
phonograph, he will insert it in the tube furnished for the purpose, 
which the bureau will despatch to its destination. If the receiver 
has not an instrument for the reproduction of the sounds at his own 
disposal, he can borrow one of the nearest bureau. 

The paper factories of Southern France produce cigarette papers 
and papiers minces for fruit to send to Spain and the Levant; factories 
of the Midlands send large quantities of paper for printing to South 
America ; those of the North and West find a large sale of special 
package papers, &c., in England, where no entry duty is demanded ; 
while the houses of Paris do their exporting through the intermediary 
of the commissionaires of the capital. Papers imported into France 
come principally from Germany, Belguim, England, and in much 
smaller quantities from Switzerland and Austria. These importations 
have of late undergone a considerable diminution, having in 1889 
totalled only eleven millions of francs. Singularly France’s exporta¬ 
tions took an almost equal plunge in the opposite direction —being 
twenty-two millions for last year. France it is that furnishes to the 
paper-making world the best qualities of rags, which are exported in 
considerable quantities to England and the United States—especially 
since the duty which used to be levied on their going out of the country 
has been taken off. On the other hand the pdtes de hois are largely 
imported from Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, and Norway—last 
year to the extent of 114,584,244 kilos. 

A Swedish Cheap Radical Newspaper.—Stockholm possesses 
an ultra cheap news sheet, the success of which is truly of the American 
sort, because it has grown up so quickly. The paper is called the 
Stockholm Nyheter (News). It is thoroughly radical politically, and 
advocates incessantly the abrogation of the monarchy and the State 
Church. It was only three years ago that the publisher got what was, 
according to the view of many, a mad idea of printing a paper for the 
subscription price of one cere or three crowns per year. It would be 
impossible to get any lower. A little over 3,000 subscriptions came 
in at the start, but without advertisements it was printed at a loss. 
The “ads’’did not flow in like the subscriptions. After the paper 
had been going for three months it commenced to have a widespread 
circulation and more comprehensive than any other Stockholm daily. 

At the beginning of the publication there were about 100 newsboys ; 
now there are over 250 little fellows who reap the farthings. The 
publisher receives one cere from the newsboys, and they in turn sell 
them for two cere, the cheapest price ever paid for a newspaper in 
Sweden. The daily sale of this paper on the streets and outside is 
about 18,000 copies. The subscription list has grown to 12,000, 
making the total 30,000 and over. Now the advertisement patronage 
has also become profitable. 

--—--— -fffir —---■---- 

@m«ncan Cftpptn<jg. 
A new technical monthly has just been commenced in New York, 

with the title of the Lithographic Art Journal, under the editorial 
management of Mr. G. H. Davis, who was for some time editor of 
the now defunct American Lithographer ami Printer. 

The Police Gazette has carried an advertisement in its columns for 
forty-eight years. The space was engaged on the first number, and 
the advertisement has continued to this day, never missing a single 
issue. Can this record be broken ? We think not.—Newsman. 

We regret to hear from our friend Mr. Fred Buehring, that the 
American Lithographer and Printer has ceased to exist. Mr. Buehring 
worked hard to make the paper a success, and his technical and 
practical knowledge have made the journal very useful, but the labour 
does not appear to have met with reward. 

Chari.es J. Dumar, president, and William Ferguson, secretary 
of Typographical Union, No. 6, of New York, were in Cleveland 
lately, and examined the Roger’s typograph, witnessing also a practical 
exhibition of the type-setting appliance. They pronounce it superior 
in all respects to the linotype nowin use in some of the cities, excelling 
it in simplicity and its noiseless operating feature. They endorsed it 
enthusiastically, and expressed the opinion that they thought the 
machine will be generally adopted by the large newspapers. When 
asked if its general use would not displace many compositors, and, 
may be, reduce the pay for composition, they said they believed not, 
giving as a reason that the daily papers especially would all be made 
larger, which would even up matters. 

Mr. John Wanamaker, the Postmaster General of the United 
States, has recently embarked in the publishing trade, and is offering 
to sell the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica ” at a price which undersells all 
others. In his circular Mr. Wanamaker says:—“The set is well 
printed on good paper, without abridgment, and is one of the most 
substantially bound books we have ever handled.” It consists of 
twenty-five volumes, “corresponding in number and matter with the 
Edinburgh edition.” The total cost is £7. 7s., but to encourage 
purchasers Mr. Wanamaker has offered the first volume for 2s. What 
he has done is to reproduce the “ Encyclopaedia ” by a photographic 
process. But there is every reason to hope that Mr. Wanamaker’s 
dishonest proceeding will be stopped by the law of the United States, 
owing to the fact that some of the articles in the “ Encyclopedia ” are 
copyrighted in America. 

A company has recently been formed in Albany, N.Y., with a paid- 
in capital of 300,000 dols to manufacture a new fast printing press to 
print from type instead of stereotyped plates. The trustees of the 
company are Dudley Farlin, J. H. Farrell, Merton L. Ford, Geo. 
W. Fairchilds and W. H. Roberson. At a recent meeting J. II. 
Farrell was elected president, lion. Elliot Danforth, vice-president ; 
Frank B. Roberson, treasurer ; Merton L. Ford, secretary and general 
manager ; and Francis Meissel, superintendent of construction. The 
new company has bought the patents, and will manufacture fast news¬ 
paper presses, taking the paper direct from the roll or web, and 
printing both sides from the type at one impression. The new press 
takes up little space, requires less power than the ordinary fast press, 
is strong, simple, convenient to operate, accessible to the pressman at 
all points, and makes but very little noise, and can be run at a speed 
about eight times faster than the present cylinder press, and does most 
excellent work. 

American Tract Society.—At the annual meeting of this 
society, held on May 7, the publishing department reported that 
during the year past ninety-four new permanent publications had been 
added to the society’s list. Thirty-seven were volumes and fifty-seven 
booklets and tracts. Of these, sixty-two were in English, eighteen in 
German, two in Spanish, three in Italian, one in Swedish, and eight 
in Bohemian. The periodicals of the society were six in number, two 
in German and four in English. Four of these are illustrated, two are 
weekly and four monthly ; three are for adults and families and three 
for children of various ages. The aggregate circulation of the 
periodicals is 2,413,600. The business department has received from 
sales, including §35,761.58 from saies to Benevolent Department, 
a total of §171,677.48; from rents, §27,566.25; from sundries, 
§26,743.71 ; which, with temporary loan of §25,000, and §6,762.83 
in treasury April 1, 1889, makes a total of §257,750.27. It has 
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expended in manufacturing, purchasing, and issuing publications, 
$179,126.30; depositories, $27,966.78; taxes, special repairs, and 

life interests, $26,731. 

New Plate Printing Press.—J. T. Carroll, 41, Centre-street, 
New York, has invented an improvement in plate printing-presses. 
In this new style of press the backing or blanket is secured without 
the aid of bolts or screws, and passes over the form by the motion of 
the press in operation, so that the blanket need be no longer than the 
length of the form, and by this means a great saving in felt is secured. 
The press has also another blanket attachment which is secured to 
the roller without the aid of bolts or screws, and can be quickly 
adjusted and more accurately, it is claimed, than any other device. If 
any lost motion arises from constant working and causes the backing 
or blanket to stretch, this can be taken up without disturbing the roll. 
This press can print a form either for plate or bank-note work, from 
one line to a full form 20 x 20 inches, by means of a double pair of 
adjustable dogs and stops, travelling on both edges of the bed, the 
operation being wholly regulated by the press workman. Should it 
be thought desirable to print from a bare roller, without backing or 
blanket, this press will do the work, as may be witnessed by anyone 

who wishes to see the operation. 

A Venerable Author.—Eighty-two years of quiet, industrious 
life have left John G. Whittier sturdy and active—the livest man of 
his generation and the most charming personality in the literary world. 
Strong in mind as in body, he is still capable of doing work that has 
all of the charm and grace of his earlier efforts. A poem entitled 
“The Captain’s Well,” which he recently wrote for the New York 
Ledger, exhibits a remarkable strength and finish, and will take rank 
with the best of his work. With the manuscript Mr. Whittier sent 
the publishers a note saying that the poem would be the last he would 
ever write. But it is to be hoped that the poet has under-estimated 
the number of years in which he may continue to grace and gladden 
the literature of his country. It was characteristic of the man that he 
sent his poem for publication without hint or expectation of pecuniary 
return. Messrs. Robert Bonner’s Sons sent him at once a cheque for 
1,000 dols.-—an act of generosity which deeply touched the venerable 
poet, the more because, as he wrote, it enabled him to give more than 
he had hoped to be able to bestow upon certain charitable enterprises 
that were near to his heart. The utterance is characteristic, and is 
only one of a thousand that show his generosity, his charity, and the 
philanthropic spirit which dictates so many of his acts. 

Poor Richard’s Almanac.—The almanac went, year after year, 
for a quarter of a century, into the house of nearly every shopkeeper, 
planter, and farmer in the American provinces. Its wit and humour, 
its practical tone, its shrewd maxims, its worldly honesty, its morality 
of common sense, its useful information, all chimed well with the 
national character. It formulated in homely phrase and with droll 
illustration what the colonists more vaguely knew, felt, and believed 
upon a thousand points of life and conduct. In so doing it greatly 
trained and invigorated the natural mental traits of the people. “ Poor 
Richard ” was the revered and popular schoolmaster of a young nation 
during its period of tutelage. His teachings are among the powerful 
forces which have gone to shaping the habits of Americans. Ilis 
terse and picturesque bits of wisdom and the virtue of this world are 
familiar in our mouths to-day ; they moulded our great-grandparents 
and their children ; they have informed our popular traditions ; they 
still influence our actions, guide our ways of thinking, and establish 
our points of view, with the constant control of acquired habits which 
we little suspect. If we vvere accustomed still to read the literature of 
the almanac, we should be charmed with its humour. The world has 
not yet grown away from it, nor ever will. Addison and Steele had 
more polish, but vastly less humour than Franklin. “ Poor Richard ” 
has found eternal life by passing into the daily speech of the people, 
while the Spectator is fast being crowded out of the hands of all 
save scholars in literature. 

-—-©■- 

QteS 
The NeivsPapcr is the title of a new weekly published by Messrs. 

Unwin Brothers, Little Bridge-street, E.C., price twopence. It is 
intended to summarise and contrast the views of all the principal 
London and provincial morning and evening papers, and the more 
notable weekly journals. 

The World's Provider has changed its title to the ILome Provider, 
and is published weekly at one penny, instead of monthly as hereto¬ 
fore. It is published at Temple Chambers, E.C. 

The Scottish I.iberal weekly paper, supporting Gladstonian views, 
which started in Edinburgh about four months since, has ceased to 
exist. The price, at first twopence, was afterwards reduced to a penny, 
but the change failed to save the paper, which appeared for the last 
time on the 6th ult. Two successive editors had taken charge. 

The Book Finder is announced to appear shortly. It will deal with 

the interests of second-hand booksellers. 

The Derbyshire Times has been enlarged, owing to the continued 

demands upon its space. 

The Scottish Shorthand Magazine is a handy little monthly, pub¬ 
lished at threepence, by J. C. Bain, Irvine, Ayrshire, for the use of 
students and others. The June number contains an article on “The 
Romance of the Printing Press,” by Mr. J. Paterson. 

The Review of Reviews will in future be printed by Mr. W. Bur¬ 
gess, Carlyle Press, East Harding-street. 

The British Sportsman has just altered its title to Fashion and Sport, 
and the size is increased from 24 pages to 32 pages, the price remaining 

the same, viz., sixpence. Each number contains a high-class cabinet 

portrait of some well-known member of society. 

The Gentlewoman is the title of a new candidate for the favour of 
the fair sex. It is published at Howard House, Arundel-street, Strand. 
The price is sixpence, and the paper is to be well illustrated and well 
written. 

l^'ree Russia is the title of a new penny paper designed to let light on 
the dark places of Russian tyranny. It is edited by Stepniak, and pub¬ 
lished by Mr, Reeves, 185, Fleet-street. 

The Book for All is a new penny weekly published by Mr. W. 
Lucas, of Essex-street, Strand. 

Pearson's Weekly is a new periodical after the Tit Bits' style, to 
be published weekly at one penny. It will be about the size of the 
Daily Graphic, and is to contain various special features. It will be 
conducted by two gentlemen lately manager and sub-editor of Tit Bits. 
The office is at 16S, Fleet-street. 

Crab* £ 
Mr. \V. G. Wallis has been appointed their London representative 

by Messrs. Merritt & Hatcher, of Greenwich and Grocers’ Hall-court, 
E.C. 

Messrs. Ferd. A. IIorle & Co., paper and cardboard manufac¬ 
turers and importers, have removed from 11, Farringdon-road, to 19 
and 20, Cowcross-street, E.C. 

The Religious Tract Society have arranged with Mr. R. II. Revel], 
of New York and Chicago, to act as their sole representative in the 
United States. 

Messrs. R. Cundall & Sons have removed to their new premises) 
the Airedale Works, Otley-road, Shipley. The works have been 
specially built for them and are very extensive. 

Messrs. Remington & Co., publishers, Henrietta-street, announce 
that radical changes having taken place in the constitution of the firm, 
on and after the 1st July the business will be carried on under the 
style of Eden, Remington, & Co. 

In noticing the removal of Messrs. W. B. Silverlock & Co. from the 
Exchange to Ludgate-hill, we put the number as 39 instead of 29, and 
unfortunately the mistake was repeated in their advertisement. The 
correct address is 29, Ludgate-hill, E.C. 

Messrs. Wells Gardner, Darton & Co., are about to open a 
West-end branch at 44, Victoria-street, Westminster—nearly opposite 
the Army and Navy Stores. The publications of the Girls’ Friendly 
Society and the White Cross Army will in future be published by 
them. 

We are informed that Messrs. Witherby & Co., of Newman’s-court, 
Cornhill, have purchased the business of the Monotype Printing Com¬ 
pany, and that they will carry on the business at the present address, 
Clement’s Inn Flail, until September 29, after which date it will be 
removed to Cornhill. 

Mr. G. W. Pearson, engraver, late of Shoe-lane, has entered into 
partnership with Messrs. Simmons & Knott, and the new firm have 
secured large and convenient premises at 12, Ludgate-square, Ludgate- 
hill, where they will carry on all branches of engraving, photo-zinco 
etching, electrotyping, &c. 

Mr. E. Menicen, who was for many years with Messrs. Wyman & 
Sons, and recently established himself in Chancery-lane as a publisher, 
has removed to 41, Gray’s-inn-road (nearly opposite the Holborn 
Town Hall). Mr. Menken will carry on his publishing business, and 
also the selling of new and secondhand books, English and foreign. 

Messrs. R. K. Burt & Co., printers, &c., Fetter-lane, are about 
to extend their premises. The additions, which will give them 
twelve thousand feet of extra floor space, will be made on the vacant 
ground in Bream’s-buildings, and will be built in the same style as the 
other premises. '1 his will involve an expenditure of over six thousand 

pounds. 
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(printing anfc otikr Companies. 

WE give particulars of thirty-nine companies registered 

since our last list was compiled, the total capital 

is ^1,010,000, This compares with seven companies and 

^221,000 capital at the same date last year, and brings 

the total so far recorded this year to one hundred and 

twenty-three companies with ^3,308,890 capital, com¬ 

pared with eighty-seven companies and ^2,528,262 

capital at the same date last year. The list we now give 

is the largest ever given in any one month, and betokens 

a remarkable activity of promotion, the majority of the 

companies, however, being small. 

Longmans, Green, & Co.—Registered on the 12th nit., as an 
unlimited company, with a capital of £480,000, in £160 shares, to 
take over the publishing business, carried on by the above-named firm. 
The subscribers are :—*T. N. Longman, publisher, 39, Paternoster- 
row, 597 shares ; #Wm. E. Green, publisher, 39, Paternoster-row, 597; 
*C. J. Longman, publisher, 39, Paternoster-row, 597 ; *G. II. Long¬ 
man, publisher, 39, Paternoster-row, 507; *11. II. Longman, pub¬ 
lisher, 39, Paternoster-row, 597; H. K. Longman, 62, Stanhope- 
gardens, 5; Wm. Longman, 27, Norfolk-square, W., 5; R. G. 
Longman, 62, Stanhope-gardens, 5. The first five subscribers are 
appointed directors, and may retain office so long as they continue to 
hold, severally, £40,000 of the nominal capital; qualification for an 
ordinary director, £5,000 of the nominal capital. Each of the 
directors above-named will be entitled to £600 per annum. The 
remuneration of other directors will be determined by the company in 
general meeting. Solicitors, Messrs. Williams & James, Norfolk 
House, Victoria Embankment. 

Mansell, Hunt, Catty, & Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 10th ult., with a capital of ,£90,000, in £1 shares, to carry out an 
agreement with the executors and trustees of the late Mr. Joseph 
Mansell, of 35, Red Lion-square, with W. F. Hunt & Co., of 25, Gt. 
Windmill-street, and W. Catty & Dobson, of Dyer’s-buildings, IIol- 
born, and to trade as printers, fine art and general publishers, book¬ 
binders, and cardboard makers. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—*Thos. W. Woodham, C.E., 13, Ilolland-villas- 
road, W. ; #A. Thrower, 25, Gt. Windmill-street; #J. E. Catty, 
manufacturing stationer, St. Margaret’s, Twickenham ; *W. F. Hunt, 
manufacturing stationer, 25, Gt. Windmill-street; *J. Dobson, manu¬ 
facturing stationer, 8, Dyer’s-buildings; *F. II. Taylor, stationer, 35, 
Red Lion-square; H. M. Brown, North Finchley. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than six ; qualification, 
,£1,000 in shares ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; 
remuneration, ,£125 per annum to each ordinary director. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Pritchard & Sons, 9, Gracechurch-street. 

John Williamson Company, Limited.—Registered on the 1st 
inst., with a capital of ,£65,000, in £1 shares, 20,000 being preference 
shares, to acquire the partnership business of printers, publishers, &c., 
carried on by P. Parry, William Hy. Crawford, and Daniel Badcock. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—*P. Parry, 
printer, &c., Hawke-road, Upper Norwood ; *W. H. Crawford, prin¬ 
ter, &c., New Malden; T. D. Humphreys, journalist, 2, Akerman-road, 
Brixton ; C. J. Moiguard, 7, Thessaly-terrace, Battersea; #D. Bad¬ 
cock, printer, Kelve, Somerset; R. Chisholm, 45, Jackson-road, 
Holloway ; G. C. Boroughs, clerk, 20, Lavender-gardens, Clapham 
Junction. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor 
more than six ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, 
and Mr. John Williamson ; qualification, 100 shares ; remuneration, 
£12. 12s. each per annum. Solicitor, Mr. C. E. Bird, 26, Bedford- 
row. 

Dowdeswell & Dowdkswei.ls, Limited.—Registered on the 
14th ult., with a capital of £50,000, in £10 shares, whereof 1,200 are 
10 per cent, cumulative preference shares, to acquire the goodwill of 
the business of fine art publishers, and dealers in works of art, carried 
On at 160, New Bond-street, by the firm of Dowdeswell & Dowdes- 
wells. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
#C. W. Dowdeswell, fine art publisher, 160, New Bond-street; *C. 
Dowdeswell, fine art publisher, 160, New Bond-street ; *W. Dowdes¬ 
well, fine art publisher, 160, New Bond-street ; Miss E. Dowdeswell, 
23, Macaulay-road, Clapham-common ; G. J. Ingram, 1, Tokenhouse- 
buildings ; Mrs. C. W. Dowdeswell, 23, Macaulay-road, S.W. ; Miss 
F. Dowdeswell, 23, Macaulay-road, S.W. The number of directors 
is not to be less than two, nor more than six ; the first three sub¬ 
scribers are the first, and will be entitled to retain office so long as 
they severally hold £2,000 of the nominal capital ; qualification of a 
director, £,200 in shares. Mr. C. W. Dowdeswell will be entitled to 
£600 per annum, and Messrs. C. and W. Dowdeswell, £300 per 
annum each. Solicitor, Mr. A. Arnold Ilannay, So, Coleman street. 

C. T. Jefferies & Sons, Limited.—Registered on the 21st ult., 
with a capital of £50,000, in £10 shares, 500 of which are deferred 
shares, to acquire the business of wholesale and manufacturing sta¬ 
tioners, bookbinders, &c., at Back Hall; Baldwin-street, and Redcliff- 
street, Bristol, under the style of Chas. T. Jefferies & Sons. The 
subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—J. E. Jefferies, 
wholesale stationer, Bristol; F. J. Jefferies, Clifton, Bristol; F. W. 
Wills, architect, Bristol ; A. Pottow, solicitor, Bristol ; J. Seargeant, 
stationer, Bristol; J. A. Webber, accountant, Clifton, Bristol ; W. 
Trump, commercial traveller, Weston-super-Mare. Mr. J. E. Jefferies 
is appointed sole director, and is entitled to retain office whilst holding 
£8,750 of the shares. Solicitors, Messrs. Broad, Pottow, & Francis, 
Albion-chambers, Small-street, Bristol. 

R. 11. & J. Sharp, Limited.—Registered on the 7th ult., with a 
capital of£’45,ooo, in £10 shares, to take over as a going concern the 
business of printers, manufacturing stationers, and bookbinders, 
carried on by R. II. and J. Sharp, at Altrincham-street, Manchester. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—*A. Hogg, 
manufacturer, Bowdon, Chester ; *E, A. Baynton, manager, Eccles ; 
*R. Hood Sharp, printer, &c., Altrincham-street, Manchester; *J. 
Sharp, printer, &c., Altrincham-street, Manchester; R. B. Sharp, 
printer, &c., Altrincham-street, Manchester; *A. P. Smith, accountant, 
19, Mosley-street, Manchester ; W. J. Sharp, printer, Heaton Chapel, 
Lancashire. The number of directors is not to be less than five, nor 
more than seven ; the first being the subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk; qualification, ,£500 in shares; remuneration, £500 per 
annum, divisible. Solicitors, Messrs. Farrar & Hall, Manchester. 

National Lithographic and Printing Company, Limited.—- 
Registered on the 7th inst., with a capital of £30,000, in £1 shares, 
to acquire the business of chromo-lithographers and general printers, 
carried on by F. Harris & Co., at 175, Strand, and Bream’s-buildings, 
Fetter-lane. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
*T. L. Taylor, solicitor, 25, Essex-street ; *H. Marcussen, 126, 
London-road, Southwark ; *A. II. Chamberlayn, printer, 175, Strand ; 
J. Russell, clerk, 175, Strand ; *C. T. Whitmore, bank manager, 79, 
Lombard-street; *F. J. Upton, managing director of a company, 7, 
St. Charles-square, W.; W. Bearch, clerk, 11, Affleck-street, N. 
The number of directors is not to be less than two nor more than five; 
the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Mr. A. II. 
Chamberlayn is appointed managing director at a salary of £10 per 
week, the other directors will be entitled to £2. 2s. each for every 
board meeting attended. Solicitors, Messrs. Harris & Chetham, 46, 
Finsbury-circus. 

Sheffields, Limited.—Registered on the 5th inst., with a capital 
of £25,000, in £5 shares, to purchase from Wm. Foster, of Coventry- 
road, Birmingham, the businesses of billposter and general advertising 
contractors and agents, lately carried on by the following persons, 
viz. :—W. L. Sheffield, at 1, Upper Priory, Birmingham, and at 
Walsall ; by Edward Flarris, trading as Harris & Co., at 127, Slee- 
house-lane, Birmingham; and by Adams & Baldaro, at 62 and 125, 
Suffolk-street, Birmingham. The subscribers are :—*S. Edwards, 
auctioneer, 17, Colmore-row, Birmingham, 50 shares; *G. T. 
Bloomer, iron merchant, Quinton, Birmingham, 50; E. M. Sharp, 
C. A., Edgbaston, Birmingham, 20; *W. L. Sheffield, advertisement 
contractor, Upper Priory, Birmingham, 50; G. S. Buckler, printer, 
Caxton-passage, Birmingham, 10; *W. Foster, clothing manu¬ 
facturer, Coventry-road, Birmingham, 50; A. J. Webb, wholesale 
stationer, High-street, Birmingham, 10. The number of directors is 
not to be less than three, nor more than five ; the first are the sub¬ 
scribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, £250 in shares ; re¬ 
muneration, £200 per annum, divisible. Registered office, Upper 
Priory, Birmingham. 

“South Africa,” Limited.—Registered on the 2nd inst. with a 
capital of £15,000, in £1 shares, to carry on business as newspaper 
proprietors, printers, and publishers. The subscribers, who have'each 
taken one share, are :—W. G. Round, clerk, 78, Glenarm-road, N. E.; 
J. Ayling, clerk, Watford, Herts; G. A. Parker, clerk, 2, Alma- 
square, St. John’s-wood ; H. Foster, 5, Clarence-villas, Sydenham ; 
D. Stewart, 3, Ellesborough-villas, Woodgreen, N. ; II. D. Kerr, 
accountant, 107, Hanley-road, Crouch-hill ; J. F. McGuire, chartered 
accountant, 35, Queen Victoria-street. Should directors be appointed, 
the number is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; qualifica¬ 
tion, £100 in shares or stock ; the company in general meeting will 
determine remuneration. The subscribers may appoint a general 
manager (qualification, 1,000 shares) or directors as they may think 
fit ; if the former, there is to be a consultative committee of not less 
than three, nor more than five members. Solicitors, Messrs. Ilollams, 
Sons & Co., Mincing-lane. 

Frank Horsell & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
5th inst., with a capital of £15,000, in £5 shares, to take over the 
business of Frank Horsell, at Meadow-road, Leeds, manufacturer of 
printing inks, varnishes, litlio rollers and skins, blanketing, and litho¬ 
graphic letterpress materials. The subscribers are :—*S. C. Platts, 
C. A., Scarboro’, 1 share; F. Inchbold, ink manufacturer, Newark- 
park, Leeds, 1 ; * F. Horsell, printing ink manufacturer, 3, The 
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Terrace, Beeston - hill, Leeds, 1 ; * II. Inchbold, Inchroyd, 
Leeds, 10; W. II. Saville, solicitor, Ileadingley, Leeds, 1 ; 
H. J. Ileathcote, New Scarboro’, Leeds, 1 ; F. A. Holdsworth, 
C. A., Armley, I. The number of directors is not to exceed four, 
nor more than six ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk, and W. II. Billington ; qualification, thirty-three shares. 
Mr. Ilorsell is appointed managing director for ten years, at a salary 
of not less than £200 per annum. Registered office, 47A, Meadow- 

road, Leeds. 

“Yarns,” Limited.—Registered on the 4th inst., with a capital of 
£15,000, in £1 shares, to purchase the copyright and goodwill of a 
publication called Yanis. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are:—John Mensing, clerk, 55, Kenilworth-road, Bow ; 
W. E. Geach, printer, 75, Nursery-road, Brixton ; J. G. Carter, 
architect, 21, Holland-grove, Brixton ; W. E. Morden, bookseller, 
Tooting Graveny; G. E. Groombridge, publisher, 6, Panyer-alley, 
E.C. ; J. Drake, clerk, 14, Ackland-street, Burdett-road ; J. Hay¬ 
wood, 4, Ledbury-road, Bayswater. The number of directors is not 
to be less than three, nor more than seven ; the subscribers are to 
appoint the first, and are to act ad interim. Qualification, £ico in 
shares. Remuneration, £100 per annum each. Solicitor, Mr. A. E. 

Goodchild, Gresham House. 

Carlo Ducci & Company.—Registered on the 12th ult. with 
a capital of £10,000, divided into 98c ordinary shares, of £10 each, 
and 200 founders’ shares, of £1 each, the latter to be entitled to two- 
fifths of the net profits available for dividend, after payment of a 
cumulative preference dividend of 5 per cent, on the ordinary shares. 
The object of the company is to acquire the goodwill, copyrights, &c., 
of Signor Carlo Ducci, upon terms of an unregistered agreement, and 
to publish musical, dramatic, and literary works. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are :—Carlo Ducci. music publisher, 
61, Regent-street ; G. Rides, clerk, 59, Lillingham-street, Pimlico ; 
J. Hegarty, clerk, 23, Southfield’s-road, Wandsworth ; C. Kempton, 
tailor, 32, Argyll-street, W. ; W. II. Thomas, chemist, 239, Oxford- 
street ; A. Morellet, 7, De Beauvoir-square, N. ; A. Andre, journalist, 
23, Eastbourne-road, N. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three, nor more than seven ; qualification, ten shares. Most of 
the regulations of table A apply. Solicitors, Messrs. Nokes & Stam¬ 
mers, 57, Basinghall-street. 

Advertising and Addressing Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 14th ult., with a capital of £10,000, in £5 shares, to conduct 
an advertising agency, and to collate and supply addressed wrappers. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—J. R. McVeagh, 
7, Upper High Lever-road, W. ; R. W. Atkinson, 154, Walton-street, 
W. ; E. W. Holden, 62, Standard-street, New Kent-road ; O. S. 
Turner, 5, Elms-terrace, Clapton ; A. Burton, 18, Wimpole-street, 
\V. ; T. Everett, clerk, Nevill-road, South Hornsey ; E. Schuberth, 
auditor and accountant, 139, Cannon-street. The subscribers are to 
appoint the first directors ; qualification, ten shares ; remuneration, 
£50 per annum each, to be doubled when the gross dividend shall 
reach I2§ per cent, per annum. Solicitor, Mr. H. F. Oddy, 58, 
Lombard-street. 

General Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
6th ult., with a capital of £10,000, divided into i,Soo cumulative 10 
per cent, preference, and 200 deferred shares, of £5 each, to trade as 
publishers, printers, &c., and with such object to take over the busi¬ 
ness of Mr. George Darley Boucicault, of 280, Strand. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are J. Seymour, publisher, 
280, Strand ; A. W. Davis, clerk, 34, Ashville-road, Leytonstone ; 
T. F. Armstrong, chartered accountant, 11, Warwick-road, Anerley ; 
E. Hickey, clerk, 4, Town Hall-terrace, Leyton ; J. Morgan, printer, 
26, Holland-road, Brixton ; F. Shaw, clerk, 53, Sandringham- 
buildings, Charing-cross; E. Walter, clerk, 82, Osnaburgh-street, 
Regent’s-park. The number of directors is not to be less than three, 
nor more than five ; qualification, £100 in shares. Most of the regu¬ 
lations of table A apply. Solicitors, Messrs. Learoyd, James, & 
Mellor, 12, Coleman-street. 

Patent Box and Printing Co., Limited.—Registered onthe 14th 
ult., with a capital of ,£10,000, in £10 shares, to manufacture paper, 
cardboard, millboard, tinfoil, zinc, or other boxes and cases, and to 
trade as printers, stationers, &c. An unregistered agreement between 
Wm. Teggin and F. Murgatroyd will be adopted. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are :—* W. Teggin, printer, &c., 32, 
Booth-street, Manchester; *T. C. Dugdale, commercial traveller, 
Moss Side, Manchester ; *J. Byrom, contractor, Bury ; J. Teggin, 
manager, Heaton Chapel; F. Murgatroyd, chartered accountant, 2, 
Clarence-buildings, Manchester; *J. W. Witham, 72, Bury Old-road ; 
L. Speakman, clerk, Urmston. The number of directors is not to be 
less than three, nor more than seven ; qualification, twenty-five shares ; 
the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Darbishire & Co., 26, George-street, Manchester. 

F. Harris & Wells, Limited.—Registered on the 9th inst., with 
a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to trade as chromo-lithographers 
and general printers and publishers. The subscribers, who have 

each taken one share, are :—*F. J. Harris, Opera Comique Theatre ; 
*T. B. Wells, tea planter, 6, Pembroke-square ; F. P. Harris, printer, 
46, Bedford-row; C. Worsfold, solicitor, 4, Furnival’s-inn; II. 
Watson, clerk, 6, Stansfield-road, Brixton ; C. J. A. Terry, theatrical 
manager, Great Russell-street ; A. H. Cree, theatrical manager, 
2, Pemberton-villas, Holloway. The number of directors is not to be 
less than two, nor more than five, the first are the subscribers denoted 
by an asterisk. Registered office, 276, Strand. 

Shelley & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 4th inst., with 
a capital of £8,000, in ,£10 shares to take over the business of adver¬ 
tisement agents and contractors, carried on by Tom Herbert North, 
and George Shelley, trading as Shelley & Co., at 38, Gracechurch- 
street, the purchase including the copyright of “ Shelley & Co.’s 
Complete Press Directory.” The subscribers are :—G. Shelley, adver¬ 
tisement contractor, Gracechurch-street, 297 shares ; T. H. North, 
advertisement contractor, 38, Gracechurch-street, 297; Mrs. E. 
Shelley, 75, Bushey-hill-road, Camberwell, 100 ; Mrs. E. North, 16, 
Alwyne-square, N., ioo; G. PL Shelley, clerk, 75, Bushey-hill-road, 
1 ; Miss E. M. Shelley, 75, Bushey-hill-road, 1 ; Alfred North, 
student, 16, Alwyne-square, N., I. Registered without special articles. 
Registered office, 38, Gracechurch-street. 

Lincolnshire Newspaper and General Printing Company, 
Limited.—Registered on the 21st ult., with a capital of £7,500, in £10 
shares, to acquire the printing and other business of Joseph Cooke and 
Gilbert Reeson Cooke at Boston, Lincoln, including the copyright of 
the Boston Guardian. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are :—*]. Cooke, newspaper editor, Boston ; *G. R. Cooke, 
foreman printer, Boston; E. II. Ronsive, newspaper proprietor, 
Boston ; C. H. Southwell, pharmaceutical chemist, Boston ; F. Red- 
lington, reporter, Spalding ; W. Cooke, cabinetmaker, Boston ; P. W. 
Salter, foreman printer, Boston ; J. Hornell, foreman printer, Boston. 
The number of directors is not to be less than two, nor more than 
seven ; qualification, five shares ; the first are the subscribers denoted 
by an asterisk ; the company in general meeting will determine remu¬ 
neration. Registered office, 94, West-street, Boston. 

Miller, Son, & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 25th 
ult., with a capital of £6,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the business of 
printer and bookbinder, carried on at the Wharfdale Printing Works, 
Fakenham, Norfolk, by Mr. T. J. Miller, jun. The subscribers are : 
—*T. J. Miller, jun., printer, Fakenham, 2,800 shares; *T. J. 
Miller, printer, Fakenham, 200 ; *C. Roberts, political agent, Wan- 
stead, 500; A. J. Wheeler, stationer, P'akenham, 10; W. O. Miller, 
dealer in earthenware, Fakenham, 10; J. Cruickshank, stationer, 
Glasgow, 10 ; E. Cruickshank, stationer, Glasgow, 10. The first 
three subscribers are appointed directors. Solicitors, Messrs. Watson 
& Digby, Fakenham. 

Barry District Billposting Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 12th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to trade as 
billposters, advertisers, and printers. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—*J. L. Davies, provision merchant, Cadoxton ; 
*E. Hughes, draper, Cadoxton ; #J. R. Llewellyn, reporter, Barry 
Docks; *L. Evans, printer, Cadoxton; *J. Jones, provision mer¬ 
chant, Cadoxton ; *L. Lewis, estate agent, Barry Docks ; *A. Chappell, 
hotel manager, Cadoxton. The subscribers are the first directors. 

“ Society Times ” and “Tribune,” Limited.—Registered on the 
14th ult, with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to purchase three 
newspapers, viz., the Society Times, the Tribune, and the Society 
Review. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are:— 
A. W. Allen, printer, &c., 68 and 70, Wardour-street ; F. M. Allen, 
printer, &c., 68 and 70, Wardour-street ; C. E. Larkins, printer, 18, 
Claverton-street, S.W. ; D. F. Lowe, solicitor, 34, Church-road, 
Richmond; A Exall, cashier, 15, Somerford-terrace, Tottenham ; J. 
H. Bradley, clerk, Waverley-road, Tottenham ; F. B. Moss, solicitor, 
Outer Temple. The number of directors is not to be less than three, 
nor more than five ; qualification, £25 in shares ; the first are R. B. 
Clayton, 88, Bishopsgate-street, and A. W. Allen. Remuneration 
for first year, £100. Solicitor, Mr. F. B. Moss, Outer Temple. 

Jewellery Trades’ Publishing Company, Limited.—Regis¬ 
tered on the 5th inst., with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to trade 
as printers and publishers. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are:—G. Nightingale, advertisement agent, 51, The Gardens, 
Peckham Rye; D. Glasgow, Jun., journalist, 20, Myddelton-square, 
N. ; PL Verden, Cowley, Middlesex ; A. G. Thiselton, clerk, 20, 
Queen’s-terrace, Peckham; G. H. Allen, secretary, 53, New Broad- 
street ; J. Hutchings, Cowley, Uxbridge ; R. S. Shirley, 7, St. Paul’s 
Churchyard. Registered without special articles. Registered office, 
7, St. Paul's Churchyard. 

Daily Bourse, Limited.—Registered on the 19th ult., with a 
capital of £4,000, in £1 shares, to run a paper called the Daily 
Bourse, also to publish a stock exchange list. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are :—S. Coles, 35, Ingram-street, Clap- 
ham-junction ; T. Allen, 229, Kingsland-road ; L. H. Butler, II, 

Henry-street, W. C.; J. Davis, 35, Coleman-street; G. Lambsen, 204, 
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Liverpool-buildings, Islington ; S. Davis, 98, Manor-place, Walworth ; 
W. Deacon, 28, Raeburn-street, Brixton. Registered without special 

articles. Registered by Mr. L. H. Butler. 

Halifax Billposting and Advertising Company, Limited. 

—Registered on the 8th inst., with a capital of £4,000, in £1 sh ires, 
to purchase the business of billposting and advertising agents and 
contractors, carried on by Wm. Robinson and Squire Aspinall Robin¬ 
son, as Robinson Bros., and by C. J. Gledhill and W. C. Hebden, as 
the Halifax Billposling. Company. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—* W. C. Womersley, printer, Halifax; 
W. H. Boocock, solicitor, Halifax; J. F. Learoyd, accountant, 
Halifax ; J. E. Jones, solicitor, Halifax; * J. Asquith, draper, Hali¬ 
fax ; * C. J. Gledhill, advertising agent, Halifax ; * W. C. Hebden, 
wholesale druggist, Halifax. The subscribers denoted by an asterisk 
and Wm. Robinson are the first directors. Solicitor, Mr. W. H. 

Boocock, Halifax. 

Accrington and District Bill-posting Company, Limited. 

■—Registered on the 9th inst., with a capital of £4,000, in £10 shares, 
to carry on business as bill-posters and advertising agents. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one, share are :—E. Bowker, Accrington; 
*R. Broughton, solicitor, Accrington ; *'D. L. Sprake, solicitor, 
Accrington ; *J. Duckworth, auctioneer, Accrington ; *W. Wilson, 
jeweller, Accrington ; *H. E. Lupton, iron and brass founder, 
Accrington; *J. Broadley, printer, &c., Clayton-le-Moors. The sub¬ 
scribers denoted by an asterisk and A. Maden are the first directors. 

“Good Luck” Syndicate, Limited.—Registered on the 3rd 
inst., with a capital of £3,000, in£125 shares, to purchase from E. E. 
Paget, of 30, Craven-street, Strand, the proprietorship of a publication 
called Good Luck, for £500 in fully paid-up shares. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are L. Braun, merchant, 103, 
Hatton-garden; S. Stein, 101, Hatton-garden; W. L. Crowdy, 
journalist, 30, Craven-street; A. S. Benjamin, merchant, J.P., 77> 
Milton-street; L. N. Benjamin, 77, Milton-street ; Mrs. G. Paget, 
52, Oxford-gardens, W.; * E. E. Paget, dental surgeon, 52, Oxford- 
gardens ; S. J. Cook, accountant, 9, Bucklersbury, E.C. The number 
of directors is not to be less than two, nor more than seven ; qualifica¬ 
tion, one share ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; 
the company in general meeting will determine remuneration. 
Solicitor, Mr. J. B. Seatle, 13, Sloane-square. 

Altrincham, Bowden, Sale, and North Cheshire Bill¬ 

posting and Advertising Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 26th ult., with a capital of £3,000, in £5 shares, to trade as bill¬ 
posters and advertising agents, and to take over the business carried 
on under style of the Altrincham, Sale, and District Billposting and 
Advertising Company. The directors are Samuel Arnold, John 
Balshaw, Thomas Clarke, and E. R. Evans, of Altrincham ; G. II. 
Mawson, of Sale.; G. Hankinson, and J. Simpson, of Timperley, all 
in Cheshire. Registered office, Station-road, Altrincham, Cheshire. 

Manchester Printing Ink Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 16th ult., with a capital of £3,000, in £5 shares, to acquire, 
as a going concern, the business carried on by J. H. Ashcroft and 
Thos. Dutton, at 18, New York-street, Oxford-street, Manchester, 
under style of the Manchester Printing Ink Co. The subscribers 
arc :—H. C. D. Chorlton, printer, 17, Mosely-street, Manchester, 
5 shares; W. Dutton, wine and spirit merchant, Chorlton-on- 
Medlock, 1 share; Thos. Dutton, mineral water manufacturer, 
Greenhey’s-lane, Manchester, 1 share; J. H. Ashcroft, varnish and 
colour manufacturer, 120, Oxford-street, Manchester, 1 share; 
W. Dyson, manager to wine merchant, Altrincham, Cheshire, 1 share ; 
J. G. Nicholas, printer, Chorlton-on-Medlock, 1 share ; J. Law, Old 
Trafford, 1 share. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than five; qualification, £25 in shares or stock ; the 
company in general meeting will determine remuneration. Registered 
office, Victoria Works, i8a, New York-street, Oxford-street, Man¬ 
chester. 

Wilkinson Brothers, Limited.—Registered on the 25th ult., 
with a capital of ,£3,000, in £1 shares, to acquire, print, and publish 
the Handy Shipping Guide and the Monthly Shipping Ust. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are:—*G. H. Wilkinson, 
architect, Liverpool; *S. H. Wilkinson, architect, Sutton-common, 
Surrey; *C. A. Wilkinson, journalist, 53, Leadenhall-street; J. L. 
Carozzi, journalist, 33, Leadenhall-street; V, J. Eld red, solicitor, 11, 
Queen Victoria-street; Mrs. A. Wilkinson, 7, Marshall’s-road, Sutton; 
Miss E. C. Wilkinson, 7, Marshall’s-road, Sutton. Most of the regu¬ 
lations of table A. apply. The first three subscribers are the first 
directors. Solicitors, Messrs. Eldred & Bignold, 11, Queen Victoria- 
street. 

Barry Dock Billposting and Advertising Company, Limi¬ 

ted.—Registered on the 12th ult., with a capital of £2,500, in £5 
shares, to trade as billposters and advertising agents. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are :—W. Thomas, auctioneer, Cad- 
oxton ; W. Williams, acting bank manager, Cadoxton ; P. J. O’Don¬ 
nell, surgeon, Cadoxton; B. Hoddinott, hotel keeper, Cadoxton ; J. J. 

Williams, hotel keeper, Cadoxton; J. A. Hughes, solicitor, Cadoxton; 
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T. C. Thomas, accountant, Cadoxton. Most of the regulations of 
table A. apply. Solicitor, Mr. J. A. Hughes, Barry. 

Mendelssohn Brothers & Company, Limited.-—Registered 
on the 4th inst., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to trade as 
fine-art publishers, lithographers, printers, manufacturers of mouldings, 
picture-frames, &c. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, 
are :—Max Mendelssohn, 94, Southampton-row ; L. Pedersoh, 22, 
Langham-street, W.C.; A. Gamber, 22, Langham-street, W.C. ; 
Id. Warner, merchant, 17, Hatton-garden ; F. S. Grosvenor, 32, 
Queen’s-terrace, Southampton; G. E. Born, Brighton ; D. W. 
Money, 24, Milson-road, Camberwell. Registered without special 
articles. Solicitor, Mr. A. E. Goodchild, Gresham House. 

Brown Paper Fibre Company, Limited.—Registered on . the 
6th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to manufacture from 
peat, wood, earth, or other substances, a flock or material for manu¬ 
facturing paper, and for upholstery and other purposes. An un¬ 
registered agreement between J. A. London and Wm. Snowdon 
Hedley will be adopted. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are:—*W. S. Hedley, M.D., Midford, near Bath; Mrs. 
Hedley, Midford, near Bath; A. S. King, solicitor, 12, Queen- 
square, Bath; C. E. Thomas, 13, Queen-square, Bath; *J. A. 
London, paper-manufacturer, 116, Sandyford-road, Newcastle; J. A. 
London, junr., clerk, 116, Sandyford-road, Newcastle; A. Robinson, 
solicitor, 27, Perry Park-road. The number of directors is not to be 
less than two nor more than seven ; the first are the subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk. Most of the regulations of table A apply. 

“ Woodhall Spa Gazette” Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 18th ult. with a capital of £2,000, in 10s. shares, to trade as paper- 
makers, printers, newspaper proprietors, &c. The subscribers are :— 
J. R. L. Winser, 90, Cornwall-road, 10 shares; E. S. Player, 
accountant, 98, Leathwaite-road, Wandsworth, 10; W. II. Alderman, 
wine merchant, 5A, Curzon-street, Mayfair, 10 ; M. E. Toomey, 
dentist surgeon, 52, Rathbone-place, 1 ; J. L. Lobley, 1, Carrington- 
street, 1 ; W. B. Parker, photographer, 228, High Ilolborn, 1 ; 
J. C. Winser, accountant, 7, Cloudesley-street, N., 1. Most of the 
regulations of table A apply. Solicitor, Mr. J. J. Winser, 67, 
Chancery-lane. 

Practical Patentee, Limited.—Registered on the 24th ult., 
with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the copyright and 
goodwill of the Practical Patentee, a journal heretofore conducted by 
Henry Francis Boughton, at Parade-chambers, Sheffield. Registered 
without special articles by Messrs. Hickin & Fox, 29, Lincoln’s-inn- 

fields. 

Textile Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
14th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the copy¬ 
rights of certain publications known as The Textile World and 
Machinery. The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are :—• 
Dawson Rogers, clerk, Church-end, Finchley; F. W. Grant, 
journalist, 62, Ludgate-hill; If. W. Franks, merchant, Highfield-hill, 
Upper Norwood ; A. W. Dean, wholesale stationer, Oakland^, 
Honor-oak ; ^Walter Judd, printer, &c., New Barnet ; *T. J. Smith, 
advertising agent, 428, New-cross-road ; #T. Ileywood, manager of a 
company, Sidcup, Kent, The number of directors is not to be less 
than three nor more than five, the first being the subscribers denoted 
by an asterisk; the company in general meeting will determine re¬ 
muneration. Registered by Messrs. Ileywood & Company, Limited, 

62, and 64, Ludgate-hill, 

Accountants’ Stationery Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 26th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, 20 of which are 
founders’ shares, to trade as general printers, stationers, &c. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are :—A. E. Daniell, 88, 
Palace-gardens-terrace ; R. A. Daniell, solicitor, 20, Bucklersbury ; 
F. G. Nash, clerk, 26, Bucklersbury; R. T. Prout, Woodberry-down, 
N. ; J. Hallam, 18, St. Mark’s.crescent, Regent’s-park ; IP. H. 
Sherriff, Holly House, Mortlake ; E. J. Sherriff, Holly House, Mort- 
lake. Most of the regulations of table A apply. Solicitor, Mr. R. A. 

Daniell. 

“ Parents’ Review ” Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
25th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to acquire, print, 
and publish the Parents' Review, an educational magazine. The sub¬ 
scribers, who are all of Bradford, take amongst them 106 shares. The 
directors are the Rev. W. II. Keeling, F. F. Steinthall, and Arthur 
Burrell, all of Bradford, and T. G. Rooper, of Harrogate. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Gordon, Hunter, & Macmaster, Bradford. 

“Isle of Wight Mercury,” Limited.—Registered on the 14th 
ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to purchase the copyright 
of the Isle of Wight Mercury, Vcntnor Guardian, and Under.cliffe 
Visitors' List. The subscribers who have each taken one share are : — 
IP. Michell, J.P., Bonchurch ; *J. G. Livesay, architect, Ventnor; 
*J_. L. Whitehead, M.D. Ventnor; II. J. Burt, brewer, Ventnor ; 
*T. R. Saunders, architect, Ventnor; *H. Ingram, builder, Ventnor; 
Lieut.-General C. H. Abdy, Bonchurch. The subscribers denoted by 
an asterisk, and W. Cole Norman are the first directors. Solicitor, 
Mr. T. Hamilton Urry, Ventnor. 
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Liverpool Newsvendors’ Company (Limited.)—Registered on 
the 17th nit., with a capital of£i,ooo, in £2 shares, to trade as whole¬ 
sale dealers in newspapers, periodicals, magazines, &c. Registered 
without special articles. Registered office, 7, Williamson-square, 

Liverpool. 

The Financial News, Limited, has declared an interim dividend 

of 25 per cent, upon the ordinary shares. 

An interim dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum has been 
declared by Waterlow Brothers & Layton, Limited. 

Messrs. G. W. Bacon & Co., Limited, educational publishers, 
have declared an interim dividend at the rate of 10 per cent, per 

annum. 

The directors of Page & Pratt, Limited, Ludgate Circus Build¬ 
ings, E.C., recommend a dividend for the half-year ending March 31 
of 12^ per cent, on the A shares and 10 per cent, on the B shares. A 
small balance is carried forward to next account. 

The directors of the Morning News (Limited), Belfast, have 
declared interim dividends at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum on 
the preference, and 8 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares of 
the company (less income tax) for the half year ending June 30, 1S90. 

At the ordinary general meeting of the Basted Paper Mills Com¬ 
pany, Limited, the report announced that the profit made during the 
year, including .£365. is. 5d. brought from last account, and deduct¬ 
ing £494. 8s. 5d. for depreciation of plant and machinery, amounted 
to £5776. 19s. 4d. The directors recommended a dividend of 3 per 
cent, on preference shares and 7jj per c;nt. on ordinary shares, 
making with interim dividend 6 per cent, on preference shares, and 
10 per cent, on ordinary shares of the company for the year. £600 
was written off goodwill, £750 placed to reserve fund, and the 
remainder, £826. 19s. 4d., carried forward to next account. 

The thirty-ninth annual meeting of the Birkbeck Building Society 
was held on the 3rd instant, at the offices, 29 and 30, Southampton- 
buildings, Chancery-lane. The report adopted states that the receipts 
during the year ended March 31 last reached £11,415,607. The 
gross profits amounted to £263,671. The surplus funds have been 
augmented by .£376,399, and now stand at £4,854,340, of which 
£1,645,180 is in Consols and other securities guaranteed by the 
British Government. The balance in the hands of the bankers is 
£463,693. The permanent guarantee fund, £125,000, and the 
temporary reserve, £138,671, invested in Consols, represent more than 
a quarter of a million in excess of the liabilities of the society. The 
subscriptions and deposits withdrawable on demand amount to 
£5,024,760. The surplus funds, invested in convertible securities, 
are sufficient to pay the depositors mg per cent. The new accounts 
opened during the year were 9,230, and there are 56,318 shareholders 

and depositors on the books. 

—-♦ »- •—- 

BtUtte (pafenL 

The figure following each entry denotes the aay on which the application 
was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—June, 1890. 

8,504.—F. Butterfield and W. Renton. Improvements in the method 
of and apparatus for finishing paper. 2. 

8,760.—W. Chambers. Card, &c., cutting-machine. 6. 
8,772. W. B. Northrop. Improvements in type-cleaning attach¬ 

ments for type-writing machines. 6. 
8,781.—E. T. Bousfield. Improvements in or applicable to type¬ 

writers. 6. 
8,831.—J. Gardner. Improvements in type-writing machines. 7. 
8,845. H. C. Knox. Improved method of and appliances for writing 

in cypher and for deciphering such writing by means of type¬ 
writing machines. 7. 

8,974.—H. E. Newton. A communication from R. Hoe & Co., of 
United States. Improvements in machinery for printing small 
books or pamphlets, and for printing and associating a cover 
therewith. 10. 

8,990. H. H. Lake. A communication from J. B. Plammond, of 
United States. Improvements in type-writers. 10. 

9,208.—G. T. Teasdale-Buckell. Improvements in printing in colours. 

14- 
9,265.—E. Aspinwall. Cutting out labels or other printed matter by 

means of punches adapted to printing machines. 16. 
9,364,—J. F. Roberts. Improvements in transfer surfaces employed 

in lithography or like printing process. 17. 
9,483.—J. N. Williams. Improvements in type writing machines. 

19. 

9,484.—T. Jones. An improved counter or impression register for 
printing machines. 19. 

9,583.—B. & A. Berry. Improvements in type and lithographic 
printing machines for automatically feeding or laying sheets of 
paper, and taking off the suite. 20. 

9.626. —M. Smith. Improvements in apparatus for preventing “set 
off” in typographic printing machines. 21. 

9.627. —M. Smith. Improvements in typographic machines for print¬ 
ing and folding textile fabrics. 21. 

9,677.—G. A. Botton. Improvements in machines for composing and 
distributing type. 21. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1889. 

10,929.—Snell and Thompson. Type-writing machines . 8a. 
11,424.—Maskelyne and Maskelyne. Type-writers. is. id. 
11,860.—Causse and others. Printing machines . 8d. 
11,960.—Schtirmann. Printing machinery .. 8d. 
14,075.—Lariviere. Copper-plate printing machines . nd. 
14,108.—Rankin. Printing machines. 6d. 

17,351-—Higgins and Jenkins. Type-writers .. 8d. 
I9>357-—Eggis. Writing machines. is. id. 

1890. 

2,989.—Hare. Copper, &c., printing rollers . 4d. 
5-352-—Cottrell. Printing machines . .. nd. 
5,814.—McGrady. Type-writers . 8d. 

Sulphur fumes will make an excellent disinfectant for books ; but 
in using them you must not subject the books to any degree of heat, 
as the heat will spoil the binding. Leather-bound books will crack, 
and cloth will blister. It will be best to put the books in a box and 
carry the fumes from the burning sulphur through a pipe into the box. 
The arrangement of the box, &c., will be an easy matter. After 
disinfecting, it will be well to wash the binding over with glair. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 

Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 
graphists. iii 

Balls, W. & J., Bookbinders. vi 
Books for Lithographers . via 
Bowers Bros. Printing . iii 
Campbell & Co., Photogravure.... ix 
Central Agency, Partnerships, &c. ix 
Cleathero & Nichols, Automatic 

Feeding Apparatus. v 
Coates Bros. & Co., Printing 

Inks, &c. x 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths. ix 
Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men .   i 
Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines viii 
Davies, H. G., Electrotypes . ix 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco . vi 
Elliott, John, & Co., Printing 

Machines . x 
Gee & Co., Books . ii 
Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers ix 
Greaves, T., Litho Stones . iii 
Hiscox, F., Ear Drums.  ix 
Hofer, W., Bronze Powder. vi 
Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks. iii 
Jones, Charles, Lithographers.... vi 
Kampe & Co. ii 

Lagerman Typotheter.. * 
Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist. iii 
Le Sage, G., Gold Blocker. ix 
Lithographic Zinc Plate Co., 

Litho-plate Co. iv 
Miscellaneous . ix 
Papermaking, Art of. ii 
Plummer, F., & Co., Electrotypers 

and Stereotypers . vii 
Redfern, G. F. & Co. ix 
Silverlock, H., Electrotyper. iii 
Silverlock, W. B. & Co.. Bronzing 

Machines. vii 
Slater & Palmer, Printin' Inks., iv 
Swabey, T., Direction Labels. iii 
Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers iv 
Upton, J., Almanack. x 
WTddowson, T. B., Lithographer .. x 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers iii 
Winstone, B. & Sons, Inks, &c. ii 

WRAPPER. 
Mander Bros., Printing Inks. 4 
Morton, C., Type Founder. 3 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 

Printing Ink Makers . 1 
Packard & Co., Printing-ink. 2 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

The charges for Advertisements will be furnished on application to the 

Publisher. _ 

The Printing Times and Lithographer tnay be ordered through any 

Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent direct from the office, 73, 

Ludgate Hill, post free for one year for 4s. Postal orders to be made payable 

to Henry G. Davies. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 

is. 6d.,or is. 9d., by post. The Index and Title-page were issued with the 

January Number. 

IVe have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer for 

1887 and 1888 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers only we will supply these 

at 4$ each, post fret. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr G. 

Hedeler, Grimmaischer Steinweg, 3, Leipzig ; M. Bernard Heilbronner 

38, Rue de Chabrol, Paris, 
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CoptCB of (fllonf0. 

HE Linotype Company is seeking the 

sanction of the shareholders to issue 

£100,000 preference shares carrying 6 

per cent, interest, and the vendors offer to 

surrender “as a gift” ,£450,000 worth of 

the shares they received in payment of the 

patents. The preference shares are to be 

first offered to the shareholders, and the 

vendors agree to add a bonus out of the shares they will still 

hold. The financing of this company has not been a conspicuous 

success, and it seems somewhat doubtful whether investors will 

be tempted with the terms offered. The capital was too huge 

and unwieldy at the start, and reconstruction with a moderate 

capital would appear to be a better course than that now being 

adopted. The machine is a wonderful piece of mechanism, 

and, no doubt, has a future before it. 

+ + •}• 

One of the most important developments that has ever taken 

place in connection with the printing and publishing trades 

will shortly be completed. The Hansard Publishing Union, 

Limited, large as it already is, is about to assume still more 

gigantic proportions. At the recent annual meeting Mr. 

Bottomley stated that proposals had been made by a number 

of large and important firms to amalgamate with the Union. 

Since then meetings have been held to authorise the increase 

of the capital by the issue of £500,000 worth of new preference 

and ordinary shares, and £300,000 worth of debentures, to carry 

out the suggested amalgamation. Of course, the proposal met 

with a little opposition, but the able manner in which Mr. 

Bottomley met all objections silenced the opposition, and the 

increase of capital was authorised almost unanimously. 

♦ ♦ 

The firms proposed to be included in this huge combination 

are the following:—Henry Hansard & Son, Gilbert & Riving- 

ton, Limited, Judd & Co, Limited, R. K. Burt & Co., W. H. 

Keep & Co., Robson & Sons, Limited, Charles Dickens & 

Evans, William Dawson & Sons, William Rider & Son, 

Westleys & Co., George Simpson & Co., Smith & Vernon, 

Colley & Co., and William Jones. Mr. Henry Burt has agreed 

to become the general manager of the whole business, and it 

would be almost impossible to find a more suitable man to fill 

such a responsible position. Mr. Burt was desirous of retiring 

altogether from the printing business, but instead of diminish¬ 

ing his work and responsibility, he has added to both 

enormously. When the combination is complete, the Hansard 

will be the largest printing and publishing union in England, 

and probably in the world. The number of hands employed 

will be between 7,000 and 8,000, and every class of work can 

be undertaken. To a less able man than Mr. Bottomley the 

conception, and still more the consummation, of such a scheme 

would have been impossible. Its very daring will silence 

opposition, and will deserve, if it does not command, success. 

+ * + 

A circular has been issued by Mr. A. T. Dale, announcing 

a Printers’, Stationers’, and Paper-Makers’ Exhibition at the 

Agricultural Hall, in November next. We are inclined to take 

the same view as our contemporaries, that the notice is too 

short to secure a really good exhibition, and that the time fixed 

is inopportune, being just in the very busiest season. It should 

be possible to organise a first-class representative show, and 

make it really useful as a means of informing the younger 

members of the trades as to the vast strides that machinery 

and appliances have taken during the last seven or eight years. 

If Mr. Dale feels assured that he can secure the co-operation 

of the trades, and make the exhibition complete at so short a 

notice, we wish him all success. 

♦ 4* 

The Star says : “ We don’t often find an opportunity of 

complimenting any one connected with the Times. For this 

reason we are all the more ready to join in the chorus of praise 

evoked by the Times’ correspondence from Buenos Ayres 

during the late revolutionary struggle. It is a long time since 

the journal, whose foreign correspondence used to be the 

wonder of the world, has scored so conspicuously. For this 
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excellent service the Times is indebted to Mr. Thompson, who 
has previously represented the paper at Madrid and Lisbon. 
We more than once had occasion to commend his common- 
sense and plain speaking during the Serpa Pinto complications 
ast winter.” 

+ + 

In the July Quarterly Review appeared an article on “ Penny 
Fiction,” dealing with the subject in a trenchant manner, and, 
on the whole, in a fair spirit. The writer, however, classed the 
Young Folks Paper, published by Mr. James Henderson, 
among those which no boy is likely to be the better for reading, 
and the publisher, in his issue of the 9th instant, naturally com¬ 
plains of this. He says :—“ What makes the allusion to Young 
Folks Paper by this ‘Quarterly Reviewer’ so offensive is the 
indiscriminate way in which he confuses the chaff and the 
wheat. The strictest jury, composed entirely of prejudiced 
individuals, can be defied to find anything in Young Folks 
Paper to justify even the remotest connection of it with litera¬ 
ture of the ‘ Spring-Heeled Jack ; or, The Terror of London ’ 
type. Young Folks Paper is not written solely for young boys 
and girls, but chiefly for young people of a more advanced age 
-—in fact, for readers of any age, giving special pages for 
younger folk. 

♦ <1* ♦ 

“ PRESUMABLY the Reviewer knows something of contem¬ 
porary literature, and of the younger authors who have won a 
more or less wide vogue. There are, among them, not a few 
who have written, and still write, for Young Folks Paper, and 
not only do so as a matter of business, but are pleased with the 
connection. It would be useless to give a long list of names, 
but no doubt the Reviewer has heard of Mr. William Black, 
Mr. Robert Louis Stevenson, Mr. William Westall, Mr. Lawson 
Johnstone, Mr. William Sharp, and ‘Maxwell Gray,’ the 
author of ‘ The Silence of Dean Maitland,’ to specify the first 
names which come to mind. The first five hive all written 
serial romances for Young Folks Paper. We will content 
ourselves with mentioning only five popular books which have 
appeared first in our columns:—‘Treasure Island,’ ‘Kid¬ 
napped,’ and ‘ The Black Arrow,’ by Mr. Robert Louis 
Stevenson; ‘A Queer Race’ and ‘Nigel Fortescue’ (which 
appeared in Young Folks Paper under the title of ‘ The 
Hunted Man ’) by Mr. William Westall. The Reviewer, we 
presume, will hardly venture to call Mr. Stevenson a writer of 
‘ penny dreadfuls perhaps he is already ashamed of having 
brought the paper wherein that author’s able and well-known 
romances have first appeared into such literary society as that 
of ‘ Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet-street.’ ” 

+ * + 

We think the publisher is justified in feeling aggrieved at 
the suggestion that Young Folks Paper is on the same level as 
a great deal of the literature published for boys ; it appears to 
take higher ground, and while there is a certain amount of 
sensationalism in the pictures, the tone appears healthy. Mr. 
Murray has informed Mr. Henderson that the following notice 
will appear in the next number of the Quarterly Review:— 
“ We have received a complaint that the Young Folks Paper 
has not been correctly classed by the writer of the article on 
‘Penny Fiction’ in the last number of the Quarterly. The 
editor has in consequence carefully examined several numbers 
of the Young Folks Paper, and has pleasure in stating that the 
general quality and tone of its contents entitle it to be placed 
in a superior class of journals.” 

+ + + 

The balance-sheet of the London Society of Compositors for 
the June quarter of 1890 shows the following figures :— 
Balance brought forward, ,£3,016. 19s. 6d.; income, 
.£3,926. 3s. 9d.; total, £6,943. 3s. 3d. Expenditure, 
£1,960. 18s. 1 id. ; balance carried forward, £4,982. 4s. 4d. 
Unemployed relief absorbed £688. 4s. id., to 610 recipients 
in 1,501 reliefs ; superannuation allowances were £291. 17s. ; 
emigration grants, £11 ; funeral aid, £266. 6s. 8d.; law charges 
and defence of scale amount to £78. o. 6d. The total funds of 
the society now amount to £28,282. 4s. 4d., being an increase 
on the quarter of £1,965. 4s. iod. The number of members is 
8,450. Three annuitants have died during the quarter; eighteen 
other members have died, and three members have emigrated. 
The unemployed relief is over one hundred pounds less than 

at the corresponding period of 1889. The committee propose 
to increase the secretary’s salary by £50, making it £250, and 
we think he richly deserves this, and more. We should like to 
have seen the increase made to £300 at once while the matter 
was under consideration. Looking to the ability Mr. Drummond 
has displayed in his responsible position, and to the vast 
amount of good work he has done on behalf of the society, we 
trust some generous-minded members will see that a more 
adequate remuneration is paid to their chief officer at no distant 
date. 

*t» *1* 

V 

The system of “ Steno-telegraphie ” was, says the Paris 
correspondent of the Daily Telegraph, tried recently in the 
Chamber of Deputies, before M. Floquet and several members 
of the Bureau of the House. The apparatus employed has 
been invented by M. Cassagnes, a civil engineer, and enables 
shorthand reports of speeches to be transmitted to any distance, 
just as they come from the desk of the stenographer. Of 
course, words written in longhand can be despatched in the 
same manner ; and another alleged merit of M. Cassagnes’s 
invention is, that while it provides for the transmission of 
shorthand notes, it will also effect a rate of telegraphic speed 
which has hitherto been unobtainable. In an hour, for 
instance, 25,000 stenographed words were transmitted by it to 
Brussels, 18,000 to Lyons, and 15,000 to Marseilles. Steno¬ 
graphed words were sent at the rate of from 180 to 200 every 
minute, while in the same time from 100 to 120 ordinary words 
were despatched. 

+ + + 

“ Bibliotheca Polytechnica ” is the title of an exhaustive 
bibliography of technical literature, which is now in the press, 
and will very shortly be published. It will contain the titles, 
contents, lists of illustrations, publishers’ names, sizes, and 
prices of technical publications in the English, French, and 
German languages, including also the same particulars of the 
various technical magazines and periodicals. The object of 
the learned compiler, Mr. Fritz von Szczepanski, of St. Peters¬ 
burg, has been to give the technologist the most recent and 
reliable information concerning publications dealing with the 
arts, and to the theorist an accurate index of the literature 
required in his studies. The compiler has devoted much time 
and trouble in order to arrive at this result. Messrs.-Sampson, 
Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington, Limited, have been ap¬ 
pointed agents for its sale in this country. 

+ + + 

In the August number, of Scribner’s Magazine Mr. Edward 
Marston tells how Mr. Stanley wrote his book. While busy the 
explorer did not like to be interrupted. As a rule, says Mr. 
Marston, he shut himself up in his bedroom, and there he 
wrote from early morning till late at night, and woe betide any¬ 
one who ventured unasked into this sanctum. He very rarely 
went out, even for a stroll round the garden. His whole heart 
and soul were centred on his work. He had set himself a cer¬ 
tain task, and he had determined to complete it to the exclu¬ 
sion of every other object in life. He said of himself, “ I have 
so many pages to write. I know that if I do not complete this 
work by a certain time, when other and imperative duties are 
imposed upon me, I shall never complete it at all. When my 
work is accomplished, then I will talk with you, laugh with 
you, and play with you, or ride with you to your heart’s con¬ 
tent ; but let me alone now, for Heaven’s sake.” Nothing 
worried Stanley more than a tap at the door while he was 
writing ; he sometimes glared even upon Mr. Edward Marston 
like a tiger ready to spring, although he was of necessity a fre¬ 
quent and privileged intruder, and always with a view to 
.orwarding the work in hand. 

+ •S' 4> 

THERE is little to remark about the Board of Trade returns for 
July. Export of printed books show an increase of 1,100 cwt. 
and £8,500 for the month, but the total value for the seven 
months is less by £8,000 compared with last year. Stationery 
shows a decrease of £3,300 for the month, but the total for the 
seven months is more by £i 1,500. Paper exports have increased 
6,000 cwt., and £1,500 for the month, but while the total quantity 
for the seven months is almost exactly equal to last year (a 
difference of only 35 cwt. being shown), the value is less by 
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,£37,200, showing a very considerable fall in price. On the 
other hand, the import of foreign paper continues to expand, 
the increase for the month being 32,700 cwt. in quantity and 
^24,000 in value, while for the seven months the difference is 
172,000 cwt. in quantity, and ,£100,000 in value. 

July 

Jan. to July 

J 9 

9 9 

Exfort of Printed Books. 

cwt. £■ 
1890 ... ... 13,088 .. ... 109,4S6 

1889 ... ... 11,938 ... ... 101,025 

1888 ... ... 10,750 ... ... 99.982 
1890 .. ... 80,920 ... ... 669,844 

1889 ... ... 79,978 ... ... 677,778 
1888 ... ... 71,821 ... ... 636,832 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

£■ 
July. 1890   82,637 

,, ... 1889   85,985 
,, . 1888   74>076 

Ja i. to July . 1890   533,2°S 
,,   1889   521,760 

.. 1888   478,234 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countriesjduring the seven months in each of the three years :— 

1890. 1889. 1888. 

£■ £■ £• 
Germany . . 49,706 ... 45,462 ... 39,866 

France . . 15,591 ... 22,148 ... 20,494 

United States. . 47,532 ... 44,829 ... 44,478 

British East Indies . 63,740 ... 64,825 ... 60,763 

Australasia. . 80,964 • •• 97,937 • •• 101,575 

British North America... 14,251 ... 13,683 ... i8,477 

Other countries. . 261,421 ... 232,856 ... 192,581 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £■ 
Tulv . 1890 . 86,454 ... 148,615 

18S9 . 80,281 147,129 

1888 . 85,120 ... 

Jan. to July . 1890 . 578,94s .... .. 1,003,118 

1889 ...... 578,913 .. 1,040,345 

1888 . 615,465 .. 1,047,203 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. £■ 
Tulv . 1890 . 195,098 ... 168,105 J UV . 

1SS9 . 162,374 ... 144,207 

1888 . 162,190 ... 155,479 

Jan. to July . 1890 . 1,276,502 ... .. 1,078,462 

1S89 . 1,104,370 ... .. 978,764 

99 ...... 1888 . 1,014,360 ... • 942,225 

Method for Preparing Granulated Paper. 

jVERY one is familiar with this paper, which 

resembles the grain of litho-stone prepared for 

pencil drawings. It is of great service to 

chromo printers, and it may, therefore, be 

useful to indicate a simple way of preparing it 

oneself, when the stock is exhausted, or time is wanting to 
procure new. 

Take some sheets ot strong, unglazed paper; make a 

mixture of clear starch; strain it through a sieve, and, by 

means of a brush, spread a layer evenly on the surface of 

the paper; then leave it in the air to dry. Afterwards 

place the paper thus treated between wet sheets, in the 

same manner as if it were india transfer paper, in order 

that it may become slightly damp. Put a stone on the 

press, and place the paper on the stone, face upwards ; take 

a cloth, the texture of which is more or less close, according 

to the grain to be obtained ; give a moderate pull at the 

press, and, finally, leave the paper to dry again in the air. 

This process, which is quite elementary, places the litho 

printer in possession of granulated paper ready for the 
draughtsman. 

Simmons v. Hughes & Kimber, 
Limited’ 

AS most of our readers probably believe that, when they 
purchase an article at an auction sale, and pay for and 

remove it, they have a clear title to its possession, the following 
case will doubtless be instructive. 

On November 27, 1888, Messrs. Hughes & Kimber, Limited, 
of West Harding-street, Fetter-lane, E.C., purchased at an 
auction sale, duly advertised and publicly held at 399, Cold 
Harbour-lane, Brixton, S.W., by Messrs. H. & G. Elkington, 
printer’s auctioneers, a “Foolscap-folio Premier Platen Printing- 
Machine (Forknall’s Patent) with four chases, rollers, and roller 
mould’’ for £17, which they paid for and removed to their 
premises the following day. No question arose at the auction 
as to the validity of the sale, but on January 3 following a 
formal notice was served on the purchasers on behalf of Mr. 
Lewis Simmons, trading as the Discount Bank of London, at 
Duncannon-street, Charing-cross, claiming the machine as his 
property, by virtue of a bill of sale. Naturally astonished at 
this unpleasant turn of affairs, Messrs. Hughes & Kimber 
immediately consulted the auctioneer, who informed them that 
he had acted in good faith, was not aware of the bill of sale, 
and that the proceeds of the auction had been handed to the 
reputed owner, Mr. James Porter, who had instructed him to 
sell the whole of the printing plant, and had now gone without 
leaving any address. 

An examination of the bill of sale showed that it was granted 
by James Porter on October 5, 1888, to secure an advance of 
,£100 with interest at 45 per cent, per annum. On legal advice 
being sought, it was clear that there was no defence available 
to the action unless a flaw could be discovered in the bill of 
sale ; for a purchaser has no protection, unless he buys in 
“ market overt,” i.e., at a shop within the City of London or at 
a statute fair in any part of the country. 

It is not certain whether an auction within the city is 
“market overt,” but, as the sale in question occurred in 
Brixton, this point did not arise. Finding however that, in 
the schedule of the bill of sale, the machine was called a 
“ Premier Plating Machine.” Messrs. Hughes & Kimber deter¬ 
mined to contest the claim on the only ground available, a mis¬ 
description of the article. They therefore paid no heed to the 
demand made upon them, and, singular to state, several 
months elapsed without further action on the part of the 
claimant. June came, and, in the full belief the matter was at 
an end, they sold the machine at a profit of between £2 and 
T4, and it was not until September that Mr. Simmons com¬ 
menced an action against them. 

The case came before Mr. Justice Day (without a jury) on 
June 7 last, and it was contended on behali of the defendants 
that the description of the machine was not sufficiently explicit 
in compliance with the provisions of the Bill of Sale Act; for 
a “plating” machine was a totally different thing to a “platen” 
machine, and, while well known for electro-plating purposes, it 
was also used by some printers for reproducing engraved 
copper-plates, and for coating such plates with steel, nickel, 
See., to render them more lasting. A plating machine, there¬ 
fore, was likely to be met with in a printing office, and chasers 
(not chases), rollers and mould were also adjuncts to it. It 
was admitted that no plating-machine was known under the 
name of “ Premier,’’ but such prefix was common with many 
other kinds of machines, bicycles, &c. 

Messrs. Hughes & Kimber further argued that if it was to be 
assumed that the term “ plating ” was merely a mis-spelling of 
“ platen,” then there were platen cutting as well as platen 
printing machines, and neither size nor maker’s name was 
mentioned. Further than this, two “ Premier platen printing- 
machines ” were known in the trade—that brought out in 1873 
by Messrs. Hughes & Kimber, and the later edition, under the 
same name, by Mr. Forknall. 

The only correct description to prevent the possibility of 
mistake was “ Foolscap-folio Premier Platen Printing Machine 
(Forknall’s Patent),” as in the auction catalogue of Messrs. 
Elkington. 

The above points were testified to by a number of witnesses, 
including Messrs. Daniel Powell, R. G. Kimber, J. S. Cook, 
Frank Bowen (Norman, Son, & Bowen), but Mr. Justice Day 
held that the error in the word “plating” was merely a mis- 
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spelling; and as there was but the one machine on the 
premises, there could be no reasonable doubt that it was that 
mentioned in the schedule of the Bill of Sale. He therefore 
gave judgment for the plaintiff for damages, ^21 and costs. 

From this decision, Messrs. Hughes & Kimber appealed, and 
Mr. Henry Kisch, on their behalf, urged before the Master of 
the Rolls and Lords Justices Lindley and Lopes, on July 23, 
that there had been no sufficient description of the machine so 
as to identify it, and he cited Carpenter v. Deens, in which 
case it was held that, “27 milch cows "was not a sufficient 
description. If the word “plating” did not describe some 
other machine, it might be taken for a misspelling, but, in this 
instance, it described a totally different kind of machine, such, 
also, as was to be met with occasionally in a printing office. 

Mr. Bosanquet, Q.C. (with Mr. Poulter) appeared for the 
plaintiff, and contended that it was a mere misspelling, and 
that there could be no reasonable doubt that a printing 
machine was intended by the schedule. 

The Master of the Rolls said that the description was suffi¬ 
cient to show any person who understood a printer’s business, 
that the machine was a platen printing machine, and he did 
not think it likely to be mistaken for a plating machine. Nor 
did the description apply to any plating machine known, for 
there was no “ Premier plating machine,” though there was a 
“ Premier platen machine,’’ and it was a printing machine. So | 
that the description was of no known machine unless it were 
a printing machine. Lord Justices Lindley and Lopes con¬ 
curred, and the appeal was dismissed with costs. 

Printing Silver Certificates. 

THE Washington correspondent of one of the American 
daily papers calls attention to the fact that the Bureau of 

Engraving and Printing will have a heavy contract on its 
hands to comply with the requirements of the Silver Bill which 
has been passed by Congress. The Bill provides for the issue 
of not less than 4,500,000 dols. in silver certificates—an increase 
of nearly 2,000,000 dols. over the amount now issued per month. 

The bureau had hard work early in the year keeping pace 
with the demand under the existing law. There have to be 
printed at the bureau not only certificates to cover the silver 
purchased or coined during each month, but certificates to take 
the place of old ones which are too much worn to be kept in 
circulation. The increase in the issue authorised by the new 
law will carry with it, after a few months, a proportionate in¬ 
crease in the printing of new notes to take the place of old 
ones, as well as an increase in original issues. 

A few new machines have been put into the bureau within 
the past few months, but they are far from doubling its capacity 
as it was at the beginning of the year. The bureau has to 
print not only the silver certificates, but a great variety of other 
papers, including bonds, bank-notes, internal revenue stamps, 
custom stamps, pension checks, interest checks, license certifi¬ 
cates, forms for letters patent, post office money order drafts 
and commissions forjudges of the United States Courts. 

Treasurer Houston, when there was a great demand for 
small certificates earlier in the year, tried to make an arrange¬ 
ment with the Comptroller of the Currency and the Commis¬ 
sioner of Internal Revenue by which work should be suspended 
on bank notes and revenue stamps and the machines used for 
silver certificates, but neither of these officers felt that they 
could allow these issues to fall behind. 

Secretary Windom has recommended an enlargement of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing. It would seem that Con¬ 
gress would hardly refuse to authorise it, if it puts upon the 
bureau the work of printing several million certificates every 
month ; but even if the addition is authorised it would be 
months before it would be completed, and the Silver Bill takes 
effect within thirty days of its passage. It will, apparently, be 
necessary to take heroic measures to pour out the money fast 
enough to supply popular wants. The object might be accom¬ 
plished by working the machines late into the night with a 
different force of men from the day force, and so doubling the 
work. It might be better to give out the work on the revenue 
stamps or the national bank notes to private contractors, like 
the American Bank Note Company ; but this policy has not 
been seriously considered at the Department. 

The Hansard Mills. 

WHATEVER else may be said, the Hansard Publishing 
Union, Limited, cannot be accused of a want of 

ambition, and ambition of a very bold and comprehensive 
character. It is evidently the governing idea of Mr. Horatio 
Bottomley to make the Union the most complete and powerful 
combination in the printing-trade. To do this he sets before 
himself the task of making the Union virtually independent 
of outside assistance, and as regards the most important item 
in connection with publishing—paper—he has practically suc¬ 
ceeded. The writer was honoured with an invitation to 
accompany the directors on a visit of inspection upon the 
occasion of the completion of the extensions at the Hansard 
Mills, near Exeter, where occular demonstration was afforded 
that, if not the whole, at any rate almost the whole, of the 
paper supply for the Union would be produced under its own 
control. 

The visit to the mills took place on Saturday, the 9th inst., 
and caused quite a sensation in the little village of Silverton, 
about seven miles from Exeter. The Right Hon. the Lord 
Mayor (Sir Henry Isaacs), Mr. Kegan Paul, Mr. Manning, 
Mr. Sinnett, and Mr. Bottomley were the directors present, 
and they were accompanied by Mr. Wyman, Mr. Burt, 
Mr. Shanks, Mr. Smyth, Mr. Masson, and by representatives 
of the paper and printing trade-journals. The mill was visited 
about nine o’clock in the morning, and abundant signs of 
welcome were manifest. “ Welcome to the Lord Mayor,” 
“Success to the Hansard Union,” and other devices met the 
eye, the trees being decked with flags. The indefatigable 
manager, Mr. James Hall, conducted the party round the mill, 
and when the splendid new machine recently erected by 
Messrs. Masson, Scott, & Bertram was visited, the exclamations 
of delight and admiration were enthusiastic and general. This 
is indeed a noble specimen of engineering skill, and standing, 
as it does, in a new spacious and lofty room, it is a machine 
that any mill might be proud of. It is fitted with all the very 
latest improvements, and is driven by two separate engines. It 
is capable of turning out from 40 to 45 tons of high-class 
printing-paper per week, and almost exactly doubles the 
capacity of the mill. There is a very fine salle, or sorting 
room, giving plenty of room for the workers ; and, indeed, the 
comfort of the workpeople seems to have been a special study 
on the part of Mr. Hall and the architect. About 200 men, 
women, boys and girls, are employed. 

A special feature in the arrangements of the mill is that all 
the raw material of every discription enters at one part, and 
the processes of manufacture carry it forward continuously until 
the finished paper passes out at the other side of the mill. Thus 
economy of time and space are effected. It is needless to go 
in detail through the other departments of the mill ; they are 
all in excellent order and replete with machinery of the best 
description. Mention must, however, be made of the beautiful 
engine of nearly 500 horse-power, with its enormous fly-wheel, 
which provides the motive power for the mill. This is supple¬ 
mented by a turbine which lays the river under contribution. 

After the inspection, with which the Lord Mayor and his 
co-directors expressed themselves delighted, the mill was shut 
down and the men and boys, to the number of 140, preceded 
by their own brass band, marched to the station and went to 
Exeter by the one o’clock train. Exeter was reached about 
1.30, and the whole party repaired to the Rougemont Hotel, 
where a capital dinner was served at two o'clock, the Lord 
Mayor presiding, supported by the directors and officials. 
Luncheon over, the Lord Mayor expressed his great pleasure 
at meeting the workmen at the Hansard Mill, and said he 
hoped they would enjoy themselves as much as they possibly 
could. 

Mr. G. E. COCKRAM (Tiverton), in giving “ The Hansard 
Mills,” hoped that this would not be the last time Sir Henry 
Isaacs, the Lord Mayor of London, would come among Devon¬ 
shire men. The toast which he had to propose was one which 
he was sure they would welcome, from the Lord Mayor down 
to the smallest boy in the room. He believed that under the 
auspices of the Lord Mayor, the distinguished gentlemen he 
saw around him, and the managing directors, the band would 
be knitted more closely together, and the Union would become 
every day stronger. It would be none the less strong because 
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his friend, Mr. Hall, who was not only a good neighbour, but an 
extremely able man of business, managed the mills in Devon¬ 
shire. 

Mr. Hall said for the last six or nine months he had had but 
one idea, and that was extending the Hansard Mills, and that 
day he rejoiced at the completion of the undertaking. It was 
about ten months ago that instructions were given to him to 
carry out the alterations and to make the mills what he would 
like to see them, and he had endeavoured to the best of his 
ability to act on that idea. They had there that day one of the 
best experts of the day in Mr. Masson, and he would be able to 
say whether the money had been expended wisely and well. 
He (Mr. Hall) thanked the directors for their hearty confidence 
in him and for the generous manner in which they had 
responded to all his claims upon them. The mills had been 
making 37 to 40 tons a week, whereas they would now be able 
to make 80, and he believed ultimately 85 tons a week. He 
calculated that in fifteen weeks they could make a roll of demy 
width to encircle the globe. Addressing the workmen he 
appealed to them to help the management by their skill and 
attention to make the best paper in the market. 

The Lord Mayor said he believed that these mills would 
become the leading mills, not only of Devonshire, but of the 
country. The architect had designed the building in such a 
way as to give those who were working in it every facility to 
carry out their work, with plenty of light and ventilation ; from 
what the directors had seen there was no one among them but 
felt that the contractor had done his work honestly, faithfully 
and well, and with regard to the engineers, Mr. Masson had 
informed him that his firm had never turned out a machine 
comparable to that which they had seen working that day. 

The Lord Mayor proposed “ The Architect, Contractor 
and Engineers.” 

Mr. W. H. Wills, of Exeter, the architect, and Mr. N. 
Pratt, of St. Mary’s Clyst, the builder, briefly responded, 
and Mr. Masson (Masson, Scott, & Bertram, London, the 
engineers) said if the company gave him an order for another 
machine he could not produce a better one, and he said he 
thought the man who had charge of such a valuable tool should 
be proud of it. He felt quite sure their very intelligent foreman 
would turn out first-class paper from the machine and he 
wished them all success. 

Mr. C. T. Ford, of Stoke Canon, gave “The Hansard 
Union,” and expressed his gratification as a farmer that the 
Hansard Company had come into Devonshire, believing that 
the benefits to be derived were incalculable. He congratulated 
the company on having such a straightforward man of business 
as Mr. Hall. 

Mr. Bottomley, managing director, in reply, said he and 
his colleagues had been charmed and gratified by all they 
had seen that day. The Hansard Union was a very large 
firm. It might interest them to know that, in one way and 
another, they employed somewhere about 2,000 hands, and that 
represented only a quarter, or perhaps a less proportion, of the 
number which, in the course of a few days, they believed they 
would have under their charge. They would then be by far 
the largest firm in the country, and it followed that they would 
also be the largest firm in the world. As the official printers 
and reporters of Parliament the firm was known all over the 
world. The representatives of the trade journals had been 
astounded at what they had seen that day at the mills. The 
directors had left the extension works entirely to Mr. Hall, 
and they were perfectly satisfied with what he had done, 
the effect of which was to make the mills the best in the 
country. 

The Lord Mayor proposed “ The Visitors,” and coupled 
with the toast the name of Mr. Burt, who, he said, was there 
as a visitor that day, but who, he hoped, would soon change 
his name to that of general manager of the Hansard Union. 

Mr. Burt, in reply, hoped that the connection to which the 
Lord Mayor had alluded might, within measurable distance, 
become an accomplished fact. Having for the last thirty 
years visited many mills all over this country and in the 
United States, he had never seen a more complete establish¬ 
ment than they had shown him that day, so perfect in its 
arrangements, so admirably constructed for producing the 
material, and so well devised for the health and benefit of the 
workers. After complimenting Mr. Hall, the speaker said he 
believed there was a grand future before the Hansard Union, 

and that they would be able to command the pick of the 
business of the country. 

Mr. Kegan Paul submitted “The City and Trade of 
Exeter,” alluding with satisfaction to the material progress of 
the city in recent years. 

The ex-mayor (Mr. Peters) replied. Having apologised for 
the absence of the mayor, who was on holiday, and having 
referred to the antiquity of Exeter and its importance as a 
trade centre, Mr. Peters said these paper-mills must indirectly 
contribute very largely to the success of Exeter, supplementing 
and not being opposed to the other paper industries of the 
county. 

The Lord Mayor said there was no idea, he could assure 
them, in the minds of the directors of the Union of competing 
with those mills which existed in Devonshire. The idea of 
taking the mills was suggested by a desire on the part of 
certain persons in the paper trade to form a paper union, and 
the Hansard Union desired to protect themselves by making 
their own paper, so as to be altogether independent of the 
trade outside. 

“ The Press,” and “ The Health of the Lord Mayor,” pro¬ 
posed by the Mayor of Tiverton (Mr. J. F. Ellerton) completed 
the toast list. 

The workmen returned to the mills early in the evening, 
where they joined the women and girls at tea, and later on 
dancing was indulged in to the strains of the Bradninch Brass 
Band. For this purpose Mr. W. Edwards, of Exeter, appro¬ 
priately decorated the sal/e, or sorting-room. 

Copyright of Lithographed Designs. 

AN action was tried before Mr. Justice Mathew and a 
Special Jury of the City of London on July 3 and 4, 

arising out of an application on the part of the United King¬ 
dom Band of Hope Union and Mr. Judson Bonner (their trade 
manager) to expunge from the Register at Stationers’ Hall 
two entries of copyright in pledge cards printed by Mr. Charles 
Terry for the Band of Hope Union, and which the Union 
claimed as their property. 

It appeared that the Band of Hope Union had, in or about 
the year 1857, employed a printer named Deulin (Terry’s pre¬ 
decessor in ljusiness) to get up and print a pledge card 
designed by Mr. Stephen Shirley, the founder of the Union, 
and large numbers of this card, known as the “Samuel” card, 
were taken from Mr. Deulin, and afterwards of Mr. Terry, at a 
uniform price of 33s. per thousand, nothing being said on either 
side about the copyright. 

In the year 1866 the Union ordered of Mr. Terry a new 
card (known as pledge card “ D ”), the design of which origi¬ 
nated with the Rev. G. W. McCree, the then Secretary of the 
Union, and it was arranged that this should be supplied on 
the same terms as the original “ Samuel ” card, which the 
Union still continued to issue. The design, some years after, 
was remodelled, and a fresh drawing made by an artist 
named Fisher, in Mr. Terry's employ, and the card thus pro¬ 
duced was designated for the purpose of the action “ D-.” 

In consequence of complaints of the quality of the work 
supplied, Mr. Terry, at his own instance, prepared a design for 
a new card in 1881, which he submitted to the then secretary, 
Mr. Frederick Smith, and after some alterations had been 
been made, the design was ultimately adopted by the Union, 
and an order for a quantity given on the same terms as the 
previous cards. The cards of this design were known as the 
“ B.B.” cards. 

In 1889, the Union decided to change their printers, and an 
intimation was sent to Mr. Terry that he might now consider 
the stones at liberty, new and improved designs based on the 
old ones having been prepared by the printers with whom 
the Union were placing their orders. Upon receiving 
this intimation Mr. Terry searched the registers at 
Stationers’ Hall, and finding no entry of the cards, immediately 
registered the copyright in his own name. Eight months 
afterwards Mr. Terry called at the offices of the Union and 
had an interview with Mr. Wakely, the secretary, and Mr. 
Judson Bonner (the trade manager), and, claiming the designs 
of all these cards as his property, threatened proceedings for 
infringement of copyright if the issue of the improved cards 
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was not stopped by the Union. He was informed that the 
Union, having adopted the cards and paid a price which 
included the artist’s work, regarded the designs as their pro¬ 
perty, and that they claimed the right to deal with these designs 
as they chose. Mr. Terry, however, persisted in his claim, and 
instructed his solicitor to write the Union threatening an action 
for infringement. The committee thereupon consulted Mr. 
Herbert Bentwich, of Guildhall-yard, and under his advice they 
took the initiative and instituted these proceedings to expunge 
Terry’s entries of copyright on the Register at Stationers’ 
Hall. 

A large body of evidence of the leading firms in the printing 
trade was filed on behalf of the Union (including affidavits by 
Mr. F. J. Wilson, of W. H. Smith & Sons; Mr. W. R. Higgs, 
of McCorquodale & Co., Limited ; Mr. Alfred Couchman, of 
the firm of Riddle & Couchman ; Mr. William Jones, of the 
“ W. J.” Printing Works, Golden-lane; Mr. G. N. H. Whales, 
manager of Bemrose & Sons ; and Mr. Herbert Fermor, of 
Waterlow & Sons, Limited); and this went to show that the 
general custom of the trade in work of this kind was to include 
the cost of all the preliminary work (/.<?., the designing, draw¬ 
ing, transferring, and lithography) in the original estimate, so 
that as soon as the design was adopted and an order given the 
drawing became the property of the customer, and would be 
regarded as his exclusive copyright. 

The application came before the Divisional Court, consisting 
of Justices Vaughan Williams and Lawrence, on April 22 last, 
when Mr. T. E. Scrutton argued in support of the application 
of the Band of Hope, and Mr. Stokes appeared for the printer. 
Various technical objections were raised, but the Court refused 
to go into these, and ultimately directed an issue to be tried 
before a judge and special jury on the facts stated. 

On the case coming before Mr. Justice Mathew, Mr. Lawson 
Walton, Q.C., appeared, with Mr. Stokes, on behalf of Mr. 
Terry, who was examined and cross-examined at great length, 
and it was elicited from him that all the cards which he had 
printed for the Union bore on the face of them the words “The 
United Kingdom Band of Hope Union, 4, Ludgate-hill. Copy¬ 
right.” Mr. Jelf, O.C., who now appeared with Mr. T. E. 
Scrutton (instructed by Mr. Herbert Bentwitch) on behalf of 
the Union, addressed the jury, and having stated the facts 
relating to the origin of the cards as set forth in the affidavits, 
said that the custom of the trade would be conclusively estab¬ 
lished by the representatives of the leading firms who were 
then in Court to give evidence on behalf of the Union, and 
apart from this, he contended that under Section 1 of the Act, 
these designs being prepared “for or on behalf” of the Union 
became their property without the necessity of any assignment. 
He then called Mr. Stephen Shirley, the Rev. G. W. McCree, 
and Mr. Fredk. Smith to give evidence as to the origin of the 
cards and the mode and terms of business with Terry, and it 
transpired that during the time of his engagement nearly 
2,000,000 of these cards had been printed by him to the order 
of the Union, and over ,£3,000 paid for the same. 

In the course of Mr. Smith’s examination the jury stopped 
the case, stating they did not desire to hear any further 
evidence, and recorded a verdict in favour of the Band of Hope 
Union, for whom judgment was entered accordingly, with costs. 
By the terms of the judgment the entries of copyright made by 
Terry on the Register at Stationers’ Hall are ordered to be 
expunged, and it is declared that Terry was not the proprietor 
of the copyrights, nor was Fisher, his artist, the author of the 
designs. 

-• «* <s> 8»-e-- 

Chronicles of a Saxon Printing House. 

'"INHERE is a printing establishment in Freiberg, Saxony— 
X the oldest in the kingdom—which has been in existence 

for 340 years—having been founded by special licence in 1550. 
When, in 1569, the Elector attempted the suppression of all 
the printing establishments in the country, on account, it was 
said, of the press being the means of disseminating “ obscene 
and slanderous publications,” this one, through the particular 
intercession of the aged Freiberg scholar, Hieronymus Weller, 
was left alone. For a hundred years, as still to-day, it has 
printed the transactions of the Freiberg Gymnasium, and has 
issued the Freiberg Kalendar. The establishment belonged, 

from 1550 to 1578, to Wolfgang Meyebeck, from Zwickau, who 
started the printing of the Freiberg share-lists which has con¬ 
tinued to the present time ; then till 1630 to Georg Hoffmann, 
who in 1605 printed Hempel’s account of the electoral burying 
chapel, and whose son Melchior in 1600 set up a connected 
bookselling shop; after which a Daniel Fischer owned it. 
Then until 1667 it was in the hands of Georg Beuther, 
printer and editor of the Freiberger Chro?iikj when it 
passed to his son, also Georg Beuther. In 1670, it was 
taken over by Zacharias Becher (printer of a number of 
valuable works) ; from 1698 to 1723 by Elias Nikolaus 
Kuhfuss, from Clausthal, son-in-law of the last-named. 
Thence until 1750 it belonged to Christoph Matthai (who 
printed Wilisch’s small Freiberg Bible and book of songs); 
and till 1760 to Johanna Rosine Matthai, Christoph’s widow 
(who was killed by the overthrow of her carriage while on a 
business journey to Dresden). Samuel Friedrich Barthel 
(printed in 1779 Grundig’s Freiberg hymn-book) held it till 
1791 ; Johann Christoph Friedrich Gerlach (who edited from 
1800 the first Frieberg weekly—the popular Nachrichten) till 
1820; and till 1847 Friedrich Constantin Gerlach. On the 
death of the last-named—during the stirring political events 
of ’48—the electoral privilege to the establishment was lost, 
as well as the editorship of the Freiberger Nachrichten; and 
there only remained to it the concession of the Freiberger 
Stadt, Land und Bergkalender. Since 1847 the house has 
belonged to Herr Heinrich Gerlach. The first book-store in 
Freiberg was set up in 1488 by Barthol Beck, of Schwaben. 

Illustrated Journalism in England. 

THE most serious of all the early rivals to the Illustrated 
London News was the Illustrated Times Weekly News¬ 

paper, which was the property of Mr. David Bogue, the 
bookseller, of Fleet-street. Here, again, as in the case of the 
Pictorial Times, it was Mr. Henry Vizetelly who led the 
assault upon what had hitherto proved to be a successful 
monopoly of Mr. Herbert Ingram. Mr. Vizetelly was editor- 
in-chief, and he determined to make the paper as good as it 
could be made, both in the literary and the art departments. 
It was believed that the Stamp Act was about to be repealed. 
In the agitation for the repeal Mr. Vizetelly had himself taken 
an active part, and he conceived the idea of bringing out a 
cheap popuiar illustrated paper immediately after the repeal 
of the obnoxious Act. All the plans were laid accordingly; 
but the passing of the Repeal Bill was unexpectedly delayed. 
Mr. Vizetelly decided upon a bold course. His advertisements 
had been issued, and he did not wish to break faith with the 
public. Accordingly, on the day appointed (June 9, 1855), the 
first number of the new paper duly appeared. For weeks it 
continued to be published without the stamp. The authorities 
barked loudly, but they did not bite. Mr. Vizetelly was first 
served with a writ for £12,000 penalty, but the proceedings 
were dropped, and the triumph was complete. This was an 
excellent advertisement for the new paper, which, published at 
the low price of twopence, rapidly won its way with the public. 
The paper was well illustrated, well written, and energetically 
conducted. To the curious it may be of interest to learn that 
he office was at No. 2, Catherine-street, Strand, on a site 

long since swallowed up by the Gaiety Theatre and 
Restaurant. Among the artists were several whose names 
are already known to us in connection with previous illustrated 
papers, but there were some clever new men. Julian Portch 
was an excellent all-round draughtsman, who was especially 
good at a battle scene. Edouard Morin, Gustave Dord, H. 
Valentine, Gustave Janet, W. J. Palmer, Kenny Meadows, 
Harrison Weir, G. Cruikshank, Birket Foster, C. H. Bennett, 
W. McConnell, and others, all did excellent work. To these 
we may add the name of one who has since become distin¬ 
guished as a journalist—Mr. George Augustus Sala. Mr. 
Sala’s name is now, and has for so long been, associated with 
journalism, that few remembered before the trial of the recent 
action of Sala v. Furniss that in his early days he was a con¬ 
stant contributor to the illustrated press. “ The bulk of my 
pictorial efforts,’’ Mr. Sala tells me, “were caricatures.’’ . . . 
Mr. Sala tells me, too, that he contributed to the Lady's News¬ 
paper (founded by Ebenezer Landels about 1847) an archi- 
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tectural drawing of the Governesses’ Benevolent Institution ; 
and in Howitfs Journal he did a drawing (copied, it is said, 
from a French print) of “a boy in the snow, looking in a 
pastrycook’s window.’’ . . . The starting of the Illustrated 
Times had a serious effect upon the circulation of the Illustrated 
London News, as the cheaper paper constantly forestalled the 
dearer one on many important occasions. For example, 
although the Illustrated London News was the first London 
newspaper to receive a letter from its correspondent at 
Sebastopol after the fall of that place, having outstripped 
the Times and all the other daily papers, the Illustrated 
Times received sketches from its correspondents, Julian Portch 
and Captain Crealock, a week before the older paper received 
its sketches. Mr. Herbert Ingram was not the man to see a 
rival paper topping his circulation without making an effort at 
retaliation. A pretty little journalistic war then set in. First 
Mr. Ingram, with a view of killing the Illustrated Times, 
started two other twopenny illustrated weeklies—the Picture 
Times and the People's Times, but their joint circulation is said 
never to have attained to a quarter of that of the Illustrated 
Times. Next Mr. Ingram opened negotiations for the purchase 
of the Illustrated Times, which, despite its large circulation, 
was yielding to its proprietor an extremely small profit. The 
paper, indeed, was offered to Mr. Ingram for ,£4,500, but he 
refused to pay moi'e than ,£4,000. The profit was swallowed 
up in the great expense of electrotyping. To print fast enough 
to supply the demands of the public, four or five sets of electro¬ 
types had to be used, and as electrotyping then cost 6d per 
square inch, this involved an extra outlay beyond the ordinary 
expenditure of from £jo to £\oo per week, and reduced the 
profits to almost nothing ; the income from advertisements 
being in those days not one-fourth of what it would be now. 
Ultimately the paper did fall into the hands of Mr. Ingram. 
Then, that it might not compete with his more profitable six¬ 
penny paper, he lowered the quality of the paper, and a few 
years after his death it was allowed quietly to drop. Thus 
came to an end the most gallant of all attempts to rival the 
success of the Illustrated London News, which reigned in un¬ 
disturbed security until the foundation of the Graphic in 
December, 1869.—Magazine of Art. • 

Type-Setting Machines. 

''T’HE New York Press Association met at Alexandria Bay, 
1 on the St. Lawrence River, on the 18th of June, and Mr. 

John H. Farrell, of the Albany (N.Y.) Press and Ktiickerbocker, 
read there a paper on type-setting machines. He said :— 

“ There are four type-setting machines before the public, each 
capable of doing good work. Two of these machines, the 
Linotype and Thorne, are working acceptably in several 
offices.’' After describing these two machines, with which our 
readers are already familiar, Mr. Farrell proceeded as 
follows :— 

The Rogers Typograph Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, is 
said to possess the coming machine for large daily newspapers, 
where many type-setters are now required. It also casts solid 
lines of type similar to the Linotype. The machine is very 
simple in construction, weighs about 400 lb., and will 11 set up” 
from 2,500 to 3,500 ems an hour. One man can operate it. 

The Rogers Machine Company only claims 3,000 ems an 
hour as an average effective speed. Its full capacity has yet 
to be ascertained. An experimental machine has been run on 
short tests at the rate of 7,000 ems an hour on memorised 
matter, but such tests only covered a few lines. V. H. Phister, 
a member of Typographical Union, No. 18, of Detroit, Mich., 
after one week’s practice, operated the machine with foot 
power at the rate of 3,500 ems an hour, with less than half a 
dozen errors per thousand ems. Steam or foot power may be 
used. It occupies but little more space than an ordinary 
sewing-machine. Some 600 machines have been ordered. 
These machines will be rented for 1 dol. per working day to 
daily newspapers, and 3oodols. per year to weekly newspapers, 
the company keeping the machines in repair and renewing 
matrices. Corrections are easily made, and these are less 
numerous than when type is set by hand. 

It is only proper to state that Mr. Philip T. Dodge, of 
Washington, D.C., has issued a circular letter, in which he 

states that the Rogers machine is an infringement on patents 
owned by the Mergenthaler Company, and that both the 
makers and users of the machines will be held accountable. 

The Rogers Typograph Company replies: “It has taken 
unusual care in the matter of its patents to employ the best 
counsel, not only to maintain its own rights in the original field 
of invention which it has established, but also to guard against 
the use of any apparatus which it might not legally use. 
Keeping in view the efforts of previous inventors, in each stage 
of development, thorough and conscientious investigation has 
been made before any portion of the mechanical construction 
was put into metal, and counsel of the company have been 
invariably requested to advise without hesitation if there was 
any apparent conflict of claims. In all its contracts with users 
the company will guarantee the validity of its patents, and will 
assume, at its own expense, any suits that may be brought for 
any alleged infringement.’’ 

The new McMillan Machine, the outgrowth of one in use on 
the Albany Evening Journal a few years ago, accomplishes 
good work, and it is said is capable of setting 4,000 ems an 
hour. Ordinary type is used, as in the Thorne machine, with 
special “ nicks ”—the “ nicking ” being required by the distri¬ 
butor. 

A machine similar to the one in Albany was put up in New 
York city, where it received careful consideration from master 
printers. After various tests a company of master printers was 
organised. Later on the New York company gave an order 
for twenty type-setting machines and ten distributing machines. 
The latter are doing good work, distributing 10,000 ems an 
hour. A new type-setting machine has also been constructed, 
and this is doing excellent work in New York. The base 
frame of the new machine is 14 by 20 inches, and is mounted 
on an ordinary type-writer frame. Above the base frame is 
another frame which supports the cases with their type- 
ejectors. 

The cases are arranged side by side in four rows, each row 
containing twenty letters or characters. The first row is 
directly in front of the operator, and the rows are arranged 
one behind another, thus forming four parallel rows of type- 
cases. The letters used most frequently in ordinary composi¬ 
tion are located in the front row so as to be easiest of access 
to the operator’; for instance, the first row contains asdeerft 
3em space h n o, &c. 

The key-board is substantially the same as that of the 
Remington type-writer. Two persons are required to each 
machine. 

With reference to the price of this machine, the makers say 
they can sell them to newspaper publishers at a price so that 
they will pay for themselves in a year in their saving over hand 
composition where the rate is not less than 35 cents per 
1,000 ems. 

The “ Mark Twain” Type-setting Machine was invented by 
James W. Paige. It is manufactured by the Paige Type-setting 
Machine Company, of Hartford, Conn. The machine is said 
to be very handsome in appearance, and quite complicated in 
its several parts. The price was 12,000 dols., but I am 
informed the owners propose selling them for a much less sum 
in cash, and a “ royalty ” or percentage of the amount saved 
each office by their use ; the latter amount to be computed by 
the aggregate number of ems set by the machines and the cost 
for similar work done by printers. 

Another machine worthy of notice is the “ Lagerman.” 
[This has recently been very fully described in our pages.] 

The “ Lanston” machine, with headquarters at Washington, 
perforates a paper matrice from which latter the type is cast. 

Good printers have nothing to fear from type-setting 
machines. Printers will be needed to operate them, while men 
of good taste and judgment will find plenty of work setting 
advertisements, job work, display lines, and the scores of 
duties needing human hands guided by human intelligence to 
give to the world perfect newspapers, books, &c. 

The difficulty of correcting proof, according to the new 
method of type-setting, and the hopelessness of a more legible 
or correct manuscript, from careless reporters and editorial 
writers, must exact from the compositor of the future a higher 
standard of fitness. He must be nearly perfect in spelling and 
punctuation ; he must read quickly and correctly; and he must 
give an unusual attention to his work and perform it in¬ 
telligently. 
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We are on the eve of a great change in type-setting, and 
printers will act wisely in keeping abreast of the movement. It 
is greatly to be regretted that the most promising machines 
before the world to-day are the work of gentlemen who hardly 
knew the difference between agate and brevier, or a three-em 
dash from a hair space, when they commenced work on a type¬ 
setting machine. 
-9 -<J <3> C5— e- 

Manufacture of Paper by the Arabs, 

ALTHOUGH it is generally admitted that the Arabs learned 
the manufacture of paper at Samarcand, the date of 

704 a.d. does not seem correct, inasmuch as the real siege and 
fall of this town took place in 712 only. 

Moreover, it appears from Arabian historians that it was in 
reality in the year 133 of the Hegira, 751 A.D., after a great 
battle, in which the Arabs and the Khan of Tashkend, their 
ally, defeated the united forces of the Chinese and of another 
Turcoman tribe, and the subsequent pursuit which brought 
them to the doors of the Chinese empire, that the discovery 
occurred, as some Chinese captives brought to Samarcand 
among the prisoners were the first people who ever manufac¬ 
tured paper in a Mussulman country. 

The date 751 a.d. and the town Samarcand can be con¬ 
sidered as the original place and time where and when the 
use of paper was introduced into the territories under the 
Islamitic domination. 

On the strength of extracts from the “ History of Moguls,” 
by the Arabian historian, Raschid-ed-din, in which plants and 
herbs are alluded to, a modern author hesitates as to what 
were the materials used. 

China grass and the bark of mulberry trees, which he suc¬ 
cessively suggests as the vegetable compound used by the 
manufacturers of that ancient time, are equally suppositional, 
as no documents of this epoch have been found permitting a 
material analysis. For quite a time this industry, really Chinese 
in the occult way it was carried on, was monopolised by the 
Samarcand people, owing to the jealous secrecy with which its 
devotees kept it surrounded. 

The product known in later years as Samarcand or Khorasan 
paper, and celebrated throughout the whole Mussulman world, 
shows great improvement over the original invention as 
brought from China ; then for the first time paper was made 
of rags, according to the claim of Arabian writers. This latter 
Arabian claim, however, seems yet open to controversy, and 
the modern historian who, on the strength of a single text, 
holds that rag paper was not manufactured in China before 
940 A.D., will certainly encounter contradiction from Chinese 
scholars. 

The manufacture of rag paper, begun at Samarcand, was 
carried to Bagdad between the years 794 and 795 of our era, 
and thence reached all of the principal Mussulman countries, 
passing from Samarcand and Bagdad to Thama, in the south¬ 
western coast of Arabia, going thence to the celebrated Yenen 
town Sana, and finally to Egypt. 

At the end of the tenth century the latter country had gained 
such a reputation for paper manufacturing that in the first part 
of the century a Persian traveller, Nossiri Chosrau, expressed 
his admiration of the lavishness displayed by the Cairo bazaar 
merchants in using paper to wrap up all goods bought from 
them. 

In all probability this manufacture was located in Cairo, 
where a street could be found formerly named “ Old Paper- 
makers ” street. 

After Egypt Syria followed suit. Damas paper was well 
known and highly spoken of in Occidental countries as early 
as 985, while the traveller Un-Batuta, visiting Damas about 
the year 1325, wrote of the papermakers’ market where paper, 
pens, and ink could be bought. Besides Damas, Tiberias, the 
ancient Galilean town, Tripoli, Hama (Hamath of the Bible 
and Epiphania of the Greeks), and finally Hieropolis were un¬ 
doubtedly known as flourishing papermaking centres. 

Fez, in Northern Africa, had toward the end of the twelfth 
century, 400 grindstones in operation for making paper, and the 
following anecdote taken from Abul-Hasan will show that this 
manufacture had been long in existence in that locality. The 
Karavijin mosque was ornamented with delicately carved and 

gorgeous gold and coloured arabesques, and when, in 1145, 
Abdel-Moumen, the second Almohad prince, stormed the 
town, it was feared that on account of his religious fervour the 
conqueror would cause the mosque to be defaced and the orna¬ 
ments destroyed. In order to save this work of art it was 
entirely covered over with paper, which was plastered over in 
its turn so as to entirely conceal the rich sculptures. 

In Spain paper was known as early as the tenth century, 
according to authors in that country, but it was not manufac¬ 
tured there before the twelfth century. 

The centre of the industry was at Xativa, the old Saetabis, 
now San Felipe, in the province of Valencia. 

In Persia, where Samaracand paper was imported at an early 
period, the Tebriz or Tauris factories were in operation as far 
back as the twelfth century.—Journal des Fabricatits de 
Papier. 

New Offices of the “ FieldP “Queen,” &c. 

rpHE new building erected by the proprietors of the Field, 
1 Queen, and Law Times newspapers, is a conspicuous 

object in Bream’s Buildings from both the Chancery-lane and 
Fetter-lane ends. The old premises at the corner of Wellington- 
street, Strand, have long been too small for the increasing 
business of the firm ; and although the front offices will 
probably be retained for advertisements, the editorial staff and 
the printing department will be housed in Bream’s Buildings 
during the present year. The building is amongst the finest 
newspaper establishments in London, though little money has 
been spent in ornamentation. There is a 200 ft. front elevation 
of Portland stone and red brick. The two side elevations have 
each a frontage of 77 ft., and harmonise with the front; the 
slightly projecting wings at either end are surmounted by four 
cupolas covered with lead. The basement contains the boiler- 
house and machine-rooms, and on the ground-floor are the 
publishing and advertisement offices. On the first floor are 
the rooms of the manager and secretary and several capacious 
editor’s rooms, a waiting-room, messengers’ room, and library. 
The composing-room on the second floor, 130 ft. by 30 ft., with 
an annex 32 ft. by 25 ft., will accommodate 150 compositors. 
The third floor is a copy of the second, with the difference that 
there are skylights as well as side windows. The roof is a fire¬ 
proof flat, and there is a photographic studio on it. Each floor 
has its warehouse rooms and suites of offices, and the floors 
throughout are fireproof. There are hydraulic and other lifts, 
speaking-tubes, electric bells, an elaborate fire hydrant service, 
and the building will be lighted by 700 electric lights. 

Logotypes. 

A WRITER, J. Hanson, contributes the following to an 
American paper, the Tribicne:— 

“ I would like to make mention, with your permission, of a 
valuable help to rapid composition invented by a printer here 
in New York, which came to my notice a few months ago. It 
was simply a system of logotypes, made by combining all the 
vowels of the alphabet with the consonants, or rather casting 
on the same body the different consonants of the alphabet with 
the different vowels. For instance, the letter “b” would be 
cast on the same body with the different vowels—thus, ba, be, 
bi, bo, bu, and by, and so on in the same manner through the 
whole alphabet. The case containing the letters, was little 
larger than the ordinary printer’s case, containing in addition 
to the combinations mentioned, the words “ the,’" and also 
“ and,” and also all the single letters of the alphabet in the 
same “ lower ” case arranged as they are in the ordinary 
manner now employed, while the “upper” or capital case was 
the same as those commonly used. There was nothing com¬ 
plex or tedious to learn in the system by the ordinary com¬ 
positor, who could, in a day or two’s practice, pick up the type 
as rapidly as by the old system. Most of the words of the 
English language which require several motions of the hand to 
place in type by the common system of type-setting, were 
reduced to one-half the motions by that system of logotypes. 
I had the opportunity to witness an hour’s work by a printer 
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on a case of the type, and also measured up his hour’s compo¬ 
sition, and found that he had placed in type during the hour 
1,769 ems. The printer would have been rated as a slow or 
ordinary type-setter in almost any daily newspaper composing- 
room in this city, and it was a surprise to the writer—more so 
when he was informed that the compositor had had only three 
days’ practice on the system and was not yet thoroughly 
conversant with it. The system was the invention of a 
printer named McClure, and was known as the “ McClure 
logotype.” I have never heard anything further of this system 
and do not know whether it has come into general use or not, 
as I have not been engaged in the printing business for some 
time, but I suppose, like all other new inventions, it was deemed 
too much of a revolution over the old time-honoured methods. 
But, judging from the results of the hour’s work I witnessed, I 
should say that two men could easily do the same amount of 
work with that system of type that three can do with the ordi¬ 
nary type now in use. The type could be produced as cheaply 
as ordinary type. The type-setting machines are expensive as 
to first cost, and are always liable to breakage or getting out 
of order ; but every employer knows that if his printers get out 
of “ fix” their places can be quickly supplied without any extra 
expense. Judging from my observation at the time I speak of, 
I should imagine that system would be a cheap and valuable 
economiser of both time and space in a composing-room, espe¬ 
cially as it could be applied to both book and job type.” 

Photo Typography. 
Method for Graining a Phototype Zinc Transfer. 

A COAL-TAR engraving, with proportional grain, is obtained 
by the immersion of a half-tinted zinc plate, previously 

treated with coal-tar, in an acidulated sulphate of copper bath. 
Thanks to the imperceptible petroleum varnish, and to the 
half-tints of the tar, the thickness of which are variable, 
pulverulent copper is deposited on the zinc, thus forming a 
beautiful black image, having as a foundation the more resist¬ 
ing parts of the insolated tar. But, at the same time, the 
sulphuric or chlorhydric acid, added to the sulphate bath, bites 
the zinc preferably beneath each grain of deposited copper. 
Therefore, each of these black particles, as it is precipitated 
upon the zinc, causes a small hole, resulting from an absolutely 
voltaic action, and the whole of these small holes thus made 
give precisely the proportional grain to the half-tinted image, 
because the copper which is deposited is itself, in all respects, 
the faithfully grained daguerrotype of the coal-tar negative 
previously obtained on zinc by means of a half-tinted posi¬ 
tive. From what precedes we may conclude that an electric 
action from molecule to molecule gives, on a polished plate 
covered with an image constituted by particles of coal, or 
any other precipitated metal, a grain strictly proportional to 
the finest half-tint. We therefore see that it is possible to 
combine several mordant or basic baths ; for the bases also 
give place to voltaic effects, which impart a pretty engraved 
grain to zinc or copper plates, if an image with a suitable pre¬ 
servative substance be previously produced thereon. 

Up to the present, only mercury, bitumen, bichromated 
mucilages, and coal-tar are known to give photographic images 
on polished metal, at the same time preserving the metal sup¬ 
ports, where required, from the action of mercury baths. 

Moreover, in a certain application of photography, at present 
quite the vogue, it is very useful to apply the voltaic grain, 
which has just been described, in obtaining plates of photo¬ 
graphic impressions. This may be done by engraving very 
lightly with acidulated sulphate of copper a thick zinc bearing 
a negative coal-tar image. Afterwards, without removing 
the tar from the ground-work, cause the pulverulent copper 
of the image to disappear by means of a soft brush. The 
zinc plate, having its grain very clear, but not deep, should 
be thickly covered with copper, and afterwards with cyanide 
of copper ; discontinue the coppering as soon as the ground¬ 
work tends to become covered. Remove this groundwork 
with benzine, wash with acidulated water, and finally 
engrave the plate deeply from point to point by gillotype 
process with water containing but 3 to 4 per cent, of nitric 
acid. It is clear that the upper parts coppered would 

remain in relief, but the groundwork of zinc would be hollow, 
and that we should then, with a little patience, have a true 
typographic plate, which might be entirely coppered as a 
means of preservation. This plate would be the faithful repro¬ 
duction of a proportional half-tinted and grained voltaic photo 
engraving. The application of this process seems to us as 
practical as it is economical for photo-typographers.— 
L’Imprimerie. 

Copying Tracings. 

COLA’S process, which gives a black line on a white ground 
is now greatly in use for copying tracings. It prints 

quickly and is very simple to work. The exposure ranges from 
five to ten minutes in the sunlight, and from twenty to forty 
minutes in the shade. The best results are got on a bright day 
and by printing in the strongest light. In reducing large draw¬ 
ings made on yellow tracing paper to a small scale to transfer 
to a stone for lithographic purposes this process is used to get 
a more suitable copy to photograph from. 

To make a print, put the tracing face downward in the print¬ 
ing frame and place the sensitive paper on the top of it, then a 
piece of thick felt and then the backs, and put a good pressure 
on by means of screws, which are much better than springs, as 
they give a more even pressure. 

To ascertain if sufficiently printed, lift up one corner, and if 
the greenish yellow tint has disappeared, except where covered 
by the lines, it should be taken out and immersed, face upward, 
in a bath composed of gallic acid 20 parts, alcohol (methylated) 
200 parts, and water 1,000 parts, and remain for about three 
minutes, at end of which time the lines will be up strong and 
black. It should then be thoroughly washed in running water 
for a quarter of an hour, and surface rubbed with a soft sponge, 
then taken out and hung up to dry. 

The following will be found a good formula for sensitising 
the paper :—- 

Water . 300 parts. 
Gelatine. 10 „ 
Perchloride of iron. 20 „ 
Tartaric acid . 10 „ 
Persulphate of zinc. 10 „ 

Apply this by means of either a broad, flat camel-hair brush 
or a fine sponge to a hard, well-sized paper, then hang up to 
dry in a dark room. To over-expose a print means losing the 
lines, and under-exposure gives a very dirty, neutral tint ground 
and very faint lines. 

(ReEteSSe. 
The Gentlewoman. (Weekly. Howard House, Arundel- 

street, Strand.) This is a new candidate for the favours of the 
fair sex, and judging from the get up, the variety and high 
quality of its contents, and the freshness of its engravings, it is 
likely to obtain a large measure of their patronage. The 
engravings are all process, and although process lends itself 
admirably to most of the subjects coming within the scope of 
the paper, we must confess to a lingering fondness for wood¬ 
engraving, and a wish that some use at least could be made 
of it. The paper is printed by Messrs. Unwin Brothers in their 
usual first-class style. It is edited, we understand, by Mr. J. S. 
Wood, and the manager is Mr. A. J. Warden, once identified, 
if we mistake not, with the Lady's Pictorial. There are thirty- 
six pages of matter, sixteen pages of advertisements, and a 
four-page wrapper, so that there is full value for the sixpence 
charged for the number. 

4* 4* 4* 4* 

The Art Interchange (London: W. Heinemann.)—'This 
English edition of an American publication is useful and in¬ 
teresting to all students of art. Its coloured supplements are 
extremely well executed, the latest being “ A Study of 
Poppies ” and “ A Study of Birds,” both produced in the best 
style of chromo-lithography. 
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Practical Suggestions. 

A PRINTING machine manufacturer’s catalogue contains 
the following :—“ Do not waste time trying to level a 

press. A first-class machine should work all right with one leg 
hanging over the edge of a precipice, and this enables the 
feeder to dispose of spoiled sheets where they will not be seen 
again. If the press rocks badly, or runs hard, write a letter to 
the dealer and tell him the machine is no good. Never put 
anything under it to make it stand solidly. You are not 
expected to be a machinist. When you put a form on a job 
press, always take one impression on the old tympan, to find 
out where your grippers are. This will show you, with unerring 
accuracy, whether they will have to be moved, and whether you 
will have to change the position of the gauge-pins. Never oil 
the press unless it stops. Oil is expensive, and if you can only 
get the bearings smooth enough the press will run without oil. 
Of course, when it stops, you must apply a few drops of oil, 
and, if it refuses to move then, write the dealer another letter, 
and tell him that his machine is a fraud. When you try to 
take an impression on the wrench, be sure that it is fed to 
gauge, otherwise it may cause a blur when the machine breaks 
down. A first-class job press will print on a sheet of French 
folio, a piece of furniture, a quoin, a shooting-stick, or a monkey 
wrench, with equal facility, and if it breaks in the operation the 
fault is in the machine. Never, under any circumstances, let 
the secret out, if the press has broken down under one of the 
above conditions. Always say you were running along 
smoothly, when, all at once, the press flew to pieces without 
any provocation. In this way you will have the press-dealer. 

“ By following all these suggestions you will, in a short time, 
have the sheriff also for a friend and adviser.” 

-♦ ^ »- 

It is proposed to hold a Printers’, Stationers’, Paper Makers’, and 
Kindred Trades’ Exhibition and Market (on the lines of the three 
previous held by Mr. Robert Dale), at the Agricultural Hall, on 
November 3rd to 15th next. 

A national Co-operative Festival will be held at the Crystal Palace 
to-morrow (Saturday, 16th August). The President, Judge Hughes 
(“Tom Hughes ”), will deliver an address, and there is a very long pro¬ 
gramme of amusements and entertainments. 

A valuable collection of books, relating to South Australia, has 
been forwarded as a gift to the Guildhall (London) Library by the 
municipality of Adelaide, and authority has been given to present a 
complete series of medals in return for the gift. 

The Bury Times has recently been bought by Mr. Arthur F. 
Bentley, chairman of the Star Paper Company. The Bury Times was 
established in 1855 ; it is Liberal in politics, and is published every 
Saturday. The town has a population of over 50,000. 

The proprietors of the Standard have ordered four of Messrs. Hoe 
& Co. ’s rotary machines, to print either an eight or a twelve page 
paper, as occasion may require. These machines turn out twelve 
thousand copies of either size per hour, with supplements insetted and 
pasted in, if required. 

The will of the late Mr. William Blades, printer, of Abchurch-lane, 
E.C., has been proved by the widow and sole executrix, the value of 
the personal estate amounting to upwards of ,£19,000. The testator 
gives and bequeaths all his estate and effects, both real and personal, 
to his wife for her own absolute use and benefit. 

The Rev. Dr. Doudney’s Jubilee Testimonial.—The presen¬ 
tation of the testimonial to the Rev. Dr. Doudney, on the completion 
of his jubilee as editor of the Gospel Afagazine, will be made at the 
Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street, on Wednesday, August 20, at 
five p.m. Alderman Sir Andrew Lusk, Bart., will preside. 

On the occasion of the seventieth birthday of Mr. G. A. II. Dean, 
head of the well-known publishing firm of Dean & Son, the 
cashier, Mr. G. Newell, on behalf of the whole of the staff, 
presented Mr. Dean with a pair of valuable framed etchings, after 
landscape paintings by Mr. B. W. Leader, which were very much 
appreciated. 

Mr. E. Arber, Professor of English language and literature in 
Sir J. Mason’s College, Birmingham, has undertaken the task of 
transcribing and editing for publication the registers of the Stationers’ 
Company, between A.d, 1554 and 1640. Four volumes of the work 
have already been issued, and the fifth, or index volume, is shortly to 
be published. 

The summer number of the Salvation Army’s monthly magazine, 

“ All the World,” is deeply interesting, and full of information as to 
the various departments of the Army’s work. The entire magazine is a 
Salvation Army production, both as regards authorship of articles, 
editing, printing, and lithographing, the whole having been executed 
in their new premises in Clerkenwell-road. 

Mr. Stuart J. Reid has resigned the editorship of the Publishers' 
Circular, and the proprietors, in making the announcement, “ acknow¬ 
ledge their indebtedness to Mr. Reid for taking up the duties of editor 
at short notice, and when fully occupied with other literary labours ; 
and for the able and thorough manner in which he has since discharged 
them.” Mr. J. A. Steuart has been appointed to succeed Mr. Reid. 

Mrs. Harriette Bone, executrix under the will of the late 
Mr. Bone, bookbinder, 76, Fleet-street, has arranged to continue the 
business without interruption under the management of Mr. Brookbank, 
who has been actively connected with it for nearly thirty years, and 
practically has had the entire charge and management of the same for 
some time past, with the full confidence of the late Mr. Bone. The 
title of the firm will remain unchanged. 

The annual dinner of the Evening Standard took plack at the Star 
and Garter, Richmond, on Saturday, August 2. Mr. Walter Wood 
presided over an assemblage of more than a hundred. The toast of 
the Evening Standard, proposed by the chairman, was responded to 
by Mr. Henty. The latter gentleman proposed the “ Composing, 
Stereotype, and Machine Departments,” which was replied to by 
Mr. Langston the printer. 

At a special meeting of the Court of Common Council, on the 28th 
ult., the tender of Messrs. Milton Smith & Co., Limited, was, upon the 
recommendation of the County Purposes Committee, accepted, the 
contract being for a period of three years from Michaelmas next. In the 
course of some remarks which followed, a tribute of praise was given 
to Messrs. Skipper & East, 1, St. Dunstan’s-hill, and 8 and 9, Great 
Tower-street, E.C., who formerly held the contract, their work having 
given great satisfaction to the Court. 

The upright penmanship advocated by Mr. Jackson seems to be 
meeting with success. Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & 
Rivington, Limited, have just issued a new set of copy-books 
adapted to the new code. The style in which these books are pro¬ 
duced leaves nothing to be desired ; they are beautiful in engraving, 
paper, and printing. There really seems no objection to urge against 
the upright style of penmanship, and if its adoption had the effect of 
making ordinary writing more ligible, that is a consummation devoutly 
to be wished, and one which we have no doubt compositors would 

heartily welcome. 

The issue of the Coventry Standard for July 18 was the last in the 
149th year of the history of that journal. There are not many older 
newspapers in the country, its seniors being the London Gazette, 
Worcester Journal, Stamford Mercury, Leeds Alercury, Northampton 
Mercury, Salisbury Journal, and a few others. It is an interesting 
fact that Aris’s Birmingham Gazette dates from the same year as the 
Coventry Standard, the vitality of which may be gauged by the facts 
that it retains its pre-eminence of being the largest of local newspapers, 
and that new offices, which will practically double the present accom¬ 
modation, are in course of construction. 

The twenty-seventh annual dinner of the employes of Messrs. R. F. 
Ash & Co., 42, Southwark-street, took place on Saturday, the 12th 
ult., at the Gloucester Hotel, Brighton. Fair weather, a pleasant 
journey, and the dinner served in an efficient style, proved sufficient to 
put all into a comfortable “ frame.” The head of the firm, Robert F. 
Ash, Esq., presided, and Mr. Thos. A. Seabridge (manager of the 
printing departments) occupied the vice-chair. In proposing the toasts, 
Mr. Ash viewed the past and foretold the future with his usual free¬ 
dom. Some good music was given, and a thoroughly enjoyable day 
spent. Messrs. Geo. Clarke and Henri Williams officiated as stewards. 
The programme was tastefully designed and executed. 

Recent alterations effected in the Newcastle Chronicle offices are of 
the most elaborate character. The commercial department is unique, 
artistic, and beautiful. The square marble pillars, handsomely carved 
and tasteful in appearance, are not equalled, if, indeed, approached, in 
any newspaper office in Europe. The mahogany counters afford ample 
scope for the transaction of business. The gas fittings are choice, and 
the walls are decorated with elegant patterns of Lincrusta Walton, 
tinted with gold. At the rear of the office is a pretty conservatory and 
fountain. The other departments—editorial, reportorial, telephonic, 
despatch, composing, machine—are commodious, spacious, easy of 
access, and constructed to afford the utmost speed, with the largest 
amount of comfort to those employed in the office. 

A very sad case is that of Mr. James Peyton, of 37, Landseer- 
road, Liverpool, a compositor who has been employed on the Liver- 
pool Daily Post for ten years. He has been laid up with disease of 
the spine since August last, and is now in an utterly helpless condition, 
the disease having caused paralysis of the lower limbs and other parts 
of the body, his hands being almost useless. He cannot be received 
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into the hospital as he is pronounced incurable, and the benefits from 
the societies to which he belonged will soon cease. lie has a wife 
and five children depending upon him, and starvation stares them in 
the face unless help can be obtained. It is desired to raise funds to 
open a little shop for the wife, an industrious, hard-working woman. 
If any of our readers feel prompted to contribute any little sum to 
this deserving case, Mr. C. Gowland, Daily Post Office, Liverpool, 
will be very pleased to receive it. 

We recently referred to the amalgamation of the firms of Alexander 
Thom & Co., Limited, and Sealy, Bryers, & Walker, of Dublin. It 
is now proposed to purchase the extensive business of Sullivan Bros., 
school-book publishers of Marlborough-street, Dublin. This firm owns 
the copyrights of the numerous scholastic publications of Dr. Robert 
Sullivan, a very valuable property. It is proposed to form a new 
company with a capital of .£150,000, in 15,000 ordinary shares, and 
15,000 preference shares of £5 each, and of this it is intended to issue 
£138,000. The average net profits of the three concerns for the three 
years 1887, 1888, and 1889, have exceeded £16,000 per annum. These 
profits will ensure a dividend 011 the ordinary shares of £10 per cent., 
and leave a substantial margin. The balance of the shares unallotted 
will be offered at a premium to the present shareholders in Alexander 
Thom & Co., Limited, and it is scarcely likely that any shares will 
remain to be taken up by the public. 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the four 
weeks ending Saturday, July 26th, was 302. The number in the 
corresponding four weeks of last year was 388, showing a decrease of 
86, being a net decrease in 189c, to date, of 333. The failures in the 
printing and stationery trades were 8 compared with 8 and 6 in 1889 
and 1888 respectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, there 
were 245 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale Office during 
the same four weeks. The number filed in the corresponding four 
weeks of last year was 258, showing a decrease of 13 being a net 
decrease in 1890, to date, of 43. The number of bills of sale published 
in England and Wales for the four weeks ending Saturday, July 26th, 
was 655. The number in the corresponding four weeks of last year 
was 716, showing a decrease of 61, being a net decrease in 1890, to 
date, of 698. The number published in Ireland for the same four 
weeks was 32. The number in the corresponding four weeks of last 
year was 34, showing a decrease of 2, being a net decrease in 1890, to 
date, of 76. 

The proprietors of Work have arranged to hold an exhibition of 
articles made by the readers of that journal, for which medals and 
other prizes are offered. The exhibition will be divided into sixteen 
groups, and will include upwards of 200 subdivisions. There will be 
three classes of exhibitors, viz., workmen, apprentices, and amateurs. 
The committee of the Polytechnic Institute, Regent-street, _W., have 

laced that institution at disposal for the Exhibition, which will be 
eld from December 29th, 1890, to January 10th, 1891, inclusive. 

The following is the summary of the Groups of Exhibits : I.—Work 
in Wood. II.—Work in Metals. Ilf.—Tools for Work. IV.— 
Work in design only. V.—Work in Printing. VI.—Work in Do¬ 
mestic Appliances. VII.—Work in Wearing Apparel. VIII.— 
Work in Painting and Decorating. IX.—Work in Textile Fabrics 
and Leather. X.—Work in Musical Instruments and Music. XI.— 
Work in Watches, Clocks, Alarms, Bells, &c. XII.—Work in Build¬ 
ing Appliances and Material for Building. XIII.—Work in Chemical 
Processes and Products. XIV.—Work in the Utilisation of Waste. 
Full particulars of the Exhibition, with rules and regulations, and a 
list of prizes, medals, &c., offered to competitors, are given in No. 7° 
of Work, published. July 19th. 

The annual dinner of the Manchester Branch of the Amalgamated 
Society of Lithographic Printers took place at the Victoria Hotel, 
Urmston, near Manchester, on July 5, when a company of about 100 
met together. The chair was occupied by Mr. W. L. Dillon, president 
of the branch. The toast of “ The Trade ” was responded to by 
Mr. Robert Dixon (Messrs. Shacked, Edwards, & Co.), who, as a 
member of the society and a former workman, pointed out the rapid 
development which had taken place in the trade, and the high position 
of its members in the higher branches of skilled labour and art 
workmanship. “ The Amalgamated Society of Litho. Printers” was 
responded to by Mr. G. D. Kelly, G.S. of the Association, who pointed 
out the very favourable position the trade occupied in the world of 
trade unionism, and urged the necessity of men cultivating the spirit 
of unity and brotherhood, and upholding gatherings of this character 
as being conducive to that end. “ The Executive Committee ” of the 
society was responded to by Mr. John Cowburn (chairman of that 
committee), and “The Manchester Branch” was responded to by 
Mr. S. Kershaw, senr., who urged the members of the branch to act 
together in the unity of aim that ought to exist among members of a 
trade union. “The Visitors” was responded to by Mr. Alf. Hales 
(Messrs. Furnival & Co.) and Mr. Bunyan (London and Provincial 
Ink Co.), who both expressed their pleasure at being present on the 
occasion. 

Cofontaf jfofftnger. 

The third half-yearly meeting of the Evening Standard Newspaper 
Company, Limited, was held recently in Melbourne. The report 
stated that the circulation was now about 30,000 copies, on Saturdays 
frequently reaching 40,000. To meet the increasing demand a third 
machine (by Messrs. Foster & Sons, of Preston) has recently been 
added to the plant at a cost of some £2,000. The sales for the half- 
year had considerably increased, being £10,230. 12s. 8d., as against 
£8,074. 18s. 9d. during the previous half-year. The receipts from 
advertisements showed a similar increase, the figures being 
£9,595- 5s- 4d.» as compared with £6,954. 16s. 1 id., the total increase 
of business during the half-year being £4,006. 2s. 4L The accounts 
showed a debit balance of £728. 19s. id., but the directors hoped in 
future to be able to reduce the working expenses. 

A worthy citizen of Melbourne, Mr. E. W. Cole, the well-known 
bookseller, has thrown out a tempting bait to the budding essayists of 
Australia, says the Melbourne correspondent of the Australasian 
Typographical Journal. He proposes to give prizes of £10 each to the 
ten best essays upon the “ Federation of Humanity.” This has been 
freely advertised throughout the entire continent and the adjoining 
islands, and we are informed that it has had the effect of bringing into 
existence some hundreds of the articles in question. It is too much to 
expect that we shall be successful in unearthing a Macaulay, a Carlyle, 
or even an Edward Bellamy ; but it may have a stimulating effect upon 
the literati of these parts, which will have a beneficial effect in the 
future. It will be satisfactory for members of our craft to know that 
the whole of these essays will be printed in Melbourne, so that we 
shall not have the double sneer upon this occasion, that we are unable 
either to write or to print. 

The tender of the Register (Adelaide) proprietors for the printing of 
“ Hansard ” for the approaching session has been accepted. The only 
other tenderers were the proprietors of the Advertiser, whose price 
was about 70 per cent, above that of the successful tenderers. The 
Lantern writes as follows on the subject :—“ The Register seems to 
have given itself away badly over the ‘ Hansard’ contract. It is said 
that the ‘leading’ dry-asdust was so anxious for the honour of 
officially reporting the Parliamentary debates, that it tendeied about a 
third lower than the ’Riser did three years ago. The 'Riser, on the 
other hand, was determined to make the contract pay if it got it, and, 
therefore, nearly doubled its former tender. The result, of course, is 
that the Register gets ‘Hansard’ with an aggravatingly low remune¬ 
ration, and has, besides, the pleasure of knowing that it might have 
asked about twice as much and still have secured the coveted contract. 
We present our sincere condolence to the Register, and also to the 
Register’s readers, who will be confronted with untold columns of 
small type twaddle for the next three years.” Quiz improves the 
occasion thus :—“Two tenders have been received for reporting and 
publishing the Parliamentary debates during the next three years. 
There is a marked difference in the prices, and most probably the 
lower tenderers are now vainly lamenting that, like Oliver Twist, they 
did not ask for more. Quiz regrets that the Government should 
have determined to adhere to a system of reporting which undeniably 
has many drawbacks. So long as the Parliamentary debates appear 
in one of the daily papers so long will the reports be tinged (uncon¬ 
sciously no doubt) with the bias of the particular reporter engaged. 
It would be far better, if it is still deemed desirable to have the 
speeches of members recorded at such inordinate length, to appoint a 
Government ‘ Hansard’ staff, and to circulate the reports quite apart 
from any newspaper. This would be a welcome relief to the readers 
of the dailies, and might have the desirable effect of reducing the 
orations of aspiring and woodenheaded politicians by one-half—a con¬ 
summation devoutly to be wished. The new Parliament may very 
well consider this question, and arrive at a determination in respect 
of it.” 

QKtnmcan Cftpptnge. 

The proprietors of the Illustrated London Newszxe. issuing a special 
edition for the United States, dated two weeks in advance. A new 
feature has been added to this edition—“ American Matters of 
Interest,” which is edited by Howard Paul. 

An American firm of envelope manufacturers have added a monster 
Pratt & Whitney machine to their establishment. This is said to be 
the largest machine yet made, and takes the paper, forms, folds, gums, 
prints, counts and binds in packages of twenty-five at the rate of 112 
a minute, and has a capacity of 97,000 per day. 

A large number of books are now being reproduced in America 
by photo processes—superseding type or stereo. The authors of the 
American Copyright Bill are believed to have overlooked this system 
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when they proposed to allow of a copyright only in books printed 
“from type” actually set up in the United States. Some of the 
publishers are making a great stir about the matter. A good deal of 
work of this kind is done in Germany, but little in Great Britain. 

The long looked-for paper-mill in Texas is about to materialise. A 
Massachusetts syndicate has had its representative there for some time 
looking over the field, and has purchased ground at San Antonio, and 
made preparations for the erection of a mill on a large scale. 1 he 
syndicate claim to possess a process whereby cotton-stalk fibre can be 
worked up into a fine grade of paper equalling the best Manilla. It is 
said that all grades and qualities will be turned out later on, but the 
first efforts will be directed toward the production of news and 

wrapping papers. 

An Aged Printer.-—The citizens of Ventura celebrated the one- 
hundredth birthday of Juan de la Rosa on June 5- In 1833 Santa 
Ana sent him to California with a small printing outfit, and he was 
located at Monterey as Government printer. By virtue of his great 
age, and the fact that he conducted the first printing-office in what is 
now the State of California, he is the oldest printer within its borders. 
He has been noted for his temperate habits through life, and is still 
enjoying good health. Juan de la Rosa is in indigent circumstances. 
He has been supported for years by a friend ; but it is now proposed 
to raise a purse for him to brighten his few remaining days. 

In the valley of the great Miami river from Cincinnati to Dayton, 
sixty miles away, where most of the paper-mills of Ohio are situated, 
the population is growing very rapidly in towns and villages. In fact, 
between Cincinnati and Dayton, on both lines of railway, the towns 
and villages all that distance are not only near enough together to be 
seen each by its neighbour, but are within close bugle-call of each 
other. There is a great variety of manufacturing industries in this 
rich valley, but no one class employs more capital and labour than the 
manufacture of paper. Whatever effect fluctuations in trade may have 
on other branches of business, they have seldom caused any consider¬ 
able number of the paper-mills to shut down. Meanwhile, in the last 
few years, the mills have grown in capacity if not in number. Recent 
reports from the valley are that every mill is busy to the top of its 

bent. 

The Printers’ Home.—By despatches from Atlanta we learn 
that the International Typographical Union have adopted the report 
of a committee recommending the establishment of a Printers’ Home 
at Colorado Springs. The matter is now an assured success. The 
report recommends that a committee of fifteen be chosen to conduct 
the affairs of the Home, and that the present trustees of the Childs- 
Drexel fund be the long-term members of the committee. The Union 
has still one year left in which to commence operations, and two years 
in which to complete the structure. A tax of one dollar upon each 
member under the jurisdiction is provided for as a fund for running 
the Home when established. This will be welcome news for those 
who have been interested in the establishment of a retreat where worn- 
out and exhausted printers may recuperate their exhausted vitality, or 

end their days free from want and care. 

It is stated that the United States and Canada possess 17,760 
periodical publications. This is a net increase of 653 over last year. 
Of these, New York stands first in the 1st with 1,778 publications; 
Illinois comes next, Pennsylvania third, and Ohio is fourth, with 
1,043. Indiana has 651, and Kentucky 257. Nevada has the smallest 
number, 24. Ohio alone publishes more papers than are issued in all 
British North America. Fifty-five in the United States have a regular 
circulation of over 100,000. Statistics show that two families out of 
three take a magazine of some kind, and enough daily papers are 
issued to supply one-half of all the families of the country. Every 
business belief and fad has its printed organ. The undertakers have 
the Shroud, which may be called the “winding” sheet; the oil¬ 
men, the base ballist, in fact, every idea under the sun has its exponent 
in type. 

John W. Watson died on July 18, at No. 69, Bank-street, New 
York, after a prolonged illness. Mr. Watson was born in New York 
sixty-eight years ago of English parents, his father being at the time a 
well-to-do merchant. Young Watson was first in the engraving busi¬ 
ness, but later developed a literary taste, and in 1858 wrote the poem, 
“ Beautiful Snow,” which appeared In Harper's Weekly and made him 
famous. He was an intimate friend of William Cullen Bryant and of 
Horace Greeley, both of whom, as well as the Harpers, championed 
him against some pretenders who claimed the authorship of the lines. 
The poem was one of a volume by the same author, which was issued 
by a Philadelphia firm that had obtained the copyright. It gained a 
large circulation, several editions having been published. Among the 
other productions of his pen were “ The Dying Soldier,” “The 
Sailing of the Yachts,” “ Farmer Brown,” and “ The Patter of Little 
Feet.” 

When the label manufacturers’association was formed several years 
ago, the Russell & Morgan Printing Company, Guggenheiiner, Weil 
& Co., Baltimore; Hinds, Ketcham, & Co., Brooklyn; the Samuel 

Crump Label Company, New York ; the Gunn-Curtis Company, the 
National Bureau of Engraving and Manufacturing Company, the Frey 
Printing Company, of Cincinnati ; the Schmidt Label and Litho¬ 
graphic Company, and Woodward & Tiernan, were its members. Its 
chief object was to regulate prices, but after holding together for some 
time it was found that one or more members of the combination were 
breaking the agreement by surreptitiously cutting rates. Accordingly, 
on December 31, 1886, A. O. Russell addressed a letter to the other 
members of the association withdrawing his firm as a member. The 
Russell & Morgan Printing Company now proposes a new deal, by 
which all of the label manufacturers of the country shall again control 
the business ; but whether it is to be in the shape of a trust or some 
such combination the promoters have not yet quite determined. It is 
a fact, however, that the business of the Samuel Crump Label Com¬ 
pany has been purchased by the Russell & Morgan Printing Company, 
and that A. O. Russell, as trustee, has also obtained control of a 
Brooklyn and two Cincinnati label firms, and that in due course the 
new scheme, whatever it may be, will be completed and in full working 
order. The consideration given for the Samuel Crump Label Com¬ 
pany’s interest is not stated. This company may in due course pass 
out of existence, as Mr. Crump is retiring from the business altogether. 

-o- 

Confmenfaf £ ^foreign jjofftnije. 

The bookbinder Cuzin, of Paris, is dead. 

In Algiers the printing business is wofully stagnant at present. 

Wilhelm Muller, the Court printer and publisher, died at Karl - 
ruhe, on June 26, aged seventy-five. 

The first general assembly of the new German printing-house pro¬ 
prietors took place on Sunday, July 20, at Erfurt. 

The general meeting of the German Society of Printers, numbering 
some 1,350 members, met on June 31 at Strassburg. 

The French professional school of lithographic designers, founded by 
M. Sanier, has been annexed to the Ecole Estienne. 

The council of the Paris Cercle de la Librairie has nominated a 
permanent commission for regulating the demands for admission to the 
Galignani retreat. 

A GOLD medal has been awarded by the French Society for the 
Encouragement of National Industry to M. Ch. Lorilleux, for his ex¬ 
cellent “ Traite de Lithographie.” 

The strike which broke out in the establishment of M. Burdin, of 
Angers, France, at the beginning of this year, has cost the Federation 
the sum of 5,322 francs distributed in relief. 

A joint-stock company has been formed for Berlin and Vienna to 
purchase the patent of Victor Papp, in Paris, and introduce into those 
cities his system of making gas a motor-force. 

A printer, M. Siebeman, who represented German Switzerland as 
delegate at the International Typographical Congress of 1889, has 
been elected member of the Swiss Federal Council. 

Printers in Hungary number, according to the latent statistics, 
about 2,600, of whom 2,000 belong to the Hungarian federation, a 
society with a capital, at the end of 1889, of 5,000 francs. 

The “ French Book Society in Russia,” which was established at St. 
Petersburg (Maison Menier), has handed its business over to M. A. 
Zinserling, who already owns an important one in the same city. 

The accounts of the German Imperial printing-office for the year 
18S9-90, ended March 31 last, showed a receipt of 4,871,867 marks, 
an expenditure of 3,464,388 marks, leaving a surplus of 1,407,479 
marks. 

A special catalogue has been printed for the exhibitors belonging 
to the Paris Cercle de la Librairie at the Book Exhibition now “ on ” 
at Antwerp. Each exhibitor contributes a historic notice of his house. 

M. Perreau, of the firm Perreau fils et Brault, printing machine 
makers, of Paris, died in June last, aged forty-seven. Five weeks 
after—namely, on July 21—his associate, M. Th. Brault, died, aged 

sixty-six. 

The Press Society of Vienna has nominated a committee of seven 
for the purpose of developing its idea of an international exhibition 
of printing machines and inventions. The address is the Society office, 

5, Renngstrasse. 

The Central Committee of French printers (Paris) has decided to 
deposit a weekly sum of ten francs into the relief fund established by 
the Bourse du Travail, for strikes—a fund by which all industries indis¬ 
criminately will benefit. 
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A NEW monthly periodical for letterpress and lithographic printers 
has appeared in Brussels, under the title of Guide de VImprimerie. 

At Leipzig, on the 8th ult., died the printer and publisher Heinrich 
Ed. Kramer, aged seventy-one. At Modling, near Vienna, on the 
12th ult., died the printer and publisher, Alexander Ludwig Mayer, 

eighty-three years old. 

Gabriel Ricome is another French printer turned poet. He has 
published a volume called “ Joies et Douleurs,” of which he is uniquely 
the author ; having, besides writing the verses, composed and made up 

the forms of the whole himself. 

Beds of lithographic stone have been discovered in Sardinia, accord¬ 
ing to II Progresso, whose quality rivals that of the finest stones of 
Germany. The Galassi lithographic establishment of Cagliari has 
made use of some with most satisfactory results. 

The French Minister of Public Instruction has awarded a Chalons 
printer, M. Jules Morlet, a sum of 60 francs by way of encouragement 
for his poetic effusions. M. Morlet has given to the public verses 
which have been received with unanimous applause. 

On the occasion of the invention of printing anniversary at 
Mayence an exhibition strictly historical was organised, in the 
composition of which the printing societies collaborated—masters and 
men—of Germany, German Switzerland, and Austria. 

“ Photography without a Master” is the title of a volume by 
M. Dumoulin, published by Gauthier-Villars, Paris: wherein it is claimed 
that everyone carefully studying its contents can, without any other in¬ 
struction, produce excellent results. Its price is 1 fr. 75. 

The Society of Stenographers and Tachygraphers of France, which 
has organised professional courses, holds an international competition 
every year between stenographers. This year a Belgian has carried off 
the first prize. The second medal was accorded to a Frenchman. 

Signor E. Sonzogno, the well-known editor of the Secolo of 
Milan, the widest-circulated journal in Italy, has acquired the 
Tribuna of Rome at the price of a million of lira. This places the 
two most important journals in the peninsula under the same control. 

At Palermo they are preparing for next year an exhibition of 
journalism, in which will figure copies of every journal, from the 
most rudimentary sheets of the sixteenth century, which announced a 
few memorable facts—to the daily and weekly reviews of our own time. 

The working population of Paris—-journeymen, labourers, trades¬ 
men, apprentices, &c., is placed by the latest statistics at 267,058 men 
and 232,438 women, or a total of 499,496 individuals. Printing, 
binding, and the paper business occupy about 18,000 men and 8,000 

women. 

The general assembly of the Swiss society of printing-office pro¬ 
prietors took place this year in French Switzerland, namely, in the 
convenient town of Lausanne, where, in the middle of June, fifty 
members of the society, representing ninety-six firms, met at the 
Casino-Theater. 

Ferdinand Barrere, a Parisian printer, who has been engaged 
on a series of albums intended for the Sultan of Turkey—-work in 
colours, in which he has shown exceptional talent—has received from 
his Majesty the diploma and insignia of the Order of the Gold 
Crescent of Mohammed. 

New periodicals in France during June last numbered only forty- 
six. Paris and the Seine were responsible for 15, the other depart¬ 
ments for 31. Of these there were 10 new political organs in the 
provinces, against I in the capital. The number of illustrated journals 
was, in the provinces 4, in Paris only 1. 

The prize of the Paris Salon has been accorded by the Council of 
Fine Arts to M. Felix Charpentier, sculptor. The bourses de voyage, 
which the Council dispose, have been awarded :—1 to engraving (in 
the person of M. Baudoin, who exhibited a wood engraving, after 
Franz Hals), 2 to architecture, 3 to painting, and 3 to sculpture. 

The International Industrial Review has just been started at 
Lubeck by Messrs. Mundelius & Co. It appears in English, German, 
and French, and is devoted to industrial affairs, and especially patents. 
It will appear monthly at present, but it is intended to make it a 
weekly next year. The paper is nicely got up, and appears likely to 
be useful. 

The French and the Bolivian Governments, desirous of assuring a 
real protection to the literary, artistic and commercial properties of the 
two countries, have signed agreements securing the recognition of 
literary and artistic works, of trade and commercial marks, trade 
names, industrial designs and models, and the tickets of merchandise 
and coverings. 

A society has been formed in Paris, called Comite central des 
Expositions, for the purpose of facilitating the participation of French 
industries in future exhibitions which may take place in France or 
elsewhere. Patronised by some of the highest in the commercial 
world, this promising society already has a very numerous following. 
Its director is M. Louis Bourne ; its office at 2, Rue de Provence. 
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There has recently appeared at Massowah the Bollcttino uffciale 
degli annunzi legali e commerciali della colonia aitrca. The military 
printing-office (which is the only one at present in the colony) publishes 
this bulletin, which is directed by Signor Scevola, an advocate, 
president of the Tribunal. It contains exclusively records and news 
legislative, administrative, judiciary appearing on the first of every 
month. 

The Seine assizes has condemned a printer named Dumont to four 
months’ imprisonment for printing Anarchist placards. In vain he 
pleaded that he had merely done work ordered—just as he had done 
for the Journal Officiel, on which he had recently been engaged. 
His bad antecedents upset this, which might otherwise have obtained as 
a reasonable excuse. 

For June the number of new publications in France, declared by the 
bureau of the Cercle to foreign embassies, was 54. Thirty-three of 
these were devoted to history and geography ; to political economy 2, 
to pedagogy 3, to literature 9, to science 4, and to industry 3. 
Thirty items represented G. Guerin et Cie. ; 6 were from A. Colin et 
Cie., 3 each from Gauthier-Villars and Son, Berger-Leverault et 
Cie., and Georges Carre; 2 each from Perrin et Cie. and Ernest 
Thorin ; and 1 each from A. Lahure, Ch. Poussielgue, Roret, Ch. 
Buloz and Delalain freres. 

Several members of the Paris Cercle de la Librairie have consti¬ 
tuted themselves into a syndicate, under the presidency of M. A. 
Templier, for the purpose of confiding to M. le Comte de Keratry the 
mission of negotiating with the Russian Government as to the con¬ 
clusion of an international convention for protecting literary and artistic 
property. It will be remembered that M. Keratry has already com¬ 
pleted similar negotiations with America. The syndicate represents 
some eight important French societies interested in the matter. 
M. Keratry started for St. Petersburg on July 3rd. 

The Italian official customs returns show that- during the five 
months ended May 31, 1890, the value of the imports of paper and 
books into Italy was 4,747,588 lire, or about ,£189,903 ; during the 
corresponding period of 1889 the imports were valued at 4,101,004 
lire, thus showing an increase in favour of the present year of 646,584 
lire, or about £25,863. Taking the same period again (Jan.-May, 
1890) we find that the exports of paper and books from Italy amounted 
to 4,997,725 lire (£199,909 English) ; last year the value was 
5,670,945 lire, there being thus a decrease this year of 673,220 lire, or 
£26,929. It will be seen that the exports exceed the imports by 
about £10,000, and as the latter decrease in proportion as the former 
increase, it is evident that Italy is becoming less and less dependent on 
external supplies of paper and printed books. 

That humorist, the Intermediaire des Chercheurs et dcs Curieux, 
has been giving instances of the blunders committed—too often, alas ! 
—by the bookbinders. What a scourge is an incapable or unintelligent 
bookbinder ! How many libraries fallen into this biblioclast’s hands have 
become a disgrace and a mockery. The margin to him is waste paper ; 
nay, often the very text is encroached upon by his insatiable knife. 
But, passing over the matter of stitching and the rest, let us limit our¬ 
selves to the contemplation of the gilded titles on the backs, into the 
making of which the artists seem to import the most heartrending 
inoptitude it is possible to obtain. One might imagine the consternation 
of Mrs. Beecher Stowe on seeing that her bookbinder had engraved on 
her work—“ Uncle, tom I. ; Uncle, tom II." Similarly there was the 
“ firati, t. IBran, t. II.," which in brilliant letters adorned the two 
volumes of the works of Brantome. Other little blunders were these :— 
“Verdus, Opera,"—title imagined by a Latinist binder, who took 
Verdi for a genitive. “Roussel, SyU'eme ph. et moral de la femme," 
turned into Syst'eme femoral de la femme. ‘ ‘ Daffry, De la monnaie ’’ 
and “ Bellot, Des Minieres” were titles in which the respective halves 
of the names of the authors Daffry de la Monnoye and Bellot des 
Minieres were substituted for the titles of their works : “ De l’Expro- 
priation,” and “ Du Regime dotal.” But most of the examples given 
by the Intermediaire would not be understood by the English reader. 

There have been numerous losses during the early months of this 
year among the leading lights of printing in Geneva. After the deaths 
of Charles Schuchardt and Jules Carey came that of Charles Pfeffer a 
month or two ago. This distinguished editor-printer was born at 
Magdeburg on February 21, 1821, the son of a Lutheran pastor. He 
was apprenticed as compositor at the Magdeburg branch of Htenel’s 
establishment, of Berlin. His republican principles induced him on 
becoming journeyman, to join the revolutionary movement of 1848 in the 
Grand Duchy of Baden. He commanded, as captain, a company of 
corps-francs, which, however, on the advent of the Prussians, was first 
detained at Besangon, then disbanded and retired. Part of the small 
band emigrated to America, part went to Switzerland. Charles 
Pfeffer betook himself to Geneva, where he entered the imprimerie 
Vaney. He formed a friendship with James Fazy, for whom he con¬ 
ceived an enthusiastic admiration. Then he entered the atelier of 
Charles Gruaz, where he remained tilljiS56, when he became associated 
with Nicholas Pakey, a Plungarian political refugee, and they two 
founded a printing business which soon took great developments. 
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From this house issued an immense number of political, religious, and 
commercial journals ; among others, the Fenille des avis ojficiels, which 
these editors directed for eighteen years. In 1S60, they published a 
journal called Esperance, whose end was to uphold the policy of 
Cavour at Turin. Six years later, after Sadowa, Pfeffer’s associate 
was pardoned by the Austrian court, and returned to his country. 
Pfeffer had since then managed his house alone. He took part in the 
Grand Council of Geneva, where he represented the ideas of the old 
Radical school. The perseverance and probity of Charles Pfeffer 
gained him the confidence of all who knew him, although his character 

was of the most serious type. 

(JUS5 JJournafo § (prefer Cfjangee. 

Irish Life is the name of a new weekly petjny society paper which 
has just appeared in Dublin. Irish Life proposes to be a record of 
court, fashion, sporting, political, religious, commercial, manufacturing, 
and industrial life. A special feature is a lithographic portrait of some 
public character, which appears in each number. It is published at 

17, Crew-street, Dublin. 

The Belis of Limerick, a penny illustrated weekly periodical of 
light entertaining literature, has made its appearance during the past 
month, printed and published by T. O’Connor, George-street, 

Limerick. 

The Critic is now incorporated with Society, which will, in future, 
be illustrated and enlarged to twenty-four pages. The editorial offices 
are now at 79 and 80, Temple Chambers, E.C. 

The Young People's Illustrated Weekly is the title of a new penny 

periodical, published by the proprietors of the Christian Herald. 

Atalan/a has been purchased by Messrs. Trischler & Co. The 
literary and art editors will continue the editorial management. 
Messrs. Allen, Scott, & Co. are the printers, who are composing it on 

a Thorne machine. 

Crabe Changes. 
The firm of Field & Tuer is dissolved, Mr. Field retiring. Mr. 

Andrew Tuer will continue the publishing and printing businesses 
under the style of The Leadenhall Press. 

Messrs. Poplett & Taylor, formerly of 43, Beech-street, 
E.C., music and general printers, have taken larger premises at the 
corner of Fann-street, E.C., and are laying down new machinery. 

Messrs. Dei.lagana & Co., Limited, have purchased the business 
of the British and Colonial Photo-Engraving Company (late Eogaert’s 
Engraving Company), Gayton-road, Hampstead, which they intend 
to carry on in connection with their branches in the metropolis and the 

provinces. 

Mr. George Wright, who, for the past eleven years, was the 
town representative of Messrs. Setlen & Durward, of Birmingham, 
has commenced business on his own account, at 2, Long-lane, 
Aldersgate street, E.C., under the style of George Wright & Co., 

stationers’ sundries dealers. 

-- 

(printing anb 0t§n Companies. 

WE record below particulars of eighteen companies 
which have been registered since our last list was 

compiled, the total capital being ^318,500. This com¬ 
pares with twelve companies and ,£1,295,800 capital at 
the same date last year, and brings the total so far recorded 
this year to one hundred and forty-one companies with 
^3,627,390 compared with ninety-nine companies and 
ff,824,062 capita1, at the same date last year. 

“Star” Newspaper Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
nth ult., with a capital of £ico,ooo, in £100 shares, to carry on the 
business of newspaper proprietors, and with that object to adopt an 
unregistered agreement with the Newspaper Publishing Company, 
Limited, T. P. O’Connor, and W. Plobbs Adams of the first, second, 
and third parts respectively. The vendor company was registered on 
September 2, 1887, with a capital of ,£40,000, in £100 -hares. Its 

last return is made up to April 12, 1889, and show's that at that date 
the capital had been increased to ,£100,000, divided into 990 pre¬ 
ference and 10 ordinary shares of £100 each, the shares taken up being 
500 preference and 10 ordinary, upon each of which £50 has been 
called and paid, the paid up capital thus being £25,500. The 
following members of Parliament are amongst the shareholders :— 
T. P. O’Conner, 10 ordinary and 40 preference shares ; Isaac Holden, 
40 pref. ; C. E. Schwann, 30 pref. ; B. Priestly, 30 pref. ; J. T. 
Brunner, 20 pref. ; Fly. Wardle, 5 ; S. C. Buxton, 15 pref. ; J. J. 
Colman, 20 pref. ; W. B. Barbour, Q.C., 5 pref. ; C. S. Hayne, 
5 pref. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, to the new 
company are as follows *James Stuart, 24, Grosvenor-road ; J. T. 
Brunner, M.P., North wich ; *F. Debenham, warehouseman, 26, 
Upper Hamilton-terrace; #R. J. Coleman, M.P., merchant, North- 
wich ; *A. Illingworth, spinner, Bradford ; * J. Barry, Ivircaldy, N.B.; 
*J. S. Keay, 90, Ladbroke-grove; *C. E. Schwann, M.P.,4, Prince’s- 
gardens ; *C. J. Iiaslam, cotton manufacturer, 56, Pall-Mall. The 
number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than nine, 
qualification, £2,000 in shares ; the first are the subscribers, denoted 
by an asterisk, and A. Holden ; the company in general meeting will 
determine remuneration. Solicitors, Messrs. Ashurst, Morris, Crisp, 
6 Co., 6 Old-jewry. Office, Star-building, Stonecutter-street, E.C. 

Mitchell’s Library Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
17th ult., with a capital of £50,000, in £1 shares, to adopt and carry 
out an agreement, already piepared, and purporting to be made 
between Mrs. Priscilla Catherine Mitchell, widow, of one part, and 
Mitchell’s Library, Limited, of the other part, for the purchase of the 
business heretofore carried on at 33, Old Bond-street, and at 51, 
Threadneedle-street, and with an agency at 15, Boulevard des 
Italians, Paris, known as “Mitchell’s Royal Library.” The first 
subscribers, who have each taken one share, are:—Mrs. P. C. 
Mitchell, Wandle-grove, Mitcham ; *A. W. Mitchell, 7, Campden- 
hill-gardens, Kensington : W. J. Mitchell, Wandle-grove, Mitcham ; 
Mrs. C. I. Mitchell, 7, Campden-hill-gardens, Kensington; *Major- 
General A. Ellis, 29, Portland place, W. ; #S. W. Finch, 
104b, Mount-street, W.; #C H. Burnand, I, Cavendish-square, W. 
There is not to be less than three, nor more than five directors. The 
first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Qualification, £200 
in shares. Remuneration, £150 each, with a further sum of £10 for 
every f per cent, after 7| per cent, dividend. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Boxall & Boxall, 22, Chancery-lane. 

Dieppe Pulp and Paper Mills Company, Limited. —Regis¬ 
tered on the 15th ult., with a capital of £25,000, in £i shares, to 
acquire the pulp mill known as the Usine de Bonne Nouvelle Les 
Dieppe, upon the terms of a judgment of sale by auction given at 
the sitting of the Civil Tribunal of Dieppe, on June 14. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are :—*J. T. Ball, chartered 
accountant, 1, Gresham-buildings, E.C. ; W. E. Row’e, chartered 
accountant, 1, Gresham-buildings, E.C. ; C. E. Riddell, articled 
clerk, 4, Clarendon-villas, Putney, S.W. ; M. Heildesheim, clerk, 
13, Lyndhurst-gardens, N.W. ; C. W. Cornish, chartered accountant, 
34, South Hill-park, Hampstead, N.W. ; H. Thirkettle, clerk, 
5, Middleton-buildings, Islington ; *C. C. Baker, chartered ac¬ 
countant, 1, Gresham-buildings, E.C. There is not to be less than 
three, nor more than seven, directors ; the first are T. B. Birnbaum, 
H. J. F. Thomas, and the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; 
qualification, £100 in shares; remuneration, chairman £100 per 
annum, other directors £50 each, and a further 10 per cent, after 
5 per cent, dividend, the same to be divisible. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Davis & Marcus, 49, Chancery-lane. 

Direct Photo-Engraving Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 17th ult., w'ith a capital of £25,000, in £1 shares, to carry on 
the businesses in all their branches of photographers, lithographers, 
etchers, engravers, and printers. The first subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—W. J. Tamer, 11, llanover-square, W. ; 
J. V. E. Taylor, 14, Cornhill, E.C. ; C. F. Wright, Inner Temple ; 
C. II. Mitchell, clerk, 74, Cornhill, E.C. ; A. C. Trench, publisher, 
I, Paternoster-square ; S. J. Hood, solicitor, 25, Bramham-gardens, 
Earl’s-court; E. Arnould, solicitor, 9, Nevern-square, S.W. There 
is not to be less than three, nor more than nine, directors ; the first 
are to be appointed by the subscribers ; qualification, 200 shares ; 
remuneration, £100 each, and a further sum of £100 for every 10 per 
cent, over 10 per cent, dividend. Solicitors, Messrs. Stretton, 
Hilliard, Dale, & Newton, 75 and 76, Cornhill. 

Illustrated Newspaper Corporation, Limited.—Registered 
on the 19th ult., with a capital of £20,000, in £1 shares, to adopt 
and cairy into effect an agreement dated July 7, and made between 
Alexander John Warden and Joseph Snell Wood of the one part, and 
John Disney Cooke, Yarborough, on behalf of this company of the 
other part, for the sale to this company of a journal called the Gentle¬ 
woman. The first subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—• 
E. C. Stewart, private secretary, 1, Olympia-mansions, Kensington, 
W. ; C. W. Dover, clerk, 10, Clapton-common ; J. Wann, accountant, 
5, Eastmeam-road, West Dulwich, S.E. ; A. J. Walden, newspaper 
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proprietor, 51, Addison-mansions, Kensington, W.; J. S. Wood, 
newspaper proprietor, 2, Prince’s-mansions, Victoria-street, S.W. ; 
W. C. Harrison, clerk, 20, Great Tichfield-street, Oxford-street, W. ; 
J. M. Bailen, 55, Parliament-street, S.W. There shall not be less 
than three, nor more than five directors ; the first are A. J. Walden, 
J. S. Wood, and T. B. Brown, the first two being managing directors, 
with a remuneration of £1,000 per annum each ; qualification, ,£5,000 
shares. Solicitors, Messrs. Ingle, Cooper, & Holmes, 20, Thread- 

needle-street, 

London and Provincial Publishing Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the 17th ult., with a capital of ,£20,000, in ,£1 shares, 
to carry on in the United Kingdom and elsewhere the business of 
newspaper proprietors, printers, publishers, editors, booksellers, 
stationers, and advertising agents. The first subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—Miss J. M. Moncton, 78, Gloucester- 
terrace, Hyde-park; J. M. Glover, musician, 4, Maddox-street, 
Regent-street ; B. O. Cole, comedian, 8, Acacia-place, St. John’s- 
wood ; II. G. Smith, 62, Claverton-street, Pimlico ; H. L. Collinson, 
journalist, 20, Hereford-square, South Kensington ; A. H. W. Laye, 
7, Crescent, Scarboro’, Yorks; G. A. Moore, “ gentleman” author, 
8, King’s Bench-walk, Temple. Registered withous special articles 
of association. Solicitors, Messrs. Lewis & Lewis, 10 and 11, Ely- 
place. 

Kentish Mail Printing and Publishing Company, Limi¬ 

ted.—Registered on the 22nd ult., with a capital of £'16,000, in £1 
shares, to carry on business as newspaper proprietors, printers, and 
publishers. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are: — 
*T. W. Williams, newspaper proprietor, Barrowdale, Sydenham ; *R. 
Peirce, newspaper proprietor, Peak-hill, Sydenham ; J. Dow, editor, 
29, Ashburnham-road, Greenwich; W. J. Mountford, reporter, 71, 
Crescent-road, Plumstead ; A. M. Chapman, publisher, 49, Chilteric- 
road, S.E. ; W. J. Rainey, journalist, 11, Peak-hill-avenue, S.E. ; G. 
Whale, solicitor, 54, Cannon-street. The first two subscribers are 
appointed directors, and are to retain office so long as they continue to 
hold 100 shares. Solicitor, Mr. G. Whale, 54, Cannon-street. 

City and Suburban Printing and Publishing Company, 

Limited.—Registered on the 26th ult., with a capital of £15,000, in 
£1 shares, 1,000 being deferred shares, to take over the printing and 
stationery businesses of W. J. Laite & Co., 124, Spa-road, Ber¬ 
mondsey; W. C. Warne & Co., 369, Old Kent-road, John Everett 
(late White & Son), 218, Lower-road, Rotherhithe. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are:—J. Everett, 218, Lower-road, 
Rotherhithe ; J. Lattimer, stationer, 195, Southwark-park-road ; 
J. W. Smith, boot and shoe manufacturer, 69, Jamaica-road, S.E. ; 
W. J. Laite, printer, 102, Southwark-park-road ; F. Groome, ware¬ 
houseman, 26, Senegal-road, South Bermondsey; W. C. Burton, 
leather dresser, 120, Fort-road, Bermondsey. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; the first are R. 
Fawsett, Major-General W. P. Collingwood, F. J. Sweeting, and T. 
Cryer ; qualification, £50 in shares or stock ; remuneration, £50 per 
annum, divisible. Solicitors, Messrs. Beckford & Hall, 61, West 
Smithfield. 

American Correspondence Bureau, Limited.—Registered on 
the 28th ult, with a capital of £10,000, in £5 shares, to acquire the 
goodwill of the business carried on as the American Correspondence 
Bureau, at 46, Strand ; at 7, Rue St. Florentin, Paris ; and 39, Unter 
den Linden, Berlin. An agreement of 17th provides for the purchase, 
by Norman Macleod from J. Beaufoy Lane, of a system of furnishing 
newspapers throughout the world, with edited “clippings” from 
newspapers. The purchase consideration is £3,000, in fully-paid 
ordinary shares and £1,500 in cash. Mr. Macleod is appointed 
managing director for at least five years, at a salary of £500 per 
annum, and one moiety of the profits remaining after payment of 30 
per cent, dividend. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, 
are :—J. M. Macleod, chartered accountant, 28, Renfield-streef, 
Glasgow ; Norman Macleod, journalist, 56, Addison-mansions, Ken¬ 
sington ; Mrs. Norman Macleod, 56, Addison-mansions, Kensington ; 
J. W. H. Byrne, chartered accountant, 81, Gracechurch-street ; J. B. 
Lane, journalist, St. Clement’s-chambers, Strand ; Mrs. L. Clifford, 
authoress, 26, Colville-road, W. ; J. H. Kemmiss, journalist, 46, 
Strand. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor 
more than five ; the subscribers are to appoint the first ; qualification, 
£100 in shares. Solicitors, Messrs. Baylis and Pearce, 1, Church- 
court, Old Jewry. 

Temple Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
15th ult., with a capital of £8,000, in £1 shares, to trade as news¬ 
paper proprietors, printers, and publishers. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—R. S. Hickins, journalist, St. Stephen’s 
Rectory, Canterbury; E. Anderson, 17, Drayton-gardens, S.W. ; 
E. Heys Jones, solicitor, 12, Addison-'gardens, S. VV. ; II. M. Phillips, 
solicitor, 32, Gresham-house; J. B. Reeves, C.A., 124, St. George’s- 
avenue, N. ; N. Gilbert, articled clerk, 45, The Gardens, Peckham- 
rye; F. G. Spyers, Cosham, Hants. The number of directors is not 
to be less than two, nor more than five ; qualification, 100 shares ; 

the subscribers are to appoint the first. Solicitor, Mr. W. Bohm, 23 
Old Jewry. 

Market Street Press, Limited.—Registered on the 19th ult., 
with a capital of £6,000 in £5 shares, to acquire the business of 
printers, publishers, &c., carried on by Messrs. Frank Nodal & Co., 
and the Market-street Press, at 45, Market-street, and 29 and 29a, 
New Cannon-street, Manchester. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—F. A. Nodal, printer, 45a, Market-street, Man¬ 
chester ; J. F. Nodal, clerk, 45a, Market-street, Manchester; J. A. 
Carse, C.A., 5, Norfolk-street, Manchester ; M. L. Walkden, C.A., 
5, Norfolk-street, Manchester; H. Heap, calico printer, Pendleton, 
Manchester ; J. B. Edwards, electrotyper, Heaton Chapel, Manchester ; 
G. E. Stott, foreman compositor, Beswick, Manchester. Most of the 
regulations of Table A apply. Solicitors, Messrs. Dixon and Linnell, 
Manchester. 

“Newark Advertiser” Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
17th ult., with a capital of£5,000, in £250 shares, to acquire certain 
premises situate in Magnus-street, Newark-upon-Trent, and the copy¬ 
right of the Newark Advertiser. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—G. M. Egerton, J.P., Doncaster; W. LI. C. 
Oates, J.P., Newark; W. N. .Nicholson, J.P., Newark; J. Thorpe 
Addington, J.P., Newark; C. Brown, journalist, Newark; Mrs. C. 
Brown, Newark ; W. Newton, county coroner, Newark. The 
number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than six ; 
qualification, two shares ; the subscribers are to appoint the first ; 
remuneration, £80 per annum, divisible. Registered office, Magnus- 
street, Nevvark-on-Trent. 

“Woman” Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
15th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to purchase upon 
terms of an unregistered agreement, with Fitzroy Gardner, a newspaper 
known as Woman. The subscribers are : *H. II. Raphael, barrister, 
4, Cumberland-place, Regent’s-park, 800 shares; *Fitz Roy Gardner, 
publisher, 26, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, 1 ; *Capt. Lord H. 
Fitzgerald, Kilhea-castle, Ireland, 1 ; *J. McDonald, accountant, 26, 
Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, 1 ; Mrs. E. Greville Nugent, Ascot, 
1; Mrs. T. W. Johnson, 40, 1’embroke-square, W., 1; Miss R. M. A. 
Burnand, 192, Brompton-road, 1. The subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk are the first directors. Solicitors, Messrs. St. Barbe, Sladen, 
and Wing, 1, Delahay-street, Westminster. 

“Labour World” News Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 17th ult., with a capital of £5,000 in £5 shares, to circulate the 
Labour World newspaper, to be published in London, and generally 
to carry on the business of newspaper proprietors and publishers. The 
first subscribers, who have each taken one share, are:—Michael Davitt, 
journalist, Land League-cottage, Ballybrack, Dublin ; D’Arcy Went¬ 
worth Reeve, Beechcombe, Reading; T. T. Sherlock, B.A., Smeth¬ 
wick; W. Saunders, 177, Palace-chambers, S.W.; Bennett Burleigh, 
journalist, 31, Orlando-road, Clapham ; R. McGhee, commercial 
traveller, 3, Weymouth-terrace, Glasgow ; J. Rourke, City Bakery 
Store of Dublin. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors ; 
remuneration to be determined in general meeting. Registered by 
Michael Davitt, 263, Strand. 

Epitome Company, Limited.—Registered on the 21st ult., with 
a capital of £4,000, in £10 shares, to take over the business carried 
on at Temple-chambers, by Edward Markwick, under style of The 
NewsPaper. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are:— 
*E. Markwick, barrister, 3, Howden-road, South Norwood ; #W. E. 
Martin, St. Albans ; *V. M. Martin, Ridge-hill, Barnet ; Mrs. F. 
Markwick, 3, Howden-road, South Norwood ; Mrs. J. Rowley, Ash- 
villas, West Norwood ; Miss A. R. Rowley, Ash-villas, West 
Norwood ; Mrs. V. M. Martin, Barnet. The number of directors is 
not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; the first are the sub¬ 
scribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, £100 in shares. The 
company in general meeting will determine remuneration. Solicitor, 
Mr. E. T. Hargraves, 7A, Southwark-street, S.E. 

“ Political World,” Limited.—Registered on the 19th ult., 
with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the newspaper 
known as the Political World. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are : --J. C. T. Wells, accountant, 45, Armitage- 
road, East Greenwich ; A. Chantler, clerk, 5> Pascoe-road, Lewisham ; 
II. H. Sparling, journalist 8, Hammersmith-terrace ; T. B. Bright, 
barrister, 17, Lavender-sweep, S.W. ; J. Astley, journalist, 7, Wells- 
street, W. ; F. E: Randell, journalist, 19, Torrington-square ; S. G. 
Lane Fox, electrical engineer, 50, South Eaton-place. The number 
of directors is not to be more than seven : the first are to be appointed 
by the first three subscribers, who act ad interim; qualification, 
100 shares. Solicitor, Mr. A. J. Maxwell, 97 and 98, Bishopsgate- 

street. 

“Northern Gardener” Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 26th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the 
Northern Gardener newspaper, in accordance w'it'n an agreement, 
dated June 30. Mr. John Nicol, of Didsbury, is appointed managing 
director. Registered office, 50, Fountain-street, Manchester 
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Pandora Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered by H. 
Harmsworth, on the 22nd ult., with a capital of £500, in £5 shares, 
to trade as printers and publishers. Registered office, 108, Fleet-street. 

The London Music Publishing Co., Limited, have declared an 
interim dividend of 10 per cent., payable on the 30th inst. 

The directors of Robert Johnson & Co., Limited, proprietors of the 
Southport Visitor, recommend a dividend for the half-year ended June 
30, at the rate of 12^ per cent, per annum, free of income-tax. 

The directors of Perry & Co., Limited, have resolved to pay on 
September 1, out of profits, an interim dividend on the ordinary 
shares for the first six months of this year, at the rate of 10 per cent, 
per annum, free of income-tax. The half-yearly dividend on the 
preference shares will be paid as usual at the fixed rate of 5 per cent, 
per annum. 

The first annual meeting of the shareholders of Mason & Mason, 
Limited (printing ink makers), was held at 95, Farringdon-street, on 
the 7th inst., Sir C. J. Jessel, chairman, presiding. The report, which 
was adopted, showed a balance of profit for the thirteen months ending 
June 30th, of £24,023. is. 5d. A dividend of 14 per cent, was 
declared upon the ordinary shares. £1,000 was placed to reserve, 
and ,£3,395. 18s. 3d. carried forward. 

The directors of Messrs. Marcus Ward & Co., Limited, have just issued 
their yearly report to the shareholders, showing net profits (including 
the sum carried forward from last year) ,£10,171, out of which they 
recommend a dividend of 3J per cent, for the year, writing ,£1,000 off 
building account, £1,000 off machinery account, ,£1,000 off good¬ 
will account, andj £500 off the fixtures account, leaving £1,250 to 
be carried forward, less directors’remuneration, &c. The prospects 
for the coming year’s business are reported to be very satisfactory. 
The dividend for the previous year was at the rate of 2h per cent. 

■------ 

BdUxe (pafenL 

11,349. D. B. Adamson. Improvement in type-writing machines 
21. 

11,366. A. Luckner. Improvements in printing presses. 21. 
11,404. B. Huber. Improvements in printing presses, or like appa¬ 

ratus. 22. 

11,439. A. J. Kletzker. A new or improved matrix-making machine 
for stereotyping and other like purposes. 22. 

n,555. C. Bayer and O. Forster. An improved manufacture of 
compound rollers or printing surfaces, from brass composition, for 
printing presses, &c. 23. 

11,584. E. Hemming. An improved plate for engraving purposes. 
24. 

11,738. F. I. E. Debre. Improvements in paper-making machines. 
26. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1889. 

8,641.—Klaber. Perforating machines . 8d. 
9,720.—Barker and Sproule. Printing envelopes, &c. 8d. 

10,250.—Jordan and Howard. Printing presses. 6d. 

11r799- — Wright and Moore. Printing telegraphs. nd. 
12,617.—Johnson. Type-setting, &c., machines . nd. 
12.964. —Cleathero and Nichols. Printing machines.. lid. 
12,970.—Wright and Moore. Printing telegraph instruments lid. 
13>939-—Holzle and Spranger. Printing presses . 8d. 
15,291.—Wynne and others. Distributing, &c., type . is. 6d. 
16,162.—Hamilton. Type-composing machines. ud. 
20.964. —France. Indelible prints, &c. 6d. 

1890. 

2,995.—Brady. Punching numbers on cheques, &c. 8d« 
5,676.—Van Fleet and Graff. Type-writers. 8d 
7>°93-—Hill. Holding stereotype plates . 6d 
7,403.—Johnson. Type-setting machines... is. id 
7,447.—Lake. Proof-printing presses . 6d 
7,455.—Goodson. Stereotype, &c., machines. 8d- 
7,675.—Schwertfiihrer. Printing plates... . 6d- 
7,680.—Heidelmann. Envelope printing presses. 6d. 

The figurefollowing each entry denotes the day on which the application 
was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—'June, 1890. 

9,749.—H. J. Allison. A communication from Transatlantic Machine 
Company, United States. Improvements in type-writing 
machines. 24. 

9,981.—H. Harrild, jun., and J. F. Buckland. Improvements in 
guillotine paper-cutting machines. 27. 

10,008.—J. R. Topliss and J. A. Kay. Improvements in guillotine 
paper-cutting machines. 28. 

July. 

10,253.—II. Harrild, jun., and J. F. Buckland. Improvements in 
guillotine paper-cutting machines. 2. 

10,388.—J. A. F. Aspinall. Improvements in passenger tickets for 
railways and steamboats. 4. 

10,391.—H. B. Harris. Improvements in typewriters. 4. 
10,521.—H. H. Lake. A communication from W. P. Kidder, United 

States. Improvements in printing machines. 7. 
10,547.—W. Bottomley. A communication from the Fitch Type- 

Writer Co., United States. Improvements in type-writing 
machines. 8. 

10,607.—G. A. Botton. An improved type-distributing machine. 8. 
10,731.—A. J. Boult. A communication from C. Spiro, United 

States. Improvements in or relating to type-writers. 10. 
10,850.—R. Winder. Improvements in apparatus to be used in 

setting type. 12. 
10,983.—A. Morfitt. Improvements in self-clamping guillotine cutting 

machines. 15. 
11,063.—H. H. Lake. A communication from the Type-Writing 

Machine Co., United States. Improvements in type-writing 
machines. 15. 

11,163.—W. Hirst. Improvements in machinery or apparatus for 
grinding and polishing lithographic stones or marble. 17. 

11,168.—O. G. Holt. A new and useful improvement in the art of 
printing, lithographing, &c. 17. 

11,190.—J. S. Herbst. Improvements in platen presses for printing 
cards and such like. 17. 

11,208. —J. Sturrock and G. D. Macdougald. Improvements in pro¬ 
ducing matrices for casting stereotypes. 18. 

11,250. W. FI. Keep and W. McEntee. Improvements in the 
application of rotating blades, scrapers, or rubbers, whereby pre¬ 
pared lithographic or zincographic surfaces can be easily removed, 
and whereby metal plates can be acted upon for the purpose of 
forming printing surfaces. 18. 
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Copies of f(5e (fllonffl. 

STRIKING experience has been re¬ 

peated in South America. During 

the yellow fever epidemics the 

printers have been practically in¬ 

demnified—at any rate, before all 

other workers. The same thing has 

been noticed with regard to the late 

cholera ravages. In Chili the cholera took 

great numbers of victims in all classes of 

society ; while among the printers on the rolls 

of the Typographical Union of Valparaiso not a 

single one was touched. During the visitation in Florida very 

few printers succumbed. In the States of Alabama and New 

Orleans the same rule held. It shows that the printers’ and 

compositors’ metier is not so unhealthy as it is often said to 

be. One might point out—were it not that the facts are 

beyond a joking matter—that the power of the press has here 

attained proportions never dreamed of. At any rate, the moral 

is obvious if the cholera should spread to England. 

<F * + 

In the course of observations on some Browning letters, the 

Magazine and Book Review—the latest weekly “ record of 

literary opinion and news ”—states with contemptuous em¬ 

phasis that the “aunt” of the poet who assisted him in the 

publication of “ Pauline ” was no other than his uncle Reuben 

Browning. As Mr. William Sharp, in his monograph, is one 

of the “ some newspapers ” who repeats the error(?) com¬ 

plained of, it would be interesting to hear something autho¬ 

ritative on the matter. 
♦ ♦ ♦ 

It is stated by the directors of the Hansard Publishing 

Union, Limited, that sufficient applications having already 

been received in connection with the new capital to enable 

them to make substantial progress with the scheme of exten¬ 

sion, it is not proposed to make any public issue at present. A 

quotation of the shares, which had been deferred for a long 

time, has at length been granted by the committee of the Stock 

Exchange. This will have the effect of making the shares 

more marketable, and we may expect to see a considerable 

advance in the price before long. 

* + + 

THE proposed Printers’ Exhibition, at the Agricultural Hall, 

will not take place until the Spring of 1891, probably about 

May. A workman’s section is talked of, and we should be 

very glad to see this idea acted upon. The apprentices’ and 

artisans’ section is generally a feature in like Exhibitions, and 

greatly helps to give the working-classes an intelligent interest 

in these displays. It appears only fair that those who con¬ 

tribute so much labour towards making these Exhibitions a 

success should have some share in the resulting benefits. 

•F 4* 4* 

The Tenant Tradesmen’s National Union, and the Working 

Men’s Home Union, appear to be progressing rapidly under 

the able presidency of Mr. James Haysman. The latter union 

is stated to number 20,000 members in London alone. Mr. 

Haysman asks for information as to the authority under which 

empty houses and shops are exempted from local rates. He 

states that he cannot find any legal right to such exemp¬ 

tion, and justly points out that if landlords had to pay rates on 

unlet property they would be more inclined to let at fair rents 

rather than hold out for fancy rents. Speculative builders, 

also, would hesitate to run up so many wretched houses if they 

knew that they would have to pay rates on those unlet. 

4> 4* 4* 

The Internicdiarc des Chercheurs .... announces that the 

“Nouvelle Heloise” of J.-J. Rousseau was the first feuilleton- 

novel ever published. The philosopher himself relates in the 

“ Confessions ” that a M. Bastide, founder of the journal Le 

Monde, pressed him to lend his aid in filling the paper. “ He 

had heard ‘Julie ’ spoken of,” says Jean-Jacques, “ and wished 

me to put it bodily in his journal.” Astounding developments 

have taken place since the publication of this first tentative 

feuilleton ! 
E 
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Readers of Punch may have noticed that the drawings 
signed “C.K.,” once such a noticeable feature, have for some 
time past been absent. The artist, Mr. Charles Keene, is in 
very bad health, and it is doubtful whether he will be able to do 
much more artistic work. Charles Keene has been connected 
with Punch since the “forties,” longer even than Tenniel. He 
first established his reputation by his masterly illustrations to 
Douglas Jerrold’s “Caudle’s Curtain Lectures.” It is doubtful 
whether any comic-satirical publication ever had such a brilliant 
literary and artistic circle attached to it as Pu?ich had, of whom, 
alas, scarcely one is now left, except Mr. Keene ! 

+ + ♦ 

A LARGE excursion was organised on the 23rd ult. to Dover, 
in connection with the scheme for establishing a Caxton Wing 
to the Morley House Seaside Convalescent Home. It was 
stated that the London Society of Compositors were promoting 
a scheme of their own for the establishment of a Home at 
Bexley-on-Sea, but the committee of the Morley House urged 
that consolidation would be best for all parties. On the subject 
of the Caxton Wing the committee in their appeal say “ it is 
proposed at present to secure 12 beds—thus affording accom¬ 
modation for about 200 patients yearly of from two to four 
weeks’ stay each—the maintenance of which would be amply 
met if each chapel, room, or shop of all firms connected with 
printing, stationery, and binding alone were to subscribe the 
minimum sum of 5s. per annum; but as the scope of the 
scheme is extended to all interested in printing, whether as 
compositors, lithographers, copper-plate printers, stationers, 
binders, machine minders and men, stereotypers, ink makers, 
printers’ engineers, publishers, &c., there can be no possible 
doubt that the sum required for the maintenance of the 12 beds 
will be forthcoming. 

* + * 

UNDER the title “ William I Ids Journal,” a French contem¬ 
porary publishes the following letter from a Berlin correspon¬ 
dent : “You cannot have forgotten the articles William II. 
wrote with his own hand and had inserted in the Reichscuizeiger 
at the time of his highest politico-Socialistic exaltation. State 
reasons obliged his Majesty to abandon this fantastic career of 
journalist. He wished then to have his own special journal 
without any mystery, but Von Caprivi, in the name of the 
Constitution, interfered, and reminded the sovereign that he 
could not make any political declaration which was not sanc¬ 
tioned by the Chancellor, who has always to countersign. 
Thereupon some well-wishing courtiers sought a mean whereby 
to conciliate both the fantasies of the Emperor and the re¬ 
quirements of the Constitution. They looked for financiers 
and political men—confidential—who were to create and launch 
a journal which should receive its inspiration from a person 
maintaining anonymity. This has now been realised. The 
journal of the Emperor William II.—for it is he who is the 
anonymous inspirer—has been started. Its title is Deutsche- 
Worte (‘German Words’). The sobriquet already given it in 

journalistic circles is ‘ Political gospel of the Court.’ ” 

❖ + + 

The following is from a scholarly and interesting article on 
“Ancient Copyright,” by J. Hutchinson, LL.D., in the current 
number of the Sun :—“ The system of advertising forthcoming 
works by large posters at the bookbinders’ doors was the 
principal one practised in Ancient Rome. But the most recent 
researches of scholars on the subject seem to show that all the 
advantage a publisher could derive from the issue of a new 
book was confined to the profit that could be made on the sale 
of as many copies as could be disposed of before the perfectly 
legal process of reproduction by rival establishments should 
commence. The process, as we have seen, was a very simple 
one, and as reproducers were under no obligation to an author, 
it is clear that his hope of making a living off his books was 
small. At the same time, such firms as that of Sosii Brothers, 
who issued the works of Horace and Virgil, or that of Tryphon 
or Atrectus, who published Martial and Seneca, had smaller risks 
than the great publishing houses of modern times. They required 
less plant ; they could better control the proportion between the 
extent of an issue and the public demand; and while some surplus 
copies then, as now, found their way as waste paper to the 
shops of the retail tradesmen, the material could be used over 
again as palimpsest for the reproduction of new works. All 

that the publisher risked was the cost of copying. Doubtless, 
too, then, as now, all books were not popular. In a highly 
luxurious age, when there was just a rage for authorship, the 
vast majority of books must have been of a quality that would 
excite no competition among rival houses ; and we may be 
quite sure that Greek and Roman publishers were as shrewd 
as their modern successors in protecting themselves against 
people who would insist upon being authors, but whose work 
the public would not buy. Aspiring authors must have paid 
the cost of their own productions, and were probably a source 
of profit to their publishers besides. 

* + + 

“ Greek, and Roman authors, meanwhile, like authors in all 
ages, had varied fortunes. Many of the great names that have 
come down to us are known to have had means of living indepen- 
dentlyofwhat their literary works could produce. In the absence 
of profit from their works many of them had good patrons ; 
grateful cities and communities enriched others. Some were 
not without a keen eye to the main chance, and sold their 
works profitably ; others squandered prodigally what patrons 
or success sent them, and lived a life alternating between 
plenty and poverty. The fortune that tradition assigns to 
Homer was perhaps no uncommon one for all the early bards 
who sang simply because, like the birds, it was their nature to 
do so. In the great days of Greece men produced immortal 
works when glory was the main or only prize, although 
substantial benefits sometimes, as in the case of Pindar, 
accompanied the glory. Simonides is the first who is known 
to have composed his works with a keen eye to business, and 
yet he lived in what was perhaps the most spirit-stirring age of 
Greek history. He was a contemporary of Hischylus, and died 
in the year in which Socrates was born. ‘ He kept two pockets,’ 
he used to say, ‘ the one for presents and thanks, the other for 
pay. The former he found always empty ; the latter, full.’ 
Bayle takes the saying to mean that, finding the presents to be 
insufficient reward for his work, he had been led to fix a price 
for his verses ; and no poet, it is said, ever surpassed him in 
the art of making rich. The philosophers can hardly be said 
to have sold their works or even to have taught for pay, although 
Plato paid /350 for three books of a Pythagorean philosopher ; 
but it is thought that it was the original manuscript and not a 
sale copy for which he paid this sum. Epicurus published 300 
volumes in his lifetime. The object of the publication was 
doubtless the dissemination of his doctrines and his philosophy 
of life rather than gain ; the mere number of his books, 
besides, must have been against any commercial success they 
might in themselves have attained.” 

+ + + 

In the current number of Longman's Magazine Mr. Andrew 
Lang, referring to modern criticism, says :—“ The brief con¬ 
temporary ‘ notice ’ is not criticism. It may be merely an 
item of literary news, or a brief summary—a useful thing in 
itself—or it may be a puff, or it may be a spiteful insult. It 
has not room to be a studied criticism, nor is the knowledge of 
any man so encyclopaedic that he can do a dozen books briefly, 
yet each with the touch of a specialist. The consciousness of 
this, and human kindness therewith, makes most reviewers 
good-natured. An author gets little good or bad from them. 
About familiar and prolific writers they keep little cliches or 
stereotyped forms. For my own part I know exactly what the 
reviewer will say about any new venture of my own. ‘ The 
versatile and industrious Mr. L. New field. Accustomed 
lightness of touch. Desultory. Inaccurate. May be read 
without fatigue. Opinions may still be divided as to Mr. L.’s 
conclusions.’ That is the humour of it ; not exhilarating, but 
quite kindly and harmless. And what more has a man a right 
to expect ? If I have developed a theory about the religion of 
the Patagonians, what can Jones, who does the notices in the 
Clarion, know about the matter ? What can he care about the 
matter? He has to turn out a score of lines of copy, and it 
were irrational vanity in me to expect him to study half a 
library, and wring his brow with thought over me and my 
Patagonians.” 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

An American publisher, writing to the Publishers' Weekly 
of New York, says of publishing:—“Some people seem to 
have an impression that to become a publisher it is only neces- 
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sary to hire a shop and paint a sign, and that then one will be 
deluged with manuscripts, which, being sent to the printer, 
soon appear as books, and these in turn are coined into money 
at ten times their cost. A part of this is true. One will be 
deluged with manuscripts, but not one in fifty of them will ever 
pay for printing, and the other forty-nine must be read and 
three or four published, at great expense, before one gets the 
good book, and many thousands of this must be sold before 
the debts incurred by the others will have been paid. It is just 
here that a deal of hard work must be done before one can 
earn the right to the name of publisher. If he publishes 
everything that comes along, he is simply a printer, and a 
printer’s only duty is to print well just what is given him. 
There is a goodly number of printers, few publishers. A list 
that contains more poor books than good ones is a printer’s 
list ; one in which the good far outnumbers the poor may lay 
claim to the name of a publisher’s list. The more rigid the 
examination and rejection of manuscrips the greater will be 
the relative cost of the books accepted. No one has done his 
duty as a publisher who has not spent, in time and criticism, 
on an average more than twice as much on each book as the 
cost of the manufacture of the same.’’ 

+ -fr + 

The Board of Trade returns for August show two or three 
important alterations. Export of books is larger by 1,650 cwt. 
in quantity, and .£13,300 in value, for the month ; while for the 
eight months the quantity is greater by 2,600 cwt., and the 
value by ,£5,400. Export of stationery is less by ,£5,000 for 
the month, the eight months now showing a gain of only 
£6,300. Export of paper is less by 9,400 cwt. and £12,000 
for the month, the decrease for the eight months being 9,400 
cwt. in quantity and ,£49,000 in value. Imports of foreign 
paper still continue to expand, the increase for the month 
being 7,000 cwt. in quantity, but £9,500 less in value, while the 
increase for the eight months is 179,000 cwt. in quantity and 
£90,000 in value. 

* * + 

Aug. 

9 9 .. 
> J . 

Jan. to Aug, 

9 9 

9 9 

Export of Printed Books. 

cwt. 
1890 ... ... 13,422 .. ... 111,180 
1889 ... ... 11,787 ... ... 97,894 
1888 ... 
1890 ... ... 94,342 ... 
1889 ... ... 91,765 ••• ... 775,672 
1888 ... ... 84,622 ... ... 755,122 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

;£• 
Aug. 1890   70,940 

,, . 1889   76,053 
,, . 1888   88,895 

Jan. to Aug. 1890   604,145 

. 1889 . 597,813 
,,   1888   567,129 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the eight months in each of the three years :— 

1890. 1889. 1888. 
£■ ;£• £■ 

Germany . . 55,3i5 ... 51,510 ••• 45,057 
France . . 17,723 ... 25,066 ... 23,418 
United States. . 52,753 ... 51,802 ... 52,056 
British East Indies . 72,056 ... 70,661 ... 71,964 
Australasia. . 95,626 ... 113,695 ... I26,oSo 
British North America... 16,933 - 15,993 ... 21,736 
Other countries. . 293,739 ... 269,086 ... 226,818 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £. 
Aug. 1890 . 64,720 .... • • 114,543 

)) . 1889 . 74,146 .... . 126,684 
1888 . Q7. SI 2 _ 166,518 

Jan. to Aug. 1890 . 643,668 .... . 1,117,661 
99 . 1889 . 653,059 .... . 1,167,029 
9 9 . 1888 . 712,97s .... ■ 1,213,721 
Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

Aug. 1890 

.. 1S89 
„ .. 1888 

Jan. to Aug. 1890 

,,   1889 
„   1888 

cwt. £. 

168,711 . 143-735 
161,877 . 151,202 

158,927 . 144,831 
1,445,213 .1,222,197 
1,266,247 .M31,966 
1,173,287 . 1,087,056 

One of the most popular of American novelists has been so 
persecuted by the reports of his prosperity, and the consequences 
flowing from them, that he has actually published his balance- 
sheet for the year. In a country of millionaires it must look 
insignificant indeed, and even in England it will not give the 
impression that novel-writing is a very remunerative profession. 
From all the royalties of his various stories, and from his 
literary work for twelve months in the magazines, he has 
realised a little over ^400. Mr. James Payn, writing on the 
subject of literary gains, says:—“This is only one more example 
of the rubbish that is written about the gains of literature. The 
present is supposed to be its golden age, but quite erroneously 
so.” 

-•-><1 O <&>-•- 

Transfer of Copper Plates to Stone. 

N order to transfer a copper-plate to stone, 

proceed as follows 

1. Wet some good paper, similar to that 

used for working, by means of which damp 

the India paper slightly, but regularly. 

2. Clean the plate with essence of turpen¬ 

tine, using for this purpose a short, hard 

brush, in order to reach the ground work of the engraving. 

If any black remains, burn some essence on the plate. 

The heat will soften the black, when it may be wiped 

off. 
3. Ink with very hard transfer black. Heat the plate 

slowly over a charcoal fire, a petroleum lamp, or a gas-jet, 

until the black liquefies; wipe with a soft rag whilst the 

plate is cooling. 

4. When it is cold, finish wiping with some whiting, 

lamp-black, or enamel. The plate should appear as bright 

as if it were new. 

5. Put the plate on the stone, on which place the damp 

India paper; add some sheets of unsized paper, or some 

smooth damped paper to improve the pressure; finally 

give two pulls, turning the plate after the first, in order to 

avoid defects. 
6. Place the plate in the heat to soften the black, which 

thus becomes detached from the engraving; but do not 

heat the plate too much or the black will spread, and render 

the proof heavy. 
7. The India paper should not be too damp, or, in spite 

of the two pulls, the black would only take in part, or not 

at all; and, notwithstanding the second heating, the details 

would appear irregularly and broken. 

8. Place the proofs in the damp paper again ; but do not 

leave them there too long, or the damp will spoil the sizing 

of the India paper, and on inking the transfer white marks 

will appear. 
9. After the transfer has remained two hours in the gum, 

ink with some close black, spread in small quantities on 

the roller. Do not be alarmed if the drawing does not 

appear at once ; the transfer is none the worse for that. 

After each series of rollings, dry the stone by means of a 

fan, and ink again until the transfer appears. 

10. Should the transfer be too cloudy, rub lightly with a 

cloth damped with gum-water. Lastly, regulate the transfer 

before giving it the final rolling. 

11. The preparation may be weak at first—a twentieth 

part of acid suffices, and should only remove the dulness. 

Take a little with a sponge, in order that the details be not 

affected. Rub the strongest parts softly. 
12. Gum; leave for ten minutes, then ink well. The 

stone being quite dry, resin at first with cotton; afterwards, 

pass the palm of the hand over the resin, and finally acidu- 

] late well.—L' Imprimerie. 
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The Corner in Chemicals. 

HAT outgrowth of nineteenth-century 

civilisation, “ cornering,” has, at last, 

found its way into the realms of paper 

and print, and it remains to be seen 

whether the paper-makers of the 

kingdom have sufficient courage to 

fight against the attempt to “ corner ” 

chemicals, and thus for ever put it out 

of the power of greedy capitalists to 

artificially raise the price of an article which is almost as 

necessary as our daily bread. In a mild form we have 

seen the effects of “ cornering ” in the type-founders’ 

“ ring,” and he would be a bold man indeed who 

would say that anybody, beyond the few type-founders 

interested, has benefited by the operation of the 

“ring.” What we do know is this—that the “ring” 

has damped enterprise, that it has kept up the 

price of type, that it has prevented the growth of an 

industry to its natural expansion, and that the Americans 

and the Germans share freely in the printers’ orders. It 

is, perhaps, too much, in these money-grubbing days, to 

expect that a type-founder should be a patriot first and a 

commercial man afterwards; but it must strike those who 

indulge in “ rings ” and “ corners ” that their success is 

inimical to the welfare of both the consumer and the 
workman. 

The Chemical Syndicate and the China Clay Union 

have the same aim, the artificial raising of the price of 

commodities necessary in the manufacture of paper, and 

every printer, and, indeed, every user of paper—and who 

is not?—will soon realise what this syndicate means if it 

be allowed to succeed. There is only one method of 

grappling with the evil which threatens us, and that method 

the paper-makers seem inclined to adopt. By manufactur¬ 

ing for themselves they will deal a deadly blow at the 

syndicate, they can ensure the success of their undertaking, 

and contracts can be entered into without any fear of the 

ruinous consequences which often follow an artificial and 
sudden rise in prices. 

To point out the moral iniquity of “cornering” to a 

man who is bent upon amassing a fortune on the ruin of 

his neighbours would be like pouring water on the 

proverbial duck’s back ; but while he is insensible to appeals 

to his moral sense, he is sensitive to a degree when hit in 

his pocket. Should, however, there be a lack of unanimity 

among the paper-makers in resisting the threatened attack, 

they may rest assured that printers will find a means of 

protecting themselves from extortion. The foreign paper- 

maker will soon be in the field, and, should he come to the 

rescue at a critical moment, depend upon it that he will be 

difficult to dislodge. The position of the British paper- 

maker will then be pitiable enough. On the one hand at 

the mercy of the Chemical Syndicate and China Clay 

Union, and on the other harassed and beaten by the lower 

prices of his foreign rivals. This will be the inevitable out¬ 

come of the latest “ corner,” should it succeed. We say 

nothing of the blow which will be given to a home industry 

which provides work for so many thousands. The great 

labour problem is a long way from being solved, and those 

who would restrict labour by “ cornering ” may be taught a 

sharp lesson by those who will soon feel its baneful influence 

—the workmen themselves. Lord Randolph Churchill 

once contemptuously, if not elegantly, referred to his political 

opponents as playing “chuck farthing with the Constitution.” 

The expression, though vulgar, aptly applies to “ cornerers ” 

in their relation to our trade. It is better that these com¬ 

binations should be met vigorously by those who are 

assailed rather than by invoking Parliamentary aid; but 

should this fail, it will become a serious question as to 

whether Parliament can stand idly by and see the trade of 

the country ruined in order that a small band of capitalists 

may grow inordinately rich at the expense of the nation. 

-• -S3 O **►!--— 

Literary and Artistic Copyright in 
France. n|HE protection of literary and artistic property is 

regulated in France by different decrees and 

i laws, chiefly those of January and July, 1791; 

_! July, 1793 ; March, 1805 ; May and July, 

1866; July, 1881. The following are the prin¬ 
cipal regulations which are given by M. Tucker, in La 

Tyfiologie:—“ Authors of all kinds of writings, composers of 

music, painters, and draughtsmen, who have pictures or 

designs engraved, are to have (during their life) the exclu¬ 

sive right of selling, causing to be sold, or distributed, 

their works within the territory of the Republic, and of 

selling the copyright partially, or completely. The dura¬ 

tion of these rights granted to the heirs, indirect successors, 

donators or legatees of authors, composers, or artists, is 

fixed at fifty years from the time of the author’s decease. 

When the succession devolves to the State, the exclusive 

right expires without prejudice to the rights of creditors, or 

to the execution of the treaties of sale which have been 

approved of by the author, or by his representatives. The 

proprietors of a posthumous work have the same rights as 

an author, and the dispositions of the laws about the 

exclusive property of authors and duration apply to them, 

on condition, however, of printing the posthumous works 

separately, without uniting them with works already pub¬ 

lished, and become public property. The penalty against 

the infringer, or introducer of pirated works abroad, is a 

fine of 100 to 2,000 francs ; and against the seller, a fine 

of 25 to 500 francs. The pirated edition, and plates, 

moulds, or matrices of the pirated objects are to be con¬ 

fiscated, and the product of the confiscation to be given to 

the proprietor. The surplus of the indemnity, or the entire 

indemnity if there has not been a sale of the objects con¬ 

fiscated, is regulated in the ordinary way. At the time 

of the publication of any imprint, the printer is to deposit, 

under penalty of a fine of 16 to 300 francs, two copies for 

the National Collections. This deposit is to be made at 

the Ministere de l’lnterieur for Paris, at the prefecture for 

the chefs-lieux of departments, and at the sous-prefecture 

for the chefs-lieux of arrondissements, and for the other 

towns at the town-hall. The preceding dispositions are 

applicable to all kinds of print or reproductions for print¬ 

ing. The deposit, however, is three copies for engravings, 

music, and, in general, reproductions other than printed. 

The right of reproducing a picture by any process is trans¬ 

mitted, in case of sale, to the purchaser, unless the artist 

has reserved the right of reproduction. Church books— 

prayer and canonical—can only be printed, or re-printed, 

by permission of the diocesan bishops, which permission is 

to be textually stated and printed at the head of each 

copy. Dramatic works by living authors cannot be repre¬ 

sented in any public theatre throughout the entire extent 

of France, without formal permission in writing of the 

authors, under penalty of confiscation of the total product 

of the representations for the benefit of the authors. The 

manufacture and sale of instruments serving to produce 

mechanically musical airs, which are private property, do 

not constitute the fact of infringement.” 
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Latter-Day Journalism. 

IKE the poor, the croakers are always with 

us. When the stage coach was banished 

from among us by the steam-engine, the 

evil prophets foretold all sorts of direful 

consequences. When the newspaper stamps 

and the paper duty were removed we were 

told that sedition would rear its ugly head, and that the end 

of it all would be revolution, in which the rabble would 

ride roughshod over all the restraining influences of civili¬ 

sation. When the franchise was extended, the same old 

bogies were trotted out; but, somehow, though we are 

always degenerating according to the croakers, we manage 

to keep to the road of advancement, and constantly aim at 

those points of the social compass which indicate Change 

and Progress. And now we are told that the Press is 

degenerating—that the gentlemen who wielded the pen 

with grace and facility have had to give way to the sledge¬ 

hammer in the hands of a blacksmith. Purity of language, 

elegance of diction, and all the other attributes of a graceful 

writer have disappeared, and the columns of our news¬ 

papers are filled with—what ? Personal paragraphs, vigour 

without polish, scurrility and scandal, leavened with leading 

articles destitute of learning, and in language certainly 

simple enough to be understanded of the people ! Here is 

a catalogue of journalistic sins enough to satisfy the most 

voracious croaker. But will they bear the light of common 

sense and reason ? 

In the first place, the new journalism, as it is called, is 

not new ; it is rather a revival of the style indulged in years 

before the cheap press was dreamed of, when men called a 

spade a spade and not an agricultural implement. The 

aim of the journalist of to-day is to directness and simplicity 

of language, leaving the bare facts standing out in bold 

relief. He would no more dream of clothing his ideas in 

a wealth of language which only a lexicographer could 

unravel than he would of feeding a hungry crowd with 

stones. And the reason for this is apparent. The reading 

public, the men who make large circulations possible, com¬ 

prises the masses, and the masses must have their literary 

food prepared so that it can be digested. And this does 

not apply solely to the British workman. The man of 

business, the City man, will tell you that life is too short to 

permit of reading through interminable sentences and 

long-winded leaders ; he wants his matutinal literary meal 

made as palatable and digestible as possible. It is, 

then, only a small fraction of the population who 

would really care for the carefully-prepared and 

ponderously worked-out articles of the past. The spread 

of education among the people, the steam-ahead style 

in which we live, has taught editors that the era of brevity 

and brightness has arrived. Without doubt, we are not 

the serious people we used to be. Our good old Puritan 

forefathers, who saw sin and frivolity in almost everything, 

would hold up their hands in pious horror were they to 

revisit this earth and witness the thirst for information of 

everything—good, bad, and indifferent. Bright, piquant, 

racy notes are read with avidity, whilst the heavy essays of 

the past would only be tolerated by a few with leisure. 

And the average newspaper readers will no more plod 

through a column of spun-out nothings when he can get 

the gist of it in a dozen lines, than will a traveller go fifty 

miles when the journey can be done in five. 

The new journalism may be frowned down upon by the 

purists, who sigh for the things that are not; but it will 

hold on to its course for at least two good reasons — it is palatable 

i7S 

to the public, and it pays. It is hardly probable that we 

shall ever return to the olden style : indications seem to 

point to the other direction. We shall, perhaps, see the 

“leaders” disappear, and the “points” of a debate set 

forth in chatty, brief notes. And who will complain ? 

Not the public, certainly not the writer. And not only is 

the daily press recognising the necessity of “ boiling down,” 

but the weekly periodicals show the same tendency. And 

whilst we can get what we want in terse, bright, and reliable 

notes, we may leave the croakers to lament the degeneracy 

of the age. The Press reflects the People, and despite 

all that may be urged against the new era upon which 

journalism has entered, we believe it will accomplish more 

substantial good than ever fell to our predecessors. 

The Ordnance Maps. HR. E. STANFORD, of Cockspur-street, has just 

issued a new catalogue of the maps and pub¬ 

lications connected with the Ordnance Survey, 

for which he is the sole agent. The catalogue 

is produced in first-class style, and gives very 

full information, including a description of the Survey by 

Major Francis P. Washington, R.E., from which we make 

the following extract with reference to the production of 

the maps :—- 

Up to T853 all Ordnance Survey maps were engraved on 

copper, but in r854 lithography was adopted for the larger 

scales, as being more expeditious and less expensive. This 

in its turn was rapidly displaced by zincography; and now, 

since 1889, photozincography has been finally adopted as 

the most certain and rapid mode of reproduction, and is 

used for the -^Vo, and six-inch scale maps, the one- 

inch scale map alone being engraved. 

Photozincography, or the art of printing a line photo¬ 

graph in permanent ink from a zinc plate, was discovered 

in 1859, simultaneously in England at the Ordnance Sur¬ 

vey Office and in Australia, the way to the discovery having 

been already paved in 1854 by the application of photo¬ 

graphy to the reduction of maps. 

The process is shortly as follows :—A negative of the 

plan to be reproduced is obtained in the usual way, 

developed, and fixed. A print is taken from this negative 

on Evans’ thin paper coated with potassium bichromate 

and gelatine. This print is coated with transfer ink and 

then floated on hot water and sponged, when the gelatine 

not acted upon by the light is washed away with the ink, 

leaving the lines rendered insoluble by the action of light 

coated with transfer ink. This is called the photo or 

carbon transfer. The photo transfer is damped with nitric 

acid, which neutralises the alkali in the transfer ink. It is 

then damped with water only to expand it to the same 

extent as the impression paper will contract on drying. 

Being now laid face downwards on the grained surface of 

the zinc plate, it is passed several times through the press, 

being moistened with water on the back. The preparation 

of the zinc plate is as follows :—The rough plate is first 

scraped with a razor blade, then planished with pumice 

stone and water, smoothed with steatite, and finally grained 

by rubbing with moulding sand. When completed the 

surface presents a beautifully even pearl-grey tint and has 

a remarkable affinity for greasy ink. 

The paper is then peeled off the plate, leaving the ink- 

coated lines and letters on the zinc. The plate is now 

washed with water and etched with a solution of Aleppo 

galls, gum, and phosphoric acid. This latter affects the 
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surface where there is no ink, producing phosphate of zinc, 
which has greater affinity for water than for oil or grease. 
The solution is then washed off and turpentine is used to 
remove the transfer ink. The plate is then rubbed over 
with a cloth and moistened with water. Lithographic print¬ 
ing ink is now rolled over the plate and adheres only to 
the lines or detail where the transfer ink has prevented the 
action of the phosphoric acid. 

Extensive areas of mud or sand are put upon the plate 
by transferring a tint from a ruled copper plate. In some 
-g-Jo scale plans the ruling of the buildings is similarly 
transferred. 

In drawing plans for reproduction by photozincography 
it is absolutely necessary that all lines should be as black 
and sharp as possible. The typing of names, numerals, 
and initials must also be touched up, and only very light 
shades of carmine, Indian ink, and cobalt may be used for 
buildings and water respectively. The hatching of slopes 
must be fine and distinct, and it is most essential that the 
plan should be kept as clean as possible. 

Maps not so specially drawn are reproduced by zinco¬ 
graphy as follows :—A tracing is made of all outline in 
greasy ink on tracing paper slightly coated with starch. 
The writing of names and hatching of slopes are also done 
by hand, but all trees, ornament, and numerals are stamped. 
Great care has to be taken that the composition is not cut 
through, and that no grease touches the paper. This 
tracing is then laid on the zinc plate as already described. 

The six-inch photozincographed map is obtained as fol¬ 
lows :—A blue impression of the scale plan is 
specially prepared for reduction, i.e., the detail is penned 
in to scale in black, but the names, ornament, trees, 
numerals, &c., are typed in an exaggerated style, so that 
they may be of suitable size when reduced. All parcel and 
area numbers and any small detail or names that would 
tend to confuse the reduced map a^e not penned in, and 
being in blue do not photograph. 

Four such plans are placed together, forming a quarter 
sheet, and a margin is placed round them showing the 
county name, sheet number, latitudes and longitudes, 
scales, and imprint, and the whole is reduced at once by 
photography. 

After the transfer has been laid down on zinc, the parks, 
and also the mud and sand along rivers and sea-coasts, are 
inserted in a tint by transfer from copper, and impressions 
are then printed off for publication. 

The outline for the one-inch map is obtained by pre¬ 
paring blue impressions on the six-inch scale for reduction, 
as before described, only so much of the detail being 
penned in as can be shown distinctly on the smaller scale. 
These impressions are reduced by photography and trans¬ 
ferred to a zinc plate, from which a transfer is taken for 
rubbing down on copper, and supplied to the engraver. 
The names and ornament are then typed on the six-inch 
blue impressions, and a reduced print is supplied to the 
engraver for his guidance. 

The surface of the copper plate is covered with an 
etching ground, and the outline transfer rubbed down on 
it, the accuracy of position being determined by the 
previously-scored trigonometrical points and corners of 
rectangles of the reduced six-inch sheets. 

The outline, writing, and ornament are then cut into the 
copper through the wax. At this stage a duplicate is 
obtained by electrotypy, and on this duplicate the contour 
lines and altitudes are engraved. The hill engraving is 
then carried out by etching on the original plate. As a 
guide to the hill engraver a finished brush drawing on 
the one-inch scale is made from the field sketches before 
alluded to. The vertical hachuring is engraved with fine 

needles or points, the requisite depth of tint being obtained 
by biting in with acid. Experiments have now been 
successfully concluded with a view to producing a one-inch 
hill engraved map in which the detail, writing, &c., shall be 
in black, and the hill standing in colour, brown or grey. 

Composing Machines in France. 

MCHAMEROT, president of the Chambre des 
. Imprimeurs Typographes, speaking at a recent 

meeting, of the possible usehn France of compos¬ 
ing machines, said:—“You will say that it is more than 
twenty years since people began to talk about the composing 
machine, and its applications as yet are null.I 
reply : It is the fate of all new things; it is the history of 
all inventions; they are regarded with indifference until 
applied, and are then admired.It is certain that the 
Lagerman machine, which permits of composing with both 
hands, is destined to enter the domain of practice, for it 
changes in no way the printer’s material, and is suitable for 
every species of work with intercalations of different types. 
The justifying apparatus of this machine is a little wonder. 
By the side of the Lagerman machine, against which it 
seems difficult to make serious objections, there is the 
Linotype machine, which did not arrive in time for the 
Exposition, but which many have been able to see at work. 
This machine, less easily adapted to the execution of 
various kinds of work, can yet be employed for ordinary 
reprint and for newspapers. Its construction is a marvel. 
Everything is provided by the inventor; everything works 
automatically in a wonderful manner. There are, I know, 
still imperfections, but these defects may be, and will be, 
modified. These little problems are much less difficult to 
solve than was that of combining the machine. Moreover, 
such as it is, the implement already gives very satisfactory 
results for many kinds of work. It supersedes the use of 
old type and permits of always printing from new type, 
which is a great consideration. Therefore, in my opinion, 
with the Lagerman machine and the Linotype machine, 
one can do everything except town work. The menace to 
compositors is then absolutely serious, and when I say 
menace, I do not mean to speak of the menace of a master 
against workmen ; I speak of the menace of that force, ever 
increasing and invisible, of human genius, called Progress; 
always pursuing its path without troubling itself about the 
sum of good or evil it draws in its train. This menace 
affects masters as well as workmen, for it may diminish 
suddenly the painfully accumulated value of considerable 
material. But as the introduction of these machines is 
costly and difficult, it will only take place slowly if the 
workmen preserve the conciliatory and wise attitude which 
has characterised their conduct for many years. 

The Inventor of the Letter-Copying Press.—But few 
people, we presume, are aware of the fact that among the 
numerous inventions of Watt was that of the letter-copying 
press. In addition to the steam-engine, with which his name 
is most intimately acquainted, Watt’s other inventions are too 
numerous to mention, and most of them—such as the parallel 
motion, the governor, and the steam-engine indicator—are 
well known to have come from him. But the very multitude 
of his inventions makes his name to be little associated with 
some of his more fruitful works. Had he made no other in¬ 
vention, or had he been of a more self-assertive disposition, 
his name would probably have become known wherever busi¬ 
ness is conducted, in connection with his invention of the 
method, almost universally in use, of copying letters by means 
of the copying-press. 
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Backing for Stones for Lithographic 
Purposes. 

OF late years the general use of great numbers of the larger 
sizes of steam printing-machines and other causes have 

•led to a great scarcity in the better quality of suitable litho¬ 
graphic stones, and as the price of these is considerably higher 
in proportion than that of smaller sizes, it has been suggested 
that the stones might be cut into compaiatively thin slabs and 
■backed in some way with a cheaper material. It has also been 
proposed to strengthen lithographic stones with a backing of 
artificial stone composed of ground granite, sand or like 
■material, and Portland, Roman, or other like cement ; but in 
practice this backing, by reason of its hard and unyielding 

■character, caused the lithographic slabs to become unlevel, and 
they have broken when printed from, or without having been 
printed from, they have been found to be cracked from some 
peculiar action of the cement used. In other cases the stones 
and backing came apart in use. It has also been proposed to 
cement backings to the stones by means of sulphur; but this, 
like plaster of Paris, becomes entirely too refractory or brittle, 
and, being of this unyielding nature, it frequently cracks under 
the pressure necessarily brought to bear on the stone. 

A new backing, lately patented, has been devised for the 
purpose of avoiding the use of cements of the character referred 
to for binding the ground stone, sand, etc., together, and in lieu 
thereof asphalt, bitumen, pitch, or other like slightly elastic 
adhesive matters or cements, or combinations of the same, 
which will readily melt by heat at a comparatively low tem¬ 
perature without the addition of water, are employed. These 
materials are mixed with chips of stone, ground stone, sand, 
gravel, or other suitable solid material heretofore employed as 
a backing to the lithographic stone, or as a cement for 
securing the lithographic stone to a natural or artificial stone 
backing. 

The great advantage in substituting asphalte, bitumen, pitch, 
or other like matters or cements, for the materials heretofore 
employed is that the backing, when made of the former and 
cemented to the slab by a like substance or cement, forms a 
slightly elastic or yielding base or backing for the slab, and 
will take up the inequalities of the strain that may be caused 
by inequalities in the cement or in the backing proper, and 
thus avoid the breakage of the slab when subjected to pressure 
in printing from it. 

in preparing this backing a slab of lithographic stone is 
heated in any convenient manner to about the melting point 
of the cement used—say, as an example, Seyssel asphalte. 
The asphalte having been melted with a small quantity of 
pitch or mineral tar and allowed to boil for four or five hours 
to remove the volatile oils, the back of the slab of stone is 
painted with this melted asphalte. To the edges of the face 
of the stone bands of paper are pasted, and the slab being laid 
face downwards these are folded upward and joined together, 
so that they, with the back of the stone, will form a shallow 
trough. The paper is supported at each side with a strip of 
wood, which strips may be long enough to suit various sizes of 
stones, preferably fixed together by staple-formed connecting 
irons. A small quantityof the melted asphalte is poured into the 
trough, dropping at once into it the chips of stone, ground 
stone, sar.d, gravel, or other material which has been previously 
heated. More asphalt is run in and more stone or other like 
material added until the desired thickness is attained. The 
surface of the compound forming the backing is then pressed 
and flattened, after which it is left to cool, by which means a 
solid durable backing is firmly attached to the slab of litho¬ 
graphic stone, which backing is not liable to twist or warp in 
setting, nor to become accidentally detached from the slab of 
lithographic stone. The stone or other like material may, if 
desired, be previously mixed with the asphalt. 

To join a slab of lithographic stone to a slab of other 
natural or artificial stone, both of these are heated until they 
are warmer than the melting point of the asphalt or other 
cementing material used. Small pieces of wood or other 
material, of a thickness to correspond to the intended thickness 
of the layer of asphalt or other cementing material used to 
connect the slab of lithographic stone and the backing stone 
together are placed at suitable distances on the latter. The 

slab of lithographic stone and the backing are then clamped 
firmly together by means of screw clamps or by other suitable 
means, and paper being pasted around three sides of the space 
between the two stones to prevent the escape of the asphalt or 
other like cementing material, the stones are turned up on 
edge and the melted asphalt or other like cementing material 
is poured between them. 

Notes from A rgentina, 

THE days of July 26, 27, 28, and 29, 1890, will not fail to be 
recorded in annals of the Argentine press. On the 

former day', the curtain rose on very much the same scene 
which was before the public of this country ten years ago. 
During the first day (July 26) of the revolution, the police made 
a raid on the afternoon newspapers, in opposition to the 
Government, by tearing every copy they could lay hands on (in 
which case the poor newspaper boys suffered most) into pieces 
small enough so as not to be read. The Sud America, the 
Government organ, of course, circulated freely, there being no 
other newspaper at the time, to convey intelligence to the 
public of how the revolution was proceeding. The other three 
days neither El Diario nor El Nacioiial, newspapers of the 
opposition, appeared, as, besides being cut off from the outer 
world, they had policemen, put by the Government, stationed 
all day and night, in front of their doors. The second day 
when the Sud America was published the people did the same 
with that, as the police had done with the opposition “diarios” 
on the previous day. Strange to say the revolution did not 
make much difference to the foreign press, for Italian, French, 
English and German newspapers appeared nearly the whole of 
the time. The native morning papers had to suspend their 
publication during the riot, when no newspaper of any class, 
consisting generally of one sheet, could be had for less than 
20 cents (6d.), and sometimes 50 was paid, while bulletins 
fetched 10 and 20 cents each. On Sunday, the second day of 
the revolution, the Standard was in very great demand, and 
was sold for no less than 50 cents, by the newsboys in the 
city ; and it is said that some urchins charged from 2 to 3 
dollars a copy, in the suburbs on that occasion, the price being 
10 cents on any ordinary day. 

On the afternoon of the “ break out,” any copies of El Diario, 
the boys saved from the police and kept in their inside pockets, 
were sold for no less than fifty cents ; any other day, five 
cents would be gladly taken for the same paper. 

The following evening newspapers have also ceased to 
appear since the “ out-burst,” or, perhaps, have only drawn in 
their horns for a time :—La Critica, El Argentino, La Union 
Civica, La Nacion. The best morning diario there is published 
here, appeared a few days after the revolution with something 
in that did not meet with the approval of the party in power, 
and so all copies that remained in its offices and that the boys 
had not disposed of, were seized by the police and burnt 
within their safe quarters. This action goes against the 
established law of the country, which says : “That any person 
has a free right to give his or her opinion upon any subject 
through the columns of the Press.” The way Government 
has been acting with the Press, this last week, shows that they 
have no respect for laws made by themselves. 

I believe it is the case with some of the native newspapers 
now appearing that they have to submit their proofs to 
inspection before publishing. 

La Argentina, which used to be the Government morning 
daily, has, since the overthrow of the Juarez Government, 
ceased to appear, and is announced to be now dead. 

Sud America, another organ of the old party which 
appeared daily at 1 p.m., has, for the last fortnight, shut itself 
up, but according to reports will make its reappearance on 
August 11 prox. 

Sud Americano, a two-year-old monthly illustrated periodical, 
with good literature, and which might take the next seat to the 
London weekly Graphic, will now appear once a week. This 
is a good sign, and shows that the reading public like an in¬ 
teresting journal, and I wish there were two or three more of 
the same class, for they would find sufficient patronage. 

It will be to the advantage of exporters of printing material 
to know that their correspondent has sent a directory of the 
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South American newspaper press to all the press guides and 
directories of London, and which, I expect, will appear in the 
forthcoming issues for 1891. 

The following are the gentlemen who won prizes at the late 
Argentine International Agricultural Exhibition for essays 
upon “ Future Argentine Agricultural,’’ “ Sugar Industry,” and 
“Wine Industry.” Seiior (Mr.) Alois E. Fleiss took the prize 
for the first subject, and Senores (Messrs.) Pedro Pages and 
J. M. Huergo the prizes for the others respectively. The 
prizes were 2,500 dols. to each competitor, of whom there 
were few for that class of competition. 

Buenos Ayres, Francisco W. N. Lodia. 

Casilla del Correo, 63, August 5, 1890. 

■-♦ 0-B»-:- 

The Modern Printer. 
By J. Crowle-Smith. 

WE have much pleasure in reproducing the following 
article, which appears in that bright and lively little 

contemporary of ours, Hazell's Magazine. Coming, as it does, 
from the pen of so experienced a printer as Mr. Crowle-Smith, 
we feel sure it will be read with interest by the trade generally. 

The present is essentially a critical and fault-finding age; 
and if there is an individual who experiences this fact in 
connection with his business, in all its fulness, it is the Modern 
Printer—the responsible head of a printing-office, be he master- 
man, manager, or overseer. It has been stated that in the 
world to come a special dispensation will be meted out to this 
unfortunate person—and he certainly deserves it! With a 
large staff of men and an immense and expensive plant of 
machinery, the first problem he has to face is how to “ keep 
full”—to avoid, if possible, having the machines standing and 
the men “on the slate”—on the one hand, and on the other 
being so jammed up with work as to render long excessive 
overtime necessary in order to keep anything like faith with 
his customers. We will deal with this directly, but it is first of 
all of the utmost importance that every editor or client the 
“ M. P.” comes across should be convinced of the fact that the 
printing-office exists for his particular work alone, and that the 
men upstairs are actually sitting about waiting for the copy he 
is writing. The customer always believes this fact, whether 
told so or not; and of course, as printers never lie on any con¬ 
sideration, it will be at once seen this problem is sometimes a 
difficult one for him to solve successfully. We will say nothing 
of the MS. the unfortunate printer tackles occasionally ; but 
many amusing incidents might be recorded resulting from 
“bad copy.” Here are two taken from outside sources. Not 
so long ago, one of the smartest editors of the present day 
wrote to an equally clever writer for an article on a subject 
stated in the letter, but the title of which the writer could not 
decipher on account of the bad writing ; he therefore made out 
the word as best he could, took an absurd subject for his 
article, and sent it in to the editor, who printed it just as it 
stood. Another smart critic writes to a religious weekly :— 

“ Once a fortnight I labour with most conscientious diligence 
to improve my handwriting, and send my small batch of MS. 
to the office with the complete conviction that it is really 
written so clearly that I am beyond the spite of the worst 
imbecile of the printing-office. I do not see any proofs, and 
consequently, if errors arise, they are perpetuated. I am 
afraid that I must now sorrowfully admit that the fault lies 
with my penmanship rather than with the printer’s lack of 
penetration.” 

But the evils of bad MS. are too well known to need setting 
down here. Let us turn to two of the most difficult problems 
the London printer especially has to deal with—the overtime 
question, and the competition of the present day which he has 
to face. I venture to say that the majority of responsible 
printers are thankful that there is such a thing as the Factory 
Acts with their stringent conditions. They crib and confine 
one sometimes, doubtless ; but what a splendid thing 
it is often to be able to say, “The Factory Acts won’t 
allow it,” as even an editor or publisher is obliged to 
submit to this bar ! But, do as one will, there is far too 
much overtime in the trade generally. Some of this the 
printer, both master and man, recognising the impossibility of 

preventing, cheerfully encounters, and even those men now 
agitating for an eight-hours’ day in the printing office are 
obliged to admit that a deal of this overtime will still have to be 
encountered on account of the nature of the work. But how 
much there is which is quite unnecessary, and is entirely caused 
by the thoughtlessness or carelessness of the customer ! How 
many times has an urgent job, which must be done to-night, 
suddenly lost all its urgency when the Modern Printer has 
pointed out the fact that overtime costs “ extra,” and must be 
paid for beyond the contract ! How many editors and cus¬ 
tomers there are, well known to responsible managers in the 
trade, who, utterly regardless of every consideration for the 
men, send in to the printing-office bundles of MS. which 
“ must be set up to-night,” or “ proof of which I must have 
first thing in the morning,”—and then, when the comps, have 
been working into the small hours in an atmosphere often vitiated 
by gas and bad ventilation, it is found that a few hours longer 
would have made no difference to the author, and the type set 
is often carried forward to a “ next number ” ! How is the 
Modern Printer to deal with this evil ? He is generally most 
anxious to study the comfort of his staff, sees the great evil it is 
to them and to him, knows that it will “ play out the men” for 
the next day; but, alas ! knowing all this, he is too often only a 
printer, and, bowing his head submissively, he issues the order 
to work late. It is not often the “ M.P.” shows himself a man 
and treats the request as a thing not necessary, as he only too 
well knows the “ bad time ” such a course would involve him in. 
It is a step in the right direction for the trades’ unions and the 
men who do not belong to the unions to agitate for an eight- 
hour day and protest against overtime ; but until the writers and 
publishers of the present day show greater consideration and 
more thoughtfulness on this point, the excessive overtime must 
be faced. 

Now turn to a greater question still—the question of com¬ 
petition. Fair, honest competition is healthy, and is the basis 
of a sound commercial prosperity ; but it would be difficult to 
discover a business which has more unfair competition than 
the printing trade—a competition which might soon lead to 
sweating, and which justifies the existence of trades’ unionism. 
Here again the modern printer is very often cornered. 
Paying his staff a fair standard rate of wages, anxious 
to keep around him men, and to pay them a fair remuneration 
for their labour and for their brains, he quotes a price for a 
job which barely leaves a profit on the turnover, only to find 
that he is “ out of it,” and upon going over his figures again to 
make sure there is no mistake, and seeing he is right, he turns 
away with disgust. All firms doubtless at times make mistakes 
in quoting, but the competition of the present day is delibe¬ 
rately tending to give the British public everything and the 
producer nothing. It is not of this, however, one would 
complain : take an instance of what is meant by unfair com¬ 
petition. A large firm of printers is at the present time pro¬ 
ducing a weekly paper to the satisfaction of the proprietors. 
This paper was put out for tender, with the result that the firm 
originally printing the journal secured the new contract. A 
week or so afterwards the proprietors of the journal were waited 
upon by the representative of a rival printer, who, without 
being asked to do so, quoted for the paper, but whose price 
was too high. Upon being informed of this fact, the rival 
offered to take the contract at so much per cent, below the 
price then being paid to the printers, whatever that price was ! 
What is to be said of competition like this—of which similar 
instances could be quoted ? Yet the Modern Printer has to 
face it ; and there is not a publisher issuing a journal to-day 
which has anything like a name, but who is constantly being 
worried by printers’ travellers to be “ allowed to send in 
an estimate,” and who upon receiving the tender, purposely 
quoted low to secure the order and open the account, at once 
proceeds to cut down the price then being paid to his own 
printer. To their credit, be it said, that many of the leading 
houses in the printing trade would scorn to do this ; but the 
fact remains that it is done, and those houses who abstain from 
such practices suffer from them. The result is that one sees 
on every hand a gradual lowering of prices, while at the same 
time the Modern Printer is sarcastically told “he cannot turn 
outwork like the Yankees”—a statement which only proves 
the utter ignorance of the trade ! 

A gentleman known to the present writer, who gives out a 
lot of printing, always treats a printer’s first estimate as provi- 
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sional, and then proceeds to cut him down in the price. Is this 
business ? Has not the time come when the Modern Printer 
should vigorously set his face against this sort of thing ? How 
can wages be maintained and a fair return be made on capital 
invested, in face of competition like this—a competition which 
a little firmness on the part of “ M. P.s ” would soon crush out. 

Space compels me to stop. There are many other minor 
difficulties the Modern Printer must face day by day if he 
would succeed. But there are, on the other hand, many things 
to cheer him. The cordial relations existing between em¬ 
ployer and employed ; the greater interest shown in their 
work by the rank and file, who are beginning to show them¬ 
selves men throughout the trade instead of machines ; the 
attention now being devoted to apprentices, and in appren¬ 
tices ; improved machinery ; and, above all, the thoughtful 
courtesy and consideration shown by many customers, all help 
the “ M. P.” to live. 

Technical Examination in Lithography. 

THE following are the papers set at the examination held 
in May last under the auspices of the City and Guilds 

of London Institute. They may prove of interest to our 
younger readers and to all who intend taking part in the next 
examination. We may remind our readers that the papers set 
for the years 1886, 1887, 1888, and 1889 were fully answered 
by Mr. Widdowson in our numbers for March, April, and May, 
and these answers will be found of the greatest service to all 
attending classes or going up for examination. The numbers 
may be had upon application. 

Ordinary Grade. 

[Ten cjuestions only to be answered.] 

1. State three methods of clearing dirt, &c., away from 
the stone, and state the circumstances under which each should 
be used. 

2. Describe the advantages and otherwise in the employ¬ 
ment of a glazed roller. 

3. If too much starch or paste be used in a Scotch transfer 
paper, stone to stone, what is likely to be its behaviour ? 

4. How should an ink be compounded for preserving 
drawings on stone that are to be laid by ? 

5. What pigment would you use in printing a light flesh tint, 
and how would you prepare it as an ink? 

6. What are the consequences of using too stiff a varnish in 
the printing ink ? 

7. How would you proceed in transferring to stone a 
drawing, or writing in lithographic transfer ink on plain writing 
paper ? 

8. Give a sketch of the connection of lever and cylinder in a 
lithographic press, showing how the cylinder is raised by the 
eccentric or camb. 

9. State the relative advantages and otherwise of metal and 
leather tympans. 

10. What should be the composition of an ink for printing 
in bronze or metal on enamelled paper? 

11. Mention three pigments unsuitable for making litho- 
grapic printing ink, and for each give the reason why not. 

12. Describe the contents of an ink suitable for making 
rubbed-in tints, and explain how it is used. 

Honours Grade. 

[Eight questions only to be answered, four from the first six 
and four from the last six.] 

1. What are the reasons for employing soap in lithographic 
preparations, and what is its action upon the stone ? 

2. How would you arrange twenty-four pages of catalogue, 
or similar work, for printing from two stones ? 

3. What impurities may there be in water which render it 
unfit for damping the stone, and how would you counteract 
their evil effects ? 

4. Suppose a drawing is made to a scale of four-fifths of the 
original, to what scale must it be photographed, or otherwise 
copied, to make the scale three-fourths of the original ? 

5. Describe the chemical composition of chrome yellow, ver¬ 
milion, and Indian red. 

6. Why do litharge and similar substances, used as dryers 
cause printing-ink to dry more quickly ? 

7. Describe two methods of intensifying negatives suitable 
for photo-lithography. 

8. Describe the composition of two varieties of substrata in 
preparing a collographic printing-plate. 

9. What characteristics of a copper-plate engraving make it 
difficult to pull transfers from it, and how would you overcome 
each difficulty arising therefrom ? 

10. Shortly describe a relief block process, having a photo¬ 
graphic basis, in which the result is not produced by corrosion. 

11. Describe some process of photo-lithography suitable for 
copying ordinary photographs or paintings. 

12. What are the respective characteristics of gum and 
gelatine when used in photo-lithographic transfer-paper ? 

How to Clean Rubber Blankets. 

THE use of turpentine in removing grease and colour from 
rubber blankets is increasing to such an extent that we 

desire to make a few suggestions as to its use and effect. 
The quantity used should be as small as possible, and great 

care taken that it is thoroughly dried before the blanket is used 
in printing. Otherwise, as turpentine softens the rubber face,, 
the blanket will be injured by the pressure of the cylinder,, 
causing wrinkles to appear on the face. 

It is preferable to clean the blanket after work at night, 
thereby giving ample time for the turpentine to dry out, rather 
than in the daytime, when the press is in use. 

We strongly recommend the use of ammonia as a substitute 
for turpentine. It will do the work quicker, and generally 
fully as effectively, and with less chance of damage to the 
blanket. The ammonia should be diluted to about six to nine 
degrees strength (18-degree can be easily obtained and diluted 
with one or two parts water), and, after using it, the blanket 
should be dusted with powdered chalk or magnesia. Ammonia 
will dry out very quickly (in much less time than turpentine), 
and when dried out leaves the blanket perfect and ready for 
use. 

-•-«» ♦ »-•-- 

Technical Journals. 

THE trade paper is met on every hand. It is found in the 
counting-house, in the shop, and in the warehouse. It 

is read by the proprietor, by the superintendent and foreman, 
by the mechanic, and by the specialist. It is a part of the 
regular office equipment of both manufacturing and mercantile 
concerns. The business manager scans its columns for the in¬ 
formation that will enable him to keep the business, entrusted 
to his care, well in hand, and close to the front. The book¬ 
keeper follows its pages, thereby gaining broader knowledge, 
and securing a better conception of the business in the account¬ 
ing of which he is engaged than he could obtain in any other 
way. The clerk turns to the trade paper as a pupil turns to a 
teacher, and from it obtains answers to questions he would be 
ashamed to ask of his superiors. The apprentice findsin itassist- 
ance in the trade he is striving to acquire, which he can obtain 
from neither the foreman nor yet of the mechanics of the estab¬ 
lishment. Indeed, many a young man of the period has acquired 
a trade, has become proficient at it, and has proven it to be a 
bread winner in the broadest sense of the term, with no other 
help than the trade paper, while mechanics who have been 
assisted to preferred positions, who have been helped to the 
higher and better paying branches of their trades, and who 
have been improved in various other ways by the silent in¬ 
fluence and aggressive enterprise of the trade paper are to be 
found everywhere. There is no trade, no profession, no branch 
of business that is so insignificant or obscure at the present 
time as not to be represented by one or more trade papers. 
As soon as a new business is discovered a new trade paper 
springs into existence and flourishes as its special exponent. 
The active and well-defined want of the day seems to be that 
each branch of business shall have its own particular medium 
of intercommunication as well as its particular advocate, 
through which it may address the public. 
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The Illustrating of Books. 

OF course, the most delightful illustrations in the world are 
those one loved when one was young. It is impossible, 

perhaps, to judge them quite impartially. One may lose one’s 
taste for the text, and no longer relish Harrison Ainsworth or 
Charles Lever with quite so keen a zest as was the case forty 
years ago ; but the comely figures of Jack Hinton and Harry 
Lorrequer, and their rollicking brothers in arms, have still 
power to please, especially on galloping horses—galloping 
from one scrape to another, from the old love to the new. 
And the headsman, cutting off the head of Lady Jane Gray, is 
as thrilling as ever ; although one may have lived to be more 
fastidious in the manner of mere execution (by which, of 
course, I mean the technical craft of the artist). And, indeed, 
what does not the great Dickens himself owe to Cruikshank 
and Hablot Browne, those two delightful etchers who under¬ 
stood and interpreted him so well ! Our recollections of Bill 
Sykes and Nancy, and Fagin, and Noah Claypole, and the 
Artful Dodger, of Pickwick and the Wellers, fie re et fils, 
Pecksniff, Mrs. Gamp and Mrs. Prig, Micawber, Mr. Dombey, 
Mr. Toots, and the rest, have become fixed, crystallised, 
and solidified into imperishable concrete by these little 
etchings in that endless gallery, printed on those ever- 
welcome pages of thick yellow paper, which one used to 
study with such passionate interest before reading the 
story, and after, and between. One may have forgotten 
much that Mr. Pecksniff has thought, or said, or done in this 
world ; but what he looked like, never. And no new portrait 
of him, by the hand of howsoever consummate an artist, can 
ever displace the old one for such of us as are in the middle 
fifties. . . . There are, as perhaps the reader knows, two 
different ways of drawing for wood. One is to paint a finished 
picture in black and white, using the brush and washes of 
different degrees of intensity; picking out the lights with white, 
or leaving the white paper for them. The engraver translates 
this in his own way, cutting his own lines to represent, or 
rather interpret, the value of the tone left by the artist. In this 

■ case the artist is very much at the mercy of his engraver. 
Moreover, little is left to the imagination. Every detail must 
be put in—background, sky, wall, the ground, the grass, the 
carpet; no blanks are left, except here and there where the 
light falls on a white surface, between which and the blackest 
point of the picture is employed every possible shade of grey. 
Speaking from memory and under correction, I believe the 
Grafihic was the first illustrated paper to encourage this school 
in England. In its first number was an admirable picture by 
Luke Fildes, R.A., “ The Casual Ward ” (from which he after¬ 
wards painted a work in oils), and, if I remember rightly, it 
was treated in this manner. And since then, in the pages of 
the Grafihic have appeared many illustrations of the highest 
merit by Frank Holl, Luke Fildes, H. Herkomer, H. Woods, 
W. Small, A. Hopkins, Miss Thompson (Lady Butler), C. 
Green, Sydney Hall, E. Gregory, J. Nash, G. Durand, Paul 
Renouard, and many others ; built, I believe, on the same 
principle, namely, the interpretation of the tone which the 
artist has laid in with a wash, by the engraver, who uses 
lines more or less thick, or dots, or hatchings of his 
own, according to the depth of the tone wanted. Parallel 
with the Grafihic runs the Illustrated Loudon News. The 
other way is to draw one's picture with pencil, or, better 
still, pen and ink, using a simple conventional black outline 
to give the shape and enclose the form and face ; then 
adding more lines and pen-and-ink scratches, simple or cross- 
hatched, to suggest colour and tone, as an etcher does with his 
needle, and leaving blank all that the artist judges non-essential 
to his picture—leaving it, in fact, to his imagination. The 
engraver cuts all this in facsimile ; it is more than his place is 
worth to add a line of his own, or leave out one of the artist’s. 
Or it may be “processed.” . . . As for the book illustrators 
of our day, they are many and admirable, whatever their 
method, llesides those I have named, there are Caton Wood- 
ville, Barnard, Sullivan, Parsons, Millet, Reinhardt, Partridge, 
and others, whose names escape me at the moment—only to 
be remembered when it is too late, probably. But many as 
they are, they are not too many for the work they have to do, 
and their number will have to be increased. In mere technical 
equipment they immeasurably surpass their popular predeces¬ 

sors, Cruikshank and Hablot Browne. In all arts and crafts 
the standard of mere technical excellence seems to have gone 
up, and to be easily reached by a far greater number of 
aspirants ; in painting, verse-making, play-writing, the padding 
of magazines, the scoring of music, the dexterous pouring of 
old wine into new bottles, and what not!—in all, perhaps, save 
the manufacture of novels, whereof the humble illustrator has 
a right to his opinion, since he has sometimes to read and 
re-read them so carefully. And if the disappointed author 
says to him, “Why can’t you draw like Phiz?” he can fairly 
retort, “Why don’t you write like Dickens?”—Magazine of 
Art. 
-♦ 9-os- 

Odds and Ends. 

To stereotype zinc etchings a very wet mould, free from 
creases, is recommended. Those who use ready-made flong 
should let it lie twenty minutes in cold water, carefully dry 
between blotting paper, and then beat in. Those who prepare 
their own matrices will mix the matrix powder or chalk with 
cold water to the consistency of milk, and spread thickly on 
the paper, beating continually but lightly with a soft brush. 
All zinc etchings must be thoroughly washed with paraffine 
before stereotyping, and also woodcuts which are to be stereo¬ 
typed. Old woodcuts and etchings which are covered with 
hard dried ink must be laid face down in paraffine for at least 
half an hour, otherwise the stereotype will not be a success.— 
Der Stereotyfieur. 

+ + + 

There is a great difference between lithographers’ and 
printers’ inks, whether black or in colours. Printers can use 
lithographers’ inks, and would do well to make use of them, 
but lithographers should never attempt to use printers’ inks. 
Lithographers’ inks, manufactured by reliable houses, are cer¬ 
tainly the best for such purposes, for the reason that these inks 
have to be ground and mixed with suitable varnishes in order 
to obtain a solid and sharp printing, and a knowledge of this 
is necessary to manufacture a suitable ink, while, in the case of 
printers’ inks, manufacturers are not so careful, and are satis¬ 
fied if the printer is able to obtain a smooth impression. To 
do the exact thing it is necessary to know just what materials 
we are working with, and particularly in the case of inks we 
must know the ingredients so that we can tell what chemical 
actions will result, and also how they will work upon the stone 
in the lithographic process, and with the paper used for printing 
upon. 

* * + 

Early Printing in China.—The art of Printing, accord¬ 
ing to Du Halde and the missionaries, was practised in China 
nearly fifty years before the Christian era. In-the time of Con¬ 
fucius, B.c. 500, books were formed of slips of bamboo, 
and, about 150 years after Christ, paper was first made ; in 
A.D. 745, books were bound into leaves ; in a.d. 900, printing 
was in general use. The process of printing is simple. The 
materials consist of a graver, blocks of wood, and a brush. 
Without wheel, wedge, or screw, a printer will print as many 
as 2,500 impressions in a day. The paper is very thin, and 
costs only one-fourth as much as here. The works of Confu¬ 
cius, consisting of six volumes, each of 400 pages, can be bought 
for sixpence. 

+ + + 

According to Invention, a patent has been granted to 
Mr. J. Hayes, of Preston, for a new or improved justifying 
quad, which is possessed of the merits of justifying quad lines 
in every kind of open composition, such as county and borough 
registers, directories, poetry, ends of paragraphs, &c., without 
the aid of the small spaces after the requisite amount of quad 
space has been filled up. The quad is cast in type metal in 
two parts, one part having a brass screw and fluted nut at¬ 
tached. The quad is inserted in the line with other quads 
until the line is full, all but the thick space, hair space, or 
middle space, &c., required in the ancient style of justification, 
and the compositor has only to give the fluted nut half a turn 
with his left thumb, and the line becomes spaced out or justified. 
In distribution, the process is quite as simple, and only re¬ 
quires that the justifying quads should have a separate place 
in or on the case set apart for them. 
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New Colour Productions. 

TWO new colours are described in various recent technical 
journals. The first is apparently a reproduction of a 

colour known to the ancients, and made by them with sand 
and lime heated with roasted copper. It is now made with 
exact proportions of the materials, so that the product is 
uniform, and the process seems likely to furnish us with a 
material of great value. The colour is a bright greenish blue, 
so that it will be more available for decoration than French 
blue or cobalt blue, both of which are of a purplish cast and do 
not mix well with other colours. 

The other colour is black, which has been made by treating 
camphor with sulphuric acid. By steeping camphor in strong 
sulphuric acid, a jelly-like mass is formed of a reddish color. 
When this is heated it boils, giving off fumes of sulphuric acid, 
and turns intensely black. By evaporation the unconverted 
excess of acid and camphor is driven off, and a black mass 
remains with all the qualities of India ink.—Ex. 

(ReBteSJe. 
Modeles graphiques cF Alphabets indnstriels modernes. Par 

T. Langier. (Paris: Journal F Impritnerie ; London: T. F. 

Joy, 38, Prebend-street, Islington.)—This is a very fine collec¬ 
tion, consisting of fifty plates, giving specimens of letters of an 
ornamental character. They are very bold and effective in 
design and execution, and would be useful as suggestions to 
lithographers and to wood-letter cutters. The price of the 
work is 25s. 

Murrays Guide to Brighton. (London : Murray’s Time- 
Table and Publishing Company, Limited.)—This forms the 
seventh of the neat, handy little guides published by this com¬ 
pany at the modest price of one penny. It consists of 80 pp. 
demy 32010., 4 pp. wrapper, and a capital plan of Brighton, 
which is alone worth the money. There are ten illustrations by 
process, which, taking into consideration the size and the 
necessarily rapid printing, are fairly good. There should be a 
very large demand for this valuable little guide. 

--<■ ♦ - 

(Ttoftc*0. 

The “ Little Beauty ” Wire Stitching Machine.—We 
understand that this machine, which has been introduced by 
Messrs. Kampe & Co., of 78, High Holborn, is meeting with a 
large amount of success, several of the largest firms having 
adopted it. It embodies all the latest improvements, and has 
a rotary motion. The fly-wheel runs continuously, whilst the 
other parts remain at rest until a slight touch of the foot on 
the lever at the left side of the machine starts the stapling 
apparatus. The stapling apparatus works as long as the lever 
is pressed down, but stops immediately when the pressure is 
taken off. It is capable of making up to 4,000 stitches 
per hour, without tiring the person working it. The 
machine makes three different lengths of staples, and it 
will bind single sheets or books up to 7-i6ths inch thick, 
either through the centre of the fold or the end of the 
books. 

The advertiser will pay for everything soon. The latest idea in this 
direction is the “ Medawar ” railway ticket, which consists of a pouch 
made of tough paper, in which is enclosed a sheet of paper, size about 
7 in. by 9 in. Upon this paper is printed an insurance coupon, insur¬ 
ing the traveller for the journey covered by the ticket, in the Railway 
Passengers’ Assurance Company, for 7(500, 7(300, or 7(ioo, according 
to class. The rest of the space is covered with advertisements, room 
being provided for forty, and there is, in addition, a very pretty little 
map of the railway issuing the ticket. The ticket proper is printed on 
the pouch, and the whole is supplied to the companies free of cost to 
them. The idea seems a good one, and the ticket is got up in very- 
good style. 

Jfyome Qtof*0. 

We have received a very fine collection of specimens from Messrs. 
Angerer & Goschl, of Vienna, showing all the varieties of their work, 
phototype, engraving, &c. 

The Gas Light and Coke Company’s printing and stationery bill 
for the six months ending June 30th, 1890, amounted to 7(3,697, and 
that of the South Metropolitan Gas Company for the same period to 
7(i,OOQ. 

Messrs. E. J. Wilson & Son, 21, St. Bride-street, are introducing 
a new portfolio called the “ Colligo,” which they claim is very 
strong, and admirably suited for the preservation of trade papers, 
periodicals. &c. 

The Argus Printing Company, Limited, which has been ve-y 
successful from its formation, has recently been reconstructed with 
larger capital, and it is now about to build a very handsome office on 
the Thames Embankment, just by Temple Avenue. 

It is stated that no book is now accepted for sale on Messrs. W. II. 
Smith & Sons’ bookstalls until it has been carefully perused. This 
practice has been instituted in consequence of an allegation that books 
considered injurious to public morals were exposed for sale at the 
bookstalls. 

Messrs. Digisy and Long will issue immediately “ The Authors’ 
Manual,” by Percy Russell, being a complete, practical guide to all 
departments of journalism. Mr. Russell is a man of experience and 
his book is sure to be useful to the younger members of the profession. 
We hope to give a notice of the work as soon as it is published. 

The last quarterly report of the Dublin Typographical Provident 
Society shows that the subscriptions received for the three months 
ended June 30th amounted to 7(295 10s. iod. ; the expenditure during 
the same period was 7(244 is. lid. There is at the present a sum of 
7(551 19s. 3d. standing to the credit of the society and the superannua 
tion fund. 

In the Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street, E.C., on the 20th ult., 
the Rev. Dr. Doudney, whose name has for many years been familiar 
in Evangelical circles in England, was presented with a handsome 
testimonial, in celebration of the completion of the fiftieth year of his 
editorship of the Gospel Magazine. The gift consisted of a purse, con- 
taining a cheque for 7(800. 

A statement has just been issued by Mr. Ilamer, honorary secre¬ 
tary, that the Lovell Memorial Fund, subscribed by the friends of the 
late Mr. John Lovell, of the Liverpool Mercury, amounted to 7(1,540. 
Of this sum 7(I>°oo has been devoted to the purchase of an annuity 
for Mrs. Lovell, yielding about 7(95 per annum. The balance has 
been 'invested in 3! per cent, stock in the name of Miss Jessie Lovell. 

The Bank of England give notice that they are prepared, in 
accordance with instructions received from the Treasury, to undertake 
the investment, in the same stock, of the quarterly dividends upon 
Consols. This will be a boon to many small holders, as it will 
practically give them the advantage of compound interest, and will 
ensure the saving of what might very easily be spent without con¬ 
sideration. 

With the Liverpool Journal of Commerce of the 26th ult. was pre¬ 
sented gratis a sheet of flags printed on plate paper in the highest 
style of lithography, in colours, representing all the lines sailing from 
or connected with Liverpool, together with the leading steamship 
lines of the world, compiled to date. There was a very large demand 
for this useful sheet, the price of which to non-subscribers to the paper 
is is. 

The programme of Technological Examinations for the session 
1890-91, in connection with the City and Guilds of London Institute, 
has just been issued. It is a book of 234 pages, and contains full pro¬ 
grammes of all the forthcoming examinations, besides the papers set at 
the last examinations. Any of our readers desirous of knowing about 
the regulations as regards typography or lithography should apply for 
a copy of the book, which can be obtained at Gresham College, 
London. 

Three very pretty wall calendars have just been issued by Messrs. 
Bemrose & Sons, London and Derby. They are the “Daily 
Calendar,” with time of sunrise and sunset; “Scripture Calendar,’ 
with a text from the Word of God for each day ; and “ Proverbial 
Calendar,” with words of wisdom for daily study. These calendars 
are all produced in good style, the Scripture one having a beautiful 
little Egyptian view in monotint. They sell at one shilling each, and 
should meet with a large demand. 

County Donegal cannot complain of paying too much for its 
printing. Until lately the work was divided between six at the limit 
of the tender, 7(800. The contract has now been cut down to little 
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over £220 ! ! ! There is over ^£50 lost on the net transaction. Con¬ 
cerning this a correspondent writes :—“ The County of-can beat 
the above record by a long way. The price paid to two printers for 
the County printing last year amounted to about ^1,600. This year a 
printer has taken the lot for ,£241 ! To enable him to do this work it 
is estimated that he will have to spend in special plant and material at 
least £1,000, and his contract is for one year only ! ! ! This is another 
instance of the injury done to the legitimate practical master printer 
by men who have ‘ adopted ’ the profession and have not served the 

usual apprenticeship.” 

Messrs. James Spicer & Sons, paper-makers, of London, Man¬ 
chester, and Birmingham, recently entertained their entire staff, 
numbering between 400 and 500 persons, at The Harts, Woodford, 
Essex, the residence of the widow of the late Mr. James Spicer, the 
founder of the firm, cn the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of 
the foundation of the firm. On the extensive and beautiful grounds, 
a large marquee was erected, capable of dining the whole company, in 
addition to the members of the firm, their families and friends. The 
contingents from Manchester and Birmingham travelled to town on 
Friday night, arriving about 5.30 on Saturday morning. After 
visiting the London warehouses and factories they joined the London 
staff at Liverpool-street, and were conveyed by special train to Wood¬ 

ford, where a most enjoyable day was spent. 

Messrs. Petty & Sons, of the Whitehall Printeries, Leeds, enter¬ 
tained their employes to their annual wayzgoose on Saturday the 16th 
ult, the place selected for the outing being the picturesque seaside 
resort of Morecambe. The party, to the number of 275, left Leeds by 
special train at 1.5 p.m. The weather throughout the afternoon was 
bright and bracing, thus enabling the excursionists to take full 
advantage of the various entertainments provided for their enjoyment. 
In the evening the party adjourned to the Free Church school, where 
a sumptuous repast was partaken of, presided over by Messrs. W. and 
B. Petty. The various places of interest in the neighbourhood were 
then visited, including the old church of Heysham, Lancaster, and 
other ancient landmarks. The party assembled at the station at 8.15, 
and, after many hearty greetings and a vote of thanks to their employers 
for providing such an excellent day’s enjoyment, left for Leeds at 8.30, 
where they arrived shortly before eleven, everyone expressing delight 
at the successful termination of this most enjoyable wayzgoose. 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of Failures in England and Wales gazetted during the five 
weeks ending Saturday, August 30, was 331. The number in the 
corresponding five weeks of last year was 408, showing a decrease of 
77, being a net decrease in 1800, to date, of 410. The failures in the 
printing and stationery trades were 7, as compared with 8 and 11 in 
1889 and 1888 respectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, 
there were 247 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale Office 
during the same five weeks. The number filed in the corresponding 
five weeks of last year was 297, showing a decrease of 50, being a net 
decrease in 1890, to date, of 93. The number of bills of sale pub¬ 
lished in England and Wales for the five weeks ending Saturday, 
August 30, was 830. The number in the corresponding five weeks of 
last year was 886, showing a decrease of 56, being a net decrease in 
1890, to date, of 756. The number published in Ireland for the same 
five weeks was 45. The number in the corresponding five weeks of 
last year was 33, showing an increase of 12, being a net decrease in 
1890, to date, of 64. 

On the 15 th ult., the usual routine work of the Journal of Commerce 
office was suspended for a brief period to enable the staff of the news 
department of the paper to present a handsome oak writing cabinet to 
Mr. Charles Herbert Birchall, the son of the proprietor, on the occa¬ 
sion of attaining his majority. Mr. J. IL. King, the father of the 
chapel, made the presentation, and alluded to the respect and esteem 
with which the recipient was regarded by the staff. He was followed 
by Mr. Cooper, the senior reader (secretary of the Typographical 
Society), whose acquaintance with the paper dates from its first number. 
Mr. Baird, the foreman printer, who assisted in setting up the first 
number of the Journal of Commerce, followed in a few well-chosen 
words. Mr. C. IL Birchall expressed his sense of the gratification he 
experienced at being the recipient of such a mark of approbation. 
The members of the Castle-street staff also presented him with an 
elegant travelling bag. Mr. T. F. Towndrow and Mr. J. Hide, the 
manager, officiating in this case. Mr. Birchall entertained all the 
members of the Journal of Commerce staff, including the printing 
works and advertising departments, at a dinner, to celebrate the event 
in a fitting manner. 

The report of Dr. Barnardo’s Homes for the year 1889 has recently 
been issued. It is stated that during the twelve months, up to De¬ 
cember 31 last, with which this report deals, 7,142 fresh cases of waif 
children were dealt with. Nearly 3,000 rescued boys and girls were 
on an average resident in the Homes throughout the year, and the 
actual number in residence at the close of the year was 3,259. Of 
the 1,893 fresh cases admitted during the twelve months, no fewer 
than 780 had been actually on the streets, sleeping out, or rescued 

from common lodging-houses, or the custody of thieves, prostitutes, 
and persons of abandoned life. 503 selected boys and girls were, 
during 1889, placed out in the colonies, making a grand total of 4,271 
emigrants since the commencement of the work, all of whom, with 
the exception of under 2 per cent., are doing well. The relief, tem¬ 
perance, and social agencies of the Homes have struck deep root 
throughout the East-end, as appears from the facts that nearly 1,700 
meetings were held during the year under review, attended by about 
half a million of persons ; that 9,400 patients and 4,200 families were 
relieved and visited through the medical mission and deaconess house 
branches; that 16,000 free lodgings were supplied to young women 
and children in the lowest districts of London ; and that 109,000 free 
meals were supplied to the destitute and necessitous. More than 
£108,000 was received for the work during the year, but owing to 
special building expenses there was an overdraft of ,£26,540 at 
December 31 last. We trust this will be wiped out by increased 
contributions to this noble work during the current year. At the 
present time over 3,500 boys and girls are in residence, and at least 
£15° is required daily to meet the food bill alone of the institutions. 

Messrs. Bemrose & Sons, London and Derby, observed the 16th 
ult. as a general holiday among their workpeople, on the occasion of 
the return of Mr. and Mrs. H. Arnold Bemrose from their honey¬ 
moon. It was resolved that the festivities should take place at Mat- 
lock, and the Pavilion at the Bath was specially engaged, together 
with the grounds. The London employes were all invited, and about 
150 of them left St. Pancras by the 5.15 newspaper train, the re¬ 
mainder following at 10 o’clock. Arrived at Derby, they were received 
on the station platform by several members of the firm and conducted 
to St. Andrew’s school-room, where breakfast was served. Subse¬ 
quently they were shown over the Midland-place and Chetwynd-street 
works of the firm, and at 10.40 took train to Matlock Bath, where 
they amused themselves in various ways till dinner time—1 p.m. At 
1.20 a special train started from Derby, and conveyed the firm’s «/«■ 
ployes in that town, their wives and friends, to Matlock. Tea was 
served at half-past four, when 1,296 persons sat down. Mr. Aid. II. 
H. Bemrose addressed a few remarks to those assembled, and extended 
a warm welcome to them all. Mr. M. Prince, on behalf of the Derby 
employes, tendered congratulations to the newly-married couple. Mr. 
Gloag, foreman of the London composing department, in the name of 
the London guests, spoke in similar terms, after which Mr. Arnold 
Bemrose rose to offer a few words in response. He was enthusiastically 
received, and said the small amount of practice he had had in public 
speaking was not of such a nature as to enable him adequately to ex¬ 
press all he felt on that happy occasion. All he could do was to say 
he thanked them most sincerely, on behalf of himself and his wife, for 
their presence that day. Pie had also to thank them for their kind 
wishes, which had been expressed through Mr. Prince and Mr. Gloag. 
That day he should never forget, for it was, he believed, the happiest 
of his whole life. Most of the London contingent left at 5.40 ; at six 
all those then present massed in front of the Pavilion, and were pho¬ 
tographed. After tea a number of amusements wer e provided, and 
the day’s entertainment came to a close shortly before eleven. 

-<3*-$-O- 

CofontaP jjofftnijg. 

The Brisbane (Q.) Telegraph is having new offices erected at a cost 
of nearly £26,000. 

The Rogers Typograth in Canada. — A. Senecal, Queen’s 
printer, recently visited Cleveland to see the Rogers typograph, and 
has, according to the Canadian papers, reported to the Government in 
favour of the Rogers machine as superior to any typesetting machine 
yet produced, and he has recommended that the appropriation of 
25,000 dollars made by the last Parliament for the purpose be ex¬ 
pended in the purchase of Rogers machines from the Dominion Typo¬ 
graph Company, of Windsor, Canada, who are the licensors of the 
Cleveland company. 

A Melbourne telegram stated that Sydney and Melbourne had 
allotted zones for photographic work in connection with a chart of the 
heavens. One paper came out with the version that the “litho¬ 
graphic ” work in connection with a chart of the heavens had been 
allotted to “Mr. Jones.” When foreign phrases are “wired’’the 
oddest misconceptions arise. For example, Bismarck was reported to 
have said Leroi mereverra (The king will see me again). One version 
in a North Island paper was: “ M. Le Roi and M. Riverra have 
joined the French Cabinet.” Still farther north Prince Bismarck’s 
utterance was made to read Le roi, il rive. This would literally 
mean, “The king, he dreams,” but the editor translated the phrase, 
and gave the word its English meaning—“The king raves !” This 
translation, though not idiomatic, is not, however, quite as outrageous 
as it appears. “Rave” and “reverie” are derived from the same 
root. 
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To write police-court reports on the model of nursery rhymes is an 
innovation attempted by the Manawatu (New Zealand) Standard. 
This is an example: “There was an old boozer, John Boyle, who 
filled up with fusel oil. For more did he hunger, but Tony Isemonger 
his nice little game did spoil. So the Beak severe, in seclusion drear 
ordered poor Jack to linger. For seven long days he must not raise to 
his lips his little finger.—Benjamin Harrison drew a comparison 
’twixt the known merits of whisky and ale. But’t was embarrassin’—• 
mixing was harassin’. Benny was lugged by the cop to the gaol. 
Then said Mr. Snelson : ‘ You will do well, son, always to keep from 
the liquor away. As this is your first, and I hope your last, burst, ’t is 
only five shillings I’ll ask you to pay.—William Nicholl got in a 
pickle, drinking of Pascoe’s beer. The fine was five shillings, which 
Billy was willing to plank and get away clear.■—Johnny Boil, who of 
fusel oil took many a dose last night, was asked by Dean if he had not 
been the least little wee bit tight. Johnny confessed and said he was 
blessed with a thirst he could not appease, so the Colonel frowned and 
fined him two pound, or seven days’ rest and ease.” 

-■» »-«Ss>-- 

Qlmerican Clippings. 

Mr. F. Buehring, the late proprietor and editor of the American 
Printer and Lithographer, now discontinued, has undertaken the 
management of the lithographic section of Paper and Press, the mag¬ 
nificent printing-trade paper of America. We wish Mr. Buehring 

success in his new sphere. 

A SHORT series of separate papers on American newspapers will 
appear in the Century Magazine during the coming volume. William 
Flenry Smith, Esq., manager of the Associated Press, will write on 
“ The Press as a News Gatherer,” and General H. V. Boynton, the 
veteran correspondent at Washington, is among the contributors to 
the series. 

The United States is by far the largest consumer of stamped 
envelopes of any nation in the world, upward of 500,000,000 having 
been used during the past year. In England, France, Russia, and 
Austria combined the number furnished in 1888 was only a little more 
than 70,000,000, or about one-seventh of the quantity used in the 
United States. 

In steel-plate engraving Boston takes its place at the head of the 
line, and this position is due to the efforts of John A Lowell & Co. 
What Prang has done for the artistic development of colour-printing, 
John A. Lowell has accomplished in steel-plate printing. Ilis pro¬ 
ductions are really artistic, many of his recent works being so notable 
in treatment as to call for extended comment in art reviews. Even in 
such commonplace productions as calendars John A. Lowell & Co. 
study to give expression to the best possible effects that the engraver’s 
art can produce. It is for this reason that the “Lowell” calendar is 
so popular with the many prominent business corporations that use 
this medium for advertising. For 1891 this firm presents over one 
hundred designs. 

Newspaper Profits.—Last year the New York World made a net 
profit of 1,200,000 dols. The receipts from the Sunday World alone 
are enough to pay the entire expense of the establishment, leaving the 
earnings of the paper on the other six days and of the Weekly World 
as clear profit. There is no other paper in the world that makes half 
so much profit. Probably the New York Herald is earning three or 
four hundred thousand dollars a year. There are other papers in 
New York which earn small fortunes every year. The Chicago 
Tribune makes a net yearly profit of 200,000 dols. for its owners, and 
the News makes half as much. What the Chicago Herald makes is 
not known, for the reason that about all of its profits, which are very 
large, go into new presses and buildings. 

Train’s Manuscript.—When George Francis Train writes for 
the press, which is a frequent occurrence, says the Chicago Post, his 
manuscript is a curiosity. It contains all the colours of the rainbow, 
or so many of them as his collection of vari-coloured lead pencils will 
produce. His chirography is a terror to the printers. Though his 
writing is difficult to read, it presents an attractive appearance on a 
sheet of paper. Any person who could read character a little bit, if 
he never saw or heard of the psychic crank, could read Train’s 
character in the strange hieroglyphics that roll from the tip of his 
pencil. In preparing his copy for a newspaper he uses a common, 
everyday black-lead pencil, punctuates in blue, underscores, empha¬ 
sises and interlines in red. He leaves a wide margin to the left, 
which he fills in with pointers and instructions to the typos as to how 
to set his matter (to which no attention is paid), writing such marginal 
notes in green, or some other catchy colour, tie uses the ordinary 
soft paper. Instead of numbering the sheets, he pastes them together, 
the top of the second to the bottom of the first, and so on. He 
usually writes enough in one article to fill two or three columns of 

space, and his string of copy, when pasted together, would reach 
several times round the block. 

It has long been an open secret, says the Publishers' Weekly, that 
the sale of “ off-coloured ” books has been practically nil for months, 
and that publishers who were once reckless in putting out that sort of 
stuff are becoming more cautious or abandoning it altogether. One 
who has been considered the largest outputter of decidedly flash books, 
having been interviewed on the subject, is reported as having said :—- 
“ No ; things are not going this summer as they were last. The only 
kind there is a call for at all are what we call ‘ the danger-line books ’ 
—those that just touch the line—and they are mighty risky stock to 
handle. You never know when some literary saint will get a law 
bead on you. Why, for last summer’s trade we sold over 200,000 of 
our books. This year, I don’t believe we’ve printed 75,000, let alone 
selling that number. Guess the public is getting good.” “ It was a 
pleasure for me,” says the reporter, “ to get these valuable points of 
information—valuable because they come from a source which places 
the fact beyond all doubt that the tide of flashy literature has reached 
its ebb, with the current about to turn against it.” 

On the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the San Francisco 
Chronicle thousands of invitations were issued to personal friends of 
the proprietor and his journal to meet at the great building on the 
corner of Market and Kearny streets and enjoy a personal inspection 
of the wonderful resources of the new home from which the Chronicle 
is now being issued. It is needless to say that the opportunity of 
visiting the new structure was eagerly embraced, and from early in 
the evening until midnight the throng continued coming and going, 
until thousands had paid their respects to the projector of the great 
building, and extended their hearty congratulations upon the final 
success which has crowned his efforts. The exterior of the new 
Chronicle building was brilliantly illuminated by rows of gas jets, 
which encircled the fronts and were arranged in the forms of stars and 
horseshoes, presenting a grand and imposing spectacle. The tall 
tower was also illuminated, and from its top a splendid display of fire¬ 
works was given, to the delight of thousands of spectators, who 
crowded every spot where a view of the superb sight could be had. 
As far as it was possible, the great crowd made an inspection of the 
facilities of the new establishment, and the general opinion was that 
the Chronicle's new home was a marvel of perfection and completeness. 

-♦ ^-<£>■-—— 
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The general stagnation of work in the trade has been felt to an 

alarming extent at Angouleme this last month. 

According 1o the last published statistics, the German Imperial 
printing-office makes a profit of upwards of ^70,000 per annum. 

The late M. Marpon has, by a clause in his will, left a legacy to 
each one of the old employes of the different establishments of Marpon 

et Flammarion. 

M. Marius Michel, a French bookbinder of distinction, has died 
a few days after his co-professional, Cuzin. Both were laureates of 

the 1889 Exhibition. 

TIie “sou” subscription, opened in Germany by Dr. Oscar von 
Ilase for the erection of a monument to Gutenberg in Leipzig, has 

realised an important sum. 

At the recent distribution of prizes to the scholars of the Ecole 
Estienne, M. Cusset, who presided, delivered a discourse containing a 

warm eulogy of the establishment. 

A doyen of Parisian printing, Louis Tison, who was one of the 
founders of the Parisian typographical society, and its president for 

thirty years, has died aged seventy-eight. 

The Corporation of Bookbinders of Cologne held an exhibition in 
that city at the end of last month of the products of all industries using 

paper, and the machines connected therewith. 

M. Paquotte, overseer of the printing department of the Indc- 
pendant Remois, has published a memoir on the perfections of which 

he claims the typographical art is capable. 

Ferdinand Barr^re, of the Chaix establishment, has received 
from the Sultan the decoration of the Gold Crescent, in recognition of 
the satisfaction felt by His Highness for work done. 

The director of the professional printing school of Brussels, M. J. 
Dumont, has published a most useful brochure on printing for the use, 

not only of his own pupils, but of all learners in the art. 

The French post administration has issued a new description of 
postcards. Of a yellowish tint, they are the same colour on both 
sides, with pale-brown stamps. The price is not altered. 

One of the inventors of telephonic transmission, the physician 
Meucci, who started life as a printer’s reader in Sicily, has lately died 
in America at an advanced age. Pie was a friend of Garibaldi. 
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Germany is the country possessing the greatest number of photo- 
type printing establishments, namely, 117 on January 1 last. 

A WELL-KNOWN Belgian printer, M. llourlard, printer and litho¬ 
grapher also to the king, at Brussels, who obtained the gold medal at 
the Paris exhibition last year, has been decorated by the Bey of Tunis. 

The Paris Siecle is now under the direction of M. Deloncle, deputy 
of the Basses-Alpes. The Estafette and the Pcu-ti National have amal¬ 
gamated—an operation resulting in the practical extinction of the 
latter. 

A COLLECTION of all the existing Copyright Laws and Treaties is 

being prepared by Mr. G. Hedeler, of Leipzig. The first part, just 
out (in German), contains Germany, Austria, Great Britain, France, 
Italy, Switzerland, and the United States. 

M. PIenry Pescay, a lithographic printer, of Nantes, has received 
a gold medal for having endangered his life on various occasions in 
saving people from drowning. He was but fourteen years old when 
he committed the first of these acts of bravery. 

The Syndical Chamber of Printers, Papetiers, and Booksellers of 
Rouen has constituted its committee thus:—-President, M. Julien 
Lecerf; vice-presidents, MM. Leon Briere and Thuillier; archivist- 
secretary, M. Adrien Megard ; treasurer, M. Reard. 

The Hanover Nenesten Nachrichten has been acquired by some 
members of the German National Liberal Party, going under the name 
of the “ Ilannovershe Zeitungs-gesellschaft.” The attorney, Dr. 
Wendte acts as director, with an accomplished staff. 

A commercial exhibition has lately been held at Bone (Bona), 
Algiers. In the section for printing these awards were obtained :—- 
Gold medal, the Imprimerie Fontana, of Algier ; silver medals, the 
Imprimerie Moderne and the Imprimerie Centrale, of Bone. 

Among a list of recipients of the Legion, of Honour last month, the 
following are connected with the press:—MM. Mairesse, publicist; 
Maxim Paz, publicist; Rene d’Hubert, publicist ; Domicent (Bertol 
Graivil), publicist; all of Paris ; and Fontaine, publicist at Marseilles. 

The French Minister of Commerce and the Colonies has entrusted 
M. Ch. Varey, director of the Correspondence Scientifique with a 
special mission to the Edinburgh Exhibition—to study, among other 
things, the system of participation among foreign countries in such 
exhibitions. 

The Rheims Academie Nationale has awarded a gold medal to 
M. II. Matot, a printer of that town, for the efficiency of his publica¬ 
tions during the past thirty-four years—more especially for his 
“Annual Historic Almanac of the Marne, the Aisne, and the 

Ardennes ” (1858-1890). 

The French postal administration has been seized with an extra¬ 

ordinary idea. It is, that in order to simplify the service of news¬ 

papers the central office be merely supplied with lists of subscribers, 

etc., when it will undertake itself to despatch the papers without the 

necessity of wrapper or address. 

One of the most recent uses to which omnipotent paper has been 
turned is in making pulleys—which are said to possess all the essentials 
of solidity and durability. The maker of this description of pulley is 
M. A. L. Burot, an engineer of Angouleme, whose speciality is 
machine-making for the paper and mill trades. 

A tarty of ten principal scholars of the Ecole Estienne, of Paris, 
accompanied by three professors—M. Pannemaeker, wood-engraver ; 
M. Meeus, photographer; and M. Maurice; and by M. Magnuski, 
the director, have been making a professional tour last month to 
Brussels, Antwerp, Ostende, Blankenberg, etc. 

New periodicals during July numbered 21 for Paris and the depart¬ 
ment of the Seine. Not a single one of these was political. Four 
were financial and one was illustrated. The number for the provinces 
was 34, of which ten were devoted to politics, one was financial, one 
illustrated, and two dealt with agricultural matters. 

The new legislation in Switzerland concerning patents of invention 
has had good results. Inventors who reclaimed patents as soon as the 
law was promulgated were in large numbers, and new demands arise 
daily. The number of 2,000 is already exceeded. What is no less 
important, demands for transmision are as numerous. 

The French Minister of Commerce has prepared a bill with the 
object of ensuring the safety, in cases of failure or liquidation of firms, 
of all deposits or provident reserves from the salaries of employes 
which are now undertaken by so many chiefs. At present employes 
only range as ordinary creditors in the matter of such claims. 

The Pension Committee of the Lithographers of Paris, started in 
1S75, possesses now a capital of 90,000 francs, 89,000 francs of which 
is deposited at the depot fund for the active service of pensions. Since 
January, 1886, eleven members have benefited by the pension, 
involving an expenditure of about 2,000 francs per annum. 

The French Minister of Public Instruction has nominated MM. 
Gustave Iluot, engraver artist, and Julien-Auguste Migeon, geo¬ 
graphical editor, to be Officers of Public Instruction ; and to be 

Officers of the Academie, MM. Eugene - Jean-Baptiste Capiomont, 
printer, and Victor Morel, sub-manager of the National Imprimerie. 

M. Desormes, director of the Paris Ecole Gutenberg, has floated 
a society for the publication of hitherto unpublished literary works, at 
the common expense, in the review Miscellanies. He has recently 
held a meeting of persons wishing to co-operate. His scheme has 
been approved; and the Miscellanies will shortly appear, doubtless 
proving a most interesting publication. 

At the Black and White Exhibition, to take place in Paris, from 
October 1 to November 30 next, it is announced that a prix d'honneur 
will be awarded in the name of the President of the Republic, as well 
as a bourse of 500 francs, given by the director, M. E. Guillaume, 
member of the Institute. For the former award the directors of the 
illustrated journals will form part of the jury. 

The town of Lyons is preparing for a national and colonial 
exhibition, to be held in May, 1892. The site is the splendid park 
Tete d’Or, where was held the exhibition of 1872, which was a great 
success, in spite of the war and other painful circumstances from which 
at that time France had not yet recovered. The committee of the 
forthcoming exhibition is installed at 26 Rue de la Republique. 

The Revue Industrielle announces a successor to straw in the fabri¬ 
cation of paper in the bouffes or husks which envelop grains of cereal. 
An old superior officer of the French marine infantry, who served in 
the war of 1870 as auxiliary general, has been studying the matter for 
some years. The small produce in cellulose has not hitherto allowed 
of the husks of wheat, barley, oats, or rye being put to any industrial 
use. 

The French postal service had, some months ago, withdrawn the 
seventy-five centimes stamp, replacing it by one of fifty centimes. 
But it has now been replaced on account of the protests of jewellers, 
who had most use for the seventy-five centimes stamp, and could not 
use more than one stamp on the very slender boxes they use to despatch 
their small articles. The new stamp bears a violet figure on an orange 
ground. 

Austrian paper-makers have been petitioning the Volksrad with 
the demand that printed paper be no longer allowed to enter the 
country exempt from duty, but that it be placed on the same footing 
as unprinted paper. It appears that Austrian printers suffer consider¬ 
ably from the competition of the Germans, who can afford to do 
printing at a cheaper rate ; and, inasmuch as the latter naturally use 
Gernran paper, the transaction drives away much natural profit from 

the petitioners. 

An international exhibition of posters, wherein the most unbridled 
fantasticality reigns supreme, is taking place at Brussels. The English 
and the Americans are represented by immense and vigorous placards, 
in which, says a Paris critic, artistic finish has been replaced by bald 
commercial statement. Switzerland has sent some fine and well- 
designed little specimens. Belgium herself furnishes a collection 
which, though not very important as a whole, is nevertheless full of 
individual attractions. 

The cure of Cormeilles (Seine-et-Oise) has written informing the 
French Society of Photography of the dilapidated condition into which 
the tomb of Daguerre has fallen in the cemetery of his parish. He 
asks the Society to open a subscription to collect the three or four 
thousand francs necessary to restore this memorial. While this is 
going on the Society of American Photographers has voted the 
erection of a statue to the inventor. The monument, about six feet 
high, is to be in granite. 

Statistics given by the Bulletin of the Syndical Chamber of 
Papers show that France’s importations of paper and pasteboard for 
the first six months of 1890 were 5,650,500 kilogrammes. For the 
corresponding period of 1889 the number was 5,499,100 kilogrammes. 
On the other hand, her exportations for the first six months of 1889 
were 10,850,900 kilogrammes : while this year they have been 
11,868,400—a difference of 1,017,500 kilogrammes in favour of the 
exportation of the first half of 1890. 

An envelope machine, embodying new principles of construction, 
has been invented and patented by James A. Mont Ross, Castleton, 
N. Y. One of the principal features is an electric attachment or mag¬ 
net for automatic feed regulating, while another is an endless chain 
device for carrying the newly gummed envelopes through a current of 
dry air. The entire machine is novel, and shows the application of a 
mechanical movement not seen in any of the other machines. Its 

capacity is said to be sixty per minute. 

On the occasion offetes given by the Alpine Club of Tarentaise, to 
mark the inauguration of the chalet hotel of Mont Jovet—fetes which 
took place at Moutiers and at Brides, on August 23 and 24 last—M 
Ducloz, a Moutiers printer, issued the only number of a journal entitled, 
Mont-Jovet-Caprice. “ Elzevierian ” in character, with ornamented 
initials and tail-pieces, and printed in red and black on fine paper. 
This little adventure was a brilliant addition to the festivities. It 
contained a novel from the pen of another Moutiers printer, M. J. 
Pinsard. 
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The Typographic Federation of Alsace-Lorraine has held its annual 
general assembly. The principal question was the projected alliance 
with the German Federation, chiefly advised by some Germans and 
Austrians working at Strasburg. But it is also a matter of consider¬ 
able discussion in the ateliers. At Metz the majority of the printers 
(Germans and Luxemburgers) are in favour of the lusion : at Colmar 
they are divided ; the Miillhausians are all hostile ; and two-thirds of 
the Strasburgers are hostile to the measure. 

Herr Grune, a Berlin chemist, has discovered a method of print¬ 
ing direct on glass with ordinary typographic characters, thus dis¬ 
pensing with the usual method of colouring by hand. The inventor 
claims that by using his process very good results may be obtained at 
a moderate cost. The sheets of glass are printed one after another 
much in the same way as when the material made use of is paper. 
Woodcut or electro illustrations may be used, and the impression may 
be in gold, silver, bronze, or colours on a black ground. 

There are in Austria at present thirteen societies of mutual benefit 
for printers, enrolling 4,483 members. In Hungary there are four 
with 2,041 members. The total sum gathered from entrance-fees, 
&c., during last year was 220,843 florins ; the expenses and pensions 
for invalids, widows, orphans, interments, help to those without work, 
and expenses of management amounted to 176,146 florins. The 
capital in hand at the end of the year was in Austria, 423,312 florins ; 
in Hungary, 135,190 florins—or a total of 578,503 florins. 

Photo-Etching on Hard Metals.—An invention of great im¬ 
portance has been worked out and is now in actual use by a trading 
company of Berlin—the Electrochemische Graviranstalt. The etching 
of metals hitherto considered impracticable, and far more suitable than 
zinc for printing purposes, is effected in an acid bath through which 
a galvanic current is passed. The etching solution varies according to 
the nature of the metal or alloy used. The process is quite successful, 
and is applied to curved or cylindrical surfaces as well as to ordinary 
plates. 

The typographical society of Turin is about to publish a “ Guide to 
Italian Typography ”—historical, statistical, and commercial. It will 
be divided into four parts—Italy north, south, central and insular—and 
will contain historic sketches of the introduction of printing into the 
principal towns, the quantity and systems of machines, the number of 
compositors and printers, salaries, numbers of hours, the names of 
foundries, paper factories, ink factories, machine factories, etc. The 
commission has sent out circulars to all interested from its head¬ 
quarters, Via Cavour, No. 9, Turin. 

Les Miscellanies is the title of a society just floated in Paris for 
issuing periodical publications. Its aim will be to allow authors to 
have their works printed with a due deference, and in proportion, to 
the length of their purses. It will publish every week a fascicule of 
about 160 pages in 8vo. The company is started with a capital of 
30,000 francs, divided into 300 shares of 100 francs each, payable by 
instalments of 25 francs. These shares give no right to interest. The 
society’s addresses are—M. E. Desormes, 41, Rue Denfert-Rochereau, 
Paris ; and M. Antonius Adam, Imprimerie Maulde et Renou, 144, 
Rue de Rivoli, Paris. 

A correspondent of the Gutenhe:g-Journal has drawn attention 
to the large and bewildering number of appellations under which 
different processes employed for the illustration of books are now 
designated. There are :—Tissierography, zincography, panicono¬ 
graphy (or gillottage, after the name of its inventor, M. Gillot), 
photogravure, photozincography, heliogravure, heliography, heliotype, 
heliochromotype, helioglyptie, phototype, helioplanography, photo- 
glyptie, phototypography, photochromo, pantotype, woodburytype, 
panotype, albertype, typochromo, collotype, autotype, diaphanotype, 
chiysogypy, gelatinography, tetenotype, lencography, chaotype, etc. 

An intense crisis is raging in the typographical world of Paris, 
according to advices received at the beginning of this month. The 
number out of work grows daily more formidable. Daily also, in spite 
of this, provincial compositors turn their steps without any hesitation 
toward the capital—where it is impossible that they can do other than 
swell the ranks of the unoccupied. The whole day is thus a ceaseless 
tramp from house to house ; and it is no unusual thing to see thirty or 
more compositors offer their services during the twelve hours at a 
single establishment. For the past two months numbers of journals 
have been one after another rapidly disappearing, throwing off their 
hands ; besides which there have been the usual discharges consequent 
on the Parliamentary, scholastic, and literary holidays. 

The special bureau of the Paris Cercle de la Librairie has announced 
to foreign legations for July 101 new publications (Nos. 6,064 to 6,114 
inclusive for the year). The departments of history and geography 
claim 22 of these ; literature (novels, &c.), 47 ; pedagogy, 11 ; 
political economy, 4 ; science and industry, 3 ; fine arts, 7 ; agricul¬ 
ture, 2 ; religion, 1 ; the drama, 1 ; and other miscellaneous sub¬ 
jects, 3. Messrs. Hachette are represented by 36 items ; P. Ollen- 
dorf by 14; G. Charpentier et Cie. by 13; the Societe des 
Librairies et Imprimeries Reunies by 12 ; J. Rouff et Cie. by 10; 

Victor Lecoffre and Flennuyer by 3 each ; Nouy et Cie. by 2 ; 
Ch. Poussielgue, Mesnil - Dramard et Cie., Ch. Buloz, Eugene 
Charavay, A. Colin et Cie., J. Fletzel et Cie., A. Fouratit, and the 
Nouvelle Revue by 1 each. 

Some statistics of duelling published by the Italian papers are not 
without interest. In ten years—from 1879 to 1889—there were 2,756 
duels in Italy; in 90 of which the weapons were swords, in 179 
pistols, in 2,489 sabres, and in 1 revolvers. Fifty of these meetings 
resulted in death or in mortal wounds; 1,060 produced serious 
wounds; in 1,400 the results were only trifling ; and in 1,141 just 
sufficient to satisfy the code of honour. The immediate causes are 
thus classed :—In 974 “ press polemics,” in 730 ordinary altercations, 
in 349 political quarrels, in 183 causes intimes, in 178 assaults and 
aggressions, in 29 religious differences, in 19 card quarrels, and in 132 
cases the causes were undetermined. As to the quality of persons 
taking part:—164 were publicists, 156 military, 64 lawyers, 15 
deputies, 14 literary or science professors, 14 engineers, 6 magistrates, 
8 fencing-masters, 3 bankers, 3 dramatists, 1 singer, and 29 persons 
without professions. 

One thousand two hundred millions of postage stamps of all 
values are manufactured yearly in France. Stamps of the value of 15 
centimes make up about half the number, after which those from 1 to 5 
centimes are most employed. In 1889 the manufacture attained one 
milliard five hundred millions—an augmentation largely due to the Ex¬ 
hibition and increased correspondence attendent thereon. The general 
elections cause the consumption of enormous quantities of stamps of 
1, 2, and 3 centimes for the despatch of newspapers, electoral circulars, 
&c. L' Imprimerie adds some edifying computations to these figures. 
If all these stamps were placed end to end they would form a ribbon 
long enough to go round the globe. Placed side by side they would 
cover the surfaces of the Champs-de-Mars and the Place de la Con¬ 
corde. The same stamps placed atop of each other would make a 
column 75 kilometres high—equivalent to 250 Eiffel towers placed on 
top of each other. Finally, their total weight would be 35,000 kilo¬ 
grammes—almost the weight of a locomotive. 

The salaries paid in the National Printing-office of Costa Rica, 
where the official daily paper is published, will probably interest 
our readers, and maybe summarised as follows :—The superintendent, 
150 dols. per month ; his principal assistant (official Mayor), 130 dols. ; 
a second assistant, 85 dols. ; the clerk and corrector, and the cor¬ 
rector and keeper of books, 75 dols. each ; another official, entrusted 
with the records, &c., of the department, receives 65 dols. ; the 
foreman printer (prensista especial), 60 dols. ; an inspector receives 
75 dols. ; and two other officials, 55 dols. each ; and then come the 
compositors, 15 in number, 3 apprentices, a porter, and three other 
hands (presumably for machinery, &c.); the total monthly sum paid 
to all these is 1,130 dols. Attached to the National Printing-office 
is the State Bookbinding Department. The head of this receives 
100 dols. per month ; two principal bookbinders each get 60 dols. ; 
a second hand, 45 dols. ; and of the four subordinates (torceros 
eneuaiernadores), three get 40 dols., and one 30 dols. ; an auxiliary 
receives 40 dols. ; and a folder and his assistant get between them 
50 dols. The bookbinding materials used in the office are put down 
at 200 dols. per month. The total monthly cost of the two esta¬ 
blishments is taken as 2,700 dols., or 32,400 dols. per annum, exclusive 
of structural repairs. Charges for paper and ink, etc., do not appear 
to figure in the accounts. 

A STRANGE printer’s error (coquille) occupied the greater part of a 
recent sitting of the French Academy of Inscriptions and Belles- 
Lettres. The secretary had received from M. Eugene Fierlinger, 
professor at the “ Realschule ” of Olrnutz, two photographs which 
this savan, desirous of having the opinion of competent men on a 
matter relating to the origins of printing, had submitted to the 
criticism of the Academy and of bibliophiles in general. These were 
the photographs of the first and last pages of a book bearing date 
1414, which, by some strange good luck, had reached the professor’s 
hands. The impression was in movable types, and the book was in¬ 
dubitably authentic. M. Delisle solved the enigma for his fellow- 
associates. The volume of which M. P'ierlinger possessed a copy, was, 
he pointed out, well known. There was a copy in the Bibliotheque 
Nationale of Paris : the catalogue described it as published in 1514, 
—the “1414” being due to an error in the printing. Seven 
other volumes are known of the year 1514 — from the press 
of Georgius Arrivabenus, of Venice: of which three were done 
— as also was this one in question — at the expense of the 
heirs of Octavianus Scotus. This is a matter for reflection, especially 
for compositors who, if they are inattentive to such small coquilles, 
may be the cause of much trouble—not to say error—-to future savans. 
Upon this venerable one, M. Fierlinger had evidently already builded 
some ideas. He had subjected Gutenberg once more to incrimina¬ 
tions, and taken from him the merit of his invention. He had pro¬ 
bably concluded that Gutenberg, having learned from Italy the arts of 
floriating glass, polishing precious stones, etc., had learned also that 
of printing in movable types. But the error is discovered, and all such 
theories are exploded ! 
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We are informed that Mr. W. Scotcher has left the Caslon Foundry, 

and is now representing Messrs. Austin, Wood, Browne & Co., type 
founders, Parkfield-street, N. 

Messrs. Truslove & Shirley, publishers and advertisement con¬ 
tractors, are removing from 7, St. Paul’s-churchyard, to 143, Oxford- 
street, where they intend adding retail bookselling and stationery to 
the other branches of their business. 

Messrs. Zapi> & Bennett, 52a, Bow-lane, Cheapside, have 
dissolved partnership, Mr. Zapp retiring from the business on account 
of ill-health. Mr. Bennett has taken into partnership Messrs. 
Lee & Thrower (late of Eastbourne), and the new firm will continue 
at the same address, under the style of Bennett, Lee, & Thrower. 

A new electrotyping and stereotyping firm will commence business 
soon. The members of the firm are Mr. A. Stout, late manager to 
Mr. Badoureau; Mr. G. Allen, from Messrs. Cattell & Co.; Mr. 
H. T. Green, from Messrs. Plummer & Co. ; and Mr. W. Bishop, 
from Mr. Badoureau ; and they have secured premises in Turnagain- 
lane, Farringdon-street. 

Mr. C. H. Midgley announces the severance of his connection with 
Messrs. E. Packard & Co., of 17, Lawrence-lane, E.C., on Sept, ir, 
and states that he intends commencing business on his own account as 
agent for the sale of machinery, type, ink, paper, and sundries. lie also 
proposes carrying on a general agency for the sale and purchase of 
businesses, and the negotiation of partnerships in connection with the 
printing trade. Mr. Midgley is well known in the trade, and we wish 
him success. 

.-—. ■ . 

(Me® ^ournafo B (pwf* £0an<$ee. 
Snap Shots is the title of a new comic paper issued from Funny 

Folks office. 
A NEW sporting magazine under the title of The Chase, is 

announced. The price will be two and sixpence monthly. 
The Oakford Magazine is the title of a new sixpenny paper, edited 

by Mr. E. Slack, and published by Messrs. Bundle & Dore, 114, 
Eortess-road, N.W. 

A new penny musical monthly entitled the Musical Midget and 
Choristers' Review, has recently been started. It is published at 
11, Finsbury-circus, E. C. 

Tiie Southern Star is the title of a new weekly newspaper which 
has been started in the town of Skibbereen, Co. Cork, Ireland. 

Tiie Magazine and Book Review, a record of literary opinion and 
news, is a weekly penny “journal for busy readers,” and proposes to 
do weekly something after the style of what the Review of Reviews 
does monthly. It is published by The General Publishing Company, 
Limited, at 280, Strand. 

Tiie Paternoster Review will appear on October I, and will be 
published monthly at the price of Sixpence. There is a strong flavour 
of Roman Catholicism about the names of contributors. The offices 
are at 11 Clement’s-inn, Strand. 

A new Liberal paper is about to be started in Aberdeen. It will be 
issued daily, and among the promoters is the Earl of Aberdeen. 

Illustrations is to be published weekly at one penny, commencing 
in October, instead of monthly at threepence as heretofore. The fifth 
volume is concluded with the September part. 

The offices of the Agents’ Guide have been removed to 146, Fleet- 
street. 

Golf players are to have a journal all to themselves. It will be 
published weekly, and is promised this month. 

The Animal's Guardian is the title of a new monthly periodical 
which is to appear in October. 

The University Correspondent, a monthly journal devoted to 
London University matters, will appear shortly. It will contain 
articles by leading educationists and scholars, papers on matriculation 
preparation, and other features interesting to students. The staff of 
writers is exceptionally strong. The Correspondent will be edited by 
Mr. S. W. Heaton, and published by W. B. Clive & Co. The price 
will be 4d. 

A new monthly Unitarian magazine entitled the Coming Day, will 
be published in January next, at the price of threepence. 

The Vanguard is a new penny weekly just started. It is published 
at 7, Bolt-court, E.C. 

Cheer Me Up is the title of a bright and entertaining little monthly, 
published at Iiarlesden by Mr. W. Collins. It is very well produced, 
and contains a large amount of interesting literary matter. 

The East London. Magazine is a new monthly published at 46, 
Iligh-street, Poplar, by Mr. Harold Thomas. It is bright and readable, 
and will, no doubt, be welcome to the inhabitants of the district it is 
intended to cover, Hackney and the Tower Hamlets. The price is id. 

Fiction and Fashion is the title of a new weekly which will com¬ 
mence publication on September 29. It is to be well printed on good 
paper and to contain high-class literary matter. Messrs. Wilkinson 
Bros., Limited, of 19, South John-street, Liverpool, and 53, Leaden- 
hall-street, London, are the “managers,” and the paper is to be 
published at 6, Wine Office-court, Fleet-street. 

A new monthly, intended “for those who are interested in horses, 
harness, carriages,” &c., with the title Ride and Drive, has just been 
started in Edinburgh. It is printed by Mr. G. G. Blackie, 1 59, 
Leith-walk. 

The Brighton Guardian and Brighton Society, with the jobbing 
printing business attached, for some time carried on by Mr. A. F. 
Walbrook, have been purchased by Mr. J. F-obertson, for many years 
connected with the Portsmouth Times and Evening Mail. Messrs. 
Parsons & Cousins, of Hastings, conducted the sale. 

-•*> &—c>- 

(printing an8 oflkr Companies. 

WE give particulars of eleven companies registered 

since our last list was compiled, the total capital 

being £229,000. This compares with seven companies 

and £104,300 capital at the same date last year, and 

brings the total so far recorded this year to 160 companies 

with .£3,856,390 capital, compared with 106 companies 

and £3,928,362 capital at the same date last year. 

W. & R. Chambers.—Registered in Scotland by Mr. Lindsay 
Mackersy, VV.S. The capital of this company is £100,000, divided 
into 1,000 shares of £100 each. Object, to acquire and take over as 
a going concern the business carried on by the firm of W. & R. 
Chambers, publishers, booksellers, printers, &c., in Edinburgh and 
London, with the goodwill thereof, and all or any of the assets and 
liabilities of that firm, the leases and buildings, and other real or 
personal property occupied by the firm. The first shareholders, who 
have each taken one share, are:—C. E. Chambers, 7, Glencairn- 
crescent, Edinburgh ; J. Mouat, Spence-street, Edinburgh ; L. Mack¬ 
ersy, W.S., Edinburgh; G. Williamson, 5, Craighall-gardens, Edin¬ 
burgh ; J. M. Pairman, Lawriston Lodge, Portobello; R. Morrison, 
Dalkeith-road, Edinburgh. There will be not less than three nor 
more than seven directors. 

Nassau Steam Press, Limited.—Registered on the 8th ult., 
with a capital of £50,000, in £10 shares, to adopt a provisional agree¬ 
ment, dated July 30, and made between the London General Ex¬ 
ploration and Developing Company, Limited, of 165, Fenchurch-street, 
of the one part, and William Henry Burrell, on behalf of this company 
of the other part, being an agreement for the purchase of the businesses 
of the “Nassau Steam Press” and “Montague Chatterton & Co., 
Limited,” and to carry on the business of law, Parliamentary, theatrical, 
and general printers, See. The first subscribers, who have each taken 
one share, are :—G. Goldney-Cary, Burleigh House, Stonebridge-park, 
Willesden, N.W. ; W. H. Burrell, accountant, Wellesley, Elms-road, 
Clapham-common, S.W. ; F. Virgo, 93, Earl’s-court-road, W.; W. 
Young, 7, Vicarage-road, Camberwell; A. J. Bromham, 165, Fen¬ 
church-street, E.C. ; II. T. Bull, 12, Effingham-street, S.W. ; R. 
Gudridge, 19, Sussex-street, Poplar, E. There is not to be less than 
three nor more than nine directors; the first to be appointed by the 
subscribers ; qualification, 10 shares ; remuneration, 40 per cent, (after 
10 per cent, dividend) on all profits, the same to be divisible. The 
London and General Exploration and Developing Company, Limited 
(presumably the company referred to above), was incorporated 
January 6 cf the present year. Its statutory return made up to 
May 12 was filed May 19. The nominal capital is .£100,000 in 
£10 shares, 4,797 of which have been taken up, 500 being considered 
fully paid. Upon 4,137 shares, £4 per share has been called, and 
upon 160 shares the full amount has been called, the calls paid amount 
to £16,013. Montague Chatterton & Company, Limited, was 
registered March 14, and its statutory return made up to the 25th 
ult., was filed 29th ult. The nominal capital is £5,000 in £10 shares, 
1150! which have been taken up and are fully paid. Messrs. Bonner, 
Wright. & Co., of 165, Fenchurch-street, are solicitors to the three 

companies. 
“Derbyshire Courier” Newspaper Steam Printing and 

Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 6th ult., with 
a capital of £4,000, in £10 shares, to carry on business as newspaper 
proprietors, printers, and publishers, and particularly to acquire the 
interest of the Derbyshire Courier. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—*E. Eastwood, railway waggon builder, Tipton, 
Derby; *J. Marriott, merchant, Chesterfield; D. Cutts, draper, 
Brunington ; J. Lawton, grocer, Unstone ; #E. Woodhead, wholesale 
grocer, Walton ; *J. E. Manlove, sewing cotton manufacturer, 
Brampton ; *G. Booth, physician, Chesterfield ; A. C. Sykes, farmer, 
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Bolsover. The number of directors is not to be less than five, not 
more than seven ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, 
and A. W. Mason ; qualification, ten shares; the company in general 
meeting will determine remuneration. Solicitors, Messrs. Bolton & 

Co., 3, Temple-gardens. 

Brittains, Limited.—Registered on the 13th ult., with a capital 
of £30,000, in £50 shares, to acquire the Ivy House Paper Mills, 
Hanley, carried on by the firm of Thomas Brittain & Sons, and also 
the business of paper manufacturers, carried on at Cheddleton, 
Stafford, under the style of Samuel Goldstraw. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are :—#T. A. Brittain, paper manufacturer, 
Stoke-on-Trent; #J. C. Clay, paper manufacturer, Hanley, Stafford ; 
*T. Haigh, paper manufacturer, Planley, Stafford ; Mrs. E. C. 
Brittain, Stoke-on-Trent; A. Brocas Clay, Rugby ; IT. Haigh, post- 
office clerk, 108, Buccleugh-street, Glasgow. The number of directors 
is not to be less than two, nor more than five ; the first are the sub¬ 
scribers denoted by an asterisk, and Jeremiah Steele; qualification, 
£1,000 in shares or stock ; the company in general meeting will deter¬ 
mine remuneration. Solicitors, Messrs. Paddock & Sons, Hanley. 

“ Argus ” Printing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 6th 
ult., with a capital of £25,000, in £1 shares, to take over as a going 
concern the business of an existing company of the same title. 
The old company was incorporated June 29, 1887, with a capital of 
,£10,000, in £1 shares, and its last return made up to July 31, and 
filed on the 5th lilt., shows that the whole of the shares were taken 
up. Upon 9,493 of these, 10s. per share has been called up ; 500 are 
considered as fully paid, and 7 are fully paid. The calls paid amount 
to £4,753. 1 os. The shareholders in the old company are as follows : 
—Aden Beresford, Junior Carlton Club, 100; C. Berry, 72, Ilarrow- 
gate-road, E., 1 ; Harry Hananel Marks, 11, Abchurch-lane, 3,400; 
Arthur Cohen, 59, Conduit-street, 600; J. W. Clark, 11, Abchurch- 
lane, 101 ; J. Head, 14, St. George’s-place, 900; W. R. Lawson, 
Rialto Office, Gresham House, 1,001 ; J. Y. Lawson, 17, Burgoyne- 
road, N., 185 ; Rev. Professor D. Woolf Marks, 30, Dorset-square, 
225 ; the executors of the late Col. McMurdo, 100; D. W. Money, 
24, Wilson-road, Camberwell, 1 ; A. E. Marks, Loudon Hall, Regent’s- 
park, 200; E. A. O’Briern, n, Abchurch-lane, 810; Mrs. O’Briern, 
27, Bramham-gardens, 100; E. O. Day, 78, Waterloo-road, 200; G. 
H. Ribbons, 69, Kimberley-road, Clapham-common, 1 ; E. T. Smith, 
Gresham-house, 200 ; C. F. Tombs, 38, Lombard-street, 100; Henry 
T. Walker, 27, Throgmorton-street, 400 ; Walter R. Skinner, 150, 
Fleet-street, 100 ; Mrs. Louisa Kate Koch, 40, St. John’s-wood-road, 
725 ; W. J. Sutherland, 10, Drapers’-gardens, 300; H. O. Crowther, 
71, Fleet-street, 150; W. Hudson, 43, Romola-road, Herne-hill, 100. 
On July 17, it was resolved to wind up with a view to recon¬ 
struction with an increased capital, the consideration for the sale to 
the new company being 10,000 fully-paid shares, for distribution 
amongst the shareholders in the old company. The resolution was 
confirmed on the 3th ult. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, to the new company are as follows :—Henry James Jennings, 
journalist, 149, Adelaide-road, N.W. ; Ellis Thomas Powell, short¬ 
hand writer, 7, Cazenove-road, N. ; W. Miles, secretary, 113, 
Brockley-road; C. F. Tombs, 9, Priory-grove, South Kensington ; 
Arthur Cohen, journalist, 59, Conduit-street ; G. FI. Ribbons, 
journalist, 69, Kimberley-road, S.W. ; D. W. Money, clerk, 24, 
Wilson-road, Camberwell. A modified form of table A will regulate 
the affairs of the company. The first directors are Harry H. Marks, 
Edward A. O’Briern, and J. W. Clark. Qualification, 100 shares. 
Remuneration, 5 per cent, on the profits on the company paying £10 
percent, per annum dividend, and £10 per cent, when the dividend 
is £20 per cent, per annum. Solicitors, Messrs. W. H. Smith & 
Son, Gresham House, Old Broad-street. Registered office, 31, 
Bouverie-street, E.C. 

G. T. Cuming & Son, Limited.—Registered on the 16th ult., 
with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the business of 
G. T. Cuming & Son, of Ivensham Mills, Bradninch, Devon, paper 
manufacturers. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are r 
—E. B. Cuming, paper manufacturer, Bradninch, Devon ; E. Gordon 
Cuming, District Inspector R.I. Constabulary, Onterard, Galway; 
Miss E. M. Cuming, Bradninch; Miss A. R. Cuming, Bradninch; 
John Pope, jun., solicitor, Exeter; S. P. Pope, solicitor, Exeter ; W. 
H. Stone, accountant, Exeter. The number of directors is not to be 
less than two, nor more than five ; the subscribers are to appoint the 
first; remuneration, £10 per cent, per annum on the net income. 
Solicitors, Messrs. J. and S. P. Pope, Exeter. Registered office, 25, 
Gandy-street, St. Paul, Exeter. 

Publishing Union, Limited.—Registered on the 20th ult,, with 
a capital of £3,000, in £1 shares, to purchase the Age weekly news¬ 
paper. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—C. E. 
Parker Rhodes, 11, Queen Victoria-street; H. Hart, 437, Fulham - 
road ; W. S. Voller, publisher, 11, Queen Victoria-street ; E. Jones, 
51, Mount View-road, Hornsey ; W. Ash, Heathfield, Sussex ; J. D. 
Wright, 2, St. Michael’s-road, Stockwell: W. G. Lockett, 22, War¬ 
lock-road, St. Peter’s-park ; H. Atkins, 14, East Temple-chambers, 

Registered without special articles. Solicitors, Messrs. Nokes & 
Saunders, 57, Basinghall-street. 

North Bucks Press Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
27th ult., with a capital of £2,500, in £1 shares, to publish a journal 
for North Bucks and the neighbouring counties, and to carry on 
generally the business of printers, publishers, stationers, &c. The 
subscribers are:—*W. J. Levi, J.P., Bletchley, Bucks, 50 shares; 
*J. Brown, coal merchant, Fenny Shelford, 10; *T. C. Tidmarsh, 
draper, Fenny Shelford, 10; *W. Kirby, saddler, Fenny Shelford, 10; 
*C. H. Floldom, licensed victualler, Fenny Shelford, 10; E. M. 
Iloldom, brewer, Fenny Shelford, 10; M. Stubbs, coal merchant, 
Fenny Shelford, 10; T. C. Warren, journalist, Fenny Shelford, 10. 
There is not to be less than .three nor more than ten directors; the 
first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, ten 
shares ; remuneration to be determined in general meeting. Registered 
office, Fenny Shelford, Bucks. 

“Faith” Press, Limited.—Registered on the 22nd ult., with 
a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to carry on at Malvern Link, Wor¬ 
cester, the business of printing, publishing, and advertising in all its 
branches, heretofore carried on by Cyrus Edward Brooks, publisher of 
the Faith magazine and other publications. There is not to be less 
than |three, nor more than four directors ; the first are Cyrus Edward 
Brooks (manager), Malvern Link, Worcester ; Alfred Murrells King, 
116, Brompton-road, S.W. ; and Geo. Walter Winckler, Rangoon 
House, Wallwood-road, Leytonstone, E. Qualification, twenty 
shares; remuneration to be determined in general meeting. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Ford and Ford, Outer Temple. Registered office, 
Trafalgar House, Malvern Link. 

Lancaster and District Billposting and Advertising 

Company, Limited.—Registered on the 22nd ult., with a capital of 
£1,500, in £1 shares, to carry on the business of billposters at Lan¬ 
caster, in accordance with an agreement made 20th June, between 
Allen Shaw, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancaster, on behalf of the Lan¬ 
caster and District Billposting and Advertising Company, Limited, of 
the one part, and Edgar Couzens, of Lancaster, on behalf of the com¬ 
pany, of the other part. Registered without special articles of 
association. Registered office, 62, Market-street, Lancaster. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Holden and Whelon, Lancaster. 

Northern Volunteer News Company, Limited. — Regis¬ 
tered on the 30th ult., with a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares, to 
promote and publish a weekly newspaper called the Northern 
Volunteer News. Solicitors, Messrs Bradburn & Simpson, Liverpool. 

Cassell & Co., Limited, have declared an interim dividend of 
5 per cent., free of income-tax, for the half-year ended June 30th. 

The London Printing and Publishing Alliance, Limited.— 

Mr. W. L. Bonnett presided at the annual general meeting recently, 
when the accounts and report upon the result of the first year's 
working were submitted to the shareholders, and unanimously 
adopted. Dividends were declared making, with the interim 
dividend previously paid, 6 per cent, upon the preferred and 6 per 
cent, upon the deferred shares for the year. 

H. Spicer & Co., Limited.—The second annual general meeting 
of H. Spicer & Co., Limited, was held on the 3rd inst., at the 
Memorial Flail, Farringdon-street, E.C., under the presidency of the 
Hon. Edward W. Douglas (the chairman of the company). The 
chairman said the directors had the satisfaction of declaring a dividend 
of 8 per cent, for the year, and it would be seen that they had made 
270 tons of paper more than last year, yet the net profits were slightly 
decreased. This was caused by the increased price of coal and 
chemicals, which amounted to considerably more than the diminution 
of 2 per cent, on the ordinary dividend. There had been upwards of 
£2,600 increase on the price of coal, which represented 4 per cent, on 
the ordinary dividend. Chemicals had risen in price owing to the 
attempts to form a chemical union, but he thought there was reason 
to believe that this scheme would not be carried out. Again, the 
competition in the paper trade was more rife than ever, and they were 
totally unable at present to raise the price of any of their products. 
With regard to the envelope factory, it was incorporated into their 
business with the idea of making it a feeder of the mill, but experience 
had shown that that trade required such a variety of papers that to 
make their mill produce them would interfere with their regular 
trade, and they would require a considerable increase of capital. The 
directors had therefore made arrangements for disposing of that 
business to one of the largest producers of envelopes in the kingdom. 
The directors expected to get clear of that transaction without loss to 
the company—at any rate, beyond a few pounds. Having referred in 
terms of regret to the fact that the company were now deprived of the 
services of Mr. Flenry Spicer, the chairman moved the adoption of 
the report and accounts. This was seconded by Mr. H. W. Cobb, 
and unanimously agreed to. The Hon. E. W. Douglas was re-elected 
as a director, and the auditors (Messrs. Theobald Brothers & Miall) 
were re-appointed. The proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to 
the chairman and directors. 
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Ai.i.ison'.—Mr. Benjamin Allison, editor and proprietor of the 
Staffordshire Chronicle, died at his residence, The Green, Stafford, 
on July 28, aged 73. Mr. Allison was the son of a lace manufacturer, 
and was born at Nottingham in 1817. He was engaged for some 
years on various important county newspapers, chiefly in the Midlands. 
In 1858 he relinquished his connection with journalism, to become 
private secretary to Mr. A. C. Sheriff, M.P., managing director of the 
West Midland Railway. On the amalgamation of the West Midland 
with the Great Western Railway in 1S64, Mr. Allison became 
interested in enterprises in the South Wales coal and iron trade, and 
he continued connected therewith until the great collapse in the 
fortunes of those trades in 1875 made it necessary for him once more 
to turn his attention to his earlier profession. He proceeded to 
Stafford in 1876, and there established the Staffordshire Chronicle. 
Owing to the skill and ability with which the venture was conducted, 
the Chronicle soon met with considerable success, and it is now one of 
the most popular newspapers in the county. Mr. Allison was greatly 
respected by his fellow townspeople at Stafford, and was held in 

much esteem by his employes. 

Gibbon.—On August 18th, suddenly, at Great Yarmouth, Mr. 

Charles Gibbon, novelist, aged 48. 

Hinde.—Mr. Alfred Hinde, printer, of Dudley-street, Wolver¬ 
hampton, died on August 8. The deceased served his apprenticeship 
at the well-known house of Gilbert & Rivington, printers, London, 
and was afterwards associated with his father in managing the Lich¬ 
field Mercury. In 1838 he went to Wolverhampton to fill an appoint¬ 
ment on the Wolverhampton Chronicle, of which his father was the 
editor. In 1S43 he commenced business on Snow-hill, Wolver¬ 
hampton, and continued to lake an interest in it until a few weeks 
before his death. 

----o--<S>- 

Bdttve (paienf. 

The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 
•was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—July, 1890. 

11,854.—The Lamson Paragon Supply Co., Limited, and J. B. 
Smith. Improved apparatus for perforating paper or other 
material. 29. 

August. 

12,063.—A. B. Sanson and R. Sanson, Junr. An improved process 
for the production of letterpress and like plates for printing. 1. 

12,090.—W. W. Horn. A communication from W. E. Smith, of 
Australia. An automatic numbering and cheque - printing 
machine. 1. 

12,1,9.—L. PI. Hawes and A. Kimball. Improvements in colour 
ticket-printing machines. 2. 

12,233.—A. J. Boult. A communication from Richter Brothers, of 
Germany. Improvements in newspaper holders or supporting 

frames. 5- 
12,242.—M. Lehnert. Improved paper-registering or adjusting ap¬ 

paratus for book and other printing presses. 5. 
12,289.—K Zysler, London. The improvement to increase the sale 

of any printed newspaper. 6. 
12,321.—I*’. Praunegger. Improvements in type-setting and dis¬ 

tributing machies. 6. 
12,502.—F. Praunegger. Improvements in justifying apparatus and 

printers’ forms. 9. 
12,636.—H. E. Newton. A communication from G. W. Turner, of 

United States. Improvements in colour printing. 12. 
12,692.—J. S. Scott and F. B. Mills. Improvements in machines for 

the preparation of type for printing. 13. 
12,791.—J. H. Shorrock and J. Martin. Improvements in or relating 

to paper-making machines. 15. 
12,819.—S. D. Williams, Newport. Improvements in column type¬ 

printing instruments operated electrically for telegraphic and other 
purposes, and in conductors therefor, which latter also applicable 
for telephonic and electric transmission generally. 15. 

13,009.—J. B. Odell. Improvements in printing telegraphs. 19. 
13,018.—H. H. Lake. A communication from D. H. Burrell, of 

United States. Improvements in paper-feeding apparatus, for use 
with printing, ruling, folding, and other machines. 19. 

—C. Griinzweig. A device for fastening together newspapers, 
invoices, and other loose documents or papers. 19. 

13,040.—J. M. Black. Improvements in machines for printing tickets 
and the like. 19. 

I3>°97-—J- B. Bayly. A communication from W. Dicks, of Canada. 
Improved chromatic printing apparatus. 20. 

I3,n5-—F- Marley, London. The web type-setting and distributing- 
michines. 21. 

13,169.-—F. P. Munro, Dulwich. Securing printers’ forms, type, 
&c., in metal frames or chases, by means of an expanding metal 
block. 21. 

I3H98-—J- Baron and J. T. Bibby. Improvements in and relating to 
apparatus for printing paper bags. 22. 

13,226.—C. R. Bonne. A communication from C. A. Ilaab, of 
Switzerland. An improved book-stitching machine. 22. 

!3>273-—C. Turnbull, jun. Improvements in or relating to type¬ 
writers. 23. 

I3>274.—H. Schwarz. An improved typographic printing and 
cutting-machine. 23. 

I3)4I9-—W. P. Thompson. A communication from the Curved 
Electrotype Company, of United-’States. Improvements in or 
relating to bending flat electrotype plates to a true circular form, 
and in apparatus therefor. 26. 

I3,424-—J- B. Odell. Improvements in mechanism for setting type, 
and in part applicable for other purposes. 26. 

13>427-—J- B. Odell. Improvements in type-setting machines. 26. 

Specifications published during tile Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1889. 

14.418.—Higgins. Type-distributing, &c , machines . Is. 3d. 
14,589-—Higgins. Printing-telegraphs. 6d. 
14,918.—Clay and Marchant. Type-setting machine. 8d. 
15,247.—Munro. Paper-folding machine . 8d. 
18,647.—Cartwright and Wallwork. Lithographic printing. 8d. 

1890. 

5,128.—Kellner. Making paper .j . 6d. 
7,590.—Sanderson. Type-writing machines . 8d. 
8,772.—Northrop. Type-writing machines. 6d. 
8,974.—Newton. Printing small books, &c. 1 id. 

10,564.—Scott.—Printing-telegraphs . 6d. 
10,580.—Newton. Printing, &c., multiple-paged papers ... is. id. 

INDEX TO TRADE 

Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 
graphists. iii 

Balls, W. & J., Bookbinders. vi 
Bovvers Bros. Printing . iii 
Campbell & Co., Photogravure.... iii 
Central Agency, Partnerships, &c. vii 
Cleathero & Nichols, Automatic 

Feeding Apparatus. v 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths. iii 
Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . i 
Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines i 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco . vi 
Elliott, John, Son & Co., Printing 

Machines . vi 
Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers iii 
Greaves, T., Litho Stones . ii 
Hofer, W , Bronze Powder. iii 
Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks. iii 
Jones, Charles, Lithographer .... vi 
Kampe & Co. Engineers . i 

ANNOUNCEMENTS, 

Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist. iii 
Litho-plate Co.   iv 

Miscellaneous . iii 

Redfern, G. F. & Co., Patent Agents iii 
Silverlock, H., Electrotyper. iii 
Slater & Palmer, Printing Inks., iv 
Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithogiaphers iv 
Upton, J., Almanack. vi 
Widdowson, T. B , Lithographer .. i 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers iii 
Winstone, B. & Sons, Inks, &c. ii 

WRAPPER. 
Lagerman Typotheter. 2 

Manner Bros., Printing Inks. 4 
Plummer, F., & Co., Electrotypers 

and Stereotypers . 3 
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£ojrice of tfy (fllonf!$. 

HE prospectus of the Hansard Publishing 

Union, Limited, inviting applications for 

additional capital, was advertised in the 

papers from the 27th ult. to the 1st inst., 

and we understand it met with a sufficient 

response to ensure the carrying out of the 

contemplated enlargement. The capital 

now stands at one million, half in 8 per cent, 

preference, and half in ordinary shares, 

in addition to which there are 6 per cent, debentures for ,£250,000. 

The total purchase of the new businesses taken over, including 

freehold and leasehold premises, plant, machinery, fixtures, 

goodwill, &c., amounts to ,£525,000; ,£75,000 additional working 

capital is provided, and ,£150,000 held in reserve for future 

issue. Mr. Henry Burt is appointed general manager. 

Last month Mr. C. J. Drummond, secretary of the London 

Society of Compositors, issued a manifesto addressed “To the 

clergy attending the Church Congress at Hull,” calling atten¬ 

tion to the fact that a very large quantity of printing executed 

for religious and temperance bodies is given to firms who 

refuse to recognise the rules and customs of the trade. The 

address called attention to the low prices paid by such wealthy 

bodies as the Religious Tract Society and the Society for Pro¬ 

moting Christian Knowledge, and stated that the reply of 

houses paying low wages, when spoken to about it, is that they 

are perfectly willing to pay “fair” wages, if this Society can 

exercise sufficient influence to induce the before-mentioned 

and similar bodies to pay a “fair” price for their work. The 

manifesto urged the ministers and officers of all religious and 

temperance bodies to refuse in future to subscribe to any news¬ 

paper or publication that is not printed “fairly,” and to with¬ 

hold their work from those firms who fail to conduct their 

offices in accordance with the lules and regulations of the 

trade, which have been mutually agreed to by employers and 

workmen. Arrangements were made whereby every member 

of the Church Congress was supplied with a copy of this 

address on the opening day. 

* + * * 

We are very pleased to see that the ballot of the members 

of the London Society of Compositors upon the question of an 

increase in the salary of Mr. C. J. Drummond, the secretary, 

has resulted in a majority of 1,830 for such increase. There 

were 6,938 papers issued. The voting was as follows : Yes, 

3,712; No, 1,182. Thirty-seven papers were informal, and 

1,317 were unaccounted for. Mr. Drummond’s salary will, 

therefore, now be .£250 per annum. We should have liked to 

see the voting for so modest an increase unanimous. What 

could have induced those 1,182 members to say “ No”? 

4. 4. 4. 

A STRIKE occurred last month at Messrs. King, Sell, & 

Railton’s, Limited, about forty of the compositors coming out. 

The cause of the strike does not appear very clear, Messrs. 

King& Co. stating that the grievances were purely imaginary. 

It is greatly to be regretted that these differences cannot be 

adjusted without the extreme measure of a strike being resorted 

to. Much bad feeling is engendered on both sides, and we 

really think it shows a lack of that practical common sense 

which Englishmen pride themselves upon possessing, that a 

few points of dispute cannot be fairly stated and argued upon 

by masters and men, and an agreement arrived at, honourable 

to both sides. We pass no judgment upon the merits of this 

particular case, but would like to see the principle adopted, and 

acted upon, of friendly conferences between employers and 

employed whenever there is a question in dispute. These 

conferences should be entirely apart from any outside inter¬ 

ference. If no agreement is possible, then the matter should 

be arbitrated upon by a committee of masters and workmen, 

and their decision be accepted as final and binding. 

4. 4. 4. 

A peculiar fashion among a certain class of journals, 

which, small as it is, is yet significant, may be just mentioned. 

All connected with the press will know those little scraps of 
B 
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empty space often left after articles which cannot be leaded 
over. In newspapers they are filled up with “ pars ” ; in 
magazines and weeklies the service is performed by morsels of 
very sage aphorism or counsel with very great names 
appended ; and we may all remember times when we have 
marvelled at the wisdom of the owners of the names and the 
research of the editor. Well, these words of wisdom have in 
the new kind of papers been discarded for something nearer to 
hand—opinions of the press, real or imagined, or its own 
opinions, or its subscribers’ opinions about the journal’s self. To 
say that these things—larded about unsparingly—disfigure the 
pages is to beg the question—that there is, namely, anything 
to disfigure. Very probably too they are as good reading as 
the rest of the matter ; and if the volumes are bound, and 
editors and readers like them, there is an end of the matter. 
But it is, as we have said, characteristic 

4* + + 

Referring to the ever-increasing number of “scrappy” 
papers being published, a contemporary says :—Perhaps one of 
the least attractive features of present-day journalism is the 
persistent manner in which papers of the “ Bits ” and “ Scraps ” 
order continue to be started without the least regard to 
the great competition already existing in this branch of 
“ literature.” Scarcely a week passes without one or more of 
these featureless—and not infrequently inane—publications 
making its appearance, filled with stale jokes, usually culled 
from the pages of Punch or the Family Herald of thirty years 
ago ; alleged American “ tall ” stories, would-be witticisms, 
and a variety of other unintellectual pabulum. There is un¬ 
deniably among a certain section of the public a taste for 
this kind of reading, and in the case of established papers, 
such as that of Mr. Newnes, this want is catered for in 
a way that combines a maximum of amusement with a mini¬ 
mum of mere foolishness ; but with the struggles of the rag¬ 
tag and bobtail but little sympathy can be felt. 

<• *t* + 

It is not pleasant to think that a large percentage of the British 
reading public habitually have their intellectual cravings satis¬ 
fied by the absurdities—or worse—that some of these “journals ” 
contain. A lew weeks since a writer in a leading daily paper 
poured well-deserved ridicule on the Prize Competitions for 
anything and everything that were fast becoming an established 
feature of weekly journalism, and deplored the absence of 
common sense that appeared to characterise the majority of 
the competitors who were ready to embark on any “ competi¬ 
tive ” enterprise, however ridiculous, did it promise even in the 
remotest degree a chance of obtaining something for nothing. 
These remarks, although undoubtedly severe, appeared to be 
fully justified by the merits, or rather demerits of the case, and 
it may be applied with equal force to the publishers and pur¬ 
chasers of the papers themselves. It is to be sincerely re¬ 
gretted that the admitted enterprise of the former cannot find 
vent in some other and nobler channel. Such pandering to 
the weak and foolish tastes of a minority can only lead in the 
end to the mental degeneracy of our race and nation. 

+ + + 

SOMEBODY must save money ; and the people who save it 
will be the capitalists, and they will control the organisation of 
industry and receive the larger share of the profits. If the 
working men will save their money they may be not only 
sharers of profits, but owners of stock and receivers of 
dividends. And the workmen can save their money, if they 
will. It is the only way in which they can permanently and 
surely improve their condition. Legislative reforms, improved 
industrial methods, may make the way easier for them, but 
there is no road to comfort and independence, after all, but the 
plain, old path of steady work and sober saving. If the working 
people of this country would save, tor the next five years, the 
money they spend on beer, spirits, and tobacco, they could 
control a pretty large share of the capital employed in the 
industries by which they get their living ; and they could turn 
the dividends of this capital from the pockets of the capital¬ 
ists into their own. There is no other way of checking the 
congestion of wealth and of promoting its diffusion, so expe¬ 
ditious, so certain, and so beneficent as this. We wish the 
working people would try it ! 

Consequent on the action lately taken with regard to 
certain pictorial advertisements displayed on the hoardings of 
the metropolis, and in anticipation of any further proceedings 
of a like character, the London Billposters’ Protection Associa¬ 
tion have decided to adopt a course of their own in the matter. 
At their first annual meeting, on the 8th inst., they resolved to 
“ appoint six gentlemen to act as a Committee of Censors, 
whose decision in regard to any poster shall be absolutely 
binding upon the whole of the members.” It was further re¬ 
solved that “ Any member of the association can, by communi¬ 
cation with the lion, secretary, demand a decision of the 
Committee of Censors upon any poster. Immediately upon 
the receipt of such demand, the hon. secretary shall at once 
telegraph to each member of the association, so as to prevent 
contracts being entered into for the poster in question ; and, 
in the event of any member having, previous to the receipt oi 
such telegram, entered into a contract for exhibiting a poster 
which the Committee of Censors decide shall not be exhibited, 
the association undertake to hold such member harmless 
against any action that may be b ught for breach of such 
contract.” 

+ + 

The Board of Trade returns show decided improvement for 
last month. Export of books is larger by 5,300 cwt. in quantity, 
and ,£31,200 in value, for the month ; while for the nine months 
the increase is 8,000 cwt., and ,£36,600. Stationery also shows 
the substantial increase of ,£21,000 for the month, and 
£27,400 for the nine months. Export of paper is larger by 
37,300 cwt. in quantity, and ,£56,000 in value, the increase for 
the nine months being 28,000 cwt. and £6,700. Import of 
foreign paper shows an increase in quantity of 7,000 cwt., and 
in value of ,£10,000; the totals for the nine months showing 
an increase of 186,000 cwt. and ,£100,000. 

Sept. 

Jan. to Sept. 
i > 

Export of Printed Books. 

cwt. 
1890 ... .... 18,456 .. ... 146,207 
1889 ... ... 13,154 ... ••• 114,953 
1888 ... .... 13,381 ... ... 121,954 
1890 .. ... 112,798 ... .. 927,231 
1889 ... .... 104,919 ... ... 890,625 
1888 ... .... 98,003 ... ... 877,076 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

Sept. 
9 9 . .... 1889 .. 

. .. 1888 . 

£. 
. 91,857 

. 82,549 
Jan. to Sept. .... 1890 . .696,002 

.... 1889 . 
.... 1888 . .649,678 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the nine months in each of the three years :— 

1890. 1889. 1888. 
£■ £' 

Germany . . 61,780 ... 58,845 ... 50,448 
France . . 21,122 ... 28,486 ... 26,668 
United States. . 61,601 57,439 ... 56,280 
British East Indies ... 76,701 ... 81,548 
Australasia. . 115,388 ... 125,847 ... 149,256 
British North America... 21,081 ... 20,658 ... 25,841 
Other countries. .332,021 ... 300,637 ... 259,637 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

Sept. 1890 . 
cwt. 

87,960 .... .. 151,146 
1889 . 50,610 .... .. 95,116 
1888 . 89,109 .... • 155,069 

.. 1,268,80 7 Jan. to Sept. 1890 . 731,628 . 
703,669 .... 1889 . .. 1,262,145 

9 9 . 1888 . 802,087 _ .. 1,368,790 

Import of Foreign 

Sept. 
a . 
>> . 

Jan. to Sept, 
99 

99 

1890 
1SS9 
1S88 
1S90 
1889 
1888 

Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. £. 
. 181,482   I54A72 
. 174.726   144.493 
. 144.426   J3o,573 
.1,626,695 .1,376,369 
. 1,440,973 .1,276,459 
.i,3i7,7i3 .1,217,629 
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Our old friend Bradshaw has been greatly improved of late. 
The map which always adorns its pages has been re-engraved 
and printed on much better paper than formerly. The sea is 
now distinguishable from the land by being printed in a different 
colour. Messrs. Henry Blacklock & Co. are to be congratulated 
on the improvement which has been made. The whole has 
been reset in new extra hard-faced metal type. All the notes 
have been removed from the tables to make them more clear. 
The fares and mileage from London are given on main lines 
and through routes. It is probably the cheapest sixpenny worth 
in the world. The American Traveller's Official Guide costs 
half a dollar, and the German Hendschcl costs as much. The 
price of the French Livret Chaix is over a shilling, while the 
Italian time-book costs ninepence, although it contains fewer 
trains than are run on the London and North-Western line 
alone. On the whole, Bradshaw is a marvellous production for 
the money. The circulation is very large, and an enormous 
quantity of paper is used for it every month. 

Crabe Qtoftcee* 

Gold Blocked Calendars.—Mr. G. F. Le Sage, of 10, 

Fore-street, is introducing some very pretty little calendars 
blocked in gold on black cards with round corners and bevel 
edges. Space is left for name, address, and advertisement, 
and these goods should find a ready demand for advertising 
purposes. 

+ + 

New Litho Samples.—Mr. Charles Jones, 9, Dyer’s- 
buildings, Holborn, has almost ready a new sample sheet of 
litho work of high artistic merit, which should be seen by the 
trade. Mr. Jones is also bringing out some improved “ Sheriffs 
Route Charts,” both useful and interesting. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

Messrs. Hildesheimer & Faulkner, 41, Jewin-street, 
E.C., send us specimens of some little pocket folding calendars 
for 1891 which form dainty and effective advertising mediums. 
Low prices can be quoted for printing advertisements on these 
calendars for orders of 250 and upwards. We should think 
there would be a good demand for these goods, and advise our 
friends to apply for specimens. 

4* 4* 4* 

New Style Mourning Stationery. — Messrs. John 
Dickinson & Co.. Limited, are to be congratulated upon the 
introduction of their new Court mourning stationary. It is at 
once plain, artistic, and expressive. Instead of the hideous 
black bordering, varying in depth to indicate the various 
degrees of grief, Messrs. Dickinson simply place a black 
corner on the top left hand side of the note paper and 
envelopes. The effect is good, and we hope the fashion will 
be generally adopted. 

<• 4> ♦ 

Memorial and Bordered Cards.—Messrs. Taylor Bros., 
of Leeds, send us specimens of their latest productions in this 
line, and a very elegant collection they make. The memorial 
cards are very chaste in design, and the printing leaves 
nothing to be 'desired. We may mention No. 5 (moonlight 
scene and lilies), No. 8 (lilies of the valley), No. 23 (broken 
branch of lilies), No. 24 (cross and passion flowers), No. 25 
(church) as especially good. The bordered cards are also 
good and will prove very useful to printers and lithographers. 
The quality of the cards is excellent, and the designs sufficiently 
varied to suit the requirements of all trades. 

4* «§• <*§® 

Almanacks for Localising.—Messrs. James Sears & Sons 
have again produced some capital almanacks for issue in con¬ 
nection with local matter and advertisements. The success 
of their issue last year was so marked, that, in order to prevent 
disappointment, they are issuing two kinds this year, the rule 
being to supply only one customer in a district. The almanacks 
are well printed on good paper with plenty of pictures, and 
are supplied either with or without a cash diary. A 16 pp. 

companion is also supplied suitable for doing up with the 
almanacks. 

4* 4* 4* 

Hoke Engraving Plates.—We referred to these plates in 
our numbers for September (p. 161) and October (p. 185) last 
year, pointing out their value for the rapid production of news¬ 
paper illustrations. Not having heard of them lately we 
thought the plates had not met with success ; but we are 
pleased to learn that the contrary is the case. Several large 
newspapers are using these plates regularly, and the demand 
is increasing rapidly. The invention is now in very strong 
hands, and will be worked in a thorough manner, so that we 
expect to hear a great deal more of these plates in the near 
future. The Hoke Engraving Plate Company, 37, Walbrook- 
street, are the sole owners of the patent for Great Britain, and 
are prepared to execute orders to any extent with the greatest 
rapidity. The prices have been revised in favour of the buyers, 
and our readers are recommended to try what can be done in 
the way of illustration with the Hoke plates. The artist draws 
direct on to the plate, without reversing, and a stereotype is 
taken direct from it, so that the time required is exceedingly 
short. Particulars and specimens will be supplied on applica¬ 
tion to the company. 

+ + + 

Litho Pens.—Mr. C. Elvidge, of 3, Freeman’s Court, 
Cheapside, E.C., is introducing a pen for circular writing, 
which is likely to meet with an extensive demand. It is well 
made, and admirably adapted for the purpose. 

-•—m - 

Notes from Argentina. 

THE printing trade here all round has, for this last three 
years, been very brisk, and is now in the same delightful 

condition. At some of the establishments they are so crowded 
up with orders, that you must either wait a great time if you 
want your work done at that particular place, or you are obliged 
to take it to some other printer who may be less occupied. At 
the commencement of this month those houses that had paper¬ 
cutting machines were very busy in making up what are named 
here “ bombas,” which consist of a handful of cut paper en¬ 
closed in a piece of tissue, and made round in the shape of a 
ball. Thousands of these are made, sold, and wasted during 
carnival days, which happen to fall on the 17th and 18th of the 
month. It is to be hoped Buenos Ayres will soon shake off 
this buffoonery for ever, and act like civilised, non-Catholic 
European cities. It is a great nuisance, causing interruption 
to commercial business for two whole days, besides being the 
cause of many disturbances. 

Lithographers have been extra busy in getting out cards of 
invitation to masked balls, for in all the theatres of the city 
they are at the public’s disposal (entrance fee, 10 dols.) during 
carnival time ; cards for visiting purposes are also required 
about now, for the “high life” when residing in their camp 
quarters at the “ estancia ” (country house with an estate 
adjoining). 

Trade of every kind has suffered severely owing to the great 
financial crisis that this country has passed through, and is still 
passing through. The national dollar is only worth from 30 to 
40 cents gold, or say, at the most, 2s. instead of 4s. The result 
of the crisis in the printing trade of this city (Buenos Ayres) 
has been the death of two well-known morning dailies, namely, 
La Patria, which, had it lived to September next, would have 
been twelve years old ; and Figaro, which was rather a favourite 
of the public, and well known for its “ crispy ” morning data, 
after having reached its seventh year. 

El Poligrafo, the only journal of the printing art, has ceased 
to appear until a better time returns. 

El Globo, an evening diario, died six months after its birth. 
La Typografia Argentma has ceased to appear in the direc¬ 

tory of “ period’cos.” 
Another noticeable feature with the newspapers is the 

decrease in their size, especially one, El Correo Espahol, a 
morning daily, which used to consist of two immense blanket 
sheets ; now those two “hojas” (pages) are the size of Lloyd's 
or Reynolds' weekly Sunday edition. There is but one good 
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periodical known to the writer that has braved the crisis, and 
which has kept to its usual size and price ; also to its superior 
matter, with fine illustrations of general interest—portraits, 
landscape views of the country, and local events, &c.; it is 
known as the Sud Americano. 

Printing paper has risen from 7.00 dols. to 20 00 dols. per 
ream in Buenos Ayres. 

General Mitre, an ex-president of the Argentine Republic, and 
owner of La Nation, the largest morning daily in the country, 
both as to size and circulation, which averages to 21,000 per day, 
will leavejon the 3rd proximo, per Ditca di Galliera, en route 
for Europe, were he is expected to stay a year. 

The writer, some two months ago, made a visit to Monte¬ 
video, Republica Uruguay, for a couple of days, and during his 
brief stay found out that there only existed one English daily 
newspaper, the River Plata Times ; the other two which used 
to keep company, the Independent and Express, having gone 
over to the majority. 

A fortnightly illustrated and scientific review has made its 
appearance in this city called El Bombero (The Fireman), 
under the management of Captain Florencio Chavarria ; this 
new organ of the press devotes itself entirely to the interests of 
that worthy corps, the Buenos Ayres Fire Brigade, and to 
fires, &c. 

“ Compania Nacional de Impresos ” is a new company 
lately launched here to do all manner of printing and litho¬ 
graphy ; offices are at calle Piedad 2375-81. Senor I. Palma 
is president, and Senor M. Luca vice-president of this concern. 

A novelty.—Messrs. E. Filemon, Naon, & Co., of Buenos 
Ayres, have a new invention, “ Boletos Avisadores de los 
Tramways ” (tramway advertisement ticket), a company formed 
with 80,000 dols. capital, with sole privilege in the Argentine 
Republic, Brazil, Uruguay, Chili, and United States. With 
each ticket goes an advertising sheet of reduced dimensions, 
which is naturally most useful to the traveller, as it gives him 
a kind of miniature directory of the business houses of note in 
the city. Each advertising square in the sheet annexed to the 
ticket costs 25 dols. for every emission of 5,000 tickets, or say 
five milesimos for each insertion. This scheme enables the 
public to travel free, provides good advertising for tradesmen, 
and gives a considerable increase of passengers to the tram¬ 
way companies of Buenos Ayres. 

The stationery trade is the same as the printing trade— 
generally very busy, and seldom slack—though, were you to 
ask any proprietor owning one of these flourishing concerns, 
how trade was, he would reply, “ Middling,” or that it was 
beginning to “ improve ” a little. 

The largest stationers in our city are Messrs. Mackern & 
Maclean, who have their establishment situated in calle Piedad 
(corner of calle San Martin). Here printing and lithographing 
are done in all their branches, also a great amount of book¬ 
binding ; men and boys in these departments number about 
100 to 150, leaving out those in the stationery department, and 
book-keepers with their assistants (who do their work in 
special rooms built over the shop for that purpose). The 
house is lighted throughout with the electric light. 

The house of Jacob Peuser (a German), located in the calle 
San Martin 152-158, has just as large a trade as Mackern & 
Maclean, and in the same line—stationery, printing, litho¬ 
graphing, and bookbinding of all classes. Here are a great 
number of hands always employed, many of them being 
French and Germans, who work on fine jobs that require skill 
and experience ; for natives cannot be trusted with delicate 
work ; they are clumsy and inexperienced, and do not interest 
themselves in their trade sufficiently so as to enable them to 
come out from the general ranks of mediocre printers, or more 
than ordinary comps. This house has a branch at La Plata, 
capital of Buenos Ayres province. 

John Grant has his book and stationery business situated in 
the calle Cangallo 469, which is known under the name of 
“ Libreria Anglo Argentina.” It is one of the oldest English 
establishments in Buenos Ayres, and greatly patronised by 
Britishers of the River Plata. Printing is done on a small 
scale by the above firm, but stationery is the article of which 
this house makes a speciality. 

Another English stationery house of long standing is that of 
Guillermo Mackern, calle Florida 233, where can be found the 
cream in stationery wares, with a varied bookstore. 

Last, but not the smallest, are the noted establishments of 

Luis Jacobsen & Co., calle Florida 422 ; and that known as 
“ La Argentina ” (belonging to a co-operative society), situated 
at Victoria 670-76, with a branch at calle Callao 515. This is 
the largest native house wherein all office effects are to be had ; 
there is also an extensive book-store on the premises. The 
first-mentioned house (L. Jacobson & Co.) is the book-store of 
Buenos Ayres, where books in all languages can be found, also 
all stationery goods, and it is the agency for English, American, 
French, and German newspapers and periodicals. 

The largest and best known French stationer and bookseller 
here is Mr. Felix Lajoaune, located at Calle del Peril 85. 

There are scores of other “ librerias ” that would take up too 
much space, even were their names only given, and those 
mentioned above are also importers in their trade, and from 
whom some of the unmentioned ones buy here in large quan¬ 
tities. There only exists one paper factory in the whole of the 
Argentine Republic. It is situated at Zarate (about 60 miles 
from Buenos Ayres). At this “ fdbrica ” (factory) is made all 
kinds and classes of papers, both for office and packing 
purposes. It seems peculiar that “La Argentina” (name of 
the limited society who work this concern) has not had orders 
or does not receive contracts to supply some of our dailies, all 
of which seem to be under the necessity of sending to Europe 
(England principally) for their required paper material. The 
offices and depots of the factory are in Buenos Ayres. This 
society is laid out in the following manner :—Capital is 
1,500,000 dols. (national currency), divided into 15,000 shares 
of 100 dols. each. Profits made by the company are distributed 
in the following manner : 2 per cent, to the president, 4 per 
cent, to the directors, 4 per cent, to reserve fund, 10 per cent, 
to the technical director, and 80 per cent, to shareholders. 
Mariano V. Escalada is president of this “ Sociedad Anonima 
para la Fabricacion de Papel ” (Anonymous Society for the 
Fabrication of Paper), which has at present 76 shareholders 
on its list. The above was only started in October, 1886, when 
the statutes were approved of by the President of the Re¬ 
public, Juarez Celman. Francisco W. N. Lodia. 

Buenos Ayres, June 5, 1890. 

Stamp on French Playing Cards. 

A DECREE was signed by President Carnot on April 12 
with reference to playing cards, which enacts :—-The ace 

of clubs in packs with a French interior portrait, is to be 
struck with a special stamp, the impression of which is to be 
deposited at the registry office of the Court of Appeal at Paris. 
The same stamp is to be used for each of the packs with 
foreign portrait destined for the interior, on a card always the 
same for each portrait, the designation of which is to be made 
by the Excise Office. 

The card marked with the stamp is to be placed the first on 
the side opposite the band. A cut made in the envelope 
should make the verification of the presence of the stamp 
possible without breaking the band. 

The packs, both with French and foreign portrait, sent for 
exportation should not bear the stamp instituted by the present 
decree. 

It is accorded to manufacturers until January 1, 1891, and 
merchants until July 1 of the same year, in order to dispose of 
the cards previously manufactured. After this delay the sale 
of cards, not according to rule, is interdicted. 

Reckoning from January 1, 1892, the packs not conforming 
with the present decree, shall be considered as fraudulently 
manufactured and seized when found in cafes, inns, clubs, 
shops, See., and in general establishments open to the public. 

To Tell the Day of the Week.—Take the last two 
figures of the year, add a quarter of this, disregarding the 
fraction ; add the date of the month, and to this add the figure 
in the following list, one figure standing for each month. 
3, 6, 6, 2, 4, o, 2, 5, 1, 3, 6, 1. Divide the sum by 7 and the 
remainder will give the number of the day in the week, and 
when there is no remainder the day will be Saturday. As 
an example, take March, 19, 1890. Take 90, add 22, add 
19, add 6. This gives 137, which divided by 7 leaves a re¬ 
mainder of 4, which is the number of the day, or Wednesday 
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CLEATHERO & NICHOLS’S 

“ Now is the winter of our discontent 
Made glorious summer .... 
And all the clouds that lower’d upon our house 
In the deep bosom of the ocean buried.” 

King Richard III., Act I., Scene I. 

EW branches of mechanical science have 

made greater progress during the last forty 

years than that relating to printing machi¬ 

nery ; and this fact is the more particularly 

noteworthy since it was among the latest 

industries to receive impetus from inventive 

genius. It is true that exactly one hundred years ago 

(1790), conceptions of cylindrical letterpress printing 

machines were embodied in a specification by William 

Nicholson. These, however, were permitted to lie dormant 

until 1812, when Koenig made use of precisely the same 

principles, with two exceptions, in the production of the 

first letterpress printing machine. This was a surprisingly 

early date, when we consider how printing was hedged 

in by arbitrary restrictions, created on the one hand by 

autocrats, fearful of its power, and on the other by work¬ 

men apprehensive that its development would prove detri¬ 

mental to their interests. But all attempts to curb and 

regulate the art were successfully frustrated when, on 

November 28, 1814, the Times announced that on that day 

their issue had been printed by machinery propelled by 
steam power. 

While Koenig did not entirely carry out the principles 

laid down in Nicholson’s patent—principles then believed 

to be impracticable, but since proven the germs of both 

of the present systems of printing—his machine of 1811 is 

entitled to the credit of furnishing the idea which led to 

the construction of the first stop-cylinder machine, a 

machine, however, which varied in many important parti¬ 

culars from what is now known under that name. At first 

the sole object of inventors was how best to provide a 

machine to enable newspaper proprietors to expeditiously 

print their daily issues in the limited period intervening 

between the close of an important parliamentary debate 

and early morning ; so that it is not a singular fact that 

among the many inventions and improvements which arose 

out of Koenig’s triumph not one during the long period 

from 1814 till 1851 successfully grasped the requirements 

of jobbing work, nor one, excepting the Anglo-French 

perfecting machine, which has any record among existing 

machines. Yet, although thus forgotten, many of their 

leading principles have been revived and embodied in 

successful adaptations for present day requirements. The 

tumbler machine invented by Main, and afterwards 

improved upon by Conisbee, was really the first machine 

which made jobbing printers realize that the day of hand 

presses was gone, and the present almost perfect machines 

are more or less built on its familiar lines, 
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A great difficulty which presented itself to the master 
printer in the adoption of machines was the number of 
attendants required for each. These included the machine- 
minder and in many cases two layers-on and two takers-off. 
In addition to the wages there was the loss caused by the 
mischief done by idle hands, while the machine-minder 
was making ready his work, and the loss through spoiled 
sheets and bad register. 

As far as the takers-off are concerned, their labours have 
to a great extent been superseded by the taking-off 
apparatus invented and patented by Messrs. Dawson. 
This has been adopted by other makers, and now no 
purchaser thinks his machine complete without it. 

The work of a layer-on is of a very trying nature, and 
requires considerable skill, which can only be acquired by 
long experience. The low rate of pay, and the unhealthy 
conditions too often attending the work, tend to keep the 
workers in a low social state ; and many are the complaints 
on the part of machine-minders as to the conduct of their 
assistants. It has, therefore, been a problem with inven¬ 
tors to produce some automatic arrangement to supersede 
hand labour for laying-on. Almost every machine-maker 
has had a try, but it seems to have been reserved for 
Messrs. Cleathero & Nichols to produce an apparatus which 
effectually accomplishes the purpose in view. 

The first invention of an automatic feeder was that in 
the year 1873 by J. T. Ashley, of Brooklyn, New York. 

This apparatus, of which we give an illustration, was 
only partially successful, its great drawback being that it 
could not be depended on ; and its arrangements were 
so intricate that, when it failed to work, the machine-minder 
was helpless. The following is a short description of its 
mechanism :—A pile of sheets is placed upon an endless 
blanket in the usual manner for hand feeding. A number 
of small vertical cylinders are placed above the sheet and 
parallel to the front edges. Each of these cylinders is 
closed at the top and open at the bottom; and inside is 
placed a piston, provided with a rod, which is long enough 
to reach the paper when the piston is down. In the rod 
is an elongated hole, through which the crank-shaft is put. 
As the crank-shaft revolves, the piston-rods are carried for¬ 
ward upon the paper, and lifted from the paper when carried 
backward. From the tops of the cylinders to the front 
edge, where the sheet requires to be moved to, are 
tubes, the bottom ends of which are flattened and pierced 
with a small hole. The crank-shaft revolving moves the 
pistons in the cylinder, and makes each one an air-pump, 
forcing the air through the tube as the piston rises, and 
drawing the air through it as it descends. The piston- 
rods, in sliding upon the paper, move the top sheet 
toward the ends of the tubes. As soon as the top sheet 

arrives at the tubes, the ingress of the air is checked, 
which causes a partial vacuum to be formed in the 
cylinders above the pistons, and the pressure of air below 
prevents the piston-rods working upon the paper, until the 
sheet is carried away. There are also fingers working 
upon the sides of the sheet so as to obtain a proper 
register. This machine was not a success ; its pneumatic 
arrangement was both its weakness and its strength ; and, 
as we have said, it could not be depended upon. We 
need not stay to describe any other attempts, as they have 
not been successful, but proceed to explain that which 
gives the title to this article. 

Messrs. Cleathero & Nichols altogether discard in their 
invention atmospheric tubes. Their apparatus comprises 
only the simple elements of mechanics, and there is no 
single part which cannot be readily adjusted. 

That portion of the apparatus which strikes the observer 
first is in reality the least important. This is the top cross 
bar, supported on each side by a strong pedestal. It is 
the support for the apparatus proper, which hangs by a 
chain attached to one end of the radial-beam on the top 
of the cross bar. At the other end of the radial-beam 
hangs a chain, with a dead-weight attached. The frame 
of the apparatus may therefore be said to be suspended, 
and to bear on thfe pile of paper that weight only 
which the inventors think sufficient. The weight is not 
any greater than the weight of a sheet of paper, and 

that meagre pressure exists only during 
the time intervening between the 
departure of one sheet of paper, and 
the instant the pusher is ready to drive 
forward the following one. The frame, 
moreover is supported on each side by 
two rollers, and its exact position is 
thereby preserved while the machine- 
minder necessarily raises it to renew the 
pile of paper. At the bottom of this 
frame are three shafts and one trans¬ 
verse crossbar. Each of them when in 
operation touches the paper with an 
equal pressure, and they are fixed to 
the frames, so that they rise and fall 
with it. When the machine-minder 
wishes to renew a pile of paper, he 
pulls the chain at the right side of the 
machine, and the sliding frame, with 

all its appurtenances, gently moves up. If he were 
to take his hand from off this chain it will be readily 
perceived, from the previous description, that the frame, 
on account of its slightly greater weight, would gradually 
fall to its former position. To prevent this, he places 
under each side a small square block of wood as a 
rest. He then places his pile of paper on the front 
table (see engraving), bringing the back edges to touch 
against the two upright gauges, which carry sliding weights 
that bear upon the edge of the paper and prevent the 
friction of the departing sheet of paper from drawing 
the next one with it. The frame is thereafter lowered to 
touch the top sheet of the pile. As previously stated, this 
frame has attached to it three transverse shafts and one 
bar. The transverse bar is situated close in front of the 
pile of paper, and has a series of notches which are 
closed by a metal plate. In these notches are loosely- 
sliding tongues, having curved beaks, clothed with rubber 
cushions, and projecting slightly over and resting upon the 
front edges of the pile of paper. The shaft nearest the 
back edge has fixed along its transverse length several 
strips of steel about 5 in. long and 1 in. broad, shaped 
finger-like, resting on the paper between the front and back 
edges. Attached to the shaft next to the front edge are 

Ashley’s Automatic Feeder. 
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arms called “ fluffers.” These are india-rubber cushions 

about 2 in. broad and in. thick. Their length is 3 in., 

and they are doubled over and fixed arch-like to the shaft, 

with their periphery resting, when in operation, on the 

extreme front edge of the paper. The shaft between this 

one and the shaft with the fingers pressing on the paper 

bear the carrying rollers. These are discs with one quarter 

of their circumference cut away very much after the shape 

of a three-quarter circle, the edges of which are clothed 

with an india-rubber tyre. The action of the fluffers is 

confined to the near edge of the paper. That is to say, it 

touches no part but the margin. The fingers and the 

feeding discs are not fixtures on their shafts, but are made 

to work in any position so as to confine their pressure in 

the case of book-work to the gutter of the form. 

The process of feeding is as follows. The first action 

which takes place is the action of the fluffing arms. The shaft 

to which they are attached makes a backward movement, 

and the first result is to draw the sheet free from the notches 

pressing on its front edge and which fall by their own 

gravity on the under sheet. Its continuous movement 

drags the sheet further back, and the pressure of the fingers 

on the middle of the sheet prevents the back portion from 

being affected. The consequence is that the portion of the 

sheet between the fluffers and the fingers rises, and forms 

an arch in which air is congregated. When this has taken 

place, the fingers are raised at the same instant that the 

front shaft reverses its position quickly, thus spreading the 

air between the top sheet and its neighbour and effectually 

separating them. The top sheet is then at liberty and is 

carried forward by the rubber-covered circumference of 

the carrying discs, through guide plates, until received by 

the feeding rollers which pass it down the feeding board. 

The latter is cut away in slots to allow of the action of 

continuous tapes, on which the sheet is carried down to 

the grippers. When the feeding discs travel the length of 

their circle the entire frame is held in suspension by a 

clamp action until the whole of the sheet has passed under¬ 

neath the frame, when it descends and rests on the 

following sheets as before. 

On the feeding board, at the further end from the 

printing cylinder, is a shaft with two continuous re¬ 

volving discs. These discs can be fixed anywhere along 

the length of the shaft, so as, in the case of turned book 

work, they will press only on the unprinted portions of the 

sheet. The uses of these discs are to steady the sheet and 

carry it straightforward on the running tapes to the guide on 

the front of the board. The side guides are fixed to two 

shafts which run parallel with the printing cylinder, and are 

not far removed from it. The shafts carrying the guides 

are propelled on the approach of the sheet to the right, and 

then back to its former position. This motion is to make 

certain that the sheet has been secured and to lead it to 

the desired point. The sheet can be fed at either side; 

either side being equally convenient. 

The motive power is provided by the printing machine. 

The power on which the vertical sliding frame depends is 

secured thus. A pitch-driving wheel is attached to the 

brake wheel of the printing cylinder. This wheel, by means 

of a pitch chain, drives an upper shaft which revolves 

contiguous to the drum of the flyer. In the centre of this 

upper shaft is a pitch wheel which, by the same means, 

turns the pitch wheel on the upper shaft of the sliding 

frame. The feeding of the sheet can neither be too soon 

nor too late, for its speed is accelerated, slowed, or stopped 

with-the action of the printing machine. The revolving 

discs on the upper portion of the feed board derive their 

motion from a grooved pulley fixed to the driving shaft of 

the machine. The side guides for the register motion are 

worked by a tumbler bearer from off a cam which is fixed 

on to the cylinder of the machine. 

There can be no doubt as to the success of the appa¬ 

ratus. It has been tested very severely by several of the 

leading printing firms in the city, and has come through 

the ordeal with triumph. Heavy weights which have lain in 

stock, in folio, for years, and which experience had proven 

to be the most obstinate to feed by hand were successfully 

treated. The other extremes, such as bank post, &c., 

were fed with equal success, every sheet being carried 

strait to the grippers, and properly fed to the side guides. 

The apparatus has been designed for fitting to any 

pattern of stop-cylinder machine, whether it be a Wharfe- 

dale, an Anglo-French register, a lithographic, or a ruling 

machine. One of its salient features is, that the machine- 

minder has absolutely no adjustment to make previous to 

commencing to work off his job, or at any subsequent 

period. 

The advantages claimed by the makers, whose address 

is 23, Manchester-avenue, Aldersgate-street, E.C., are very 

modestly and clearly stated in the circular they issue; and, 

as we think their apparatus will be found to demonstrate 

these advantages to the full, we close our notice by quoting 

them, wishing the clever inventors the success they 

deserve. 

1st.—The absolute and certain feeding of a single sheet 
to each revolution of the cylinder. 

2nd.—Increased amount of work done by the machines 

fitted with this apparatus, as the number of sheets printed 

hourly is identical with the “ speed ” of the machine, and 

may be controlled only by the quality of work required to 

be executed in machine-rooms where speed-cone pulleys 
are in use. 

3rd.—Saving the cost of manual labour, as no layer-on 

is required. 

It is calculated that the last two advantages will result in 

each machine earning as least ^100 more yearly up to 

a double-crown size, and of course more on the larger 

machines. 

4th.—Absolute and perfect “ register.” 

>-• * <=- • 

ONE cannot help reflecting how greatly the career of any 
new magazine editor must be hampered by the manuscripts 

accumulated before he came into power. Some of them he 
would not have accepted at all; some the plan which he has of 
remodelling the magazine makes impossible to use, while more 
of them are staled by that indefinable process of decay, which, 
in some mysterious manner, makes them in the end resemble 
shop-worn goods ; and yet for all of them the publishers have 
expended money, and the new incumbent must feel that it is 
alike difficult to make a clean sweep and disembarrass himself 
of the old copy or to purchase a fresh stock more to his. liking 
while this still remains in store. It might not be a bad plan 
for the big magazines to have “ shop-worn sales ” once in five 
years, say, for the disposition of superfluous manuscripts. 

It is not easy for those not professionally brought to a know¬ 
ledge of the fact to appreciate how literary wares deteriorate 
by being kept. The fashions of the literary world are almost 
as capricious and quite as fleeting as those of dress. I dare 
say an acute and well-trained magazine editor, taking up the 
periodicals of the month, could tell pretty accurately when the 
different contributions were written. He would, at least, be 
able to distinguish those that had been on hand a few years. 

Of course, the really great things in literature do not lose 
their value, but even they assume an air which quickly marks 
them as belonging to a bygone day, and, therefore, they would 
hardly be just to the taste of an editor for practical use. 
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Technical Instruction. 

THE introductory address in connection with the litho¬ 
graphic and letterpress printing classes at the Manchester 

Technical School was delivered on Thursday evening, Septem¬ 
ber 18th, by Mr. Alderman Bemrose, of Derby, on “Technical 
Instruction in Relation to Letterpress and Lithographic 
Printing.” Mr. Falkner presided, and there was a large 
attendance of students. Mr. Bemrose remarked upon the 
revolution which steam has wrought in trade and commerce 
during the last fifty years, and upon the wonderful advance in 
mechanical skill and science. This was perhaps seen in the 
most remarkable manner in the printing trade. Science, too, 
had had a most marked influence upon the printing trade. In 
order that they might have some idea of the improvements 
which had taken place, let them compare the illustrated books 
of to-day with those of ten, or fifteen, or twenty years ago. The 
books of to-day were remarkable for their wondrous beauty of 
illustration, and for the diversity of the mode of illustration. 
Or let them compare the art printing or the fine printing used 
for commercial purposes. This improvement had also 
had its effect on the walls of their streets. There 
were not wanting those who considered these wall 
advertisements quite a school of art, and, on the other hand, 
there were some who thought they were a tremendous nuisance 
in the towns. The condition of the printer and the printer’s 
art was completely changed. While the old printers excelled 
just in proportion as they overcame the difficulties by which 
they were surrounded in the way of imperfect tools, machinery, 
and type, so the printer of to-day excelled just in proportion as 
he seized the advantages by which he was surrounded. And 
in that one fact they had at once clearly proved the necessity 
for classes such as they were that night met to inaugurate. 
Printing made more demands now upon the individual printer 
than ever it did. It was thought that division of labour, com¬ 
bined with machinery, would destroy individuality. But it did 
not in the printing, for every day there was more scope for 
individuality in the compositor than ever there was before. 
That was a grand thing to look to in these days, when they 
moved in masses. The public taste, too, had so marvellously 
improved as regarded art that the public would not tolerate 
bad printing. It was clear that the young man who went into 
the printing trade must learn two things. He must learn 
something of the principles which underlay and regulated the 
art, and he must learn the proper application of those principles 
—theory and practice. Prizes, given by the Manchester and 
Salford Printers’ Association, were then awarded by Mr. Bem¬ 
rose to successful apprentices. 

How Globes are Made. 

A WELL-MADE globe, bright with various colours, clear 
and precise in its geographical outlines and typography, 

and handsomely mounted, is as pretty an object as ever 
adorned a library-corner, and it is surprising that it is not 
oftener seen in the homes of well-to-do people. The extreme 
nicety and care required in the manufacture of globes place 
all, except the smaller sizes, beyond the reach of slender purses 
of course ; but in homes where reading and culture are the 
rule, it .is strange that such useful articles are so little appre¬ 
ciated. There is hardly a book of solid worth published, 
especially books of travel, which would not be found more 
interesting by reference to a globe, while the universal 
melange which makes up the contents of our daily newspapers 
can hardly be comprehended without such an aid to geographical 
situations. 

The manner of making globes may prove interesting reading 
to many. About eighty-five different styles are made in sizes 
ranging from 3 in. to 30 in. in diameter. The model, or die, 
on which the globe is shaped is of metal divided into two 
hemispheres. -Over each is laid a coating of thick pasteboard, 
moistened to make it yielding. In the edge towards the poles 
triangular pieces are cut out, and the edges of the cuts being 
drawn together the pasteboard assumes the rounded form 
necessary. A second layer of pasteboard is fitted over the 

first in exactly the same manner, except that the seams caused 
by the triangular cuts are arranged to fall between those of the 
first layer, whereby the seams in both layers are provided with 
a solid backing. The foundation is now about a quarter of an 
inch thick, and ready to be submitted to a pressure of about 
500 tons, which welds the pasteboard into a solid, compact 
sheet. When dry, the moulds and coverings are separated, 
the latter presenting the appearance of two hemispherical 
shells. The edges of the shells are then carefully bevelled, 
fitted together and made fast with glue, and the sphere is sub¬ 
mitted to a light pressure, after which it is put into a lathe and 
turned to a perfectly even roundness. It is next covered with 
a preparation of waterproof material, and when dry is again 
turned on the lathe, after which it is ready for the maps. 

Before the maps are applied, however, the sphere must be 
balanced, because it must revolve evenly upon its axis. At the 
poles are holes left by the rods belonging to the models, and 
through these a metal rod is passed and held horizontally 
while the globe is made to revolve, by which means any un¬ 
evenness in the balance is soon detected and remedied. The 
surface of the sphere is then marked off into mathematical 
segments which correspond with the sections of the map to be 
applied, and with which they must agree precisely. 

The maps are printed in sets from copper plates upon fine, 
tough linen paper, in shapes and sizes to accurately fit the 
globes they are to cover. For the larger globes the maps are 
divided into thirty-six equal parts, eighteen to each hemi¬ 
sphere, each part being shaped quite like the gored pieces of 
an umbrella cover. In small globes the maps or sections are 
not divided at the equator, but reach from pole [to pole. A 
number of these map sections are, for convenience, printed on 
one sheet of paper, and are afterwards separated, a die being 
used to cut them apart, the utmost accuracy being necessary, 
each section having its appointed place, into which it must fit 
so exactly that the joining cannot be detected. When the map 
sections are all pasted on and the necessary tinting done, the 
surface of the globe is covered with a brilliant lacquer of great 
hardness, which is impervious to moisture and almost proof 
against injury of any kind. The mounting of the globe, of 
which there is a variety of ways, completes the process and 
finishes an article which is as ornamental as it is useful. 

The maps used by most manufacturers are coloured in the 
process of printing, consequently no alteration of boundaries 
can be made without making new plates. One or two manu¬ 
facturers, however, tint the maps by hand, which enables them 
to keep the geographical outlines correct down to date, so that 
purchasers may know that their globes are accurate according 
to the latest changes made in boundary lines and by dis¬ 
coveries, &c. This course has proved eminently satisfactory 
to all concerned, although it does not allow a manufacturer to 
keep any stock on hand to speak of. 

Embossed globes are comparatively new, the object being 
to correctly delineate upon the sphere the most important and 
characteristic irregularities of the earth’s surface. In the 
manufacture of this style of globe the embossing is done be¬ 
fore the maps are affixed to the globe, and all the lettering 
is put on after the maps are in place. It is an undoubted im¬ 
provement in many respects, but adds considerably to the cost 
of manufacture. 

Hemisphere globes, that is, globes which divide into halves 
through the poles, are used by teachers to reconcile in the 
minds of children the apparent discrepancies between flat 
maps and globes. Every one knows that in maps of the two 
hemispheres four poles are shown, while a globe has only two ; 
also, that all lines on a map are curved, while those on a globe 
are straight. The adult mind easily comprehends the reason 
for the seeming disagreement ; but the quickest way to make 
a child understand it is by demonstration, and for this the 
hemisphere globe is admirably adapted, and is now in use in 
many schools. Slated globes are spheres covered with liquid 
slating, and are intended for use in the study of spherical 
geometry, trigonometry, and navigation, the surface being 
especially prepared for the use of crayons by the demonstrator. 

It would be an instructive lesson in regard to the advance 
of knowledge and scientific research if representations of the- 
perfect terrestrial globes of to-day and a map made by Cosmas 
Indicopleustes, a learned Egyptian monk, who lived about a 
thousand years ago, could be made side by side. He describes 
the earth as “ a quadrangular plain, extending four hundred 
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days east and west, and halt as much north and south. It is 
enclosed by mountains, on which the sky rests ; the one on the 
north side, being higher than the rest, intercepts the rays of the 
sun and produces night. The plane of the earth is not set 
exactly horizontally, but with a little inclination from the north, 
hence the Euphrates, Tigris, and other rivers running south¬ 
ward are rapid ; but the Nile, having to run uphill, has, 
necessarily, a very slow current.” 

He also said that it was a body surrounded by water and 
resting on nothing, the solid parts of which pressed down, but 
the igneous parts tend upward, so that between the conflicting 
forces it was suspended in space. The map shows a parallelo¬ 
gram of land surrounded by a broad band of water, with 
medallions to indicate the four rivers of Paradise. The 
Mediterranean is depicted, also the Arabian Gulf and Caspian 
Sea, by bounded points projecting into the land. Cosmas also 
gave a delineation of the mountain behind which the sun was 
supposed to go at night, in which Old Sol was represented as 
just crawling into his hiding-place, while the full moon looked 
placidly on. Such was the geography of a thousand years ago, 
albeit a better theory of the earth’s shape and its relation to the 
sun and planets had been taught a thousand years before that, 
but had been lost again in that midnight of history known as 
the Dark Ages. 

The name Atlas, as applied to maps, was first used in the 
sixteenth century by Mercator, the mathematician, who gave 
that title to a collection of maps he had made, because the 
figure of Atlas supporting the heavens had always been placed 
on the title-page of such works. It may be well to note that in 
the old myth Atlas bore the heavens, not the earth, upon his 
shoulders. As the ancients believed that the heavens were 
composed of a number of crystalline spheres, superimposed 
upon and revolving within each other, each with its planet and 
retinue of stars, it is easy to understand how Atlas was sup¬ 
posed to carry the heavens upon his shoulders. In old repre¬ 
sentations of Atlas, the globe he supports bears the figures of 
the starry constellations. 

A Revolution in Printing. 

THE successful introduction of typesetting machines into a 
number of newspaper offices in the United States has 

greatly stimulated their competitors, and early in the winter 
the New York Sun, Times, World, and other papers will 
commence their use. It is also said that the Herald will employ 
them. Probably one-half of the one thousand compositors 
engaged upon the morning dailies will be dropped. 

It is now announced that Theodore L. de Vinne, the printer 
of the Century magazine, has completed arrangements to 
have his typesetting done by machinery. Upon reliable 
authority, it is stated that a syndicate of book publishers in 
New York have likewise made arrangements to put fifty or a 
hundred typesetting machines into a co-operative office, where 
all the body matter of cheap publications turned out in New 
York will be set up. This arrangement, which will be in 
working order upon January 1 next, is likely to increase the 
annual output of novels by 100 per cent., and reduce the already 
low price one-half. 

The announcement that the Century magazine is to be set up 
by machinery, following so closely upon the action of several 
publishers of New York daily newspapers, who have made 
arrangements to introduce the Rogers and Mergenthaler 
machines into their composing-rooms shortly, will be of 
momentous interest to the printers. A member of New York 
Typographical Union No. 6 says :— 

“ Of course, some members of the Union are a little sceptical 
as to the benefit these machines will be to the followers of the 
craft, but the whole history of labour-saving machinery teaches 
us that nothing has yet been invented that has lessened the 
need of good workmen. When typesetting machines have 
been introduced into every newspaper office in the country, it 
will lessen the cost of composition to such an extent that 
papers which now contain eight pages will have twelve, and 
four-page papers will be increased to eight. The introduction 
of the machines will be a good thing for first-class men, but it 
may injure those who make a practice of tramping all over the 
country, working only one or two nights at a time.” 

Paper-Making in Tonkin. 

AMONG the native industries carried on in Tonkin, which 
show considerable ingenuity combined with great 

patience, is that of paper-making. This manufacture is 
conducted by some villagers on the shores of the Grand Lac, 
about three miles from Hanoi, and in all probability it has been 
the occupation and support of those dwellers by the lake for 
some centuries. Certain it is that the processes have been 
handed down to the villagers from generation to generation. 
Primitive as are their appliances, the manufacture requires both 
industry and skill. The village I visited (says a correspondent 
of the Hong Kong Daily Press) is situated on the south-east 
corner of the lake, and on one side of it is a shallow canal 
which communicates with the citadel moat. Embosomed in 
trees, chiefly areca palms, the village is picturesque, and forms 
a pleasant little excursion from Hanoi. 

The first intimation of the industry by which the inhabitants 
live is afforded by glimpses of men in the shallow water of the 
lake, busy washing with great vigour round baskets of some 
material, which nearer inspection shows to be some sort of pulp. 
The village itself is hidden away in the recesses of what looks 
like a tropical forest. Entering a gateway from the road, you 
follow what may by courtesy be termed a path, though there is 
no attempt made at keeping it up, and soon come to a series 
of thatched structures open on all sides. In these a number 
of women were engaged in the last process of production, so it 
may be as well, perhaps, to describe what we saw from the 
commencement, instead of in the order we witnessed it. 

The paper is made of the fibrous bark of a tree indigenous 
to Tonkin, but not growing in the neighbourhood of Hanoi. 
Indeed, we understood it came from some distance. It is first 
taken to the adjoining canal, where it is soaked for some 
weeks in the water, which it blackens and fouls. It is then 
treated with lime, in holes hollowed out of the mud above the 
canal, until it is materially softened, though for how long we 
failed to ascertain. The now pulpy bark is next conveyed 
into the village, and having been smashed up roughly, is placed 
in a kind of mortar and macerated into a thick pulp. Next it 
is put into baskets, and then undergoes a lengthy washing and 
churning in the lake. By this time it has become a gummy 
kind of substance, and it is taken to tanks in the open sheds 
already described, and the women receive it in charge. In 
their hands it undergoes the final process, which converts it 
into a rough but useful paper. 

About four women are stationed to each tank, and each is 
armed with a kind of rattan frame on two sticks, which will 
shut up or open out. The tank is about half-full of pulp in 
water. The women keep this in constant motion, and with a 
certain number of motions through it with their rattan frame 
speedily bring this up opened out, turn it over on what 
appears to be a block of jelly-like stuff, and with a dexterous 
movement peel the sheet off the frame on to the block, which 
is really a pile of paper, as is apparent enough when it dries. 
The price of the paper is exceedingly low, like every other 
native manufacture in Tonkin ; but the papermakers seem to 
be fairly prosperous, and the proportions of the village temple 
indicated the existence of some spare money. At the entrance 
there was a life-sized effigy of an elephant, very accurately 
depicting the noble beast, which is held in great honour in 
Indo-China. 

-o e—«- 

Quality First, Last, and Always. 

THE sharp competition of the last decade has engrafted 
many fallacious dogmas upon our trade system, and 

perhaps the most pernicious of all may be summed up in the 
word cheap. There are cheap grades in every manufacture, 
but those are not meant; in that case there is no illusive offer 
on the one side, nor blind bargaining on the other, for both 
sides know that the goods are cheap in quality as well as in 
price. 

The mania for cheapness which has seized the people shows 
itself in the desire to get everything for less than its worth, 
and very often for less than cost, in which case the loss must 
fall upon some one. 
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No one labours for the fun of the thing, but for a living and 
a competence for emergencies and old age. Good business 
methods demand that the materials and labour put into manu¬ 
factures shall be paid for by the consumer, with a fair sum 
added to cover risks and other business concomitants, and for 
service rendered in providing needed conveniences. To sell 
goods without that necessary profit means one or more of 
three things : That the man who does will presently leave his 
creditors in the lurch ; or he screws down the wages of his 
employes, and thus makes good his loss at the other end of 
the business ; or he palms off inferior goods upon his cus¬ 
tomers. The first is dishonest, the second illogical and in¬ 
human, and the third the meanest kind of business knavery—a 
breach of trust. Cheapness for cheapness’ sake means a great 
deal which is not good for trade. It means waste for one thing 
and deterioration in quality for another ; it means poor work¬ 
manship, poor taste, and poor judgment in making a choice, 
for price, not quality, governs. Chiefly, however, it undermines 
confidence and destroys stability ; puts an end to business 
amenities, or makes their practice insincere, and fill the minds 
of both buyers and sellers with false notions regarding the 
economics of trade which corrupt the morals of both. The 
mad rage for cheapness among consumers is, in part at least, 
due to the folly of traders. To run a neighbour out of the field 
is a valiant deed, truly, especially when it gives a community 
an object lesson in cheapness which it is not likely to forget, 
for when you have given it a chance to buy calico at id. a yard 
it is bound, ever after, to grumble over paying 3d., and so un¬ 
reasonableness is cultivated. 

Quality, taste, good workmanship, and fair dealing are not 
the handmaids of cheapness, but they are attributes which 
make themselves felt in the markets of the world as well as in 
small communities. They enable manufacturers and dealers 
to hold their own everywhere ; they insure stability, and make 
the labourer contented, the consumer more thoughtful and dis¬ 
criminating, and they subdue the intensity of competition. Let 
quality, then, not cheapness, be the shibboleth of trade. 

-1«« «•!>•«- 

How Postage Stamps are Printed. 

AS most of our readers will be aware, the whole of the 
postage stamps used in the United Kingdom are printed 

by Messrs. De La Rue & Co., in their stamp factory, Bunhill- 
row, London. The various operations by which the stamps, 
post-cards, wrappers, and embossed envelopes are manu¬ 
factured, and the machinery by which they are effected, are 
most jealously guarded and kept secret—the most minute pre¬ 
cautions being taken by the Government controlling staff, as 
well as by Messrs. De La Rue, to secure secrecy with regard 
to their methods, as well as safety for the enormous quantities 
of stamps which are always in process of manufacture. When 
it is stated that more than two thousand millions of adhesive 
stamps are now issued annually, and that of this number 
more than fifteen hundred millions are penny stamps, some 
idea may be formed of the vastness of the interests which are 
involved in the proper administration of this important depart¬ 
ment of the State. 

Recently, in connection with the issue of the “Jubilee 
Envelope ” to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the 
introduction of the penny postage, a privileged party was per¬ 
mitted to go over the works, and the following parti¬ 
culars have consequently transpired. All the dies and plates 
are produced under the immediate control of the Inland 
Revenue officers, and when finished are retained by them, 
and only handed out to the firm for use under the au¬ 
thority of warrants received from the Inland Revenue 
Department. Even when they are in use by the firm, 
an officer is present where the work is carried on, and 
controls the operations. All the adhesive stamps are 
printed on water-marked paper, which is supplied by the 
Government, and counted out to Messrs. De La Rue, who 
have to give a strict account of it, either in the form of 
perfect sheets of stamps or by way of spoilage. Should a sheet 
of paper by any chance be lost, the firm is held responsible 
for the value of the stamps which should have been printed 

upon it, and it says much for the management of the factory 
that the loss of a sheet of paper is practically unknown. All 
the finished work is subjected to most careful examination by 
a highly-trained staff, and stamps are rejected for the most 
minute fault. Even the destruction of such rejected stamps is 
the subject of the solicitude of a responsible officer, who pre¬ 
sides over a specially constructed crematorium connected with 
the works. Considerable astonishment was evinced by the 
visitors at the remarkable expertness of the women whose duty 
it is to examine the stamps. So trained does the eye become 
to the detection of the slightest flaw in the printing or perfora¬ 
tion of the sheets, that the process of inspection is carried on 
with a rapidity which to the casual spectator appears little 
short of marvellous. 

The printing plates used for printing adhesive stamps are of 
a bright metal, and each contains as many stamp-pieces as 
there are to be stamps upon the sheet. Every stamp exactly 
resembles the others, and they are all absolute facsimiles of the 
die from which the plate was made. The die consists of a 
block of steel upon which all the work has been most care¬ 
fully engraved. The embossing of stamps upon envelopes, the 
gumming of adhesive stamps and wrappers, the processes of 
glazing and perforation, the cutting of post-cards, the counting, 
boarding, and packing, are all processes of the most interest¬ 
ing character, and serve to impress the spectator with a sense, 
not only of the magnitude of the operations carried on, but 
also of the perfect discipline which is everywhere enforced. 
The factory is admirably constructed with a view to the com¬ 
fort and health of those employed in it, and the most perfect 
system of protection against fire and of fire-extinguishing 
appliances has been adopted. 

QjUBte8». 

From Mr. J. W. Arrowsmith, of Bristol, we have recently 
received volumes 42 and 43 of Arrowsmith’s Bristol Library, 
entitled respectively “ The Rajah and the Rosebud,” by William 
Sime, and “ Behind the Kafes,” by Mary Albert. We have also 
received “ Senilia, Poems in Prose,” by Ivan Turgeneiff, trans¬ 
lated by S. J. MacMillan. This is a collection of fugitive pieces, 
meditations, sketches, &c., by the great Russian writer, all of a 
most fragmentary character. We cannot pretend to admire 
these strange jottings ; they may possibly appeal to some who 
can see genius in eccentricity ; we prefer something more 
certain in its teaching, and plainer to be understood. That, no 
doubt, is through our lack of culture, but it is a fact neverthe¬ 
less. 

General Atlas of Modern Geography. (London : G. W. 
Bacon & Co., Limited)—Messrs. Bacon have produced a most 
useful and complete atlas containing thirty-five maps, together 
with an interesting and valuable “ Description of the World,” 
“A Gazeteer of one thousand principal Towns of the World,” 
and an Alphabetical Index to the maps, containing about 
11,000 references. The maps are printed in clear type on good 
paper, are well coloured, and not overburdened with a mass of 
small names. The fullest information appears to be given as 
to ocean routes and distances, railway lines, &c., while the 
small plans of the principal cities are specially useful. This 
atlas should meet with a large demand, the price (10s. 6d.) 
bringing it within the reach of great numbers who take an 
interest in the study of the earth’s surface. 

The Stationery Trades Handbook and Directory for the 
British Colonies and India. By S. Charles Phillips. 

(London : Dean & Son) — This is a most useful Directory, 
giving the names of all booksellers and stationers in the various 
towns and cities of the Colonies, India, South Africa, West 
Indies, Canada, &c. There is also given a list of watermarks ; 
an alphabetical list of London export merchant shippers of 
stationery, books, printing machinery, &c. ; and a list of 
American watermarks. There is no doubt that such a very 
complete and compact Directory will meet with a large 
demand, and prove immensely valuable to manufacturers and 
others. 
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4f TME $ “FWASEf?” !*■ 
TYPE-COMPOSING & DISTRIBUTING MACHINES. 

AT no previous period in the history of printing, has 
the probability of the early adoption of mechanical 

methods for composing and distributing type, received so 
much attention from the leading members of the trade, as 
at the present time. This, possibly, 
has partly arisen from a growing con¬ 
viction that there has been too much 
tardiness in recognising their merit, 
and from an impression that some¬ 
thing may have been lost by the 
want of their adoption. Perhaps 
also the prejudices of the older prin¬ 
ters are passing away. At least a 
younger generation has arisen, more 
ready to accept mechanical assistance, 
and willing enough to test any in¬ 
vention likely to bring them money. 
The manufacturers of composing 
machines are showing much greater 
enterprise; they are more confident 
of their success, and are succeeding 
in forcing their machines into the 
leading offices of London and the 
provincial cities. 

Never lacking in our desire to be 
foremost among our contemporaries, 
in giving information upon all inven¬ 
tions of interest to the trade, we 
recently devoted considerable space 
to descriptions of the “ Lagerman,” 
and the “ Thorne ” type-composing 
machines. We 
now turn our 
attention to 
another valua¬ 
ble machine— 
the “ Fraser ” 
-—on which 
radical im¬ 
provements have lately 
been made, and which, 
in the opinion of the 
inventor, have made the 
t: Fraser ” the most per¬ 
fect in the market. The 
“ Fraser ” has been in 
constant work for many 
years in the offices of 
Messrs. Neill & Co., 
Government printers, 
Edinburgh. Tabulated 
work of an intricate 
character has regularly 
been set by it, and, we 
think we shall be sup¬ 
ported when we say, 
that if the machines 
had not been a source 
of profit they would, long ago, have been discarded. When 
we heard of these improvements, and that the machine 
at an early date would be exhibited to the trade in London, 
we determined to prepare our readers by devoting time to 
a critical examination. 

The engravings which we present of the composing 
machine are mechanical drawings, intended to set out the 
working parts rather than to give an illustration of the 
machine. The composing machine proper is set in a 

mahogany frame, with glass fronts, and, with¬ 
out the trays with type, has much the appear¬ 
ance of a cottage piano. Its mechanism is 
very simple, more so than that of its rivals. 
The parts of the machine may be said to 
number four, viz., the trays with lines of letters 
ranged in them ; the guide-plate, down which 
the letters run; the key-board; and the 
setting stick with justifying arrangements. The 

mechanical parts are worked by the touch 
of the operator on the keys, and are 
strikingly illustrated in the engrav¬ 
ing No. 2. On the top of the 

frame of the machine 
are placed the trays 
containing the type. 
These trays are 28 
inches in length, and 
are fixed vertically, 
that is to say, their 
length becomes their 
height. Each tray is 
3 inches broad, and 
contains 8 grooves, 
or channels, running 
the entire length. 
Each of these grooves 
contains distinct 
letters, or characters, 
which rest on their 
side with their face 
toward the operator. 
Each tray is covered 
with a brass plate, 
the principal object 
of which is to protect 
the face of the letters 
from injury, and to 
keep them in their 
position. The com¬ 
posing machine is 
fitted with twelve 
trays, which are sup¬ 

ported by two 
strong wrought- 
iron standards. 
These trays 
are fixed or re¬ 
moved one by 
one, either ac¬ 
tion being easily 
and quickly 
executed by the 
operator. 

Underneath these trays there is a solid plate of gun- 
metal, on the surface of which are planed forty-eight 
channels, varying in depth according to the different thick¬ 
nesses of the letters. These channels are wide enough to 
permit letters to freely follow their course. They all con- 

Composer. 
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verge at a narrow neck which is situated immediately above 
the setting stick. The name given to this plate is “ The 
Guide Plate.” The face of the plate is covered over by 
two folding glass panels, enabling the course of the type 
to be seen, from the time it leaves the tray till 
it reaches the composing stick. 

The guide-plate is fixed upright immediately 
underneath the trays, the channels being in line 
with the grooves containing the letters. In 
front there is a bar which runs transversely. 
In the back of this bar, facing the letters, there 
is formed a series of sloping niches, one for 
each letter. On the type being propelled from 
the tray, it rests momentarily on its correspond¬ 
ing niche, and then falls, face up, into its 
proper groove in the guide-plate, which conveys 
it to the composing stick. At the bottom of 
each tray, and behind this bar, are thin plates, 
one for each tray adjustable to suit various 
sizes of type. When adjusted for the size of 
type wished, only one letter can pass under¬ 
neath, and that letter must be the right one, 
for the least variation from the proper body 
will stop the progress of the offending letter. 

The key-board contains ninety-six keys, cor¬ 
responding to the ninety-six grooves of letters 
in the twelve upright trays, and the object 
aimed at by the pressure on the keys, is to 
propel the letters out of the grooves, and to 
bring them down the guide - plate into the 
setting-stick. Each key is fixed on a lever, 
every key having a lever of its own. These 
levers are underneath the key-board, the 
position of the key being 
arranged to secure a maximum 
of leverage power. At the 
distant end of the lever is 
attached a perpendicular rod, 

which is fixed to a 
At the top end of 
is a slide, which 

the top of 
bell-crank, 
this crank 
pushes the letter desired out of the tray; 
at the back, is a spiral spring to bring it 
back into position. 

The operation of composing may there¬ 
fore be described as follows : The pressure 
on the key thrusts the letter out of its 
groove partly into one of the niches, 
which we have described, in the back part 
of the transverse bar, at the top of the front 
of the guide-plate. The letter loses its 
balance, and falls down one of the chan¬ 
nels on the face of the guide-plate, face 
up. When it has descended to the bottom 
of the guide-plate, where all the channels converge to 
one, three fluttering thin steel plates, called tongues, 
retard its fall, the letter resting on each in turn, and finally 
falling gently into the setting stick. The line proceeds 
along this composing stick by the aid of a pusher, which is 
worked by a swing frame, receiving its motion from the 
levers under the key-board. The two sides, or guides of 
the composing stick are adjustable, to fit whatever type is 
being used. 

The justifying arrangements of the “ Fraser ” are very 

simple. The length of each line of type in the setting-stick 

is 24 inches, and the mechanism is such that these can 

either be spaced to lines of the desired length by the 

operator at the machine or, by special apparatus, be 

justified by another hand, and thus allow the setting to go 

on continuously. With tabular matter, justifying not being 
required, each line as set is, by a simple movement, pushed 
into a special galley, adjustable to the length of line 
required, tables being thus more easily set than common 
matter. 

The distributing machine is necessarily a more ingenious 
one. It is much more easy to conceive a method of bring¬ 
ing letters from different channels to a given point, than 
of leading a promiscuous mass of type to occupy different 
grooves in the trays, ready for the composing machines. 
The difficulty is better appreciated, when we remember the 
number of characters which go to make a fount of type, 
each of which must have a separate groove. The inventor 

has overcome these difficulties by the sub-division of 
the guide-plate into sections, each having a series of 

switches for guiding the letters, so that, provided the 
proper key is struck, the letter 
cannot by any possibility reach 
any other than its proper groove. 
Even if a wrong key is touched, 
while there is a possibility, the 
probability of the letter being 
distributed wrongly is reduced 
to a minimum. In order not to 
overburden the machinery, the 
number of trays is reduced to 
nine, and one separate channel. 
The composing machine has 
twelve. Experience has proved 
that various characters, such as 

&, X, ffi, ffl, &c., are so 
seldom used, that the one 
separate channel is more than 
sufficient to contain them all. 
These characters are distributed 
into the separate channel ac¬ 
cordingly, and are redistributed 
at convenience. This reduction 
in the number of trays, makes 
possible a corresponding re¬ 
duction in the number of keys, 
thereby assisting the operator 
considerably. These are the 
general features of the dis¬ 
tributing apparatus, and we now 
refer to the illustration. 

The empty trays, containing 
the grooves for types, will be 
readily recognised lying on the 
lower flat of the apparatus. 
To the extreme right are the 
keys, and between them and 
the trays is the guide-plate. 
The lower edge of the guide- 

plate is on a level with the trays; the upper edge 
with the upper surface of the frame. The “ neck ” 
or “throat” of the guide-plate at its narrowest point is 
3 in. broad, and this “throat” is capped with a slide- 
plate, which is the “ mouth ” into which the types are 
fed. The guide-plate, about 2 in. from the bottom edge, 
is planed or hollowed out into nine different sections, all 
of equal size, each of these sections being in line with a 
tray of grooves. At the bottom of each section, the guide- 
plate is grooved to correspond with the grooves of the 
trays, each section, therefore, having at its base eight 
grooves for letters, and each groove fitting with the 
grooves of the tray. From the neck to each section 
there are nine channels, each channel leading to a separate 
section. The prominent idea of the inventor is now 

Section of Composer. 
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obvious, viz., to sub-divide the letters into groups of 

eight, causing each group to fall down a channel of 

its own, into a section where they may be the more 

easily separated into their right grooves. In order to 

do this successfully, letters of the same size must be drawn 

to the same section, through the same orifice, at the mouth 

by the same leverage. Hence we find that each section 

has a group of keys—eight in number, corresponding to 

the number of letters in each section, all of which 

are called upon to do the same duty for three out of 

four mechanical motions. At the top of the channels, 

which lead to the sections, are nine switches. These 

switches are similar to the hands of a clock, save that they 

taper from the base to a fine point, each base turning on a 

pivot. In each of the sections referred to there are similar 

switches, their purpose being to guide the letters to their 

grooves. Immediately at the bottom end of the guide- 

length of the groove is eighteen inches, so that this is the 

extent of matter which the operator manipulates without a 

break. This groove, therefore, being full, the operator 

simply reads the line and touches the proper keys. The 

slide-plate, against which the letters are pressed by the 

clamp, is a fixture. Pressing against this plate is a back- 

cap, the pressure being produced by a spring. Between 

the slide-plate and the back-cap, the letter is pushed 

by one of four slides. The motion is from right to 

left, pushing the letter before it, and opening the aperture 

through which the letter drops. This aperture is opened 

by each of the four slides, so as to admit different groups 

of letters to pass down. This is arranged by four adjust¬ 

able screws at the back cap, fixed so that each works 

against a different slide. The top slide admits the thinnest 

type only, as i, 1, f, &c.; the next, a, b, d, &c. ; the third, 

m, w, and several caps; the bottom slide, such caps as 

Distributor. 

plate, and working free of it, is an upright cradle. The 

bottom of the'cradle has-teeth cut to fit each groove ; the 

top has pegs, which penetrate the guide-plate in each groove, 

about an inch and a half from the bottom. This cradle 

acts with every touch of the key, and the purpose of the 

teeth is to push the letters along the grooves of the tray. 

The peg breaks the fall of the letters before they reach the 

tray, where they rest till the next key is touched. 

In referring to the illustration, the galley will be observed 

to lie on the upper flat, with its mouth end against a groove, 

which runs from end to end of the frame. This groove is 

filled with lines of letters from the galley. At the back 

end, running inside the groove, is a metal clamp. To this 

clamp is attached a cord, which in turn is drawn over 

a pulley by a spiral spring, the object being to push up the 

lines of matter to the slide-plate. The spiral spring is so 

inclined, that its tension is strongest when the line is full, 

and gradually diminishes as the line is distributed. The 

M, W, M, &c. These slides are really the leading prin¬ 

ciple—that on which the entire mechanism depends; and 

are, moreover, a certain check on the operator. Out of 

four mechanical motions, three depend on one or other of 

these slides, viz. : the opening of the aperture, the turning 

of the upper switches, and the rocking of the bottom 

crank, which breaks the fall of the letter in its descent, and 

pushes it finally along the groove of the tray. The fourth 

action—the turning of the lower switches—is peculiar to 

each key. The entire movement of the machine may be 

summarised thus. The line of matter to be distributed 

having been inserted in the groove on the top of the frame, 

the clamp drawn by the spiral spring pushes the line 

against the slide plate; the keys are touched, causing this 

slide to move to the left, driving the letter before it, and 

forcing at the same time an opening suitable to the size of 

the letter, through which it drops to the guide plate. The 

moving of the cranks of the slides alters the switches. The 
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letter descends through its channels into its section, where 

the bottom series of switches guide it to its proper groove. 

The “Fraser” machine is simple in construction. Any 

compositor can adjust it and keep it in order. There is only 

one mechanical action required—the touch on the proper 

key. It requires no steam, gas, or electric power. The com¬ 

position, as it proceeds, is directly under the eye and the 

control of the operator, and the speed is limited only by his 

ability. On the occasion of our inspection we took the 

opportunity of watching the speed of one of the machines. 

One hundred and fifteen lines were set in the hour, the 

matter being small pica. The number of ens in the line 

was forty-nine, so that the aggregate for the hour was five 

thousand, six hundred and thirty-five. We mentioned the 

total to the operator, who immediately replied that he 

could easily do eight thousand, and that he had repeatedly 

stopped to change the trays. We expressed a wish to see 

this done, but as the afternoon had nearly gone we could 

not wait the full hour. This time he set at the rate of 

11,520 per hour. Of course, it is not to be supposed that 

he could keep up that speed. The trial simply demon¬ 

strated the fact, that the machine was capable enough of 

doing that amount, and more. The difficulty is to find 

the man to do it. Let us consider what that rate means. 

If an operator were to touch a key once every second of 

time, he would compose only 3,600 characters in the hour. 

This rate is equivalent to 3,000 ens per hour; so that to 

maintain a speed of 12,000, he would actually have to 

touch four keys every second of time. This allows no 

stoppage, permits no delay for reading copy, and suggests 

that he is kept constantly fed with type. To ask a 

practical printer to believe this rate of speed to be an 

average over a week’s work, is to impose on his credulity. 

The “ Fraser” machine is a success, and a very decided 

one. It can be utilised as no other machine can, for it is 

equally adapted to meet the requirements of job and news 

work. Four sizes of type can be set by the same machine, 

a decided advantage over the machine which can set only 

one. The price of one composing machine and distributor 

is £1^0. 

That these machines will pay, cannot be doubted. They 

have reached a degree of practical utility, alike in speed, 

economy, and accuracy, that assures their introduction 

into the chief offices of the country. The question whether 

they will pay can be easily settled. An average rate of 

speed per man may be safely reckoned as 3,000 per hour, 

giving every allowance for justifying and distribution. On 

that average the profit gained on each operator alone is 

actually 200 per cent. ; for few men can be reckoned to set 

an average of more than 1,000 under the same conditions. 

The profit gained therefore on each man’s work is equal to 

is. 4<i. per hour. On one week’s work of fifty-four hours 

the profit is £3 12s. In one year it is sufficient to pay the 

entire cost of a machine. 

The leading features (all of them commendable) of the 

“Fraser” machine, are that ordinary type is used, no nicking 

or other operation being necessary; absolute simplicity of 

construction; no motive power is needed other than the 

fingers; unlimited speed ; sets four sizes of type; cheap¬ 

ness; cleanliness; and retains the system of the operator 

composing and justifying his own matter, while it provides 

for the division of that labour, rendering the machine 

undoubtedly most practical for the rush and hurry of 

business. 

The “Fraser” machine was awarded medals and awards at 

the International Inventions Exhibition, London ; Inter¬ 

national Exhibition, Brussels; International Exhibition, 

Edinburgh ; and a medal (value thirty sovereigns) by the 

Royal Scottish Society of Arts. 

Reading for Boys. 

IT is an old subject, worn threadbare perhaps, but as children 
are still born into the world, and fatherhood and mother¬ 

hood come as new experiences to thousands every year, the 
well-being of boys must always be a matter of interest to many 
people. 

The influence of reading upon habits of mind is all the more 
subtle because it is not imposed by external forces, but is of 
our own choosing and inviting. It forms the literary taste of 
the reader, gives judgment its bias, and often determines the 
standard of morality governing conduct, which makes it all the 
more needful that its moulding power shall be sound, sweet, and 
healthful, especially during the plastic period of youth, when 
the mind assimilates all that comes to it, not yet being warned 
by knowledge and experience against that which is bad. 

Undoubtedly what boys read for amusement impresses them 
more than that which they read for instruction, because, in the 
first instance, taste usually dictates the choice, while the second 
has the savour of a task, and no healthy, well-conditioned boy 
likes work for the reason that to be a pleasure labour must 
have the spur of an object or aim to be achieved—something 
to be gained. Boys will do a great deal of hard work under 
the guise of play, because the exuberant life of youth makes 
activity a needful accompaniment to development. 

Then, too, imagination plays a large part in child life. Many 
believe the faculty to be abnormal during early years, but the 
truth is the world is an undiscovered country to children, 
instead of a cold material fact, and what seems to be a super¬ 
abundance of fancy is really only alack of sobering experience. 

It is this untrammelled imagination, combined with the rapid 
coursing of youthful blood urging to incessant activity, which 
makes the narration of stirring incidents and tales of difficult 
adventures the delight of boys. But left entirely to their own 
choice in the selection of reading they seem to take naturally 
to the most impossible, improbable, brutal penny dreadful stuff 
the distorted intellects of Grub-street can manufacture. But 
then every one who has had much to do with boys knows that 
tenderness and mercy are not usually among the earliest 
attributes of character developed ; they must be taken as they 
are, not as we would have them, not forgetting that they are 
in the formation period mentally as well as physically, and 
that even more vigilance is needed in forming a healthy mind 
than in securing a healthy body. Parents sometimes forget 
the higher needs of the mind in their anxiety about the bodily 
well-being of their offspring. 

Every boyish characteristic points to the conclusion that for 
pastime reading good fiction is the best mental nourishment 
boys can receive. It need not be impossible, improbable, or 
bloodthirsty, but it must be full of action and ingenuity. The 
perennial charm of “ Robinson Crusoe ” lies in the probability 
of its incident, and every boy reading it is, for the time being, 
a dweller on a lonely island with nothing to rely on but his 
own wit. When he returns to the world of cold facts he knows 
he has been dreaming, but then “ it might have happened,” 
and that satisfies him. There is an abundance of just such 
interesting, instructive fiction, and there is really no excuse for 
boys imbibing any less healthy literature ; and it should be 
provided for them. Parents should know that, considering 
the responsibilities, both social and political, their boys will 
attain to in the near future, their mental diet is of even more 
consequence than their physical, for in the nature of things 
their minds will eventually control their bodies. 

The father who found his- son consorting with thieves and 
blacklegs would be horrified and indignant, yet the company 
the boy may keep through the medium of the penny novel is 
even more demoralising, because the true inwardness of the 
characters is veiled under mock gallantry and questionable 
heroism, which impress the young mind with false standards 
of virtue and morality. The cultivation of a sound, healthy 
literary taste in boys will prevent the approach of a great deal 
of evil. Do not be deluded with the idea that any reading 
will do ; boys will soon learn to discriminate between good 
and bad literary work if they are helped over the rough places 
at the start, and the advantage in after-life of a grounding in 
high-class fiction can hardly be estimated. Do not give their 
reading the appearance of work, but let it be inspiriting fun, 
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just the same as their running and jumping, and just as the 
gymnasium and cricket-field give suppleness and strength to 
the limbs and muscles, so let their reading lead them uncon¬ 
sciously to mental health, strength, and agility. 

-- 

Regularity of Habit. 

ONE of the most difficult of all the minor habits to acquire 
is that of regularity. It ranks with that of order. The 

natural inclination of most persons is to defer until the last 
possible moment or to put off untd another time when this can 
possibly be done. Yet habits of regularity contribute largely 
to the ease and comfort of life. A person can multiply his 
efficiency by it. We know persons who have a multitude of 
duties and who perform a vast deal of work daily, who set 
apart certain hours for given duties, and are there at the 
moment and attend rigidly to what is in hand. This done, 
other engagements are met, each in order, and a vast deal 
accomplished, not by strained exertion, but by regularity. 

The mind can be so trained to this that at certain hours in 
the day it will turn to a particular line of duty, and at the other 
hours to other and different labours. The very diversity is 
restful when attended to in regular order. But let these be 
run together and the duties mixed, and what before was easy 
is now annoying and oppressive. And the exact difference 
between many is just at this point. There are those who con¬ 
fuse and rush and attempt to do several things at once, and 
accomplish little, while another will quietly proceed from one 
duty to another, and easily accomplish a vast amount of work. 
The difference is not in the capacity of the two, but in the 
regular methods of the one, as compared with the irregular and 
confused habits of the other. 

Printing and Kindred Trades 

Federation, 

A MEETING of representatives from a number of societies 
connected with the printing, binding, and kindred trades, 

was held on Monday, September 8th, 1890, at the offices of 
the Typographical Association, Thomas-street, Manchester, to 
endeavour to form a Federation. 

At the request of those present, the chair was taken by 
Mr. George D. Kelley, who laid before the meeting some 
suggestions upon which he considered a scheme of federation 
could be founded. 

These were considered and discussed, and ultimately the 
following proposed rules were adopted :— 

1. The Federation shall consist of the following societies 
and others who may, at the discretion of the Federation 
Council, be subsequently admitted :—Typographical Associa¬ 
tion, London Society of Compositors, Scottish Typographical 
Association, Leeds Typographical Society, London Machine 
Managers’ Society, Amalgamated Society of Lithographic 
Artists, Amalgamated Society of Lithographic Printers, 
London Society of Lithographic Printers, London Con¬ 
solidated Bookbinders, Bookbinders and Machine Rulers’ 
Consolidated Union. 

2. Should any dispute arise between any society connected 
with this Federation and any employer or employers, the other 
societies connected shall not be expected or asked to intervene 
unless non-unionists are engaged to fill the places of those 
involved in the dispute, or other means used for the purpose of 
defeating the objects of the society. If this should be attempted, 
then a conference of representatives of those societies com¬ 
prising the Federation shall be called, and they shall have 
power to take what steps may be considered advisable in 
the interests of the society affected. The representatives 
shall not be called together unless requested by the executive 
committee of the society or societies concerned. 

3. Whenever a dispute occurs between any of the societies 

forming this Federation and their employers, no assistance of 
any description shall be rendered to the employers by any 
member or members of any society in the Federation. 

4. In the event of any dispute occurring between any of the 
societies forming this Federation and their employers, such 
dispute may, unless amicably settled, be referred to a board of 
conciliation or arbitration, such board to be selected by the 
parties affected by the dispute. 

5. The Federation shall be of a mutual character, with no 
financial responsibilities attaching to any society, other than 
the claims of its own members, or the working expenses 
incurred. 

6. The Federation shall not interfere in the internal man¬ 
agement of any society. 

7. Any society can withdraw from the Federation by giving 
six months’ notice, in writing, to the secretary. 

It was then agreed to take the earliest opportunity of 
presenting them to the members of the societies represented. 

Should the principle be agreed to, it is intended to call 
another meeting for the purpose of fully drawing up a code of 
rules, and also of taking such steps as may be considered 
necessary to perfect the organisation, and render it serviceable 
and effective. 

The objects of the Federation are stated to be :— 
To combine for trade purposes, and to secure unity of action 

amongst the various organisations established by the printing 
and kindred trades. 

To endeavour to obtain, as far as practicable in each estab¬ 
lishment, uniform customs and hours of working in the different 
branches of the trades. 

To render assistance to any branch of the Federation 
desirous of maintaining its scale of prices and rates of wages, 
upholding its rules and customs, resisting any aggression on 
the part of the employers, or endeavouring to improve the 
social position of those affiliated. 

To resist any attack made by an employer upon any branch 
of the trades in detail, by withdrawing, if necessary, the whole 
of the workmen employed simultaneously. 

To recognise as fair employers only those who conform in 
every particular to the rules and customs of the whole of the 
several trades in the Federation. 

Type and Type-Making. 

GIVEN : steel, lead, antimony, tin, copper, a fertile imagina¬ 
tion, willing hands, and the necessary utensils. 

Required : a means of communicating the will of the 
people. 

We will take the metals after they have been smelted or 
refined, and attempt to trace them on their journey until a 
combination of several of them forms a little messenger of 
thought. 

The steel provides two elements for the manufacture of type, 
for from that indispensable metal are made the mould and the 
punch—the mould being a combination of perfect pieces of 
rectilinear shapes so placed together as to form five of the six 
sides of a letter. The punch is a little bit of steel upon which 
has been engraved with unerring accuracy, and by hands well 
skilled and trained, a letter that shall have for an exact dupli¬ 
cate the cast type. This punch is driven, by machinery, into a 
flat piece of polished copper, which is then carefully fitted with 
the proper side and head bearings. 

Now we have the mould of steel and the matrix of 
copper, and can leave them for a while and watch the 
combination of the metals forming “ type metal.” No 
chemist can successfully analyse that compound, on ac¬ 
count of the affinity the metals have for each other, for 
the loss of an atom would surely change the texture of 
the metal. No, we are not to tell you of the exact proportions 
of the elements that are used in the composition, for that is a 
secret that the typefounder never divulges. He may tell you 
that his type contains more copper than any other, but how are 
you to ascertain what he says is true if a chemist cannot tell ? 
Let us take for granted that he tells you the unvarnished 
truth. Does that for an instant enhance the value of his type? 
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Does copper, a comparatively soft metal, harden or toughen 
antimony or tin, both harder and tougher than copper ? 

Only by a proper combination of the four metals—lead, tin, 
antimony, and copper—can a perfect type metal be made. Of 
course, type will wear out. Nature never intended that man 
should make anything that would not wear out. 

Well, while we have been talking, the metal has been mixed 
and poured into the large pans for cooling. 

Now we have a mould, a matrix, and a compound—type 
metal. The metal is put into a furnace attached to a casting 
machine, one of our necessary utensils, the mould is attached 
to the mould-block on the machine, and the matrix is placed 
in the mould. When the metal is heated to the proper tem¬ 
perature the operation of casting is commenced. Were the 
metal too cool, it would not run properly, and the face of the 
letter would be uneven. Were it too hot, the antimony, that 
hardening and toughening metal, would rise to the top and pass 
off in the form of vapour. 

The handle is turned, the 'pump in the machine injects the 
molten metal into the mould and against the matrix, and the 
letter is cast. Again the handle is turned, and another letter 
springs forth ; this operation is continued until the requisite 
number of pounds of a letter are cast, then another matrix 
takes the place of our old friend. The “jets,” similar to the 
projection on an unfinished bullet, are broken off the letters by 
nimble-fingered lads, and the letters set on long sticks by 
flaxen-haired lassies, after their older sisters have finished the 
operation of rubbing two of the sides of our erstwhile acquaint¬ 
ances. By the use of a simple little contrivance, patented and 
made by our employes, the jets are broken during the process 
of casting, the letters going into a receptacle in front of the 
machine and the jets falling into another at the back. 

On to the dresser, who makes a groove where the jet was, 
and leaves the type a pair of becoming feet upon which to 
stand. He also dresses the two sides, hitherto untouched, by 
a light movement of a special file or scraper. 

Out of the six surfaces, five have been carefully finished, and 
the sixth side, or face of the letter, is scanned through a magni¬ 
fying class, and all imperfect letters thrown aside to be recast. 
The “height to paper” and the exactness of the body are 
points carefully examined during the operations of casting and 
dressing. 

This completes the operation, and the type is sent to the 
dividing room, where the proper wrapper and label are placed 
upon the type for the stock room.—Chicago Specimen. 

-= 0 O0=*- 

Books versus Time. 

A REVIEW writer has recently been discussing the 
problem. Where to keep our Books, in face of the rate 

at which they increase. A most interesting problem to all of 
us ; but doubly so to those of us who, though our library 
accumulations may be on a much humbler scale, have, never¬ 
theless, greater forces to contend against than that reviewer— 
the combined array, to wit, of British climate and British 
plumbers (or Continental for that matter), of jerry-builders in 
general, and the sufferings of “ removing ” in particular. 
These things did not enter into his plan, which occupied itself 
chiefly with the question of getting the books into the shelves, 
whether they should be in double rows, and the like : which, to 
a mind fertile of resources, are not principal considerations. 
Still, a truly vast question altogether ! To a library which 
would aspire to “ keep pace ” with contemporary literature and 
knowledge, resorting only to such ancillary aids as Mudie’s for 
the fictional and fanciful creatures of an hour, which are the 
majority,—looking at the fact that there are probably more 
writers than readers—at the range and extent of that 
“ resource,” as Carlyle has it, “of all Adam’s posterity that are 
otherwise foiled—the Pen,” it must be a matter for infinite 
despair. We have often been reminded that it is impossible 
for the “ cultured few ” even to read a tithe of the matter that 
is published, —as if the cultured few would be imbecile enough 
to want to !—and yet it is impossible to altogether follow 
Emerson’s acute but stern advice to read no book that has 
not lived through twenty years—advice which, by the bye, 
was directed to the undiscerning Philistine, whom we are not 

now addressing—not, let us assume, to the said “ cultured ’’— 
whom we are. For amid the mass of wrack and weed dis¬ 
gorged by that monster, the Press, there are still sufficient 
pearls to claim all, and more than all, the attention that literary 
and reading Autolycuses can devote to it. What, then, is to 
be done ? The truth lying in that most blase utterance of the 
“ blase King of Judea ’’ has become an incubus impossible to 
throw off; and we read the figures and announcements of 
“ publications of the season ” or the month, and we turn over 
the publishers’ lists, and gaze at the booksellers’ shops with 
wonder, consternation, awe in our hearts. Of course we 
would wish to conform with the duty every moral writer owes 
to his age of soundly abusing it ; but even without going so 
far as that, we cannot prevent the reflections—Is all this, after 
all, a sign of intellectual 'vigour? Is it not rather a form of 
stagnation ?—and—Plow many of the books succeeding each 
other so briskly will “live”? A dozen poets have within as 
many recent months died. Will two of them “ live ” ? We are 
too apt to forget, in considering books at this time, when every 
day and hour “ bring forth a new one,” that the “ intellectual 
activity” in our grandfathers’ time, and their grandfathers’ 
time, was, in parallel with their poorer enlightenment and 
greater repose, perhaps equally large ; whereof the greater 
—very much greater—part is with those who conceived it 
under the sods and serving the salutary ends of Nature. This 
is at once observed in the references in any of the more 
important essayists, etc., to contemporary works—such as 
footnotes so much like the churchyard legends—“ Hie jacetp 
and, “He fell on Sleep !” Or, to look over a secondhand bookstall 
and discover the piles of books which the most erudite 
student can never have heard of, is the way to enlarge our 
conceptions of the extent of human accomplishment, and the 
meanness of our own. Still, and always, it is the maddest 
tendency of our time, this endless heaping up of printed matter 
in feverish and breathless haste. Not only do men of letters 
and men of science and scholars thus pour out books one after 
another, but artists and architects, draymen and drysalters— 
none consider themselves worthy of their neighbours’ esteem 
until they have given the world a novel, or a poem, or a volume 
of reminiscences, amid vague babblings about the “sister arts.” 
If it be an infinitesimal portion of the race human which is 
possessed of genius, still smaller is that which is possessed of 
two different forms of genius. And so it proves ! So little, so 
very little, can survive. “ Meanwhile,” says Dan. A., “ keep your 
head cool.” And the question for us mostly is, after putting 
aside the ephemera, which are myriads, and all the trash, and all 
that has been said before, which is legion, to take time over 
the rest. The mischief of the chaff is that, like the devils, it 
encourages so much more. A. 

Native Literature in Madras. 

ACCORDING to the report for last year of the publications 
of the Madras Presidency, it appears that while there is 

no marked increase in number there is a steady increase in 
original works as opposed to translations, and Mr. Griggs, the 
writer of the report, says that there is also a great improve¬ 
ment in quality. Fiction is especially on the increase, the 
main feature of the past year being a popular series of original 
stories in Tamil. Translations into Tamil and Telugu 
appeared of “A Winter’s Tale,” “ The Arabian Nights,” and 
“ As you Like It.” Amongst other books were one on fire¬ 
works, a rhymed treatise on cookery, one on precious stones, 
and an explanation of “ the symbolic language of India,” or 
the motions of the limbs and body in native dancing. The 
poetry is endless, and amongst the subjects are the pleasures 
of meditation, the beauties of grammar, a visit to hell, the 
decline of purity amongst women, riddles, gipsy songs, the 
praise of the war god, disappointed love, the uncertainty of 
married life, and various public events. 

The Publishers' Circular for the 1st instant gives a very long list, 
occupying 48 pages, of new books and new editions announced for the 
coming season. Many of the leading publishing houses are well repre¬ 
sented by lengthy lists, and the season promises to be a good one. 
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(Tlanhom (gtecipte* 
We do not vouch for the accuracy or reliability of these Recipes, 

We give them as culled from various sources. 

To print red on black paper, try printing once with varnish and 
twice with red if an intense colour is desired. 

To keep flour paste from souring, add half a pint of turpentine to a 
bucketful of paste, after the latter is boiled and not quite cooled. 

Damar varnish, reduced with turpentine, is the best etching 
ground; Syric asphaltum, the best stopping-out composition. 

A COAT of varnish can be printed over a sheet in the same manner 
as ink. Use gloss varnish and a block instead of ink and type. 

To print black on tin-foil without using gloss black, put gum arabic 
in vinegar and let it stand until it becomes a heavy paste, then mix in 
with ink as varnish. 

To make a sea-green ruling ink, add blue indigo paste to picric 
acid yellow, sufficient to give the shade wanted ; add gall when using 
the same as other inks. 

To make an orange ruling ink, mix red and yellow in proper pro¬ 
portions to the shade desired ; there is no set rule for quantity ; add a 
few drops of ammonia to set the colour. 

As an ink extractor for ruling inks, use saturated solution of chloride 
of lime, one ounce ; acetic acid, one ounce. Use when freshly made. 
As an extractor for black ink, use a weak solution of oxalic acid. 

To clean brass take one ounce of oxalic acid, six ounces of rotten 
stone, half an ounce of gum arabic (all in powder), one ounce of 
sweet oil, and enough water to make a paste. Apply a small portion 
and rub dry with a flannel or leather. 

To make parchment paper impermeable to oil, dip the paper in a 
hot solution of glycerine to which has been added 2\ to 3 per cent, of 
glycerine, and dry. To make the same paper waterproof, soak it in a 
solution of 1 per cent, of linseed oil and 4 per cent, of caoutchouc in 
carbon di-sulphide. 

A transparent cement for porcelain is prepared by dissolving 
seventy-five parts of india-rubber cut into small pieces in a bottle 
containing sixty parts of chloroform ; to this add fifteen parts green 
mastic. Let the bottle stand in cold water until the ingredients have 
become thoroughly dissolved. 

It is found that a good impression of any article of metal having a 
flat ornamental surface may be taken by wetting some note paper 
with the tongue and smoking it over a gas flame. The article is then 
pressed upon the smoked part, when, if the operation be carefully 
conducted, a clear impression is the result. 

When electrotypes are out of use and require to be stored, they 
should be kept in a dry place, and the surface should be oiled in order 
to prevent verdigris. When they become clogged with hard, dry ink, 
which the brush and benzine fail to remove, they may be cleaned and 
made equal to new in a few minutes by covering their surface with 
creosote, and afterwards brushing with benzine. 

A cement which is hard enough to withstand even boiling sul¬ 
phuric acid may be obtained by gently melting india-rubber and 
adding 8 per cent, tallow while stirring. Sufficient slaked lime 
should be added to give to the compound the consistency of a soft 
paste. Twenty per cent, of vermilion is now added, which causes the 
mass to harden immediately. 

Japanese lacquer gives a surface to wood much harder than the 
best copal varnish, without brittleness. It takes a polish not to be 
excelled, which lasts for centuries, as we may see in the old treasures 
of Japan. It is proof against boiling water, alchohol, and, indeed, it 
seems to be insoluble in every agent known. It is the best possible 
applicationTor laboratory tables. 

Engravings may be transferred on white paper as follows:—Place 
the engraving a few seconds over the vapour of iodine. Dip a slip of 
white paper in a weak solution of starch, and when dry in a weak 
solution of oil of vitriol. When again dry lay a slip upon the en¬ 
graving and place both for a few minutes under a press. The en¬ 
graving will be reproduced in all its delicacy and finish. 

A mixture of one hundred parts of thin litho. varnish and one 
part of water-glass (silicate basic potassa) printed on top of the paper 
(it is not unsized but slightly sized) will enable one not only to 
varnish the paper, but it will also result in a saving of fifty per cent, 
of gloss varnish, and will at the same time produce a superior gloss ; 
as a matter of course, all printing must be finished before all this can 
be done. 

The following is a splendid remedy to correct errors in engraving ; 
only.a very few are acquainted with it Dissolve ten parts of gum 
arabic in one part of sulphuric acid and ten parts of muriatic acid. 

Then dissolve one part of bichromate of ammonia in ten parts of 
water, add a trifle of alcohol, and as much ammonia-water as is 
necessary to give the preparation an orange colour (a little in excess 
does not matter). Of the latter preparation add now one part to the 
gum-arabic-acid solution. The resulting mixture is applied to the 
stone in places where errors occur by means of a brush, gold pen, or 
goose-quill, and it will prevent the stone from taking ink, and without 
danger you may engrave right over it, without polishing with Scotch 
or pumice-stone. 

Black Ink.—Take six ounces of the best gall nuts, and pound 
them in a mortar or otherwise ; take four ounces of logwood, and let 
it be cut or ground into very small pieces ; these, mixed with four 
quarts of rain or river water, must be boiled together until half 
diminished. Then take two ounces of copperas made into a powder, 
and three ounces of gum arabic ; let these be also mixed and strained 
through a linen cloth. After this mixture has stood a few hours it 
may be written with. The ink thus prepared is very fine, and makes 
the writing appear beautiful and shining.——Another old-time recipe 
is the following :—Take three quarts of rain water and sixteen ounces 
of pounded gall nuts; boil these on a slow fire until the liquor has 
diminished two-thirds, then throw it into two ounces of gum arabic, 
which has been already dissolved in half a pint of vinegar, then add 
six ounces of powdered copperas ; let this mixture boil for two hours 
longer, and then it may be bottled for use. 

The Gazzetta delle Cartiere Italiane gives the recipe for the 
composition of a paste going under the strange names of “ chromo- 
grapho,” “ velocigrapho,” “ poligrapho,” which will in a few minutes 
take any number of copies of any manuscript whatever. The 
constituents are :— 

Gelatine. . 50 grammes. 
Sugar. . 5° 
Water . . 190 
Glycerine . . 300 
Sulphate of Barium .... .ns » 

Having mixed the last-named with the water, pass through a sieve, 
and then add the others. Leave the mass to cool for twenty-four 
hours, then re-heat it, and, when it has become thoroughly homo¬ 
geneous, pass it through a napkin. When the temperature of the 
composition is at 35 deg., it is fit to be put into a case. During the 
making, guard against air-bubbles entering the mixture. Ordinary 
pens and common aniline ink, rather thick, suffice, with the usual 

methods. 

--- 

gome Qtofee. 

The London Printing and Publishing Alliance, Limited, have 
recently put down two extra letterpress machines by Messrs. George 
Mann & Co. 

Messrs. Baddeley & Reynolds, manufacturing stationers, Old 
Bailey, E.C., have recently increased their litho plant by the addition 
of a quad-crown and a demy machine. 

Messrs. Tucker, Johnson, & Co., litho printers, of Southwark- 
street, S.E., have strengthened their office by the addition of a quad- 
crown litho machine by Messrs. George Mann & Co. 

Messrs. Hudson & Kearns, letterpress and litho printers, South 
wark-street, S.E., have decided upon building new premises just near 
their present location, owing to the very great increase in their 

business. 

Messrs. Grant & Co., Limited, litho printers, Turnmill-street, 
E.C., have recently put down extra printing machines, and the increase 
of their colour business will, it is expected, necessitate the putting 
down of half a dozen more machines before Christmas. 

Messrs. R. Hoe & Co. are about to cover the whole of the vacant 
ground adjoining their factory in Mansfield-street, Borough-road, with 
new buildings. This will practically double the capacity of the 
factory, and the extension is necessitated by the continual increase of 

business. 

Messrs. Oliver & Co., Limited, of Verulam-street, Gray’s Inn- 
road, E.C., are making a specialty of a new kind of “poster” for 
walls and stations, the printing being of a more permanent character, 
and printed direct on canvas. This new departure is well worth the 

attention of the trade. 

The memorial stones of the new buildings ot the Printers’ Alms¬ 
houses will be laid by Baroness Burdett-Coutts and Mrs. W. PI. 
Collingridge, on Saturday, October 18. It is also expected that Sir 
P. De Keyser, Mr. W. Clowes, treasurer, and other gentlemen, will 

take part in the ceremony. 

The chromo-lithographic plates issued with the Art Interchange 

continue to show the same high degree of design and production which 
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we have noticed before. They reflect the greatest credit upon the 
American printers, for they are all printed in America and issued in 

connection with the paper there. 

The Herts Advertiser and St. Albans Times for the nth inst. 
contained a four-page supplement, giving full particulars of the en¬ 
thronement of the new Bishop of St. Albans, together with portraits 
and views. This is a further indication of the enterprise which 
characterises the country press of the present day. 

Sir Joseph Causton and Sons contemplate building new 
premises for their lithographic department, owing to the steady in¬ 
crease of business. They recently put down two of Newsum’s62 by 44 
litho machines, which are engaged chiefly in printing the large posters 
of Lloyd's Newspaper, now to be seen all over the country. 

The Warehousemen and Drapers' Trade Journal for September 13 

was the special autumn issue, and contained a large number of 
fashions, &c., drawn from sketches made in the wholesale houses, and 
lithographed by Messrs. Collingridge. The whole number was well 
produced, and a credit to the printers and the publishers. 

Messrs. Whitehead, Morris, & Co., letterpress and litho 
printers, of Tower Hill, E.C., recently commissioned Messrs. New- 
sum, Wood & Dyson to take out all their old litho plant and sub¬ 
stitute new. The new machines include three double-demy and one 
double-crown lithos, fitted with flyers and automatic dampers. 

The Kingston Express is a capitally printed paper, published by 
Mr. G. E. Hart. The issue of September 20 had an illustrated four- 
page supplement, giving an account of the Liberal garden party held 
at Coombe Warren on the 17th ult. The illustrations were well 
executed and well printed, and altogether the journal shows great 
enterprise and taste. 

An Expensive Mistake occurred recently, in connection with the 
printing on rotary presses of a weekly newspaper, which is printed 
on two presses from duplicate plates. Two casts of page 3 were 
passed on one form instead of pages 3 and 7, resulting in an enormous 
waste. The error was only discovered in the morning. The loss of 
paper was bad, but the delay was worse. 

Mr. Goodman, the secretary of the recent Trades Union Congress, 
was the youngest man ever appointed to such a position, being only 
twenty-seven years old. He is a native of Bedford, but has led a 
roving life, following his trade from town to town. He was apprenticed 
to the lithographic printing, and is at the present time in the employ 
of a Liverpool firm. He joined the Union of his trade as soon as he 
became a workman. 

The Freeman, Dublin, recently issued what it described as a 
“ leviathan ” broadsheet of ten columns to the page ; but the diffi¬ 
culties of its production were so great—although logos, movable type, 
and the Thorne machine (the only one in Dublin) were used—as to 
render a repetition of that effort highly improbable. The sheet, 
besides, did not look well, being something in the nature of a dumpy 
square, as broad as it was long. 

The Echo is reported to be in the market. Mr. Passmore Edwards 
bought the Echo from Baron Grant for ,£18,000, sold it to the Car¬ 
negie syndicate for £70,000, paid a fine of £5,000 rather than com¬ 
plete the sale, and sold it the next year to the same syndicate for 
£75,000, buying it back two years later for £100,000. Last year he 
asked £140,000 for it. The average net profits for the last three years 
are stated to be between £9,000 and £10,000. 

Cassell’s Saturday Journal for September 27 and October 4, each 
contained 24 pages extra, making the numbers 48 pages each. The two 
supplements contained the whole of an original novel, entitled “Dead 
Man’s Rock,” by Q., author of “ The Splendid Spur,” &c. The 
enterprise manifested by the publishers in thus providing high class 
reading at so low a price is deserving of all praise, and of the success 
which we understand they are reaping with this journal. 

The Stationer, Printer, and Fancy Trades Register commenced a 
new departure with the September number. It contained the first 
instalment of a Buyer’s Guide, a notion which ought to be of very 
great use to stationers and others. This instalment occupies twelve 
pages, and gives a complete list of all the diaries in the market, 
arranged under the various firms names. If this idea be equally well 
carried out in future numbers as in the present, it will materially add 
to the usefulness of the journal. 

A very tasteful little pamphlet has been issued by the Authors’ 
Co-operative Publishing Company, Limited (which is just changing 
its name to Tarstow, Denver, & Co., Limited), giving particulars of 
novels, novelettes, letters, &c., by well-known authors, which are 
offered for serial and other publication in newspapers and magazines. 
There is an ever-growing demand for works of this kind, and news¬ 
paper proprietors will do well to get particulars of those offered, as 
they appear to strike a somewhat new vein. 

Our excellent contemporary, the British Bookmaker, for September 
contains an account of the Chiswick Press (Charles Whittingham & 
Co.), Took’s-court, Chancery-lane, which is embellished with a view 

of the College House, Chiswick (the original Chiswick Press), and 
also a portrait of Mr. C. T. Jacobi, the present manager of the busi¬ 
ness. The same number also contains a portrait of Mr. W. J. Linton, 
the eminent wood-engraver, and an account of his “ Masters of Wood- 
Engraving,” which is being printed by the Chiswick Press. 

On the 13th ult. the Star published the following funny para¬ 
graph :—The following, neatly printed on a card of subdued colour, 
reached us this morning: “Died of the Rickets, September 13, after 
a lingering illness, Master London Edition of the New York Herald, 
aged 20 Months, the third newspaper offspring of James Gordon 
Bennett, Esq. Notwithstanding the scientific exertions of those ex¬ 
perienced Press Physicians, Doctors L. J. Jennings, M.P., and Joseph 
Hatton, who had been in attendance night and day, the Child passed 
away peacefully.” 

Messrs. Green, McAllen, & Fielden, Limited, have taken 
very large premises in St. Andrew-street, Holborn, where, in addition 
to printing and publishing, including the issue of The Manufacturer, 
they intend organising a permanent exhibition of manufactures, &c., 
for the convenience of merchants and buyers from abroad. The affair 
will be on a very large and complete scale, and promises to be a most 
important factor in the company’s business. Reading, writing, and 
consultation rooms will be provided for the use of subscribers and 
others. 

Mr. W. L. Wilson commenced his course of practical and theo¬ 
retical instruction in the art of lithography, and its allied branches, at 
the Polytechnic, 309, Regent-street, London, W., on October 1, to be 
continued on the following Wednesday evenings throughout the winter 
at the same hour. Mr. Wilson will be pleased to receive samples of 
work that could be used as exhibits, and to lay before his students ; 
or anything new and interesting on the subject of lithography and 
kindred branches of ai t. Samples can be sent to Stanmore Lodge, 
Sistora-road, Balham, S.W. 

New Metal-Edged Boxes.—Mr. T. Remus, from Dresden, has 
recently fitted up large premises in Tabernacle-walk, London, E.C., 
to show what can be done with metal-edged boxes. Machinery on a 
new method is now to be seen at work, and the results will interest 
the stationery and other trades, where artistic and at the same time 
strong boxes are desirable. Some new ideas adapted to the stationery 
trade are now on show. A good deal was promised in this direction 
some time since by a limited company, but it ended in “ winding up.” 
Mr. Remus may have a better plan, and he may intend to work it as a 
business, and not for company purposes. 

A memorial having been addressed by the Belfast Typographical 
Society to the newspaper proprietors of that city, proposing new 
arrangements as to payment for standing time, Mr. R. B. H. Baird, 
of the Belfast Evening Telegraph, is asking for information as to the 
practice of the trade in other towns, the demands of the men appearing 
to him unreasonable, unprecedented, and impracticable. In dealing 
with the subject it is intended to seek for redress of other matters, such 
as paying for all standing headings of advertisements, leader headings, 
imprint, &c., and also on the subject of apprentices. We hope the 
question will be settled in an amicable manner. 

The eighty-second half-yearly report of the Typographical Associa¬ 
tion for the half-year ending June, 1890, has just been issued. It 
states that the result of the half-year’s work is of a satisfactory 
character, and has resulted in a substantial increase to the funds and 
a slight addition to the number of members. The general fund of this 
association now stands at £17,572 13s. 6d., an increase in the half- 
year of nearly £ 1,000. The superannuation fund has also been 
increased by £359 7s. 9d., and now stands at ,£7,548 5s. The 
mortality among the members during the half-year which has passed 
has, unfortunately, been exceptionally great, necessitating an increase 
of expenditure. 

A very successful conversazione was held on Saturday, the nth 
inst., at the Crystal Palace, in connection with the closing of the 
Mining and Metallurgical Exhibition, which has been open there for 
some time. Several hundreds of ladies and gentlemen were present; 
vocal and instrumental music of first-rate quality was provided, and 
the proceedings were brought to a close with speeches by Mr. Pritchard 
Morgan and other gentlemen connected with the Exhibition. -We 
understand the exhibition has proved a financial success, and it is 
hoped that another on a still larger scale will be held shortly. Mr. 
Robert Ferguson, the editor of the Mining Journal, has taken the 
most active part in the affair, acting as honorary secretary, and he is 
to be congratulated on the result of his labour. 

Improved Paper Bag Making Machinery.—Country printers 
and stationers are cultivating the paper-bag trade to a much greater 
extent than formerly, and even small establishments keep large stocks 
of assorted bags ready to print to the order of their customers. Im¬ 
proved machinery for the manufacture of paper bags has been intro- 
troduced on the market during late years, which has given an impetus 
to the trade owing to economical working. One of the leading firms 
identified with paper-bag machinery is Messrs, Bibby & Baron, 
Limited, of Burnley, who will shortly introduce further improvements. 
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A large factory for paper-bag making has recently been started in 
Ireland, and it is noteworthy that a number of paper-mills have put 
down machinery in order to make paper-bag manufacture a branch of 

their business. 

Messrs. Cherry & Smalldridge’s Victoria Works in Seville 
Place, Dublin, are about the largest of their kind in Ireland, and the 
amount of general printing done there is enormous. They are always 
busy, even when other houses are slack, and their orders extend to 
England, Scotland, America, and Australia. It is rumoured that 
this big establishment will shortly be turned into a limited liability 
company, and that Mr. Harvey du Cros will join the directorate of 
Messrs. Cherry & Smalldridge. Mr. Du Cros is a large paper 
merchant, and has also a big business in bag-printing and other 
work at Northumberland House. The air is full of these rumours, 
another of them being a probable fusion of two large and well-known 
firms—those of Messrs. Cowan & Co., who carry on the business of 
paper merchants, bookbinders, envelope manufacturers, &c., at North¬ 
umberland buildings, and the proprietors of the Ballyclare Mills. 

The Irish Times managers have been for some time past busily 
engaged in remodelling their machinery department on an extensive 
scale. The Victory machines, which have done good service during 
the past ten years, as well as the gas-engines, are being transferred to 
new premises belonging to the proprietor, Sir John Arnott, in Fleet- 
street, Dublin, adjoining the Westmoreland-street portion of the 
offices, and their places will be taken by the newest and most improved 
machinery in the market, the requirements of the paper necessitating 
this change. A new compositors’ room on a large scale is also being 
constructed in the Fleet-street premises, which will be fitted up with 
all modern requisites. The advertising prosperity of this paper is now 
so enormous that it has been found necessary, in order that the news 
should not be sacrificed, to adopt the expedient of issuing, with the 
issue of the paper every Saturday, a supplement of thirty-six columns, 
which, with seventy-two columns in the paper proper, gives an Irish 
Times of that day to readers with a total of 108 columns—not a bad 
investment for a penny. The new arrangement specified above will, 
when completed, undoubtedly render the Irish Times one of the 
premier news offices in Ireland, and one of the best in the United 
Kingdom. 

The Institute of Journalists.—The conference of the Institute 
of Journalists opened at the Council House, Birmingham, on the 27th 
ultimo, when the Mayor (Alderman Clayton) occupied the chair, and 
welcomed the members to the city. Afterwards Mr. H. G. Reid, 
the retiring president of the institute, presided, and in moving the 
reception of the charter of incorporation, said, during three years the 
membership had increased from 700 to 2,500, and included the recog¬ 
nised leaders of journalism. The powers and privileges under the 
charter were similar to those enjoyed by the Royal Academy and the 
medical faculty. They had much to do in devising a scheme of exa¬ 
mination for candidates, in fixing the standard of admission, granting 
diplomas, and generally advancing the profession. Mr. Reid then 
formally presented the charter, and the routine business of the con¬ 
ference was proceeded with. At the conclusion, Sir A. Borthwick, 
the new president, presented Mr. Reid with a portrait of himself, sub¬ 
scribed for by the members of the institute, in recognition of his 
arduous labours in connection with the obtaining of the charter of 
incorporation. Sir Algernon also returned thanks for the honour and 
kindness paid to himself by the members, in electing him to the 
presidential office. Mr. Reid having replied, the proceedings ter¬ 
minated. The members of the conference afterwards proceeded to 
Warley Hall, the residence of Mr. Reid, where they were entertained 
to dinner. In the evening a mayoral reception was given in the 
Council-house. 

--»-*-- 

Cofontaf 

Mr. H. F. Leader, the South Australian Government printer, 
died recently at Adelaide. The vacant post is worth ^450 per 
annum. 

The booksellers and stationers of Victoria, Australia, are about to 
form an association for the conservation of trade interests. The 
employes are to be represented on the board. 

A Santa Barbara burglar prized open the till of the local Press and 
found it empty. With characteristic humour the editor remarked that 
the fact that the would-be thief wasted his time on a newspaper office 
proved him an amateur. 

Among the troubles of Queensland printers must now be reckoned 
the ravages of the white ant, which at times causes great destruction 
in certain parts of the colony. These formidable insects, if allowed 
to obtain a footing in a printing office, speedily devour the wood of 
the cases and frames, reducing it to a heap of pasty chips. 

The Bay of Plenty Times has altered its size from four pagesdouble 
demy to twelve pages demy—a decided improvement. It has also 
widened its columns. Nine-tenths of the New Zealand papers that 
are printed on broadsheets would gain in neatness of appearance as 
well as in every other respect by coming down to demy size. 

Mr. H. B. Bridge, sub-editor of the Wellington Evening Press 
almost from its commencement, having joined the Wellington Times 
under its new management, was presented by the staff of the Press on 
June 11 with a valuable collection of books as a parting gift. The 
literary and typographical departments had joined in making this 
testimonial, and warm expressions of goodwill were interchanged. 

In the town of Prince Albert, Canada, is a paper entitled the Critic, 
which is curious in so far as it possesses neither type nor printing office. 
The editor writes his copy with an electric pen on especially prepared 
paper, and several hundred facsimile copies are worked off (presumably 
by lithography or some other reproductive process) and distributed in 
the usual way. Although produced in this primitive manner the Critic 
is the official organ of the town and district, and is understood to be a 
source of considerable profit. It is sincerely to be hoped that the 
editor writes a good hand. 

The New Zealand Graphic is the name of an attractive weekly 
issued by Mr. H. Brett, the enterprising publisher, of Auckland. For 
the information of those who may hereafter desire to complete their 
files, it should be noted that the first number is “ marked and 
numbered” Vol. vi., No. 32. The new weekly has a neat engraved 
heading, and the original matter is well written. It begins the serial 
“ Blind Love,” by the late Wilkie Collins, the illustrations to which— 
as, in fact, most of the engravings—are from imported blocks. Press- 
work and paper are excellent ; but the composition and arrangement 
of the matter are open to improvement. 

The Australian floods have certainly demonstrated the pluck of the 
newspaper men. The Central Australian, issued in the wrecked city 
of Bourke, says in its issue of April 22 :—“We do not apologise for 
the present small-sized issue. We know that every consideration will 
be shown us. Our steam machinery is under water. Our stock of 
paper, &c., is piled up all round; we work this issue off on a small 
model machine by hand power. Our comps, have never left their 
posts ; water is covering portions of the floor in our composing-rooms 
and is feet deep all round ; rations are carried in, and the office is our 
home. The river now seems almost stationary, and if no further rise 
occurs, and if our walls keep up, we will endeavour to publish 
regularly. We sympathise with our contemporary, whose office is feet 
deep under water, notwithstanding all efforts to keep it high and dry. 
Better times are coming.” 

Cole's “ Book-buyers’ Guide ” contains his essay on Federation, 
winding up with thirty predictions as to a kind of millennium to be 
reached by the year 2000. These were sent out as a fly-sheet four or 
five years ago, and in connection with them a comical incident 
occurred. A “ crank ” in Hawke’s Bay, styling himself “ The King 
of the Prophets,” had been in the habit of publishing extraordinaiy 
predictions as to earthquakes, &c., and had just been favoured with a 
special revelation, announcing his own speedy decease. He was in 
some concern as to the man who should be worthy to wear his 
prophetic mantle, when Mr. Cole’s sheet came under his notice. 
Straightway he wrote to the worthy Melbourne bookseller, formally 
appointing him his successor, in addition to which he advertised the 
appointment in the Hawke’s Bay papers. He was somewhat hurt 
that no acknowledgment ever came to hand, but he never revoked the 
appointment. The “crank” still lives, so that Mr. Cole is not yet 
entitled to the distinction of being “ The King of the Prophets.” 

Dunedin has been likened to Boston as a publishing centre, and 
as regards number of offices and publications the comparison may not 
be so very far out. There are fourteen printing-offices, thirteen of 
which do jobbing, three do jobbing and newspaper, and one only 
newspaper work. The daily newspapers are the Otago Daily Times 
(morning), and the Star and Herali (evening). The weekly journals 
are the Otago Witness (weekly to the Times), Saturday Advertiser 
(weekly to Herald), New Zealand Tablet (Roman Catholic), and Mer¬ 
cantile Gazette; and the monthlies are the Temperance Herald, New 
Zealand Presbyterian, Protestant Ensign, Masonic Journal, and New 
Zealand Insurance and Finance Journal. There are also several 
printers’ brokers, agents for imported papers and stationery, and two 
firms owning paper-mills. Six printing firms have lithographic plants, 
and a very brisk trade is done in this line. Three of these firms 
employ engravers, and there are several firms of engravers besides 
these. Altogether, for a city whose population, including its twelve 
suburbs, numbers not more than 46,000, Dunedin can certainly bear 
comparison with any other as a printing centre. 

At the recent half-yearly meeting of the Typographical Association 
of New South Wales, a lengthy and animated debate took place upon 
a motion to provide for the admission of female compositors into the 
ranks of the unionists. The proposer and seconder of the motion held 
that it was better to admit women into the ranks of the society, occu- 
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pying the same position as men in regard to wages and hours of labour, 
than to compel them to seek work in non-union offices. The difficulty 
was coming, could not be avoided, and ought to be met at once ; and 
it was further argued that a woman had a perfect right to seek an 
honest living in the printing trade. On the other side it was con¬ 
tended that female labour meant cheap labour, and could not on that 
account be encouraged in any way ; and so unhealthy was the occupa¬ 
tion that the men would prefer to continue in the pursuit of it rather 
than allow their sisters to run the risk of having their lives shortened. 
A peculiar amendment was moved basing the antagonism to the 
employment of women as compositors “on the interests of humanity,’ 
but it was rejected in favour of a more reasonable proposition, “ that 
the employment of female labour was opposed to the best interests of 
the society.” The motion was emphatically negatived; and it is 
evident that the Unionist printers of New South Wales, in their present 
temper, are as strongly averse as they well could be to the engage¬ 

ment of female compositors in printing offices. 

We recently announced the establishment of a new labour paper— 
the Star—in Adelaide, South Australia. We have received a copy of 
No. 20, in which the editor kindly refers to this journal and our 
notice, but says :—“ The editor of the Printing Times overlooked 
one fact, that the projectors of the Star had made a departure from the 
usual labour journals. Although Unionists in most parts of the world 
have been content to confine their efforts to the protection of their 
several trades and mutual provident principles, which they have 
carried out to the best of their abilities, the South Australian Unionists 
are, in some respects, in advance of either Europe or America, 
inasmuch as they have adopted the system of settling working-men 
upon small holdings, varying from one to twenty acres of land on the 
outskirts of Adelaide and some of the inland townships. The leading 
officers of the Trades and Labour Council, of which Mr. Buttery, 
formerly a London Unionist, is the president, are also connected with 
the South Australian Homestead League, of which the Hon. G. W. 
Cotton is the secretary and leading spirit, backed up by the present 
Government and the most intelligent statesmen. This movement, 
which is calculated to relieve the labour market by finding profitable 
employment for all those who have the spirit and manliness to en¬ 
deavour to make themselves independent, will most assuredly bring 
into South Australia a steady influx of a desirable class of settlers— 
thus, we hope, this goodly land will rapidly recover from the effects 
of bad legislation which at one time was depopulating this colony, 
leaving us now at least a million short of population compared with 
what it ought to be.” Wejare very pleased to learn of this capital idea, 
and trust it may be largely acted upon. 

-♦-♦- 

Qjtmertcan Cftpptnge. 

There is a comical error in a Louisville exchange in the report of 
a speech by Mr. David Ramaley at a printers’ dinner : “ Fifty years 
ago, when he first entered a printing-office, two hundred and fifty 
thousand impressions an hour was good work ; now twenty-five thou¬ 
sand impressions are made, showing the phenomenal advance made in 
the craft in a half-century.” A quarter of a million an hour on a 
hand-press ! The comp has only inserted the word “ thousand.” 

Within a recent period, members of various organisations 
employed in the New York printing and publishing establishments 
have been preparing for a general consolidation movement. The 
scheme assumed definite shape on Friday, August 1, when a meeting 
was held in New York to perfect plans for a national organisation. 
Representatives from the following organisations were in attendance:— 
New York Stereotypers’ Union, Adams and Cylinder Pressmen’s 
Association, Franklin Association of Pressmen and Feeders, Pickwick 
Club of Bookbinders, Diamond Association of Paper Rulers, Electro¬ 
typers’ and Stereotypers’ Union, Lithographers’ Union, Bookbinders’ 
Union, and Paper Rulers’ Union. T. J. Hawkins, Secretary- 
Treasurer of the International Pressmen’s Union, was elected chair¬ 
man. After much discussion, a temporary National Trades Council 
was organised, and a committee of qualified men selected to prepare 
and address to be forwarded to kindred organisations throughout the 
country. These associations will be solicited to elect three delegates 
to attend a national convention, which will be held in a place and on 
a date not yet determined upon. The purpose of the organisation is 
to assist craftsmen in times of strikes and lockouts. The members of 
typographical unions, that is, compositors, will not be comprised in 
the organisation. It is learned that a number of labour unions, whose 
interests are identical with those represented at the conference, have 
already expressed a willingness to co-operate and assist in tthe new 
movement. When once successfully organised, it is estimated that 
the proposed union will have a membership aggregating about 
50,000, 

Printers’ Strike.—At the Mansion House on the 2nd inst., W. 
G. McDonald, a compositor, was summoned by Messrs. King, Sell, 
& Railton, Limited, to recover £2 16s., as damages for wilfully 
absenting himself from work. Mr. Gill, barrister, appeared in sup¬ 
port of the summons ; and Mr. Tickell defended. Mr. Gill said the 
complainants came before the Court under exceptional circumstances, 
having been forced to do so. Some three years ago an attempt was 
made by the London Society of Compositors to force men from Messrs. 
King, Sell, & Railton’s service, and compel them to join the Union ; 
however, this came to nothing. On September 19, it came to the 
knowledge of the firm that a meeting had been held a day or two be¬ 
fore, at which it had been arranged that the men should go out on the 
20th. This came as a surprise to the firm, who, upon making in¬ 
quiries, found that it was through the action of Mr. Drummond, the 
secretary of the society, that the men were taking this course. 
Accordingly, Messrs. King, Sell, & Railton asked their men to 
come and see them, and state their grievance, and in the course of 
the day three or four men, amongst them the defendant, had an inter¬ 
view with some members of the firm. McDonald was asked what was 
the question in dispute, and, in reply, he said he himself had nothing 
to complain of with regard to his money, which was 38s. per week. 
Later in the day some 16 to 20 men came and explained the position 
of the other employes to the firm. Defendant acted as spokesman, 
and said the men were not free agents in the matter, and whatever the 
firm did they must go. They would not, however, put the firm to any 
inconvenience, but would give a fortnight’s notice, this being a prac¬ 
tice in the trade. The notice was drawn up and handed in by the 
men to their employers ; the defendant promising that the notices 
would be carried out. It was thought desirable that each man should 
give a separate notice, and accordingly, this was done. On the 20th 
ult. considerable mischief was done : moulds were destroyed and 
type mixed. On the Monday following, the men did not 
return to work. The defendant was seen picketing outside the 
premises, and this caused a deal of annoyance and inconvenience 
to the firm. Happily, no serious result came from the action of 
the employes, owing to the number of fresh hands seeking work. 
Mr. King, a member of the firm, said they did not recognise the 
London Society of Compositors, nor had they accepted their 
rules. He requested the representatives of the men to come and 
give explanations to the firm of their grievances. Ultimately 
the men handed in their notices, and McDonald assured him 
that the men would, upon their honour, work the time out ; but 
on the Monday they absented themselves. The firm employ 
about 130 hands, and complaints were only made by two per¬ 
sons. The damage claimed was for two weeks’ wages, although 
the firm had sustained considerable damage to type, &c.— 
Mr. Tickell, on behalf of the defendant, said 1 repudiate the sugges¬ 
tion that this was a wicked strike, which took place -without cause or 
reason, and caused by the leaders of a Union. The reason of the 
strike was, the defendant had been promised, when he entered the 
service, that under no circumstances would the firm pay any com¬ 
positors under the recognised rate of pay. The discontent was caused 
owing to the firm employing unskilled labour at lower rates of wage; 
and under these circumstances they felt themselves bound to strike. 
It might have been foolish for the men to give notices and then strike 
suddenly ; but it was to protest against the firm employing men at a 
low rate of wage. The defendant was charged with a breach of con¬ 
tract, but it was a perfectly fictitious idea that the damage must be 
measured by the fortnight’s notice ; the Court had to find out exactly 
how much damage had resulted from the defendant’s breach of 
promise. It did not necessarily follow because there was a strike 
there should be damage; for, supposing a man struck work 
upon the Monday, and on the Tuesday a new hand was 
taken on in his place, how could there be any damage? He 
contended no damage had been shown to the firm through the 
action of the defendant.—Mr. Gill submitted that employers should be 
in the same condition as the workmen in the case where a firm dis¬ 
charged their employes without notice, and should have a right to 
recover the amount of wages in lieu of such notice.—The defendant 
was examined, and admitted giving the notice to leave, together with 
the promise to complete his time. The men complained of cheap 
labour being introduced at a low rate of wage, but he had nothing to 
complain of. Mr. Railton told the men that the firm would not be 
dictated to by any outsider, and this caused the strike.--Alderman 
Davies said : I shall take the responsibility of assessing damages. It 
is quite clear to my mind the men wanted to go out on strike, and there 
is no doubt the defendant made a mistake in handing in a notice, 
which his action afterwards at once condemns, by having the knowledge 
at the time not to abide by it or carry the contract out. Under these 
circumstances I consider he has committed a breach of agreement, and 
I shall assess the damage at 20s., or seven days’ imprisonment.— 
Three other summonses arising out of the same matter were withdrawn 
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Conftnenfaf £ 

Salo Frankel, former editor of the Berliner Bbrsenkuriers, died 

at Dalldorf on the 28th inst. 

The trade school at Vienna numbers now 496 pupils from 83 print¬ 

ing-houses, and 20 from 5 foundries. 

The Volksblatt fiir Anhalt is a new paper which appeared on 
October 1 from the press of Benthen & Ko, in Halle. 

M. Auisert, a well-known Versailles printer, has died at the age 

of sixty-eight. His employes lose a philanthropic patron. 

The J. Voirin establishment has been entrusted with the installation 
of the atelier and laboratory of phototypie in the Ecole Estienne. 

A Japanese translation of the “ Pilgrim’s Progress ” (illustrated by 
a native artist) makes the eighty-first language into which it has been 

rendered. 

M. L. Laynaud, a Montelimar printer, is the author of a “ Guide 
de l’lmposeur,” of which he has just issued a third edition, sold at 

75 centimes. 

The Hannoverschen Neuesten Nachrichten has been acquired by a 

company with a capital of 200,000 marks. The purchase-price was 

108,000. 

Courrier Fran^ais is a new weekly appearing in Valparaiso, devoted 
to serving the new union established between the French in Chili and 
the mother country. 

The Liibecliischen Anzeigen and the Lubecker Zeitting, both from 
Gebr, Borchers’, in Lubeck, have joined forces, and the one paper 

appears now twice a day. 

The house of Franz Lipperheide, in Berlin, which publishes the 
illustrated Die Modenwelt (“ World of Fashion ”), completed its 
twenty-fifth year on October 1. 

The creation is announced in Constantinople of a journal entitled 
Die Osmanische Post, which is the first periodical written in German 
that has ever appeared in the Turkish capital. 

Dr. B. von Florencourt, secular priest, formerly editor of 
Germania, of the Wiener Vaterland, and latterly of the Vorarlberger 
Volksblattes, died at Bregenz on September 21. 

M. Eug. Brault, brother of one of the partners of the Paris 
printing machine manufactory, of Perreau fils et Brault, has now 
taken over the management of that establishment. 

Der Zeitgenosse (“Contemporary”) is the title of a new German 
monthly appearing on October 1, which sets itself the task of being 
the organ of all the literary interests of the period. 

One of the oldest members of the French Syndical Chamber of 

Paper has died in the person of M. Valdampierre, who, for eighteen 
consecutive years, acted as treasurer, and latterly as vice-president. 

The French Minister of Commerce has decorated with silver-gilt 
medals: (1) M. Antoine Ducret, binder (Peyrou, Epinal) ; (2) M. 
Francois-Louis Barthelemy, printer of the Indicateiir de Bayeux. 

We have received from Barcelona the first numbers of La Reforma 
Literaria—?L review “ dedicated to the propagation of modern ideals 
in universal literature.” The director is Don Manuel Lorenzo d’Ayot. 

In Reir.heim, Hesse, appeared on October 1, a new bi-weekly, the 
Reinheimer Zeitting, an enquiry and advertising medium “for Rein- 
heim and neighbourhood.” Heinrich Knorzer is the editor, printer, 
and publisher. 

The bookbinders in Hanover are passing through a wages’ crisis. 
They demand : a ten-hours’ work-day, the abolition of overtime and 
Sunday work, a lowest wage cf 16.50 marks, and payment for the 
weekly holiday. 

The administration and execution of the Journal OJJciel have cost 
the State much less than under the regime of the ex-contractor, M. 
Wittersheim. The difference between the two totals, as a matter of 
fact, is a million and a half francs. 

A NEW paper—publishing daily with the exception of Sundays and 
holidays—in Burg is the Nene Burgsche Zeitung fiir Stadt und Land 
(for town and country), with a German Freisinnig policy. Its editor 
is Dr. E. Galle ; printers, Weckesser & Zipfel. 

German law courts have not a too tender regard for journalists. 
The director of the Deutsche Volkszeitung, Baron Danneberg, has 
been condemned to three years’ imprisonment for having written that 
the annexation of Hanover—an affair which took place in 1866—should 
have led to a revolution. 

The French Commission du Travail has adopted several further 
dispositions relative to female labour. Among other things, it 
authorises the women newspaper folders to work at night, in lace of 
a previous prohibition of all female night labour. 

Forty-five new periodicals was the number for August in France 
—26 in Paris and 19 in the provinces. There were three new 
politicals, four illustrated, and four financial in the capital. Of the 
total in the provinces five were political. 

The cause of typographic education is advancing in Belgium. A 
recent royal decree empowered the municipality of Brussels to make a 
subsidy of 2,720 francs (about 105 guineas) in favour of the profes¬ 
sional typographic school established in that city. 

The evening classes at the Paris Ecole Estienne, rue Vauquelin, 
commence again on the 15th of this month. They comprise courses 
of composition, printing, lithographic printing, stereotyping, photo¬ 
graphy, wood engraving, art designing, typographic grammar, the 
history of the art, etc. 

Dr. Hermann Grieben, editor of the Kolnische Zeitung (Cologne 
Gazette), died on September 24 after a long illness. Fie had held this 
position for thirty-one years. He was also a poet of some note, many 
of his lyrical pieces having received marked attention. Dr. Grieben 
was of Pomeranian extraction. 

A recent cause at the Seine Tribunal of Commerce has established 
the precedent that a newspaper editor buying and paying for the 
manuscript of a feuilleton novel is compelled to use it within a fixed 
period, under pain of repairing the injury supposed to be caused to the 
author if the publication be indefinitely delayed. 

It will not be generally known that Mme. de Pompadour was an 
aquafortis engraver. A real artistic curiosity has been discovered by 
the Intermediare des Chercheurs et des Curieux in an engraving by this 
famous marquise, retouched by Cochin. The journal inquires whether 
anybody else possesses any work by La Pompadour. 

A report to the effect that the Siecle and the Republique Framqaise 
are to amalgamate is incorrect. The truth is that M. Leon Bloch, 
son-in-law of M. Alcan Levy, already administrator of the Republique, 
has now undertaken similar duties with regard to the Siicle. The 
two papers will maintain their mutual independence. 

The Pesth journal Caviar—an altogether discreditable rag—is 
prohibited from the length and breadth of the Prussian Kingdom. 
But in this case, as it has proved in others, the measure defending the 
public against it has driven the paper to small localities, where it can 
run riot, and where numerous seizures of copies have been taking 
place. 

The fourth edition has appeared, published by the Cercle Beige de 
la Librairie et de 1’Impriinerie, and edited by M. Bosch, of Brussels, 
of the “ Annual of the Belgian Book-trade,” or book of addresses of all 
printers, stationers, librarians, &c., besides all kindred professions, 
followed by a list of all journals, reviews, and periodicals published in 
Belgium. 

The principal galleries of Europe—and consequently of the world— 
have lately as a curious point been arranged in order, according, that 
is, to the number of pictures they contain :—1 Versailles, 2 Dresden, 
3 Madrid, 4 Paris (the Louvre), 5 London, 6 St. Petersburg, 7 Berlin, 
8 Vienna, 9 Munich, 10 Florence, 11 Naples, 12 Venice, 13 Antwerp, 
14 Turin. 

A popular library exists in Leipzig, which publishes literary works 
of different nations translated into German. There have already thus 
appeared 2,670 volumes, 55 per cent, of which are German works ; 15 
per cent. French; 11 per cent. Swedish, Russian or Hungarian ; 10 
per cent. English or American ; 6 per cent. Latin or Greek ; 2’5 per 
cent. Italian or Spanish ; and 5 per cent, of various other tongues. 

An educated taste is required to appreciate the uneven deckle-edged 
volumes so dear to aesthetic book-lovers. The rank and file of readers 
will sympathise (though it may be secretly) with the Chilian customer 
of a German bookseller, who wrote complaining of the unfinished con¬ 
dition in which he had received a fine-artwork. “ Only one side,” 
he wrote, “is cut and gilt; the other two are neither cut nor gilt ; 
whereby the volume seems extremely negligently done.” 

What has become of the old printing letters of Gutenberg ?—Are 
they yet in some museum, or elsewhere, in the town of Mayence?— 
are questions asked by a French paper. According to Meerman, in 
his “Origines Typographicae,” some old printers of Mayence were 
long in possession of the old wooden letters made by the great printer, 
and it was their custom to give one to each of their apprentices on 
attaining his journeymanship ! 

The great hall of modern painting at the Louvre, which has been 
closed for a long time for re-arrangement, is now again open. Among 
the new canvases are “ Combat de Cerfs,” “ Remise des Chevreuils,” 
“ Vague,” and “ Remise sous Bois,” by Courbet ; “ Femmes Arabes,” 
by Fromentin, all these given by Mme. Boucicaut; the “ Entree des 
Croises a Constantinople,” by Delacroix; “ 18 Brumaire,” by 
Bouchet; and the “ Glaneuses ” of Millet. 
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The Imperial Library of St. Petersburg contains very rich 
collections of Polish books and manuscripts, to which the Polish 
journals have been directing public attention. The foundation of the 
library was the valuable collection of the Count Zatuski, transported 
in 1830 from Warsaw to St. Petersburg; but as there has never been 
a complete catalogue, the result is that nobody knows really what it 
contains. Thus is explained the unexpected discoveries, such as that 

of Professor Briickner, made therein. 

The Spanish Government had recently decided to prohibit the entry 
into the country of all books sent by post. This was meant to combat 
a species of fraud which has become extensive—namely, the intro¬ 
ducing into Spain of valuable articles of small size without paying any 
of the high duties, by packing them in bogus books. On protestations 
from some high quarters, the Government has, however, decided to 
abandon this drastic policy of prohibition, but to take instead the 
most severe measures possible against the contraband traffic. 

The number of new works declared for August to foreign legations 
by the bureau of the Paris Cercle were sixty-nine. Of history and 
geography there were 22; literature and novels, 19; science and 
commerce, 14; education, 10 ; law, 1 ; political economy, 1 ; and 
miscellaneous, 2. The house of Ch. Delagrave is responsible for 34 in 
this list ; G. Guerin et Cie., and E. Plon, Nourrit, et Cie., for 8 each ; 
Gauthier, Villars, et Fils, 6; A. Colin et Cie, 3 ; Ch. Poussielgue, 2 ; 
G. Rougier, A. Delabre, Dujardin, et Cie., Berger-Levrault, Lazare, 

et Forcel, Ch. Buloz, and Illustration, one each. 

What is believed to be a very unique Manchu manuscript has been 
“ discovered ” in the Paris Bibliotheque Nationale, by Dr. Pozdneef, 
professor of Oriental languages in the University of St. Petersburg. 
It consists of 151 leaves of Chinese papyrus, having a yellow silk cover¬ 
ing. It is supposed to have been deposited by the first emperor ot the 
present dynasty ; although it was catalogued without any mention of 
its source, when it reached the library at the beginning of last century. 
The purport'of the document’s title is A Digest of IVords. It contains 
a vast number of words and sentences, and a great quantity of hitherto 
unknown characters and groups of sounds was discovered. 

The Italian Association of Printer-Booksellers has reconstructed its 
counsel of administration as follows :—President, the Cavaliere P. E. 
Sacchi (Ferd, Sacchi, & Sons, of Milan); vice-president, the Com¬ 
mander Ulrich Hoepli, of Milan ; secretaries. Signor Ed, Brugnatelli 
(procureur of Dumolard Brothers, of Milan), and Signor L. Trevisimi, 
of Milan ; treasurer, .Signor E. Battaglia (Paravia & Co , of Milan) ; 
members of the council, Signori Cavaliere P. Barbera, Florence ; L. 
Pirola, Milan ; A. Porro, advocate of Milan; C. Rebeschini, Milan ; 
A. Rechiedei, Milan ; Commander G. Ricordi, Milan ; R. Marghieri, 
Naples ; R. Sandron, Palermo ; A. Walther, Rome ; Deputy L. Roux, 
Turin ; Chevalier C. Vigliardi, Turin. The office is still at Milan— 

12, Via Monte di Pieta. 

The French Academy has abandoned its Dictionary ! Since as far 
back as 1835 the Academy had been preparing this prodigious work, 
which was to be official. From time to time the newspapers had 
contained announcements that the Academicians had been in counsel 
working “ on their dictionary : ”—but they never could get beyond the 
letter A. It was a despairing case. Many of the Immortels have said 
that the work would be useless ; that it would serve no purpose ; that, 
Penelope task as it was, it was always being recommenced. They have 
at last been listened to, with the result that the news of the definite 
abandonment of the Dictionary is said to be official. Meanwhile, it is 
asked, what is to become of the result of this enormous labour of fifty - 
five years on the letter A ? 

We have received the third (September) number for this year of the 
Bulletin Bibliographique de la Librairie Francaise, an elaborate and 
interesting catalogue of the season’s publications from twenty-seven of 
the most important editeurs. It is published by the Paris Cercle de la 
Librairie. The subscription is one franc per year for four numbers. 
Here in England we give catalogues away ! It is true, however, that 
the Bulletin before us is more than a mere catalogue, as is witnessed by 
the interesting explanatory notes and criticisms appended to each book. 
The following somewhat hyperbolic “appreciation” we translate, for 
instance, of Mr. R. L Stevenson’s “ Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,” which 
has been rendered into French by Mine. B. J. Lowe :—“ It is impossible 
to imagine anything more extraordinary, more mysterious, more moving 
than the history of the fantastic case of Dr. Jekyll. Our progress is 
butfrom oneamazementtoanother; little bylittle, we enter the domain of 
dreams, to be directly afterwards precipitated into sheer phantasmagoria. 
But the merit, the originality, the peculiarity of this tale is shown in 
the manner the author relates the most extraordinary occurrences and 
the most terrifying catastrophes with an astounding phlegm, an 
altogether British sangfroid, a perfect precision, and a luxury of detail, 
which transforms the incredible into the probable, the supernatural 
into the natural.” 

A French universal exhibition is to be held at Moscow in 1891. 
The President of the Commission is M. Teisserenc de Bort, senator, 
a former Minister of Agriculture and Commerce ; the vice-president, 

M. Dietz-Monnin, senator, director of the French sections at the 
Exhibition of 1878 ; general secretary, M. David Dautresme, chief of 
the Commissariat at the 1889 Exposition, whose head-quarters are at 
32, rue Tronchet, Paris. Other members are MM. Flourens, deputy, 
former Minister of Foreign Affairs ; Poirrier, senator, former pre¬ 
sident of the Chamber of Commerce of the Seine ; Prevet, deputy, 
commissary-general of France to the late Barcelona Exhibition ; 
Guillotin, president of the Seine Tribunal of Commerce ; Conste, 
president of the Seine Chamber of Commerce; Watbled, former 
French Consul ; and Jouanot, banker. In the circular addressed to 
the commercial world, the committee says : “ The exhibition will 
comprise all the manifestations of French art and all the products of 
our national industries. It will enable Russian consumers to 
ascertain the essential difference between our productions and 
those of their manufacture which are too often garnished with 
French trademarks. It will create between France and Russia 
more direct and more connected relations; will open up a new 
market for our industries ; and, in the words of the President of the 
Republic, when speaking of the exhibition of 1889 : ‘ It will leave 
behind it sympathies which will be a fruitful germ sown amongst the 
people,—friendships more durable perhaps than alliances—sentiments 
at all events of peace and concord.’ Moscow is the heart of Russia, 
the real capital of the Empire. A rich and populous city, centre of 
the kingdom’s commerce and industry, close to Nijni-Novgorod, whose 
famous fair attracts yearly, in July, immense crowds of visitors, it has 
for Russians and foreigners an interest which cannot but tend to the 
success of the French scheme.” What else the exhibition will do 
remains to be seen. If the example is to be followed, we may shortly 
expect to see Triple Alliance exhibitions, and so forth ! The palace at 
Moscow in which the display is to take place is of octagonal form, 
composed of eight great pavilions, joined by galleries, the whole 
having an extent of 35,000 square metres. In the centre is a garden 
of 20,000 square metres. Committees of admission and installation are 
to be formed for each class ; for which members of the committees and 
jury, or recipients of high awards, of the Paris Exhibition of last year 
are invited. Fifty franos will be charged for every attached square 
metre of space, seventy-five francs for every detached square metre. 
For the right to sell, these prices will be doubled. The exhibition is to 
open on May 1, 1891. 

-—♦-♦-♦- 

Crabe Changes* 

Mr. Walter Clowes, for twelve years with Mr. W. H. Marsh, 
printer, See., Charterhouse-buildings, Aldersgate-street, has purchased 

the latter gentleman’s business. 

Mr. A. W. Matthews, die sinker, &c., has taken into partnership 
Mr. Charles Wilsdon (late with Messrs. Baddeley Bros), and the firm 
will in future trade as Matthews & Wilsdon. 

Messrs. Schilling & Co. have opened an office and warehouse at 
7, Ludgate-square, Ludgate-hill, for the supply of Continental and 
American fancy types, borders, and other printing material. 

Mr. James Salmon announces the removal of his London office 
from Friday-street, E.C., to 6, Dyer’s-buildings, Ilolborn. Mr. 
Salmon has recently taken the English agency for M. Jules Derriey, 

printing-machine maker, of Paris. 

—-- 

(JUS Jfournafe £ (prefe Changes. 

Beauty and Fashion is the title of a new fashion paper about to be 
produced as a penny weekly. Associated with the new' journal will be 
Mr. P. L. Deighton, working with Mr. Alfred Smith, who was for a 
number of years connected with Myra's Journal. 

The Chester Coin ant and the Cheshire Observer, both of which 
have been acquired by a syndicate, are now under the direction of Mr. 
R. Dennis, late managing editor in London of the New York Herald. 

The Nonconformist and Independent, which was established in 1841, 

and has hitherto been published at 4d. weekly, commenced on the 
26th ult. a new career as a penny journal under the name of the 
Independent. Rev. F. H. Stead, M.A., Congregational minister, late 
of Leicester, a brother of Mr. W. T. Stead, of the Review of Reviews, 
has been appointed editor in place of Mr. C. S. Miall. 

A new weekly periodical, called Mistress and Maid, intended to 
facilitate the finding of servants for employers and places for servants, 

was commenced on the 8th ult. 

The publishing office of the Newsagent has been removed to 28, 

Ludgate-hill, E.C. 
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(Printing an& of$er Companies, 

HEREWITH we give particulars of twelve companies, 
connected with our branches of trade, registered 

since our last list was compiled, the total capital being 
^309,600. This compares with seven companies, and 
£^169,700 capital, at the same date last year, and brings 
the total so far recorded this year to 172 companies, with 
£^4,165,990 capital compared with 113 companies, and 
£^4,098,062 capital, at the same date last year. 

W. H. Allen & Company, Limited,—This company was 
registered on the 1st inst., with a capital of £ 140,000, in £5 shares, 
to take over the business of general and Oriental printers, publishers, 
and booksellers, carried on by Messrs. W. II. Allen & Co., in London 
and Calcutta. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :•—- 
C. E. Johnson, publisher, 13, Waterloo-place, S.W.; P. C. Parr, 
publisher, 13, Waterloo-place, S. W. ; A. M. Heathcote, publisher, 
13, Waterloo-place, S.W.; H. L. Randall, publisher, 13, Waterloo- 
place, S.W. ; R. H. J. Hill, publisher, 13, Waterloo-place, S.W. ; 
E. J. Powell, newspaper manager, Ellesmere-lodge, Dulwich-grove ; 
C. Bishop, 9, Lucerne-road, Highbury. The number of directors is 
not to be less than five nor more than seven ; the subscribers are to 
appoint the first, and act ad interim. Qualification, 250 shares. 
Remuneration, ,£2,500 per annum, divisible. Solicitor, Mr. J. M. 
Mitchell, no, Cannon-street. 

Liberal Press Association, Limited.—Registered on the 9th 
ult., with a capital of ,£50,000, in £1 shares, to promote “ Liberal ” 
principles, and to carry on business as newspaper proprietors, printers, 
and publishers. Two unregistered agreements will be adopted, viz.: 
An agreement of August 28th, between L. Hayward Wilkins and 
Howard Swan, and an agreement ol August 29th, between C. II. W. 
Biggs, and L. H. Wilkins. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are :—Lord Camoys, Stoner, Henley-on-Thames ; Sir R. Green 
Price, Bart., Shrewsbury; R. Jamieson, barrister, 41, Prince’s 
Gardens; C. H. W. Biggs, Champion Hill, S.E. ; William Rice, 
publisher, 86, Fleet-street; T. G. Burns, secretary to a company, 57, 
Brondesbury Villas; J. J. Hodgson, accountant, 139, Salisbury- 
court, Fleet-street. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than seven ; qualification, .£200 in shares ; the sub¬ 
scribers are to appoint the first, and to act ad interim ; remuneration : 
chairman, ,£150 per annum ; each director, £100 per annum. Solicitor, 
Mr. Hugh C. Knight, 2, South-square, Gray’s-inn. 

Groombridge & Sons, Limited.—Registered on the 23rd ult., 
with a capital of £50,000, in £1 shares, to purchase the business of 
Groombridge & Sons, of 6, Panyer-alley, Paternoster-row, publishers. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—*G. S. Groom¬ 
bridge, publisher, Paternoster-row ; *H. Y. Groombridge, publisher, 
Paternoster-row; F. H. Davis, secretary, 70, Gracechurch-street ; 
W. E. Ryan, merchant, 70, Gracechurch-street ; J. Drake, clerk, 
14, Acland-street, Burdett-road ; G. J. W. Drake, clerk, 14, 
Acland-street, Burdett-road ; D. W. Money, 24, Wilson-road, 
Camberwell. The number of directors is not to be less than three 
nor more than nine ; the subscribers are to appoint the first. Quali¬ 
fication, £200 in shares. Remuneration, £3 3s. each for every 
ordinary meeting, with £2 2s. extra for the chairman ; but in the 
event of meetings oftener than once a week, the remuneration for 
such additional meeting shall not exceed one-third of the rates above 
specified. The first two subscribers are appointed managing directors 
at salaries of £260 per annum each. Solicitor, Mr. A. E. Goodchild, 
Gresham House. 

Green, McAllan, & Fielden, Limited.—This company was 
registered on the 25th ult., with a capital of £25,000, in £5 shares, to 
amalgamate and continue the business of printers and stationers, 
carried on by Robert Lane McAllan (trading as Green & McAllan), at 
3, Ludgate-circus, and 3, Plough-court, E.C., and the copyright, 
business, and interest of a trade journal known as The Manufacturer 
and Inventor, belonging to T. J. Valentine Fielden, of Temple- 
chambers, Temple-avenue, and the good-will and business of J. Fielden, 
& Co. The subscribers are :—*G. Settles, Stork House, Honor Oak, 
200 shares ; Lieut.-Colonel A. Stowell Jones, C.E., V.C., Carshalton, 
100; *J. P. Hardy, Greenbank, Banbury, 200; #R. S. McAllan, 
printer, 71, Millbrook-road, Brixton, 1 ; *T. J. V. Fielden, newspaper 
proprietor, Penrose, Harringay, 1 ; H. J. T. Duncan, manager, 64, 
Torrington-square, 1 ; J. Pealing, 151, Gray’s-inn-road, 1. The 
number of directors is not to be less than 3, nor more than 7; the 
first being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, 100 
shares ; remuneration, £500 per annum, divisible. Messrs. T. J. V. 
Fielden and R. S. McAllan are appointed joint managing directors for 
five years, each at a minimum salary of £400 per annum. Solicitor, 
Mr. A. P. Jackson, 7, Cannon-street. 

Walkden & Dixon, Limited.—This company was registered on 
the 26th ult., with a capital of £20,000, divided into 1,500 cumulative 

7 per cent, preference, and 500 ordinary shares of £10 each, to 
acquire the business of James Dixon, of Randal-street, Blackburn, 
paper stainer. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, 
are :—*James Dixon, paper stainer, Blackburn ; *C. Dixon, paper 
stainer, Blackburn ; *E. Appleby, corn merchant, Blackburn ; *B. 
Ormerod, mill manager, Blackburn ; James Dixon, paper Stainer’s 
foreman, Blackburn ; *J. Birtwell, wholesale grocer, Blackburn. 
R. Parkinson, plate worker, Blackburn. The number of directors is 
not to exceed seven ; the first being the subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk, and J. Collins, of Gorton, near Manchester ; qualification, 
twenty shares ; the company in general meeting will determine remu¬ 
neration. Messrs. James Dixon and Charles Dixon are appointed 
managing directors. Registered office, Randal-street, Blackburn. 

“ Citizen,” Limited.—Registered on the 3rd ult. with a capital of 
£6,000, in £1 shares, to take over and print and publish the Citizen 
newspaper. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are - 
*Vaughan Cousins, retired police magistrate (Singapore), Hove, Sussex; 
*Alfred Templeton Hawkins, accountant, 22, Budge-row ; *Major L. 
L. Bushe Fox, 113, Lancaster-road, Notting-hill; F. Thomas, 82, 
Graham-road, Wimbledon ; J. H. Walker, accountant, 24, Chesholm- 
road, Stoke Newington ; E. II. Farley, accountant, 5, St. Peter’s- 
road, Parkhurst-road, N. ; F. T. Netherclift, 33, Shaftesbury-road, 
Hornsey-rise. The subscribers denoted by an asterisk are the first 
directors, Mr. A. T. Hawkins being appointed managing director. 
The remuneration of the directors is to be £2 2s. per attendance at 
board meetings. Solicitors, Messrs. Hughes, Hooker and Co., 26, 
Budge-row. 

“The Mirror” (Stuart Cumberland’s) Limited.—Regis¬ 
tered on the 23rd ult., with a capital of £5,500, in £100 shares, to 
acquire a newspaper known as Stuart Cumberland’s Mirror. The 
subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—Stuart C. Cum¬ 
berland, journalist, 157, Strand; A. M. G. Moore, journalist, 62, 
Chancery-lane ; W. H. Hartley, 44, Farringdon-street; J. D. Gay, 
journalist, 3, Copthall-buildings; R. Wrege, artist, 157, Strand; 
J. Wilson, 76, Bramah-road, Brixton; T. R. II. Connolly, clerk, 
10, Ferndale-road, S.W. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three nor more than five. Qualification, £100 in shares or stock. 
The subscribers are to appoint the first. The company in general 
meeting will determine remuneration. Solicitors, Messrs. Lumley & 
Lumley, 15, Old Jewry-chambers. 

Eastbourne and District Billposting and Advertising 

Company, Limited.—Registered on the 11th ult., with a capital of 
£5,000, in £1 shares, to take over the business of H. A. Spain and 
William Youde, trading as the Eastbourne and District Billposting 
and Advertising Company. The subscribers, who have each taken 
one share, are :—S. M. Yoxall, woollen manufacturer’s agent, 2, 
Gresham-buildings; J. Edward, master tailor, 30, Cornhill; F. A. 
Spain, auctioneer, &c., Rochester; E. C. Carr, articled clerk, 11 and 
12, Great Tower-street; G. R. Osier, clerk, 16, Carden-road, 
Peckham-rye; E. R. Carr, solicitor, n and 12, Great Tower-street; 
G. A. Wallis, clerk, Gravesend. Registered without special articles. 
Office, 7, Susan’s-road, Eastbourne. 

Fiction Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
19th ult., with a capital ot £3,000, in £1 shares, to print and publish 
a publication to be called Fiction and Fashion. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are :—G. PI. Wilkinson, architect, 
19, South John-street, Liverpool; Miss E. C. Wilkinson, Sutton, 
Surrey; S. PI. Wilkinson, accountant, Sutton, Surrey; C. A. Wilkin¬ 
son, journalist, Sutton, Surrey; C. A. Brenchley, 115, The Grove, 
Camberwell; T. L. Carozzi, journalist, 53, Leadenhall-street; V. J. 
Eldred, solicitor, 11, Queen Victoria-street. Messrs. Wilkinson Bros., 
Limited, are appointed general agents of the company. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Eldred & Bignold, 11, Queen Victoria-street. 

“Crystal Palace Times,” Limited.—Registered on the 16th 
ult., with a capital of £2,500, in £1 shares, to acquire the copy¬ 
right of the Forest Hill, Sydenham, Penge, and Crystal Palace Times, 
together with the printing, publishing, and advertising business con¬ 
nected therewith. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, 
are:—W. S. Park, clerk, 20, New North-road, N. ; PI. Singer, 
secretary to a company, 4, Powis-gardens, Bayswater ; E. A. Smith, 
auctioneer, 1, Derby-villas, East Dulwich; G. C. Sutton, 52, Mad- 
dox-street, W. ; J. Wheatley, solicitor, Kirkdale, Sydenham ; Gordon 
Kerr, clerk, 27, Solon New-road, Clapham ; C. H. Wheatley, Grey¬ 
hound-lane, Streatham. Most of the regulations of table A apply. 
Solicitors, Messrs. J. W’heatley & Co., 70, Cornhill. 

Perrett & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 10th ult., with 
a capital of £2,000 in £10 shares, to acquire as a going concern the 
Leader Works, Parkstone, Dorset, carried on by W. Perrett & Co., 
and to trade as printers, paper - bag manufacturers, paper 
dealers, book-binders and newspaper proprietors. The subscribers 
are:—J. R. Philpots, J.P., Parkstone, Dorset, 3 shares; J. Ash- 
bridge, commercial traveller, Parkstone, Dorset, 3 ; T. Moorshead 
Florish, Parkstone, Dorset, 8 ; J. T. Wilson, builder, Parkstone, Dor¬ 
set, 5; W. H. Seller, ironmonger, Parkstone, Dorset, 3 ; A, A. 
Ashbridge, engineer, Andover, 3. Most of the regulations of table 

A apply. 
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Northern Commercial Publishing Company Limited.—* 

Registered on the 22nd ult., with a capital of £600, in £10 shares, to 
acquire the copyright of YVilliam Dawson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, in 
two publications known as “ Thubron’s Dock and Port Charges,” and 
the “Popular Guide to the Borderland, and Anglers’Handbook.” 
Solicitor, Mr. J. M. L. Criddle, Westgate-road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

An interim dividend at the rate of 15 per cent, per annum has been 
declared upon the shares of the Anglo-Austrian Printing and Publish¬ 
ing Union, Limited, for the half year ending June 30. 

An interim dividend at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum has been 
declared upon the ordinary and preference shares of the Hansard 
Publishing Union, Limited, for the half year to September 30. 

Messrs. B. Dellagana & Co., Limited, electrotypers and stereo¬ 
typers, announce that the directors have declared a dividend at the 
rate of 6 per cent, per annum on the preference shares, and at the 
rate of 10 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares for the half- 
year to June 30, 1890. 

-♦—4,-«-- 

©Btfuatrg. 

Hardman.—On September 12th, at St. Leonards-on-Sea, Sir 
William Plardman, editor of the Morning Post and chairman of the 
Surrey Sessions, aged 62. Sir William had edited the Post for eighteen 
years, but owing to ill health had not actually done so for some time, 

Purnell.—Mr. Purnell, proprietor of the Croydon Times, was 
found dead in his bed on the morning of the 15th ult. 

Skipper.—The death is announced of Mr. Charles Skipper, senior 
partner of Messrs. Charles Skipper & East, printers, of Great Tower- 
street, E.C. The deceased was fifty-three years of age. Pie was the 
son of Mr. Charles Skipper, the founder of the firm, and as soon as 
he left school entered the firm, subsequently becoming the senior 
partner. 

Snow.—On September 14, at South Norwood, Mr. John Snow, 
aged 83. Deceased was the late senior partner in the firm of John 
Snow & Co., publishers, Ivy-lane, Paternoster-row', from which he 
retired in 1866. 

Young.—Mr. John IP. Young, late a partner in the firm of Ross, 
Y oung, & Co., wholesale stationers, Southwark Bridge-road, S.E., 
was killed recently by the fall of a heavy case from a crane near the 
establishment where he had worked for so many years. Deceased 
had lately acted as London agent for Messrs. Healy & Co., envelope 
manufacturers, of Dublin. 

-♦-♦-♦- 

14,173.—J. W. Osborne and C. Edelheim. Improvements in or 
relating to the production of stereotype plates for printing pur¬ 
poses. 9. 

14,226.—C. J. Coles and A. E. Coles. A machine for making book¬ 
binders’ cases. 10. 

14,257.—E. J. Lambert. A numbering apparatus applicable to 
printing machines. 10. 

14,580.—W. P. Thompson. A communication from the Remington 
Standard Typewriter Manufacturing Company, of United States. 
Improvements in or appertaining to type-writing machines. 16. 

14,582.—W. P. Thompson. A communication from the National 
Typographic Company of United States. Improvements in and 
relating to machines for producing type surfaces for letter-press 
printing. 16. 

14,663.—H. Dobbs and J. S. Smith, 32, Pelham-street, Nottingham. 
An improved ink distributor. 17. 

14,806.—J. D. Delille, 51, Queen-square, Bristol. Printing and pub¬ 
lishing books appearing as serials or journals. 19. 

14,896.—A. J. Boult. A communication from C. Spiro, of United 
States. Improvements in type-writers. 20. 

IS>°37-—E- C. du Segundo. An improvement in type-writers. 23. 
15,060.—J. R. Rogers and F. E. Bright. Improvements in and relating 

to apparatus for distributing type, and for making stereotype 
matrices therefrom. 23. 

15>195•—J- Salmon, J. Capper, and W. Duffett. Improvem ents in 
or applicable to the Wharfedale and other letterpress printing 
machines. 25. 

15,216.—D. B. Adamson. Improvements in type-writing machines. 
26. 

15,244.—C. A. Conkle and J. A. McCulloch. Improvements in type¬ 
writing machine s. 26. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 
1889. 

I2>573-—Geisler. Paper-ruling machines. 8d 
13,722.—Plarris. Type-writer. 8c 
14,887.— Cresswell and Bloom. Printing, &c. machines ... 6d 
16,832.—Johnson. Type-writing machines . 8c 
17,229.—Sturrock and Macdougald. Type-matrices . 8d 
18,960.—Scott. Bending electrotype or plates. 8d 

1890. 
5,582.—Leigh. Linotype machines. 2s. od 
9)749-—Allison. Type-writing machines. is. 7d 

10,096.—Tissington. Metal printing-surfaces, &c. 6d 
10,547.—Bottomley. Type-writing machines. 6d 
10,850. — Winder. Setting type... 6d 
11,045.—Taylor and Leavens. Printing telegraphs. is. id 
11,404.—Huber. Printing-presses. 8d 

BdUte (pafenf. 

The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 
was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—August, 1890. 

13,524.—T. Reeves, Glasgow. Improvements in type-writing 
machines. 28. 

13,583.—T. Reeves, Glasgow. Printing types and printing apparata. 
29. 

13,613.—W. P. Thompson. A communication from PI. Streding, of 
Germany. Improvements in devices for stretching and fastening 
page cords round columns or pages of printing type. 29. 

13,657.—A. Johnstone. Improvements in the manufacture of paper 
and in mechanism connected therewith. 30. 

September. 

I3)7I7-—A. J. Brown. Improvements in and relating to type¬ 
writers. 1. 

13,740.—R. H. St. John. Improvements in machines for making 
type-bars. 2. 

13,743.—J. Y. Johnson. A communication from J. D. Dames, of 
United States. Improvements in printing machines. 2. 

13,865.-7. G. Lorrain. A communication from M. Iradier, of Ger¬ 
many. A new or improved manufacture of typographic 
plates. 4. 

13,952.—V. V. Mynsbrugge and M. V. Mynsbrugge. An improved 
drop cabinet, for use in connection with a type-writing 

machine. 5- 
14,015.—J. L. McKim. An appliance for use in press-copying 

letters and other documents. 6. 
14,036.—A. Bowers. A type-writer for the million. 6. 
14,073.—W. H. Ibbetson. Improvements in grippers for letter-press 

and litho-printing machines. 8. 
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The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through any 
Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent direct from the office, 73, 
Ludgate Hill, post free for one year for 4s. Postal orders to be made payable 
to Henry G. Davies. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 
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We have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer for 
1887 and 1888 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers only we will supply these 
at 44. each, post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr G. 
Hedeler, Grimmaischer Steinweg. 3, Leipzig; M. Bernard Heilbronner 
38, Rue de Chabrol, Paris. 
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Copies of ffte (ttlonffl. 

HE United Kingdom Alliance has established as 

a separate department of its work, a special 

agency for the purpose of collecting, preparing 

for the press, and despatching to the daily and 

weekly newspapers, both in London and 

throughout the country, items in the form of 

news, ready for use by journalists, of specific 

information on the various phases of the temperance and pro¬ 

hibition movement, and of the operations for the advancement 

of these principles, whether in this country, on the continent of 

America, in the British Colonies, or elsewhere. The special agency 

referred to has been established in London, under the direction 

of Mr. Henry J. Osborn, a “ press man ” of long experience. 

4. 4. 4. 

The last annual report of the Alliance stated that “ the work 

of this department has been constant and valuable. By means 

of it, temperance and prohibition news has been regularly sup¬ 

plied (partly on the ‘ London letter’ plan, more often in special 

telegrams, and in separate paragraphs), while during the ‘ No 

-Compensation’ campaign of May and June, the department 

proved invaluable as a means of direct communication with 

the organs of public opinion.” Friends of temperance every¬ 

where should note the fact that items of information, suitable 

for insertion in the press, and likely to help the move¬ 

ment, may be sent by post to Mr. Osborn, at 112, Fleet-street, 

London, E.C., or telegraphed at press rates from any telegraph 

office, if addressed “ News Correspondence Agency, London,” 

the registered address of the department. This agency should 

not be mistaken for the somewhat similar but newer departure 

of the British Women’s Temperance Association. The two 

agencies aim in some measure at similar ends, but proceed by 

quite different means, and there can be no kind of antagonism 

between them. 
4. 4. 4. 

A PERMANENT International Exhibition is being organised 

in Moscow which is intended to facilitate and develop com¬ 

mercial operations with the Russian Empire. A commission 

office and warehouses are also to be provided in connection 

with the exhibition. It may be to the advantage of some of 

our large machine and press makers to address themselves 

with respect to this exhibition to M. Malkiel, Permanent Inter¬ 

national Exhibition, Moscow. 

4. 4. 4. 

We beg to call the attention of our readers and subscribers 

to the announcement they will find in another part of the pre¬ 

sent issue. We want to enlist the sympathy and practical co¬ 

operation of the entire trade in our endeavour to produce a 

journal which shall worthily represent the large and important 

industries connected with lithography, wood and process en¬ 

graving, and the graphic arts generally. The amount of capital 

required is not large, and we have every confidence that the 

trade will furnish it willingly ; but we would impress upon every 

reader of these lines and of the prospectus, the importance of a 

prompt response, so that the heavy work of re-organisation 

may be proceeded with immediately. The appeal would'have 

been issued some time since, but various difficulties presented 

themselves and delayed it until now. We trust that every one 

connected with the trade will make it a matter of honour to 

subscribe for at least one share. We cannot give any pro¬ 

gramme until we know what support is forthcoming, but we 

intend to make the Printing Times and Lithographer a 

welcome guest in every establishment in the land. What is 

wanted just now is an immediate and hearty response to the 

appeal of the Working Committee. If every lithographer will 

take one share success is assured, and most likely only 5s. per 

share will ever be called up. 

4- + + 

It is rather singular that the Scots Observer, although 

printed and published in Edinburgh, is edited by an English¬ 

man, Mr. W. E. Henley, and most of its contributors, Mr. 

Arnold Forster, Mr. Frederick Greenwood, &c., are Londoners. 

There is talk of transferring the paper to London and changing 

its title. The name Scots localises the paper for Englishmen, 

and Tory journalism has never paid in Scotland. In London, 

on the other hand—under some such title as the British 
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Observer— it would be better appreciated, and would make it 
warm for the Saturday Review. 

4* ♦ ♦ 

The balance-sheet of the London Society of Compositors for 
the September quarter of 1890 shows the following figures :— 
Balance brought forward,,£4,982.4s. 4d.; income,,£3,813. os.7d.; 
total, .£8,795. 4s. 1 id. Expenditure, ,£3,891. 8s. 3d. ; balance 
carried forward, .£4,803. 16s. 8d. Unemployed relief absorbed, 
£4,330. 9s. 3d., to 1,031 recipients in 4,455 reliefs ; super¬ 
annuation allowances were £4309. 3s.; emigration grants, ,£50 ; 
funeral aid, ,£273. 13s. 4d. ; law charges and defence of scale 
amount to £496. 10s. 4d. The total funds of the society now 
amount to ,£28,103. 16s. 8d., being a decrease on the quarter of 
,£178. 7s. 8d. The number of members is 8,680. Two annui¬ 
tants have died during the quarter ; nineteen other members 
have died, and eight members have emigrated. The unem¬ 
ployed relief is almost one hundred and twenty pounds more 
than at the corresponding period of 1889. £400 has been paid 
to the Australian strikers. 

* 4* ♦ 

Why buy books with pictures that may or may not interest 
the possessor, when it is easy for the book-reader to illustrate 
for himself a favourite author? This question is suggested by 
an article in the Photographic Quarterly, in which Mr. Ernest 
Murchison discourses eloquently of “ photography with an 
object.” Take “ Pickwick,” for example. A man with time 
and a moderate degree of skill in the photographic art, would 
here find abundance of spots for his purpose between Dingley 
Dell and Ipswich. The old inn yards, which have not yet 
vanished, would, we are reminded, have to be subjected to 
more thought and care in photographing than they have ever 
yet received. A “ previously idle man of literary and artistic 
tastes,” is promised a really absorbing occupation. Kingsley 
will take him to Bideford, Clovelly Dyke, and Westward Ho ; 
Scott to the Border, to ancient battlefields and poetical ruins. 
With Lytton he may traverse Welsh passes ; and while one 
author is directing his attention to the next street, another will 
act as his courier abroad. For practical directions the 
amateur illustrator must be referred to Mr. Murchison’s 
interesting pages. 

4> 4* 4* 

Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode have for some time 
past been engaged within the precincts of the House of Lords 
in photographing what is known as the “ annexed ” copy of the 
Book of Common Prayer, which was originally joined to the 
Act of Uniformity. The greatest care has had to be taken in 
preparing the plates that every letter and every stop shall be 
clearly brought out, and that all parts shall be in exact propor¬ 
tion as in the old book. The Queen has accepted the dedica¬ 
tion of this most interesting product of the photograph and the 
printing-press. The publication will be issued early in the new 
year. 

+ + * 

One of the most interesting personalities in the field of 
European journalism is Mrs. Crawford, Paris correspondent 
of the Daily News, Truth, the Weekly Dispatch, and the New 
York Tribune. Mrs. Crawford is a brilliant example of her 
favourite theory, that there is nothing that a man can do that 
a woman cannot do, and there are some things that would be 
more difficult for a man to do than it would "be for a woman. 
While still in her teens some private letters of hers fell into 
the hands of a London editor who was, says an American 
paper in a sketch of the brilliant journalist, so struck with their 
vivacity of style and originality of sentiment that he engaged 
her as a contributor to his paper. Promptly she set herself to 
work to master the science of politics, which topic is usually 
avoided by journalistic women as both complicated and 
uncongenial. 

4- 4- 4* 

Mrs. Crawford has done many things which few men 
would do. She entered Paris during the Commune, and 
interviewed the Communist leaders as they sat in Council. 
No harm or insult was offered to the plucky little woman 
whose *-radv wit. natural int'-. pir'itv. and svmpa'hv with the 

people were her only weapons. She has walked the wards of 
the cholera hospitals amid the dead and dying, and, prompted 
by the same journalistic instinct, has rushed at midnight 
through a thunderstorm, in satin slippers and a ball dress, 
to the nearest telegraph station to send a description of the 
dresses. Her social life is not less brilliant than her pro¬ 
fessional career. She was the intimate friend of Gambetta, 
the companion of Thiers and Louis Blanc, the friend of 
Barthblemy de St. Hilaire. Besides all this, she has been a 
happy wife and brought up four children, whose promise of 
success is apparent. 

+ * * 

The retirement of Mr. Joseph Pulitzer from the manage¬ 
ment of the NewYork World, on account of his health, is 
(says Harpet's Weekly) a sad result of a very great success. 
Mr. Pulitzer is still a very young man—about forty-four years 
old—and until very recently has enjoyed great bodily vigour. 
His untiring energy and his devotion to the great property 
which he has built up are the causes of an illness which makes 
it absolutely necessary that he should retire for a time from 
participation in the business cares of his newspaper. There 
have been few more romantic careers than that of the man who, 
thirty years ago, landed in the United States without a friend 
or a dollar, or the ability to speak the language of the people 
among whom he found himself. In that time he has made for 
himself a reputation as a writer and speaker of English ; he 
has been elected to Congress, and he is the proprietor of a 
newspaper from whose sales he has erected a building on the 
site of the hotel which refused him hospitality in the days of 
his poverty. This property, valued at more than two million 
dollars, has been paid for from the profits of the World news¬ 
paper as the building has progressed. Mr. Pulitzer is not 
blind. He has lost one eye and the other is impaired. If he 
follows the programme laid out for him his physicians promise 
him ultimate recovery. Mr. Pulitzer is a Jew and a native of 
Hungary. His brother Edward, who also rose from nothing, 
is proprietor of the New York Morning Journal. 

+ * * 

Referring to the late Mr. Pebody, of the Yorkshire Post, 
a correspondent writes :—One of his most notable charac¬ 
teristics was his handwriting. It was wonderful, racing over 
the paper in mad pursuit of his thoughts. There is a tradition 
that when he took charge of the Yorkshire Post, the com¬ 
positors insisted on extra pay for setting up his manuscript; 
and I certainly received a letter from him that went half round 
a newspaper office before anybody had the least idea to whom 
it was addressed. He was fond of telling stories against him¬ 
self with reference to his extraordinary caligraphy; and 
nothing delighted him more than to pen a leading article 
pitching into other people for their execrable writing. Not 
only was he conspicuous for his ability as a journalist, but for 
his kindliness and his humour, which no amount of newspaper 
worry could crush. 

4* 4* 4* 

Black and White is the title of a new illustrated journal 
which will probably make its appearance at the end of the year. 
Premises have been secured at 33, Bouverie-street, comprising 
art, editorial, and publishing department. Mr. C. N. William¬ 
son, for many years associated with the Graphic, is the founder 
of the company, to which he sells the Black and White news¬ 
paper, receiving £4,000 in cash and 500 founder’s shares. He 
will also assume the duties of managing editor and managing 
director at a salary of ,£700 per annum, increasing ,£50 yearly 
during a period of five years’ services, and in the event of the 
company being wound up, it has been agreed to pay him the 
sum of ,£1,400 as liquidated damages for loss of office. The 
first directors are Sir J. D. Linton, P.R.I. ; Mr. Justin 
McCarthy, M.P., and Mr. O. Crawfurd, C.M.J., who hold 
office until the ordinary meeting in 1893. The company has a 
very influential list of shareholders, including many persons of 
artistic and literary fame, and many representatives of the legal 
and medical professions. Up to August 13 last 3,964 shares 
had been taken up, and £4 per share called up. The secretary 
is Mr. Arthur Ashdown. During the first five years from regis¬ 
tration £42,500 of the capital is set aside for expenditure for 
advertising the paper. 
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ACCORDING to the London correspondent of the Scottish 
Typographical Circular, trade in the metropolis is very unsatis¬ 
factory. Hesays:—“The recurring months are so very like then- 
predecessors in past years that it is difficult to find anything 
new to say respecting the almost chronic slackness. Provincials 
can hardly realise the aspect of Racquet-court in bad times. 
Hundreds of men hanging sullenly about awaiting the turn of 
the tide, which often does not turn for them, but only ebbs 
fitfully, stranding them, perhaps, after a short spell of work, 
again on the.rocks of idleness. I am sure I am within the 
mark when I say that upwards of one thousand compositors 
in the London Society only work half of the year, and many of 
them are not even so fortunate as to be employed for that 
period. In common with most trades, we are suffering from 
overcrowding, though I doubt if any industry, save, perhaps, 
that heterogeneous body known as the ‘ clerks,’ suffer to the 
same extent as compositors.” 

+ * + 

At a recent meeting of the London School Board, the 
finance committee sent in a report explaining the action they 
had taken in reference to the complaint of serious delays made 
by Mr. Lobb against the Board’s printers, Messrs. C. Straker& 
Sons. They stated that the matter was referred by them to 
their sub-committee on printing and stationery for considera¬ 
tion and report. Mr. Lobb and Mr. Straker were asked to 
attend the meeting of the sub-committee at which the reference 
was considered. Mr. Lobb, however, was not present. Mr. 
Straker attended, and he undertook to put his observations on 
the subject in writing. A letter was subsequently received, in 
which the firm asserted that “ No serious delays have to our 
knowledge occurred with the Board’s printing, and that the 
few trifling delays which arose in the first instance were neces¬ 
sarily caused by the change of contractors, and have long since 
been remedied.” They further stated—“ That, in our opinion, 
no grounds existed for the implied charge of Mr. Lobb against 
ourselves, more especially as he supported it by quoting a 
letter which was erroneous and written under a misappre¬ 
hension.” Having submitted the above information, the com¬ 
mittee now recommended that the reference to them on the 
subject be discharged. After a long discussion, in the course 
of which Mr. Lobb denounced the report, a motion referring 
the report back to the committee was carried. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

The report of the City and Guilds of London Institute on 
the 1890 examinations has just been issued. The examiners 
state that better results have this year attended the examina¬ 
tions in printing, there having been an increase of 35 candi¬ 
dates in the two classes, “ which is mainly due to the in¬ 
terest shown by the trade in the establishment of technical 
classes.” In the printing sections the results were as fol¬ 
lows :—Typography : number of candidates’ papers, 222, i.e., 
honours 40 and ordinary 182 ; of the former, 10 passed in 
the first class, 18 in the second, and there were 12 failures. Of 
the “ordinary,” there were 23 firsts, 64 seconds, and 95 failures, 
the percentage of failures throughout being 48-2. Lithography : 
43 papers presented, of which only 2 were for the honours 
grade, and both these failed. Of the ordinary papers, there 
were 10 firsts, 17 seconds, and 14 failures, the total percentage 
of failures being 37-2 ; 113 passed this year for the first time, 
and 16 passed in a higher grade ; nearly all of them were 
taught in classes connected with the Institute. The practical 
examination in typography was “ held in three provincial and 
and two London centres, at the printing works of Messrs. 
Waterlow & Sons and of Messrs. Cassell & Co. The number 
of candidates entered was 76, of whom 25 succeeded in passing 
both in the written and practical examinations. Seven candi¬ 
dates passed the practical, but failed in the written.” The 
practical test in typography has hitherto been optional ; but 
by the new regulations no candidate will obtain a certificate 
who has not passed both in the written and practical parts of 
the examination. 

+ -*• + 

The Board of Trade returns for October are not very satis¬ 
factory. A decrease is shown in all exports for the month, 
not to any great extent it is true, but still the balance is on 
the wrong side. Books are less by 1,700 cwt. and ,£13,000 
for the month ; the total for the ten months now showing an 

increase over last year of 6,000 cwt. and £23,000. Stationery 
is less for the month by £18,500, the increase for the ten 
months being now only £9,000. Paper shows a decrease of 
20,000 cwt. and £33,000 for the month, but an increase of 
8,000 cwt., with a decrease of £26,000 for the ten months. 
Import of foreign paper continues to steadily increase, the 
totals for the month being 16,000 cwt. and £8,000 more than 
last year, while the increase for the ten months is 202,000 cwt. 
and £107,500. 

Export of Printed Books. 

Oct. 

» 5 . 
Jan. to Oct. 

cwt. 
1890 . 18,376 
1889   20,048 
1888 . 16,677 
1890 . I3M74 
18S9   124,967 
1888   114,680 

£. 
146,172 
159,526 
138,503 

1,073,403 
1,050,151 
1,015,579 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

Oct. 1890 
,, . 1889 
,, . 1888 

Jan. to Oct. 1890 
,,   1889 
,,   1888 

£■ 
100,971 
119,358 
95,688 

796,973 
787,97! 
745,366 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the ten months in each of the three years :— 

1890. 1889. 1888. 

£• £■ £• 
Germany . 67,773 ... . 66,641 • 57,461 
France . 25,009 32,348 • 31,303 
United States. 68,663 ... 67,617 . 61,967 
British East Indies . 98,243 ... 91,656 • 92,945 
Australasia. 137,76s • •• 155,423 . 171,299 
British North America.. 26,103 ... 25,701 • 32,732 
Other countries.. 373,414 ... 348,585 • . 297,659 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £• 
Oct. 1890 ... 80,362 . .. 146,538 

,, . 1889 ... • •• 100,396 . .. 179,220 
,, . 1888 ... 88,903 . ■ 158,753 

Jan. to Oct. 1890 ... • i,4i5,345 
,, . 1889 ... ... 804,065 . .. 1,441-365 
„ . 1888 ... ■ 890,990 . • 1,527,543 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

Oct. 1890 
.. 1889 
„ . 1888 

Tan. to Oct. 1890 
„   1889 
,,   1888 

cwt. £. 
217,652 . 173,416 
201,329   165,696 
178,415   161,206 

1,844,347 . 1,549,785 
1,642,302  1,442,155 
1,496,128 .1,378,835 

The Conference of the Institute of Journalists was held last month 
at the Council House, Birmingham, and was largely attended by journal¬ 
ists from all parts of the United Kingdom. The president, in moving 
the reception of the Charter of Incorporation, said that during the last 
three years the membership of the Institute had increased from 700 to 
2,500, and they had brought into membership the recognised leaders 
of journalism throughout the kingdom. They had to devise a scheme 
of examination for candidates, to fix a standard of admission, grant 
diplomas, and do what was necessary for the general advancement of 
the profession. By gradually raising the qualification of the members, 
increased remuneration would follow. It was hopeful to see in recent 
advertisements, “ A member of the Institute of Journalists preferred.” 
If they were judicious and united, it would be as impossible for an 
untrained and unqualified person to trade under the disguise of a 
journalist as it was for a quack in the market-place to dub himself a 
doctor, or a legal hack to claim the title of barrister or solicitor. The 
Council was actively co-operating with the Incorporated Society ot 
Authors to provide some workable scheme of international copyright ; 
to ensure a more equitable distribution of the mis-named Literary 
Pension Fund ; and in carrying out other objects which affected alike 
all who were engaged in the pursuit of art, science, and literature. 
Invitations to hold the next conference were received from Liverpool, 
Cardiff, and Dublin, and ultimately it was decided to accept the invi¬ 
tation from Dublin. It was stated that the Lord Mayor elect of 
Dublin, who was a journalist, had promised to do his utmost to pro¬ 
mote the success of the conference, and that the meeting in Dublin 
would tend to unite the journalists of all shades of politics in Ireland. 
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The Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society 
Third Exhibition, 1890. 

E are glad to observe that this society is 
keeping to the front and is persevering in 
its endeavours to foster the “ Unity of the 
Arts.” 

The third annual exhibition was opened 
on October 6, the private view being on the 
previous Saturday, which was well attended. 

We would remind our readers that Mr. Walter Crane is 
president, and Mr. Ernest Radford secretary, of this 
society. There is a host of familiar names in connection 
with the acting committee. 

The exhibition, on the whole, is very satisfactory, and 
will remain open till December i next. The number of 
exhibits is not so large as last year, but the deficit in 
quantity is made up in the higher average quality. The 
objects particularly interesting to our craft are the printing 
and binding exhibits, and we find, amongst others, the 
names of Messrs. Constable, Clay, & Sons, Rev. C. H. O. 
Daniel, of Worcester College, Oxford, and the Chiswick 
Press, figuring in the catalogue. The books shown by the 
Rev. C. H. O. Daniel are very quaint, and many of them 
printed with Fell’s type. Dr. Fell was an eminent scholar 
and theologian of the seventeenth century, who presented 
several complete founts of type of the old-face character to 
the Oxford University. These books of Mr. Daniel’s are 
well got up as regards their sizes and shapes, but they are 
somewhat marred by the indifferent press work ; but, as 
the reverend gentleman is hardly a professional printer, 
some allowance must be made for this defect. The exhibits 
of the Chiswick Press, as usual, are very handsome, and all 
kinds of books are represented. Full credit is given to the 
type-founder and paper-maker in each instance under the 
separate catalogue number, as likewise the authors, editors, 
and publishers. The big folio and the small i28mo. are 
represented, as likewise many intermediate sizes, in Messrs. 
Whittingham’s exhibits. 

The binders are represented by Mr. Cobden-Sanderson, 
Messrs. Stockley & Son, De Coverley, and others. There 
are some splendid specimens of leather work and marvels 
of tooling in this section, and a careful study of the various 
bindings will amply repay the trouble. 

Some samples of illumination by hand, as adapted for 
books, are also shown, and we noted some sheets of Mr. 
William Morris’s “ Roots of the Mountains,” very carefully 
and effectively done as regards colour and taste. Miss 
Coventry Patmore has some very fine specimens, which have 
been very favourably commented on by the Saturday 
Review. 

The exhibition is open from io a.m. till 6 p.m. each day, 
but on Monday evenings it is re-opened from 7.30 to 
10 p.m. to enable the craftsmen to visit it, and free admis¬ 
sion tickets may be obtained, by workmen unable to go 
during the daytime, upon application to the secretary of 
the society, New Gallery, Regent-street, W. 

The Magazine oj Art for November begins a new volume, and 
shows several important improvements on previous issues. It is 
printed on new paper specially prepared for obtaining the best artistic 
results from wood engravings, and is set in entirely new type. The 
articles include one on “Warwick Castle and its Art Treasures,” by 
Mr. J. M. Gray, with six illustrations by John Fulleylove; one on 
“ The English School of Miniature Art,” by Mr. J. Lumsden Propert; 
and a highly interesting paper on “The Illustrating of Books, from 
the Author’s Point of View,” by Mr. William Black. The frontis¬ 
piece is a finely executed etching, by Mr. James Dobie, of Mr. G. F. 
Watt’s “Fata Morgana,” 

Charles Edward Mudie. 

ALTHOUGH he was one of the most distinguished “men 
of the time,” one of the most talked-of “ celebrities of the 

century,” the name of Mr. C. E. Mudie, says a correspondent 
of the Star, has no place in the volumes bearing those titles, 
overcrowded though they be with third-rate actors and fourth- 
rate poets. Yet, in spite of the fact that he modestly described 
his connection as “merely commercial,” his position in the 
literary history of the era will be considerable. London has no 
free libraries of any very great pretensions ; it has only three 
circulating libraries in any way proportionate to its immense 
population : The London Library, Messrs. Mudie’s, and 
W. H. Smith’s. Among these, Messrs. Mudie’s is an easy first. 
With new books the London Library does not profess to be very 
much at home, but even the solid histories and biographies, 
which have long taken an acknowledged place, the reader 
stands much more chance of obtaining at Oxford-street 
than at St. James’s-square. At the latter library they 
are nearly always “ out.” At Mudie’s the only book that 
is always “out” is the new novel or the latest boom 
in travelling—the volumes, in fact, with which sensible men 
and women should have nothing to do. The superiority of 
“ Mudie’s ” to “ Smith’s ’’ lies in the foreign catalogue. Any 
new novel by Ebers or Spielhagen you can at once obtain at 
Oxford-street, and nowhere else in London. This institution, 
with its 25,000 subscribers and its wide ramifications, can only 
be paralleled by another venture by a friend of Mr. Mudie’s, 
which has had equally far-reaching consequences—we mean 
Cook’s Tourists’ Agency. There are fastidious book-lovers who 
dislike Mr. Mudie, as there are fastidious travellers who dislike 
Mr. Cook, but there are multitudes of believers nevertheless. 

Mr. Mudie was born in the year 1818 in Cheyne-walk, 
Chelsea, where his father kept a little newspaper shop, at which 
fiction was on loan at a penny the volume. He stayed with his 
father till he was twenty-two years of age, and then—in 1840— 
started a kindred businessfor himselfin Upper King-st.,Blooms¬ 
bury, which in 1842 developed into a regular lending library. 
Even before this he had had a slight apprenticeship, which he 
always afterwards prized, for he had superintended a Sunday- 
school lending library at Westminster. With this district of 
Westminster his relations were cordial to the end. He built a 
mission chapel there, and preached in it not infrequently until 
failing health compelled him to Sunday rest, and he then became 
a member of the Crouch-end Congregational Church. 
During the “Rivulet” controversy, it may be mentioned here, 
he was one of Mr. T. T. Lynch’s ardent sympathisers, and he 
was always on the side of a liberal-minded Nonconformity. 
In his earlier years at Bloomsbury, Mr. Mudie came very near 
to being a publisher. He issued the first English edition of 
Mr. Lowell’s “ Essays,” and also George Dawson’s “Orations.” 
In 1852 the removal to the present premises, or rather a 
portion of the present premises, took place ; and since that 
time there has been the continual extension which we know, 
the large hall being opened in i860. It was a little before 
this that Mr. Mudie’s scheme received a fresh spurt by adding 
to the lending of books the sale of those of which his 
borrowing customers had wearied. In 1864 a limited liability 
company was formed. The value of the property was 
estimated at ,£100,000. Of this, says Mr. Curwin in his “ His¬ 
tory of Bookselling,” Mr. Mudie reserved ,£50,000, and the 
remaining ,£50,000 was immediately subscribed by Mr. Murray, 
Mr. Bentley, and other publishers ; his own services being re¬ 
tained at a salary of ,£1,000 per annum, in addition to his half 
interest in the business. His connection with the “ dissidence 
of-dissent” prejudicially affected his attitude towards particular 
books of real literary value, but “ ’tis an ill wind,” &c. The 
booksellers, and perhaps ultimately the authors, have had 
cause to rejoice that “ A Mummer’s Wife ” and the “ Kreutzer 
Sonata ” are not obtainable over the Oxford-street counter. On 
the other hand, the number of young authors who have had a 
helping hand through Mr. Mudie’s kindness has been in¬ 
numerable. Personally he was also one of the most liberal 
and thoughtful of employers—no young man who leaves the 
place is ever taken back, however—and one of the truest of 
friends. His was a simp’e and modest, a generous and self- 

denying nature. 
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Crafce (Uoftc*«. 

Monthly Diaries. — Messrs. Bemrose & Sons, Derby 
and London, are issuing- a very pretty and useful set of monthly 
diaries, suitable for inserting in a small pocket-book or purse. 
They give one page to each day of the month ; the paper is 
good, and the items of information on the covers are well 
selected. The price is is. per packet of twelve monthly books. 

+ + 4* 

POCKET Calendars.—Mr. Charles Jones, of Dyers Build¬ 
ings, is bringing out a very pretty series of pocket and block 
calendars. We give a specimen of one of these, which will 
give a good idea of the excellent style of the designs. They 

are printed in eight or ten colours, and can also be obtained in 
poster size. There should be a large demand for these useful 
goods. 

--• •- 

Covering of Lithographic Machine 
Cylinders. 

THE following is an extract from “A Practical Manual of 
Lithography,” by M. A. Valette, president of the Chambre 

Syndicate des Lithographes,, Lyons 
The most recent improvements introduced by builders of 

lithographic machines have had relation to modes of wedging 
(1calage), the points, regularity of distribution and inking, and 
solidity of frame and principal working parts. It will be 
observed from this, that the field which was open to them, and 
which still remains open, is very extensive. Have these in¬ 
ventors attained the highest degree of perfection ? Certainly, 
if the machines manufactured thirty years ago were placed side 
by side with the splendid appliances of the present day, most 
lithographers would answer Yes ! 

Well, we acknowledge the results obtained are magnificent, 
that the lithographic work executed on machines is superb, 
rendering competition almost impossible by work executed on 
the hand-press, whether as regards regularity or cost of pro¬ 
duction ; but as to concluding therefrom that the highest 
degree of perfection has been reached, we must, nevertheless, 
answer No ! 

Machinists have not yet fully comprehended the ideal of the 
end to be accomplished; in a word, they are not such good 
lithographers, but that some details have escaped them in their 
constructions, which certainly would not be overlooked by the 
conscientious and scrutinising workmen on their machines, 
appreciating their good qualities while able to judge of the 
defects. Voirin, Barre, Marinoni, Alauzet, Dubois, Harrissard, 
Poirier, Marane, &c., are certainly men of great talent, to 
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whom we would render full and entire justice for their splendid 
productions ; but we are surprised that, with all the new modi¬ 
fications and improvements of lithographic machines, not one 
of the inventors has endeavoured to produce a gentler, less 
rigid pressure, it at same time remaining equally strong. 

Perhaps it is a whim, but we often cannot avoid regretting 
our old style of machines, where the pressure was accomplished 
by aid of a counterpoise weight at the end of a long iron lever, 
whose end was fastened to a tranverse piece called the 
pressure-bar, and which was itself connected with the cylinder 
by two iron standards, whose upper ends engaged the nave 
(moyeau) of the cylinder. This was not graceful nor pleasing 
to the eye; but, nevertheless, it was good, and we shall give 
only one proof thereof, which, we think, will be conclusive. 

Rarely or never are compositions mounted in relief for 
printing on these old machines, and yet very handsome results 
are obtained ; the most of these machines did not, like those 
now in use, have five or six inking-rollers, and an equal 
number of distributing-rollers ; in a word, the inking at present 
is much superior to the old plan, and ought to be perfect, 
without our being obliged to mount transfers or any composi¬ 
tions in relief. Many lithographers have asked, and still in¬ 
quire, Why is this ? We simply answer, See and converse 
with aged lithographers who, like ourselves, have worked these 
older machines, now so despised, and ask their sincere views 
on the system of pressure by the counterpoise weight. 

The springs now used to effect pressure must necessarily 
become relaxed, and when in this condition are to be tightened 
by a screw placed below or above the cylinder. When the 
stone comes under pressure, the springs are forced to commu¬ 
nicate on the cylinder a rigid pressure, preserved thus during 
its continuance. 

Such pressure being very harsh (seche), does not allow to the 
clothing of the cylinder elasticity needful for a good impres¬ 
sion, whatever be the excellence of quality of substances 
employed for that clothing ; but with the counterpoise system 
a gentler pressure does not the less preserve its force, while 
being very elastic ; and the latter quality contributes largely 
to obtaining good impressions. 

We have experimented with the two modes of pressure in the 
same printing and on the same transfer, using in one case an 
old machine of Huguet, whose four inking-rollers were of wood, 
and of larger diameter than those now employed. We obtained 
the grey lines very correctly, and even grey grounds on 
dry paper. After the rupture of a piece of the clothing, which 
was quite worn out, we continued the work on an improved 
machine, and could not obtain the same result, notwithstanding 
the clothing of the cylinder was the same, and that there were 
more inking-rollers, of four times the weight of those of 
Huguet. In spite of all our precautions and good intentions, 
we could not succeed in properly executing the printing until 
we had mounted the composition in relief. Is this sufficiently 
convincing, or should we seek elsewhere than in the roughness 
of pressure of the new machines, the cause of difficulties 
whereof most lithographic managers complain. We think not; 
and would seriously direct the attention of lithographic 
machine builders to giving elasticity of pressure, while 
preserving the power necessary for obtaining good results. 

All lithographic establishments do not employ the same 
modes nor the same substances for clothing the machine- 
cylinder. Some use shaved calf-skin, plain or varnished ; others, 
the most numerous class, employ blankets or mole-skins ; and 
finally, a third plan is the use of rubber-cloth. Each of these 
plans has, or may have, its advantages, according to the 
result desired, especially as the lithographer is more or less 
careful. 

We cannot, however, refuse to caoutchouc the possession of 
the qualities due to it, and which corroborate what we have 
already said respecting the need of elasticity in obtaining the 
most superior work. Caoutchouc is certainly the best material 
for cylinder clothing, but many establishments hesitate to 
employ it on account of the expense. Naturally, a single rubber 
clothing for a cylinder cannot last long, especially if the litho¬ 
grapher be not careful, or if the stones be not sufficiently 
polished ; or, again, if different forms be frequently set up. 
Here should be introduced a little question of economy which 
we cannot pass in silence. 

In small lithographic concerns possessing one, two, or three 
machines, the employe attending to the polishing is generally 
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entrusted with other work, and cannot give all the time neces¬ 
sary to such delicate operations as graining, polishing, and 
keeping in order stones intended for work on lithographic 
machines. What results from this encroachment on the pre¬ 
liminary processes ? We can answer positively that establish¬ 
ments which act thus do not economise, but rather prove that 
they are but slightly careful of their own interests, unless, in¬ 
deed, they sin from ignorance. We think it right to indicate 
briefly the principal phases of the different operations pertain¬ 
ing to the polisher, which, if neglected, will cause to the 
manager loss of time far more valuable than that of the work¬ 
man, while using more material and supplies. 

A badly-polished stone, placed in a machine, is a constant 
source of vexation and derangement to the lithographer, fre¬ 
quently preventing his giving sustained attention to the print¬ 
ing. obliged as he is to maintain scrupulous cleanliness on the 
edges of the stones. Besides, there is for the master-printer a 
still greater disadvantage, for its sharp angles cut or destroy 
the garniture of the cylinder ; or, if this does not occur, the 
main blanket, or even the leather or caoutchouc become so 
torn, that if it be needful immediately after such printing to 
use a larger stone, the parts of the work bearing traces left by 
the preceding stone, do not show themselves correctly, or are 
so feeble that it is necessary to change the clothing. 

Similar bad effects occur if the stone be not laid straight ; 
and, if it have depressions on its surface, the imperfect parts 
will certainly show upon the paper. To avoid this, if there be 
depressions, the lithographer generally charges the cylinder 
with some raising substance, which, penetrating the rubber or 
moleskin after numerous impressions, removes the difficulty 
by hardening ; in a word, it deteriorates the clothing, and the 
lithographer may be much embarrassed in work which follows, 
by finding portions impressed more or less strongly, due en¬ 
tirely to such raisings which, in proportion to their thickness, 
have caused defects in the clothing of the cylinder. 

As will soon be discovered by frequent accidents of this kind 
(causing much loss of time to the lithographer and his assist¬ 
ants, and also augmenting in proportion the cost of motive- 
power), the lost services which a polisher can render beyond 
bis own work, will be largely counterbalanced by the advan¬ 
tages which a continued and correct working will afford to the 
production of work and to the preservation of material. 

Finally, we would counsel lithographers, who are careful of 
their own interests, to use caoutchouc cloth for clothing 
cylinders, carefully, however, avoiding the defects above men¬ 
tioned ; recommending also to the lithographic printer to 
abstain as much as possible from the continual passing of the 
dampening sponge to moisten borders ; also, excessive wetting 
of the moistener, because the water which may thus be 
deposited in too great abundance, may, after long printing, 
swell the caoutchouc in all parts not protected by the paper in 
course of impression ; in such case a rapid deterioration will 
ensue. 

The caoutchouc cloth used in lithography is a kind of tissue 
or rather a rubber cloth, forming by the superposition of four 
layers of thin cotton cloth and four layers of caoutchouc, a 
thickness of about four millimetres (say, one-sixth inch), and 
it can easily be appreciated what elasticity is given by this 
substance and the service it renders in making flexible, so to 
speak, the roughness (secheresse) of the pressure. 

The mode of clothing we prefer after caoutchouc, is shaved 
calf leather ; but, contrary to what we have frequently seen 
done, the smooth side should be underneath. We know very 
well that the lithographic printer, during the first few days 
after commencing to use leather, may probably have some 
trouble in maintaining properly the borders of the stone. The 
results will be much improved if he will each evening carefully 
and equally moisten every portion of the leather which has 
pressed upon the stone ; it will thereby, during the night, 
regain its original elasticity, and will preserve for a long time 
the same equality of padding to the cylinder. 

Mole-skin clothing is certainly that most employed, being 
less costly, but it is also the most defective as regards pressure. 
The thinness of this tissue causes the ground blanket to crush 
much more readily, and in a short time it will attain a hardness 
very injurious to the production of good lithographic work. To 
economise and to bring it back to its original condition, some 
establishments wash the blanket. We would not recommend 

this so-called economy, for the risk is great of losing in a single 
impression double the real value of such clothing, while it is 
necessary to use all kinds of precautions in the washing. 

Beating it strongly while dry, as soon as it comes from the 
cylinder, is very necessary to eliminate the loose dust and the 
particles caused by its crushing. It is then to be soaked in 
cold water for five or six hours, beaten well with a rod, again 
plunged in water several times ; and the washing terminates 
with the use of a brush and large quantity of water. Finally, 
the blanket must be thoroughly dried in the shade. In brush¬ 
ing, every part must be gone over equally and in the same 
direction. After washing, the use of the blanket will not be of 
long duration ; it immediately becomes close and thick in 
texture and as hard as before the washing. 

We said above, in regard to leather cylinder-clothing, that 
the lithographic printer would find some difficulty in maintain¬ 
ing properly the borders of the stone at the beginning of the 
work. To alleviate this inconvenience, we would propose the 
following method for two or three days : Take a fillet of smooth 
card-paper, fifteen millimetres (five-eighths inch, nearly) in 
width, and at certain distances pierce holes which will fit 
exactly upon the pins or hooks which hold and stretch the 
felted blanket or the caoutchouc cloth. A sheet of register- 
paper, wide enough to cover the stone completely, is then to be 
pasted with strong mucilage upon the fillet. This flying-sheet 
rarely tears. 

We have also used this mode with much success to stretch 
oiled sheets to aid the reverse printing (retiratioji); and if the 
impression is regular, the printing of the second side can 
proceed without fear of blotching, and without the oiled sheets 
greasing, as always happens when printing on dampened paper, 
which dilutes the oil of the greased sheet and causes the latter 
to break. 

Notes from South America. 

Montevideo. 

URING two recent visits to the capital of the Republic 
of Uruguay—Montevideo, I took the opportunity of 

making some notes for your journal which may be found 
sufficiently interesting to those unacquainted with the South 
American press. 

The following is a list of the principal newspapers appearing 
daily in that city, all of which are printed in Spanish :— 

El Si^lo, at 58, Calle 25 de Mayo, being one of the largest 
circulated “diarios” in that country. El Ferro Carril, pub¬ 
lished at No. 26, Calle de Uruguay. El Telegrafo Maritimo 
is known chiefly as being old-established, but it has also a very 
fair circulation. It should be remembered that this newspaper 
was one of the first ever published in Montevideo. Its pub¬ 
lishing office is in Calle de las Piedras, No. 71. La Epoca, 
issued at Calle Cerrito, 300. La Nation, published at 148, 
Calle 25 de Mayo. La Razon, which has had but a poor 
circulation during some two or three years, is brought out at 
Calle Perro, 95. All native papers are sold at 5 centimes, or 
say equal to 2d., but with colonial newspapers prices vary from 
6 to 10 centisimos. 

Le Courricr Francois is the only French paper published in 
Montevideo. In the list there are, or were, three Italian news¬ 
papers ; but I believe II Italia is the only one appearing now ; 
its offices are in Calle Messiones, 228. 

Of English newspapers, out of three that used to take part 
in literary strife, two, the Express and the Montevideo Inde¬ 
pendent, have ceased to appear for some time, leaving the 
River Plate Times (the first started) to serve the “ Albions” of 
Montevideo with the general morning “ dish up ” and home 
news. This paper is printed and published at 26, Calle de 
Uruguay, under the editorship of Mr. Greenwell, and naturally 
enjoys a very large circulation. There are no German news¬ 
papers in Montevideo, owing to that nationality having a very 
small colony. 

As to trade periodicals or gazettes appearing in Montevideo, 
it is the same as here in Buenos Ayres, nothing can be said 
of them ; and they can be summed up by saying there are none 
that can be called regular trade and technical journals. There 
are, as we have here, some two or three monthly gazettes with 
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a mass of figures relating to exports and imports of the 
country during the month, and a lot of commercial items, 
which are of no more use to the working mechanic than the 
milliner’s journal would be. There is thus a great lack of 
thorough useful trade periodicals on both sides of the River 
Plate. 

Buenos Ayres. 

Messrs. Russell & Co. have opened a first-class blank-book 
manufactory at 191, Calle 25 de Mayo, replete with machinery 
of the latest type, where, besides this speciality, printing, book¬ 
binding, special ruling, gilding, and engraving in all branches 
are undertaken. 

Messrs. Alemann, Herpig, & Riesen announce that they 
have opened an office in Calle San Martin, 284, where orders 
for all kinds of printing work can be received. This will also 
be the office of the Argentinisches Wochen und Tageblait, a 
Buenos Ayrean German newspaper. 

I have one hint to give which should prove useful, and which 
will hold good for some time to come. Young printers, and 
others of the “black art” craft, should bear in mind that the 
trade here has never been so depressed as it is now, and if 
they come out with the idea of getting employment at once, 
they will be greatly disappointed. Not only in this line are 
firms turning off hands monthly, for the sake of economy, but 
it is the same in all trades, especially amongst shopkeepers 
and in commercial circles, both here and in Uruguay. Do not 
come, for you will repent it; at least wait until better times 
have set in. Francisco W. N. Lodia. 

Rapid Reporting. 

THE Edinburgh Evening Dispatch says :—Mr. Gladstone 
began his speech on the 21st October at 4.6 p.m., 

and finished at 5.30 ; the last of our reporters’ “ copy ” was 
in the printers’ hands—at a distance of half-a-mile off—at 
5.38 : the forms of type were made up and sent to press 
at 5.50 ; the machines were set rolling at 6.2 ; and boys with 
bundles of papers were dispersing in all directions a minute or 
two afterwards. There were in all over six columns of a report, 
of which almost five columns were devoted to Mr. Gladstone’s 
speech, word for word. 

Nine of the reporters formed the note-taking corps proper ; 
another took what is known as a “ check note ”—that is, a com¬ 
plete record of the speech from beginning to end for the pur¬ 
pose of subsequently revising the notes of his colleagues and 
clearing up any doubtful point, or removing mistakes, should 
any creep in, as, of course they will in all human undertakings. 
A third acted as “ timekeeper.” Watch in hand he controlled 
the “ turns ’’ which each of the nine should be engaged in note¬ 
taking. 

These “turns” vary according to circumstances. In the 
House of Commons a reporter’s “ turn ” in the gallery may 
range from five minutes to half an hour, the average being 
perhaps fifteen minutes, which might represent an hour 
and a quarter’s “writing out”—that is, extending the 
notes. The circumstances called for far greater expedi¬ 
tion, and the turns were as near as possible con- 
confined to one minute. Thus No. 1. took a shorthand note 
for one minute, and then the timekeeper signalled to No. 2 to 
take up the running at some convenient break in the speech. 
Thereupon No. 1 set to work to write up his notes—a task 
which he would succeed in finishing before his turn came 
round after No. 9 had completed his note-taking. Still another 
reporter had charge of the collection and arrangement of the 
“copy”—a very important function—and as each “section” 
was ready, it was handed to a boy, whose duty it was to act as 
go-between from the >-eporters to an outside messenger at the 
door. From this door at the Corn Exchange to the office of 
the Evening Dispatch there was a chain of boys, each with a 
beat of about 200 yards. Each boy on receiving copy ran 
forward to his nearest neighbour, returning afterwards to his 
former post, and in this way the various sections were delivered 
at the printing office in an incredibly short time—more quickly 
indeed than by cab or horse. 

At headquarters, of course, the composing staff is more than 
capable of dealing with such an emergency. Fifty-four com¬ 

positors in their order each took a sheet of the “copy,” and in 
this way there was never any accumulation. It was put in 
hand the instant it arrived, and the operation of setting up 
each sheet would only occupy three or four minutes. The 
organisation, moreover, was so perfect and worked so friction¬ 
less that, towards the close, the turns were diminished to half a 
minute, and even less, in order that when Mr. Gladstone 
ceased, the report should be “written up” within a minute or 
two thereafter. This was done, and all without a hitch. 

Alphonse Karr. 

THE death of Alphonse Karr removes, not one of the fore¬ 
most rank of French writers, but one who, at all events, 

contributed more than the ordinary quota of amusement for 
the generation which has just passed away. An old man, and 
some years retired from active political life, wherein he had 
made no mean eclat, he had been almost forgotten. To many, 
indeed, he will be known only as the originator of a good many 
brilliant aphorisms and epigrammatic mots—(the which, are 
they not writ large in the daily press?). His many novels, 
romances, essays, are nearly forgotten, and the majority of 
them will most likely be totally forgotten. One book there is, 
however—the charming “Voyage Autour de mon Jardin ”— 
which should—and will—alone save his name from that 
oblivion which steals over all but the very choicest spirits. By 
this he is even now best known. Karr was at once a lover of 
Nature and a cynical man of the world: he loved flowers as 
Bernadin de St. Pierre loved them : he sneered as only, it is 
said, a brilliant Frenchman can sneer. Out of this compound 
was educed the “Voyage.” Starting by thinking with envy 
of a travelling friend, he turns to view a magnificent sunset 
than which no finer, he is convinced, can be seen by that 
friend, go whithersoever he may. In this latter spirit he thinks 
of “ all the riches God has given to the poor,” asks pardon 
for his complaints, and pities the “poor rich.” “Are you so 
troubled by the flies which annoy us here in summer”—so he 
winds up a satire on travellers—“ that you go two thousand 
leagues to be gored by mosquitoes ? ” 

He deternrnes to make the tour of his garden ; like the 
amusing author of the “ Voyage Autour de ma Chambre ” 
(the similarity to which is probably not accidental), he will 
review what lies in his field of ken. There the likeness ends, 
however—De Maistre's book is badinage, this a study. There 
follow in the old form of letters, a delightful causerie on flowers, 
insects, with a little literature, a mixture of satire, cynicism, 
sentiment. He has his fling at everybody en route. Men, he 
says, have three characters—one they show, one they think 
they have, and one they really have. With regard to the con¬ 
ventional fields of knowledge, he discovers that the greatest 
poet of all time, that Homer knew not a word of Latin ! Colour 
and odour are two luxuries God has given to flowers, which 
are nothing to botanists ; “ but then we know the prodigality 
of God, and if the savans did not keep order, where should we 
be ? ” He loves the vine, but he knows not Dionysius’ crew, 
and finds it cause for congratulation that Anacreon wrote in 
Greek, which, after six years’ learning, no one ever reads. He 
talks of lice and “bugs” with a quiet drollery which will recall 
—to those who were ever happy enough to hear him—the late 
J. G. Wood. And he speaks from wide intimacy of his subject. 
All this then one sees and learns in a quiet study of the garden ; 
and the jaded traveller, what learns he ?—On ignore. 

-«*-• ♦ •—«»- 

A New A merican Type-Setting 
Machine. 

THE Tribune, of Minneapolis, Minn., has the following 
description of the Johnson type-setting machine :— 

In a little up-stairs room at the corner of University and 
Sixth Avenues, south-east, has been developed within the past 
year what, in the opinion of experts, will prove to be the in¬ 
vention of the age. The device, while in the line of the electro- 
matrix and type-setting machine, is entirely different from any- 
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thing yet invented. Roughly speaking, it is a combination of 
the matrix and type-setting machines. It is the invention of 
Frank A. Johnson, a practical printer, and it has been per¬ 
fected by him until now, in the opinion of competent workmen, 
it is a success. The invention is fully covered by patents, both 
in this country and abroad. The details of the machine cannot 
be described, as only a working model has yet been con¬ 
structed, and Mr. Johnson does not wish to give away his 
secret until positive of success. 

The machine is operated by a key-board like a type-writer, 
but it is also connected with power so that the impression on 
the matrix is clear and distinct. The device is furnished with 
a type of peculiar construction. The operator sits down at the 
board and hammers out a line like this, perhaps :— 

“When in the course of human events.” 

If these words filled out a line, the moment the final s is set 
the whole line is stamped upon the matrix. Line after line is 
printed on the matrix in this way until the column is full and 
the mould for the stereotype is complete. In short, the machine 
sets up a line in type, and then stamps the line upon the matrix. 
The great advantage of this method is that the line is perfect 
in spacing and other particulars before it is stamped on the 
matrix. In other matrix-machines, the matrix is made letter 
by letter and the spacing is a matter of uncertainty. 

The Johnson machine has an attachment which is a most 
wonderful device. A little dial in front of the operator is 
divided into the number of spaces in a line—say 350, and as 
the line is filled the index moves. Each letter occupies a 
certain number of spaces, so that as the operator approaches 
the end of a line, he knows by glancing at the dial and noting 
just how many spaces are left, whether or not he can get in 
the whole of the next word, if it be a monosyllable, or a syllable 
if it be longer. If the remaining space is not sufficient to take 
in the next word or syllable, the operator touches a button and 
the words already set are spaced out automatically to fill the 
line perfectly. Just how this is accomplished Mr. Johnson is 
not ready to explain. 

A stock company was formed some two years ago for the 
perfecting of Mr. Johnson’s idea, and they have been furnish¬ 
ing the capital to develop the scheme. The members of the 
company have great confidence in the success of the scheme, 
and are very enthusiastic. Mr. Johnson has given several 
exhibitions to members of the company with the greatest 
success. It is estimated that the machine will cost about 300 
dols., and will do the work of five or six men. It is very com¬ 
pact. Any one who can operate a type-writer can operate the 
machine. It is used for newspaper, book, and magazine work. 

Does Honesty Pay ? 

IT has been said that the printer has his customer at his 
mercy to a greater extent than have most other tradesmen 

and manufacturers, and this is undoubtedly true, owing to the 
customer’s want of familiarity with the details of the printing 
business. When a man selects cloth for a suit, and leaves his 
measure, the tailor has no chance to substitute a cheaper grade 
of goods of the same pattern, nor to give short measure ; and 
his linings, trimmings, and workmanship usually fall into 
hands competent to judge somewhat of their quality. The 
work of the carpenter and other workers in wood and metals 
is in plain sight where all can see the knots, the flaws, and the 
imperfections, if any exist. * 

But the printer is differently situated. The general public is 
no judge of paper, and must take the printer’s word as to its 
quality, adaptability, and value. After selecting the paper for 
his work, the customer seldom knows it if a little cheaper 
grade be substituted. As for the number of copies actually 
printed, it is usually too much trouble to count them, and the 
bill is paid without a question as to the printer’s honesty. 

To their credit, be it said, the vast majority of printers are 
well worth the fullest confidence, and, although liable to errors, 
we believe they aim to deal fairly and honourably with 
their patrons. Yet, the very confidence given to the craft in 
general strengthens the temptations which assail the weak. 
Some skinflint of a customer beats the price down below the 

living limit—why not give him four thousand instead of five ? 
He would be getting his money’s worth, and it would only 
serve him right ! If not willing to cut the quantity, the same 
temptation exists to cheapen the quality of the stock in some 
way that the customer will not discover. Even to those who 
scorn to cut either quantity or quality, there comes the dis¬ 
position to hurry the work through in a slipshod way, on the 
ground that “ anything is good enough for the price we get.’’ 

Again, some rascally clerk has the audacity to suggest that 
twelve hundred be printed instead of the two thousand his em¬ 
ployer is paying for, the extra proceeds to be divided between 
himself and the printer. It will not do to offend this clerk, 
because he controls much business ; hence, arguing to himself 
that some other printer will jump at the chance if he does not, 
and promising his conscience to make it up to the customer on 
some future job, the printer is sorely tempted to accede to the 
dishonest suggestion, not for extra profit in the job, but to keep 
on the right side of the clerk. 

Or, through some oversight, a firm gives out a job without 
asking the price. Here is a chance to get even on their busi¬ 
ness, and stick it to them on the price, no matter what the 
work is actually worth. 

Or, perhaps, some stationery clerk hints his willingness 
to “ O. K.” the bills, although the prices may be outrageous, 
if only the printer allows him a commission. 

As the honourable printer sees himself underbidden on all 
sides by tricky competitors, who have no fine sense of what is 
true and right, is it strange he should wonder whether it pays 
to be honest after all ? Is “ Honesty is the best policy ” an old 
worn-out phrase which has lost its meaning in this generation ? 
Are trickery and smartness the only winning cards in modern 
business ? 

A cursory glance at the surface of things might give the 
impression that success is obtainable only by doubtful methods, 
but more careful consideration brings the truth to light. The 
temporary and apparent success of the tricky few is only 
possible because of the integrity of the many. If all, or even 
a majority, were not trustworthy, customers would find means 
to force the honest filling of their orders. There never yet was 
a case of a permanent and profitable business built up on 
foundations of unreliability and dishonesty. The man who 
yields, on whatever pretext, to the suggestion of a questionable 
transaction, is likely to yield again to one more questionable. 
These things soon affect a man’s tone and character, and, 
without realising it himself, he learns to take advantage of 
every opportunity for getting the best of his customers. He 
is caught at it occasionally; his apologies and explanations of 
his “ mistakes ’’ grow threadbare and lose credence; the 
whisper goes round that so-and-so is a good printer, but 
tricky. That is the beginning of a disastrous end, and a wreck 
is but a question of time. 

Why is it that the age of a house adds to the confidence of 
its patrons if not that the belief is world-wide that a business 
cannot continue for years except upon the foundation of 
honourable dealing? No! trickery is short-lived, ephemeral, 
brief; and the world is right to honour and respect the old- 
established house. 

This is no less true of the manufacturer of printing machinery 
than of printers. The house which has built up a permanent 
growing business of years’ standing is certainly the one which 
has those elements of honour and integrity that make it worthy 
of the trust and confidence of patrons and strangers alike. It 
was Abraham Lincoln who said : “You can fool all the people 
some of the time, and some of the people all the time, but you 
can’t fool all the people all the time.” No business man ever 
has, or ever will, find dishonesty permanently profitable—- 
leaving out all considerations of preserving intact the nobility, 
beauty, and integrity of a conspicuously upright soul, the 
ability to walk proudly in the knowledge of his own untarnished 
honour—it is against the unalterable nature of the universe 
that he should. Herbert L. Baker. 

An oil painting can best be cleaned by removing the canvas from its 
frame and covering it for a number of hours with a moist cloth until 
all of the accumulated dirt has been absorbed. It may require an 
entire day to effect this. When dry apply a light coat of clarified 
linseed oil. Paintings which are subjected to this treatment will look 
as if they were new. 
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Masters of Wood-Engraving. By W. J. LINTON. (Issued 
to subscribers by B. F. Stevens, 4, Trafalgar-square, W.C.)— 
This volume, a ponderous folio, is perhaps one of the most 
important works on wood-engraving ever produced. It is 
crammed with illustrations, nearly all printed on india-paper, 
and mounted in the text, besides some fifty full-page examples 
of the old masters of engraving. When we say the price of 
the small-paper copies is ten guineas each, and the large- 
paper copies twenty guineas each, it will give our readers some 
idea of the cost of production of this work. The history of 
the art is traced from the earliest times, and the volume is 
divided into two parts—“ knife work ” and “ graver work ”— 
each part being subdivided into chapters bearing on the 
different exponents of the art, with their several styles. The 
crude style of engraving adopted by the Babylonians and 
Egyptians is treated of, and the early playing-cards and block- 
books have each their section. Albert Dtirer, Holbein, 
Bewick, and other noted engravers are very fully written of, 
and many specimens of these masters’ works are given. The 
reproductions of the old cuts were made by the Typographic 
Etching Company from different sources, and only the best 
copies of works containing the originals were used in repro¬ 
ducing. The printing of the volume was entrusted to the 
Chiswick Press, and we think it fully sustains the repu¬ 
tation of that house. Perhaps the “ colour” of the ink 
throughout is too grey, and the cuts too “ rotten ” in 
some places; but, probably, there was an object in making 
them so, in order to give a more faithful copy of the original. 
Mr. Linton, without doubt, is thoroughly at home with his 
subject. He has himself turned out some first-rate work in 
wood engraving, and the history of the art he has made for 
many years his especial study. His views may not always be 
in accordance with the more modern school of engraving, but 
his opinions are entitled to be received with the greatest 
respect. At any rate, he has given the world the value of his 
experience, and has at the same time brought together within 
one volume some interesting items of history connected with 
the craft, which have not hitherto been available. 

The Venetian Prmting Press. By Horatio F. Brown. 

(London : J. C. Nimmo.)—This volume is a good thick quarto 
one, and its title tells us it is “ an historical study based upon 
documents for the most part hitherto unpublished.” There are 
twenty-two very fair facsimiles of early printing, taken 
from different books of several of the famous Venetian 
presses, and the author tells us in his preface :—“ In 
this study I trace the history of the Venetian press from 
its introduction, through the sixteenth century — noting 
especially how press legislation grew up, preceded by custom 
and practice, and then formulated in law ; how the Govern¬ 
ment dealt with such questions as copyright, protection, and 
censorship ; how the Guild of Printers and Booksellers was 
founded and governed; how the book trade came under the 
influence of the index and the inquisitorial censorship, and 
how the Republic endeavoured to protect the trade, thereby 
involving itself in a long struggle with the Church of Rome— 
till we reach the slow decline of the Venetian press through 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in spite of the 
legislation which was designed to preserve it.” We think this 
extract indicates the scope of the work, and as far as we can 
see at a cursory examination of the book, the author has done 
his work well. The Chiswick Press has printed the book in 
its usual good style, and the possessors of the volume may feel 
that they have not only a good book on early printing, but a 
good latter-day specimen of the art. 

A Dictionary of Slang, f argon, and Cant. Compiled and 
edited by Albert Barrere and Charles G. Leland, M.A., 

&c. 2 vols., fcp. 4to. (Printed for subscribers only at the 
Ballantyne Press, Edinburgh.) — These volumes, issued for 
private circulation, are perhaps interesting to some ; but the 
only part we are immediately concerned with is the printers’ 
slang, compiled specially by Mr. Jacobi, of the Chiswick Press. 
He must have found that our trade slang was a difficult matter 
to collect, as it is practically unwritten. Slang terms are 
distinct from technicalities, we may say, and the explanation 

j must be very remote sometimes, and only apparent to the 
initiated. We will only give one instance of the thoroughness 
with which this particular section has been written, and it is 
this:—“Bullock’s heart (printer’s), see ‘Token.’ This is a 
term of contempt which pressmen apply to a single token, or 
order to print, of 250 copies only—the lowest paying number 
in the scale of prices. This expression is due to the circum¬ 
stance that it is not a‘fat’ but a ‘ lean ’ job, hence the com¬ 
parison to a bullock's heart, which, unless suffering from ‘ fatty 
degeneration,’ is the essence of leanness.” This is Mr. Jacobi’s 
definition of the term, and one which, we think, our practical 
readers will grant is a very fair interpretation. We find many 
score of equally amusing explanations interesting to those 
whose connection is with paper and print. The volumes are 
very nicely printed on hand-made paper, and done up in loose 
parchment covers. 

HazelPs Magazine. (London and Aylesbury: Hazell, Watson 
& Viney, Limited.)—The first number of the fifth volume of 
Hazell’s Magazine has just been issued, and it is interesting to 
record the fact that it holds a somewhat unique position. It is 
written by, and chiefly for, the staff" (numbering about 1,200 
persons) of Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney, Limited. In its 
pages the incipient talent of members of the staff" of the print¬ 
ing and publishing firm in question has found a home. To its 
columns reports of the various forms of the firm’s activity, such 
as the profit-sharing scheme, the provident fund, the athletic 
club, and the debating society have regularly been sent, thus 
constituting a link between employer and employed. It has 
been during this time edited, with an ability which has 
received many encomiums from the Press, by Mr. Henry Jowett, 
manager of the Aylesbury branch, and the present number 
contains a portrait of that gentleman as a frontispiece. 

Lithography on Metal. 

PRINTING on metal, compared with printing on paper, 
does not present any radical or exceptional differences ; 

but the knowledge of the workman has much influence on its 
success. The black must be of the finest quality and brazed 
with firm varnish. The roller must be handled with a free, but 
vigorous, grasp. Plates may be either of sheet-iron or zinc, de¬ 
oxidised or polished previous to use, or tinned sheet-iron may 
be employed. Printing is performed directly on a hand-press. 
The prepared plates are dried in the open air, in an oven or 
over a stove. They are then varnished to improve the white 
portions. To the varnish may be added, according to taste, a 
light tint of colour, when the plates are again dried. 

If the thickness of the plate is the same as, or but little more 
than, paper, printing is done in a similar manner to that for the 
latter ; but if the plates are so thick that direct printing cannot 
be attempted, recourse must be had to transfer ; that is, the 
proof coming from the stone is reconveyed on the plate. Thick 
plates generally receive a coloured ground, upon which the 
transfer, whether black or coloured, is applied. A coat of 
varnish is added after drying the plates. 

For several years past printing has been largely performed 
on machines so constructed that the impression is first made 
on a cylinder covered with caoutchouc cloth, and afterwards 
directly on the metallic plate. The caoutchouc has the advan¬ 
tage of producing the design on the plates in a very distinct 
manner. Chromos are printed on thick plates by transfers 
which are marked very exactly. For thin plates the work 
follows the same mode as printing chromos on paper. 

To Cement Iron to Iron.—There is a mixture which has been 
highly recommended for cementing such work as iron-railing tops, 
iron gratings to stoves, and the like, and is said to set so hard, and 
form a union so intimate with the adjacent metal, as to resist the blows 
of a sledge-hammer. This mixture is composed of equal parts of sul¬ 
phur and white lead, with about one-sixth part (by weight) of borax, 
the three ingredients being thoroughly incorporated together so as to 
form a homogeneous mass. When the application is to be made of 
this composition, it is moistened with strong sulphuric acid, and a thin 
layer of it placed between the tw'O pieces of iron, these being at once 
pressed together. In five days, it is said, the cement will be perfectly 
dry, all traces of the same having vanished, and the parts will have the 
appearance of being united by welding. 
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Jjjonu Qtofce* 

The subscription list for “ London City,” a work which will be 
issued by the Leadenhall Press towards the end of the year, will close 

on Monday, the 17th inst. 

A very interesting and amusing series of articles, entitled, “ Plow 
I didn’t start a service paper,” has recently appeared in our sprightly 
contemporary, the Naval and Military Argus. 

Mr. A. Palace, President of the Litho Stone and Zinc Plate 
Preparers’ Society, has been presented with a framed address, in 
recognition of his services to the society and the craft generally. 

Fifty thousand copies of General Booth’s book have already been 
sold, and another 10,000 have been printed. Messrs. Routledge say 
that this rate of selling is unprecedented in the publishing trade. 

Mr. J. C. Nimmo has issued an historical work on the Venetian 
Printing Press, based in great part on a number of unpublished 
documents. Only 250 copies will be printed for English subscribers. 

The Christmas and New Year’s number of Bickford's Magazine will 
be issued by Mr. E. L. T. Harris-Bickford, of Tuckingmill, Cornwall 
(and London), on December 15 next, under the title of “Branches 

and Berries.” 

A NEW sixpenny monthly review of literature, science, and art, 
entitled the Australasian Critic, to be published on the first of every 
month, will appear immediately. It will be published at 12, Ludgate- 

square, E.C. 

It is proposed to present a testimonial to Mr. Charles S. Miall, late 
editor of the Nonconformist, with which paper he had been connected 
for the long period of forty-seven years, during the last thirteen having 

had sole control. 

The date fixed for the Printers’ Exhibition, to be held in the 
Agricultural Hall, Islington, is the week commencing Monday, 
March 16, 1891. It will be under the management of Messrs. 

Dale & Reynolds. 

The will of Mr. W. T. Bone, late of 76, Fleet-street, E.C., book¬ 
binder, who died on July 4 last, was proved on the 14th ult., by Mrs. 
II. Bone, the widow, and sole executrix, the value of the personal 
estate exceeding £8,500. 

We are requested by Messrs. Gilbert & Rivington, and the Hansard 
Publishing Union, to state that the option of purchase given to the 
1 Iansard PublishingUnion having expired, the^contemplated amalgama¬ 

tion will not take place. 

A very exhaustive and interesting report has been issued by the 
Consul-General of Uruguay, treating of the mineral wealth of that 
Republic. It is accompanied by a well-executed map, printed by 
Crescens, Robinson, & Co., Limited. 

Mr. William Morris is announced to lecture on “ Gothic 
Illustrations to Printed Books ” at the Arts and Crafts Exhibition, New 
Gallery, Regent-street, on Monday, December 1st next, at 8.30 p.m. 
Admission by ticket only, price 2s. 6d. 

A meeting for the formation of a Cropper and Kindred Machine 
Workers’ Union took place on the 15th ult., Mr. R. M'Allan (of 
Green, M‘Allan, & Fielden, Limited, Ludgate-circus) in the chair. 
Mr. A. Pountney was elected secretary. 

Mr. Jacobi, of the Chiswick Press, will publish shortly, with Mr. 
Elkin Mathews, of the Bodley Head, a brochure addressed to authors 
and others, entitled, “ On the Making and Issuing of Books.’’ It is to 
be quaintly printed by the press with which he is identified. 

An association has been formed, called the London International 
Typographia, for the mutual protection of foreign compositors and 
others employed on foreign work. The headquarters are St. James’s 
Tavern, Bevis-marks, E.C., where the committee meet every Friday 
evening, 

Messrs. Cassell & Co., have commenced a cheap re-issue, in 
sixpenny parts, of the “History of Modern Europe,” by Mr. C. A. 
Fyffe, M. A. The first part is accompanied by a sheet of four maps, 
which exhibit the geographical limits of European States at four 
different periods. 

Fair Trade for October 10 contained a portrait of Mr. W. H. 
Ilatton, editor of the Midland Evening Neius, who has taken a pro¬ 
minent part in the discussion of the problems connected with free 
trade, casting the weight of his influence on the side of “ reciprocity,” 
Or “ fair trade.” 

The remarks upon the Trade Union Congress, addressed by Mr. 
D. D. Leahy, secretary, to the delegates of the Printing Machine 
Managers’ Trade Society, at a meeting held on September 23, 1890, 
have been printed and issued to the trade, in accordance with the 

terms of a resolution passed at that meeting, each member of the 
society being entitled to a copy. 

The Society of Authors is preparing and drafting a Bill to amend 
and consolidate the copyright laws. This will secure to the English 
author the full benefit of his copyrights, even if his books are first 
published abroad. The Bill is expected to be introduced to Parlia¬ 
ment in the coming session. 

It is said that the printing press upon which Voltaire’s atheistic 
doctrines were printed is now employed at Geneva, Switzerland, in 
printing the Holy Scriptures. Would that the day might soon come 
when it would be impossible to find a press to print any atheistic 
garbage, or (so-called) freethought blasphemies. 

The Polytechnic Magazine is an interesting weekly journal devoted 
to news of the Young Men’s Christian Institute and the other agencies 
connected with the Regent-street Polytechnic. It also contains many 
other useful and readable items. We are pleased to see that there are 
over 10,000 members and students connected with the Institute. 

Messrs. Davall & Chown, bookbinders, 60, Old Bailey, London, 
E.C., have just introduced a new method of strengthening the backs 
of books, which renders them practically indestructible. The new style 
of binding, which is very cheap, is recommended specially to the 
notice of the librarians controlling free libraries, where durable bind¬ 
ings are advisable. 

Mr. Henniker-Heaton, M.P., has had an interview at Washing¬ 
ton with the Postmaster-General, who, it is stated, favourably con¬ 
siders Mr. Heaton’s plan for a penny post with England. Statistics 
show that the letters between the two countries increased from 
8,000,000 in 1879 to 24,000,000 in 1889. The American Press 
generally supports the scheme of a penny post. 

The editor of the Quill (with which is incorporated the Clerks' 
fournal) is issuing voting-papers in connection with a proposed 
plebiscite on the question as to whether there shall be a national union 
of clerks formed. The Quill is published at 50, Lord-street, Liver¬ 
pool, and also in Manchester and London. It is printed (not over 
well) by W. Blevin & Son, 50, Lord-street, Liverpool. 

The Christian Sheet Almanack for 1891 is most attractively printed 
in colours, with nine original illustrations of various scenes in the 
Life of Joseph. It also contains a selected text for every day in the 
year ; postal information ; the moon’s changes, &c. The price being 
one penny. No expense seems to have been spared in the production 
of this broad-sheet ; and, as far as we are aware, nothing so artistic 
has been previously issued at so moderate a price. We trust it will 
meet with the large demand it deserves. 

The Printers’ and Stationers’ Warehousemen.—At a 
recent meeting of the members of the Union, Mr. Swift in the chair, 
it was unanimously resolved to affiliate with the London Trades’ 
Council; and Mr. A. Evans, the hon. secretary, was appointed to 
represent them on that body. It was also resolved to join the 
Federation of the printing and kindred trades, now in course of 
formation ; and, in consequence of appeals from the provinces, the 
committee were instructed to frame rules with the view ol establishing 
provincial branches. 

The will and codicil of Mr. Richard Clay, printer, late of Bread- 
street-hill, E.C., who died on May 24 last, have been proved by the 
executors, the value of the personal estate amounting to upwards of 
,£26,000. The testator gives ,£6,400 debentures, and £920 in pre¬ 
ference shares of his firm of Richard Clay & Sons, Limited, and 
£1,000 in ordinary shares of the Lagerman Typotheter Co., to his 
wife for life, and £12,000 debentures of Clay & Sons in trust for 
his four daughters. There are further bequests of deferred and ordi¬ 
nary shares in Richard Clay & Sons, shares in the Typotheter Co., 
and of his shares in Chapman & Flail, to his sons, Richard and 
Arthur Cecil. 

Mr. Thomas Beecham, St. Helen’s, gave, in an address to a 
branch of the Institute of Journalists, some details of his advertising 
operations. He said that his business could not get on without adver¬ 
tising. There was one firm that spent rather more than he did, but 
not so much in newspapers. It might be interesting, he said, to know 
how much large advertisers spend. He himself spent last year a little 
over £95,000, and this year it would be £100,000. Out of that 
£85,000 went to the press. He always realised that he was under a 
great debt of gratitude to the press throughout the world. On the 
ground floor of his palatial premises at St. Helens is a newspaper rack 
room, in which are kept files of 2,500 newspapers published in Great 
Britain, each paper having its own pigeon-hole. 

Dr. Barnardo’s magazine, Night and Day, for the current month 
contains a long article, entitled, “For the Defendant,” and also a 
supplement, “Dr. Barnardo’s Reply,” both of which deal with the 
recent adverse judgment in the Court of Queen’s Bench in the case of 
“The Queen v. Bamardo, in re Roddy, an Infant.” The other 
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contents of the magazine include an interesting description of East-end ' 
Deaconess work, an article on Roman Catholic Aggression, and a 
very fully illustrated series of case-histories of candidates recently 
rescued. These latter indicate the wide range of operations which 
the Homes now undertake, including, as they do, a native of Bombay, 
several cripples, three orphans from one family, a couple of babies, 
and not a few big youths. It appears that there are now in residence 
in the Homes nearly 3,600 boys and girls, and that daily additions 
are being made to that already large number. 

It is stated by the London correspondent of the Glasgow Herald, 
that the Parnellite business has cost the Times ,£180,000. That is 
the exact figure, everything included, and it has been paid by the 
shareholders of the paper foregoing their dividends for a time. The 
Walter family, however, are not losers to the extent commonly sup¬ 
posed, for Mr. John Walter stands towards the paper in a two-fold 
capacity. He is owner of sixteen shares out of sixty, and the dividend 
on each share for 1889 was £3,000. Therefore his loss was, on his 
sixteen shares, £48,000. But he is also printer of the Times, and 
this printing business is kept separate from the publishing. He supplies 
paper, ink, printing, &c., and the profits thereon belong exclusively to 
him. On these he lost nothing, for it was decided that the printer of 
the paper could not be called upon to bear any share in the general 
losses accruing to the publishing department. The whole of the 
,£180,000 has now been paid off, and as the circulation of the paper 
and its receipts for advertisements have increased considerably lately, 
it is reckoned that a dividend of £2,000 per share will be paid at the 
close of the present year. 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the four 
weeks ending Saturday, October 25, was 297. The number in the 
corresponding four weeks of last year was 321, showing a decrease of 
twenty-four, being a net decrease in 1890, to date, of 476. The failures 
in the printing andjstationery trades were nine compared with eight and 
fourteen in 1889 and 1888 respectively. In addition to these gazetted 
failures, there were 211 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale 
Office during the same four weeks. The number filed in the corres¬ 
ponding four weeks of last year was 289, showing a decrease of 
seventy-eight, being a net decrease in 1890, to date, of 210. The 
number of bills of sale published in England and Wales for the four 
weeks ending Saturday, October 25, was 699. The number in the 
corresponding four weeks of last year was 749, showing a decrease of 
fifty, being a net decrease in 1890, to date, of 975. The number 
published in Ireland for the same four weeks was thirty. The number 
in the corresponding four weeks of last year was thirty-nine, showing 
a decrease of nine, being a net decrease in 1890, to date, of sixty-five. 

Mr. Wellsman, of the firm of C. Mitchell & Co., advertising 
agents, and editor of the Newspaper Press Directory, gave an address 
recently to the members of the City of London Tradesmen’s Club, his 
subject being “Journalism in Fleet-street from 1846 to 1890,” and his 
account of the progress of the London press during these years proved 
very interesting. He mentioned that while in 1846 there were only 
thirty-five newspapers and periodicals published in Fleet-street, in 1890 
there are more than 300. In the former year there were only three 
daily newspapers, in the present there are eleven. In 1846 there was 
not a single provincial newspaper directly represented in Fleet-street, 
but now there are more than a hundred. That he accounted for by the 
abolition of the paper duty, the development of the telegraph, and the 
spread of knowledge. He showed that a remarkable development 
had taken place in connection with the illustrated, the society, the trade, 
the sporting, and other varieties of journalism during the last few 
years ; and as Fleet-street, in his opinion, is the source of the develop¬ 
ment, he quite agreed with Mr. G. A. Sala that it might be called 
“ Brain-streetbut he went further, for he thought it might be 
described as “ No. 1 ” Street, not of this country, but of the world, 
for from Fleet-street the world had got, and gets still, the best and the 
most of its news supply. 

An interesting and important junction, says the Newcastle Chronicle, 
has been effected by two of the largest printing establishments in the 
North. The business of Messrs. Lambert & Co., whose famous 
printing works in Grey-street, Newcastle, were commenced nearly 
ninety years ago, has been purchased by Messrs. Andrew Reid, Sons, 
& Co., and the two businesses will, in future, be combined. For fully 
half a century Messrs. Lambert’s was the first printing and engraving 
firm in the North of England. They absorbed the printing business 
of Messrs. J. & T. Hodgson, and for a time they printed the Neweastle 
Chronicle. In recent years they have had Mr. Andrew Reid as a 
vigorous and not unsuccessful competitor. Mr. Mark Lambert, for 
some years past, has not been able to take a direct part in the manage¬ 
ment of the old-established works, and now they have been absorbed 
in the equally famous establishment at Printing Court-buildings. 

Mr. James Wilkie, lecturer on Typography in the Ileriot-Watt 
College, Edinburgh, recently delivered the opening lecture of the 
British Typography (Glasgow branch), in the Bazaar Hall, Candle- 

riggs, Glasgow. The subject chosen by Mr. Wilkie was “ Modern 
Methods of Book Illustration,” and he gave a most instructive and 
interesting description of the many processes adopted for producing 
plates for printing from. In the course of his paper, he touched on 
the application of photography to the production of printing sur¬ 
faces, and also the platinotype and collotype processes. Zincography 
was also included, and the rapid processes necessary for newspaper 
work ; but the subject proved too wide to be thoroughly taken up 
in one lecture, and Mr. Wilkie kindly intimated his willingness to 
come back and devote an evening to any one subject the association 
might wish. The lecture was illustrated by means of the oxy-hydrogen 
light. 

A general meeting of the lithographic printers of Birmingham 
and district was held on the 18th ult., in the Bristol-street Board 
Schools. Mr. J. R. Jephcott (President of the Birmingham Trades 
Council) occupied the chair, and amongst those present were 
Councillor Granger (President of the Birmingham Typographical 
Society), Councillor Stevens, Mr. G. D. Kelley (General Secretary of 
the Lithographic Printers’ Society), F. Shield (Secretary of the local 
branch), S. Meider, E. Kunzelmeyer, W. B. Hammond, &c. The 
occasion of the meeting was an endeavour to enlarge the membership 
of the society, which in Birmingham number about one huntfred, being 
somewhere about half the workmen employed in the trade iff that city. 
When the society is enlarged, it is proposed to make an effort to raise 
the minimum rate of wages, which is now 30s. a week, this amount' 
being regarded as inadequate for workmen in a skilled trade. The 
society has been ten years in existence, and has benefit schemes for 
sickness, death, loss of work, and superannuation. Throughout the 
kingdom it has a membership of 3,000. Mr. Kelley pointed to the 
benefits which were likely to accrue to the members of the trade who 
joined the society ; and Mr. J. Davies spoke of the advantage of trades 
unionism generally. A resolution was passed declaring the minimum 
rate of wrages to be insufficient, and some new members were 
enrolled. 

In the report of the Finance Committee, read at a recent meeting 
of the London School Board, appeared a letter from Messrs. 
Straker & Sons, saying that the firm “ regret to find that the Finance 
Committee have decided to read the general conditions of the printing 
contract so adverse to the printer. Under these circumstances, and 
with a view to avoid friction and possible contention as to the con¬ 
struction of conditions, it appears to us the best course would be to 
allow the contract to be terminated, as we are sure the Board will 
never wish that the printer should be executing their night-work at a 
distinct loss.” The committee pointed out that : “ Under the con¬ 
tract there is no power of termination except by mutual agreement. 
Having regard to the circumstances mentioned in the above letter, and 
to the difficulties which have arisen in the working of the contract, the 
committee consider that it will be for the interests of both parties that 
the contract should be terminated.” They accordingly recommend 
that they be authorised to make an arrangement with Messrs. Straker 
“whereby the present contract for printing may be terminated within 
a period of three months from the date of the passing of the resolution.” 
They were taking the necessary steps to obtain fresh tenders for the 
printing of the Board for three years, to commence on the date of the 
termination of the present contract. 

On October 18th the foundation-stones of two additional residences 
at the Printers’ Almshouses at Wood-green were laid with much 
ceremony. All the officials of the Corporation, together with a large 
number of influential gentlemen connected with the trade, were 
present. One of the stones was laid by the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, 
and the other by Mrs. W. H. Collingridge. At the completion of 
this part of the proceedings Sir Polydore de Keyser proposed a vote 
of thanks to the Baroness, to which Mr. Burdett-Coutts made an 
appropriate reply. Mr. G. A. Spottiswoode moved a vote of thanks 
to Mrs. Collingridge, which was duly acknowledged by Mr. Colling¬ 
ridge, who, in the course of his remarks, observed that he had to 
announce the presentation to the Corporation of a cheque for £ 1,000, 
given by an anonymous donor, whose only condition for the accept¬ 
ance of his gift was that on the stone should be placed the words from 
the 6th chapter of Matthew, verses one to four, in which our Saviour 
exhorted men to give their charity quietly, so “that the right hand 
knoweth not what the left hand doeth.” The secretary then 
announced further subscriptions in connection with the extension 
scheme, which amounted in all to £3700. Besides these sums, Mr. 
Henry Burt, of Fetter Lane, promised to endow one of the buildings 
for £20 for the remainder of his life. Tea and coffee were served to 
the guests, and the inmates of the Almshouses were not forgotten in 
the distribution of the remaining delicacies of the repast. The name of 
the liberal donor of the £1,000 was not mentioned, but as 
the money was paid by a cheque, the name is of course 
known to the Corporation officials, and by many others, who 
will be requested to keep it a secret. The new houses are expected 
to be ready for occupation in the course of the summer of next year. 
Eight more inmates can be elected at the next election. 
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Cofomaf 3f°^*nS6* 
The book-debts in three Gisborne (New Zealand) bankruptcies, 

put down at .£2,325, were submitted at auction recently, and realised 
only £2. 

Paper for newspaper printing and book printing purposes, and 
printing types and machinery are now admitted into the colony of Natal 
free of duty. 

Mr. W. E. Smith, the well-known stationer of Sydney, and 11, 
Bow-lane, London, E.C., has just gone into occupation of his new 
warehouse and factory, situate at 26, 28, and 30, Bride-street, Sydney, 
which has been in course of erection for nearly twelve months past, 
and has cost nearly £40,000. The building, consisting of seven floors, 
has a fine elevation facing the Exchange, and is one of the most marked 
additions to Sydney architecture. Few men in the colonies engaged in 
the same trade have been so enterprising as Mr. Smith. 

At the meeting of the Federated Trades Council, held in the 
Trades Hall, Wellington, on July 24, the secretary was instructed to 
communicate with the booksellers of Wellington desiring them not to 
offer for sale publications issued by Messrs. Whitcombe & Tombs, ot 
Christchurch, on the ground that these publishers were competing 
unfairly by the employment of cheap labour, to the detriment of fair¬ 
dealing employers. It was also agreed to boycott the publications 
issued from the Evening Star office, Auckland, more particularly the 
New Zealand Graphic and the New Zealand Farmer, for the reason 
that the proprietor employs an undue proportion of girls and cheap 
labour. 

A VERY pleasing ceremony took place in the composing-room of the 
Argus on Thursday afternoon, August 28, when Mr. Robert Harris, 
late father of the chapel, was presented with a testimonial by the 
compositors as a token of the respect in which he was held by them, 
prior to his departure for Emu Bay, Tasmania, to start in business. 
The presentation took the shape of a Gladstone bag, fully equipped 
with all requisites, and a travelling rug. Mr. R. Reyment, clerk of 
the chapel, made the presentation. Mr. Harris, in thanking the 
companionship for their practical present, said that until the last few 
weeks he had intended to end his days in the Arons office, but in con¬ 
sequence of his sons’ ambition to start in business, he felt it his duty to 
assist them. He also spoke of the kindness and courtesy which he 
had received from the proprietors, the manager, and printers, and said 
that during the whole time he had held positions in the office he had 
not had an angry word with any of them. 

On Thursday, July 31, the employes of Messrs. A. II. Massina & Co. 
gathered round the “stone” at the close of the day’s labour for the 
purpose of making a presentation of a gold albert chain to Mr. James 
Mitchell (eldest son of Mr. W. S. Mitchell, one of the partners in the 
firm), previously to his departure for Sydney. Mr. Kyle, in making the 
presentation, spoke in highly-eulogistic terms of the good opinion 
entertained by himself and fellow-workmen towards the recipient, and 
expressed the hope that, whilst in Sydney, Mr. Mitchell would acquire 
that knowledge and experience which would be of value to him in 
after life, and assured him that all w’ould be happy to welcome him 
back when the object for which he left had been attained. Mr. 
Mitchell, in responding, said he would not readily forget the many 
kindnesses which he had received from time to time at the hands of 
those who were older than he, as also the help and advice which one 
and all were ever ready to give during the term of his apprenticeship. 
The gift which he had just received it would be a pleasure for him to 
wear, and it would always remind him of the pleasant associations of 
his youth. In reference to his absence from them, he trusted that he 
would accomplish all that had been wished for him, and would acquit 
himself in such a manner as to satisfy the most ardent hopes of all 
concerned. On Saturday, August 2, Mr. Mitchell left for Sydney, 
and will be employed at the office of Messrs. Gibbs, Shallard, & Co., 
where he intends remaining about eighteen months. « 

No business in New Zealand (says Typo) is in a more chaotic con¬ 
dition than that of publishing. Nearly every printer, and every large 
bookseller, is a publisher, and there is no means by which the 
numerous books that issue from the press can be recorded or classified. 
When it is made compulsory to send copies to some State library, 
there will be an official register ; at present it is impossible to know 
what works appear in the colony. Speaking not long ago to a book¬ 
seller in a large way of business, of a well-edited periodical, he pro¬ 
fessed entire ignorance of its existence, though it had been published 
for two years in his own city, and had a good circulation. The only 
organ of the trade is Typo ; the excellent magazine published in Wel¬ 
lington under the name of the Monthly Review makes a very secondary 
and casual matter of the review department ; and the fitful reviews in 
the daily press are generally the work of any member of the staff who 
has least to do at the lime—the shipping-reporter, or horse-reporter, 
it may be. To advertise a new book in the hundred and fifty news¬ 

papers of the colony is a costly matter—to advertise in one only in 
each centre would effectively raise the ire of all the others. The only 
literary venture that was thoroughly advertised in the colonial press 
was the short-lived Zealandia, and this preliminary expense made a 
grievous inroad in the projectors’ capital. The most useful books pub¬ 
lished in New Zealand have at the best but a provincial reputation, 
and works that if placed properly before the trade, would sell rapidly 
by hundreds, go off slowly in dozens. There are now many collectors 
of colonial works, both at home and in the colonies, and any one of 
them can testify to the difficulty he finds in ascertaining what new 
books are published. 

An important meeting of directors of the United Press Association, 
Limited, was held in Wellington during July. Mr. Wynne, manager 
of the Sydney Daily Telegraph, and Mr. J. Fairfax, jun., of the 
Sydney Morning Herald, represented the two great agencies which 
now control the supply of the cable news to the principal Australian 
newspapers. Mr. Fraser, the Sydney manager of the association, was 
also present at some of the meetings. Mr. E. Collins, formerly 
Reuter’s agent in New Zealand, attended on behalf of his company. 
All these gentlemen made proposals to the association to join their 
services alone ; but eventually Messrs. Fairfax and Wynne agreed to 
sell the whole of their cables jointly, and to furnish a more regular and 
improved series of commercial quotations. A contract was entered 
into for a fixed term of two years, and thereafter from year to year, 
with three months on either side. The present contract terminates at 
the end of the year, and the new one begins on January I, 1891. It 
was also decided to endeavour to make arrangements by which cables 
shall be transmitted at an earlier hour to New Zealand, in order to 
enable evening papers to receive them at the earliest possible moment. 
The staff of the Sydney office is to be increased, to enable messages to 
be handled with the utmost despatch. The manager alluded to an 
arrangement with the Cable Company, effected during the year, by 
which messages relating to events of great importance are transmitted 
at a reduced charge. It was this reduction which enabled the remark¬ 
ably full reports of the Federation Convention to be published in New 
Zealand papers. The total number of words transmitted on that occa¬ 
sion was about 7,000, far surpassing anything of the kind previously 
attempted on the Australian cable. 

-♦-❖-•>---- 

American Cftpptnge. 

The new American tariff raises the duty on lithographic productions 
10 per cent., which makes the present duty 35 per cent. 

A notable combination has been formed between the Sunshine 
Publishing Company, of Philadelphia, and a number of well-known 
manufacturers, to place upon the market 1,000,000 dols. worth or more 
of their productions on a mutual profit system. Eight well-known 
manufacturers have joined the syndicate. The plan is a co-operative 
one, and the organisers assert that it is in no sense a trust. News¬ 
paper and book advertising will be a prominent feature of the ex¬ 
periment. Orders have been given to the Sunshine Publishing 
Company for 24,000,000 books, at an outlay of 2,000,000 dols., 
so far. 

The Standard Envelope Company appears to have outlived its use¬ 
fulness, and it is probable that after settling up whatever old business 
may be on its hands it will retire from the field and become simply a 
reminiscence. For some time past there have been concessions made 
in the prices of envelopes, and for the past month or six weeks the 
“ carving ” of established figures has been especially flagrant, and 
“ cuts ” have been reported all the way from 25 to 40 per cent, below 
list price. Some manufacturers of envelopes, it is believed, have lived 
up to their agreements, but with the combination broken, in fact if 
not in theory, it became necessary to reorganise things and restore 
rates. The manufacturers, or rather some of them, held a meeting at 
Springfield, Mass., at the end of September, the result of which is 
that a strong effort is being made to get the makers to form a new 
combination and begin all over again. The new organisation is to be 
known as the American Envelope Company. It is to be a combina¬ 
tion, but each house which is a member of it will continue to run its 
own business as heretofore. It is said that each house will be required 
to make a deposit of a considerable sum of cold cash with the American 
Envelope Company, which amount in its entirety is to become the 
property of that company when the house depositing it is proved 
guilty of cutting rates. The formation of the company is conditional 
upon the agreement being signed by all who have been invited to come 
into the fold, and they are many, both big and little, and in case of a 
failure to secure all it is a problem just what will happen. As soon 
as the agreement is signed it is to be put in force, and the new 
company will be put in working order without a moment’s unneces¬ 

sary delay. 
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A MEETING of the creditors of Bufford’s Sons’ Lithographic Com¬ 
pany, Boston, was held on September 27. Mr. T. C. Campbell, of New 
York, stated that an effort had been made to form a stock company, 
with a capital of 100,000 dols., without success. Mr. Campbell, there¬ 
fore, moved that the creditors direct the trustees to advertise the pro¬ 
perty as a going concern, and sell it to the highest bidder. Mr. Carter, 
of Carter, Rice, & Co., thought the trustees should be authorised to sell 
the property piecemeal, as in that way it would be brought within the 
reach of more purchasers. He thought the trustees might well be 
authorised to sell the property In bulk if enough could be realised to 
pay the creditors forty cents, or more on a dollar, but otherwise that 
they should dispose of it piecemeal. He put his suggestion in the 
form of a motion, and creditors representing 27,283.29 dols. voted in 
favour of it, and those representing 32,251.21 dols. voted against it. 
A vote was then taken on Mr. Campbell’s motion, and it was declared 
carried. The meeting then adjourned. 

The publishers of Webster’s Dictionary, G. and C. Merriam & Co., 
of Springfield, Mass., are prosecuting suits against the publishers who 
are issuing reprints of the dictionary of 1847, made by the photo 
lithographic process. In a suit at St. Louis the defendants demurred, 
and Justice Miller overruled the demurrer, but in doing so said prac¬ 
tically that the plaintiffs had no good grounds for suit, as the life of a 
copyright is only forty-two years, and plaintiffs’ exclusive right had 
expired. The Court was of the opinion that the complainants sought 
to establish the doctrine that a party who enjoyed a monopoly because 
of a copyright for nearly fifty years was entitled to a continuation of 
that monopoly. The copyright is accepted with the understanding 
that at the end of the period for which the copyright is granted the 
work shall become the property of the people. This is the law, and 
the monopoly cannot be extended beyond the life of the copyright. 
The Springfield publishers regard this overruling of the demurrer as a 
point in their favour, and are so advised by their attorneys at St. 
Louis. 

-o-f- 

Confttwnfaf g foreign Jfofftnge. 

The Berlin Lessing monument was unveiled on the 14th ult. 

Peru and Chili have repealed the imposts on the entry of printing- 
machines. 

A memorial brass has been placed on the house in Berlin where 
Franz Gaudys died. 

The eldest German paper in America is the Gazetta of Pennsylvania, 

dating from 1795- 

The children of the German poet Anzengruber have come into a 
fortune of 20,000 florins. 

A tablet in memory of the lyrical poet Mentzer has been placed 
on the rectory at Chemnitz. 

In Lobau, the social democratic election club has been dissolved, 
and books and cash confiscated. 

At Guise (Aisne), a statue was last month unveiled of Camille 
Desmoulins, of Revolution fame. 

The fund being raised in Aaran for a monument to Heinrich 
Zschokke now totals over 25,000 francs. 

A monument to the poet Friedrich Ruckert was unveiled last 
month at Schweinfurt, his birthplace. 

Heinrich Heine’s only sister, Frau Charlotte Embden, celebrated 
her 90th birthday on the 18th ult at Hamburg. 

The “Choir of Book Workers” of Dijon carried off two first 
prizes from the musical competition of Geneva. 

Adoi.f Stahr and Fanny Lewald, the married authors, are to have 
a monument erected over their grave in Wiesbaden. 

An Italian daily paper has recently been publishing the “ Blind 
Love ” (“ Amore Cieco ”) of Wilkie Collins as a feuilleton. 

The Professional Typographical School of Milan has started two 
new courses—one for printers’ reading pupils, and one for book¬ 
sellers’ clerks. 

A marriage has been arranged between Mdlle. Jeanne Hugo, the 
poet’s grand-daughter, and M. Georges Daudet, son of the well- 
known novelist. 

The Dziennik Poznanski of Posen (which has not been in existence 
very long) has had to pay 100 marks fine for having offended the 
school authorities. 

The editor, Szafranski, of the Schlesischen Tageblattes, of Schweid- 
nitz (Silesia), is undergoing three months’ imprisonment for offences 
against the military laws. 

The editor of Tremonia, Lambert Leasing, of Dortmund, is 
undergoing three months’ imprisonment for a libel in a pamphlet on 
the “Great Miners’ Strike.” 

Women engaged in the book industry in the Department of the 
Seine number, according to latest statistics, 8,000. Of these, 4,000 
are compositrices on newspapers, &c. 

Competing designs of alphabets for the creation of new original 
stamps for the Ecole Municipale Estienne were exhibited, from 
October 20 to November 10, at the Salle Saint-Jean at Paris. 

August Toulmouche, painter, died last month. Born at Nantes 
in 1829, he became a pupil of Gleyze, and acquired great reputation 
by his seines mondaines, finely conceived and exquisitely finished. 

The Chinese is the only language which is spoken by so many as 
400 millions of people. The English language is spoken by 
about 100 millions; German by 65 millions; and French by 45 
millions. 

Edison has distributed 4,000 marks among the best charity institu¬ 
tions of Dresden, as a sort of recognition of the care received by his 
daughter in the Dresden hospital, on occasion of her being taken ill 
in that city. 

In Prussia, in the year 1888, 582 persons—about nine-tenths being 
of the male and one-tenth of the female sex—died from delirium 
tremens. This places the death-rate from this cause at nearly nine 
per 10,000. 

The prospectus is issued by Messrs. Peters Brothers, of Kiel, of a 
second greatly enlarged edition of the “ Complete Theoretical- 
Practical Handbook of Typography, from the modern point of view,” 
by Aug. Marahrens. 

What has become of the profession, asks a German contemporary, 
when one can meet with an advertisement like this : “ For 80 marks 
can be supplied a small printing outfit, with press and types complete. 
Ph. Dhonau, Dresden.” 

Chr. Wilhelm Kreidel, the publisher, lately deceased in 
Wiesbaden, has left to the Aid Society of German Publishers and Book¬ 
sellers in Leipzig 25,000 marks, and to the General German Book¬ 
sellers’ Help Society 6,000 marks. 

The greater part of the paper imported into the Republic of Guate¬ 
mala comes from France and Germany. The absence of the English 
article is partly accounted for by the fact that there is no British com¬ 
mercial house in the Guatemalan capital. 

The first number appeared last month from the press of the Herren 
Weidtle, of Jever, near Wilhelmshaven, of the Jeversche Kurier 
(Independent and “fancy free ”). Another stranger in Oldenburg is 
the Konzurrenzblatt, from Anton Gerhard, in Emden. 

In the district presided over by the Leipziger Commercial Board 
there are 834 married women in industrial occupations. The largest 
group of these—some 166—are engaged in 34 book, stereo, and bank¬ 
note printing houses. Nine paper factories employ 102. 

In Allenstein (West Prussia) a new bi-weekly with the title Nowiny 
Warminski, has appeared. The Gazeta Olsztynska (Oltenitza, Wal- 
lachia), a bi-weekly, was started on the 1st ult. The Westfdlische 
Freie Pres re, is a new daily “organ for the interests of working 
people,” started in Dortmund. 

The Nene Zeit of Stuttgart has just issued the first number of its 
ninth volume. Among its contents are:—“To October 1st,” by 
Aug. Bebel; “Personal Recollections of Paul Lafargue,” by Karl 
Marx ; “ A Professor of Social Reform,” by Max Schippel ; “ Letters 
from England,” by E. Bernstein; a feuilleton, “ Later, A Socialist 
Study.” 

The newspapers of the Argentine Republic number at the present 
moment 196. While 64 of these come from all the other provinces, 
that of Buenos Ayres alone claims 132. The town of Buenos Ayres 
has 31 periodicals ; other towns of the Republic can muster :—La 
Plata 16, Cordoba 4, Corrientes 4, Parana 5, Mendoza 5, Rosario de 
Santa Fe 4, and Tucuman 7. 

Documents have been found at El-Faysum, in Egypt, which were 
printed, it is said, with movable characters, 900 years before the 
Christian era. These documents are now in Austria. Other two 
manuscripts of a religious nature, of 100 B.C., prove, it seems, that at 
that date the Egyptians were acquainted with typography. Poor 
Gutenberg ! and wise Solomon ! 

The Tours Tribunal of Commerce has decided that when a printer 
is confided with a manuscript for printing, it is professionally obligatory 
on him to furnish proofs as irreproachable as possible. If he furnish 
proofs voluntarily badly corrected, the printer may not delay the exe- 
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ration of his engagements, and he is liable to be mulcted in damages 

for delays resulting from negligence. 

“ Trauer und Treue ” (Grief and Loyalty) is the title of a book 
of poems written on the celebrations of the birthdays and occasions of 
the deaths of the German Emperors and Kings of Prussia William I., 
Frederick,'and William II., respectively—issued from the house of B. G. 
Teubner, of Leipzig. They are collected from some two or three score 
of German papers, and edited by Dr. Carl Menge. 

Paper-making in Brazil.—It is reported that three new com¬ 
panies have recently been formed for the purpose of extending the 
manufacture of paper in the Republic of Brazil. The Commercial and 
Industrial Paper Company has a capital of the nominal amount of 
£400,000, the Paper Manufacturing Company one of £100,000, and 

the Gutenberg Paper Factory one of £1,200,000. 

The head telegraph office at Berlin had a “ humming ” time of it 
on Sunday, October 26. It received, says the Buchdrucker Zeitung, 
for Field-Marshal Count von Moltke 2,099 telegrams of congratula¬ 
tion on his birthday, containing 74,484 words, from every country in 
Europe and other parts of the world. On the Monday this jflood had 
in no whit subsided ; the figures were much the same. 

With regard to the French Academy’s abandonment of its great 
Dictionary, it maybe mentioned that it continues the “Historical 
Dictionary of the French Language,” which, according to false 
rumours, had been dropped. The Academic is also preparing for 
1900, an eighth edition of the “ Dictionnaire de l’Academie ”—the 
law and the prophets for printers’ readers and those who concern 
themselves with the uniformity of orthography and syntax. 

The importations of books and stationery at the ports of Hiogo and 
Osaka, Japan, for 1889 were valued at £29,059, as compared with 
£40,552 in the previous year ; thus showing a considerable falling off. 
The stationery is chiefly of British make, the books, however, coming 
principally from the United States, to which country great quantities of 
rags are exported annually, presumably for paper-making purposes. In 
1889, 10,381 tons of rags were exported from Hiogo and Osaka, the 
value being £56,881. In 1888 the figures were 7,121 tons, value 

.£45,683. 

For the month of September, in France, fifty-two new works were 
registered at the special bureau for declarations to foreign embassies. 
Hachette’s had 19 ; Rouff et Cie., 10 ; Berger-Levrault et Cie., and 
the Imprimeries et Librairies Reunies, 4 each ; G. Charpentier et 
Fasquelle and Larousse et Forcel, 3 each ; J. Hetzel et Cie., A Colin 
et Cie., and the Librairie du'Garde-Meuble, 2 each; Hennuyer, Ch. 
Buloz, Aubanel Brothers, and E. Dentu, 1 each. These 52 volumes 
are classed thus :—History and Geography, 19 ; literature and novels, 
17 ; education, 6 ; militarism, 3; jurisprudence, 3, sciences and 
industry, 2 ; fine arts, 2 ; and agriculture, 1. 

Tellus, or the small planet in the Solar System which we inhabit, 
is (according to a computation made at the end of 1889) girdled about 
with 1,680,900 miles (English) of telegraphic wires, which is sufficient 
to go round her sixty-seven times at the equator. The United States 
own nearly half this total of miles (the North American offices last 
year sent fifty-six millions of despatches). France comes next; she 
has 220,890 miles 1 then England. Italy is about last, with 17,500 
miles. That is not counting such countries as China, Egypt, Japan, 
where the telegraph is in the most rudimentary condition. 

Damage to the extent of 200,000 francs was caused by a fire which 
broke out at the end of September, in one of the immense rag maga¬ 
zines connected with the paper factory of MM. Blanchet Brothers & 
Ivlebert, at Rives. The place contained about 500,000 kilogrammes 
of sorted and unsorted rags, which flared like a train of powder. 
After three violent shocks, a tremendous explosion occurred, the roof 
was blown into the air, and a blue flame rose 20 metres, flinging burn¬ 
ing rags all round the neighbouring country. While the necessary 
repairs were going on the employes, male and female, of the firm 
received their daily wages as if they had worked. 

The social democratic press in Germany reviewed last September 
numbered 19 journals published daily, 24 appearing thrice weekly, 6 
bi-weekly, and 10 weekly. The 59 had a joint circulation of 
254,000. The highest circulation of one of these papers is 30,000, the 
lowest 250. The Neite Zeit has 2,500, the Gesellschafter (“Com¬ 
panion”), 1,900, and there are two “ comics ” having a total sub¬ 
scription list of 107,000. The “Mining Corporation’s” press sends 
out 41 papers with a circulation of 201,000. The highest of these is 
the Bergarbeiter, with 27,000. The total circulation of all the above 
is 600,000. According to the compilation which resulted from the 
Socialist laws, the political papers numbered 42 ; and those of the 
latter association 17, with a joint circulation of about 170,000. 

Macon and Saint-Point were en fete on October 18, 19, and 20, on 
occasion of the centenary of Lamartine, the proceedings including the 
unveiling of a monument at the former place. MM. Jules Simon, 
Tony Revillon, and Bourgeois gave discourses in honour of the poet 
and historian; Mgr. Perraud spoke a funeral oration ; and 
M. Francois Coppee read some verses. Worthy homage of a man 

and a poet whose life and whose work were two great and beautiful 
dreams—who now, however, seems to be expiating by neglect his 
former too brilliant glory. But he will always gain the esteem and 
the admiration of those who know his little volume of “ Meditations,” 
the finest and most solid of his productions. 

Paper in Spain.—The Spanish trade returns for the six months 
ending June 30, 1890 (the latest available) show that during that 
period the imports of paper, &c., into the country were valued at 
4,122,401 pesetas (£’137,420), being a decrease of more than half a 
million of pesetas when compared with the first six months of 1889. 
The exports during the period referred to amounted to 5,434,980 
pesetas (£181,200). These figures are upwards of £17,800 higher than 
those for the corresponding period of 1889. Generally, it would 
appear that while the exports are increasing, the imports are falling oft 
in an even higher degree, a converse state of things to that which is 
usually supposed to prevail in the paper trade of Spain. 

An interesting, and to the trade in Austria an important, case has 
lately been brought to an end in the Civil Court of Vienna. Against 
the editor of the Wiener Tagblatt, on its foundation in October, 1886, 
the proprietress of the Nenen Wiener Tagblatt brought an action to 
restrain the use of the title “ Wiener Tagblatt,” which plainly was 
damaging to her paper. The question attracted much attention, both 
from journalistic and juridical circles in Germany and Austria, and it 
was generally held that the Austrian law could show no precedent. 
After a contention of four years, the Court has, through Dr. Leo 
Geller, given its decision ; and the editor of the Wiener Tagblatt is 
not only prohibited any further use of the title in dispute, but is 
ordered to pay damages to the complainant for the injury caused by 
hisdllegal use of it. It is not improbable that the matter will, after all, 
be taken to a superior court. 

The bureau of prints and editions de luxe established at the Cercle 
de 1’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, Paris, has registered seven items 
for the month of September last. Boussod, Valadon, et Cie., sent 
(1.) “ The Riverside Farm,” photogravure, after a picture by Rouse, 
fifty proofs on chine; (2.) “The Heron’s Retreat,” photogravure, 
after a picture by Rouse, fifty proofs on chine ; (3.) “ Nouveau lien,” 
engraving by Varin, after the picture of M. Tofano; (4.) “La 
Riviere,” etching by Camille Fonce, after the picture by Corot, 125 
proofs on parchment, and twenty-five proofs on hollande ; Allison et 
Cie. sent (1.) “ Ilistoire de Revenants,” etching by Giroux, after the 
picture of MacEven, 102 proofs on parchment, and fifty-two on Japan 
paper; (2.) “Maternite,” etching by Giroux, after the picture by 
Hitchcock, 100 proofs on parchment and fifty-two on Japan paper ; 
Jules Hautecoeur sent “ Floreal,” engraving of Focillon, after the 
picture by Raphael Collin, 200 jproofs on parchment and twenty on 
Japan paper. 

Before the art of secret writing had reached the high degree of 
perfection which it enjoys in our days, or which it enjoyed perhaps to 
an even greater extent in the Middle Ages, when it was more needed, 
many were the curious means employed by people who wished to 
transmit their thoughts so that none but the addressee might read 
them. Thus, while Cyrus was revolting against his brother, the King, 
he received a secret letter from a colleague in the stomach of a hare. 
When Demaratus left Sparta he announced to his compatriots the in¬ 
tentions of Xerxes on Greece by a note written on a tablet of wood 
which was covered with a stratum of wax. There is also the case of 
devoted messengers who carried communications tatooed with bodkins 
on their bodies. Most extraordinary of all—were it not so well known 
—is the invention mentioned by Herodotus in the book “ Terpsi¬ 
chore ” of Histiseus, who, being in Persia and wishing to induce the 
Greeks to rise against Darius, had the head of one of his slaves shaved, 
printed his communication thereon, waited till the hair returned, and 
then sent the slave with his cranium to Aristagoras, who again shaved 
the latter, and discovered the message which counselled him to rebel. 

A volume which has recently been issued from the maiso?i Dentu 
is a curiosity in printing which the tribe of bibliophiles and biblio¬ 
graphers will regard with no small astonishment. It is an i8mo. of 
novels by M. Quatrelles, entitled, “ Double Face.” Taking it up one 
reads a sub-title, “ Folie.” Turn over the leaves : the text is entirely 
printed in a reddish brown, which is not very readable, which is not, 
however, otherwise remarkable. But when you come to page 109, 
you are astonished to find a table of contents placed upside down. The 
succeeding pages are all the same, all tides en has, and this time printed 
in a blue ink. You think it another bizarre binder’s error. But it is 
not: it is the outcome of the author’s craving for something “ new.” 

! He has put together in one volume, back to back, and in different 
j colours, two distinct books ; and seeing they could not lie thus as one 

can in bed, the foot of one had to be with the head of its fellow. 
Each has its sub-title, “Folie,” on one side, “Raison” on the 
other — another proof that “ Misery acquaints us with strange 
bedfellows.” It is the first time such an extraordinary fantasy has 
been put into execution and offered for sale. But the book is said 
to have nothing else to recommend it (apart, that is, from literary 

interest). 
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The Servian Government has authorised M. Georges Weifert (of 
Belgrade) to construct a paper factory, and it has accorded him the 
following important advantages He will have the monopoly of 
paper-making in Servia for fifteen years, and for ten years his work 
will be free from all imposts. The Government will take all the 
paper it will require from his factory ; and he is empowered, in virtue 
of the law for the protection of national industry, to raise his price 
15 per cent, over that of paper of foreign production. On his side, 
M. Weifert undertakes to commence his production a year after the 
date of the concession, and to supply, in two years at latest, half the 
paper consumed in Servia. The factory will, in all probability, be 
constructed on the shores of the Morave, near Krushevatz, where the 
water can be utilised for at least 300 days in the year, and where pine 
wood exists in profusion. M. Weifert will have machines for the 
manufacture of cellulose and of three sorts of paper ; office paper 
(two qualities), letter paper (two qualities), and several packing 
papers. The production of paper for the press will be laid aside at 
the start. Needless to add, that the enormous concessions granted to 
this manufacturer will greatly diminish the importation into Servia. 
This importation was valued at .£34,822 sterling in 1887, and £25,815 
in 1888. Of the 20,235 quintals imported in the former year, 20,200 
quintals were of Austrian production; and in 188S Austria sent 
18,540 of the total importation of 18,702 quintals. 

Commercial Museums.—The French Committee of Consulates, 
recently called by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, has been occupied 
with the question of developing commercial museums. The object of 
these institutions is to gather together in manufacturing centres 
samples of foreign products similar to those of the local industry, so 
as to place before the eyes of the interested types of articles recognised 
in other countries, with regard to their dimensions, special qualities, 
prices, &c. They also comprise samples of raw materials produced 
by other countries. Some of them are rich in the possession of 
commercial and technical libraries, containing useful works of reference 
for business men. Several countries have created such com¬ 
mercial museums ; and that of Brussels and the Austro-Hungarian 
Handels-Museum notably have been very successful. In France 
itself there are twenty-one of these museums, recognised by the 
Ministers of Commerce and Industry—those, namely, of Alenfon, 
Amiens, Angouleme, Aubusson, Avignon, Clermont-Ferrand, Douai, 
Elbeuf, Flers, Grenoble, La Ferte-Mace, Lille, Mafon, Oran, 
Philippeville, Rheims, Rouen, Saint-Nazaire, Saint-Quentin, Tarare, 
Troyes. The Minister of Commerce aids the commercial museums 
by sending samples, work, &c., according to his resources; and a 
small credit is granted out of the Budget. Unfortunately, it is too 
small for the needs of already existing claimants ; thus last year only 
7,500 francs was available—a sum which, it is true, was on that occa¬ 
sion divided between only eight of the twenty. The attention of the 
Chambers is, therefore, urgently to be drawn to the matter. The 
most astonishing thing is that the following cities and towns do not 
figure in the above enumeration :—Marseilles, Nantes, Bordeaux, Le 
Havre, Paris, Lyons, Saint-Etienne, Algier, &c. 

“The French Language and its Role in Civilisation,” 

is the title of a somewhat extraordinary article in the Quebec Electeur, 
by M. P. M. Sauvalle, of the National Club of Montreal. “I want 
simply ” (we translate) “to develop this idea, which I think just, that 
every period, every stage in the civilisation of the world corresponds 
with some movement of the French language, which started it and 
which affirms it. I shall endeavour to show that it is in France, 
in French literature, that is found the origin of every great social 
or political movement which has revolutionised Europe, improved 
her situation, and created new horizons for the development of 
human spirit and activity.” The writer concludes thus :—“ Has 
not the French language brought an enormous contingent to the 
history of the world, when from the pulpit it has fallen from 
the lips of a Lacordaire; from the judgment-seat from the lips of a 
Berryer ; from the tribune from the lips of a Gambetta ! If only 
this immense and generous breath, which carries so high the spirit of 
France, could have had a single aspiration, how immeasurable would 
have been the results ! It would have commanded the world :—as 
Vercingetorix said, after the siege of Avariciun, lost through dis¬ 
obedience to his orders—‘ I will make the whole of Gaul have but a 
single will, and, when that is achieved, the universe itself will be un¬ 
able to resist her.’ This union, will it never come ? Shall we never 
be able to gather into one group those superb thinkers who have been 
the sowers of the ideas and the light-bearers of civilisation ? In them 
is concentrated the soul of France ; behind their work, behind their 
progress is the French name, which they have caused to be respected 
and loved as a synonym of humanity .... May this great language, 
proud ever of its past, long continue to preach justice to barbarous 
peoples, mercy to cruel tribes, future to backward nations ! And you, 
Canadian friends, allow not yourselves to be deceived. If any tell you 
that France is being brought low, believe not such impostors. If you 
are told ‘France is dying—she is dead,’answer proudly, ‘ She lives, 
for she speaks yet.’ Yes ! she speaks, and speaks loudly ! To¬ 

morrow she will speak under the ceilings of the conqueror at Berlin, 
where she presents herself at the great Labour Congress of the 
world. ” 

It was in 1884, according to a Hanoi correspondent of the Petit 
Journal, that M. Schneider, then employed in the Government printing 
office at Saigon, was sent to Tonkin, there to set up an establishment 
similar to the one existing at Cochin-China. The Government, dis¬ 
satisfied with the results, shortly afterwards had its materiel returned 
to the last-named place. M. Schneider then became leader and ex¬ 
ploited on his own account. Greatly embarrassed at first—for he had 
but a few French hands, much too few for his purpose—he addressed 
himself to the leading men of the villages, charging them to find him 
volunteers sufficiently lettered, whom he would undertake to instruct 
in French. Soon obtaining enough of these Annamites, Schneider 
held his school every evening ; he taught them first to read, then to 
write, then to compose. At the end of three years he had obtained 
some excellent workers. Meanwhile, the first journal, then the official, 
the Avenir du Tonkin, had been founded with M. Cousin as director. 
It was at first printed by Schneider, but following the death of M. Cousin 
it was bought by Chesnay and de Boisadam, who carried over special 
plant from France. But they were compelled to appeal to the old 
printer for sufficient compositors. A second journal, Courrier 
d'Haiphong, then made its appearance, which also possessed ample 
materiel, but not a single worker. Again they had to beg of 
M. Schneider for some of his Annamites. The I/idependance 
Tonkinoise lastly was brought out last year, with M. Alfred Le Vasseur 
as director. The genial printer with the indigenous “ hands,” again 
lent of his abundance : this time including therewithal _aj Marinoni 
press. All the Tonkin journals, therefore, it will be seen have 
Annamitepersonnels-, comps., machinists, apprentices, etc. Only the 
page-imposers are European. M. Schneider’s establishment contains 
five Marinonis, three Minervas, and two or three different small 
presses. All his staff, save a few indispensable Europeans, is native, 
numbering between 150 and 200. Latterly an illustrated journal has 
been produced. 

-*-«-*- 

(Tie® 3ourna?6 (z (prefer Congee. 

The Strand Magazine is the title of Mr. Newnes’ new sixpenny 
monthly. It is to consist of 112 pages, royal 8vo., and it will be 
profusely illustrated. If the magazine is kept up to the style of the 
specimen eight pages, it will be a splendid sixpennyworth, and will 
deserve, and assuredly secure the large circulation of 100,000 confidently 
predicted for it. The first number is to be published about December 
13, and a large coloured plate will be presented with it. 

The Economic Review is the title of a new quarterly, the first num¬ 
ber of which will be issued in January next. It will be directed by a 
board of editors at Oxford. Among the contributors to the first 
number is the Bishop of Durham, whose article will be upon “ The 
Educational Value of Co-operation.” Among the other five articles 
will be one on the “ Eight Hours’ Movement,” by Professor Symes ; 
and one on “ Progress of Socialism in the United States,” by the 
Rev. M. Kaufmann. 

The Weekly Review is a new review of books and newspapers, and 
an index of periodical literature. It is printed by the Hansard 
Publishing Union, Limited, and is published every Saturday at 68, 
Fleet-street, E.C. Price one penny. 

The Footlights, issued every Saturday at a penny, is a journal of 
theatrical information. It contains notices of all the metropolitan 
theatres, with copious gossip concerning the music halls. 

A NEW journal in the interests of hairdressers, with the title of Cut 
and Come Again, is announced. 

The Adorning Advertiser, the organ of the publicans, will reduce 
its price from threepence to a penny, commencing with the new year. 
The Times will then be the only threepenny morning paper. 

Another new magazine for Women, Notable Women at Home, 
edited by Mr. James R. Morgan, appears this month, published by 
F. Warne & Co., at one shilling. The writers will be Dr. Aveling, 
Mr. T. Hanson Lewis, Professor Bmekstad, Miss Emily Faithful!, and 
the editor. This month’s number contains notices of the Princess of 
Wales, Lady Dorothy Nevill, and “John Strange Winter.” Three 
excellent photographs are given. 

Machinery and the Hon ana Steel Trades' Review, which 
has, since October, 1884, existed as a quarterly publication, 
devoted to the interests of all classes of machinery and engi- 
nee-ing, has recently changed hands, and will, for the future, be 
published as a monthly journal, considerably enlarged and in every 
way improved. The price will remain the same, but the offices have 
been removed to No. I, Angel-court, Throgmorton-street, E.C. 
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The title of the penny edition of Short Cuts has recently been 
altered to Treasure L'rove. 

The British Weekly has just been enlarged for the third time. 

Mr. Robert Buchanan intends starting a review to be called the 
Modern Review. We may expect some wild onslaughts against all 
sorts and conditions of men and things, but no doubt the world will go 
on its way all the same in spite of Mr. Buchanan’s sound and fury. 

The Lady of the House is the name of a new Dublin journal. It will 
be devoted to fashion, the toilet, cookery, and other domestic subjects. 
It is intended to issue 20,000 copies quarterly, and to distribute them 

gratuitously. 

The Newsman and Publication Register, is the name of another 
organ for newsagents, booksellers, publishers, fancy stationers, and the 
allied trades. The Hansard Union are the printers. The paper is 
well edited, and contains much matter of trade interest. The price is 
threepence monthly. 

The Trumpet is a new paper for working men, published by S. 
Carlo, Cambridge-road, E. 

The Camberwell and Peckham Star is a new halfpenny weekly 
recently started. It is printed and published by Mr. C. Henry 
Hughes, Queen’s-road, Peckham, and is a very creditable production. 

The proprietors of the Liverpool Weekly Mercury, on the 4th 
ultimo, reduced the price of their journal to one penny. It is one of 
the largest and best provincial journals issued at that figure, each 
number comprising seventy-two columns. 

The Shorthand Herald is a penny monthly publication, edited, 
printed, and published by J. T. Cook, Westgate, Mansfield. It is 
devoted to the propagation of “Janes’ Shorthand Without Compli¬ 
cations.” 

The Nationalisation News is the title of a new penny monthly 
paper, published at 65, Barbican, E.C., dealing with the nationalisa¬ 
tion of labour. 

-♦-♦-♦-:- 

Crabe Cflangee. 

Mr. W. C. Horne, late of 6, Dowgate-hill, E.C., agent for and 
dealer in bookbinding, paper-folding, cutting and printing machinery, 
has opened new premises at White Horse-alley, Cowcross-street, E.C. 

Messrs. Ai.ex. Pirie & Sons, Limited, have taken over the 
envelope manufacturing business of Dudley, Rolls, & Co., Gosweil- 
road, E.C., which was bought some time since by Henry Spicer & Co., 
Limited. 

Messrs. Nolting& Co., of Dunster House, Mark-lane, E.C., have 
been appointed agents for the United Kingdom, and export for Messrs. 
Schmiers, Werner, & Stein’s (Leipzig) machinery for lithography, 
phototypie, and chromo printing. 

Messrs. Unwin Brothers, of the Gresham Press, desire to notify 
that the London County Council having re-named the street in which 
their business premises are situated, all communications should be 
addressed to 27, Pilgrim-street, Ludgate-hill, E.C. 

Messrs. Fredc. C. Mathieson & Sons, of 10, Old Broad-st., and 
Bartholomew House, announce that they have taken into partnership 
Mr. J. Frank Mathieson, M.A., Cantab., who has assisted them in 
the compiling branch of their business for some time past. 

Messrs. R. E. Karrer & Co. announce that they have opened 
business at 7, St. Paul’s Churchyard, as fine art printers and publishers, 
importers and exporters of fancy goods, especially games and amuse¬ 
ments for children. They are also prepared to execute the highest 
class of work suitable for show cards, etc. 

Mr. David Carlaw, Ropework-lane, Great Clyde-street, Glasgow, 
has been appointed sole agent for Scotland for Messrs. Cleathero 
& Nichols’ feeding apparatus for printing machines. Mr. Carlaw 
intends shortly to exhibit a double-demy machine (made by Messrs. 
Fieldhouse, Crossfield, & Co., Otley, whom he represents in Glasgow) 
with the feeder fitted to it. Mr. Carlaw has already orders for the 
feeder from Glasgow and Paisley, and has promises for a number of 
others. 

Messrs. Dellagana & Co., Limited, have acquired the works of 
the Bogaerts Engraving Company, at West Hampstead, where they 
carry on the process engraving branch of their business. At Shoe-lane, 
they have also two large floors devoted to the production of zinco 
process blocks. This work is carried on at each of their branches, in 
London and the provinces. At their Manchester house, Messrs. 
Dellagana have, in fact, devoted more space to zinco work than they 
have in London. Specimens of their productions which have recently 
been shown are among the very best which have been produced in this 
country. 

(printing anb otijtt Companies. 

SUBJOINED we give particulars of fourteen companies 
registered since our last list was compiled, the total 

capital being ^399,295. This compares with fifteen com¬ 
panies and ,£1,182,000 capital at the same date last year, 
and brings the total so far recorded this year to 186 com¬ 
panies with ^£4,565,285 capital, compared with 128 com¬ 
panies ;£5,280,062 capital at the same date last year. 

Chadwick & Taylor, Limited.—Registered on the 22nd ult., 
with a capital of ^240,000, in ^10 shares, to takeover as a going con¬ 
cern the business of paper manufacturer, carried on by Mr. Thomas 
Chadwick, trading as Chadwick & Taylor, at the Ordsall Paper-mills, 
Salford, Lancashire. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are :—*Thomas Chadwick, paper manufacturer, Salford ; *S. 
Chadwick, cotton spinner, Victoria Mills, Ancoats, Manchester ; *Wm. 
Chadwick, cotton spinner, Arkwright Mills, Manchester; Miss S. 
Chadwick, Urmston ; Miss J. Chadwick, Urmston ; Miss E. Chadwick, 
Urmston ; MissR. Chadwick, Urmston ; *T, T. Chadwick, Urmston; 
*James Chadwick, paper manufacturer, Salford. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than six ; the first are 
the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Mr. Thomas Chadwick is 
appointed governing director for life, at a salary of £2,000 per annum, 
and will appoint the remuneration of the other directors. Qualifica¬ 
tion of ordinary directors, ten shares. Registered office, Ordsall Hall 
Paper-mills, Salford. 

Charles Dewynter, Limited.—Registered on the 27th ult., with 
a capital of .£45,045, in ^5 shares, 9 of which are founders’ shares, to 
take over the business of advertising agent and contractor, carried on 
at i- 32, Jermyn-street, under style of Charles Dewynter. 

jers are :— 
The sub- 

Founders. Ord. 
Shares. Shares. 

#C. Dewynter, 132, Jermyn-street ... 5 4.964 
R. C. Green, Vestry Hall, Kensington 1 1,000 
J. T. Walford, Architect, Northfieet, Kent 1 1,000 
Mrs. H. Green, 31, Ilogarth-road, S.W. ... 1 1,000 
Miss C. Bond, 2, Blandford-place, N.W. ... 
T. W. Phillips, 17, Duke-street, Man- 

1 1,000 

chester-square — 18 
*A. Dewynter, 23, Haymarket — 18 

The number of directors is not to be less than three nor more than 
six ; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and Ivon 
Dewynter. Registered by Mr. R. C. Green, as above. 

Woodrow, Hooper & Company, Limited.—Registered by A. 
Hammond, 25, Bedford-row, W.C., with a capital of ^40,000, in 
800 8 per cent, cumulative preference shares and 3,200 ordinary 
shares of £10 each. Object, to carry on the business of English, 
foreign and colonial merchants and wholesale stationers and printers, to 
acquire the businesses of William Blackford Woodrow and Thurston 
Ilamar, of London and the city of Mexico, and also the business of 
Charles Hooper, in the City of London, and with that object to carry 
into effect an agreement, made October 3, between William Blackford 
Woodrow of the first part, Thurston Hamar of the second, Charles 
Hooper of the third, Hugh Haswell Shanks of the fourth, and John 
E. Denney of the fifth part. The first subscribers, who have each taken 
one share, are :—W. B. Woodrow, Billiter House, E.C. ; C. Hooper, 
The Gables, Lee ; II. S. M. Woodrow, St. Helen’s-place, E.C. ; H. 
R. B. Lilley, Aylesbury-villas, Rosendale-road, Dulwich ; A. J. 
Mitchell, 4, St. Stephen’s-villas, Norwood ; A, Harris, 66, Josephine- 
avenue, Brixton-liill ; H. J. N. Abel, 44, Stanley-road, Ball’s-pond- 
road, N. The first directors are W. B. Woodrow, Charles Hooper 
and Thurston Hamar, and a chairman to be appointed. Qualification, 
100 shares. Remuneration, £2,000, divisible. The remuneration of 
the chairman shall be ,£500. 

Heywood & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 25th ult., 
with a capital of £20,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the businesses of 
newspaper proprietors and public journalists, carried on by th'e follow¬ 
ing companies :—Heywood & Co., Limited, and the Textile Publish¬ 
ing Co., Limited, together with the copyrights owned by them of 
certain publications known respectively as the Dyer, Calico Printer, 
Bleacher, Finisher and Textile Review, and the Textile World. The 
first subscribers, who have each taken one share, are:—Dawson 
Rogers, clerk, Rose-villa, Hendon-lane, Finchley; W. Judd, printer, 
Fern-bank, Lordship-lane; F. W. Grant, journalist, London Press 
Club, Ludgate-circus ; *T. J. Smith, advertising agent, 428, New- 
cross-road ; J. Hunt, paper merchant, 222, Upper Thames-street ; C. 
A. Playford, clerk, 23, Richmond-terrace, Clapham-road ; *T. Hey¬ 
wood, journalist, Sidcup. There is not to be less than three, nor 
more than five, directors; the first are W, A. Judd, of Stiidley, New 
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Barnet, and the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, 
£1,000 in shares or stock. T. Heywood is appointed managing 
director, with a remuneration of £350 per annum. The above directors 
are appointed for life, and will be entitled to an equal share of one- 
half of the net profits beyond such sum as shall be equivalent to fifteen 
per cent, divided on the paid-up capital. Any director otherwise ap¬ 
pointed will be entitled to such remuneration as the company in 
general meeting may determine. 

“ Cambrian ” Newspaper Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 16th ult., with a capital of ,£12,500, in £10 shares, to carry on in 
Swansea the business of newspaper proprietors, printers, and 
publishers. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
Thos. Freeman, manager of tin-plate and spelter works, Brynhyfryd, 
Swansea; *C. L. Bath, manager of copper works, Brynymor, Swan¬ 
sea ; J. Cody, bank director, The Rhyddings, Swansea ; L. Tulloch, 
shipowner, Gloucester-place, Swansea ; *S. C. Gamwell, journalist, 
15, Russell-street, Swansea; Wm. Cox, solicitor, Adelaide-chambers, 
Swansea ; *J. Roberts, M.E., Cambrian-place, Swansea. The num¬ 
ber of directors is not to be less than five; the first are Wm. Williams, 
and the subscribers denoted by an asterisk; qualification, fifty 
ordinary shares. The company in general meeting will determine re¬ 
muneration. Solicitor, Mr. W. Cox, Swansea. 

Caxton Printing and Publishing Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 9th ult., with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, 
to acquire and carry on the Financial World newspaper. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are :—John Platts, reporter, 
49, Iradescent-road, S.W. ; II. H. Lale, accountant, The Ferns, 
Beckenham; W. J. Newbert, cashier, 43, Portman-place, Globe- 
road, E.; E. J. Watson, solicitor, Long Buckley, Rugby ; H. W. 
Easun, shorthand writer, 89, Mercers’-road, Tufnell-park; J. J. 
Hollis, pewterer, 24, Harwar-street, Hackney-road; G. W. Brewer, 
121, Gladstone-buildings, Finsbury, E.C. Most of the regulations of 
table A apply. Solicitors, Messrs. Nicholson & Co., 24, Coleman- 
street. 

“ Colliery Guardian ” Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 10th ult., with a capital of £8,000, in £10 shares, to print and 
publish the Colliery Guardian newspaper. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—#John Knowles, colliery proprietor, 
Pendlebury, Lancashire ; #A. Hewlett, Haseley Manor, Warwick ; 
A. Burrows, colliery proprietor, Atherton, near Manchester ; W. 
Scott Barrett, colliery proprietor, Liverpool ; P. Fletcher, colliery 
proprietor, Atherton ; M. W. Peace, Wigan ; J. Knowles, colliery 
manager, Ince, Wigan. The number of directors is not to be less 
than two, nor more than four ; the first being the subscribers denoted 
by an asterisk, who are entitled to hold office so long as they may 
respectively hold £300 of capital; qualification for other directors, 
£40 in shares ; the company in general meeting will determine 
remuneration. Registered by Mr. C. Doubble, 14, Sergeant’s-inn, 
Fleet-street. 

Harris & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 2nd ult., 
with a capital of £5,000, in £5 shares, to trade as printers and 
stationers. The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are :— 
H. A. Rogers, stationer, 17, Kenmare-road, Liverpool; H. Wigton, 
printer, 85, Lombard-street, Liverpool ; T. Frunery, commercial 
traveller, 45, Greenside-street, Liverpool; J. Croft, book-keeper, 39, 
Smollett-street, Liverpool; P. J. Shelley, bookkeeper, 1, Bremner- 
street, Liverpool; S. Foster, bookbinder, 1, Glenvale-street, Liver¬ 
pool; A. Sweeney, commercial traveller, Litherland, Liverpool. 
Registered without special articles. Registered office, 5, Fen wick- 
street, Liverpool. 

R. B. Earp & Sons, Limited.—Registered on the 4th ult., with 
a capital of £5,000 in £5 shares, whereof 400 are £6 per cent, 
cumulative preference shares, to purchase the business of Robert 
Burrill Earp, of Friar-lane, Nottingham, stationer, printer, book¬ 
binder, &c. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
R. B. Earp, Nottingham ; *0. W. Thompson, tobacco manufacturer, 
Nottingham; *F. R. Radford, lace manufacturer, Nottingham; 
F, W. Earp, printer, Nottingham ; H. Bradley, Nottingham ; Mrs. 
A. W. Hill, Nottingham ; *R. S. Earp, printer, Nottingham. The 
subscribers denoted by an asterisk are the first directors. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Martin & Sons, Nottingham. 

Thomas Brakell, Limited.—Registered on the 17th ult., with a 
capital of £5,000, in £5 shares, to trade as printers, stationers, book¬ 
binders, lithographers, and advertising agents. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are :—*J. H. Goodyear, shipowner, 31, 
Tames-street, Liverpool; W. Leach Jackson, C. A., North John-street, 
Liverpool; *H. E. Brakell, printer, 58, Dale-street, Liverpool; *T. 
Wilding, Edge-hill, Liverpool; R. Ibbetson Powell, 24, Shal-road, 
Liverpool; C. J. Brakell, 23, Richmond-terrace, Liverpool; S. S. 
Jerrett, shipowner, 31, James-street, Liverpool. The subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk are the first directors ; remuneration, until the 
first annual general meeting in 1891, £20 each, subsequently such 
amount as may be determined at the annual general meeting. Regis¬ 
tered office, 58, Dale-street, Liverpool. 

Newport and Monmouthshire Bill-Posting Company, 
Limited.—Registered on the 18th ult., with a capital of £4,000, in 
£1 shares, to trade as bill-posters and advertisers. There are sixteen 
subscribers, who take amongst them 890 shares. The directors are 
Wm. Mullock, A. Newland, F. Pring, D. C. Humphreys, J. Moxon, 
and T. Parry, all of Newport. Solicitor, Mr. John Moxon, Newport, 
Mon. 

Gorton, Openshaw, and East Manchester Billposting 
Company, Limited.—Registered on the 30th ult., with a capital of 
£2,500, in £5 shares, to carry on business as billposters and adver¬ 
tising agents. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
J. Potts, agent, Denton, Lancashire; G. Thompson, clerk, Hyde, 
Cheshire; T. Fowden, undertaker, Hyde, Cheshire; R. Youde, 
billposter, Hyde, Cheshire ; J. J. R. Leech, Romley, Cheshire ; W. C. 
Adams, clerk, Hyde, Cheshire ; S. Taylor, billposter, Hyde, Cheshire. 
Registered without special articles. Registered office, 193, Ashton 
Old-road, Openshaw, near Manchester. 

News Agency, Limited.—Registered on the 23rd ult, with a 
capital of £2,000, in £5 shares, to collect and supply news to London 
provincial newspapers, clubs and others. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—J. M. Watson, 3, Iddesleigh-mansion, 
Westminster; C. Mellor, journalist, 41, Wigmore-street ; H. W. 
Baigent, 109, Albany-road, Camberwell; T. Barnett, accountant, 
I, Hamilton-place, Fulham; J. Othen, 43, Brunswick-terrace, S.E.; 
C. Fendall, 66, Arthur-street, Fulham; M. Harris, clerk, 11, 
Clement’s-inn. Registered without special articles. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Hughes & Hughes, 11, Clement’s-inn. 

“Christian Citizen” Publishing Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 2nd ult., with a capital of £250, in 10s. shares, to 
publish magazines, &c., in the interest of Evangelical Free Church 
principles. Registered office, Selborne House, 479, Commercial- 
road, Landport, Hants. 

The directors of Crescens Robinson & Company, Limited, 
have declared a half-yearly interim dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, 
per annum. 

-♦-♦-♦- 

©fitfuarj). 

Burton.—One of the greatest of African travellers and an Oriental 
scholar of repute has passed away in the person of Sir Richard F. 
Burton. The deceased, who was the son of Colonel Burton, of the 
36th Regiment, was born on March 19, 1821, at Barham Plouse, in 
Hertfordshire. His youth was devoted to travel rather than to study, 
and in 1842 he entered the service of the East India Company. In 
India he travelled much, but it was not till 1852, when he visited 
Mecca, disguised as a pilgrim, that the world heard of him as one of 
the boldest travellers of modern times. In 1855 he visited Harar, 
and in 1858, in company with Speke, he discovered Lake Tanganyika. 
In i860 he paid a visit to the “ City of the Sainls” ; the years 1861-4 
he spent in Western Africa ; in 1865-70 he explored the Brazilian 
Highlands and Paraguay. When he resided at Damascus, in 1869-70, 
he spent his vacations in “ unexplored Syria.” During a holiday in 
1872 he visited Iceland. In 1876 and again in 1879-80 he carried on 
an explorer’s work in “the Land of Midian,” and in 1882 he accom¬ 
panied Cameron “ to the Gold Coast for gold.” Burton was a 
voluminous author, his most important work being “ The Lake 
Regions of Equatorial Africa.” Besides his works of travel, he has 
written grammars of several Oriental languages, and books on folk¬ 
lore. He has likewise translated the works of Camoens into English, 
and published a literal version of “ The Arabian Nights.” Since 1872, 
Sir Richard Burton had been Consul at Trieste. 

Darkin.—Recently, quite suddenly, at South Croydon, Mr. Walter 
Darkin, C.C., aged 38. The deceased was the proprietor of Bell's 
Weekly Messenger, the Mark Lane Express, and Farm, Field, and 
Fireside. 

Gay.—Mr. Drew Gay, whose career as a journalist commenced 
some twenty years ago, when he was engaged on the staff of the Daily 
Telegraph, died recently. He went out as special correspondent for 
that journal during the Russo-Turkish War, and was present at Plevna 
and other great battles. For his services with the Turkish Army he 
was decorated by the Sultan. Mr. Drew Gay afterwards went to 
America, and spent some years in the Far West. On his return he 
joined the staff of the Echo, and contributed the brilliant series of 
“ Touch and Go Papers,” in which he drew freely upon the recollec¬ 
tions of a most adventurous and busy life. Mr. Gay was originally 
intended for the medical profession, but the sight of human suffering 
was too painful to him. 

Jarrold.—On October 25, at Lowestoft, after a protracted and 
painful illness, in the forty-third year of his age, Mr. Samuel John 
James Jarrold, son of the late Mr. Samuel Jarrold, and a member of 
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the firm of Jarrold & Sons, of London, Norwich, Yarmouth, and 
Cromer. 

Pebody.—Mr. Charles Pebody, editor of the Yorkshire Post, died 
on the 30th ult., in his fifty-first year. Mr. Pebody had been ill for 
about two months. He was a vigorous writer, and one of the best- 
known of provincial journalists. When taken ill Mr. Pebody was 
making arrangements for starting the Yorkshire Evening Post. 

Williamson.—The death is announced of Mr. Williamson, 
formerly one of the sub-editors of the Star. The deceased came from 
a Brighton paper to our London contemporary, which in its obituary 
notice of Mr. Williamson, says he at once made his mark in it by his 
bright touch, his sharp wit, and his capacity for bringing out points 
with clearness and force. He was an untiring worker, and his early 
death, which cut short a life of much promise, has deeply saddened his 
old colleagues. Pie has left a young wife, who, like her husband, is 
a brilliant and capable journalist, and has done excellent service for 
the Pall Mall Gazette and the Star. 

■-♦-♦-- 

jkffm (pafenft 
The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 

was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—September, 1890. 
15.391. —H, J. Allison. A communication from A. Sauvee, of 

France. Improvements in the production of stereotype plates. 
29. 

15,425.—I. Fuchs. Improvements in type cases. 30. 
15,432.—J. Box, Dorking. Improvements in paper-making. 30. 
15,447.—J. Derriey, London. Improvements in letterpress, rotary, 

printing, and folding machines. 30. 
15,466.—A. Carlaw, Glasgow. Improvements in and relating to 

printing machinery. 30. 
October. 

15,722.—G. E. Chapman, London. An improved segment or colour 
division-piece for use on colour printing machines and blocking 
presses. 4. 

15,752.—G. F. Redfern. A communication from E. Koepsel and 
E. Wentscher, of Germany. Improvements in or connected with 
printing machinery. 4. 

1 S>799-—J- G. Retaux and J. A. Medawar, London. Improvements 
in apparatus for distributing or composing type. 6. 

15,801.—J. Jackson, London. Improvements in type-writers. 6. 
16,012.—J. Michaud, London. Improvements in rotary printing 

machines. 9. 
16,051.—P. P. Craven, London. Improved machinery for casting or 

founding lines of type for typographic printing. 9. 
16,056.—S. W. Marvin, C. S. Marvin, and W. Burnett, London. 

A paper-dust collector for printing presses. 9. 
16,091.—W. L. Hutton, Liverpool. Improvements in or appertaining 

to apparatus adaptable to web printing-machines, whereby webs 
of wrapping, toilet, or other papers, after being printed, may be 
automatically re-rolled. 10. 

16,098.—L. Benoit, Barmen, Germany. A new method for trans¬ 
ferring drawings upon stone without using transferring-ink, and 
restoring the sensibility of the stone (regeneration) by "treatment 
with acid and alum without pumicating the drawing. 10. 

16,193.—A. J. Boult. A communication from E. O. Abbott, of 
United States. Improvements in cheque perforators. 11. 

16,287.—-T. Meredith, London. Improvements in apparatus for use 
in connection with type-writing machines. 13. 

16.391. -—G. Gillberg and J. A. Philp, London. Improvements in 
printing appliances. 15. 

*6,459-—A. W. P. Livesey, London. A new form of copyholder for 
type-writing machines, with alterations of and additions to type¬ 
writing machines in connection therewith. 16. 

16,521.—-W. P. Quentell and F. P. McColl, London. Improvement 
in type-writing machines. 17. 

16,658.—T. Reeves, London. A new or improved galley-receiver in 
printers’ composing-frames. 20. 

16,689.—H. H. Lake. A communication from W. G. Fuerth, of 
United States. An improved ink for printing and similar pur¬ 
poses. 20. 

16,720.—P. Jensen. A communication from D, W. Dodson. Im¬ 
provements in and relating to type-writing machines. 21. 

16,742. C. II. Gordon, London. Improvements in the method of 
producing lithographic stippling. 21. 

!6,795-—C. H. Bellamy, London. Improvements in machines for 
imparting to paper and other sheet material a variegated or marble¬ 
like appearance. 21. 

*6,855.—I- F. Roberts, London. Improvements in transfer-surfaces 
employed in lithography or like printing-process. 22. 

16,877.—O. F. Westrup, Liverpool. Improvements in devices for 
binding periodicals, newspapers, pamphlets, printed or manuscript 
music, or other papers. 22. 

16,949.—A. G. Jeans and J. Gregson, Liverpool. Improvements in 
apparatus for printing where movable types have to be used with 
stereotype plates of cylindrical contour. 23. 

I7>°73-—J- Taylor, Birmingham. Improvements in or additions to 
pictorial representations, and in appliances to be used, in part, in 
their production. 25. 

17,141.—W. T. Rogers, London. An improvement in threading or 
stringing newspaper, pamphlet, periodical, and canvasser’s cases 
of any sort or description. 27. 

17,382.—J. Michaud, London. Improvements in the method of, and 
apparatus for the production of plates for colour-printing, 30. 

17,384.—II. Shilton and II. May, London. Improvementsingripping 
and feeding mechanism for bronzing - printing, and similar 
machines. 30. 

17,467.—J. Hope, junr., London. Improvements in machines for 
ruling steel and lithographic plates. 31. 

November. 
17,543.—J. Elliott and R. Elliott, London. Improvements in or 

relating to printing-machines. 1. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 
1889. 

r3)399-—Lake. Numbering apparatus for bank note- 
paper, &c. ....... 1 id. 

14,826.—Charles. Embossing and printing... 8d. 
15,224.—-Panter. Printing-machines.  6d. 
17,402.—Brooks. Type-writers .   8d. 
i7j635-—Macphail and Cahill. Lithographic printing . 8d. 
18,137.—Edwards. Printing presses .. 8d. 
18,490. — Sauvee. Matrice for casting printing plates. 46. 
10.635. —Foley. Printing devices . 8d. 
19,860.— Gill and Bradley. Paper-cutting-machines .. nd. 

1890. 
8,093.—Odell. Type-distributing apparatus .. lid. 

10,521.—Lake. Printing-machines ..  lid. 
11,168.—Holt. Printing, &c.... 4d. 
12,149.—Hawkes and Kimball. Colour ticket-printing 

machines.      8d. 
12,242.—I.ehnert. Printing presses ... 6d. 
12.636. —Newton. Colour printing .. 8d. 
13,419.—Thompson. Bending flat electro-type plates . 8d. 
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Copies of (§t (Blonff). 

E beg to again call the attention of 

our subscribers and readers to 

the prospectus of “ The Litho¬ 

grapher,’’ Limited, issued in 

last number, and repeated in 

the present issue. The response 

so far, although gratifying, is 

not as large as we could wish, 

and indeed expected. We would 

earnestly ask all those who are 

interested in the artistic progress 

of the lithographic trade to 

support the effort to improve and develop this journal. If 

each member of the trade will subscribe for one share 

only the object will be more than accomplished, and that 

small sum is surely worth expending for so worthy a 

purpose. Will each reader of these lines at once fill up 

an application form and send it to the secretary with re¬ 

mittance ? Do not delay, or you may forget it, and the sooner 

our list is complete the sooner we can get to work. The 

Printing Times and Lithographer has done good service 

to the trade in the past and it deserves your support; and, if 

this scheme be properly supported, it will do still better in the 

future. 
•5* + + 

As it has been found impossible to arrange for the improved 

series of the Printing Times and Lithographer to com¬ 

mence with the January issue, we shall let the present volume 

continue for a few months, probably till March. The title page 

and index will therefore not be prepared until the volume closes, 

of which due notice will be given. Subscriptions will be pay¬ 

able as usual, and credit will be given for the unexpired portion 

when the new series is begun. As soon as the necessary 

capital is subscribed we shall lose no time in organising the 

new issue. We therefore desire to impress upon all intending 

shareholders to send their applications in at once. 

As will be seen from our advertising columns, the very 

valuable invention of Messrs. Cleathero & Nichols for auto¬ 

matic feeding is being sold to a company. This company is 

under good auspices, and we have no doubt the necessary 

capital will be forthcoming, and that a great future is before 

the machine and the company. 

4. 4. 4. 

Last month there was successfully inaugurated an associa¬ 

tion which is likely to be of the greatest benefit to the printing 

and allied trades. We refer to the Printing and Allied Trades 

Association, which was formed at an influential representative 

meeting held at the Salisbury Hotel on Wednesday, November 

12. The association is intended to embrace the whole of the 

United Kingdom, and to work for the benefit of the trades in¬ 

terested in whatever matters may be found desirable, especially 

the watching legislation, suggesting more practical scheduling 

for printing and stationery contracts, and discussing copyright, 

labour, and cognate questions. The committee represents 

London and the provinces in various branches, the smaller 

houses having been considered as well as the large ones, and 

is such as to command confidence. A very large number of 

firms have joined the association, and the membership is in¬ 

creasing daily. The secretary is Mr. H. Vane Stow, and the 

temporary offices at 20, Bucklersbury, E.C. 

4. 4. 4. 

One of the first matters claiming the attention of the asso¬ 

ciation, after the adoption of rules, etc., was the memorial of 

the London Society of Compositors to the employers of the 

printing trade of the metropolis demanding an increase of 

wages. A largely-attended meeting was held at Anderton’s 

Hotel on Monday, the 8th inst., to consider the memorial, and 

to appoint a committee to deal with the matter. After con¬ 

siderable discussion, it was resolved “ That the question (of the 

wages and scale) be delegated to a special committee, consist¬ 

ing of the executive committee, with such additions as seem 

desirable to this meeting.” And “That the powers of the 

special committee shall coincide with those of the men’s com¬ 

mittee.” The following additional names were added to the 

committee already elected Mr. Catling, Mr. Rider, senr,, 
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Mr. Kemshead, Mr. Berridge, Mr. Lake (Messrs. Gilbert & 
Rivington), and Mr. Edgar Straker. The chairman congratu¬ 
lated the meeting on its unanimity, and said the scale would 
be submitted to them, and he asked that any suggestions should 
be sent to the committee without delay. They could rely upon 
their doing their best to bring this matter to a satisfactory and 
quick settlement. 

* + * 

The Committee of the London Society of Compositors, in 
accordance with the power given them by a ballot of the trade 
in February last, have determined that it is advisable the 
subscription should be temporarily doubled in order to be the 
better able to meet any demands which may be made upon the 
society’s funds. They have therefore resolved that all members 
employed at the business, and at present paying 8d. per week, 
shall pay is. qd. per week, until further notice ; and that such 
increased subscription shall be paid for the week ending 
Saturday, December 6, and subsequent weeks. 

•t* + + 

The fourth International Printers, Stationers, Paper-makers, 
and Kindred Trades’ Exhibition and Market is definitely fixed 
to take place at the Agricultural Hall, from March 16 to 28, 
1891. Space is being well taken up, and there is every pro¬ 
mise of a good representative show. We hope the trade will 
do all in their power to make the exhibition a success, and 
worthy of the important industries represented. 

•fr + + 

IT is one of the signs of the present age, says a contemporary, 
that people do not care to read that which compels them to 
think over much. In fact, the less the calls upon their mental 
faculties, the better they like it. There is doubtless a reason 
for this predilection, and probably we may discover it in the 
ever-growing demands of daily business-life. We are com¬ 
pelled to think so much in connection with our industries or 
occupations, that what we do after business hours must only be 
amusing, and not too engrossing even in that direction. This 
will account for the number of serials in our midst that simply 
supply us with humorous paragraphs, or very short accounts of 
something strange and wonderful. Scraps, bits, morsels, etc., 
you may call them ; and as it is manifestly bad for the body to 
be ever living on such trifles, you may be certain that the mind 
is no better fed similarly. You can take them up for five 
minutes, and get a laugh out of each sentence. But how this 
kind of serial literature is going to feed us for ever, we are at a 
loss to understand. The pennyworths or ha’porths go on in¬ 
creasing, while the funny pars, are decreasing, and must get 
fewer, except you invent them on the way. 

+ q* + 

Take as another kind, sporting literature, if we may so mis¬ 
use the term. There is nothing to think of in this direction, 
except that the horse you have backed must be sure to win, 
because such and such a tipster says so. Here you have a 
strong disinclination to earn money by work—in alliance with 
a great distaste for mental labour. If this love of mental sloth, 
and of obtaining money otherwise than by work, be character¬ 
istic of thousands of our people just now, there, must be some¬ 
thing wrong in the age we live in. Those funny or sensational 
little paragraphs that used to fill up the corners of our serials, 
after the close of an important article or paper, will not im¬ 
prove the mind, so that the reader shall grow up more and more 
fitted to take his part in the social position in which he finds 
himself placed by birth, or other accident (speaking humanly), 
nor will his mental perceptions grow thereby till he become 
nearer and nearer to that dream of holy beauty, the perfect 
man ; nor will they at all fit him to take his part in the drama 
of life, or to fill any noble and responsible position. They may 
do very well as a tasty dessert after a hearty meal, but 
the nation’s men and women cannot thrive on them. They 
will not instruct, because there is nothing in them generally of 
a serious character. They are too often simply frivolous—fit 
for the merry moment only. The Press has much to answer 
for in this direction, for it panders where it should lead ; it too 
often works simply for gain, and so lowers and impoverishes 
its mission. Indeed, we much doubt if, in the interests of our 
common country, these journals that tempt to pure gambling, 

of any kind, by any means—(and this is too often the outcome 
of what is called sporting)—should be allowed to go further in 
this direction. There is no need to gag mere amusing, chatty, 
scrappy publications, such as those referred to ; they may do 
good in their way, and probably will .have, ere long, to enter, 
little by little, on the well-worn paths of more useful literature 
from the very dearth and sameness of the old pabulum. The 
love of personal enjoyment, and of wealth as the means, and 
the growing forgetfulness of all high purpose in life, or of 
responsibility as accountable beings, have led probably to this 
“ something wrong in the age we live in.” 

+ ♦ ♦ 

In an article on the “Educating Power of Books,’’ a writer 
in the Spectator asks : Do they strengthen men's insight into 
life and their power of acting wisely in life, or do they spread a 
bewildering haze over life, and attenuate men s power of acting 
wisely in it? If they do the former, they educate ; if they do 
the latter, they paralyse. After all, millions of men have 
become true men, without the aid of books, and millions will 
become true men, for years, and perhaps centuries to come, 
without the aid of books. But books alone will never educate 
men whom they do not teach how to live. It is life that 
educates. And it is only those books which help us to live 
truly which educate in the same sense. There are too many 
books which teach us to live falsely, to live in a half-and-half 
fashion, which teach us to question without helping us to 
answer our questions, to wish without obtaining, to hunger for 
that which is not bread, and thirst for that which satisfieth not. 
Such books do not educate, they deteriorate the mind ; and of 
such books there are probably many more than of those which 
raise it. 

+ <• 

Mr. John Lash Latey, who has just retired from the 
editorship of the Illustrated London News, is a Devonshire 
man. In early life he chose a literary career, although he had 
strong inducement to join the Church, his uncle, the Rev. John 
Latey, being Canon of Bristol Cathedral. Mr. Latey was 
concerned in the production of the first number of the paper to 
which he has been so long attached, and he has contributed a 
great many poems to its Christmas numbers. By the late Mr. 
Herbert Ingram he was promoted to the editorship in 1858, 
and he retires from this post, which he has so honourably 
filled, with the best wishes of his friends and colleagues. His 
son, Mr. John Latey, jun., is the editor of the Penny Illustrated 
Paper. 

4* + 

A largely attended meeting of representatives of the 
various trades interested was held at the offices of the London 
Chamber of Commerce on the 1 ithinst.,Mr. R. K. Causton, M.P., 
presiding, to consider what action should be taken in connec¬ 
tion with the American Copyright Bill. After discussion, in 
which Messrs. Edwin Ashdown, James Bowden (Ward, Lock 
& Co.), W. C. Knight Clowes (Wm. Clowes & Sons, Limited), 
C. J. Drummond (Secretary, London Society of Compositors), 
R. W. Routledge (Geo. Routledge & Sons, Limited), A. C. 
Trench (Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.), and others took part, it 
was unanimously agreed that a committee, I'epresentative of all 
interests concerned, be appointed to consider the whole ques¬ 
tion, and report to a future meeting as to what steps they would 
propose should be taken. It was also suggested that the 
London Chamber should communicate again with the Board of 
Trade on the subject. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

Considerable reductions are shown by the Board of Trade 
returns for November ; books being the only item that shows 
an increase. The increase in export of books is 800 cwt. and 
£6,000 for the month, making the increase for the eleven 
months £7,000 cwt. and ,£29,600. Stationery is less by 
£14,500 for the month, and £5,500 for the eleven months. 
Paper shows a falling off of 14,000 cwt. and £31,700 for the 
month, and 6,000 cwt. and £58,000 for the eleven months. 
For the first time for many months import of foreign paper 
shows a decrease; being 14,200 cwt. less in quantity and 
£10,400 in value for the month. This still leaves the eleven 
months with a large balance to the good, viz., 198,000 cwt. in 
quantity, and £97,300 in value. 
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Nov... 
99 . 
9 9 . 

Jan. to Nov, 
9 9 

Export of Printed Books. 

cwt. 
1890 ... ... 16,470 .. ... 136,332 
1889 ... ... 15,663 .. .... 129,994 
1888 ... .... 138,172 
1890 ... ... 147,644 .. .... 1,209,735 
1889 ... .... 140,630 .. .... 1,180,145 
1888 ... ... 131,706 .. .... IUS3.75I 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

Nov. 
99 . 

.... 1888 . 

£■ 
. 81,949 
. 96,444 
.. 00,^20 

Jan. to Nov. 
99 . .... 1889 . .884,415 
99 . .... 1888 . . 835,886 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the eleven months in each of the three years :— 

1890. 1889. 1888. 
£■ £. £. 

Germany .. . 74,293 ... 74,446 ... 63,874 
France . ... 35,785 ... 34,i68 
United States. . 75,554 ... 75,58i ... 69,006 
British East Indies . 108,691 ... 101,986 ... 104,242 
Australasia. . 150,028 - I7L343 ... 192,346 
British North America... 29,729 - 31,107 ... 37,942 
Other countries. . 412,353 ... 394,167 ... 334,308 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. 
Nov.. 1890 ...... 78,440 .... .. 132,326 

99 . 1889 . 92,389 •••• 
1888 . 112,087 ••.. . 182,123 

Jan. to Nov. 1890 . 890,436 .... • • L547,67i 
99 . 1889 . 896,454 •••■ 
99 . 1888 .1 ,003,077 .... .. 1,709,666 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

Nov. 
99 . 
99 . 

Jan. to Nov. 
99 

99 

cwt. £■ 
1890 .. .... 149,651 
1889 .. ... 160,035 
1888 .. .... 151,576 .. .... 137,670 
1890 .. ....2,030,644 .. ... 1,699,436 
1889 .. 
1888 .. .... 1,647,704 .. ....1,516,505 

£rat>e (Jloficee. 

Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.’s Coloured Poster Inks.— 

Some time since we called attention to the very fine series of 
coloured poster inks being introduced by Messrs. Parsons, 
Fletcher, & Co., and we thought it was impossible to produce 
anything better or more striking. But we were wrong. Like 
Alexander, wanting more worlds to conquer, they look around 
for fresh developments, but unlike him, they do not sit down 
and weep, but are up and doing, and the result is apparent 
in a new specimen-book they have just issued. They claim, and 
we think justly, that this shows the most complete assortment 
of colours in poster inks ever issued by any firm of ink makers. 
The series of reds is very fine, and the blues perhaps finer still, 
including as they do, two entirely new shades, Neapolitan and 
Sicilian, which, we think, will prove very popular. The bright 
greens, including a beautiful olive green, the artistic browns, 
purples, violets, a lovely citrine and terra-cotta, are a few of 
the many colours that can be mentioned and recommended to 
the notice of all printers (and their number is legion) who are 
desirous of producing the very best effects in posters or large 
work. Our friends should lose no time in getting one of 
these specimen-books. We may also mention that Messrs. 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have just issued a new and most 
artistic price list of their letterpress and lithographic inks. 

Early on the morning of the 21st ult., the premises of Messrs. 
Stephens and Eyre, wholesale stationers and printers, Narrow Wine- 
street, Bristol, were burnt down. The firm employed more than 100 
hands, who will be thrown out of employment, and the pecuniary loss 
is considerable. 

By our Special Correspondent. 

THE chief topic with us for some time past, and which still 
maintains its position in our thoughts, is the labour 

trouble, which, no doubt, you have had kept in front of you 
through your daily press. Printers are interested in it in New 
Zealand, to the extent that we are all paying a levy of 2s. 6d. 
per week, which is to be increased to 10 per cent, of earnings 
over £ 1 per week. 

Since its secession from the New Zealand Typographical 
Association, the Auckland Typographical Association has been 
introducing some reforms, one of the first of which dealt 
with the candidature of women for membership, the society 
wishing to federate with the Australasian Typographical Union, 
whose rules do not recognise women as members. In order 
that no hardship might be entailed on those females employed 
as compositors in Auckland, the society resolved that the ser¬ 
vices may be retained of all journey-women now working at the 
trade, and of all legally indentured female apprentices on the 
completion of their terms of apprenticeship, provided their 
remuneration shall be at the rate of not less than £2 10s. per 
week of forty-eight hours. All female apprentices not inden¬ 
tured prior to September 1 will not be recognised in this 
resolution. 

Having decided upon this course, they ordered the Observer 
and Freelance proprietors to dismiss the female compositors or 
pay them £2 10s. per week. Messrs. Kelly & Baulf have refused, 
and print a defiance of the Printers’ Union, and a defence of 
female labour. They say the girls in dispute have been only 
three years at the trade, but are not indentured. The 
Unionists say as they are able to compete with men they must 
be paid full wages ; failing compliance, a strike is threatened 
on October 1. The proprietors of the Observer say that the 
Unionists’ demand would involve a loss of ^400 yearly, and the 
only alternatives are to close the business or fight the Union. 
They have chosen the latter. 

Another attempt at boycotting the Christchurch Press on the 
part of some of the labour party took place on September 18. 
The wharf labourers of Lyttelton are greatly incensed with the 
Press newspaper for the line it has taken up over the labour 
trouble, and excluded its representative from their meeting, 
which was held in the Lyttelton Oddfellows’ Hall. The chair was 
taken by Mr. P. Brown, who, in his opening remarks, said that 
the question had been asked of him whether the Press reporters 
were to be allowed to be present. One member asked, “ Do 
you mean the Press reporter only ? ” The answer was “ Yes.” 
One member proposed that both reporters be admitted, which 
was not seconded. Mr. P. Brown said he could see in the day s 
paper that the Press was against them, and he was not ashamed 
to tell the Press that they were not with them. It was proposed 
and seconded “ That if Mr. Buchanan, the Press reporter, allow 
his report of the meeting to be looked into by the committee 
they would allow him to be present.” The motion was put and 
carried on the voices. The question was then put to the Press 
reporter, who declined to remain on the extraordinary condi¬ 
tion proposed. Mr. Brown then asked the Press reporter to 
retire. No objection to or question was raised in regard to the 
Lyttelton Times reporter at all. 

I have been permitted to copy the following extracts from a 
circular, which is at present in the hands of the different 
associations throughout our colony :— 

At a meeting held this day (August 18) of the committee 
appointed by the Master Printers’ Association of Christchurch, 
the following suggestions in the direction of federation were 

resolved on :— 
Name.—The name shall be “The Federated Master 

Printers’ Association of New Zealand.' 
Objects.—The objects of the association shall be— 

(a) To bind more closely the present Master Printers’ 
Association, and to form one united body for the 

colony. 
(b) To devise steps to prevent undue competition in the 

(c) To secure, as far as possible, uniformity of charges 
throughout the colony. 
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(d) To advise local Master Printers’ Associations, and to 
encourage their formation where not in existence. 

(e) To secure uniformity of rules of the ditferent asso¬ 
ciations. 

(/) To promote the general advancement and prosperity 
of the trade. 

MEMBERS.—The association in each provincial district shall 
be entitled to two representatives on the Council of the Fede¬ 
rated Association. 

The Council.—The Council, as above constituted, shall 
meet annually, at such time and place as shall be determined 
by resolution. 

Funds.—Funds shall be provided by a levy on the Master 
Printers’ Association. 

Powers.—The powers of the Council shall be as follows:— 

(а) To arbitrate, when necessary, between associations, or 
between members of associations. 

(б) To legislate for the trade, as a whole, on purely trade 
matters. 

(c) To fix minimum tariffs for work, to be applicable to 
the entire colony. 

(d) To make representations to Parliament and Govern¬ 
ment on trade matters. 

(e) To deal with and regulate matters re apprentices, 
wages, and similar questions. 

(/) To deal with large Government and other contracts. 
(»-) To call on members for mutual help in the interests 

of the trade generally. 
ill) To arrange for each association keeping up a regular 

correspondence with all others. 

Mr. W. P. Fisher has been re-elected secretary of the 
Executive Council, N. Z. T. A. 

The first report of the Executive Council of the New Zealand 
Typographical Association, under the new constitution, has 
just been issued. 

Wellington (N. Z.), Sept. 10, 1890. T. L. Mills. 

Christinas Cards. 

WE have only been favoured with a few specimens of cards 
and booklets this year ; consequently we cannot make 

our notice so complete as we should like to have done. We 
cannot understand the reason why some of the publishers omit 
to send samples for review, more especially when courteously 
asked to do so. Perhaps a notice earlier in the year would be 
more acceptable to them ; if so, we shall be pleased to devote 
space for such purpose if samples be forwarded in due course. 

As usual, Messrs. Raphael Tuck & Sons send a fine assort¬ 
ment of their beautiful productions. It is difficult to discrimi¬ 
nate where all are so uniformly good, and we may say at once 
that the excellent designs, beautiful lithography, careful 
printing and tasteful finish of all their goods, place them in 
the very foremost rank. The use of gold and silver on some of 
the cards has been made in a most effective manner. The 
private autograph cards are very elegant, and likely to be more 
popular than the severely plain cards introduced two or three 
years since. A card with a silver leaf and saucy little squirrel 
on a bough is very good. A card that will please the children 
is one representing an old mill and a gate with half-a-dozen 
buds perched thereon ; the whole is glittering with frost, and, 
by a simple contrivance, the gate moves forward as a window 
in the mill opens, disclosing to view a corn field with sheaves of 
golden grain. A very fine piece of work is an oblong card 
showing nine birds of gay plumage on a perch; the drawing 
and colouring are perfect. The art gem panels are good, and so 
are the dainty little calendars, especially the one consisting of 
twelve cards embellished with flowers, views and figures. Of 
booklets, we can only speak briefly. “ Scraps of Rhymes ” is 
very chaste, the illustrations by Helena Maguire and Jane 
Willis Grey being extremelynatural. “ Silver Chimes,’’ shaped 
like a bell, contains a number of pretty little views, flowers, etc. 
‘‘ How They Met’’ is a romance of a rustic seat, and is shaped 
like an old-fashioned bonnet, which the heroine wears, and 
which serves to hide her blushes and—his face as well. “The 
Song of the Shirt” is Hood’s famous poem illustrated by J. W. 

Grey, and shaped to represent a reel of cotton. One feature 
about the cards and booklets this year appears to be that of 
shaping, embossing, etc. It is a question how far this can be 
considered artistic, but one must not grumble at any device 
which gives what people are always demanding—novelty. 

Messrs. Von Portheim & Co. send a pretty collection of their 
cards which are very well produced. Chief among them we 
may mention a cluster of moss-roses ; a beautiful landscape 
with a stream, and rustic fence cut out and fastened on in front 
of the card ; a mass of thorns with a lovely lily springing from 
them, behind which may be discovered two little girls ; a group 
of choice flowers and feathery leaves ; and a sweet little fan 
with lovely roses, that would gladden the heart of a little dame 
having a fine baby in the shape of a doll to take care of. The 
execution of these cards is very good, the designs and drawing 
showing great care and skill. 

Messrs. L. Prang & Co., of Boston, U.S., send us through 
their sole agent, Mr. A. Ackerman, Regent-street, a large 
picture, “ Playing School,” after a painting by Miss Ida Waugh. 
As its name implies, it is a group of children of various ages 
upon a rustic seat being taught by a little girl in a pink dress. 
It is a very interesting picture and very well reproduced, one 
or two of the faces, however, being somewhat hard. “ Christmas 
Tide” is the title of a pretty little booklet written by E. Annie 
S. Page and illustrated by Lizbeth B. Humphrey, and produced 
in colours and monotint in very good style. “Twilight Fancies” 
is another booklet in monotint by Mrs. Lyman H. Weeks, which 
contains some very effective pictures. “ Christmas Morn,” by 
M. J. Jacques, illustrated by Lizbeth B. Humphrey, treats the 
wonderful old, yet ever new, story of the Nativity in a reverent 
and artistic manner. “ My Dolls” is a little book to please the 
children. Among the cards we may specially mention those 
of children, a little girl with a lapful of dolls, two little girls 
embracing, four little girls dancing in a ring, and a little girl 
with holly-berries. These are all well drawn and lithographed, 
and, of course, well printed, Messrs. Prang & Co. are to be 
congratulated on the high quality of their work. 

All the Christmas cards and, we believe, all the booklets in 
the market this year are of foreign production. It seems strange 
that English houses cannot compete for this class of work. 
Will not some enterprising firm take up the challenge, or is 
there a fear that the trade is cut too fine to allow of any profit 
commensurate with the outlay ? 

-__•-«» O Bo-»- 

International Copyright. 

THERE is no doubt that the United States Senate will pass 
the International Copyright Bill with the amendments 

introduced by the House of Representatives, and it is equally 
certain that President Harrison will sign the measure, so that 
justice is at last to be done in this matter. The law will not 
come into force until July 1st, 1891. 

The New York publishers are endeavouring to come to some 
agreement to meet so sudden a change in the situation of 
literary affairs. Mr. Scribner stated to an interviewer that 
there would be no revolution in the publishing business, and 
added: “The immediate effect of the law, assuming thatthe bill 
becomes law, will be the holding back of new works until such 
time as copyright can be had in Great Britain and the United 
States. I have personal knowledge of a number of important 
books which are being withheld for this reason. I do not expect to 
See any noticeable change in the price of books. The day of 15 
cent literature is practically over ; at least, publishers are find¬ 
ing out that it does not pay to produce books at such a price. 
I think we shall still have 25 cent and 50 cent novels. You 
must have noticed that the price of cheap books has steadily 
advanced during the last two or three years. This may be ex¬ 
plained on the ground of self-preservation. The publishers 
were not making anything out of the cheaper reprints, and there 
was no combination among them to raise the price. 

“ Another immediate effect of the new law will be the im¬ 
petus it will give to the printing business. There will be no 
more shell plates, as the bill provides that books published 
here must be put into type here. 

“ The most important operation of the bill will be among 
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authors both native and foreign. We shall have a better class 
of literary work, because the authors will be sure of higher 
remuneration, and will therefore devote more time and thought 
to their work. The American author will be on level terms 
with English writers, and there will be a greater incentive to 
do good work. The law will benefit us all, but its operation 
will only be gradual." 

Mr. Henry Harper said : “ One of the first things the new 
law will do will be to check or stop absolutely the importation 
of cheap reprints. This business was started and largely con¬ 
ducted by foreign houses having branches in America and 
Canada. For instance, they have been flooding the country 
with paper editions of standard works. A day or two ago I 
saw a copy of ' Ben Hur,‘ published in Canada, selling at 25c. 
We don't publish cheap copies of Wallace's book. The effect 
of this foreign system of reprint is easily apparent, yet we are 
helpless. The new bill is going to help the publisher by 
excluding these reprints. Authors will derive great benefit 
under the new law. For instance, take Black and Howells, 
who, we assume, were on equal terms at first. The country 
was flooded with cheap reprints of Black's works at 25c. and 
50c. a copy. On the other hand, we were obliged to maintain 
the price of Howells’ works at 1 dol. 50c. We control their 
publication, but have absolutely nothing to say about the 
publication of Black's works. Possibly readers regard Black's 
books as being as good as Howells’, and, therefore, in order to 
save 1 dol. 25c., will buy Black's and leave Howells’ alone, in 
which case Howells is the sufferer. It is our rule to remunerate 
authors on the royalty plan. I think that is now the custom of 
American publishers, so that the larger the sale the greater the 
remuneration." 

Mr. George Haven Putnam said : “ I can only guess the 
effect of the new law, but I believe I can guess it pretty closely. 
As regards authors, I do not think that they, either American 
or English, need look for a sudden great increase of their 
income. I am a little nervous about a possible inundation of 
the book market. Some time ago I abandoned the publication 
of American fiction, being driven thereto by the ruinous compe¬ 
tition of cheap reprints of foreign works. I think the bill will 
cause rapprochement between British and American publishers, 
redounding to the benefit of both. There will be planning 
among them for the control of the larger markets, which will 
help authors, publishers, and the reading public. The authors 
will receive higher remuneration and do better work, because 
they can devote more time to preparing their manuscript; 
publishers will sell 1,000 books where they now sell 100 : and 
the public will get those books at a reduced price. Publications 
of all kinds will be better executed. Nowadays most of the 
cheap work produced is only half done, and we are obliged to 
hurry the production in order to beat the pirates, who depend 
upon our judgment, and try to get on the market with 0111- 
wares before we are able to do so. The new law will stop this 
scrambling.’5 

Messrs. D. Appleton & Co. entertain the following views: 
“This bill provides that the existing law shall be extended to 
foreign authors on the following conditions : Works so copy¬ 
righted must be printed from type set here. This ensures a 
minimum of disturbance in the book-printing trade. Books 
for the American market must be published near it by those 
familiar with its needs and wide-spread demand for cheap 
editions. In the opinion of the London press even this pro¬ 
vision will make New York the publishing centre of the world, 
and will contribute to the growth of American literature, by 
enabling American authors to compete with cheap American 
books in the American cheap market, which has hitherto been 
reserved for foreign works paying nothing to their authors. 
The sale of foreign editions of plates or works so copyrighted 
will not be allowed. This is in accordance with the present 
copyright law. To omit it would be to take away with the left 
hand what has been given with the right. An exception will 
be made as regards the importation of foreign books in parcels 
of two copies for use and not for sale, with the permission of 
the owner of the American copyright. This clause will benefit 
colleges, libraries, and schools desiring special English editions, 
but the copyright tends to identify the editions. Books not 
copyrighted may be imported as formerly. Editors may import 
newspapers and periodicals for quotation, even when they 
contain copyrighted articles. The new law will, therefore, 
inflict no hardship on the press.” 

New Photo Printing Process. 

IN 1839, Daguerre published the first practical process ot 
taking pictures by the agency of light. In 1848 a formula 

for the preparation of collodion was published in the American 

Journal of Medical Science by the discoverer. From these 
two sources has grown the wonderful science of photography, 
which many believe is still in its youth. As a science its life 
has been short, but in marvels it has been exceeded by only 
one subject of study, and that is electricity, and with that it has 
joined forces in more than one field of useful endeavour. 

Undoubtedly there are in many houses cherished pictures, 
now dim and uncertain with age, whose subjects, if still living, 
could tell an amusing tale of the difficulties imposed by the 
Daguerreotype process ; but what a wonderful process it was 
thought to be ! And so it was, perhaps more wonderful than 
any of the results which have followed in its wake, just as any 
original theory is more startling than its natural developments, 
which unfold gradually into a well arranged train of sequences. 
So Daguerreotypes were followed by ambrotypes, and they in 
turn by photographs, and the process has been developed into 
the instantaneous, the focal ray, the flash light, and so on, until 
it would seem as though the time limit in securing negatives 
had been almost reached, were it not for the fact that prophecies 
are of no account in these days of marvels. 

In the printing of photographs from the negative perhaps 
less progress has been made than in taking pictures—sunshine 
still being the chief reliance of the fraternity. It is a branch 
of the art which cannot afford to lag, however, and will not be 
permitted to. Perhaps even now we are on the threshold of 
important improvements in this part of the process. Be this 
as it may, it was with no small degree of wonder that a repre¬ 
sentative stood in a little room lighted only by intermittent 
flashes from an incandescent ruby burner, and watched a small 
machine print from the negative at the rate of fifteen pictures 
per minute—one every four seconds—the machine working 
with the most beautiful precision and regularity. The process 
is that of rapid photo printing, recently perfected and intro¬ 
duced by the Donaldson Rapid Photo Printing Company, a 
process which is fully covered by letters patent both in the 
United States and in the principal countries of Europe. 

It is not intended to go into a detailed explanation of the 
process here, but to mention the salient points only. The 
paper used comes in rolls of about thirty yards. By a process 
known to the company alone it is coated in the piece, and 
thus converted into argentic or bromide, and alpha paper, the 
latter being the same as that used by photographers, only more 
sensitive. The same tones are produced on it as on albumen 
paper, while it works with the same rapidity as the argentic, 
and, it is claimed, with an accuracy which cannot be obtained 
with albumen paper. The paper is in three styles—thin, with 
a smooth surface ; thick, with a smooth surface ; and cream 
paper for ordinary artistic uses. After being coated it is kept 
secluded from the light until it is put to use, and then is exposed 
to red rays only. 

When wanted, the large rolls of paper are sawn into widths 
suited to the work in hand, and one of the short rolls is put 
into one end of the printing machine and is unwound and 
carried across the face of the negative, passing thence to a 
drum at the other end, the motion of which is regulated by a 
tension or time guide, so that each time an exposure is made 
the drum moves automatically and draws the exposed part of 
the paper from the negative on to a small roll. The printing 
is done by an alternating current of electricity, a Westinghouse 
machine being used to produce the light. The incandescent 
light striking upon the negative is so arranged to steady the 
power that the moment the white light is cut off it passes into 
the red bulbs, thereby giving a natural guarantee that the 
time of exposure to the light is absolutely the same for each 
picture. 

When the whole length is printed the roll is taken to the 
developing room, where it is attached to one end of a long 
series of drums and rollers. Unrolling automatically it passes 
through four sets of rollers submerged in the developing bath—- 
these rollers regulating the length of time the paper remains in 
the bath—from whence it is carried, by drums and rollers, 
through a succession of clean water baths to a set of rubber 
rollers, which squeeze it quite dry. As it passes up into these 

* 
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rubber rollers it is sprayed with a strong current of clear water 
having a downward pour, which cleans the surface of the print 
of every speck and particle before the paper passes between 
the rollers. 

After being thus pressed the printed strips are carried around 
a series of three rollers, the first of which is warm, the second 
hot, and the third very hot ; these rollers dry them thoroughly, 
after which they pass to a table and under a knife which cuts 
the pictures apart, leaving them in heaps ready for mounting 
upon cards, or if they are for book or periodical illustrations or 
catalogues they are at this stage ready for insertion in the 
books. 

The whole process seems very simple, and is certainly very 
rapid. In the printing alone fifteen per minute is the regular 
production, and they can be developed and finished up at 
nearly the same rate of speed. Ten thousand pictures can be 
printed in one day from any ordinary negative. In 1888, 
before the machine was fully perfected, 25,000 were printed from 
one negative for insertion in the British Journal of Photo¬ 
graphy. When it is remembered that under the most favour¬ 
able conditions a photographer cannot print more than two 
dozen pictures from one negative in a day, the wonderful 
rapidity with which the work can be done on this machine will 
be apparent. 

Another merit is the perfect uniformity of the pictures result¬ 
ing from the equal exposure secured bythemachine. None know 
better than photographers themselves how difficult it is to get 
two pictures printed precisely alike. The machine prints direct 
from the negative also, but has the advantage of giving each 
picture exactly the same exposure under exactly the same con¬ 
ditions ; and the result is perfect uniformity of details, whether 
the number printed is ten or 10,000. Then, too, the entire 
process is automatic from start to finish, so that deviation is 
out of the question, nor can stupidity bungle the work. 

The usefulness of this new process of photo-printing can 
hardly be gauged. For illustrating books, magazines, cata¬ 
logues ; for reproducing scenery, paintings, and other artistic 
delineations, where it is necessary to preserve the original 
tones and half tones in order to convey the proper 
impression ; in theatrical portraiture and for commercial 
work of all kinds, it promises to be a useful addition to the 
printing resources of the world ; while for ordinary photographic 
portraiture it has already proved a reliable and workable 
process, which will relieve the artist photographer of so much 
of the drudgery of his profession that he will have no further 
excuse for not perfecting himself in its higher walks.—American 
Stationer. 
-- 

Flake Printing. 

THIS process of printing, about thirty years ago, created a 
great sensation in the printing trade, both among letter- 

press, colour-printers, and lithographers. Wool dust, velvet 
dust, in combination with gold, silver, and metal leaves, as well 
as all kind of bronzes were used in addition to it, and it cannot 
be denied that wonderful effects were obtained. 

This method of printing was mostly applied to show and 
advertising cards. We remember some splendid work done at 
that time. For about ten or fifteen years its popularity was 
maintained, and then it seems to have become common. 
Paper-hangers and manufacturers took hold of it, and it soon 
passed out of fashion. At present, we notice a tendency 
towards reviving the process, with great improvements and 
wonderful results. It is hardly necessary to say that we are 
at present able to produce much better work than was then 
possible. 

As far as we know, there has never been any description given 
of this method of printing ; our younger lithographers and 
printers may not even know what it amounts to. We shall 
therefore present a short description for the interest of the 
trade. 

The process consists of dusting on to a printed surface not 
only all kinds of bronzes, velvet dust, wool dust, and powders 
and dry colours of high brilliancy, but we have seen advertising 
signs where all colours of isinglass and brocade bronzes have 
been used in addition, so that, indeed, very striking effects 
were obtained, which can hardly be equalled by any other 

method. The process is easy to work for any practical printer 
or lithographer. Wool dust is a fine powder of wool, and can 
be obtained of any colour desired ; velvet dust is a similar 
powder, half from wool or silk or all of silk. The colours are 
all very bright, and when used in addition to bronzes, frosting 
(isinglass), and the like, there are beautiful results obtained. 

For this kind of work, heavy, solid backgrounds are used to 
best advantage with spaced-out white designs or lettering ; 
common type and lettering can also be used in addition. Fine 
details and close, fine lines had best be left out. 

The most important thing in this process is the foundation 
colour ; we give a recipe which can be used both satisfactorily 
in lithographic as well as type-printing. 

Take equal parts of burned siena (terra-sienna) and of heavy 
white (white lead or zinc white, etc.), and grind this as fine as 
possible with No. 2 varnish in a condition as stiff as can be 
obtained, or as the colour grinder is able to accomplish. Then 
mix equal parts of Venetian turpentine and varnish No. 3. 
Now add from the latter varnish composition as much to the 
already ground ink as will put it in proper printing condition. 
In summer this will print satisfactorily, but on cold winter days 
some varnish No. o (nought) must be added to make it print 
smoothly; care should be taken not to add any more of the 
thin varnish No.'o than is absolutely requisite, otherwise the 
velvet powder or wool dust will not adhere nicely. 

It need not be said here that these dust colours and velvet 
powders are to be dusted on the same as in bronzing, and that 
several colours can be dusted on one and the same impression 
in one printing. The practical lithographer and printer knows 
this. Wherever “ frosting ” (powdered isinglass) has to be put 
under a velvet dust the superfluous dust must be removed first, 
and then the velvet powder on top of it will make the frosting 
appear through and give a beautiful effect. There are many 
ways of making the best use of this process in different appli¬ 
cations of colours and designs, and we think thq practical man 
will find hints enough. Amateurs had better not attempt the 
process.—Paper and Press. 

Coloured Engravings. 

IN the September issue of Le Livre Moderne there appears 
a specimen of copper engraving printed in three colours— 

yellow, blue, and red—and representing a figure of Punchi¬ 
nello. This was designed and engraved by Henri Gudrard. 
It somewhat resembles an aquarelle in effect, and furnishes 
the occasion for the following remarks upon the revival of 
polychrome copper-plate engraving by Octave Uzanne :— 

“It is a remarkable fact,” he says, “that attempts made 
during the past few years to print polychrome engravings by 
means of a series of plates, placed successively in register, 
have met with little success, while none of them have reached 
that degree of excellence attained by Debucourt and the 
famous English stipple-plate engravers in the last century. 
The cause of these shortcomings may well be examined with 
interest, as from its discovery may be found a way of enlighten¬ 
ing both the illustrators ready to engage in this complicated 
art-method, and the publishers of editions deluxe who, desirous 
of issuing works which may create a sensation, would like 
to have them ornamented with coloured illustrations, and 
are still at a loss to know just how this result is to be reached. 

“ Some six years ago I took the initiatory steps toward the 
revival of this forgotten method, upon the occasion of the 
publication of ‘Son Altesse la Femme.’ This first attempt, 
obtained through recourse to the heliographic process, is well 
worth the attention of bibliophiles, whose interest it should ex¬ 
cite, if only for curiosity’s sake, and for the very defects shown 
in the attempt. A year later, etcher Gaujean’s ‘ Fran£aise du 
Siecle,’ made in accordance with my suggestions, marked a 
very creditable advance in the revival of polychrome engraving. 
Since then the little plate ‘Aline, Reine de Golconde,’pub¬ 
lished under my direction, shows that a relative degree of 
perfection is attainable, and that, although there is ample room 
for improvement, it behoves all publishers of editions de luxe 
to excite emulation among artistic engravers, and to guide 
them to a method of interpretation which is likely to result in 
the production of many agreeable surprises for the lovers of 
fine-art engraving. 
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“ To J. Christopher Le Blon, a painter and engraver, who 
was a native of Frankfort-on-the-Main, and of whom too little 
mention is made nowadays, is due the credit of discovering the 
art of polychrome engraving. After many years’ residence in 
England he repaired to France about the year 1730, filled with 
the idea of publishing a work on ‘ The Art of Engraving and 
Printing Pictures,’ in conformity with principles which he had 
advocated in his book, ‘ II Coloritto,’in which he reduces colour 
harmony in printing to very simple and infallible mechanical 
rules. About 1740, having obtained from the king the ex¬ 
clusive privilege of practising his new art, he took pains in 
educating several pupils who worked according to his methods 
and instruction ; but when he died, at an advanced age, about 
1741, he left to his successors the task of improving his in¬ 
genious process. 

“ Le Blon demonstrates that all figures can be represented 
by using the three primary colours, yellow, red, and blue, while 
by thorough blending and imposition of these three colours all 
others, including black, may be formed. The latter being the 
opposite of white, a tone due to the absence of light is pro¬ 
duced by blending material colours. Le Blon reduced the art 
of printing polychrome engravings to the following rules : 
1, To represent any and all coloured compositions by means 
of three colours only, by the use of three different plates to be 
printed on the same paper ; 2, to outline the drawing on each 
of the three plates with such exactness that the three draw¬ 
ings will coincide exactly ; 3, to engrave the plates with great 
precision so as to insure perfect register ; 4, to combine three 
primary colours with great taste, thereby securing perfect har¬ 
mony among them, and, finally, to work these three plates 
with such dexterity that the signs of triple pulling will not be 
rendered too apparent. 

“ The rules as here laid down are those which still govern 
the printing of coloured engravings, and, save in minor details 
and the more recent aid afforded by the photographically 
filmed copper plates, Le Blon’s process is the one in use to¬ 
day. 

“ It is needless to say that from the time these rules were 
first laid down, Le Blon’s successors have managed to devise 
professional tricks and technical dodges, none of which, how¬ 
ever, materially change the main features of the invention, the 
principles of which always remain the same. The only 
deviation from this process was made by Debucourt and 
others, who, in search of more complete effects, abandoned the 
three-colour rule. In their line of composition may be seen, 
in a rich collection of engravings, the picture of ‘ The Stal¬ 
lions,’ obtained by no less than eight successive impressions. 
. . . Upon a future occasion more will be said on this 
subject of coloured engraving, and more especially upon the 
completion of the \Zadig,’ which Gaujean is now engaged in 
engraving. I hope, with time to spare and assistance received 
from an experienced engraver, gifted with a taste for research, 
to be able to present samples of chromo engraving, which I 
would like to restore to favour.’’ 

Photo-Mechanical Printing Plates. 

FOLLOWING is a description of a new method of pro¬ 
ducing photo-mechanical printing plates : Take a glass 

plate and pour on and coat it with a mixture of chromic salt 
and any mucilaginous substance two or more millimetres thick, 
and dry the same in a dark, airy room. After drying the plate 
interpose a photographic plate, either positive or negative, and 
expose it a few seconds to the sun's rays, and then dip the 
plate thus prepared into warm water, which immediately pro¬ 
duces the picture thereon in bas-relief. From this plate make 
a mould of chalk and finely powdered glass or emery and any 
suitable adhesive substance, and finish the same by striking it 
softly with a very fine silk cloth, which, when the mould is dry, 
gives the surface a fine grain essential to the purpose. From 
the mould thus produced make rubber, metal, or other plates 
for stamps or other devices for printing the pictures in the 
usual way. The chalk may be incorporated with a mould not 
having the chalk as an element of the mixture of which it is 
made, by dusting the chalk on its surface, and similarly striking 
the dusted surface with the doth. 

QUSu®e. 
Great Thoughts. (London : A. W. Hall.)—The Christmas 

number of this popular serial is excellent value for the sixpence 
charged, as, in addition to 72 pages of good, sound literature,'* 
there is presented a large chromo, “The Great Healer,’’ a fine 
reproduction of Gabriel Max’s beautiful picture of the Saviour 
touching a sick child. 

Yule Tide. (London : Cassell & Co., Limited.)—Every¬ 
thing that can be done in the way of fine paper, good 
printing, artistic engravings, high-class literature, and attrac¬ 
tive chromo and litho plates, has been pressed into service to 
make Yule Tide one of the best shilling Christmas annuals. 
There is little wonder that so large an edition should be 
disposed of, when we take all these elements of success into 
account. The separate plate, “Prince Charlie’s Farewell to 
Flora Macdonald," is a capital specimen of English chromo 
printing, executed by Messrs. Cassell. The literary portion 
consists almost entirely of a tale by “ Q ’’ (author of “ Dead 
Man’s Rock”), entitled, “ I Saw Three Ships.” 

The Queen Christmas Number is a wonderful budget of art 
and literature. It consists of 54 pages of matter and 58 pages 
of advertisements, besides 4 pages of cover, the advertisements 
being extremely artistic in themselves. The coloured supple¬ 
ments are “The Eve of St. Nicholas’ a Watteau study by 
E. Grivaz, and “Queen and Heir," after a painting by Van 
den Bos. Paper, print, and general get up are, as usual, in 
the best style. 

Cope’s Smoke-Room Booklets. (Liverpool : Cope's Tobacco 
Plant Office.)—We called attention some time since to these 
elegantly-produced little books. We have three before us 
now : “ Charles Lamb,” “ Thomas Carlyle,’’ and “ The Smokers’ 
Garland,” Part 3.’’ Each is illustrated with a beautifully- 
executed frontispiece, and the style of printing and the quality 
of the paper make it a pleasure to handle these booklets. 
They are issued primarily as advertising media for Messrs. 
Cope, but they are well worth the modest threepence at which 
they are priced. 

The Electric Light. By A. Bromley Holmes. (London 
and Derby: Bemrose & Sons.)—No one need be ignorant of 
the elementary principles of the “light of the future" (we may 
almost say of the present) with this little handbook to instruct 
him. We are introduced to the mysteries of electricity, its 
terms, means of production of light, storage, distribution, 
testing, motive power, etc., plainly described and abundantly 
illustrated. This is the fifth edition, which shows that it is 
appreciated, as, indeed, it deserves to be. 

The Strand Magazine. (London : G. Newnes.)—-No. 1 of 
this magazine has just been published, and it fully satisfies the 
expectations that have been raised by the preliminary announce¬ 
ment that has been made. It contains 112 pages, printed in a 
first-class style on beautiful paper, and crammed full of illus¬ 
trations. The literary matter consists of six tales, one by 
Grant Allen, the others being translations from the French, 
German, and Russian ; “ The Story of the Strand,’’ “ The 
Metropolitan Fire Brigade,” “ Scenes from the Siege of Paris,’’ 
“ Portraits of Celebrities ’’ at different times of their lives, “At 
the Animals’ Hospital,” &c. The illustrations, both wood and 
process, are very spirited and capitally produced. If succeed¬ 
ing numbers equal this first one, there is a great future for the 
magazine. A large coloured picture, entitled “Tit-Bits," is 
given with the number. It is a fine specimen of Messrs. 
Riddle & Couchman’s chromo work. 

The Law Relating to Apprentices. By Evans Austin, Esq., 
M.A., LL.D., Barrister-at-Law. (London : Reeves & Turner.) 
—The important subject of apprentices is here treated in an 
exhaustive manner, and we have no doubt this will become the 
standard authority on the question. As the author states in 
his preface, “ all kinds of disputes arise between apprentices 
and their masters, owing to the rights and duties of the parties 
being but imperfectly understood, and nowhere clearly 
defined.” It is, therefore, with a view to supply a text-book 
dealing with this branch of the law, that may be useful alike to 
lawyers and laymen, that he has published his work. We can 
cordially recommend it to the notice of large employers who 
have to take a number of apprentices, and we feel sure they 
will find much to interest as well as to instruct them in the 
book. 
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Printing Maps in Colours. 

A MAP in black may be printed in colours in the following 
way :—Make from the original lithographic stone as 

many transfers as you desire colours, and transfer them to 
lithographic stones which are prepared with asphaltum. Those 
lines which you want to print from one stone in one colour 
you dust in with bronze powder and expose the stone to the 
sun. The result will be that the exposed parts of the stone 
become insoluble, while the other parts, protected by the 
bronze powder, remain soluble. Wash out with turpentine, so 
that all lines and reading matter appear light in the brown 
asphaltum layer. 

The places which are not to appear in their respective colour 
may be covered by means of a brush with an asphaltum 
solution, and then the stone may be etched as usual. In this 
manner the system of lakes, rivers, and creeks may be pro¬ 
duced in blue, the mountains in brown, and streets and railroad 
lines in red. After etching the stone it should be oiled and 
washed out with ether, rubbed in with the respective colour, 
and printed as usual. 

Stereo Casts for Rotary Presses. 

ONE of the most prominent printers of Italy, Mr. Sonzogno, 
of Milan, publishes in LImprimerie a description of the 

process adopted by him to bend type metal cliches cast in 
plaster of paris matrices, for the purpose of printing on rotary 
presses. 

He says : We have tried the method which is used to bend 
copper galvanos, but only too frequently the operation ended 
by injuring the cliches, and this was especially the case 
when illustrations were surrounded by printed matter. A 
further drawback was the lengthening or extending of the 
upper surface of the cliches in bending, so that the matter to 
be added, which had been arranged in advance to fill up the 
vacant spaces, did not fit, and thereby a great loss of time was 
caused. 

After many experiments, the idea suggested itself that it 
might be expedient and feasible to make entire bent illustrated 
forms, by gypsum stereotypy, if the matrices could be bent 
without breaking them. The process is very simple, as the 
following description will prove :— 

Take a sheet of strong paper, without size, and spread it out 
upon an absolutely level and smooth surface. Around the sides 
of the paper form a frame of type leads, into which the 
plaster of paris is poured. 

To prepare the plaster of paris, mix equal quantities of 
moulding plaster of paris and alabaster plaster of paris in a 
pot, with water sufficient to give the mixture the necessary 
consistency. 

After pouring this mixture upon the paper in sufficient 
quantity to fill the frame, take a metal ruler and scrape over 
the type lead frame, removing all superfluous plaster of paris, so 
as to obtain a layer of even thickness. 'If the surface of the 
plaster of paris shows neither holes nor unevenness the type 
leads may be removed and the paper, with the plaster of paris 
surface turned downward, may be put upon the frame which 
has been prepared for the purpose in the matrix press. All 
this must be done very quickly, so that the plaster of paris 
does not dry. 

Place upon the back of the paper five or six sheets of 
blotting paper for the purpose of absorbing the humidity, 
and upon the blotting paper place a piece of cloth or felt; 
then expose this to the pressure in the press for about two 
minutes. 

Take out the frame with the matrix and allow it to dry to a 
certain degree ; taking up the matrices from the frame does 
not cause any difficulty. To avert all trouble, ease the screws 
of the frame somewhat. 

After the matrix has been thus far finished, put it upon a 
well-heated drying press and weigh it down with a metal plate, 
so as to prevent any warping. 

The perfectly dry plaster of paris matrix is then, while it is 
hot, slowly bent by hand over the cast frame, in the same manner 
as a paper matrix. 

The advantage of the plaster of paris method consists in its 
yielding type matter cliches which are just as distinct and 
sharp as copper cliches. 

It is especially important, when applying this method, that 
both kinds of plaster of paris should be used, as indicated ; 
alabaster plaster of paris alone would not permit the bending 
of the matter. If moulding plaster of paris were employed 
the matrix might be bent easily enough, but the cliches would 
lack the exactness of the galvanos. 

The. type metal used for casting into these plaster of paris 
matrices must be harder than stereotype metal, in order to offer 
the necessary resistance in the rotary press. 

These cliches are put into the press like any other metal 
cliches, and small pieces of paper are put thereunder, if 
necessary, to insure perfect evenness. 

--—- 

jE)otne Qtofeer. 

A CHARTER of incorporation has been granted to the Newspaper 
Press Fund, which was founded in 1864. 

The late Mr. John Gray Chalmers, of the Aberdeen Journal, has 
bequeathed ^10,000 to endow a chair of English literature in Aber¬ 
deen University, 

Messrs. Cook, of Paisley, are putting in a new double-demy 
Wharfedale letterpress machine, by Messrs. John Kelley & Co., 
Albion Works, Otley. 

Messrs. Chalmers & Co.’s paper mills at Slateford, near Edin¬ 
burgh, which supply the Graphic with its paper, were burned down on 
the 28th ult. The damage is ^10,000. 

The editor of Great Thoughts has made arrangements with the 
Countess of Meath to contribute a series of articles for the new 
volume of Great Thoughts, which commences January 3, 1891. 

The illustrated Christmas number of Stationery and Bookselling 
makes a portly volume of 148 pages, well printed, and full of 
interesting matter. We notice it is now printed by Spottiswoode & Co. 

Messrs. David Allen & Sons, colour printers, Belfast, are putting 
in another stone grinding machine, 60 by 40, by Mr. William Greaves, 
Gelderd-road, Leeds, making the fourth machine of that class sup¬ 
plied to them by him. 

Mr. John Southward has just published, with Messrs. Truslove 
& Shirley, in pamphlet form the paper he read before the Balloon 
Society lately on “Type Composing Machines.” The pamphlet con¬ 
tains some passages which were omitted in the reading. 

Messrs. Thos. Scott & Co., 1, Warwick-court, Holborn, 
W.C., have just issued the Law Almanack for 1891, this being the 
sixtieth year of publication. It contains all legal, as well as com¬ 
mercial and general information, thoroughly revised to date, and 
arranged in a most clear and useful manner. 

Mr. E. Menken, of 41, Gray’s Inn-road, W.C., recently sent Mr. 
Gladstone a catalogue of books, which was promptly returned by the 
right hon. gentleman, with no fewer than fifty books marked, and with 
Mr. Gladstone’s signature on the margin of cover. Mr. Menken has 
put the catalogue in his window, where it attracts considerable 
curiosity. 

Messrs. Cassell & Co. have entrusted Mr. Walter Paget with the 
preparation of an entirely new series of original drawings to illustrate 
“ Robinson Crusoe.” There will be in all upwards of 100 designs, 
and these are being reproduced by the best wood engravers for the 
new edition of this work, of which the first monthly part will appear 
on the 18th inst. 

A gathering of the managers and heads of departments, &c., with 
their wives, of Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney, Limited, London 
and Aylesbury, assembled, by invitation, on the 22nd ultimo, at Mr. 
Hazell’s private address, 15, Russell-square, W.C., to celebrate the 
coming of age of Mr. Hazefl’s eldest son, Mr. Howard Hazell, and 
the return from Canada of Mr. Ernest Hazell, a younger son. About 
ninety persons were present. 

Messrs. George Waterston & Sons have just published a little 
book which should find a large sale. It is the “ Public Library Note- 
Book,” containing a number of pages ruled and headed for sundry 
books read and to be read. As a handy companion for those using 
the public libraries or studying, this will be found of the greatest 
service. Needless to say it is well got up, and the price being only 
3d., places it within reach of every one. 

Instructions under the Queen’s sign-manual are published in the 
Gazette to her Majesty’s “ sole and only master printers in Scotland,” 
revoking an Order in Council dated July 11, 1839, and ordering 
henceforth the free publication in Scotland of the Metrical Psalm 
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Book, the Book of Common Prayer, the Confession of Faith, the 
Larger and Shorter Catechism, as well as Acts of Parliament, edicts, 
and proclamations. For these purposes no special licences are to be 
granted to any person or persons. 

Decimal Association.—A petition in favour of the appointment 
of a Royal Commission to inquire into the desirability of introducing 
the decimal system of currency, weights, and measures into this country 
is being circulated by the Decimal Association. Copies of the petition 
lie for signature at the London Chamber of Commerce, Botolph 
House, Eastcheap ; at the office of Mr. J. Emerson Dowson, C.E., 
3, Great Queen-street, Westminster, S.W. ; and, at the offices of 
Messrs. Cridland & Nell, 27, Bedford-row, W.C. 

The Exhibition of Art, Industry, and Invention, which is being 
organised in connection with the weekly journal, Work, is to be 
opened by Sir John Lubbock, M.P., Chairman of the London 
County Council, at the Polytechnic Institution, Regent-street, on 
December 29. This Exhibition will bring together an exceedingly 
interesting collection of articles made by professionals and amateurs, 
and will illustrate in a very marked manner how entirely a man’s 
hobby may differ from the occupation in which he is engaged. 

Messrs. John Steen & Co., Wolverhampton, have acquired from 
the trustee in Chancery of the late Mr. John Steen’s estate the whole 
of the printing, stationery, and bookselling business founded in 1760 
by Mr. Thomas Simpson, and since carried on continuously at the 
above address by him and his successors, and for the last thirty years 
by Mr. Steen himself, who amalgamated with it the business of the 
late Mr. W. Parke. They will continue the business under the same 
style and firm as heretofore, with Mr. Dunbar Steen, the only son of 
the late J. Steen, as the managing partner. 

On the occasion of the twenty-first birthday of the Graphic, on the 
the 4th inst., the proprietors entertained Mr. W. L. Thomas, their 
managing director, to dinner at the Hotel Metropole, the chair being 
occupied by Professor Herkomer, R.A. In recognition of Mr. 
Thomas’s services, a valuable set of seven silver bowls, mounted, and 
a pair of pedestal table lamps were presented to him. As a souvenir 
of the “ coming-of-age ” banquet, the guests were each handed a 
miniature reproduction of the first issues of the paper, handsomely 
bound, together with a frontispiece portrait of the founder. 

The absurd craze for cheapness seems to be never satisfied. Not 
content with giving 16 pages for one halfpenny, the proprietors of the 
Ha'porth have produced a Christmas number containing 24 pages of 
matter and a four-page cover, which they sell for the same ridiculous 
price. It is illustrated, and taking into consideration the quality of 
paper necessarily used, the appearance is not bad. But what is the 
use of doing things at this rate ? There is nothing' in it for anyone, 
and the sooner the whole tribe of ha’penny publications is swept away 
the better, excepting of course the newspapers, where there is some 
reason for so low a price. 

The contract for printing the forms for the forthcoming Census of 
England and Wales has been secured by Messrs. Darling & Son, 
Limited, of Great St. Thomas Apostle and Eastcheap, E.C. When it 
is stated that this is one of the largest orders issued by Her Majesty’s 
Stationery Office, it will be readily understood that the competition for 
the contract is unusually keen, and of wide extent. The number of 
copies to be printed exceeds nine millions, and some idea of the amount 
of paper utilised may be gleaned from the fact that in measurement it 
would cover a distance of more than 1,500 miles. 

Messrs. Mander Brothers, printing ink manufacturers, Wolver¬ 
hampton, announce their intention of offering prizes to the value of 
^30 for the best examples of letterpress printing, in three colours, 
entirely executed with their inks. The first prize will be £15 ; the 
second, £10 ; and the third, ,£5. As one object of this competition is 
to draw out latent talent, of which Messrs. Mander Brothers feel con¬ 
vinced that a good deal exists in comparatively obscure offices, it is 
desired that competitors will endeavour to embody in their designs, 
as far as possible, fresh or novel ideas of display, ornamentation, or 
chromatic effect, and that these effects should, at the same time, be 
obtained without undue elaboration. 

Owing to an accident at the gasworks one day last month, the town 
of Middlesbro’ was wholly deprived of gas for all purposes. This did 
not reach the ears of the manager of the North-Eastern Daily Gazette 
until 10 o’clock, but a novel idea was evolved and promptly acted 
upon. A gang of men were hastily obtained from neighbouring works, 
and large iron plates were laid down in the Grand Hotel yard, 
adjoining the printing-machine room, through the wall of which a 
large aperture was made. A 15-ton steam road roller was then got 
into position, shored, and rapidly geared, and one hour only after the 
ordinary time of starting, the powerful “ Marinoni ” printing machines 
began work, the issue of 64,000 copies being produced without a 
single hitch. 

The Publishers' Circular Annual Illustrated Christmas Number is a 
superb production. Instead of being the usual size of the publication, 
this special number is enlarged to royal 4to. It is beautifully printed 

on first-class paper, and full justice has been done to the very large 
number of engravings which accompany the reviews. It is certainly 
the very best Christmas number of the Circular produced during its 
53 years’ existence. We note that it is intended to make the Pub¬ 
lishers’ Circular a weekly, commencing with the new year. This is a 
step in the right direction, as the publishing trade is now so large, and 
books are produced so fast, that a weekly organ is a necessity. We 
have no doubt that as a weekly the Publishers' Circular will prove 
equally successful as during its long career as a fortnightly. 

Professor Baldwin Brown delivered the opening lecture of the 
present session of the Edinburgh Branch of the British Typographia in 
the Free Tron Flail, Chambers-street, on November 14. There was 
a large attendance, and Mr. W. Blaikie (of Messrs. T. and A. Con¬ 
stable) occupied the chair. Professor Brown took for his subject “ The 
Book Before Printing.” By that he said he meant the book that was 
written out by the hand and afterwards beautified by the hand. The 
professor exhibited several copies of ancient art drawings, and speci¬ 
mens of ancient manuscripts, as well as of the earlier productions of 
the printing press, by means of a magic lantern, and pointed out the 
great simplicity of style of these days, which, he said, was a most com¬ 
mendable feature in a book. 

Messrs. Goodall & Suddick, Leeds, have just put down a fine 
special quad-royal letterpress machine by Messrs. John Elliott, Son, 
& Co., Steel Croft Foundry, Otley, making the third machine put in 
their works in a little over twelve months by the same firm, two quad- 
crowns being laid down previously. It is very solidly and strongly 
built; runs so smoothly and noiselessly as to be absolutely free from 
vibration ; and there is a complete absence of spring on the return of 
the table. The ink duct has been furnished with an abnormal num¬ 
ber of screws, the idea of Mr. North, the machine manager to Messrs. 
Goodall and Suddick, for more effectually regulating the supply. The 
machine has all the latest improvements in the way of extra rolling, 
vibrating rider rollers, new raising flyers, and is altogether a splendid 
piece of workmanship. 

Mr. Alf. Cooke, of Leeds, has been chosen Mayor of that borough 
for 1891. He is the son of Mr. John Cooke, who carried on and 
taught his son the business of a printer and bookseller in a by-way in 
Leeds. Having learned his father’s trade, Mr. Alf. Cooke set up 
business on his own account in a small way in a shop at the bottom of 
Briggate, whence he shortly afterwards removed to Ilunslet-road. In 
the course of time his business grew so much that he transferred his 
machinery to much larger premises in Crown Point-road, where he 
laid the foundation of future prosperity by the artistic excellence of 
his chromo-lithographic productions. The printing-offices were de¬ 
stroyed by fire, but a structure many times larger than the former one 
was quickly built at Crown Point. By unresting energy, and by care 
in the selection of artists and mechanical workpeople, the Mayor of 
Leeds has made headway at such a rate that the Crown Point Printing 
Works, recently extended, cover more than six acres of ground, and 
are among the most replete of their kind in this country. 

There is ample room for reforms and improvements in our postal 
system, and we are glad to see that the subject has been engaging the 
attention of the Chamber of Commerce Journal, which states that the 
charges for newspapers, circulars, and other matter, are higher with 
us than in any of the large European States. So also are the prices 
for post-cards and wrappers. These are sold abroad at the price of the 
stamp, and singly. In this country a single post-card is sold at three 
farthings. Our contemporary also pleads for an early amendment of 
the regulations as to the transmission of weekly and monthly trade 
journals, the assimilation of book rates to those of Canada and the 
United States, an accelerated letter delivery service in the large towns, 
and other improvements in regard to which the ingenuity of conti¬ 
nental postmasters has now left us far in the rear. These reforms are 
so simple and so much for the good of the community, that it is scan¬ 
dalous they are not conceded. But we have to deal with a Govern¬ 
ment Department, so it is useless to expect any rapid movement 
towards common-sense methods of business. 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the five 
weeks ending Saturday, Nov. 29, was 404. The number in the corres¬ 
ponding five weeks of last year was 419, showing a decrease ofi5, being 
a net decrease in 1890, to date, of 491. The failures in the printing and 
stationery trades were 6, compared with 8 and 3 in 1889 and 1888 re¬ 
spectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, there were 299 deeds 
of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale Office during the same five 
weeks. The number filed in the corresponding five weeks of last year 
was 315, showing a decrease of 16, being a net decrease in 1890, to date, 
of 226. The number of bills of sale published in England and Wales 
for the five weeks ending Saturday, November 29, was 887. The 
number in the corresponding five weeks of last year was 970, showing 
a decrease of 83, being a net decrease in 1890, to date, of 1,058. The 
number published in Ireland for the same five weeks was 46. The 
number in the corresponding five weeks of last year was 37, showing 

, an increase of 9, being a net decrease in 1890, to date, of 56. 
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Retirement of an old “Reader.” — One of the oldest 
“ Readers ” in London has retired from the service of the Hansard 
Publishing Union. Mr. John Bate, who had been employed in the 
firms of Cox Brothers, Cox & Wyman, Wyman & Sons, and the 
Hansard Publishing Union, for nearly forty-two years, having recently 
sustained a severe bereavement, has decided to retire. Mr. Bate, for 
upwards of thirty years, “read” the Builder, under the editorship of 
the late George Godwin, and for some years has been the senior 
“reader” in the above-named establishment. He has on various 
occasions been thanked by the firm for the services he has rendered, 
both as “ reader” and in other ways ; and the respect in which he has 
been held by the employes has often been demonstrated. So long back 
as 1848, Mr. Bate had the “reading” of the Law Times and other 
publications belonging to the late Serjeant Cox ; and numerous other 
works and serials have passed through his hands. We trust the firm 
will show their appreciation of Mr. Bate’s long and faithful service in 
the shape of a pension, or some other tangible way. We are sure he 
will be followed in his retirement with the heartiest good wishes of all 
who came into contact with him. 

The annual supper of the Hanley branch of the Amalgamated 
Society of Lithographers was held at the Borough Hotel, Planley, on 
November 14. Mr. Wm. Rushton occupied the chair, the party 
numbering over twenty. In reply to the toast of “Our Guests,” 
Mr. Robert Dixon, of Messrs. Shackell, Edwards, & Co., London, 
expressed his pleasure in leaving London specially to be with them 
as an old practical lithographer of thirty years’ standing, and finding 
them such an intelligent body of young lithographers, some of the 
best chrorno work being done among them, for which Hanley was 
famous, especially in the production of china and Staffordshire ware. 
Mr. G. D. Kelley, general secretary, also acknowledged the toast, 
and asked them to stick well together, act honestly and fairly to each 
other, taking their masters’ interest to their hearts as their own ; then 
there would be no fear but what the branch would go on as pros¬ 
perously as any other in the three kingdoms. They had since three 
years back enlarged their membership from three to eighteen. He 
promised, like Mr. R. Dixon, to accept with pleasure any future 
invitation to be present on such occasions. 

By his will, which bears date March 20, 1885, and is throughout 
in his own handwriting, the late Mr. Charles Edward Mudie, of 
31, Maresfield-gardens, formerly of the Limes, Muswell-hill, who died 
on October 28 last, aged seventy-two years, leaving personalty 
valued at ^59,347 us. id., bequeaths to his wife, Mrs. Mary Kings- 
ford Mudie, ^2,000 (to be paid within three months), and his pictures, 
books, plate, and furniture. He bequeaths to his son, Arthur Oliver 
Mudie, of 30, New Oxford-street, librarian, the goodwill, stocks, and 
other assets of the library and bookselling business, carried on in the 
testator’s name, in Barton-square, Manchester. He also gives and 
bequeaths to his said son and to his daughter, Mary Mudie, in trust 
for his said wife, Mary Kingsford Mudie, all the rest of his real and 
personal property whatsoever, the interest to be appropriated to her 
sole use and benefit during her life. After her decease, the said pro¬ 
perty to be divided among all his surviving children surviving at his 
death, share and share alike. The executors appointed by the will 
were Mrs. Mudie, Mr. A. O. Mudie, and Miss Mudie. 

The Bazaar, Exchange and Mart gives some particulars of the 
arrangement and capacity for work of their new premises in Drury- 
lane, recently belonging to Messrs. Leighton Bros. :—“The building 
is of old red brick, in harmony with the style of architecture. Inside, 
on the basement, there are boiler-room, with 2 Cornish boilers of 
40-h.p. each, paper-wetting room, engineer’s shop, 8 large printing- 
machines of an aggregate capacity of 22,000 sheets per hour, 2 engines 
of 20-h.p. each, 5 folders for folding newspapers at the rate of 11,000 
copies per hour, 1 reeling-machine for re-reeling truly the reels of 
paper for the web machines, 1 large cutter for dividing reams of 
paper, and a large steam-driven engineer’s lathe. On the ground-floor 
are the order and inquiry offices, the manager’s rooms, 1 rotary news¬ 
paper-machine, 18 machines for book, colour, and circular work, 
having an aggregate output of 21,000 sheets per hour, 2 colour grind¬ 
ing mills for making coloured printing-inks, and a newspaper-folder. 
The total number of hands employed exceeds 300. It will thus be 
seen that we can get an output of something like 2,300,000 sheets of 
work per week, exclusive of what can be done at night, for we have 
only reckoned the week at 54 hours, and the sheets as only single 
sheets. Aa a matter of fact, by duplication on the machines, and 
by night work, we can, and do, turn out a very great deal more.” 

A committee of non-union comps, with J. Jennings, of 20, Eger- 
ton-road, S.E., as secretary pro tern., has issued the following circular : 
—“ The importance having been urged upon us of obtaining the 
general views of non-unionists as to the manifesto issued by the London 
Society of Compositors, a representative meeting will be held at the 
Bedford Head Hotel, Maiden-lane, Covent-garden, W.C., on Wed¬ 
nesday evening, December 17, at half-past seven o’clock. It is re¬ 
quested that you should make arrangements to ensure representatives 
being at the meeting on behalf of the staff of compositors engaged in 

your house. The following business will be submitted for considera¬ 
tion at the meeting :—(a) A resolution in support of representation to 
be made to non-union employers to increase workmen’s wages in ratio 
to terms advanced in the manifesto of the London Society of Com¬ 
positors. (/') A resolution to form a compositors’ alliance ; to raise a 
general and branch funds, (f) The appointment of officers and com¬ 
mittee, and an instruction as to duties and subsequent communication 
with employers, (d) A resolution of instruction to the committee to 
draw up code of rules, to make arrangements for the registration of 
unemployed, and as to a further meeting. It is of the utmost import¬ 
ance that each companionship in every non-union house in the metro¬ 
polis should furnish us with the name and address of one of its 
members with whom we can hold communication.” 

Presentation to Mr. G. S. Jealous.—On Tuesday night, the 
nth ult., there was a large and representative gathering at the Vestry 
Hall, Haverstock-hill, of leading residents in the borough of Hamp¬ 
stead and well-known members of art, literary, musicial, and dramatic 
circles, assembled on the invitation of Mr. G. S. Jealous, editor and 
proprietor, to celebrate at a “ smoking party ” the completion of the 
thirtieth year of the existence of the Hampstead and Highgate Express. 
In connection with the occasion, too, an interesting presentation had 
been arranged for by a committee consisting of a number of leading 
men. In a circular the committee stated that many residents in Hamp¬ 
stead, of all shades of opinion, recognising the ability and scrupulous 
care with which the Express had been conducted, thought that the 
present opportunity might be taken of publicly presenting to Mr. G. 
S. Jealous, its editor and proprietor, a portrait bust which had been 
executed by Mr. W. C. May, in acknowledgment of the services of 
the paper to Hampstead and its high-class character. The portrait 
bust referred to, executed con amore by Mr. W. C. May, is a fine work 
of art. The invitation card to the smoking party was also a work of 
art, drawn by Mr. Harry Furniss and specially designed for the occa¬ 
sion. It represented two urchins holding up a banner, on which were 
the words, “An ‘Express’ Invitation.” and was retained by the 
guests as an interesting memento of the occasion. About 200 gentle¬ 
men were present, and a most enjoyable evening was spent. Mr. 
Jealous is deservedly popular, and his paper is a credit to himself and 
the neighbourhood. 

-♦-♦-♦- 

Cofontof %ottin$e. 
Truth is the latest addition to the list of weekly illustrated prints at 

Adelaide. Mr. J. C. Wharton is the conductor, whose well-known 
ability as a journalist should be a sufficient guarantee that from the 
point of view of literary merit, Truth will hold its own among its con¬ 
temporaries. 

The Co-operative Printing Company of Brisbane have been obliged 
to increase their plant, as business has increased very considerably of 
late. Most of the unions get their work done at this office. The 
directors expect that before long they will be compelled to remove to 
more commodious premises. 

A MOST pleasing presentation was made by the composing staff of 
the Government Printing Office, Hobart, to Mr. R. L. Sinclair, who 
has left to enter into commercial pursuits. The Government printer, 
overseer, and readers, and every comp, in the office, but one—who 
has been passed the medal for meanness—cheerfully subscribed to the 
testimonial. Mr. Strutt, who made the presentation, which consisted 
of a handsome silver cmet-stand and pickle jar, said he felt consider¬ 
able pleasure in being asked to perform that duty, as he had found 
Mr. Sinclair a good reliable workman, and at all times willing and 
obliging to help on the work of the department, and he hoped he 
would succeed in his new line of business, and gain the respect of his 
customers in the work so long and favourably conducted by his father, 
and that his fellow-workmen would not be strangers to him. Mr. 
Sinclair, who was much affected, feelingly responded, and a general 
shake-hands ensued. 

For some years there was employed in the Government printing 
office (lithographic department) at Wellington, New Zealand, a litho¬ 
grapher who was very fond of experimenting in photo-lithography. 
The Government printer saw no value in experiments, so he dis¬ 
charged Mr. Phillips as being a waster of good material. The 
department was afterwards taken out of the Government printer’s 
hands, and placed in the hands of a practical lithographer, with 
instructions to pursue investigations and experiments. Mr. Phillips 
went over to Sydney, and finding means of prosecuting his experi¬ 
ments, he was at last successful in bringing out his invention in photo¬ 
lithography. A company was formed to work the process, called the 
Phillips-Stephan process, with a capital of ^100,coo. After the 
latest machinery had been obtained, an illustrated weekly paper was 
started, but as the process was very expensive this venture was soon 
dropped. The company carried on general business for some time, 
but it is now being wound up. 
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The following is an extract from the report of the New Zealand 
Survey Department for the past year, by Mr. A. Barron, superinten¬ 
dent :—“ The two printing machines have been kept fairly constantly 
at work, and have turned out 926,623 impressions of 907 separate 
printings. The hand-presses, being mainly engaged on circular work 
and preparing for machines, have turned out 62,421 impressions. A 
new lens and camera, capable of taking negatives 30 in. x 30 in., have 
been obtained ; but in consequence of the press of work they have not 
yet been set up. The department has now an establishment capable 
of printing every kind of lithographic, photographic, and some of the 
process work of older countries. The work done will compare well 
with that of larger places, and but for the necessity of great economy 
in the drawing portion might be made as good as the best. It is some¬ 
times vexatious that so little time can be given to working out the 
details of photographic processes ; yet, in the midst of a constant flow 
of work, Mr. Ross, chief of the lithographic office, occasionally finds 
time to make a step forward in something new.” 

Mr. J. F. Daley, in the course of a letter to the Australasian 
Typographical Journal on “Conciliation,” with reference to strikes, 
etc., says :—“ I can fancy some intelligent workman or employer fifty 
years hence sitting by his little electric lamp reading ‘ The Industrial 
History of Australasia, 1850-1900.’ He will read, if the historian be 
faithful to truth, that up to the year of grace 1890, no better method 
of determining the proportion of profit that should go to wages had 
been arrived at than that of destroying all wages; that no better 
method of determining what proportion should go to capital had been 
devised than that of crippling all capital ; and if the writer be a 
severe as accurate, he will say the only solution of the labour problem 
that had been found was for the two parties to sit idly, fatuously 
glaring at each other, till one starved. And then the loser would rise, 
with bitterness in his heart, and work, and wait for his revenge. Then 
I see the reader lay down his book with a sigh, and glancing medita¬ 
tively at the ceiling, commune with himself, ‘ Dear me ! How the 
world has changed since then ! And yet they were fellow-Christians, 
and I suppose thought themselves, and were thought by my forefathers, 
shrewd business men, and capable and intelligent workmen. Was 
there no one tried to teach them better, I wonder? What asses 
they were ! ’ ” 

-<$>-$-«*--- 

Qlntencan Cftpjnnge. 

The Superior Printer is responsible for the following : it cannot, 
of course, apply to any English printers. “We hear and see a great 
deal about the drinking habits of compositors, and it has come to 
be such a matter of course to accept the situation as it is, that men 
lay off for a carouse whether they can be spared at a particular time 
or not. Why not unite in an attempt to remedy this state of things ? 
The way is easy. If every foreman were to lay off every man who 
stays away from work to get drunk, or shows up drunk when working 
hours commence, the evil would be of very short duration. Show a 
man positively that you can do without him permanently if you can’t 
rely on him when needed, and he will quickly discover that he can’t 
do without you permanently for the sake of a day’s indulgence in 
degrading habits.” 

Daniel S. Appleton died on November 13, in New York. He 
was the fourth son of Daniel Appleton, the founder of the publishing 
house of Daniel Appleton & Co., and was born in Boston, April 9, 
1824. After receiving his preliminary education he went to Yale, and 
graduated with honours in 1843. He then studied law for a year at 
the Yale Law School, and then entered the publishing house of his 
father. Here he remained for a short time, and then went to England, 
representing the house in London with marked success and aliility. 
He continued in charge of the management of the London office for 
two years, when he returned on account of the illness of his father. In 
1849, he became one of the members of the firm, and since then had 
had charge of the manufacturing interests of the house. He had been 
the financial adviser of the house for many years. During the latter 
years of his life he retained his interest with the firm, but did not take 
an active part in the business. 

Two patents were recently granted to Messrs. Blackhall and 
Anderson, of Buffalo, N.Y., for a fast envelope machine. In general 
appearance it is somewhat like the “Leader” machine (now con¬ 
trolled by the Envelope Combination), but in essential points it has 
special improvements far gumming, making, and delivering. Five 
machines of this class are in constant use at the factory of the Burdick 
Envelope Company. The machine gums both flaps, forms, dries, 
delivers, and counts the envelopes. The gumming is on a new plan, 
and is said to give a result superior to that derived from any other 
machine, as it makes a wiped flap for sealing. It will also gum the 
most crooked or waved paper as easily as that which is flat, without 
any forcing as in other machines, and the delivery is said to be so 

perfect that the waste is reduced to almost nothing. The inventors 

claim that the gumming is better than can be made on any other 
machine, and that there is no rim of gum left on the seal flap to injure 
the type or electrotypes in printing. Any intelligent girl can operate 
the machine after a little practice. 

“ There is business in this world for all the men who choose to 
create it,” were among the broad-minded words of H. O. Houghton 
in his welcome to the members of the United Typothetce in Boston 
recently. These words were the keynote that set all the debates, 
words, resolutions, and doings of the important meetings of employing 
printers in attune to the broadest and most liberal thought. The 
spirit of harmony and liberality were there already. How much 
grander such a sentiment than that narrow spirit of envy and jealously 
which seeks to tear down or to rob from others. The men at the very 
top of the printing and publishing business recognise that there is 
room for all. The only needs are better knowledge and perfect fair¬ 
ness. The wise master-printer, the employer who fully understands 
and appreciates his highest and truest interests and the elements of 
permanent success, will endeavour to succeed by the improvement of 
his own facilities and methods—not by injuring others. He will be 
as solicitous, too, of the interests of his own workmen, of their 
improvement and advancement, as of his own success, and will ever 
be ready and willing to pay wages commensurate with such aervice. 
What applies to employers will also apply to employes. The good, 
faithful, skilful workman, who is as zealous of his employer’s interest 
as of his own, need never to fear or be jealous of his fellow workmen. 
Such a workman is always sure of good positions at good pay, and 
promotion comes as surely and naturally to such as growth to the 
healthy plant. 

-♦-♦-♦- 

Confmenfof £ foreign ^offtnge. 

The Journal de I'Oise has celebrated its hundredth anniversary. 

The editor of the Berlin Gastronom has been fined 20 mark# under 
the Lottery Act. 

The editor of the Frankfort Volkstimme is undergoing six months’ 

imprisonment for “libel.” 

A compositor in a Hamburg house has won an eighth of the great 
prize in the Hamburg lottery. 

The Jornaldo Commercio of Rio de Janeiro has been sold to a society 
for about eight millions of francs. 

The municipality of Milan has established a bourse for printers’ 
readers, a need which was greatly felt. 

The pupils of the Estienne Municipal School obtainedjbr their first 
year’s work a gold medal at the Exposition du Livre, Antwerp. 

A free circulating library for typographical workers has been 
started in Modena, on the initiative of Signor Giuseppe Novelli. 

A former editor, Teistler, of the Saxon Abeiterzeitung (labour 
journal) in Dresden has been sent to twelve weeks’ imprisonment. 

The editor of the Halle Volksblattes is undergoing a month’s 
imprisonment for a critical disquisition on the popular school system. 

At the printing office of the Berlin Volksblattes 33,180 copies of 
the programme and plans of the Social Democratic Party have been 
seized. 

For an article in the Chemnitz Presse on discipline in the German 
army, the editor, G. A. Gladewitz, has been sent to six months’ 
imprisonment. 

The Dresden paper factory cleared a profit of 93,737 marks in the 
lasf working year, against 63,135 in the preceding. A dividend of 4^ 
per cent, was declared. 

In Brunswick a fortnightly advertising agency paper has appeared 
with the title “ Helios, Welthandels—OfTertenblatt,” a general trade 
organ and address sheet. 

The Rummelsberger Anzeiger has had its editor sent to prison for 
ten days for commenting on various occasions on the conduct of the 
chief magistrate of the borough. 

The largest advertisement placard ever seen in Germany has lately 
issued from the office of Alexander Honig in Berlin. It measures 
without margin 21 square metres. 

A new tri-weekly organ of the Social-Democratic party has been 
floated in Miilhausen, called the Elsatz-Lothringische Volkszeitung 

(Alsace-Lorraine People’s Journal). 

The director of the Paris National Imprimerie, M. Henri Doniol, is 
a candidate for the Institut, section of moral sciences. M. Doniol is a 

distinguished writer, an elegant litterateur. 

To mark the occasion of the four hundredth anniversary of the 
introduction of printing into Denmark, an exhibition of the graphic 
arts will be held in January in Copenhagen . 
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M, Constant Audeband, a well-known wooden-letter maker for 
printing, at Bressuires (Deux Sevres), has died at the age of fifty-four. 

Sigmund Brody, of Pesth, editor of the Neiten Pester Journals, 
has handed over to the Hungarian Academy 20,000 florins for the 
purpose of the institution of a scholarship prize for journalists. 

The number of “conversations ” which daily pass through the tele¬ 
phones of Berlin is 670,000. The number of subscribers is now over 
14,000. At the beginning of the present year it was 12,800. 

The editor of the Saxon Arbeiter-Zeitung “Labour Journal” has been 
fined in sums of 150 and 70 marks—the one for “criticising ” a conven¬ 
tion, the other for unpleasant remarks on Dr. Bueck, of Berlin. 

A NEW organ, published gratis twice a month, for printers, litho¬ 
graphers, and the trade generally, in Barcelona, has been started with 
the title Diario General Para hnpresores, LitSgrafos, y Encu derna- 

dores. 

Mina Schneider, widow of Louis Schneider, the engraver, pupil 
of Drolling, has bequeathed a sum of 100,000 francs to the French 
Association of Painters, Sculptors, Architects, Engravers, and De¬ 
signers. 

An industrial, commercial, agricultural, and fine arts exhibition 
will take place at Bordeaux in 1891. Offices for applications are : 
Paris, 53 bis, Avenue de la Motte-Piquet ; Bordeaux, 19, Rue 
Mexico. 

The syndicate of the Republic Departmental Press in Paris opens its 
offices in the rue de la Chaussee d’Antin, from 10 to 11.30 in the 
morning, and from 1 to 5.30 in the afternoon, for the use of journalists 
in the capital. 

The Paris Cercle de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie is to have one 
collective “ show ” at the Exhibition of 1891 in Moscow, as they did 
recently at Antwerp. They have elected as president M. A. Templier ; 
as secretary, M. PI. Belin. 

The commission judging the competing plans for the National and 
Colonial Exhibition to be held at Lyons in 1892 has awarded the first 
prize to MM. Boileau, fils (Chevalier of the Legion of Honour), 
Mignan, and Maistrasse, the Paris architects. 

The German language owes to the University of Berlin, according 
to Vorwdrtz, the longest word which has yet been composed— 
“ Vereinseigenthumsverwaltungsdurchsichtsausschuss.” It is said to 
mean : Examining Committee into the administration of Patrimony. 

The receipts of the Imperial Printing House at Berlin for 1890-91 
totalled 4,810,000 marks, 202,000 marks more than in the preceding 
year. The expenditure was 3,624,700 marks, 185,905 more than in 
the preceding year. It leaves a balance to the good of 1,185,300 

marks. 

An exhibition of fine arts, open to foreign artists, will be organised 
at Lyons on February 18 next, under the care of the Lyons Society of 
Fine Arts. Exhibits can be sent free from February 1 to February 5 
to the secretary of the Society, Pavilion des Beaux-Arts, Place Belle- 
cour, Lyons. 

One of the oldest periodicals in France—the Journal de Rouen, 
established in 1762—celebrated last month its centenary as a daily 
publication. It was the first in the French provinces to become a 
daily. From 1762 to 1790 it had appeared twice, then thrice, a week. 
It has been edited for a number of years by M. Briere, president of 
the Association of the provincial Press. 

Another centenary lately celebrated was that of the Journal de 
l’Oise. It was on October 17, 1790, that the first number of this 
really appeared, created and directed by a lawyer of Beauvais—Louis 
Portier—who was one of the council of the Five Hundred, and died 
doyen of the Faculte de Droit of Paris. 

China has at present twenty-eight daily journals, almost all of 
recent creation. Everybody knows by now, of course, that the Pekin 
Gazette is the oldest journal in the world, that it is not less than a 
thousand years old. Only a year or two ago this was the only daily 
in that vast empire of 400 millions of inhabitants. 

Inspectors-generai. of the French post and telegraph system have 
been in council frequently of late, under the presidency of the director- 
general, to examine what measures to take to accelerate the despatch 
and distribution of letters and newspapers, which at present leaves 
much to be desired, especially in the provinces. 

About the middle of Tune the Japanese Government printing 
bureau (Insatsu Kyoku) commenced the printing of 5,000,000 new 
postage stamps. This entails considerably increased work, and to 
meet the contingency labour continues during fifteen out of the twenty- 
four hours, and thirty additional men are engaged. 

L'Art dans les Deux Mondes (Art in the Two Worlds) is the title of 
a new illustrated weekly review, under the direction of M. Yveling 
Rambaud and M. Camille de Roddaz, which was started on the 22nd 
ult. It will, doubtless, constitute a real bond of union between France 
and America in matters of art. The offices are at Paris and New 
York, 

The Typographical Federation of Romance, Switzerland, has 
definitely fixed the office of its central committee at Neufchalel. The 
Typographical Federation of German Switzerland (Typographenbund) 
is now possessor of a professional journal, entitled International 
Typographic Federation. It is printed at the Imprimerie Co-operative 
at Bale. 

A Parisian evening paper, printing the prospectus of a new mining 
company, described it in the most glowing terms. But the whole 
effect was destroyed by the sentence “ Cette mine est certainement la 
plus riche du mondc en pilous.” The last word should, of course, have 
been l‘Jilons” (veins). As it stood, however, the passage read, 
“ This mine is certainly the richest in the world in swindlers.” 

The following printer’s blunder comes from the Revue dc la Presse 
Departmentale. A doctor, writing a work on mental alienation, sent 
this direction to the corrector on the margin of his proof : “II faut 
guillemeter avec soin tous les alineas” (“Quote with care all the 
fresh paragraphs ”). On the book reaching him, the author was 
stupefied to find the phrase : “ II faut guillotiner avec soin tous les 
alienes ” (“ All lunatics should be carefully guillotined ”). 

A German editor has published a “ Don Quixote ” in twenty large 
volumes, representing Cervantes’ great novel in all the idioms into 
which it has been translated. Two volumes annexed to this immense 
publication are devoted to a reproduction of judgments and critiques 
of 200 literati of different countries on Don Quixote, or Don Quijote, 
or Don Quichotte, whichever he may be. The scheme seems to display 
more Teutonic ingenuity and labour than commercial shrewdness. 

A N E\v professional review, the Bulletin de la Presse Francaise et Etran- 
gere has appeared at Paris under the auspices of the “ Correspondence 
Generale,” 12, Quai du Louvre. Numbers 1 and 2 contain articles on 
the Press laws, on new provincial periodicals, etc. This “ Correspon¬ 
dence Generale,” which is a medium of information for all journals of 
France and abroad, has created a service of illustrations which for 
several months has supplied the press with plates of all descriptions. 

The large paper factory of Saint Marcel-les-Annonay has been 
destroyed by a fire, which broke out in a building containing 150,000 
kilogrammes of rags. Strange ! it was a result of the inundation 
caused by the overflow of the river Deume. Tart of the rags having 
been soaked a violent fermentation took place, followed by spon¬ 
taneous combustion of the lot. Thanks to the proprietors, MM. 
Montgolfier, the employes will not suffer from their subsequent 

enforced idleness. 

The competition opened at Paris from June 1 to October 10 last for 
the design of an alphabet for the Ecole Municipal Estienne (professional 
school of book arts and industries) has not been productive of any 
result, the jury having declared that none of the designs presented had 
sufficiently followed the conditions of the programme to merit a prize. 
The second competition, which was to have been opened as a con¬ 
sequence of the first, for the designing of points, is therefore to be post¬ 
poned to an indefinite date. 

The death is announed from Venice, after a short illness, of theCav. 
Uff. Antonio Antonelli, the Nestor of Italian typography, honorary 
member of several academies. Fie was seventy-two years of age, and 
the greater part of his life had been spent in the printing profession, 
the love of which he inherited from his father, the Cav. Giuseppe, who 
founded the celebrated establishment which takes its name from him. 
He was editor of a number of various works, great part of which re¬ 
lated to the education of youth. 

The Prussian head Bible Society issued last year 98,010 bibles and 
42,515 New Testaments, altogether 140,525 books, against 129,862 
in the preceding year. Of Bibles 4,600, and of New Testaments 
23,335 found their way into the German army, and 212, mixed, went 
to the navy. The military schools took 400 Bibles, at the expense of 
the Ministry of War. Since the founding of this Bible Society, 
1,796,418 Bibles, and 381,761 New Testaments have been issued—a 
total of 2,178,179 volumes of the Scriptures. 

Uruguay is not a reading nation. The printing done at home is 
very small, and the importations of books and periodicals are stated by 
our Consul-General to represent the principal proportion of the con¬ 
sumption. But though the language is Spanish, no printed books 
whatever were imported from Spain in 1888, and in other years the 
value of this trade has not exceeded eight cents per head of the popula¬ 
tion. French books, both literary and scientific, are the favourites. 
The English books imported are supposed to be for the use of the 
comparatively small number of English-speaking residents. 

The number of new books in France, in October, declared by the 
Bureau of the Cercle to Foreign Embassies, was only 33, thus dis¬ 
tributed :—History and geography, 3 ; science and industry, 5 ; peda¬ 
gogy, 6 ; literature, poetry, fiction, 15 ; political economy, 1 ; religion, 
2 ; fine arts, 1. There are 7 items from A. Colin ; from Mame et fils, 
Tignol, and P. Ollendorf, 4 each ; from Le Soudier and Vic et Aunat, 
2 each ; from A. Delabre, Leopold Cerf, E. Thorim, E. Dentu, L. 
Baudoin et Cie., A. Hermann, Rozet, the Societe Artistique du Livre 
Illustre, the Imprimeries et Librairies Reunies, and Ch. Bulos, 1 each. 
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The Special Commission appointed in Paris to discover the opinion 
of Parisian workers on the limitation of the working hours of the day 
to eight, sent out 100,000 interrogatory sheets to 100,000 working 
electors. Only 9,357 have been returned to them. That is to say, out of 
100,000 questioned on the subject, 90,643 workers do not trouble 
themselves about the matter ; they prefer to be left free, it is to be 
supposed, to work as many hours as their necessities require. Of the 
9,357 answers, 2,267 pronounced against any legal regulation what¬ 
ever ; 2,249 voted for the eight hours ; and 4,841 for the day of ten 
or twelve hours—in other words, for the status quo. 

The celebration of the four hundredth anniversary of the intro¬ 
duction of printing into Hamburg falls next year. The corporation of 
the principal Hamburg printing society have invited all the members 
to a mass gathering to determine what form a memorial shall take. 
It is proposed to hold this in the middle of the summer of 1891, and 
with it an exhibition of the Hamburg press, ancient and modern. 
The exact date on which the first printing press was set up in Ham¬ 
burg four hundred years ago is not known ; but the oldest work 
knowm to have issued is dated 1491. The book, whose title is 
“ Laudes beatae Mariae virginis,” is now in the State library. 

A Revolution in Printing.—Under this title the Petit Journal 
of November 21 announces to its army of readers the substitution for 
its weekly literary supplement, of an illustrated supplement, the illus¬ 
trations whereof shall be in several colours, in chromo-typography. 
The project of the powerful Little Journal has been talked of for some 
time in the printing world, but no one expected so quick a realisation. 
It is true that the type of machines to be used was known, had even 
been seen at the Exhibition of last year. But the obstacles to be got 
over were enormous, not least among which was an entirely new 
personnel of designers, chromographeis, engravers, printers, etc. All 
has been completed in a few months. The first supplement has 
appeared, and has caused a veritable sensation. 

A master and workman case came before the Johannesburg Court 
recently, in which T. J. Elwood, a compositor, sued the Argus Print¬ 
ing and Publishing Company, in whose employ he lately was, for 
^100 damages for summary dismissal without lawful cause and for 
breach of contract. In cross-examination the plaintiff admitted that 
when he had been in the company’s employ only two or three weeks 
he had absconded, and on being brought back from Pretoria, had been 
fined and ordered to return to his work. He also admitted having, 
on the day of his dismissal, used language towards a fellow-workman 
which he did not think fit to be repeated in court, but when pressed 
repeated a string of oaths which the court described as blasphemous. 
A witness called by the plaintiff proved, however, that he had not only 
used the obscene and blasphemous language referred to, but that he 
had wanted to fight one of the workmen. The court subsequently 
held that dismissal was justified. 

Pantobiblion is the title of a new monthly magazine, which will 
appear early in the new year. It will be an “International Biblio¬ 
graphical Directory of the world’s scientific literature,” and will give 
each month all sorts of bibliographical information about all books 
published on all scientific subjects, in all countries of the w'hole 
civilised world, in all principal languages. A special attractive feature 
of the Pantobiblion will be little critical articles on all principal publi¬ 
cations (books and periodicals) of the world. Each article will be 
written in a language corresponding to the publication reviewed. 
Therefore, the Pantobiblion will be printed simultaneously in fifteen 
different languages, English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Hungarian, Roumanian, 
Servian, Russian, Bohemian, and Polish. The subscription will be 
£1 per annum. It will be published by A Kersha, Fontanka, 64, 
St. Petersburg; the London agents being Messrs. Swan Sonnen- 
schein & Co., Paternoster square, E. C. 

Carlo Lorenzini, better known under his pseudonym of C. 
(lollodi, has died recently in Florence. The splendour of his genius, 
the activity of his spirit, and the goodness of his heart made him 
beloved, and make his loss deeply felt wherever he was known. lie 
commenced to write at an early age, since when journalistic literature, 
especially the department of the drama, has been voluminously enriched 
from his pen. It was he who founded the Scaramuccia and the 
Lampione, filled with the workings of his subtle humour and light 
satire, which never reached scurrility or flippancy. With politics he 
occupied himself little at anytime; though twice—in 1848 and in 1859 
-—he took the field during the dissensions that tore his country. What 
he will best be remembered for are his humorous articles of the last 
ten years, ultimately collected in volume form under the titles of 
“ Occhi e nasi” (“Eyes and Noses”), “ Macchiette,” “ Storie 
allegre,” etc.; and the “ Giannettino,” “Minuzzolo,” “I viaggi 
d’ltalia di Giannettino,” the “ Lanterna magica di Giannettino,” and 
the “ Avventure di Pinocchio,” publications of the house of Paggi, 
now Bemporad, have rendered him a benefactor to the families and 
societies of Italy, since they have had, and will have, the virtue of 
attracting the youth of the country to letters, deficient as they are in the 
pedantry and barbarism of so many books specially written for them. 

Crab* 

Messrs. Rowland G. Foot& Co., dealers in printing machinery, 
etc., have removed from 153, F'enchurch-street, to 12, Great St. 
Thomas Apostle, London, E.C. 

Mr. T. C. Thompson, printers’ engineer and furnisher, has removed 
from Britannia Mills, Lower Mosley-street, to more extensive premises 
in Gaythorn, Manchester. 

The wholesale country connection of Messrs. Foulsham & Co., 
newsagents, Pilgrim-street, Ludgate Hill, has been taken over by 
Messrs. Marshall Brothers, Amen Corner, E.C. Messrs. Foulsham 
continue their publishing business as before. 

Mr. J. E. Bellerby, who has represented Sir Charles Reed & 
Sons, Fann-street Foundry, on Midland, Scotch, and Irish ground 
for the past seventeen years, proposes with the new year starting on 
his own account, on commission, as a printing material dealer, 
auctioneer, and valuer. 

Messrs. A. Bourne & Co., direct photo-engravers, zinco-etchers, 
engravers on wood, &c., have removed from 26, Poppin’s-courl, 
Fleet-street, to larger and more commodious premises at 73, Ludgate- 
hill, E.C., where they have every facility for the rapid production of 
half-tone blocks and all styles of zinco work and general wood¬ 
engraving. 

The various illustrated services hitherto issued for the Provincial 
and Colonial Press by Messrs. Walter Hill & Co., Limited, of 67 and 
69, Southampton-row, W.C., have been purchased and taken over as 
from the 19th ult., by Nops’ Electrotype Agency. These illustrated 
services will be continued by this firm as a separate and distinct de¬ 
partment of their business at 19, Ludgate-hill, E. C., under the title of 
“Nops’ Illustrated Press.” The services include the following: 
“ Illustrated London Letter,” “ Our Portrait Gallery,” “ Ladies’ 
Column,” “Humorous Column,” “Children’s Column,” “ Selected 
Subjects,” “Christmas Matter.” 

-..- 

(TL® £ (ptefe Changes. 

The Scots Observer now appears under the style and title of the 
National Observer. It will continue, as heretofore, to be published 
simultaneously in London and Edinburgh every Saturday morning. 
The staff of the journal, which is edited by Mr. W. E. Ilenley, re 
mains unaltered. 

Commencing with the first week in January, our esteemed contem¬ 
porary, the Publishers'1 Circular, will appear weekly instead of fort¬ 
nightly, after having been published twice a month for fifty-three years. 

The Religious Review of Reviews is the title of a new sixpenny 
monthly magazine, which is to appear shortly. It will consist of 
seventy-two pages, and will be published by Messrs. W. PI. Allen & 
Co., Limited, 15, Waterloo-place, S.W. 

The first number has just been issued of the Evening Student, a 
monthly organ, conducted by the Manchester School Board in the 
interests of the evening schools and classes of that city. 

Electricity, a journal for electricians and electric engineers, &c., 
published at id., is announced by Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein & Co. 

Groombridge's Magazine of Amusement and Instruction, edited by 
Mr. E. S. Yates, and published by Messrs. Groombridge & Sons, 
Limited, will appear monthly, the price being sixpence. 

The Church Missionary Society announces a new monthly to be 
entitled Awake, the price being one halfpenny. The title of the 
Jitvenile Instructor, issued by the same society, is to be changed to the 
Children's World. 

Mr. R. W. Lawson, who used to be Mr. Harry Marks’s financial 
editor, is now editor of the Financial Times, with which his journal, 
the Rialto, is amalgamated. It will serve as a weekly edition of the 
daily, and to the special features for which it is already distinguished- 
it will add a full selection of all the best news, editorial articles, and 
the correspondence appearing in the daily edition. From 1st January 
next it will be considerably enlarged. 

Child Life, a Kindergarten journal, will be published monthly, com¬ 
mencing in January, by Messrs. George Philip & Son, 32, Fleet-street. 
The price will be 3d. ; the size 16pp. imperial 8vo. 

The Rev. J. B. Hobson, of Stanstead Abbotts, has been appointed 
by the committee of the Religious Tract Society to succeed the late 
Rev. J. Kelly as one of their editors. 

Mr. II. J. Palmer, editor of the Birmingham Daily Gazette, has 
been appointed editor of the Yorkshire Post. Mr. Palmer began his 
journalistic life in the office of the Sheffield Telegraph in 1878, and in 
1886 he became editor of the Bir uingham Gazette. 
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(pmftttjj <mb 0tfyiv Comjxmteer. 

WE herewith give particulars of twenty-three com¬ 
panies registered since our last list was compiled, 

the total capital being ,£224,640. This compares with 
nineteen companies and ^1,282,180 capital for the cor¬ 
responding period last year, and brings the total so far 
recorded this year to 209 companies with ,£4,789,925, 

compared with 147 companies and £6,562,242 capital at 
the same date last year. 

Edwin Ashdown, Limited.—Registered on the 6th ult., with a 
capital of £100,000, in £100 shares, to acquire the business carried on 
by Edwin Ashdown, at 19, Hanover-square, W., music publisher, and 
dealer in musical instruments. The first subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—*E. Ashdown, music publisher, 19, Hanover- 
square ; *F. Ashdown, music publisher, 19, Hanover-square; *A. 
Ashdown, music publisher, 19, Hanover-square; C. G. Ashdown, 
music publisher, 19, Hanover-square; Miss Ashdown, Wood-end, 
Northoit; Mrs. Lush, 39, Achilles-road, Hampstead ; Mrs. Stainsby, 
Elm House, London-hill, Harrow. There is not to be less than three, 
nor more than five directors; the first are the first three subscribers ; 
remuneration, £150 per annum each. Mr. Edwin Ashdown is 
appointed first managing director, and will be entitled to a salary of 
£350 Per annum, in addition to his fees as a director. Solicitor, 
Mr. W. F. Stokes, 30, Bedford-row. 

Cooper, Dennison, & Walkden, Limited.—Registered on the 
5th inst., with a capital of £20,000, in £10 shares, whereof 1,100 
are preference shares, to take over the firm of Cooper &Co., of 6 and 
7, Shoe-lane, Fleet-street, and of the Walkden Works, Verney-road, 
Camberwell, manufacturers of writing-ink, sealing-wax, and stationers’ 
sundries. The subscribers are:—*P. Cooper, manufacturer, The 
Cedars, Old-town, Clapham, 1 share; *T. Barnard Allison, manu¬ 
facturer, Lewin-road, Streatham, 1; *A. R. Parkhouse, manufacturer, 
Hornsey House, Highgate, 1 ; F. Cave Brett, clerk, 65, Glengarry- 
road, East Dulwich, 1 ; *F. Cooper, merchant, Macaulay-road, 
Clapham, 5; A. Blanchflower, 23, Moore-park-road, Fulham, 1 ; 
A. Howlett, 14, Bedford-street, Covent Garden, 1. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; the first are 
the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and John Pierson ; qualifica¬ 
tion, five ordinary shares ; remuneration of ordinary directors, £50 
per annum each. Messrs. P. Cooper, T. B. Allison, and A. R. 
Parkhouse are appointed managing directors, and after providing for 
interest on any debentures which may be issued, the company will pay 
to Mr. P. Cooper £700 per annum, to Mr. T. B. Allison, £500 per 
annum, and Mr. Parkhouse £300 per annum. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Wilkinson, Howlett, & Wilkinson, 14, Bedford-street, Covent Garden. 

Henderson, Craig, & Company.—Registered on the 4th inst., 
with a capital of .£20,000, divided into 1,000 cumulative £10 per 
cent, preference shares, and 1,000 ordinary shares of £10 each, to 
acquire the business of Messrs. Henderson, Craig, & Co., 41, East- 
cheap, London,; 41, Corporation-street, Manchester; and 16, Princes- 
street, Edinburgh, commission merchants, dealers in paper stock, 
chemicals, drysalteries, fish, fruit, and vegetables. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are:—R. MacKay, chartered 
accountant, 3, Lolhbury; W. H. Walker, Finchley; J. Young 
Henderson, merchant, 41, Eastcheap ; C. Taylor Craig, merchant, 
41, Eastcheap; A. W. Maxwell, clerk, 41, Eastcheap; G. Maupoint, 
clerk, 41, Eastcheap ; A. Schmidt, bookkeeper, 41, Eastcheap. Most 
of the regulations of table A apply. Solicitors, Messrs. Munns & 
Longden, 8, Old Jewry. 

Gowars, Limited.—Registered on the 8th ult., with a capital 

of £10,000, in £1 shares, 3,000 of which are non-cumulative pre¬ 
ference shares, to take over the business of printers and wholesale 
stationers, carried on under style of Ii. J. Stubbing, at 32 and 33, 
Cowcross-street, Farringdon-road. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are:—P. H. Morrison, journalist, 11, Ludgate- 
hill ; H. E. R. Morton, 9, Blandford-road, Chiswick; F. W. 
Jeffery, clerk, 1, Bampton-road, Brixton ; G. W. Hall, insurance 
broker, 20, Bucklersbury ; W. H. Cawley, clerk, 147, Flaxman-road, 
Camberwell; W. G. P. Morrow, clerk, 13, Tradescant-road, S.W. ; 
H. T. Potter, traveller, Horsford-road, Brixton. Registered without 
special articles. Solicitors, Messrs. Godfrey & Webb, 4 and 5, West 

Smithfield. 

Klein & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 24th ult., 
with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the business and 
goodwill of Messrs. Klein & Co., music publishers, of 3, Holborn- 
viaduct, and the sole agency of Messrs. Stohwasser & Sons, granted 
to Messrs. Klein & Co. ; also Klein’s new registered reflectors, and 
the goodwill of the business of Mr. Louis Honig, 70, Church-road, 
Richmond, as importer and sole agent for “Seiler” pianos. The 

subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—T. W. PI. Klein, 
music publisher, Clifton-down, Stamford-hill ; L. Honig, professor of 
music, 70, Church-road, Richmond ; S. F. Weston, clerk, Chudleigh, 
Barnet; W. P. T. Forbes, advertising manager, Wanstead-lane; 
Captain A. S. Beaumont, 2, Crescent-road, South Norwood-park ; 
W. W. Cobbett, manufacturer, South-road, Forest-hill; H. D. 
Parsons, clerk, 112, St. John’s-road, N. Registered without special 
articles. Solicitor, Mr. J. Greenfield, 37, Queen Victoria-street, 

Newspaper Printing and Publication Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 13th ult., with a capital of £ 10,000, in £1 shares, to 
carry on business as printers and publishers. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—Bernard Parker, solicitor, St. Michael’s 
Rectory, Cornhill; W. Parker, 13, Rosslyn-hill, Hampstead; PI. E. 
Smith, 26, Park-place, Leyton; H. C. Newton, shorthand writer, 
121, Avenell-road, Highbury ; F. Spooner, insurance agent, 83, 
Rendlesham-road, Lower Clapton; W. Dauncy, 6, Lexham-gardens ; 
G. P. H. Watson, Avenue-road, Anerley. The number of directors 
is not to be less than two, the subscribers are to nominate the first ; 
qualification, 100 shares; remuneration, £50 per annum each, and, in 
addition, a divisible sum equal to 10 per cent, of the net profits. In 
the event of the profits being insufficient for the payment of £50 per 
annum each, the amount is to be made up from the assets of the 
company. Solicitors, Messrs. Parker, Garrett, & Parker, St. Michael’s 
Rectory, Cornhill. 

Design and Litho Company, Limited.—Registered on the 27th 
ult., with a capital of £6,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the design and 
printing business of John B. Thorp, carried on by the name of The 
Design and Litho Offices, at 12, Little Trinity-lane, E.C. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are :—J. B. Thorp, printer, 
12, Little Trinity-lane; F. D. Niblett, artist, The Studio, Feather- 
stone-buildings, E.C.; T. H. Rees, accountant, Balham-park-road; 
J. E. Figg, 74, Southwark-park-road ; E. Curtice, junr., 359, Strand; 
VV. G. Lockett, journalist, 12, Warlock-road, W. ; Wm. Morgan, 
Forest-road, Leytonstone. Registered without special articles by 
Rees & Co., 99, Cannon-street. 

Eureka Stamped Envelope Advertising Company, Limited. 
-—Registered on the 3rd inst., with a capital of £6,000, in £1 shares, 
whereof 1,000 are founders’ shares, to adopt an unregistered agreement 
of the 22nd ult., with H. M. Sumner, for the purchase of the letters 
patent Nos. 14,037 and 15,089. The subscribers, who have each taken 
one share, are :—G. H. Jepson, 26, Gresley-road, N.; A. P. Ladds, 
cashier, 22, Oxford-road, N.; C. Simpson, accountant, 78, Sandmere- 
road, Clapham; J. G. Bacon, accountant, 60, Penge-road, S.E.; A. J. 
Perry, 1, Grosvenor-rise, Walthamstow ; A. M. Hurst, estate agent, 
329, Romford-road ; J. Tromp, 7, Tredegar-square, Bow. Registered 
without special articles by G. PI. Jepson. 

Printing and Stationery Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 14th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to trade as 
printers, publishers, stationers, &c. The subscribers, who have each 
taken fifty shares, are A. Haywood, mineral merchant, Chichester- 
villa, Elgin-crescent, W. ; Ii. T. Williams, builder, &c.. 5, Albion- 
place, Blackfriars ; J. Lister Ford, varnish maker, Tottenham ; T. 
Sellar, bank manager, 46, Leadenhall-street ; L. Lindgren, commis¬ 
sion merchant, Guernsey; C. Pezzate, manufacturer, 147, Minories ; 
F. W. P'ryer, architect, 37, Walbrook. Registered without special 
articles. Solicitors, Messrs. Rising and Ravenscroft, 104, Leadenhall- 
street. 

Andrfav D. Edward, Limited.—Registered on the 2nd inst. 
with a capital of £5,000, in £5 shares, to carry on in all branches the 
business of photographic, lithographic, and letterpress printers and 
publishers. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
J. S. Porteous, stationer, Fillabrook-road, Leytonstone; J. H. Cover- 
dale, printer, 51, Casella-road, Ilatcham ; A. D. Edward, printer, 
90 and 91, Queen-street, E.C.; A. Baynes, electrician, Central Bank, 
Blackfriars; F. R. Connell, 24, Cavendish-road, Brondesbury; 
F. Hall, 127, Leighton-road, N.W. ; D. Archer, 2, St. Mark’s-terrace, 
West Hackney. The number of directors is not to be less than three, 
nor more than seven ; the subscribers are to appoint the first; qualifi¬ 
cation, £200 in shares or stock ; remuneration, 15 per cent, of the 
annual net profits. Registered by Messrs. Morris & Porteous, 75, 
Mark-lane. 

Sanitary Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
4th inst., with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, whereof 4,000 
are 6 per cent, cumulative preference shares, to purchase from John 
Smeaton and John Powell the proprietorship of a newspaper called 
The Sanitarian, the consideration being as many fully-paid deferred 
shares equal to the aggregate nominal value of the A shares from 
time to time subscribed for, until the whole of the said deferred 
shall have been issued to the vendors. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—*John Smeaton, C.E., 56, Great Queen- 
street ; *W. H. Fletcher, architect, 13, Berners-street, W.C. ; 
*H. W. Crosse, sanitary engineer, 4, Abchurch-yard ; E. J. Powell, 
newspaper manager, Ellesmere-lodge, East Dulwich-grove ; G. D. 
Clark, manager to sanitary engineer, 29, Craford-road, Holloway; 
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W. M. Taylor, accountant, 123, Mercer’s-road, Tufnel-park, N. ; 
*J. Jones, sanitary engineer, 40. Sydney-street, S.E. The number 
of directors is not to be less than 3, nor more than 7 ; the first are 
the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, £50 in shares. 
Solicitor, Mr. W. J. Hart, 14, Clifford’s-inn. 

Hunt & Randall, Limited.—Registered on the 8th inst., with 
a capital of ,£4,000, in £5 shares, to carry on at Aston-cross, Birming¬ 
ham, the business of printers, advertising contractors, billposters, &c. 
An agreement (unregistered) of the 24th ult., with Messrs. George 
Hunt and Walter Randall, will be adopted. The subscribers are : — 
G. Hunt, printer, Aston-cross, Birmingham, 100 shares ; W. Randall, 
printer, Aston-cross, Birmingham, 100; F. Randall, compositor, 
Aston-cross, Birmingham, 2 ; Mrs. E. Hunt, Astoncross, Birming¬ 
ham, 1 ; Thomas Young, manager to a company, Aston-cross, Bir¬ 
mingham, 1 ; C. Kerp, chartered accountant, 23, Temple-row, Bir¬ 
mingham, 1 ; J. C. Rowlands, solicitor, 121, Colmore-road, Birming¬ 
ham, 1. The number of the directors is not to be less than three, nor 
more than five ; qualification, five shares. Messrs. G. Hunt and W. 
Randall qre appointed managing directors for five years. Registering 
solicitors, Messrs. Robinson, Preston and Snow, 35, Lincoln’s-inn- 

fields. 

Licensed Victuallers’ Printing and Publishing Company, 
Limited,—Registered on the 12th ult., with a capital of £4,000, in 
£1 shares, to carry on business as printers and publishers in connec¬ 
tion with, licensed victuallers, brewers, or otherwise. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are :—G. G. Wolf, agent, 37, Edith- 
road, West Kensington; #S. M. Rogers, journalist, Henley-on- 
Thames;, A. Newsam, clerk, 1, Venr.er-road, Sydenham; I. Mayhew, 
advertisement canvasser, Copthall-avenue; A. Howichs, merchant, 29, 
Bishopsg?te-street Within; G. G. Hay, clerk, 85, Ledbury-road, Bat¬ 
tersea ; A. R. Bullen, clerk, 15, Mansion-street, Camberwell. The 
first directors are Claude Laurie Marks and S. M. Rogers, who are 
appointed permanently; the company in general meeting to determine 
remuneration. Solicitors, Messrs. Steadman, Van Praagh, & Sims, 23, 
Old Broad-street. 

Bristol and West of England Billposting and Adver¬ 
tising Company, Limited.—Registered on the 28th ult., with a 
capital of £4,000, in £1 shares, to take over the billposting business 
of Mr. J. Mason Guttridge at Bristol and elsewhere. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are :—*H. Godfrey, accountant, Car¬ 
diff ; W. G. Blow, accountant, Cardiff; J. A. Sant, architect, Car¬ 
diff ; *M. Morgan, auctioneer, Cardiff; E. Gray, accountant, Cardiff; 
J. Moxon, solicitor, Newport, Mon. ; L. L. Morris, clerk, Newport, 
Mon. The first directors are E. T. Parker, of Bristol, and the first 
two subscribers. Solicitor, Mr. John Moxon, Newport, Mon. 

Dewsbury and Batley Billposting Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 18th ult., with a capital of ,£3,000, in £5 shares, to 
carry on business as billposters in the county of York, and elsewhere 
in the United Kingdom. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are:—R. Farnhill, builder, Dewsbury; * J. Blackburn, bill¬ 
poster, Dewsbury ; P. Waterhouse, gasfitter, Dewsbury ; *E. Bridge- 
wood, teacher of singing, Huddersfield ; * W. Fitton, clerk, Hudders¬ 
field ; G. H. Hurling, ale and porter merchant, Lockwood, Hudders¬ 
field ; T. Shaw Lever, ale and porter merchant, Huddersfield ; * W. 
Robinson, billposter, Dewsbury. The number of directors is not to be 
less than five, nor more than seven ; qualification, five shares. The 
first are the subscribers denoted by an asterick. Registered office, 
Back Church-street, Dewsbury. 

De Rees Billposting Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
13th ult., with a capital of £2,500, in £1 shares, to take over the 
business of billposter carried on by James De Rees, at Newport, 
Pontypool, and other towns in Monmouth. The subscribers are :— 
W. N. Johns, newspaper proprietor, Newport, 23 shares ; R. F. 
Loslett, draper, Newport, 30 ; W. J. Dix, wine merchant, Newport, 
25 ; J. Young, auctioneer, &c., Newport, 25 ; P. Freedman, house 
furnisher, Newport, 10 ; J. Hubert, tallow chandler, Pontypool, 5 ; 
J. Rowe, hotel proprietor, Newport, 20. Registered without special 
articles. Registered office, Inland Revenue-buildings, New Dock- 
street, Newport, Mon. 

“ Best for Boys” Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 28th ult., with a capital of £2,500, divided into 1,500 ordinary 
shares of £1 each, and 100 founders’ shares of £10 each, to purchase 
a publishing business referred to in an unregistered agreement of 
20th ult. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—- 
Herbert Bye, printer, 38, Herbert-road, Wimbledon ; E. H. Burrage, 
journalist, Woodlands-road, Redhill ; F. A. Warren, solicitor, 
149, Coningham-road, W. ; Tom J. Hartshorn, clerk, 29, Grove- 
terrace, Highgate; W. Bacon, stationer, 25a, Tavistock-place, W.C. ; 
F. W. Eaton, clerk, 32, Millman-street, W.C. ; F. W. Wilkins, 
cashier, 14, Percy-circus, W.C. Most of the regulations of table A 
apply. Solicitors, Messrs. Mann & Taylor, Bank-chambers, New 
Oxford-street. 

Political World Year Book Company, Limited. —Regis¬ 
tered on the 20th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to 

purchase the copyright of a publication called the “ Political World 
Year Book.” The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are : 
•—James May, tea merchant, 237, Caledonian-road ; N. MacNeill, 
11, Penn-road-villas, N. ; A. Verran, 499, Caledonian-road ; D. Dear, 
7, St. Agnes-terrace, Victoria-park; II. Berney, 5, Tabley-road, 
Tufnell-park ; J. R. Davies, assurance manager, 29, Stockwell-park- 
crescent; G. Forester, iron merchant, Sketty, Swansea. Registered 
without special articles. Solicitor, Mr. H. P. Cobb, 53, Lincoln’s- 
inn-fields. 

Northern Brewers and Victuallers’ Journal Company, 
Limited.—Registered on the 28th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in 
£10 shares, to purchase from Edward Dillon, James and Joseph 
Mason, of 129, Dale-street, Liverpool, their copyright and interest in 
the Liverpool Brewers' and Victuallers' Journal. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Bremner and Sons, 1, Crosshall-street, Liverpool. 

Camborne Printing and Stationery Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 23th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to 
acquire the business of Wm. Bailey, of Camborne, and of J. C. Bur¬ 
row and James Negus, trading as J. C. Burrow & Co., Trelowarren- 
street, Camborne, printers, stationers, booksellers, and bookbinders. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—*H. P. 
Vivian, merchant, Camborne; *W. Bailey, auctioneer, Camborne; 
J. C. Burrow, photographer, Camborne ; T. S. Lowry, Camborne ; 
W. Lidgey, bank cashier, Camborne ; W. Rowe, mine sharebroker, 
Camborne; C. V. Thomas, solicitor, Camborne. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; the first 
are W. Thomas, F. W. Thomas, and the first two subscribers. 
Registered by Mr. R. Jordan, 120, Chancery-lane. 

Douglas & May, Limited.—Registered on the 28th ult., with 
a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the business of the City 
of London Advertising Association. Registered office, 57, Farring- 
don-road. 

Electricity and Electrical Engineering Newspaper Com¬ 
pany, Limited.—Registered on the 18th ult., with a capital of£300, 
in £10 shares, to establish and work a newspaper in the interests of 
electrical science in all branches. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—Wm.Swan Sonnenschein, publisher, 62, Russell- 
square ; H. Wigham, publisher, Uplands, East Sheen ; R. O. Smith, 
publisher, 73, Eaton-square ; F. C. Tilney, clerk, 126, Corbyn-street, 
N. ; Julius Maier, Ph.D., 23, Melrose-gardens, W. ; F. D. Summers, 
private secretary, 13, Oberstein-road, Wandsworth ; G. Newnes, 
M.P., Wildcroft, Putney-heath. Registered without special articles. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Bowman & Co., 21, Bedford-row. 

Blackburn and District Advertiser and Publishing Com¬ 
pany, Limited.—Registered on the 26th ult., with a capital of £140, 
divided into seven shares of £20 each, to purchase and carry on a private 
advertising weekly paper, called the Blackburn Advertiser, and also 
the right to print and circulate the programme of the Princes Theatre, 
Blackburn. Registered without special articles by Wm. Pickersgill, 
Lammock, Blackburn. 

Messrs. Page & Pratt, Limited, have declared a dividend for 
the past year at the rate of I2§ per cent. The outlook for next year 
is very promising, the firm having very large orders in hand. 

-» 0—- 

©8tfuat}>. 

Bell.—Mr. G. Bell, late of the firm of George Bell & Sons, died on 
November 27, after three weeks’ illness. He was born in the year 1814, 
at Richmond, in Yorkshire, where his father carried on the business of 
a bookseller. He received a good education at the Richmond 
Grammar School, which he left at the age of sixteen. In a very short 
time he came up to London, and entered the house of Whittaker & 
Co., Ave Maria-lane, which was then one of the largest wholesale 
bookselling and publishing businesses in London. About the year 
1838, he began business on his own account, as a bookseller, in 
Bouverie-street. His aim, however, was to become a publisher, and 
it was not long before he gave shape to an idea which he had always 
entertained. At that time there were few annotated editions of 
classical authors, and these consisted almost entirely of German publi¬ 
cations. His idea was to found a library of annotated classics, re¬ 
presenting the best English classics of the day, and the series known 
as the “ Bibliotheca Classica” was the result. It was undertaken in 
partnership with Messrs. Whittaker & Co. This was followed by 
similar enterprises, and ultimately led to the formation of a good edu¬ 
cational business. He had by this time moved to No. 186, Fleet- 
street, where he became associated with Mr. F. R. Daldy. He had 
for some time acted as agent for Cambridge University publications, 
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and in 1856 he acquired the old-established business of J. & J. 
Deighton, of Cambridge, which is still carried on under the style of 
Deighton, Bell, & Co. In 1864 he and his partner became the pur¬ 
chasers of Mr. H. G. Bohn’s well-known libraries, and transferred 
their business to York-street, Covent-garden. In 1872 his partnership 
with Mr. Daldy terminated, and since then two of his sons have taken 
part in the business. A few years ago he acquired the publishing 
business of Whittaker & Co., the bookselling portion having been 
previously disposed of. Two years ago Mr. Bell retired from busi¬ 
ness, though he never lost his interest in it, and constantly visited the 
office to within a few weeks of his death. 

Hibberd.—On November 16, at Ivew, Mr. James Shirley 
Hibberd, editor of the Gardeners' Magazine, aged 65. Mr. 
Hibberd, before attaining his twenty-fifth year, published a volume of 
delightful essays on rural life, under the title of “Brambles and Bay 
Leaves,” and was the editor of a weekly newspaper. For some years 
he was editor of the Intellectual Observer. In 1858 he projected 
the Floral World, and of this he was editor until 1875. In 1861, 
Mr. Hibberd became connected with the Gardeners' Magazine, which, 
under his thirty years’ editorship, has occupied a leading position 
among the horticultural journals. 

--- ■ - ^ ^ ■ ■ - ■ ■ 

SitiUte (pafenL 
The figure folloiuing each entry denotes the day on which the application 

was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—November, 1890. 

17,672.—A. McNichol and J. S. Bernheimer. Improvements in 
multi-colour machines. 4. 

17,682.—M. Hedderwick and the firm of James Iledderwick & Sons. 
A new and improved type-chase, and locking-up apparatus con¬ 
nected therewith. 4. 

17,694.—E. W. Foxlee, 22, Goldsmith-road, Acton, London. Print¬ 
ing with primuline. 4. 

17,708.—D. T. Nops. Method for accelerating the manufacture of 
process blocks for printing. 4. 

17,773.—J. Gardiner. Improvements in type-writing machines. 5. 
17,804.—A. Fels and J. Crowle. Improvements in or connected with 

type-founding machines and type cases, and in type-holders to be 
used therewith. 5. 

17,917•—W. S. Warren, 61, Brayard-road, Peckham, London. A 
removable sliding bar that can be temporarily fixed to chases used 
in printing and similar industries. 7. 

18,048.—G. Wilkins, 171, St. Ilelen’s-avenue, Swansea. Improved 
wood stereo-mounting foundation and improved stereo-plate fas¬ 
teners for holding down jobbing stereo-plates on improved wood 
stereo-mounting foundations. 10. 

18,054.—F. Payne. An improved form or construction of brake to 
be applied to letterpress and lithographic printing machines. 10. 

18,056,—P. H. Williams, Egham, Surrey. Improvements in type¬ 
writers or hand-printers and appliances. 10. 

18,069.—T. Harper. Improvements in printing machines. 10. 
18,085.—G. Keep, 151, Leathwaite-road, Wandsworth, London. 

Self-feeding from the reel of paper to printing machines. 10. 
18,159.-—J. Phillips and F. Hornby. Improvements in or connected 

with apparatus for numerical printing. Ti. 
18,191.—A. Kufner. Process and machine for providing cards of any 

size with a slanted gold edge. 11. 
18,324.—P. P. Craven. Improvements in or connected with machinery 

for casting or founding lines of type for typographic printing. 14. 
18,392.—M. Wright. Improvements in writing and print-copying 

machines. 14. 
18,414.—W. H. Ryder. Improvements in appliances employed in 

lithographic printing. 15. 
18,532.—Prince Czeslaw Rymtowtt. Improvements in type-writers. 17. 
18,541.—J. Paterson. An improved type-writer. 17. 
18,646.—W. P. Thompson. A communication from P. J. Lamp’l, of 

Holland. Improvements in or relating to block letters or type 
for printing posters, placards, or the like. 18. 

18,703.—W. Malone. Improvements in or connected with printing 
machines. 19. 

18,715.—A. Sinclair and W. Queen. Improvements in the mode of 
and means or appliances for making up and securing type or 
stereotype. 19. 

18,789.—C. Blanke. Improvements in machines for laying the single 
sheets of paper in gradual steps from underneath a pile. 20. 

18,967,— L. J. Sellier. Improvements relating to photographic 
printing presses. 22. 

18,997.—P. Hooker. Improvements in machinery or apparatus for 
cutting paper and the like. 24. 

19,045,—G. A. Botton. Improvements in automatic typographic 
adjusting devices. 24 

19,174.—P. A. Newton. A communication from The Essex Uni¬ 
versal Type Writer Company, Incorporated, of United States 
for improvements in type-writing machines, dated November 25, 
1890. 

19,188.—G. Valiant and C. Dancel. Improvements in and relating 
to embossing-machines, dated November 26, 1890. 

19,265.—N. Browne. A communication from II. Butter, of Germany, 
for improvements in printing types with overhanging parts of 
letters, dated November 26, 1890. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1889. 

18,739-—Kerr & Wilson. Printing from rollers . 8d. 
19,446.—Priddle & Donovan. Numbering, &c., machines... 8d. 
20,067.—Wentscher. Type galley. 6d. 
20,114.—Priddle & Donovan. Numbering machines . 6d. 
20,830.—Huelser. Printing ink . 4d. 

1890. 
188.—Tucker. Newspaper racks . 6d, 
766.—Michaud. Printing-machines . . 8d. 

10,773-—Brunthaver & O’Connell. Paper-holders, &c. 6d. 
12,833.—Weichold. Classification of printed matter, &c. ... 8d. 
13,018.—Lake. Printing, &c., machines . is. 6d. 
13,274.—Schwarz. Printing and cutting machines . 6d. 

I3.7I7-—Brown. Type-writers . 8d. 
13,740.—St. John. Type bars. lid. 

13>743-—Johnson. Printing-machines . 8d. 
14,173.—Osborne & Edelheim. Stereotype plates. 8d. 
14,580.—Thompson. Type-writing machines . 6d. 
14,896.—Boult. Type-writers. 8d. 

Notie Q.—The present volume of ^Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapher will not end with the current number ; it will pro¬ 

bably be finished with the March (i8gi) number. 

INDEX TO TRADE 

Armitage & Ibbetson, Almanacks iv 
“ Arrow,” Localised Magazine _ xiv 
Abraham, A. J., Chromo Artist.... xv 
Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 

graphists.   xv 
Balls, W. & J., Bookbinders. xii 
Books for Lithographers . xix 
Bowers Bros., Printing . xv 
CentralAgencv, Partnerships, &c. xv 
Cleathero & Nichols, Limited., iii 
Cleathero & Nichols, Automatic 

Feeding Apparatus. xi 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths. xv 
Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men .  i 
Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines i 
Davies, Henry G., Electrotypers., xiv 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco Engravers, &c...... x'“ 
Elliott, John, Son & Co., Printing 

Machines . xii 
Elvidge, C., Litho Pens. xv 
Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers xv 
Greaves, T., Litho Stones . vi 
Hofer, W., Bronze Powder. xv 
Jacobs Bros., Rags, &c. xv 
Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks. xii 
Jones, Charles, Lithographer- xii 
Kampe &Co., Engravers. i 
Kern, G. F., Litho Artist. xv 

ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist. xv 
“ Lithographer, The,” Prospec- 

Litho-plate Co. xvi 
Mason H., Accurate Leads. i 
Miscellaneous . xiv 
Morgan, A. H., Chromo Artist .... xv 
Nops’ Electrotype Agency. ii 
Plummer, F., & Co., Process En¬ 

gravers . v 
Printers’ and Stationers’ Exhi¬ 

bition .  iv 
Redfern, G. F. & Co., Patent Agents xv 
Silverlock, H., Electrotyper. xv 
Slater & Palmer, Printing Inks., xvi 
Tarstow. Denver & Co..Novels, &c xiv 
Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers xvi 
Upton, J., Calendars. xii 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers xv 
Winstone, B., & Sons, Inks, &c. vi 
Wittmann, A., Litho Stones. iv 

WRAPPER. 
Hoke Engraving Plate Co. 3 
Lagerman Typotheter. 2 
Mander Bros., Printing Inks...... 1 
Silverlock, W. B. & Co.. Bronzing 

Machines. 3 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 

Printing Ink Makers . 4 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

The charges for Advertisements •will be furnished on application to the 
Publisher. _ 

The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through any 
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are still needing larger support from 
the trade before closing the list of “The 

Lithographer,” Limited, and we 
would urge all those readers and sub¬ 
scribers who have not yet sent in their 
applications to do so at once. The one- 
share applications will be j'ust as welcome 
as those for a larger number, and the 
amount being so small, we hope no one 

engaged in the trade and having its welfare at heart will with¬ 
hold his support. One or two people have kindly promised to 
think of giving their support when the first number of the new 
series is out! ! When that event takes place, we shall not 
want to call upon such extremely sympathetic supporters. It 
is for you, reader, to do your part by subscribing at once, and 
the affair will be successfully launched. 

4* 4* 4* 

As stated last month, the present volume of the Printing 

Times and Lithographer will be continued till about 
March, when we hope to be in a position to announce the new 
issue. We shall be obliged if all subscribers will send in their 
subscriptions at once, so as to save unneccessary applications. 
All subscribers renewing their subscription at once, or new ones 
sending in immediately, will be entitled to the new series with¬ 
out extra charge. As it is probable that the price of this new 
issue will be increased, we trust this offer will induce our 
friends to pay up promptly, and also bring a large accession of 
new subscribers. Any friends who will act as agents for us, 
either with respect to subscriptions or capital, are invited to 
communicate at once ; we are prepared to treat them liberally. 

4* 4* 4* 

The committee appointed at the meeting of the Printing 
and Allied Trades Association, held last month, to consider 
the memorial for an advance of wages issued by the London 
Society of Compositors, has been busily employed upon the 

work, which is very heavy. In answer to a letter from Mr. 
Drummond asking when the reply would be ready, Mr. H. 
Vane Stow states that the committee hope to supply not later 
than the 15th inst., a full and detailed statement of the views 
of the Association with regard to the draft scale, together with 
the names of their sub-committee, who will then be prepared 
to meet the Compositors’ Committee in conference, possibly at 
Stationers’ Hall. 

4. 4. 4. 

A MEETING of retail newsagents, convened through the 
Newsagent, was held on the 9th inst., at the Portugal Hotel, 
Fleet-street^ for the purpose of formally founding a union 
among the members of the trade. The hon. secretary, Mr. E. 
Gowing Scopes, explained to the meeting that he had received 
a large number of letters from London and provincial news¬ 
agents urging the necessity of a union, and setting forth their 
grievances, particularly with regard to railway rates, wholesale 
newsagents’ charges, unlicensed street-hawkers, and heavy 
supplements to daily papers, which caused an additional charge 
upon the carriage without any corresponding advantage. The 
hon. secretary further stated that, in response to an appeal for 
members to join the union, about 250 had already given in 
their names, and there was every hope that a membership of 
1,000 would easily be obtained. Up to the present there had 
not been a single voice raised against the union, and if it only 
became strong enough there was no reason why a central 
depot should not be established in London for the purpose of 
collecting and distributing parcels on behalf of the country 
trade. This would, of course, be worked upon a co-operative 
principle for the benefit of the members. A resolution in 
accordance with the object of the meeting was passed. 

4* 4* 4* 

The change which has been made in the size and appear¬ 
ance of the Publishers' Circular, and also the alteration from 
a fortnightly to a weekly, is deserving of more than a passing 
mention. This periodical has been continuously published 
since 1837, and is the only fortnightly which has existed so 
long. It now enters upon a new career, which we trust will be 
as long and as successful as that of the previous series. I he 

B 
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size is demy 4to., and the pages are divided into three columns, 
the main features of the old series being maintained. Mr. 
J. A. Steuart continues to edit it. 

* + 4 

W. J. Linton, well known as a wood engraver, and as the 
historian of that art in England and America, will form the 
subject of a paper in the English Illustrated Magazine of next 
month. It will be illustrated by a portrait engraved from a 
photograph by Mr. Biscombe Gardner, which is a supreme 
piece of wood engraving, and may, indeed, be called a master¬ 
piece in that method of wood engraving, of which Mr. Linton 
has been a life-long exponent. 

+ + 4* 

The City Press recently chronicled the following instance of 
generosity in business, which is deserving of the fullest pub¬ 
licity. A clerk had charge of the railway bookstall at Hornsey, 
belonging to a well-known firm of newsagents. His health 
gave way, and he was obliged to apply for leave of absence, a 
favour the firm at once granted, informing him at the same 
time that they would keep the place open for him, and would 
also pay him his salary during the time he was unable to attend 
to business. At the end of a few weeks, during which time he 
had been paid his full salary, no deduction whatever being 
made, he was compelled, on the advice of his doctor, to tender 
his resignation, no hopes of his recovering sufficiently to 
resume his duties being entertained. Many firms would 
doubtless have expressed their regret and sent him away to 
get his living as best he might, but such was not the course 
taken by the firm with which he was associated. On the con¬ 
trary, they gave him a donation of ,£100, and advised him to 
purchase a news business for himself, recommending him to 
start on his own account in the very parish where he had lately 
been engaged in their interests 1 This young fellow, it is 
gratifying to hear, is already making considerable headway, 
the donation having provided him with the necessary capital 
wherewith to open a newsagency on his own account. Is it 
too much to ask other employers to take a leaf out of that 
firm’s book and deal similarly generously with those in their 
service who may hap to fall by the way through no fault of 
their own, but simply and solely by reason of ill-health ? 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
The Swedish Government has drawn up a new proposal for 

a law about the insurance of workmen against accidents, of 
which the following are some of the most important points :— 
In certain branches it is compulsory for the men to be insured 
against accidents in an institution erected and maintained by 
the State, the employers paying fixed premiums for such in¬ 
surance. These industries are principally sawmills, the timber¬ 
floating and mining industries, all manufactories, and tramcar 
and railway services. The employer can, however, be relieved 
from insuring his men in the State insurance institution when 
he otherwise makes the necessary provisions for insurance, and 
complies with the necessary regulations. The State institution 
is, however, to be responsible to the men also in such cases of 
dispensation. The amount of the insurance in case of death 
or complete incapacity is 35okr. (about ^19 10s.) annually. In 
case of there being small children, the annual amount can rise 
to 44okr. (about ^24 10s.). The contemplated State insurance 
institution is also intended to afford an opportunity of effecting 
voluntary insurances at cheap rates. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
A NEW and bold departure has been made by the Daily 

Cliro?iicle. Commencing with Thursday the 1st inst., it 
issued a Literary Supplement, which is to be repeated every 
Wednesday. In addition to reviews of books and periodicals, 
and notes on current events in the world of letters, science, 
and art, an instalment of a serial story by some popular author 
is to appear. Mr. William Black leads off with a picturesque 
romance entitled “ Donald Ross of Heimra.” Another feature 
of great interest in the enterprise of the Chronicle is the fact 
that the paper is being produced by new machinery of a power 
and capabilities not yet reached by the plant of any London 
paper. The late Mr. Lloyd was the first English purchaser of 
the famous Hoe machines, and it is the latest productions 
of the inventive genius of that firm which are being used to 
print the Daily Chronicle and its supplement. 

The interesting exhibition that Sir John Lubbock opened at 
the Polytechnic, Regent-street, on the 29th ult., is the concep¬ 
tion of Mr. Francis Young, editor of Work, after which publi¬ 
cation the exhibition is named. Mr. Young is the son of a 
Devonshire clergyman. He went to Cambridge, and then 
became a schoolmaster. He formed classes of workmen in the 
evenings at Kingsbridge, his native place, and taught them 
drawing so that they might be able to put their ideas on paper 
before proceeding to work them out. At the request of Mr. 
S. O. Beeton he came to London, and helped him with many 
of his publications. When Beeton’s business was transferred 
to Ward, Lock, & Co., Mr. Young became connected with 
Messrs. Cassell’s, editing a new edition of Cassell’s Popular 
Educator, and other works. Afterwards he edited for Ward, 
Lock, & Co., their “Standard Etymological Dictionary 
“Every Man his own Mechanic,” which is now in its eighth 
edition; and Amateur Work, a sixpenny monthly. Of this latter 
publication he was editor for seven years. He then wanted to 
have the price reduced to a penny, so as to bring it within the 
means of the workers, and thereby enhance its practical utility. 
The publishers objected, and two years ago he brought his 
idea to Messrs. Cassell’s. The soundness of Mr. Young’s idea 
was proved from the first, for Work paid right from the 
beginning. 

•fr + 

The Home Reading Union has now 6,000 members, rather 
a large family circle, though some of them are in Turkey, 
which is a long way from home. It seems to have had a good 
effect in making persons acquainted with good literature who 
would otherwise have been strangers to it. It is a pity that 
certificates are granted for the mere reading of books, without 
any proof of their being understood, because that is a premium 
on literary indigestion. Still, the society is doing a good work 
in widening the basis of reading. 

+ 4* + 

By the death of Charles S. Keene, English art has lost one 
of her best and foremost draughtsmen in black and white. 
Quite apart from his connection with Punch, or his humour 
as a caricaturist, Keene was endowed with the genius for ren¬ 
dering reality in its most unlaboured form. It was poor Carlo 
Pellegrini, himself a master of his art, who said, “Keene is a 
prince before whom no artist can refuse to take off his hat.’ 
Yet in Keene’s method there was a wide difference, as any one 
can judge by comparing his contributions to Once a Week with 
his later drawings for the London Charivari. On the former 
he bestowed more time with less effect, witness his pictures 
accompanying “ Evan Harrington ’’ and similar stories, but the 
broad outlines done in a few strokes are just as powerful as 
the quaint types of middle-class life which he delighted to 
share between England and Scotland. And yet that his talent 
was not confined to the limits of Great Britain was best shown 
last year when the jury of the Paris Exhibition voted him a 
gold medal of honour. Personally, he was a man of singular 
modesty, good humour, and kindness. 

+ + + 

The Century has made as great a success by securing Tal¬ 
leyrand's “ Memoirs ” as it did with “ The Life of Lincoln.” The 
works which now appear, month by month, in its pages are not 
confined to stories. Lincoln’s “ Life,” which will soon be pub¬ 
lished in this country by Mr. Fisher Unwin, is a great standard 
work of history of seven volumes. Jefferson's “ Autobiography " 
was also a great success, but.Talleyrand’s “ Memoirs ” is a work 
which will awaken more cosmopolitan interest than either of 
the two books mentioned. 

♦ ♦ + 

Octave Feuillet, whose death at the age of seventy-eight 
was recently recorded, was one of the most cultured of French 
novelists—remarkable alike for the purity of his French, and 
the high tone which prevailed in his works. He was the exact 
opposite of the realists, and was considered a family novelist. 
His best known work, the “Roman d’un Jeune Homme 
Pauvre,” is used as a text-book in English schools. 

♦J* 4* 

On the decease of Mr. Macdonald, Mr. C. F. Moberly Bell 
was selected to succeed that gentleman as manager of the 
Times. One of his first changes in the appearance of the 
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Times was an alteration in the style of the index. Next came 

the cross-headings in political speeches of any length. Then 

those v\ho still swear by the Thunderer were shocked by the 

inclusion of a regular supply of “Court News.’’ But 

Mr. Moberly Bell has persevered in his course, as those who 

were acquainted with him knew he would. He has now started 

a heading “Publications To-day,” a la Pall Mall Gazette. His 

most remarkable achievement is the engagement of a Parlia¬ 

mentary lobbyist. There is yet room for reform. Why should 

not the births, marriages, and deaths be arranged alpha¬ 

betically ? Why should not the interview, which reigns supreme 

in the “Foreign Intelligence,’’have its place in the general 

portion of the newspaper? And, lastly, why should not the 

last surviving threepenny daily newspaper be sold for the 

popular copper ? 

+ + + 

It is sad to hear that Mr. John Lash Latey did not live to 

enjoy his well-earned pension more than a few days. He was 

born at Tiverton in 1808, and was one of the many bright 

young men who, intended for the Church, take refuge in the 

Press—“that haven of expatriated spiritualities,” as Carlyle 

once called it. When a lad his pretty and pensive verse 

embellished the “poet's corner” of the North Devon papers, 

and old readers of Lloyd’s Newspaper may still remember the 

trenchant articles he at one time contributed to that popular 

journal. He had a fine and cultured literary taste, and a 

genuine lyric gift. The sober dignity and high finish of style 

which characterised the literary work of the Illustrated London 

News was but the reflex of his own personality. He had the 

pleasure of numbering nearly all the distinguished men of 

letters of the present generation in the list of his personal 

friends. As an editor he was genial, careful, and charmingly 

sympathetic. Mr. Latey died before his colleagues had time 

to present him with a testimonial which was in preparation. 

* * + 

The new editor of the Illustrated London News, Mr- 

Clement King Shorter, who has for some time past been one 

of Mr. Latey's lieutenants, evidently intends making a quiet 

revolution in the old periodical. He has already introduced 

some new features. Mr. Frederick Greenwood, for instance, 

has joined the staff", and will have a column of non-political 

comment every week. A new story by W. Clarke Russell is 

appearing, and we hear that Mr. Shorter has other plans for 

improving the Illustrated Lotidon News and raising its literary 

tone, which, in view of coming opposition, is wise policy. 

•I* 4> 

Mr. Searle and Mr. Rivington have both retired from 

Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, & Co., Limited, from the 

1st inst. Mr. Searle had been connected with the house for 

many years, and on the death of Mr. Sampson Low, jun., in 

1871, he became a partner. Mr. Searle conducted the counting- 

house department. Mr. Rivington, who has been connected 

with the house for about fifteen years, is now devoting his capital 

and energies to the business of electric lighting. It thus 

happens that with his departure from the house the name of 

Rivington, so well knowm as one of the oldest in the publishing 

world, vanishes from the scene, although it may yet be revived 

in the new firm of Percival & Co., publishers, of which Mr. 

Septimus Rivington is the head. On the occasion of their 

retirement, each of the above-named gentlemen received from 

the staff"a silver inkstand, accompanied by a very handsomely 

illuminated testimonial. The board of the company will now 

comprise Mr. Edward Marston, senior partner of the old firm 

and chairman of the new board, who entered into partnership 

with the late Sampson Low and his son Sampson in the year 

1856—his son, Mr. R. B. Marston, who has been in the house 

since 1869, and became a partner on the death of Mr. W. H. 

Low in 1881, Mr. Robert Bickersteth, M.A. (Pemb. Coll, 

Camb.), son of the Bishop of Exeter, and Mr. Stuart J. Reid. 

Both Mr. Bickersteth and Mr. Reid have already had con¬ 

siderable experience in the practical work of the house, and 

the latter will devote his attention exclusively to the literary 

department of the work. All the shares of the company are 

held by the managing directors with the exception of certain 

shares allotted to other gentlemen in the house, and a special 

amount set aside as participation certificates for the employes 

allotted pro rata with their salaries at a cost to them of about 

two-thirds of the paid-up value, but entitling them during 

their employment in the house to the full dividend on fully 

paid-up shares. The employes thus become participators in 

the full profits of the business in proportion to the amount of 

shares they hold. The company is thus essentially a private 

one, and its operations will in no way be changed or interfered 

with in consequence of the change of management. Mr. Guy 

Abney, son of Captain Abney, C.B., R.E., F.R.S., etc., will 

take an important position in the house, and Mr. Wm. Watts, 

who has had many years’ experience under Mr. Searle, now 

takes the position of confidential clerk and superintendent of 

the counting-house department. 

+ + + 

The Board of Trade returns for December complete the 

totals for the year, and we are now able to see the position of 

affairs for the entire twelve months, as compared with the pre¬ 

vious year. The result on the whole is not very good, but it is 

also not very bad. Export of books shows an increase for the 

year of 7,000 cwt. and ,£30,000 ; the totals for the month being 

almost identical with those of the corresponding month last 

year. Stationery is larger by £8,000 for the month, but only 

£2,200 for the twelve months. Paper is less by 16,500 cwt. 

and ,£25,000 for the month, and 22,000 cwt. and £83,300 for the 

twelve months. Import of foreign paper shows a decrease of 

29,200 cwt. and £18,600 for the month, the increase for the 

entire twelve months being, however, 159,000 cwt. and 

^78,500- 
Export of Printed Books. 

Dec. 

>5 . . . . . 
Jan. to Dec. 

> > 

> * 

cwt. £• 
1890 ... ... 115,145 
1889 ... .... 115,023 

1888 ... 
1890 ... 
1889 .. .... 155,123 .. .... 1,294,967 

1888 ... .... 142,895 .. .... 1,245,959 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

£■ 
Dec. 1890   89,018 

,, . 1889    80,912 
,, . 1888    73,022 

Jan. to Dec. 1890   967,940 

. 1889 . 965,735 

„   1888   908,993 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 

countries during the twelve months in each of the three years :— 

1890. 1889. 1888. 

£• £• £• 
Germany . ... 80,314 ... 67,500 

France . . 31,875 ... 37,913 ... 37,008 

United States. . 82,943 ... 82,073 ... 75,622 

British East Indies ... 107,470 ... 113,406 

Australasia. ... 187,220 ... 204,618 

British North America... 32,336 ... 33,224 ... 40,047 

Other countries. .455,592 - 437,113 ... 370,707 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £• 
Dec. 1890 . 75,882 .... ■ • 133,439 

1889 . 92,311 . . 158,417 
1888 . 72,488 . 127,291 

.. 1,681,110 

■ ■ 1,764,423 

Tan. to Dec. 1890 . 966,312 . 

1889 . 988,383 . 

>5 . 1888 .l ,075,919 . ,. 1,837,326 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

Dec. .. 1890 

.. 1889 
,, . 1888 

Jan. to Dec. 1890 

„   1889 
„   1888 

cwt. £. 

150,970 . 140,643 

i79,73i   159,221 
187,331   157,254 

2,181,614  1,840,079 
2,022,439  1,761,411 

1,835,035 .1,673,769 

Printers and the American Copyright Bill.—The Ameri¬ 
can Copyright Bill is one which threatens to affect printers most 
seriously. Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington, 
Limited, have reprinted it from the American Government official 
document, and with a view to make its provisions known to all con¬ 
cerned in this country, they will send a copy to anyone sending 
their name and address and 3d. in stamps to cover cost. 
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Lithography on Sheet-Iron or Tin. 

AS these methods of lithography are not generally 
known, the following details respecting them may 

be of service to our readers :—- 
Printing on Sheet-Iron.—Cover the verso of the iron 

with a layer of black varnish, and the recto with baryta 
white. Take a mordant impression on a thick cardboard, 
which should be placed on the iron. After having inked 
the stone afresh, place a second sheet, which cover with 
the above iron plate with its proof uppermost. With one 
pull are obtained the second mordant impression on card¬ 
board and the first transfer on iron, and so on. The same 
cardboards may be used as long as their condition permits. 
The transfer on iron effected, powder; as a rule, all bright 
colours are powdered. The printed and powdered sheets 
of iron are now placed in a stove of mild temperature to 
effect the complete evaporation of the varnish. In the 
case of multi-colour work proceed successively in the same 
manner as above for each colour. 

Direct Printing on Tin.—The following methods of 
printing on tin, blacking, sardine, and preserve-boxes, are 
practised on the Continent :— 

First Method.—The tin is well wiped, then covered with 
a special composition, the basis of which is kaolin, then 
placed in a stove, and subjected to a temperature of 150 
degrees for an hour at least. The printing is done on the 
tin direct, with a warm diluted ink and a quick-drying 
varnish. 

Afterwards the tin is again placed in the stove for an 
hour and a half. White varnish, or the colour th’at may be 
required, is now used on the impression, and the tin is put 
in the stove a third time for two hours. 

This operation terminated, the impression resists ebulli¬ 
tion. The heating in the stove, coupled with the composi¬ 
tion of the varnish, produces the desired solidity of impres¬ 
sion. In the case of colour-printing, mineral colours should 
be used. 

Second Method.—The composition or the transfers 
terminated, the stone should be prepared in high relief, as 
if it were a letterpress plate, and the tin-plates printed 
direct without wetting the stone. 

Relief Stones. 

WHEN the art of lithography was first discovered, 
stones were prepared in relief. The letters 

intended to be printed were traced on them with a fatty 
ink, and they were afterwards treated with a weak acid, 
which lowered the white parts and brought up what the 
fatty ink had protected from the attacks of the acid. 

Stones thus prepared were printed like woodcuts; and 
Senefelder used this method for a considerable time for 
music printing. 

In certain circumstances the relief engraving on stone 
may take the place of the wood-cut. For these stereos 
take a soft stone. When the drawing or the transfer is 
fixed on this stone, ink with preserving varnish, which 
permits of its being subjected to the action of the acid. 
The relief obtained being sufficient, the large whites should 
be cleaned out with a graver. This may be done by any 
skilful workman. 

In any litho establishment employing an artist capable 
of drawing on stone with litho ink, a relief drawing may 
be obtained without the aid of an engraver. This may 
be used with letterpress, or be printed separately, like 
wood-cuts. 

Phototype Engraving. 

Necessity for Perfection in Line Engraving. IN order to convert stereos of photo engravings into 
letterpress plates, the perfect execution of the line 

engraving is of the utmost importance. This is no easy 
matter. Nevertheless, the excellence of the result depends 
on perfection in this respect. The clearer the linework— 
black in the white lines and in the hollows—the better will 
be the proof which will serve for the impression on metal 
of the sensitive covering of bitumen or bichromated 
albumen. 

A tracing is used to reproduce in the dark chamber, a 
positive on glass placed behind this tracing in such a 
manner that the contact of the two surfaces, that of the 
tracing, and that of the positive, are as complete as pos¬ 
sible. The linear negative which results is formed by 
white and black spaces, without the least half-tint. With 
this negative the printing is done on bitumen, and then 
bitten in. 

If this operation is performed under favourable con¬ 
ditions, no retouching is necessary. M. Ldon Vidal re¬ 
commends this process to persons desirous of transforming 
ordinary negatives into stereos. In the case of these 
negatives collodion is indispensable, and the oppositions 
from black to white should be very clearly defined. 

School Board Tenders and Libel Risks. 

''HE following letter, dated December 1 i, has been 
addressed by Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney, Limited, 

to the School Board for London, in reference to the tenders 
now required for the Board’s printing :— 

We think it right to inform your Board that, having con¬ 
sidered the question of tendering for its printing, we have 
decided to respectfully decline to do so, in order to call atten¬ 
tion to the undefined responsibility which rests upon the 
printer to the Board in relation to actions for libel. We think 
that even now the Board generally cannot be aware of the 
practical injustice which we have suffered in reference to the 
action of “Johnson v. Helby and others.’’ 

When we had the printing contract for your Board we 
printed in the ordinary course of business a report of the 
committee appointed to consider the work of the Works Com¬ 
mittee. This report contained statements by a member of the 
Board which were the foundation of an action for libel brought 
by Mr. Johnson against ourselves as printers. Before the 
action commenced we received a guarantee from your Board 
against the costs involved in it. The plaintiff gained ,£200 
damages against Mr. Helby, and ,£2 against ourselves, which 
latter sum we at once paid, together with a proportion, 
amounting to ^163 8s. 5d., of plaintiff’s taxed costs of the 
action. Notwithstanding your Board’s guarantee, this amount 
has not been refunded up to the present time, and we are now 
bringing an action against the Board for its recovery. We 
feel constrained to express our strong view that, as your 
printers, we have been placed in a most unfair position. 
Under the contract we were bound to print the proceedings in 
question, and even if we could have refused to do so we could 
not be aware of the latent libels which might be contained 
therein. In this, as in the Board's other printing work, your 
printer is absolutely powerless, and merely carries out your 
instructions. 

We are unable to see why the printer for a public body 
should be expected to bear a responsibility from which a 
private customer would immediately relieve him. We should 
have written in this sense when tenders were required last 
year, but at that time the action had not taken place, and we 
could not have anticipated that your Board would decline to 
be bound by the guarantee which we then held. We ask you 
to place this letter before your Board on this occasion, 
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International Copyright. 

IN regard to this Bill the following letter has been addressed 
to the Press :— 

“Sir,—The American Copyright Bill, which has recently 
passed the House of Representatives, and will, in all probability, 
pass the Senate in a few months, is ostensibly a boon to 
English authors and an act of justice to the English people. 
As a matter of fact, the incidental benefit which will be con¬ 
ferred upon British authors is probably the roost unsatisfactory 
feature in the Bill in the view of its authors. The Copyright 
Bill, in its present form, has been promoted by, and in the 
interests of, the printers and compositors of the United States, 
with the intention of transferring the profits of printing and 
composing all English books from the United Kingdom to the 
United States. How serious is the danger to which English 
compositors and printers are exposed seems, as yet, to be 
imperfectly realised. It will, however, be easily appreciated 
when we explain the actual operation of the ne w Bill, and state 
that in London alone the number of compositors, quite apart 
from machine-minders, stereotypers, &c., is over 13,000. 

“ By the Bill it is provided that no foreign book shall obtain 
copyright in the United States unless four copies of the work, 
composed and printed in the United States, shall have been 
deposited in the library of Congress on or before the day of 
publication. To understand the operation, it is only necessary 
to imagine a case. A British author, having completed his 
manuscript, is naturally desirous of securing the enormous 
advantage of double copyright. He will, therefore, insist upon 
his work being composed and printed in the United States. 
Any one who is acquainted with the technicalities of printing 
will have no doubt that, except in very rare instances, the type 
which has been set up for the American edition will be utilised 
for the British edition. In some cases, no doubt, plates will be 
taken and transferred to this country. In such cases the 
British printer will still retain the profit of machining 
the work. In other instances, however, and they will 
probably be the majority, an American edition will be 
printed off; and, while the machine is still running, 
another edition sufficient for the British market will be printed 
at the same time. It will then only remain to transfer the 
printed sheets of the work to this country. The freight is ex¬ 
ceedingly low, and would probably not equal the expense of 
making the plates ready for printing upon machines in this 
country. It will thus be seen that the effect of the new Bill 
must inevitably be to deprive a large number of British working 
men of their employment. It is perhaps premature to consider 
whether any steps—by way of retaliation or otherwise—can be 
taken in this country to neutralise the effect of this blow struck 
at the British working man. It must be clearly understood 
that it is not the publishers who will be the chief sufferers, but 
it is the operatives who will be made the victims of this new 
departure on the part of the United States Legislature. 

“We may point out what appears to be a blunder in the 
proposed legislation. The American Act cannot become 
practically operative unless some steps be taken by our own 
Government. The intention of the Act is to confer a double 
copyright, but inasmuch as what is called ‘ prior ’ publication 
is a condition precedent to obtaining copyright both in this 
country and the United States, and inasmuch as it is obvious 
that ‘ prior ’ publication cannot take place in both countries, 
the copyright in one of them must, as matters stand at present, 
lapse. It is probable, however, that before the American Act 
comes into force an Act of Parliament or Order in Council will 
have rectified this matter. But the main point to which we wish 
to call attention is the very serious effect which the American 
Copyright Act must have upon all persons engaged in com¬ 
posing, printing, paper-making, and stereotyping in this country. 

“ Our Association has been formed with the object of watch¬ 
ing and protecting the interests of these trades on behalf of 
the employers and, what necessarily follows, on behalf of the 
employed, as their interests are identical if viewed in the right 
light ; and it is on their behalf we ask you to be so good as 
to insert this letter in your next issue.—We are, your obedient 
servants, “W. C. Knight Clowes, Chairman. 

“ Philip H. Waterlow, Vice-Chairman. 
“ The Printing and Allied Trades Association, 

“ 20, Bucklersbury, E.C., December 17.” 

Foreign Paper Money. 

THE Bank of England note is about 5 inches by 8 in 
dimensions, and is printed in black ink on Irish linen 

water-lined paper, plain white and with ragged edges. 
The notes of the Banque de France are made of white, 

water-lined paper, printed in blue and black, with numerous 
mythological and allegorical pictures, and running in denomi¬ 
nations from the twenty-franc note to the one thousand franc. 

South American currency, in most countries, is about the 
size and general appearance of American bills, except that 
cinnamon brown and slate blue are the prevailing colours, and 
that Spanish and Portuguese are the prevalent languages 
engraved on the face. 

The German currency is rather artistic. The bills are 
printed in green and black. They run in denominations from 
five to one thousand marks. Their later bills are printed on 

silk fibre paper. 
The Chinese paper currency is in red, white, and yellow 

paper, with gilt lettering and gorgeous little hand-drawn 
devices. The bills, to the ordinary financier, might pass for 
washing bills, but they are worth good money in the Flowery 

Kingdom. 
Italian notes are of all shapes, sizes, and colours. I he 

smaller bills—five and ten-lire notes—are printed on white 
paper in pink, blue, and carmine inks, and ornamented with 
a finely engraved vignette of King Humbert. 

The one-hundred-rouble note of Russia is barred fiom top 
to bottom with all the colours of the rainbow, blended as when 
shown through a prism. In the centre, in bold relief, stands a 
large, finely-executed vignette of the Empress Catherine I. 
This is in black. The other engraving is not at all intricate or 
elaborate, but is well done in dark and light brown and black 

inks. . _ 
The Austrian bill is printed on light-coloured thick paper, 

which shows none of the silk fibre marks or geometric lines 
used in American currency as a protection against counter¬ 
feiting. Each bears upon it a terrible warning to counter¬ 
feiters, threatening the penitentiary confinement “ to anyone 
who shall make, sell, or have in possession any counterfeit or 

fac-simile of this bill.” 

The Selection of Paper. 

PAPERS made from flax and hemp are smooth, fine, sub¬ 
stantial, solid, and strong, and are the best for works 

which have to stand much handling, and are expected to last 
a long time. Paper made of cotton is rough, spongy, soft, and 

loose in structure. 
At present, wood is a great medium in the manufactuie of 

paper, and a large percentage of it is used. There are two 
processes for working up the wood for conversion into paper, 
which give different results and effects. One way is to grind 
it, and the other is to reduce it by chemical action. Wood 
pulp is by no means adapted to produce a fine paper which can 
be used for any kind of art printing. Paper made from it is 
brittle, and turns yellow or brown when the air and light 

reach it. ... 
The durability of the paper and its value in preserving 

colours depend also very much upon the bleaching. If'th e 
bleaching agent is not neutralised thoroughly, the acid, which 
will accumulate to a greater or less. degree, will not only 
destroy the colours, but cause even plain black to lose all of its 

effect. 
Paper for the best art work should be absolutely fiee from 

all wood and minerals, and not too much bleached. 1 he sizing 
of the paper is also to be taken into consideration, for coppei 
and steel engraving and heliogravure produce the best lesults 
on a soft, rough-surfaced paper. Photogravure and lithogiaphy 
are greatly benefited by the use of a little smoother-surfaced, 
better-finished paper, and book printing needs a paper with a 
very smooth and well-finished surface in order that bnlliancy 
and life may be secured for all of the colours. It must not be 
so hard as to cause the picture to lose the depth which artistic 
work requires, and a uniform thickness of paper is also 

essential. 
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Prices of Lithographic Work in 
A meric a. 

THE following are a few of the bids for furnishing illustra¬ 

tions for the annual report of the Secretary of Agri¬ 

culture :— 
Item 1.—Lithographing and printing 405,734 copies each of 

ten plates ; 50,000 sets to be delivered by March 1, and 

50,000 additional sets by March 20, 1891, and bidders to state 

how soon after receipt of the originals they will deliver the 

whole edition, and how many copies of each plate they propose 

to print to a sheet. These plates were in colours, some re¬ 

quiring eight and some twelve, and the aggregate number of 

printings required was eighty-three. The size of each was 

octavo (6X95), and the Government supplies the paper of such 

size as the contractor may require for printing the number of 

plates he specifies to the sheet. The contractor is obliged to 

deliver all at the Government Printing Office, free of all charges 

for boxing, freight, and cartage. The lowest bid was by 

Beattie & Voteller, New York, 5,916 dols. ; time, four months; 

twenty-one and twenty-five plates to the sheet ; the highest 

being by Trautmann, Bailey & Blampey, New York, 9,867 

dols. ; time, July I, 1891 ; twenty-one plates to the sheet. 

Item 2.—Lithographing and printing, ten plates, Same 

edition and conditions of delivery as item one, and same size 

plates. Some of these require but one printing, while others 

require thirteen, and three of them each require ten printings 

and four bronzes. The aggregate was sixty printings and 

thirteen bronzes. The lowest bid was Stecker Lithograph 

Company, Rochester, N. Y., 6,356 dols. ; time, four months ; 

twenty-one plates to the sheet ; the highest was Trautmann, 

Bailey & Blampey, New York, 10,812 dols.; time, August 1, 

1891 ; twenty-one plates to the sheet. 

Item 3.—Lithographing and printing three maps ; same 

edition and conditions of delivery as item one. The size of 

these maps was about two pages octavo, and they each require 

four printings. The lowest bid was Trautmann, Bailey & 

Blampey, New York, 1306 dols ; time, June 1, 1891 ; twenty- 

one plates to the sheet ; the highest, Sackett and Wilhelms 

Lithograph Company, New York, 2,400 dols ; time, August 1, 

1891 ; eleven plates to sheet; or, 2,600 dols. if eight plates to 

sheet, or 3,000 dols. if four plates to sheet. 

These prices show very much the same discrepancy that has 

been so often remarked in tenders in this country. Of course 

the houses tendering the lowest may have some special 

knowledge or facilities which enable them to compete on more 

favourable terms than others ; but this will scarcely explain 

why the highest tender show a difference of 70 per cent, upon 

the lnwest in items I and 2. It would be interesting to see the 

detailed calculations upon which the tenders were based. 

Newspaper Advertisements. 

THE Temps having received some complaints concerning the 

advertisements appearing on its fourth page, has replied 

with the following observations, which are not without interest in 

the ethics of the trade :—No relation whatever exists between 

the editorial department of a newspaper and the advertise¬ 

ments which it publishes—advertisements usually managed by 

a public agency which has nothing in common with the 

editing. The last page of a newspaper plays the same part as 

the wall on which posters are displayed ; it establishes a re¬ 

lation between the person who inserts an advertisement and 

its readers. It is the latter’s duty to know what they ought to 

think of the announcement, which is in no wise recommended 

by the newspaper, and for which it never accepts any responsi¬ 

bility. 
When the latter may intervene is when the proffered adver¬ 

tisement shocks morality. . . . It is, moreover, undeniable 

that the public has adopted this way of comprehending the 

role of the advertisement ; that never—-let alone at the present 

time when their publication assumes a thousand different forms 

—has the public exacted from those connected with the news¬ 

paper press a responsibility not demanded from others; that, 

in fine, the victim of an advertisement may no more think 

of bringing an action against the journal in which it appeared 

that he could against the agent or proprietor of a hoarding on 

which one has been exhibited, or the sandwich man who has 

in the street given him a prospectus, or the post which has 

brought one to his house. 

In loaning out whole or in parts its last page, a newspaper 

exercises simply the same right as the municipalities or the 

individuals that let the walls of their estates to advertising 

agencies. Any newspaper which can go counter to this theory 

—universally accepted, we repeat-—makes itself responsible 

jointly with their author for these advertisements. There is no 

one which is certain that its readers can have entire confidence 

in the announcements of its last page ; for it is as impossible 

to ins'itute an inquiry into the efficacy of the pilules which are 

infallible to cure every malady, on the strength of the clothing 

which, despite its extremely low price, is guaranteed never to 

wear out, on the possibility of the investment that can return 

for ready cash 30, 400, 1,000 per cent., as it is to establish the 

moral character of the originators of these. 

-■* - 

New Books of 1890. 

TN giving its usual analytical table of books published during 

the year, the Publishers' Circular says :— 

The Academy of March, 1890, remarks that the statistics 01 

books published in the United States during 1889 show the 

same decrease, as compared with the figures for the preceding 

year, as the corresponding figures of the tables issued by the 

Publishers' Circular, and adds at the end of the paragraph :— 

“We can only suggest that the wants of the reading public are 

becoming more and more satisfied with newspapers, reviews, 

and magazines, and that authors consequently find their own 

best market in the same field.” This view is confirmed by the 

classified table of publications during 1890. The decrease in 

the number of new books and new editions is very nearly the 

same as that recorded for 1889. In educational works and 

books for the amusement of the young, we find higher figures. 

Of novels there are not quite so many as in 1889, and yet the 

reader of fiction has had provided for him almost three new 

novels per diem, besides one in a new edition for each week 

day. Perhaps the most striking fact to note is that artistic 

works, whether new or in new editions, have dropped to about 

half the number put forth in the preceding year. Poetry, at first 

sight, seems to be idler, but the increasd number of new editions 

shows that at all events public taste does not flag in that 

direction. Belles letlres, too, as a class, does not suffer by 

comparison with the production of 1889. Here, too, the 

number of reprints is also in excess, showing that interest in 

pure literature or standard works is not on the decline. Lastly, 

books which .have to be ranged under “ miscellaneous ’’ are 

greater in number than those of 1889. 

1889. CO
 

0
 

0
 

Divisions. New New New New 
Books. Editions. Books. iiditions. 

Theology, Sermons, Biblical, &c. 630 134 555 *53 
Educational, Classical, and Philo- j 
logical. / 557 124 615 88 

Juvenile Works and Tales 4l8 93 443 95 
Novels, Tales, and other Fiction 1,040 364 S81 323 
Law, Jurisprudence, &c. 
Political and Social Economy, Trade 

66 

110 

40 

16 

40 

87 

39 

22 and Commerce . J 
Arts, Sciences, and Illustrated Works 112 34 54 19 
Voyages, Travels, Geographical 1 

Research . J 
203 57 188 69 

History, Biography, &c. . 3IQ 114 294 97 
Poetry and the Drama ... a33 54 114 74 
Year-Books and Serials in Volumes ... 342 4 318 1 
Medicine, Surgery, &c. *33 49 143 5° 
Belles-Lettres, Essays, Monographs, \ 
&c. J 157 183 171 191 

Miscellaneous, including Pamphlets,) 
not Sermons. / 483 i°7 511 100 

4,694 1.373 
4,694 

4,414 1,321 
4,4H 

• 
6,067 5,735 
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Lithography in the United States. 

MR. JULIUS BIEN, speaking some time since before the 

National Lithographers’Association, said: “With the 

wonderful development of the lithographic business in our 

country during the last decades, there has been a deplorable 

absence of a clear comprehension, or a total neglect of the 

conditions underlying its successful pursuit. While in point of 

excellency and volume of production we can vie with any other 

country of the world, the reward j'ustly due to extraordinary 

labour, skill, and capital invested, is slipping gradually from 

our grasp, through methods and practices which must prove 

utterly ruinous if persevered in. This should not be so ; and 

it behoves us, therefore, to carefully examine into the present 

state of affairs, in order to fully understand the difficulties 

which beset our path, and by earnest deliberation and inter¬ 

change of views find some solution of the problem which con¬ 

fronts us. 

A natural ambition at enlargement of their establishments 

has led many, in the times of prosperity, to invest their earn¬ 

ings in additional machinery and materials, which subsequently, 

at least during a portion of the year, remained unemployed, 

and became a source of expense rather than profit. Under 

such circumstances, with the desire of keeping a trained force 

of skilled labour intact, and in the hope of future improvement, 

rather than having any part of their plant and operating force 

remain idle, work was taken at any price, and a wild and insane 

competition was thus engendered. Prices being pressed down, 

in many cases below the cost of production, it was found im¬ 

possible to restore them to a paying basis, when the original 

causes for such action were no longer operative, and a de¬ 

terioration in the quality of the work and the materials 

followed in consequence. In the meantime the cost of pro¬ 

duction increased. To secure the best available talent from 

wherever found, and not unfrequently as a temptation to entice 

it from present employment, extraordinary and unwarrantable 

remuneration had to be offered, thereby reacting on the general 

scale of compensation. 

As by far the greater amount is obtained by travellers, who 

receive a large proportion of the profits, without sharing any of 

the risks and losses, it should be supposed that the greatest 

care was exercised in employing only men of probity and 

character. It is a well-known fact, however, that as much 

harm has been done by unprincipled canvassers as through any 

other cause. Not only have they caused great losses, through 

disregarding the interests of their employers, but by misrepre¬ 

sentation and false statements have created distrust, jealousy, 

and enmity amongst us. The intruding of middle men or 

brokers into our business has also become a source of great 

injury and annoyance, and this pernicious intermeddling with 

our affairs should no longer be tolerated. 

Formerly, when but little capital was required to establish a 

lithographic business, many employes, by dint of industry and 

frugality, saved sufficiently out of their earnings to become 

their own masters, and some of the largest houses in this 

country owe their existence to such small beginnings. Nowa¬ 

days it needs considerable means to open a business, and 

press manufacturers have introduced the system of selling on 

credit on small payments and taking a mortgage to secure 

their whole claim. Dealers in paper and materials have also 

followed a similar policy, and so a business is launched, lacking 

every foundation of success, dooming its nominal owner to toil 

and labour in paying interest and instalments. 

It is difficult to say how many places are held to-day on such 

terms, but surely such practices, which do an irreparable injury 

to the business at large, should not be encouraged. Men 

should also learn that it is far better to work long enough for 

others at good salaries until they have accumulated sufficient 

funds to pay for what they need in starting for themselves, than 

to be placed in a position where failure is the rule, and success 

the rare exception. 

In the general tendency toward cheapness, the attempt to 

reduce the cost of materials entering into our productions has 

been followed by a deterioration and adulteration of most 

articles in use, and it requires expert knowledge to be safe in 

their selection. The importance of patronising reliable houses 

only, and holding them to the standard of quality, becomes 

apparent. Nor should we have any dealings with such as 

are interested directly or indirectly in any lithographic esta¬ 

blishment. 

Considering the remarkable progress made in lithography in 

the United States, we may justly be proud of our part in the 

aid rendered to science, and the impulse given to art and art 

culture. Love for the fine arts has penetrated all strata and 

circles of modern society. What was formerly the privilege 

of the few has become the necessary adjunct of the households 

of the million. Through the high mode we have attained of 

reproducing the creations of the artist, it has been made pos¬ 

sible for the humblest home to be adorned with faithful copies 

of the works of masters, a potent factor in the higher civilsa- 

tion. Perfection in mechanical appliances has enabled the 

merchant and manufacturer on a large scale to make art their 

handmaid in the most effective and attractive manner by the 

medium they seek to spread information amongst the people. 

Still greater progress is possible, and no better means to 

this end can be found than in the close association of those 

who are engaged in the various branches of our profession. 

The advantages in its better conduct through the interchange 

of the experiences of the members cannot be overestimated, 

and must accrue to the benefit of the entire trade. Our rivalry 

should be entirely confined to the ambition of reaching the 

highest eminence in our art and its greatest reward, and no 

attempt should be made, through restrictive measures, to inter¬ 

fere with the free and full development of every individual 

capacity. 
Speaking along this same line, Mr. H. T. Koerner, also 

well known as a thoughtful member of the lithographic craft, 

pertinently asks as to whether lithography has witnessed any 

prosperity during the past five years. 

Does apparent prosperity or a flurry of orders and contracts 

in Buffalo indicate prosperity in Chicago? Do 4,000 impres¬ 

sions per day on every press in New York establish the general 

prosperity of the trade ? Hardly ; and I venture to state that 

a business whose facilities are far in excess of the normal 

demand, cannot be prosperous until the determining factors 

are in reasonable conjunction with one another. 

That the facilities are far in excess of the normal demand is 

demonstrated by the facts and figures gleaned during the past 

year and through the instrumentality of the National Asso¬ 

ciation. 

There are to-day in the United States 258 establishments, 

operating a total of 1,200 lithographic-presses, supposed to be 

in active operation, which, if put at an average daily per¬ 

formance of about 4,000 impressions, will print in 300 working 

days a product equal to 1,440,000,000 impressions. This 

product, at the figure of 5 dols. per 1,000 impressions, repre¬ 

sents 7,250,000 dols. worth of presswork, and would insure 

to eveiy lithographic firm in the United States an average 

annual amount of presswork of nearly 30,000 dols., which, in 

its proportion, representing a trifle over one-third of the total 

business done in the average lithographic establishment, 

would indicate an annual business throughout the country of 

about 20,000,000 dols., or an average annual business at four 

and six-tenths steam-presses to the establishment of nearly 

90,000 dols. 

That these figures are out of all proportion to the actual 

presswork or business done is unquestionably a fact. That 

this condition is the curse of lithography to-day, the fountain¬ 

head to which every detrimental tendency afflicting the 

business can be traced with unerring accuracy, no man of 

intelligence will deny. That every new press put into opera¬ 

tion in addition to the machinery in use at the present time is 

an additional burden to the tremendous load saddled upon the 

lithographic business, and an evidence of ignorance of what 

constitutes the safety of established business, let no man 

have the temerity to gainsay, unless in possession ofTacts and 

figures other and more reliable than those gathered through 

the agency of the National Association. 

What has been the cause of this excessive supply ? Where 

has the money come from to create such a reckless state of 

affairs ? For the answer to the first question, I refer you to the 

condition of the business and its incongruities prior to the 

organisation of the National Association. For the answer to 

the second, I venture the opinion that if a basis could be deter¬ 

mined by which the additional capital invested in the litho- 

C 
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graphic business during the last ten years was capable of 
demonstration, it would be represented largely by mortgages or 
other evidences of debt. This is a strong statement to make, 
but I firmly believe it to be correct. 

I have been asked repeatedly : “ If the business is in such an 
unhealthy condition, by reason of the overplus of facilities and 
handicapped by an amount of indebtedness as indicated, why 
failures are not more common ?” This is an abstract which on 
its face seems hard to answer,but it is explained by the fact that 
when failures do occur, they are generally caused by the refusal 
of machinery, paper and supply manufacturers or dealers to 
extend further aid. 

The questions that confront us are : How can we avoid these 
evil tendencies ? 

How can we ask our customers to give more than they are 
willing to pay? How can we control competition and keep our 
machinery moving ? 

These are the questions that will, if solved, remove the 
stumbling blocks in the progress of lithography in the United 
States. In their solution they demand without equivocation :—• 

(1.) The absolute necessity of ascertaining the cost of pro¬ 
duction on the basis of your own establishment by the expense 
of operating it. 

(2.) The necessity of adding a clear manufacturing profit to 
the cost of production and to the goods and supplies necessary 
to its manufacture. 

(3.) The suspension of the pernicious habit of reducing 
prices in the hope that it will put the idle machinery in 
operation. 

(4.) The suspension of crowding in additional machinery, in 
the delusive hope of reducing the cost by swelling the volume 
of production on an already overburdened market. 

(5.) The suspension of competitive sketches and the eradica¬ 
tion of the minor evils pointed out in the original grievance 
circular, and published by the National Association. 

When these reforms have been instituted, the problem that 
oppresses us will have been solved. When these conditions 
have been removed from lithography, we may confidently look 
for an advance in artistic merit difficult to realise, and a pros¬ 
perity hitherto unknown. 

-• -*» <&• - 

Lead Pencils. 

WHAT does it cost to make a lead pencil ! ” said the 
manufacturer, in reply to a New York Sun reporter’s 

inquiry. “ First let me tell you how we make a pencil. 
‘‘See this fine black powder? That's graphite. It costs 

25 cents a pound. This white substance is German clay. It 
comes across the ocean as ballast in sailing vessels, and all it 
costs us is freight. We mix this clay with this powder together 
and grind them in a mill, adding moisture during the process, 
until the two are thoroughly mixed and are reduced to a paste 
about the consistency of putty. 

“ This paste we press into these dies, each one of which is 
the size of a pencil lead except in length. There are four leads 
in one of these. After they are pressed we cut them into 
proper lengths and bake them in an oven kept at a very high 
temperature. Then we have the lead made. Its hardness is 
regulated by the greater or less amount of clay we mix with the 
graphite—the more clay we put in the harder the lead. 

“ The cedar we use comes principally from Florida, and is 
obtained entirely from broken trees that lie there. The wood 
is delivered to us in blocks sawed to pencil lengths, some of 
them thick, to receive the lead, and some thin, for the piece 
that is to be glued over the lead. The blocks are sawed for 
four pencils each. They are grooved by a saw the entire length, 
the groove being the place where the lead is to lie. The leads 
are kept in hot glue, and are placed in the grooves as the 
blocks are ready. When that is done, the thin piece is glued 
fast to the thick one. When dry, the blocks are run through a 
machine that cuts the pencils apart. Another machine shapes 
them, making them octagonal, or round, or flat, or three-cor¬ 
nered, as the case may be. The pencils are burnished by 
machinery, and are then ready to be tied in bunches, boxed, 
and put out. 

“The different grades in value of a lead pencil are made by 

finer manipulation of the graphite and the use of better 
material. The average pencil in every-day use costs about one 
quarter of a cent, to make. We are content with 100 per cent, 
profit on it when we sell it to the dealer. What his profit is 
you may figure out for yourself, if you have one of the pencils 
about you that you paid five cents for. Of this grade of pencil 
an operator will turn out 2,500 in a day. 

“ The most valuable lead pencil that I know of is owned by 
a lawyer in this city. It is a cheap-looking affair, but I don't 
think it could be bought for 100 dols. The wood in this pencil 
came from a cedar tree that was probably centuries old before 
any cedar tree now standing began to grow. It was taken 
from the bottom of a marl-bed in Orange County, at a depth 
of nearly 100 ft. below the surface. Near it was found the 
remains of a mastodon. The knob of the end of the pencil 
was made from a piece of the mastodon's tooth. The pencil 
has never been sharpened, and probably never will be.” 

Electricity in the Printing Office. 

ANEW use for electricity has been found in an American 
newspaper house. In the office of the superintendent, 

ten electric lamps are arranged in separate compartments of a 
frame or box, somewhat similar in appearance to the annun¬ 
ciators seen in hotel offices. The lamps are concealed from 
view, apertures in front of the compartments being covered 
with coloured glass, each having its distinguishing colour. 
The lamps are connected by means of electric wires with the 
automatic counting machines on the ten large printing-presses 
located in an adjoining building. When the presses are in 
operation, the electric circuit is opened and closed by the 
working of the counting machines, causing quick flashes of 
light in the lamps. Thus every sheet of paper printed in the 
establishment telegraphs its record to the office, where the 
operation of each machine can be seen and its speed or delays 
noted. 

In this connection it may be interesting to note that the 
speed of the large perfecting press is so great that it was found 
necessary to record each two sheets printed instead of single 
sheets, and even then the flashes of its lamp are almost con¬ 
tinuous in appearance, showing that while the press is not 
quite as quick as lightning, it is too fast for the eye to follow. 

It is believed that this is the first application of electricity 
to purposes of this kind, and may serve as a valuable hint to 
managers of large establishments who wish to be enabled to 
see the operation of their machinery while working at their 
desks. 

New Method of Lichtdrnck. 

ANEW method of lichtdruck, invented by O. Schwartz, is 
described as follows : As bottom layer serves a mixture 

of the following ingredients : Take 30 parts of the white of an 
egg, which has been beaten to foam ; 30 parts of water, one- 
half part potassium and one-half part of bichromate of am¬ 
monia. With this cover the plate glass and dry the layer by 
placing it upright; then put the glass plate upon a black piece 
of cloth and let the light reach the layer through the glass, 
which will make it insoluble, and whereby it will become firmly 
adhesive. The layer which is to serve for printing consists of 
the following mixture : Two parts of isinglass, 25 parts of 
water, 8 parts gelatine, which has previously been soaked in 
water ; 1 part bichromate of ammonia, and one-twentieth part 
of chlorate of calcium. 

These ingredients are mixed after having been heated some¬ 
what, and then the mixture is poured upon the glass plate and 
dried at a temperature of 50 Centigrade. It is thereafter ex¬ 
posed to light under the negative and washed with pure water. 
As a means of hardening, use a 1 per cent, solution of alum ; 
for etching, 10 parts of water with 1 part nitric acid, and satu¬ 
rate this solution with carbonate of calcium and add thereto an 
equal part of glycerine and a trifle of permanganate of potas¬ 
sium. Leave the plate uncovered for half an hour, and then 
proceed with the printing. 
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Q?e2uS5er. 
The City Diary. (London : W. H. & L. Collingridge.)— 

Once more this old-established favourite makes its appearance, 
this being the twenty-eighth year of issue. It contains all the 
features which have made its predecessors popular, and is, of 
course, produced in first-class style. It will be sure to find a 
large sale. 

Sell's Dictionary of the World's Press, 1891. (London : 
Sell’s, 167, Fleet-street.)—This is the eleventh annual issue of 
a work which has attained world-wide celebrity, and is, with¬ 
out exception, the cheapest two-shilling book published, con¬ 
taining, as it does, over 1,500 pages. The literary portion will 
be found interesting and instructive, including, amongst others, 
articles on the “World’s Press,” “Journalism,” and “News¬ 
paper Work Generally,” by Mr. George Augustus Sala, Dr. 
Blake Odgers, Mr. Fox-Bourne, Bernard F. Bussy, all of 
which have been specially written for this work. There is 
also a very comprehensive and complete list of “ Newspaper 
Happenings for 1890,” which will be found useful for reference. 
The number of papers published in the United Kingdom is 
2,263, London having 493, and the country 1,770. The total 
number of magazines of all sorts is 1,882. Full details of all 
these papers and magazines are given, and all the lists have 
been thoroughly revised and corrected up to date. The foreign 
list of papers (especially the Continental) will now be found 
practically complete, the space devoted to this section having 
been more than doubled. Altogether, the work will be found 
most useful, and is, doubtless, the means of bringing a large 
amount of business to its enterprising compiler. 

Ready Reckoner. (E. Mortimer, Halifax). A new edition 
has just been issued of “Mortimer’s Waistcoat Pocket Ready 
Reckoner.” The new edition contains fifty-six more pages than 
the last, twenty-four of new tables, and thirty-two pages ruled 
and printed for use as price lists, the price remaining 
the same. Improvements have been made in many of 
the tables, and a number of pages are entirely new. If 
the blank price lists be judiciously filled up, assistants having 
a copy of the book will be able to quote prices for ordinary 
jobs, and thus save the time of the master. Mr. Mortimer’s 
other trade publications are also extremely useful, and we are 
pleased to know that they have met with the demand they 
deserve. They are the “ Stationers’ and Printers’ Sheet 
Measurer,’’ the “Stationers’ and Printers’ Sheet Reckoner,” and 
the “Card Divider and Calculator.” 

(Ttoftces. 
Dalziel’s Twin-clamp Stereo Blocks.—Mr. Harvey 

Dalziel, the inventor of these useful blocks, has just issued a 
capital advertisement in the shape of a collection of testi¬ 
monials printed in beautiful style. These are prefaced by a 
description of the blocks, together with illustrations showing 
their use. Mr. Dalziel states that he has manufactured and 
supplied over thirty tons of blocks since January last year. 
This will show the appreciation they have met with in the 
trade. The pamphlet is entitled “How Unprofitable Machinery 
may be made Profitable,” and it will be sent to any one applying 
for it at 135, Fleet-street. 

Silverlock’s Bronzing Machine.—We understand that 
Messrs. W. B. Silverlock & Co. have recently supplied one of 
their bronzing machines to Messrs. De La Rue & Co. It is a 
very large size, and will bronze and dust off sheets 62 by 42. 
It is giving great satisfaction, as, indeed, are all the machines 
that have been supplied to various firms. They are now being 
made from entirely new models ; the dusting-off power has 
been increased, and the strength and portability of the 
machine improved. Another machine, quad-crown size, is 
being made for Messrs. Barclay & Fry, this being the third 
they have ordered. Several others are in hand, and the out¬ 
put will soon be equal to two complete machines per week. 

_ The Salvation Army publishes twenty-six editions of the War Cry 
simultaneously, with a total circulation of 31,000,000 annually for the 
different nationalities. 

A rtificial Lithographic Plates. 

TO obtain artificial lithographic plates, to take the place of 
lithographic stones or zinc, the following process is 

employed : Dissolve 10 parts of chlorate of magnesia, 100 
parts of borate of potassium, and 10 parts of glycerine in 10 
parts of water ; add to this mixture 15 parts of fine chalk, 
15 parts carbonate of calcium, 15 parts carbonate of magnesium, 
3 parts of borate of manganese, 3 parts burned sienna for 
colouring, 2 parts of oxalic acid, 1 part hydrate of lime. This 
mixture is ground to a consistency of pulp, and then it must 
be forced through a very fine sieve. As a support for this 
mixture, use a roller or a plate of iron, or zinc, glass, clay, &c. 
After the mixture has been dried in a temperature of from fifty 
to sixty Centigrade for about thirty hours the surface should be 
ground off carefully. 

This artificial stone may now be treated exactly like a litho¬ 
graphic stone, only that, in case it is desired to remove an old 
transfer and to put a new one on, this need not be done by 
grinding the old transfer off, but it may simply be washed off 
with benzine or alcohol. These plates also need no preparing, 
like the lithographic stone. They have one essential advan¬ 
tage, in that they need only to be moistened, and that they are 
adapted for lithographic work as well as for transfer work and 
autotypy. 

How Celluloid is Made. 

WHILE everybody has heard of, or seen, or used, celluloid,' 
only a few know what it is composed of, or how it is 

made. A roll of paper is slowly unwound, and at the same 
time saturated with a mixture of five parts of sulphuric acid and 
two parts of nitric acid, which falls upon the paper in a fine 
spray. This changes the cellulose of the paper into propylin 
gun-cotton. The excess of the acid having been expelled by 
pressure, the paper is washed with plenty of water until traces 
of the acid have been removed. It is then reduced to a pulp 
and passes to the bleaching trough. Most of the water having 
been got rid of by means of a strainer, the pulp is mixed with 
20 to 40 per cent, of camphor, and the mixture is thoroughly 
triturated under mill stones. The necessary colouring having 
been added in the form of powder, a second mixing and grind¬ 
ing follows. The finely divided pulp is then spread out in thin 
layers on slabs and from twenty to twenty-five of these layers 
are placed in a hydraulic press, separated from one another by 
some sheets of blotting paper, and are subjected to a pressure 
of 150 atmospheres, until all traces of moisture have dis¬ 
appeared. The matter is then passed between rollers heated 
to 140 to 150 deg. Fahr., whence it issues in the form of sheets. 

-9-<m - 

Jjjome QXofeer. 

The personalty of the late Mr. C. Skipper (of Messrs. C. Skipper 
& East) has been sworn at upwards of ,£48,000. 

The Bolton compositors have secured an advance of is. 6d. per 
week, a reduction of one and a half hours, and an increase of id. 
per hour overtime. The new terms are 33s. per week of fifty-four 
hours, and 9d. per hour overtime. 

The bust of Richard Jefferies, which is to be placed in a niche in 
Salisbury Cathedral, has just been completed by the Australian 
sculptor, Miss Margaret Thomas. It is pronounced to be an admirable 
likeness by the widow of the brilliant writer. 

Messrs. T. J. Marshall & Co., of Stoke Newington, have issued 
their usual watermarked calendar for 1891, produced, if possible, in 
better style than ever. They have also issued a novelty in the shape 
of watermarked Christmas and New Year’s Cards, which are most 
artistic and clever. 

At a council meeting of the London Chamber of Commerce, held 
at Botolph House, Eastcheap, on the 8th inst., Sir A. K. Rollit, 
M.P., presiding, it was stated that a communication had been 
addressed to the President of the Board of Trade, to the effect that 
the legislation enacted by the United States in regard to copyright 
laws would prove highly injurious to traders in this country, and it 
was suggested that her Majesty’s Government should take steps in 
the matter. 
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Messrs. Marshall & Sons, the wholesale newsagents, have pre¬ 
sented the profits of the publishing of the Methodist Times, amounting 
to over ^300, to the Aged Ministers’ and Widows’ Fund. 

The circulation of the London Star, on the occasion of its Christ¬ 
mas number (eight large pages for one halfpenny), reached the total 
of 336,300 copies, a figure said to be never yet approached by any 
other evening paper. 

The Printers’ Pension, Almshouse, and Orphan Asylum Cor¬ 
poration has received the sum of 700 guineas from the combined 
auxiliaries (City of London, South London, and Camden Town), 
through Mr. T. Scott, Mr. J. Pardoe, and Mr. W. Crespin. 

At a recent meeting of the Royal Statistical Society, on the motion 
of Mr. George Howell, M.P., seconded by Mr. R. K. Causton, M.P., 
supported by the Right Hon. A. J. Mundella, M. P., and others, Mr. 
C. J. Drummond, Secretary London Society of Compositors, was 
duly elected a Fellow. 

Mr. A. A. Reade’s little monthly, Assure, shows signs of vitality. 
It is now in its twenty-third number, and should be valuable to assur¬ 
ance offices in making better known the advantages of assurance. It 
is capitally produced, and creditable alike to editor and printer. We 
wish it long life and prosperity. 

A very well got-up local almanack and directory is that issued by 
Mr. J. Gillespie, Castleblaney, co. Monaghan. It consists of an 
illustrated almanack, and sixty-four pages of local advertisements and 
information. We are pleased to see such an evidence of enterprise in 
a small town like Castleblaney. 

Night and Day, issued in connection with Dr. Barnardo’s Homes, 
commences an enlarged series with the January number. It is printed 
on better paper, and the general appearance is improved. The circu¬ 
lation is 160,000 a month, and it should be the means of arousing and 
sustaining interest in the beneficent work carried on by Dr. Barnardo. 

The Christmas numbers, either double or with supplement, of 
Snap-Shots, Scraps, Funny Folks, Pictorial News, and Young Folks' 
Paper, issued by Mr. J. Henderson, were all remarkably good, full of 
fun and amusement, and capitally illustrated. It is satisfactory to 
find such papers as these so healthy in tone, and really worth looking 
through. 

A curious printer’s error was committed in the book of words of a 
concert given in an English city of musical disposition not long since. 
The management had gone so far as to print the words of the National 
Anthem, in the middle of the second stanza of which the word her 
was substituted for their, making the line read “Confound her 
politics.” 

We are pleased to inform any of our readers who are shareholders 
in Clement-Smith & Co., Limited, that the voluntary winding-up of 
this company (consequent upon its amalgamation with the Hansard 
Publishing Union, Limited) is virtually complete, and that a meeting 
of shareholders will be held shortly to hear the pleasing announce¬ 
ment of a substantial bonus. 

The proprietors of the North-Eastern Daily Gazette have advanced 
the wages of their compositors from 5^d. to 6d. piece, and from 30s. 
to 32s. time. It is worthy of note that this firm have been in the habit 
of late years of allowing their employes a week’s holiday every year, 
paying them their wages, and sending them a goose at Christmas—a 
custom well worth imitating by others. 

With the first number for 1891, the Phonetic Journal enters upon 
its fiftieth year of publication. In order to keep pace with the 
growing popularity of shorthand and the extension of phonography, 
some improvements have been effected, including an increase in the 
number of pages, and the introduction of several novel features of 
interest to shorthand students and writers. 

New Year’s Day will be memorable for the inauguration of a 
postal reform which is valuable and important to Great and Greater 
Britain alike, for we may now send a letter to India, Australasia, 
Hong Kong, Ceylon, the Cape, St. Helena, and other of our colonies, 
for twopence-halfpenny. It ought only to be a short step now to the 
adoption of a penny postage rate with America. 

“ Sequah’s Annual,” published as an advertisement of Sequah 
medicines, is a very large affair, consisting of sixteen crown pages, 
in coloured wrapper. It is very well printed (by John Davis & Co., 
Limited, Old Kent-road) on good paper, and contains a large amount 
of interesting literary matter, well illustrated. It no doubt proves a 
valuable advertisement for the Sequah Company. 

“The Haunted Man,” by Chas. Dickens, published on Jan. 7, 
forms the first volume of the new issue of “ Cassell’s National 
Library.” This issue will consist of the most popular volumes of the 
series, with additional books which have not hitherto appeared in the 
library. The volume is prettily got up, and in the bound form at six¬ 
pence, makes a nice little book lor the pocket or the book-shelf. 

A cheap and useful little article has just been added to stationery 
requisites in the form of a portable ink reservoir, the invention of Mr. 
G. S. Pack, of Welland, Malvern Wells. It can be adjusted to, and 
removed from, any nib, without disconnecting the nib from the holder. 

It is claimed that by its use 300 words (longhand) can be inscribed 
without dipping the pen more than once into the ink, thus securing 
economy in time, labour, and patience. 

Mr. A. H. Coiib, who has for some time past represented Messrs. 
Griffith, Farran, & Co. in town, is going to travel for the new firm, 
Messrs. Yardley & Hanscomb. He will at the same time travel for 
Messrs. Isaac Pitman & Sons, with their well-known shorthand publica¬ 
tions. Considering that Messrs. Pitman have already sold upwards of 
one and a half million of their “ Phonographic Teacher,” and have 
never been directly represented in the country before, we think we 
may congratulate Mr. Cobb on his prospects. 

A specimen of misdirected energy appears in the December num¬ 
ber of Stationery and Bookselling, in the shape of a portrait (?), in brass 
rule, of Mr. Horatio Bottomley. The time spent upon this portrait 
was somewhat under a week. Any artist would produce an infinitely 
better result with a Hoke plate in half an hour. Let printers devote 
themselves to their legitimate calling, and not waste time in such 
ludicrous attempts to rival, under adverse conditions, an altogether 
different art. We are sorry for the libel upon Mr. Bottomley’s features. 

Messrs. Armitage and Ibbetson have just issued a beautiful 
specimen of their work in the shape of a calendar, or rather a work 
of art with a calendar attached. The picture is after an original by 
Mr. Fred. Morgan, and represents a couple of children carrying 
another in a basket, the title being “ A Heavy Load.” The litho¬ 
graphy and printing of this picture are in the very best style, and 
reflect the greatest credit upon the establishment capable of producing 
it. If we progress at this rate, we shall yet rival our foreign com¬ 
petitors. 

The Children’s Garland, a department of the Blackburn Standard, 
devoted to literature for children, and conducted by Patty Byrne, has 
now been in existence some ten months. The membership numbers 
over 5,000. A public meeting in connection with the Garland was 
held in the Exchange Hall, Blackburn, on December 22, when it is 
estimated that i,ood members were present. These children’s corners 
are now becoming a great feature in the country newspapers, and, in 
every case where well conducted, add largely to their popularity and 
circulation. 

Conference on the Working of Composing Machines.—In 
response to the request of several branches, the Executive Committee 
of the Typographical Association have decided to hold a conference 
on this subject early in February. Members of independent societies 
will also be invited to send representatives. All branches or in¬ 
dependent societies where such machines are in use will please at once 
communicate with the Association Secretary, in order that the neces¬ 
sary arrangements may be made, and as much information as possible 
collected for the use of the conference. 

Following up the success achieved by the “ Finger Prayer-book,” 
Mr. Henry Frowde, of the Oxford University Press, has just issued 
the “Finger New Testament.” The beauty of the paper and the 
clearness of the print, combined with the wonderfully small size of the 
whole book, make this edition of the sacred Scriptures entirely unique. 
Of course one would not use it for constant reading, but, being so 
small, it can conveniently be carried in the waistcoat pocket, or in a 
lady’s purse, and thus may often be consulted where otherwise it 
could not be. Anything like this, which tends to bring the Word of 
God into more constant use, deserves the warmest commendation, and 
we trust an enormous sale will be secured for these delicate specimens 
of the printer’s art. The little book measures about 2§ in. by 1 in., 
four or five words go to a line, and each page contains about one 
chapter. The bindings are chaste and elegant. 

Classes for instruction in drawing for the press, under the personal 
direction of Mr. Henry Blackburn, editor of Academy Notes, &c., are 
being held at 123, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W. The principal 
object of these classes is to take up the course of instruction after 
students have left South Kensington (or other art schools), and to turn 
the knowledge there gained to practical account. As soon as students 
understand the way to draw, so that their work can be reproduced in 
“black and white” by the new pocesses, their work becomes of 
money value. But to qualify for making illustrations for the press, 
and to get the fullest benefit from the teaching at Victoria-street, 
students should have previously attended some art school. Students 
will have an opportunity of examining drawings by various artists, and 
the results when reproduced on “ photo-relief” blocks for printing at 
the type press ; also of seeing and handling papers, plates, wood¬ 
blocks, tools, &c., in use for the new processes of engraving and re¬ 
production. Students’ days are Mondays and Thursdays. 

At a recent meeting of the London School Board, the Finance 
Committee reported relative to the contract for printing. They state 
that, “ Having regard to the large quantity of printing which is now 
required by the Board, and to the difficulty which has been expe¬ 
rienced during the past year in securing its punctual execution, the 
committee have thought it to be expedient to divide the contract into 
two parts, one part comprising Board and Committee agenda papers, 
ordinary reports, &c., and the other part comprising annual reports, &c., 
and miscellaneous printing. They have, accordingly, revised the 
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schedule, and framed two forms of tender on the above lines.” Ten 
tenders, the committee went on to say, were received. They recom¬ 
mended “(1) That the tender of McCorquodale & Co., Limited, of 
St. Thomas-street, Southwark, for the printing of the Board, as set 
out in the form of contract and in Schedule A, during the three years 
to be commenced on February 1, 1891, be accepted ; (2) that the 
tender of Messrs. Alexander & Shepherd, of 27, Chancery-lane, for 
the printing of the Board, as set out in the form of contract and in 
schedule B, during the three years to be commenced on February 1, 
1891 be accepted.” The report was agreed to. 

A Printer’s Jubilee.—A large number of the employes in con¬ 
nection with Mr. H. Silverlock’s printing establishment, 92, Black- 
friars-road, spent a very happy evening on Tuesday, December 16, at 
the Angel, Webber-street, Blackfriars-road, in celebrating the fiftieth 
year in the service of the above firm of their much respected friend, 
Mr. Edward Hicks, foreman of the electrotyping and stereotyping 
department. Mr. Carpenter, the manager, took the chair. After the 
finish of the first part of the programme, which consisted of songs, 
recitations, etc., the chairman, in a few well-chosen words, remarked 
upon the good feeling which existed between the firm and the employes, 
and presented Mr. Hicks with a, very handsome framed illuminated 
testimonial, bearing the following:—“Presented, with a purse of 
money, to Mr. Edward Hicks by his fellow-workmen, on the occasion 
of his completing his fiftieth year in the service of Henry Silverlock, 
Esq., London, as a mark of their esteem, and in recognition of the 
rare perseverance and assiduity with which he laboured for half a 
century in one establishment.” This was supplemented by a further 
present from Messrs. Silverlock, in the form of Bank of England 
notes. Mr. Hicks acknowledged the gifts in suitable terms. After 
more songs and toasts, and votes of thanks to the chairman, vice- 
chairman, and committee, the proceedings closed. This is the third 
jubilee within nine years. 

The Wood Supply of Great Britain.—About twelve million 
pounds sterling are paid every year for timber by the British Empire. 
It was pointed out in the course of a recent lecture that the United 
Kingdom has waste land amounting to over 26,000,000 acres, one- 
fourth of which would be sufficient to produce all the ordinary timber 
now imported into the country. Part of this is, of course, wanted for 
other purposes, but still, if systematic forest management were intro¬ 
duced, a great deal of limber might be produced. The author urged 
that, in spite of the constitutional aversion of Englishmen to State 
interference in anything like an industry, it was most essential that 
energetic steps should be taken to prevent the serious consequences 
that would arise from a failure of the wood supply of the Empire. 
Nominal interference only would be disastrous. The forests must be 
treated in a systematic manner, and the State should either set aside 
certain areas for forest purposes, or by legislation take upon itself the 
management of communal and ever, private woodland. He pointed 
out the great improvement which had recently taken place in India 
since the Forests Departments had been reorganised, and a competent 
staff of officers provided, to be reinforced by those educated at 
Cooper’s Hill College, He also placed before his hearers an ex¬ 
haustive account of the action of the Australian colonies with regard 
to the regulation of the wooded lands by the State, contending that in 
no case had sufficient steps been taken to ensure a lasting and con¬ 
tinuous supply of timber. 

Emigrants’ Information Office.—The January circulars, the 
penny and other handbooks, with maps, issued by this office show 
the present prospects of emigration to the Colonies and one or two 
foreign countries. A resume is hung up in every post-office in Eng¬ 
land, Ireland, and Scotland, so that intending emigrants have no 
difficulty in obtaining infoimation. There is no demand in Canada 
for men during the winter ; emigrants should not arrive before April, 
when there is likely to be a demand for farm hands, carpenters, 
masons, and others in the building trade ; female servants are always 
in demand. The chief demand in Australasia is for female servants, 
farmers, miners, navvies, farm hands, dairymen, ploughmen, gardeners, 
other than fancy flower gardeners, bushmen, general labourers, and 
men who are well up in working land, pruning fruit trees, shearing, 
and nursery work. Such men and women will, under certain con¬ 
ditions, get free or reduced passages to Queensland and Western 
Australia. There is no demand for mechanics in Queensland, South 
Australia, or New Zealand, and but little in the other Australasian 
Colonies, though the general strike is now over; but a good workman 
will always find employment. In South Africa carpenters, masons, 
bricklayers, and other useful mechanics, navvies, farmers, men accus¬ 
tomed to work on the land, and female servants are in demand in 
Cape Colony and Natal, and may, under certain conditions, obtain 
reduced passages there. Clerks, shopmen, warehousemen, and women 
above the grade of servants are warned against emigrating to any of 
the Colonies, unless they go to situations already prepared for them. 
Teachers, railway employes, police, chemists, medical men, and others 
will find information especially affecting them in the professional hand¬ 
book issued by the office, 31, Broadway, Westminster, S.W. 

Cofontaf 
A new penny illustrated paper, entitled the Blade, has made its 

appearance in Melbourne. Its platform is ultra-democratic, and its 
criticisms are as cutting as its name would imply. 

In spite of the efforts of a designing few, Melbourne is still the 
proud possessor of at least two evening papers. The marked im¬ 
provement in both papers which has taken place in so short a period is a 
guarantee in itself of the degree of excellence which the spirit of 
emulation must ensure in the future. Each organ has its select coterie 
of admirers, and there would have been a terrible outcry from the 
sufferers by the suggested amalgamation. All that is wanted now is 
a little more enterprise. 

The following is a striking illustration of the extent to which 
competition in the printing trade in Brisbane is carried. The Model 
Printing Company were the successful tenderers for the printing of the 
North Brisbane municipal electoral rolls at seven shillings per page— 
a job for which the successful tenderer got £1 per page some two years 
ago, w'hen the relations between employers and employed were rather 
more friendly than they are now. As this firm had no one on the 
premises who felt equal to setting tabular matter, a happy thought 
suddenly struck them that some of the comps, who had been out of 
work for a considerable time would be glad of a job at any price, and 
thus tide them over the difficulty. Much to their surprise and astonish¬ 
ment they could get no one from the Society room to accept their offer. 
It is stated that the Model Company have had to forfeit the work and 
the necessary deposit money as well. 

The old Government Printing Office, Wellington, N.Z., was com¬ 
pletely destroyed by fire on October 4. The building was occupied by 
thelithographic department, and also used as a store-room for stationery 
and printed works. A few books and papers were saved, but the 
whole lithographic plant was destroyed. There were about 1,500 stones, 
some with as much as eighteen months’ work upon them. The loss of 
much of this work is irreparable. All the valuable cameras in the 
photo-lithographic department are destroyed ; but the large new lens 
was found uninjured in the iron safe after the fire. There was a 
night watchman employed on the premises, and the establishment was 
well provided with fire-hose, but the watchman—when he discovered 
the fire—could not get to them, and in fact had no little difficulty in 
getting out of the building. The total damage is estimated at ,£8,goo, 
apart from records and other property which cannot be assessed in 
money value. There was no insurance. An inquiry was held, but no 
light whatever was thrown on the origin of the fire. 

—O 

(American Clipping®. 

It is estimated that 75,000 women in America are earning their 
living by operating typewriting machines, which is but another illus¬ 
tration of how the introduction of new machinery oftentimes increases 
rather than decreases the opportunities for work. 

It is reported that the New York World, which has the largest cir¬ 
culation of any New York paper, has been sold to a syndicate, the 
principal members of which are George W. Childs, of the Philadelphia 
Ledger, and the executors of the late Joseph W. Drexel, the wealthy 
New York banker. The price said to have been paid for the journal 
was ^800,000. The circulation of the World is about 300,000, it 
having long since outstripped the Herald. It owes its extraordinary 
success in no small degree to Mr. Joseph Pulitzer, who took it over 
when its fortunes were at a very low ebb. 

-- 

Confinenfaf /z Jweupt Jfofftngg. 
The Hessische Volkszeitung, a social political weekly, started in 

Darmstadt with the new year. 
In Magdeburg a congress was held on December 25-27 of printers, 

lithographers, gilders, and stampers, for the institution of a co-opera¬ 
tive guild. 

The society of printers in Barcelona has already issued two numbers 
of its Bulletin. In the latter is published the list of members, 
numbering 335. 

The whole of the plant of the Gold Fields Times, representing an 
outlay of ,£12,000, was sold by auction, at Johannesburg, to the Argus 
Company for,£1,025. 

From the newly founded house of Titus Wachtler, in Esse, has 
been issued a new weekly, Industrie, central advertiser for working 

■ interests, trade, and commerce. 
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A compositor named Spuhler has been sentenced to twelve years 
in a house of correction for an attempted robbery on State Pastor 
Wytz, at Baden-Aargau, besides the restoration of 1,000 francs. 

At Vienna on January 1 appeared the first number of a new trade 
journal, the Graphischen Nachrichten, organ for lithographers, copper 
and zinc engravers, and all related professions. Published twice 
monthly ; the subscription per quarter is 36 kreutzers (about 7^d.). 

Die Arbeiterin (“ The Working Woman”), a journal for the interests 
of the women and girls of the working classes, has been started in 
Hamburg. The editor is Emma Ihrer ; the printers, E. Jenson & Co. 
The paper appears weekly, at a quarterly subscription-of one mark. 

Messrs. Ch. Lorilleux & Co., printing-ink manufacturers, of 
Paris, have just issued their usual block calendar, containing interesting 
items relating to printing, &c., for every day in the year. It is a nice 
looking thing, and the information is very useful. We hope to trans¬ 
late some of the mems., and present them to our readers. 

The law passed in Belgium for this year in the matter of woman 
and child labour enacts that persons under twelve years of age shall 
not be employed, and that up to the ages of sixteen for boys and 
twenty-one for women the maximum of days work per week shall be 
six, and hours per day twelve, the latter including an hour and a half’s 

rest. 

Extensive paper-mills are being erected at the village of Aberdeen, 
Hong Kong, The requisite machinery has been ordered from 
Messrs. Bertrams & Co., of Leith, and the industry will be worked by 
a Chinese company. The mills, however, will be under European 
direction, a foreman and three assistants having been engaged in 
England. 

The famous article in the Berliner Volksblattes to which General 
Secretary Bueck took exception, brought upon the editor of the 
Tageblattes, in Schneeberg, who reproduced it, six months’ imprison¬ 
ment. It will be recollected that the Volksblattes was fined 300 marks, 
and the Saxon Arbeiterzeitung 75 marks. The Correspondent com¬ 

ments on this difference in terms of surprise. 

-*-#-<*>- 

(JLS5 2fowrna£e £ (prefe Changes. 
The Printing World is announced to appear on the 25th inst. It 

will be a fourpenny monthly, and is owned and will be edited by Mr. 
J. Bassett, late of the Effective Advertiser. The field seems pretty 
thickly covered in this direction already, and it remains to be seen 
whether the trade will support another organ. 

The proposal to start a new paper in Dublin in the interests of the 
Home Rule Parliamentary Party has received promises of support 
which place the affair on a business footing. It is intended to form a 
joint-stock company, with a capital of ,£100,000, in £1 shares, of 
which ios. will be forthwith called up. The necessary amount has 
already been almost fully subscribed. 

Mr. A. W. Still has been appointed editor ot the Birmingham 
Daily Gazette, in place of Mr. J. II. Palmer, who has resigned that 
position for the editorship of the Yorkshire Post. Mr. Still’s appoint¬ 
ment is received with great satisfaction throughout the Midland 
counties. 

Our Magazine is the title of a twopenny monthly intended to deal 
with subjects for thought by discussion in clubs, reading-rooms, 
mutual improvement and debating societies, polytechnic institutes, 
etc. It will treat specially of social economy, history, and political 
science, and there will be a department dealing with general literature. 
It will be published by Simplcin, Marshall, & Co., Limited. 

The Fancy Goods and Toy Trades’ Journal is announced. Mr. 
J. S. Morris will be the editor, the publishers and proprietors being 
Messrs. J. G. Smith & Co., 165, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. 

The Early English Musical Magazine is announced to appear 
monthly, its main object being to stimulate a regard for gems of 
British song, and to encourage their widespread revival throughout 
the land. The publishers are Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, & Co., 
Limited. 

A NEW quarterly magazine is about to be published by Mr. Edward 
Arnold, under the title of Arnold's Literary List. It is intended to 
give information about the new literature of the United States and 
France. 

In future the Nursing Record will be issued at a penny instead of 
twopence as heretofore, and several additional features of interest have 
been added. The journal is invaluable to every one interested in the 
work of nursing. 

The Young Women’s Christian Association has commenced a 
magazine called Once a Month, edited by Miss Marian Sheppard. 

£egaf jjoffmge* 

An interesting case was recently heard in the Petty Debts Court, 
Jersey. Mr. J. P. Genge, as president of the Jersey Commercial 
Association, sued Mr. H. Elliott for the payment of £3 ios., fora 
quarter-page advertisement contracted for in “Jersey Illustrated,” the 
guide issued by the Association. Defendant’s counsel, Advocate 
Durell, contended that a breach of contract had taken place, as in the 
copy of the advertisement handed in, the words, “ The Floral Hall, 
34, King-street ” appeared, and that the advertisement, which, as 
printed, did not contain these words, but simply the address, “The 
Springfield Nursery,” was therefore not as ordered. The testimony 
adduced showed that when a proof of the advertisement was submitted 
to Mr. Elliott he wished to withdraw the announcement altogether, 
saying he was giving up his King-street establishment. Reply was 
made that he (Mr. Elliott) should put his request in writing, though 
Mr. Messervy, secretary of the Association, said at the time that he 
did not think it could be considered, the advertisement being in type. 
Defendant wrote, however, to this effect to the committee, saying that 
owing to the delay in the production of the Guide, the advertisement 
might not be of use to him. The committee would not allow the 
withdrawal, and, in fact, asecond “proof” of the work was then com¬ 
pleted. The words “ 34, King-street ” had been eliminated from the 
advertisement, this being done, Advocate Baudains (counsel for 
plaintiff) contended, if not at defendant’s request, in consequence of 
his declaration that this would be of no use to him. The agreement 
between the parties was made in June, 1889, and the book produced 
some six months later. Judge Vaudin ruled that, considering the 
importance of the work, there had been no delay in its production ; 
the omission of the words, “34, King-street,” in the advertisement, 
was, further, no prejudice to the defendant, but, on the contrary, 
served to show that at the time of publication of the Guide he had. 
only one establishment—“ the Springfield Nursery.” Defendant was 
therefore ordered to pay amount claimed, with costs. 

-<•>-•-<*►- 

£$angee. 

Mr. W. T. Stead has transferred the advertising agency for the 
Review of Reviews from Mr. T. B. Browne, 161 and 163, Queen 
Victoria-street, to Messrs. John Haddon & Co., 3 and 4, Bouverie- 
street, Fleet-street. 

Mr. G. G. Ansell announces that after twenty-one years’ con¬ 
tinuous travelling, for, first of all Terry, Stoneman, & Co., and during 
the past two years for John Stoneman & Co., he has decided to give 
up country travelling, and has taken a responsible position in the 
management of Terry & Co., 6, Hatton-garden, and 51, Clerkenwell- 
road. 
-- 

(prinftng ofjkr Contpantea. 

SUBJOINED are particulars of eight companies regis¬ 
tered since our last list was compiled, the total 

capital being ^164,800. This compares with thirteen 
companies and ^296,000 capital for the corresponding 
period last year. 

Cleathero & Nichols, Limited.—Registered on the 12th ult., 
with a capital of £80,800, divided into 8,000 ordinary shares of £10 
each, and 800 founders shares of £1 each, to acquire certain inven¬ 
tions for improvements in feeding apparatus for printing machines, 
together with the business of Messrs. Cleathero & Nichols. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are :—C. Gill, C.E., 
St. Margaret’s, Twickenham ; W. M. Lumley, accountant, 7, Baker- 
street ; W. T. Key, accountant, 64, Shardeloe’s-road, S.E. ; M. J. 
Seet, publisher, 75, Shrubland-road, Dalston ; E. R. Day, book¬ 
keeper, 22, Canonbury-road, N. ; W. A. McBean, bookeeper, 7, 
Pelham-road, Wimbledon; M. B. Winnall, accountant, 16, Baron’s- 
court-road. The number of directors is not to be less than two, nor 
more than seven. Qualification, £500 in shares ; the subscribers 
are to appoint the first. Remuneration, £200 per annum each; 
chairman, £300 per annum. Solicitors, Messrs. Wm. Webb & Co., 

6, Essex-street, Strand. 

Cheshire and North Wales Newspaper Company, Limited. 
—Registered on the 17th ult., with a capital of £20,000, in £10 
shares, to take over and carry on the Chester Courant and the Cheshire 
Observer. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are ;— 
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C. T. Parker, Eccleston, Chester ; *C. H. Poole, Whitchurch ; H. L. 
Smith, Barrowmore, Chester; *St. John Charlton, Cholmondeley, 
Malpar ; B. E. Roberts, Chester ; J. Salmon, Chester ; *T. Smith, 
woollen draper, Chester ; *J. J. Cumish, auctioneer, Chester. The 
number of directors is not to be less than five, nor more than thirteen ; 
the first are the Duke of Westminster, Sir Philip le Belward Grey 
Egerton, Bart., H. J. Tollemache, J.P., R. A. Yerburgh, M.P., 
C. H. Poole, Colonel D. Scotland, and the subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk ; qualification, £50 in shares. The company in general 
meeting will determine remuneration. Solicitors, Messrs. Birch, 
Cullimore & Co., Friars, Chester. 

Druggists’ Printing and Publishing Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 31st ult., with a capital of £18,000, in £1 shares, 
3,000 of which are £10 per cent, cumulative preference shares, to 
acquire the copyright of the periodicals known as The British and 
Colonial Druggist and El Droguero el Farmaceutic y el Quinico. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—W. R. Mace), 
paper manufacturer, 26, South-hill-park, Plampstead ; A. Wilson, 
stationer, 5, East Bank, Stamford-hill ; E. Cockle, solicitor, 
52, Cannon-street ; C. S. Buck, merchant, 60, Queen Vic oria-street; 
S. W. Plickson, land agent, &c., Moss-hall-grove, Finchley; Thomas 
Knight, warehouseman, North Bank, Oakleigh-park, N. ; H) Good, 
printer, &c., 12, Moorgate-street. The number of directors is not to 
be less than three, nor more than six ; the first are J. F. Cantwell, 
21, New Bridge-street; F. W. Straker, 44-47, Bishopsgate-street 
Without, and A. Wilson. Qualification, 100 shares. The company 
in general meeting will determine remuneration. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Shepheards, 31 and 32, Finsbury pavement. 

Barraud’s, Limited.—Registered on the 6th inst., with a capital 
of £15,000, in £5 shares, to acquire the photographic businesses of 
the Messrs. Barraud’s, at 263, Oxford-street; Magnolia House, West 
Ealing; 92A, Bold-street, Liverpool, and 11, Laurel-road, Fairfield, 
Liverpool. The subscribers who have each taken one share are :— 
*H. R. Barraud, photographic artist, Oxford-street ; #A. Taylor, 
photographic artist, 263, Oxford-street ; Francis Barraud, photo¬ 
graphic artist, 263, Oxford-street ; C. C. Cobbold, 15, Observatory- 
avenue, Kensington; W. Jones, solicitor, 2, New-inn, Strand; 
*E. Thomson, secretary to a company, 78, Gracechurch-street ; 
H. W. Piercy, 98, St. Paul’s-road, Kennington-park. The number of 
directors is not to be less than two, nor more than five; the first are 
the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and P. G. J. Barraud, and 
Arthur Coombs, of 94, Piccadilly. Mr. PI. R. Barraud will be 
entitled to £16 per week salary, and Messrs. P. G. J. Barraud 
and A. Taylor £8 per week each ; the remuneration of the other 
directors is to be determined in general meeting. Qualification, £5 
in shares or stock. Solicitors, Messrs. Blount, ' Lynch & Petre, 
Fitzalan House, Arundel-street, W.C. 

Jesse Broad & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 12th 
ult., with a capital of ,£10,000. in £5 shares, to acquire the business 
of Messrs. Jesse Broad & Co., printers, bookbinders, &c., of47, Lloyd- 
street, Albert-square, Manchester. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are ;—E. Durden, 6, Halliwell-lane, Manchester ; 
J. Beardsall, 47, Lloyd-street, Manchester ; PI. Jefferson, 47, Lloyd, 
street, Manchester ; R. Harrison, commercial agent, Blackburn ; A. 
Jefferson, accountant, Withington ; W. Wilcox, cashier, Davyhulme ; 
J. A. Beardsall, 47, Lloyd-street, Manchester. Most of the regula¬ 
tions of Table “A” apply. Registered office, 47, Lloyd-street, 
Manchester. 

Mexboro’ and Swinton Times Printing and Publishing 
Company, Limited.—Registered on the 13th ult., with a capital of 
,£10,000, in £1 shares, whereof 1,500 are preference shares, to acquire 
the printing and publishing business of Mr. Walter Turner, of High- 
street, Mexboro’, York. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are T. S. Tyler, accountant, Barnsley; T. W. Williamson, 
accountant, Barnsley ; W. H. Addis, clerk, Barnsley; C. T. Neal, 
clerk, Nottingham ; F. G. Bennett, accountant, Doncaster ; R. P. 
Birkett, solicitor, 19, Corporation-street, Manchester ; L. N. IParrop, 
valuer, Mexboro’. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than seven ; the subscribers are to appoint the first : 
remuneration (not exceeding £100 per annum), to be determined by 
general meeting. Mr. Walter Turner is appointed managing director. 
Solicitor, Mr. J. W. Hattersley, Mexboro’. 

Arthur Pearson, Limited.—Registered on the 17th ult., with a 
capital of £ 10,000, in £10 shares, to acquire the goodwill of Pearson's 
Weekly, printed and published at Nos. 69, 70, and 71, Temple- 
chambers, Bouverie-street. The subscribers, who have each taken 
one share, are:—Mrs. C. A. Pearson, Rheola, Wimbledon-common ; 
*IL. S. Linsley, chartered accountant, 124, Chancery-lane ; "C. 
Arthur Pearson, journalist, Wimbledon-common ; P. Iveary, 
journalist, 15, Dent's-road, Wandsworth-common ; E. Ivessel, clerk, 
235, Liverpool-road ; F. A. Russell, 62, Blacldeigh-road, Streat- 
ham ; R. E. Wall, clerk, 37, Reportum-road, Fulham. The number 
of directors is not to be less than two, nor more than five ; qualification, 
£100 in shares or stock ; the company in general meeting will deter¬ 

mine remuneration. Mr. C. A. Pearson is appointed managing 
director at a salary of £15 per. week. Solicitors, Messrs. Keen 
Rogers & Co., 24, Ivnightrider-street. 

Corrugated Paper Packing Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 5th inst., with a capital of £1,000, in ,£1 shares, to purchase 
from A. J. Speight, upon terms of an unregistered agreement of the 
7th inst., a patent for the manufacture of corrugated paper packing, 
and the machinery for the manufacture of the same. The subscribers 
are : —*T. C. Royle, merchant, 7, Old Swan-lane, 50 shares; F. M. 
Lark, Catford, Kent, 50 ; G. M. Vane, army agent, Catford, Kent, 50 ; 
M. Boyton, 21, Grove-road, Wanstead, 5 ; D. Peters, 6, Crouch- 
hall-road, N., 50; *W. L. Strong, exchange broker, 5, Bishopsgate- 
street, 50; E. J. Boyton, 121, Boyton-road, 50. The subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk are the first managing directors. Qualification, 
50 shares. Solicitor, Mr. Alfred Neale, 28, Queen-street. 

The following companies, connected with printing, publishing, and 
allied trades, have gone into voluntary liquidation during the past 
year :—Oldham Express Bill-posting, Illustrated Medical News, Bir¬ 
mingham Daily Times, Christian Million Publishing, Gwalia News¬ 
paper, Burton-on-Trent Newspaper, J. F. Schipper & Co., South 
London Conservative Newspaper, New Advertising Spill Syndicate, 
Counties Constitutional Magazines Syndicate, Manchester Engraving, 
Victor Printing, West Cumberland Conservative Newspaper Publish¬ 
ing end Printing, Catholic Household, Every Girl's Magazine, Buxton 
and High Peak Publishing and General Printing, Llandudno Adver¬ 
tiser ana Publishing Syndicate, Newspaper Publishing, British and 
Foreign Advertising, Barry Dock Bill-posting and Advertising, Chris¬ 
tian Worker, Lancaster and District Bill-posting and Advertising, 
Newspaper Co-operative Association, Hall’s Patent Advertising, School 
Books Publishing, Whitehaven Cab and General Posting, Jewellery 
Trades Publishing, East Lincolnshire Herald, New Halfpenny Letter, 
Alliance Publishing and Newspaper Fiction Supply Agency, and 
Liverpool Newsvendors’. Companies which have gone into voluntary 
liquidation with a view to reconstruction :—The Political World, 
Newark Advertiser, London Publishing Syndicate, Direct Photo En¬ 
graving, Argus Printing, Savoy Publishing, Dramatic Opinion, the 
Financial World, School Publishing, Press Syndicate, G. Fischer 
& Co. 

The directors of Waterlow Brothers & Layton, Limited, recom¬ 
mend the payment of a dividend of 9^ per cent, for the six months 
ending September 30 last, making 12 per cent, for the year. 

The dividend of 6 per cent, per annum on the preference shares of 
Crescens Robinson & Co., Limited, for the six months ending Decem¬ 
ber 31, 1890, has been paid. 

At the annual general meeting of Waterlow & Sons, a final dividend 
was declared, making, with interim dividends, 6 per cent, on the 
preference, and 12 per cent, on the ordinary shares for the year ; 
£15,000 was placed to the reserve fund, and £5,119 carried to 
next year. 

At a meeting held on the 8th inst. the directors of Mason & Mason, 
Limited, declared an interim dividend of 6 per cent, per annum on 
the preference, and 10 per cent, on the ordinary shares, for the six 
months ending December 31 last. 

--0--♦- 

©Stfuarjn 

Blackwell.—On December 20, at 248, Brockley-road, S.E., Mr. 
Robert Ramsey Blackwell, for fifty-one years the trusted and valued 
servant of Messrs. W. Thacker & Co., 87, Newgate-street, E.C., aged 
seventy-seven. 

Kinglake.—Mr. Alexander William Kinglake died at his residence, 
No. 17, Bayswater-terrace, on the 2nd inst. His health had been 
failing for some time. He was born in the early days of 1811, the son 
of Mr. William Kinglake, of Wilton House, near Taunton ; and, 
after an education at Eton and Trinity College, Cambridge, was called 
to the Bar at Lincoln’s Inn in 1837. In 1844 was published 
(anonymously, though the name of the author was not long concealed) 
the well-known “ Eothen, or Traces of Travel Brought Plome from 
the East,” which at once gave him fame and popularity. The book 
was translated into many foreign languages, besides enjoying a great 
reputation in the United States, and even at the present day “ Eothen ” 
remains as a model of the literature of travel. “The History of the 
Crimean War ” was commenced in 1863, and the final volume 
appeared only two years ago. Tha charm of style with which the 
narrative is written, and the extraordinary minuteness of its informa¬ 
tion, will long preserve for it a place among the great works of 
English historians. 
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Seeley.—Mr. Walter Seeley, of Messrs. Seeley & Co., publishers, 
died at his residence, Wandsworth, on the 7th inst. He was well 
known and highly respected in the trade, and was an incessant worker. 

Self.—-Mr. Henry Self, formerly secretary to the London Society 
of Compositors, who for the last nine years has been confined to his 
bed, died on Tuesday, the 30th ult. The funeral took place at 
Highgate New Cemetery, on Saturday, the 3rd inst. 

Silversides.—Mr. Robert Silversides, Hertford, died on Decem¬ 
ber 13, aged eiglity-one. He had for nearly seventy years been in the 
employ, for a long period as manager,of Messrs. Stephen & Sons, 
printers, Hertford. It is rare, indeed, in the printing trade that a 
man serves one firm for the whole of his business life. 

Symmons.—On December 11, at Woodford, Essex, Mr. Edmond 
E. Symmons, of Symmons & Sons, bookbinders, Bouverie-street, 
E.C., and Pentonville, N., aged seventy-eight. Mr. Symmons estab¬ 
lished the business in 1845, and conducted it with great success until 
about ten years ago, when, from failing health, he gradually withdrew, 
leaving the active superintendence to his sons. 

Weatherly.—On the 7th inst., at Ivy Dene, Ealing, Mr. George 
Weatherly passed away at the early age of 36. He was for many 
years with Messrs. Cassell & Co., on their editorial staff, for some 
time editing Little Folks. He contributed largely to their serial 
publications, principally poetry, and was also known as a contributor 
to other publications and as a song-writer, although not so popular as 
his cousin, F. E. Weatherly. He had great abilities, and it is with 
sadness we have to chronicle his early decease. He leaves a widow 
and young family to mourn his loss. 

--*-«-- 

Bdttxe (pafenl. 
The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 

was made. 

20,748.—Read, Holliday & Sons, Limited, and P. R. E. Seidler. 
Improvements in dyeing and printing with certain azo colouring 
matters. 19. 

20,829.—L. U. Gill and A. Bradley. Improvements in guillotine 
paper-cutting machines. 20. 

20,984.—H. H. Lake. A communication from G. Corsa, of the 
United States. Improvements in form-setting and type-casting 
machines. 23. 

21,082.—J. Hall. Improvements in or relating to type - writers. 
28. 

21,126.—W. S. Foord. Improvements in or relating to printing 
machines or presses. 28. 

21.214. —J- Hooker. Improvements in machinery for distributing and 
for setting up type. 28. 

21.214. —W. P. Thompson. A communication from the Remington 
Standard Type-writer Manufacturing Company, of United States. 
Improvements in or relating to type-writing machines. 29. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1889. 

18,948.—Chambers. Composing stick . 6d. 
20,701. — Paton. Printing-machines . 6d. 
20>799-—Johnson. Self-inking roller, &c., machine . 8d. 

1890. 

976.—Furnival & others. Paper, &c , guillotines . lid. 
1,297.—Cresswell & Heslop. Feeding paper to printing 

presses .   6d. 
8,831.— Gardner. Type-writing machines . 8d. 

13,403.—Ourdan & Kolb. Engraving machines . 8d. 
15,425.—Fuchs. Type cases . 6d. 
I5i799-—Retaux & Medawar. Distributing or composing type lid. 
16,056.—Marvin & others. Paper-dust collector for printing 

machines . 8d. 
16,798.—Bratton. Paper-making machines. 6d. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—December, 1890. 

19,529.—A. Fraser. Improvements in apparatus for composing 
types. 1. 

!9>673-—J- Felbel and A. W. Steiger. Improvements in type¬ 
writing machines. 2. 

19,867.—S. W. North. Improvements in apparatus for carrying 
type forms, lithographic stones, and other articles. 5. 

19)995-—M. Swartout and G. Bengough. Improvements in or con¬ 
nected with type-writing machines. 8. 

20,001.—J. Michaud. Improved rotary printing machine. 8. 

20,014.—E. F. Greenwood. Improvements in books for containing 
newspaper cuttings and other matter. 8. 

20,063.—S. D. Williams, Moorlinch House, Clytha Park, Newport, 
Mon. Improved apparatus connected with column printing, 
telegraphically and otherwise. 9. 

20,065.—H. Shaw, 42, Lewisham-road, London. Improvements in 
printing machines. 9. 

20,079.—W. P. Thompson. A communication from F. H. Harris, 
G. E. Crandall, P. Mesick, and A. E. Ayer, of United States. 
Improvements in or appertaining to type writing machines. 9. 

20,096.—J. Ball. Improvements in or relating to machines for 
making and imprinting envelopes. 9. 

20,325.—R. F. Sproule. Improvements in machines for printing 
multi-colour envelopes, cards, labels, and the like. 12. 

20,512,—PI. H. Lake. A communication from G. C. Blickensderfer, 
of United States. Improvements in paper-holding rollers for 
type-writing machines. 16. 

20.518. —E. C. de Segundo. An improvement in type-writers. 16. 

20.519. —C. J. Vieuxmaire. Improvements in printing machines for 
printing in one or more colours. 16. 

20,542.—D. PI. Fisher. Improvements in or appertaining to writing 
or deciphering cryptographic correspondence on type-writers, said 
improvements being more especially applicable to the “Columbia” 
type of machine. 16. 

20,543-—D. H. Fisher. Improvements in or appertaining to type¬ 
writing machines or the like. 16. 

20,544.—W. P. Thompson. A communication from E. Guillaume. 
Improvements in or appertaining to book-binding. 16. 

20,565.—A. Macdougall. Improvements in endless wires for paper¬ 
making machines. 17. 

20,677.—J. Michaud. Improvements in the introduction and the 
delivery of sheets of paper to and from either continuous or inter¬ 
mittent printing or other machines. 18. 

20,708.—T. Johnson. Improvements in or relating to printing 
machines for printing in two or more colours at one impression or 
operation, 18. 

Notice.— The present volume of the Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapher will probably be finished with the March (1891) 

number, by which time it is expected the arrangements for the 

New Series will be completed. The title page and index will be 

issued on completion of the volume. 

INDEX TO TRADE 

Armitage & Ibbetson, Almanacks x 
Abraham, A. J., Chromo Artist.... vii 
Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 
graphists. vii 

Balls, W. & J., Bookbinders. x 
Bowers Bros., Printing . vii 
Central Agency, Partnerships, &c. vii 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths. vii 
Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . i 
Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines _ i 
Davies, Henry G., Electrotypers., ix 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco Engravers, &c.,. ix 
Elliott, John, Son & Co., Printing 

Machines . x 
Elvidge, C., Litho Pens. vii 
Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers vii 
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^optcer of (TftonfjJ. 

E are making progress with the Company 

intended to work this paper, but still need 

the co-operation of a larger number of those 

in the trade. Will not some of our readers 

second our efforts by subscribing for a few 

shares, and inducing some of their friends 

to do the same? As we said last month, we 

shall be pleased to make liberal arrangements with any who 

are willing to act as agents. 

+ •$• * 

The Printing and Allied Trades’ Exhibition and Market is 

now assuming some proportions, and ere the Agricultural Hall 

is opened it is expected that the limited space will be well 

taken up. At the present moment there are only four bays to 

let, and several London agents have secured large spaces on 

which will be exhibited machines made by manufacturers in 

all parts of the country. The New Linotype, which has not 

hitherto been seen in this country, and three other composing 

machines will be shown in operation, and these alone should 

prove sufficient attraction for all newspaper and book printers. 

Every section of the trade will be represented, and many 

novelties will be on view for the first time in public. Special 

prizes (cash and medals) are offered for fine letterpress printing 

and to compositors for speed and efficiency, and also special 

awards will be given for a D.C. bill in two colours. The 

special arrangements that have been made for inviting trade 

buyers are sure to attract a large number of visitors, and we 

hope when the exhibition opens (March 16) we shall be able 

to record that the show is the most instructive and interesting 

ever held. 
+ 4* 

The balance-sheet of the London Society of Compositors 

for the December quarter of 1890 shows the following figures : 

—Balance brought forward, £(4,803 16s. 8d. ; income, ,£5,239 

16s. 7d. ; total, £(IO>°43 13s. 3d. Expenditure, £(3,756 4s. iod. ; 

balance carried forward, £(6,287 8s. 5d. Unemployed relief 

absorbed, £(1,904 17s. 8d., to 966 recipients in 3,641 reliefs ; 

superannuation allowances were £(319 15s. ; emigration grants, 

£(13 ; funeral aid, £(387 6s. 8d. ; law charges and defence of 

scale amount to £(203 16s. 6d. The total funds of the society 

now amount to £(29,587 8s. 5d., being an increase on the 

quarter of £(1,483 us. 9d. The number of members is 8,910. 

Five annuitants have died during the quarter ; twenty-four 

other members have died, and two members have emigrated. 

£(150 has been paid to the Australian strikers. The large in¬ 

crease in the income is, of course, due to the increased levy 

which came into force in December. We trust the funds of 

the society will not be called upon for strike purposes. 

4. 4. 4. 

Our contemporary, the Printers' Register, deals in a very 

exhaustive manner with the subject of the advance of wages 

memorial, and any of our readers who may be interested in 

the matter, but who may not have seen the details, cannot do 

better than consult the pages of our contemporary. 

4. 4. 4. 

The committees on each side delegated to confer and 

arrange matters connected with the memorial for an increase 

of wages issued by the London Society of Compositors are 

composed as follows :—Employers : W. C. Knight Clowes 

(William Clowes & Sons, Limited, chairman of the Printing 

Trades Association), P. H. Waterlow (Waterlow & Sons, 

Limited, vice - chairman of the Association), H. Burt 

(Hansard Publishing Union, Limited), T. Catling (Edward 

Lloyd, Limited), C. R. Harrison (Harrison & Sons), 

G. F. M'Corquodale (M‘Corquodale & Co., Limited), and 

J. F. Wilson (Cassell & Co., Limited). Employed : R. W. 

Minter {Field Office, chairman of the London Society of 

Compositors), J. Flanedy {Dispatch), J. Galbraith (Taylor & 

Francis), E. Mantz (Burt & Co.), T. Scott (Roworth), 

H. Wright (National Press Agency), and C. J. Drummond. 

These gentlemen have held several meetings in the Court¬ 

room at Stationers’ Hall, and have discussed the matters 

brought before them in a perfectly friendly spirit, and there is 

little doubt that an amicable settlement will be duly arrived at. 
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It seems almost an insult to common sense to suppose that it 

would be necessary to resort to the barbarous method of a strike 

to enforce demands if it can be demonstrated that these cannot 

be conceded by the employers. With so intelligent a body of 

men as the compositors to deal with, and so practical and 

thoughtful a committee of masters, a satisfactory result is 

almost a foregone conclusion, and we expect, before our next 

number is out, to hear that a grave crisis has been safely passed. 

♦ + ♦ 
Messrs. Vincent Brooks, Day, & Son, are introducing 

a substitute for lithographic stones, which they pronounce 

perfect ; and as they are using it very largely, and they are no 

mean authorities, we take it that the substitute must be a good 

one. We hope to give an extended notice about it next 

month. 

A DECIDED impetus has beeia^given to art culture of late in 

the increased and ever-growing demand for the illustration of 

books and serials. Of this'' Professor Herkomer supplies an 

interesting example. He and his pupils have taken in hand to 

furnish the sketches for a serial story shortly to be published, 

and the condition is that the Royal Academician and his 

students are to work at equal rates of pay. One of them, a 

young lady, is also to sit as model for the heroine of the tale 

—a dairymaid. It is obvious that in this way scope is given 

for high artistic training, in which not merely skill may be 

displayed in execution, but talent and imagination in design : 

and at the same time a field is opened for future careers. 

+ + + 

The Board of Trade returns for January are not by any 

means satisfactory ; a decrease being shown in all the items. 

Books are less by ^400 in value, although the quantity is 

larger by 1,000 cwt. Stationery is less by 26,400. Export of 

paper shows a diminution of 12,000 cwt. in quantity and 

£22,000 in value ; and import of foreign paper (less re-exports) 

is also less by 75,500 cwt. in quantity and ,£34,400 in value. 

The last item is a remarkable one and may prove a source of 

comfort to English paper-makers. 

Export of Printed Books. 

cwt. £. 
Jan. 1891   10,926   90,952 

,,   1890   9,996   9B337 
,,   1889   10,582   9BI74 

ExroRT of Stationery (other than Paper). 

£• 
Jan. 1891   68,566 

,,   1890   74,978 
,,   1889   74,642 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 

countries during the month in each of the three years :— 

1891. 1890. 1889. 

£■ £■ £■ 
Germany . 5.256 ... 7,020 6,280 
France . 2,572 ... 2,107 

8,021 
... 2,005 

United States. 7,573 ... 7,005 
British East Indies . 6,673 ... 10,447 ... 10,273 
Australasia. io,373 ... 10,262 ... 18,980 
British North America... U353 929 1,209 

... 28,890 Other countries .. 34,766 ... 36,192 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £. 
Jan. 1S91 68,446 .... .. 117,992 

5 > . 1890 80,282 .... 140,028 

„ . 1889 95,645 •••• 165,667 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. £• 
1891 ... ... 107,814 ... 
1890 ... ••• 183,345 ... .. 151,277 

1S89 ... ... 146,949 ••• ... 131,809 

To make tracing paper : Mix well together 75 parts of olive-oil and 
25 parts of benzine. With a brush put it on best tissue-paper, and 
hang it up for about thirty-six hours. This is a very transparent 
tracing paper. Until the benzine has evaporated, it should be borne 
in mind that it is also extremely inflammable. 

Colour Printing by Fast Machines. 

By M. Motteroz. 

FEW years ago red was the only colour 
generally used in book work, and its 
use was strictly confined to titles and 
borders. By degrees, however, colours 
have come to be employed to such an 
extent that all the shades of the rain¬ 
bow may now be found, not only in 
fantastic literature, but in scientific 
works also. Colour is to be seen 

everywhere; and the success of new works, and more 
especially of newspapers, has been greatly stimulated by 
its use. 

But is the demand for colour to be defended from an 
aesthetic point of view ? This is a question which might 
be answered in various ways. At present, works printed 
in the classical fashion are less and less in demand; but 
the circulation of the first newspaper printed in colours 
amounted to nearly a million copies. 

These are facts which are open to discussion, but which 
must, nevertheless, be submitted to, and which publishers 
are trying to utilize. 

A few rare specimens of chromo-typography, combining 
some merit with an odd medley of colours, to some extent 
adorn, or more or less disfigure, most new works, without 
yielding much profit to those who have embarked in this 
new enterprise. 

Chromotype illustration is a problem not yet capable of 
practical solution so far as bookwork is concerned, inas¬ 
much as the worst as well as the best productions of this 
kind have resulted in loss both to printer and publisher. 

In the case of newspapers—which would appear to be the 
least susceptible of chromotype illustration —the problem 
has been completely solved, whatever may be said by those 
who judge the chromo machine only by the colours in 
vogue which it has produced up to the present. 

What has just been accomplished was only recently said 
to be impossible; it was thought that with fast machines 
the inking and register would never be sufficient for 
chromotype printing, yet both have been found to be per¬ 
fect, therefore the machine leaves nothing to be desired. 

Several of these machines run day and night, and yet 
are unable to meet the demand for the Petit Journal 

Illustre. The proof is, therefore, conclusive. 
From the surprising success achieved by this first ex¬ 

periment in chromotype printing by fast machinery, we 
may imagine how much greater it would have been had 
the colours appeared at their brightest. 

This desideratum is the result, not of the machine, but 
of the division of the aquarelles in the blocks, which is 
too learned, too theoretical, too complete. This part of 
the work may be attributed to a painter and a chromo- 
lithographer, both skilled in their profession. 

A letterpress printer, quite ignorant of artistic theories, 
but having a technical knowledge of raised block-printing, 
would proceed in a far simpler manner, and obtain 
infinitely better results. 

Everyone to his trade ; and the proof of the axiom may 
be found in the fact that the most imperfect chromos, from 
an artistic point of view, have produced the greatest effect 
on the majority of the buyers. 

The chromotype rotary machine will not produce brilliant, 
luminous, or even striking colours, where needed, until it 
is far removed from Paris, and under the control of 
journalists content to be advised by their printers only. 
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The results will then be the more surprising, the work 
with this machine being simplified, as a summary descrip¬ 
tion will suffice to show. 

A standard nearly in the shape of an n supports five 
pairs of cylinders, and as many inking systems. 

The arrangement in the form of an n places all the 
cylinders at the disposal of the workman, and renders 
making-ready easier than on a perfecting-machine ; it also 
obviates the use of tapes, which frequently soil both margin 
and illustrations, 

Its speed leaves nothing to be desired; it is at the rate 
of 120 metres a minute, or 12,000 newspapers an hour. 

As I saw the sheets thrown off this simple machine, I 
thought of what M. Marinoni said to me many years ago, 
“ I shall do nothing further.” Happily for the journalistic 
enterprise of both worlds, he has seen fit to reverse his 
decision, and the present machine is the result. 

The genesis of the various rotary machines which are 
the outcome of M. Marinoni’s first model, may be under¬ 
stood by the effects produced by the different parts, 
according as they are simple or compound, that is to say, 
complicated. 

A century ago Nicholson gave the general theories of 
the printing-machine, and since his day a score of inventors 
have built rotary machines which have been profitably 
employed for the special purpose they were intended for, 
but which have not, so far as I am aware, served as models 
for similar machines capable of being put to other uses. 

The reason is that they were nearly all absolutely perfect, 
and admitted of no new organ being introduced in view of 
other functions. 

The rotary machine of Marinoni alone was, at first, so 
rudimentary that, with some insignificant additions, it was 
capable, almost without change of shape, of being utilised 
in quite unforeseen ways. 

It is thus that, only since the last exhibition, have been 
produced— 

The rotary machine, which prints a supplementary leaf 
and pastes it in the middle of the newspaper. 

The rotary machine, which rules at the same time as it 
prints official forms, copy-books, &c. 

The seven-colour rotary machine for water-colour fac¬ 
similes. 

The rotary machine, which prints illustrations better 
than a hand-press worked by one of those rare pressmen 
of the preceding generation—artists who have disappeared 
from the scene, without having left any successors, and of 
whose admirable work bibliophiles contest the possession. 

The creations of the builder of the chromotype rotary 
are brought forth naturally, for he is one of those rare in¬ 
ventors who see in all things only the immediately practical 
side. 

It is to this dominant quality of his intelligence that M. 
Marinoni owes the extraordinary success of all his machines, 
and, consequently, his exceptional influence on the general 
industrial development ot modern typography. 

11 Nfavspaper Management.”—Mr. John Heywood, of Deans- 
gate, Manchester, and Paternoster-buildings, London, will shortly 
publish a work dealing with the above subject. The book has been 
compiled by Mr. H. Yeo, who recently took a Ten Guinea Prize 
for the best “ Hints on Successful Management.” There were 453 
competitors in this competition, Mr. Yeo’s paper being considered 
“ by far the best.” The author has had a wide experience in News¬ 
paper work, both in London and the provinces, and is thoroughly 
practical. His intention to deal with all departments “fully and 
fairly” has been well carried out. The price of the book will be 
5s., post free ; and Mr. Heywood desires to intimate that the edition 
has been already subscribed for by hundreds of the best papers in the 
kingdom. 

Black and White. 

HE most important journalistic venture 
of recent times has become an accom¬ 
plished fact this month in the publica¬ 
tion of the first number of Black a?id 
White. During the whole of last year 
the plans and arrangements have been 
maturing, and the result, both as re¬ 
gards the means of production and 
the production itself, may be pro¬ 

nounced satisfactory. 
The idea of starting a new rival to the existing high-class 

illustrated weekly papers originated with Mr. C. N. Wil¬ 
liamson, assistant editor of the Graphic, and a limited 
company was registered on March 31 last, with a nominal 
capital of ^100,000 in shares, to carry out the 
scheme. A very influential body of shareholders has been 
secured, and ample capital subscribed to place the venture 
upon a sound financial basis. Sir J. D. Linton, Mr. Justin 
McCarthy, and Mr. O. Crawfurd are the directors, Mr. 
Williamson being appointed managing editor and managing 
director. Mr. Arthur Ashdowne, who had occupied the 
position of assistant-secretary at the Graphic for nineteen 
years, is the secretary. The art editor is Mr. M. H. Spiel- 
man, while the well-known clever engraver Mr. O. Lacour 
has been prevailed upon to accept the position as head of 
the engraving department. The art department is further 
strengthened by the acquisition of the services of Mr. E. 
H. Fitchew. 

On the 4th inst., the members of the Press were invited 
to inspect the premises and machinery, and a most 
interesting visit was the result. The paper is produced at 
33, Bouverie-street, where a very complete plant has been 
laid down. The building is one of a recently-constructed 
block which has been specially designed for the require¬ 
ments of printers, and is extremely solid in structure, with 
an abundance ot light. On the ground-floor and base¬ 
ment are placed the printing machines—eight in number— 
besides the engines, calendering machines, etc. The 
printing machines are beautifully constructed, solid and 
substantial in appearance, and working with great smooth¬ 
ness and regularity. The speed is very slow, however, the 
rate being only 1,000 sheets—one side only—per hour. 
If the paper is a success, as we expect it will be, and large 
editions are required, it will be absolutely necessary to 
increase the productive power. These machines have 
been specially constructed for fine printing by the Machinen- 
fabrik, Augsburg, and no fault can be found with the 
result of their work except that they are slow. 

Three very fine calendering machines have been supplied 
by Mr. Karl Krause, of Leipzig, through his English agents, 
Messrs. Kampe & Co., 78, High Holborn. These 
machines give the paper a beautiful surface, leaving it just 
a trifle damp, and it is put on the printing machine at 
once. The motive power for all the machinery, except 
that in the stereo and electro foundry, is provided by a 
sixteen horse-power Otto gas engine, by Messrs. Crossley 
Bros., a second engine of equal capacity being kept in 
reserve in case of accident. 

The paper is folded by two machines supplied by 
Messrs. Harrild & Sons, and the wire stitching is done with 
some capital machines supplied by Messrs. Kampe & Co. 

The stereo and electro foundry is a very complete 
department, fitted up by Messrs. Richardson, Ivoolman, 
& Isger, with dynamo, gas engine, saws, planes, lathes, and 
every modern improvement. 
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The whole of the arrangements have been planned and 
carried out under the direction of Mr. Herbert Coward, 
and the result is very satisfactory as far as it goes, but, as 
we have hinted, we fear the mechanical appliances will be 
found inadequate to cope with a big success. At the 
same time that is a drawback which can speedily be 
removed by adding fresh plant. 

The first number of the paper is, perhaps, a trifle dis¬ 
appointing, but due allowance must be made for the 
difficulties attending a first number. It contains beautiful 
specimens of the wood engraver’s art, and its literary 
qualities are excellent, and we have every reason to believe 
that it will be welcomed by a large and appreciative body 
of supporters. We would suggest, however, that the 
heading on the outside be altered somewhat, as at present 
it is too light, and the figure of Literature excites our pity 
from the extremely uncomfortable position in which the 
artist has depicted him. The publication of Black and 
White is an event which we trust will mark an era in the 
progress of artistic taste and development. 

Preservation of Transfers. 

N a recent article (see Printing Times, April, 
1SS9, p. 65, and May, 1889, p. 83) we an¬ 
nounced a new process, permitting of pre¬ 
serving proofs pulled on transfer paper, of 
reproducing them after a considerable time 
without the expense of fresh composition, 
and of proceeding immediately with the print¬ 

ing, even with corrections, if necessary. This process em¬ 
braces all kinds of lithography and letterpress, whatever 
the colour of the ink employed. If the proof is printed 
on well-sized transfer paper, it may be preserved and trans¬ 
ferred as easily as a proof recently pulled with transfer ink. 

It will hence be inferred that transfer ink is not abso¬ 
lutely necessary. It is, however, preferable that the proof 
intended for preservation be pulled with transfer ink, not 
because proofs are therefore better preserved, but because 
they dry less quickly, and in case of delay in preparing 
proofs pulled with ordinary inks, which are generally sicca¬ 
tive, this delay might produce imperfections. 

1 herefore, a proof pulled with any kind of ink will give 
a certain result if care be taken to prepare it for preserva¬ 
tion as soon as printed, that is to say, while the ink is 
fresh. A proof thus preserved may be transferred to stone 
at any time, and numerous workings taken from it. 

The immense advantages accruing from the above process 
will at once be apparent in the case of large forms worked 
at machine, such as tables, maps, broadsides, engravings, 
or chromos ; for a simple chemical application suffices, and 
the rest may be left to an ordinary litho hand. At the 
commencement, or in the course of the working, a sheet of 
transfer paper, prepared for preservation, should be pulled. 

This means of preserving proofs of all works renders it 
necessary that of each new composition, either in trying the 
colours or in pulling the transfers, a proof should be pre¬ 
pared for preservation, to provide against those accidents 
so common in lithography which often destroy the best 
compositions. 

. The new process will be especially welcome to pro¬ 
vincial lithographers on account of its great saving of time. 
Moreover, its application effects a considerable saving of 
material and space. These are facts which cannot be 
denied, and which every practical lithographer may verify 
for himself. 

Does “ Artistic ” Printing Pay ? 

AT the present time, when printers are producing a class of 
work which for elegance of design, richness of colour, 

and excellence of workmanship, has never been equalled at 
any former period since printing was invented, there is danger 
of our losing sight of the fact that unless such work can be 
made to pay we shall gain little permanent advantage. It is 
true that there is some satisfaction in being able to do such 
work, and a man may be excused for ignoring such low con¬ 
siderations as pecuniary advantages in his first enthusiasm, but 
sooner or later he will come to feel that he needs something 
more substantial than the reputation of being an artistic 
printer. 

Of course, the word “ artistic ” is used here in its limited 
sense, as applied to the style of job-work which has been 
specially called by that name. In its fullest sense the word 
applies to all classes of work. A book may be an artistic 
production, although it may consist of nothing more than plain 
paper, plain type, and plain black ink, its artistic merits con¬ 
sisting in the manner in which these three plain articles have 
been used and combined. And so with every other kind of 
work. 

Moreover, a printer may display as much art in properly 
selecting and arranging his type, choosing the paper which is 
best suited to the work, and then printing with evenness of 
impression and regularity of colour, as he could in the most 
elaborate piece of many-coloured work. Indeed, it often 
happens that the use of several colours and some fancy designs 
may serve to cover up some inartistic defects. 

Therefore, it must be understood that what is here referred 
to more particularly is fancy job work, where artistic effect is 
produced by the use of ornamental designs and the har¬ 
monising of colours. In most cases brass rule plays an impor¬ 
tant part, being bent into every conceivable shape, and made 
to outline almost everything in nature—fish, flesh, and fowl — 
things over the earth, things on the earth, and things under the 
earth. Then come tint-blocks of every kind, bronzes of every 
hue, paper and cardboard of every texture, type and ornaments 
of every design, and shades of ink too numerous to mention. 

And certainly some very beautiful results have been obtained, 
and the tastes of printers have been improved, and we shall 
be able to hand down to our successors some books of speci¬ 
mens of which we are justly proud, and posterity will doubtless 
praise our skill and admire our taste, and try to imitate if not 
excel us in the beautiful art ; but— 

Does “artistic” printing pay ? Is there any money in it as 
a commercial enterprise ? Do our customers so appreciate it 
that they are willing to pay a fair price for such work ? 

These are questions which we shall do well to lay to heart, 
and unless we can answer them in the affirmative we had 
better either discontinue doing such work or find out in what 
manner it is possible to make it pay. 

Unfortunately, most of those who are doing such work, and 
who are most interested in these questions, are slow to appre¬ 
ciate the exact position of things until it is too late ; and they 
flatter themselves that they are doing very well, and are in a 
fair way to make their fortunes. 

The majority of them have small plants, consisting of a few 
job presses and a large number of small founts of nearly all the 
modern types. One calls himself an “ Artistic Printer,” an¬ 
other is a “ Superior Printer,” another a “ Fine Art Printer,” 
another a “Unique Printer,” another an “ Aesthetic Printer,’’ 
etc. Most of them work at the business themselves, as they 
are impressed with the idea that no fingers but their own can 
possibly accomplish the results which they have in view. 
Thus their trade is confined within very narrow limits, and it 
is also impossible for them to make any large amount of 
money. 

They will sometimes point exultingly to the fact that for such 
and such a job they are able to charge a very high price—per¬ 
haps twice as much as the same job would come to if done in the 
ordinary way. But in most cases, if they were to charge twice 
that price again they would still be losers. The extra amount 
of time required to take the orders for such work, in designing 
so as to suit the type, or arranging the type to suit the design, 
in cutting and bending and spoiling brass rule, in making tint- 
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blocks, in making up the several forms for the several colours, 
in filling up blanks with plaster of paris, in washing up two or 
three times for each colour, in interleaving to prevent off-set, 
in laying out to dry—in all these, and many other ways, the 
items of expense are increased before the job is ready for 
delivery, and then there is the risk of the final result not being 
so good as was anticipated, and of the customer declining to 
take the work. 

Besides, it must be borne in mind that, as the printer has to 
put so much of his own time into such work, he has to neglect 
other things and lose money which he would otherwise save. 
If he happened to possess a dozen pair of hands, feet, eyes, 
and ears, and had a proportionate increase of brains, then he 
might perhaps make a success ; but, not having these addi¬ 
tions, and not being able to trust the hands, eyes, etc., of others, 
his success is very doubtful. 

Another extra item of expense which enters into the pro¬ 
duction of this kind of work is that of buying special type and 
materials for some special job. A customer happens to have 
seen some type which he likes, and expects the printer to get 
it for him, and the printer will often buy special type to use on 
a job, because he wants to secure the customer. 

And the conclusion of the whole matter is that for each 
“artistic printer” who succeeds in making money and building 
up a business, there are twenty who either fail or turn their 
attention to other kinds of work. 

Therefore, it is most important to try and ascertain whether 
it is possible to make money out of such work. Do not let us 
discontinue our efforts to raise the quality of the work, but 
endeavour to produce even better than has been done hitherto, 
provided there is a reasonable hope of our making a little more 
than a bare living while doing so. 

In the first place, a higher price must be charged. Of course, 
it is easier to say this than to dq it, but to know that it is abso¬ 
lutely necessary to realise that we cannot afford to sell for 
twenty shillings what costs us twenty-four shillings will be a 
splendid stimulus, and make us more eloquent in our appeal 
for higher prices : whereas being ignorant of the fact that we 
are losing money makes us careless, and leads us to agree to 
give our customers anything they like to ask for. 

The customer says : “ I should like to have this style of 
type,” and we reply : “Yes, sir.” “I should like to have this 
kind of paper.” “ Yes, sir.” “ I must have just that shade of 
ink.” “ Yes, sir.” “ The job must be finished by -” “ Yes, 
sir.” “ I shall want to see a perfect proof in colours.” “ Yes, 
sir.” But when we begin to do the job we find out that the 
particular type chosen costs more than we thought, that we 
have difficulty in getting the paper, that the ink is very ex¬ 
pensive, that it is impossible to have the work finished to time, 
and that supplying a finished proof in colours is an expensive 
proceeding, and that the price quoted will not nearly cover the 
cost. 

However, we comfort ourselves with the thought that, as the 
customer has a good deal of work done, and as this is our first 
order, we may regard it as the thin end of the wedge which 
will lead to our getting more work at better prices. But too 
often, alas, these hopes are never realised, as some other 
printer steps in for the next job with his “ thin end of the 
wedge.” 

As a rule, it is better to lose a job than to lose money. But 
if we inform ourselves fully as to what the work actually costs 
us we may often succeed in losing neither. 

If a customer wants a special type which we should have to 
buy, let us either persuade him to have something else or to 
pay part of the cost of a fount, or else refuse the job. 

Sometimes it may be possible to get a little ahead by per¬ 
suading the customer to have double the quantity at a less 
rate, and in the finer kinds of work, such an arrangement can 
be made more profitable than in the commoner kinds, the pro¬ 
portionate additional expense for the larger quantity being 
much smaller. 

Proofs should always be charged for, either in the original 
price given, or as a separate item. 

Changes from the original copy should also be charged for, 
as also any alterations which may have to be made in the style 
after the instructions in that respect have been followed. For 
instance, a customer will sometimes give directions as to how 
the job shall be displayed, and after it is set up it does not 

look so well as he expected, and he will change the wording or 
the arrangement of the lines. He should assuredly be charged 
for those changes, but should be informed as to the cost before 
they are made. 

In many other ways a printer may guard himself agains 
positive loss, and by the possession of business tact as well as 
artistic skill, may be able to prove that it is possible to make 
such work pay.—H. G. Bishop, in American Bookmaker. 

-OB=*6 ^ -- 

Gelatine Plates for Photo-Mechanical 
Printing. 

A New Method of Production. 

HOTO-MECHANICAL manipulators know the short life 
of gelatine printing-plates, even when very thoroughly 

washed and very lightly used. It is the object of this inven¬ 
tion to produce a plate which will not deteriorate from exposure 
to light and air, but which will be capable of intermittent use 
regardless of lapse of time and exposure until the plate is 
actually worn out. 

A greater number of perfect impressions is another object 
embodied in the claims, and it is said in the process of printing 
to reduce to a minimum the application of water or moistening 
liquid to the plate. 

A silent characteristic of this new gelatine-plate appears to 
be that the gelatinous matter is rendered opaque by means of 
the presence of non-actinic colour instead of being transparent 
as is usually the case. It should not be forgotten, however, 
that it has been before proposed to mix white pigment with the 
gelatine for enabling the progress of the printing operation to 
be better observed when ebonite or other black packing was 
employed for supporting the film. White gelatine compounds 
are, however, especially actinic, and hence lie wholly outside 
the present method. 

Non-actinic opacity prevents undue penetration of light 
while exposed under a negative, and a thicker plate can be 
used without developing any objectionable grain in the gelatine. 

It will be readily seen that there are many advantages to 
be gained by the thickness of a gelatine-plate, its capacity 
for absorbing more water reduces the wetting operation to a 
minimum, gives it more elasticity and, consequently, less 
pressure in inking and in printing, while the destructive 
wear of the printing surface is reduced correspondingly. It 
is proposed to use a backing of the usual substance. The 
facts in connection with the method will be best compre¬ 
hended by detailed treatment. 

The procedure is as follows : forty-five grams of gelatine 
are dissolved in twelve ounces of water at a favourable tem¬ 
perature. Six grams of bichromate of potash (or any other 
chromic acid salt) is dissolved in water and added. After a 
thorough admixture, fifteen grams of acetate of lead dissolved 
in six ounces of water are then added, and in the meantime 
the whole is stirred continually. 

The lead will unite with the chromic acid from the salt 
and develop chromate of lead well and evenly distributed in 
the gelatine, and make the mass of a fine light-yellow colour 
and opaque. The acetic acid from the acetate of lead will 
unite with the base of the chromic acid salt, thus developing 
an acetate. The mass, having been all this while properly 
warmed, is then allowed to cool to a coagulum, which is 
then thinly sliced and washed freely in cold water until the 
acetate has been eliminated, whereupon, after draining the 
water therefrom, the sliced coagulum is ready for further 
procedure. 

Chrome-yellow, as a separate body, may be mechanically 
incorporated with the gelatine ; but the best results must accrue 
by developing within the mass ot gelatine the medium on 
which reliance is had for producing a plate having the requisite 
degree of opacity, and also that colour which is most effective 
became of its non-actinic character. This gelatine, in its 
specially-mentioned form, is believed to be broadly new in the 
art, and is proceeded with, as follows :—Melt the coloured 
gelatine and sensitise in the usual manner, preferably by the 
use of chromate of amiuonium ; but other chromic-acid salts 
may be used. 
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If a metal backing is to be employed, the sensitised gelatine 
is poured directly thereon and spread to evenness in the usual 
manner. 

If the preferable glass backing is to be used, it may with 
fair results be previously treated as heretofore, in connection 
with the use of transparent sensitised gelatine—as, for instance, 
coated with silicate of soda or with egg albumen and a chromic- 
acid salt, better results are obtained. Immerse five grams of 
gum-tragacanth in five ounces of water for several days until 
it has been thoroughly swelled and softened, and to this is 
added a sufficient quantity of caustic ammonia (aqua-ammonia 
of high strength) to form a thin solution of the gum. This, 
when coated upon a glass-plate, soon hardens by the evapora¬ 
tion of the ammonia and by drying, and affords a coating 
practically insoluble in water, and presenting a surface with 
which the gelatine will reliably adhere, thus securing a practi¬ 
cally perfect union of the gelatine-plate or film with the 
glass-plate. 

Whatever the intervening medium may be, the opaque non- 
actinic gelatine can be applied in one or more thick films, or 
several thin ones, as may be desired in each case, each suc¬ 
ceeding film readily uniting with the last preceding film, and 
rendering the mass practically solid and homogeneous. The 
sensitised gelatine-plate, however it may have been mounted 
on its backing, is then ready for exposure beneath a negative 
or a positive in the same manner as with the old transparent 
plates, but unlike them, without any danger of too great ex¬ 
posure, because of its non-actinity. 

In exposing under the negative it will be found that the 
blacks will only print to a certain depth and there remain until 
all the details in the whites are printed. After the negative 
exposure has been completed, all the remaining external traces 
of the chromic-acid salt are removed by first washing the plate 
in running water (say) ten minutes, and then immersing it for 
from two to five minutes in a solution composed of one quart of 
water, one ounce of acetate of lead, and one ounce of free 
acetic acid, the latter serving to counteract any undue astrin¬ 
gent effect on the part of the lead. It is then washed in wrater 
for (say) ten minutes and dried. The lead of this acetate 
solution unites with the chromic-acid salt still remaining in 
the gelatine film and forms chrome-yellow, which, being non¬ 
sensitive to light, renders the plate unchangeable. The plate, 
being dried off, is then ready at any time for printing opera¬ 
tions in the usual manner. 

It is sometimes desirable to make a further addition to the 
plate prior to exposure to a negative : Apply to the plate a 
coating of transparent sensitised gelatine, which so unites 
therewith as to make the whole practically homogeneous as to 
structure ; it can then be used without in any manner impair¬ 
ing the results which accrue from the use of plates without this 
transparent surface. This transparent coating is of special 
value on such of the plates as may have been rendered opaque 
by the use of non-actinic pigments ; but in any case the gelatine 
of the opaque sub-surface will be so wedded to the transparent 
surface gelatine as to secure excessive absorptive capacity. 
Thus, a single wetting with water will serve for several inkings 
and produce as good results as with the alternate water wetting 
and inking, which is practically requisite in the use of all prior 
photo-mechanical gelatine printing-plates known. Experience 
with glycerine solutions has shown that a transparent plate as 
heretofore prepared will admit of from fifteen to twenty-five 
impressions to each wetting operation ; but with these plates 
it is said there can be taken after each wetting with the solution 
from 50 to 1,000 impressions, according to the hardness of the 
paper and its consequent capacity for absorbing moisture. It 
will be readily seen that the sub-surface when charged with 
water affords a desirable degree of elasticity not attainable 
with a thin plate. Whether the plates have the transparent 
coating or not, they can be made of any desired thickness in 
one or more coatings or films without fear of developing the 
objectionable coarse grain well known to be liable in the use of 
transparent plates. 

As a rule, the plate is exposed to light at its back for a few 
minutes before or after the exposure of the plate to a negative, 
for rendering the tragacanth coating absolutely firm in the pre¬ 
sence of water during subsequent printing operations ; but if 
this precaution be not taken, the tragacanth will not be softened 
by glycerine solutions.—Paper and Press. 

The Scottish Newspaper Press. 

A LECTURE on the Scottish Newspaper Press since 1870, 
illustrated by means of lime-light views, was given on 

the 30th ult., in the Burgh Hall, Hillhead, by Mr. William 
Armstrong, secretary of the Scottish Liberal Association in 
Glasgow. There was a large attendance. In some intro¬ 
ductory remarks Mr. Armstrong, who is an old pressman, 
pointed out that a copy of the Scottish News, the Conrant, the 
Daily Review, and the Evening Express, which might have 
been purchased four years ago for the sum of fourpence, were 
now worth ten guineas for the set. In dealing with the 
remarkable progress that had been made since 1870, he pointed 
out that it had all been on the Liberal side, in that all the 
newspapers that had been started were of Liberal politics, 
while during that period the Conservative press was nearly 
extinguished ; and, while it was not capable of actual proof, 
it was nevertheless a fact known to all who understood press 
matters, that the Tory party had, in these twenty years, 
spent .£500,000 in maintaining what the late Mr. Alexander 
Russel, of the Scotsman, had characterised as “ kept papers.” 
No paper gave a better illustration of the remarkable pro¬ 
gress that had taken place since 1870 than the Scotsman. He 
showed a slide of the Scotsman of 1817, but he desired 
to say that 1870 formed a very good period for beginning 
a notice of such remarkable progress. Its circulation 
in February, 1865, was under 17,000 copies, and many could 
yet remember the time when they sold proof sheets in the 
streets of Edinburgh of the Franco-Prussian war, and realised 
a penny each for them. By means of their special correspon¬ 
dents then, and the interesting details of all that portion of the 
history of France, the circulation of the Scotsman was success¬ 
fully raised to 40,000 in 1873, and from that time onward it had 
gone on steadily increasing, not only in point of circulation, 
but in size and in wealth. Several stages of progress had con¬ 
tributed to secure this result. One of them was the breaking 
down in 1865 of the monopoly which the wholesale agents 
possessed in the distribution of the papers. But more especi¬ 
ally the success was due to the special train arrangement 
which began in 1872—a system very costly, and at which many 
men shook their heads, but which had been so successful that 
every daily paper in Scotland had now adopted it. The effect 
of the special train arrangement was that copies of the Scots¬ 
man were to be had in Glasgow at as early an hour as the 
Glasgow papers. Even in 1870 the Scotsman was printed on 
hand-fed machines, and it was not till 1882 that the proprietors 
were enabled to introduce special machinery to print from the 
web. In 1870 the proprietors had not been able to secure the 
control of a special wire to such an extent as they desired. 
Now, one wire was insufficient to meet the necessities of the 
case, and it required two special wires from six o’clock in the 
evening till six in the morning to carry on their telegraphic 
communication between the London office and Edinburgh, 
and on many nights upwards of 30,000 words were sent 
over those wires. In 1870 they had no direct representa¬ 
tion in the Press Gallery of the House ot Commons, and it was 
only ten years afterwards, after a great deal of agitation, that 
they were permitted to have their own representatives in the 
gallery reporting the Parliamentary proceedings. All those 
indications of progress had been followed by increased methods 
of delivery, and, what was more important, increased accom¬ 
modation for the necessary machinery to carry out the desired 
result. Time after time machines, which, for the moment, 
were thought to be perfect, were acquired only to be dis¬ 
carded, and quite recently they had secured one of the best 
machines now in existence—a view of which was thrown 
upon the screen—namely, a Preston machine, which was 
capable of producing and folding newspapers at the rate^ of 
25,000 an hour—one of the most wonderful sights which 
any one could desire to see, but which, alas ! could only 
be witnessed between two and five o’clock in the moining. 
After alluding to the ability with w'hich the editorial 
chair of the Scotsman had been successively filled, he dealt 
with the evening papers. The youngest of all the Scottish 
evening papers was, he said, the Evening Dispatch, published 
by the Scotsman, and while it was not yet five years old, 
it had attained a position which was second to none 
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in this respect, that more news could be obtained in any 
copy of it than in any other evening paper published in 
Scotland. Its circulation was growing every day. An im¬ 
portant factor in this matter was, to his mind, the well- 
selected extracts given every day from the London and the 
leading provincial newspapers, thus supplying a valuable reflex 
of opinion, not only upon political, but upon social subjects. 
But it had, in addition to this, ably devoted itself to a series of 
special objects, and one piece of service which it had rendered, 
and which reflected great credit on its management, was the 
exposure of the notorious Mrs. Gordon Baillie, “ the crofters’ 
friend.” In many other ways it had rendered valuable services 
to society by the exposure of shams and impositions. But 
what Mr. Armstrong considered the most important and leading 
feature in connection with the paper was its system of illustra¬ 
tion. It was not the first evening paper to adopt this, but it 
had come to realise that, in the newspaper of the future, etch¬ 
ings or illustrations must take a prominent place. The rapidity 
with which many of these illustrations could be executed was 
shown in the case of several views which had been taken of 
Mr. Gladstone’s position at the meeting in the Corn 
Exchange, and which were reproduced on the follow¬ 
ing morning. These illustrations were, however, he said, 
capable of being produced in still shorter space, and when 
the time came for the Scotsman to adopt some system of 
illustration he had no doubt they would get many of the events 
happening in the evening placed pictorially before them the next 
morning. In noticing some of the facilities for the transmis¬ 
sion of news to the newspaper offices, Mr. Armstrong described 
how telegrams reached the offices, and yet no messengers were 
to be seen delivering them. At the Post Office, he said, the 
telegrams were enclosed in a small leathern case, and placed 
in an underground tube leading to the offices of the news¬ 
paper. 

The case containing the messages was then pumped by com¬ 
pressed air through the tube at the rate of about a mile in three 
minutes, and thus the delivery of the messages was accom¬ 
plished in a few seconds. One of these tubes, he said, had 
been laid down for the Dispatch and Scotsman from the General 
Post Office. Mr. Armstrong, in concluding, spoke of the 
methods of reporting meetings and the setting of type in the 
case-rooms of newspaper offices, and the rapidity with which a 
verbatim report of a meeting could be produced ready for the 
perusal of the public. In the course of the lecture over seventy 
slides were shown, including views of all the different styles of 
type-setting machines now in operation throughout the world, 
and details regarding kthem were given. At the close of the 
lecture, Mr. Armstrong was awarded a hearty vote of thanks 
by the audience. 

Vignettes. 

The Preparation of Plates for Selenotypy 
and Chaostypy. 

ONE of the latest issues of the Stereotypeur contains the 
following remarks on the preparation of plates for the 

above purposes, which, we presume, will be of interest to many 
of our readers. The writer says : “ Selenotypy has of late been 
treated with disdain by many. It is true that its production 
has no special claim as to artistic value, but everybody who 
has used the process knows that the results obtained have 
made a great impression upon the public, and for this reason 
we will describe a practical and fully tested way of preparing 
the plates for and of printing Selenotypes. Halanska, the well- 
known printer of Hallein, Germany, is the inventor of the pro¬ 
cess. He tried to imitate the American Chaostypy, but does 
not seem to have been successful, and produced through his 
experiments the plates which brought forth the picture of a 
landscape in the moon. The experienced printer knew how to 
print from the plates, only the preparation of the latter is new 
to him ; it is, however, very simple, and, in fact, much less 
difficult than the printing. In order to produce the small 
and large holes upon the plates, nothing is necessary but— 
rosin. Upon a smooth and clear imposing-stone the size 
of the plate to be prepared is marked with the help of leads, 
and in the frame thus produced a thin layer of rosin dust 
is sprinkled, mixed with granulated rosin, but none of the 
granules must be larger than a small pinhead. The layer of 
dust must be very thin, otherwise a surface fit for printing will 
not appear. The dust produces the characteristic small points, 
while the granules produce the larger holes. The type metal 
is then heated until a slip of paper takes on a brownish colour 
and cast into the form. It is necessary to go with the spoon 
over the whole surface, in order to distribute the metal all 
over, and its distribution from one point must be avoided. The 
plate must be planed on the reverse side, as the surface of the 
back will be very uneven; if it is impossible to plane or turn 
off the plate the following expedient may be employed :—Before 
casting, a wooden block should be prepared and nails driven 
into it, so that the heads project a trifle above the wood ; this 
block is pressed into the cast metal while the latter is still soft, 
with the side into which the nails are driven, and if any space 
between wood and metal plates remains open, this is filled out 
with more molten metal. It is rarely possible to affix the block 
in such away that the whole plate is equally high in all parts, 
but this can be easily remedied with the help of a little sealing 
wax. For ‘Chaostypy’ no ingredients are required beyond 
the metal, as the unique effects are produced by means of the 
casting. In this process the casting is done from one point, 
and the metal is allowed to run over the plate without smooth¬ 
ing it out. The colder the plate is the better will be the effect. 
The ripples and waves are produced by the fact that the metal 
cools quickly while hot metal is continually poured over it. 

ARE vignettes necessary in books ? and are they in good 
taste? are questions asked by a writer in a French 

contemporary. Our neighbours (he goes on) have banished 
them entirely from their books, with the substitution of simple 
rules ; and this plainness having passed for some time for the 
correct thing, we have imitated it. But this fashion has not 
been of long duration : we have felt the necessity of returning 
to vignettes for marking the divisions and subdivisions of 
books, to give repose and relaxation, even to give some proof 
of care and embellishment ; just as engravings enhance the 
merit and the price in rare editions. Vignettes may, then, be 
regarded as the complement of printing ; but it is only a 
matter of the introduction of tasteful ornaments relating to the 
subject matter which give it a character discernible at a glance 
as well in its whole as in its details. 

The types of vignettes and ornaments best suited to the 
typographic forms are the antique Greek or Etruscan, the 
elegant forms of the Moyen Age and the Renaissance, the 
contortions of the Louis XV. style. Clear ornaments on a 
dark ground are a felicitous alternative, and adapt themselves 
more readily than the vague flowered tail-pieces so much 
affected nowadays. The majority of ornaments and designs 
filling certain foreign books and journals are a shapeless mass 
of “ hatchings.” 

Fluorography. 

FLUOROGRAPHYisa process of transferring lithographic 
or phototypic prints to glass by means of fluorated inks, 

which, in contact with sulphuric acid, disengages hydro-fluoric 
acid, which eats into the glass. The phototype is inked with 
the following compound ;—- 

Grai 

Soap ......... S° 

Glycerine...    200 
Tallow ....... 5° 
Water .     100 
Borax ....... 25 
Fluorspar ...     50 
Lampblack ..      15 

Negatives are taken and transferred to the glass. The latter 
is surrounded with a border of wax and covered with sulphuric 
acid of a density of 64 or 65 degrees Baume. After fifteen or 
twenty minutes the acid is poured off and the glass washed 
with water and cleaned with a solution of potassa, then washed 
with water again and dried with a cloth. According to the 
Revue de Chimie Industrielle et Agricole, this is the process 
that gives the best results. 
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Initials. 

ALONG time previous to the invention of printing, the 
makers of books exerted their best endeavours to supply 

the bindings and outer parts of their volumes with attractive 
and artistic ornamentation ; and nothing was more natural than 
that they should also try to improve the stiff and monotonous 
appearance of the text, by adding and interspersing various 
kinds of ornaments. This custom is as old as the art of book¬ 
making itself. 

This ornamentation, which the printing press later on pro¬ 
duced mechanically, was left by the first printers to the peculiar 
guild of scriveners and manuscript illuminators, whose duty it 
was to supply the same. The latter have left us many 
gorgeously painted initials, which show a higher conception of 
artistic taste in the management of colours and ornaments, and 
which in these modern times still call forth much admiration 
on all sides. 

In those colour-loving days they admired very lively con¬ 
trasts in colours, and did not scorn to produce gay effects, 
which, however, they never carried to the vulgar extreme. 
Gold and silver were used in abundance. 

The necessary space for the initial was left blank by the book 
printer, who would sometimes, for the benefit of the illuminator, 
and to avoid his making mistakes, print the initial in very small 
type in the vacant space, which was afterwards covered by the 
colours used in painting the desired letter. The book buyer 
could, if he so desired, purchase the volume in an unornamented 
state, by which he had the advantage of being able to have the 
initials and other decorations made as it suited best his wishes 
and his purse. 

But this method of decorating the text was always a costly 
one, and made of the book an edition de luxe, as we moderns 
would say. This led the publishers to seek mechanical 
methods by which the ornamentation of books could be accom¬ 
plished. It took decades of time to get the public used to 
printed initials. Next the difficulty of obtaining correct 
register had the effect of causing a reduction in the number of 
colours used in the printing of initials, until at last they ap¬ 
peared in black like the balance of the text, whenever cheap¬ 
ness demanded printing them in one colour. As an initial in 
black had a heavier and more massive effect than when 
printed in other colours, this caused a reduction also in the size 
of the initial. As an additional cause to the latter effect may 
be mentioned the fact that, as they gained experience, the 
punch cutters and type founders were constantly producing 
smaller faces and bodies for the so-called “ body letter.” 

It was very natural, in order to make composition easy, 
when setting the same into the text, that the initial, together 
with its ornaments, should be given a square form. This led 
to the dropping away of the long runners or stems and the 
plant and vine-shaped ornaments, which added so much to the 
gorgeous effect of the old coloured Gothic initials. These “litterce 
florentes," as they are called, display many varieties of designs 
and combinations, being sometimes of a purely plant-like 
and sometimes of a purely figurative nature, and again 
at other times of a mixture of both styles. In one place 
the letters and ornaments appear white on a dark, stippled or 
shaded background; in another, black on a white back¬ 
ground ; and lastly, in outline on either white or black back¬ 
grounds—as examples of purely figurative designs we may 
mention Diirer’s Dance of Death Alphabet, a collection of 
initials which, on account of its great beauty, has been copied 
by many engravers. 

Afterwards, with the general decline of the art of book 
printing, the ornamenting, or rather flourishing ot initials, was 
carried to such an extreme, especially in the Gothic (or 
Text) styles, that it came to pass that the engraver had to 
add a small letter either at the top or bottom, so that one might 
be able to tell what initial the drawing was supposed to repre¬ 
sent. Many monstrosities in initials were produced in those 
days. 

In the last two decades, the modern taste, which heretofore 
had rather a downward tendency, has made a decided change 
for the better. We now avoid all scrolled, overloaded and 
sickly ornamentation, and in the production of novelties in 
Initials hold ourselves to the elegant examples of the old 

masters, which we are able to bring readily into harmony with 
the modern tendencies in artistic typography. 

In the use of initials it is important that we proportion them 
carefully, both to the size of the page and to the size of the 
type in which the text is printed. If too large, the initials will 
have a disagreeable, overloaded appearance. In selecting an 
initial, the whole page should be brought into consideration in 
regard to proper proportion, and not the width of a single 
column. 

When the initial is used with German (or Text) body letter, 
it is customary to set the first word in lower-case, just as if 
there were no initial ; but in Roman the custom has been 
introduced of setting the word which belongs to the initial in 
small caps, or, in case it is a short one, in caps. Many con¬ 
troversies have arisen, and are constantly arising, as to the 
propriety of such a custom. I will therefore endeavour to cast 
a little light on the subject and aid in bringing about a 
solution of the question. The old printers, that is, those of the 
Renaissance period, when they made use of an initial, usually 
set the whole first line in caps. Later on, many were satisfied 
by having the first word, and others again by having only the 
first letter following the initial in caps. In latter days the 
second custom has found much favour, and, to my mind, it 
surpasses the others. If we should desire to break away from 
the antique, and give to custom no authority whatever, we must 
still admit, after careful study of the subject, that the use of 
caps for the first word is the best way of indicating the connec¬ 
tion between the initial and the balance of the word. This is 
the ground on which I plead for this rule. Of course, I would 
include the variation of sometimes setting it in small caps, as 
a long word in caps added to the initial does not make a good 
effect, either. Could we always have a long word at the 
beginning of an article, and a square initial, we could, perhaps, 
do without the caps, but we all know what an ugly appearance 
a word of two or three letters in lower-case would make when 
set next to initials like A, L, I, when these are not provided 
with sufficient ornamentation to form a square and fill an em 
body. 

---SSs»e ^ -- 

Ancient Manuscripts. 

MANY classic authors there are, says Vlmprvnene, of 
Paris, of whose works nothing has been preserved to 

us ; others, of whom we possess but fragments; and the blind 
arbiter of the works of genius has preserved in their integrity 
some productions of a very secondary value. We lost a vast 
number of ancient authors in the conquest of Egypt by the 
Saracens, which deprived Europe of the use of papyrus. In 
default of papyrus use was made of parchment, which, from 
year to year, grew more and more costly. Subsequently, the 
sheets on which were transcribed the classic compositions of 
the Roman literature were converted into psalters and bre¬ 
viaries. The whole of a Titus Livius, half defaced, has been 
found transcribed between the lines of a Bible at Rome ; and 
the discourses of Cicero “ De Republica, ’ between the lines of 
the history of some convent. Time was when a considerable 
estate would be exchanged for a manuscript—the time when 
such an acquisition was considered a fact so important as to 
merit its registration in the public acts. Powerful and absolute 
as was Louis XI., it was only on the payment of a guarantee 
of 100 gold crowns that the library of the Faculty of Paris 
would lend him a manuscript of the Arab Rasis for the purpose 
of having a copy made, and to raise this sum the Secretary of 
the Treasury had to sell a portion of the plate. To borrow a 
volume of Aviceniusa certain baron, in 1471, offered a security 
of ten silver marks, which was deemed insufficient. About 
the same time a Countess of Anjou gave two hundred sheep 
and a hoard of wheat and barley for a book of homilies. It 
was the time when manuscripts were considerable articles of 
commerce. Usurers took them in pledge as most precious 
commodities. A Paris student, reduced to extremities, re¬ 
established his fortune by borrowing on some work of juris¬ 
prudence ; a grammarian, ruined by a fire, rebuilt his house 
with the proceeds of two volumes of Cicero. At the Restoration 
of Letters these treasures of the past were sought with 
frenzy by the learned. It was a passion that took them 
long voyages, a passion for which fortunes were sacrificed. 
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The acquisition of a kingdom would not more delight 
than the revelation of an unknown, or even little known, 
manuscript volume. “ Oh, marvellous fortune! ” wrote 
Aretino to Poggio, on learning that Poggio had discovered a 
copy of Quintilian. “ Oh, unexpected happiness ! . . . I pray 
you send me this manuscript as soon as possible, that I may 
gaze o 1 it ere I die.” In these fevers of enthusiasm unwary 
savants would sometimes be the victims of their own ardour ; 
knaves (which are always with us) would sell them spurious 
manuscripts at exorbitant prices. The true savants were, on 
their side, tortured by the demon of jealousy if they learned 
that one among them had acquired a work more beautiful than 
those which they glorified themselves on possessing. For 
then the honour of owning a treatise of Cicero was almost 
equal to the honour of having composed it. The great mass of 
manuscripts were found, not on the shelves of the libraries, 
but in the most obscure corners of monasteries, lost in 
dust ; and it was not given to all who searched, however 
diligently, to comprehend their respective values ; the notions 
then current on the writers of antiquity being often extremely 
erroneous. The lettered of that age placed a certain Valerius 
—perhaps Valerius Maximus—in the first rank of Latin prose 
writers ; they ranked Plato and Quintilian among the poets, 
and thought Ennius and Statius contemporaries. The finest 
copy of Tacitus was discovered in a Westphalian monastery. 
The Emperor Tacitus had had copies of his illustrious ances¬ 
tor’s works deposited in all the libraries of the empire, ordering 
that ten new copies should be made every year ; but even this 
precaution was useless, and all the libraries of the Roman 
Empire seem to have been completely denuded of them. Many 
a precious manuscript has perished after having been saved 
from the abyss. Raimond Lorenzo, a lawyer of the Pontifical 
Court, owned two books of Cicero “ De Gloria,” which he 
offered to Petrarca. The poet lent them to an old scholar who 
had been his preceptor. This was the mouse that ate the malt 
that lay in the house that Jack built. Archididasculus, in a 
moment of want, gave them as security to a usurer. Then he 
died ; and never since has anyone seen this treatise of which 
Petrarca has spoken with such enthusiasm. 

---o»-» —- 

Industrial Art or Art Industry. 

THE following letter appeared in a recent number of our 
esteemed contemporary, the Lithographic Art Journal, 

New York, and, as it may be of interest to our readers, we 
reproduce it here :— 

Long ago I found in one of the funny papers a very original 
definition of art. The scene was laid in a little Jewish clothing 
store. A boy asking his father, “ What is Art ? ” received the 
answer : “ Art, mein son, is a ding whot does not pring in any 
money.” Ergo, the opposite of art must be industry (business), 
as this has merely for its only object—money-making. 

Art and industry are two entirely different things; the 
combination of which produces what we call industrial art 
products. 

The different branches of art-industry are legion ; I will here 
only say a few words about the industrial art of lithography ; 
and in particular about approving colour-proofs as well from the 
hand press as later from the steam press edition. Who signs 
those proofs ? (or, if not signed, as in some houses they are 
not), who decides.on the colour to be printed? As a general 
rule here in America it is the foreman. Is this right? Yes and 
no. Yes, if the artist who makes the work is incompetent or 
an apprentice, or still too young to have sufficient experience. 
No ! and every time no ! if the artist understands his business 
thoroughly. In this case the intermingling of another person 
can only work harm. Take, for instance, two lithographic 
artists of the same force, and give them two identical pictures 
to lithograph, and you will see how different each one will pro¬ 
ceed. What would be the result if each tried to convince the 
other that he worked in the wrong direction ? Only con¬ 
fusion ! If I like to commence with strong colours, and the 
foreman wants me to start with light tints, I work against my 
feeling, at a disadvantage. If I make colour-work and have it 
printed as I want it, and the foreman wants it to be printed 

lighter, then I am out of spirits, because I reckoned on that 
strength, knowing that the harmony would come back again 
with the colours still to be printed. A foreman afraid of 
strength and colour is a great drawback for an artist who is a 
colourist. The reader can imagine many other sources of 
conflict. 

So far for the proofs from the hand press. Concerning the 
approval of each colour for the steam press edition, the above 
observations hold good ; or perhaps still more so. Leaving 
apprentices and second-rate lithographic artists out of the 
question, I ask : Who can see the quickest, surest, and best, if 
a colour on the steam press is right ? And the answer should 
be : “ The artist who lithographed the job ” ; he can and must 
see at a glance if the colour is too strong or too light, or right 
in colour or not; and if there is anything wrong in any part 
of the work he must be the first to notice it; he has the whole 
work in his hand ; he not only knows and sees the colour 
which is in print, but knows the effect that each of the colours 
yet to be printed will produce ; furthermore, he (the artist who 
lithographed the work) must feel the keenest interest in the 
success of it. My conclusion is to let an artist who thoroughly 
knows what he is about make his work all himself, and to let 
him alone decide how the colours shall be printed as well 
on proof as on the steam press. And if the “ boss ’’ says : 
“ This won’t do ; this is making too much trouble, I want all 
this approving, deciding, or signing, and whatever you like 
to call it done by one man,” then I say that he neglects the 
artistic part of bis art-industry, and will never turn out a chej 
ch oeuvre. 

I again say, the only way to have a good artist make good 
work is to let him do it alone, undisturbed by other opinions. 
Then it will surely manifest itself whether a man is capable of 
doing a thing or not. In the latter case it will not mend 
matters to call in the book-keepers, cashier, salesmen, and one 
hundred others, to give their advice. “Many cooks spoil the 
broth,” is an old and very true saying ; the “ boss ” should 
have enough confidence in the artist not to interfere as long as 
the work is in progress, and the artist should have sufficient 
courage to let the “ boss ” feel that he (the artist) knows what 
he is about. 

-&-#- 

/1alian Dante Society. 

THE first impulse towards the foundation of an Italian 
Dante Society, the Societa Dantesca Italiana, was given 

(says Li Arte della Stampa, in the course of comments on the 
issue of the “ Bulletin ) by the Comm. Carlo Negroni, who, 
publishing the “ Letture edite ed inedite di Giovan Battista 
Gelli sopra la Commedia di Dante,” recommended to the 
Academy Della Crusca, in view of its professed constant cult 
of the divine poet, and of its seat in Florence, the constitution 
of such a society. The academy took up the scheme, and 
communicated it to the Marchese Pietro Torrigiani, then syndic 
of Florence, who, obtaining the patronage of the King, invited 
the Italian people in July, 1888, to join in the constitution of an 
Italian Dante Society intended to promote the study of the 
life, times, and works of the “ Sommo Poeta.” The most illus¬ 
trious among the Italian literati quickly answered to the appeal 
in large numbers, and on the 31st of the same month the first 
general .meeting of the society was held in a hall given by 
Leo X., in the Palazzo Vecchio. Later on a Central Committee 
was formed, which, on the proposition of the associate 
Ruggiero Bonghi, decided that the principal care of the society 
should be the publication of a great critic’s Divina Commedia 
and the minor works of the master, and the issue of a publica¬ 
tion in which should appear all notices and matter bearing on 
his life and works. To this end two further committees were 
elected of three persons each : the first to examine and 
determine the manner in which the publication of the works 
should take place ; the second to examine on the matter of the 
publication of a bulletin of the Societa Dantesca Italiana. 
This bulletin, whose end was to supply for scattered associates 
information about the work of the Central Committee, and 
circulate from one to the other the relations and sentiments of 
the common end, contains, besides reports of all the pro¬ 
ceedings and deliberations of both that committee and the 
general assembly, a bibliography of all Dantesque publications 
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throughout each year. It is easy to imagine how valuable such 
a publication must be to Dante students, conducted as it is 
with every care, and containing notices of some 175 publica¬ 
tions. The Central Committee, established in Florence, have 
also constituted others in several of the principal cities of 
Italy. These are called Provinciali. There are : One at 
Bologna, under the presidency of the Professor Giosue 
Carducci ; one at Forli ; and one at Campobasso, thanks to 
the efforts of Professor Marinelli. At Bari a fourth is being 
constituted by Professor Giuseppe Landisi, which has already 
many adherents ; and others at Rome, Pistoia, and other places. 
Many gifts have been made to the society. The Marchese 
Giovanni Eroli di Narni has given it a fine collection of 
Dantesque books and pamphlets. The Dante Society of 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, decided at its last annual meeting 
to send copies of all its publications. The associate Professor 
Jacopo Bernnardi has made it a gift of a copy, which belonged 
to Ugo Foscolo, of the Com/nedia, with the comments of 
Cristoforo Landino, printed in Venice in 1491 by Pietro 
Cremonese. In front of the volume is inscribed: “A me 
Nicolao Ugo Foscolo, dono del probo Filippo Maderni, 
Vinegia, 1797.” The number of members, continually 
augmenting, includes all the most celebrated names in letters, 
science, and politics. A society conducted under such auspices, 
and receiving such encouragement, cannot but have a pro¬ 
sperous future; and from it not only the world of Dante 
students, but typography and kindred arts will derive benefit, 
thanks to its publications. Certainly the constitution of such 
a society was for Italy a duty “ to the honour of our Poet, and 
for the diffusion of the study of his existing works, not only 
in Europe, but in America; but above all Italy must not be 
shareless.” 

Oxide of Zinc. 

MR. F. SANTNER, writing in the Frtie Kunste, says :— 
The action of oxide of zinc in zincography should really 

be described by an expert chemist, but inasmuch as my obser¬ 
vations have been made during long years of actual practice, 
they may be of some value. 

When nitric acid is applied to a polished zinc-plate, a black 
powder forms upon the surface of the plate ; this powder, 
which I call oxide of zinc (really is nitrate of zinc) and which 
also forms when light etching is done, must be avoided by the 
practical zincographer, because it repulses fatty substances. 
This tendency of the oxide is most plainly visible, if it has not 
been thoroughly washed off or otherwise removed before trans¬ 
ferring a fatty impression. 

That my observations in this respect are correct is easily 
proven by the following experiment: Take a plate out of the 
etching-bath, do not wash it with water, but simply dry by 
rubbing with blotting paper. A transfer is made upon the plate 
in the usual way, gummed and rolled up, but soon after the 
rolling up blank spaces and streaks will appear, where the ink 
has not been retained by the plate; in these plates the oxide 
of zinc has done its work by preventing the fat adhering to the 
plate. 

It is a well-known fact, that when transfers upon a zinc-plate 
are washed off with oil of turpentine or gum, there is always 
danger that the impression will not be clean after the plate has 
been rolled up again ; it will appear smeared and cleaning will 
do little good. There is good reason for this, and it will always 
happen when it is attempted to treat a zinc-plate like a stone. 
The combinations formed by chemicals upon the stone are 
evidently different from those formed upon zinc, and especially 
gum and turpentine are substances which must be used very 
cautiously in connection with the latter material. 

When turpentine is applied to zinc no fat is produced, but 
as soon as colour is added zinc-soap forms in connection with 
the zinc upon the surface, and a very small quantity of this is 
sufficient to cause the blurring of the impression, for the zinc- 
soap, i.e., a combination of the fat contained in the colours with 
the zinc-oxide, cannot be removed from the plate, and cleaning 
or etching spoils or destroys the impression itself. 

The formation of zinc-soap must, therefore, be avoided, and 
this can be done with the help of gum. 

In the first place, the zinc-plate should be gummed at the 
time the transfer is made, and the gum evenly distributed by 

means of a tuft of cotton, in order to prevent unequal thickness 
of the layer of gum or the drying of single drops. After the 
gum has dried thoroughly, the plate is washed with pure oil of 
turpentine over the dry gum, without the use of water ; the 
latter must be entirely avoided. The superfluous turpentine 
is then removed with a piece of cloth, until the plate appears 
perfectly clean and no trace of ink remains. 

Now is the time to add ink to the transfer if it has been 
previously noticed that the picture upon the zinc did not retain 
a sufficient quantity of fat. It is only necessary to rub the 
plate with a soft ball of wadding that has been dipped in 
transfer ink, and to clean it afterwards again with turpentine. 

After this the plate may be wiped off with a soft sponge, the 
picture will then appear in a pale gray, all lines contain sufficient 
fatty ink, and the rolling up can now be done without fear of 
seeing the impressions blurred in some parts ; the whole picture 
will appear clean and bright. This action of the turpentine upon 
gum should be borne in mind ; when the washing with the 
former is executed dry, i.e., upon dry gum, clean plates will 
always be the result. 

The washing off of a transfer over dry gum should also always 
be done in the case of stones, for to wash the moist stone with 
gum and turpentine, which has heretofore been in general use, 
is in my opinion wrong, because the gum etches and produces in 
many cases, especially in the case of crayons, streaks upon the 
stones after the washing, which hinder the production of perfect 
impressions. 

----^ • «=£»--- 

IVhat Newspapevs Cost. 

FROM an interesting and suggestive article on new prints, 
in the June issue of the Century, we clip the following :—- 

“ What is the total annual cost to the wholesale purchasers 
of news—namely, the publishers—of the entire news product of 
the United States? An answer to this question would be of 
interest, but it has never been answered. For several years I 
have been gathering information upon which to base an 
estimate. 

“Publishers have uniformly extended me every courtesy; 
nevertheless I find it an exceedingly difficult quantity to arrive 
at, and for my figures I do not claim absolute accuracy. Pub¬ 
lishers in this country annually expend something near the 
following sums for news 

Dols. 
For press despatches. 1,820,000 
For special despatches. 2,250,000 
For local news . 12,500,000 

Total. 16,570,000 

“ The business of the Associated Press, a mutual concern 
which pays nothing for its news, and which serves its patrons 
at approximate cost, amounts to 1,250,000 dols. per annum ; and 
that of the United Press, a stock corporation, is 450,000 dols. 
per annum. The former aims to provide news about all impor¬ 
tant events, in which work 120,000 dols. in telegraph tolls is 
expended ; while the latter endeavours, above all else, to pro¬ 
vide accounts of events occurring in the vicinity of the respec¬ 
tive papers served.” 

We should like to see similar figures with regard to the English 
newspaper press. Perhaps some of our readers can furnish 
them. 

(JUEuSSe. 
Bibliotheca Polytechnica: A Directory of Technical Litera¬ 

ture. By Fritz von Szczepanski. (London : Sampson 
Low, Marston, & Co., Limited).—This little work forms an 
international index to the progress of technical science, and 
has been compiled with great industry. The catch-words are 
given in three languages—English, French, and German. An 
exhaustive enumeration of the technical journals in the three 
great languages of the world is also given. The work is carefully 
printed and nicely got up, and we think it will prove a very 
useful and handy book of reference for all interested in 
scientific and technical matters. 
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Odds and Ends. 

Verdigris on Copper Reglets.—Copper reglets are 
quickly covered with verdigris when placed in a rather damp 
place, without having been wiped after use. To free them 
from this they are placed for an hour or two in a bath of pure 
water and chlorine in equal proportion, they are then washed 
in fresh water, wiped with a rag, well dried and placed in a 
warm place. I f the verdigris or any other stain remains, place the 
reglets again in the bath and leave them there at least an hour. 
The bath must not contain more than one-half chlorine, other¬ 
wise the acid would corrode the reglets and make them unfit 
for use. The reglets may be polished by being rubbed with 
brilliantine after they are taken from the bath and as soon as 
quite dry. 

+ *l» *5* 

All paper and card stock should be kept wrapped and 
covered on both sides, as well as at top and bottom, from dust 
and smoke, and from the discolouration that takes place in even 
a smokeless pressroom. Every time you take a sheet off the 
top cover the pile again, or the top sheet will be spoiled. Some 
think it unnecessary to cover printed work, but they are in 
error, for it is as liable as fresh stock to have the edge dis¬ 
coloured ; and if the work is not to be trimmed after printing, 
this may prove a serious matter. Never handle either printed 
or unprinted paper or card with dirty or greasy hands. If you 
do, you are liable to spoil two sheets. Paper stock, if in cases, 
should be kept carefully boxed and covered, until used. Flat 
papers—note, letter, folio, half-medium, demy and others, ruled 
or unruled—should be carefully shelved and assorted by 
weights, colours, and sizes, and labelled. The same applies to 
cards and envelopes. Composing-rooms should be provided 
with proof paper cut to required sizes ; otherwise the composi¬ 
tors are prone to tear pieces out of full sheets, and so create a 
good deal of waste. 

•I* •§* 4* 

Rust on Machines.—When the steel pieces of a machine 
are rusted, the persons charged with cleaning them habitually 
take pumice-stone, sand-paper, furnace-brown, or brick-dust. 
These substances effectively take off the rust, but leave streaks 
in their place ; the steel having lost its polish, quickly rusts 
again. Here is a formula for a paste given by the Chronique 
Industrielle, by which rust can be taken off and the primi¬ 
tive polish restored to the steel. Cyanide of potassium 
15 grammes; soft soap, 15 grammes ; whitening, 30 grammes ; 
sufficient water to mix these substances and form a thick mass. 

4* + + 

Reflection of Coloured Inks.—Mix a little of the 
white of a fresh egg with coloured inks at the time of use. 
This increases their reflection, and, at the same time, gives a 
siccative. 

4* + 

Care of Rollers.—Soft thin ink left on rollers over night, 
and having them carefully washed in the morning before work¬ 
ing them, will preserve them longer in cold weather than if put 
away clean. Pans of water placed at the bottom of a closet 
containing rollers are also conducive to their well keeping. 
The following method for recuperating a hard and unworkable 
roller has been found to work admirably. After washing the 
roller carefully with lye, cover the surface with a thin layer of 
molasses, and lay aside till next morning. Then wash it with 
water and let it hang till dry enough for using. A well-built 
roller closet, as nearly air-tight as possible, is a necessity in 
every press-room. Rollers are among the most expensive 
perishable articles, and if carelessly attended to they become 
doubly so. 

♦ ♦ 4 
Practical Hints in Lithography.—Gumming.—Every 

design or transfer should be gummed after inking for the first 
time. This operation should be repeated whenever the work 
is interrupted. When the design or transfer is faint, the stone 
should be left ungummed for a certain time, in order not to 
impede the grease of the printing-ink in its action. But if the 
gum is applied, nothing should change, for it is intended to 
preserve the design from all exterior influence. If, after a 
longer or shorter interval, the same design is again printed, do 
not forget to gum the stone, without which the design is lost. 

STORING of Designs.-—The compartments which are used 

to contain stones with work upon them should be situated in a 

dry place, isolated from the walls, not running too close to the 

ground, in order that the air may circulate around. The 

printer should often inspect these stones, and, at the least sign 

of danger, renew the preserving-ink and the gum. 

*t» 4* 

A Pretty Bookcase.—Readers of a mechanical turn may 
be glad to know that a pretty bookcase and one that can be 
made with very little expense is as follows : Take two pine 
boards 42 in. long and 8 broad, two boards 36 in. long and 
three others 35. Screw or nail the two 36 in. boards to the top 
and bottom of the 42 in. boards. Place the other boards on 
wooden cleats fastened to the inside of the frame on each side 
at a suitable distance apart to accommodate your books. Use 
planed wood and stain it cherry, maple, or oak. Fasten a 
brass rod to the top, from which suspend curtains of China silk 
or soft material. 

—--o -— 

Young Man ! This is for You. 

1. Save a part of your weekly earnings, even if it be no 
more than a shilling, and put your savings monthly in a 
savings-bank. 

2. Buy nothing till you can pay for it, and buy nothing 
that you do not 7ieed. 

A young man who has grit enough to follow these rules will 
have taken the first step upward to success in business. He 
may be compelled to wear a coat a year longer, even if it be 
unfashionable : he may have to live in a smaller house than 
some of his young acquaintances : his wife may not sparkle 
with diamonds nor be resplendent in silk or satin, just yet: his 
children may not be dressed as dolls or popinjays : his table 
may be plain but wholesome, and the whiz of the beer or 
champagne cork may never be heard in his dwelling : he may 
have to get along without the earliest fruit or vegetables : he 
may have to abjure the club-room, the theatre, and the 
gambling hell, and to reverence the Sabbath-day and read and 
follow the precepts of the Bible instead but he will be the 
better off in every way for this self-discipline. Yes, he may do 
all these without detriment to his manhood, or health, or 
character. True, empty-headed folk may sneer at him and 
affect to pity him ; but he will find that he has grown strong- 
hearted and brave enough to stand the laugh of the foolish. 
He has become an independent man. He never owes any¬ 
body, and so he is no man’s slave. He has become master of 
himself, and a master of himself will become a leader among 
men, and prosperity will crown his every enterprise. 

Young man ! life’s discipline and life’s success come from 
hard work and early self-denial; and hard-earned success is 
all the sweeter at the time when old years climb up on your 
shoulder and you need propping up. 

Celluloid for Printing Plates. 

AMONG the objects exhibited during the last meeting of 
the “ Fachtechnische Club” of the State Printing Office 

in Vienna there were some celluloid plates by Mr. August 
Denk, proprietor of the embossing establishment at Vienna, 
containing transfers from copper engravings. These celluloid 
plates, which have a milk-white appearance, are somewhat trans¬ 
parent and flexible, and are soharathat they may be printedfrom 
the same as a copper plate. The proofs exhibited demonstrate 
that the impressions are as clean and perfect as those made 
from the original plate. 

Celluloid may thus be employed to good advantage in copper 
engraving establishments. If, on account of celluloid being so 
very ignitable, one should hesitate to use such plates, they may 
be employed with great advantage for reproducing original 
plates by making celluloid negatives, instead of using silver, and 
making electrotype printing plates from these negatives. 

Celluloid printing plates which were exhibited and which 
had been rubbed in with ink were really works of art, which 
could easily be used as window transparencies or tops for 
toilet and other fancy boxes. 
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Ctabe Qtoftc«e. 

Messrs. Kampe & Co., of 78, High Holborn, inform us that 
they will exhibit their varied printing and bookbinding 
machinery at the forthcoming Exhibition to be held at 
Agricultural Hall. With regard to the new tint block process, 
Messrs. Kampe state that 3,000 complete outfits have been 
sold, and we advise those printers who have not yet purchased 
a set to invest in one at once, as its capabilities are very 
great. 

•S* •{• + 

Ink for Process Blocks.—Seeing the rapid growth of the 
use of process engraving, Messrs. Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. 
have been adapting themselves as usual to the times, and are 
now producing a beautiful ink at 2s. 6d. per lb., specially 
adapted for process blocks. A specimen that we have before 
us gives a very fine effect, quite equal to the finest engraving. 

„ . — - — ... 1 1 1 .... 

Colonial jfoffmgg. 

The Worker, printed and published by Mr. David A. Cumming, 
at Raff-street, Brisbane, reached its fourteenth number on Decem¬ 
ber 27, and shows signs of vitality. It is issued fortnightly, at the 
price of one penny, the circulation being stated at 20,000. 

Mr. John J. IIorrocks, the editor and proprietor of the I/lus¬ 
trated Sydney News, has made arrangements for an Australian 
edition of Scribner's Magazine, each monthly number of which will con¬ 
tain exactly the same matter as the corresponding American number, 
with the addition of some twenty pages of extra matter by Australian 
writers, illustrated by Australian artists. 

Messrs. Lyon & Blair, publishers and booksellers, Wellington, 
New Zealand, celebrated the jubilee year of its establishment at 
Christmas. It is the only firm in the colony which has attained the 
age of fifty years. It was established in 1840 by the late Mr. William 
Lyon, who, in 1S73, retired in favour of his son, Mr. PL M. Lyon, and 
Mr. T- R. Blair. The latter gentleman subsequently became, and 
still continues, sole proprietor of the business. 

-«5>-0-<S>-- 

gome Qtofee. 
The printing businesses of Messrs. John Ogden & Co., Limited, 

and James Smale & Co., Limited, both of Great Saffron Hill, have 
been amalgamated, and will in future be carried_on under the style of 
Ogden, Smale & Co., Limited. 

Messrs. Tillotson & Son, of Bolton, have just issued their pro¬ 
gramme of fiction and other literary matter for use in newspapers for 
1891. It includes many of the best-known names in literature, and 
gives ample assurance that newspaper readers will not have to com¬ 
plain of the quality of their literary fare. 

Mr. F. Dangerfield, 22, Bedford-street, Covent Garden, W., 
has, owing to advancing age and ill-health, transferred his business of 
lithographer and printer to his four sons, w'ho have all been engaged 
with their father for many years past. They now trade under the 
title of “ The Dangerfield Printing Company.” 

The Economic Printing Company, Limited, 9 and 11, 
Worship-street, E.C., are prepared to undertake composition by the 
Linotype composing machine, making a specialty of bookwork. They 
will give quotations for setting any work, either to print complete or to 
supply the type bars, or stereo plates. Their machinery and plant are 
all new. 

Mr. Thomas Greaves, of Lee, has issued a capital wall calendar 
containing useful information on the back, and illustrated with the 
comic history of Gutenberg’s invention of printing. The almanac is 
copyrighted, and Mr. Greaves will be willing to supply a limited 
number of copies to printers, only one printer in a town being 
supplied. 

The proprietors of the North Wilts Herald have issued their 
“ North Wilts and District Directory,” this being the seventeenth 
year of publication. It is a very well-printed and complete produc¬ 
tion, full of information and advertisements. A large plan of Swindon 
is given as a frontispiece, and there are maps of Berks, Wilts, and 
Gloucester. 

One of the candidates at the next election to the Printers’ Alms¬ 
houses is W. C. Brown, now aged sixty-four years, who was 
apprenticed to the late Mr. C. Whiting, of Beaufort House, Strand, 
W.C., and has worked there continuously for fifty-three years. A 
fresh vacaniy has just been created by the death of one of the inmates, 
Mrs. Farrow, at the age of ninety. 

The will of Mr. Walter Darkin, late of 145, Queen Victoria-street, 
and cf 1, Essex-street, Strand, newspaper proprietor, has been proved, 
the value of the personal estate amounting to over ,£11,000. The 
deceased was the proprietor of Farm, Field, and Fireside, Bell’s 
Weekly Messenger, and the Mark Lane Express, and of the advertise¬ 
ment business of Messrs. Laughton & Co. 

The new edition of Webster’s Dictionary, which Messrs. George 
Bell & Sons are bringing out under the title of the “ International 
Dictionary,” contains, in addition to the usual features in such a work, 
several appendices, comprising a gazetteer of the world ; vocabularies 
of Biblical, Greek, Latin, and English proper names; the noted 
names of fiction ; a brief history of the language; a dictionary of 
quotations, phrases, proverbs, &c. ; and a biographical dictionary, 
with 10,000 names. 

A copy of Life Christmas Annual is before us, which we were 
unable to notice in our last issue. The pages contain a series of 
pictures by Geo. Cruikshank, illustrating an aristocratic fanciful 
conception of life 1,000 years hence. It is printed from “ chromo- 
gravure ” blocks, produced by Messrs. Hare & Co., Limited, and is a 
specimen of printing for which Messrs. jFarquharson Roberts & 
Phillips, Limited, deserve great praise. The whole of the inks used 
were made by Messrs. Mander Bros. 

The Dundee Advertiser, of January 13, contained a number of 
illustrations of the various departments in the splendid new buildings 
that have just been completed for the proprietors. These buildings 
have been in hand for the last two years, and now form one of the 
finest newspaper offices in the kingdom. The papers are printed from 
a Hoe, a Prestonian, and three Victory machines, their total capacity 
being 116,000 four-page papers per hour. An extensive lithographic 
department is included in the establishment. 

Our new contemporary, the Printing World, starts off with a very 
good initial number. It is well printed by Messrs. Unwin Brothers, 
on good paper, and the advertisement pages show some very excellent 
specimens of display work. A capital portrait of Mr. J. F. Wilson, 
the popular and energetic manager of Messrs. Cassell & Co’s print¬ 
ing department, embellishes the first page, and another portrait—that 
of Mr. Alfred Godfrey, the inventor of the Godfrey printing machine 
—is well produced and finely printed. We wish our contemporary 
success. 

The Meisenbach Company have issued specimens of their en¬ 
gravings, which appeared in the Lady's Pictorial Christmas number,and 
from which 155,000 copies have been printed from the identical blocks 
used for the specimen sheet. They show scarcely any signs of wear, 
and are remarkably fine and clear. The printing of the edition was 
done by Messrs. R. K. Burt and Co., the paper being supplied by 
Messrs. James Spicer and Sons, and the ink being specially prepared 
for Meisenbach blocks by Messrs. Lorilleux and Co. It is stated 
that this is the largest edition ever printed from half-tone process 
blocks. 

The Newspaper Press Fund.—At the forthcoming annual meet¬ 
ing of the Newspaper Press Fund, all the existing committee, while 
eligible for re-election, will retire, owing to the fund having been 
incorporated by royal charter. The committee for the future will be 
called “ the council.” The fund has nearly ^22,000 invested, and 
last year it granted nearly ^1,400 to forlorn journalists. Since its 
formation, in 1864, it has granted close upon ,£20,000 to needy members 
of the profession or their relatives. There are 392 members residing 
in London, the rest of the empire furnishing only 349. Ireland is 
represented by one member and Scotland by two. 

Messrs. Cassell & Co. announce that they have undertaken, on 
behalf of the Atlas Publishing Company, the publication in serial 
form of “The Universal Atlas,” a new and complete general atlas of 
the world, with 117 pages of maps handsomely produced in colours, 
and a complete index to over 100,000 names. The first part will be 
ready on March 26. This is an English version of a celebrated 
German work by Dr. Andree, entitled “ Handatlas,” of which ovei 
200,000 copies have been sold since 1881. A considerable number ot 
new maps have been added to those adapted from the German work, 
and many special features are included in the English edition. 

Just as the forms of “Thom’s Directory,” a volume cf nearly 2,000 
pages, were worked off, an order came in for 1,200 copies for a private 
customer. The firm of John Power & Son, distillers, of St. John’s- 
lane, Dublin, is this year celebrating the centenary of its existence, 
having been founded in 1791, and has determined to present a copy of 
“Thom’s Directory,” full bound in calf, to each of their customers 
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throughout the world, with the customer’s name stamped in gold 
lettering, as a memento of the firm’s arrival with success and vigour at 
the ripe age of 100 years. It is calculated that the cost of producing 
these 1,200 copies will amount to ^1,600, the profit on which will 
prove a very acceptable addition towards the next half-yearly dividend 
of Messrs. Alex. Thom & Co., Limited. 

The Shoe and Leather Record is a splendid specimen of a successful 
trade journal. It is published weekly at twopence, and a new and 
improved series was commenced with the first number for the year. 
The number before us consists of 100 pages (including four-prge 
wrapper), and a sixty-four page supplement ; and when we say that, 
including the supplement, there are 12S pages of advertisements, it 
will at once be seen what a very prosperous condition the paper must 
be in. Great improvement has been effected in its general get-up, and 
the Hansard Publishing Union, Limited^ who are the printers, deserve 
warm praise for the way in which they turn it out. An almanack, con¬ 
taining an index of all the failures and arrangements recorded in the 
paper during last year ; and illustrated with a portrait of Mr. John T. 
Day, the founder and editor of the Shoe and Leather Record, is also 
given. 

Under the auspices of the new company, Green, McAllan, & 
Feilden, Limited, the Manufacturer shows signs of steady improve¬ 
ment. It has always been well printed and smartly edited, but in both 
departments there is a great advance, and the proprietors are to be 
congratulated upon the appearance of the January number. It con¬ 
tains an interesting account of the businesses conducted by the company, 
including the exhibition and agency department, the printing depart¬ 
ment, and the publishing of the Manufacturer. Views of the various 
departments, rooms, offices, etc., are given, and a separate sheet 
contains portraits of the executive (prominent among which we 
recognise the two leading spirits of the enterprise, Mr. McAllan and 
Mr. Feilden) and portraits of the contributors. VVe feel quite safe in 
predicting a long and prosperous career for both the paper and the 
company, and cordially wish them the success we expect. 

After a long connection with the fozirnal of Commerce, latterly in 
the position of cashier, Mr. James A. Birchall is about to sever his 
connection, in order to assume a responsible position in the commercial 
department of the Chester Courant. A pleasant social evening was 
spent by members of the staff of the Journal of Commerce and a few 
personal friends, on January 23, when a presentation was made to Mr. 
Birchall. The presentation took the form of a gold keyless hunter 
watch. Mr. Charles Birchall, in presenting it, expressed his pleasure 
at seeing so many friends present. They were met to show their high 
estimation of the cashier of the fournal of Commerce. The paper to 
which he is now attached—the Chester Cozirant—is an old-established 
organ, and it was the chairman’s hope that the business career of Mr. 
J. A. Birchall would be a brilliant one. He would doubtless have 
occasion to use the watch, and the chairman trusted it would enable 
him to maintain habits of punctuality. 

Commercial Failures. — According to Kemp's Mercantile 
Gazette, the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during 
the five weeks ending Saturday, January 31, was 354. The number 
in the corresponding five weeks of last year was 394, showing a 
decrease of 40. The failures in the printing and stationery trades 
were 3, as compared with 6 and 7 in 1890 and 1889 respectively. In 
addition to these gazetted failures, there were 256 deeds of arrange¬ 
ment filed at the Bills of Sale Office during the same five weeks. The 
number filed in the corresponding five weeks of last year was 304, 
showing a decrease of 48. The number of bills of sale published in 
England and Wales for the five weeks ending Saturday, January 31, 
was 852. The number in the corresponding five weeks of last year 
was 776, showing an increase of 76. The number published in Ireland 
for the same five weeks was 34. The number in the corresponding 
five weeks of last year was 35, showing a decrease of 1. 

Local Printers and the American Copyright Bill.—A 
specially summoned meeting of the Bolton Branch of the Typo¬ 
graphical Association was held on Tuesday evening, January 20, to 
consider the provisions of the new American Copyright Bill. Mr. 
John Nayler, manager of Messrs. Tillotson & Son’s fiction bureau, 
delivered an excellent address explanatory of the Bill. The address 
was followed by an interesting conversation upon the subject, and a 
number of questions upon special points raised in the speech were put 
and lucidly answered. A resolution was unanimously passed express¬ 
ing the opinion that the Bill is of a protective character, and in the 
interests of American printers, and that it may possibly operate to the 
disadvantage and loss of the English, Canadian, and other British 
printers, and calling the attention of the Executive Council of the 
Typographical Association to the desirability of taking all necessary 
steps to safeguard the interests of its members throughout the British 
dominions. A cordial vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Nayler for his 
address 

Dramatic Performance by Printers.—On Thursday, January 
IS) a very large audience enjoyed the annual amateur dramatic 
performance, given at the Corn Exchange, Aylesbury, by members of 

the Aylesbury Printing Works Institute. The musical portion of the 
programme was supplied by the Printing Works Orchestral Band, 
while the whole arrangements of the evening were in the hands of Mr. 
Henry Jowett, the manager of the Aylesbury Works. The proceeds 
of the performance will be handed to the Bucks Infirmary. The plays 
chosen for this year’s performance were “The Ladies’ Battle” and 
“Chiselling,” and both were most successful. No hitch of any kind 
occurred to mar the evening’s entertainment. Roars of laughter 
followed the clever impersonation of a statue by Mr. Plenry Jowett, 
who, in “ The Ladies’ Battle,” represented the Baron de Montrichard 
with much force. A charming piece of acting was that displayed by 
Miss E. Grove, as the Countess ; and she was ably supported by Mr. 
Watson (who showed a marvellous versatility by appearing as an old 
man in “Chiselling”), and Mr. Win. Jowett. Mrs. Jowett, Mrs. 
Bridges, Mr. and Miss Curtis were also extremely successful. 

Printers’ Anniversary and Presentation at Middles¬ 
brough.—The annual “ chapel ” dinner in connection with the com¬ 
posing-room staff of the North-Eastern Daily Gazette took place on 
the 10th inst. at the Middlesbrough Co-operative Hall, where a large 
gathering, including members of all departments of the staff, with their 
lady friends, assembled. Mr. T. P. Ritzema, the general manager, 
presided, the vice-chair being occupied by Mr. II. C. Derwent, over¬ 
seer. After partaking of a capital repast provided by the ladies of the 
gathering, the health of the North-Eastern Daily Gazette was pro¬ 
posed by Mr. Derwent, and responded to by the Chairman. “The 
Literary Staff” was proposed by Mr. McGregor, and responded to by 
Mr. J. B. Mackie (editor) and Mr. J. O’Hara (sub-editor). Mr. Philip 
Reid proposed “ The Companionship,” to which Messrs. M. Rhodes 
and R. Grunwell responded. A very interesting ceremony then took 
place in the presentation of a surprise to Mr. Derwent in the form of 
a handsome silver inkstand, which was subscribed for by the members 
of the department over which that gentleman presides. Mr. Grunwell, 
in making the presentation, bore hearty testimony to the ability and 
kindly consideration with which Mr. Derwent filled the post of over¬ 
seer, maintaining the best possible spirit among all the members of the 
composing-room staff, and avoiding, during a long series of years, a 
single dispute. Mr. Derwent said the presentation had taken him 
quite by surprise, and he deeply appreciated the good feeling of which 
he took this token to be the evidence. He had been in the employ of 
the Gazette for well-nigh a quarter of a century, and for 13J years had 
acted as overseer. He trusted the same cordial relations would always 
continue between himself and the members of the staff. The re¬ 
mainder of the night was pleasantly occupied with songs, games, 
dances, &c. 
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A correspondent of the Inland Printer, writing from Tacoma, 
Washington, U.S., says:—There is a good opening here for some 
enterprising firm to put in a lithographic plant. There is not an estab¬ 
lishment of this kind in the State, while the nearest first-class one is 
at San Francisco, nearly a thousand miles away. Certainly the field 
is large enough to support a business of this kind, and your correspon¬ 
dent believes that the present and prospective demand for lithographic 
work would make such an institution a paying investment. 

The Lithographic Art Journal of New York is very well 
produced, and its New Year’s number was altogether a very 
creditable production. It included a fine reproduction of a 
painting, entitled “ The North Star,” produced by the Sackett 
& Wilhelms Lithographing Company of New York. The picture 
represents a beautiful maiden, nude with the exception of a 
little delicate floating drapery, standing upon an iceberg, holding her 
hands aloft, with a star resting on her clasped fingers. The effect is 
very artistic, the only fault being that the hands are a little out of 
drawing, and the flowing hair a trifle hard. We are pleased to see 
our contemporary showing so much vigour. 

Mr. Joseph Pulitzer, proprietor of the New York World, has 
founded sixty permanent scholarships for poor boys of the public 
schools of that city. Twelve boys who have completed the grammar- 
school course will be selected each year, and to each of them is to be 
given a scholarship of 250 dols. a year for five years, thus making the 
cost to the donor when all the scholarships have been assigned 15,000 
dols. a year. He has also offered to be one of twenty-five persons to 
subscribe 100,000 dols. each for a guarantee fund to secure the World’s 
Fair to New York. It is characteristic of that gentleman. By a 
similar action he secured the completion of the Bartholdi Statue of 
Liberty, after all attempts to raise the necessary sums had failed. This 
shows how liberal newspaper men are when they have money, and 
indicates what a good thing it would be for the country if all of them 
had stacks of dollars. Here is a hint for the surplus distributors. 
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Captain William M. Meredith, chief of the U.S. Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing, in his annual report, recently published, states 
that the Bureau intended to gradually substitute the use of hand presses 
for the steam presses, but Congress failed to execute a contract with 
owners of the steam presses. However, by working overtime the 
Bureau was enabled to meet all demands upon it without serious 
embarrassment to the requirements of the Government, every sheet of 
work actually needed in the public business being furnished. There 
were completed and delivered during the year 8,702,320 sheets of 
United States notes, gold and silver certificates, bonds and national 
bank notes, with a face value of 227,583,050 dols. ; 26,610,088 sheets 
of internal revenue and custom stamps; 1,200,311 sheets of drafts, 
checks, certificates, &c., besides a large amount of miscellaneous work 
for the various departments of the Government. The amount of work 
to be executed during the fiscal year of 1891 is nearly 15 per cent, 
greater than that of 1890, and nearly 8 per cent, greater than the 
amount executed in the year 1889, in which were made the largest 
deliveries during a period of thirteen years. 

The Household, the oldest as well as one of the best home 
magazines in the country, has been sold by George E. Crowell, 
of Brattleboro, to Pettingill Hartshorn, of Boston, and it will 
be moved there as soon as the arrangements can be effected. Mr. 
Pettingill is the well-known advertising agent, and Mr. Hartshorn is 
a son-in-law of Daniel Ford, owner of the Youth’s Companion. The 
Household was founded in 1868 by Mr. Crowell and Daniel L. Miliken, 
now a representative in the Massachusetts Legislature from Malden. 
For a few months they conducted the business jointly, when Miliken 
sold his share to Crowell for 33,333 yearly subcriptions, which Crowell 
was to procure. For years he struggled to do it before his business 
was fairly on a paying basis. Finally, after five years of battling, he 
accomplished his purpose, and achieved success. Since then the 
growth of the magazine has been steady, though not partaking in any 
degree of the boom nature. Its monthly circulation is now 80,000 
copies, which go to every civilised country in the world. Mr. Crowell 
has done much for Brattleboro, and only retires from business because 
forced to do so by ill health. The removal of the business will be a 
serious loss to Brattleboro industries. 

It would be difficult to find a city having the population of Balti¬ 
more which has more stationers and printers, all of whom appear to 
succeed and thrive. Many of them are old and long-established in 
their business, while others, who are young and perhaps without 
much experience, but with the spirit of Young America in them, are 
starting up, bringing themselves in competition with the older houses, 
thus cutting off profit and increasing the growing tendency of cutting 
prices in order to secure trade. The oldest stationer in the city who 
at the present time is in active business is F. W. Lucas, who began 
his career in 1836, and now occupies the same store which was originally 
opened in 1804 as a stationery store, and in the second story of which 
building he was born. He has a curiosity in his possession in the 
shape of a directory issued in 1804, when the population of Baltimore 
was less than 30,000, when the list of names was given by streets in 
alphabetical order instead of the names, and going up one side and 
down on the other—east side, west side, and Baltimore-street, across 
Charles-street, &c. He also has in his possession a copy of “ Johnson’s 
Dictionary,” issued by the firm in 1814, the type for which was made 
expressly for the edition published by the firm at that date. 

The trouble between the rival printing companies, the Metropolitan 
Job Printing Office, of New York, and the Strobridge Lithograph 
Company, of Cincinnati, has culminated in a threatened suit for 
25,000 dels, damages. In June last the artist, William H. Crane, 
left the employ of the Strobridge Company to enter into the service ot 
the Metropolitan, at an increased salary of 150 dols. a week. Upon 
learning of this movement of Crane, the Strobridge people applied for 
an injunction restraining Crane from remaining in the employ of the 
Metropolitan Job Printing Office, or that of any other lithographers. 
This was granted, and consequently Crane was obliged to remain idle, 
pending the result of an application to remove the injunction made 
by the Metropolitan Company. This application was granted, the 
opinion written by Judge Barrett, among other features, holding that 
“such injunctions should be granted with great caution, and only in a 
case free from doubt, where the necessity was urgent.” Now the 
Metropolitan Job Printing Office will seek to be reimbursed for the 
loss of Crane’s services, and for other substantial losses caused by their 
inability to carry out contracts with customers who were induced to 
enter into them upon the supposition that Crane, who bears a wide 
reputation for artistic ability, was to make the sketches. Crane, who 
has resumed his engagement with the Metropolitan Job Printing 
Office, will also sue the Cincinnati Company, placing his claim for 
damages at 10,000 dols. These suits will be watched with peculiar 
interest by lithographers and printers all over the country. 

Speaking of the future of lithography in America, the Lithographic 
Art pournal says :—There is probably no art more susceptible of great 
improvements than lithography, and, vast as its progress has been, 
there is much in store for it in the future. Lithography is not exempt 
from the many errors incidental to any of the progressive arts or 
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industries, yet so much has been accomplished that, with the splendid 
achievements before us, we can safely overlook any errors. The growth 
of this art has been so great as to almost challenge comparison with 
the printer’s art. Scarcely any one neglects the use of it, to attract 
attention and gain the patronage of a discriminating public. Pictures, 
pictures everywhere, and such beautiful ones, too, ideas as plentiful 
as falling leaves in autumn, good, bad, and indifferent, all stimulating 
to better things. Even the magazines and newspapers see the utility 
of pictures, and use them generously for their advertisers, and 
really accomplish so much as to make that part of their 
issues the most attractive. Very often the use of litho¬ 
graphy in advertising carries conviction to the investor and 
becomes an indispensable factor. Some people say the “ picture card 
craze ” has died out, and no one cares for them now. Do not believe 
it ! Facts will prove many million more cards are now lithographed 
and printed than ever before. With the rapid growth of our country, 
and the steady increase of intelligence, it is but reasonable to believe 
lithography in its infancy. “ Healthy infant” you say, as you smile, 
and so it ought to be, as the healthy child makes the healthy man; we 
can safely leave its future to the army of intelligent men who are 
striving with the pencil to adapt an art so diversified in resources to 
the common need. 

By far the greatest undertaking in the publishing line that has ever 
been attempted in San Francisco is that of “ Yosemite,” illustrated in 
colours, recently issued by H. S. Crocker & Co. This book is of a 
large size, 12 by 16, intended for a souvenir and parlour book. It 
contains thirteen coloured lithographic views of the Yosemite Valley, 
the greatest of the natural wonders of California. Its publication 
especially attracts attention, from the fact of the Fifty-first Congress 
having recently passed two laws of vast importance to lovers of natural 
beauty. It has withdrawn the Big Tree Grove of Tulare county 
from settlement, and has passed the Yosemite National Park Bill, 
immensely extending the boundaries of the Yosemite Grant. The 
new National Park takes in the entire drainage area of the Yosemite, 
and embraces the whole of the Upper Tuolumne river, with the 
Hetchy-Hetchy Valley "and the greater part of the Tuolumne watershed. 
It includes MountLyell and its glaciers, Lake Eleanor and the Mari¬ 
posa, Merced and Tuolumne groves of Big Trees. It stretches from Lake 
Eleanor to Wamona and beyond, and from Hazel Green, below Crane 
Flat, to the highest ridge of the Sierra mountains. It is about fifty 
miles in length by thirty-five in width, and considerably exceeds the 
State of Rhode Island in area. This magnificent reservation will be 
by far the most beautiful park in the world. It will lack the weird 
marvels of the Yellowstone—the geysers, the painted rocks, and the 
stalagmitic formations—but in the magnificence and charm of forest, 
cliff, and waterfall, it will be beyond comparison. The views con¬ 
tained in the work are as follows :—Bridal Veil Fall, Cathedral Rocks, 
Half Dome, The Cascades, El Capitan, Yosemite Falls, Vernal Fall, 
the Three Brothers, Sentinel Rock, General View of the Valley, 
Nevada Fall, Cathedral Spires, and the Snow Plant in blossom. 
There are seventeen colours to each plate, making 221 lithographic 
stones for the thirteen views. Each subject is prefaced by a sheet of 
French tissue with the title of the picture and a descriptive poem by 
Harry Dix, and the picture itself is followed by a page of reading 
matter written by Warren Cheney, both being well-known writers and 
contributors to the Overland Monthly and English papers. Each 
page of reading matter is illustrated by an initial letter and tail piece, 
thus adding at least twenty more views of the valley and surroundings 
to the work, s The firm claim to have had this work in course of publi¬ 
cation during the last two years, and to have spent a large sum for 
the services of water and oil landscape artists, from whose sketches 
the views are taken. The edition issued was 2,000. The plates have 
been destroyed, the firm not being able to afford the great expense 
attached to keeping them for the printing of another edition. 
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M. Jacob Worms, printer of Argenteuil, is dead, at the age of 
eighty-two years. 

The direction of the Helvetischen Typographia of Berne has been 
taken over by Herr F. Kaser. 

An exhibition organised by the “ Union Artistique ” of Toulouse 
will be opened in that town on March 15 next. 

M. Duruy, lithographic printer, has been elected deputy judge for 
two years at the Seine Tribunal of Commerce. 

Algiers is to have a universal exhibition in 1S95, which will be 
organised by Algerian merchants with all the iclat worthy of the pro¬ 
gress that has been made of recent years in the great “ colony.” 

The printers of Berlin have renounced their demand for an eight 
hours day. They are content, say they, with nine hours. 
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The Magyar Nyomddszat, anew journal of the profession, published 
in Budapest, has reached us. Unfortunately we cannot read the 
Magyar tongue. 

M. G. Dezermaux, an architect at the Exhibition of 1889, has 
been nominated by the Superior Commission principal architect of 
the French Exhibition at Moscow this year. 

The Album “Modeles graphiques d’Alphabets industriels modernes,” 
of which M. J. Tangier, Paris, is the author, has obtained a silver 
medal at the Exhibition of Arts and Sciences, Palais de l’Industrie. 

The French Minister of Public Works has been negotiating with 
the great railway companies on the subject of a reduction of the 
impost on great speed—a reduction which will figure in the Budget of 
1892. 

The journal Art de /’Imprimerie, of Brussels, announces for the 
15th February its third competition, having for object this time a 
cover of a book. The prizes are a medal of silver, one of bronze, 
and 50 francs. 

M. Hector Pessard, the well-known journalist, who for some time 
occupied the post of director-general of the Press at the French 
Ministry of the Interior, has taken over the direction of a new daily, 
the Etendard (“ Standard ”). 

Five large lithographic power presses, such as have not before been 
seen in Russia, have been imported by A. Marx, of St. Petersburg, 
he publisher of an illustrated weekly, Niwa, who has added a depart¬ 

ment for artistic lithography to his printing establishment. 

The special imprimerie in the Rue Hauteville, Paris, for the 
manufacture of postage stamps, sends out about 1,200,000,000 
per annum. The most of these (about half, 600,000,000), are the 
15 centimes ; then come the 10 centimes and the 5 centimes. 

M. Adolphe Carlier, former typographical employe at the 
imprimerie Paul Dupont, who lately died without family, has be¬ 
queathed to the superannuation fund of that house 100,000 francs. He 
has left, besides, 5,000 francs to the son of his old chef datelier. 

A strike has broken out at Brussels. More than three hundred 
printers have ceased work, the tariff presented by them not having 
been accepted by the employers. The latter, on their side, have 
united to examine the situation resulting from these repeated strikes in 
the profession. 

The balance-sheet of the Imperial printing house of Berlin for the 
year 1890-91, stands as follows :—Receipts, 4,810,000 marks (or 
20,000 marks more than in the preceding term). Expenditure, 
3,624,700 marks (or 185,905 more). The balance to the good is thus 
1,185,300 marks. 

At the last assembly of the Syndical Association of the Parisian 
press, MAI. Paul de Cassagnac {Autorite), Clemenceau (Justice) 
Eugene Guyon (Patrie), and Edouard Ilerve (Soliel), were elected 
syndics for the ensuing three years, in place of the members whose 
time had expired. 

Edouard Choquet, of the house Gaudineau-Tounelier, has been 
made a member of the Paris Chamber of Commerce. He has been 
vice-president of the Cercle de la Librairie, member of the jury in the 
exhibition of 1889, and for many years president of the Syndical 
Chamber of Paper. 

By the death of Herr C. A. Francke, which occurred recently at 
Leipzig, the graphic art loses an experienced writer. He was the 
author of two handbooks on printing, and contributed largely to the 
printing journals. Richmond’s “ Grammar of Lithography ” was also 
translated into German by him. 

The last edition just out of the “ Address Book ” of Klemsch (of 
Leipzig) contains for the German Empire, 4,243 typographic houses, 
1,220 lithographic houses, and 1,067 typo-lithographic. The number 
employed (male and female) in these establishments, is 97,850; 
and they use about 35,700 machines, 250 of which are rotative 
machines. 

Sixty-two new periodicals appeared in France during December 
last—26 in Paris and the Seine, and 36 in all the rest of the country. 
Among them were 2 political journals in Paris, and 10 in the pro¬ 
vinces ; 8 illustrated in Paris, and 2 in the provinces; 2 financial in 
Paris ; 2 commercial and industrial in Paris, and 10 in the provinces. 

The Syndical Chamber of Letterpress Printers at Paris has just 
issued the first number of a new official organ entitled the Bulletin de 
la Chambre Syndicate des Imprimeurs Typographes. It will appear 
monthly, and will be largely devoted to the discussion of questions 
affecting the welfare of the trade, and the relations between employers 
and employed. 

The coloured pictures in the illustrated weekly supplement to the 
Petit Journal are extremely effective, considering that all the colours 
are printed at once, and that they are necessarily somewhat limited in 
number. The supplement consists of eight pages, I2jj in. by 17! in., 
well printed on good paper, with two coloured engravings, for 
5 centimes (say one halfpenny). 

An aerial electrical railway, 186 miles long, has been constructed 
between Buenos Ayres and Montevideo, for the transport of letter 
boxes between the two towns. It traverses the mouth of the Pulta, 
being supported on each side of the river by a tower 270 ft. high. 

In Austria Englishmen are forced to pay two kreutzers for every 
foreign newspaper delivered to them. But Austria thereby does not 
break faith with England as to the International Postage Convention. 
These two kreutzers are paid for the Austrian Press Stamp, which 
amounts for Austrian and German newspapers to one kreutzer, and 
for all other foreign ones to two kreutzers. Though this circumstance is 
much to be regretted, for the present there is nothing to be done 
against it. 

M. Charles-Louis Ruelens, conseivator of the Royal Library of 
Brussels, officer of the order of Leopold, Chevalier of the Legion of 
Honour, and officer of Public Instruction in France, has died at Saint- 
Joose-ten-Noode, near Brussels, after several days illness, at seventy 
years of age. IPe was an entdit, says the Bibliographic de la France, 
whose obligingness was well known to all who had need of direction 
among the manuscripts of the Brussels Library, or the other Belgian 
libraries. At the Congres du Lirve held at Antwerp in August, 1890, 
he was unanimously elected president. 

The death has occurred at Vancotte, near Fecamp, of the printer, 
M. Philippe Moisson. He had retired to that town some years ago, 
and finally succumbed to an apoplectic stroke. He was born at 
Morteaux-Couliboeuf in 1819. Pie studied at the College of Argentan, 
where he had, as companions, MM. de Chenevieres and Le Vavasseur, 
whose friendship he retained till the end ; but owing to a reverse of 
fortune, he had to renounce his more liberal career, and start the 
struggle for existence as a typographical apprentice at Bayeux. He 
was for twenty years a confidential employe of the maison Plon. 

The annual supply of gum for postage stamps in 1891—40,000 
kilogrammes—was, at the end of December, sent to the Post and 
Telegraphs Department, Paris. This quantity represents about one- 
hundredth part of the gum employed in France by different industries 
(in 1888 it was 4,015,561 kilogrammes.) Half of the country’s con¬ 
sumption is furnished by the French colony, Senegal (2,139,706 kilo¬ 
grammes of the quantity mentioned), and about a quarter by British 
importations from India and South Africa. The industries consuming 
the most are confectionery, drugs, textile fabrics, and printing in 
general. 

A Press Supply Association has been formed in Paris, under the 
title of La Correspondance Generale, which undertakes to furnish 
“ the press of the entire world with any required political, literary, or 
other article,” in manuscript, and translated if desired. Illustrative 
blocks are also supplied, and “Biographies in French” at the cheap 
rate of fourteen pence each, or a dozen for 12s. These biographies, 
we are told in the organ of the association (the Bulletin de la Presse), 
average from 100 to 150 lines. Ten lines for a penny is a hitherto 
unheard of rate, especially when “the articles are written to the 
instruction of each subscriber.” 

The Special Commission appointed in Paris to discover the opinion 
of Parisian workers on the limitation of the working hours of the day 
to eight, sent out 100,000 interrogatory sheets to 100,000 working 
electors. Only 9,357 have been returned to them. That is to say, 
out of 100,000 questioned on the subject, 90,643 workers do not 
trouble themselves about the matter ; they prefer to be left free, it is to be 
supposed, to work as many hours as their necessities require. Of the 
0,357 answers, 2,267 pronounced against any legal regulation what¬ 
ever; 2,249 voted for the eight hours ; and 4,841 for the day of ten 
or twelve hours—in other words, for the status quo. 

Perambulating Exhibitions.—After the floating exhibitions 
which have recently been talked of, we hear from India of a new 
description of exhibition. It takes the form, organised by an official 
of Indian railways, of a train of carriages containing products and 
samples of the commercial houses of Calcutta destined for the South- 
Western provinces. This train will stop at all the principal stations 
and sojourn at each for a time proportionate to the importance of the 
place, but in no case exceeding forty-eight hours. The goods can 
then be put on view, and sold by the employes of the different houses 
sending out. This original idea is expected soon to arrive in Europe. 

The Intermediaire des Chercheurs et Curieux takes up the interest¬ 
ing, but neglected, question of punctuation. The inverted commas, 
the “guillemet ” of the French, the “goose eyes,” as the Germans 
call it, is three centuries and a half old, says our contemporary. It is 
said to have been the invention of a printer named Guillemet, or 
Guillaume. There is the opening guillemet (“) and the closing 
guillemet (”) ; to put lengthy pieces in inverted commas consists in 
placing the guillemet at the beginning of every line in the citation. 
So far there is no difficulty ; but in practice, printers are a long way 
from being in accord on the disposition of the inverted commas, and 
other punctuating marks. Some, after having put an opening 
guillemet at the commencement of the citation, mark every line or 
every paragraph; others let the one opening mark suffice for the 
whole citation. As to terminal punctuation, it is sometimes placed 
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before, sometimes after, the closing “ quotation ” marks. Now which ' 
of these various methods has logic on its side ? As a matter of fact, 
when the beginning of the paragraph merely is quoted, does not the 
reader’s eye immediately perceive the continuation of quotation. Is it 
not equally rational, too, to place the terminal mark of punctuation 
before the closing guillemet, the citation necessarily comprising the 
punctuation ? This unhappy matter of punctuation, be it added, is 
treated more and more cavalierly. Since the times of Bossuet and 
Buffon—the punctuators par excellence—it has been a dying cause. At 
present the final point is almost the only one known ; the colon and 
the semicolon are almost completely gone. Let us not mention the 
mark of exclamation, which has met with strange abuse in strange 
places. There was, for instance, a page of 44 lines in the Revue des 
Deux Maudes of May, 1890, in which were twenty-seven phrases 
udthout a single semicolon ; another page contained thirty-three 
phrases with one single semicolon—pour memoire. Full stops, and 
nothing else. Thus a difficult operation is easily done away with— 
a punctuation in harmony with the expression of the thought. 

-—.—-—o—-- 

QteS5 JJowrnate $ (prefe £$angeer. 

The Paper-maker is a new monthly trade organ, conducted by Mr. 
S. Chas. Phillips, late of the Paper-makers' Circular. It is published 
at 46, Aldersgate-street, at an annual subscription of 10s. 6d., single 
numbers one shilling each. The printing is very well done by Messrs. 
Abraham Kingdon & Newnham, 12, Finsbury-street, E. 

Black and White, the new illustrated sixpenny weekly, made its 
appearance on February 6. It is published at 63, Fleet-street. 

The Sanitarian is a new addition to the ranks of periodical litera¬ 
ture. It is to be a “ trade,” a “scientific,” and a “popular’’journal. 
The price is threepence weekly, and the publishing office is at 30, 
Fleet-street. 

Mr. W. T. Stead has opened an office in New York, where the 
Review of Reviews will be republished, re-edited, and recast, in order 
that it may appear in American dress, and secure an American circu¬ 
lation. Air. Albert Shaw, late of the Minneapolis Tribune, is ap¬ 
pointed American editor. 

Help is the title of a new venture of Mr. Stead’s. It will be an 
“entirely independent publication,” but will be an “indispensable 
supplement ” to the Review of Reviews. Mr. Stead states that Help 
is intended “to help all who wish to help others ; its chief object will 
be to help the helpless and those who need to be helped.” 

The Dwarf is the title of “ a weekly illustrated society journal,” 
edited and published by Mr. Hugo Ames, at 99, Strand, price two¬ 
pence. We should have thought the society press was more than 
overdone already, and fail to see the raison d'etre of the Dwarf. 

Mr. John Heywood, of Manchester, is bringing out a new 
monthly periodical under the title of The Scholar's Magazine. It is 
intended for use in the upper standards of Elementary schools, and 
consists of extracts from current literature. It gives twenty-eight 
pages of matter, and costs but a halfpenny. 

Literary Opinion will, beginning with the March number, appear 
in a permanently enlarged form, at the price of threepence instead of 
twopence. 

The Anti-Jacobin is the title of a new weekly, edited by Mr. 
Frederick Greenwood, late of St. James's Gazette. Price twopence. 

The first number of East and M'est, a weekly newspaper and 
review was published on January 21. It is intended to present the 
wants, grievances, etc., of’our Eastern fellow-subjects, and of Eastern 
nations generally, to the Western mind from an Eastern standpoint. 
It is printed and published by Messrs. Woodford, Fawcett, & Co., 
Salisbury-square ; the price being one penny. 

The Dairy has recently changed hands, and is now published by 
Mr. Frank P. Wilson, proprietor of the Estates Gazette, at 12, 3t. 
Bride-street, E.C. 

The Naval and Military Argus, a bright and lively “service” 
paper, has been amalgamated with the Adttiirally and Horse Guards 
Gazette. 

It is stated that Mr. Augustus Iiarris, of Drury-lane Theatre, has 
purchased the Sunday Times from Miss Cornwell. 

The Newsagent now appears as a penny weekly instead of as a six¬ 
penny monthly. 

The Dockers' Record, which in its monthly form has attained a cir¬ 
culation of over 20,000 copies, is shortly to be published every week. 
It will be enlarged, made as attractive as possible alike by pen and 
pencil, and called the Trade Unionist instead of the Dockers' Record. 
Mr. Tillett has written for the February number, and will later on 
contribute a series of autobiographical sketches. 

Rare Bits, which recently passed from Messrs. Dale & Reynolds to 
new hands, appears to be reorganised. A “new series” has been 
started, and instead of the well-known buff cover, a cartoon appears 
on the front page, and its contents are to be of a “political, topical, 
dramatic, humorous, and personal character.” 

Illustrations, late a threepenny monthly, is now a penny weekly. 

The Photographic Art Journal now appears as a penny weekly, 
instead of as formerly a threepenny monthly. 

The New Review has increased in price from 6d. to 9d., a change 
which, we understand, has not affected the popularity of the journal. 

The Pall Mall Budget has increased its size and price, eight pages 
being added. It is a good sixpennywortb, and an excellent budget of 
news and illustrations. 

--♦—^---• 

A new firm of chromo-printers and stationers has been founded 
under the management ot Mr. H. J. Norris, at Ilounds-gate, Notting¬ 
ham. The style of the firm is Norris & Co., and we heartily wish 
them success in their enterprise. 

Messrs. Laughton & Co., advertising agents and contractors, 
have removed to more convenient premises, at 1, Essex-street, Strand, 
W.C. 

Mr. W. Burgess is now occupying the premises at Charterhouse- 
square which were destroyed by fire about twelve months ago, and 
which have now been rebuilt. He will continue his business at 7, 
East Ilarding-street, but all communications are to be addressed to 23, 
24, and 25, Charterhouse-square, E.C.—The Cailyle Press. 

The Lords of the Treasury have sanctioned the transference of all 
Messrs. Henry Hansard & Sons’ contracts to the Hansard Publishing 
Union, Limited, who will henceforth print all papers, reports, &c., 
ordered to be printed by either House of Parliament. 

Mr. E. Badoureau, boxwood block manufacturer, &c., of Poppin’s- 
court, E.C., has taken Mr. H. Jones into partnership from January 1. 
The style of the firm is now Badoureau & Jones. 

Messrs. Tunna & IIeale, dealers in lithographers’ and printers 
materials, &c., late of Took’s-court, Cursitor-street, E.C., have 
removed to larger premises at Newton House, hi, Farringdon- 
road, E.C. 

(printing anb of$er Companies* 

HEREWITH we give particulars of fourteen com¬ 

panies registered since our last list was compiled, 

the total capital being ,£167,500. This compares with 

fourteen companies and ,£412,300 capital at the same 

date last year, and brings the total so far recorded to 

twenty-two companies and .£332,300 capital, compared 

with twenty-seven companies and ,£708,300 capital at the 

corresponding date last year. 

Edward Marston, Son, and Company, Limited, registered on 
the 9th ult., with a capital of ;£ioo,ooo, in .£10 shares. It is a re¬ 
construction of the publishing business, incorporated in 1S87, under title 
of Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington, Limited. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken oneshare, are: *E. Marston, publisher, Sf. 
Dunstan’s House, Fetter-lane; *Iv. B. Marston, publisher, St. Dunstan’s 
House, Fetter-lane; *R. Bickersteth, M.A., publisher, St. Dunstan’s 
House, Fetter-lane ; C. W. Low, publisher, St. Dunstan’s House, Fetter- 
lane ; L. E. G. Abney, B.A., publisher, St. Dunstan’s House, Fetter- 
lane ; S. T. Reid, journalist. 4, Willow Grove-road, Chislehurst ; G. 
Emdin, chartered accountant, 56, Coleman-street. Most of the regu¬ 
lations of table A apply. It is provided that no shareholder shall be 
entitled to transfer his shares, without the unanimous consent of the 
managing directors for the time being, and in the event of the death 
of a shareholder, or of the consent of the managing directors being 
obtained, such managing directors to have the option to purchase the 
shares included in such consent, or belonging to the deceased, at the 
price paid-up thereon, the vendor to be entitled to a proportion of the 
accruing dividend, if any, to the date of transfer when such dividend 
shall become payable. Notwithstanding this provision, a shareholder 
holding more than ,£15,000 of the nominal capital, shall be at liberty 
to sell and transfer any shares in excess of ,£15,000, at his option, 
without first offering them to the managing directors. The number of 
directors is not to be less than two, nor more than five ; the first are the 
subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, managing directors, 
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B. DELLAGANA So CO., LIMITED, 
STEREOTYPE FOUNDERS, ELEGTROTYPERS & PHOTO-ZINCOGRAPHERS, 

LONDON —106 & 107, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street; 48, Fetter Lane, Holhorn ; and 14, Bishopsg'ate Avenue, Camomile St., E.C. 

MANCHESTER — 62 & 62 a, Greengfate, Salford. _LIVERPOOL— 35, Atherton Street. 

Curved Electros and Stereos for Rotary Machines. Newspapers and Periodicals Cast Type High to any Size. 

Moulds carefully taken in the Papier Macke process at one-third of the Stereo price. Surface Metal for engravers always kept 
in stock, and Mounting Boards to order. Application for Estimates solicited. 

Carts to all parts of London, Manchester, and Liverpool Daily. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 'T'O TRAVELLERS calling upon 
X Machine Printers.—Representatives of 

Rates for Advertisements under this Heading, 

For Sale, Wanted, &c., Id. per word; 
Situations Wanted, id. per word. 

Printing Machines, Ink Manufacturers, and 
others calling upon Printers in the United King¬ 
dom, may hear of a temporary or permanent 
additional commission. State ground covered, 
and most convenient time for interview in 
City. Communications will be treated strictly 
confidential.—Alliance, 70, Gracechurch- 

street, E.C. 

T^OR SALE.—NEWSPAPER 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Second¬ 

hand, thoroughly overhauled. Also NEW 
FOLDING-MACHINES, Single or Double 
Feed.—Apply, Joseph Foster & Sons, 

Bow-lane Ironworks, Preston. 

I ITHO. TRANSFERER (28) 
1 > requires SITUATION in first-class 

establishment. Had experience in best-class 

T ITHOGRAPHY.—A young man, 
-1—< with a good taste for drawing and design¬ 
ing, wants SITUATION as IMPROVER, in 
London house only. Can show good examples 
of work.—Apply, N. M., 146, High-street, 
Hounslow. 

work. Five years with last employer. — 
Address, Edinburgh, office of Printing 

Times and Lithographer, 73, Ludgate- 

hill, E.C. 

THIRST - CLASS COMPOSITOR 
JP WANTED, to take charge of a small 

jobbing office. Must have exceptionally good 
references, and be able to turn out artistic and 
high-class work. Good wages to a capable 
man.—Apply, with specimens of work and 
names of referees, to Printer, Box 17, Post 

Office, Newport, Mon. 

HO SMALL PRINTERS.— Adver- 
J- user has a good light BASEMENT TO 

LET, near City. Would guarantee to take 
out rent in work. —Apply to A. H. B., 
“Waveney,” Herbert-road, Wimbledon. 

rT' O LITHOGRAPHIC 
■L PRINTERS.—A tradesman wishes to 

APPRENTICE his son to the above trade 
(no premium).—Apply, J. A. P., 31, Sun- 
street, Hitchin. 

ELECTROTYPES » 
— OF — 

<t ENGRAVINGS 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION 

For Illustrated Magazines, Newspapers, 
Pamphlets, Volumes, School Books, 

Guide Books, &c. &=c. 

IBOIB SA.T,dS IBTT 

HENRY G. DAVIES, 
73, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C. 

Proofs on Application. 

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, LONDON, 
Recommends the following MATERIALS for use in 

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY, COLLOTYPE, AND PHOTOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING, 

AUTOTYPE COLLODION. AUTOTYPE DRY PLATES. 

Iodised expressly for making Negatives suitable for the processes 
mentioned. Price 5/6 the Pint Bottle. 20/- the Winchester of 

Four Pints. 

Halves. Wholes. 9 by 7. 10 by 8. 12byl0. 15byl2. 18byl5. 

2/8 5/- 5/6 8/6 

BOXES 

12/- 

EXTRA: 

20/- 30/ 

2d. 3d. 3d. 4d. 5d. 8d. each. 

24 by 18. 

63/- per doz. 

PHOTO-LITHO TRANSFER PAPER. 

Easy to work, and giving fine, sharp impressions from suitable 
Negatives. Sold in Bands, 12 feet long and 30 inches wide, at 3/6 
per band. 

STRIPPING DRY PLATES. 

Prepared to give good, vigorous Negatives, equal to Collodion, 
without requiring the use of Reversing Mirror. Very convenient for 
cutting and piecing together. 

Autotype Plates are coated with an emulsion rich in silver, 
and a liberal amount given to each plate, thus ensuring rich, 
vigorous Negatives, and reducing the risk of halation to a minimum. 
The same price is charged fur all rapidities from i8° to 240 Warnerke 
as required. 

Evenness of Coating is secured by the use of Burton’s 
Coating Machine, and a uniformity obtained which the most ex¬ 
perienced hancl-coating can rarely equal. 

AUTOTYPE STRIPPING PLATES. 
Halves. Wholes. 9 by 7 10 by 8 12 by 10 15 by 12 

3/8 6/6 7/6 11/- 15/6 25/- per doz. 

Autotype Plates are ot superior glass, carefully packed in 
patent grooved boxes, with full instructions for use. An extra charge 
is made for these boxes, which will be allowed on all returned, 
carriage paid, in good condition. 

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, 
WORKS: Ealing Dene, Middlesex. OFFICE: 74, New Oxford Street, W.C. 
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JOHN ELLIOTT, SON, & CO. 
“Defiance" Printing Machine Works, 

STEEL CROFT FOUNDRY, OTLEY, VORXS, ENGLAND, 

MAKERS OF THE “ DEFIANCE " WHSRFEDALE PRIBTIKG MACHINES, ic. 
Specially Manufactured for Best Book and Cut Work, and are pronounced by those who hare 

seen them, the STEONGEST and BEST FINISHED Wharfedale MACBINE8 in the market. 
All Machines fitted with Self-Acting Donhle Eolline Motion, for BOLLING the FOEME 

TWICE TO ONE IMPEESSION, which can he ALTEEED while the Machine is running. 

Cylinder travelling past home, which ensures perfect Register, and Patent 
Automatic Cylinder Stop. 

Estimates, Kith full particulars on applicition. 

London Agents: C.T.WATSON & CO.,Printers’ Engineers, 76, High Holborn, 
LONDON, W.C. 

PRINTING INKS. 

JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 
PRINTING INN AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

"W. & J. 

Clfl T Mot 
02, GRAY’S INN ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, W.C. 

Ill 

WHOLESALE MISCELLANEOUS B00K3INQERS, NUMERICAL PRINTING, PERFORATING, AND CHEQUE SOOK BINDING FOR PRINTERS. 
Books Bound to any Pattern. Account-Book Manufacturers. Portfolios of every description made to Order. 

Country Orders should be accompanied by a remittance to Insure immediate attention. Estimates given. 
Price Lise on application. 

Bavarian Lithographic Stones. 
zj D VER TISEIi begs to recommend his 

Blue and Yellow Lithographic Stones, 

in all sizes and strength, of plain and 

double polish, from his own Quarries. 

Liberal discount to the Trade. 

—.——$--- 

ANDREAS WITTMANN 
STEIN BRUCKEBESITZER, 

MOERNSHEIM, SOLNHOFEN. 
OOLLNSTEIN, KINGDOM OF BAVARIA. 

THE 
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION FOUR SHILLINGS 

IS POST-FREE. 
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£4,000; ordinary directors, £1,000 in shares. The remuneration is 
to be as follows: to Edward Marston, £1,000 per annum; R. B. 
Marston, £700 per annum; and Robert Bickersteth, £300 per 
annum. The company in general meeting will determine the remu¬ 
neration of other directors. Solicitors, Messrs. Taylor, Hoare, & 
Box, 28, Gt. James-street. 

T. J. Whiting & Sons, Limited.—Registered on the 27th ult., 
with a capital of £20,000, in £1 shares, to purchase the business of 
mercantile stationer and account-book manufacturer, carried on by 
T. J. Whiting, of 1 and 7A, South-place, Finsbury. The purchase 
consideration is £10,200, payable £g,ooo in fully-paid shares, and the 
balance in 5 per cent, debentures. The vendor is appointed managing 
director for seven years, at a minimum salary of £500 per annum. 
The subscribers are :—*T. J. Whiting, printer and stationer, 1, South- 
place, Finsbury, 20 shares; *A. T. Whiting, printer and stationer, 
1, , South-place, Finsbury, 20; *W. E. Whiting, printer and 
stationer, 1, South - place, Finsbury, 20; E. M. Amphlett, 
journalist, 75, Adelaide-road, N.W., 1 ; W. R. D. Frost, engineer, 
60, Yerbury-road, N., 1 ; W. Weatherley, traveller, 16, Ferncliffe- 
road, Dalston, 1 ; F. H. Wyman, clerk, 31A, Medina-road, Fins- 
bury-park, 1. The number of directors is not to be less than three, 
nor more than five ; qualification, tv/enty shares; the company in 
general meeting will appoint remuneration of the ordinary directors ; 
the first three subscribers are appointed directors. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Fraser & Christian, 4, Finsbury-circus. 

Woodrow & Comfany, Limited.—Registered on the 27th ult., 
with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to carry on business as 
stationers, printers, lithographers, and other analogous businesses. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—A. R. Smith, 
clerk, Percy-villas, Leytonstone; R. W. Rudd, stationer, The 
College, Caterham Valley ; C. F. Smith, clerk, 37, Trafalgar-road, 
Haggerstone ; H. J. Gains, commercial traveller, 11, Sedgwick-street, 
Homerton ; N. Bailey, clerk, 26, Downs-park-road, Hackney ; G. 
H. Siddens, clerk, 103, Albany-road, Camberwell; P. Penwarden, 
clerk, 30, Hanover-street, Kennington. The number of directors is 
not to be less than two, nor more than five; the first are Thos. 
Woodrow, Wanstead, E. M. Lacey, Brentford, and W. H. M. 
Montague, 31, Oakley-street, Chelsea; qualification, £100 in shares 
or stock; remuneration, £1. is. each per attendance. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Hughes & Bartlett, 52, Lincoln’s-inn-fields. 

A. S. Cattell & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
13th ult., with a capital of ,£10,000, in £1 shares, 3,000 of which are 
£5 per cent, preference shares, to take over the business of A. S. 
Cattell & Co., of 16, Bear-alley, Farringdon-street, draughtsmen, 
designers, engravers, zinco-typographers, &c. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are:—A. S. Cattell, engraver, 16, Bear-alley, 
Farringdon-street; G. Ii. Talbot Gilborn, accountant, 13, Great James- 
street, Bedford-row ; R. G. Kimber, printers’ engineer, West Iiard- 
ing-street, E.C. ; G. J. Crocker, paper merchant, 4, Queen-street- 
place ; J. S. Joyce, St. Bernard, Tulse-hill ; L. Armanino, artist, 65, 
Doddington-grove, Kennington-park ; D. Zanni, electrician, 60, 
Mayton-street, N. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three, nor more than five ; the subscribers are to appoint the first; 
qualification, £20 in shares; the company in general meeting to 
determine remuneration. Solicitor, Mr. C. B. Dalton, 3, Furnival’s- 
inn. 

Beauty and Fashion Publishing Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the 26th ult., with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares, 
I, 000 of which are preference shares, to carry on the business of 
printers, newspaper proprietors, publishers, etc. The subscribers 
who have each taken one share, are:—*E. Almack, publisher, 
126 and 127, Holborn; *P. L. Deighton, publisher, 3, Carlton- 
road, Finsbury-park ; A. Smith, 6, Paragon-road, Hackney; 
A. Williams, 3, Tipthorpe-road, Lavender-hill; W. H. Fielding, 
lithographer, 91, Wakehurst-road, Wandsworth-common ; W. J. 
Dowdall, secretary to a company, 27, Eckington-road, Clapham- 
junction, ; D. De B. Seagrave, Oakhurst, Benne-road, Forest- 
hill. The number of directors is not to be less than two, nor more 
than five; the first are the subscribers denoted by an asterisk; 
the company in general meeting will determine remuneration. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Davidson and Morriss, 40 and 42, Queen Victoria- 
street. 

Davies & Davies, Limited.—Registered on the 26th ult., with 
a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to trade as printers, chromo-litho¬ 
graphers, newspaper proprietors, and publishers. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are :—J. Lacey Davies, C.E., Chip- 
stead, Surrey ; H. Lacey Davies, printer, 46, St. Mary-axe ; G. 
Hartman, printer, 46, St. Mary-axe ; F. Middows, block manu¬ 
facturer, 11, Gordon-street, Gordon-square ; J. A. Marshall, clerk, 
4, Haylis-street, S.E. ; A. T. Clarke, chartered accountant, 6, Lom¬ 
bard-court ; J. Wilson, clerk, 6, Lombard-court. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; qualification, 
fifty shares"; the company in general meeting will determine remunera¬ 
tion. The first three subscribers are appointed directors. Solicitors, 
Messrs, Frith & Clarke, 6, Lombard-court. 

John Bagot, Limited. — Registered on the 26th ult., with a 

capital of £5,000, in £10 shares, to take over the business of pub¬ 
lisher, printer, stationer, and bookbinder, carried on by John Bagot, 
at Market-place, Middleton, Lancaster, including the Middleton 
Guardian newspaper. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are:—John Bagot, newspaper proprietor, Middleton; H. 
Smithies, manager, Middleton ; W. G. Pickering, collector, Iiar- 
purhey, Manchester; R. J. Broughton, journalist, Prestwich, Man¬ 
chester ; W. B. Wilde, journalist, Blackley, Manchester; Mrs. M. 
Bagot, Middleton; Mrs. E. Smithies, Middleton. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five. Mr. John 
Bagot is appointed managing-director, at a salary of not less 1I1..11 
£3 5s. per week. 

Zinco Copyist, Limited.—Registered on the 13th ult., with a 
capital of £3,000, in £1 shares, to purchase certain patent rights not 
specified, upon terms of an unregistered agreement of the 10th inst., 
entered into with Louis Herbert Page Powell, and to carry on print¬ 
ing, lithography, zincography, photography, or any analogous busi¬ 
ness. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are:—T. 
Lund, 21, St. Charles-square, W. ; F. Simon, wine merchant, 29, St. 
George’s-square, S.W. ; E. E. Strong, 22, Marsden-road, East Dul¬ 
wich ; A. H. Portch, clerk, 124, Peckham-rye ; T. H. Lewis, secre¬ 
tary to a company, 88, Bishopsgate-street Within; E. H. Furley, 
accountant, 48, Watling-street; T. S. W. Anderson, clerk, Cranwick- 
road, Amhurst-park. The first directors are F. W. Potter, 17, Queen 
Victoria-street, Henry Times, of Portland-mansion, Oxford-street, and 
L. II. Page Powell, of Hillside, Finchley. Solicitors, Messrs. Jacobs 
& Weldon, 16, St. Helen’s-place. 

Mid - Cumberland and North Westmorland “Herald” 

Newspaper Printing and Publishing Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the 24th ult., with a capital of £2,500, in £5 shares, to 
acquire the Penrith, Appleby, and Kirkby Stephen Herald. The sub¬ 
scribers are :—William Sanderson, Appleby, 2 shares; J. Irving, 
baker, Penrith, 2 ; T. Fawcett, schoolmaster, Blencowe, 2 ; A. Bell, 
grocer, Kirkby Stephen, 12 ; T. Hodgson, journalist, Penrith, 200 ; 
J. W. Braithwaite, bookseller, Kirkby Stephen, 5 ; G. Bell, grocer, 
Kirkby Stephen, 4. Registered without special articles. Office, St. 
Andrew’s Churchyard, Penrith. 

Walter W. Masser, Limited.—Registered on the 26th ult., 
with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to take over the business of 
W. W. Masser, of The Call, Leeds, printer, publisher, chromo- 
lithographer, account book maker, and manufacturing and general 
stationer. The subscribers are :—*J. A. Davies, merchant, Far 
Headingley, Leeds, 994 shares ; *W. W. Masser, lithographer, 
60, Samuel-street, Leeds, 1 ; E. Davies, clerk, Chapeltown, Leeds, 1 ; 
Mrs. J. A. Davies, Leeds, 1 ; B. G. Masser, lithographer, 60, Samuel- 
street, Leeds, 1 ; R. H. Masser, lithographer, 60, Samuel-street, 
Leeds, 1 ; Mrs. W. W. Masser, 60, Samuel-street, Leeds, 1. The 
first two of the subscribers are appointed directors. Registered office, 
The Calls, Leeds. 

Dartford, Erith, Bexley and District Billposting and 

Advertising Company, Limited.—Registered on the 29th ult., 
with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to carry on the business of 
billposters, and for such purposes to adopt an agreement of 26th ult., 
between the Gravesend and District Billposting and Advertising 
Company, Limited, by their agent, H. W. Spain, and Wm. Youde 
(for this company). The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are :—F. B. Nettleingham, miller, Beckley House, Overcliff, 
Gravesend; R. F. Clarke, pharmaceutical chemist, Gravesend; 
J. Copelin, 13, Kent-road, Gravesend ; Wm. Youde, billposter, 
Gravesend ; H. A. Spain, auctioneer, Gravesend ; A. E. Strutt, 
clerk, Gravesend; S. Sunnacks, jun , estate agent, Gravesend. 
Registered without special articles. Registered office, 36, New-road, 
Gravesend. 

Wesleyan Methodist and General Books and Stationery 

Company, Limited.—Registered on the 14th ult., with a capital of 
£1,500, in £1 shares, to trade as stationers, booksellers, bookbinders, 
and printers in all branches. Secretary, Mr. Wm. Baston, Albert- 
chambers, Cardiff. Solicitor, Mr. E Herne, West Bute-street, 
Cardiff. 

Insurance Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on'the 
10th ult., with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to carry on business 
as printers and publishers. The subscribers, who have each taken 
one share, are:—H. G. Hibbert, journalist, 5, South-square, Gray’s- 
inn ; J. McRobert, printer, 79, Effra-road, Brixton ; W. H. Glencross, 
advertising agent, Virginia House, Walthamstow ; W. A. Doman, 
reporter, 202, Harrow-road ; E. R. Bright, C.E., 4, Adelaide-street, 
Strand; S. E. Smith, 57, Philbeach-gardens, Earl’s-court; E. 
Liebert, clerk, 36, Throgmorton-street. Registered without special 

articles. 

Congleton Billposting and Advertising Company, 

Limited.—Registered on the 13th ult., with a capital of £500, in £1 
shares, to take over the business carried on at Congleton, Cheshire, by 
the Congleton and District Billposting and Advertising Company. 
Registered office, 11, Market-place, Congleton. 
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©Bifuarp. 

COMYNS.—The death is announced, at the age of 41, of Mr. Alexan¬ 
der Comyns, for some years the editor of Poultry. He was a great lover 
and breeder of poultry. At the close of his connection with Poultry, 
he became the proprietor and editor of the Feathered World. 

Rayner.—Mr. Henry Glover Rayner, editor of the Southampton 
Observer, died on January 20, aged 59. 

Shinner.—Mr. William Carter Shinner, for nearly thirty years 
overseer of the composing department of Messrs. Cassell & Company, 
Limited, died on January 9, aged 58. 

Tappenden.—Mr. E. Tappenden, a director of the firm of Water- 
low Brothers & Layton, Limited, died on January 5, aged 57. Prior 
to the conversion of the business into a limited liability undertaking, 
Mr. Tappenden was the departmental manager of the firm’s Upper 
Thames-street premises. 

-^ ^- 

The figure following each entry denotes the day on •which the application 

was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—January, 1891. 

55.—C. M. Clinton and J. McNamara.. Improvements in type-writing 
machines. I. 

96.—E. Bardot. Improvements in printing telegraphic apparatus. 2. 
130.-—E. P. Sherwood. Improvements in type-writers applicable to 

type-setting. 3. 
240.—H. Pound. Improvements in or relating to type-writing 

machines. 6. 
243.—J. II. Ashcroft, trading as the Manchester Printing Ink Com¬ 

pany. Improvements in and receptacles for containing printers’ 
ink. 6. 

246.-—W. Scott. Improvements in feeding and cutting paper for 
printing presses. 6. 

293.—Edward de Lnnoy Little, The Mount, Northallerton. Improve¬ 
ments in or appertaining to writing or deciphering cryptographic 
correspondence on type-writers. 7. 

567.—C. H. Dirks, 29, Packington-street, Islington, London. Im¬ 
provements in type-composing sticks. 12. 

582.—F. Wicks. Improvements in matrices for type-founding, and 
apparatus for their construction. 12. 

615.—II. J. Allison. A communication from the Trans-Atlantic , 
Machine Company of United States. Improvements in type¬ 
writing machines. 13. 

C72.—W. P. Thompson. A communication from V. Landsberg and 
P. Kohle, of Germany. Improvements in matrix-making 
machines. 13. 

754.—G. Clark, 14, Arlingford-road, Brixton, London. An im¬ 
proved apparatus for printing stepped indexes. 15. 

775.—L. II. Richards. Improvements in or applicable to type¬ 
writing machines. 15. 

79S.—W. Mottershall and W. H. Macey. Improvements in type¬ 
writing machines. 15. 

817.—Edward de Lanoy Little. Improvements in apparatus for 
writing or reading messages in cipher. 16. 

826.-—R. Brown and G. Mackay. Improvements in paper-making 
machines for making the surface of the paper equal on both sides. 
16. 

913.—J. Winterton. Improvements in platen printing machines. 19. 
932.—G. T. Hough. An improved type-writer. 19. 
960.—W. P. Thompson. A communication from J. H. Green, of 

United States. Improvements in music-writing attachments for 
type-writers. 20. 

984.—R. Theiler and G. R. B. Elphinstone. Improvements in 
telegraphic transmitting apparatus. 20. 

998.-—C. Iloddle. A new and improved metal photographic printing 
frame. 20. 

1,167.—G. Royle. A new or improved apparatus for printing or 
copying music. 22. 

1,467.—W. H. Dawson, A. P. Dawson, and J. Stott. For Improve¬ 
ments in the inking apparatus of letterpress and lithographic 
printing machines. 27. 

1,483.—F. Mitzner. For improvements in apparatus for printing 
with gold leaf, or the like. 27. 

1,496. —C. E. Duryea and F. W. Barker. An improved type-setting 
machine. 27. 

i,510-—J- S. Chartres. Improvements in type-writers. 27. 
1,541.—J. F. C. James. Improvements in newspaper racks for 

reading-rooms. 28. 

i,559-—E. Mather. Black or coloured ground printing. 28. 
L771-—J- L. Young. Improvements in autographic and type-writer 

stencil printing presses. 31. 
1,830.—W. W. Horn. A communication from D. D. Harr and J. L. 

Harr, of United States. Improvements in type-writing ma¬ 
chines. 31. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1889. s. d. 

20,633.—-Raton. Lithographic, &c., printing machinery . o 6 

1890. 

585.—Meredith. Type-writing machines. o 8 
1,374.—Kelley. Printing machines. o 8 
1,521.—Tickle. Stereo mounts . o 8 
1,635.—Michaud. Rotary printing, &c., machine. 1 1 
1,722.—Terr & Forknall. Letterpress printing machines ... o 8 
5,126. — Cox & Gordon. Type-writers . 1 1 

11,169.—Dade. Printing surfaces. o 4 
11,439.—Kletzker. Matrix-making machine . 1 1 
13,009.—Odell. Printing telegraphs . 1 1 
13,427.—Odell. Type-setting machines . . .. o 8 
14,582.—Thompson. Letterpress printing . 3 6 
15,244.—Conkle & McCulloch. Type-writing machines . o 8 
15,752. — Redfern. Printing machinery. o 8 
16,193.—Boult. Cheque perforators. o n 
16,742.—Gordon. Lithographic stippling. o 4 
17,591-—Allison. Burnishing cards, &c. o 8 
18,646.—Thompson. Printing Posters, Placards, &c. o 6 

Notice.— The present volume op //^Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapher will probably be finished 'with the March (1891) 

number, by which time it is expected the arrangements for the 

Netv Series \will be completed. The Title-page and Index will be 

issued on completion of the volume. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 

Autotype Company, Collotype, &c., 

Armitage & Ibbetson, Almanacks vi 
Abraham, A. J., Chromo Artist.... ii 
Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 
graphists. ii 

Balls, \V. & J., Bookbinders. vi 
Bowers Bros., Printing . ii 
Central Agency, Partnerships, &c. ii 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths. ii 
Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . i 
Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines i 
Davies, Henry G., Electrotypers.. v 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco Engravers, &c.,. v 
Elliott, John, Son & Co., Printing 

Machines . vi 
Elvidge, C., Litho Pens. ii 
Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers ii 
Greaves, T., Litho Stones . ii 
Hofer, W., Bronze Powder. ii 
Jacobs Bros., Rags, &c. ii 
Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks. vi 

Kampe &Co., Engineers. i 
Kern, G. F., Litho Artist. ii 
Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist. ii 
Litho-plate Co. iv 
Mason H., Accurate Leads. i 
Miscellaneous . v 
Morgan, A. H., Chromo Artist .... ii 
Redfern, C. F. & Co., Patent Agents ii 
Silverlock, H., Electrotyper. ii 
Slater & Palmer, Printing Inks., iv 
Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers iv 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers ii 
Winstone, B., & Sons, Inks, &c. ii 
Wittmann, A., Litho Stones. vi 

WRAPPER. 
Cleathero & Nichols, Automatic 

Feeding Apparatus. 2 
Hoke Engraving Plate Co. 3 
Manoer Bros., Printing Inks. 1 
Silverlock, W. B. & Co.. Bronzing 

Machines. 3 
Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 

Printing Ink Makers . 4 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

The charges fot Advertisements will be furnished on application to the 
Publisher. 

The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through any 
Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent direct from the office, 7J, 
Ludgate Hilly post free for one year for 4s, Postal orders to be made payable 
to Henry G. Davies. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 
is. 6d.y or is. 9d., by post. The Index and Title-page were issued with the 
January Number. 

We have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer for 
1887 and 1888 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers only we will supply these 
at 4-r. each, post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr G. 
Hedeler, Grimmaischer Steinweg, 3, Leipzig ; M. Bernard Heilbronner, 
38, R ue de Chabrolt Paris. 
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Copies of t§t (rttonffl. 

E are sorry to find that many of the 

firms who should, we think, have 

been the foremost to support our 

efforts to improve this paper, have 

treated all our communications 

with indifference. We are greatly 

cheered by the support and warm 

approval of many others, but we 

think we ought to have the help 

of all. Many who will read these 

lines will, we trust, be moved to 

consider our claims, and will send 

in their application for shares immediately. We are sorry to 

disappoint those of our friends who have subscribed for shares, 

but we shall not be able to commence the new issue next 

month as anticipated. Arrangements will be pushed on at 

once, and we hope to announce our plans definitely next 

month. 
4* 

We would remind those of our subscribers who have not yet 

remitted their subscriptions for the current year that we ask 

for payment of the very small sum in advance, and if we have 

to write and apply several times, it not only consumes time, 

but involves expense. In some cases we have continued 

sending the paper in the expectation of receiving a remittance, 

and then when application has been made, we have been 

informed that the paper is not wanted. This we consider 

unfair, not to use a more severe term, and we must impress 

upon our subscribers the necessity of countermanding their 

subscriptions if they wish to discontinue, or of paying in a 

proper manner for goods delivered. 

♦ ♦ 4* 

It is with extreme satisfaction that we have to record an 

amicable settlement of the demand for an increase of wages 

by t]re London Society of Compositors. We cannot say we 

doubted the result would be satisfactory, but it is far better to 

prophesy after you know. The way in which the question has 

been dealt with, both by masters and men, reflects the greatest 

credit upon all concerned, and sets an example it would be 

well for other trades to follow. The conference opened at 

Stationers’ Hall on Monday, January 26, and terminated on 

Thursday, February 12, having sat more or less daily. When 

it is borne in mind that the London scale had not been revised 

since 1810, it will be readily understood what a difficult and 

delicate task had to be accomplished. Briefly summarised the 

following is the result of the negotiations :—An advance ranging 

from Jd. to i|d. upon certain classes of book-work ; a further 

advance of id. per 1,000 on all descriptions of solid book-work ; 

sundry increases in the prices per sheet; abolition of the 

liability to clear away (equivalent in some houses to a further 

increase in the price per 1,000) ; the right of piece companion¬ 

ships to appoint their own clickers ; an advance of id. per 1,000 

on the worst description of Parliamentary work ; are-modelling 

of the weekly news scale in the interest of the piece hands ; 

an advance in the rates for overtime—book and news—the 

minimum price being is. per hour ; abolition of six hours at 

present worked by news compositors without extra ; an advance 

In the charges for Sunday work ; an advance of 2s. per week 

on the establishment rates—book and news. 

+ + 

At a special general meeting of the Printing and Allied 

Trades Association, held on Tuesday, 24th ult., at Stationers’ 

Hall, Mr. W. C. Knight Clowes presiding, the following report 

of the Special Committee appointed at the general meeting of 

December 8 last, to negotiate and settle with the compositors, 

was submitted“ The first meeting of your committee was 

held on the day following their election, when it was decided 

that in order to ascertain the opinion of the trade on the points 

raised in the compositors’ memorial, and on the revision of the 

scale generally, books should be distributed to the members of 

the association containing the old and the new scale as pre¬ 

pared by the compositors, together with a blank column for 

the remarks of your members. So soon as those desiring to 

make suggestions had sent in their books a sub-committee 
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appointed for the purpose collated the suggestions and drew 
up a report for the consideration of your committee. 

4» ♦ 4» 

“ That report was discussed clause by clause, and on 
January 15 the proposals of your Committee as to the revision of 
the scale, and their answer to the compositors’ memorial were 
forwarded to the Secretary of the London Society of Composi¬ 
tors. Your chairman, vice-chairman, and secretary having 
previously had interviews with the chairman and secretary of 
the London Society of Compositors to settle the preliminaries 
of a conference, the first meeting of the conference was held 
on January 26. Your chairman was elected chairman, and the 
chairman of the London Society of Compositors, vice-chairman. 
The compositors, while looking well to the interest of their con¬ 
stituents by contesting every inch of the ground, evinced a fair 
and reasonable spirit throughout, and as you will have seen on 
perusing the new scale, made several important concessions of 
principle. Your committee from the first informed the com¬ 
positors that a rise to 40s. establishment wages could not be 
entertained. 

4* 4* 4* 

“After the first meeting, the conference adjourned for about 
a week, so that each party might haye an opportunity of re¬ 
considering the points of difference still existing. During this 
interval a letter was received from the Secretary, London 
Society of Compositors, asking for a general rise of one 
halfpennyper 1,000, in consideration of the concessions granted. 
The conference met again on the 9th inst., when it was found 
that many points of agreement had already been arrived at. 
The meeting of the 10th added yet more to that list, and on 
the 12th the most important points were finally settled, after 
mutual concession ; and it was agreed that, instead of a half¬ 
penny per 1,000 all round, as proposed by the compositors, the 
rise should only be on solid matter—leaded matter remaining 
as now. It was also agreed that the conference should meet 
again on the iSth inst., for the purpose of signing printed 
copies of the revised scale. 

4* 4* 4* 

“ The decision of the London Society of Compositors to 
strengthen their hands by balloting their members took your 
committee entirely by surprise, as their secretary had most 
distinctly stated in writing that the compositors at the confer¬ 
ence had plenary powers to come to a final settlement, and your 
committee informed the compositors that they could not in 
any way recognise an appeal to the trade, and that whatever 
the result of such appeal might be, your committee would hold 
the compositors to the agreement come to at the last meeting 
of the conference, and would expect them to be at Stationers’ 
Hall on the iSth inst., as already agreed, to sign the new scale. 
The result, however, of the ballot was so strongly in support 
of the decision arrived at by the conference that it will without 
doubt make the agreement more binding and permanent. 

4* 4* 4* 

“ The last meeting of the conference was held on the 18th 
inst., when two copies of the new scale were signed by all the 
members, and the proceedings were closed by those represent¬ 
ing the employers entertaining at luncheon those representing 
the compositors. It may interest you to know that your com¬ 
mittee, either in its entirety or in sub-committees, had thirty- 
four meetings and sat ninety-one hours. Your committee desire 
to express their thanks to your secretary for the Zealand energy 
he has shewn on behalf of the interests of your Association 
throughout these proceedings, and also thinks that a vote of 
thanks ought to be passed by this meeting to the Stationers’ 
Company for so kindly allowing the conference and this meet¬ 
ing to be held in their Hall, the most appropriate and convenient 
building in London. Copies of the scale being' already in your 
hands, you are yourselves able to judge of the results of your 
committee’s labours, and it therefore only remains for them, 
while expressing a hope that their action meets with your 
approval, and will result in a great benefit to the printing trade 
of London, to terminate their functions.” 

4* 4* 4* 

The American Copyright Bill has been passed, including the 
so-called Chromo Amendment. This amendment provides 
that in the case of a book, map, chart, dramatic or musical 

composition, engraving, cut, print, photograph, or chromo¬ 
lithograph, the two copies of the same required to be de¬ 
livered or deposited shall be printed from type set within the 
limits of the United States, or from plates made therefrom, or 
from engravings, cuts, negatives, or drawings on stone made 
within the limits of the United States, or from transfers made 
therefrom. During the existence of such copyright, the im¬ 
portation into the United States of any book, map, chart, 
dramatic or musical composition, engraving, cut, print, photo¬ 
graph, or chromo-lithograph, so copyrighted, or of any 
edition or editions thereof, or of any plates of the same not 
made from type set, or engravings, or drawings on stone made 
within the limits of the United States, shall-be and are hereby 
prohibited, except in the cases specified in Section 2,505 of the 
revised Statutes, and except in the case of persons purchasing 
for their own use and not for sale, and who import not more 
than two copies of such book, map, chart, dramatic or musical 
composition, engraving, cut, print, photograph,, chromo, or 
lithograph, at any one time, in each of which cases the written 
consent of the proprietor of its copyright must be signed, in the 
presence of two witnesses, to be furnished with each 
importation. 

4* 4* 4* 

Ground has been secured in Bride-lane from the Ecclesias¬ 
tical Commissioners, on which it is intended to erect a 
technical institute. Plans are being prepared for providing 
reading rooms, lecture rooms, library, and a printing school, 
to be devoted especially to productions in colour and other 
higher branches of the art. A large swimming bath and washing 
baths will also be provided. It is intended to have a high-level 
entrance from the bottom of Bell’s-buildings, Salisbury-square, 
and to adapt the present old school, in Bride-lane, for an 
institute for working women and girls. 

4* 4- 4. 

The Winder Economic Composer is a wonderfully simple 
affair, and may possibly stand a chance of being condemned 
by reason of that very simplicity. A perusal of its chief 
features and of the data given in the pamphlet issued by the 
company would appear to establish the argument of the com¬ 
pany, “ That the increased speed of composing by machinery 
is not always an index of decreased cost.” If the interest and 
depreciation and all other charges attendant on expensive and 
complicated machinery are taken into account there must be a 
considerable weekly charge created. Printers are bound to 
closely examine the statements made by the company, and it 
might be well for them to take concerted action for the appoint¬ 
ment of some of their number to consider this subject in its 
entirety. If this were done the Winder system will, we think, 
stand well in the list. The consideration ought to be a per¬ 
fectly open one of all the merits and demerits of the machines, 
untrammeled by any restrictions on the part of inventors or 
manufacturers. 

4* 4* 4> 

Publishers and booksellers assembled around the dinner- 
table lately told of the happy fortune, judged by financial 
accounts, of modern authors compared with the meagre fare 
of classic predecessors. The other side of the picture is pre¬ 
sented by the annual meeting of the Royal Literary Fund just 
held under the presidency of the Earl of Derby. During the 
year forty-six ladies and gentlemen—fifteen of the former, 
thirty-one of the latter—who depend upon literature fora liveli¬ 
hood found the struggle too hard to bear unaided, and availed 
themselves of the help which the fund affords, the sums dis¬ 
pensed amounting to £2,455, or an average of about £53 per 
assisted author. The permanent investments now amount to 
,£12,218, a substantial increase being due to the two successful 
anniversary festivals of last year and 1S89, under the presi¬ 
dency respectively of the Prince of Wales and Lord Rothschild. 
Subscribers to the fund have the satisfaction of knowing that 
its beneficent design has enabled a considerable number of 
authors to continue the pursuit of literature on something more 
substantial than “ a little oatmeal.” 

4» 4* 4* 

The Board of Trade returns for February are again some¬ 
what unsatisfactory, but not quite so bad as those for January. 
Export of books shows an increase of 154 cwt. in quantity and 
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,£4,880 in value for the month, and 1,084 cwt. and £(4,500 for 
the two months. Export of stationery is less by £900 for the 
month and £7,300 for the two months. Export of paper is 
less by 9,100 cwt. in quantity and ,£13,850 in value for the 
month ; the decrease for the two months being 20,940 cwt. in 
quantity and .£35,880 in value. Import of foreign paper is also 
less by 20,000 cwt. in quantity and ,£4,100 in value ; the 
decrease so far this year being 95,500 in quantity and ,£38,500 
in value. 

Extort of Printed Books. 

cwt. ;£• 
Feb. ... 10,359 ... .. 86,693 

5 5 . ... 10,205 .... 81,814 

Jan. and Feb. 

... 9,844 .... .. 82,797 

... 21,285 •• • .. I77>645 

55 ... •• U3T5I 
5 5 . • • 173,971 

Extort of Stationery (other than Paper). 

Feb. ... 1891 . 
;£• 

. 67,254 

5 5 .« ... 1890 . 

5 5 . 
Jan. and Feb. ... ... 1891 . . 135,820 

5 5 ... 1890 . . 143,123 
55 ... 1889 . . I35U40 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the two months in each of the three years :— 

1891. 1890. 1889. 

£■ ;£• £. 
Germany . . 13,225 ... 12,141 ... 11,949 
France . . 5,o83 ... 4,589 ••• 4,748 
United States.. ... 10,827 ... 9,775 
British East Indies ... 18,718 ... 17,811 
Australasia. ... 30,068 ... 3b72i 
British North America... 2,759 ... 2,635 - 3,438 
Other countries. . 63,988 ... 56,262 ... 48,786 

Export of Paper (all Kinds), 

cwt. ;£• 
Feb.. 1891 . 70,9U . 125,626 

55 . 1890 . 80,017 . 139,474 

55 . 
Jan. and Feb. 

1889 . 78,214 . 138,176 
1891 . 139,359 . 243,618 

5 5 . 1890 . 160,299 . 279,497 

5 5 . 1889 . U3,S59 . 303,843 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. 
Feb. ... 1891 ... ••• 157,784 ... ... 147,415 

55 ... .. 1890 .,. • •• U7,697 ... ... 151,518 

55 . ... 1889 ... ... 140,334 ... ... 126,351 
Jan. and Feb. ... ... 1S91 ... ... 265,59s ... ... 264,251 

5 5 • • • ... 361,042 ... ... 302,795 

5 5 ... 1889 ... ... 287,283 ... ... 258,160 

>( <$• 8«J3 

Ckromo Almanacks. 

MESSRS. ARMITAGE & IBBETSON, of Bradford, have 
issued a very choice collection of almanacks for the 

next season. In design, lithography, and printing, it would 
be difficult to find any productions to excel them. It is im¬ 
possible to mention all the subjects, but we may specially refer 
to “ The Lover’s Farewell,’’ a pretty rural scene of a girl by a 
river looking after her lover departing in a boat ; “Free Edu¬ 
cation,” a boy teaching his dogs some tricks ; “ Marie Roze,” 
a fine portrait in gipsy costume ; “ Violet,” a pretty female 
head ; “ Merry Moments,’’ ditto ; “ O11 the Aire, Yorkshire,’’ a 
fine landscape. These are all good, and certain to meet with 
a large demand. Some of the smaller calendars are equally good, 
and among them we may specially mention an eastern scene 
and a rose subject. We are extremely pleased to see such fine 
specimens of English work, and we trust this enterprising firm 
will still go on in the path of progress, along which they have 
already taken so many steps. 

A Christchurch firm recently received by mail from a customer 

the half of a £1 note, with an accompanying memorandum slating 

that for safety he would “ remit the balance in stamps ! ” 

AGAIN the Christmas season has come round, and gone by, 
in our southern seas, and we in New Zealand have had 

a good time, for the strike is past, and the future seems bright 
with the promise that strikes will be no more, but that arbitra¬ 
tion will take their place. Politicians speak of establishing a 
permanent Court of Conciliation with District Boards of Arbi¬ 
tration. 

Since I last had the pleasure of giving the readers of The 

Printing Times and Lithographer Christmas greetings, 
many things have happened, and spite of the great strikes 
recorded I think I can safely say that we as workers have 
advanced, and the future appears ripe with promises of fulfil¬ 
ment of cherished reforms which will still further advance the 
worker. 

Since my last letter to you, the general elections have taken 
place, and to the astonishment of all, they have everywhere 
resulted in a great victory for Trades Unions, for no fewer than 
twenty labour candidates have been returned out of a total of 
seventy members for our House of Representatives, and many 
of these are genuine workers, including a printer, baker, boot¬ 
maker, tailor, ironworker, carpenter, and lamplighter, some of 
whom I personally know to be sound Unionists. Mr. George 
Fisher, a printer, was returned top of the poll again for Wel¬ 
lington, whilst the top man in Christchurch (where the whole 
labour ticket was returned) was Mr. W. P. Reeves, editor, son 
of the proprietor of the Lyttelton Times; and Dunedin placed 
Mr. D. Pinkerton, President of the Trades Council, top of the 
poll. Another newspaper man returned was Mr. A. W. Hogg 
for Masterton ; also Major Steward for Wainate, and the 
leader of the late Opposition, Mr. John Ballance, Wanga?iui 
Herald. Mr. W. Hutchison, a new member for Dunedin 
(which city also returned a complete labour ticket), is the pro¬ 
prietor of a printing office in that city. 

The Knights of Labour, in my opinion, have prevented the 
workers gaining more victories than they did, as the candidates 
they chose were not acceptable to the majority, which resulted 
in a split. All the single-tax candidates put forward by the 
Order were at the bottom of the polls. 

Some of the compositors of the New Zealand Times were 
goinghome after the “cut,” a few weeks ago, when they dis¬ 
covered a couple of burglars in a drapery shop. A policeman, 
for a wonder (!) happened to be handy, and after a big struggle 
between one of the comps., the policeman, and the burglars, 
the latter were captured, and at the Supreme Court one got 
twelve months, and the other five years. The other day the 
draper gave each of the comps. (“ brave comps.,’’ the papers 
say) a Christmas gift. 

The Wellington Evening Post and New Zealand Times 
Chapels played a cricket match on Christmas Day, the latter 
winning by 10 runs, the score being 94 to 84 runs. Messrs. 
Mills (26) and France (17) were best scorers for the Times, and 
F. Hankins (11) and Londsdale (13) for the Post. A large 
crowd witnessed the match. 

The Evening Post of December 22 says, “All that was 
mortal of the late Mr. Samuel Duncan Parnell, whose name 
will be for ever revered by the wage-earners of the Southern 
Hemisphere for its connection with the eight hours movement, 
was laid to rest in the Sydney-street Cemetery on Saturday 
afternoon. 

“ The funeral, which left the late residence^of the deceased in 
Cambridge-terrace soon after half-past three o’clock, was 
attended by between twelve and fifteen hundred persons, repre¬ 
senting all classes of the community, including the Mayor, 
Messrs. Fisher, Duthie, and Macdonald, M. H. R.’s and mem¬ 
bers of the City Council. The coffin, upon which several very 
beautiful wreaths were laid, was carried all the way to the 
cemetery by members of the Carpenters’ Union, and as the 
cortege passed along the thoroughfares of the city, most 
of the places of business closed their shutters as a mark of 
respect. The Garrison Band, assisted by several members of 
the,City Band, played the “Dead March.” At the grave 
there was no regular burial service, but an eloquent panegyric 
was delivered by Mr. J. C. Harris. Mr. Parnell was a Socialist. 
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The Executive Council of the N. Z. Typographical Association' 
was represented by Messrs. Joslin ^(treasurer) and Mills 
(secretary.) ’’ 

Mr. W. P. Fisher, who has been so long and creditably con¬ 
nected with the Executive Council of the New Zealand Typo¬ 
graphical Association resigned his position owing to the 
manner in which the Wellington printers withdrew their 
support towards the late strike. Mr. Fisher, being president 
of the Maritime Council, expected the printers of the Colony 
to stand by him to the last, and upon being rather harshly 
criticised by the Wellington typos, he retired from all con¬ 
nection with the trade which he has done so much towards 
building up to the position it now holds in New Zealand. The 
loss of such a man is deeply deplored by those of the craft 
who know his record for the past fifteen years, and the Otago 
branch, at a general meeting, passed a resolution expressing 
regret at the step taken, but acknowledging that he could take 
no other under the circumstances. There is not the slightest 
doubt that the “ opening ” of the Otago Daily Times and 
Witness is largely due to Mr. Fisher, and likewise some credit 
for the terms upon which the New Zealand Tunes was opened. 
Mr. Fisher also received an acknowledgment of regret from 
the Hawke’s Bay branch. He has resigned all the positions 
formerly occupied by him in unionism, and is now exclusively 
devoted to the secretaryship of the Trades Council. 

Upon the branches being requested to send in nominations 
for the vacant secretaryship, Mr. H. C. Jones was nominated 
by the Wellington branch, and Mr. T. L. Mills by the Hawke's 
Bay and Otago branches. Before the ballot papers were issued 
Mr. Jones retired from the contest, and the Executive Council 
declared Mr. Mills elected. 

A branch of the New Zealand Typographical Association 
has just been formed for the West Coast of the South Island, 
the centre being Greymouth ; Mr. Sutherland the secretary. 
Wanganui, half a day’s journey by rail from Wellington, is also 
seeking affiliation to the above body. 

At the last meeting of the Executive Council, the secretary 
was instructed to enter into correspondence with the secretaries 
of the Typographical Associations of England and America, 
with the view of exchanging ideas concerning the well-being 
of the craft. T. L. Mills. 

Wellington (N.Z.), January 6, 1891. 

-• —s0 <► •- 

The Term of Literary Copyright. 

r J^HE term of copyright in various countries is as follows :— 

The United States, twenty-eight years, with the right of 
extension for fourteen more ; in all, forty-two years. 

Mexico, Guatemala, and Venezuela, in perpetuity. 
Colombia, author’s life and eighty years after. 
Spain, author’s life and eighty years after. 
Belgium, author’s life and fifty years after. 
Ecuador, author’s life and fifty years after. 
Norway, author’s life and fifty years after. 
Peru, author's life and fifty years after. 
Russia, author’s life and fifty years after. 
Tunis, author’s life and fifty years after. 
Italy, author’s life and forty years after; the full term to be 

eighty years in any event. 
France, author's life and thirty years after. 
Germany, author's life and thirty years after. 
Austria, author’s life and thirty years after. 
Switzerland, author’s life and thirty years after. 
Hayti, author's life, widow’s life, children’s lives, and twenty 

years after the dose of the latest period. 
Brazil, author’s life and ten years after. 
Sweden, author’s life and ten years after. 
Roumania, author’s life and ten years after. 
Great Britain, author’s life and seven years after hisjclecease ; 

to be forty-two years in any event. 
Bolivia, full term author's life. 
Denmark and Holland, fifty years. 
Japan, author’s life and five years after. 
South Africa, author’s life ; fifty years in any event. 

The Anglo-Austrian Printing and 

Publishing Union, Limited. 

AN extraordinary general meeting of this company was held 
on the 2nd inst., at Freemasons’ Tavern, Great Oueen- 

street, W.C., under the presidency of Sir Henry Isaacs. 
The Chairman said difficulties had arisen to prevent the 

directors carrying out the plans originally proposed for the 
acquisition of the various businesses mentioned in the pro¬ 
spectus. The applications from the general public amounted 
to about ,£100,000, but in addition to this sum the directors 
were informed that a large number of shares had been under¬ 
written, and that an important banking company in Vienna 
had expressed its willingness to take the company’s debentures. 
The directors went to allotment, therefore, in full confidence 
that there would be ample funds available for the purposes of 
the company. It was, however, represented to them by the 
vendor, that in order to avoid the forfeiture of the various 
contracts in Vienna, considerable cash payments were impera¬ 
tive, and, consequently, the sum of .£75,000, or I2§ per cent., 
was paid to the vendor as a deposit on the purchase price 
of the whole of the businesses referred to in the pro¬ 
spectus, he agreeing to accept the balance in shares. Almost 
immediately after this difficulties with the underwriters arose, 
and, as the company was not in a position to enforce the 
vendor’s contracts whh them, it was unable to insist on their 
taking up the shares. Then the bank referred to changed their 
mind with reference to taking the debentures. The directors 
would then have called the shareholders together but for the 
strong assurance of the vendor that he would yet be able to 
complete the purchase. He was at that time a man of large 
resources, interested in many important undertakings, and the 
directors had every reason to believe that he would be able to 
complete the various contracts. It was only after the severe 
financial crisis which occurred towards the close of last year 
that he indicated any doubt as to carrying the scheme through 
in its entirety. The chairman then referred to the delay which 
arose from the rigid compliance which the Austrian Government 
required before granting the company the right to trade in 
Austria, but said there was no doubt that the union had the 
goodwill of the Austrian Government. It was found necessary, 
in order to observe the strict letter of the Austrian law, to open 
works in London, so as to supply the necessary evidence that 
they were a trading company in England as well as Austria. 
Now, however, everything necessary had been done, and the 
company, as soon as they were ready to formally take over the 
businesses, could have their license to trade. 

The vendor had devoted his chief attention to what was re¬ 
garded as the pivot of the scheme, and had obtained the abso¬ 
lute possession of the large printing business of L. Bergmann 
& Co., and the important daily and evening paper, the Vienna 
Tagblatt, together with the business of Gustaf Feitzinger, 
with the right to the profits thereof from various previous 
dates. Those businesses were carried on by Mr. Fischer, the 
proprietor of Bergmann & Co., as manager, and the directors 
had every reason to believe that those businesses were in a 
flourishing condition, and it was upon the basis of their past 
profits that the interim dividend was declared. Unfortunately, 
however, certain payments were made by the vendor in the 
shape of acceptances, which were not provided for, and as a 
consequence the company was now called upon to provide a 
further payment to cover the amount of such acceptances, 
whilst second mortgage debentures of £(30,000 had also to be 
allotted. That amount—£(40,000—had to be paid in cash. 
The directors believed they could raise £(20,000, and asked the 
shareholders to find the remainder on further preference 
shares, with the distinct understanding that whatever was sub¬ 
scribed should be returned, unless the arrangement referred to 
were carried through. The outcome of subsequent negotia¬ 
tions after several meetings of all parties, was that, notwith¬ 
standing the troubles he had pointed out, the directors were 
able to meet the shareholders with a proposal which he thought 
would give satisfaction to everyone concerned. It was true 
that such proposal would necessitate the provision of £(40,000 
more cash, in addition to the allotment of a certain number 
of shares, but with it the directors would be able to finally 
complete the purchase of the three businesses he had 
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mentioned, and to thereby secure for the shareholders 
profits sufficient to yield a dividend of 15 per cent, upon 
the ordinary shares of the company. Indeed, Mr. Fischer 
was so assured of those results that he had agreed to guarantee 
for the next three years a minimum annual profit of £(15,000. 
If the shareholders would raise £20,000 he believed they would 
be able to complete a workable and sound scheme, and secure 
a very satisfactory result. Of course it was quite possible that, 
having regard to the terms they had been able to secure, the 
additional capital might be obtained elsewhere ; but it was pro¬ 
posed to offer it, in the first instance, to the present members. 
The present allotted capital amounted to about ,£100,000, which 
consisted of £28,000 in debentures, £33,000 in preference, 
and £(39,000 in ordinary shares. To those totals had to 
be added ,£20,000 further debentures (making £(48,000 in all), 
£30,000 second mortgage debentures, and ,£20,000 further pre¬ 
ference, making ,£53,000 preference in all, whilst the ordinary 
shares would remain at ,£39,000. The debentures at 6 per cent, 
would absorb £(4,680, and the preference at 8 per cent, would 
absorb £4,240, and 15 per cent, on the ordinary shares would 
require £(5,850, or a total of £(14,770, against the minimum 
guaranteed profit of £(15,000. A sum of £(11,500 would be 
available for additional working purposes, which would be 
ample for all purposes. They would then have a total capital 
of £(170,000 shares and debentures, at which figure the directors 
would propose to remain for some time to come, leaving over 
the question of the acquisition of further businesses until they 
had thoroughly proved those they had. The Chairman then, 
on behalf of the directors, invited the shareholders to appoint 
a committee of consultation, and he concluded by moving: 
“ That it is desirable for the present to restrict the company’s 
business operations to three only ol the businesses originally 
proposed to be acquired, and that the board be, and it is hereby, 
authorised to raise the required capital by an issue of shares 
and debentures as suggested by the chairman in his address.” 

After considerable discussion, it was eventually resolved to 
appoint a committee of investigation, and the following were 
appointed the committee :—Messrs. Warner, H. S. King, M.P., 
Green, M.P., J. Muller, Moore (Tewkesbury), Stroud, and W. 
H. Smith (Leamington). 

The next meeting was appointed for the 16th inst., when the 
report of the committee would be presented. 

A vote of thanks to the chairman concluded the proceedings. 

The Linotype Co,, Limited, 

MR. JACOB BRIGHT, M.P., presided at the adjourned 
ordinary meeting of the shareholders of the Linotype 

Co., Limited, held on the 27th ult., at 9, Worship-street, E.C. 
He said the vendors had agreed to surrender 450,000 ordinary 
shares, which will be handed over for the benefit of the com¬ 
pany. This made the future more satisfactory. Operations 
had been delayed owing to the introduction of the new machine. 
This machine has been received and could be seen at work by 
the shareholders. The matrix department of the Manchester 
factory had been well engaged, and all the installations had 
been supplied with English-faced type. The Linotype Co. 
had assisted in forming the Economic Printing and Publishing 
Co., which had four Linotype machines, and had ordered eight 
more. They had a growing business, and bid fair to rival other 
companies. The Linotype Co. had received some communica¬ 
tions from very important newspaper offices intimating their 
intention of using Linotype machines, but some preferred waiting 
until the new machine was at work. The Nottingham 
Guardian had a couple of Linotype machines for some time, 
and they had ordered twelve more of those machines. The 
Newcastle Daily Chronicle had begun with two Linotype 
machines, and they had since ordered twenty more. The 
Chairman compared the work of the machine at 6,000 ems per 
hour, against 1,000 ems per hour by hand setting. Mr. Machen 
was doing 9,000 ems an hour, and the new machine, it was 
stated, would save 25 per cent, in time over the old machines. 
The small engine which was necessary to work five of the old 
machines would work twenty of the new ones. This was 
largely accounted for by the absence of the blower. There 
was no hostility to be anticipated on the part of the trade union. 

The Chairman expected the company to have a considerable 
number of orders for these machines, and said that as stated 
on the report at the meeting in August, they were about to 
offer preference shares, as more capital w'as wanted. He said 
every machine they planted paid £Zo a year in royalty, that is 
to say, they got 50 per cent, for the investment. The orders 
obtained since the company started were almost enough to 
realise an income of £(5,000 a year, which is 1 per cent, upon 
the reduced capital of the company ; 300 machines would give 
5 per cent., 1,000 machines 15 percent. In asking for more 
capital it was for the definite object of completing the new 
machine. The Chairman, in conclusion, moved the adoption 
of the report. Mr. Ross, of the Scottish Leader, seconded the 
motion. His newspaper had taken eighteen Linotype machines, 
and he thought the new machine was the embodiment of the 
magnificent genius of its inventor. A lad in their employ, who 
had been (two years at the business, was capable of setting 
10,000 ems per hour. From the eight machines they set up 
forty columns a day, and within the next fortnight, with an 
alteration in two of the machines, they expected to have the 
entire newspaper set by Linotype machines. The motion was 
carried unanimously. 

The Hindoo Printer. 

WHILE Johann Faust, Gutenberg, and Caxton may by 
some bare possibility have dreamed of the marvellous 

growth and improvement of the art preservative as we see it 
at the present day, it is safe to say that not even in their wildest 
flights of imagination did they ever outline such an extra¬ 
ordinary being as a Hindoo printer. When printing was first 
invented and books were produced from the coarse wooden 
blocks, the superstitious multitude suspected that Faust and 
Gutenburg were in league with the evil one, a relic of which 
superstition survives to us in the name which is generally 
applied to the boy in the printing office who has to do the 
arduous work of the £‘ devil.” Had these celebrated fathers of 
the art happened to hire a stray Hindoo as their assistant, the 

opulace would have had no doubt whatever that they were 
and in‘glove with Sa.thanos, and that bronzed Oriental would 

have run a pretty fair chance of being burned at the public 
market-place for practising wicked and unlawful arts. 

Imagine a slightly-built, dark-skinned gentleman standing 
up at the case wearing nothing on earth but a little silk cap, 
turned up slippers, and a dhotee, little better than a breech- 
clout, around his middle, and you have a fair idea of the out¬ 
ward appearance of a Hindoo printer at work, or what he 
pleases to call work. The sweat streams in rills down the 
channels of his back, globes of perspiration stand a moment 
on his forehead, and then break and tumble over his nose and 
thence into the space box. Take a hundred of these Hindoos 
working in one room under such conditions, and you may 
possibly realise what kind of an ancient and fish-like smell 
would overwhelm your nostrils if you happened to enter that 
composing-room. Cologne, before the invention of the scented 
water which bears its name, had—so Coleridge affirms—over 
seventy distinct and well-defined stenches, but I am certain 
that not one of them resembled the unique, the indescribable 
odour which floats around like a cloud in a printing office 
occupied by Hindoos when the thermometer is indicating 
anything between ninety and a hundred degrees in the shade. 
Bad as that stench is, however, it is nothing to what it becomes 
when the time for the noonday meal arrives. The odours of 
dried fish, garlic, asafcetida, and fifty different kinds of curry 
mingle with the original stench and give it a sort of flavour, as 
it were. When the foreman gives the word each man drops his 
stick, squats on his heels on the floor, opens his parcel of 
cooked rice, and then proceeds with his right hand to cram his 
curry, his rice, his chutney, and his dried fish down his throat. 
After this they chatter for half-an-hour—and a fearful babel it 
is until the bheestie arrives with his mussuck full of water. 
A bheestie is a water carrier, and his mussuck is a goat skin, 
sewn up somewhat in the shape of the bellows of a pair of 
Scotch bagpipes. The almost naked Aquarius passes around 
the different frames and pours water into the right hand of 
each man, who laps it up like a dog. Observe the use of the 
right hand only. For certain reasons the left is never used at 
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meals by a Hindoo of good caste. After the water has been 
passed around, work is resumed, but the constant chatter goes 
on all the afternoon and until the paper goes to press, shortly 
after two o'clock in the morning. The foreman, a big, paunchy 
Parsee, named Sorabjee, Rustanjee, Jamsetjee, or some “jee,” 
has a thin, squeaky voice, and makes more noise than anybody 
else, as he keeps yelling out his orders, more to show his 
authority than anything else. To his European superiors he is 
cringing and obsequious ; to his inferiors he is a tyrant first, 
last, and all the time. 

With his long, skinny fingers, and a nervous temperament, 
the Hindoo should be a fast compositor ; and he is so in offices 
where he gets his own language to compose ; but in the large 
European establishments he is exasperatingly slow, simply 
because English manuscript is Greek to him, and he goes on 
setting type like an automaton, knowing nothing whatever 
about the matter on his case, and caring less. The result of 
this state of affairs is, of course, from nine to a dozen different 
proof-readings of the same matter. In any large printing 
office in India proof correcting forms the heaviest item of 
expense. Notwithstanding so many proof-readings, the most 
exasperating blunders creep daily into publication, and when 
an editor receives his morning paper at his bungalow, he opens 
it with trepidation, and only lays it down with a sigh of relief 
when he finds nothing that is absolutely scandalous or objec¬ 
tionable. The blunder of a Hindoo proof corrector once got 
a friend of mine into serious trouble. He was editing the 
Times of India, which is an English newspaper, the policy of 
which is to support the natives against the Government in 
every case of difference between the two. On the occasion of 
the Prince of Wales’s visit to India, Sir Salar Jung, the Nizam’s 
Prime Minister in the territory of Hyderabad, and a remarkably 
able and haughty Mahomedan, expressed his intention to be 
present at the reception of the Prince in Bombay. Here was 
the Times of India's chance. So prominent a native as Sir 
Salar Jung must be lauded to the skies, even to the innermost 
heaven occupied by the Hindoo celestials. Accordingly, my 
friend sat down and penned a gushing pcean in honour of the 
distinguished visitor. He assured the “princely minister” 
an enthusiastic welcome from the million inhabitants of 
Bombay, and made a great many other well-meant but extrava¬ 
gant assurances. Imagine his disgust, his horror, when he 
opened his paper next morning and found that wherever he 
had meant to speak of the “ princely minister,” his proof¬ 
readers or printers had made him speak of the “ princely 
monster.” He at once wrote a letter of explanation and abject 
apology to Sir Salar Jung, but the distinguished Hyderabadian 
was mad, and it was only by the intervention of high Govern¬ 
ment officials that the Times of India was not sued for 
25,000 dols. damages, and the editor seized and thrown into 
gaol for criminal libel. 

I used to keep a scrapbook of some of the extraordinary 
blunders that appeared in print while I was in India. They 
were of a kind which it is beyond the power of any American 
to conceive. The inversions of language, the attempts to use 
English idioms in their proper sense, the prevalent ignorance 
of English social habits, produced the most ludicrous effects, 
and jokes that would make the fortune of any comic paper in 
the world. I have unfortunately lost that scrapbook, but I 
remember the funny attempt of one learned Hindoo to render 
into the vernacular the well-known nursery rhyme about little 
Jack Horner, who sat in the corner, eating his Christmas pie, 
and who put in his thumb, and pulled out a plum, saying, 
O what a good boy am I ! Here is the Baboo’s version. 
I think it is unique :— 

Chota Jack Horner bita mi corner, 
Khaty ko Christmas pie. 

Ooska ungli me dalla, ek kismee nekalla, 
Aur bolta, Bohut atch a chokra hum hi ! 

The Hindoo printer is a constant source of dread to the 
conscientious editor, but, as he could not possibly be supplanted 
by white labour, he must be regarded as a necessary evil.— 
II. McPherson in “ Inland Printer.” 

Mr. Jacobi, of the Chiswick Press, and author of several technical 
works on printing, has been appointed Examiner in Typography to 
the City and Guilds of London Institute. 

Method of Producing Coloured 

Impressions. 

A PROCESS has been devised for producing coloured 
impressions by photography to do away with the in¬ 

accuracies which now occur in the lithographic process. 
It consists of photographing the picture to be printed and 

developing the negatives to different intensities, according to 
the strength of the colour to be employed in the printing, and 
transferring such coloured impressions upon the stone or zinc 
plate by the usual method of points. 

These negatives of different intensities, which are to form 
the basis for the colour plates, are so developed that they can 
be adapted to a stronger or fainter colour, as the case demands. 
From the negatives as many photographs on glass are taken 
as there are colour plates required for the picture. These 
photographs are called “ diapositives,’’ as they appear positive 
on the oppositive side of the glass negative. These diapositives 
are retouched by means of a brush or pencil corresponding to 
the single colours employed in the reproduction of the picture, 
and corresponding to the plates made by hand by the litho¬ 
graphers. The next step is to transfer these plates to the 
stones or zinc plates ; but as they are negatives—that is, what 
is white in the picture would appear black on the stones—a 
direct transfer cannot be performed. To avoid this difficulty 
the diapositive colour plates are re-photographed, and thus 
negatives are produced which can be transferred upon the 
stone or zinc plates by any of the usual modes of transferring 
such negatives, as by means of points, which consists in placing 
between the negative and the stone or zinc plate, which is 
covered with a sensitive coating of chrome, a thin membrane 
of gelatine uniformly perforated with points and lines, and 
exposing the same to the light, whereupon the picture on the 
negative appears in dots or lines upon the stone (photo¬ 
lithograph) or upon the zinc plate (autotype) and is ready to be 
etched. The etched stone or zinc plate is supplied with colour 
by means of a roller, such colour being rolled in, and is now 
ready for printing. By printing the different colours upon 
each other the reproduction of the picture in its natural colours 
is produced. 

The advantages of this method are to multiply the produc¬ 
tion of pictures by the process of lithography or book printing 
without employing a lithographer, thus eliminating any possible 
error and producing an exact representation by photography. 
Further, this method can be employed either in lithography or 
by the aid of zinc plates.—-American Stationer. 

Prevention of the Expansion of Paper. 

WHEN using paper, in chromo-lithography, for instance, 
or in any of the photo-mechanical processes, a great 

disadvantage is found in its expansion when wetted. The 
imperative necessity for accurate register in the special process 
mentioned, where a number of printings in colour are made 
from damp stones, causes much anxiety on the part of the 
workman. 

The British fournal of Photog?'aphy states two methods by 
which the expansion of paper is prevented, one of which is in 
use at L’Institute Cartographique Militaire, where the Belgian 
military maps are produced. It may first be explained that 
the process there employed is one of photogravure. A carbon 
print is developed on a copper plate, and after drying, the 
gelatine surface is rendered conductive of electricity, and an 
electrotype made from it, which forms the printing plate. It 
is very manifest that if the carbon tissue were wetted in the 
ordinary manner, both the paper and its gelatinous coating 
would become expanded considerably by the time it was in the 
right condition to squeegee down upon the metal plate. The 
method adopted to avoid this is very ingenious. The dry 
tissue is laid on the copper plate, and upon the back of this is 
placed some four or five sheets of dry blotting paper, and over 
these several sheets of wet paper. The whole is then quickly 
put into a powerful hydraulic press, and subjected to very 
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heavy pressure for an hour or two. The image is afterwards 
developed in the usual way. The rationale of the method is 
this : When the pressure is applied, the water from the wet 
paper is forced through the dry and then wets the tissue ; but 
by the time this occurs the pressure upon it is so great that 
■expansion is effectually prevented. Hence, when the image is 
developed, which is done in the ordinary manner, it is the 
exact size it is in the negative. 

The English maps are produced by photo-zincography, in 
which process an image in fatty ink has to be obtained on 
paper, and then transferred to the zinc plate, and this has to be 
•done with the paper in a moist condition. It may be useful to 
■experimentalists in photo-lithography and analogous processes 
where paper transfers are necessary, and the work has to be 
done to exact scale, to explain how the trouble of the disten¬ 
sion of the paper is met at the Ordnance Office, Southampton, 
where the maps are produced. 

The transfers are made as follows :—Paper is coated with 
•gelatine containing bichromate of potash and dried. It is 
then exposed under the negative and afterwards coated with 
transfer ink. The image is now developed in hot water and 
the paper dried. It has then to be damped to transfer the 
Image to the zinc plate, when, of course, it will expand again. 
Here is how this is compensated for. In the first instance, the 
negative is made to a slightly smaller scale than the finished map 
Is to be, the reduction being less than would be made up by the 
maximum expansion of the paper. The dry transfer is placed 
in a damping-book and is carefully gauged from time to time, 
and, as soon as it has expanded to the desired proportions, it is 
immediately laid down on the zinc plate and passed through 
the press. Hence, the fatty image is transferred to the metal 
before the paper has reached the fullest distension of which it 
is capable. By this means the greatest possible accuracy is 
secured, which would not always be the case if the negative 
were made so much smaller than the finished map that the full 
expansion of the paper had to be relied upon, and this is by no 
means uniform, even in sheets from the same batch. 

Newspaper Statistics. 

FROM the Newspaper Press Directory for 1891 we ascer¬ 
tain that there are now published in the United Kingdom 

2,234 newspapers, distributed as follows :—■ 
England— 

London ... 470 
Provinces...... 1,293—1,763 

Wales ..    90 
Scotland ..    201 
Ireland................................................ 157 
Isles ..,.     23 

Of these there are— 
142 Daily Papers published in England 

6 Ditto Wales 
19 Ditto Scotland 
15 Ditto Ireland 

1 Ditto British Isles 

On reference to the first edition of this useful Directory for the 
year J 846 we find the following interesting facts—viz., that in 
that year there were published in the United Kingdom 551 
journals; of these 14 were issued daily—viz., 12 in England 
and 2 in Ireland ; but in 1891 there are now established and 
■circulated 2,234 papers, of which no less than 183 are issued 
daily, showing that the Press of the country has more than 
quadrupled during the last forty-five years. The increase in 
•daily papers has been still more remarkable ; the daily issues 
standing 183 against 14 in 1846. The magazines now in course 
of publication, including the quarterly reviews, number 1,778, 
of which more than 448 are of a decidedly religious character, 
representing the Church of England, Wesleyans, Methodists, 
Baptists, Independents, Roman Catholics, and other Christian 
communities. 

Next Year’s Census.—The books required for the census business 
have been manufactured by Messrs. McCorquodale & Co., Limited, 
•enumerators’ books being the largest item, numbering 43,000. Messrs. 
Waterlow & Sons, Limited, have contracted for the incidental office 
requirements in the way of printed forms. 

(Re$uS5e. 

Newspaper Press Directory, 1891. (London : C. Mitchell & 
Co.)—This is the forty-sixth annual issue of perhaps the best 
and handiest of all the numerous Press directories issued. Its 
information is full and complete, and in arrangement, style of 
production, and general usefulness for the purposes for which 
it is intended, it leaves nothing to be desired. Among the 
special features in this year’s issue are “Notes of recent cases 
as to the law relating to the Press,” and “ Digest of Statutes 
Relating to the Newspaper Press both by W. F. Finlason, 
Esq., barrister. Mr. Wellsman’s article on “ Fleet-street, 
1846-1890,’’ is reprinted, together with lists of papers published 
in Fleet-street in 1846 and those published in 1890. In a 
supplement to the directory are given valuable articles on 
“ The Trade of Australasia,’’ “ The Newspaper Press of Austra¬ 
lasia,” •' Cape Colony Trade,’’ “The Newspaper Press of South 
Africa,” “Notes.on the Trade Returns of India,’’ “The News¬ 
paper Press of India,’’ and “ Directories of the Leading Papers 
of the United States and Canada, and of General Foreign and 
Colonial Papers.’’ In view of the constantly growing impor¬ 
tance of foreign and colonial markets, the information here 
provided will prove most valuable to manufacturers and others 
desiring to extend their trade. As usual, the directory is 
furnished with a useful newspaper map of Great Britain. 

Bacon's Cycling Road-Map of England and Wales. (London: 
G. W. Bacon & Co., Limited.)—Now that wheelmen are every¬ 
where in evidence, and appear to be growing more numerous 
year by year, it is most important that good maps should be 
produced for their use. Such a map is that before us, where 
the roads are marked with the greatest clearness, and any 
cyclist can, by consulting it, mark out his route from anywhere 
to anywhere with the least expenditure of time and trouble. 
It is got up in Messrs. Bacon’s usual good style, and will, we 
have no doubt, meet with a large demand. 

The Paper Trade Directory of Great Britain for 1891. 
(London : 66, Ludgate-hill.)—Completeness and compactness 
of information, as usual, characterises this handy little direc¬ 
tory. A guide to the chief centres of the paper-making trades 
will be found extremely useful to the traveller desiring to cover 
as much ground as possible with the least expenditure of time. 
Our friend, “ the doctor,” who edits the directory can be trusted 
as a safe guide in this direction, as he is constantly visiting 
the various districts, and therefore speaks from experience. 

Reminiscences of Editors, Reporters, and Printers daring the 
last Sixty-Jive Years. By Andrew Aird. (Printed for private 
circulation by Aird & Coghill, Glasgow.)—The author of this 
little book states in a note that the substance of it was delivered 
in a lecture before the members of the Glasgow branch of the 
British Typographia. In issuing it in book form, advantage 
has been taken to amplify some of the details. The result is a 
most interesting series of sketches of bygone times, papers, 
and men. Mr. Aird's long connection with the trade in Glas¬ 
gow, and the prominent position he has occupied, renders him 
peculiarly fitted to discourse of editors, reporters, readers, 
master printers, compositors, and machine men as he does in 
a pleasant and informing way in these dainty pages. A collo¬ 
type portrait of Mr. Aird is given as a frontispiece. 

Engraving on Steel. 

THERE are hundreds of national banks in the United 
States, each of which issues bills bearing its name. An 

assortment of these bills will show frequent repetitions of the 
portraits of Lincoln, Grant, Stanton, and other prominent 
Americans. Take another bill and carefully compare the two 
impressions of the same head. Do you notice any difference ? 
See that you have a strong light—daylight is best. Compare 
all the little dots and lines. Yes, they are identical. Well, 
the engraving of one of these portraits is a very expensive 
affair, and no matter how skilful the engraver_ he could not 
make a second plate which would be identical with the first. 

This is the way in which the several heads happen to be 
exact counterparts : Many years ago Jacob Perkins discovered 
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a way of so softening steel that it could be cut as easily as 
copper. After the work was done upon a soft steel plate he 
hardened it. Up to this time copper only had been used 
for engraving purposes so far as illustrative work was con¬ 
cerned. 

After one of the fine heads (employing this method) is en¬ 
graved upon the seft steel, the plate is hardened to its utmost 
capacity. It is then put on the bed of a powerful transfer press, 
and over it is placed a roll of soft steel, which is passed back¬ 
ward and forward under a pressure of twenty tons. This forces 
the soft steel into the lines of the hardened plate, and the result 
is a reverse in high relief on the roll of the engraved portrait 
where the lines were cut into the metal. The roll is hardened, 
and the portrait is then capable of being transferred—that is, 
rolled into numberless soft steel plates. 

So, you see, the exact similarity is easily accounted for, since 
it is obtained mechanically. The same means are resorted to 
with regard to the ornamental lathe work and other geometric 
figures. 

•----- 

Enigma. 

I’M a funny little thing, yet I’m useful in my way. 
I’m deformed, as you can see, yet I oft bring light like day; 

Children ever seek my aid, for I like to help them much; 
Though I’m crooked they’re not afraid, for a friend I am to such ; 
I am often seen in print, in “ a case” I often lie, 
I can sometimes give “a hint,” and I e’er demand reply; 
I can be quite tiny, too, or as large as you would like, 
Sometimes I am put to you, and at times, again, I strike ! 
There is power in my form. Ask a poet, he will say 
That the soul of man I storm more than anything alway ; 
And the scholar, too, is prone to accomplish with my aid 
Things he never could without, for I’m used by every grade ; 
Both by rich and poor alike, I am potent to them all, 
I am often found in speech, ’mid poetic lines I fall; 
In the sermon I’ve a place, in the lecture I abound, 
I can bring the flush to face, I can human hearts astound ! 
So just riddle me aright, you can do so it you will, 
I am at your service quite, you can form me with a quill. 
Ah ! I thought that you might know, did you not it would be queer. 
So to prove if you are right, I, hereunder, will appear. 

E. L. T. Harris-Bickford. 

--tm-m ♦ - 

JEjome (nofee. 

Bickford's Magazine is an interesting little monthly published by 
Mr. Harris-Bickford, at Tucking Mill, Cornwall, and by Messrs. 
Digby and Long, of Bouverie-street. It contains tales, poems, articles, 
&c., and is nicely printed. 

Ax exhibition of modern bookbinding, under the auspices of Mr. 
and Mrs. Tregaskis, was held at the “Caxton Head,” 232, High 
Holborn, from the 2nd to the 14th inst. The exhibits consisted of 
forty-one specimens of the binder’s art, the book chosen for treatment 
being Charles Kingsley’s “Water Babies,” with 100 illustrations by 
Linley Sambourne. 

Messrs. Mander Brothers’ competition, in which they offered 
prizes, of the respective value of ^15, £10, and £5, for the three best 
designs in three colours, with or without a tint in addition, at the 
discretion of the competitor, executed in their inks, resulted in the 
receipt of fifty-five designs. The first prize has been awarded to 
Mr. G. B. Smith, of Chipping Norton. 

A supplement, entitled “ The Children’s Home,” was issued with 
the Methodist Recorder of January 15. It consisted of eight large 
pages, illustrated by Harold Furniss from photographs specially taken, 
and gave full details of the splendid work carried on by Dr. T. B. 
Stevenson at Bonner-road, E., in the rescue and training of neglected 
and destitute children, too often, alas ! brought to that condition 
through the accursed drink. There is a printing department in con¬ 
nection with the homes, and a periodical—Highways and Hedges— 
is entirely produced by the lads in training. 

A Farewell Dinner.—Mr. Lee, the newly appointed repre¬ 
sentative of Cassell & Co., Limited, in Paris, was entertained at a 
farewell dinner, at the Holborn Restaurant, on the 17th ult. The 

chairman (Mr. R. Turner) who was supported by his co-directors Mr*. 
H. Selfe Leonard, Mr. Arnold Foster, and Mr. Bale, and by the 
general manager, Mr. T. Wemyss Reid, in wishing Mr. Lee every 
success, presented him, on behalf of the directors and general 
manager, with a purse of sovereigns, and also with a gold watch 
and chain on behalf of the subscribers, his “ friends at La Belie 
Sauvage. ” 

At the Printers’ Exhibition, which opens at the Royal Agricultural 
Hall, Islington, N., on the 16th inst., and closes on the 30th inst., 
there will an inteiesting show of new machines and appliances. 
Multi-colour printing by a single operation, type-setting by machinery, 
automatic feeding machines, new lithographic process, type-founding, 
&c., will all be shown in operation, and one of the w’eekly papers 
(Aliy Sloper)vi\\\ be printed on special machines in the building. 
The following competitions will be decided during the exhibition — 
Fine Letterpress Printing ; Coloured D.C. Poster ; and Type-setting hy 
compositors. 

Liverpool Fairplay of the 7th inst. contained an account of Me. 
Charles Birchall, the proprietor of the Journal of Commerce, from 
which we learn that Mr. Birchall was born in 1842, near Ashbourne* 
in Derbyshire, and entered the service of the London and North- 
Western Railway Company at the early age of nine. In 1857 he 
entered into the employ of Mr. Henry Greenwood, and, after reaching 
a responsible position in the firm, he helped to establish the Journal 
of Commerce, which laid the foundation of his fortune. Mr. Birchall 
has recently had to undergo a severe operation, but is now rapidly 
recovering. 

The annual dinner of the Sheffield branch of the Amalgamated 
Society of Lithographic Printers took place on the nth ult. Mr. J_ 
Morton presided, Mr. T. Burton was in the vice-chair, and among, 
those present were Mr. G. D. Kelly (general secretary of the society), 
Mr. Fleming (branch secretary), and Mr. T. Shaw (representing the 
Sheffield Typographical Society). The toast of “ Kindred Trades ’* 
was given by the chairman, and responded to by Mr. T. Shaw. The 
latter pointed out the advantages of federation, and said that some¬ 
thing had been done in that direction, Mr. Kelly being a most active 
spirit in the movement. There was a desire now among all the 
kindred trades to federate into one solid body for the purpose of im¬ 
proving their position. 

Under the auspices of the Glasgow Branch of the British Typo¬ 
graphy, Mr. R. Irvine, F.C.S. (of A. B. Fleming & Co., Granton, 
Edinburgh), gave a lecture, on the 12th ult., in the City Hall Saloon, 
on “The Chemistry of Printing Ink.” At the outset he explained 
the properties of writing and printing inks, and exhibited copies of 
the forged Parnell letters in order to show how the letters may have 
been executed, and also how forgeries may be detected. He also ex¬ 
plained the processes employed in the preparation of varnishes and 
pigments for black and coloured inks ; touched upon the properties 
and preparation of carbon or lamp black, and concluded with ars 
explanation of the theory of colour. The lecture was illustrated by 
experiments, and Mr. Irvine was cordially thanked. 

Newsvendors’ Benevolent and Provident Institution.— 

This society was established in 1839 under the presidency of the late 
Alderman Hamer, for granting pensions and temporary relief to im¬ 
poverished newsvendors and their servants, and at the recent annual 
meeting it was stated that the funds at present in the hands of the 
treasurer amount to no less than ^"12,361, while the expenditure during; 
1890 was £799. The annual festival of the institution was held on 
Wednesday, the nth inst., at the Hotel Metropole, Mr. G. Newnes, 
M.P., presiding. Major White, Mr. Cunningham, the Marquis of 
Carmarthen, M.P., and Mr. Atherley Jones, M.P., having spoken to- 
the preliminary toasts, Mr. Newnes made an earnest appeal for subscrip¬ 
tions. Of all charitable institutions, he said, this was the one for 
which the late Charles Dickens worked the hardest and pleaded the 
most earnestly. It was a curiocs coincidence that March 11 was. 
was anniversary of the publication of the first daily newspaper in 
London, which wras issued in 1702. Without newsvendors there 
would soon be no newspapers, and without newspapers our lives would 
be a blank. Donations amounting to nearly ^800 wrere announced 
by Mr. Walter W. Jones, the secretary and collector. 

A correspondent of Truth sends the following :—“ A few days 
ago I w’as standing by an American gentleman, when I expressed a 
wish to know which point was the north. He at once pulled out his 
watch, looked at it, and pointed to the north. I asked him whether 
he had a compass attached to his watch. ‘All watches,’he replied, 
‘ are compasses.’ Then he explained to me how this was. Point the 
hour hand to the sun, and the south is exactly half way betw een the 
hour and the figure XII on the watch.* For instance, suppose that 
it is 4 o’clock. Point the hand indicating 4 to the sun and II on the 
watch is exactly south. Suppose that it is 8 o’clock, point the hand 
indicating 8 to the sun, and the figure X on the watch is due south. 
My American friend was quite surprised that I did not know this. 
Thinking that very possibly I was ignorant of a thing that everyone 
else knew, and happening to meet Mr. Stanley, I asked that eminent 
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traveller whether he was aware of this simple mode of discovering the 
points of the compass. He said that he had never heard of it. 1 pre¬ 
sume, therefore, that the world is in the same state of ignorance. 
Amalfi is proud of having been the home of the inventor of the com¬ 
pass. I do not know what town boasts of my American friend as a 

citizen.” 

A MOST wonderful instance of successful business enterprise is that 
shown by Mr. T. J. Lipton, the well-known provision dealer. The 
annual social gathering of the employes was held on February 24, in 
the Grand National Halls, Glasgow, over 2,000 being present. Mr. 
Lipton presided, and in his address gave several interesting particulars 
of his extensive business. He stated that about fifteen years ago there 
was only one small shop in Stobcross-street, Glasgow, in which he 
discharged the duties of clerk, window dresser, salesman, and—when 
occasion required—light porter as well, and many a night he slept in 
the back shop. The staff numbered two, and he was one of them. 
Now they have above 100 establishments, and employ, at home and 
abroad, over 5,000 hands. He was now selling upwards of two 
million packets of tea per month, and the sale was jumping up all the 
time. Organisation has had much to do with his success, and he men¬ 
tioned that, although his store in Newiy was completely burned the 
other afternoon, Mr. Williams, the outside manager, with assistance 
from Belfast and Dublin, was able to open a large new establishment 
the following morning, while the fire brigade was still playing upon 
the smouldering ruins of the old buildings. In regard to shortening 
the hours of employes, he said it had his very cordial support. His 
opinion of the remedy was to have a compulsory early closing law, 
including a weekly half-holiday, which is observed by many of his 
branches. He concluded a happy speech by giving some advice to 
his assistants. Thereafter a most enjoyable evening was spent. 

The Newsagents' and Booksellers’ Union.—An adjourned 
meeting of the provisional committee of this un;on was held recently 
at the offices, 50 and 51, Temple Chambers, E.C. The minutes of 
the previous meeting having been read, the secretary reported that 
considerable progress had since been made. In accordance with the 
resolution then passed, he had endeavoured to obtain a promise from 
the proprietors of several new magazines and newspapers that they 
would not increase their trade prices upon their magazines or news¬ 
papers becoming established successes. Mr. Stead had replied that 
he had no intention of increasing his present price. The proprietors 
of Black and White had also given a satisfactory answer. With regard 
to the rules, he had secured those by which several other unions and 
associations were governed, and they had been made use of as a basis 
for a set of rules for the Newsagents’ Union, which the meeting would 
be asked to consider. The Friendly Societies and Trades Union 
Acts had also been secured, and from these it seemed possible for them 
to organise under three different heads. Mr. Ivimey, of 133 and 134, 
Temple Chambers, had consented to act as hon. sec. of the union. A 
discussion followed upon the discount question, and it was decided to 
take the opinion of the trade upon it, and a poll will therefore be 
taken. The chairman further proposed that the union be registered 
under the Trades Union Act, 1871. With regard to the question of 
forming branches, the secretary was instructed to inform existing local 
organisations that the Committee of the Newsagents’ and Booksellers’ 
Union were desirous of establishing such relations with them as would 
be best for the interests of both societies. March 31 was suggested as 
the best time for the March meeting, as the forthcoming Printers’ 
Exhibition would then be in progress. The meeting then proceeded 
to discuss the proposed rules. 
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Claim for Advertising Account.—Messrs. Dean & Co., 
■publishers of the Channel Isles Pictorial, sued Messrs. Gellender & 
Son in the Jersey Petty Debts Court on the iSth ult. for the payment 
of an advertisement inserted at their request in the Pictorial, they 
having refused payment on the ground that unreasonable delay had 
arisen in the publication of the work. The evidence adduced went to 
show that the advertisement orders had been taken at the close of 1887 
or the beginning of 1888, a distinct promise being made in the 
majority of cases to the effect that the Pictorial would be published in 
time for the 1888 season, while, as a matter of fact, it had appeared in 
Tune, 1890, one edition only being published. Mr. Johnston, the 
representative of Messrs. Dean & Co., in applying in February or 
March, 1888, for the copy of the advertisement had slated that the 
photographs were taken and the work was about to appear; he had 
also produced a guide respecting an English watering place, promising 
the Pictorial would compare very favourably with this specimen, 
which, however, did not appear to be the case, judging from the 
opinion of the witnesses. Several of the witnesses stated, indeed, that 
Mr. Johnston had promised to produce an illustrated album, a work 

of art intended to advertise the Island and which would have a large 
circulation. It was stated that when the Pictorial appeared a hotel 
which was advertised therein had been demolished about twelvemonths. 
It appeared that 100 copies of the work had been sent to the 
Island, but only a small number had been sold. Advocate d’Allain 
urged that no agreement as to the time of publication existed with 
Messrs. Gellender, though he admitted the copy of the advertisement 
had been handed in shortly after the order had been given. He 
expressed the opinion that the defendants had only the right to sue for 
damages before the Royal Court, and could not refuse payment of the 
account. He produced a long photograph of St. Aubin’s Bay, which 
had, he said, taken nine months to produce. Counsel objected, more¬ 
over, that a number of advertisers (several of whom were witnesses) 
had combined together to pay the costs of defending this action. 
Judge Vaudin, after having retired for a brief deliberation, ruled that 
even by the terms of the contract between the parties it appeared 
the Pictorial was to appear in 1888, and no reasonable explanation of 
the delay had been offered. The defendants were therefore discharged 

from the action, the costs to be borne by plaintiffs. 
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The Linotype composing machines are being Utilised in’ Canadal- 
Four have been purchased for 4,000 dols. each, for the printing 
department of the Dominion Government at Ottawa. The Toronto 
Globe is also about to rent some for use. 

The oldest printer in Ohio is Walsh C. Wolf, who still makes a 
good “ doc ” every week on the Standard. He is eighty-two years 
old, and has worked on the paper from its first number. He entered 
the Baltimore Gazette office at the age of sixteen, and has worked1 
steadily at the case for sixty-five years. 

The New York Type-Setting Company has lately been incorporated/ 
in New York City to set and distribute type by machinery or others 
wise, and to manufacture stereotype, electrotype, and other plates. 
The capital is 75,000 dols., and among the trustees are Messrs. 
Theodore L. De Vinne, J. W. Pratt, R. H. Smith, and William C. 
Rogers. 

The Mergenthaler Printing Company has begun proceedings in the 
United States Circuit Court against the Rogers Typograph Company 
to restrain it from infringement of the Mergenthaler patents. The*-: 
former company claims to have originated both the new system of 
type forms and the machines for making them, and to have patents 
which will prevent the use of the Rogers machine or of any other con¬ 
structed on the same plan. 

The late Mr. J. Goodwing, who died quite recently, used to furnish 
the ideas for the cartoons of Puck, the cartoonists being glad to get 
them at the rate of 8,000 dols. per year; he always drew a rough 
draft of the subject and handed it to the artist to make the picture^ 
He was peculiar in his methods, and, though the Puck people were 
desirous of giving him every credit, he would never allow his name to- 
go on one of the cartoons, which accounted for his being so little 
known to the public. 

A very handsomely printed paper comes to us from the Boston 
Photogravure Company. It is a new monthly, with the title of 
the Engraver and Printer, and is specially devoted to illustrations of 
every kind. There are some capital specimens of process work, and 
the literary contents of the magazine augur well for its usefulness to 
all interested in art. A supplement in colours is given with the first 
number, entitled “ Spring ” ; and a very pretty picture in tints adorns 
the cover. We shall look forward to the succeeding numbers of this 
valuable journal with pleasure. 

There has been much talk of a consolidation of the Kansas Globe and 
Journal. Rumour has had it that Louis Hammerslough, proprietor 
of the former named paper, had secured a controlling interest in the 
incumbrances against its rival, and would soon bring about a fore¬ 
closure, and thereby a merging of the two publications. This is all 
speculative, however, and no such action will be taken soon. Mr. 
Hammerslough’s journalistic aspirations, while not fully realised, have 
been entirely subdued, and he longs to return to the more lucrative in¬ 
vestment of his capital, which, although still ample, has been greatly 
reduced by his two years’ experience with the Globe. The paper is- 
for sale. 

A novel and promising field for electric heaters has been tried in 
the Government printing and engraving office at Washington, U.S.A. 
The heaters invented by Dr. Leigh Burton, of Richmond, Virginia, 
are used instead of gas stoves for warming the plates for printing the 
bank notes, and apparently with much success. The plates, says the 
Electrical Engineer, have first to be warmed, then the ink is rubbed 
into the design after the manner of printing business cards. The ink 
is then cleaned off when the face of the plate is hot, and the impression 
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taken. In order that the attendants shall not be called upon to mani¬ 
pulate unaccustomed forms, the electric heaters are made to fit into 
the spaces occupied by the gas stoves. 

The Orcutt Company, lithographers, Chicago, are offering three 
prizes for the three best designs for an advertising folder, or folder and 
six months calendar combined, the design to be left entirely with the 
artist. The size to be about 7 x 7 in., the design to be continuous, 
that is, covering the entire space 7 x 7 'n-> or divided in two pages 
“front and back,” as the artist may elect. Any subject can be used. 
The idea is to make as attractive an advertising folder, for general 
use, as possible. The sketches can be made in water colour, or in oil, 
in tints or in bright colours. All designs to be sent in not later than 
April 15, ’91. The selection is to be made by three competent gentle¬ 
men entirely disinterested. The first prize is 75 dols.; the second 
50 dols.; and the third 25 dols. 

The New York S/ar, after a long career of misfortune, during which 
it is said to have lost 1,500,000 dols., has acquired a new management, 
a new name, and a new form. It appeared on February 1 as 
the Daily Continent. The unique feature of the paper is its size, which 
is about the size of Harper's Weekly, an unusual form for a daily news¬ 
paper. Under John Kelly and William Dorsheimer, and the strong 
financial support of C. P. Huntington, which was extended during a 
part of Mr. Dorsheimer’s management, and since, the Star's career 
lias been checkered. Perhaps the change of name, form, and style will 
alter its luck and give it the success which it could not achieve under 
its astral title. Frank A. Munsey is the new proprietor. He also 
publishes Munsey s Weekly. 

P. F. Collier, publisher of Once a Week, has again removed his 
printing-office, this time to the extreme west side, Thirteenth Street 
and Thirteenth Avenue, New York. The building, one of the largest 
•occupied as a printing-office in America, was formerly the Delmater 
Iron Works. It covers twenty city lots. This enables Mr. Collier to 
liave both of his offices (he had two large ones) under one roof, and, 
aio doubt, will increase their efficiency. Mr. Frank Kelly is superin¬ 
tendent of the press-room, with Mr. Benjamin Thompson and Henry 
Evans as his assistants. The success of Once a Week, the principal 

■publication of thi; house, is phenomenal. Started but a couple of 
years back, it has taken the popular taste, and has already reached a 

■circulation of almost a quarter of a million copies weekly. 

The fact that the proprietors of the Chicago Tribune have made a 
contract for three years’ supply of paper seems to have stimulated 
many others to go and do likewise. The Western Stationer reports 
as a consequence that many other people who kept salesmen dangling 
after them continually have settled down with contracts running from 
one to three years. Our contemporary justly concludes that there are 
many reasons why long contracts are the best for all parties concerned 
in them. They leave all parties free to devote their time and energies 
'to other business. They secure uniformity of product and supply, and 
■promote harmony between the dealer and the consumer. Long con¬ 
tracts allow of better figures being given to the purchaser, or, which is 
the same thing, a better quality of manufacture at a given price ; and 
they have a very material influence in steadying the market. 

The past few months have witnessed the lowest depression in 
all branches of the printing business ever known in Kansas City. 
Retrenchment has been the universal cry and practice among pro¬ 
prietors, and, as a result, the newspapers have greatly reduced 
their number of regular cases ; every member of the various editoral 
and reportorral staffs whose services could be dispensed with has had 
to submit to the inevitable ; and the union compositors have deemed 
it wise, under existing circumstances, to give up all phats and pick-ups 

■for the term of three months from January 4, at the end of which time 
the old rules governing these matters to again be in effect. In conse¬ 
quence of the present state of affairs, quite a number of newspaper 
men have departed for other fields of labour. The conditions in the 
job offices have somewhat improved since last month, and while work 
is not rushing, the supply and demand of job printers are about 
equal. 

Mr. A. P. Luse, of Marder, Luse, & Co., died at Los Angeles, 
Cal., on January 16. He was born at Indianapolis, April 3, 1831, 
and learned the printer’s trade in the office of the Sentinel of that 
city. In 1852, in company with his three brothers, he purchased the 
Lafayette Journal, and entered into business on his own account. In 
the fall of 1854 he went to Davenport, Iowa, where for fourteen years 
he was engaged in the printing and stationery business, in which he 
was successful. On January 1, 1869, he purchased an interest in the 
firm of Scofield, Marder, & Co., proprietors of the Chicago Type 
Foundry, and the firm became Marder, Luse, & Co., as it now 
remains. When the firm was incorporated under the State law, in 
1883, Mr. Luse, on acconnt of his health, withdrew from active busi¬ 
ness. He travelled extensively in Europe, Florida, and California, 
and made his last trip to the latter state in the hope of bettering his 
physical condition. The hope, however, proved illusory, and his 
friends were soon called upon to mourn his death. Mr. Luse was a 
man of modest and unassuming deportment, irreproachable habits, 

unswerving integrity, iron will, and the kindliest of sympathies and 
impulses. He had acquired a moderate fortune, every dollar of which 
was gained honestly. 

A California Heroine.—There is one institution in Mariposa, 
California, which is deserving of more than passing notice, since it is a 
monument of a woman’s perseverance and genius in the face of the 
most adverse circumstances. The Gazette is the only newspaper in 
the county, and is one of the oldest in the State, being now in its 
thirty-sixth year. Two years ago, Mrs. F. A. Reynolds, the present 
editor and proprietor, found herself a widow with a family to support 
and a business that was overwhelmed with a burden of debt. As a 
pastime she had learned to set type during her husband’s life, and this 
knowledge now stood her in good stead. Literally, as well as figura¬ 
tively, she rolled up her sleeves and confronted the task before her. 
Only one who has run a country paper can appreciate the character of 
the work performed. Now “setting up” a column of type, now 
writing an editorial, now a couple of columns of local news, then dun¬ 
ning the ever-delinquent subscriber, collecting bills from reluctant 
debtors, taking hold of all the work in the office, from preparing the 
copy to mailing the papers, she never lost courage. The work was 
hard and wearisome—how much so no cne knows who has not gone 
through it. Discouragement was abundant. That a woman should 
succeed where men had failed scarcely seemed possible, and there were 
plenty of Job’s comforters to tell this plucky woman so. But she per¬ 
severed, and has succeeded. The paper is out of debt and on a paying 
basis, and yet this heroine is serenely unconscious that she has done 
anything out of the ordinary run, and keeps on setting type and fold¬ 
ing papers and writing editorials just as if she had not accomplished 
an almost hopeless task. 

-- 

Continenfaf £ foreign Jfoffmge. 

Ei Tipugrafo is the title of a new journal in Buenos Ayres. It will 
represent the interests of the South American Typographical Federa¬ 
tion. 

Two Socialist labour organs at Lemberg (Galicia) have suspended 
publication, the printers of the town having refused to continue 
printing them. 

M. HerissE, printer, of Evreux, presented by MM. Chamerot and 
Noblet, has been admitted member of the French Chamber of Typo¬ 
graphical Printers. 

The Photographic Society of the North of France is organising, to 
open July 11 next, an international exposition of photography at 
Douai, which will last a month. 

Recent statistics given by the companies of assurance against risks 
of accidents in ateliers in Germany e-tablish the fact that I’oi per 
1,000 occur among workers in the graphic arts. 

The French Charge d’Affairs in Brazil has concluded with the 
Brazilian Minister of Foreign Affairs the convention already announced 
with regard to the protection of literary works. 

M. Quantin', who had given in his resignation of his membership 
of the Chamber of Printers of Paris, has been unanimously nominated 
honorary member of that chamber by his old colleagues. 

The strike of compositors in Austria has, after a duration of five 
weeks, terminated in mutual concessions, the master printers having 
admitted the justice of some of the workers’ demands. 

Several journals have announced that the important printing- 
house of MM. Oberther & Sons, of Rennes, had been sold to a 
society. (The Paris Iniprimerie is authorised to deny the report. 

The Paris Chamber of Commerce has reconstituted its management 
for 1891, thus:—President, M. I. Couste; vice-president, M. I. 
Hielard ; secretary, M. Bernard Martial; treasurer, M. Dehaynin. 

The Morbihannais, daily, and the Coitrrier des Campagnes, weekly, 
which were printed at I.orient, have migrated to Vannes, and the 
Petit Breton, which was printed at Vannes, has terminated its career. 

The municipality of Milan, we learn from the Tipografia Afilanese, 
has set an excellent example in the assurance of its workers against 
the risks of labour. The Junta has decided to assure all employes 
depending on it or working on its account. 

The committee of the Societe des gens de lettres (Society of the 
lettered), Paris, has received an application from M. Emile Zola, in 
which he offers himself as candidate to an associateship ; and his 
admission was immediately voted by acclamation. 

The book of the slenderest form which has ever been published is 
said to be a small Dutch volume, “ Kern des bybels In’s Hage,” by 
A. de Groot en Zoonen, in 1751, of eighty pages, with seven engraving". 
The text measures fifteen millimetres by eight. 
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The Arc hives de V Imprimerie, of Paris, for February, publishes a 
highly complimentary sketch, with portrait, of Charles James 
Drummond, the well-known secretary of the London Society of Com¬ 
positors. It is signed by John Bassett, of the Printing World. 

For printers suffering from weak eyes, an Italian doctor recom¬ 
mends the following preparation :—-In a litre of water add a spoonful of 
good brandy and a pinch of kitchen salt ; stir the mixture every time 
it is used, and bathe the eyes in it night and morning with a linen rag. 

According to a recent official report of the state of trade in 
Denmark, in 1878 the number of printing establishments in Copen¬ 
hagen was 52, and 107 in the provinces ; there were, at the end of 
1889, 99 in the capital, and 135 in the provinces, or an increase 

of 50 per cent. 

The Paris Syndical Chamber of Paper is thus constituted for 1891 : 
—M. Choquet, re-elected president by acclamation, despite his for¬ 
mally expressed desire to be replaced ; M. Fano, vice-president ; M. 
Zeler, vice-president ; MM. Putois and Meilhac, secretaries ; M. 
Bazin, treasurer, all re-elected. 

A strike of compositors broke out in Helsingfors (Finland) last 
month, necessitating the suspension of some journals, and the diminu¬ 
tion in size of others, until an agreement with the comps, should have 
been come to. The composition had been reckoned by a curious 
sjstem of quadrats, the abolition of which the employes demanded, with 
the substitution of the generally-recognised system. 

In no city in the world is the use of the telephone so extensive as 
in Berlin, says the Monitenr Oriental. On the 17th ult. the 15,000th 
receiving apparatus was set up. The laying of the subterranean net¬ 
work of conductors has cost two millions of marks ; the length of the 
conducting wires exceeds four million metres. In brief, the Berlin 
telephonic system is the most perfect on the globe. 

Origin of Title-Pages.—Henry II., King of France, issued a 
decree on December 11, 1547, prescribing “ that the name and sur¬ 
name of anyone who prints a book, shall be exposed and printed at 
the beginning of the book, as well as that of the printer, with the 
sign of his domocile.” It is from this edict that the form adopted in 
the composition of titles of printed works is said to date. 

The exhibition of the French National Society of Fine Arts (Salon 
of the Champ de Mars) will take place from May 15 to July 10 next, 
at the Palais de Beaux-Arts. Painters and engravers should send their 
works to the Champ de Mars between April 1 and 5, sculptors from 
April 15 to 20. Members and associates should send their works— 
painters and engravers from April 10 to 15, sculptors from May 1 to 3. 

The Printers’ Club of Vienna has elected from its own body a 
commission charged with the duty of elucidating all typographical 
questions from the technical point of view. Printers of all countries 
are invited to enter into communication with the commission—an 
invitation extended to printing machine-makers, ink and roller-makers, 
paper-makers, &c. The president is J. Hoffmann, Ottakring, 
Gablenzgasse, 8. 

The famous Marechal Brune, who was assassinated at Avignon, in 
1815, had been, it appears, a printer before he entered the army. At 
the commencement of the Revolution he created, with one of his 
friends, Savy, a printing house in Paris, near to that of Marat. The 
National Guards, sent by Lafayette to arrest Marat in the middle of 
the Cordeliers district, on January 22, 1790, ransacked the imprimerie 
of Brune and Savy. 

The compositors in the Argentine capital have recently formed 
themselves into a typographic federation. Agreeably to the wishes 
of most of the members, the whole body has been divided into three 
sections, i.e., one of Spanish, one of Italian, and one of French- 
speaking compositors. There appear to be a good number of the 
latter, whose interests are well looked after by the president of the 
French section, M. C. Devailly. 

The French Syndical Chamber of Typographical Printers having 
been requested by the President of the Cercle de ITmprimerie et de la 
Librairie to nominate some of its members to engage in common on 
the postal question of the despatch of printers’ proofs and printed 
matter, MM. Chamerot, President, Mouillot, and Ethion-Perou, 
have been charged with the consideration of the subject, with the 
delegates of the Cercle, and to take all necessary proceedings. 

Italian printing has sustained a severe loss by the termination of 
the useful and honourable career, after a long and painful illness, of 
the Cav. Carlo Moretti, director of the house of Civelli, in Milan, at 
the age of sixty-seven. His li'e had been consecrated to work, in 
particular to the printing art, which, however, did not quench his 
love of country, for, in 1848, he took part in the Milanese revolution, 
and later on served under Garibaldi. A subscription is being raised 
among his professional colleagues to place a memorial to him in the 
Cimitero Monumentale. 

The number of new works in France during January announced 
to the special bureau of the Paris Cercle de la Librairie et de lTmpri- 
merie was 112 :—36 of these came under the head of history and 

geography, 37 literature, 7 education, 13 sciences and industry, 7 fine 
arts, 6 agriculture, 3 medicine, 1 religion, 1 philosophy, 1 sport. The 
house of Ch. Delagrave claims 51, Hachette et Cie. 28, the Librairies- 
Imprimeries reunies 7, A. Collin et Cie. 6, Gauthier-Villars et fils 5, 
Belin freres 4, Aubanel freres, IIollier-Larousse et Cie., and Paul 
Delarue, 2 each ; Testard, Ch. Buloz, G. Guerin et Cie., Dujardin et 
Cie, and Privat, of Toulouse, 1 each. 

For the month of January last the number of new periodicals in 
France was 70—40 in the provinces, and 30 in Paris and the Seine. 
These 70 new journals are classed thus :—Politics—Paris, 4 ; depart¬ 
ments, 11. Illustrated—Paris, 5; departments, 1. Financial—- 
Paris, 2 ; departments, 1. Commercial, industrial, or agricultural— 
Paris, 3 ; departments, 12. Literature—Paris, 6 ; departments, 5. 
Fashion—Paris, 1. Religious—Paris, 2; departments, 1. Law— 
Paris, 1. Medicine—Paris, 1 ; departments, 1. Pedagogy—depart¬ 
ments, 5. Sciences—departments, 2. Miscellaneous—Paris, 3 ; 
departments, 1. 

The managers of the famous Hamburg lottery have excited the 
enmity of the personnel of a printing establishment in the city. The 
employ Is, by a levy, had become holders of a ticket. After the draw¬ 
ing, the first list printed bore as winner the number of this very 
ticket : a matter of 50,000 marks being thus attributed to the printers. 
The winners left the workshop and sallied forth en fete, But a bitter 
disillusionment awaited them ; the same evening the list was rectified, 
and it was found that a “ 5 ” had crept into the winning number by 
error for a “ 4.” The typos vow vengeance on “la dame coquille.” 

A presentation was some time ago made to the Ottoman 
Government by Moustafa Chevka Effendi, director of the com¬ 
mercial section of the Ministry of Public Works, and Spiraki 
Alexandridis Effendi, secretary-general of the Chamber of Com¬ 
merce, as to the enterprise of an industrial exhibition of all the 
existing products of the Turkish Empire. This project having 
now been approved by the Government, the promoters have been 
authorised to proceed with the establishment of such an exhibition. 
It should prove of no small interest. 

The city of Paris, it is decided, is to take part in the French Exhi¬ 
bition at Moscow. The Municipal Council has voted to the object a 
sum of 50,000 francs. The ediles are to be congratulated on a step cal¬ 
culated to confirm the great renown of the brilliant capital of the 
world. In a few months all France will be represented at Moscow by 
all that is notable in her commerce and industry. Paris will exhibit 
designs of her great works accomplished under the direction of the 
eminent engineer, Alphand, which have rendered her a model city, 
with the different services of the municipal administration, and depart¬ 
ments of public health, education, fine arts, and architecture. 

The new telegraphic arrangements for France, made by the 
Minister of Commerce, ratified by the Council, present numerous 
advantages for the public. The tariffs have been thus reduced :—For 
Russia, from 50 to 40 centimes per word ; for Germany, from 20 to 15 
centimes ; Sweden, from 35 to 30 centimes ; Belgium and Switzer¬ 
land, from 15 to 125 centimes ; Low Countries, from 20 to i6§ cen¬ 
times ; Luxembourg, from 125 to 10 centimes; Austria-Hungary, 
from 25 to 20 centimes ; Senegal, from 2 fr. 50 to 1 '50. A compound 
word counts as one word. Urgent telegrams will have a right of 
priority; and it, is possible to receive telegraphic communications by 
telephone. The international vocabulary consists of about 200,000 
words. 

L'Aioli is the title of a new journal written entirely in the Provencal 
idiom, which has been started at Grasse, under the direction of the 
poet Frederic Mistral, author of “ Mireio,” a poem in the provincial 
dialect, whose fame has latterly spread to England. Its title is, 
L'Aioli: Per remounta loti cor de la Prouvenga. Another outcome 
of the unique and brilliant ambition to raise the Provenjal to the dig¬ 
nity of a national language which inspired “Mireio” and the works 
of the body of men surrounding Mistral—a movement among the 
most remarkable in literary history—it is as daring and original as the 
other aims of the group, which went so far as to develop an organisa¬ 
tion almost fanatical in its enthusiasm. They have constructed a 
grammar and laid the foundations of a dictionary, besides throwing 
themselves into every description of literary activity. 

We have received from Hartlebens, of Vienna, Pesth, and Leipzig, 
“ Die Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst nach dem neuesten For- 
chungen ” (Discovery of Printing, according to the latest inves¬ 
tigations), by Professor Karl Faulmann, a scholarly brochure, in 
which the merit of the discovery is claimed for Gutenberg. It 
has interesting chapters on the Gansfleisch-Gutenberg family, on 
Gutenberg himself, the “ Gutenberg Legends,” “ Gutenberg in Stras- 
burg,” “Gutenberg in Mainz,” on “Mainz in the Fifteenth Century,” 
&c. Faust, Schoffer, and the rest of them are also sketched. The 
book is illustrated by some thirty-six engravings, and is finely printed 
and got up from the press of Friedrich Jasper, of Vienna. The pro¬ 
fessor-author is author of the “ Illustrierten Geschichte der Buch¬ 
druckerkunst,” published some ten years ago. 
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Two new technical journals have been started in Barcelona— 
General Review of Printing, a publication destined exclusively to 
questions typographical, lithographical, of engraving, binding, found¬ 
ing, and all the arts of the book. In Arte de la Imp rent a (Art of 
Printing), directed by Antonio Lopez, the title and the advertisements 
are printed half in black, half in red ; the initials throughout the body 
of the paper are also black and red. 

Some sensation has been caused by the disappearance of M. Gugen- 
heirn, director of several journals appearing at Nancy. Gugenheim, 
who was also accountable to M. Durlach, a file maker of Nancy, dis¬ 
appeared upon the receipt of a letter from the latter inviting him to 
come and verify his accounts. The Nancy Tribunal of Commerce has 
declared him a defaulter. There have been found in his accounts, for 
1890 alone, embezzlements amounting to 900,000 francs. His books 
of the preceding years have been examined, discovering considerable 
augmentation of the deficiencies. A warrant of arrest has been issued 
against him. Gugenheim had been in Nancy since 1876 : his 
wife and four children live there yet. Mme. Gugenheim is said not to 
know where her husband is. He is believed to be hiding in England, 
an opinion in some measure borne out by the fact that he was seen on 
the day of his disappearance to take the Calais-Bale train. 

In the course of an interesting and learned lecture, given recently 
before the members of the Paris Cercle de la Librairie, M. Germain 
Bapst said that its subject, the Origin of Printing, has already tempted 
numbers of writers, and brought forth shoals of words, but it is only 
in our own time that we have come near to touching the door of 
truth. To the burning controversial question, “Who invented 
printing?” the eminent lecturer gives answer : Gutenberg, after having 
clearly and logically demonstrated that the art of printing consists in 
the employment of moveable characters in metal to reproduce the 
thought in infinity by the press. To Laurent Coster, the Dutchman, 
and to others before him, is due the honour of having employed cuts 
of wood with characters perhaps moveable; to Gutenberg alone 
belongs the glory of having invented the moveable metal character and 
the press; and these claims he bears out by ample citations from 
authenticated contemporary documents. 

The death is announced from Marseilles of M. Emile Barlatier, 
printer, director of the Semaphore, who succumbed to an attack of 
congestion at his estate of Trets, at the early age of fifty-one. He 
succeeded his father, M. Adolphe Barlatier, one of the founders of the 
Semaphore, and chief of the house Barlatier-Feissat et Demonchy, 
which became, in 1867, Barlatier-Feissat et fils. On the death of 
Barlatierpere in 1S85, mile Barlatier remained alone at the head of 
the house, till he was joined in 1888 by a collaborator, M. Edmond 
Berthelet, who will continue the work of the Barlatiers. A well- 
instructed man, and distinguished polyglot, an indefatigable worker, 
as modest as he was industrious, careful of the well-being of his 
employes, Barlatier had created for himself an unique position in 
journalism ; none could better deal with the social, economic, and 
commercial questions which interested the great southern port ; yet 
he lived for his family and his paper, and refused all public office, 
however honourable, content to aid the progress and development of 
his city through his columns. 

ThEodore Goebel contributes an article to the Journal fiir Buch- 
druckerktinst, giving interesting details concerning “ Das Haus der 
Union” (the House of the Union) of Stuttgart. This house has been 
one of the most prosperous in the town, for on the spot where in 1810 
Jean Frederic Cot*a founded his little establishment, there is to-day 
an immense building, which is a model printing-house, where can be 
found every modern invention that has been contributed to the in¬ 
dustry. On the basement there are forty great printing-machines; on 
the first floor there are nineteen more of smaller dimensions. The 
“ composing-room,” with its cabinets for readers, and the store-rooms 
of stereotype and other material are fashioned to serve every need of 
the immense work the house gets through, giving employment as it 
does to 750 persons. Bookbinding workshops are found on the third 
floor, and the warehouses of books, prints, and paper are installed yet 
higher. In January, 1890, a company was formed under the name 
given above, with a capital of 5,000,000 marks, the presidents of 
which are MM. Adolphe and Paul Kroner, and Guillaume Spemann, 
and the directors MM. Daiber, Freund, Sigleur, and Adolphe 
Spemann. 

The Independant de la Charente-Inferieure publishes the following 
humorous jeremiad on a South American journalist, whom spleen had 
driven to suicide :— 

“ There is nothing in the world more difficult than to be at the head 
of a newspaper. Do you publish many political articles ? Then your 
readers grumble. Do you publish few? Your paper is found insig¬ 
nificant, mercenary, and lacking in interest. Does your journal contain 
piquant anecdotes, does it risk a plaisantcrie which it thinks spirit ltd? 
Then it is banished from the category of serious papers. Does your 
director, thinking to do well, abandon this fashion and set himself to 
the consideration of questions elevated and worthy of interest ? He is 
at once treated as a pedant and a moralist. Does he print original 

articles? The malignant discover that he would do better to copy 
good things from the journals of others. Does he copy? He is 
reproached with the cry of ‘scissors’! Does he extol Royalty? 
He is called servile and ready for any meannesses. Is he independent ? 
He is at once a dangerous man. Is he a Conservative ? Then he is a 
reactionary. Does he go to Church ? Pah ! he is a canter. Does he 
not go ? Then he is an atheist and his writings poisoned coruscations. 
Does he not pay his editor with exaggerated largesse ? Then it is 
found that he wishes to become rich through the parsimony with 
which he pays the intelligence of others. It is in order to be delivered 
from these incessant outrages and eternal slanders that I terminate my 
existence, happy to escape thus from this horrible nightmare which rs 
called journalism.” 

-^ ^ 

(tte® Jfourna&f (t (psrefg Cftanjjeg. 

Messrs. Gardiner & Co., of Goole, on the 18th ult. commenced 
the issue of a small four-page halfpenny-sheet, entitled the Wednesday 
Journal. 

The Ross-shire Journal has been started for the purpose of advo¬ 
cating the principles of the Liberal Unionist party in Ross and 
Cromarty. 

The Mid-Ulster Mail, a new four-page penny weekly, has been 
started in Cookstown. It is printed by Messrs. Henderson and Co., 
Belfast, for the publisher and proprietor, Mr. II. L. Glasgow, 
Cookstown. 

The South Essex Gazette, circulating through the Romford division 
of the county, hitherto a four-page halfpenny weekly, has been doubled 
both in size and price. 

The National Press, the new organ of the Home Rule party 
opposed to the Parnellites, made its appearance in Dublin on the 7th 
inst., and met with a very large demand. 

Golden Gates is to be the title of a new penny weekly magazine 
which Mrs. Arthur Stannard (John Strange Winter) is about to start, 
and which she will edit. The first number will shortly be published. 
Each number will be complete, and the journal will cater for all 
classes of readers. Mrs. Stannard has arranged to print 100,000 
copies of each issue, in addition to special editions for America and 
the Colonies. 

The Voice is the title of a new threepenny monthly journal for 
speakers and singers, with which has been incorporated the Elocu¬ 
tionist. It is edited by Edwin Drew, and published by the General 
Publishing Company, Limited, 280, Strand, W.C. 

The long-talked-of Aberdeen new daily, in the Liberal interest, will 
shortly make its appearance under the title of the Northern Star. 

The Licensing News has been started in the interests of licensed 

victuallers. 

Deakin's Stray Leaves is a new magazine of “ wit, wisdom, and 
fiction,” published monthly at 45, Eastcheap, E.C., price one penny. 

The Navvy's Guide is a new trade journal in the interests of navvies. 
The publishing offices are at Eccles, near Manchester. 

Lambert's Monthly has just changed hands, and in addition to the 
usual penny edition, a threepenny edition on superior paper is now 
published. 

The Smithfield Gazette is a new monthly journal for the meat trade. 
A curious feature is that it is printed at Edinburgh. 

A new monthly is announced to appear on April 25. It will be 
called the Ludgate Monthly, and the price will be threepence. 
Illustrations are to form a special feature. 

Emigration is the title of a new publication whose object is to 
faithfully mirror British Colonial life, to act as a guide to intending 
settlers, to become a semi-official record as between colony and colony, 
and generally to appeal to all, rich and poor, interested in questions 
of Colonisation, of Colonial development, and of Imperial Federation. 

Mr. Keith Angus has sold his interest in the Whitehall Review, 
of which, during the past seven years, he has been both proprietor 
and editor. 

The Dairyman has re-appeared under its old name, after having 
ceased publication about ten years. 

The Illustrated Cyclist is a new penny weekly, a feature being the 
attention devoted in its pages to photography as a companion pastime 
to cycling. It is printed and published by Arliss Andrews, Museum- 
street, W.C. 

The Suffolk Standard is a new penny monthly labour journal, which 
claims to be the official organ of the Eastern Counties Labour Federation. 
It is printed by B. W. Versey, Ipswich, and published by J. Robinson, 
112, Princes-street, Ipswich. 
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Messrs. G. Routledge & Sons, Limited, Broadway, Ludgate- 
hill, have been appointed publishers of the books issued in connection 
with the Times. 

Messrs. W. B. Silverlock & Co. have appointed Messrs. Ever- 
ling & Kaindler, 14, Rue de Conde, Paris, agents for their patent 
bronzing machine, for France. 

Messrs. Pickersgills & Lightowler, formerly managers to 
Mr. Alf. Cooke, Leeds, have commenced business as colour printers to 
the trade, at the Old Printing Works, Hunslet-road, Leeds. 

Messrs. Lepard & Smiths, of 29, King-street, Covent Garden, 
notify the fact that their old-established business together with that of 
Ross, Young, & Co., of 58, Southwark-street, S.E., have been in¬ 
corporated under the Companies Acts. The name of the new firm 
will be Lepard & Smiths, Limited, and the principal places of business 
will be 29, K;ng-street, Covent Garden, W.C., and 58, Southwark - 
street, S.E. 

Messrs. Jno. Menzies & Co., 12, Hanover-street, Edinburgh, 
have been appointed agents in Scotland for Her Majesty’s Stationery 
Office and for the sale of Government publications. This appoint¬ 
ment was formerly held by Messrs. Adam & Charles Black, and the 
alteration has been made owing to the removal to London of the head¬ 
quarters of the latter firm. 

-^—-0.- 

(Pnnfing anb oCompanies. 

FOLLOWING are the particulars of twenty-five 
companies registered since our last list was 

compiled, the total capital being £^416,105. This 
compares with thirteen companies and £^125,750 capital 
at the same date last year, and brings the total so far 
recorded to forty-seven companies and £^748,405 capital, 
compared with forty companies and £^834,050 capital at 
the corresponding date last year. 

Asiiley & Smith, Limited. —Registered on the 28th ult., with a 
capital of £100,000, divided into 5,000 10 percent, preference, and 
5,000 ordinary, shares of £10 each, to acquire the Sportsman and 
other newspapers, published at 139 and 140, Fleet-street, under the 
name of Ashley & Smith, and to carry on the business of publishers, 
printers, advertising agents, &c. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—*C. H. Ashley, newspaper proprietor, Hornsea- 
lane, Middlesex; Mrs. E. Ashley, Hornsea-lane, Middlesex; Miss E. 
Ashley, Hornsea-lane, Middlesex ; *C. Ashley, manager, Hornsea- 
lane, Middlesex ; *S. Smith, newspaper proprietor, Grove-park, Lee, 
S.E. ; Mrs. H. Smith, Grove-park Lee, S.E. ; *H. B. Smith, 
journalist, 93, Comeragh-road, Kensington ; S. A. Smith, accountant, 
Grove-park, Lee, S.E. The number of directors is not to be less than 
two, nor more than six; the first being the subscribers denoted by 
an asterisk; qualification of ordinary directors, £1,000 ; of managing 
director, ,£2,000 ; remuneration, ordinary directors, £400 per annum ; 
C. H. Ashley (managing director), £1,750, and S. Smith (also 
managing director), £1,000. Solicitors, Messrs. Gush & Co., 3, 
Finsbury-circus. 

Lepard & Smiths, Limited.—Registered on the 18th ult., with 
a capital of £75,000, in £10 shares, to acquire and carry on the busi¬ 
ness of paper manufacturers and wholesale stationers, carried on by 
Messrs. Lepard & Smiths, at 9, King-street, and 25, Hart-street, 
Covent-garden, and for other purposes. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are*A. G. Smith, wholesale stationer, 
Romanhurst, near Bromley, Kent; *W. L. Smith, wholesale stationer, 
Watford; *A. K. Smith, wholesale stationer, Lerryn, Watford; *F. j. 
Ross, wholesale stationer, 29, King-street, Covent-garden ; *A. W. 
Dean, wholesale stationer, 29, King-street, W.C.; E. Wigens, clerk, 
40, Sugden-road, Lavender-hill; E. II. Christian, clerk, 47, Achilles- 
road, West Hampstead. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three, nor more than seven ; the first being the subscribers 
marked by an asterisk ; remuneration, A. G. Smith, £1,000, W. L. 
Smith, £300, A. K, Smith, £300, F. J. Ross, £400, and A. W. 
Dean, £300 per annum, and, in addition, the last two shall receive 
£100 in every year when dividend exceeds 15 per cent, per annum. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Steadman & Co., 23, Old Broad-street, E.C. 

Hartlepools Pulp and Paper Company, Limited.—Regis¬ 
tered on the 28th ult., with a capital of £40,000, in £5 shares, to 
acquire the business of chemical wood-pulp makers, lately carried on 
by the Durham Paper Pulp Company, at West Hartlepool, Durham, 

to adopt an agreement dated 5th February last, between the Durham 
Taper Pulp Company, of the one part, and G. Makin of the other 
part, and to manufacture all kinds of pulp and paper-making 
materials. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are 
G. Makin, wholesale jeweller, Manchester ; *J. Makin, mill manager, 
Oakenrod-hill, Rochdale ; Mrs. F. Makin, Oakenrod-hill, Rochdale ; 
J. Makin, paper-stainer, Wallhead-house, Rochdale; *T. Thornley, 
mill manager, Tollington-road, Bury ; *W. Andrew, mill manager, 
Ilollincross-lane, Glossop ; Mrs. M. Andrew, Ilollir.cross-lane, Glos- 
scp. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more 
than five, the first being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. 
Qualification, 50 shares. Remuneration, to be fixed at general meet¬ 
ing. Registered office, Pulp and Paper Works, Burn-road, West 
Hartlepool. 

Lithographic Stone Quarrying Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the nth ult., with a capital of £30,000, divided into 
3,000 shares of £10 each, the first issue consisting of 800 preference 
and 400 deferred shares, to acquire certain hereditaments at Eccleneuil, 
Chateau-neuf-sur-Cher, France, lately occupied by Harry Hammond, 
and partly used as a lithographic-stone quarry, to adopt an agreement, 
dated February 11 last, between R. B. Fraser, of the one part, and 
W. R. Beilby (on behalf of the company), of the other part, and to 
search for and sell lithographic stones and minerals of all kinds. The 
subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—R. B. Fraser, 
chemical manufacturer, 5, Belsize-road, London, N. W. ; W. R. 
Beilby, 2, Gothic-villas, Canonbury, N.; G. C. Innes, accountant, 
58, Lansdowne-road, Clapham, S.W. ; N. Spyer, commission agent, 
59, Thorngate-road, Maida-vale, W. ; J. J. Hayhoe, clerk, 101, 
Leadenhall-street, E.C. ; J. G. Parkinson, clerk, 49, Arliss-road, 
Lavender-hill, S.W. ; F. E. Wilkinson, clerk, 45, Clerkenwell-green, 
E.C. The number of directors is not to be less than three nor more 
than five ; the first to be appointed by above subscribers. Qualifica¬ 
tion, £200 each; remuneration, 500 guineas. Solicitors, Messrs. 
W. M. Taylor & Son, 27, Great James-street, Bedford-row. 

Pictorial Newspaper Company, Limited. —Registered on the 
16th ult., with a capital of £25,000 in £5 shares, to carry on the 
business of proprietors of illustrated and other newspapers, printers, 
&c., in particular to purchase and carry on the Pictorial World, and 
for that purpose to adopt an agreement about to be made between 
I. and C. Robson of the one part, and the company of the other part. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—*R. Warner, 
The Firs, Richmond-hill, Surrey ; *J. Robson, Mildura, Christchurch- 
road, Crouch-end; *D. A. Onslow, J. P., 28, Carlton-hill, N.W. ; 
C. . Thomas, clerk, Briermead, Birkinhead-avenue, Kingston-on- 
Thames ; J. H. Newton, clerk, 9, Hemberton-road, Clapham ; L. C. 
Whitefield, accountant, 24, Gray’s-inn-residences, Gray’s-inn, W.C. ; 
J. Fletcher, clerk, 1, Oakfield-crescent, Gospel-oak, N.W. The 
number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five, 
the first being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; remuneration, 
£1 is., and expenses for every board meeting attended. Solicitor, 
Mr. H. Andrews, 18, Essex-, treet, Strand, W.C. 

Heinemann & Balestier, Limited.—Registered on the 28th 
ult., with a capital of £20,105, divided into 2,000 ordinary shares of 
£10 each, and 105 founders’ shares of £1 each, to carry on in 
England and elsewhere the business of publishers, printers, electro¬ 
typers, booksellers, and dealers. The subscribers are :— 

*W. Heinemann, publisher, 2r, Bedford-street, 

W.C. 

Found. 
Shares, 

31 

31 

Ord. 
Shares. 

100 

*W. Balestier, publisher, 2, Dean’s-yard, West- 
20 

Stoker, barrister, 17, St, Leonard’s-terrace, 
20 

R. McClure, publisher, 21, Bedford-street, 

W.C.... 5 

5 

20 

C. A. Reene, banister, 177, New Bond-street, 

W.C. 20 

W. T. Harnsmith, clerk, 50, South Norwood- 
hill, S.E. ....... ... 1 

A. Waugh, publisher, 2, Dean’s-yard, West¬ 

minster ... I 

The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
seven ; the first being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk, with the 
two former as managing directors; qualification, £200 ; remunera¬ 
tion, managing directors £200 each per annum, others as fixed at 
general meeting. Registered office, 2, Dean’s-yard, Westminster. 

Leader Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
7th ult., with a capital of £20,000, in £1 shares, 16,000 being ordinary, 
and 4,000 deferred shares, to adopt an agreement dated January 26 
last, between W. Entwistle of the one part, and F. Walmsley, on 
behalf of the company, of the other part, for the purchase of the 
newspaper publishing business, carried on by W. Entwistle, at 72, 

Lancaster-avenue, Manchester, under the name of “ The Leader 
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Company.” The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
G. H, Russell, accountant, 49, Hanging-ditch, Manchester ; F. Walm- 

sley, accountant, 49, Hanging-ditch, Manchester ; H. J. Widdows, 
solicitor, 5, John Dalton-street, Manchester; G. D. Kelley, secretary, 
73, Upper Brook-street, Manchester; *T. R. Threllfall, journalist, 
19, Sussex-road, Southport ; A. J. Limpaney, agent, 6, Bromfield- 
street, Cheetham-hill, Manchester; J. Healey, hosiery manufacturer, 
15, Bank-street, Farnworth; *W. Entwistle, hosiery manufacturer, 
Green-bank, Long-moor, near Bolton. The number of directors shall 
not be less than two nor more than seven, unless otherwise determined 
at a general meeting, the first being those denoted by an asterisk ; 
qualification, twenty shares each. Solicitor, Mr. H. J. Widdows, 5, 

John Dalton-street, Manchester. 

Rossendale Valley Advertising, Printing, and Publish¬ 

ing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 13th ult., with a 
capital of £15,000, in £1 shares, to purchase the Golden Valley 
Advertiser, with the business of publishers, advertising agents, &c., 
carried on by G. Honley and R. Espley. The subscribers are G. 
King, book-keeper, 87, Todmorden-road, Bacup, 10 shares; G. 
Honley, jeweller, 97, Market-street, Bacup, 10; F. Profitt, police 
clerk, Bank-street, Bacup, 1 ; G. H. Cunliffe, gas meter inspector, 
188, Rochdale-road, Bacup, 10 ; R. Ashworth, life insurance agent, 
19, Dale-street, Bacup, 1 ; C. Thomas, watchmaker, 10, Bank-street, 
Rawtenstall, 1 ; S. Sugden, pharmacist, Waterfoot, 1 ; R. Espley, 
advertisement agent, 5, Allan-street, Bacup, 1. The number of direc¬ 
tors shall not be less than three, nor more than seven ; the first to be 
appointed by the subscribers ; qualification, 10 shares; remuneration 
to be fixed at general meeting. 

Review Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
7th ult., with a capital of £10,000, divided into 950 shares of £10 
each, and 500 founders’ shares of £1 each, to acquire, and publish 
newspapers, reviews, and other publications, and to carry on the 
business of newspaper proprietors, general printers, stationers, &c. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one founder’s share, are 
F. L. Wilmot, accountant, 251, Brixton-road ; H. J. L. Edwards, 
assistant secretary, 9, Falmouth-road, S.E. ; F. J. Folkerd, accoun¬ 
tant, 192, Stockwell-road ; A. C. T. Frost, clerk, 3, Queen’s- 
buildings, Buckhurst-hill; E. Holt, 150, Portedown-road, Maida- 
vale; G. R. Milner, clerk, 65, Daly ell-road, Stockwell, S.W. ; 
T. Trustham, clerk, 25, Phoebe-street, Poplar, E. The number of 
directors is not to be more than seven, nor less than three, exclusive 
of managing director ; qualification, ten founders’ shares, or twenty 
ordinary shares ; remuneration, other than that of managing director, 
is to be one guinea for each attendance at board meetings, and one- 
twentieth of net surplus profits, after payment of dividend of 8 per 
cent, on ordinary shares, provided the total amount does not exceed 
,£1,500 per annum (exclusive of managing director). Registered by 
Mr. F. L. Wilmot, 251, Brixtou-road. 

“Short Cuts” Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 17th ult., with a capital of £[10,000, in £1 shares, to carry out 
an agreement with A. Grove for the purchase of Short Cuts, to 
establish and acquire any other periodical, and to carry on the business 
of printers, publishers, and advertising agents. The subscribers are : 
—A. Grove, journalist, 26, Montpelier-square, S.E., 1 share; H. H. 
Raphael, barrister, 4, Cumberland - place, Regent’s - park, 550; 
C. Diamond, journalist, 276, Strand, W.C., 1 ; T. J. Jeffs, traveller, 
4, Crawshay-road, North Brixton, 1 ; D. W. Reeve, Beechcombe, 
Basildon, Reading, 1 ; T. W. Williams, clerk, 7, Cyprus-terrace, 
East Dulwich, 1 ; J. A. Marshall, clerk, 6, Lombard-court, E.C., 1. 
The regulations of table A mainly apply. The number of directors to 
be three, the first being H. H. Raphael and A. Grove. Registered 
office, 276, Strand, W.C. 

Provincial Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
20th ult., withacapitalof£io,ooo, in £1 shares, to start, acquire, print, 
and publish newspapers and other publications, and to carry on the busi¬ 
ness of general publishers, printers, &c. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are:—E. W. Francis, clerk, 91, Manor-park-road, 
Harlesden, N.W. ; H. P. Dakin, clerk, 18, Longley-street, South- 
wark-park-road, S.E.; IT. W. Roach, 51, Gladsmuir-road, Hornsey- 
lane, N. ; C. J. Hooper, 26, Mansfield-road, Haverstock-hill, N.W. ; 
E. Jennings, clerk, 14, St. Helen’s-place, E.C. ; G. E. Holman, 
clerk, 37, Ivanhoe-road, Camberwell ; H. J. Wood, clerk, 14, Eaton- 
terrace, N.W. The number of directors (other than managing director) 
is not to be less than three, nor more than six; the first to be nomi¬ 
nated by the subscribers ; qualification, 50 shares ; remuneration to be 
fixed at general meeting. Solicitors, Messrs. Paine, Son and Pollock, 
14, St. Helen’s-place, E.C. 

District Printing and Publishing Company, Limited.— 

Registered on the 10th ult., with a capital of £“10,000, in £1 shares, 
to print, publish, and circulate newspapers, &c., and to carry on the 
business of general printers, booksellers, &c. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are:—W. H. Rabson, clerk, 8, Clifton* 
terrace, East Finchley ; H. Hems, clerk, 17, Bushey-hill-road, Peck- 
ham ; R. Adams, law student, Standon, Ware ; G. G. Hay, clerk, 

85, Ledbury-road, Bayswater, W.; F. Orme, solicitor’s clerk, 23, Old 
Broad-street, E.C. ; A. E. Simpson, law student, Oak Lawn, 
Beckenham; G. Groves, clerk, 23, Belmonl-road, West-green, 
Tottenham. Unless otherwise stipulated, the number of directors to 
be not less than three, nor more than nine ; the first to be nominated 
by the above subscribers. Solicitors, Messrs. Steadman, Van Praagh 
& Son, 23, Old Broad-street, E.C. 

“Wheeling,” Limited.—Registered on the 20th ult., with a 
capital of £“10,000, divided into 500 8 per cent, preference and 9,500 
ordinary shares of £T each, to adopt an agreement dated February 
13 last, between C. Grieve and others of the one part, and 
F. W. Fowler (on behalf of the company) of the other part, for the 
purchase of Wheeling, and to carry on the business of newspaper 
proprietors, publishers, and booksellers. The subscribers, who have 
taken one share each, are :—*C. Grieve, architect, 62, Flanders-road, 
Bedford-park, W. 5 H. E. Eve, solicitor, 158, Brixton-road, S.W.; 
J. T. Jones, clerk, Wentworth-steeet, E.; *A. H. Chifferiel, printer, 
6, Hornsey-rise, N.; *W. F. Chifferiel, printer, 6, Iiornsey-place, N.; 
F. P. Low, solicitor, 10, Basinghall-street, E.C.; W. McCandlish, 
journalist, Downcourt, Bedford-park, S.W. The number of directors 
is not to be less than two, nor more than three, the first being the 
subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, 100 shares ; remun¬ 
eration, £100. Solicitors, Messrs. Vanderpump and Eve, 5> 
Philpot-lane, E.C. 

Huddersfield and Halifax Advertising and Printing 

Company, Limited.—Registered on the 12th ult, with a capital of 
£“6,000, in £“5 shares, to carry on the trade of letterpress, lithographic, 
and colour printing, to publish newspapers in the United Kingdom, 
and to act as advertising agents, &c. The subscribers are :—*W. 
Dean, printer, 9, Westgate, Halifax, 1 share; *E. Bridgewood, 
teacher of singing, 3, Manor-street, Huddersfield, 10; G. IT. Iiarling, 
manufacturer, 120, Mount-street, Lockwood, Huddersfield, 1 ; *S. A. 
Robinson, billposter, 8, East-parade, Huddersfield, 1; D. Robertson, 
journalist, Greenhead, Dalton, Huddersfield, 20; *W. Titton, clerk, 
Moldgreen, Huddersfield, 1; *T. S. Lever, manufacturer, 73, South- 
street, Huddersfield, 1. The number of directors is not to be less 
than five nor more than nine ; the first being the above subscribers 
denoted by an asterisk, in addition to W. Robinson ; qualification, 
10 shares; remuneration to be fixed at general meeting. Registered 
office, Page-street, Huddersfield. 

Derry & Sons, Limited.—Registered on the 21st ult., with a 
capital of £5,000, in £10 shares, to purchase the .business of printer, 
lithographer, bookseller, and general stationer, now carried on by J. 
Derry, at Wheeler-gate, Hounds-gate, and Rutland-street, Notting¬ 
ham, and to enter into an agreement about to be made between J. 
Derry and the company. The subscribers are :—*J. Derry, printer, 
Wheeler-gate, Nottingham, 200 shares ; *H. Derry, bookbinder, 9, 
Hounds-gate, Nottingham, 29; *A. Derry, bookseller, 10, Wheeler- 
gate, Nottingham, 28 ; *W. Derry, printer, Rutland-street, Notting¬ 
ham, 25 ; J. Wakerley, printer, 9, Hounds-gate, Nottingham, 10; C. 
Rogers, accountant, 22, Low-pavement, Nottingham, 5 ; C. Bell, 
advertising agent, Bingham, Nottingham, 5. Qualification of directors, 
£200; the first being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; remu¬ 
neration to be fixed at general meeting. Registered by Jordan & Sons 
120, Chancery-lane, W.C. 

Pontypridd Printing and Publishing Company, Limited. — 

Registered on the 21st ult., with a capital of 5>000> in £1 shares, to 
carry on the business of printers, publishers, booksellers, stationers, 
and newspaper proprietors. The subscribers, who have each taken 
one share, are :—J. Crortlett, merchant, 2, Taff-street, Pontypridd ; 
D. McGregor, draper, Gelliwastad, Pontypridd ; G. R. Jones, York 
House, Pontypridd ; E. Williams, Arms Hotel, Pontypridd ; D. R. 
Evans, butcher, 20, Taff-street, Pontypridd; T. Evans, draper, 
7, St. Catherine-street, Pontypridd ; R. I. Jenkyn, journalist, Ponty¬ 
pridd. Registered without special articles. Registered office, Vestry 
Hall, 8, Church-street, Pontypridd. 

Hartford Newspaper Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
7th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £“5 shares, to adopt an agree¬ 
ment dated January 1, 1891, between R. C. Miller of the one part, 
and W. S. Fisher, on behalf of the company, of the other part, for 
the purchase of the West Kent Advertiser, and for other purposes. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are:—*R. C. 
Miller, 21, Bramham-gardens, South Kensington ; *W. A. Gales, 
Parliamentary registration agent, Dartford ; G. A. Quait, Dartford* 
heath ; *T. B. Marchant, paper manufacturer, Sutton-at-ITone ; *H. 
Dann, land agent, Deptford; T. Aldworth, Horton Kirby, near 
Dartford ; J. Snowden, printer, Dartford. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than five ; the first being those 
denoted by an asterisk ; qualification, £50. The shareholders to fix 
remuneration. Registered office, The Bank House, High-street, 
Dartford. 

Wigan and District Billposting and Advertising Com¬ 

pany, Limited.—Registered on the 9th ult., with a capital of £5,000, 
in £1 shares, to carry on the business of billposters, advertising agents, 
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&c., in Lancashire and elsewhere. The subscribers, who have each 
taken fifty shares, are :—G. Rushton, grocer, 15, Wrightington-street, 
Wigan ; Alderman G. Smith, J.P., merchant, Mat’s Cross, Wigan ; 
J. Gee, provision merchant, Green Bank, Billinge, near Wigan ; F. 
W. Jarbuck, solicitor, Appley Bridge, near Wigan ; J. W. Wild, lime 
merchant, Wigan; H. Litherland, chemist and druggist, 134, Wall- 
gate, Wigan ; J. Hurst, grocer, 12, Park-view, Wigan ; Q. Rushton, 
grocer, 27, Park-view, Wigan; T. Strowger, printer, 11, Park-view, 
Wigan. The regulations of table A mainly apply. Qualification of 
directors, £50 each ; remuneration, other than that of the managing 
director, to be fixed at general meeting. Solicitor, Mr. T. H. Cow- 
burn, 3, King-street, Wigan. 

Robert H. Clamp & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 31st 
January with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to acquire the business 
of printers and stationers, carried on by Robert H. Clamp & Co. The 
subscribers are:—H. G. Guthrie, traveller, 58, Lambeth-road, S.E., 
100 shares ; J. Burgess, printer, 48, Frederick-street, W.C., 30; D. 
Rowe, engraver, 20, Maude-road, Camberwell, S.E., 25 ; J. P. Hull, 
engraver, 16, Adelaide-road, N.W., 1 ; P. J. T. Symes, pub¬ 
lisher, 8, Ilornsey-rise-gardens, N., 10; J. Wise, secretary, 14, 
Thorne-terrace, Barnes, 1 ; G. Lewis, 54, Napier-street, Shepherdess- 
walk, N, 1. The number of directors is not to be less than two, nor 
more than five ; the first directors being P. J. T. Symes and J. Wise, 
and after the first allotment R. II. Clamp ; registered by R. Jordan, 
120, Chancery-lane, W.C. 

“ Mansfield Reporter ” and Printing and Publishing Com¬ 

pany, Limited.—Registered on the 19th ult., with a capital of £3,000, 
in £10 shares, to adopt an agreement dated February 16 last, between 
W. J. D. Andrew, as vendor, of the one part, and J. Whitaker, on 
behalf of the company, of the other part, for the purchase of the 
Mansfield Reporter, and to carry on the business of newspaper pro¬ 
prietors, printers, &c. The subscribers, who have taken one share 
each,' are :—*W. Bryan, solicitor, Mansfield, Nottingham ; *F. J. 
Turner, land agent, Mansfield, Nottingham ; F. A. Sanderson, iron- 
founder, Mansfield, Nottingahm ; C. J. Neale, land agent, High Oak¬ 
ham, Mansfield; J. Witham, licensed victualler, Mansfield ; S. 
Walters, printer, Mansfield, Nottingham ; W. J. Chadburn, brewer, 
Mansfield, Nottingham. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three nor more than nine ; the first being W. W. Hall, J. 
Whitaker and W. M. Bates, in addition to the subscribers denoted by 
an asterisk ; qualification £20. Registered office : 57A, Leeming- 
street, Mansfield. 

Walter Griffiths & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 5th 
ult., with a capital of £3,000, divided into 600 shares of £5 each, to 
adopt an agreement dated January 29 last, made between W. Griffiths, 
II. J. G. Ball, and G. W. Appleby, to carry on the business of photo¬ 
lithographer, photographic apparatus, and paper box manufacturer, 
hitherto carried on by Walter Griffiths, at Idighgate-square and else¬ 
where. The subscribers are :—*W. Griffiths, Idighgate-square, Bir¬ 
mingham, 75 shares; *11. J. G. Ball, stationer, Castle-street, Birming¬ 
ham, 65 ; *A. Brown, hardware merchant, 142, Moseley-road, Bir¬ 
mingham, 10; W. Rooke, cashier, 16, George-road, Birmingham, 40; 
E. Smith, tin merchant, 139, Digbeth-road, Birmingham, 2; R. P. 
Keates, manufacturer, Coalville, Leicestershire, 2 ; W. B. Hindes, 
merchant, Oxford-street, Birmingham, 20. Directors to be not more 
than three ; those denoted by an asterisk are the first directors; quali¬ 
fication of each director, twenty shares. Solicitor, Mr. James Har- 
greave, Birmingham. 

Thomas Sumner, Limited.—Registered on the 23rd ult., with a 
capital of £i,ooo, in £1 shares, to adopt an agreement dated February 
13 last, between H. L. Price, of the one part, and J. W. Smith 
for the company, of the other part, and to carry on the business of box 
makers, stationers, and paper dealers. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—T. Sumner, box maker, 53, Richmond-street, 
Manchester; G. Sumner, box maker, 53, Richmond-street, Manchester; 
C. Marx, merchant, Victoria-park, Manchester ; L. M. Simonson, 
merchant, Oak-road, Withington, Manchester ; J. W. Inman, clerk, 
7, Duch-street, Cheetham, Manchester; J. II. Groves, clerk, 98, 
Grenner-street, Manchester ; J. W. Smith, cashier, 105, King-street, 
Stretford, Manchester. Registered without special articles by Kerr & 
Lanham, 3, Chichester-rents, Chancery-lane, W.C. 

National Laundry Newspaper Comfany, Limited.—Regis¬ 
tered on the 18th ult., with a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares, to esta¬ 
blish and carry on a journal representing the laundry and allied 
industries, and to carry on the business of printers, publishers, news¬ 
paper proprietors, and advertising agents. The subscribers are :— 
T. King, proprietor, Blue House, Sutherland-square, S.E., 25 shares ; 
H. Podger, laundry proprietor, Bromley, Kent, 25 ; J. H. Smethust, 
proprietor of dye works, 91a, Fonthill-road, N., 25 ; W. Keith, silk 
dyer, 131, Mile-end-road, 25 ; J. Mason, laundryman, 21, Cairs-road, 
Wandsworth-common, S.W., 25; C. Simon, laundryman, Strandon- 
road-green, Chiswick, 25 ; T. J. V. Fielden, journalist, 22, St. 
Andrew-street, E.C., 1. The regulations of table A mainly apply. 
Registered office, ?2, St. Andrew’s-street, E.C, 

Kensington Free Press Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 23rd ult., with a capital of £1,000, in £1 shares, to publish a 
weekly newspaper in Kensington. The subscribers are :—S. Sidders, 
printer, 17, Ball-street, Kensington, 100 shares; R. S. Buckland, 
accountant, 3, Lee-villas, Tottenham, 10 ; W. A. J. Pitman, traveller, 
35, Mallinson-road, Battersea, 10 ; C. E. Betts, butcher, 86, High- 
street, Kensington, 25 ; A. R. Sidders, stationer, 3, Ball-street, Ken¬ 
sington, 10; A. Bates, traveller, 20a, Norroy-road, Putney, 10; 
F. E. Buckland, manager, 86, West Cromwell-road, Kensington, 100. 
Registered without special articles by Mr. F. E. Buckland. 

Musical News Syndicate, Limited.—Registered on the 3rd 
inst., with a capital of £1000, in £10 shares, to promote the publica¬ 
tion of a weekly journal devoted to the art of music, and to carry on 
the business of printers, publishers, &c. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—J. I. Macfaden, merchant, 25, Lime- 
street, E.C. ; P. V. Sharman, musician, Gipsy-road West, Norwood ; 
A. G. Webb, journalist, 1, Cheriton-road, Fulham ; J. P. Baker, 
musician, Willersley House, Old Charlton ; S. Baldrey, solicitor, 77, 
Albert-street, N.W. ; A. Tibbetts, solicitor, 28, Bedford-row, W.C. ; 
G. C. Sutton, 52, Maddox-street, W. The regulations of table A 
mainly apply. Solicitors, Messrs. Gadsden & Treherne, 28, Bedford- 
row, W.C. 

The directors of C. Towsend Hook & Co., Limited, have declared 
a dividend of 10 per cent, for the past year. 

At the annual meeting of the Financial News, Limited, held on the 
9th inst., a dividend at the rate of 25 per cent, per annum on the 
Ordinary shares was declared, besides the dividend of 6 per cent, per 
annum on the company’s Preference shares, and a balance of 
,£4,012 19s. 8d. was carried forward. 

Y. Trotter & Son, Limited.—The third annual report of the 
directors of Y. Trotter and Son, Limited, of Chirnside Paper Mills, 
for the year ending December 31, 1890, states that the balance at 
credit of profit and loss account, including the balance brought for¬ 
ward from last year, is £4,152 2s. 5d. A dividend of 7J per cent., 
free of income-tax, is declared. 

The profits of Perry & Co., Limited, for the year 1S90 amount to 
£25,491 19s. 7d., after making all proper deductions for depreciation, 
&c. A dividend is recommended making I2§ per cent. for the year, 
which is the same as that paid for the last year. £2,500 is placed to 
reserve account, being the same amount as for the preceding year, and 
£2,352 15s. 3d. carried forward as against £1,750 is. 4d. 

The International Newspaper Company, Limited.—An ex¬ 
traordinary general meeting of this company was held on the 9th inst. 
at Freemasons’ Tavern, Mr. II. Bottomley presiding, at which the 
following resolution was passed:—“That it has been proved to the 
satisfaction of this meeting that the company cannot, by reason of its 
liabilities, continue its business, and that it is advisable to wind up the 
same, and accordingly that the company be wound up voluntarily.” 
Mr. St. John Winne, the secretary, was appointed liquidator. 

S. IIildesheimer & Company.—The fourth annual general 
1 meeting of this company was held at Silk-street, E. C., on the 25th 

ult., Mr. Ferdinand Wunderlich presiding. The accounts show a 
profit for the year to December 31, 1S90, of £8,958 4s. 2d. (inclusive 
of a balance of £212 3s. 7d. brought forward from last account), 
which the directors recommended should be appropriated as follows : 
Dividend at the rate o' 8 per cent, per annum, free of income-tax, 
£6,400; managing directors, as per agreement (after 8 per cent, paid 
to shareholders), £1,000 ; ordinary directors’ fees, £125 ; income-tax 
£214 16s. ; reserve fund (making a total of £5,000), £1,000 ; leaving 
£218 to carry forward to next account. The report was adopted. Mr. 
W. Shaw was re-elected a director, and Messrs. Turquand, Youngs & 
Co. were re-elected auditors. 

The fourth annual meeting of the Freeman's Journal Company, 
Limited, was held on February 19, the Lord Mayor of Dublin pre¬ 
siding. The report showed a profit of £14,305, the receipts being in 
excess of any year since the formation of the company. A dividend at 
the rate of 10 per cent, was declared ; £2,000 was placed to reserve, 
bringing it up to £6,000 ; £2,000 to building fund, raising it to £7,000 ; 
and £2,778 12s. 7d. was carried forward. The machinery and plant 
has been maintained in the best order, and the expenditure charged to 
revenue account. Satisfaction was expressed at the success which had 
attended the directors’ exertions during the past year, and at the state¬ 
ment that Mr. Edmund Dwyer Gray was about to join the board, and 
take an active part in the management of the paper, which his late 
father brought to such a high state of prosperity. 

The Bergvik Company, Limited.—The second ordinary meeting 
of this company was held on the 20th ult. at Winchester House, Old 
Broad-street, E.C. The report and balance-sheet for the year ending 
October 31, 1890, shows that the sum of £10,000 is placed to a sus¬ 
pense account, and carrying forward £3,747 3s. iod. in the accounts 
of the Swedish company, a sum of £51,000 remains. After providing 
London expenses and sums for interest and redemption of the de- 
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bentures, a balance of ,£25,587 3s. yd- is left, including the sum of 
£1,933 J3S> 3d. brought forward from last year. In July last £10,500 
of this sum was paid for interim dividends, which now left 
£15,087 3s. yd., which the directors proposed dealing with as follows: 
—Payment of final dividend on the 6 per cent, preferred shares to 
December 31, £7,500 ; payment of 14s. per share on the deferred 
shares, making, with the previous distribution of 6s. per share, a 
dividend of 10 per cent, for the year, £7,000 ; balance to be carried 

forward, £587 3s. yd. 

The report of the directors of Cassell & Co., Limited, for the year 
ended December 31 shows a balance of £40,769 18s. 8d. to be added 
to the sum of £124 2s. 4d. brought forward from last year ; these 
together amounting to £40,894 is. Of this amount, £8,885 5s- 6d. 
has already been distributed in the payment of an interim dividend for 
the first six months of 1890, at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, 
leaving £32,008 15s. 6d. now to be dealt with. The directors recom¬ 
mend the placing of the sum of £2,000 to the reserve fund (which will 
then be £26,0005 and the payment to each shareholder of a dividend 
of 15s. per share on each fully-paid share, and of 13s. 6d. on each 
share having £9 paid, making with the interim dividend already paid 
a distribution for the year at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum. In 
addition, the directors recommend the payment of a bonus of is. 8d. 
on each fully-paid share, and of is. 6d. per share on each 
share having £9 paid. These recommendations will make the 
total distribution on account of 1890 equal to £10 16s. 8d. per cent., 
and will absorb £31,617 11s. 8d., leaving £391 3s. iod. to be carried 
forward. 

--<*-♦—-- 

©Btfuarg. 

Davies.-—Mr. James Davies, senior partner in the firm of James 
Davies & Co., general printers, and publishers of the South Wales 
Press, died on February 21, aged 53- 

Eyles.—Mr. F. J. Eyles, proprietor and editor of the Brighton 
Examiner, died suddenly on February 14, aged 70. 

Nicol. —On February 11, the dead body of Mr. John Nicol, 
sub-editor of the Contemporary Review, was found in the Gareloch, 
near Shandon Hydropathic Establishment. Mr. Nicol, who was 
45 years of age, had been in the establishment only a few days, and 
had suffered from insomnia. 

Otto.—Dr. Nicol August Otto, the inventor of the gas engine 
bearing his name, died at Cologne on January 25. 

Scott.—Mr. Hudson Scott, of Messrs. Hudson Scott and Sons, 
lithographers and colour printers, Carlisle, died on February 11, aged 
83. The deceased served his time with his uncle, a Carlisle printer in 
a small way, and ultimately established one of the most successful 
businesses in the provinces. 

-«*>-«-♦- 

Bettete (pafenf. 

The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 
was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—February, 1891. 

2,066.—N. B. Kenealy. Improvements in or relating to mezzotint or 
similar engravings. 4. 

2,079.—W. H. Munns. A communication from J. Fine, of United 
States. Improved method for forming books with hanging 
attachments. 4. 

2,181.—{.Gardner. Improvements in type-writing machines. 6. 
2,211.—W. G. Burrows, Henrietta Villa, Boston-road, Han well. An 

improved method of transferring Woodbury-type prints. 6. 
2,344.—F. A. Johnson and W. E. Crane. Machine for producing 

printing surfaces. 9. 
2,438.—S. J. Seifried. Improvements in the manufacture of type¬ 

writers. 10. 
2,469.—G. W. B. Bromby, 26, Charles-street, Hull. An adjustable 

book or newspaper-holder. 

2,670.—A. Tenner. Improvements in platen printing-machines, 
adapted to print from a continuous web. 13. 

2,733-—H. H. Lake. A communication from II. A. Hempel and 
J. A. Dingens, of United States. Improvements in printers’ 
quoins. 14. 

2,758.—G. A. Wilson. Improvements in apparatus for folding and 
collecting printed sheets of paper. 16. 

2,825.—D. C. Stover. Improvements in type-writers. 17. 

2,833.—B. Granville. Improvements in type-writing machines. 

2,870.—H. E. Newton. A communication from H. Hoe & Co., of 
United States. Improvements in web printing-machines. 17. 

3,342.—W. Schumacher and L. C. Raegener. An improved process 
of printing in colours. 24. 

3,361.—P. A. Newton. A communication from the Electric Typo¬ 
graphic Company of United States. Improvements in the con¬ 
struction of, and means applicable to, type-setting and matrix 
making machines. 24. 

3,464.—J. Michaud. Improvements in rotary printing machines. 26. 
3,488.—A. Brown, F. W. Brown, H. Murphy, and R. J. Parkes. 

An appliance for use in combination with type-writing machines. 
26. 

3,620.—E. J. V. Earle. Improvements in the printing and folding 
of newspapers, pamphlets, and the like, and in machinery to be 
used for the purpose. 27. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1890. s. d. 

2,219.—Rudolph. Telegraph printing apparatus . o 11 
2,490.—Edwards. Making stereotypes, &c.   o 6 
3,053.—Smith. Stereotyping matrices .. o 6 
3,978.—Mackenzie. Platen printing machines . o 8 

5,577-—Pitcairn. Keyboards for composing machines, &c_ on 
9,484.—Jones. Printing machines .. o 8 

17.672. —McNicol & Bernheimer. Multi-colour printing 
machines ..    o 8 

19,174.—Newton. Type-writing machines . 2 4 
19,265.—Brown. Printing types..... o 6 
19.673. —Felbel & Steiger. Type-writing machines . o 8 
!9>995-—Swartout & Bengough. Type-writing machines . o 6 
20,001.—Michaud. Rotary printing machines .   o 8 
20,512.—Lake. Type-writing machines . o 8 
20,677.—Michaud. Printing, &c., machines . o 8 

Notice.— The present volume of the Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapher will probably be finished with the April (1891) 

number, by which time it is expected the arrangements for the 

New Series will be completed. The Title-page and Index will be 

issued on completion of the volume. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

Autotype Company, Collotype, &c., 

Armitage & Ibbetson, Almanacks vii 

Abraham, A. J., Chromo Artist.... v 

“ Arrow,” Monthly Magazine .... iv 

Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 

graphists .  v 

Balls, W. & J., Bookbinders .. viii 

“ Bickford's Magazine . iv 

Bowers Bros., Printing . v 

Central Agency, Partnerships, &c. v 

Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths ...... v 

Cornf.ussen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men .     iv 

Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines i 

Davies, Henry G., Electrotypers., vii 

Elliott, John, Son, & Co., Printing 

Machines .. viii 

Elvidge, C., Litho Pens ......_ v 

Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers v 

Greaves, T., Litho Stones . ii 

Hofer, W., Bronze Powder. v 

Jacobs Bros., Rags, &c. y 

Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks...... viii 

Kern, G. F., Litho Artist .. v 
Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist .. v 
Litho-plate Co. .. vi 

“Lithographer,” Limited. iv 

Mason H., Accurate Leads ........ iv 

Miscellaneous ..   vii 

Morgan, A. H., Chromo Artist .... v 

Patent Lithographic Zinc Plate 

Company, Limited. vii 

Redfern,G. F. & Co., Patent Agents v 

Silverlock, H., Electrotyper.. .... v 

Slater & Palmer, Printing Inks., vi 

Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers vi 

Webster’s Dictionary. viii 

Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers v 

Winstone, B., & Sons, Inks, &c. ii 

Winder Type Composing Machine 

Company, Limited... iii 

Wittmann, A., Litho Stones ...... vi 

WRAPPER. 

Cleathero & Nichols, Automatic 

Feeding Apparatus. 2 

Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco Engravers, &c. .. 3 

Hoke Engraving Plate Co. 3 

Manuer Bros., Printing Inks. 4 

Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.— 

Printing Ink Makers . 1 

Paper-Makers’ Directory . 3 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

The charges foi Advertisements will be furnished on application to the 
Publisher. 

The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through any 
Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent direct from the office, 73, 
Ludgate Hill, post free for one year for 4s. Postal orders to be made payable 
to Henry G. Davies. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 
is. 6d., or is. 9d., by post. The Index and Title-page were issued with the 
January Ntimber. 

We have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer for 
1887 and 18S8 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers only we will stipply these 
at 4-r. each, post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr G. 
Hedeler, Grimmaischer Steinweg, 3, Leipzig ; M. Bernard Hkilbronner 

38, Rue de Chabrol, Paris. 
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Coptctr of t§t (fllonffl. 

are sorry to have again to postpone our 
promised announcements with regard to the 
new series, and we are almost inclined to say 
nothing until the number is ready. But we 
really hope to have something definite to say 
next month. Meanwhile, there are still many 
friends from whom we should like to hear with 

applications for shares. Will they hurry up ? 

4* 4* 4> 

The Printing and Allied Trades Exhibition was duly held 
during the last fortnight of March, and, on the whole, may be 
pronounced a success. There were not many novelties on 
view, and the exhibitors could scarcely be considered 
adequately to represent the various branches, but those who 
were in evidence made a good show. We hear that very fair 
business resulted to many of the exhibitors, while those who 
did not actually book orders may look for future favours to 
recompense them for their outlay. There was some talk of 
making the exhibition an annual one, but, unless the promoters 
want to court a dismal failure, we advise them to be content 
with another printers’ exhibition, say, in ten years’ time, when 
some of the youngsters among us will be taking an interest in 
the craft. Exhibitions, like other things, may be overdone. 

4* 4» 4* 

Black and White appeared very uninteresting for the first 
few weeks of its existence, but lately it has been brightening 
up very considerably, and is now much more in touch with 
current events. The quality of the engravings, also, shows 
improvement. It is peculiar to see how many Roman Catholic 
subjects have been introduced, and we began to imagine that 
the Jesuits had got hold of this paper, as they have of so many 
others, but we are assured that this is not the case. We are 
glad to hear it, and hope to see a little less of this objection¬ 
able element in the future. One more growl: Why was it 
necessary to issue the—ugly, we were going to say, but we are 

assured it is very pretty—picture by Walter Crane representing 
the Commune? It looks like an ugly advertising block, but 
it is art! Still, if it was necessary to insert the picture, we do 
not consider it a matter of the slightest importance to be 
told what Mr. Crane's political views are. A note under the 
picture tells us that Mr. Crane regards the Commune, not as 
most sensible folks do, as the bloodthirsty uprising of lawless 
scoundrels, but as representing something noble and sublime. 
If that is his opinion we cannot say much for it, but at least 
the editor of Black and White could have kept the information 
private. 

4* 4* 4* 

An amusing and instructive comedy in the new journalism 
was enacted last month in Bristol—a city which, however 
ancient it may be, is not now the liveliest in the three kingdoms. 
The coroner of the district had before him a case in which—- 
it matters not what the case was—he considered that the ends 
of justice would be best served were it kept from publication 
in the three or four newspapers which the Bristolians read. 
He therefore requested the reporters present to suspend 
publication of their reports until the inquiry should be com¬ 
pleted, handing over at the same time notes of the first sitting 
of the jury on the body in question, which he had deliberately 
held in earner A, without giving any notice. We do not intend 
to discuss the pros and cons, of the case : a word to the wise is 
sufficient. But the coroner had every right to make such a 
request, with full expectations of its being carried out. Indeed, 
all the reporters agreed to comply. It was in only one paper 
accordingly—the Mercury, let it be said at once—that the 
report next morning appeared, though by no means in extenso. 
Albeit the reporter of that journal had agreed to respect the 
coroner’s wishes, his editor, acting on principles, as it was 
stated in a leading article two days later, of his duty to the 
public—acting at any rate on the superior judgment of a news¬ 
paper director, and as a protest to the “exploded idea ’that 
publication prevents the due carrying out of justice—the editor, 
we say, overruled his subordinate and published. 

* 4> 4> 

The coroner certainly had a right to his impression ; the 
reporter had a right to do as he was requested, on one sid 
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or the other—or both—and the editor had a perfect legal 
right to the exercise of his editorial acumen. But the result 
was a public explosion of indignation on the part of the 
coroner on his next sitting, preceded by some private letter 
writing, if not interviewing; and his determination, after due 
deliberation, summarily to exclude the Press’s eagle gaze in its 
entirety from his deliberations: the arrangement being that 
the papers who had done what they were told should be re¬ 
warded by notes from the coroner’s own prtcis-whter, contain¬ 
ing just as much as he chose to give them, of course, with the 
condition that their contemporary should not receive hints or 
proofs. The naughty journal, against whose pickers up of 
trifles, unconsidered or otherwise, the police’s “ Move on ” 
was henceforth to be directed, showed its view of the situa¬ 
tion by next day printing the enraged coroner’s speech in 
all its iteration of gasps and metal rules and conjunctions, 
accompanied by a fulminating leader on that gentleman’s 
conduct and on the duty towards their clientele of “respon¬ 
sible journals.” The paper has certainly carried on the dis¬ 
cussion in a most courteous’ manner, mixing each sarcasm 
which has since been directed against the offended one with 
judicious compliment in the proportion of six to half-a-dozen. 

♦ ♦ 

OF course it is somewhat absurd to imagine that, in these 
democratic and intellectual days, the Press can be excluded 
from anything that takes place—or from a good deal that does 
not take place—and the Bristol Mercury was not altogether ill- 
advised in ascribing the coroner’s status of intelligence on 
the matter to a date prior to the flourishing of penny daily 
papers in the land—not to put too fine a point on it. Well, 
the newspaper has continued to print its reports of inquests 
held by the coroner—from police, from jury, it matters not 
how—without more fuss than what may be called a due and 
sufficient notice thereof by headline and on tops of bills ; and 
there the matter rests for the present. The squabble was 
scarcely calculated to sustain the dignity of the Fourth Estate 
of the Realm on the banks of the Avon. 

♦ 4* ♦ 

In the interests of booksellers and newsagents it was quite time 
something was done with respect to the selling of magazines at 
a discount, and we are glad to see that Messrs. Macmillan & 
Co., have announced that they will no longer supply the 
English Illustrated Magazine to the trade for less than 5d. a 
copy, so that the cost of it to that section of the public who 
buy at the discount shops will in future be the marked price— 
6d., and not 4gd. This will give the small retail booksellers a 
chance of competing with the large dealers, and if the lead is 
followed by other publishing houses a healthier tone will be 
diffused throughout the trade. It will be interesting to know 
whether the sales show a falling off under the new system. If 
not, there is no reason why all sixpenny and shilling magazines, 
if not bo'oks, should not be sold at their marked prices. 

+ + 4* 

We have on several occasions drawn attention to the absurd 
and vexatious restrictions and rules of the Post Office with 
regard to newspapers and periodicals, and we are glad to 
see that so redoubtable a champion as Mr. Upcott Gill has 
taken the subject in hand. He has issued a pamphlet bearing 
upon this matter of newspaper postage, and Mr. Howard 
Vincent, M.P., has obtained leave to bring in a Bill “ to provide 
further facilities for the distribution of newspapers and other 
printed publications by post.” From this latter gentleman Mr. 
Gill received a letter, suggesting that newspaper proprietors 
and others who are interested should hold a conference to 
settle the terms of a Bill that would meet their requirements. 
One thing that certainly should be altered is the stupid distinc¬ 
tion between a weekly paper and a monthly one. The weekly 
paper may weigh two or three pounds, but it will go for a 
halfpenny ; while if it be published monthly it is charged at 
ordinary book rate. Where is the sense of such dealing with 
the public? The enormous revenue derived by the State from 
the Postal service might surely be used to some extent in giving 
increased facilities to the general public for the diffusion of 
literature. 

♦ ♦ 

In further proof of the absurd interference of the Post Office 
with their patrons (and, we may say, their employers), we have 

to instance the dealing of the department with the Daily 
Chronicle. As our readers are aware, the Chronicle commenced 
to issue a literary supplement at the beginning of the year, and 
on the 18th ult. the Postmaster General suddenly woke up to 
the fact that the revenue was suffering in consequence of this 
supplement. On that day the Chronicle published the following 
note:—“We regret that we are this morning forced by the 
Postmaster-General to slightly alter the character of our 
Literary Supplement, the popularity of which has unfortunately 
attracted his attention. If we cease to paste it into the body of 
our paper, Mr. Raikes will not object to it. That, however, 
would cause great discomfort to our readers. If we ceased to 
devote it to intelligence about literature, science, and art, 
Mr. Raikes would let us gum it into the paper as at present, 
and transmit it at newspaper rates of postage. That, however, 
would deprive our readers of a special class of news which we 
find they eagerly demand and generously appreciate. In order 
to avoid a dismal and harassing controversy with the Post¬ 
master-General over his paltry objection to pass the supple¬ 
ment as part of a newspaper, we shall in future drop the use of 
the title ‘ Literary Supplement,’ and appropriate for ordinary 
news a small part of the space which we had hoped to be able 
to devote exclusively to news about literature, science, and the 
arts. We have no doubt our readers will share our hope that 
the sacrifice will enable Mr. Raikes to vastly increase the 
revenue of the Department of State which he manages with so 
little sympathy for public feeling and convenience, and in a 
spirit so entirely out of harmony with the growing demand of 
the age for a closer association between English journalism 
and English literature and art.’’ Further comment is needless. 

* * + 

Referring to an illustration of a crouching lion, produced 
by means of brass rule, which appeared in the British 
Printer, our contemporary, Press News, makes the following 
remarks, with which we entirely agree :—Let us say at once 
that the job is a specimen of vast ingenuity, skill, and labour, 
and the compositor deserves every credit for his pains. But 
what is the use of it—indeed, all work of the sort ? Nobody 
would surely dream of having a block produced by such means. 
When will skilful printers cease to do work that does not put 
a penny piece into their pockets, that is never wanted, and 
that does not advance the “art preservative” one atom? Far 
be it from us to decry industrious habits ; in proof thereof 
(knowing that the machine-room, as well as the composing- 
room, can boast of its many painstaking occupants), we are 
prepared to offer a prize—a nice medal—for the best bundle of 
handbills (say about a million) “ worked off” with a mallet and 
planer, in not more than one colour. 

+ + + 

The Reporters' Magazine complains that the Institute of 
Journalists has given no practical proof of a present-day 
attempt to take into consideration the position of the young 
drudge of the Press. Shamelessly overworked and scandalously 
underpaid, a veritable slave, the junior reporter sees little to 
hope for from the Institute to help him in his struggles to make 
the best of his arduous calling which he has chosen for his own. 
He looks in vain in the records of the work of the Institute for 
some sign that the authorities have even thought of him, except 
as a subscriber of a few shillings per annum. Everyone is 
driving his own wheelbarrow with considerable persistence ; 
everyone seems to be taking care of his own pet interest, and 
in the scramble about the distinction of fellows and the division 
of lineage between chief subs- and chief reporters the young 
reporter is overlooked with a contemptuous indifference. 

* * + 

The extraordinary moral obliquity of the American people 
with regard to the theft of other people’s property, where 
it is simply a matter of copyright, receives a typical illustration 
in the case of the cheap reprint of the “ Encyclopaedia 
Britannica.” R. S. Peale & Co., of Chicago, burning with a 
desire to benefit their fellow citizens with the latest and most 
accurate information, reproduced by photography the whole of 
the wonderful work issued by Messrs. A. & C. Black under the 
above title, and sold it, as they could well afford to do, at 
I dol. 50 cents per volume. Some of the articles were claimed 
as copyright by Messrs. Black, but as others have been 
inserted in the editions in place of these, the judge refuses 
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to restrain Peale & Co. from selling the work. Ignoring 
altogether the shameful theft perpetrated by the Chicago 
house, a New York paper thus speaks of the matter :— 
“ The decision is a square setback to the book trust, and 
directly in the interest of education and general intelligence. 
As an educational factor in every household, no work in all 
literature is so important and desirable as this king of Encyclo¬ 
paedias, of which it has been said that ‘ If all other books 
should be destroyed, the Bible excepted, the world would have 
lost very little of its information.’ Until recently its high cost 
has been a bar to its popular use, the price being 5 dols. per 
volume, 125 dols. for the set in the cheapest binding. But last 
year the publishing firm of R. S. Peale & Co., of Chicago, 
issued a new reprint of this great work at the marvellous price 
of 1 dol. 50 c. per volume. That the public were quick to 
appreciate so great a bargain is shown by the fact that over 
half a million volumes of this reprint were sold in less than six 
months. It is the attempt of the proprietors of the high-priced 
edition to stop the sale of this desirable, low-priced edition, 
which Judge Wallace has effectually squelched by his decision.” 
The “interest of education and general intelligence'’ is good 
in face of the breaking of the moral law. But then, as we 
said before, it does not appear to be theft when literature is 
in question. 

♦ ♦ 

There is a certain amount of satisfaction expressed over 
here with regard to the American Copyright Bill, but we ques¬ 
tion whether there will be much advantage, except, perhaps, 
to a few popular writers. The others, who cannot afford to 
have their works set up and copyrighted in the States, will still 
be at the mercy of publishers over there, so that to a large 
extent things remain as they were. But there seems to be 
intense satisfaction among the Americans themselves. They 
appear to think they have behaved in a most handsome and 
generous manner, and take great credit to themselves for their 
display of honour and honesty. Of course they can afford to be 
cheery ; they have salved their consciences, and kept a tight 
hold of the dollars involved in setting up and priming works 
that obtain copyright. 

+ + 

VERY little can be said about the Board ot Trade returns 
for March. The export of books is slightly in excess in quantity 
and .£3,500 more in value for the month, and 1,200 cwt. and 
£8,000 more for the three months. Stationery shows a decrease 
for the month of £4,000 and £11,300 for the three months. 
Paper exports are more by 6,000 cwt. and £7,600 for the 
month, but less by 15,000 cwt. and £28,300 for the three 
months. Import of foreign paper shows a very large increase 
for the month, being greater by 121,700 cwt. in quantity and 
£53,000 in value ; the increase for the three months being 
26,300 cwt. and £14,600. 

Mar. . 
99 . 
5? .. 

Jan. to Feb, 
99 . 
>5 ....... 

Export of Printed Books. 

cwt. £• 
1891 ... ... 102,231 
1890 ... ... 12,341 ... 
1889 ... 
1891 ... ••• 33.753 ... 279,876 
1890 ... ... 32.542 ... ... 271,907 
1889 ... ... 32,233 ... 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

Mar. 
£• 

. 75.544 
9 9 . 

. 77,385 
Jan. to Mar. . 211,364 

99 .. 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the three months in each of the three years :— 

Germany . 
France . 
United States. 
British East Indies . 
Australasia. 
British North America... 
Other countries. 

1891. 1890. 
£• £• 

20,911 . .. 22,323 
7,778 . •• 6,729 

17,466 . • • 19,155 

25,694 • .. 27,228 
34,914 ■ •• 30,376 
4,725 • •• 3,521 

99,876 . • • 113,338 

1889. 
£• 

I9,306 
8,667 

17,484 
27,140 
45,090 
4,240 

90,698 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £• 
Mar. • 154,973 

99 . ... 83,313 ... ... 147,389 
99 . ... 159,955 

Jan. to Mar. ... 228,643 ... ... 398,591 
... 243,612 ... 

99 ... .. ... 264,348 ... ... 463,798 

Import of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. £• 
Mar. . 307,225 . 208,287 

99 . . 185,501 . I55A56 
99 . 139,655 

Jan. to Mar. . 572,823 . 472,538 

99 . . 546,543 . 457,951 

99 . . 457,771 . 397,815 

Hints and Sug; gestions for Litho- 

graphers. 

Use of Silicate of Potash in Lithography. 

ILICATE of potash, dissolved in pure water, 
plays an important part in chromo-printing. 
By modifying the liquor gradually as re¬ 
quired, its use permits of producing very 
clear tones by the addition of a thin var¬ 
nish, without having recourse to magnesia, 
whiting, or any other white substance, 

which nearly always entail the risk of producing clammi¬ 
ness. By adding a few drops of silicate to a colour 
reduced to a sirupy state strength is imparted without in 
the least lessening transparency. The addition of varnish 
renders the colour clearer, while the silicate gives it con¬ 
sistency ; only the silicate must be used drop by drop. 
Experience will be the best guide as to the use of this 
substance. The liquid silicate should be preserved in a 
flask corked with emery, as the air decomposes it. 

How to bring up Crayon Drawings.—When a drawing 
becomes thin and pale, the roller is choked up or the black 
is not sufficiently ground. This paleness is often caused 
by the indiscriminate use of acid mixed with distilled 
water in damping, or by vinegar. In the first case, clean 
the roller and take thinner black. In the second, two 
remedies may be used. Remove the drawing by means of 
a mixture of thirty parts of essence of distilled turpentine 
and two parts of olive oil well amalgamated. The drawing 
removed, ink it with a black a trifle more adherent than 
that used in printing ; pull a few proofs, and if the drawing 
recovers its primitive purity and vigour, proceed with the 
printing. When this remedy fails, recourse should be had 
to pure essence to remove the drawing. Afterwards ink 
with a preserving ink, gum, and place the stone aside for 
twenty-four hours. 

Inconvenience of Etiamelled Papers. — These papers 
absorb a part of the substances serving to bind together 
the solid elements of the ink ; consequently, the black 
particles remain like dust on the enamel and are detached 
by the least touch. An ink having greater adherence may 
be procured by adding a rich resinous varnish, similar to 
that used for bronzing. 

Glycerine prevents fine colours from drying in the boxes if 
precaution be taken to cover them with a thin layer of this 
liquid. The surface of the colours should be previously 
smoothed over. 

The Great Triennial Handel Festival will be held at the Crystal 
Palace in June next. The “ Messiah ” and “ Israeljin Egypt ” will, as 
on former occasions, be performed on the first and third days, while 
the middle day will be devoted to a selection from other sacred and 
secular works of the great composer. 
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The Printing Trades Exhibition. 

AS most of our readers will have either visited the exhibition, 
or have read full accounts of it elsewhere, we shall con¬ 

tent ourselves with giving a very brief description of the more 
important exhibits. 

There were three composing machines on view, namely, the 
Winder, the Thorne, and the Linotype. Of these the Linotype 

appeared to attract the greatest attention, and we are not sur¬ 
prised. The machine is a marvel of ingenuity and skill, and 
the improvements effected in the present style of machine, as 
compared with the first, are calculated to remove many valid 
objections which have been urged against it. We shall not be 
surprised to learn that many newspaper offices are adopting 
this machine, and we anticipate a future for it, not perhaps 
quite so rosy as that foreshadowed in the first prospectus of 
the company, but still solid and substantial. The Thorne 

machine has already been described in our pages, and there is 
nothing new to add concerning it. We did not see it at work. 
The Winder composer is a most ingenious little affair, the 
price being very moderate, and the ease with which composi¬ 
tion can be done being remarkable. A number of tubes con¬ 
tain the type, and the compositor sits before the appliance, 
reading his copy, and taking the letters he wants from the 
lower part of the tubes with both hands. The letters are 
placed into a wide-mouthed channel, until about a line is set, 
when it is justified in the usual way, in a stick or galley which 
is fixed in front of the compositor just below the machine. 
Distribution is effected by the Automatic Distributor, the type 
having special nicks for this purpose. The distributor needs 
to be driven, and it can keep three composers supplied. From 
the distributor the tubes are filled and taken to a stand placed 
beside the operator, who can replenish his “ frame ’’ from it 
when necessary. The work is very swift and simple, and there 
should be a very large demand for this machine, its moderate 
cost being so much in its favour. 

Messrs. Kampe & Co. had a capital display of their 
numerous machines. They are sole agents for Karl Krause, 
Leipzig, one of the largest manufacturers of printing and book¬ 
binding specialities in the world, turning out every year over 
3,000 machines of various sorts. A special machine shown by 
Messrs. Kampe was the “Rock” gold blocking and inking 
press. It is a very powerful press, and capable of doing almost 
any amount of work. A steam backing machine ensures more 
exact work than any hand machine can produce ; the book 
only needs to be clamped by the workman, and the remainder 
is done automatically. The machine starts when a lever is 
touched, the books are backed, the machine stops, the jaws 
open, and the workman receives the finished book in his hands. 
Their numerous other exhibits included a round-corner cutter, 
an ink grinding mil! with porphyry rollers, rotary cutters and 
scorers, their celebrated tint block process, and many other 
items of great interest to the trade. The way in which this 
firm has developed proves that there is always room for good 
work and energetic workers. 

Of special interest to lithographers was the apparatus for 
covering litho rollers with their outer skins, exhibited by Messrs. 
Cartwright & Wallwork, of Manchester. It is a very 
simple contrivance, and yet one that effects the object in view 
with the greatest ease and success. A litho roller of any length 
or diameter can be covered in less than five minutes, and a 
roller covered by it is more even and will run much longer than 
one covered by hand. It also strips the rollers, and will reduce 
stretched skins to the diameter of the packing, leaving them 
perfectly tight. It is suitable for hand as well as machine 
rollers. 

Messrs. Thomas Greaves & S. Mason had 'a very exten¬ 
sive and complete exhibit of printers’ requisites—blankets, 
tapes, brushes, sponges, &c., rules, composition bronzers, and, 
in fact, almost every requisite for a printing and lithographic 
establishment. The business of the firm appears to be de¬ 
veloping by leaps and bounds, and judging from the style 
and quality of the materials exhibited on their stand, we are 
by no means surprised. 

Messrs. J. S. COOK & SON exhibited their Premier platen 
machine, and also their Victor platen machine. Their other 
exhibits included brass rule, hard wood furniture, galleys of 

all kinds, rule cutting and mitreing machine, wood letter, and 
other specialities. 

The Patent Lithographic Zinc-Plate Company, 

Limited, exhibited their plates and specimens of work executed 
therefrom. These plates are fast coming into use, and appear 
to give the greatest satisfaction wherever they are used. 
Alterations can be easily made, and they are exceedingly 
durable, being capable ofFgiving a very great number of im¬ 
pressions. If litho artists will overcome the little prejudice 
still existing in their minds against the use of zinc plates 
instead of stone, we may expect to see a greatly extended use 
of them throughout the trade. We believe the plates will be 
found especially useful for large bold work, although they can 
be used with perfect success for even the most delicate work. 

A rival to the foregoing is introduced by Messrs. Vincent, 

Brooks, Day, & Son, in their “perfect” substitute for stone. 
These plates have been used by Messrs. Wezel & Naumann, 
of Leipzig, for several years in producing the high-class work 
published by Messrs. Raphael Tuck & Sons, and Messrs. 
Brooks exhibited some very fine specimens of their own work 
printed from the plates. Competition is always good, and now 
that there are, at least, three zinc litho plates in the market, 
we think the subject will receive a great deal more attention in 
the immediate future. There is room for all the makers, and 
we wish success to all. 

Messrs. Joseph Richmond & Co., Limited, made a goodly 
show with their machines in the most prominent part of the 
Hall. A very valuable machine is one (an American invention, 
and the only machine in England) which planes the face of a 
stone to the utmost nicety, without water, and without noise. 
The knife is double, and planes both ways of the traverse, 
changing its edge by a most ingenious but simple contrivance. 
Their other exhibits included envelope machines, blocking 
presses, backing machines, hydraulic presses and pumps, 
cutting machines, the “ Hatton ” platen machine, and many 
others too numerous to specify. 

Messrs. Gould & Reeves had a very good display of 
frames, hardwood furniture, and reglets in cabinets, wood 
letter, and many other sundries. Mr. .Baker was in charge, 
and seemed to enjoy himself very well, and pronounced busi¬ 
ness good. 

Messrs. W. B. SiLVERLOCK & Co. exhibited one of their 
improved bronzing machines, which is meeting with very great 
success, and the patents for which have been sold in the States 
and in various European countries. It is a beautiful machine, 
and does its work to perfection. 

Mr. F. Madeley Mole also had a patent bronzing and 
dusting machine, which claims to bronze and dust, at one 
operation, any size sheet up to double demy at 1,000 sheets an 
hour, saving 80 per cent, of bronze and 70 per cent, of labour 
over hand-bronzing, and giving a more brilliant and solid 
effect. The supply of bronze can be regulated to the greatest 
nicety, and the colour changed in a few minutes, and, it is 
stated, there is absolutely no waste or escape of bronze. 

Messrs. C. T.. Watson & Co. exhibited one of John Elliott, 
Son, & Co.’s 4-demy Defiance Wharfdale machines, binders, 
folding machines, and printing machines, and the little 
Diamond lithographic machine. 

Messrs. Joseph Foster & Sons exhibited a double-royal 
stop-cylinder printing machine, upon which was shown Old¬ 
field's patent multi-colour printing appliance, by which many 
colours can be printed from one form at one operation, rhis 
is achieved by. divisions in the ink-duct, and by specially 
arranged bars or strips in place of the ordinary inking slab. 
The apparatus can be applied to any existing machine, and 
appears to answer the purpose for which it is intended in an 
admirable manner, a poster in ten colours being printed in a 
first-class style. 

Messrs. JOHN Ratcliffe & SONS had one of their double¬ 
demy lithographic machines on show, fitted with taking-off 
motion and patent damping motion. 

Messrs. Gilby & Hermann had a good show of lithographic 
materials, and were distributing handbills setting forth the 
reasons why zinc plates would not supersede stones. Messrs. 
L. Cornelissen & Son also had a good show of lithographic 
materials, etc. 

Mr. Ebenezer Hurlin showed some paging, perforating, 
and pen-making machines, of very good design and con¬ 
struction. 
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Messrs. Austin, Wood, Browne, & Co. had a most in¬ 
teresting exhibit of type founding, which attracted a great deal 
of attention. 

Among the other exhibitors who had stands, and who 
showed various trade appliances, etc., may be mentioned :— 
Day & Collins, Limited, wood letter, etc.; Harvey Dalziel, 

patent twin-clamp stereo blocks ; Trent Gas Engine Com¬ 

pany, Limited, gas-engines ; Godfrey Printing-Machine 

Company, Limited, improved gripper platen-machine; Alfred 

Morfitt, Empress platen-machine ; W. C. Horne, Leader 
platen-machine, Upcott trimming machine, and various book 
sewing and stitching machines ; Oscar Friedheim, card¬ 
cutting and sewing machines ; Aug. Brehmer, book sewing- 
machines ; J. M. Powell & Son, “Little Wonder” fast cylinder 
machine and other machinery; W. E. COOK, guillotine and 
other machines ; James Upton, chromo almanacks, show 
cards, etc. ; Badoureau & Jones, boxwood blocks, electros, 
stereos, etc. ; James Entwistle, blankets, moleskin, felt, etc. ; 
B. Dellagana & Co., Limited, stereos, electros, and process 
blocks ; F. Wesselhoeft, fancy type, borders, etc. ; Phillips 

& Co.,patent multiplenumerical printing-machines; Schilling 

& Co., fancy types ; Hoke Engraving Plate Company, 

specimens of rapid engraving-plates; Horrocks & Co., 

chromo almanacks ; Furnival & Co., litho machine, gas 
engines, guillotines, etc. ; Crossley Bros., Limited, gas 
engines ; Harrild & Sons, platen-machine and patent 
trimming machine, with Upcott Giles automatic back gauge ; 
F. W. Fielding & Platt, gas engines ; Dick Kerr & Co., 

Limited, Griffin gas engines ; R. Cundall & Sons, folding- 
machines ; Cleathero & Nichols, patent automatic feeding 
apparatus. 

The “ Blades ” Library and Museum. 

THE following most excellent suggestion appeared in the 
February number of Gaston's Circular, and we cordially 

recommend it to the earnest consideration of our readers, and 
trust the suggestion will be carried to a practical issue :— 

“We have seen an announcement to the effect that the 
valuable and unique collection of books on the art of printing, 
on eminent printers, on typefounding, with a large number of 
specimen books of printing types, as well as engravings of 
eminent men who were connected in some remarkable way 
with the art of printing, and curiosities of almost every de¬ 
scription illustrative of the history of printing—in short, the 
most complete and valuable collection of the sort in existence, 
the result of a life’s work—will probably be sold by auction in 
the coming spring. We should be very sorry indeed to see this 
accumulation of what, probably, can never be brought together 
again—this nucleus of a museum of printing, so eminently 
English and interesting to the vast army of printers—irre¬ 
trievably scattered! It is more than probable that, unless 
some steps be promptly taken to prevent this spoliation of the 
work of a life-time, the items that go to make up the unique 
whole, perhaps of not much value individually, but, together, 
forming a collection which is invaluable, will be either frittered 
away into obscurity through a great number of separate pur¬ 
chasers, or bought up by some agent for transportation to 
America, where the hunger for historical collections is acute. 
We would suggest, therefore, that some steps be immediately 
taken to raise a fund for the purchase of the “ Blades ’’ 
Library and Museum, with a view to placing the collection in a 
suitable building as a “ Museum of Printing.” We shall be 
glad to heartily co-operate in this work if called upon to do so, 
and hope our suggestion will be taken up and acted upon by 
some leading spirits in the printing trade who are well fitted to 
carry out the idea.” 

A committee is now being formed for the carrying out of the 
suggestion, and a meeting of those who sympathise with it will 
shortly be called. Communications on the subject may be 
addressed to Mr. John Southward, 86, Loughborough-road, 
London, S.W. Mr. Thomas W. Smith (H. W. Caslon & Co.), 
has consented to act as treasurer of a fund for acquiring the 
Library for the use and benefit of the trade and the public. 

Messrs. Roberts & Leete, printers, of Tooley-street, are about 
to have new printing premises erected for them in Bermondsey-street, 
S.E., at a cost of about ,£9,000. 

f||^w Ippalancl f||ol^9 
By our Special Correspondent. 

TRADE throughout our colony since I last wrote you has 
been rather dull, even the usual Christmas and New 

Year rush of work being missing at this period. Parliament 
has met and adjourned again, after the shortest session on 
record in our Parliamentary history. Newspaper men are 
prominent in the new Ministry. Mr. Ballance, who was en¬ 
trusted with the formation of the Cabinet, is the editor and 
proprietor of the Wanganui Herald, and Mr. W. P. Reeves is 
the editor of the Lyttelton Times. 

When the new House met, the Speakership was vacant. The 
late Government nominated Mr. Rolleston, a very old and 
popular colonist and politician, and Major Steward, an Oppo¬ 
sition member, was also nominated. Upon a division, the Major 
was elected. The new Speaker is also a newspaper man, being 
the editor and proprietor of the Ashburton Guardian, and 
lately connected with the Waimate Times. 

The secretary of the Executive Council, N. Z. T. A. (Mr. 
D. P. Fisher), resigned a short time ago, when Mr. T. L. 
Mills was appointed to the office without opposition. He had 
barely taken over the duties of the office when he had to send 
in his resignation owing to his having been appointed sub¬ 
editor for the newspaper upon which he was holding cases— 
the New Zealand Times. [Mr. Mills has written special 
letters upon craft topics to the British Printer, and the Inlatid 
Printer, Chicago, and will be recognised as our special corres¬ 
pondent.] 

I have given you to understand in many of my letters that 
one of the greatest evils in our trade, particularly in Auckland, 
was the growth of girl labour. Since the Auckland comps, 
severed their connection with the N. Z. T. A. and formed a 
separate society, they have been working in the direction of 
securing a reform in this matter, and females are not recognised 
by their society. Mr. Brett, proprietor of the “ Star” printing 
works, and publisher of the Evening Star, Weekly Graphic, 
Farmer's Journal, and other publications, is the chief sinner in 
this respect, and for some time past the society has been 
interviewing him upon the subject with the result that some 
reasonable terms have been made, but even better ought to 
have been secured. There are thirty-seven girls employed in 
the Star office, including an overseer at £3 per week, and 
a sub-overseer at £2 10s. These two latter and seven others 
are out of their time, having served five years, and all the 
others have been legally indentured for five years. It was 

1 decided to extend the indenture period for the girls to the 
same time as that stipulated for boys—six years, and Mr. Brett 
is to give them 30s. per week during their sixth year. The 
seven above-mentioned are under this system, and are just 
upon the completion of their time, when, if competent, they 
will receive £2 10s. per week, and if they are not thought to be 
worth that wage they will be discharged. In October next 
twenty-one girls will have finished their extended time, when 
they will be dealt with in the same manner. It will take about 
three years to weed the girls out of the office. Accredited 
journeywomen will receive £2 10s. per week. After those 
now in the office have served their time, no more girls will be 
taken on, Mr. Brett giving it as his opinion that girls cannot 
compete with men as compositors, and in the end they will all 
have to go. He explains the growth of girl-labour in his office 
as not of his doing, as he was on a visit to Europe during the 
time of the increase. This statement may be taken for what 
it is worth, but I have good reasons for believing that he is 
partly truthful, for one of his foremen, who exercises great 
control in the mechanical department, is the adviser. The 
number of boys in the Star office is also to be reduced. 

Another office in Auckland which employs girls is that in 
which the Observer is published. This is a weekly satirical 
illustrated journal. The society tried to make terms here also, 
but failed, the management defying them, and on every possible 
occasion holding them up to ridicule. It is intended to declare 
this office closed, and as the overseer and the artist (who is in¬ 
dispensable) are members of the society, they will be called out. 

A story is told of Sir John Gorst during his career in New 
Zealand, which is good enough to be true. The Under-Secre- 
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tary for India was at one time editor of a well-known Maori 
journal, and the King of the Maoris did not at all sympathise 
with his journalistic enterprise. One night a body of them 
descended upon the establishment and confiscated the plant, 
and only with difficulty did the editor and his staff escape to 
the pakeha settlements. At the battle of Orakau, the 65th 
Royal Irish were greatly put about to discover what strange 
ammunition it was that came from the Maori camp. To Mr. 
Gorst it was left to solve the problem. “ Good gracious, he 
is said to have exclaimed, as a galley full of solid brevier 
burst over his head, “ there goes a column of my spring 
poetry!” In the trenches, close at hand, adds “ Heteka,” a 
young subaltern was flattened out by a couple of “ sticks ” of 
Gorst’s “Essay on Christian Fortitude.” 

There are very few countries so young that the jubilee anni¬ 
versary of the establishment of a place of business (and a 
printing business at that) is a very great event. Yet such has 
just occurred in this colony of ours, where a firm has had nearly 
as long a business life as the colony’s civilised life. On Dec. 5, 
the staff of Messrs. Lyon and Blair, general printers, litho¬ 
graphers, publishers, and booksellers, celebrated the completion 
of the fiftieth year of the business, which was established in 
1840 by the late Mr. William Lyon. According to the Welling¬ 
ton papers no other firm in New Zealand has been so long in 
existence. The staff had also a pleasant surprise for Mr. C. H. 
Chatwin, who has for the past sixteen years held the position 
of overseer of the composing room, and presented him with a 
handsomely illuminated address, the work of Mr. Ross. A 
few days later, another pleasant ceremony took place, when 
Mr. Chatwin, on behalf of and in the presence of the staff, pre¬ 
sented the proprietor, Mr. J. R. Blair, with an office-desk and 
an illuminated address. Mr. Chatwin remarked that it was no 
ordinary occasion thus commemorated—in fact it was, he 
believed, unique. No other firm in New Zealand could date 
its existence from the foundation of the colony, and show, like 
this one, an unbroken record of fifty years. Mr. Blair, in re¬ 
sponding, said that he deeply felt the kindness and goodwill of 
which this gift was the expression. His object in conducting 
his business had always been to conserve the interests of those 
in his service equally with his own. The long existence and 
prosperity of the firm must be regarded from two sides—that 
of the staff as %vell as of the employer. In these times of 
unrest and feverish desire for change, the quality of stability, 
to which Mr. Chatwin had referred, was not only gratifying, 
but rare. The address was illuminated by Mr. H. Parsons, of 
the engraving department, and the handsome inlaid frame, 
made up of thirty ornamental woods, was constructed by Mr. 
J. C. Swallow, of the warehouse department. 

Mr. R. L. Stevenson, the well-known author, who has with¬ 
drawn himself from civilised habitations, has just put into cir¬ 
culation a series of letters bearing the heading “ The South 
Seas.’’ The right of publishing these in New Zealand has been 
secured by the Auckland Evening Star and the New Zealand 
Times, Wellington. The proprietor of the latter newspaper 
(Capt. Baldwin) is, I understand, related by marriage to the 
gifted author. The publication of the letters has been 
restricted to two papers in each colony. American papers will 
get them through Scripp’s League, and British readers have 
also been provided for, and as there will be about lorty-two 
letters in the series, at, say, 15s. per letter to each paper, Mr. 
Stevenson is likely to do very well with this undertaking. 

Writing of Mr. Stevenson reminds me of the place where he 
has fixed his abode, Samoa, and concerning the changes which 
have taken place there recently, there is one item of interest 
to literary readers—a brother of Mr. Rider Haggard has been 
appointed a commissioner on that island by the British Govern¬ 
ment. 

A son of the poet Longfellow is at present touring through 
our colonies.- T. L. Mills. 

Wellington (N.Z.), February 19, 1891. 

An exhibition of collotype printing by various English and foreign 
firms was on view at the office of the Photographic Society of Great 
Britain, 50, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, W.C., during the first 
fortnight of April. Collotype, as most of our readers are no doubt 
aware, is a process in which photography plays the part of the litho¬ 
graphic artist, and the sensitised gelatine film takes the place of the 
lithographic stone. 

A Strike of A uthors. 

MR. JOHN MURRAY, jun., has made a brilliant sugges¬ 
tion. It is not often that publishers make suggestions 

either brilliant or of value to the literary world. But Mr. John 
Murray has done so : he has put an idea before that world 
which should entitle him to pose as one of its benefactors. 
Benefactors ? How weird it sounds of a publisher ! The scene 
was an “ annual dinner —or rather after it—of “ authors, 
publishers, and booksellers whereat Mr. Murray “expressed 
a wish that authors would ‘strike’ as such a crisis would afford 
them an opportunity of studying literature, would give pub¬ 
lishers time to sell books already issued, and would enable 
overworked booksellers to take a holiday.” We commend the 
idea, not only to “memoir” writers, popular “ thingumebob ” 
compilers, and patchwork essayists, but to popular novelists, 
to writers of “ verses ad nauseam ’’ and dramas in innumerable 
acts—yea, even to sermon writers, autobiographists, and other 
originalities. If there be a race more subject to the abuses of 
ill-pay, ill-appreciation, over-competition, the iron scourge of 
poverty and the mockery of capital than this tribe—putting 
aside that traditional percentage whom Heaven still prospers, 
and whose coffers Mercury, or another, still fills—if there be 
such a one we know it not. Let them strike, then, and make a 
scene such as the world has never before witnessed—a scene at 
which the world will marvel and his wife will weep. Let the 
critics and reviewers be sent on picket and outpost duty. 
Further, let a “ union” be formed of those pledged and sworn 
not to write anything that is without sense or revelancy or any¬ 
thing that is not fit or not worth writing, nor to annex anything 
that is not theirs ; not to write for nothing, and to abide 
strictly by every one of the ten commandments ; and let the 
gentlemen who preside at meetings of societies of authors be 
constituted leaders and demagogues. Then blacklegs and 
publishers and readers can be mercilessly and scurrilously 
libelled to hearts’ content; and “strike pay” can be got 
together from the sale of the rejected manuscripts to butter 
merchants. Demonstrations and parades can be organised at 
which the strikers may have read to them good literature, to 
be followed by mild homilies on the wickedness of plagiary 
and such things, and of prolonging the public school system of 
“cribs” through life. Then truly the world may study what it 
is already possessed withal, and may gauge the merits and 
demerits of the crisis, reviewers and “by the way” writers 
may gather a few new ideas, publishers may commence to 
spend their money, booksellers may do what they please, and 
everybody concerned may think and study life. Finally, when 
publishers and public and the “ general readers ” are thoroughly 
frightened, and are ready for something new, having practically 
exhausted what they had, then, and not till then, matters may 
be amicably arranged. After which we would suggest the 
founding of a Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Authors. A. 

Printevs Pension Corporation. 

THE sixty-fourth annual meeting of the Printers’ Pension, 
Almshouse, and Orphan Asylum Corporation was held at 

the Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street, E.C., on the 21st ultimo, 
Mr. W. H. Collingridge in the chair. Referring to the pension 
branch of the institution, the Council touched on the anniver¬ 
sary festival, which realised a collection amounting to ,£431, 
after all expenses had been defrayed. During the past year, 
the committee stated, a further sum of ,£1,247 had been re¬ 
ceived from the executors of the late Mrs. Charlotte Holmes, 
who had appointed the Corporation as her residuary legatee. 
From those gentlemen a sum of ,£11,183 had already been 
received, and it was anticipated that in the future a further sum 
of about ,£10,000 would be paid to the treasurer in connection 
with the bequest. During the year, the Corporation had 
received the money left to the charity by Mr. J. C. Bloomfield, 
“ an energetic worker, and a generous contributor.” In all, 
that gentleman had bequeathed to the charity a sum of £2,000 
to be divided amongst the three branches. The Council then 
referred to the continued generosity of the Rev. Francis Jacox, 
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who had contributed during the year a further sum of £i,647j 

for the purpose of creating another pension, and of increasing 

the amounts of the two existing pensions. The total sum dis¬ 

tributed in pensions during the year was £2,849, while the 

number of aged printers and their widows assisted was 182 ■ 
viz., 72 men and 110 widows. Regarding the almshouse branch 

of the Corporation, the Council alluded to the progress of the 

new buildings now in course of erection at Wood-green. Warm 

thanks were next tendered to the various auxiliaries, whose 

members have been successful in raising during the year nearly 

£1,400. Having referred with sincere regret to the decease of 

two of their number—Mr. Charles Smith and Mr. William 

Blades—the Council acknowledged with gratitude the services 

of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Collingridge, who, as honorary local 

visitors, had continued to render many kindnesses to the old 

people at Wood-green. The thanks of the Council were next 

tendered to the gentlemen who, in connection with the several 

auxiliaries, had been instrumental in promoting materially the 

welfare of the institution. The accounts showed that the total 

receipts on account of the pension fund were a little over 

£7,000, and in connection with the legacies received, a sum of 

£4,221 had been invested in stock. The receipts on the Alms¬ 

house Fund were ,£5,000, while at the close of the year there 

was remaining on deposit a sum of ,£2,427. On the Orphan 

Fund, the receipts in connection with which were ,£2,210, there 

remained in hand at the close of the year a balance of .£1,841. 

The total woi'king expenses of the charity amounted to £438. 

One Cause of Failure. 

IT is quite refreshing to come across anything like the 

following in the pages of a trade or, in fact, any other 

paper, and as we heartily endorse all that is said, and think 

it may be helpful to some of our readers, we are very pleased 

to reproduce it here. The attitude of the general Press of 

this country towards the greatest curse of our land is simply 

shameful. Instead of leading and guiding public opinion to a 

due appreciation of the awful evils resulting from the drink 

traffic, most of the leading papers would appear to be holding 

a brief for the publican. This is notably the case in one of the 

largest London dailies. Newspaper men need to be aroused to 

a sense of their duty on this que~tion of temperance, and with 

so many examples before their eyes of the effects of drinking, 

they should certainly be open to conviction on the subject. If 

editors and proprietors of daily and weekly papers would take 

a firm stand, not upon theory, but from conviction, against the 

drink traffic, the hands of temperance reformers, Christian 

ministers, and magistrates would be strengthened, and a large 

diminution of the temptations to drink would be the result, 

especially now that the question of vested interest in the license 

is settled. We should like to see a National Printing and 

Allied Trades Temperance Society formed, which might be the 

means of banding together a large number of abstainers in the 

various offices throughout the kingdom, and of indirectly 

bringing influence to bear upon the editorial domain. We 

commend the idea to any of our readers who think with us on 
this subject. 

The Printers Album says :—“A printer was unable to meet 

his financial engagements, and his plant was sold out under 

execution. The creditors attended the sale, and on inspec¬ 

tion, found six empty whisky bottles in the cupboard of the 

proof press. After that there was no wonderment at the failure. 

The Printers Album is not a moralist: but it cannot help 

expressing the belief that a large proportion of the business 

failures in this country are caused by indulgence in drinks that 

can intoxicate. The habit of drinking throws the best of men 

off their guard at times, and leads them to an extravagance of 

expenditure, both of time and money, that they would not be 

guilty of if they kept their self-control. While there are thou¬ 

sands of men who can take an occasional drink and still curb 

their appetites, there are tens of thousands who can not—who, 

at the first taste of the intoxicant, drop their moral sensibilities, 

forget their families and the community, and rush headlong to 

destruction. There is no safety except in total abstinence ; 

for instances are not rare where men have been moderate 

drinkers for many years, when the demonic appetite would 

seem to take a sudden hold of them and send them down. 

We speak feelingly on this subject, for we have witnessed the 

downfall of many of our brightest friends and companions, in 

whose road to fame and fortune stood no obstacle save their 

weakness and infatuation for strong drink, and we recoil with 

horror when we see a young man standing at the bar to gratify 

an unnatural and depraved appetite. The strongest and the 

bravest have succumbed before the destroyer ; and we beg of 

all our friends to set their faces like flint against this vice, so 

destructive to manhood, and in whose train follow all the worst 

evils that afflict our land. Let ‘touch not, taste not, handle 

not,’ be your rule, and abide by it.’’ 

-O—aO <& Gs-e- 

Economising Stones. 

IN an article printed some time ago, the Freie Kunste 
claimed that it was necessary to specially prepare the 

transfer paper when impressions were taken to be preserved 

and used again after some time for a transfer upon another 

stone. Since then experiments have proven that it is not 

necessary to go to the trouble of preparing the paper, but that 

a suitable material can be procured without going through a 

lengthy and delicate process of preparation. The paper that 

has been used with great success and very satisfactory results 

is transparent transfer paper, and it is kept in stock by every 

dealer in lithographic supplies ; its only drawback is that it is 

not manufactured in sheets of sufficient size for work of large 

dimensions, which fact often necessitates the use of two sheets, 

which must be placed on the stone so that they overlap each 

other. Once in a while it will happen that the sharp edge of 

the paper produces a heavier impression. If at all possible 

the transparent transfer paper should be procured large enough 

to use one sheet only, but if this cannot be done, two sheets 

must, of course, be employed, and in that case the sharp edge 

of the paper must be torn off to level it ; otherwise a sharp 

line is likely to appear in the impression where the paper laps 

over. 
The impressions intended for preservation should be taken 

in the beginning, before the drawing has lost in distinctness 

through printing. The marks for later transfers should also 

be still upon the stone, except if the outlines or drawing are of 

such a nature that this does not appear necessary. 

The transfer ink giving the best results is composed of 2 lb. 

asphaltum, 2 lb. rosin, 2 lb. spermaceti, 4 lb. olive oil, 1 lb. 

Venetian turpentine, and 6 lb. very strong writing, ink ; the 

proportion of latter should be increased if the ink is too soft 

and fat, and pulls off before printing ; besides this, a little 

tallow and wax should be added, for all these ingredients tend 

to increase the possibility of preserving the impression for a 

considerable length of time. The impressions should then be 

printed very solid on the transparent transfer paper, thereafter 

placed between clean, somewhat rough paper, and kept in a 

vertical position. In this w'ay very little space is required to 

preserve hundreds of transfers, and it wall be found advisable 

to keep a register or index of the sheets, and the date on 

which they were pulled. 
In making transfers from such impressions it should be 

borne in mind that the stones must not be cold, but moderately 

warm, and that they should be well polished with pumice 

stone until perfectly dry. This gives the stone a very fine 

surface, and makes it more susceptible to the colours. The 

impressions must not be put in moist, but the stone should be 

moistened, the impressions placed upon it and pulled through 

repeatedly as is done with every transfer. Afterwards a 

previously prepared turpentine sheet, upon which the turpen¬ 

tine should be applied but very moderately, is placed upon 

the impression, on top of this a clean sheet of paper, and the 

impression pulled through once more. Then the impression 

is moistened with cold water, and pulled through several times; 

when this has been done a sufficient number of times hot 

water is poured upon the stone and impression until the 

transfer paper is thoroughly soaked, when it is pulled off. It 

is now easily discernible, whether the colour upon the transfer 

paper has been thoroughly transferred upon the stone, upon 

which fact depends the success of the whole transfer. 
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The impressions from black stones are pulled off first, in 
order to prepare the necessary impressions for sticking-up 
sheets ; as soon as they are ready the colour printing may be 
proceeded with, and all that has to be observed in this con¬ 
nection is that all impressions must be pulled off dry—that is, 
they should not be put in moist; in other respects the procedure 
is as before described. The stones upon which the transfers 
have been made should be kept for a while in a warm place 
(not hot), and only then rubbed in; after this has been done, 
they are gummed, and again left for some time in a moderately 
warm place. After this the dirt is cleaned off, and the stone 
prepared for printing. The transfer is cleaned, and then rolled 
with solid transfer ink. If it takes the colour in a'l places, the 
transfer is a success, and suitable for printing on the hand or 
steam press, and all that is necessary is to treat it with the 
same care as any other transfer. It is, however, to be regretted 
that, as a rule, people are prejudiced against such innovations, 
and go at them with the preconceived idea that they will not 
turn out well, and this, of course, is an element conducive to 
failure. 

--► t ♦ • -*■-— 

JVomen in Journalism. 

WE have received the following “growl” from a valued 
correspondent, who assures us he is putting the case 

very mildly indeed, and although we are a little diffident in the 
matter, we let him ventilate his grievance. Perhaps a few 
more newspaper men will speak :— 

The influence of women in journalism—like the influence 
of women everywhere—has made itself felt in a variety of 
ways. Some of these ways, it is sad to find, are not always 
for the best, and herein may be seen the extent to which the sex 
has invaded the fourth estate. Particularly deplorable is a 
prevailing and increasing scarcity of that “ fundamental brain- 
work,’’ which is as much needed in journalism as in poetry—• 
if not, indeed, more so—for the former, like the poor, is always 
with us, while the latter is rarely disturbed from its sleep on 
the top shelf. Not so much of inconsequential garrulity—or of 
the “ dreary drip ” (thanks to Lord Salisbury for that word !) 
of tea-table twaddle and societyslander- or of the “ bread-and- 
butter ” character of the papers addressing themselves to 
ladies (for these are beyond the shafts of criticism)—not so 
much of these things do we complain as of a certain entire 
want of mental pabulum and logical sense (or of sense, indeed, 
whatever) which has become too noticeable in the remarks of 
some of the most respectable and respected portions of the 
Press. In the leaders, editorials, &c., of such papers—where 
generally a female hand is distinctly traceable—the method is 
to take an item of the day’s news and to retell it in less forcible 
(because less concise) language than in its original setting, with 
the addition of a few observations (or “bumping-out ”) of an 
utterly silly and inane character—well described in a slangy 
but forcible term as slop. Your lady’s leader, it may be 
noticed, most frequently begins with a proverb, or an “ It has 
been said,” or somewhat thus, “- ! What a crowd of 
thoughts the word brings before the mind ! ” One lady 
recently (the article was anonymous—but could it have been 
other than a lady?)—started an article in a manner suggesting 
that she thought she had discovered pastures new with these 
sagacious words—“ Is there any truth in the dictum of Lavater 
that character is revealed in the face ? Yes—and no!” The 
promise of poverty of knowledge displayed in such a commence¬ 
ment was well borne out in the sequel. Another writer con¬ 
cluded an editorial with the comforting remark that, “ If the 
loss of the Ertogroul leads to a thorough reformation in the 
state of the Turkish navy, the men who perished in her will not 
have died in vain ! ” Et sic passim — though scarcely are 
these representative examples. We have “ wept like anything 
to see such quantities of sand.” Statistics are not necessary 
here, as in the case of the gentlemen who write to prove that 
women’s mathematical capacities are poorer than men’s. This 
is not a question of power, or anything of the sort ;—and we are 
trying not to be ungallant. The question is that it is a pity the 
intellect of the higher-class newspapers should be reduced to 
the level of circulating library novels. 

Rapid Illustration for Newspapers. 

THE requisites of a plate for printing on one of the fast ro¬ 
tary presses now used in daily newspaper offices are 

depth, openness of lines, and hardness of metal. If any of 
these qualities be wanting, the result will be unsatisfactory. 
The great reason why newspaper illustrations are so often 
failures may be found in the want of depth, for, if the lines be 
shallow, they easily fill, blur, and turn what would, perhaps, be 
a very graphic illustration into a “smudge.” 

The requisites of success may be said to lie chiefly with the 
artist, as the processes used have been so simplified that 
scarcely any technical knowledge is required, at least not nearly 
so much as is essential to the practice of book and magazine 
work. 

If the artist possesses that power of delineation which can 
express in a line the suggestive quality of the picture intended, 
the result will nearly always be satisfactory. It may be inter¬ 
esting to present a resume of some of the more effective methods 
by which such a sketch can be produced. It must be borne 
in mind that detail must be sacrificed, for to print at the rate of 
20,000 impressions or more per hour the simpler the drawing 
the better. 

If the chalk process is desired, no difficulty will arise except¬ 
ing in the preparation of the plates, which had better not be 
attempted by the inexperienced workman, as they can be 
obtained in a state ready for use. Pure chalk is not the basis 
of the drawing, however, a mixture of plaster-of-Paris and a 
white Carolina clay being generally used. After being pulver¬ 
ised and mixed with water, it is laid smoothly over a polished 
plate of steel, to the thickness of about one-thirty-second of an 
inch. After hardening by baking in an oven, and being assured 
that evenness of surface has been previously secured, the 
engraving operation can be attempted. 

By aid of a steel point, varying in fineness, though a very 
fine one is preferable, the lines are scratched in the chalky 
substance down to the steel, when an intaglio plate of a depth 
equal to that of the plaster layer will result. If the work 
attempted be not too fine, admirable results can be obtained, 
though this is dependent upon the character of the coating, 
which must not be “ brittle,” or too soft, but smooth and firm. 

For the average artist, who is associated with the daily 
paper, a direct sketch is unwise, the best plan being to take a 
sketch upon paper, indent' through its leading curves and 
points with a fine point, then cut away the chalk, using the 
depressions as a guide. 

When the drawing is complete, and each line shows the 
dark blue of the steel at its bottom, the stereotype may be 
made direct, cooled, shaved, trimmed, and blocked type-high. 
It is advisable for the artist, in cutting in upon the mixture, 
to go carefully but firmly, not attempting to scratch any line 
twice ; a little practice will render the workman proficient. 

Some papers prefer the zinc process, as finer results are 
obtainable, especially in portrait work. The Washington Star 
speaks of using this process in its own offices, considering that 
the former or chalk process is best adapted to provincial papers, 
which cannot afford the photographic plant required in zinc 
etching. As pursued by this daily, an ordinary photograph, 
reduced to the required size, is taken with the camera, of the 
pen-and-ink sketch drawn on card-board by the artist. Next, 
a smooth plate of zinc is flowed over with an albumen solution 
that forms a sensitised skin on the surface ; the glass negative 
of the picture is laid upon this zinc plate, and the two are put 
together in the sunlight. What are to be the black lines of 
the printed drawing are, of course, white and transparent in 
the negative. The sunlight goes through wherever the nega¬ 
tive is transparent, and has the effect of hardening the sensitised 
skin beneath, so that it clings tightly to the zinc. It requires 
only one minute to perform this operation. Now the zinc-plate 
is taken and given a coating over the sensitised skin of litho- 
grapher’s-ink, rubbed on with a roller, after which the plate is 
washed. In all places where the sunlight has not struck the 
zinc, owing to the opacity of the glass negative, the sensitised 
skin readily washes oft, together with the ink that covers it; 
elsewhere it clings. Thus, after washing, the perfect drawing 
in ink remains upon the zinc-plate. To make the ink lines 
harder, the plate is brushed with powered dragon’s blood. 
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Then it is plunged into a bath of acid, which eats away the 

zinc wherever it is not protected by the ink, so that when it is 

taken out the lines of the drawing are found all raised above 

the rest of the surface of the plate, like a map for the blind, 

and when mounted type-high on a metal base, the cut is ready 

to print from. 
Such is the zinc process by which the pictures in the Star 

are made. “Processes” have infinitely multiplied within the 

last few years—so much so, in fact, that the student of en¬ 

graving is aghast at contemplating their variety. At present, 

however, the zinc method seems to be the most available for 

journals of the period. At all events, it is employed by a 

majority of the big newspapers of the country. 

Other processes, especially that of photo-engraving, are used 

to a limited extent, though the work, being hardly so expedi¬ 

tious as the chalk or zinc processes, is perhaps not so desirable. 

The details are familiar to most of our readers, as indeed are 

those of the methods previously mentioned. A glass plate is 

used, seated on a levelling-stand with sensitised gelatine, to 

accomplish which bichromate of potash is often used. When 

dry, the plate is put in the frame behind the negative, and the 

influence of the actinic rays hardens the exposed parts, making 

them cling to the glass. When printed, the plate is washed 

out, leaving the hardened gelatined lines. A plaster mould is 

taken and hardened, and a coating of silicate of soda (liquid 

glass) applied. A plaster relief is now taken, put in the 

casting-box, and a stereotype made. 

The last process was the first used, though requiring more 

time perhaps in manipulation. 

As the demand for illustration has developed, methods have 

correspondingly appeared ; efforts are now in the direction of 

rapidity, and it is difficult to say where they will end. Electri¬ 

cal engraving is one end in view, by which the transmission of 

illustrations shall be possible between offices of press corres¬ 

pondents in various large cities and the editorial rooms of the 

newspaper. The achievement is entirely possible, though the 

means proposed are yet insufficient and unreliable. It is easy 

to predict that in the next decade a simple method will be pro¬ 

posed to accomplish it.— Paper and Press. 

——   - • 0—™- 

To Prevent Offset of Colours. 

MANY pressmen, when they meet obstacles in the working 
of inks, are apt to blame the manufacturer when they 

should accuse their own ignorance. It is the old story of the 
workman growling at his tools. 

The real trouble lies in the prevailing lack of primary 

technical knowledge of processes of manufacture and relative 

proportions of ingredients, a knowledge which our present 

system of training gives no opportunity of acquiring. Had we 

at each trade centre an efficient school for the teaching of all 

the secrets of our great art, every apprentice, aye, and every 

journeyman (most of the latter need such schooling) would 

have a chance of gaining that theoretical knowledge which 

should underlie and even precede all practical experience in 
the shop. 

Our present purpose is to answer queries as to a remedy for 

the offsetting of final colours where several are worked on top 

of each other. Had our correspondents been cognisant of the 

composition of inks, of their ingredients and methods of manu¬ 

facture, as well as of the absorptive or resistive character of 

the various kinds of paper stock they use, remedies would have 

almost suggested themselves. As to the paper, experience 

soon drums into even a dull-head the simple fact that ink dries 

into a porous surface rapidly, while it has to dry onto a hard- 

finished one ; hence, that a stiffer ink is needed for the latter 

than for the former, which ink has more “ dryer ” in it. 

The thoughtful, inquiring pressman will, in time, find a 

remedy for the trouble we are specially considering ; but in 

both cases this will only be sought, in all likelihood, after 

serious losses from spoilage have occurred. Had he been 

properly instructed at an early stage, such losses would have 
been averted. 

The pressman must know that, while the manufacture of 

inks has made great progress, and while our inkmakers are 

incessant in their efforts to produce goods to meet all demands, 

and, where special needs are known, do meet them, yet it is 

absurd to expect that inks sold from regular stock can serve, 

as sold, in all emergencies. The knowledge and experience of 

the pressman must come into frequent play, so as to control 

each special case. Where these exist there is little or no 

complaint against the material used. 

The case under consideration is a special one. Before 

stating the remedy, let us clearly set down the cause. The 

trouble rarely occurs on soft-finished paper, but is frequent 

enough where inks are printed on top of each other on hard- 

faced stock, for, as we have said, each colour is simply dried 

on, not dried in. The tendency of the fresh colour on top is to 
soften the colour or colours beneath, and will almost invariably 

do so, unless there is a very quick dryer used in the last colour. 
This is the pressman’s place to mix in as he prepares his ink 

for the fountain or slab. 

Nearly all tints are mixed by the pressman for the special 

job in hand. Where very large quantities are used, they are 

ordered per sample, of the inkmaker, but even then they often 

require some manipulation from the pressman, to meet con¬ 

ditions that may arise. If previous to putting the final colour 
into the fountain, the pressman will work in a little “ copal 
flockP he will have no trouble from offset, and, indeed, this 

advice may apply to all inks that show this tendency. In the 

case of two or more colours, the oil in the top one will be pre¬ 

vented from loosening or amalgamating with the oil in the 

colour below, and the drying process will be accelerated. 

The remedy here given could have been stated in a para¬ 

graph, but we have deemed it our duty, while doing this 

service, to do a greater one by trying to turn our readers’ 

thoughts into broader channels ; by dropping a stone into 

over-quiet and sluggish waters, whose resultant agitation shall 

go circling outward for the benefit of the craft at large. Both 

compositors and pressmen know too little of the possibilities 

of the materials at their command, and if we succeed in 

waking them up to think, investigate, and experiment for them¬ 

selves, we shall think our space well devoted.-—Art Printer. 

---•*- • ♦ - 

Photography in Colours. 

THE event of last month was the communication made by 

M. Lippmann to the French Academy of Sciences. This 

savant has presented to his colleagues several photographs of 

the solar spectrum in which the colours are reproduced and 

fixed in a manner calculated to resist the double action of air 

and light. Some forty years ago another member of the 

Academie obtained photographic reproductions of the solar 

spectrum. But this savant, M. Becquerel, had not arrived at 

fixity under the same conditions, and his images were soon 

dispelled under the influence of light. Science has effected so 

many marvels during the last thirty years that we doubt nothing 

nowadays ; and though M. Lippmann has not, as seems to be 

generally believed, solved yet the problem of polychromous 

photography, he has, says the Bulletin de ITmprimerie, taken 

a great step in advance in physical science in establishing 

experimentally that it is possible mechanically to reproduce 

the sensation of colours, as the phonograph does for sound. 

The result obtained is of such importance of itself, from the 

scientific standpoint, that it is idle to overbid its value by 

thence deducing the possibility of photography in colours. M. 

Lippmann Fhas yet only experimented on the reproductions 

of the solar spectrum ; he is continuing his essays on coloured 

windows and multicoloured stuffs—of course, the most logical 
progression. 

“ I’ve got as large a share of faults as most men, and I find 

going through life very much like setting pearl or diamond 

type on a cold morning, wide measure, with your fingers like 

bits of stick. One gets a line up, and begins to justify, when 

it all goes squabble, and the pie takes longer to put away than 

the line did lifting. And so it is with most of us : just as we think 

that we are getting on very perfectly, something goes wrong ; 

and—I say it seriously and sadly—who among us, when he 

has set his last line, can expect to find, on looking back on the 

slip-proof of his life, a clear margin ? Not one ; and that, too, 

at a day when it is too late to make corrections.”—George 
Manville Fenn. 
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Odds and Ends. 

Preservation of Designs.—M. Chevalier, chemist, has 

composed a coating for protecting stones against the de¬ 

structive effects of humidity. This is its composition : five 

parts of spermaceti, four-and-a-half of Burgundy pitch, three of 

olive oil, one of white wax, and one of Venetian turpentine. 

They are all melted together, and spread on the stones with a 

roller over the gum, or this coating can be passed over the 

stones without gumming them ; the designs are just as well 

preserved. 
•{• + <5- 

Artificial Lithographic Stones.—Messrs. Capitaine 

and Von Herding, of Berlin, prepare artificial lithographic 

stones with gun-cotton, as follows : — Collodion-cotton, gun¬ 

cotton, or nitric celluloses/are dissolved in alcohol, ether, or 

any other dissolvenls. Suitable stones are finely pulverised ; 

the best are the remnants of old lithographic stones. The 

mineral dust is mixed with the solution of gun-cotton, and the 

thick pulp which results is formed into sheets of the required 

s'ze and thickness. After evaporation of the dissolvent, this 

composition is almost as hard as the natural lithographic stone. 

Like the latter, it can be polished and revived after the im¬ 

pression ; indeed, it has all the same properties. 

4, 4. 4 

How many thicknesses'of overlay do New York printers use ? 

inquires a correspondent. Three in some places, four in others. 

Are they hard papers, soft or medium ? Medium as a rule. 

That used on the Century is spongy. What paste is used ? 

Bookbinder’s, the less the better. How are they cut ? With 

a knife and an eraser, the latter being best when the work is 

approaching accuracy. How do they cut ? Straight down, and 

then the edges are pared. How long does it take to get a cut 

form of the Century ready ? Four days. 

4. 4. 4. 

Of all literary blunders, none equalled that of the edition of 

the Vulgate, by Sixtus V. The Pope carefuhy superintended 

every sheet as it passed through the press, and to the amaze¬ 

ment of the world the work remained without a rival—it 

swarmed with errata ! A multitude of scraps were printed to 

paste over the erroneous passages in order to give the true 

text. The book made a whimsical appearance with these 

patches and the heretics exulted in this demonstration of 

Papal fallibility. The copies were called in and violent attempts 

were made to suppress them. A few still remain for the raptures 

of the biblical collectors. Not long ago this Bible of Sixtus 

V. brought over £60—not too much for a mere book of 

blunders ! The world was highly amused at the bull of the 

editorial Pope prefixed to the first volume, which excommuni¬ 

cated all printers who in reprinting the work should make any 

alteration in the text. And yet people are fools enough to 

believe in Papal infallibility. 

4. 4. 4 

File your trade papers. There is not one—even if it be 

only a typefounder’s advertising sheet—that does not repre¬ 

sent many hours of hard, conscientious work. The matters 

these papers contain can rarely be found elsewhere ; and as 

the years progress they contain epitomes of the art in all its 

branches. The changes of fashions in types and the improve¬ 

ments in machinery and appliances are recorded—in the ad¬ 

vertisements if not in the reading matter. In no way can the 

printer so easily acquire a valuable technical library as by 

carefully preserving every trade publication he can obtain. 

4. 4. 4. 

Tint-Plates.—Type-metal tint-plates have fallen into de¬ 

served disrepute, for muddying the tints, and it has been 

recommended to coat before printing with damar or copal 

varnish. The following process from an American source is 

much simpler:—Sprinkle benzine over the plates, the coating 

of dirt will be loosened, ?.nd can be removed by lightly dusting. 

Rubbing must be carefully avoided. If the plate is rubbed, it 

will at once become dirty again, and the sprinkling and dusting 

with a soft rag must be repeated. After this, the most delicate 

tints may be printed from the plate. 

%omt (Uofes. 
Mr. W. Cate’s establishment, 32, Bouverie-street, E.C., has just 

been opened to the Society, and the manager has announced that in 
future the wages of compositors will be increased, and the whole of 
the composing department worked under the rules of the London 
Society of Compositors. 

A very pretty and useful little book is the pocket edition of the 
Directory of Paper Makers, issued by Messrs. Marchant, Singer, & Co., 
of St. Mary Axe. It is a process reduction of the larger work, and 
is printed in the publishers’ usual high-class style. All the details come 
up with marvellous clearness. 

Messrs. Charles Straker & Sons (of Bishopsgate-avenue, E.C.), 
have acquired the copyright and property of the well-known publica¬ 
tions, Pettit & Blackwood’s diaries, which, until recently, were pub¬ 
lished by Messrs. Griffith, Farran, & Co. Messrs. Straker will in 
future produce and publish these works themselves. 

The distribution of prizes gained by successful competitors in the 
recent Work Exhibition took place on the 24th ult., at Stationers’ Hall, 
Mr. Wemyss Reid presiding. The report stated that about 1,000 
exhibits had been sent in, 176 of which have gained prizes, medals, or 
certificates, the prizes having been awarded by jurors appointed by 
the London Trades Council. 

A series of articles from the pen of Mrs. A. J. Abraham, 6, Dyer’s- 
buildings, under the title of Artistic Lithography, is appearing in 
Wortc. Mrs. Abraham is herself an artist, and employs none but 
lady artists, for whom she claims that they can compete with men in 
every way, especially in fineness and delicacy of treatment in artistic 
work. The articles are very practical and interesting. 

The Carlyle Press Social Club and Institute, Smithfield, E.C., 
started its career by a numerous gathering, held on the 4th inst. 
Originated for the recreation of a large staff of workers, numbering 
nearly 350, it has commodious premises, library, and other educa¬ 
tional agencies. There were speeches by the President, Mr. Burgess, 
and others, and an excellent concert followed. 

Messrs. Bramigk & Co., of 22, Red Lion-square, W.C., are 
introducing a new material for almanacks, to take the place of the 
old-fashioned sticks. It is a metal border in various colours, which is 
doubled over the paper, and then half-rounded. A special machine 
is supplied, and some of the large almanack publishers will most 
likely make use of the material. Some pretty effects can be got in 

the colours. 

A VERA" curious sort of circular reaches us every month called the 
Address Agency Printing Trade Circular. It appears to be supported 
mainly by Messrs. Furnival & Co., but with the crowd of papers devoted 
to the printing trade now, we should have thought Messrs. Furnival 
would have selected a more effectual means of advertising than such a 
palpable circular as this. However, there is no accounting for some 

people’s ideas. 

The will of the late Mr. Coleridge J. Kennard, J.P., has been 
sworn, the net value being £17,607 10s. He was a director of 
Ivegan, Paul, Trench, Triibner, & Co., Limited, and of the Anglo- 
Austrian Printing Co., Limited, and Hansard Publishing Union, 
Limited. Mr. Kennard was also largely interested in the Conserva¬ 
tive Newspaper Company, his 63,763 shares in which are valued for 

probate at 1,594. 
An interesting work, which may be regarded as a typographical 

curiosity, under the title of “The Lord’s Prayer in Three Hundred 
Languages,” is announced for immediate publication by Gilbert & 
Rivington, Limited. The selection comprises the leading languages 
and their principal dialects throughout the world, with the places 
where spoken, and will include a concise introduction by Reinhold 

Rost, of the Indian Office. 

The Artistic Printing Union (vormals, S. Schottlaender Act. 
Ges, Breslau and London) announce that they have opened studios 
and offices at 17, Silk-street, E.C. The directors offered at a recent 
prize exhibition a large sum of money for competitive original 
designs for show cards, labels, box tops, almanacks, presentation 
plates, &c., and they have now on view at their London offices a fine 
selection of original prize designs. 

A pamphlet entitled “Armenia, the Armenians and the Treaties,” 
written by Mr. G. Rolin-Jacquemyns, is published by Mr. John fley- 
wood. The matter has been translated from the Revue de Droit 
International et de Legislation Comparee, Brussels, and has been 
revised by the author, who has dealt with the question from all pos¬ 
sible points of view : historical, practical, and theoretical. All those 
who take an interest in the subject will be amply repaid by a perusal 

of the work. 

Mr. George D. Kelley, the general secretary of the Amalga¬ 
mated Society of Lithographic Printers, has been elected Town Coun¬ 
cillor for St. Clement’s Ward in the City of Manchester. Mr. Kelley, 
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who is well known to many friends in the trade, was returned unop¬ 
posed by either Conservatives or Liberals, he being the first labour 
candidate ever put up in Manchester for a Town Councillorship, and we 
congratulate him upon the honour done, both to him and the society, 
by his election. 

We have received some specimen pages of the Ludgate Monthly, a 
new threepenny monthly, which will be issued on May 1. It will be 
published by Messrs. Frazer & Co., at 11, Ludgate-square, the printers 
being Messrs. Blades, East, & Blades. Some very good illustrations 
are shown in these pages, and if the standard be kept up there should 
be a good demand for the journal. In appearance and size it is almost 
an exact counterpart of the Strand Magazine. A very good list of 
writers and artists is announced. 

Tiie Scale of Pay on Type-Composing Machines.—Under the 
auspices of the Typographical Association, a conference was recently 
held on type-composing machines. There were six representatives 
from various branches present, and also attendants from Leeds and 
Glasgow, and the trade generally will no doubt be greatly interested 
in the report about to be issued to the societies represented, which 
will probably advise united action with the view of keeping each 
class of machine in the hands of its members, and to get the 
machines worked on ’stab. 

Shelley & Co.’s complete “Press Directory for 1891 ” has just 
been issued. It is got up in its usual attractive style, and is full of 
information well arranged and easily consulted. The information, as 
far as we can judge, is complete and accurate, and there is the usual 
list of leading newspaper law cases, sundry important decisions 
aflecting copyright, and the law of libel, which alone is worth the 
modest shilling charged for the book. By all means let this work find 
a place on your shelves if you are in any way interested in literature 
or the trades connected with literature. 

A dinner of the directors of the National Clerks’Journal Company, 
Limited, was held on February 19, and the menu was of a novel 
character. It bore on the front a photograph of the front page of the 
defunct Clerks’ Journal, with a portrait, presumably, of the editor or 
of the chairman. To the names of each director and officer an appro¬ 
priate quotation was appended, and on the back there appeared an 
epitaph on the predecessor of the National Clerks’ Journal. The 
menu would have had a better appearance if the card had been of 
better quality, and the press-work to match. 

Cassell's Saturday Journal for March 18 was a double number at 
the price of one penny, the extra supplemeut containing Mr. Sidney 
Luska’s fascinating novel, entitled “As It Was Written.” The 
number also contained the opening chapters of Mr. Frank Barrett’s 
new story, “Olga’s Crime,’’ besides, among other interesting features, 
an article on “Political Leaders and their Followers,” with facsimile 
letters from Mr. Gladstone, Lord Derby, Lord Hartington, and Mr. 
Akers-Douglas ; an “Interview with Dr. Samuel Smiles”; and a 
complete adventure story by the much-travelling David Ker. 

The annual conference of the Camera Club opened on Tuesday, 
the 7th inst., in the hall of the Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi, 
when the usual routine business was transacted. In the evening a 
large number of very fine lantern slides were shown on the screen ; 
these included among others the work of Messrs. Gale, Dresser, Cem- 
brano, and Davidson. On Wednesday a paper on “ Photography 
and Illustrated Journalism ” was read by Major J. F. Nolt ; and a 
new photo-mechanical printing process was described. The annual 
dinner of the club was held at the Criterion restaurant in the 
evening. 

The Portsmouth Times of February 28 contained illustrations of the 
new vessels launched at Portsmouth by Her Majesty the Queen, and 
of the types of British war-ships from the year 1514 to the present 
period, together with portraits of the principal officials of H. M. 
Dockyard at Portsmouth. The paper was issued at the ordinary price 
of one penny. The illustrations were very good, and considering the 
paper used, and the rapidity of printing, they came out remarkably 
well. The enterprise shown by the proprietors of the paper is most 
commendable, and we have no doubt the sale of the issue was 
extremely large. 

The directors of the Crystal Palace have decided to organise a 
second Electric Light Exhibition, which will be opened in the autumn. 
Every endeavour will be made to render this second exhibition as 
unique and popular as that of 1881-82, which was acknowledged to 
be the most complete and beautiful exhibition of Electric Lighting 
ever held. In addition to the various systems of lighting, the exhibits 
will comprise telegraphs, telephones, signals, batteries, electro-motors, 
cables, iightning conductors, magneto-electric and dynamo-electric 
machines, and all other appaiatus, instruments, machinery, and 
material connected with the production and transmission of electricity, 
or with its numerous and varied applications. 

As soon as the machinery ordered can be erected, the unfolded 
Daily Telegraph of eight pages, with frequent supplements, will be 
replaced by a ten-page sheet of seven columns on the page, the two 

extra pages being pasted in, and the whole delivered folded. The new 
machinery will be put down, and the size altered solely to suit the 
convenience of the news trade ; and although the cost will be from 
£80,000 to £ 100,000, not a single penny of benefit to the revenue 
account will accrue to the proprietors. The new machines will be 
supplied by Messrs. R. Hoe & Co., and will print, fold, cut, and paste 
in, all in one action, delivering ready for sale. They will increase the 
rate at which the Telegraph can be printed to 200,000 per hour. 

Dr. Barnardo’s magazine, Night and Day, for March, is, as 
usual, full of interesting paiticulars of his great work. An effort is 
being made to celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the homes by 
raising a silver wedding fund of .£50,000, to clear off the mortgages 
upon the property belonging to the homes. Seeing the vast good 
these homes have done in preventing thousands of children from 
becoming criminals, and that thereby the rates have been lightened ot 
a heavy burden, we trust everyone will make an effort to subscribe a 
little towards the fund. Many who have not thought of the matter 
v. ould be deeply interested if they would read Night and Day, and 
visit the homes, and would, we feel sure, be prompted to give to so 
deserving a cause. 

Half a Century an Editor.—To celebrate the completion of 
his 50th year as editor of the Gospel Magazine, and his 34th year as 
editor of Old Jonathan, the Rev. Dr. Doudney (honorary chaplain of 
the Printers’ Almshouses) was presented, as we recorded at the time, 
with a testimonial consisting of a congratulatory address and a cheque 
for £800. At Southsea on the 7th ult., on the occasion of his 80th 
birthday, the rev. gentleman was presented by Mr. W. H. Colling- 
ridge, on behalf of the subscribers, with the illuminated address, 
together with a further cheque, making up a total sum of £1,000. The 
address was signed on behalf of the subscribers (upwards of a thousand 
in number) by the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, Alderman Sir Andrew 
Lusk, Bart., and Mr. Collingridge (hon. secretary). 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp’s Metcantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the four 
weeks ending Saturday, February 28, was 290. The number in the 
corresponding four weeks of last year was 349, showing a decrease of 
59, being a net decrease in 1891, to date, of 99. The failures in the 
printing and stationery trades were 6, compared with 4 and 9 in 1890 
and 1889 respectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, there 
were 236 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale Office during 
the same four weeks. The number filed in the corresponding four 
weeks of last year was 291, showing a decrease of 55, being a net 
decrease in 1891, to date, of 103. The number of bills of sale 
published in England and Wales for the four weeks ending Saturday, 
February 28, was 829. The number in the corresponding four weeks 
of last year was 706, showing an increase.of 123, being a net increase 
in 1891, to date, of 199. The number published in Ireland for the 
same four weeks was 30. The number in the corresponding four 
weeks of last year was 20, showing an increase of 10, being a net 
increase in 1891, to date, of 9. 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the four 
weeks ending Saturday, March 28, was 326. The number in the cor¬ 
responding four weeks of last year was 358, showing a decrease of 32, 
being a net decrease in 1891, to date, of 131. The failures in the 
printing and stationary trades were 8, as compared with 5 and 7 in 
1890 and 1889 respectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, 
there were 256 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale Office 
during the same four weeks. The number filed in the corresponding 
four weeks of last year was 316, showing a decrease of 60, being a net 
decrease in 1891, to date, of 163. The number of bills of sale pub¬ 
lished in England and Wales for the four weeks ending Saturday, 
March 28, was 861. The number in the corresponding four weeks of 
last year was 883, showing a decrease of 22, being a net increase in 
1891, to date, of 177. The number published in Ireland for the same 
four weeks was 31. The number in the corresponding four weeks of 
last year was 29, showing an increase of 2, being a net increase in 
1891, to date, of II. 

In its issue of the 4th inst., the Bournemouth Visitors’ Directory 
made special reference to three matters concerning the paper and its 
proprietorship. The first was that an engraving of the coat of arms 
of the new municipal borough of Bournemouth now embellishes the 
heading of the paper. The second was that an enlargement of the 
supplement has again (for the twelfth time) become necessary owing 
to the continually-increasing demands upon the space. The third 
was that, after nearly forty years of active labour as a journalist and 
newspaper proprietor, Mr. William Mate feels himself entitled to rest, 
and accordingly retires, leaving the printing, publishing, and other 
businesses, with which his name has been so long connected, in the 
hands of three sons, two of whom have been directly associated with 
him in partneiship for the past twelve years, whilst the third has also, 
fc r some considerable time, had the superintendence of the bookselling 
and stationery departments at Bournemouth. Mr. W. Mate—though 
having no longer any direct responsibility—will give to the new firm 
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all the advantages which his experience affords, together with 

occasional assistance and advice. 

The members of the Nottingham branch of the Amalgamated 
Society of Lithographic Printers, to the number of about ninety, 
held their annual dinner at the Holborn Restaurant on the 13th ult. 
Mr. T. O. Smith occupied the chair, the vice-chair being taken by 
Mr. Robert Dixon, the provincial representative of Messrs Shacked, 
Edwards, & Co. During the evening an excellent address was given 
by Councillor G. D. Kelly, general secretary. He referred to the 
great progress made by the Nottingham and other branches. He said 
the aim of the society was to secure reasonable wages, and not to 
make strikes but to avoid them. He stated that in another week 
Manchester would decide on a reduction of two and a half hours per 
week. The toast of the evening, “ Success to the Nottingham 
Branch of the Lithographic printers,’’ was given in suitable terms by 
Mr. E. Stevenson. Mr. R. Dixon, in reply to the toast of “The 
Visitors,” said it gave him very much pleasure in meeting so many of 
his fellow workers, many of whom he had worked with in several towns 
during his thirty-two years of practical work, and, although now a 
commercial, he hoped they would always look upon him as one who 
would always join them on these festive occasions, and promised to 
be ever ready to assist any of his brothers in misfortune through 
sickness, &c., when it was required, either in Nottingham or other 
towns which he passed through during his commercial duties. The 
“Chairman” having been well toasted, the evening was devoted to 
harmony. 

The annual meeting and banquet of the London District of the 
Institute of Journalists were held at Cannon-street Hotel on the 14th 
ultimo, Mr. E. E. Peacock presiding over the business meeting, and 
Sir A. Borthwick, M.P., president of the Institute, over the banquet. 
Mr. Peacock said the committee had had ample proof during the year 
of the advantages—social, professional, and pecuniary—derivable by 
members from connection with the Institute ; but it was left for a 
later speaker to point out what a large share of the credit of the 
success was due to Mr. Peacock himself. The London District now 
contained 700 paying members, or nearly one-fourth of the whole con¬ 
stituency of the Institute. On the motion of Mr. Peacock the report 
was adopted, and a successor to the chair was elected in the person of 
Mr. J. B. Atkinson (editor of the Journalist). Mr. S. Grogan was 
elected vice-chairman, and Mr. Peacock hon. treasurer. The hon. 
secretary, Mr. R. G. Emery, was reappointed. The banquet in the 
evening was attended by some 200 ladies and gentlemen. “ The 
Houses of Parliament ” was given in a humorous speech by Mr. T. 
M‘D. Rendle. Lord Monkswell, who responded on behalf of the 
House of Lords, remarked that he had been asked to pilot through 
that House a Copyright Bill, and he invited the Institute of Jour¬ 
nalists to back up the Society of Authors in doing something to set in 
order the law of copyright, which was at present, he said, in a chaotic 
and perfectly disgraceful state. Mr. William Senior proposed “The 
Institute of Journalists,” mentioning that there were now more than 
2,500 members. Sir A. Borthwick, in acknowledging the toast, said 
that as time went on they hoped to establish branches of the Institute 
not only in all the colonies, but wherever English-speaking peoples 
were to be found. 

The adjourned annual meeting of the London Society of Com¬ 
positors was held at the Assembly Hall, Mile-end, E., on the 14th ult. 
The chair was taken at three o’clock by Mr. Minter. There were from 
4,coo to 5,000 compositors present, and it was manifest from the first 
that a good deal of excitement prevailed. On the question of the re¬ 
port being received, Mr. Snelling rose to call attention to the conduct 
of the committee, who had been authorised to open up negotiations 
with the employers for an advance of wages. He censured their 
action, and contended that the result had been in every way unsatis¬ 
factory. Mr. Gow referred to the mode in which sanction to the terms 
the committee had made with the employers had been obtained. A 
digest of the concessions given by the employers had been sent round 
to the various offices, and had been heartily endorsed. The com¬ 
mittee had signed the agreement in their name, and all appeared well. 
What did they discover ? Why, that they had been sold. They found 
that what the employers gave with one hand they took away with the 
other. He concluded his speech with a vigorous denunciation of the 
committee. A resolution was then proposed that the executive had 
obtained consent to the arrangements that had been made with the 
employers by fraudulent representations ; that they should be called 
upon to explain their conduct ; and that, failing that, they should 
resign. Mr. Drummond said he had no apology to make for what 
had been done. They had done the best they could under the cir¬ 
cumstances. He concluded by exhorting those present to allow the 
scale of prices to remain for a twelvemouth, and he felt confident 
they would see they had been mistaken on many points, and that 
on the whole they had received substantial benefits. The resolution 
was then put, and carried almost unanimously. Ballot papers were 
subsequently sent round asking, “Are you satisfied with the com¬ 
mittee’s explanation?” The answers were, “Yes, 4,389”; “No, 
1,645.” Majority, 2,744. 

Qjtmmcan Cftppinge. 

A Chinese American Journal.—A paper of a character 
probably unique in the Western world has just commenced publica¬ 
tion in New York, in the shape of an illustrated journal printed in the 
Chinese language, entitled the New York Chinese News. It is 
edited by Mr. Wong Chiy Fou Hong Yeng, who was formerly editor 
of a Hong Kong weekly. 

The certificate of incorporation of the Raphael Tuck & Sons Com¬ 
pany, Limited, of New York, has been filed, the objects of the 
company being art publishing and printing in all of its phases— 
printing, lithographing, engraving, manufacturing and publishing 
books, drawings, &c., making fancy goods and novelties, and import¬ 
ing and exporting books, drawings, &c. The capital is 100,coo dols., 
and the incorporators are Chailes Kauffman, William Strauss, Charles 

M. Sibley, Julius Goldman, and Patrick Henry Brown. This com¬ 
pany is to succeed the American branch of Raphael Tuck & Sons, 
and will carry on the same business, extending it in all its lines, and 
paying more attention to special matter for the American market than 
heretofore. The English firm of Raphael Tuck & Son will have a 
large interest in the new company, and Samuel Gabriel, who 
formerly represented the house, will be an officer of the new 
company. 

The differences between the San Francisco Typographical Union 
and the II. S. Crocker Company have been adjusted, and what 
promised to be a very serious strike has been averted. In this instance, 
although the Typographical Union apparently gained its point, it was 
far from being a victory. Charles H. Crocker states that the Corpora¬ 
tion was determined to stand by its original declarations to the end— 
that it had the right to employ whomsoever it saw fit, whether union 
or non-union men, and that the company would not compel any of its 
employes io join the union. But it appears that after the strike lasted 
a day or so the non-union men became members of the organisation of 
their own free will, not desiring to cause their employers any loss on 
this account. There then being no further source or reason of dis¬ 
content by the Typographical Union against the IT. S. Crocker 
Company, the strike was declared off, and the men all returned to 
work. 

The type-founders of the United States have, almost without ex¬ 
ception, agreed to enter into a combination, consolidating all their 
interests under one ownership. The details of the matter have not yet 
been completed. Each concern will be allowed a fair equivalent in 
stock for its plant, good-will, &c. Each one is compelled to “show 
up ” its business for the past five years, so that a fair average may be 
found as to the value of its good-will. Each one is to come into the 
combine free of debt, and must, show that its assets are sufficient to 
enable it to go forward, if need be, independently. Certain rules for 
the valuation of the good-will of each have been agreed upon, and will 
be lived up to. The new company will be incorporated in New Jersey. 
Wall-street dispatches fix the capital at 10,000,000 dols., while other 
parties set it at 15,000,000. Some of the existing foundries refuse to 
enter the new company, but will sell their plants, good-will, &c., to 
the company. It is expected that English capital will be utilised to 
float the securities that will be issued for the purpose of buying out the 
non-conformists. 

The “ Trade Lounger ” in the American Stationer says :—Over in 
Jersey they are getting up a town on the “Looking Backward ” plan and 
just as likely as not they will find themselves in the predicament once 
so aptly described by Llenry Ward Beecher—their hindsight will prove 
better than their foresight. The town is to be a purely co-operative 
undertaking—co-operative as to stores, houses, theatres, churches, &c., 
but not as to wives and children, probably. All of the people will 
delegate the laborious and vexatious process of thinking and deciding 
to a committee, selected for its large and active “think tanks,” as 
Bill Nye would say, whose business it shall be to do the planning, 
devising, and other work for the community, and incidentally take all 
of the abuse and suspicion generated in the idle thinking machines of 
the rest of their fellow-citizens. Graceland is to be the name of this 
new “Elysium” ; this city of refuge from all worldly friction, where 
the people will have nothing to do but be happy—if they can. I’ve 
noticed that the most active, persistent, and aggressive thinkers are 
those who have elected someone else to do their thinking for them. 
It seems to operate as a mighty prod to all that is suspicious and dis¬ 
agreeable in the human mind. I recall a great Mexican colonisation 
scheme, known to the reading world as the Topolobampo Bay Colony, 
in which it was proposed to reduce all of the men and women to the 
leading strings of childhood. An enthusiastic crowd of some hundreds 
went out to the promised land, but not one them remembered three 
days after they got there that it was against the rules to “ go for ” the 
executive committee roughshod. For acrimony, bitterness, and 
withering invective, the Topolobampotites, who had pledged them¬ 
selves to stop thinking, beat all creation. 
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Cofontaf 

The Canadian Government Commission have sent us a copy of 
“ The Visit of the Tenant-Farmer Delegates, who visited Canada in 
the Autumn of 1890.” Three parts have previously been issued, and 
this (Part IV.) is especially intended for circulation in Ireland. The 
present part contains the reports of Major Stevenson, Mr. Brown, and 
Mr. Symmonds, and is representative of the opinions of English, 
Irish, and Scotch agriculturists. 

Quite a bulky pamphlet is made by the prospectus of the Working 
Men’s College, Melbourne, Australia. Judging from the contents, the 
institution appears to be in a very flourishing state, and to be pro¬ 
viding most valuable assistance to all young men who have a thought 
above billiards, betting, and drinking. From the two views of the 
buildings which are given, the students have no cause to be ashamed 
of the architectural appearance of their college. 

Machines sometimes go wrong and comps, are taken ill in all 
offices, but these events seem to occur with disproportionate frequency 
just after Christmas. Such was the case with the Manawatu Standard. 
The new editor—a host in himself—had, during the festive season, to 
edit the paper, set his own type, patch up the machine, superintend 
the printing, and finally deliver the papers in the biggest run—ex¬ 
tending over several miles—himself. He has had enough of holidays 
for the present, and now congratulates himself that Christmas comes 
but once a year. 

On January 14, Mr. Henry J. Taperell, chief reporter of the 
Wellington Times , who is leaving lor Sydney, was presented by Mr. 
Loughnan, the editor, on behalf of himself and staff, with a handsome 
gold lever hunting watch. He was then marched off to the office of the 
Press Association, where Mr. Gillon, of the Evening Post, on behalf of 
his gallery friends, presented him with a valuable library. Mr. Taperell 
is a native of Wellington, and his first journalistic work was done in 
Wairarapa district. He is still a young man, but has the reputation 
of being one of the best reporters in the colony ; and he takes with 
him the best wishes of the profession, who anticipate for him a pro¬ 
sperous future in New South Wales. 

A German artist named Kohler lately painted three pictures in 
Melbourne, had them engraved, and fixed the subscription at thirty- 
five guineas for the set of proofs, and ten guineas for ordinary prints. 
His subscription list reached ,£35,000—an amount, we imagine, 
greater than the combined lists of all the art unions of Great Britain 
for the year. From which it might be hastily inferred that the 
Australian public are generous patrons of art. By no means—the 
plates represented Flemington Course on Cup Day. A work of art, 
as such, would have been a dismal failure. Young Australia does 
not care much for anything of merely human interest, but worships 
the horse and his jockey.—[Unfortunately this is largely true of the 
old country.—Ed.] 

Speaking of the state of trade in Melbourne, the Australasian 
Typographical Journal, under date of January 31, says :—There are no 
signs of a revival in the printing trade here ; on the contrary, the depres¬ 
sion seems to intensify as the year progresses. The large number of good 
compositors who are unemployed at present has rarely been equalled 
at this season of the year. There is almost invariably an exodus from 
the large offices during the Christmas holidays, but, in the majority of 
cases, the men get employment soon after the new year. This, how- 
evei, is net the case just now, for the cry is still “hands off” all 
round. Wholesale dismissals have been the order of the day, and the 
Government Printing Office heads the list in this particular. 

--—♦-«-- 

Conftnenfaf £ jjfomgn jjofftnga. 

M. C. Reinwald, the doyen among Parisian editors, has died at 
Nice, aged 79. 

. M. Andr£ Guedon, editor of classical works, has just died at 
Paris, aged 70 years. 

The printing-office of the Reforme, of Brussels, was in February 
burned almost completely out. 

Dr. Louis Muller, of the Vossischen Zeitung, died after a short 

illness, aged 77, in Berlin last month. 

The death is announced of M. J. L. Havard, former president of 
the French Syndical Chamber of Paper. 

Herr Georg IIerm. Czerwinsky, for fifty years a prominent 
printer, has died at Danzig after a short illness, aged 70. 

An Exhibition of Lithographic Art Productions will be held in the 
School of Fine Arts at Paris, opening on the 20th insb 

A reunion of printers of Savoy and Haute-Savoie at Annecy is 
announced for May 10, with the view of forming a syndicate. 

Ravasse’s, of Paris, have obtained an order from the Russian 
Government^for nine copperplate machines, for the printing of the 

State Papers. 

The Czar has authorised the formation of four French missions, 
which, during the Exhibition at Moscow, shall study Russian economics 
from the industrial point of view. 

The Chamber of Master Printers of Paris have created a special 
monthly organ of their own, under the title of Bulletin dc la Chambre 
Syndicate des Typographes de Paris. 

The printers of Toulouse have decided to organise conferences, 
which will later on receive the addition of practical competitions, and 

the establishment of a professional library. 

French photography is to be represented at the Moscow Exhibi¬ 
tion by thirty exhibitors, who are sending some marvellous results 
obtained by the most novel and most artistic methods. 

The French Minister of Commerce has accorded a medal of honour 
to M. Paul-Franc^ois Binet, engraver (Maison Pellier, Paris), and one 
to M. Eugene-Felix Perreau, engineer (Maison Marinoni). 

An old printer, who prides himself on his classical knowledge, is 
fond of talking of the apples of the Garden of Asterisks. Is this the 
gentleman, we wonder, who talks of “ 6 ” as a “ circumcised 0 ” ? 

To save its members the trouble of searching work from house to 
house, the Society of Berlin Typographers has installed a telephone 
in its bureau, connected with all the imprimeries in alliance with it. 

M. Jules-Fred^ric Bonaventure, an old French printer, for a 
long time at the head of one of the most important establishments in 
the capital, died in February at Poitiers, whither he had been retired 

for some years. 

Two printers, MM. Victor Broin and Legrain, have, by decree of the 
Prefect of the Seine, been nominated on the commission charged to 
enquire into the execution of the law on the work of children in 

manufactories. 

We have pleasure in acknowledging the “ Auguri e Felicitazionc 
del 1891,” sent by L' Arte della Stampa, of Florence, in the shape of 
an elegant little calendar adorned with a superb butterfly done in six 

brilliant colours. 

The death is announced from Berlin of the oldest recipient from 
the Fund for Invalid Printers, aged 80 years ; he had been an invalid 
for thirty-three. The sums which had been paid him during that time 
totalled 18,720 marks. 

A Committee has] been formed in Paris with the object of 
raising a monument to the printer poet Hegesippe Moreau, in the 
Montparnasse cemetery, where he is buried. The president is M. 
Cussett, a master printer. 

The third annual conference of stenographers in France—which 
took place on the 5th ult., at the Mairie of the Fourth Arrondissement, 
(Paris : Place Baudoyer)—was largely concerned in the question of 
writing machines and their use. 

On Easter Day (March 29) the seventh annual banquet given by the 
corporation of Parisian lithographers took place in the salons of the 
Porte-Doree, Avenue Daumesnil, 275. It was followed by a ball, with 
an orchestra directed by M. Corot. 

“Work of the Amateur Photographer in Winter” is the title 
of a new addition to the library of photography, just issued by 
Gauthier-Villars et fils, of Paris. The author is M. E. Chable, presi-' 
dent of the Photographic Club of Neuchatel. 

Here is a small statistical curiosity. It has been calculated that a 

man talks on a mean average three hours per day, or a hundred 
words a minute, nineteen pages 8vo in an hour, fifty-two volumes a 
year. Women and lawyers are, of course, not in this. 

It is not generally known that the Russian Government has in every 
principal capital in Europe an “agent technique,” charged with 
keeping it in touch with all the new inventions, putting it into com¬ 
munication with the best manufacturing houses, and effecting purchases 
with them. 

M. Charles Rabot, on the return from the mission he had been 
entrusted with by the French Minister of Public Instruction to Siberia, 
has organised in the halls of the Cercle de la Librairie an exhibition of 
the natural history and ethnographical collections he made during his 
long journey. 

At St. Petersburg there has been created a journal called the 
Gazette of the Poor. It costs 24 roubles per annum, and will not be 
sold as a single number. The profits are to be devoted to works of 
charity. The paper appears once a month, under the direction of an 

officer of the Guard. 

Towards the end of the sixteenth century (we read in a Tours 
journal) the printer Jamet Metayer paid 83 crowns (equivalent to 
about 500 fr. of the present currencjJ for the rent of an entire house 
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for his workshop ; and his presses cost him 120 crowns each with the 
necessary utensils. 

M. Joseph-Auguste Heuse, the distinguished engineer and 
mechanician, officer of the Academy, who was tor a long time partner 
in the house Alauzet, has died at the age of sixty-three. To him 
are due numerous improvements and novelties in the machinery 
department of printing. 

M. Carret, of Lyons, is named by a French paper as the oldest 
“imposer” in the trade, having acted in that capacity on the Salut 
Public since 1858. There is one other, M. Niquevert, who has been 
at the same occupation for a longer period, namely, since 1855 ; but 
he has thrice changed his paper in that time. 

A commercial museum has been founded at Rome under the 
patronage of the Italian consular corps. It comprises a permanent 
exhibition of the principal products of Italy and foreign countries. The 
products are catalogued, and the catalogues are widely distributed. 
The rents are at the rate of 20 francs per square metre. 

M. L£on Roger, professor of “galvanoplastie,” at the Ecole 
Estienne ; M. Joseph-Auguste-Jules Person du Bief, director of the 
Moniteur de la Papeterie ; and M. Vanderhaeque, professor at the 
Ecole du Livre, have been nominated officers of the Academie by 
decree of the Minister of Public Instruction and Fine Arts. 

The Rome delegates to the Exposition of 1889 have issued their 
official report on their mission. It has been carried out by Sigr. 
Lajoli Andriano, and published by the press of the Tribuna of Rome. 
All typographical progress is reviewed, especially that in machinery ; 
and homage is rendered to the excellence of French printing. 

The Parisian Printers’ Societe de Secours Mutuels has constituted its 
council for 1891 as follows :—President, M. Albert Gauthier-Villars ; 
Vice-president, M. Paupe (of Plon’s) ; Councillors, MM. Alexandre 
(Gauthier-Villars), Berthier (Quantin), Dumoulin, Duruy, Nee, 
Noblet, Paret (Maison Jousset), Petit (Jouaust), Prechey (Hennuyer). 

The first numbers of a new trade paper, the 1 ‘ Graphische Nachrichten - 
Organ for Lithographers, Printers, Copper and Zinc Engravers, and 
Kindred Trades, in Austria-Hungary,” have reached us from Vienna. 
It is issued fortnightly from the “ Genossenschaft-Buchdruckerei ” in 
that city. The director is Herr Karl Czissek, the editor, Herr 
Rudolf Kleir. 

Under the auspices of the bureau of the International Congress of 
Geography, there is being organised at Berne an exhibition, which is 
to be international, of objects of scholastic geography ; the sections 
of which will be :—I. Books of instruction ; 2. Methods and means 
of tuition ; 3. Programmes of actual geographical teaching ; 4. The 
work of scholars. 

An interesting discovery for bibliophiles has been made by a painter 
of Cannes, M. Piani. He has found among a host of curiosities a set 
of historical game cards, engraved by Francois Biancheri, and printed 
at Rome in 1695. The cards follow the course of the ages from 
Julius Ccesar to Rudolphe II.—that is to say, sixteen centuries, or five 
cards to each century. 

Japanese theatre managers have hit on an excellent idea of making 
checks absolutely personal. When a spectator wishes to leave the 
theatre with the intention of re-entering before the end of the play, 
he presents himself before the ticket-box and extends his hand. An 
employe then places a stamp in the palm of the hand, which serves as 
a check. Simple and original. 

Since January 1 of th>s year there has been published at Yokohama 
a journal in the French language with the title Japon. This new daily 
—so its programme declares—will be the organ of the French colony, 
whose interests it will uphold. At the same time it will present its 
readers in the Far East with a faithful picture of the political and 
commercial situation of Japan. 

In demolishing a stove in a lodging, 4, Rue Rossini, we read in the 
Petit Journal, some workmen discovered two copper plates which had 
served for the manufacture of 50 franc bank notes. The inquiry 
instituted by M. Mouquin, police commissary, established the fact„that 
these plates, which were perfectly engraved, had belonged to a business 
agent deceased some three years ago. 

The Senator Corbon (irremoveable), who died at the end of February, 
had been in turns weaver’s apprentice, printer-compositor, wood 
sculptor, then litterateur and director of the journal Siecle. Elected in 
1848 member of the Constituent Assembly, he was after the Fourth 
September, created Mayor of the Fifteenth Arrondissement of Paris, 
and, finally, called to a seat in the Senate. 

M. B. H. Gausseron, editor of the Livre AToderne, has commenced 
the publication of a bi-monthly brochure, the Petit Manuel du Biblio¬ 
phile, which, giving the actual value of books sought after, ancient or 
modern, will be of the greatest service to editors, librarians, &c., and 
will form a guide to the buyer, directed as it will be with taste and 
competence. Its portable form is not the least of its excellences. 

The Swiss compositors have adopted a somewhat advanced 
programme in view of the approaching typographical congress at 

Berne:—Suppression of piecework, augmentation of the price of the 
day, and regulation of the number of apprentices. The first item, 
suppression of piecework, is a veritable blow to liberty of work, and 
will simply tend to the annihilation of personal ability in the worker. 

A curious accident occurred recently at Odessa in connection with 
the electric lighting. About seven o’clock one evening a telephone 
thread came by chance into contact with one of the electric batteries. 
Immediately all the lights were extinguished, while the bells of all the 
telephonic apparatus in the town started ringing. This tintinnabula¬ 
tion in the dark continued for a good quarter of an hour, until the 
contact could be cut oft. 

The house Emmanuel Vitte, of Lyons, has commenced the publica¬ 
tion of a great dictionary of commercial geography, of which the 
author is M. J. A. Ganeval, professor of commercial geography at the 
Lyons School of Commerce and at the school of La Martiniere. This 
work, which will contain a minimum of 900 pages, two columns, 4to, 
and a general chart, will be delivered to subscribers only for 30 francs: 
its price will be 75 francs. 

Charles Unsinger, one of the personalities in the Parisian 
printing world, died last month in the capital, aged 69 years. Start¬ 
ing in the house of Silbermann, in Strasbourg, where he remained till 
1851—twelve years—he served severally in Plon’s, Claye’s, Berger- 
Levrault’s, and again Claye’s establishments, the last time for several 
years, as overseer, until he established a house of his own, which now 
employs some seventeen machines. 

A new material for the manufacture of papers of superior quality, 
as well as of textile fabrics, is announced by the Belgian Legation 
at Mexico. It is the fibre of the jalocin, a wild plant growing 
abundantly in the State of Tabasco (Mexico). For the paper 
industry, the superiority of this fine and brilliant fibre is scarcely 
contestable, and it will not be surprising if in the near future it should 
play as important a role in the manufacture of tissues. 

There is shortly to be demolished in Paris the Impasse Gaudelet, 
which enjoyed a certain reputation due to a celebrated, albeit absurd, 
printer’s blunder. A compositor who lived in the impasse (lane or 
blind alley) No. 2, had one day to compose the Latin verse, “ Numero 
Deus impare gaudet"—anglich, “The gods love odd numbers.” 
The intelligent one hesitated not, but—a French contemporary is 
responsible for the tale—set up, “ Numero deux impasse Gaudelet.” 

An international book exhibition has been opened at Copenhagen 
to commemorate the 400th anniversary of the introduction of printing 
into Denmark. It is divided into three sections, historical, modern, 
and technical. The oldest book figuring in the historical section is 
the Gutenberg Bible of 1456'; then comes a French work of 1478, and 
an English work of 1480. The oldest Danish books are the bibles 
printed by Gotfred von Bremen. These alone form a most interesting 
display. 

The month of February saw the birth of 79 new periodicals in 
France—42 in Paris and the Seine, and 37 in the rest of the country. 
They are classed as follows:—Political, Paris 3; departments, 11 ; 
illustrated, 1 in the provinces ; commercial, industrial, and agricul¬ 
tural, 18 in Paris, and 14 in the provinces ; scientific and pedagogic, 
11 in Paris, 4 in the provinces ; financial, 4 in Paris, 1 in the provinces ; 
literary, 4 in Paris, 4 in the provinces; religious, 1 in Paris, 1 in the 
provinces; journals in foreign languages, 1 in Paris, and I in the 
provinces. 

Among the new elections to the Paris Chamber of Commerce is 
M. Edouard Choquet, who will represent the paper-making industry 
in all its branches. He was the candidate proposed, not only by the 
Chamber of Paper, of which he is the president, but also by the 
Syndicate of the Union of Paper-makers of France, by the Syndical 
Chamber of Wholesale Paper, and by the Cercle de la Librairie. 
What is not so well known is that, in his short leisure, M. Choquet 
practises the profession of physician, and the poor are well acquainted 
with the dispensary of this unassuming philanthropist. 

The Society of Belgian Aquafortists, replying to a question formu¬ 
lated by the Royal Academy of Belgium on the causes of the decadence 
of engraving in the country, and on the means of ameliorating the 
present condition of affairs, indicates the following means:—1. The 
creation at the Brussels Academy of Fine Arts of an atelier of copper¬ 
plate printing, organised on the type of those of London and Paris, 
and a workshop for engravers. 2. A vigorous encouragement to the 
developments of the Society of Engravers. 3. The institution of 
premiums for the engraving of the works of the great painters. 4. The 
addition to the Brussels Museum of a hall devoted to engraving, 
where the publiqjnay be initiatedjntoj a knowledge of this branch 
of art. 

It is no trifle to be the director or printer of a journal in the Argen¬ 
tine Republic during these times of political crisis. From time to 
time one is continually learning that some printery has been demolished 
by the mob, or some editor has been attacked with swords and 
revolvers. At these little functions, judge-commissaries of police, 
deputies, Government functionaries, &c., take part; and their posi- 
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tions give them perfect liberty to kill their adversaries without there 
resulting the slightest inconvenience to themselves. • At Las Heras, 
the office of the journal La Discussion was burned to the ground ; 
several days after an attempt of the same kind was made at Zarate, on 
the office of Opinion, but the fire in this case was extinguished in time 
by a printer. This last establishment was situate opposite a police- 
station ! 

A most interesting book is being brought out by the Ecole Estienne, 
the idea of the Professor M. Gaston da Costa. He has written to all 
who are considered to be literary celebrities in France, asking for a 
page of each one’s manuscript, which is to be reproduced in autograph 
by photo-lithography, opposite to the printed text. The number of 
those autographs already collected is more than sufficient to make a 
very fine volume quarto. Besides the value which it is believed this 
work will possess as a guide to students in manuscript, it will form an 
interesting and elegant album, and from its literary importance will be 
an envied prize. It is expected to be finished in the present year ; and 
it must be borne in mind, if this seems a longer time than an ordinary 
printing office would take, that the workers are all apprentices, many 
in their first year. 

The Belgian Society of Etchers, replying to some questions 
submitted to them by the Royal Belgian Academy on the causes of the 
decadence of the art of engraving in Belgium, has submitted the 
following propositions for the consideration of the Academy :—(1) The 
creation in the Brussels Academy of Fine Arts of a workshop for 
copperplate printing, to be modelled after the style of those in Paris 
and London, and to be accompanied by a workroom for the engravers. 
(2) The vigorous encouragement of the development of Engravers’ 
Societies, such as the Etching Societies, &c. (3) The institution of 
prizes for the best engraving of the works of celebrated Belgian 
artists. (4) The inclusion in the Brussels Museum of a hall destined 
for the exhibition of engraving works, to the end that the public may 
obtain some knowledge of that branch of art. 

The Paris, of that neighbourhood, gives an amusing batch of press 
errors. Many of them are necessarily unintelligible to the English—or 
Scotch—reader, but we may reproduce some. A provincial comp., 
who had an abridged telegram running, “ Representation generate 
Thermidorf set up as title of the piece, “ Le general Thermidor.” 
A journal announced anent an artistic exhibition—“ Mile. X-has 
sent all her aniants (lovers) ” ; the word written was emaux (enamels). 
These comedies of errors are irresistible. The ink-slingers and others 
relate them with as much zest as hunters do their tall tales. This is 
ingenuously spirituel: “The minister has nominated a commission 
pour binder (to evade) the question ” ; pour etuder would have been to 
study. Another provincial paper had—“The town is in despair ; the 
poor have pendu (hanged) their good friend M-——instead of perdu 
(lost). “ Messieurs,” another article ran, in connection with M. 
Guizot, “ I am at the end of my farces.” In another case, in place of 
“ Za joie fait peuran inversion of letters has made it “ La joie fait 
puerf the latter meaning “Joy makes a smell.” 

A Nihilist printing-house for the manufacture of false notes of the 
National bank, which had at its head the proprietor of a large litho¬ 
graphic establishment of Nowotscherkask, has been discovered near 
to Odessa. The chief had rented for the summer a small isolated 
house with a garden, and had lodged there four workmen, under the 
pretext of cultivating the garden. The house being always shut up, 
and its inhabitants invisible, the suspicions of the police were aroused, 
and they started to make a search. They were confronted with 
pistols. The result of force used rested with the law, however, and 
the men were taken into custody. One of them conducted the police 
into a well-lighted subterranean room, where they found material for 
the manufacture of false notes, and a quantity of false notes and revo¬ 
lutionary pamphlets. The four workers are men of very good educa¬ 
tion, speaking several European languages, and being engravers of 
first-class skill. They refused formally to give any account of them¬ 
selves. The proprietor of the lithographic house of Nowotscherkask, 
doubtless advised of the affair by an agent, disappeared from the town 
the same night. Search in his establishment revealed the existence of 
an enormous quantity of revolutionary brochures, and of more than 
two millions of bank-notes, extremely well executed. 

Japanese Printers.—Of all printing establishments which “ take 
the cake ” for novelty, if for nothing else, that of the Tokio Daily 
News is about the most extraordinary of our day. The Tokio News 
employs 229 individuals, of whom 60 are compositors, 30 are printers, 
and 7 proof-readers. The mode of setting type in this establishment 
is as follows :—There is only one case 4 ft. wide by 60 ft. long, which, 
for convenience, is divided into two sections, sloping towards an alley 
5 ft. in width. Each of these sections is divided into small compart¬ 
ments, in which the types, all of a size, are laid in regular heaps, with 
their faces toward the compositor, who, holding a wooden stick with 
brass rule, proceeds to read the copy in a sing-song tone, hopping, as 
he does so, from box to box for the needed letter," then back to his 
original starting place for further information. As may be supposed, 

this department of a Japanese printery takes on somewhat the nature 
of a lively acrobatic performance, and as the hour of publication 
approaches, and the movements of the men are accelerated, parched 
peas on a hot shovel is a long way from expressing the scene as they 
rush to and fro, left and right, passing and repassing, colliding and 
dodging, hopping and skipping, catching here a letter, humming the 
while the various portions of their copy, the better to impress the 
words on their memory. In this manner a printer, by the aid of from 
eight to sixteen men, is enabled to produce a duodecimo page in from 
eight to ten hours, and then it takes nearly as long to distribute the 
type after the performance is over. 

•--**-*—♦- 

(JU® jfoutnafe § (ptrefs £0<in<jeer. 

A NEW weekly paper, called United Israel, printed in Yiddish and 
English, has been started. The office is at 19, Church-lane, E. 

A review of a social and industrial character is announced by 

Messrs. Methuen & Co. It will be called the Beacon, and will be 

under the editorship ot the Rev. J. F. Wilkinson. 

Fashion and Sport, the sixpenny weekly, and Sporting Celebrities, 
the shilling monthly, have been amalgamated, and will in future be 
published under the title of Dramatic and Sporting Celebrities. 

The Labour Vanguard, described as “ a fighting paper, which will 
fight on the side of those who live by work,” will issue its first number 
on the 16th in=t. 

The Fisherman, the monthly organ of the National Federation of 

Fishermen of Great Britain and Ireland, has just been commenced, 
whose aim is to “promote the welfare of our class.” 

The Guild of Organists' Calendar is the title of a new paper for 
organists. 

Up to Date will, says the editor, “ be of the uncompromising 
Radical type, and the conductors will try to weld into one com¬ 
pact whole the divergent elements of the party throughout the 
country.” It will also deal with fashion, literature, sport, and the 
drama, and it is to be “remarkable for its outspoken and independent 
criticism of men and things.” 

-♦-*-♦- 

Crabc Changes. 

Mr. W. Speakman, lithographic transfer writer and illuminator, 
has removed to 4, Pilgrim-street, Ludgate-hill, E.C. 

Mr. E. Menken, secondhand bookseller, and the publisher of 
“ Wyman’s Technical Series,” informs us that he has removed from 
40, Gray’s Inn-road, to Bury-street, Oxford-street, W.C. 

The Birmingham Lithographic Company have removed to new 
premises at the City Works, Moor-street, where they have laid down 
every appliance necessary for executing high-class lithographic work 
with despatch. 

The business carried on by the trustees of the late Thomas 
Hatchard, at 187, Piccadilly, has been purchased by Messrs. Edwin 
Shepherd and Arthur L. Plumphreys, and will be continued under the 
style of Hatchard & Co. 

Messrs. Tarstow, Denver, & Co., Limited (formerly the 
Authors’ Co-operative Publishing Company, Limited), publishers, 
have removed from 20 and 22, St. Bride-street, E.C., to Kensington 
Chambers, 73, Ludgate-hill, E.C. 

Messrs. Haynes & Nearn, artistic printers, have removed from 
73, Ludgate-hill, to 11 and 13, St. Bride-street. The circular an¬ 
nouncing the removal is a beautiful specimen of typography, and fully 
establishes the reputation of Messrs. Haynes & Nearn for high-class 
work. 

Mr. G. N. H. Whales informs us that he has resigned his ap¬ 
pointment as manager of Messrs. Bemrose & Sons’ London branch 
(Mr. Charles Lloydd Bemrose taking that position), and that he pur¬ 
poses carrying on business (temporarily) at 22, Queen’s-buildings, Old 

Bailey. 

Messrs. Walter Smith & Innes, publishers, of 31 and 32, 
Bedford-street, Strand, W.C., announce that the style of their firm 
will in future be A. D. Innes & Co. Mr. Walter Smith has with¬ 
drawn from the business, which has been joined by Mr. T. Slingsby 
Tanner as a partner. 

Reuter’s Telegram Company, Limited, are organising, as a 
special and distinct branch of their business, an advertising agency, 
which will have connections in the Colonies, on the Continent, and ic 
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the United States. With the vast facilities possessed by the company 
there is no doubt a very large business will be built up. 

Mr. Thomas Greaves, printers’, lithographers’, and binders’ 
material, machinery, and roller manufacturer, Southbrooke-road 
Works, Lee, S.E., informs us that, owing to his greatly-increased 
business, he has taken into partnership Mr. S. A. Mason, and in future 
the business will be carried on under the style of Thomas Greaves & 

S. Mason. 

The business of Messrs. Timms & Webb, designers and draughts¬ 
men, Finsbury-square, E.C., and of Messrs. Smith & Botwright, 

rinters, publishers, and advertising agents, Eldon-street, Finsbury, 
ave been amalgamated, and are now carried on as the Furniture 

Press and General Advertising Company, at Tabernacle-street and 

Castle-street, Finsbury. 

-—■- 

(printing ani> of$er Companies. 

WE herewith give particulars of sixteen companies 
registered since our last list was compiled, their total 

capital being £363,200. This compares, with eleven com¬ 
panies and £519,000 capital for the corresponding period 
last year, and makes a total, so far recorded, of sixty-three 
companies and £1,111,605 capital, compared with fifty- 
one companies and ,£1,353,050 capital at the correspond¬ 
ing date last year. 

Sir Charles Reed & Sons, Limited.—Registered on the 16th ult.> 
with a capital of £70,000, in £00 shares, of which 200 are 6 per cent- 
preference shares, to acquire and carry on the business of type founders, 
now carried on under the name of Sir Charles Reed & Sons, at Fann- 
street, E.C. The subscribers are : *T. B. Reed, founder, 4, Fann-street, 
E.C. ; *E. P. S. Reed, 6, Gainsboro’-gardens, N.W. ; Mrs. Reed, 
Earlsmead, Hornsey-lane, N. ; Miss A. T. Reed, Earlsmead, Hornsey- 
lane, N. ; *A. Tillie, merchant, 19, Addle-street, E.C. ; T. B. Baines, 
St. Ann’s-hill, Leeds; T. M. Greer, solicitor, Ballymoney, Ireland. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
four ; the first being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk ; qualifica¬ 
tion, £500; remuneration to be fixed at the general meeting. Solici¬ 
tors: Messrs. Shepheards, 31 and 32, Finsbury-circus, E.C. 

Tanner Brothers, Limited.—Registered on the 4th ult., with 
a capital of ,£60,000, in £5 shares, to acquire the business lately 
carried on at Welsh Back, Bristol, under the name of Tanner Brothers, 
and to carry on the business of paper manufacturers, dealers, and 
wholesale stationers.- The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are:—S. Tanner, stationer, Bristol; J. Tanner, stationer, 
22, Welsh Back, Bristol ; Miss M. A. Tanner, Redland, Bristol; R. 
Laurence, bookseller, 37, Queen-street, Newton Abbot; A. C. James, 
accountant, Cowper-road, Bristol ; T. C. Gregory, accountant, Clif¬ 
ton ; J. May, traveller, Bishopston, Bristol. The subscribers are to 
appoint the “ sole director and chairman,” who may appoint others. 
Qualification, £100. Remuneration to be fixed at general meeting. 
Registered office, 22, Welsh Back, Bristol. 

English Feister Printing Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 26th ult., with a capital of £50,100, divided into 10,000 shares 
ot £5 each, and 100 founders’ shares of £1 each, to adopt an agree¬ 
ment dated February 25, between H. A. Glass, of the one part; and 
F. C. Paeton, for the company, of the other part, for the purchase of 
letters patent relating to printing and bookbinding machinery, and 
also rhe business at 35, Snow-hill, E.C., and to carry on the business 
of printers, stationers, &c. The subscribers are :•—A, Gray, The 
Mansion, Frognal, N.W., 200 shares ; Captain K. F. Maclachlan, 19, 
Chesham-street, S.W., 50; C. Robson, printer, 149, Strand, W.C., 
50; J. Roche, 2, Eccleston Houses, S.W., 100; L. Orosdi, 9, Cite 
Hauteville, Paris, 200; R. Warner, accountant, 29, New Bridge- 
street, E.C., 100; F. C. Paeton, clerk, 37, Queen Victoria-street, 
E.C., I. The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor 
more than eight ; the first to be appointed by the subscribers ; qualifi¬ 
cation, fifty shares ; remuneration, £5 for each meeting attended, and 
a percentage of the profits. Registered by Messrs. Wood, Bird, & 
Wood, 16, Eastcheap, E.C. 

Maskelyne Type-Writer Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 1st inst., with a capital of £50,000, in £5 shares, to adopt an 
agreement dated March 17, between C. W. Wilson, of the one part, 
and W. H. Honeyball, for the company of the other part, and to 
carry on the business of type-writer makers, printers, stationers, 
engravers, &c. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are : 
—W. F. Eckburn, clerk, 8, Hainault-road, Leytonstone; J. E. W. 
Meyer, 199, Ivydale-road, Nunhead, S.E. ; W. J. Smith, accountant, 
54, Lewisham High-road, S.E. ; C. W. Fisher, 45, Holborn-viaduct, 
E.C. ; J. H. Jack, 41, Chesiltonroad, Fulham, S.W. ; T. W. 

Fullilove, solicitor, 14, Gray’s-inn-square, W.C.; A. H. Skan, clerk, 
2, Lady well - park, S.E. Registered without special articles. 
Solicitors, Messrs. Paddison, Son, & Fullilove, 14, Gray’s-inn-square, 
W.C. 

“ Up-to-Date” Typewriter Syndicate, Limited.—Registered 
on the 18th ult., with a capital of £25,000, in £1 shares (of which 
I, 000 are founders’ shares), to adopt an agreement, dated March 3, 
between F. Myers, of the one part, and G. C. P. Baxter for the 
company of the other part, to develop the inventions mentioned in 
the agreement, and to carry on the business of manufacturers of 
and dealers in typewriters, printers, &c. The subscribers, who have 
taken one share each, are:—J. E. A. Greatorex, 11, Stanhope- 
terrace, W. ; A. Bird, 26, Westbourne-terrace-road, W. ; J. N. 
Robinson, 284, Shirland-road, Paddington, W. ; H. T. Lane, 
8, Cleveland-gardens, W. ; H. J. Parker, 2, Porchester-houses, W. ; 
F. C. Newsam, solicitor, 9, Mo.ore;street, Cadogan-square; G. C. P. 
Baxter, Catesby, Manor-park, Streatham, S.W, The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than nine ; the first to 
be appointed by the subscribers ; qualification, fifty shares ; remu¬ 
neration, £75 per annum for chairman, and £50 per annum each for 
directors, together with a percentage of the profits. Solicitor, Mr. 
J. FI. Farmer, 35, Walbrook, E.C. 

Trevor & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 23rd ult., 
with a capital of £25,000, in £10 shares, to adopt an agreement, 
dated March 9, between H. Hurrell, of the one part, and II. G. 
Narramore, for the company, of the other part, and to carry on the 
business of wholesale stationers, printers, paper bag manufacturers, 
and general merchants. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are :—Id. Hurrel, corn merchant, Plymouth ; R. Blackmore, 
manager, 12, Townsend-crescent, Plymouth ; J. C. Holland, printer, 
39, Headland-park, Plymouth ; H. G. Narramore, accountant, Ply¬ 
mouth ; W. Hawkes, merchant, Devonport; F. B. Westlake, stock¬ 
broker, Plymouth ; J. Greenway, solicitor, Plymouth. The number 
of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; the 
first to be appointed by the subscribers; qualification, £100; remu¬ 
neration to be fixed at general meeting. Registered office, 9, The 
Octagon, Plymouth. 

Proprietors of “British Manufacturers’ Prices Current,” 

Limited.—Registered on the 16th ult., with a capital of £24,000, 
divided into 2,200 preference shares of £10 each, and 1,000 founders’ 
of £2 each, to adopt an agreement, dated February 18, between F. J. 
Biggs, and J. F. Temple ior the company, for the acquisition of the 
British Manufacturers Prices Current, and to print and publish any 
other works, &c. The subscribers are :—*J. Ludlow, manufacturer, 
ralmer-street, Birmingham, 10 shares; *W. Fletcher, merchant, 

23, Milton-street, E.C., 10 ; *F. J. Biggs, publisher, Leadenhall-build- 
ings, E.C., 10 ; *J. Pasfield, accountant, Brentwood, 10 ; J. D. Watts, 
Cromwell-house, Lower Edmonton, 1 ; J. F. Temple, secretary, 143, 
Elthorne-road, Ilornsey-rise, N., 2; W. T. Browne, I, Ryde-villas, 
Ealing, W., 2. The number of directors is not to be less than three, 
nor more than six ; the first being the subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk; qualification, £100; remuneration, £5 5s. each per atten¬ 
dance, and expenses. Registered office, Leadenhall-buildings, E.C. 

Dutch Paper Pulp Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
13th ult., with a capital of £24,000, in £10 shares, to adopt an agree¬ 
ment dated March 2, between A. E. Reed of the one part, and R. D. 
Wilkinson for the company of the other part, for the purchase of a 
mill at Raamsdonk, Netherlands, and to manufacture paper pulp from 
straw, asbestos, grass, fibre, &c. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—R. Bird, merchant, Ellerslie, Cardiff; C. H. 
Bird, manager, 20, St. Andrew’s-crescent, Cardiff; J. T. Edwards, 
42, The Parade, Cardiff; W. B. Gibbs, merchant, Penarth; E. Cur- 
thoys, secretary, Penarth ; W. Thomas, engineer, Aberdare ; C; Din- 
ham, coal factor, Coal Exchange, London; J. A. McIntyre, ship¬ 
owner, 16, St. Helen’s-place, E.C. The number of directors is not 
to be less than two, nor more than five ; qualification, 100 shares ; re¬ 
muneration, £250 per annum. Solicitors, Messrs. Vallance & Co., 

Lombard House, E.C. 

Willcocks & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 6th inst., 
with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to adopt an agreement 
mentioned in clause 3 of the articles, for the purchase and carrying on 
of the business of music, book, and general printers and publishers, 
importers of foreign music, and dealers in musical instruments, 
carried on at 63, Berners-street, W., under the title of Willcocks & Co. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—C. T. John¬ 
son, concert agent, Cancnbury; H. J. Marie, 47, Redcliffe-road, 
South Kensington ; A. E. Heath, clerk, 42, Englefield-road, N. ; E. 
A. Fage, 60, Albion-road, Stoke Newington ; S. Sutcliffe, traveller, 
25, Fairfax-road, Hornsey; G. H. Robinson, 40, Dawson-street, 
Dublin; H. Spring, 66, Newman-street, W. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three nor more than seven, the first being 
R. Schreider, C. E. D. Willcocks, and W. H. Willcocks; qualifica¬ 
tion, £500 ; remuneration to be fixed at general meeting. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Shepheards, 31 and 32, Finsbury-circus, E.C. 
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Permanent Advertising Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the nth ult., with a capital of ,£15,000, dividend into 750 preference, 
and 750 ordinary shares, of £10 each, to transact every description of 
commercial, mercantile, and financial business, and to acquire and 
develop British and foreign patents. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—W. Marsden, artist, 72, Drayton-park, N.; 
G. Alexander, printer, 28, Mansell-street, E.C.; H. Rea, photo¬ 
grapher, 3, St. James’s-place, Kilburn ; L. Jofit, lithographer, 40, 
Maldon-street, E. ; A. Cottrell, engraver, 45, Jenner-road, N. ; R. 
Mayne, electrotyper, 26, Russell-court, Strand; E. Bonon, 18, 
Edward-street,' King’s-cross. The number of directors is not to be less 
than two, nor more than five ; the first to be appointed by the sub¬ 
scribers ; remuneration to be fixed at general meeting. Registered by 
Mr. W. S. Crampton, 1, Dighton-road, Wandsworth. 

Eagles & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 7th inst., with 
a capital of .£3,000, divided into 400 ordinary, and 200 8 per cent, 
cumulative preference shares of £5 each, to adopt an agreement for 
the purchase and carrying on of the business of stationers, printers, etc., 
carried on at 1, Philpot-lane, E.C. The subscribers are :—* W. E. P. 
Plooper, 27, Perryn-road, Acton, 20 shares ; * G. Eagles, stationer, 
r, Philpot-lane, E.C., 450 ; *A. H. M. Fox, Lewin-road, Streatham, 
S.W., 5 ; *G. Egon, 21, Blagdon-road, Lewisham, S.E., 5; W. PI. 
Boar, 8, Hilton-road, Holloway, N., 2 ; Miss Eagles, 1, Philpot- 
lane, E.C., 2 ; H. E. Edwards, 1, Philpot-lane, E.C., 1. The number 
of directors is to be five, the first being J. Wallis, in addition to the 
subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Registered by Mr. G. Eagles, I, 

Philpot-lane, E.C. 

Worthing and District Billposting and Advertising 
Company, Limited.—Registered on the 5th ult., with a capital of 
£2,000, in £1 shares, to adopt an agreement dated March 3, 
for the taking over of another agreement dated February 28 last, for 
the purchase of the bill-posting business of F. J. Bast, of Worthing, 
and to carry on the business of advertising and general agents in all 
its branches. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
W. C. Ball, clerk, 10, Amott-road, East Dulwich ; J. Grumbridge, 
clerk, 2, Avingdon-grove, Penge ; F. A. Spain, auctioneer, Rochester ; 
E. C. Carr, clerk, 253, Barry-road, East Dulwich; W. T. O. 
Daines, clerk, Longbridge-road, Barking; G. R. Osier, 16, Carden- 
road, Peckham-rye ; J. Ball, clerk, 202, Choumert-road, Peckham, 
S.E. Registered without special articles. Registered office, 36, 
New-road, Gravesend. 

Whitefriars Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 9th ult., with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to print, 
publish, and circulate newspapers, and to carry on the business of 
general printers, publishers, engravers, &c. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are :—R. G. Pulleyn, clerk, 69, Jeffreys- 
road, Clapham ; F. E. Grose, clerk, 28, Great Coram-street, W.C. ; 
G. Dorse, clerk, 140, Adelaide-road, N.W. ; W. E. Slade, clerk, 
Tudor House, St. Alban’s ; W. H. Chamberlain, clerk, 26, Great 
Queen-street, W.C. ; H. E. Pearce, clerk, 65, Fernlea-road, Balham ; 
F. G. Latham, 3, Garrick-street, W.C. Registered without special 
articles. Solicitors, Messrs. Harrison & Davies, 30, Bedford- 

row, W.C. 

Acton and West Central Printing and Publishing 
Company, Limited.—Registered on the 25th ult., with a capital of 
£2,000, in £10 shares, to adopt an agreement, dated February 26 last, 
between G. F. Morris of the one part, and W. C. Smith for the 
company, of the other part, for the purchase of the Acton, Chiswick, 
and Turnliam-green Gazette Newspaper, and to carry on the business 
of publishers, printers, &c. The subscribers, who have each taken 
ten shares, are :—H. W. Blake, dyer, Rosedale, Acton-green, W. ; 
H. J. Nome, Elm-house, East Acton, W. ; E. Mcnson, jun., archi¬ 
tect, A.R.I.B.A., The Vale, Acton ; A. Hemsley, solicitor, Ealing; 
W. C. Smith, silversmith, Springfield-park, Acton ; W. A. Brown, 
solicitor, 55, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, W.C.; H. J. Stokes, manufacturer, 
Newbury-street, E.C. The number, names, and remuneration of the 
first directors are to be determined by the subscribers; qualification, 
ten shares. Solicitor, Mr. W. A. Brown, 55, Lincoin’s-inn-fields, 
W.C. 

Jewish Printing and Publishing Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 1st inst., with a capital of £600, in £1 shares (of 
which ten are founders’), to adopt an agreement, dated March 23, for 
the purchase of the Jewish Standard, and to carry on the business of 
newspaper proprietors, &c. The subscribers, who have each taken 
one share, are :—A. Vecht, 16, King’s-road, Green-lanes, N. ; L. 
Zangwill, Chiswell House, Finsbury-pavement, E.C. ; C. F. Isaacs, 
10, Upper Montague-street, E. ; J. Prag, agent, 120, Fore-street, 
E.C. ; G. Y. Baldock, journalist, 287, Victoria-park-road, N. E. ; A. 
L. Cohen, printer, 11, Merchant.street, Bow; S. A. Hirsch, jour¬ 
nalist, 52, Blomfield-road, Maida-vale, W. Registered without 
special articles. Registered office, Chiswell House, Finsbury-pave¬ 
ment. 

Winsford and District Billposting and Advertising 
Company, Limited.—Registered on the 5th ult., with a capital of 

£500, in £5 shares, to carry on in Winsford and elsewhere the 
business of advertising and general agents. The subscribers are 
W. Eardley, printer, Chester Bridge, Crewe, 5 shares ; J. HinchslifF, 
printer, Victoria-street, Crewe, 5; T. Latham, solicitor, 178, Nant- 
wich-road, Crewe, 5 ; G. O’Kell, jun., physician, Over-lodge, 
Winsford, Cheshire, 5 ; A. E. Richardson, agent, 69, Great Norbury- 
street, Hyde, 5 ; W. Taylor, printer, 39, High-street, Crewe, 5 ; H. 
Williams, printer, 36, High-street, Winsford, 4. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more^than seven, the first 
being the above subscribers ; qualification, £20. Registered office, 
36, High-street, Winsford, Cheshire. 

The liquidators of the Artistic Stationery Company, Limited, have 
paid, on the 2nd ult., a first and final dividend of is, 6d. in the £1 
on all debts due by the company to unsecured creditors. 

The directors of G. W. Bacon & Co., Limited, educational pub¬ 
lishers, have issued their first annual report. The net profits for the 
year, after allowing £865 3s. 5d. for depreciation of plant, lease, &c., 
were £2,117. A dividend of 12 per cent, for the half-year ending 
December 31 has been recommended, which, with the interim divi¬ 
dend of 10 per cent, paid in July last, will leave £530 to be carried 
forward. 

The report and balance-sheet for the half-year of the East Lan¬ 
cashire Paper Mill Company, Lim., show gross profits amounting to 
£3,438 13s. 3jd.; £500ofthis has been placed to depreciation account, 
and£500 to reserve fund, leaving a balance, including£i,444 10s. 4gd., 
brought torward from last half year of £3,883 3s. 8d. available for 
dividend. Dividends are declared at rate of 5 per cent, on ordinary 
shares, 6 per cent, on preference shares, and 5 per cent, on bonus 
shares ; leaving£i,H2 6s. 2d. to be carried forward to profit and loss 
new account. 

The annual meeting of the shareholders of R. II. & J. Sharp, 
Limited, Manchester, was held recently, Mr. Adam Hogg presiding. 
The chairman moved the adoption of the first annual report. The 
chairman said the directors had given a good deal of time to the busi¬ 
ness. They had been greatly pleased with the way in which the con¬ 
cern had been conducted, and were convinced that its future 
prosperity was assured. Their prospects were very good indeed. Mr. 
Alfred Baynton seconded the motion, and said it was very satisfactory 
to have such excellent managing directors as Mr. R. H. Sharp and 
Mr. Joseph Sharp. The motion was unanimously adopted. The 
chairman moved that a dividend of 7 per cent, be declared on the pre¬ 
ference shares, and a dividend of 10 per cent, on the ordinary shares. 
Mr. R. H. Sharp, in seconding the proposition, said the concern was 
more prosperous to-day than it had ever been. Every month showed 
an increase of business, and now it would be necessary to move to 
larger and more convenient premises in Piccadilly. The motion was 
adopted. 

At the general meeting of the Anglo-Austrian Printing and Publish¬ 
ing Company, Limited, held on the 16th ult., the report of the 
committee of investigation was presented. It was a very voluminous 
document, and disclosed an extremely unsatisfactory condition of 
affairs. It concluded by saying :—“ The company has no business in 
Vienna or elsewhere, has no property whatever, and its whole capital 
has been lost. A scheme was put forward under which, on the pay¬ 
ment of a further sum of £40,000 in cash and ^,30,000 in second 
mortgage debentures, Mr. Fischer would undertake to transfer to the 
company certain businesses in Vienna, on which he will guarantee for 
three years a minimum profit of £15,000 a year, but the committee 
did not see their way to recommend it, as they did not think that the 
fresh capital would be raised, and were of opinion that the Board as 
at present constituted should not be entrusted with the future manage¬ 
ment of the company’s affairs. They therefore suggested that the 
company should be at once wound up voluntarily, and that an inde¬ 
pendent liquidator, selected by the shareholders, should be appointed.” 
The following resolution was then put, and carried unanimously :— 
“ That in view of the improbability of raising the further capital 
required, and having regard to the report of the committee of investi¬ 
gation, the directors be requested to take the necessary steps to wind 
up the company voluntarily with the object of reconstruction.” In 
submitting this proposition, Sir Henry Isaacs said that he did not 
hesitate to say that that was the best course to adopt for everybody’s 
interest, and he was exceedingly pleased that the resolution met with 
the hearty co-operation of the committee. Mr. Bottomley, replying 
to some questions regarding the £88,500 which it w’as said had passed 
through his hands, expressed his regret that that sum, together with 
£50,000 of his own money, was at the present moment in Vienna, 
and it had been spread over the entire business referred to in the 
prospectus, and also in payment of legal charges and other fees of 
various kinds on behalf of the company. If the proprietors went into 
liquidation, and threw its assets to the wind, he could not help it; all 
that he could say was that the £88,030 would be made a present to 
him ; he only desired that the shareholders should reconstruct, and if 
they did so all might be well. 
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©Btfwatg. 

BagsT£r.— Mr. Benjamin Bagster died on the 28th ult., at his 
residence, Burma-road, N., aged seventy-nine. The deceased gentle¬ 
man was formerly a member of the well-known firm of Bible publishers, 
but had retired for some years. 

Sowler.—Sir Thomas Sowler, proprietor of the Manchester 
Courier, and late Conservative candidate for South Manchester, died 
at his residence at Manchester on the 4th inst., in his seventy-third 
year. The deceased gentleman had been ailing for some time, but 
was only taken seriously ill the previous day, when he left business for 
his bed. He contested South Manchester in 1888, but was defeated. 

-—♦--- 

Bditte flJafenf. 
'v 

The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 

was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—-March, 1891. 

3,692.—H. E. Hall, 49, Tilson-road, Tottenham. Further justifica¬ 
tion of type matrix ; correction of distended chamber. 2. 

3,719.—W. J. Griffin, London. Improvements in cutting blocks for 
paper cutters. 2. 

3,814.—H. FI. Lake. A communication from O. M. Angier, of 
United States. Improvements in type-writing machines. 3. 

3,818.—T. C. Flargrave, London. Improvements in machines for 
making stereotype matrices. 3. 

3,839.—J. C. Wolfe, London. An improvement in electrotype and 
stereotype blocks, printers’ furniture, and processes of manufac¬ 
turing the same. 3. 

4,021.—M. Smith, Manchester. Improvements in the method of and 
means for drying matrices for stereotyping. 6. 

4,084.—T. Gibson, of the Feister Printing Company, London. Im¬ 
provements in printing and book-binding machines. 7. 

4,124.—J. C. Lindsay, London. Improvements in apparatus for use 
in producing series of letters, figures, and signs upon paper or 
other material. 7. 

4,133.—A. O. Feustel, London. Improvements in paper sheet feed¬ 
ing devices for printing presses. 7. 

4.162. —T. P. Richards, 174, Beckenham-road, Penge. The attach¬ 
ment of prints, cuttings, &c., into books. 9. 

4,164.—J. Lea, Liverpool. Improvements in type-writing machines 
and their accessories. 9. 

4,289.—F. and Tromm H. Forste, London. Improvements in ruling- 
machines. 10. 

4,309.—A. E. Harnsberger, London. Improvements in type-writing 
machines. 10. 

4,370.—R. O. Kruger, Germany. Improvements in printing- 
machines. 11. 

4,474.—A. S. and Armanino L. Cattel, London. Improvements in 
and relating to the production of lithographs and letterpress in 
colours. 12. 

4,561.—W. Reader, 11, Brownhill-road, Catford, London. An 
improved rotary colour-printing machine for printing any number 
of colours at one operation. 14. 

4,708.—Harry de Montfort Mellborne, London. Improvements in 
ball programmes and date calendars. 16. 

4,714.—E. and Krause M. Hoesch, London. Improvements in the 
production of watermarks on paper, and in apparatus there¬ 
for. 17. 

4,753.—W. Crossland, Manchester. An improved instantaneous 
starting and stopping motion particularly adapted for paper¬ 
cutting machines. 17. 

4,811.—J. Waite, 98, Albany-road, London. Improvements in 
paper-maker’s dandy rolls. 18. 

4,988.— W. Thompson, 24, Grange-park, Thornton-heath, Surrey. 
Improvements in type-printing instrument for telegraphic 
purposes. 20, 

4,991.—D. T. Powell, London. Improvements in cylinder-printing 
machines. 20. 

5,050.—T. Johnson, Manchester. Improvements in, or relating to, 
printing-machines for printing in two or more colours at one im¬ 
pression or operation. 21. 

5.163. —H. II. Lake. A communication from C. Savigny, of France. 
Improvements relating to the production of printing surfaces, and 
to apparatus therfor. 23. 

5,194.—M. Fisher, London. Type-writer. 24. 

5,248.—Cottrell, C. B., London. Improvements in printing-machines. 
24. 

5,271.—W. P. Thompson, A communication from T. H. Alexander, 
of United States. Improvements in stamping-machines for 
printing. 24. 

5.274.—E. C. Sandiford, & S. A. Hyers, London. Improvements in 
type-setting or composing-machines. 24. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1890. 

2,798.—Cockburn. Writing Braille type . 8d. 
3»159-—Cresswell & Heslop. Printing, &c., machines. 8d. 
4,076.—Hearn & Donne. Type-writing machines. is. 5d. 
4,271.—Topliss & Kay. Printing type. 46. 
4,684.—Foord. Printing-machines . 8d. 

4.755-—Edwards. Drying frame for stereotypes. 8d. 
4.911-—Topliss. Distributing printing type . nd. 
5,418.—Horn. Composing-stick . 6d. 

6,759-'—Barnes. Printing-machines. 6d. 
9,413.—Williams. Type-writing machines. is. id. 

16,658.—Reeves. Printers’ galley receiver . 6d. 
16,720.—Jensen. Type-writing machines. is. 6d. 
18,086.—Keep. Printing-machines . 8d. 
21,214.—Thompson. Type-writing machines .. 8d. 

1891. 

55-—Clinton & McNamara. Type-writing machines ... 1 id. 
293.—Little. Type writers . 4d. 
615.—Allison. Type-writing machines. 8d- 

1,236.—Kittner. Paper-making machines . 6d. 
1,793.—Upton & Stevens. Colour printing . 6d. 

Notice.— The present volume op the Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapher will probably be finished with the May or June (i8()i J 

number, by which tune it is expected the arrangements for the 

New Series will be completed. The Title-page and Index will be 

issued on completion of the volume. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

Abraham, A. J., Chromo Artist.... iii 
Autotype Company, Collotype, &c., 

Armitage & Ibbetson, Almanacks vi 
Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 

graphists . iii 
Balls, W. & J., Bookbinders. vi 
Bowers Bros., Printing . iii 
CentralAgency, Partnerships, &c. iii 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths. iii 
Cornf.lissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men .  ii 
Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines i 
Davies, Henry G., Electrotyper .. ii 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco Engravers, &c. v 
Elliott, John, Son, & Co., Printing 

Machines . vi 
Elvidge, C., Litho Pens. iii 
Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers iii 
Hofer, W,, Bronze Powder. iii 
Jacobs Bros., Rags, &c. iii 
Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks. vi 
Kampf. &Co., Engineers. i 
Kern, G. F., Litho Artist.   iii 
Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist. iii 

Litho-plate Co. iv 
“Lithographer,” Limited. ii 
Mason H., Accurate Leads. ii 
Miscellaneous . ii 

Morgan, A. H., Chromo Artist .... iii 
Patent Lithographic Zinc Plate 

Company, Limited. V 

Redfern, G. F. & Co., Patent Agents iii 
Silverlock, H., Electrotyper. iii 
Slater & Palmer, Printing Inks.. iv 
Tarstow, Denver & Co., Limited 
Books. ii 

Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers iv 
Webster’s Dictionary. vi 

Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers iii 
Wittmann, A., Litho Stones. ii 

WRAPPER. 

Cleathero & Nichols,"Automatic 
Feeding Apparatu s. 2 

Greaves, T., Litho Stones . 3 

Mander Bros., Printing Inks. 1 
Winstone, B., & Sons, Inks, &c. 3 

Winder Type Composing Machine 

Company, Limited. a 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

The charges fo> Advertisements will be furnished on application to the 
Publisher. _ 

The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through any 
Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent direct from the office, 73, 
Ludgate Hill, post free for one year for 4s. Postal orders to be made payable 
to Henry G. Davies. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 
is 6d., or is. 9d., by post. The Index and Title-page were issued with the 
January Number. 

We have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer for 
1887 and 1888 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers only we will supply these 
at 4-r. each, post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr G. 
Hedeler, Grimmaischcr Steinweg, 3, Leipzig; M. Bernard Heilbronner, 
38, Rut de Chabrol, Paris, 
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Coptcer of k (tttonffl. 

NCOURAGED by the success of their pre¬ 
vious competition, Messrs. Mander Eros., 
of Wolverhampton, are offering prizes to 
the value of ^30 for a second competition. 
The examples are to be in five colours, 
entirely executed with the firm’s inks. Half 
of each prize will go to the workman who 
designs and executes the job, and half to the 

employer in whose office it is produced. Forms of application 
containing full information will be supplied free on applica¬ 
tion. No application will be received after June 30. Colour 
and artistic design are to be the chief features in the pro¬ 
ductions, harmony and beauty of colouring being regarded as 
the more important element. 

* + 

There has been so much written and said about the 
collapse of the Hansard Union and the Anglo-Austrian 
Printing and Publishing Union, that we are almost tempted to 
say nothing about them here. But the matters have a distinct 
interest for the trade apart altogether from their financial 
bearing, and we therefore feel that we must notice them. In 
another part of our impression will be found an account of the 
meetings of both companies, and it only remains for us to say 
here, with regard to the Anglo-Austrian, that, however good 
the combination might have been, it should have been recog¬ 
nised by the directors that it was impossible to carry it through 
upon the very small application by the public. We can fully 
understand the anxiety of the promoter to carry the scheme 
by any means, because of the very large outlay he had made ; 
but directors have duties to their shareholders apart from any 
consideration for promoters or friends, and the plain path of 
duty in this case evidently was to return the subscriptions or at 
once to modify the scheme to meet the smaller resources. 
This was not done, and hence the present unsatisfactory state 
of affairs. Many of the businesses proposed to be acquired 
are large and important, and no doubt if the capital had been 

forthcoming the combination would have been successful and 
profitable. 

+ + + 
With regard to the Hansard, it seems a pity that the ex¬ 

tension scheme was entered upon before the full consolidation 
of the previous combination. Many people expected to see a 
combination of the later acquired businesses formed as an in¬ 
dependent company, and then, after being successfully 
launched, as it probably would have been, it was thought there 
would be a union of the two great companies effected. This 
might have worked better than the extension scheme. How¬ 
ever, we can all be wise after the event, and now it is of no 
use saying what might, would, could, or should have been 
done. All we can say is that it will be a pity if some means of 
reconstruction cannot be devised, as it would be a matter of 
regret to see the businesses drift into difficulties or come out of 
a general wreck, with their prestige gone and their trade 
greatly curtailed. We believe Mr. Burt is doing his best to 
keep the business together, although his difficulties must be 
enormous. The result of the Committee of Investigation 
enquiries will soon be made public, and we shall then see what 
are the probabilities of reconstruction. In the interest of the 
shareholders, we trust that reconstruction may be possible, and 
that although a large amount must be written off the face value 
of the shares, they will not lose all their investment. 

4. 4. 4. 

The following is worthy of being chronicled as an illustration 
of that “ charity . . . not puffed up . . . not easily 
provoked,’’ which should distinguish the ministers of the Lord 
Jesus Christ. It is an apt example of that intolerant priestly 
spirit which is so marked a characteristic of some of the 
Church clergy. An order was recently received by a whole¬ 
sale city stationery house, for the supply of certain books, and 
was signed in such a way as to leave the firm to understand 
that it came from the hands of a country bookseller. The 
books were despatched to the address given, the addressee 
being styled “ bookseller,’’and in acknowledgment the follow¬ 
ing note was received “ The Rev. W. Disney will take care 
that the late order for goods on behalf of the Spalding 
National Schools is the first and last put into your hands, as 
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Mr. Disney is not accustomed to the ignorant insolence or 
insolent ignorance displayed by those conducting your busi¬ 
ness.1’ 

4» 4* ♦ 

The London Chamber of Commerce have issued a state¬ 
ment with regard to the American Copyright Act, which 
they are circulating largely among all those connected with 
the printing trade. They point out the changes made by the 
Act, its advantages and disadvantages, its working, and how it 
will affect books and chromos, &c., and indicate who will 
suffer through its operations. The remedy proposed is that a 
Bill should be introduced into Parliament by which British 
copyright shall be refused to all books which have not in the 
first instance been set up in type and printed within the British 
dominions, or within some country which is a member of the 
Berne Convention. It is easy to see that the effect of the 
Bill, if passed, will be to insure that whatever be the case in 
respect of advantages for the American market, all books 
which are to obtain copyright in this country must, in the first 
place, be produced by British workmen. 

♦ * ♦ 

The point on which members of the various trades con¬ 
cerned are now asked to express an opinion is whether they 
wish that a Bill such as that referred to should be brought in 
and passed or not. As it is the workmen actually engaged 
upon the production of books who will be the first to suffer by 
the working of the new American Act, it is absolutely neces¬ 
sary that they should be the first to express an opinion as to 
whether or not they have a sufficient interest in the matter to 
lead them to support the proposed legislation. If they do not 
think it necessary or desirable that the Bill should be passed, 
it will, in all probability, not be passed. If, however, they 
express a clear wish in favour of the Bill, it is certain to be 
carefully and favourably considered by Parliament. Em¬ 
ployers and others interested are therefore requested to com¬ 
municate their views to the Secretary of the London Chamber 
of Commerce not later than June 1. The London Society of 
Compositors are issuing voting-papers in connection with this 
matter. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

After the great flourish with which Golden Gates was 
heralded, it is positively absurd to see the result. The much- 
advertised Mrs. Stannard (John Strange Winter) might have 
been credited with some degree of taste, or if she was lacking 
in that quality, her judgment might have been trusted to 
prompt her to take counsel with those who could advise as to 
how a paper—even a penny weekly—should be produced in 
these days. To read the puffs preliminary, one would have / 
thought that the golden age was about to appear with the 
advent of Golden Gates. But what do we see ? A poor, 
paltry-looking weekly novelette, of twelve pages, on poor 
paper, in large type, and without any distinctive features what¬ 
ever. We are over-crowded with this sort of stuff already, and 
if this is the best John Strange Winter can do in the way of a 
weekly paper, let her stick to her barrack-room tales, and 
allow the existing papers to supply this kind of mental 
pabulum, which, we will undertake to say, they can do far 
better than Golden Gates does. 

♦ ♦ 4» 

A VERY bold experiment is being tried by the proprietors of 
the Ludgate Monthly, in providing a high-class magazine at 
3d. We believe we are right in saying that hitherto no 
monthly published at this price has been successful, and it 
remains to be seen whether the Ludgate is to be the exception. 
As far as quantity and quality are concerned, there can be no 
question that it is a wonderfully cheap threepennyworth ; but 
will it pay ? The margin for profit, after all expenses are met, 
must be a minus quantity, and this has to be made up by the 
advertisements. This department is in good hands, Messrs. 
Gordon & Gotch having charge of it ; and there is a good 
show in the first number. The get-up is an exact copy of the 
Strand Magazine, which is scarcely fair to the latter, although 
it may be intended as a compliment. The illustrations are 
fairly good, but of unequal merit ; they are all process blocks. 
Among the literary contributors are some well-known names, 
but the subjects in one or two cases are somewhat hackneyed ; 

especially is this the case with Mr. James Greenwood, who 
writes about “ Life in Darkest London.” If the contribu¬ 
tion by Rudyard Kipling is a fair sample of his work, we 
cannot understand why people speak of him in such fulsome 
terms—to our thinking it is rubbish. The magazine is nicely 
printed by Messrs. Blades, East, & Blades. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

Most new inventions, especially journalistic inventions, 
come from America ; but it is to the versatile Parisians that 
the credit of the very latest thing in journalism is due. The 
Compagnie Generale des Voitures is on the point of 
starting a paper, entitled Paris-Voi/ures, which is original in 
more ways than one. Noisy newsvendors are to give way to 
automatic machines. Every cab is to be furnished with one of 
these ; you put a ten-centime piece in the slot and you draw 
out a Paris- Voitures. The paper is to contain the bills of the 
theatres, illustrated notes, and “ tips ’’ for the races. As if this 
were not sufficient inducement to the ordinary boulevardier to 
make the double investment in the cab and the paper for the 
company’s benefit, the happy purchaser of the paper is insured 
against any accident that may happen in the course of the 
drive. This device is not now heard of for the first time, but 
it may prove reassuring to the cautious foreigner who is 
alarmed at the reckless driving of the Paris Jehu. By a 
purely original contrivance, the holder of a Pat is- Voitures is to 
be entitled to a discount of ten per cent, at the principal shops 
mentioned in the paper—a happy thought which should rouse 
the envy of the proprietor of Tit-Bits. Lastly, in the spirit of 
true utilitarian philosophy, business is to be combined with 
philanthropy, the Automatic Machine Company which under¬ 
takes the distribution promising to devote ten per cent, of its 
profits to founding a cabmen’s refuge. 

4* 4» 4* 

The balance-sheet of the London Society of Compositors 
for the March quarter of 1891 shows the following figures :—- 
Balance brought forward, £(6,287 8s. 5d.; income,£(5,71115s. 7d.; 
total, 11,999 4s. Expenditure, £(4,355 18s. 3d.; balance 
carried forward, ,£7,643 5s. 9d. Unemployed relief absorbed 
jG 1,643 16s. 3d., to 830 recipients in 3,333 reliefs ; superannua¬ 
tion allowances were ,£320 13s. ; emigration grants, £27 ; 
funeral aid, ,£529 ; law charges and defence of scale amount 
to £(560 is. 1 id. Advance of wages movement cost £(125 9s., 
and the printing bill runs into the large sum of £(500 8s. 6d. 
The total funds of the society now amount to £(30,943 5s. 9d., 
being an increase on the quarter of £(1,355 17s. 4d. The 
number of members is 9,100. Eight annuitants have died 
during the quarter ; twenty-nine other members have died, and 
six members have emigrated. The unemployed relief is con¬ 
siderably mor@ than at the corresponding period of 1890. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
The Board of Trade returns for April show some improve¬ 

ment over the previous month. Export of books is larger by 
1,800 cwt. and £(24,350 for the month, and the increase for the 
four months is now 3,000 cwt. and £(32,300. Stationery is larger 
by £(10,500 for the month, but the four months show a 
decrease of £(800. Export of paper is larger by 15,500 cwt. 
and £(24,000 for the month, the four months showing an 
increase of 600 cwt., but a decrease of £(4,400. Imports of 
foreign paper are again on a larger scale, the increase in 
quantity for the month being 46,000 cwt., and in value £(34,000. 
The increase for the four months is now 72,000 cwt. and 
£(48,500. Almost the entire increase comes from Holland. 

April . 

>5 . 
>» .;• 

Jan. to April 

JJ . 
n . 

Export of Printed Books. 
cwt. £■ 

1891 ... ... 13,469 .. ... 119,789 
1890 ... ... 11,647 ••• - 95,436 
1889 ... ... 12,532 ... ... 112,427 

1891 ... ... 399,665 

1890 ... ... 44.189 ••• 367,343 
1889 ... ... 44,765 - ••• 386,434 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

April . 
£• 

J J . . 69,729 
>> . . 74,78s 

Jan, to April. 

»> . .292,399 
>> •••••• .287,413 
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The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
ntries during the four months in each of the three years :— 

1891. 1890. 1889. 

£■ £. £. 
Germany . ... 27,904 ••• 25,666 
France . . ii,57i ... 8,557 ... 11,788 
United States. ... 26,307 ... 25,037 
British East Indies . 3C833 ... 34,490 ... 37,72i 
Australasia. ... 40,752 ... 56,058 
British North America... 7,173 6,287 ... 5,978 
Other countries. . 140,957 ... 148,102 ... 125,165 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £■ 
April . 1891 . 95,196 ...... 162,731 

>> . 1890 . 79,629 . 138,825 
.* 1889 .. 75,834 . 139,648 

Jan. to April. 1891 .. ... 323,839 . 561,322 
> ) . 1890 ...... 323,241 . 565,711 
J » . 1889 . 340,182 . 603,446 

Imports of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. £■ 
April . ... 226,267 ... 

ff . ... 151,538 
» .. ... 144,714 ••• 136,775 

Jan. to April. ... 799,090 ... 
. ... 726,863 ... 

>» . ... 602,485 ... ••• 534,590 

Printing Crayon Drawings by Litho- 
graphy. 

Inking.—After two or three turns on the table, pass the 

roller slowly but equally over the drawing in different ways, 

taking care to bear hard upon it, and to raise it slightly in 

going and returning, in order to change the position of the 

roller, which has just touched certain parts of the drawing. 

The drawing will then come up by degrees. Some printers 

bear on the roller without closing the hands; it is, however, 

necessary to close them tightly, in the case of deep tints. 

When, in inking, the stone appears to draw, and the 

roller produces a certain noise, it will be found that the 

greater part of the moisture is absorbed. The roller should 

then be replaced on the table, a few drops of water sprinkled 

on the stone with the left hand, whilst with the right hand 

a wet sponge should be passed over the stone. Then take 

the roller, after having inked it, and recommence. If a 

part of the drawing should darken during inking, damp 

the stone afresh, and pass the roller quickly over that part 

without pressing heavily. The inking is continued in order 

to secure harmony throughout the drawing. When a dif¬ 

ficulty is experienced in turning the roller—when it slips 

on the stone—it is a sure sign that the stone is too wet. 

Trial Proofs.—As soon as the drawing is found to be 

sufficiently inked (and this may be perceived by its bro.vn 

tint) take a sheet of wet paper, place it so that the drawing 

is exactly in the centre, and lay a set-off sheet over it. 

M. Brdgeant, in his “Manual of Lithography,” recom¬ 

mends great care in the choice of the set-off sheet, the 

least defect in which leaves a mark on the proof. He 

advises the use of unsized paper, two sheets of which 

should be pasted together so as to form a thin card, which 

should be calendered by being passed beneath the press 

on a large stone. This set-off should not be larger than 

the proof; if it overlapped the borders and received no 

pressure, it would begin to pucker and result in folds, 

which would be transmitted to the proofs. 

The set-off is indispensable to protect the paper and the 

stone from the fat on the leather, which it also protects 

from the grains sometimes present in the paper, as well as 

from the damp of the latter. Lastly, the set-off gives some 

elasticity to the pressure. It should be renewed when 

defective, otherwise the more used the better. 

The set-off properly placed, proceed to pull the proof in 

the usual way, taking care always to keep the same side 

of the set-off sheet against the leather, to avoid greasing 

the proof, which should be carefully removed by holding 

the two front corners, and drawing it slowly forward. 

Without these precautions, as the black used for crayon 

drawings is tenacious, it would tear away the paper, espe¬ 

cially if it were wet. First proofs require careful examina¬ 

tion, with a view to remedying any defects, and the light 

parts should have the roller slowly passed over them 

several times; if the rolling be too violent heavy particles 

will be drawn off. 

Landscapes.—These should be brought up with as much 

vigour and purity as possible. Sprinkle the stone slightly 

with water, and ink the drawing again in order to obtain a 

second proof. 
Great attention should be paid to perspective and trans¬ 

parency of sky. The blanks reserved for the effects of 

light and water should be made clear, the oppositions and 

transitions required in the landscape should also harmonise 

well. 
Portraits.—This is a more difficult task, requiring 

greater attention, care, and precaution, for a black point 

too much or a light point too little affects the resemblance 

materially. The printer should try to preserve the drawing 

in all its purity, and the white points of the stone formed 

by the interstices of the grain in which the fat of the black 

should penetrate or remain. 
The following excellent rules are given by M. Engelmann 

for portrait printing, but the results obtained naturally 

depend on the use of the roller and the intelligence of the 

printer :—• 

1. Heaviness in the shadows should be avoided. 

2. The half-tints should not be taken off. 

3. Give to the garments the tone, colour, brilliancy, and 

transparency suitable to the stuff, satin, silk, velvet, muslin, 

or cloth. 

4. Preserve the vivacity in rendering faithfully, in all its 

purity, the degree of light reserved by the artist. 

5. See that the exact shade of the hair be produced, 

whether the colour be light or brown. 

6. Avoid the slightest spots or shades likely to disfigure 

the portrait; this end may be achieved by keeping the 

roller clean, by clearing out the blank of the stone, never 

leaving any black, and in using a black perfectly ground 

rather than adherent. 

7. Choose a fine white paper, without spots or shades. 

Genre Drawings.—Drawings with background, such as 

interiors and others of a similar nature, require great atten¬ 

tion. In damping the stone, notably during the heat of 

summer, shades often form which it is difficult to harmonise 

with the roller. But if pure water produces this effect, we 

may understand the trouble which would be caused by 

acid or fatty bodies. 
Fourth and Fifth Trial Proofs.—Satisfactory results 

should be obtained from the third, fourth, or fifth proof at 

the outside, whatever may be the kind, the importance, or 

dimensions of the drawing. 

When the trial proofs are finished, ink the drawing again 

with black, but more lightly than before. Gum and leave 

until the final working. 

When this has to follow immediately after the proofs are 

passed, proceed slowly so as not to fatigue the drawing. 

But it is preferable to leave the stone under gum for a few 

hours, for this repose, after the trial proofs are finished, 

contributes essentially to preserve the clearness and fresh¬ 

ness of the drawing. 
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In the course of working, try to keep as closely as 

possible to the proof chosen as type from among the trial 

proofs. 

Observations as to Working.—In printing, the following 

rules should be observed :—-After having wet the stone to 

the degree required, the printer should count, from the 

commencement of working, the number of times that he can 

pass the roller over the stone before it begins to blacken ; 

and lessening this number by two during the working, he 

will be certain not to smear the stone. When the roller, in 

passing over the drawing, begins to produce a slight rust¬ 

ling, it is time to discontinue inking, otherwise the drawing 

would be soiled. The stone once inked, the roller should 

be distributed on the table before pulling the sheet, as this 

delay gives the stone time to dry a little, which is an advan¬ 

tage for the impression. 

Printing on India Paper.—When India paper is used 

it should be cut to the required size, leaving a very small 

margin outside the drawing. These pieces should then be 

placed in damped paper. In working, great care should 

be observed in handling this paper, not to subject it to 

any pressure, for the India paper would stick to the sheets 

in contact with it. Ink the drawing, feed the India paper, 

then a sheet of white paper, afterwards the set-off sheet, 

and proceed as usual. 

Speed in Working.—Speed in printing may be con¬ 

sidered from two different points of view; not only 

from an economical, but from an artistic point of view also. 

What lithographer has not remarked that a stone, worked 

at a reasonable speed, produces a larger number of proofs, 

and that these proofs are comparatively preferable to those 
obtained in working slowly ? 

On this subject it would be well to quote the opinion of 

M. Desportes, who, in one of his works, says :—“ Proofs 

worked quickly are generally brighter, the traits are purer, 

and the tones freer; whilst slowness in working, in leaving 

a longer interval of time between damping the stone and 

the inking, causes it to become clammy, and renders the 

tones dull. With slowness of execution the blacks show a 

want of vigour, the drawing becomes dull, and the general 

effect soon disappears. Pen and ink drawings and writing, 

which from their nature appear to be beyond danger of 

these accidents, are nevertheless subject to the same 

defects. The speed which I recommend is not that which 

allows no time for care, and at the same time exhausts the 

operator’s strength, but a rapid and sustained celerity, 

without exaggeration. Cleanliness is also an indispensable 

condition, and should be maintained in sponges, press, and 

set-off sheets.” 
—  *  —-—e=»© _—, 

Transfer of a Photo from Chromate 
Paper to Zinc. 

PLACE the chromate paper containing the photo for ten 
minutes between two sheets of paper which have been 

saturated in a 1-5 solution of nitric acid in water. Upon the 
zinc plate place a piece of paper which had been previously 
soaked in nitric acid, and pull through the hand-press, which 
will cause a slight etching of the surface of the zinc-plate ; the 
sheet of paper is taken off and all traces of nitrate of zinc are 
carefully removed from the zinc-plate by means of a blotter. 

I he photo is then transferred upon the plate, gummed over, 
See. ; it is then rubbed in with ink, which has to be thinned 
with olive, oil, and when all details appear sufficiently strong 
the plate is etched with a preparation made by adding a small 
quantity of phosphoric acid to a gum solution. When a drop 
of such a preparation placed upon a polished zinc-plate dis¬ 
colours the same and a/fects its purity, then it is of sufficient 
strength. 

A Good Opening for a Printer. 

COMFORTABLE and substantial living is 
waiting for the printer who is enterprising 

and speculative enough to set up an office 

in the popular and rapidiy rising seaside 

town of The Mumbles, which is known as 

the “Brighton of Wales.” The residential 

population is 3,500, which, during the 

summer months, is almost doubled. Extraordinary as the 

fact may appear, there is positively not a single printing 

office in the whole place, or anything approaching it, and 

consequently all the local printing has to be taken to a 

neighbouring town several miles distant. The printing of 

the local schools, health, burial, and other boards is in 

itself more than sufficient to pay the expenses incidental to 

the working of a moderately-sized office. In addition to 

this, there is the printing of ten places of worship, between 

thirty and forty tradesmen, a host of lodging-house and 

hotel keepers, besides innumerable concerts, entertain¬ 

ments, public meetings, &c. For the last few years there 

has been a cry out for the establishment of a printing office 

in the place, but up to the present no one has come for¬ 

ward to confer such a boon on the inhabitants. 

Photography in Colours. 

A PARISIAN scientist, Professor Lippmann, who has 
recently made important discoveries tending toward the 

attainment of the art of photographing colours, in speaking of 
the results of his experiments, says that the colours are per¬ 
manent or fixed, and are only seen by reflection in looking at 
the plate and not through it. 

One sees the colours well in daylight or lamplight, but better 
in reflected than in direct artificial light. Thus the professor 
covered the back of a glass plate on which he photographed a 
spectrum, and held the face toward the white side of a paper 
lamp shade. 

In the light which it threw back on them the colours took 
such a brightness as only to be comparable with the prismatic 
hues in a well cut diamond. When the plate was held between 
the eye and the light not a trace of colour could be perceived 
upon it. 

This method is said to have nothing in common with the 
chromo-lithographic process of photography invented by 
Charles Cros and Ducos de Hauron. Their colouring system 
is a printing process. 

If, for instance, they wish to produce a red robe, yellow 
turban, and green sash, they would have three different plates, 
one with the turban done in a yellow pigment, another with 
the robe in a red one, and a third with the sash in green. 
These would be stamped upon a photograph successively; but 
the colouration would not be due to the direct and sole action of 
light on the negative. 

Mr. Lippmann thinks that he will be able to reproduce 
composite hues, such as are found in the human complexion or 
a landscape, but not having tried them as yet can assert 
nothing at present. 

Scientists, however, have despaired more of obtaining the 
bright than the subdued colours, the former of which Mr. 
Lippmann has already been able to catch and fix, and the 
effects which he has attained are said to be very neat and 
perfect. Professor Lippmann has been at the Sorbonne for 
five years and was thrown in the way of his discovery while 
preparing a lecture upon Newton’s theory of light. 

The will of Mr. Samuel John James Jarrold, late of Norwich, 
publisher, has been proved, the value of the personal estate amounting 
to upwards of ^18,000. The testator gives, under certain conditions, 
all his capital in his partnership business to his son, Eric John Bernard, 
and he nominates him to become a partner therein. 
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Royal Literary Fund. 

THE iolst anniversary dinner of the Royal Literary Fund 
was held in the Criterion Restaurant on the 6th inst., 

Lord Halsbury, presiding. 
The Chairman, in proposing “Prosperity to the Royal 

Literary Fund,” said, that the toast was the acknowledgment 
of a debt—the accumulation of wisdom and knowledge known 
as literature. That mixture of human knowledge which we 
had hitherto known as literature, and which was sometimes 
known as philosophy, comprehended almost every department 
and every region of human knowledge. The intellectual 
activity of our time had lifted from the low level of mere utility 
subjects and objects which in former times were considered 
the mere slaves of usefulness. Year after year, and day after 
day, issued from the press the results of the exertions, the 
meditations, and the genius of many a mind ; and the debt we 
never could repay was the unseen, sometimes unrecognised and 
unrewarded labour which had contributed its quota to the 
happiness of the world. Many a man had received neither 
reward nor requital, who, in shortened life and dwarfed and 
somewhat faded faculties, has paid the penalty of providing the 
life-blood of the intellectual energy of the age. Every time we 
opened a newspaper we ought to remember what we owed to 
the literary character of the age. Let them imagine the 
intellectual effort which was necessary in order to produce the 
newspaper and those prose poems which were pouring in cease¬ 
less volume from the press. It was no mere abstract admira¬ 
tion of these things which brought them together that evening. 
What better could they do than give some help to those who 
might assist the struggling genius. 

Mr. Justice JEUNE proposed “Literature,” coupling with 
that toast the name of Sir Edwin Arnold. Speaking of litera¬ 
ture in the narrower sense of the word—not so much as 
expressing the amount of accumulated knowledge, but rather 
those models and examples of literary art which it had been the 
pride of literary men to produce—we had not only the pleasure 
of reading them, but we had the opportunity of imitating them. 
A fear was entertained by some that in the rush and hurry of 
the present day there might be some degeneracy of style. 
When philosophical treatises had to be snipped up into 
magazine articles, and when novels degenerated into what 
were called “ shilling shockers,” he could easily understand 
that the charms of style might evaporate ; but he still ven¬ 
tured to hope that the greatness of English style and of the 
English language would not, in the hands of its masters, 
degenerate. As to poetry, if it was to live in the hearts and 
memories of those who loved it, thoughts that breathe must be 
embodied in words that burn, for poetry owed to style half its 
characteristics, and more than half its charm. When they 
found it performing, or struggling to perform, the work of 
philosophy, when they found it seeking after words that were 
ambiguous, if not unintelligible, and assuming a form which was 
often irritatingly uncouth, it was as if an infant Dryad were to 
assume blue spectacles and the divided skirt. 

Sir Edward Arnold, in acknowledging the toast, asked if it 
could seem otherwise than overwhelming for any writer to find 
himself, for the time being, spokesman and representative of 
that majestic, various, musical, and unequalled literature, 
in the name of which he had the priviledge to speak. 
The literature of England constituted a treasure-house 
of intellectual wealth so rich that it was simple truth to pro¬ 
nounce it the richest of ancient and modern times. Ranging 
now over twelve centuries, it contained in its poetry and prose 
masterpieces to match all masterpieces. When Chaucer wrote, 
our mother-tongue was in the making ; when Shakespeare had 
immortally established it—complete, sonorous, copious, and 
opulent, with tribute from all sorts of sources—it was still 
only one among five chief languages of Europe. It had now 
become probable, almost beyond doubt, that the language of 
Newton and of Nelson would be the dominant language— 
would become the general literature of the civilised world. 
Forty millions in these islands, sixty millions beyond the 
Atlantic, and in Her Majesty’s dependencies another vast 
multitude had an Anglo-Saxon speech for their mother-tongue, 
which yearly extended itself by irresistible puissance to 
millions more not “ born in its purple.” Immeasurably must 
this growing fact enhance the responsibility—as it elevated 

and widened the reputation—of those who gained any popular 
favour as English authors. They, of all men, were bound to 
keep pure and undefiled the Imperial traditions of their 
inherited speech, in lofty purpose as to matter, and in careful 
and finished form as to manner. The paper mills and pos¬ 
terity will undoubtedly winnow much chaff from the wheat in 
that annual harvest, much of which is rather printed matter 
than literature. Yet there is a real danger to letters in their 
wide modern diffusion, as regards grace of style and gravity of 
object. In conclusion, Sir Edwin, in the name of living Eng¬ 
lish authors, expressed recognition of the great work done by 
the society for British literature. So long as English letters 
lived English men of letters would honour it, and desire for it 
that ever-increasing prosperity which its kindly origin, brilliant 
annals, and record of considerate succour could not fail to 
command. 

The Secretary (Mr. T. C. Parkinson) having announced con¬ 
tributions to the funds of the society amounting to over ,£1,100, 
the health of the chairman was proposed by Lord Thurlow 
and heartily pledged, and the proceedings terminated. 

-»-a * • - 

Regan Paul, Trench, Trubner, & Co., 
Limited. 

THE second ordinary general meeting of the shareholders 
in this company was held on the 29th ult. at Free¬ 

masons’ Tavern. In moving the adoption of the report and 
accounts, the chairman (Mr. A. P. Sinnett) remarked that the 
report of the directors was both a pleasant and a conclusive 
reply to the somewhat acrimonious and suspicious observations 
which were made the previous year. The condition of the 
company’s affairs was extremely satisfactory, although he could 
not overlook the dissatisfaction which existed on the part of 
some shareholders at the result of Mr. Palmer’s (the solicitor) 
opinion that they had not the power to divide the whole of the 
profits, since part of the profit was included in the purchase 
price of the undertaking. He congratulated the shareholders 
on the fact that ,£2,000 had been placed to the credit of a 
reserve account. 

Mr. Kegan Paul, in supporting the motion, expressed his 
satisfaction, and even surprise, at the development of the 
business during the past few months. 

Mr. Parsons, one of the shareholders, criticised the 
directors for having taken nine months to makeup the accounts, 
and twitted them with only securing a certificate from the 
auditors on one point—the accuracy of the bankers’ balance. 
There was, he contended, very good reason for the auditors 
refusing to certify to anything else. According to the balance- 
sheet, they were asked to believe that the profits for the 
eighteen months were £(19,049, and yet the directors asked 
them to believe, from the report of that day, that the profits for 
eleven months—from January 1, 1889, to the date of the forma¬ 
tion of the company—amounted only to £(4,629. He failed to 
reconcile that fact with the statements in the prospectus. He 
wanted to know, also, how it was that the vendors—nearly all 
of whom were represented on the board—were allowed to be 
debtors to the company to the amount of £(4,590. Their stock 
was represented as standing at £(82,000; that, in a company 
with a capital of £(100,000, was, in his opinion, excessive. 
Knowing, also, who one of the promoters of the company was, 
he naturally felt sufficiently curious as to ask for the details of 
an item of £(1,212 for preliminary expenses—the more so as it 
was stated in the prospectus that the whole of the preliminary 
expenses of the company incidental to the formation were to be 
paid by the promoters. Finally, the speaker made an impas¬ 
sioned attack upon one of the officials of the company, which 
was warmly repudiated by the Chairman, who described the 
attack as disgusting. 

The Chairman added that Mr. Bottomley's severance from 
the company had already been accomplished. He maintained, 
however, that Mr. Bottomley’s connection with the company 
had been of a straightforward and honest character. Reply¬ 
ing to the other comments of Mr. Parsons, the Chairman 
pointed out that the stock of a publishing house was necessarily 
large. That they had been satisfactorily dealing with that 
stock, however, was evidenced by the profits made. 
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Another Shareholder said that, as an accountant, he had 
never seen a more cautious certificate attached to any report 
than was that of Messrs. Monkhouse, Goddard, & Co., 
appended to that report. 

Mr. Stoneham, in replying to other questions, traversed 
the statement of Mr. Parsons that the auditors had certified to 
nothing except the bankers’ balance. He admitted that the 
stock was a very large one. In order to get its direct value it 
was necessary to estimate it very carefully ; and, in order to 
do that, it was necessary that it should be valued on the same 
basis at the end of a period as was the case at the beginning. 
With regard to the alleged discrepancy between the eleven 
months’ and the seven months’ profits, he attributed it mainly 
to the fact that during that eleven months, Triibner's business 
was very much neglected. A question had been raised as to 
the item of £(1,212 10s. for preliminary expenses. That sum 
included the costs of the transfer of the property, solicitors’ 
costs, the opening of new books, and the preparing of the 
accounts. There was a certain amount of old debts not taken 
over by the company, but which had to be adjusted and paid 
over to the vendors ; that accounted for the item of ,£4,590, 
which had since been reduced to a few hundred pounds. 

Mr. St. John Winne (the secretary), in answer to another 
question, stated that, although he had at one time occupied the 
position of private secretary to Mr. Bottomley, he had since 
severed that connection. 

After a further prolonged discussion, the motion was agreed to. 
The meeting was afterwards made an extraordinary one, at 

which various alterations were made in the articles of associa¬ 
tion. 

-* -«* ♦ «»-•- 

The Hansard Union, Limited. 

AN extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders of 
the above company was held at Freemasons’ Tavern on 

Tuesday, the 5th inst. Sir Henry Isaacs (the chairman of the 
company) presided, and in the course of his remarks gave an 
explanation as to why the shareholders had not been called 
together by the directors, and the position of the company 
explained to them before, and said the proposal of the directors 
to the meeting was to appoint a committee of investigation 
which, after making strict inquiry into the history of the 
company, might suggest a mode of reconstruction. Con¬ 
siderable discussion followed the chairman’s speech, and 
several shareholders expressed great indignation at the manner 
in which the company had been mismanaged. Among others, 
Mr. Lindsay pointed out that the circulars, which were the 
only sources of information the shareholders possessed, 
contradicted each other, and those which contradicted 
each other the most were the circulars issued by the 
board. He also strongly protested against a managing 
director acting also as a promoter. Mr. Haines remarked 
that the company was in an insolvent condition last August, 
and he also referred to the profit of .£40,000 which, he said, 
Mr. Bottomley had stated to exist, and which, after paying 
6 per cent., would leave something to be carried to reserve. 
Mr. Stephen Clark, who addressed the shareholders as 
“fellow dupes,” declared that while he had got a little furniture 
to sell or clothes to pawn, he would part with them in order to 
“ bring the rascals to the front.” Ultimately, after some lively 
proceedings, the following resolution was carried unanimously, 
amid cheers :—“ That a committee of shareholders be now 
appointed to inquire into the causes which have led to the 
present position of the Hansard Publishing Union, with power 
to incur reasonable expense, and to consult and report to 
the shareholders as to the question of reconstructing the com¬ 
pany, and that the court be urged to grant a further adjourn¬ 
ment of the petition now before it, to enable the committee to 
report, and to enable the shareholders, if so advised, to pass a 
resolution in favour of a voluntary winding up, with a view to 
reconstruction, and that the solicitor be instructed accord¬ 
ingly.” A committee, consisting of Messrs. Lindsay, Robson, 
Giles, Stack, Griffiths, Crookes, and Judd, was finally selected, 
and the meeting was adjourned for three weeks. 

On the 13th inst. Mr. Justice Chitty made an order, upon 
the petition of three creditors, for the compulsory winding-up 
of the company. 

The Anglo-Austrian Printing and 
Publishing Union. 

AS we reported last month, a meeting of this company was 
held, at which a resolution for winding-up with a view 

to reconstruction was passed ; and Mr. Warner was appointed 
liquidator. Subsequently an application was made on behalf of 
Mr. John Marshforacompulsory winding-uporder, and after con¬ 
siderable argument before Mr. Justice Stirling, the court ordered 
the company to be wound up compulsorily. This order will, 
under the clauses of the new Company Acts of last year, allow 
of a thorough official investigation into all the transactions in 
connection with the formation of the company. In the course 
of these investigations the official receiver, who becomes pro¬ 
visional liquidator, will, under Section 8, as soon as practicable, 
submit a preliminary report whether in his opinion any further 
inquiry is desirable as to any matter relating to the promotion 
or failure of the company, and after consideration of the report 
the court may direct that any person connected with the pro¬ 
motion of the company, or who has been an officer of the 
company, shall attend in court and be publicly examined as 
to the formation of the company, “ and other matters.’’ 
The main business of the liquidator in this case, 
Mr. Justice Stirling thinks, will be to investigate 
certain transactions which have occurred and which require 
investigation, and he therefore made a compulsory order, as 
the procedure under the Act of 1890 is more effective and 
speedy than under the Act of 1862, when a voluntary winding- 
up is under supervision. In the course of a somewhat lengthy, 
though lucid and interesting, judgment, his lordship narrated 
the history of the company, and remarked that, extraordinary 
as had been the cases that had come before the court, the facts 
now disclosed seemed to him to be not less remarkable than 
any he had ever heard. The judge remarked on the fact that 
the company, which was formed in November, 1889, acquired 
by means of the prospectus, through the issue of shares and 
debentures, £(93,000, and on the 9th of March, 1891, all that 
remained in the bank was a balance of ,£26 5s., while the 
company had acquired no business, and so far as had appeared, 
had no other property beyond that ,£26 5s. Of the capital 
amount raised Mr. Bottomley received £(75,000, followed by a 
further sum of £(10,000 for the completion of contracts for 
the acquisition of printing and publishing businesses in 
Vienna. Neither then nor at the present time were the 
company in possession of any businesses in Vienna 
or elsewhere, although it is claimed that Mr. Bottomley paid, 
as deposit money, the greater part of the money received by 
him from the company. Nevertheless, though no statement 
of account was presented, a dividend was declared at the rate 
of 8 per cent, on the preference and 15 per cent, on the 
ordinary shares. His lordship desired to make no comment 
upon the statements made in the report drawn up by a com¬ 
mittee of investigation appointed by the shareholders, beyond 
this—that the mere statement of these facts showed that every 
one of those transactions called for the most rigid scrutiny and 
the strictest investigation. Referring to the two meetings at 
which it was resolved to wind up the company voluntarily, his 
lordship referred, in not very laudatory terms, to the arbitrary 
conduct of Sir Henry Isaacs (chairman of the company) in the 
chair, in refusing' to put certain amendments, and in this con¬ 
nection quoted from Lord Justice Fry the sentence:—“To 
conduct a meeting on the plan that no amendment should be 
proposed, so that each resolution should be taken as it stood 
or rejected, was to conduct a meeting under a serious mis¬ 
apprehension of the rights of shareholders.” 

We must wait now for the preliminary report referred to, 
and see what further developments will take place. 

The spring number of the Gentlewoman was a splendid production, 
containing a special sixteen-page supplement in colours, of the most 
recent fashions. Some of the fashions appear to our masculine eye to 
be atrociously ugly, but that is not the fault of the paper. The editor 
and printer have done their part to perfection, and we are glad to see 
such evident signs of prosperity in the journal. We thought there was 
no room for another high-class fashion weekly, but we were mistaken. 
Messrs. Unwin Brothers deserve great praise for the way in which 
they print the paper. 
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Relief Plate Etching. 

ETCHING cannot properly be regarded as a modern 
invention, inasmuch as the goldsmiths and armourers 

of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries already possessed a 
knowledge of the art, and produced embossed and relief 
designs upon swords and shields. On many of the old 
weapons which have come down to us there are found relief 
etchings of figures upon the steel of such a character that 
impressions could be taken from their surface on a letter press, 
were the designs executed on a flat surface. Very often we 
come across ancient recipes and directions for producing these 
designs. The surface of the steel or other metal was first 
coated with an etching ground of pitch and yellow wax, upon 
which the chosen design was drawn, after which it was ex¬ 
posed either to the fumes of nitric acid or placed in a solution 
of the same. For etching upon gold a mixture of sulphuric, 
nitric, and muriatic acid was used. The etched ground was 
subsequently filled with coloured enamel, and the whole 
surface was then polished down. One of the most distin¬ 
guished artists in this line was Fiuniguerra, of Florence, 
a.d. 1450, who employed processes similar to those in use at 
the present day. 

So also the method called “ chalkography ” can be traced 
back to the era of the early German goldsmiths. In order to 
preserve a sample of their design for future work they were 
accustomed to cover their etchings with a preparation of coal 
mixed with oil, and then took an impression on moistened 
paper. Albert Diirer, the son of a Nuremberg goldsmith, 
etched in 1515, upon iron plates which were used for printing. 
Some of his great designs were published in this manner. In 
the way of etchings for relief plates for letterpress work, we 
find only a few so-called iron-cuts, which appear to have been 
partly etched and partly engraved. Some of them are white 
on a black background, and as the original plates were de¬ 
stroyed, and only copies of the prints could be found, some 
authorities could distinctly recognise etching as contradis¬ 
tinguished from the art of engraving. It is not known whether 
relief etching was very much employed for making plates for 
printing purposes. No practical way seems to have been 
known for making a drawing on metal plates, which coul 1 have 
been used, and the wood-cut was made to serve for purposes 
of general illustration until engraving on copper was developed 
and superseded wood engraving, as painters and designers 
found it more easy to reproduce their works of a:t on copper 
plates than upon wooden blocks. 

In the last century there was manifested a rapid develop¬ 
ment of literary taste and a fondness for the graphic art, and 
from the date of the invention of engraving upon stone by 
Senefelder, in 1796, the development of relief etching may also 
be reckoned. Senefelder, we are told, finding it impossible to 
secure printers or publishers for his writings, determined to 
print them himself. Having written a laundry account upon 
the polished surface of a piece of Kellheim stone, he attempted 
to etch the writing to make it possible to reproduce it under a 
letter press, and thus led up to the discovery of the art of 
lithographic printing. 

The invention of a book printing press by Koenig and Bauer, 
in 1810, gave a great impetus to the production of illustrated 
works, and at the same time caused a revival of the use of 
wood-cuts, it being much cheaper to print from the wood-cut 
at the same time with the type than to use the extra sheets 
which were required under the lithographic process. The 
demand for illustrations increased with the development 
of the type press. Really good wood-cuts were very 
expensive in those days as well as at the present time, 
and many experiments were made in the hope of pro¬ 
ducing relief line plates at a lower cost. As by Senefelder’s 
discovery a material was found for reproducing drawings which 
withstood the action of acid, the attempt was made to apply 
the idea to lithographic stones by drawing types on the same 
and etching the background, which gave the results of so-called 
relief, from wdiich a cut was made which could be used in an 
ordinary printing press. Baumgartner used plates of this 
description in Leipsic, in 1834, as substitutes for wood-cuts. 

Soon after this Dembour, of Metz, invented the process of 
etching on copper, to which he gave the name of metal exty¬ 
pography. How general the desire to secure a new substitute 

for wood-cuts became is amply proved by the records of many 
claimants for new and improved processes for relief etching. 
Galvano plastic and numerous other methods were brought 
forward for the production of relief plates. Everyone seemed 
anxious to supplant the use of wood-cuts. The materials which 
entered into the composition of the autographic ink did not 
admit of the production of drawings in relief lines for etching 
purposes possessing the soft and perfect effects of a wood-cut, 
and hence it happmed that after each fresh attempt to find 
something to take its place, those who had to use illustrations 
were forced to fall back upon the more expensive wood-cut. 

In 1804, Eberhart, of Magdeburg, had ascertained that 
polished zinc plates could be used with as satisfactory results 
as the lithographic stone. He employed zinc plates for printing 
autographic drawings, as well as for making transfers from en¬ 
graved stones, and this led to transferring the relief plate on to 
zinc, which was accomplished by Joseph Gillotts, in 1850, and 
called the panichonographic process. Moore, in New York, at 
aboutthesame time, invented a similar process, which was called 
cerographic. Joseph Gillotts, warned by the ill success of 
many of his associates, conceived the idea of not announc¬ 
ing his invention as a substitute for wood engraving,, 
but as relief etchings of autographic pen drawings. The first 
practical use made of relief etching was then had by using the 
process just named for illustrating comic papers, where the 
pictures were printed in oil in the same form with the type. 
The scope of this process was at first very limited, although it 
became evident that the reproductions ot illustrations of line 
drawings could be had cheaper and quicker by following the 
new method. 

Many years passed before relief line etching received due 
appreciation, since the main object of designers was still to 
produce illustrations similar to wood-cuts. These were vain 
attempts, as it is an impossibility for the effect of wood-cuts to 
be accurately rendered in relief etching,and equally impossible 
to obtain such results by pen drawing, since the drawing in 
the latter style must be on a very much larger scale, and the 
time and labour required would out-balance the difference in* 
the cost between common line work zinc etching and the en¬ 
graved wood-cut. The drawings on the so-called scratch, 
paper make the nearest approach to wood-cuts, as by the use 
of different tools an effect can be produced which' bears a 
resemblance to wood engraving. 

Adrian Marie in Paris and Gause in Vienna, who have- 
achieved the greatest success in this line, reproduce drawings- 
on enamelled paper so perfectly that the work can hardly be 
distinguished from wood-cuts. Upon close examination it is 
apparent that this process is not “ drawing, ’as the effect of 
the illustrations thus transferred to paper has the appearance 
rather of engraved than drawn work. 

Relief plate etching began to be very generally used in 
making illustrations in the year 1870. A new method called 
chemigraphic or Vienna etching was used, which differed from 
the French, inasmuch as it was independent of lithographic 
transfer, being made direct upon a zinc plate. 

Space does not permit a description here of the lengthy 
details connected with the etching process, which from a certain 
point of view seems an easy art to acquire, because its principles 
can be easily laid down. But practical experience of many 
years, a well-trained eye and educated taste are all necessary to 
enable one to become a successful etcher. Those who rely 
upon the many current books which profess to give full 
instruction in the art of etching will only meet with dis¬ 
appointment. 

Relief etching on zinc, up to the present time, has taken a 
leading position among the various methods of reproduction 
which are used in connection with the ordinary printing press. 
It is claimed that none of the other widely advertised processes 
can be compared with this method of preparing cuts for illus¬ 
trations. Since photography has come into play for repro¬ 
ducing pictures direct on zinc this method has gained in 
reputation without interfering with or running in opposition to 
the wood-cut. 

The art of relief etching combined with photographic 
transfer is a satisfactory and first class method of obtaining 
illustrations, not only because it is a natural, perfect, and quiet 
operation, but because under certain circumstances it is the 
only method available. 

As chemical and mechanical reproduction, aided by the ex- 
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perience of a thoroughly educated artist, can only show what 
has to be shown—the original in itself as it is ; if warmth and 
feeling, effect and life, are in the picture the etching may 
become the same. A monotonous, flat original cannot call 
for a brilliant reproduction. The most perfect and unchanged 
reproduction of any original will be forever the ideal of relief 
plate etching.—American Stationer. 

Practical Heliogvaphy. 

Printing from the Plate. 

^THOUGH this process, when utilised for the production of 
A high-class work, is rather complex, requiring skill and 

knowledge of possible contingencies, the results are so admir¬ 
able when properly achieved that all practical men will see 
the value of knowledge relative to the manipulation. 

There are comparatively few works which satisfactorily treat 
the process from both its practical and theoretical sides, the 
best being by French writers, such as MM. Roux, Geymet, 
and Poitevin, who have applied their knowledge to the best 
advantage. 

Among those who have apparently made an especial study 
of the requirements is Ch. Verneuil, who communicates his 
knowledge in a series of succinctly written articles appearing 
in our valued French contemporary, L’Imprime.rie. 

M. Verneuil divides the printing manipulation into a number 
of parts. 

Preparation.—This operation consists in giving a pressure 
suitable to the description of work about to be printed, while 
properly arranging the bed and the blankets under the roller. 
The printer should proceed methodically, as follows : 

(1) Place the bed on its bearings. 
(2) Extend the blankets in such manner as to cover the 

margin (edge) at the front within about ten centimetres (3.937 
in.) of the basils (sloping edges) of the base. 

(3) A fine blanket must be placed first to form what is 
known as the figure blanket; next one in medium condition, 
and lastly two others more used ; finally over all must be 
placed the poorest, called the roller blanket. 

To justify this number of blankets to copper-plate printers, 
we will remark that heliographic plates require stronger pres¬ 
sure than engraved or etched plates. The regularity of the 
pressure can be verified by making a turn of the wheel without 
a sheet of paper and without slab {plaque). 

Margin.—Cut to the size of the printing-paper a sheet of 
strong, sized paper ; cover one side thereof with flour paste 
and apply to the position to be occupied by slab on the table. 
Smooth this sheet with the hand or a brush, and make a turn 
of the press to settle it properly ; wipe off any excess of paste 
on blanket or plate. A more recent mode is to use a very 
thin sheet of zinc, tracing thereon with a crayon squares corre¬ 
sponding to the various sizes of paper and slabs. 

Printing.—The inked plate should be held lying flat on both 
hands ; the printer inclines it forward in such manner as to 
place the head exactly on the margin, withdrawing his hands 
by sliding them gently off, while adjusting, at the same time, 
the slab on the margin ; then taking a sheet of dampened 
paper, he places it exactly on the margin and also on the plate 
(1cuivre), taking care that the paper be perfectly flat, and per¬ 
forming this without hesitation, stopping, or friction.. The 
slightest inattention will cause imperfections to appear in the 
proof. The printer should put the press down with a single 
turn of the wheel, or should roll it rapidly, if working on an 
iron press. The least delay will occasion a dark streak on the 
proof. 

To handle the paper without soiling it, the printer uses two 
small pieces of bent card, called “ mittens. ’ After they are 
printed, the proofs are placed one over the other, separated by 
a sheet of waste paper, of a soft and silky kind. When the 
printing is finished, or at end of the day’s work, the proofs 
should be isolated between sheets of thick card-paper, and 
remain thus for twelve hours, in order that they be properly 
aired and dried. Finally, these proofs are put in lots of twenty 
each, removing the waste sheets ; they are then placed in a 
satining or glazing press with strong compression. The printer 

generally places dampened paper on the cover (chapiteau) of 
his press. 

Printing; of Glased Paper.—This should be performed, as 
much as possible, without heating the plate. 

Printing; of Parchment.—The printer should be careful to 
place the smooth side next to the plate ; the design will be 
ruined, if, inadvertently, it be printed on the rough side of the 
parchment. It is also necessary that the press should be tet 
very close, and that the printer should roll it without hesitation, 
otherwise the parchment will adhere to the blankets. 

Suspension of Printing.—Whenever from any cause the 
printer is obliged to suspend work, he should place the moist¬ 
ened paper in a cool p'ace, covering it with waste sheets of 
paper and a blanket, and put the whole between two boards, 
with light pressure. 

Preservation of Plates.—After printing the plate must be 
cleansed with turpentine, then wiped off, and covered with a 
bitumen varnish to prevent any oxidation. The following is 
M. Roux’s formula for such :•—- 

Judean bitumen. 150 grams 
Burgundy pitch . 100 „ 
Ordinary benzine . 1 litre. 

The varnish should be put on the plate with a badger brush, 
or with a linen tampon. It is not necessary to heat the plate. 

Printing a Plate in the Black Mode.—Use ink of first 
quality, made firmer, and better dressed than for ordinary 
proofs. It is necessary to heat the plate to facilitate the inking. 
The wiping off is done with the hand, and polishing by use of 
soft muslin. Another piece of muslin is to be employed for 
uniting the skies with the half tones. The blacks are easily 
wiped off. The pressure should be quite hard, and the printer 
not be hasty in lifting the proof. 

Chromos.—The palette having been formed of all the colours, 
ani well brayed, it is next in order to compose the tones. The 
printer tries them, either on a slab of white marble or on the 
transparent glass panes of his atelier. Sometime5, through 
the manner in which the plate is engraved, certain tones do 
not, on printing, give the effect obtained at the trial. In such 
cases the printer should make a rough sample on the plate 
itself, placing colours on the embarrassing portions and entirely 
filling the lines of the design. After wiping off, he takes a 
good proof, which should indicate to him howto treat the tone 
which has not produced the desired effect. 

Puppet Inking.—To cover the plate with colours, short hair- 
pencils are frequently used, but oftener small stomps made of 
fine and close linen, called “ puppets.” Stomps made of paper 
or skin are also used, when only limited and relatively confined 
spaces are to be embellished with light colours ; for example, 
the flesh of the human figure, arms, hands, &c. We shall not, 
any more than M. Roux, insist on the manner of placing 
colours. Experienced printers know all the little details and 
manipulations of this delicate work. 

Superposition of Colours. — Commence with the darkest 
colours, such as blacks, browns, indigoes, greens of dark 
shades, and reds like bullock’s blood. Soft and bright colours, 
such as roce, light greens, brilliant yellows, light blues, &c., 
are placed the last, so as not to be tarnished by the darker 
colours. It is also necessary, when preparing a plate which 
requires much time to colour properly (one or two hours, for 
example), to take care to place the first colours of thinner 
mixture than the second, the second thinner than the third, 
and so on—while the last can be quite thick, Without such 
precaution the first colours would dry while the others were 
being put on, and the proof would develop poorly. 

Mixture of Colours.—To make the mixture of colours better 
understood, and to avoid mistakes, we shall take M. Roux for 
guide. This master operator indicates how the principal tints 
should follow one another when employed for plates of natural 
history or the reproduction of water-colour (aquarelle) pictures 
—ancient and modern—also prints, &c. 

Rose.—Carmine or lake, mingled with light blue for the 
pale portions ; pure carmine for the centre, cobalt in the bluish 
reflexes. For the darker kinds there should be added a little 
vermilion and a slight touch of indigo. To improve carmines 
there may be mixed therewith a small quantity of Saturn red. 

Budding Fruits.—Gamboge, Prussian blue, and carmine 
lake. 

Ripe Fruits.—Saturn red, chrome yellow, vermilion or car¬ 
mine, according to the nature of the fruit. 
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Flowers in General.—These should be treated by flat 
impression of light tints, the fine portions being generally 
retouched and coloured with the pencil-brush after the 
printing. 

Foliage.—Green leaves may pass through all the shades 
with a mixture of chrome-yellow and Prussian blue, according 
as one or the other of these colours should prevail. In many 
instances indigo, cobalt blue, or Prussian blue can be substituted 
with advantage to obtain very brilliant greens. In other cases 
sienna, bistre, or reddish brown are added to obtain greens 
known as “ dead leaves.” 

I have intentionally given these botanical examples because 
printing proofs of that kind is the least complicated. It con¬ 
sists especially in placing general flats and heightening the 
luminous or the shadowy portions. For the reproduction of 
prints, the sample being at the disposition of the workman, he 
can always compare the tones which he should use. Never¬ 
theless, it is proved by experience that the more composite the 
tint the less is it bright and free. As far as it can be done, 
therefore, there should be a complete palette of colours, and 
the desired tones obtained with the least possible mixture. 

Powdered Gold or Silver Impressions. —These are generally 
made on glazed paper, slightly dampened, as already intimated. 
The ink is composed of pure silver white and a thick oil or 
medium varnish. As soon as the proof is printed, the powder is 
sprinkled thereon with the aid of a tuft of cotton, and the excess 
is swept off with a badger-brush. The powdering being 
finished, the work must be allowed to dry. To give more 
beauty and brilliance to the impression, the proofs are placed 
between a copper plate and a sheet of card-board, and along 
with a blanket put into the press for a short time. 

Condition of Printing in France. 

ONE must be perfectly an courant with the situation to 
comprehend the whole value of the just remarks and 

protests of the Syndical Chamber of French pr.liters against 
the new law relative to the free entry of foreign prints into 
France, says Fes Archives de I Imprinterie, in an article entitled 
“ La Lutce pour la Vie in French printing.” Printers are 
right—a hundred times right—to protest against this law, 
which cannot have any other effect than the diminution of one 
of the finest industries of our country, and of favouring 
that of our neighbours. Free exchange is a fine thing ; but 
the finest things are really fine only in their proper time ; and 
the favourable hour for free exchange in printing has not yet 
sounded for France. And what is the situation of printing in 
France? More than ever the French printer is forced to 
struggle against the competition across the Rhine, the most 
terrible of all, seeing the lowness of wages in that country. 
Here, where the worker is paid according to a higher tariff, 
work necessarily becomes dearer, and it is neither possible nor 
desirable to lower it, for there would result strikes having as a 
result the sending of work abroad ; and that would be the more 
easy from the fact of the existence in France of an idea that 
all which comes from the other side of the frontiers is better 
done than that done here. Thus the deplorable situation in 
which the French printer is plunged will continue to be 
accentuated so long as there is no reaction against these 
erroneous ideas. 

Several means, however, might be used to retrieve this ill. 
The first and greatest difficulty for the French printer is this—- 
and it is not a little extraordinary in so rich a country—to 
procure sufficient capital. Another great difficulty is the high 
cost of typographical characters. And it is to this that is due 
the employment of almost illegible impressions, which is the 
case with crowds of journals and book work. The client, the 
public interested, arrive at the conclusion that printing is done 
worse in France than abroad. Again, the French founders give 
themselves no trouble to follow the progress made by their 
foreign contemporaries abroad. And so long, as has been said 
before, as there is no reaction, no manifest discontent, so long 
will the old routine continue on the part of the printer of 
buying all that the founder offers without wanting more. And 
when—what time that arrives—the printer does demand more, 
he is obliged to seek it outside the country. 

American Bank-notes. 

ON the wide-stretching plain over which the Washington 
Monument casts its slim shadow when the sun is setting, 

stands a tall, brick building, made conspicuous by a still taller 
tower and a waving flag. All day long a chimney belches forth 
black smoke that drifts out upon the Potomac, and a noisy 
steam-pipe sends forth a cloud of white vapour in regular 
respirations. At eight o’clock in the morning nearly i,oqo 

persons pass under its arched doorway, and at five they emerge 
again, like bees from a hive. In the meantime they make 
money, make it in a purely matter-of-fact way, as a weaver 
weaves carpets, or a cobbler mends shoes for a daily living. 
They exist in an atmosphere of wealth. Great stacks of money, 
that are a sight for poverty-stricken eyes, stand around them. 
The poorest girl in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing 
handles enough money every day to make her rich for life. 

It is an interesting sight to see how the Government turns 
out day by day tons and tons of crisp, new bank-notes or 
silver certificates, to watch the silent engravers etching the 
steel, the shirt-sleeved plate-printers take the impressions, and 
the careful messengers carry off the finished bills by the cart¬ 
load. So interesting, indeed, is this work of money-making 
that the bureau began to be overrun by visitors, who seriously 
interfered with its work. Now, visitors are only admitted 
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on Saturdays, and during these 
hours nearly every stranger in the city presents himself at the 
arched door, and, under the leadership of a pretty girl guide, 
sees how Uncle Sam replenishes his cash. 

When Congress has ordered the issue of a new series of 
notes, the first step in the bureau is the preparation of what is 
known as the model. This is generally a handsome pen and 
ink drawing of the proposed bill, and is submittedfinally to the 
Secretary of the Treasury for his approval. Nothing about the 
note is left to mere chance. The banker does not regard 
money from a purely artistic, standpoint. He wants the de¬ 
nomination to be plain and distinct, and he asks that the figure 
of the note be placed in the upper right-hand corner in order 
to facilitate counting. The fact that a note must bear a cer¬ 
tain title rather restricts the artist in the preparation of the 
model, but very frequently, as in the case of the new twenty- 
dollar silver certificate, which bears the portrait of the late 
Secretary Manning, both utility and artistic beauty are com¬ 
bined. In this particular bill the artist has made a striking 
innovation. The portrait, instead of being at one end of the 
note, is in the centre, and is supported on the sides by figures 
of Prosperity and Labour. The lettering is at the extremities 
of the certificates, and the effect produced by this new idea is 
really very striking. 

The model having been adopted, the next step is the en¬ 
graving of the plate. The room in which this work is done is 
a large, well-lighted apartment on the ground floor. It must 
not be supposed for an instant that the entire face of a note is 
engraved by one man. The portrait goes to one, the vignette 
to another, the lettering, script, and border to others, and so on 
until no fewer than twelve men are at work. It is a long and 
tedious task, requiring great care and accurate skill. No less 
than six weeks’ time is necessary for the engraving of a 
portrait like that of Secretary Manning. The steel used is all 
ported from England, and is of a remarkably fine grade. 
Engravers all over the world use English steel, and have done 
so for a century. 

Steel of equal quality could be made in America, but the 
demand would not be sufficient to recompense for the cost of 
the plant. Even the engraving tools are imported, being 
manufactured by a Parisian firm, which for many years [has 
had a monopoly of the business. 

When, at the end of many months of careful engraving, the 
various portions of the note are finished, an impression of each 
section is taken upon a solid plate of steel. Each separate 
part is placed in the position it would occupy on the note, and 
when the transfer is finally accomplished, the face of the new 
bill appears in perfect form. The plate is hardened, and across 
its engraved surface is passed a soft steel roller. The de¬ 
pressions of the plate appear on the roller as a raised surface, 
and when the little cylinder has been hardened it is a perfect 
die. It, in turn, is rolled by tremendous pressure upon a plate 
of soft steel. 
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The power exerted to force the fine lines of the die into the 
steel is so great that a thin bit of paper placed in the plate 
leaves a deep impression, and a bit of lint, scarcely visible to 
the naked eye, forms a rough scar. A fly speck under this 
pressure makes a deep hole in the metal, and particles of dust 
must be carefully removed, lest they, too, leave their imprint. 

This transfer process not only allows any number of plates 
to be made, .but is an excellent guard against counterfeiting. 
Each face and each reverse of a note, being taken from the 
same die, is exactly alike. In no other way could this result 
be reached. No engraver, be he ever so careful, could re¬ 
produce, without the variation of a hair’s breadth, any work of 
his hands. Four impressions of the die are made upon a 
plate, so that the faces or backs of four notes are always printed 
at the same time. The plate, after being hardened, is finished. 
It costs the Government, from its inception to its completion, 
between 1,500 dollars and 2,000 dollars in actual outlay for 
labour expended upon it. This does not, of course, include 
the expensive plant which is already owned by the Govern¬ 
ment, including one lathe for geometrical scroll-work that alone 
costs 85,000 dollars. For national bank-notes the same die is 
continually used, the only fresh engraving being the name of 
the bank. 

Origin of Envelopes. 

THE institution of payment for the carriage of letters and 
envelopes dates, so far as can be gathered, from the 

reign of Louis XIV.—says the Bulletin de V Iinprimerie—when 
a certain Sieur de Valfyer instituted a service of private post, 
with the Royal consent. He placed boxes at the corners of 
streets for the reception of the letters. These letters were 
enclosed in envelopes bought at special offices therefor. In 
1653, M. de Valfyer had also “note forms,” or “formules de 
billetsp for the despatch of ordinary business communications 
for the inhabitants of the larger towns. One of these billets 
has been preserved to our own day. 

Pelisson, the friend of Mme. de Sevigne, amused himself 
with this method of correspondence. He once filled the blank 
portion of a billet with a letter addressed to Mile, de Scudery, 
in which he called her “ Sapho,” signing himself in the fashion 
of the time “ Pisandre.” 

This is the note which has been preserved, and it is probably 
the oldest existing example of a franked envelope. 

Another model is represented by a letter in an envelope 
written by Louis XIV. himself, to a son he had by Mme. 
de Montespan, the Count of Toulouse, Admiral of the Fleet 
during the siege of Barcelona. The letter is dated Versailles, 
April 29, 1706, written, sealed, and addressed by the King’s 
own hand. 

While the use of envelopes in France had become common, 
they were not used in England at all, except for official cor¬ 
respondence—carriage free. 

Among the archives of the British Empire there is a letter 
addressed, May 16, 1696, to the Secretary of State, the Right 
Honourable Sir William Trumball, by Sir James Ogilvie. This 
letter is 4^ in. long by 3 in. broad, almost the same as our 
modern envelopes. There is also preserved among the papers 
of an ancient Yorkshire family an envelope of fine paper, of 
the same squared form, which was sent from Genes in the year 

17 59- 
We see from a passage of Le Sage’s “ Gil Bias,” published 

in 1725—“Aurora de Gusman took two billets, put them in an 
envelope,” &c.— that at that epoch they commonly used enve¬ 
lopes for letters. 

In the Egerton collection of MSS. at the British Museum, 
there is an envelope resembling our present envelopes, which 
contains a letter from Mme. de Pompadour, addressed to the 
Duchesse d’Aiguillon, in the year 1760. There is also a letter 
addressed by Frederick the Great to an English general in his 
service. It is dated Potsdam, July 28, 1766, and has for cover 
an envelope of coarse paper similar to those in use in England 
at the present time. The difference between the two is, that 
the one is open at both ends, while at the present time 
they are opened at the top. Before , the introduction of the 
Penny Post, envelopes were rarely used in England, because 
extra carriage was charged for every paper enclosed in another. 

AIgebraic Characters. 

AN Italian contemporary gives some interesting particulars 
anent the composition and originof algebraical characters. 

The science of algebra comes to us from Greece, and its origin 
is usually attributed to the geometrician Diofante, who in some 
of his writings presents the science of the relation of numbers. 
The Arabs, to whom were given the name Algiabr, whence 
is derived the present one of Algebra, seem to have received 
the science in its elements from the Greek writers, and 
especially from Diofante. The efforts of their cognoscenti 
were limited to the solution of equations of the first and 
second grade. 

Leonardo da Pisa, in the thirteenth century, was the first 
Italian to arrive at this solution, while Scipione dal Ferro and 
II Tartaglia were the first to attain the same by equations of 
the third degree. Girolano Cardono, who learned from 11 
Tartaglio the proper method, gave to this a notable extension, 
rendering it public in the year 1,545. At last Cardono’s disciple, 
Luigi Feirari, arrived at the method of solution of equations of 
the fourth degree. 

The German, Stifels, adopted the signs “+ ” and “ - ” to 
represent addition and substraction, and the symbol “ V ” to 
signify the root or radical. The sign of the equivalent “ = ” 
is due to an Englishman, Recorde. It was the Frenchman 
Viete who carried algebra to its perfection, substituting for the 
numbers hitherto used letters, which could represent any 
quantity. Algebra came to be called the universal arithmetic. 
Another Englishman, Harriot, made the discovery of the 
negative radical, and invented the signs > and L (forgreater 
than and less than). About the same time Oughtered adop'ed 
the sign “ x ” to signify multiplication. 

Treatment of Menus. 

IN the treatment of the menu the art of the plate-printer is 
not alone taxed, but that of the illuminator as well. More 

glaring mistakes result from inharmonious colouring than any 
other cause. 

Within the past few years so much of the legitimate and 
artistic effect had been sacrificed in straining after the unique, 
that the popular taste had become accustomed to what it is 
now beginning to condemn. 

In the evolution of the menu there is a scope for the best 
display of the decorative sense—an opportunity for an expres¬ 
sion of taste that cannot be excelled. 

The surface to be decorated is not large enough to conceal 
inaccuracies of treatment, and thus demands a skill and care 
in design and an appropriateness to the occasion for which it 
is intended to be used that will not be open to ridicule. It is 
noticeable how many mistakes occur from inappropriateness 
of design, and more attention should be given that feature. 

For a menu intended to be used at a gentleman’s dinner, 
some generously jovial design is always appreciated, proper 
care, of course, having been given to execution. It is in this 
particular line that the French excel. In their designs there is 
a happy piquancy that always excites the risibles of the guest 
and makes the first emotion a pleasurable one on sitting down 
to a well-spvead table. 

For one of the fashionable blue or pink teas, some design 
particularly delicate and appealing to the feminine taste will 
be proper, the results being achieved by aid of pale combina¬ 
tions of colour or illumination by bronze or gold, embossing 
being effective where properly used. For banquets of more 
ambitious proportions than either of the above, the event which 
the occasion is to celebrate should be borne in mind in creating 
the first sketch, and the finished result should always be sym¬ 
bolic of that event. 

The fact that the menu is preserved long after the occasion 
for which it is produced, should make it the recipient of the 
very best class of work that it is possible to bestow upon it. 

As to colouring, it is safer to trust entirely to the artist's taste, 
if he be a colourist ; if not, to someone educated in the rela¬ 
tivity of colours and their proper combination. 
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A Japanese Newspaper. 

ONE of the most curious specimens of journalism that \ve 
have come across, says Geyer’s Stationer, is the Shi Gio 

Shu Dan Kwai Zasshi. It is about the size of an octavo 
pamphlet, 94 x 64 in. As usual in Oriental books, the title- 
page is at what we should regard the end of the book, and the 
reading throughout is in the direction that Occidentals would 
call backward. The name, of which we cannot give the 
English equivalent, is engraved, and runs down, column-wise, 
the centre of the title-page. On the left are three, to us, 
cabalistic characters, which convey to the initiated the injunc¬ 
tion that “it is forbidden to sell or to buy this journal.” The 
title-leaf is on white paper, the inside leaves are on various 
brightly-coloured papers, as green, orange, and yellow. The 
book is made up of single leaves ; that is, the paper is not 
printed on both sides (anopisthographic, as the bibliographers 
would say) ; the sheet is folded at the fore-edge, not at the 
back as with us, and the printing is done on the first and fourth 
pages. These leaves are then fastened together at the back, 
and, although double, open as if single. In this case all are 
fastened by wire staples—an evidence of the extent to which 
Japan is availing herself of recent inventions. The body 
characters are in movable types, about small pica body, but 
there are what appear to be quotations in a body no larger 
than nonpareil. Considering the complexity of the Japanese 
characters, these latter form quite a type-founding achieve¬ 
ment. A thick and thin brass rule borders every page. These 
are the typographical characteristics of the Shi Gio Shu Dan 
Kwai Zasshi j its literary features, unfortunately, are hidden 
from us. 

Practical Facts in Lithography. 

Retouching.—The stone having been exhausted of ink by 
printing proofs, or simply by washing after inking, is to be 
retouched with rather stiff ink, then breathed upon strongly, 
and gummed as soon as the humidity produced shall disappear 
and the stone becomes dry. By retouching in this mode full 
effect will be obtained. If the retouching comprehends the 
putting in of lines, or of writing on the white portions, there 
should be prepared a liquor composed of one-quarter lemon 
juice and three-quarters or more water. Put this disacidulent 
liquor on the prepared portion of the stone with a brush, and 
wash off with ample water. 

The dried stone will present a pale-tinted white, which will 
receive perfectly all the writing to be added. The stone should 
be again prepared with a light, gummed acidulation. If all 
parts of the stone are to be retouched, the operation must be 
over the entire surface by use of a sponge. 

Some writers advocate, instead of this plan, the dry sprinkling 
of fine pumice-stone or grated gum. In my opinion such is 
not preferable, while it is less practicable. A moderate tem¬ 
perature is indispensable in all these operations. 

Prismatic Rays Forming White: Experiments with Disk 
Tops.—All chemists know that colours are produced by the 
decomposition of white light; but what they are probably less 
acquainted with is, that all the coloured rays together form 
white. We will give a very simple and easy example : Make 
a disk top whose upper surface is painted with all the prismatic 
colours arranged in due order around the circumference. On 
causing the top to spin rapidly, its surface will appear white. 

Paint upon the upper portion of another such top violet, or 
red only, and on revolution a greyish shade will appear. The 
same effect will be produced if the painted disk be half blue 
and half orange, or half red and half green. 

Colours which produce this effect, two by two, are called 
complementary one of the other. By taking advantage of the 
property which all complementary colours possess of destroying 
one another, to form grey, more or less dark, chemists have 
succeeded in making deadened colours, of shades appropriate 
for dyeing textile goods. 

By the old mode of deadening colours with a composition 
called rabat, much resembling ink thickened by addition of 

gum, a rapid decomposition (quick fading) on exposure to air 
could not be avoided. 

On the contrary, it will be understood how important it is, 
if pure colours be desired, to carefully avoid such comple¬ 
mentary colours as tarnish one another, when brought toge¬ 
ther, not only in operations, but in the general employment 
of tints. 

Thus, a printer who would mingle intimately a violet-blue 
with a yellowish-orange, would obtain a greyish-green instead 
of a yellowish-green. 

Glycerine Serving in Place of Moistening the Stone.—It is 
only necessary to add a little glycerine to the ink, especially if 
the work is of ordinary character, to obtain impressions 
without moistening or drying the stone. This method makes 
a great simplification of the work. 

The Esquimaux Language. 

rPIlE language of the Esquimaux is so difficult that very few 
J_ missionaries are able to learn it, and they have to return 

to Europe without having obtained any satisfactory result in 
their studies. The words are composed of separated syllables, 
but they are of an inordinate length. There is no other lan¬ 
guage known in which one meets with words of such dimen¬ 
sions ; and, strange to say, the conjunction of several words 
together is a common occurrence, rendering the Esquimaux 
expressions of incredible prolongation. For example, it takes 
thirty-three letters and twelve syllables for the expression 
of the simple idea “ restlessness ”:—“ Ka-su-er-figs-sa-Kan-git- 
dlin-nar-na-ry-sockS It is true that the literal translation of 
this word is—“ We cannot find rest anywhere.” The Esqui¬ 
maux of the extreme north have twenty figures ; those of the 
south know only ten ; both, however, have the ideas of num¬ 
bers higher than ten or twenty, but they have no vocables for 
the expression of the tens and hundreds. To express the 
number “forty-eighty for instance, they have to repeat thus :—- 
“ Kood-lin, Kood-lin, Kood-lin,Kood-lin,ping-a-en-nik”—which 
is to say—“ten, ten, ten, ten-eight. The greatest difficulty 
translators have with the Esquimaux, is in that they have no 
written language. In the translation of the Bible, too, there 
are met crowds of things of whose existence they have not the 
remotest conception. Take, among others, the expression, 
“ Lamb of God.” The only domestic animals the Esquimaux 
have knowledge of are the dog and the goat. How, then, 
translate Lamb of God ? 

Good English. 

IT is a good sign to see, among the countless new words 
being introduced into our language, many new compounds 

of old-fashioned Saxon words ; and the signs are still more 
hopeful when these compounds ate used by our best speakers 
and writers. It would be an improvement if we could drop 
from our writing many of the Greek and Latin words which 
now have to be memorised in childhood or maturity. We 
find in use such good compounds as uplifting, upstanding, 
upbuilding, incoming, outgoing, &e., as expressive as words 
can be, and there can be no ambiguity about their meaning. 
A recent writer suggests that the sciences might receive new 
names that would be self-explaining, and many of his sugges¬ 
tions have the merit of usefulness as well as novelty. He 
would give us bird/ore in place of ornithology; fishlearning 
instead of ichthyology; plantlore for botany; starlore for 
astronomy, &c. Some of these are occasionally used already, 
and there is no good reason why we should not 2dopt all 
of them. 

He who would express himself in the best English, and with 
the most directness and force, will do well to expunge from 
his sentences, as far possible, all words derived from other 
tongues—especially from dead languages—and substitute 
therefor those coming from the Saxon. A little practice will 
soon form the habit, and the task will then be an easy one. 
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“ Yours Truly.” 

CURIOUS to test the popularity of the various phrases 
used, I examined 300 of my old letters, half of them 

purely business letters, and an equal number of a general 
nature from friends and acquaintances, no two from the same 
person. 

In the 300 letters I found but two instances of the 
signature so well-nigh universal a century ago, such as “Your 
Obedient Servant.” “ Your Humble Servant ” was not found 
at all. 

Nearly half the letters were signed “ Yours Truly.” Trite, 
commonplace, and devoid of meaning as two words can be, 
yet they hold the lead in favour to an extent not to be wondered 
at in business letters. “Very Respectfully” and “Yours 
Respectfully” are suitable terms when the person to receive 
the letter is much older than the sender, or by reason of his 
position deserves some marked expression of deference, but 
the phrases are too often used without regard to their signifi¬ 
cance. 

“Yours, &c.,” and the abbreviated form “ Resp.” for 
Respectfully, seem half-hearted, lazy sort of signatures; a 
zigzag line would mean as much and be easier to make. They 
have not even the slight merit of “ In Haste” or “ Hastily,” 
which, at least, serve as an apology for poor writing. As far 
as simplicity goes, “ Yours ” is preferable by far, and, indeed, 
is the best way to say something without meaning anything— 
best because the shorter the meaningless formula the better. 

Some polite ending to a letter is better, no doubt, than the 
abrupt signature alone, and each person may select for him¬ 
self, but for all ordinary purposes there is no better form than 
“Yours Truly.”-—The Writer. 

Hints on Working Bronzes. 

MR. ERNEST E. WRIGHT, writing to our esteemed con¬ 
temporary, Typo, says :—A few words upon the use (or 

abuse) of one of the greatest beautifiers the intelligent press¬ 
man lias or can ever have placed in his hands, may not be un¬ 
acceptable. I refer to the use of gold and silver bronzes. At 
the present time, the use of gold-bronze is almost essential to 
the production of high-class work. Scarcely any specimens 
of fine colour printing are devoid of gold, as it can be used in 
conjunction with any one, two, or three colours without de¬ 
stroying their density or blend. In working bronze, it is 
absolutely necessary that the following points should be at¬ 
tended to :—1. The rollers should be well seasoned, made of 
glue and treacle, and slightly sponged before putting on the 
machine. (I have used patent composition, but find the glue- 
and-treacle rollers, if properly made, far superior). 2. The 
inks that should be used, and that produce the best effect, are, 
for gold, yellow chrome, and mid- or thin- varnish, but a great 
deal depends upon the quality of paper used ; and for silver, a 
pale blue, consisting of flake-white, mid-varnish, and just 
enough ultramarine to bring it to a light sky-blue. Copper 
and fire-coloured bronzes should be used over a slightly red or 
warm ground. A few drops of copal varnish added to the ink 
will cause it to dry harder, and there is less likelihood of it 
rubbing off; but never, on any account, thin the colour with 
oil. Not only does it destroy the adherent qualities of the 
varnish, making the work patchy, but it spoils the bronze, 
which turns green, and loses its lustre. There is a 
diversity of opinion as to the colour upon which bronze- 
powders should be used ; but I make the foregoing state¬ 
ment, knowing from experience that the colours named 
give the best results for ordinary work. Of course, there 
are many cases in which a different shade of bronze is 
required, and then the pressman must use his discretion. For 
instance, take a job worked in three colours—gold, blue, and 
red. It is absolutely necessary that the gold, to be in contrast 
to the red, should be of a brassy colour, or light. In this case, 
the chrome-yellow should be used ; but in working gold by 
itself, on white enamel card, a little red or vandyke will bring 
out the bronze, and wonderfully improve it. 3. Having seen 
to the rollers, and decided upon the colour to be used, we must 

select our boy to apply the bronze. Let me here state that 
although this is the most particular part of all bronze-work, it 
is, without exception, performed by the most inexperienced 
“ devil ” in the establishment, who is generally borrowed from 
his “gully,” planted in the machine-room, and in less time 
than it takes to relate is unrecognisable amidst the cloud of 
bronze which he sets afloat to cover himself and spoil the ink- 
tables and rollers of all the machines in the room. The bronze 
should be applied by a person qualified to watch the colour, 
and should never be left to the mercy of the boys, who will 
smudge more sheets and waste more bronze than would pay 
for a competent hand, apart from the risk they run of poisoning 
themselves and everyone else in the press-room. To maintain 
the greatest amount of brilliancy in the work, the powder 
should be applied with a piece of soft cotton-wool, only enough 
being taken up to cover the lettering with a solid coat. This 
should be gently rubbed to polish the surface, and passed to a 
boy to lay-out, or if the copal varnish is used, to dust-off. The 
great secret in good bronze-work is to use as little powder as 
possible, and to rub lightly, and well-polish it after applied. 
By using a small brush and a spot or two of benzine to rub off 
the form every now and then, the work will be kept from filling 
up, and the colour improved. 

Odds and Ends. 

A word to the boys : Those of you who wish to become 
compositors should be careful to learn three things thoroughly. 
First, to read ; second, to spell; third, to punctuate. They 
should learn not only to read so as to understand what they 
are reading, but so as to be able to read bad copy quickly. 
They should not only be able to spell correctly, but be so 
familiar with spelling that they will not have to hesitate. And 
they should be able to punctuate their matter so as to make it 
read properly, even if there are no punctuation marks in the 
copy to guide them. 

4> 4* 4* 

In some printing offices it is the rule to do no composition 
on Saturday, but to devote the whole day to distributing and 
clearing up. And some time is also allowed in the pressroom 
on that day for cleaning the presses and going over the working 
parts to see that everything is all right. 

4* + 4> 

Do not forget to put your imprint on all work which will 
admit of it. This is an inexpensive and lawful means of 
advertising your business. Furthermore, do no work which 
you would be ashamed to acknowledge as coming from your 
office. 

4- 4* 4* 

One of the oldest copies of the Scriptures in the United 
States is a very curious Bible in the possession of a gentleman 
of Wilkinsburg, Pa. It is a folio in size, containing 900 pages 
of heavy parchment, and bears a marked resemblance to the 
first Bibles printed by Gutenberg in 1450. The copy here 
referred to was printed in 1478, and may therefore be i-egarded 
as one of the early specimens of printing. The letters are in 
large Gothic, and the hand - illuminated work is simply 
beautiful. The gilt painting, after the lapse of centuries, is as 
clean and bright as though put on only yesterday. Chemistry 
to-day is said to possess no materials which will maintain a 
red colour for any length of time, yet here, in this Bible, the 
flourishes and initial letters in red have withstood the ravages 
of time for more than 400 years and are still brilliant. The 
monks, possessing some secret in the mixture of their colours, 
became adepts in the illuminating art. The text of the book 
is the same as the Latin vulgate, except that the Acts of the 
Apostles are placed after the Epistle to the Hebrews. There are 
many contractions in the printing which tax the knowledge of 
skilled archaeologists. The cover is of maple, encased in hog- 
skin, over which flourishes and fancy stamp work have been 
embossed. The corners are protected by solid brass castings. 
Another of these metal ornaments has been fastened to the 
middle of the back, and the fragments of brass clasps are still 
attached, and the volume was probably one of the old books 
which were chained in the monasteries. 
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Qtoficee. 
Bordered Circulars.—=Mr, Upton, of Birmingham, is pub¬ 

lishing some very effective borders, Which will be found very useful 
for circulars, programmes, &c. They are printed on various tints, 
and can be supplied either single or with fly-leaf in assorted designs 
at very cheap rates. Printers and lithographers on the look-out for 
novelties would do well to send for samples. 

Messrs. John Swain & Son, photo-etchers, general engravers, 
&c., 58, Farringdon-street, E.C., direct the attention of the trade to 
their new process for photographing direct on to stone, and which is 
capable of being printed on machine in the ordinary lithographic way. 
They show specimens taken direct from ordinary photographs, wash 
and pencil drawings ; also examples of reproductions from water¬ 
colour drawings and oil-paintings. The latter will be found especially 
advantageous to chromo-lithographers. The work on the stone is 
well etched, and can be washed out and treated in the same way as 
any ordinary fine job on stone. Specimen book, containing full 
particulars and prices, will be forwarded on application. 

Upton’s Chromo Almanacks.—Mr. Upton has produced a 
capital assortment of almanacks for the next season, which are sure 
to meet with a good demand. Some of the patterns we have already 
referred to, but others are new, and both as regards subject and treat¬ 
ment leave little to be desired. “ Relics of Trafalgar,” a scene 
’tween decks of the old ship, will be welcome to many who still 
retain some pride in their nation’s grand history. “Sympathy” is a 
rustic cottage interior, with a little girl bringing some flowers to 
grandma and grandpa. “The Children’s Friend” is a scripture 
subject, but does not' do justice to its sublime theme. It is extraor¬ 
dinary what a difficulty there is in getting anything like satisfactory 
scripture pictures, and yet where is there any grander range of sub¬ 
jects ? “ Very Interesting ” is very interesting indeed, and foreshadows 
Work for the minister very shortly. “ Tally-Ho, off we go,” is a 
scene more likely to be seen in Canada than in England ; it depicts 
three youngsters in a sledge going down hill in winter time. “ Home 
Thoughts ” is a departure from the usual style. An imitation photo¬ 
graph of an Italian girl is placed on a tinted background, showing 
Naples in the distance. It is very effective indeed. The other 
subjects are too numerous to mention. If our readers are interested, 
they can get a set of the designs on application to Mr. Upton. 

---- 

(JUnbom (Rmpcec 
We do not vouch for the accuracy or reliability of these Recipes. 

We give them as culled from various sources. 

Rollers upon which copying ink has been used should be washed 
with cold water only. Any of the washes, such as lye and benzine, 
will set the ink. 

The best way to avoid rancidity of oils and fatty bodies, we read in 
the Moniteur Industrie!, is to introduce 2 per cent, of pure sulpho- 
phenic acid, which is smell-less. Olive-oil or oil of sweet almonds 
can be kept by this means for six months without alteration. 

For enamelling cardboard and pasteboard : Dissolve ten parts of 
shellac in a sufficient quantity of alcohol, and add ten parts of linseed 
oil. To each quart of the mixture add also about one-fourth of an 
ounce of chloride of zinc. The board may be immersed in it, or the 
solution applied with a brash. The board is thoroughly dried, and 
the surface is polished with sand-paper or pumice before applying this 
preparation. 

Making Paper Transparent for Tracing Designs.—The 
sheet being placed on the design to be traced, it is rubbed lightly with 
cotton steeped in perfectly pure benzine. The benzine is absorbed, 
and the paper, rendered transparent, can receive the strokes of a pencil 
or pen, and even shading, without the lines or tints being enlarged or 
the leaf shrinking or raising itself. When the designs are large the 
benzine can be applied several times. The tracing being finished, the 
benzine evaporates without leaving any trace, and the paper, when dry, 
recovers its primitive opacity without preserving the least odour. The 
perfect purity of the benzine is of great importance. 

The following is a method to make a paste which will keep : Dis¬ 
solve a teaspoonful of alum in a quart of water. When cold stir in as 
much flour as will give it the consistency of thick cream, carefully 
beating up all the lumps. Stir in half a teaspoonful of powdered 
rosin. Pour on the mixture a tea-cup of boiling water, stirring it well, 
When it becomes thick pour in an earthen vessel. Cover and keep in 
a cool place. When needed for use take a portion and soften it with 
warm water. It will last at least a year. If you wish to have a 
pleasant odour stir in a few drops of oil of wintergreen or cloves. 

"S2S 

Jgowu Qtofe#. 

Messrs, Sprague & Co., lithographers, printers, and slationefSj 
have removed from 22, Martin's-lane-, E.C., to 4 & 5, East Harding- 
street, Fetter-lane, E.C. 

A very good portrait of the late P. T. Barnum, produced in tints 
by Messrs. Maclure, Macdonald, & Co., of Glasgow, was presented 
free with the issue of the South Wales Liberal for April 11. 

Mr. Passmore Edwards, proprietor of the Echo and other journals, 
has offered to build a free library and gymnasium in the populous 
district which lies about the frontier of Chelsea and South Kensington. 

The annual meeting of Dr. Barnardo’s Homes will take place on 
June 3 next, in the Royal Albert Hall, under the presidency of the 
Marquis of Lome, and the programme exhibits many items of interest 
and attractiveness. Tickets from is. to 21s. are now ready. 

The new Nationalist newspaper in Dublin, the Nationalist Press, 
has had a happy experience. There has been no long waiting for the 
fruits of the enterprise. Its success has been instantaneous, and 
the revenue has exceeded the expenses from the very first day of 
publication. 

Mrs. Elizabeth Orr Bell, who has just left about ,£70,000 to 
the Salvation Army, was a daughter of the late Mr. Francis Orr, 
founder of the firm of Francis Orr & Sons, wholesale and export 
stationers, Glasgow, and a sister of the late Sir Andrew Orr, late 
head of the firm. 

Mr. Michael Davitt is about to withdraw from the editorship of 
the Labour World. He will continue to have an interest in the paper, 
and from time to time will be a prominent contributor. Reasons of 
health have induced Mr. Davitt to lay aside his editorial responsibility. 
He will take a long holiday in California. 

On the nomination of the Crown, Mr. C. J. Drummond, F.S.S., 
Secretary of the London Society of Compositors, has been appointed 
a member of the Central Governing Body under the scheme pre¬ 
pared by the Charity Commissioners in accordance with the provisions 
of the City of London Parochial Charities Act, 18S3. 

Birmingham will shortly have a new evening journal called the 
Daily Argus. The promoters are the proprietors of the Northern 
Daily Telegraph, Blackburn, and the North-Eastern Daily Gazette, 
Middlesbrough. Mr. H. Gilzean Reid, of Wailey Hall, is the lead¬ 
ing spirit of the venture, in conjunction with Mr. Richard Tangye, 
Mr. E. Heyworth, and Mr. T. P. Ritzema. The paper will appear 
in October. 

Black and White for May 2 contained a sixteen-page supplement 
giving beautiful reproductions of ninety-four of the chief works in the 
Royal Academy. These are printed in various tints and give wonder¬ 
fully vivid ideas of the originals. The amount of labour thrown upon 
the art department of the paper in getting these blocks ready must 
have been enormous, and the art directors deserve very great credit 
for the result. The other contents of the number were very 
good. 

The Cheshire Echo was established in the year 1883 as a Saturday 
journal, aftd was a success from its very first number. Two years later 
—in November, 1885—a Tuesday’s issue was started. The weekly and 
bi-weekly Echo received years ago the stamp of popular approval, and 
now it is to be issued daily as an evening paper. It is a well-printed 
sheet on pink paper and contains a large amount of news. The 
change took effect on April 20. The printers and publishers are 
Messrs. Swan & Co., Limited, Iving-street East, Stockport. 

At a recent meeting of the London County Council the General 
Purposes Committee reported that Messrs. Truscott & Son, the 
Council’s printers, wrote on March 7 asking for a reconsideration of 
the terms of contract in consequence of a large increase in the scale 
of prices for compositors’ work, recently agreed upon between masters 
and men in the printing-trade. The committee felt the proper course 
for the Council to take was to invite tenders with a view to a fresh 
contract, and they recommended accordingly. The recommendation 
was adopted. 

Imitation is the sincerest flattery, and we should think the pub¬ 
lishers of Printers' Ink, a smart New York advertising paper, will 
feel exceedingly flattered when they see Puff, a journal for advertisers, 
which has just been commenced by the Commercial and Artistic 
Engraving Company, of 174, Fleet-street. In size, style, and contents, 
it is an almost exact counterpart of its New York model, the chief 
difference being that it is printed on yellow paper instead of white. 
It is a nice-looking little paper, and does the printers, Messrs. 
Abraham Kingdon & Newnham, great credit. The publishers also 
have some good things to say, and we wish them success with their 
venture. 

Messrs. Brash Brothers, proprietors of the West Cumberland 
Times, Cockermouth, on the nth ultimo, invited more than a 
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hundred ladies and gentlemen, together with the whole of their 
employes, to dinner, to celebrate the inauguration of a new Marinoni 
web and folding machine, and the seventeenth anniversary of the 
establishment of the journal. On the 18th ultimo, a special supple¬ 
ment was issued with the West Cumberland Times, which contained 
an article by Mr. J. R, Bleasdale, the overseer, descriptive of the 
mechanical development of the newspaper. It was illustrated with 
engravings of the new machine, the interior of the commodious 
machine-room, and of the jobbing office, which has within the past 
two or three years been added to the business. 

Notwithstanding the privileges enjoyed by the Btitish Museum 
of claiming from the publishers a copy of every book issued in the 
ordinary manner, as distinguished from being privately printed, or 
printed for private circulation only, there are still portions of the 
Empire over which the privilege cannot be exercised. The literary 
productiveness of our Colonies and Dependencies has had the effect of 
placing the British Museum practically at a disadvantage with regard 
to books published, say, in India, in the Dominion of Canada, or in 
any of our Australasian Colonies. The existing drawback, so far as 
relates to works conversant with India, is about to be removed, as an 
arrangement is in progress by which the library is to be furnished 
with the books relating to India published by the Indian Office in 
London, or by publishers in the various Presidencies. 

At the fifth annual conference of the Camera Club, held at the 
Society of Arts, Adelphi, in reading a paper on “ Photography and 
Illustrated Journalism,” Major J. F. Nott remarked that the rubbish 
that had been palmed off by artists as truthful pictorial representa¬ 
tions, which formed the illustrations of many books and journals, was 
appalling, when seen by the light shed by accurate knowledge. He 
almost dare not trust himself to speak on this subject in connection 
with the representation of animals. He could enlarge for hours upon 
the harm that these so-called artists wrought by their absurd libels on 
the animal world. It should be made a crime to pictorially libel 
dumb animals, whether wild or tame. For accuracy in every point, a 
worker with the camera could, with requisite skill, make his work 
excel that of an artist who had to rely upon a hasty sketch for out¬ 
line. 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the four 
weeks ending Saturday, April 23, was 292. The number in the 
corresponding four weeks of last year was 300, showing a decrease 
of eight, being a net decrease in 1891, to date, of 139. The failures 
in the printing and stationery trades were five, compared with three 
and five in 1890 and 1889 respectively. In addition to these 
gazetted failures, there were 269 deeds of arrangement filed at the 
Bills of Sale Office during the same four weeks. The number filed 
in the corresponding four weeks of last year was 282, showing a 
decrease of 13, being a net decrease in 1891, to date, ot 176. The 
number of bills of sale published in England and Wales for the four 
weeks ending Saturday, April 25, was 711. The number in the 
corresponding four weeks of last year was 756, showing a decrease of 
45, being a net increase in 1891, to date, of 132. The number pub¬ 
lished in Ireland for the same four weeks was 38. The number in the 
corresponding four weeks of last year was 33, showing an increase of 
five, being a net increase in 1891, to date, of 16. 

The Printers’ Almshouses.—On Saturday, the 9th inst., Mr. 
Edward Lawson paid a visit to Wood-green for the purpose of 
inspecting the extension now in progress. The new buildings, which 
are nearly completed, will increase the accommodation afforded for 
inmates from twenty-four to thirty-two separate free residences. The 
entire block of buildings occupies three sides of a parallelogram, and 
each suite of apartments providing all the conveniences that can be 
desired, is entirely separate and self-contained. Mr. Lawson visited 
one or two of the residences, and was greatly pleased with the accom¬ 
modation afforded, and with the appearance of cleanliness and com¬ 
fort which pervades the building. A handsome board-room for 
official meetings, and a library, occupy prominent positions in the 
front of the building, and the elevation of the whole is of a uniform 
and pleasing character. The new entrance gates are not yet com¬ 
pleted, but from the drawings shown there can be no doubt that they 
will add greatly to the satisfactory appearance of the structure. The 
inmates were much gratified with the courtesy and interest shown by 
Mr. Lawson, who, in his inquiries, had doubtless in mind such infor¬ 
mation as might be useful to him when presiding at the forthcoming 
festival of the Printers’ Corporation. 

Centenary of a Scotch Printing-House.—On Friday, April 
II, the annual festival of Mr. William Kidd’s (of Dundee) employes 
was held, the occasion being the centenary of the business. There 
was a large company present. After tea the chairman, Mr. Kidd, 
said the business of which his was the continuation was begun in the 
High-street in 1791 by a Mr. Thomas Donaldson. It was a book¬ 
selling and stationery business. Mr. Frederick Shaw, his late master, 
served his apprenticeship with Mr. Donaldson, and succeeded to his 
business by purchase in 1831. Mr. Shaw’s name as a bookseller was 

well known in Forfarshire and Perthshire, and he was held in respect 
by publishers and authors as having the best knowledge of the trade 
in the North. His (Mr. Kidd’s) connection with Mr. Shaw com¬ 
menced at the end of 1850. Mr. Miller gave an interesting historic 
sketch of the business from its origin in 1791. He stated that Mr. 
Kidd was apprenticed to Mr. Shaw in 1850, and in 1871 he started 
business on his own account in a small shop near the top of Union- 
street. In 1875, on Mr. Shaw retiring into private life, Mr. Kidd 
purchased his old master’s business. Shortly afterwards he also 
acquired the bookselling and printing business of Mr. W. Smith, and 
removed his own and what remained of Mr. Shaw’s stock-in-trade to 
Mr. Smith’s premises. His premises becoming inadequate, he secured 
the first vacant building stance in Whitehall-street, and there erected 
the Whitehall Palace Buildings according to designs by Bailie Keith. 
Since that time success continued to accompany his efforts, and now 
he possessed the largest and best equipped business of the kind in the 
city. Full employment was given to sixty-three hands, as compared 
with sixteen in 1876, showing that the business had increased fourfold 
within fifteen years. Between Mr. Kidd and all in his service the best 
feeling subsisted. Mr. Miller expressed the hope that Mr. Kidd would 
continue to enjoy increasing prosperity, and that he would be followed 
by a long and worthy line of heirs and successors. The programme, 
beautifully got up in booklet form, will prove a very interesting 
souvenir of the meeting, containing as it does a portrait of the head of 
the firm and illustrations of the various shops in the city which have 
been occupied by Mr. Kidd and his predecessors in the business. The 
brochure was designed and lithographed by Mr. Kidd’s staff, 
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Luigi NiCCOLAI, one of the best known printers of the city, died 
in Florence lately, aged seventy-seven. 

The principal stimulant to the genius of a man is ambition, good or 
bad ; of a woman, caprice.—New Spanish Proverb. 

The new Brazilian Republic, by a decree promulgated at the end 
of last year, accords to foreign authors in that country the same privi¬ 
leges as to native authors. 

The Berlin school of printing learners numbered at the beginning 
of the present, the thirty-second summer half-year, 232 pupils—a 
number never before reached. 

Herr Karl George Fromme, as representative of the Vienna 
firm, Karl Fromme, has received of the Emperor of Austria, the title 
of “ Chief Bookseller to His Majesty.” 

The exhibition which had been announced for Bordeaux in 1893 
has been definitely postponed until the following year, on account of 
the international exhibition to take place at Lyons in 1892. 

The death is announced from Florence of a well-known printer, 
Cesare Moder, aged seventy-one. Since 1869 he had had an estab¬ 
lishment of his own, which never ceased growing and improving. 

Giuseppe Ottino, librarian of the National Library of Turin, 
author of many bibliographical works, has been nominated Cavalier 
of the Order Mauriziano by the Italian Minister of Public Instruction. 

The Vienna News is a very well printed, nice looking journal, and 
is the only Anglo-American newspaper published in Austro-Hungary. 
It would be all the better for a little more care in the “reading” 
department. 

We have received first numbers of the trade journal, Tidning for 
Bokhyckarkonst, from Stockholm, directed and printed by Gustaf 
Carlsson. It contains articles on the current exhibition in Copenhagen. 
The paper is a credit to Swedish typography. 

Leipzig is said to be the fourth city in printing importance in the 
world, surpassing Vienna, and ranking after London, Paris, and New 
York. It employs six thousand journeymen printers, and over six 
hundred power-presses are in daily work. 

A VERY valuable and comprehensive English-German and German- 
English Encyclopaedic Dictionary is being published in parts by 
Langenscheidtsche Verlags-Buchhandlung, Berlin. It is compiled by 
Professor Dr. E. Muret, and when completed will be one of the most 
useful dictionaries ever issued. 

The monument, erected by private subscription, to Friedrich 
Koenig, the inventor of the steam press in Germany, was unveiled and 
presented to the town of Eisleben on May 3. A large number of 
well-known printers assembled to take part in the ceremony, and were 
afterwards entertained at a dinner in the Town Hall. 

Eight thousand francs for a pack of cards, and a very “ much 
played ” pack, were given not long since in Munich, being bought of 
the possessor, the antiquary Ludwig Rosenthal, to take abroad. They 
were some of the so-called Mantegua cards of Baccio Baldini, of the 
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fifteenth century, and a well-known work of art of the period of the 
invention of engraving. 

A “ Vade-Mecum ” of printing is announced to appear shortly by 
M. Jean Dumont, of Brussels. The advance subscription is three 
francs ; it will be raised to five francs after publication. The author 
aims at compiling a popular work to place in the hands of printers, 
forming an easily-consulted manual, besides being for Belgium a book 
which has not hitherto figured in the national collection. 

An editorial house of St. Petersburg is preparing for June the pub¬ 
lication of an international annual of the literature and science of the 
entire world. Pantobiblion is the title of this publication, which is to 
be printed in fifteen separate languages—French, English, German, 
Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Hungarian, 
Roumanian, Servian, Russian, Polish, and Bohemian. 

The “Annuairede lTmprimerie,” just publishe d by Arnold Muller, 
printer, of Paris, will be found of service to all connected with the 
printing art. After an introduction from the pen of M. Iveufer, and a 
calendar, are given the addresses of printers and lithographers, syndi¬ 
cates, societies, and professional schools, lists of technical journals, an 
interesting notice on Faust, Gutenberg, and Schoeffer, with important 
details and instructions on composition, illustration, &c. 

Fabio Carpelli, chief of a printing establishment at Florence, 
died in that city in March last. He was a most laborious man, 
passionately devoted to his profession ; during his leisure hours he 
would occupy himself with the fabrication of black ink of the finest 
qualities, or with experiments in the manufacture of coloured inks. 
He was a gieat worker, a generous colleague and employer, and a 
good soldier, w'hen, at the battles of Curtalone and Mortanaro in 1848, 
he served as a volunteer. 

Some journalists are endeavouring to form in Florence an associa¬ 
tion of printers on the lines of those of Rome and Lombardy. The 
idea has met with favour, and a scheme has been compiled to set 
before the next meeting of adherents. When thirty of those are got 
together it will be definitely constituted and will commence to work. 
The association has for object the general union of journalism in the 
Tuscan province, to provide a system of mutual help between the asso¬ 
ciates and all connected with journalism and literature. 
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The New York Tribune, Horace Greeley’s well-known organ, cele¬ 
brated its fiftieth anniversary on April 10. 

Messrs. Tiieo. L. De Vinne & Co., proprietors of the De Vinne 
Tress, New York, have announced their intention of extending the 
profit-sharing system to all of their employes. The first division will 
be made on April 1, 1892. 

It is rumoured that the Daily News, New York, a diminutive 
evening paper whose continued existence surprises some people, is to 
become a morning daily. However that may be, its proprietor is 
taking the premises formerly occupied by the World; and this fact 
alone may have started the rumour. 

Mr. A. C. Cameron, the editor of the Inland Printer, Chicago, 
from its comencement, has retired from that position, and Mr. II. O. 
Shepard will, for the present, conduct the editorial department of the 
journal. The Inland Printer holds quite the foremost rank among 
the printing trade papers of the world. 

Printers and publishers have looked to the effects of the copyright 
act when in operation as certain to increase the demand for American 
literature in quantity and probably also in quality. Some of them 
speak glowingly of the prospect, owing to the alleged healthy restric¬ 
tions enforced in that piece of legislation. 

An old New York typo varies the monotony of type-setting by 
making moulds in plaster from natural flowers, and after dipping the 
moulds in a preparation of beeswax produces some beautiful and 
durable work in rubber. He is said to excel in producing natural 
effects in the arrangement of his rubber flowers. 

The Daily Continent, New York, recent devisee of the Star, is a 
decided improvement upon the latter, apart from any question of the 
change of politics; it is vigorous, able, and aggressive. If there is 
room for it and its purse is long enough, it will live, but its advertising 
connection is very modest, even for a youngster. 

The printing trade in New York is reported to be busy beyond its 
average condition in all three departments—book, news, and job work. 
The law courts have issued copious orders ; booklets and pamphlets 
have afforded a gratifying amount of work for willing hands, especially 
in the religious and educational sections. The accounts from such 
houses as Harpers, Polhemus’, Atkins’, and Sherwood’s indicate 
fairly well lined order-books. 
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The New York morning daily, the Recorder, is spending a mint of 
money in advertising itself, having found avenues of publicity which 
everyone else failed to secure. It aspires to be a purer paper than its 
contemporaries in the city, but has as yet displayed no conspicuous 
literary ability. Another six months or so will test its staying powers. 
There is, however, little if any room for it in a city containing a 
contemporary circulating 300,000 per day 1 However, the printing 
trade has the benefit of its speculativeness. 

Much of the distinctive matter in the American edition of the 
Review of Reviews is identical with what appears in the home issue, 
but its appearance is improved. The price, however, is iod., instead 
of 6d., but at the usual charge for periodical literature in America, the 
hundred pages of excellent reading which is supplied will be reckoned 
cheap. The paper had a sale of over 25,000 copies in America—more 
than any English journal or magazine—before it was Americanised 
and placed under the editorship of Dr. Albert Shaw. 

Two large publishing houses in New York have recently been im¬ 
porting English electrotype plates, and both, by the descriptions they 
give, seem to be perfectly sick of them. One brought them over here 
already backed with metal, but the plates were so unequal, so untrue, 
that it was with the utmost difficulty they could be made ready. The 
other house had the shells sent in letters, but they were so warped 
and so full of buckles and twists that it was almost impossible to 
straighten them. At last accounts the ablest electrotypers in town 
were still in consultation over the matter. 

The World alone in New York pays its printers on time wages. 
It is a bold experiment in a business in which under piecework wages 
a man’s own abilities differentiate his earnings from those of his slower 
neighbour ; but a placid view of the question as to the relative merits 
of the two systems shows the time system to have an amount of all¬ 
round considerateness for average merits, worthy of contemplation. 
It is stated that the World hands appreciate the arrangement as 
beneficial, and that, strange as it may appear to some minds, the 
printers require no more watching or Dossing than under piecework 
regulations. 

Messrs. Howard Lockwood & Co., New York, have just com¬ 
menced the issue in quarterly parts of an American Dictionary of 
Printing and Bookmaking, which they are presenting free to sub¬ 
scribers to the American Bookmaker. The work is a very valuable 
one, and will form a standard work of reference when complete, 
which will be in about three years. The American Bookmaker is a 
fine specimen of American printing, and with this valuable premium 
added, is a wonderfully cheap trade paper. 

The Beacon Lithographic Company is the name under which the 
parties who recently bought the lithographic plant of “ Bufford’s 
Sons,” Boston, will carry on business. In a recent circular issued by 
this new company the trade are informed that all orders will be 
executed in the best manner and with reasonable despatch. The 
Ilarrison-square factory is in good running order, and, besides its old- 
time facilities, addiiions have been made to the plant and many new 
features have been introduced, so that the company claims to be in 
position to do superior work in all lines pertaining to engraving and 
lithography. 

Men of all trades, says a correspondent of the Inland Printer, 
contemplating coming to Oregon with the expectation of bettering 
themselves in the way of work and wages had better stay at home, as 
they can do as well, if not belter, by so doing. Living is high, com¬ 
pared with eastern cities. If you should come, don’t forget to bring 
enough of this world’s goods to last you six months or a year. There 
are more idle men, both labourers and mechanics of all kinds, in 
I’oitland to-day than in any town of its size in the United States. 
There are about ten or twelve persons to every situation, and one real 
estate agent to every ten persons. 

The resolution of the United States Government to adopt a uni¬ 
formity in spelling geographical names is more important in its bearing 
than it has got credit lor from printers. Why should there be any 
doubt as to the propriety of (say) Chili or Chile, Ilayti or Haiti, 
Congo or Kongo, Muscat or Mmkat ? The wonder is that no country 
through its government offices arrived at such a wise decision years 
ago. Geographical knowledge in primary schools has been sadly 
hampered by' the undecided, unauthoritative spellings of the same 
word, and proof-readers and printers will hail the change with ac¬ 
clamation. A few cf the words affected are : Punjab, not Punjaub ; 
Oudh, not Oude ; Fiji, not Fee-jee ; Puerto-Rico, not Porto-Rico ; 
Barbados, not Barbadoes ; Rajputana, not Rajpootana ; Bering sea, 
not Behring sea; Helgoland, not Heligoland; Pribilof Islands, not 
Pribyloft ; Unalaska (Bering sea), not Ounalashka ; Makushin bay, not 
Makonchinskoy bay’. One peculiar change is that of Rat Island to 
Icmisopochnoi, but as a rule the change is in favour of brevity and 
sanity. Between two and three hundred names have thus been altered 
by a “board on geographic names”—counties, cities, seas, rivers, 
lakes, and mountains coming under their learned purview. The change 
is binding upon all American Government Departments, from the 
printer to the president. 
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Certain changes have taken effect in Typo. It represents a coali¬ 
tion of three publications, all of which have for some time past been 
issued from the same publishing house. The best features of all will 
be retained under the new arrangement. Typo will still continue to 
represent the printing craft, as before ; and the literary department 
will be widened and enlarged, the assistance of contributors to the 
Review being retained. The proceedings of various scientific bodies 
will be fully recorded, as in the Record. The monthly issue, repre¬ 
senting the combined circulation of the three periodicals, will be 
largely augmented. The paper will be conducted by the editor of 
Typo, and, as the only literary monthly in New Zealand, will have a 
wide field of its own. 

The Wellington Times describes an interesting document that 
arrived by a recent mail—a Chinese marriage certificate. It measures 
4 ft. 8 in. x 1 ft. 8 in., and is as remarkable in colours as in size. 
The side on which the information is given is of a rich crimson ; the 
back a vivid green : the columns are ruled off by broad lines of gold ; 
and surrounding the whole, also in gold, is a floral border. The 
entries are in Indian ink, in characters an inch square. Suitably 
framed, it would be a handsome ornament for any home ; and in com¬ 
parison with the plain and commonplace slip of paper officially issued 
to the prosaic Briton, it illustrates some of the characteristic national 
contrasts between the two races. 
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A NEW penny weekly paper, entitled the IVorkers' Cry, has been 
announced by Air. Frank Smith, formerly a commissioner in the 
Salvation Army. His programme embodies “ The land for the people, 
freedom for the wage slaves, equal rights for all women workers, the 
eight hours day, the thorough representation of Labour in Parliament, 
the federation of all trade unions, and the abolition of poverty and 
privilege.” 

The Transvaal Observer, printed and published by Messrs. Flavell, 
Brown, & Co., of Pretoria and Johannesburg, now appears as a 
daily. 

The Manchester Examiner is now in the hands of Liberal- 
Unionists. Mr. Phillips, the editor at the time of the transfer, the 
manager, and five reporters, have resigned. The new proprietors 
intend to do without an editor for the present. The loss during the 
past three years has been ^60,000, and the price paid is stated to 
have been .£5,000 and the liabilities. 

The Linlithgow Gazette, a penny weekly, has just been started by 
Mr. F. Johnston, of Linlithgow and Bo’ness. 

The Organists' Magazine of Voluntaries is edited by Mr. E. 
Minshall, organist of the City Temple, and published at 44, Fleet- 
street. 

The agreement between Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, & Co., 
Fetter-lane, and Messrs. Harper & Brothers having expired, the 
European edition of Harper's Magazine will in future be published by 
Messrs. Osgood, Mcllvaine, & Co., 45, Albemarle-street, W. The 
English edition of Harper's Yoioig People will still be published by 
Messrs. Low. 

The Optician is the title of a new organ for this important branch 
of trade. It is published at 78, Fleet-street. 

The Health Record is a new journal just commenced in Dublin. 

A new sixpenny monthly, with the title of the Road, has made its 
appearance. It deals with coaching, driving, horse training, harness¬ 
making, coach-building, &c. 

The travelling showmen, van dwellers, and others of that sort, are 
not to be left without their special organ, the World on Wheels having 
just been started in their interests. It will be interesting to know'what 
support such a venture receives from the class it is intended to reach. 

Another sixpenny weekly, and all upon horses ! The Horse 
Breeder and Racing Record has just been founded by Mr. Osborne, 
whose nom deplume is “ Beacon.” 

The Sunday Sun is the title of a new Sunday paper edited by Mr. 
T. P. O’Connor. It deals with politics, finance, literature, sport, and 
the drama. 

Hughes' Teacher's Monthly, a new sixpenny educational magazine, 
will make its appearance on the 24th inst. The periodical, which 
has received promises of literary support from many leading scholars 
and educationalists, will be edited by Mr. Joseph Hughes, and pub¬ 
lished by him at 4, Pilgrim-street, 

The Irishman is a new monthly magazine, described as the organ 
of the National Federation of Irishmen of Great Britain and Ireland. 

The Spilsby, Alford, and District Advertiser is a new penny 
weekly of eight pages, just issued in that district. 

The Weekly Gallery of Contemporaries is a quarto periodical of 
twelve pages, price 2d., containing excellent portraits. Mr. Walter 
Besant, Mr. J. K. Jerome, and Sir C. Russell appeared in the first 
number, together with several other well-known literary lights of the 
day, short biographical sketches of each being given. 

A new halfpenny weekly journal has just been issued at Kirkin¬ 
tilloch, N.B., which is called the Observer. 
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Crabe Changes. 

Mr. Robert Thornton, of Cleckheaton, has appo'nted Messrs. 
Geo. Royle & Son, 6, Loveil’s-court, Paternoster-row, London agents 
for his wire ticket suspenders; and Mr. Thos. G. Glass, 6, Quay- 
street, Bristol, West of England agent for both suspenders and binding 
staples and wire. 

Owing to the retirement of Mr. G. C. Whitfield, the senior partner 
in the Woodbury Permanent Photographic Company, Castle Bar, 
Ealing, negotiations have taken place, which have resulted in Messrs. 
Eyre & Spottiswoode, Her Majesty’s Printers, acquiring the whole of 
this business. Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode will continue to carry 
on the business under the same designation, with the same manage¬ 
ment as hitherto, an! with improved machinery and all modern 
appliances. 

ffii l^h 
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HEREWITH we give particulars of thirteen com¬ 

panies, registered since our last list was compiled, 

their total capital being ^293,307. This compares with 

nine companies and £4592,840 capital for the corresponding 

period last year, and brings the total so far recorded this 

year, to seventy-six companies and £’1,404,912, compared 

with sixty companies and £1,745,890 capital, at the same 

date last year. 

Railway and General Automatic Library, Limited.— 
Registered on the 10th ult., with a capital of £100,000, divided into 
1,000 founders’, 25,000 6 per cent, preference, and 74,000 ordinary 
shares of £1 each, to adopt an agreement dated March 12, between 
W. S. Simpson of the one part, and T. G. Davis for the company of 
the other part, and to carry on a literature supply company, as well 
as the business of stationers, printers, publishers, engravers, agents, 
bankers, merchants, &c. The subscribers, who have each taken one 
share, are:—J. H. Farmer, solicitor, 35, Walbrook, E.C. ; H. S. 
Edwards, journalist, 12, Upper Berkeley-street, W. ; A. E. Hake, 
author, Parliament-mansions, S.W. ; C. FI. Eden, publisher, 15, 
King-street, W.C. ; T. G. F'ardel), barrister, 26, Hyde-park-street, 
W. ; W. IJ. Malloch, Lauriston-hall, Torquay; R. Jamieson, M.A., 
barrister, 41, Princes-gardens, S.W. The number of directors is not 
to be less than three, nor more than nine ; the first to be nominated 
by the subscribers ; qualification, 100 shares ; remuneration, £2,000 
per annum, and jb per cent, of net surplus profits. Solicitor, Mr. J. 
H. Farmer, 35, Walbrook, E.C. 

White & Pike, Limited.—Registered on the 4th inst., with a 
capital of £75,000 in £10 shares, to acquire the business of Messrs. 
White & Pike, of Moor-street, Birmingham, and to carry on the 
business of printers, publishers, &c. The subscribers, who have 
taken one share each, are :—R. J. Boaidman, cashier, Rubery, Wor¬ 
cester ; A. Blockham, clerk, 2, Newport-road, Moseley; J. F. Pike, 
clerk, 8, Sir IParry’s-road, Edgbaston ; C. G. Adams, clerk, Tam- 
worth, Stafford ; G. Impey, Kelvedon, Moseley ; C. H. IP. Green, 
Sparkbrook, Warwick; W. Eardley, 48, Barker-street, Ilandsworth. 
The number of directors is not to be less than two nor more than five, 
the first being W. White and F. Impey ; qualification fifty shares ; 
remuneration to be fixed at the general meeting. Solicitors, Messrs. 
Johnson, Barclay, Johnson, & Rogers, Birmingham. 

Alfred Jubb & Son, Limited.—Registered on the 5th inst., with 
a capital of £20,000 in £10 shares, to carry on the business of general 
printers, stereotypers, engravers, publishers, and general stationers. 
The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are*A. Jubb, 
stationer, Huddersfield; *J- Vickerman, J.P., Fairlea, Huddersfield; 
E. Preston, Gledhold-road, Huddersfield; *W. T. Stephens, 7 York- 
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place, Huddersfield ; A. E. Gledhill, 8, Colne-road, Huddersfield ; 
J. Gilbert, printer, 5, South-street, Huddersfield; J. Chalmers, 63, 
Blacken-road, Huddersfield; J. H. Goddard, 41, Halifax Old-road, 
Huddersfield. The number of directors is not to be less than three 
nor more thau seven, the first being the subscribers denoted by an 
asterisk; qualification £300 ; remuneration to be fixed by the 
board. Solicitors, Berry & Berry, Huddersfield. 

Beeton & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 15th ult. 
with a capital of £10,100, in £10 shares, of which 10 are founders’, 
to purchase the copyrights of Myra's Cookery Book, Myra's Journal, 
The Lady's Magazine, and Myra's Threepenny Mid-Monthly, to print 
and publish newspapers and periodicals, and to carry on the business 
of printers, engravers, publishers, &c. The subscribers, who have 
each taken one share, are :—*Mrs. Coke, Debdale Hall, Mansfield ; 
Miss D. Coke, Debdale Hall, Mansfield ; Miss I. Coke, Debdale 
Hall, Mansfield; L. G. Bayley, 37, Windsor-road, Ealing; *M. M. 
Beeton, editor, Addlestone; Mrs. Beeton, The Sycamores, Addle- 
stone ; Miss J. Heale, Albert-road, S.W. The number of directors 
is not to be more than four ; the first being the subscribers denoted 
by an asterisk ; qualification, £ico ; remuneration to be fixed at 
general meeting. Solicitor, Mr. H. H. Shakespear, 8, John-street, 
Bedford-row, W.C. 

International Free Insurance Corporation, Limited.— 
Registered on the 28th ult., with a capital ot £50,000 in £1 shares, 
to purchase the business carried on by the National Free Insurance 
Corporation, to effect insurances, other than that of life and marine 
insurance, and to carry on the business of newspaper proprietors, 
publishers, printers, stationers, &c. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are:—J. W. Olley, 131, Betham-road, South 
Hackney ; K. M. Murray, 30, Dafforne-road, Tooting; G. Wyatt, 
architect, Burlington Mansions, Piccadilly ; W. A. Delves, 55, Kelm- 
scott-road, Wandsworth-common, S.W.; T. II. Martin, Ynisarwed, 
Glamorgan; R. C. Nokes, 98, Ady’s-road, Peckham ; S. W. 
Hackett, agent, 82, Queen-street, E. C. The number of directors is 
not to be less than two, nor more than nine, the first to be appointed 
by the subscribers. Qualification £100. Remuneration £100 per 
annum each, and £300 divided between them for every 5 per cent, 
paid beyond 10 per cent, on ordinary subscribed capital. Solicitors, 
Bagot, Harte, & Co, 37, Walbrook, E.C. 

Photo-Colour Printing Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 9th ult., wiih a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to adopt an 
agreement dated April 3, for the purchase of an improvement in 
photo-mechanical colour printing, to adopt an agreement dated 
April 4, for the purchase of the business of R. Canton & Co., to adopt 
an agreement dated April 3 for the loan of capital, and to carry on the 
business of lithographers, photographers, printers, &c. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are :—F. J. Upton, 7, St. 
Charles-square, Kensington ; J. W. T. Chapman, accountant, 103, 
Cannon-street, E.C. ; T. W. Hall, printer, Buckhurst-hill, Essex ; 
H. Rockett, agent, 402, Strand, W.C. ; A. A. Timbrell, solicitor, 24, 
Martin’s-lane, E.C. ; J. Southgate, 3, Queen-street, E.C. ; J. R. 
Spalding, clerk, 73, Well-street, Hackney. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; qualification, £200. 
Solicitor, Mr. A. A. Timbrell, 24, Martin’s-lane, E.C. 

“Scholastic Globe,” Limited.—Registered on the 17th ult., 
with a capital of ,£10,000, in £1 shares, to adopt an agreement, dated 
April 10, 1891, between J. Klein and F. W. Lambert, and to edit, 
publish, and carry on the Scholastic Globe. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are:—R. C. R. D. Adams, M.A., 11, 
Norwich-court, E.C. ; J. Klein, M.A., 74, Sydenham-road, Croydon ; 
W. H. White, clerk, 8, Bethaven-street, Bow, E. ; E. W. S. Martin, 
85, Hills-road, Cambridge; C. H. J. Hase, 2, Forest-road, Wood¬ 
ford ; A. W. Smallplice, 4, Broadhinton-road, Clapham ; J. Ashton, 
24, Claremont-road, Crickledown, N.W. The number of directors is 
not to be less than three nor more than five ; remuneration, £50 each 
per annum. J. Klein is the first managing director, with a remunera¬ 
tion of £500 per annum, and a percentage of the profits. Registered 
office, no, Cannon-street, E.C. 

FIartlepools’ Newspaper Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 2nd inst., with a capital of £7,500 in £1 shares, to start, establish, 
carry on, print, and publish newspapers. The subscribers are :— 
Sir W. Gray, shipbuilder, Greatham, Durham, 500 shares ; Colonel 
J. W. Cameron, brewer, West Hartlepool, 500 ; T. H. Robinson, 
merchant, West Hartlepool, 25 ; Major T. Appleby, J.P., shipowner, 
Greatham, 200 ; J. Rawlings, surgeon, Hartlepool, 25 ; T. Clarkson, 
chemist, West Hartlepool, 50 ; W. B. Foxton, biscuit manufacturer, 
Hartlepool, 25. The number of directors is not to be less than seven 
nor more than twelve, the first being T. Richardson and W. H. Fisher, 
in addition to the above subscribers; qualification 25 shares; re¬ 
muneration to be fixed at the general meeting. Registered office, 67, 
Church-street, West Hartlepool. 

Mercury Press, Limited.—Registered on the 14th ult., with a 
capital of £5,000, in £1 shares (of which 200 are founders’), to start, 

acquire, print, and publish a newspaper, and to carry on the business 
of general printers, stationers, &c. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—A. Spalding, Friar’s Flouse, Shoeburyness ; 
S. Wade, house agent, 76, Santley-street, Brixton ; W. H. Idickling, 
agent, 3, Albert-terrace, Camberwell ; K. E. Cascen, 37, Moreton- 
place, Belgrave-road, S.W. ; L. II. Turner, clerk, 2, Portugal-street, 
W.C.; W. G. Cabledu, clerk, 28, Renfew-road, Kennington, S.E. ; 
F. G. Driver, clerk, Middleton-road, New Wandsworth. Registered 
without special articles by W. H. Plickling. 

City Printing and Advertising Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 9th ult. with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, of 
which 500 are founders’, to carry on the business of printing and 
advertising agents and contractors. The subscribers, who have each 
taken one share, are :—G. Krumm, 2, Marbury-villas, Hampton 
Wick ; A. G. Watts, agent, 74, Fleet-street, E.C. ; H. E. Waud, 
clerk, Camborne-road, Sutton ; M. Baker, clerk, Maybank-road, 
Woodford; G. Leblond, clerk, 49, Gower-street, W.C.; T. G, 
Taylor, clerk, 39, Brooke-road, Stoke Newington ; T, G. Kratsen- 
stein, manager, 48, Tavistock-square, W.C. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than seven ; qualification, £100; 
remuneration, £30 per annum. Solicitor, Mr. P. J. Pickering, 32, 
Outer Temple-chambers, Strand, W.C. 

Day Advertising Company, Limited. — Registered on the 
20th ult., with a capital of £1,707, in £1 shares, to adopt an agree¬ 
ment for the purchase of the property of Day & Company, Limited, 
and to carry on the business of advertisement agents, contractors, &c. 
The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—E. L. M. 
Chave, solicitor, Devonshire-chambers, E.C. ; A. Breard, 34, Old 
Broad-street, E.C. ; G. P. F. Chave, solicitor, Devonshire-chambers, 
E.C. ; R. Maxwell, 34, Old Broad-street, E.C. ; J. W. Bennett, con¬ 
tractor, 41, Eastcheap, E.C.; G. Watson, R.N., 291, Trinity-road, 
Wandsworth, S.W. ; J. A. Buchanan. 108, Finchley-road, N.W. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three nor more than 
five ; remuneration, £25 per annum; registered office, 41, Eastcheap, 

E.C. 

Tottenham Printing and Publishing Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 8th ult., with a capital of £1,000, in 10s. shares, to 
carry on the business of general printers and publishers. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have each taken one share, are :—#J. A. Meen, ac¬ 
countant, Varley-road, Stamford-hill ; A. Durrant, merchant, Bra- 
bancombe, Wood-green ; *T. W. McDonald, journalist, Melrose- 
lodge, Wood-green ; *W. A. Starling, broker, 28, Ruskin-road, Tot¬ 
tenham ; *N. J. Hill, surveyor, 16, Suffield-road, Tottenham ; #C. 
Drane, accountant, I, Euston-villas, Tottenham ; *H. Barber, 
compositor, Avenue-road, Stamford-hill. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three, nor more than twelve ; the first being the 
subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and five others. Registered by Mr. 
A. FI. Atkins, 23, Bouverie-street, F'leet-street, E.C. 

Handy, Limited.—Registered on the 2nd inst., with a capital of 
£i,coo in £1 shares, to acquire and carry on the business of advertis¬ 
ing agents and bill-posters, carried on at Weston-Super-Mare by 
“Handy & Sons.” Registered without special articles by Drake, 
Driver, & Leaver, Limited, 13, New Bridge-street, E.C. 

The thirty-fifth half-yearly report of the Edinburgh Co-Operative 
Printing Company states that the turnover during the last six months 
was the largest ever experienced—£5,542—an increase of £958 over 
the corresponding period last year. The sum at the credit of net 
revenue, after deducting £543 10s. 8d. for interest, depreciation, and 
reserve was £445 10s., from which it was proposed to pay a dividend 
at the rate of 14 per cent., free of income-tax, and to carry £101 5s., 
to the employes provident fund. 

The Paper and Printing Company of Ireland, Limited, 
has been formed by the amalgamation of the businesses of 
Cherry & Smalldridge, Dublin, Little & M'Lean, Belfast, and Messrs. 
Guy, of Cork and Limerick. This forms one of the most important 
combinations ever effected in Ireland, and the businesses being of old 
standing and first-class repute, there is little doubt but that success 
will attend the company. 

Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, & Company, Limited.— 
The directors have issued a statement showing the financial posiiion 
of the company to June 30 last. The net profit of the eighteen months 
under review amounts to £11,172, from which sum £2,000 has been 
placed to the credit of a reserve account. £4,630 has been treated as 
the profit of the period from January 1, 1889, to the date of the for¬ 
mation of the company. This profit was included in the purchase 
price of the undertaking, and the directors are advised by council that 
:t is not available for distribution as dividend. It has therefore been 
transferred to capital account. After providing £1,196 for debenture 
interest, a balance of £4,346 is left for distribution, out of which the 
shareholders have already been paid £3,982, being at the rate of 7 per 
cent, per annum on both classes of shares; £359 is carried forward 
to the next account. 
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©Btfuarg. 
Macliver.—Mr. P. Stewart Macliver, founder and proprietor of 

the Western Daily Press, died on the 19th ultimo, at Bristol, aged 
seventy-one. Mr. Macliver started the Duly Press thirty-three years 
ago, and, after an interval, he also started the Bristol Observer and 
the Bristol Evening News. For several years he represented Plymouth 
in Parliament. He was one of the founders of the Press Association, 

and at one time was its president. 

Wood.-—Mr. Richard James Wood, who was connected _ with 
journalism for the past sixty-eight years, died recently in his eighty- 
seventh year. He joined the Dispatch as manager and publisher when 
he was a youth of eighteen, and remained manager for over half 
a century. Mr. Wood subsequently became the partner of Dr. W. H. 
Russell in connection with the Army and Navy Gazette. Here, again, 
his peculiar faculty for newspaper management was soon made mani¬ 
fest by the way in which he enhanced the value of the paper as a 
property. He had been suffering for many years past with paralysis, 
and though he was unable to articulate or move a limb, he was mentally 
as collected and clear as ever he was, and, with the help of his secre¬ 
tary, he continued to perform his duties until the day of his death. 

Ills remains were interred at Highgate cemetery on the 15th ult. 

—     —' ^ -- ---- 

Bdttte (pafenL 

The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 

was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—March, 1891. 

5,578.—C. M. Clinton, J. M. McNamara, D. Mclntire, L. H. Smith, 
and G. Livermore. Improvements in type-writing machines. 31. 

April, 1891. 

5,612.—G. Hook. Improvements in folding machines. I. 
5,693.—W. D. Howison and W. A. Thoms. Advertisement. 2. 
5,708.—H. J. Dowsing. Improvements in type-writer recording 

apparatus. 2. 
5,767.—E. Badoureau. Improvements in mounting blocks for stereo¬ 

types, electrotypes, and zinc plates. 3. 
5,880.—C. E. Challis and J. Challis. Producing waterproof showbills, 

posters, pictures, and the like. 6. 
5.196. —E. L. Megill. Feed gauge for printing presses. 7. 
5,971—W. P. Thompson. A communication from P. T. Dodge, of 

United States. Improvements in and relating to machines for 
producing type surfaces for letterpress printing. 7. 

6,185.—A. Schapiro. Improvements in type-writing machines. 10. 
6.196. —J. Taylor, 123, Harbut-road, Plough-road, Battersea, 

London. Improvements in machinery for slitting or cutting and 
winding paper or similar materials. 11. 

6,207.—J. B. Holroyde. Improvements in type-writers. 11. 
6,279.-—E. A. Pallister Improvements in automatic apparatus for 

feeding letterpress, lithographic printing machines, folding, ruling, 
calendering, label-making, and other machines of a like nature, 
with paper or other material. 13. 

6,328.—J. E. Bousfield. A communication from W. II. Golding, of 
United States. Improvements in printing presses. 13. 

6.340. —G. T. Teasdale-Buckell. Improvements in the production, 
by the aid of photography, of surfaces for use in printing in 
colours, and in means or apparatus employed therein. 14. 

6.341. —G. T. Teasdale-Buckell. Improvements in the production, 
by the aid of photography, of surfaces for use in printing in 
colours, and in means employed therein. 14. 

6,375.—E. L. Megill. Improvements in gripper fingers for platen 
printing presses. 14. 

6,421.—R. J. Syddall. Improvements in or connected with the 
colour boxes of printing machines. 15. 

6,447.—G. Duncan. Improvements in take-off apparatus for flat- 
form stop-cylinder printing machines. 15. 

6.460.—S. & W. North. A new or improved impression adjuster for 
platen printing machines. 15. 

6,571. — E. Albert. Improvements in letterpress and lithographic 
processes based upon photography. 16. 

6,634.—E. Albert. Improvements in the methods of producing two 
or more coloured prints. 17. 

6,638.—R. Higginbottom and D. T. Powell. Improvements in wood 
blocks, types, and ornaments for printers. 17. 

6,681.—M. Smith. Improvements in the method of and means for 
drying matrices for stereotypers. 18. 

6,748.—F. F. Finlayson. A design or system of marking or number¬ 
ing the columns of newspapers, &c. 20. 

6,811.—■J. Moss. Improvements in or relating to machinery or 

apparatus for type-writing. 20. 
6.846. —S. R. Linville. Improvements in printing telegraphs. 21. 
6.847. —S. R. Linville and L. F. Hettmansperger. Improvements 

in printing telegraphs. 21 
6,982.—W. W. Horn. A communication from W. B. Lawrence, of 

United States. Improvements in printing presses. 22. 

7,083.—E. and J. Shaw and W. L. WorralJ. Improvements in and 
connected with transfer paper for printing. 24. 

7,162.—L. Kucharz. A new method of printing consecutive or re¬ 
peated numerals, with improved arrangement of type therefor. 

25- 
7,170.—M. Young. An improvement relating to printing machines. 

25. - 
Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 

1890. 
5,100.—Morfitt. Platen printing machines . 8d. 
5,511.—Moreton. Inking rollers ... 6d. 
5,902.—Healey. Stereotyping matrices . 4d’ 
5,903—Healey. Stereotyping matrices . 6d. 
7,213.—Hirst. Newspaper, &c., stand. 6d. 
7.597. —Locking. Lithographic plates . 4d. 
7.598. —Richardson. Paper-making machines. 8d. 
7,909.—Smith.—Printing, &c., machines. 8d. 
9,690.—Laing. Index for bibles, &c. 6d. 
8,031.—Radcliffe. Printing telegraphs. 8d. 

13,424.—Odell. Setting type . I id. 
16.098.—Benoit. Lithographic stones . 4d. 
16,391.—Dillberg & Philp. Printing appliances .. 4d. 
17>773-—Gardner. Type-writing machines . 8d. 
20,984.—Lake. Casting stereotype bars, &c. is. 3d. 

1891. 
960.—Thompson. Type-writers. 8d. 

2,181.—Gardner. Type-writing machines . 6d. 
2,733.—Lake. Printers’ quoins. 6d. 

Notice.— The present volume op the Printing Times and Litho- 

gratiier will probably be finished with the June (iSqi) 

number, by which time it is expected the arrangements for the 

New Series will be completed. The Title-page and Index will be 

issued on completion of the volume. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 

Abraham, A. J., Chromo Artist.... 
Autotype Company, Collotype, &c., 
Materials. 

Armitage & Ibbetson, Almanacks 
Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 

graphists 
Balls, W. & J., Bookbinders. 
Bowers Bros., Printing . 
Central Agency, Partnerships, &c. 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths. 
Cornelissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . 
Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco Engravers, &c. 
Elliott, John, Son, & Co., Printing 

Machines .. 
Elvidge, C., Litho Pens. 
Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers 
Hofer, W., Bronze Powder. 
Jacobs Bros., Rags, &c. 
Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks. 
Kampe &Co., Engineers. 
Kern, G. F., Litho Artist. 
Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist. 
Litho-plate Co. 
“Lithographer,” Limited. 

Mason H., Accurate Leads.. i 
Miscellaneous . i 
Mitchell, C., & Co., “Newspaper 

Press Directory’’. y 
Morgan, A. H., Chromo Artist .... iii 
“Newsman”. vi 
Patent Lithographic Zinc Plate 

Company, Limited. v 
Redfern, G. F. & Co., Patent Agents iii 
Silverlock, H., Electrotyper. iii 
Slater & Palmer, Printing Inks., iv 
Tarstow, Denver & Co., Limited 
Books. ii 

Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers iv 
Webster’s Dictionary. ii 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers iii 
Wittmann, A., Litho Stones. ii 

WRAPPER. 

Cleathero & Nichols, Automatic 
Feeding Apparatu s.:. 2 

Greaves, T., Litho Stones . 3 
Manher Bros., Printing Inks. 1 
Winstone, B., & Sons, Inks, &c. 3 
Winder Type Composing Machine 

Company, Limited. a 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

The charges for Advertisements will be furnished on application to ike 
Publisher. 

The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through any 
Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent direct from the office, 73, 
Ludgate Hill, post free for one year for 4s. Postal orders to be made payable 
to Henry G. Davies. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 
is 6d.,or is. 9d., by post. The Index and Title-page were issued with, the 
January Number. 

IVe have a few volumes of the Printing Times and Lithographer for 
1887 and 18S8 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers only we will supply these 
at -vv. each, post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr G. 
Hedeler, Grimmaischcr Steinweg, 3, Leipzig; M. Bernard Heilbronnep, 
38, Rue de Chabrol, Paris. 
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LTHOUGH the amount of capital sub¬ 

scribed to The Lithographer has 

not come up to our expectations, we 

have determined to proceed with the 

scheme, feeling confident that when the 

trade sees the new paper there will be 

sufficient support forthcoming to 

guarantee its complete success. The 

shares already applied for will be 

allotted immediately, and if any reader of these words feels 

disposed to make an application he will find a form for that 

purpose in the present number, but it should be sent in 

promptly. We shall announce our new programme next 

month, and the first number of the new series will appear in 

August. Meanwhile, we shall be pleased to receive sugges¬ 

tions from any who take an interest in the matter, and we 

shall also be pleased to receive sketches for initials, head- 

pieces, tail-pieces, ornaments, or for suggestions in design, 

suitable for reproduction by process, by wood-engraving, or on 

stone. These designs we propose to pay for, if accepted, by 

the allotment of fully-paid shares in The Lithographer. 

Perhaps some of our readers will feel inclined to send sketches 

on these terms. They should be sent at once, and, if not suit¬ 

able, will be returned immediately. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
SINCE writing the note in our last issue with reference to the 

Hansard Union, the company has been ordered to be wound¬ 

up compulsorily. The result of the committee of investigation’s 

inquiries, embodied in their report presented to a meeting of 

shareholders, showed that reconstruction was entirely out of 

the question, and the process of disintegration has commenced. 

We understand that the wholesale newspaper and publishing 

business has been sold ; Messrs. Judd & Co. announce that 

they are no longer connected with the union ; the colour-print¬ 

ing department is being negotiated for by two or three 

influential people ; the paper mills are being offered for sale, 

and no doubt several of the other businesses will revert to their 

original owners. Mr. Sinnett is working hard to bring about 

some sort of reconstruction, but his task now appears to be 

hopeless. A meeting of the creditors and contributors is to be 

held on the 19th inst. before the official receiver. 

+ + * 

A VERY fine display of paintings, photogravures, photo¬ 

graphs, &c., will greet the eyes of the visitor who journeys to 

Earl’s Court to see the German Exhibition. We expected to 

have seen a larger display of chromo work, for which our 

German cousins are famous, and certainly expected to find 

one or two lithographic machines at work. But the large 

houses in Germany either thought the sight of such things was 

too familiar to English eyes, or else that it was not worth while 

to show art in the process of manufacture. We regret the 

absence of the machines, nevertheless, and also any special 

reference to Senefelder, the founder of the art of lithography 

However, one cannot expect everything to be as one wishes, 

and therefore we say be content with the beautiful collection 

of fine art you will see at the Exhibition. Franz Hanfstaengl, 

of Munich, makes a beautiful display of his photogravure 

reproductions of original pictures, especially beautiful being 

those reproduced in colours, which have a wonderful delicacy 

and softness. Messrs. Angerer and Goschl, Meissner and Buch, 

W. Hoffert, and many others, also exhibit beautiful specimens 

of their work. 
♦ ♦ ♦ 

Considerable talk is going on as to the advisability or 

otherwise of the Blades’ Library being purchased and housed 

by the proposed St. Bride’s Institute. On April 8 the secretary 

of the St. Bride’s Foundation announced that the governing 

body having had conceded to them the first refusal of the 

library of the late Mr. Blades, had resolved, subject to the 

sanction of the Charity Commissioners, to purchase it. There 

appears to be no dispute as to the value of the collection from 

a bibliographical point of view, but the question is as to whether 

it is so useful from a practical standpoint. If the books are 

not practically useful, are the proposed purchasers warranted 

in spending the sum required to purchase the library, about 

,£1,000, and is the place in which it is proposed to house the 
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collection the best adapted for the purpose? It would be a 
pity if the collection, which took many years to get together, 
and may be regarded as quite unique, should be scattered, 
owing to a slight divergence of opinion as to the proper 
purchaser or place of exhibition. Let the collection be secured 
somehow, and then let the minor points be decided by those 
best qualified to form a correct opinion. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
At the fifth annual meeting of the Newspaper Society which 

was held a short time since in London, the chair being occu¬ 
pied by the vice-president, Mr. J. R. Forman, of Nottingham, 
the following resolution was unanimously carried :—“ That in 
the opinion of this meeting the action of the Lord Chancellor 
in refusing to place the names of proprietors of several in¬ 
fluential newspapers on the Commission of the Peace, solely 
owing to their connection with journalism, is impolitic, uncon¬ 
stitutional, and derogatory to a large number of Her Majesty’s 
loyal subjects, and that the executive of the Newspaper Society 
be requested to take such steps as they may deem to be ex¬ 
pedient with a view to establishing the right of journalists to 
serve the Crown in the capacity of magistrates in common 
with other classes of Her Majesty’s subjects.” A resolution 
was also passed authorising the executive to take steps for the 
introduction of a bill into Parliament, framed upon the draft 
of a proposal codifying and amending the Libel Bill, which 
had been presented by a sub-committee. 

•5* * 4* 

As we appear to be threatened with another epidemic of 
impure literature, judging from the appearance of a paper 
which is being persistently hawked about the city without 
interference from the police, it might be well if we could induce 
our legislators to take a leaf out of John Chinaman’s book. 
The Chinese are not the most moral people on the face of the 
earth, and yet the Chinese officials appear to have a prompt 
and no doubt efficacious method of suppressing the sale of 
immoral literature, to judge from the following proclamation. 
It is for the benefit of the province of Kiangsu, and is as 
follows “Proclamation issued by Wong, Provincial Treasurer 
of Kiangsu : I hereby strictly prohibit book-shops from selling 
immoral books. According to law, officials who print immoral 
books will be degraded, and common people who do so will be 
punished with 100 blows of the bamboo, and to pay a fine of 
3,000 li. Those who sell such books will be punished with 100 
blows of the bamboo, and banishment for three years. Those 
who buy such books to read will be punished with 100 blows 
of the bamboo. I now give fair warning before enforcing the 
law. I have ascertained that Governor Ting had formerly 
issued a proclamation prohibiting the sale of certain immoral 
books, but the booksellers are now again violating the law. 
Within one month after the issue of this proclamation the types 
of the immoral books must be destroyed, and those already in 
print must be burnt. Those who dare to disregard my orders 
will be punished according to law. Dated Kwang Hsu, 16th 
year, 5th moon, 16th day.” 

* * * 

Can this be true ? We take it from a contemporary :— 
“ There is a practice which prevails to a limited extent that 
calls for outspoken condemnation. Happily, it is limited, and 
it is in the power of litho artists to stop it at once by a small 
degree of common sense. It is this :—Some firms periodically 
advertise, especially in a busy season, for a litho artist. Re¬ 
ceiving say ten or twenty replies, they forward to each appli¬ 
cant some item that they wish drawn, and invite him to do it 
as a test specimen of his work : gratuitously, if he is foolish 
enough to do so ; if not, he is perhaps invited to specify the 
time occupied by him on the work, for which he will be paid 
at a certain rate, not too high. If he be anxious to procure a 
situation, it may well be imagined that he does not over-charge 
in the matter of time. In most instances it is safe to say that 
the firm gets his very best work at half what it would have cost 
them if done in the house ; whilst in too many cases they get 
it for nothing. This is a fraud, for the appointment is not 
made. The firm can hardly practise it twice upon the same 
artist, but unfortunately there are too many to whom the bait 
is too powerful to resist. The remedy is, of course, a refusal to 
supply gratuitous drawings, and to charge a legitimate price 
for those done.” 

Our esteemed contemporary, the British and Colonial 
Printer and Stationer, had some very sensible remarks recently 
on the subject of fines, which we venture to reproduce, as it 
is a subject of great importance to all employers of labour. Our 
contemporary says :—“ Fines fall particularly hard upon ap¬ 
prentices and girls. As a rule their wages are especially small, 
and a fractional deduction means a great deal. It takes a good 
girl to earn 10s. a week in the printing office, and unless she 
be living with her parents it is puzzling to know how she is to 
keep herself respectable and neat upon such a trifle, to say 
nothing of possible sickness. Certainly there is not much 
scope for ‘ bleeding ’ in such wages. Of course it will be said 
that there is no need for them to incur fines ; knowing the 
office rules and the penalty that attaches to any breach of them, 
they may easily avoid them. But many a breach is committed 
involuntarily, or by just that amount of 1 want of thought ’ 
that the very best among us exhibit at times. In this respect 
the weaker sex is peculiarly liable to err.” 

♦ ♦ 

Proceeding to ask whether there is not some better way of 
punishing breaches of rules, the writer goes on to say :—“ We 
recognise only too strongly the necessity of imposing checks 
upon carelessness or wilful wrong-doing, but it is a point of 
doubt in our minds whether the infliction of a fine is the best 
method of meeting them. In the case of a journeyman, we 
believe that firm dealing with repeated cases is the proper 
method. Warnings once or twice repeated, followed by dis¬ 
missal upon repetition, is a course that conveys a moral to a 
whole office ; a fine is only, after all, a weak resort, whose ap¬ 
plication is limited to the individual. But there is another 
alternative—have you tried rewards instead of punishments ? 
In the case of an apprentice, it would greatly stimulate a good 
lad if it were made clear to him that for every year during 
which he served you without any record against him in the 
‘ black-book,’ he would earn a release of fourteen or twenty- 
eight days of his apprenticeship, and thus draw journeyman’s 
pay that much sooner. Or it might take the form of a reward 
in money—£1 for every year of good conduct. Fines in cases 
of apprentices fall upon the parents, but the rewards would be 
his own. With adults an annual douceur, contingent upon like 
good behaviour, would, we are inclined to believe, have more 
effect than fines.” We cordially endorse these remarks, and 
hope some of our readers who may have had trouble in dealing 
with some of their workpeople, will be induced to try the ex¬ 
periment. Whatever tends to improve the relations existing 
between employer and employed is a distinct gain to all con¬ 
cerned. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

The Photographic Society of Great Britain are exhibiting a 

very choice collection of works in colour produced by photo¬ 
mechanical processes at the rooms, 50, Great Russell-street, 
facing the British Museum. Among the exhibitors are :— 
Angerer and Goschl, of Vienna, with eight specimens, mostly 
from typographic blocks ; Boussod, Valadon, & Co., ten speci¬ 
mens of chromo-typogravures, chromo-gravures, and the 
Figaro Illustre, with pictures, in colours, worked in with the 
text in black ink ; Frisch, of Berlin, five examples of collotype 
in colours ; F. Hanfslaengl, of Munich, three specimens of 
aquarell-gravure, which are simply exquisite; J. Lowy, of Vienna, 
chromo-heliotypes in different styles ; the Photo-chrom Com¬ 
pany, of Zurich, a large number of beautiful photo-chromes 
of Swiss scenery ; Martin Rommel & Co., of Stuttgart, chromo¬ 
collotype work, mostly reproductions of pottery ; L. Rouille, of 
Paris, chromo-collotypes ; andWezel and Naumann, of Leipzig, 
fourteen large sheets of flowers and other subjects, reproduced 
from English designs by means of a combination of photo¬ 
graphy and chromo-lithography. Some of these latter- have 
necessitated as many as thirty-two separate printings. The 
exhibition, which is highly interesting, will remain open till the 
end of June, from 2 to 9 o’clock daily, and admission may be 
had upon presentation of an address card or the visitor’s 
signature. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

We grumble sometimes about what appear to be the 
absurd restrictions and regulations of our Post Office, but 
there is at least a modicum of common sense exercised by the 
department in dealing with the infraction of its rules. Such, 
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however, cannot be said with equal truth about the French 
postal authorities, to judge by the following :—The French law 
relating to the privilege of posting printed matter at reduced 
rates is very strict as regards the total exclusion of any 
additional expression of the nature of a letter, whether printed 
or otherwise. For a breach of this statute (Article 9, Act of 
June 25, 1886), a Parisian tradesman, M. Delmas-Marsalet 
was recently fined no less than 300 francs (,£12). The offence 
was that of having posted three printed notices intended for 
insertion in newspapers, and having at the foot the words 
“ please insert ” printed. These two words, it was held, con¬ 
stituted a letter, and so M. Marsalet had to pay £6 a word for 
his unheard-of crime ! After that don’t let us say another word 
against our postal authorities. 

* * * 

SOME time ago a French chemist succeeded in reproducing 
the notes of the “ Banque de France,” which hitherto were be¬ 
lieved to be absolutely secure against the wiles of the counter¬ 
feiter. The gentleman in question, Mr. Schlumberger, did not 
use his discovery to replenish his own exchequer, but called 
the attention of the Banque to it. Instead of receiving the 
thanks of the bank, the direction brought the matter to the 
attention of the Public Prosecutor, and he in time had the 
ambitious chemist hauled up before the Court. The fact that 
Mr. Schlumberger has published his process in a trade paper, 
the Moniteur Industriel, and, in order to illustrate his state¬ 
ments, had printed facsimiles of the banknotes in the text, 
using, however, different words where the name of the bank 
and the denomination stood in the originals, was sufficient to 
condemn him. In spite of the claims of the accused’s counsel, 
that he had acted solely in the interest of the bank and the 
public, Mr. Schlumberger was sentenced to pay a fine of 
500 francs, and the publisher of the Moniteur Industriel to 
pay 200 francs, because in printing the imitations in the paper 
mentioned, the culprits had “ made an effort to put imitations 
of banknotes in circulation.” 

4* ❖ + 

A VERY interesting exhibition is at present in progress at 
the School of Fine Arts in Paris. With great care and per¬ 
severance specimens of lithography from the very beginning of 
the art until the present day have been brought together, and 
a most instructive collection thus formed, which, even if it lasts 
only fora time, cannot fail to work much good for the elevation 
of the industry. We should like to see such a collection made 
in this country, and treated as a permanent affair. 

♦ + 

The Board of Trade returns for May do not afford very 
encouraging reading for those interested in the trades we 
represent. The export of books shows a slight increase in 
quantity and value for the month, amounting to 954 cwt. and 
^3,830, while the increase on the five months is 4,000 cwt. 
and £(36,000. Stationery shows an decrease of ,£9,000 for the 
month and ,£10,000 for the five months. Export of paper is 
less by 3,700 cwt. and ,£8,000 for the month, the reduction on 
the five months being 3,000 cwt. and £(12,500. Import of 
foreign paper, however, still continues to show an increase, that 
for the month being 6,600 cwt. and ,£6,400, while for the five 
months the augmentation is 79,000 cwt. and ,£55,000. 

* * * 

May . 

••••••■ 
Jan. to May 

33 . 
3 3 . 

Export of Printed Books. 

cwt. £■ 
1891 ... ... 12,741 .. 
1890 ... ... 11,807 ... ... 96,733 
1889 ... ... 12,194 ... ... 101,012 
1891 ... ... 59,963 •• ... 500,229 
1890 ... ... 55,996 ... ... 464,076 
1889 ... ... 56,959 ... ... 487,446 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

£• 
May .   1891     67,172 

,, . 1890   76,180 

„  . 1889   78,999 
Jan. to May. 1891   358,742 

. 1890 . 368,579 

„   1889   366,412 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
ntries during the five months in each of the three years :— 

1891. 1890. 1889. 

£■ £■ £• 
Germany . . 34,482 ... 35,438 ... 32,067 

France . . 14,944 ... 11,289 ••• 15,499 
United States. ... 31,507 - 30,643 
British East Indies . 43,056 ... 43,156 ... 47,220 

Australasia.. . 60,423 ... 53,019 ••• 69,937 
British North America... 9,434 ... 8,985 ... 9,754 
Other countries. . 169,547 ... 185,185 ... 161,292 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £. 
May . 1891 . 79,276 . 136,095 

33 . 1890 . 82,916 . 144,248 

33 . 1889 . 85,043 . 154,784 
Jan. to May . 1891 . 403,115 .. 697,417 

3 3 . 1890 . 406,157 . 709,959 
3 3 1889 . 425,225 . 758,230 

Imports of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. £. 
May . 

33 . 

.... 1891 ... ... 155,220 

.... 1890 ... ... 181,638 ... ... 148,827 

33 . 180,397 ... ... 157,250 
Jan. to May _ .... 1891 ... ... 987,306 ... ... 813,224 

... 758,316 

3 3 . .... 1889 ... ... 782,882 ... 

Photocol lography. 

Use of Zinc. IT is now certain that positive proofs may be easily 

printed with fatty inks. When the number of proofs 

required from a plate is not very large, a small and in¬ 

expensive outfit will suffice for the practice of photocollo- 

graphy. With this view M. Balagny has just organised a 

new system of printing on supple bichromate plates. This 

learned operator, who is a contributor to the Moniteur de la 

Photographie, suppresses the stove, the stone, and cumber¬ 

some presses; but the most important modification is that 

of replacing the litho stone by a simple sheet of zinc. 

When rough zinc is used, it should be well rubbed with 

pumicestone in order to render the surface quite smooth. 

It should then be rinsed in clear water, and, without 

wiping, M. Balagny causes the supple bichromate plate to 

adhere. This adherence is effected by interposing a layer 

of gelatine. Both sides of the zinc are then wiped. Holes 

are made at the two angles, on the side corresponding with 

the entry of the cylinder, and the zinc is mounted for 

printing. Nothing is more convenient than printing on 

zinc, which may be placed so as to have the image in the 

most desirable situation on the paper. 

When the printing is completed, the zinc is removed, and 

preserved with its supple plate to be used whenever it may 
be required. 

The supple plate may even remain on the zinc, and will 

be found very useful in case a large number of proofs are 

required. If solidity is desired, it may be obtained by 

pumicing the zinc till the surface is quite smooth. If, on 

the contrary, it be desired to remove the supple plate after 

printing, the zinc is treated with essence of turpentine, and 

wiped with a rag dipped in the essence. The small quan¬ 

tity of fatty substance remaining prevents complete ad¬ 

herence, and permits of detaching the supple plate from 
the zinc. 

M. Balagny’s method renders photocollography more 

practical than formerly. The suppression of the stones, 

which are both cumbersome and expensive, admits of con¬ 
veniently preserving a quantity of plates which would 

otherwise have been effaced, and which may afterwards be 

of great service in case repeats are required. 
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Photocollography in Colours.-—-Last year M. Cros pub¬ 

lished an account of a process called hydrotypy, of which 

the following is a summary description :— 

“ Hydrotypy, properly so-called, is the production of 

monochrome proofs by means of watery ink. 

“ A gelatine plate is treated with a copyable coloured 

solution, which must be allowed to penetrate the gelatine ; 

this, having absorbed a certain quantity of the solution, it 

follows that a series of proofs may be pulled without fresh 

colouring matter. This method permits of obtaining mono¬ 

chrome proofs of any tint, and may, by superposition, be 

also applied to photopolychromes. It will be perfectly 

applicable to polychrome proofs made up of three colours 

—red, blue, and yellow.” 

These lines contain the germ of the process of collo- 

graphic printing with water colours—a process susceptible 

of practice concurrently with chromolithography and 

chromotypography, without perhaps being superior to 

printing with fatty ink. “ We have now,” says M. Leon 

Vidal, the eminent photographer, “ to conduct this germ to 

its complete development, and to carry our anticipations 

beyond those of M. Cros, in seeking by means of this 

process, a method of polychrome impression, not by super¬ 
position, but by a single revolution of the multicolour 

press.” 

Moreover, non-photographic hydrotypy has been practised 

for some years, by the aid of the,apparatus known as the 

chromograph, to obtain a certain number of copies of 

original manuscripts or drawings. 

If, instead of proceeding in the same manner as with the 

chromograph, a positive be printed on a plate of bichro- 

rnated gelatine, the part of this layer coagulated by the 

light, will not swell, and consequently will not absorb the 

colouring liquor poured on its surface. The non-coagulated 

parts may, however, be saturated with it, and if a sheet of 

white paper be pressed on the surface of the gelatine plate 

thus treated, it will take a coloured impression of the 

image. 

In the Moniteur de la Photographic of April x, M. Leon 

Vidal gives a method which may lead to the possibility of 

printing in several colours simultaneously on photocollo- 

graphic plates. 

---- 

Japanese Paper. 

By P. L. Simmonds, F.L.S. 

[HE progress made in the manufacture of 

paper and other industries by Japan espe¬ 

cially, makes it not improbable that they 

may ere long not only be able to supply 

their own wants but to furnish paper for the 

European journals and official demands of 

Australia, Hong Kong, and the Straits Settlements. In 

Tokio alone there are now several important paper mills, 

fitted with the most improved European machinery, and 

capable of turning out large quantities of paper, equal to 
European. 

When we examine from one International Exhibition to 

another the progress made by this curious nation, and the 

spirit of imitation which they possess, one is not surprised 

at the rapid advances that have been made in their 

improved papers. This was manifest in comparing their 

several displays at Vienna in 1873, at Philadelphia in 

1876, at Paris in 1878, and again at Paris in 1889. The 

manufacture of paper in a rude form has been carried on 

for more than 1,200 years in the Japanese Empire, and is 

spread over 13 or 14 of the 60 provinces. The Japanese 

paper, excellent as it is, did not formerly supply all the 

wants of the people. The Government consumed large 

quantities of foreign paper. About 300 newspapers used 

a good deal of foreign printing paper, and the educational 

establishments require, in addition to these, drawing 

paper, book paper, &c. All of these are now made in 

Japan, and it seems likely that the rude but extensive 

practice of making paper by hand is soon destined to dis¬ 

appear before the power of machinery, which makes a better 

paper, at smaller cost, from inferior and less expensive 

raw material. Japanese paper is even now in demand in 

France and England, and the State printing factory has 

now an agency in London. 

It is strange that no attempt has been made to cultivate 

on a large scale in parts of Europe those plants, the fibres 

of which are employed in Japan, seeing that that empire 

is situate in the same latitude as Spain, Italy, and Greece. 

The most remarkable peculiarity in the Japanese papers 

is the length and tenacity of the fibres, which allow of its 

being used for purposes quite unknown in Europe. The 

paper made there serves, not only for the ordinary applica¬ 

tions of writing, printing, and packing, but a thread is 

formed of it which, woven with a chain of silk, makes a 

light fabric suited for garments for summer wear. The 

same thread furnishes a string which, dyed or gilded, is 

used for securing packets of bonbons and objects of 

luxury. Paper of a more solid texture, treated with oil, 

furnishes a waterproof material for packing objects sent by 

sea. Coats and mantles are made of this impermeable 

paper. Thus prepared, two double sheets glued together, 

ornamented with design and colours, furnish table-covers 

and floor-cloths of great strength and durability. 

The variety of objects made with paper in Japan is 

surprising: writing paper and envelopes, wrapping paper, 

waterproof paper for coats, shoes, &c.; paper for hats, for 

lanterns, for string, for handkerchiefs, fans, umbrellas, 

imitation leather, mats, toys, trays, and boxes of all kinds, 

purses, pocket-books, tobacco pouches, and ornaments of 

every description ; bank notes, paper for drawing, painting, 

and numerous other purposes, including diplomatic, cere¬ 

monial, and fanciful descriptions for official despatches, 

letters of congratulation, and other communications 

exchanged on festive occasions. 

Paper of ordinary weight is usually sold by the jo of 10 

sheets, and the so of 200. With some kinds of paper the 

jo is 20 sheets, and in others 48. Thick paper is always 

sold by weight. 

The materials and processes employed have often been 

described. Japanese paper has always been made by 

hand, and is therefore of necessity turned out in small 

sheets, the more common size being about 9-J by 12J in., 

though both larger and smaller sizes are used 

to a limited extent. The paper, as generally sold, 

is unsized, the thick Indian ink used for writing ren¬ 

dering size unnecessary; but there is a special paper 

very thin and transparent, used for blank books, &c., 

which forms an exception to this rule. Japanese paper is 

never bleached, and has usually a faint yellowish or greenish 

tinge. Its texture is rather loose and very fibrous. Gene¬ 

rally the fibres lie parallel to the shorter edge of the sheet, 

and in this direction the paper tears easily, while in any 

other line it tears with difficulty. In certain kinds of paper, 

made for raincoats, wrapping paper, &c., the fibres seem to 

cross each other, so that it is difficult to tear the sheet in 

any direction. 

Paper is usually made in small villages or towns of which 

all the inhabitants are paper-makers, the town being de¬ 

voted to this industry alone. Besides Tokio, the capital, 

the principal seats of the paper manufacture are Kiyoto. 
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Yoshino, Inakemura, Kai, Ichikawa, Imatude, Mugikori, 
Iwakani, and a few others. In the paper-maker’s family 
all share the work—men, women, and children—from the 
old and decrepit grandparent to his little grandson, a pre¬ 
cocious boy five or six years old. Although thus asso¬ 
ciated, there seems to be little or no co-operation between 
the different paper-makers, each family or house being 
complete in itself, and carrying on the manufacture in all 
its stages, from the first manipulation of the raw material 
to the finish. 

The Japanese make numerous varieties of fancy paper. 
One of the prettiest is a thin tissue on which lace-like 
patterns are printed in opaque white ink, producing the 
effect of a most elaborate water-marking. This paper is 
used for fancy lanterns, and sometimes for covering window- 
frames, though rather thin for this last purpose. Pasted 
on glass, it makes a very good imitation of ground or 
etched glass. Japanese fans, paper for poems, and wall¬ 
paper are often very beautifully decorated by painting or 
printing. The patterns are always artistic—consisting 
generally of leaves, vines, flowers, shoots of bamboo, &c., 
very naturally arranged. The wall-paper in general use is 
perfectly white, with the pattern printed in a white opaque 
ink with a pearly lustre. Coloured wall-papers are rarely 
used, except for walls and vestibules. This wall-paper, 
like other Japanese papers, is made only in small 
sheets. 

In Japanese houses, paper not only covers the walls and 
ceilings, but is used on the light sliding doors which divide 
one room from another, and on the folding screens which 
protect from the too-abundant draughts. Light wooden 
frames, on which a single thickness of paper is stretched, 
form the windows, admitting light but not sunshine, and 
air in plenty, but not wind. 

One of the necessities of life in Japan consists of the 
fan, of which there are two kinds: the folding and the 
non-folding fan. Paper enters largely into their composi¬ 
tion. Bamboo forms a material very handy for the frame¬ 
work of the cheaper kinds. The paper is either decorated 
with printings in all the different styles of Japanese art, or 
else brightly coloured and sprinkled over with silver and 
gold leaves. These fans are manufactured of all possible 
qualities and prices, the richest and largest being used for 
ceremonial dances, where they form accessories of great im¬ 
portance. 

The place most noted for its production in fans is 
Nagoya, and superior ones are made at Kiyoto, while the 
inferior descriptions come from Fushimi and Tokio. 
Several millions of fans are exported annually from Japan 
to America and Europe. 

The fan is an inseparable part of the Japanese dress. A 
native is rarely without a fan. It is his shelter from the 
sun, his note-book and his plaything. The varieties of 
these paper fans would form a curious collection in respect 
to form as well as quality. The highest priced fan that was 
used in the days of seclusion from the outer world was not 
more than 5 yen or 15s.; but now they have been made to 
order for foreigners as dear as J2 to J3. The general 
prices of ordinary fans ranges from 2s. to 2 guineas per 100. 
There are many curious uses for fans in Japan. The umpire 
at wrestling and fencing matches uses a heavy one, shaped 
like a huge butterfly, the handle being the body, and 
rendered imposing by heavy cords of silk. The various 
motions of the fan constitute a language, which the 
wrestlers fully understand and appreciate. Formerly, in 
time of war, the Japanese commander used a large fan, 
having a frame of iron covered with thick paper. In cases of 
danger it could be shut, and a blow from its iron bones was no 
light affair. One notable variety of fan is made of waterproof 

paper, which can be dipped in water, and which creates 
greater coolness by evaporation, without wetting the 
clothes. The flat fan made of rough paper is often used 
as a grain winnow, to blow the charcoal fires, and as a 
dust-pan. The Japanese gentleman of the old school, who 
never wears a hat, uses his fan to shield his eyes from the 
sun. His head, bare from childhood, hardly needs shade, 
and when it does he spreads an umbrella, and with his fan 
he directs his servants and saves talking. 

Within doors, the graces of the Japanese maiden and 
the dignity of the wife are enhanced by the fan. To the 
juggler the fan is a necessity, many of his cleverest tricks, 
including that in which he makes a butterfly hover up and 
down the edge of a sword, being performed with bits of 
paper and a fan. A fan is always considered a proper gift, 
and they are often used as cards by proxy-callers on New 
Year’s Day. In nearly every house are one or more fan- 
cases leaning or hung against the wall. 

The umbrella is another article of necessity which 
would certainly neither have been manufactured in such 
large quantities, nor at so cheap a rate, were it not for the 
possession of that useful plant the bamboo, and the cover 
being made of strong paper, oiled and sized. In China, 
large quantities are also made under the name of “ kitty 
sols,” and a considerable export trade in them is carried 
on with India and other places in boxes of roo ; India 
receiving about one million annually.—Paper Maker’s 

Monthly Journal. 

Page Ornamentation. 

EGARDING the embellishment of books, 
it has been correctly remarked that with 
this treatment we more especially associate 
engravings. These engravings may be 
either full page, introduced as insets or 
worked and folded with the letterpress, 
head and tail pieces, and initial letters. 

character of the work permit it, all three 
used. Although it is usual to use are 

Should the 
embellishments 
head and tail pieces and initial letters supplied by type¬ 
founders, it enhances the value of a book not a little 
if these are also designed by the artist who prepares the 
other illustrations, as their freshness and originality lend an 
additional charm, besides being apropos of the text. 

In giving consideration to the question as to how the 
modern book can best be illustrated, we can hardly avoid 
paying some attention to methods which have prevailed 
from time to time in the past. Without attempting to in¬ 
vestigate the annals of engraving for book ornamentation, 
it may be remarked that, although the acknowledged em¬ 
bellishments of a book, we find traces of the decline of the 
head and tail pieces. They occupy, necessarily, a position 
subordinate to large illustrations, but they offer quite as 
wide a field for page ornamentation. 

Modern artists have shown what is possible in this 
direction, but in the last century artistic fancy ran in one 
and the same groove. This was an evidence of decadence. 
We find the “A was an archer” style of initial letter pre¬ 
valent—Adam was in evidence in the A, trees flourished 
under the arms of the T, and so on—and a mythological 
sentiment pervaded the adornment at head and tail. Now 
and again in some folio or quarto of the early part of the 
century we discover attempts to introduce a small scene, 
with the usual surroundings of birds and flowers, and the 
general effect is apparently heightened thereby. On the 
other hand, it is not difficult to find instances where the 
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whole set of mimic embellishments designed expressly for 

an edition of ^Esop’s Fables are worked into a ponderous 

theological folio, also to find these same pictorial devices 

still in existence and used as tail pieces. 
Among other signs of deterioration was the giving way 

of the decorative initial to the ordinary capital, which 

was deemed sufficient to start a book or chapter; the 

head and tail pieces, however bad, made room for an in¬ 

novation in the shape of flowers—combination borders— 

which, however tasteful in design and however well 

handled, could not under the best of circumstances pro¬ 

duce an effect approaching to a cut. The advent of these 

borders may have been a typographical work of some 

importance, but modern usage has decided that the sphere 

of the usefulness lies outside the domain of bookwork. 

A Puritanical aversion for embellishment of any sort, 

chiefly in theological works, but afterwards in works of 

any description, operated for a period, when flowers and 

all kindred adornments were rigidly excluded. The two- 

colour title page even—always a marvel of exact register if 

defective in display—was also discontinued, and the period 

at the end of the eighteenth century was, as regards book 

ornamentation, as solemn and sombre as the theology of 

the day. 
During the present century the art of book ornamenta¬ 

tion has indeed grown apace. Science has evoked many 

important changes and improvements. The art which 

Bewick did so much to resuscitate bids fair to have more 

professors than patrons, for wood-engraving seems to be 

going into disfavour before the cheaper processes of solar 

chemistry. The same might almost be said of steel and 

copper-plate engraving, although the etching-needle has 

still many distinguished admirers. But the present age 

seems to be essentially one of processes, and as at present 

there is no indication of their decline artistically, but, on 

the contrary, every sign of their development, mechanical 

engraving may soon interest us from its historical im¬ 

portance only. 

It must be borne in mind how much we owe to im¬ 

proved machinery for the embellishment of our books. 

This improvement in letterpress machines relates more 

especially to the arrangements for the distribution of the 

ink and to the means for obtaining the proper impres¬ 

sion. 

The importance and necessity of the latter may be 

gathered from the recorded difficulty of printing cut work. 

“To print a block 15 x irf,” says a contemporary, “we 

found that even the Columbian press, of which so much 

has been said of its extraordinary power, was not sufficient 

for this block; consequently we had a new bar made, 

considerably longer than usual, which was so bent that 

it left sufficient room for the tympan to rise and fall, 

otherwise it went so far over that a man could not 

conveniently reach it. Even this had not the desired 

effect, so we next resolved upon having two inches taken 

off the connecting-rod, which enabled us to accomplish 

our object with respect to the impression ; but notwith¬ 

standing we had thus increased the power, we found 

it necessary to have two stout men to pull the bar 

over.” This, added to the care which has to be exercised 

in obtaining suitable inks, &c., shows by comparison the 

progress made during the present century; and although 

it is customary to complain of the inferiority of modern 

paper—that it gets “ foxed ” after a few years, and thus 

impairs the value of the best engraving—and lament the 

substitution of cloth for calf in ordinary binding, we may, 

after all, fairly compliment ourselves on our improved 

methods of bookmaking and book embellishment.— 

American Bookmaker, 

Etching Chalk Drawings on Stone. 

R American contemporary, the Lithographic 

Art Journal,, gives the following valuable 

article, which we feel sure will be of interest 

to our readers :— 

The term “etching,” in lithography, is, 

no doubt, borrowed from the practice of 

etching on copper, but it is somewhat 

improperly applied. The etching process on copper 

consists in producing an effect by drawing with 

a point through a wax surface spread upon a metal plate, 

and afterwards fixing or deepening such work by “ biting 

in ” with dilute nitric acid. In lithography the term 

“etching” is applied only to the acidulation of the stone 

by dilute nitric or other acid, the effect of which is rather 

to make the work lighter than stronger, and thus diametri¬ 

cally opposed to similar operations on metal. 

When nitric acid and most other acids are brought into 

contact with the carbonate of lime, of which the litho¬ 

graphic stone principally consists, decomposition ensues ; 

the nitric acid seizes upon the lime, and sets the carbonic 

acid free, which then passes off rapidly in minute bubbles, 

producing the phenomenon known as effervescence. The 

necessity for etching chalk drawings may be understood 

by studying the following conditions :— 

1 st. Lithographic crayon is soluble in water by reason of 

the soap it contains, and would spread under the operation 

of damping the stone in printing, unless means were used 
to restrain it. 

2nd. Soap is, from a chemical point of view, a combi¬ 

nation of fatty acids with caustic alkalies, which latter 

render those fatty acids soluble in water. 

3rd. When any mineral acid is brought into contact 

with the soap, it unites with its alkali, to the exclusion of 

the fatty acids, which then become again insoluble in 
water. 

The lithographic chalk being acidulated in the etching 

process, has its saponaceous character destroyed, and is 

rendered insoluble in water, and thereby prevented from 

spreading under the influence of the damping process. 

This etching, at the same time, removes the surface of 

the stone to some extent, and carries away the dirt. 

In practical lithography there are two different ways of 

applying the acid: firstly, flooding the stone with the acid 

diluted with plain water; and, secondly, brushing it with 
acid diluted with gum-water. 

First Method.—Provide a shallow wooden or other 

suitable box, of at least the full width of the stone, and 

sufficiently water-tight to answer the purpose. Into this 

box put sufficient etching solution to completely flood the 

stone, which must be fixed over a trough, sink, or other 

convenient place, at an angle of about 45 deg. Now take 

the etching-box, place its edge so as nearly to touch the 

upper edge of the stone, and pour its contents over it, so 

as to make, as near as may be, an uniform wave from top 

to bottom. The stone should now be reversed, and the 

operation repeated, because the acid in descending will, 

of course, remain longer on the lower portion than on the 

upper; but if the stronger part of the drawing be at the 

bottom, keeping it in the one position may be better than 

reversing it. 

Acid cannot at all times and places be bought of equal 

strength; therefore it will be necessary to indicate how its 

strength may be estimated. For the purpose in view, it 

may roughly be stated as the strength of lemon-juice. Try 

it upon the margin of the stone, and if an effervescence 

takes place, accompanied with noise, it is too strong; but 
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if the effervescence commences only after the lapse of a 

few seconds, it will be about the correct strength. 
Second Method.—Gum the clean edge of the stone with 

weak gum-water, and allow it to dry. Set the stone level, 

but in such a manner as to be able to give it a rocking- 

motion. Convert the surface into a kind of tray by means 

of some engravers’ bordering-wax, and pour the dilute acid 

into it, and as the bubbles of gas arise, rock the stone to 

detach them from its surface. It would be possible by 

this method to proportion the acid to the surface of the 

stone, and, by allowing it to become exhausted, to insure 

a proper amount of etching. 

In these two methods, as soon as the etching is com¬ 

pleted and the water drained off, the stone is to be 

gummed by a soft sponge or brush, and allowed to dry, 

when it may be put into the hands of the printer for pro¬ 
ving. 

Third Method.—This is, perhaps, the one most gene¬ 

rally employed, and has been found to give good results in 

most cases ; by it additional etching can be applied to any 

darker parts that require it; but in this respect it is not so 

perfect as the method to be described later on. Accord¬ 

ing as the drawing is composed of strong or delicate 

chalking, and the stone is uf a hard or soft nature, the pre¬ 

paration is to consist of from forty to sixty parts of gum- 

solution, of the consistency of linseed oil, to one part of 

acid (nitric or muriatic). This is to be poured into a dish 

of convenient size, and well mixed. Now, take a flat, soft 

brush, of not less than four inches in width, saturate it 

with the solution, and apply it to the stone in bold strokes 

from right to left, and left to right, until the stone is 

covered. Repeat the operation, and if there are dark 

parts requiring it, have ready a smaller brush to further 

etch them with the same solution. Now rinse off the 

etching-fluid, and gum in as before described, and dry. It 

is better thus to wash off the etching preparation, because 

all further action is stopped, which may not be the case if 

the gum and acid were allowed to stop on till dry. 

The thickness of the gum-mucilage moderates the action 

of the acid very materially, plain acid and water of the 

same proportion acting much more energetically; it is 

therefore important to use much judgment in any mode of 

etching, as, of course, if the operation be long continued, a 

similar result will be arrived at as when the preparation is 
used of greater strength. 

Fourth method.—This is founded on the desirability 

that exists for etching the darker parts of a drawing more 

than the lighter, and if carried out by a man of experience, 

on a suitable subject, cannot fail to give satisfaction, though 

a little more troublesome. Prepare an etching preparation 

as for method one, suitable to the highest tints, and with 

that etch the whole of the drawing. After drying, instead 

of gumming the whole, apply the gum to the lightest tints, 

and etch again in the same manner. Wash well with plain 

water, and dry. Now stop out with gum the light and middle 

tints, and etch for the third time. The etching, in each 

case being momentary, will not dissolve the gum, which, 

for the short period the acid is on the stone, protects 

it. After the third etching, the stone may be fully gummed 

and put aside to dry. It must be noted that subjects 

having a continuous gradation from light to dark cannot be 
etched on this principle. 

However simple this operation may appear, it is 

extremely important as regards the success of the impres¬ 

sions. Two risks are run in its execution, and it is by 

practice alone that they can be avoided. If the stone be 

not etched strong enough, it is apt to run smutty; and if 

etched too strong, the delicate lines disappear. The diffi¬ 

culty is increased by this circumstance, that the etching- 

water which is proper for one' stone is not so for 

another. 
In general it is better to etch weakly than strongly (as 

this defect has its remedy), particularly for highly-finished 

drawings; when, however, they are executed with spirit, 

or contain very dark parts, they may be treated with less 

precaution. This proves that it would be better to pour 

but little acid on the delicate parts, and more on the dark 

ones ; for it is easy to understand that the acid must attack 

with much more strength the delicate places than those 

which contain a great deal of chalk ; besides, the faint tints, 

not being inclined to run smutty, do not require such strong 

etching as those parts which are covered by chalk. 

Printers Pension Corporation Dinner. 

THE Printers’ Pension Corporation and their friends cele¬ 
brated the sixty-fourth anniversary of the charity at a 

dinner held at the Hotel Metropole on May 22, Mr. Edward 
Lawson in the chair. There was a large company, including 
representatives of all the great branches of the printing 
industry in London. After the usual loyal and patriotic toasts, 
and one to the Corporation of London, were duly honoured, 

The Chairman proposed the toast of the evening. He 
referred to the fact that in the course of the last two years, he 
had had the honour of presiding over festivals of two kindred 
organisations, with the fortunes of which he was connected by 
sentiments, and in the welfare of which he was deeply 
interested. With the society whose interests he was about to 
advocate that evening, he was closely allied by ties which had 
existed since youth, and by an abiding interest in the calling 
which he had pursued for over forty years. When asked to 
act as chairman he had, therefore, very gladly accepted the 
invitation, feeling that he had at least one special claim on the 
attention of those present, namely, that his heart was thoroughly 
in the work. He then dwelt on his earliest experiences in 
connection with the printing trade, referring to the enormous 
progress that had been made in its various branches from the 
time when he was initiated into it. In reviewing the position 
of trade charities, he described in detail the advantages of 
the union between the provident and philanthropic principles 
which were embodied in the Printers’ Pension Fund, and he 
enlarged on the benefits of the systems of pensions which had 
been so advantageously followed by this trust. He referred to 
the remarkable generosity evinced by the Rev, Francis Jacox, 
who, in addition to providing an amount sufficient to found 
five pensions, which were ^jioo per year in perpetuity, had on 
this occasion added considerably to all that he had previously 
done. In conclusion, Mr. Lawson said : “ I need not dwell 
to-night on the causes which sometimes make the printer’s 
calling one of hardship and devoid of healthful influences. 
The hours are often- long, the labour unceasing, and the 
surroundings cheerless. Patience, industry, probity are, I 
firmly believe, the main characteristics of those who follow the 
trade. The gain is not always proportionate to the energy and 
solicitude that are displayed. Fortunate for us all is it that, 
under the direct fostering charge of several devoted men, who 
have earned and deserved our heartfelt gratitude, an institution 
has arisen, so carefully designed, so admirably organised, so 
justly and generously administered, that—without loss of pride 
or independence, with perfect satisfaction even—such as have 
become veterans, or have fallen into distress, may avail them¬ 
selves of the genial help and friendly protection, and find for 
their closing days a perfectly peaceful home, where they may 
be attended and solaced by those who are dear to them ; 
where they may preserve the valued traditions and the 
most vivid recollections of their past, and may end—in a 
quietude graciously provided by their fellow-men, and amply 
blessed by a merciful Providence—the life that had been 
earnestly devoted to labour they had loved.” 

Mr. Harry S. Foster proposed the health of the Chair¬ 
man, who, he said, had been singularly successful in his 
career, and who had left his mark upon his time, and had done 
all this because he was familiar with every department of 
Press work, commencing as a printer’s apprentice. It was the 
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chairman who, together with such men as Cobden and Bright, 
had initiated and developed the movement of a free Press. 
Mr. Lawson had not only maintained, but advanced the 
character of journalism. 

Mr. Collingridge, who said that while the company 
feasted the inmates of the almshouses were not neglected, 
invited the company to drink the health of the executive, which 
was enthusiastically honoured, and to which Mr. Fred Young 
responded. 

Mr. HODSON, the secretary, read the list of contributions 
amid rounds of applause, announcing at the conclusion that 
the total was the largest yet recorded at their recurring 
re-unions, amounting in all to about £5,000, including 100 
guineas from the chairman and a donation of ,£960 from the 
Rev. Mr. Jacox, who had already given some ^4,000 to this 
charity. There was an interesting limitation to the present 
donation. Mr. Jacox is a successful author, and he gives the 
present sum to found an annual pension of 30 guineas for the 
reader who corrected many of his proofs—a man now nearly 
eighty years of age, to whom fortune has not been entirely 
kind. 

Dry or Ground Colours. 

REPLYING to a correspondent, who says “ I would like 
to know what kind of varnish, and how much has 

to be added to get a colour in correct printing condition,” 
Paper and Press has the following valuable remarks :—Colours 
are, of course, of widely differing composition and chemical 
nature, and accordingly have a different effect, not only upon 
lithographic work, but whenever they have to be used for 
printing purposes. All colours consist of a different body as 
the technical expression goes. One colour requires a very 
great amount of varnish, whereas another does not. As an 
example we will give here a very important scale, the result of 
our own experiments. A printer, of course, has not the time to 
spare for such experiments, and to such it will be of benefit. 

If we grind colours to have them in correct printing order, 
as a solid colour (not as a tint), we have found that— 

parts of 
White lead require. 14 parts varnish 
Chrome yellow.. 20 n 5J 

Vermilion .... 24 5? 

Carmine lake and all similar 
lakes, from . 5oto6o 5? 5? 

Ochre .... 75 
Umber .. 85 Y) 
Milori blue ... 100 
Bronze blue . 120 
Terra di sienna . 150 55 >> 

From the above it will be seen that the amount of varnish 
required for the different colours varies greatly. While we 
can mix milori blue in equal parts of colour and varnish, the 
bright burned sienna requires a half more varnish than colour to 
get it fit for printing, and chrome yellow only requires one-fifth 
of its capacity in varnish to have it print solid. 

There is, moreover, another fact to be considered. When 
we speak here of chrome yellow, we mean chrome yellow, and 
not the article which is generally sold for a very low price as 
chrome yellow ; the latter requires considerably more varnish, 
according to its body and adulteration. 

We have given only a few colours as an example of those 
most in daily use ; other colours not mentioned also vary. 

It will be seen from the above statement that, taking the 
price of the dry colour and the varnish into consideration, every 
printer can easily judge whether it is more profitable for him 
to buy colours already ground or grind the colours himself; 
this has especially to be considered where very expensive 
colours, such as carmine, &c., are to be used, and where the 
price is very different between colour and varnish. 

In regard to the kind of varnish to be used, we might grind 
the colours in a very stiff condition with No. 2 varnish, to get 
the proper “ binding.” The stiffen we have our colour in the 
first place,, at the start, the more are we able to get the colour 
fine in grinding ; adding too much varnish will at once make 
it an impossibility to get the colour fine enough. 

When we suggest the use of No. 2 varnish, it is with the 
purpose of coming as near as possible to the truth. As 
another rule, we might say, if the colour has been ground in a 
stiff condition, colours of a heavy body should be reduced to 
the proper consistency with thin varnish, and colours with 
very little body require more binding ; therefore more varnish 
— No. 2. or No. 3. 

-mm* a <#> - 

Typographical Errors. 

THERE is a class of malevolent idiots bearing some relation 
to the printing world who ought with no light hand to 

be sternly suppressed. It is that class which delights in 
pointing out typographical errors in newspapers and other prints 
to a world which chuckles at nothing so much as at a slip on 
somebody’s part, and to the employers of the unfortunate 
compositors and readers who may be responsible; who, if there 
happen to be anything funny in the mistake will magnify it 
with slanderous rolls of the tongue, and haply reproduce it as 
an amusing par. in the “Swill and Drivel” or “Glut and 
Gutterings” column of some neighbour in the journalistic 
world. Every reader will often have heard from one or other 
of his female relations the unassailable declaration that 
“accidents will happen in the best-regulated families,” and 
will doubtless have felt that its balmy expression would cover 
many sins. To extend this aegis over the heads of typos and 
the reading and correcting fraternity, is simply to claim that 
they are mortal, which is extremely unnecessary. And yet 
there is nothing so galling to the employers and proprietors 
(which be human also) as to have blunders—sometimes absurd 
blunders—pointed out in the journals over which they preside, 
especially if the “pointing out” be by a contemporary which is 
itself liable to slips and coquilles. This the mischief-makers to 
whom we are referring do not seem to comprehend. Like the 
ladies we wot of who gurgle across the slop-basin suspicious 
suggestions of the young wife of Pooh-Bah, or anomalous hints 
of the husband of Katisha, they do not know and do not care 
what their observations and “pointings-out” may mean to the 
persons most concerned. It is one of the rules of good breeding 
and honesty—not to place too hard an interpretation on the 
matter—not to cast the first stone, nor even to stand with 
your hands in your pockets and gape, when a neighbour makes 
a slip. The same law should hold good when you notice 
mishaps and oversights, which after all do not involve any 
serious moral delinquency, on the part of printers. 

The drawing them to the attention of the higher powers in a 
cajoling manner often has more serious consequences than the 
seemingly harmless imbeciles who perform the thankless task 
would imagine. We have known cases in which the luckless 
wights to whom the mishaps may be due have suffered far 
more through it than their sin deserved. We have known 
cases in which a week’s suspension, or more, the docking of 
salary, or worse, have been the penalties of slips of this sort, 
simply from the fact of their being brought to the attention of 
irate editors by sycophantic outsiders, while if the former had 
been left to discover the fact themselves they would have 
recognised simply an easily committed blunder. It is astound¬ 
ing with what facility people can rush forward and point out 
mistakes in print—mistakes so palpable to the meanest intelli¬ 
gence (the intelligence that does the pointing out) that to the 
practised eye of the professional they are, when discovered, 
like festering sores. We have known dozens of letters sent to 
editors to point out one simple “literal ” error. If our possibly 
well-meaning friends then imagine that there is anything sharp 
in the practice, let them be informed by an authoritative voice 
that there is nothing easier. And let us assure them that they 
are doomed to that circle in hell set apart for mischief-makers. 
It may look absurd to see foolish blunders in the prints which 
everybody reads, and which everybody consequently can see 
for himself. So did the arm wrongly put by “that famous 
youth the Urbinate” appear to the great eye of Andrea del 
Sarto. And why should not printers be allowed margins for 
error as well as bootmakers and candlestick-makers ? Though 
we are not over partial to the halting wisdom of proverbial 
philosophy, we would bring to the minds of the creatures we 
are addressing just one more proverb—that namely about glass 
houses and throwing stones. A\<pa. 
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Theory and Practice. 

IT cannot be denied, says the Typographische Jahrbuecher, 
that those of our colleagues are very much in the wrong 

who imagine that theoretical study and development of ideas 
outside of the workroom are unnecessary. Nowadays, when 
through the constant changes and the unfavourable condition 
of affairs, no one is sure of a permanent position, either in 
book, newspaper, or job work, or as pressman on special work 
in the lines of books, plates, illustrations, &c., we find that pro¬ 
gress in theoretical knowledge in all directions is an absolutely 
necessary accompaniment to our practical education. It is a 
melancholy fact, however, that most of our young colleagues 
who lack a thorough knowledge of their business, care more for 
amusements and social circles, and often, unfortunately, for the 
public-house bars, than they do for the theoretical education 
and development so very necessary. 

Under this latter head we place, above all things, the study 
of craft literature and the reading of at least one prominent and 
reliable craft journal. Such study will bring forth, if earnestly 
pursued, very rich fruit in later years, if not immediately. 
Every beginner or young journeyman who wishes to make 
himself sure of comparatively permanent work, or who has any 
ambition to obtain a prominent position, will do well if he will 
keep up with the times by subscribing for and diligently read¬ 
ing some worthy craft journal. 

How many of our colleagues we see who have a great deal 
to say on minor or non-essential questions, but who are 
absolutely silent if their glance accidently fall upon the pages 
of a craft journal which offers them instruction and knowledge 
of the progress made in the technical and artistic branches of 
their trade ; they cannot even give the names of the newer 
faces and borders presented, to say nothing of their ignorance 
of the manner of using them. 

The men who have attained a high place in the trade, and 
are happy in the enjoyment of an honourable and widespread 
reputation, understood and will understand how to value the 
worth of theory in connection with practice, from the former of 
which they gain so many suggestions and useful hints that aid 
them in the achievement of perfection in the practice of their 
art. He that nowadays has no ambition and does not strive 
to advance in his vocation may be looked upon as a half dead 
man, who may ascribe it only to himself if he is pushed aside 
and neglected by his fellow workmen and by society in general. 

A Cigar-Rack Advertiser. 

SITTING in a barber's chair recently, my eyes were 
attracted by a novel and useful contrivance. It was a 

cigar-rack, on which gentlemen could place their lighted cigars 
while being shaved, instead of having to lay them where they 
could, as is usually the case. There were several racks of this 
kind around the room, and all of them appeared to be appre¬ 
ciated and used by customers. 

But that which most impressed me was the fact that around 
these cigar-racks had been placed the advertising cards of 
tradesmen in the town, and the advertisement of the printer 
who got up the scheme. The whole was surrounded by a neat 
frame such as no barber need be ashamed to have in his place. 

Now, it strikes me that we have a suggestion here which may 
be carried out by at least one printer in every town and 
village in the country. It is a good way for a printer to adver¬ 
tise his own business as well as the business of other people. 
By charging a fair price for each card the scheme could be 
made to more than pay its expenses, and the printer would get 
a good advertisement to boot. 

The cards could be set up in a style which would show the 
quality of work being done in the office from which they 
emanated. They could be printed in one or more colours, 
according to the price which the customer was willing to pay 
for them. 

Then, again, besides what he made out of this special work, 
the printer might by these means secure the regular printing 
of the firms which thus advertised. At all events, it would 

give him an additional opportunity for bringing himself and 
his business before the public. 

The cigar-racks are not intended as receptacles for remnants 
of cigars. The idea is to supply a clean place for a gentleman 
to place his lighted cigar temporarily where it will not come 
in contact with anything which he would not care to put in his 
mouth. 

There is no town so small but it has several barbers’ shops, 
and a printer who is alive to his own interests will not be slow 
to see how this scheme could be made beneficial. It is a 
legitimate form of advertising, and if properly carried out 
must increase the printer’s reputation and improve his bank 
account. 

This latter consideration is my chief reason for hunting up 
this, and other schemes. Too many printers are conducting 
business from which they can scarcely make a respectable 
living. Any suggestion which will stir them up and help 
them toward making money is not to be despised.—American 
Bookmaker. 

Odds and Ends. 

When you wish to bend brass rule easily just hold it over a 
gas jet until it is red hot ; then dip it into cold water and you 
can bend it to any shape you wish. 

+ + + 

Do not put too many underlays on your forms, or they will 
“ spring,” and then spaces and quadrats will begin to show 
themselves. When underlaying cuts be sure that the underlay 
does not get under the type. 

+ + 4* 

No pressroom is complete without a roller cupboard, which 
should be as nearly air-tight as possible. A bowl of water or 
some wet sawdust at the bottom will improve matters. 

•fr 4* 

WHEN you want to find the weight of type required for any 
number of pages find the number of square inches contained in 
a page, and divide the same by four ; the result will be the 
weight of each page. 

+ + + 

If you want to learn a language, try Lord Macaulay’s plan : 
“My way of learning a language is to begin with the Bible, 
which I can read without a dictionary. After a few days passed 
in this way, I am master of all the common particles, the 
common rules of syntax, and a pretty large vocabulary.’’ 

Rollers having lost their suction will acquire it again when 
they are washed with water in which some honey and a small 
quantity of gum arabic have previously been dissolved ; but 
before such washing they must have been perfectly cleaned in 
the usual way. After the honey water process they are to be 
left drying for some hours, and this “refreshing” will therefore 
be done best at closing time in the evening. 

«t» 4* 4* 

In damp weather printers are often troubled with their 
rollers, which become moist on the surface, and will not take 
ink properly. Under such circumstances it is a good plan to 
wash them with alum-water, which dries up the moisture and 
improves their condition. The proportion of alum to water 
depends upon circumstances, but, after using it a few times, 
there will be no difficulty in deciding this point. 

4* 4> 4» 

Every printing-office should be supplied with soap and 
towels and a lavatory, where all persons who have the handling 
of work can wash their hands. Dirt is an enemy which should 
be given no quarter in a press-room. It too often happens 
that, after much time and money have been spent on a job, it 
is spoilt by dirty finger-marks. 

4* * 4* 

The South American Journal\ in a recent issue, has the 
following note :—A new factor is entering the paper-makers’ 
market. It has been proved that the banana plant contains a 
greater quantity of pure fibre than any other of the numerous 
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vegetable products used for the manufacture of paper. During 
the first twelve months of its vegetation the plant only produces 
a single bunch of fruit, after which it dies ; but from its roots 
four to ten young plants spring up. The adaptation of the plant 
to commercial purposes will, it is anticipated, revolutionise the 
paper material market, and largely affect the industry. The 
plant is easy of cultivation, and has long since been recognised 
by the wandering tribes in Central America as yielding many 
useful adjuncts to every-day domestic requirements. 

4* 4* 

If rollers are covered with soft, thin ink overnight, and then 
washed in the morning befoie being used, they will last much 
longer than if put away clean. The quantity of ink required 
for this will be very little, and, if necessary, it can be scraped 
off with a knife and used over again. 

-—$—*- 

BegaC jfofftnge* 
Zapp & Bennett v. Ruddiman Johnston & Co. Limited.— 

This action was tried before Mr. Justice Smith and a special jury on 
the 27th and 28th ult. The plaintiffs, printers and lithographers, of 
52A, Bow-lane, Cheapside, sued the defendants, lithographers and pub¬ 
lishers, of Charterhouse-square, for an account of £162 os. 9d. ; the 
defendants put in counter claims, and paid .£96 os. 4d. into court. 
There were four points in dispute, the circumstances being as 
follows :—A contract was entered into between the parties in January, 
1890, first verbally, and afterwards by letter, by which the plaintiffs 
undertook to lithograph five large anatomical illustrations, some in 
seven and some in eight colours, 5,000 copies of each, for the sum of 
10s. per thousand runs each colour. The plaintiffs stated that after 
the contract was taken they were asked to interleave the work with 
brown paper sheets to prevent set-off. The plaintiffs, when the work 
was finished, in addition to the charge of 10s. per thousand runs, 
made a further charge of 2s. 6d. per thousand runs for using the brown 
paper tissues; this charge the defendants refused to pay. The 
other points were as to counter-claims made by the defendants :— 
£21 6s. id. for cleaning up the work generally after it had been de¬ 
livered ; £17 4s. 3d. for spoilt paper, the defendants arguing that 250 
sheets out of 27,588 sheets of clean paper delivered was a sufficient 
allowance for spoilage ; and a deduction of £2 9s. 4d. for discount. As 
to the first point, the plaintiffs contended that as nothing was said about 
tissuing, or keeping the backs of the sheets clean, when the contract was 
entered into, they were entitled to make an extra charge, and brought 
forward evidence to show that 2s. 6d. per 1,000 was a reasonable 
charge for so doing. The defendants, on the other hand, contended 
that tissuing, though not expressed in the contract, was implied, and, 
even if not implied, was not worth anything extra, as they considered it 
did not add anything to the cost of printing. The claim for cleaning 
plaintiffs considered unreasonable. As to the third point, the plaintiffs 
argued that the number of sheets spoilt (about 1,250) was no more than 
a fair and reasonable number to be allowed on 27,588 sheets going 
through the machine seven and, in some cases, eight times ; and, if 
responsible for any spoilage whatever, the amount charged by defen¬ 
dants should be for paper only, about id. per sheet, and not 4jd., as 
put down in the counter claim. As to the fourth point, the plaintiffs 
contended that 25 per cent, discount was allowable on monthly 
accounts, but, as they had received nothing whatever up to the time 
of action the defendants were not entitled to discount. After hearing 
ample evidence on both sides, and after a very clear summing up by 
the Judge, the jury returned a verdict in favour of plaintiffs on all 
four points, and judgment was given for the full amount claimed, with 
costs. 

-—#-#■-»- 

JgottU Qtofecf. 

Mr, Downey, of 47, Berwick-street, W., is showing specimens of 
his new white letter blocks, which are very effective and very cheap. 
New designs will be added, and special designs will be made to 
customers’ orders. 

Messrs. G. W. Bacon & Co., Limited, have just issued a new 
cycling map of 150 miles round London, which should prove very useful 
to those of our readers who patronise the wheel. It is very clear and 
distinct, well printed and coloured, and the paper is good. 

During the eighty-eight years of the existence of the British and 
Foreign Bible Society, it has distributed no fewer than 120,000,000 

Bibles and Testaments, very many of them gratuitously, of course. 
This actually represents an average daily distribution of nearly 4,500 
copies. 

Messrs. Frank Horsell & Company’s, Limited, price-list will 
be found very useful in all lithographic establishments. It is full of 
engravings and prices of all material required, and the quality of the 
articles supplied by this firm will be a guarantee that good value will 
be given for money. 

A very convenient and handy guide to the Royal Naval Exhibition 
is issued by the District Railway at the price of sixpence. This will 
be found extremely useful to visitors who want to see as much as pos¬ 
sible in a limited time. It is well printed and got up by Messrs. 
Alfred Boot & Son, Old Bailey. 

The will ot Sir Thomas Sowler, proprietor of the Manchester 
Courier and Evening Mail, has been proved, the personal estate being 
sworn at ,£107,300. The newspaper properties are to be carried on 
by trustees until the testator’s youngest son comes of age, when his 
sons may take them over for their own benefit. 

The Bridge Mills, near Cullompton, Devon, which were bought by 
the Hansard Union and partly rebuilt and rearranged last year, are 
for sale by private treaty. The mills are fully equipped with modern 
machinery, and are now turning out from sixty-five to seventy tons 
weekly of good quality printings and cream-laids. 

Messrs. Puttick & Simpson will sell, on June 30, an extensive 
collection of attractive old engraved copper-plates and a quantity of 
old wooden blocks, which were collected, with a view to republica¬ 
tion, by the late Mr. H. G. Bohn and other publishers. Six fine 
copper-plate illustrations are given in the catalogue, showing beautiful 
specimens of engraving. 

The Official Catalogue of the Naval Exhibition makes a portly 
volume of about 600 pages, and is produced in first-class style by 
Messrs. W. P. Griffiths & Sons, Limited, Old Bailey. The cover is 
lithographed, and is very effective. There is an immense amount of 
information given, the descriptions of the various exhibits being 
remarkably full and clear. 

Messrs. Newsum, Wood, Dyson, & Co. have recently put down 
four of their quad-crown Anglo-American litho-machines at Messrs. 
Eyre & Spottiswoode’s, together with the varnishing machines for 
label work, which the firm is developing. The same firm have also 
just supplied two more 62 by 64 Anglo-American litho-machines to 
Mr. Van Leer, of Amsterdam, the well-known printer and publisher 
of children’s toy books. 

Messrs. Taylor Bros., of Leeds, are showing specimens of 
some very attractive little pocket calendars, which should meet with a 
good demand. PI 24 contains two pretty sea views, very carefully 
worked, and making a very effective calendar ; E 36 contains groups 
Qf roses on each side ; E 30 is a lady offering flowers ; E 40 is a 
hunting subject; while the others are decorative in treatment. The 
designs and execution are alike worthy of praise. 

Messrs. R. H. Clamp & Co., Limited, of 32, Snow-hill, E.C., 
have just produced a capital portrait in colours of the late C. Brad- 
laugh. It is a very nice specimen of work, and does Messrs. 
Clamp & Co. great credit. It is being published by Messrs. 
Hutchinson & Co., and possibly forms one of a series of portraits 
of eminent men. If so, we expect to s6e more of Messrs. Clamp’s 
work, and we trust they will make each success a stepping-stone to 
something better. 

Tit Bits, having reached its 500th birthday, publishes an account 
of its rise and progress. It says :—“ Tit Bits was started on October 
22, 1881, and up to the present issue has reached a circulation of no 
fewer than 172,843,937 copies. The twenty weeks of this year 
during which we have appeared show a circulation surpassing that of 
any similar period, a total of 10,510,789 copies. It is gratifying to us 
to see that our order for the biggest number on record is for this issue, 
being 620,000 copies.” 

The Strand Magazine has just completed its first volume with the 
issue of part six. The success of this magazine has been quite 
phenomenal, the circulation having reached a gigantic total from the 
first. In quality of literary matter and illustrations it keeps well to 
the fore, some very clever drawings appearing in the current, number 
by Paul Hardy, W. S. Stacey, H. Tuck, and others. Mr. George 
Newnes, the editor and proprietor, must be reckoned as a very 
fortunate man to have made two such wonderful hits as Tit Bits and 
the Strand ALagaziue. 

The Religious Tract Society has opened a department for the sale 
of electrotypes of the numerous engravings that have appeared in the 
Leisure Hour, Sunday at Home, Boy's Own Paper, Girts Ozvu Paper, 
and its many other publications. Hitherto these cuts have been 
strictly reserved for use in the society’s own publications, but now they 
are offered for general sale at the usual electrotype rates. U pwards 
of 50,000 blocks, many of them finely engraved, are thus placed at the 
disposal of publishers and authors. 
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We are informed that a reduction of 2\ hours per week has been 
granted by Messrs. Emmolt & Co., printers and publishers, of Man¬ 
chester, to all ’stab hands (the working hours being now 52! per 
week), and Jd. per 1,000 ens increase in the prices paid for piece¬ 
work, which concessions place the house on a level with other provin¬ 
cial printing-houses, and far ahead of most other towns. Messrs. 
Emmott & Co. have always enjoyed a high reputation for generous 
and liberal treatment of their workpeople ; and this latest concession 
will still further enhance it. 

The will of the late Mr. P. S. Macliver, dated February 4, 1891, 
has been proved, the personalty being under ,£100,000. By it he 
bequeaths £1,000 to the Bristol Royal Infirmary, £1,000 
to the Bristol General Hospital, and ,£1,000 to the Bristol 
Hospital for Sick Children and Women. He also bequeaths 
to Mansfield College, Oxford, ,£3,000, to be invested on permanent 
security and kept apart as a separate fund, to be called “The Macliver 
Scholarship Fund ; ” to the Glasgow Highland Society, .£500 ; and 
to the Western Daily Press Chapel Fund, .£100. The three news¬ 
papers of which Mr. Macliver was proprietor—the Western Daily 
Press, the Bristol Evening News, and the Bristol Observer, are to 
remain under the management of Mr. Walter Reid, and terms of 
purchase by him are specified in the will. 

A conference of delegates from typographical societies in the 
Midlands was recently held m Birmingham, Councillor Granger pre¬ 
siding. There were forty-three representatives present. The subjects 
discussed related to the distribution of public printing amongst 
master-printers ; the inequality of wages in the Midland district; the 
superabundance of apprentices, and the best means of checking the 
evil; the terms of admission and probation of new members and last- 
year apprentices ; the expulsion of members in arrears ; the mileage 
relief; registration of the association and its branches (rejected) ; the 
improvement and development of the Typographical Circular; and 
the piece system in news offices. The legal eight hours question was 
left over to next year. Of the various subjects stated, some were 
disposed of by resolution, while others were relegated to the delegate 
meeting of the association (the whole of England, exclusive of the 
metropolis), which is to be held in September. 

The May issue of Night and Day includes an admirable address by 
Archdeacon Farrar, on the work of Dr. Barnardo’s Homes ; the con¬ 
tinuation of a well-illustrated article on the Medical Mission working 
in Shadwell in connection with the institutions ; a new page, entitled 
“ The World of Childhood,” and dealing with facts from far and near 
of interest to child-lovers ; the customary pathetic collection of recent 
rescue cases, under the heading of “ Somebody’s Bairns,” and other 
interesting matter. The finances of the Homes, we regret to observe, 
are very low, and Dr. Barnardo urgently appeals for immediate help 
to carry on his work. A friend under the name of “ Beta” promises 
£100 in immediate response to that need if nineteen other friends will 
volunteer each a like sum ; and also a further gift of £50 if thirty- 
nine others will do likewise. We trust these friends will at once 
respond. 

Mr. Kenmuir Douglas entertained the whole of the staff of the 
North Wales Chronicle, Llandudno Directory, and Gwalia, at his 
residence, Plas Gwyn, on May 26, the occasion of the gathering being 
his retirement from the chief proprietorship of the two first-named 
journals. The banquet, which took place at eight o’clock, was held 
in a spacious marquee erected'on the lawn. Some three months ago 
the staff decided to make a presentation to Mr. Douglas on the 
occasion of his retirement, and they appointed Mr. Allen, Mr. W. A. 
Roberts, and Mr. Ed. Lloyd to carry out the necessary arrangements. 
It having been arranged that the gift should consist of a portrait, 
handsomely framed, the commission was given to Mr. John Wickens, 
The Studio, Upper Bangor, and he admirably carried out the wishes 
of the donors. For general convenience it was decided to present the 
picture on the occasion of the entertainment which Mr. Douglas had 
previously announced his intention of providing the staff. The pro¬ 
ceedings throughout were of a most pleasant character. 

A remarkably fine “ Album of Colour Printing ” has been issued 
by Mr. Alf Cooke, of Leeds. It gives examples of the various classes 
of work produced at his establishment, and is got up in first-class 
style. All the examples shown are machine printed, thus giving cus¬ 
tomers a fair idea of the quality of work they may rely upon getting. 
This is certainly better in every way than giving carefully executed 
specimens of hand-work, which must, of course, be better than any 
machine work can be. The work in this album is guaranteed by Mr. 
Cooke to have been printed on machines from re-transfers at a speed of 
1,260 sheets per hour. The monochrome specimens are very good in¬ 
deed, and whether we take a cigar label, an almanack, a common cover, 
an advertisement, or a presentation plate, all the specimens of colour 
work show remarkable ability in lithography and printing. With such 
a sample-book as this before us, we are not surprised to hear of the 
continual extension of Mr. Cooke’s premises, and we think it augurs 
well for the progress of the art of lithography when such work is 
turned out in the ordinary way of commerce. 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the five 
weeks ending Saturday, May 30, was 392. The number in the 
corresponding five weeks of last year was 418, showing a decrease of 
26, being a net decrease in 1891, to date, of 165. The failures in the 
printing and stationery trades were 15, compared with 7 and 10 in 
1890 and 1S89 respectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, 
there were 314 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale Office 
during the same five weeks. The number filed in the corresponding 
five weeks of last year was 371, showing a decrease of 57, being a net 
decrease in 1891, to date, of 233. The number of bills of sale pub¬ 
lished in England and Wales for the five weeks ending Saturday, 
May 30, was 884. The number in the corresponding five weeks of 
last year was 948, showing a decrease of 64, being a net increase in 
1891, to date, of 68. The number published in Ireland for the same 
five weeks was 41. The number in the corresponding five weeks of 
last year was 49, showing a decrease of 8, being a net increase in 1891, 
to date, of 8. 

The twenty-second half-yearly report of the Amalgamated Society 
of Lithographic Printers has been issued. The secretary states that 
no new or distinctive feature is presented in the report, but that 
membership and funds have both considerably increased. He remarks 
that it is gratifying to note the steady growth of the society. It has 
not assumed large dimensions by very rapid strides; but, having a 
good foundation, has been slowly but surely built up until it has attained 
a position of power and influence. It also claims to possess the respect 
of employers, or a large majority of them, owing to the consistent line 
of conduct which it has pursued in endeavouring to place employers on 
an equal footing in respect to wages, apprentices, and the general 
conditions of labour, so that in competition no material advantage can 
be claimed by one employer over another. The membership has 
reached 2,235, and the income for the past half-year has been 
£1,90143. nd. Unemployed members have received in six months 
£574 os. id. ; sick members, £249 7s. id. ; and travelling members, 
£32 7s. 6d. Emigration has cost ,£24 10s., and funeral benefits 
£74 103. ; whilst superannuated members have received £51 10s. The 
members are congratulated upon a reduction in the number of working 
hours from 55 to 525 per week, which came into operation on June 1. 

The Peace Society’s annual report draws attention to the fact that 
in 1891 it completes the 75th year of its corporate existence. In 
comparing the state of Europe and of public opinion now with what 
it was three quarters of a century ago, the committee see much ground 
for encouragement in the progress which has been made, and they 
claim that the labours of their own society have had a material share 
in bringing about this altered condition of affairs. They rejoice at the 
far more conciliatory character of modern international relations and 
the greatly increased appreciation of the value and blessings of peace, 
which have taken the place of the narrow-minded jealousies of the 
earlier years of the period in question. Arbitration, as a substitute 
for war, has also of later times become a prominent feature in 
practical diplomacy, and is no longer regarded with contempt as a 
mere Utopian dream. Whilst the report regretfully notices the vast 
armaments of Europe, it refers with satisfaction to the recent 
emphatically pacific utterances of several of the great military 
monarchs of Europe, who are evidently becoming more and more 
reluctant to incur the dreadful risks of war. The Peace Society has 
actively maintained the propagandism of its principles, both at home 
and abroad, through a diligent use of the platform and the Press. 
About 500 meetings have been held by its secretary and agents during 
the year. The Peace Congress, held in London last summer, is 
referred to in the report as having been a very successful gathering, 
and as having elicited a marked increase of Continental and American 
interest in the cause. The recent accession of co-operation on the 
part of the various Churches of this country is also hailed by the 
committee as a very hopeful sign. 

-» ♦-- 

Cofontaf 

An alteration in the imprint of March 21 notified to the outside 
world that the Melbourne Age for that day was “ printed and published 
for the sole proprietor, Mr. David Syme,” and that Joseph Cowen 
Syme, his nephew, was no longer a member of the firm. The change 
has been impending for some little time, and was accomplished by 
mutual consent. Mr. Joseph C. Syme is a young man, who, not 
many years ago, worked on the paper at a salary of £3 per week. 
His mother died, and left him her interest in the concern ; and now at 
somewhere about thirty years of age, he clears out with the comfort¬ 
able sum of £147,000 for his fourth share. 

The State printing works at Pretoria were recently destroyed by fire, 
and many valuable documents belonging to several of the Government 
offices were burnt, comprising bonds for 1890, companies’ deeds, 
transfers, and High Court Records. Serious inconvenience and 
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trouble will arise from the loss of these documents, which cannot well 
be replaced, and it evidences the lax manner in which Governmental 
documents are treated. 

A Richly Endowed Agricultural College.—The Governor 
of Victoria, the Earl of Hopetoun, early in last month laid the founda¬ 
tion-stone of a new College of Agriculture at Mildura, on the River 
Murray, one of the two Australian Irrigation Colonies, founded three 
or four years ago by the well-known firm of Chaffey Brothers, under 
special acts of the Colonial legislatures. A full report of the ceremony 
appears in the Melbourne Argus of April 6. Mr. Geo. Chaffey, in 
presenting the trowel to his lordship, stated that the value of the 
college lands exceeded that of any similarly endowed educational in¬ 
stitution in Australia. These lands comprised 16,666 acres with 
water easements, valued (at the initial price of £20 per acre) at 
^333,32°. A large portion of the property had, however, doubled in 
value, and it was quite within the bounds of probability that the en¬ 
dowment would be worth more than a million sterling before twenty 
years. Lord Hopetoun (in laying the stone) remarked that he had 
no doubt irrigation would play a most important part in the future of 
Victoria, and the Chaffey College, in affording facilities for imparting 
the necessary instruction in irrigation and its dependent industries, 
would be of immense advantage to the whole of Australia. 

—.-—-—-♦ O-—- 

(American Cftpptnjg. 

Mr. H. O. Shephard, President of the Inland Printer Company, 
Chicago, has assumed the editorial management of that paper in place 
of Mr. A. C. Cameron, who has resigned. The paper will in future 
be issued on the 5th of each month. 

The John Polhemus Printing Company has been organised with a 
capital of 200,000 dols., and has succeeded to the printing business of 
John Polhemus, New York. The officers of the company are: John 
Polhemus, president ; Horace Polhemus, vice-president and treasurer ; 
A. J. Ackerman, secretary, and Mr. J. Tobin, general manager. 

The Superior Printer has been purchased by Mr. Patton, the pro¬ 
prietor of Paper and Press, and Mr. J. F. Earhart, the late editor of 
the former paper, has joined the staff of Paper and Press in connection 
with the colour printing department. This superb trade journal is a 
perfect marvel of high-class printing, and its literary contents are 
extremely valuable. 

Mr. W. H. Wright, jun., 293, Washington-street, Buffalo, N.Y., 
issues some capital specimens of printing, and is evidently alive to 
the need of novelty combined with first-class work. A circular he 
issues is very effective. It appears as though type-written, with a 
torn piece of newspaper fastened on it with red seals. The news¬ 
paper cutting contains a notice of Mr. Wright’s work. 

Mr. A. C. Cameron has retired from the editorship of the Inland 
Printer, which he had held from the commencement of that journal 
some eight years ago. He has bought the Artist Printer from the 
J. E. Mangan Printing Company, St. Louis, and has removed the 
paper to 78, Fifth Avenue, Chicago. We wish him success, and 
feel assured that he will make his new journal as good as the one he 
formerly directed. 

Lithography has lately been used on a more extensive scale than 
ever for the reproduction of historical documents Mr. Stevens, of 
London, the American bookseller, is now employing it in the publica¬ 
tion of manuscripts relating to American history, the buyers being too 
few to warrant the expense of printing with type, but numerous 
enough to take a lithographic copy, which will, in addition, show all 
errors, erasures, and doubtful words. 

Some time ago the Knights of Labour in the United States passed 
a resolution that all Government securities, notes, bonds, cheques,&c., 
should be printed by the old-fashioned hand-roller presses, and not 
by the steam presses which had been introduced at the Government 
printing office at Washington. For political reasons this change was 
adopted, and the results have been that Uncle Sam has not only had 
to pay 300,000 dols. more for the work, but the diminished rate of 
production has led to an accumulation of arrears, that has seriously 
embarrassed the Treasury Department. 

Few persons have an idea of the magnitude of the ready print news¬ 
paper business, taken in connection with the supply of plates. Only 
about 8,000 of the 18,000 newspapers in the United States and British 
America do not use either economy. The chief manufactory of plates 
is the American Press Association, which is the largest printing estab¬ 
lishment in the Union, except the Government Office. It has, in a 
dozen cities, presses, type and other things necessary for its work. 
Collectively, there are more presses and compositors than in any other 
concern in the United States. 

Arrangements have been completed for the amalgamation, under 
the name of the Trow Directory, Printing and Bookbinding Company, 
of the Trow City Directory Company and Trow’s Printing and Book¬ 
binding Company, of New York, which have heretofore been separate 
corporations. The capital stock will consist of 7,500 shares of 100 
dols. each preferred 8 per cent, stock, and 7,500 of 100 dols. each of 
common s^ock. Of this amount 5,000 shares of common stock will 
be held by the present owners of the plant of the two companies. 
The remainder will be open for subscription at par, and in the 
allotment of shares employes of the companies will have the 
preference. 

On May 21 the business of J. C. Blair, manufacturing stationer, 
Huntingdon, Pa., was merged into die J. C. Blair Company, with 
J. C. Blair, E. McE. Africa, H. W. Koch, D. Y. Swayne and S. H. 
Thompson, as officers and stockholders, all having been connected 
with the business for the last eight to fourteen years. It is a corpora¬ 
tion under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania. The paid up capital 
is 200,000 dols. The company also became possessed, without any 
change whatever, of all the good-will, trade marks, patents, and the 
growing business, the result of the last eleven years of continued and 
constant advertising and development—a very valuable consideration 
of itself. 

The New York Type-setting Company is at last in operation. 
This is the syndicate of printers which was organised last year to try 
type-setting machines. It has taken offices at No. 12, Lafayette-place, 
occupying the entire floor over Theodore L. De Vinne & Co. Part 
of the machines have arrived from Ilion, as well as a portion of the 
type. The theory of this company is that, while composing machines 
are likely to bring a revolution in procedure in printing offices, it 
could hardly be expected that any one book office could afford to make 
these experiments for itself. Many machines would be required, as 
well as experts to teach and to see that the apparatus was not injured 
by carelessness or incapacity. A new art must be learned. 

A movement is in hand to establish a Printers’ Technical School in 
Philadelphia. The object of the school is to awaken an interest 
among apprentices and young printers by teaching various branches of 
printing, and aiding the artistic and technical advancement of its 
pupils. A library of technical works and specimens of printing will 
be collected, and short papers, to be followed by discussions on sub¬ 
jects of general interest to printers, will be a feature of the school until 
practical instructions can be given. It will be solely for instruction 
and improvement, and will in no way be connected or conflict with 
any other organisation of printers. Although not in complete working 
order, the school has over fifty members on the roll. It is hoped that 
the employing printers will encourage an enthusiastic feeling for the 
art, and show their appreciation by their presence and financial aid. 

The Inland Printer states that all the leading type and paper 
manufacturers and machine builders will have on exhibition at the 
World’s Fair, to be held in Chicago, in 1893, improved and superior 
productions from their establishments. Printers, engravers, litho¬ 
graphers, and the producers of anything, mechanical or otherwise, 
connected with the typographic art, engraving, or lithography, will 
contribute artistic and extensive displays of their goods. In New 
York, Boston, Philadelphia, and other cities printers, book publishers, 
bookbinders, and kindred traders are alike beginning to speculate as 
to what to exhibit at the fair, and in some instances plans have already 
been outlined for work to be presented as specimens of their handi¬ 
work. The papermakers of New England will show everything that 
it is possible to display. It is understood that one of the leading pulp 
and paper manufacturers of America will have a complete mill on 
exhibition, showing the whole process of pulp and paper making in 
its various stages, from the time the wood fibre is transformed into 
pulp until it passes into beautiful and serviceable white paper. 

■-<►—^- 

Confmenfaf £ Jwefijn Jfofttnge. 

The last act of the post administration of Uruguay is to admit 
postal packages to all parts of the country. 

A bronze statue was inaugurated last month in Mesnil of Firmin- 
Didot, head of the great house which bears his name. 

M. Mottard, professor of typography at the Paris Ecole Estienne, 
died recently. The school has lost in him a devoted and conscientious 
master. 

The municipal corporation of Paris has subscribed the sum of 
200 francs towards the expenses of the monument lately erected to 
Plegesippe Moreau. 

A second international Exposition du Travail is to open at the end 
of July at the Palais de l’lndustrie, Champs-Elysees, Paris. The 
commissaire is M. Boettcher, 15, Faubourg Montmartre. 
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Leipzig is considered to be the fourth city in printing importance 
in the world, surpassing Vienna, and ranking after London, Paris, 
and New York. It employs over 6,000 journeymen printers. 

The Syndical Chamber of Parisian Printing Employes has passed a 
resolution expressing the necessity, in presence of the existing want 
of work, of the adoption by newspaper directors of a compulsory six 
days’ week of work. 

After several experiments having no satisfactory results, the 
French Minister of Finances has completely abandoned the making 
of nickel money. New experiments which were in course of pre¬ 
preparation have been discontinued. 

Tiie Royal library in Berlin is said to contain the rarest and most 
ancient book existing in Europe. It is called Pokufulu, and is a com¬ 
pendium of Chinese ceremonials, having been printed in China on 
xylographic tablets in the year 1308. 

The French Exhibition in Moscow had been announced to open 
on May I. But that date coinciding with the Holy, or Good Friday 
of the Greek-Russian church, the opening was postponed until the 
nth ult., the Easter Monday of the Russians. 

The commendatore Carlo Voghera has made over his well-known 
printing house in Rome to his son Enrico. The latter has received 
from the King permission to qualify the establishment as the Tipo- 
grafia of Their Majesties the King and Queen. 

“ Hydroquinine and Potash ” is the title of a new brochure by 
M. Balagny, issued in the photographic library series of Gauthier-Villars 
& Sons, on the development of this new discovery, which is destined 
completely to supersede the use of iron and pyrogallic acid. 

A NEW edition is announced of the brochure “ Regies Typo¬ 
graphies ” adopted in the publication of the Librairie Hacliette. It 
is a compendious solution of all difficulties for the French printer, 
enunciated in a clear manner, and supported by good examples—for 
one franc. 

Two chemists of Constantine (Algeria), MM. Caselmann and 
Weterle, have invented a process by which diss, a plant growing 
spontaneously—that is to say, without culture—and abundantly in 
in Algeria, can be applied to the manufacture of paper, although it is 
true such use will only be in cases where the diss can take the place 
of alfa. 

A BUST is to be erected at Nancy, his native town, of J. J. 
Granville, the celebrated designer, who illustrated so many fine 
works. The municipal council of the town has accepted the legacy 
given by Granville, fils, to honour the memory of his father. The 
bust will be in marble, and will be placed in the court of the ancient 
university. 

With reference to the communication lately made by M. Lippmann 
to the French Academy on “ Photography in Colours,” M. Alphonse 
Berget, an assistant at the experimental laboratory at the Sorbonne, 
directed by M. Lippman, has published (with Gauthier-Villars & 
Sons), a brochure “ Photographie des Couleurs,” which exactly 
describes his chief’s ideas and processes. 

The strike of printers in Vienna embraces about 3,000 hands. A 
number of offices have conceded the terms demanded, which embrace: 
1. Reduction of the hours of labour to nine per day for all workers 
employed in the printing offices and type-foundries of Vienna. 
2. Abolition of giving notice. 3. No overtime so long as fresh work¬ 
men may find room in the offices. 

Two new periodicals have been launched in France treating 
specially of photographic processes—the Photo-Journal, illustrated 
universal review, appearing monthly, under the direction of M. Paul 
Gers and M. Abel Buguet (offices : Paris, 22, Rue Vivienne) ; and 
Hlliochromie, directed by M. Edmond Laussedat, also monthly 
(offices : Chateaudun, 1, Rue Nationale, and at Cloyes, Eure-et Loir). 

The awarding jury for the section of engraving and lithography at 
the Salon this year (Society of French Artists, Palace of the 
Champs-Elysees), has been composed as follows :—Plate engraving, 
MM. Achille Jacquet, Adrien Didier, and Lamotte ; wood engraving, 
MM. Langeval, Yon and Leveille; aquafortis, MM. Chauvel, 
Courtry and Henri Lefort; lithography, MM. Mauron, Bellenger and 
d’Harlingue. 

The French Minister of Public Instruction and Fine Arts, struck 
with the absence of engravings in the superb galleries of the Luxem¬ 
bourg museum, proposed to the direction of the National museums to 
apportion to that museum several of the engravings which were bought 
by the State at the Exhibition of Painters and Engravers in 1890. 
The consultative committee of the national museums has favoured this 
proposition, which will be immediately put into execution. 

An exhibition of lithography was held last month under the,pre¬ 
sidency of MM. Jules Simon, Fran5ais, and Jean Gigoux, at the itcole 
des Beaux Arts, Paris, the proceeds to be devoted to a charitable 

object. Horace Vernet, Isabey, Charlet, Gericault, Bonington, 
Raffet, Daumier, Gavarin, Mouilleron, Celestin Nanteuil, and other 
masters who have made lithography an art in France, were well 
represented. M. Delaage, the well-known amateur, was the organiser. 

An interesting little plaquette was issued in April by the eminent 
bibliophile A. Claudin: “ The Origins of Printing at Hesdin-en- 
Artois.” An account is given of the origin of the first printing press 
erected at Artois, and a detailed description of the first books printed 
at Heslin—a small town which later was destroyed and razed by 
Charles Quint. This historic document is a monument of erudition to 
the glory of the profession. It is issued by the Imprimerie Pigelet, 
of Chateaudun. 

The committee of the French Society of Gens de Lettres has met to 
nominate a president in place of M. Hamel, and vice-presidents in 
place of MM. Charles Diguet and Philibert Audebrand. M. Emile 
Zola has been elected president by seventeen votes out of twenty-three. 
MM. Gustave Tondouge and Gourdon de Genouilhac have been 
nominated vice-presidents ; MM. Lc Senne and Demesse, treasurers ; 
MM. Caher and Larmandie, reporters; and MM. Georges Bastard 
and de la Briere, secretaries. 

That little work, “Joies et Douleurs,” of which both the 
intellectual and manual work was all performed by the author, M. 
Gabriel Ricome, of Marseilles, was already, it was thought, sufficiently 
unique. But Ricome was not satisfied with this, and he has added 
another original idea—to unite in brochure form all that had been 
written on his work. Executed on the same plan, this compilation will 
be read with the original volume, to which it will form a corollary, 
called “ Critiques sur Joies et Douleurs,” 

The French Minister of Public Works has, by letter, asked of the 
President of the Cercle de la Librairie the opinion of the council “ on 
the advantages and inconveniences of the present regime of the sale 
of books, newspapers, prints, &c., in railway stations.” After an 
elaborate discussion, in which several members took part, the council 
unanimously voted the request, the maintenance of the existing 
regime as presenting the greatest advantages as well for the public as 
for authors and publishers. A reply to this effect has been sent to the 
Minister, signed in the name of the council by the members present 
at the discussion. 

An example of an original binding is given by the Livre Moderne 
in the following passage : — Champfleury possessed a precious 
book worthy of a bibliophile of taste. We have seen and handled 
some three years ago a copy of his, on japan, of the “ Violon de 
Faience,” deliciously bound in Sevres porcelain; the two plates, 
executed after original designs in fine biscuit, of several inches thick¬ 
ness, are representative of violins, interlaced on a pretty trellis-work 
of the style of the eighteenth century. This decorated procelain, 
white, blue, and gold, was ingeniously encased in morocco, and formed 
the most charming and most luxurious of bindings. 

The Temps prints the following opinions relative to the negotiations 
in progress for the conclusion of a Franco-Russian convention for the 
guarantee of literary and artistic copyright :—“ The New Times con¬ 
siders that the conclusion of a new Franco-Russian artistic and literary 
convention would be contrary to the interests of Russia, seeing that 
the sale of Russian works abroad is insignificant, while French works 
are sold in Russia in considerable quantities. An agreement giving 
equality of laws to two countries so unequal in literary production 
would not be acceptable. The Grashdanine, on the other hand, 
announces the near conclusion of the convention.” 

The death is announced, in his eighty-eighth year, of M. Samuel 
Henry Barthoud, one of the chief popularisers of science in France. 
He was born at Cambrai in 1804. Son of a printer-bookseller in 
that town he wrote for the journal which his father edited; later he 
founded the Gazette de Cambrai. He collaborated in the Monde and 
the Revue des Deux Mondes. At Paris he directed the Mu see des 
Families, the Me7-cure, and served a long time on the staff of the Presse. 
For several years he wrote the scientific chronicle of the Patrie, over 
the pseudonym “Sam.” He was the author of numerous works, 
among them “ Fantaisies Scientifiques ” and “ Petites Chroniques de 
la Science.” M. Barthoud was an officer of the Legion of Honour. 

The Coquelicots, the small monthly poetical recueil of French 
printer poets, which we have before noticed, is progressing very favour¬ 
ably. Quite a constellation of young thinkers shine in its columns. It 
was no mercantile transaction which gave birth to this publication, as 
its price—2 fr. 50 cent, per annum—will show. It was devoted to the 
development of wholesome literary labour among workers, the object 
of the director, M. Georges Nicholas, printer, being to gather into 
friendly union all his confrire poets, or poetasters. And it is by forties 
that the incipient litterateurs bring their efforts in verse and prose 
every month to the sixteen pages of the Coquelicots. 

The oldest journal-printing establishment in Paris, the Imprimerie 
Dubuisson, has just disappeared. The important book-house of 
Gamier Freres has acquired the plant and the materiel, and the 
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Imprimerie des Arts et Manufactures has taken over what remained 
of the clientele. The materiel, which no longer answers present-day 
requirements, will go to the foundry. Started in 1844 byM. Boule, the 
house was bought, on the death of that printer, by M. Dubuisson. 
The number of periodicals turned out from its presses during forty-seven 
years had been very considerable. Twice, in 1848 and in 1851, it had 
been the object of a military occupation, which by no means left its 
contents unimpaired ; and MM. Boule and Dubuisson received more 
condemnations on account of press opinions than any other printers in 
France. Among the principal papers which the establishment had 
brought out may be mentioned the following:—The Lampion, 
Chronique de Paris, weekly Figaro, Gazette Rose, Magazine, Evene- 
merit, daily Figaro, Nain Jaime, and the Diahle h Quatre (of Ville- 
messant) ; the Gau/ois and La France (Calonne) ; Gil Bias and 
L'Etoile (Albiot); the Bien Public, Paix, Republicain (Vrignault) ; 
Matin (Gragnon) ; Gourmet (Ch. Monselet); Les Salons (Baudelaire); 
Courrier Francais (Vermorel); Revue Contemporaine (Auguste Vitu); 
Finance (Christophle) ; Mousquetaire (Alexandre Dumas) ; Lanterne 
(Rochefort) ; Nouvelle Presse (Granet) ; L'Action (Michelin) ; La 
Commune (Delimal) ; Opinion Nationale (Gueroult) ; Cri du Peuple 
(Valles) ; Le Combat (Felix Pyat) ; La Cloche (Louis Ulbach) ; Jeune 
France, PAudience, Presse Libre, Lanterne, New York Herald (of 
Paris), Parti National, etc. 

-- 

Qfo® (t (prefer £0<mgee. 

The Leadenhall Press (Mr. A. W. Tuer) announces that it has sold 
the Paper and Printing Trades' Journal to Mr. J. Southward, who 
has been the editor for some time past. Mr. Southward bespeaks the 
sympathy of his numerous friends in this new departure, and we feel 
sure the trade generally will wish him success. The new offices of the 
paper will be at 18, Fealherstone Buildings, High Ilolborn. 

The National Press Company, Limited, Dublin, has started a 
weekly issue at one penny, with an epitome of the week’s news, and 
story and entertainment columns. The starting of an evening paper 
from the same office is also contemplated. 

The Irish News is the name of a new anti-Parnellite journal about 
to be published in Belfast. It is said that the new journal is to be 
piloted by the National Press Company of Dublin. 

Discovery is the title of a new threepenny monthly recently started 
in Liverpool. It deals with inventions, scientific discovery, and the 
application of science to industrial purposes. It is very nicely printed 
by Mr. C. Birchall, and is published at 10, Lord-street, Liverpool. 

The National Review, published since its foundation in 1883 by 
Messrs. W. II. Allen & Co, of 13, Waterloo-place, has been trans¬ 
ferred to Mr. Edward Arnold, 18, Warwick-square, Paternoster- 
row, E.C. 

The Nineteenth Century, at present published by Messrs. Ivegan 
Paul, Trench, & Co., Limited, is to be transferred to Messrs. 
Sampson Low & Co., Limited, the change taking effect with the 
September number. 

Spare Moments has recently been acquired by Mr. C. VV. Bradley, 
of Fetter-lane, the proprietor of the London Journal. 

Hearth and Home is the title of a new threepenny weekly published 
by Beeton & Co., Limited. It is a fashion and general paper for 
ladies, and is produced in veiy good style. 

-^ ^ - 

Ctabe Changes* 
The copyright and plant of the West Sussex Times, Horsham, has 

been sold to “ The West Sussex Times and Sussex Standard Com¬ 
pany.” Mr. Holmes acted for the vendors, Mr. Wellsman (C. 
Mitchell & Co.) for the purchasers. 

Mr. A. H. Bullen, well known by his scholarly editions of the 
dramatists and song-writers of Elizabethan and Jacobean times, is 
starting in business as a publisher in New Bond-street, in conjunction 
with Mr. H. W. Lawrence. The title of the new firm will be 
Lawrence and Bullen. 

Mr. W. G. Wheeler, formerly of Mildmay Park, has taken 
premises at 21 a, War wick-lane, Paternoster-row, where he starts 
business as publisher and bookseller. In addition to several other 
agencies, he has arranged with his brother, Mr. J. G. Wheeler, who 
continues the business at Mildmay Park, to issue their publications 
jointly. All the Ruby and other well-known publications will be 
found at 21 A, Warwick-lane, E.C. 

(printing <snb ofjkr Companies. 
HEREWITH we give particulars of sixteen companies 

registered since our last list was compiled, the 
total capital being ^319,600. This compares with twenty 
companies and .£5 53,000 capital at the same date last 
year, and brings the total so far recorded this year to 
ninety-two companies and ^1,7 24,512 capital, compared 
with eighty-four companies and £^2,298,890 capital at the 
corresponding date last year. 

Manchester Examiner, Limited.—Registered on the 22nd ult., 
with a capital of £100,000, in £10 shares, to acquire the business of 
a newspaper proprietor, printer, and publisher, carried on at Man¬ 
chester by the Manchester Press Company, Limited, to enter into the 
agreement mentioned in clause 2 of the articles, and to carry on the 
business of newspaper proprietors, printers, publishers, booksellers, 
stationers, and advertising agents. The subscribers, who have taken 
one share each, are:—N. L. Garrett, 14, St. Helen’s-place, E.C. ; 
H. W. Roach, 51, Gladsmuir-road, N. ; E. N. Francis, clerk, 91, 
Manor Park-road, N.W.; H. S. Wood, clerk, 54, Cotleigh-road, 
N.W. ; J. E. Huxtable, solicitor, 14, St. Helen’s-place, E.C. ; G. H. 
Pryce, solicitor, 65, Warrington-crescent, W. ; R. O. Clarke, 132, 
Westbourne-terrace, W. The number of directors is not to be less 
than one nor more than three, the first to be nominated by the sub¬ 
scribers. Qualification £500. Remuneration to be fixed at the 
general meeting. Solicitors, Paine, Son, & Pollock, 14, St. Helen’s- 
place, E.C. 

French Feister Printing Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 15th ult., with a capital of £50,100, divided into 6,000 “A” 
shares of £5 each ; 4,000 “ B ” shares of £5 each ; and 100 founders’ 
shares of £1 each, to adopt an agreement dated May 9, 1891, 
between J. J. Byers of the one part, and M. Dubsky (for the com¬ 
pany) of the other part, to purchase letters patent for an invention of 
improvements in printing and bookbinding machinery for France, and 
to carry on the business of printers, stationers, publishers, book¬ 
binders, and the manufacture of the Feister printing and other 
machines. The subscribers are :—E. E. Shaw, Weybridge, 200 
shares ; A. G. Shaw, Guildford, 200 ; W. W. Shaw, Weybridge, 200 ; 
C. Verneau, 114, Rue Oberkampf, Paris, 100; L. Orosidi, merchant, 
9, Cite Hauteville, Paris, 200; A. Gray, The Mansion, Frognal, 
N.W., 50; T. H. Lambert, 32, Ilolborn Viaduct, E.C., 50. The 
number of directors is not to be less than three nor more than eight, 
the first to be appointed by the subscribers. Qualification, 50 “ A ” 
shares. Remuneration £5 per meeting attended, and a percentage of 
the profits. Registered by Wood, Bird, & Wood, 16, Eastcheap, 
E.C. 

“Sun” Newspaper Publishing Company, Limited.—Regis¬ 
tered on the 9th ult., with a capital of ,£40,000, in £5 shares (of 
which 200 are deferred), to adopt an agreement to be made with T. P. 
O’Connor, to start, print, publish, and circulate a newspaper, and to 
carry on the business of newspaper proprietors, lithographers, 
engravers, &c. The subscribers are:—A. W. Doune, Streatham, 
S.W., 200 shares; T. P. O’Connor, M.P., Oakley Lodge, Chelsea, 
100 ; J. S. Balfour, M.P., 4, Marlborough Gate, W., 200 ; H. S. Leon, 
Bletchley Park, Bucks, 200; J. W. Verity, King-street, Covent 
Garden, 50; C. W. Skinner, Theydon Bois, Essex, 5; W. C. 
Lumsden, 1, St. James’s-terrace, W., 5. The number of directors is 
not to be less than two nor more than three, the first being the first 
three subscribers. Qualification £500. Remuneration £2 2s. per 
attendance at a board meeting. T. P. O’Connor is the first managing 
director. Registered by Messrs. Slaughter & May, 1, Great Win¬ 
chester-street, E.C. 

Springdale Paper Mill, Limited.—Registered on the 23rd 
ult., with a capital of £30,000, in £1 shares, to adopt an agreement 
dated May 12, 1891, between T. J. Atkinson of the one part, and 
F. D. Sandell (for the company) of the other part, for the acquisition 
of a paper-mill at Cardwell, Kings, New Brunswick, Canada, and to 
carry on the same. The subscribers, who have taken one share each, 
are :—G. IL Andrewes, Croxted-road, Dulwich, S.E. ; W. Jallings, 
contractor, Sidcup, Kent; J. Inwood, Devonshire-road, Merton; 
C. L. Roberts, Cleveland-villas, Tottenham ; E. Sandell, accountant, 
181, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. ; R. Graeme, 4, Fairholme-road, 
Kensington; T. J. Atkinson, broker, 37, Walbrook, E.C. The 
number of directors is not to be less than three nor more than six, the 
first being J. Sharp, W. G. Baker, J. Inch, J. Adams, and T. J. 
Atkinson. Qualification, 100 shares. Remuneration, £500 per 
annum. Registered by Lidiard & Baker, 25, Great Queen-street, W. 

James Pike, Brother, & Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 21st ult. with a capital of £25,000 in £10 shares (of which thirteen 
are founders’), to adopt the agreement mentioned in clause 3 of 
the articles, and to acquire and carry on the business of pattern card 
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makers and general stationers, carried on under the name of James 
Clarke & Co., at 33 and 34, Gutter-lane, and also at 42 and 43, Wood- 
street, E.C. The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are : — 
J. Pike, stationer, 42, Wood-street, E.C. ; W. J. Pike, stationer, 42, 
Wood-street, E.C. ; H. Hosegood, 129, Cheapside, E.C. ; D. Oswald, 
33, Gutter-lane, Cheapside, E.C., H. J. King, manager, 42, Wood- 
street, E.C. ; W. Bean, accountant, 82, Gladsmuir-road, N. ; H. W. 
Garnham, traveller, 42, Wood-street, E.C. The number of directors 
is not to be less than two, nor more than four, the first being the first 
two subscribers. Qualification £2,000 (which may be decreased to 
£500). Remuneration, J. Pike, £joo per annum, W. J. Pike, £50 
per annum. J. Pike is the first managing director. Solicitors, Leslie, 
Antill, & Arnold, 1, Gresham-buildings, E.C. Registered office, 42 
and 43, Wood-street, E.C. 

“News of the World,” Limited.—Registered on the 14thult., 
with a capital of ,£20,000, in £10 shares, to adopt an agreement, dated 
May 12, 1891, between W. J. and A. W. G. Bell of the one part, and 
C. A. Venn (for the company) of the other part, and to carry on and 
develop the business and newspaper mentioned therein. The sub¬ 
scribers, who have taken one share each, are:—W. L. Carr, journalist, 
89, Adelaide-road, Hampstead ; G. A. Riddell, solicitor, 9, John- 
street, W.C.; W. J. Bell, newspaper proprietor, 19, Exeter-street, 
W.C.; A. W. G. Bell, newspaper proprietor, 19, Exeter-street, W.C.; 
W. Venn, solicitor, 15, New-inn, Strand ; B. Id. Woodcock, solicitor, 
15, New-inn, Strand; C. A. Venn, accountant, 17, Coleman-street, 
E.C.; W. B. Poublon, agent, 150, Fleet-street, E.C. The number 
of directors is not to be less than three nor more than seven, the first 
being PI. L. Carr, J. C. Gunn, and W. J. Bell. Qualification £1,000. 
Remuneration, five guineas per meeting attended. Solicitors, Riddell, 
Vaizey, & Co., 9, John-street, Bedford-row, W.C. 

Walter Judd, Limited.—Registered on the 2nd inst., with a 
capital of £12,000, divided into 8,000 “ A ” and 4,000 “ B ” shares 
of £1 each, to carry on business as advertising contractors and agents, 
capitalists, financiers, merchants, &c. The subscribers, who have taken 
one “A” share each, are:—A. H. Jay, 60, Tyrwhitt-road, St. 
John’s, Kent ; B. Webb, solicitor, 16, St. Helen’s-place, E.C. ; H. 
G. Webb, 27, Wickham-road, Brockley ; C. O. Webb, 27, Wickham- 
road, Brockley; T. Iieywood, journalist, Sidcup, Kent ; N. C. 
Ashton, 24, Claremont-road, Cricklewood ; W. D. Barrett, Crofton 
Lodge, Brockley. The number of directors is not to be less than two 
nor more than five, the first being G. and W. Judd, and one other to 
be nominated by holders of “ B ” shares. Remuneration, chairman 
one guinea per attendance, other directors none. Registered by C. 
M. Treadwell, 49, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. 

“Canine World” and “Sports and Sportsmen,” Limited. 
—Registered on the 28th ult., with a capital of £10,000, in £10 
shares, to adopt an agreement about to be made and to establish, 
print, and publish newspapers and periodicals. The subscribers, who 
have taken one share each, are:—J. Lakeman, accountant, 30, St. 
Swithin’s-lane, E.C. ; G. H. Newman, 7, Blandford-road, Bedford 
Park, W. ; Colonel G. B. Malleson, 27, West Cromwell-road, W. ; 
S. Hackett, clerk, 315, Upper-street, Islington; J. A. Tatham, 158, 
Fleet-street, E.C. ; J. Sellars, 158, Fleet-street, E.C. ; A. Beresford, 
22, Westbourne-street, W. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three nor more than five, the first being J. W. Close, J. A. 
Tatham, and A. Beresford. Qualification, twenty shares. Remunera¬ 
tion, £25 per annum each, and £50 per annum for the chairman. 
Solicitor, E. F. B. Harston, 4, Bishopsgate-street Within, E.C. 
Registered office, 158, Fleet-street, E.C. 

Devon and Cornwall Newspaper Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 15th ult. with a capital of £7,500, in £25 shares, to 
establish, print, and publish an evening newspaper in Plymouth and 
elsewhere. The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are :— 
F. Barratt, 39, Lennox Gardens, S.W. ; C. A. V. Conybeare, M.P., 
Queen Anne’s-mansions, S.W. ; II. S. Mackenzie, shipowner, Fal¬ 
mouth ; J. Greenway, solicitor, Plymouth ; Rev. C. R. Chase, 
Plymouth ; M. D. Keily, physician, Plymouth; H. F. Whitfield, 20, 
Torrington-place, Plymouth. The number of directors is not to be 
less than four nor more than seven, the first being Hon. R. Brett, 
C. A. V. Conybeare, M.P.; F. Barratt, and R. N. Worth. Qualifi¬ 
cation four shares. Remuneration to be fixed at the general meeting. 
Solicitors, Hores & Patisson, 52, Lincoln’s Inn-fields, W.C. 

“Observer” Company, Limited.—Registered on the 7th ult., 
with a capital of £6,000, in £1 shares, to acquire, according to an 
agreement, the Southampton and Winchester News, carried on by G. 
Buxey, at 21, Bridge-street, Southampton, and to print and publish 
the same. The subscribers, who have taken one share each, are :— 
*H. Coles, grocer, 19, Bridge-street, Southampton ; *G. J. Tilling, 
19, Carlton-cresent, Southampton; *E. Brown, butcher, 17, Above Bar, 
Southampton ; *W. Bates, chemist, 50, Oxford-street, Southampton ; 
*A. J. Blackman, brewer, Southampton ; Captain F. Edwards, R.N., 
Southampton ; A. W. Pearce, solicitor, Southampton. The number 
of directors is not to be less than two nor mor more than ten, the first 
being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Qualification £ 100. 

Remuneration to be fixed at the general meeting. Registered office, 
St. Michael-street, Southampton. 

Useful Literature Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
15th ult., with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares (of which fifty are 
founders’), to adopt an agreement dated May 9, 1891, between J. P. 
Collings and G. Home of the one part, and J. A. Swornsbourne of the 
other part, and to print and publish The Teachers' Magazine. The 
subscribers, who have taken one share each, are :—H. L. Williams, 
38A, Granville-square, W.C. ; *J. P. Collings, Glenlyn, Stevenage, 
Herts; *W. Lawson, tutor, F.R.G.S., St. Mark’s College, Chelsea; 
*Rev. G. Litting, M.A., LL.B., Stevenage; *G. Home, 12, Gold- 
hurst-terrace West, N.W.; J. A. Swornsbourne, 2, Page-villas, Totten¬ 
ham ; A. L. Home, 12, Goldhurst-terrace West, N.W. The number 
of directors is not to be less than two nor more than eight, the first 
being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Remuneration 5 per 
cent, of the net profits, but not to exceed £80 per annum. Solicitors, 
Ingle, Cooper, & Holmes, 20, Threadneedle-street, E.C. Registered 

office, 379, Strand, W.C. 

Northern Star Printing and Publishing Company, 
Limited.—Registered on the 13th ult., with a capital of £5,000, m 
£1 shares, to adopt an agreement dated April 28, 1891, between J. 
Dixon and F. Walmsley, for the company, and to purchase and carry 
on the business carried on by J. Dixon, at 61, Nantwich-road, Crewe, 
under the name of “ The Cheshire Printing and Publishing Company.” 
The number of directors is not to be less than two nor more than five, 
the first being J. Dixon and T. A. Alldred. Qualification, twenty 
shares. Registered office, 42, Hanging Ditch, Manchester. 

Trade Marks Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered on 
the 29th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to acquire, own, 
print, publish, and circulate any newspaper or periodical. Registered 
without special articles. Solicitors, Ernest Salaman, Fort, & Co., 61 

and 62, Chancery-lane, W.C. 

Welsh Press Company, Limited.—Registered on the 20th ult. 
with a capital of £2,000, in £5 shares, to start, print, publish, 
circulate, and generally to carry on newspapers, periodicals, pamphlets, 
&c. Registered without special articles by H. T. Evans, Llanarlh, 
Cardigan. 

Handy Railway Guide and Diary Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 25th ult., with a capital of £i,coo, in £1 shares, 
to print, publish, and issue a book to be called ihe “ Handy 
Railway Guide and Diary.” Registered without special articles. 
Registered Office, 3, Lord-street, Liverpool. 

Anglesey Newspaper and Printing and Publishing Com¬ 
pany, Limited.—Registered on the 14th ult., with a capital of 
£1,000, in £1 shares, to print and publish a newspaper in Angle¬ 
sey, and to carry on the business of newspaper proprietors, printers, 
publishers, stationers, &c. Registered without special articles by 
Waterlow & Sons, Limited, London-wall, E.C. 

©Btfuatjn 
Dean.—Mr. George Alfred Henry Dean, so long the senior partner 

in the old-established publishing firm of Dean & Son, of Fleet-street, 
died at Southsea on May 13, in his seventieth year. At the age of 
eighteen, the late Mr. Dean entered his father’s publishing business of 
Dean & Munday, in Threadneedle-street. The firm, however, was 
originally started under the extraordinary style of “ The Big A, Little 
A, Bouncing B, Publishing Company,” in the reign of Queen Eliza¬ 
beth. The first book printed and [published by the company was a 
children’s ABC book, which is believed to have been the first toy- 
book published in this country. Early in this century the title of the 
firm was changed to Bailey & Dean, and subsequently to Dean & 
Munday. Mr. Thomas Dean, the father of Mr. G. A. H. Dean, was 
a man of great ability, and much in advance of his time, and when 
lithography was in its very infancy he took a great interest in this 
new art of printing, making many improvements in its application. 
The firm of Dean & Munday used to do the whole of the work 
of the India Office; the stones having to be rubbed clean every 
night under the strict superintendence of Government officials, and 
drawn on again on the following morning. Needless to say, this was 
a very lucrative business. The late Mr. Dean took a special interest 
in providing excellent pictorial literature for the young, his toy-books, 
for which he secured gold medals at various exhibitions, being most 

widely known. 

Henderson.—Mr. William Henderson, senior partner in the firm 
of Messrs. Henderson & Spalding, lithographers, letterpress and type- 
music printers, 3 and 5, Marylebone-lane, died suddenly, at Ipswich, 
on Friday morning, May 22. He was born at Biggar, in Lanarkshire, 
on August 5, 1831. Thirty years ago he commenced business in 
Islington, with Mr. J. C. Rait, their speciality being type-music print¬ 
ing. In a very short space of time they found the business extending 
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so rapidly that the young firm migrated to larger premises in Winsley- 
street. Here Mr. Fenton joined the firm, and in 1864 larger premises 
were again required. Removing to Berners-street, a thriving business 
was carried on there for a number of years, the patronage of the 
larger music firms in the West-end being liberally bestowed on the firm. 
In 1872, owing to a further increase in business, another change was 
necessary, and the large and commodious premises in Marylebone-lane 
were secured. Mr. Fenton, feeling the pressure of advancing years, 
at the time retired to seek the well-earned leisure which he has since 
enjoyed. On February 14, 1876, the premises and plant were consumed 
by a disastrous fire ; but the firm survived the disaster, and through 
indomitable energy and pluck the business was soon in full working 
order again. Two years later, in 1878, Mr. Montague Spalding 
joined the firm, and a large addition was made to the plant, new 
departments being added, which involved a large outlay of capital. 
In 1889, Mr. Rait’s connection with the firm was severed, and the 
business has since that time been carried on under the name of Messrs. 
Flenderson & Spalding. 

Joyce.—Mr. Joyce, eldest son of Mr. B. Joyce, printers’ joiner, 
Stanhope-street, W.C., died recently, aged forty-four. 

Pallister.—Mr. George Pallister, senior partner in the firm of 
Messrs. George Pallister i Sons, of Leeds, died on April 29. Mr. 
Pallister was born on March 18, 1821. For many years he was in 
the service of the Leeds Mercury, and he was also the secretary of the 
Leeds Typographical Society. He was the first to introduce the busi¬ 
ness of a printers’ broker in the North of England, and in conjunction 
with his sons, developed one of the most solidly successful under¬ 
takings of its kind in the country. The local papers, in their obituary 
notices, furnished ample testimony to the respect and esteem in which 
Mr. Pallister was held in his native town. The circumstances of his 
death were peculiarly sad. On April 24 his wife was taken from him 
by death, and so deeply was he affected b) this event that paralysis 
seized him, and death supervened on the day of his wife’s interment. 

Sampson.—Mr. Henry Sampson, proprietor and editor of the 
Referee, died on May 16, in his 50th year. Mr. Sampson, under his 
pen name of “ Pendragon,” was one of the best known of sporting 
journalists. He was originally a compositor, next advanced to the 
reader’s desk, and by sheer force of character and ability ultimately 
reached the editor’s chair. He founded the Referee in 1877. 

Wesi.ey.—Mr. William Wesley, bookseller and publisher, of 
Essex-street, Strand, died recently, aged 77. He was born at 
Newton Linford, near Leicester, and served his apprenticeship to the 
trades of printer and bookbinder. In 1837 he commenced business 
on his own account as a printer and bookbinder in Burton-on-Trent. 
One of his earliest publishing ventures was the Monthly Advertiser, 
the first newspaper that appeared in the town. In the early numbers 
the articles and paragraphs were mostly of his own composition, set 
up in type by his own hand without manuscript. He removed to 
London in 1855. In 1885 Mr. Wesley was compelled to relinquish 
active work in consequence of severe illness, and his son became a 
partner in the business. 

-♦-♦-*- 
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The figure followitig each entry denotes the day on which the application 
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Applications for Letters Patent.—April, 1891. 

7,312.—W. W. J. Nicol. Improvements in photographic printing 
processes. 28. 

7,329.— F. Wicks. Improvements in type-composing machines. 28. 
7,367.—H. B. Cox. An improvement in type-writers. 29. 
7,525.—D. N. Bertram. An improvement in paper-making machines. 

30- 
May, 1891. 

7,568.—L. U. Gill and A. Bradley. Improvements in guillotine 
machines for cutting paper or other material. 1 

7,678.—J. Sturrock and G. D. Macdougald. Improvements in, or 
relating to, matrices. 4. 

7,790.—P. T. C. Heitz. Improvements in chases for printing 
forms. 5. 

7,823.—G. Tofts. An improved inking roller for printing and litho¬ 
graphic machines and similar purposes. 6. 

7,935.—W. P. Thompson. A communication from P. Auguste 
Godchaux, of France. Improvements in, and relating to, 
apparatus for printing in colours. 8. 

8,007.—J- T. Price. Improvements in paper folding machines. 9. 
8,070.—W. Crafter. An improved platen printing machine. II. 

8,120.—B. Krantz and H. Zeissler. Improvements in, or connected 
with, the preparation of lithographic stones for half-tone and 
colour printing. 12. 

8,121.—B. Krantz and H. Zeissler. Improved method of photo¬ 
etching on zinc and copper. 12. 

8,123.—B. Krantz and H. Zeissler. A new process for the exact 
reproduction in colours of paintings in oils or water colours on 
canvas or paper. 12. 

8,309.—A. Smith. Improvements in printing machines. 14. 
8,543.—H. E. Newton. A communication from R. Hoe & Co., of 

United States. Improvements relating to printing machinery. 
19. 

8.560. —G. W. N. Yost. Improvements in type-writing machines. 19. 
8.561. —G. H. Rayner. A communication from G. E. Rich and De 

Lacy Freeman Iloxie, of United States. Improvements in type¬ 
writers. 19. 

8,684.—L. F. Carnpi and R. Elsdon. New or improved machinery 
for engraving or sinking dies and matrices, and other objects in 
relief or intaglio. 21. 

8,761.—G. T. Teasdale-Buckell. Improvements in the production, by 
the aid of photography, of surfaces for use in printing colours, and 
in means or apparatus employed therein. 22. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 
1890. 

6,238.—Pallister. Feeding printing-machines, &c. 8d. 
6,798.—Bottcher. Chromo-lithogr&phic printing. 4d. 
7,73S.—Cleathero and Nichols, feeding apparatus for print¬ 

ing machines. is. 3d. 
7,861.—Monro. Type-writing machines . 6d. 
8,121.—Seage, E., and F. J. Printers’shooting-sticks . 6d. 
8,781.—Bousfield. Type-writers . 6d. 
9,981.—Harrild & Buckland. Paper-cutting machines . 6d. 

10,253.—Harrild & Buckland. Paper-cutting machines .. .. 8d. 
15,060.—Rogers & Bright. Type bars for printing . . 2s. 4d. 

J9,554-—Sandham. Coloured, &c., prints. 4d. 

1891. 
2,670.—Tenner. Platen-printing machines . is. 3d. 
2,825.—Stover. Type-writers . 8d. 
2,870.—Newton. Web-printing machines. is. id. 
3,342. —Schumacher & Raegener. Printing in colours. 4d. 

Notice.— The present volume of //^Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapher will be finished with the July (1891) number, by 

■which time the arrangements for the New Series zvill be com¬ 

pleted. The Title-page and Index will be issued on completion of 

the volume. 
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Coptcer of k QHonfft. 

length, after infinite trouble and anxiety, we 

have got the company intended to work The 

Lithographer into shape, and we are now 

enabled to announce something as to our 

intentions. The present series of The 

Printing Times and Lithographer comes 

to an end with the current number, and the 

title-page and index will be prepared and issued next month. 

Our new series will begin with the August number, which we 

expect to issue about the 25th of next month. The title will 

be altered to The Lithographer, and its sub-title will be 

“ the Artist and Engraver, and Journal of the Graphic Arts; 

with which is incorporated the Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapherThe size will be increased to Royal 4to, the paper 

will be of superfine quality, and the press work of the best. 

The pages will be embellished with handsome initials, head 

and tail pieces, and ornaments, and everything will be done to 

make the journal attractive in appearance. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

But we do not intend to stop at mere ornamental appear¬ 

ance ; our aim will be to be useful to the craft. For this pur¬ 

pose we shall have valuable original technical articles, and 

information useful to the apprentice, the improver, and the 

advanced workman. All the latest developments and improve¬ 

ments will be noticed and exhaustively dealt with by experts. 

Various subjects will be taken up from time to time, and dealt 

with in series of articles. It is also hoped to give specimens of 

high-class work, by way of example, and also to show the pro¬ 

gress our art is making. And last, but not least, we are 

arranging for a series of plates containing designs for initials, 

monograms, menus, cards, ornaments, etc., which we feel sure 

will prove of great value to all engaged in artistic work. 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
What we want now is the hearty support of every branch 

of the trade, and we are particularly anxious to get a number 

of gentlemen throughout the different branches to act as agents 

for us in obtaining subscribers. It is very difficult to reach 

the actual workers, and it can only be effectually done by our 

having agents in the various centres who will interest them¬ 

selves in our behalf. Of course, for such services we shall pay 

a liberal commission. We therefore invite any who come into 

contact with large numbers of artists, engravers, litho-printers, 

and others, to make application to us for an agency. We also 

want a correspondent in each of the chief centres of litho¬ 

graphy to write us a chatty letter each month upon all subjects 

likely to be of interest to the craft generally. And lastly, we 

want the trade to make use of its only medium for all discus¬ 

sions, inquiries, and information, and to make The Litho¬ 

grapher indispensable to every one connected with this 

important industry, whether as employer or employed. 

+ *t* *s* 

As will be seen, on reference to our advertising pages, a 

company has been formed under favourable auspices to acquire 

and work the very ingenious invention of Mr. Oldfield for 

multi-colour printing. The apparatus was shown at work 

during the recent exhibition at the Agricultural Hall, and 

printers had then an opportunity of seeing the results which 

could be obtained by it. By means of the very simple and 

ingenious contrivance, patented by Mr. Oldfield, several 

colours can be printed from one form, together with a border 

in separate colour, all at one operation. It is, of course, of 

chief value in poster-work, but, the register being accurate, and 

the apparatus being adapted for working with any machine, 

fine work can also be done with it. One very good feature 

about the company is that it dees not contemplate establishing 

any works for the production of the apparatus, but will place 

their orders with the various machine-makers to whose ma¬ 

chines the apparatus is to be fitted. Licenses for the use of 

the apparatus will be granted at an annual royalty of ,£10 per 

machine up to double-royal size, and ^15 for larger sizes. 

The company should show a very good return upon its capital 

if the invention meets with the success it appears likely to 
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achieve, judging from the very flattering testimonials given by 
the leading houses. 

4, 4. 4. 

On the 23rd ult. an influential deputation waited upon the 
Postmaster-General upon the subject of newspaper postage, 
when cogent reasons for the abolition of many anomalies were 
put before Mr. Raikes. Mr. H. Heaton, M.P., who introduced 
the deputation, pointed out that what they asked was that all 
bona fide periodicals, if published at intervals of thirty-one 
days, or even quarterly, should be placed upon the same foot¬ 
ing as newspapers, and that the absurd restrictions as to 
advertisements should also be abolished. It was submitted to 
the right lion, gentleman that at present the postal rate 
presented a curious anomaly, inasmuch that merely current 
news, as distinguished from general literary matter, was 
admissible to the reduced rate, and that this militated against 
the success of English publishing firms. It was further sub¬ 
mitted that the charge for the transmission of printed matter in 
this country was far in excess of that obtaining in other 
countries, and illustrations were given of how the Review of 

Reviews might be transmitted from New York to San Francisco 
for a halfpenny, but the same magazine could not be carried 
from the Strand to Westminster for less than ejjd. ; while it was 
necessary to put a shilling stamp on the same sixpenny 
magazine to ensure its conveyance to Australia. The conten¬ 
tion of the deputation was, that the whole system wanted 
readjustment and substantial reduction. Mr. Upcott Gill, of 
the Exchange and Mart, contended that the larger the news¬ 
paper the more profitable it was to the Post Office. The Post¬ 
master-General, in his reply, admitted the importance of the 
subject, and said that with many points touched on by the 
deputation the postal authorities were in sympathy, especially 
so far as they desired cheaper postage for India and the 
Colonies. The whole matter would be carefully considered, 
but at present he was unable to make any definite statement. 

4. 4. 4, 

The Post Office Acts Amendment Bill was read a second 
time in the House of Commons on June 23. Mr. Raikes ex¬ 
plained that its object was to settle various questions which 
from time to time had arisen between the Post Office and the 
public. It proposed that printed circulars sent by societies and 
other bodies should no longer be prevented from going for a 
halfpenny in consequence of a few formal written words. The 
Post Office, with the consent of the Treasury, would make new 
warrants defining a circular. Another provision was to the 
effect that the supplement of a newspaper need no longer bear 
the date of its issue, many supplements, especially artistic 
ones, being printed long beforehand. At present if a news¬ 
paper violated the Newspaper Acts of 1870 and 1875 it could 
only be punished by being excluded altogether from the Post 
Office register of newspapers. That was too severe, and the 
Bill would give power to exclude a single number. A maximum 
weight for newspapers transmissible by post was fixed by the 
measure. That had caused some anxiety, which he thought 
would be allayed by the statement that the maximum weight 
would be one pound. There are also to be alterations in the 
general rules relating to supplements, which will much benefit 
the Press. It is something to find the department moving at 
all in accordance with the reiterated demands of common- 
sense, and we may yet hope to find a few more of the absurd 
and antiquated restrictions imposed upon newspapers removed. 
But it will be necessary to keep on hammering at the depart¬ 
ment, for it is very difficult to make it feel or see. 

4* 4* 

There is nothing like putting a high value upon your 
property if you want to sell it, and especially if you want to 
sell it to a company. This has been done, we think, to an 
extent hitherto undreamed of in the case of Mr. Newnes, who has 
recently transferred his two successful papers, Tit Bits and the 
Strand Atfagazitte, to a company for ,£400,000. There is no 
plant to take over, the lease of the premises would not amount 
to a very large sum, there are no copyrights or stock worth 
speaking of, so that practically the whole of this huge sum is 
for the goodwill and copyright of the two periodicals men¬ 
tioned. We think it is altogether too much. Mr. Newnes is 
sole governing director, and takes ,£250,000 worth of shares 
and £"150,000 in cash for his property, the latter amount being 

raised by the issue of 150,000 £1 shares at 5s. per share 
premium. This 5s. per share is to provide the working capital. 
We think Mr. Newnes would have done better by making the 
capital, say, £100,000, with some founders’ shares entitled to a 
proportion of the profits after the capital had received 10 per 
cent. He could have taken £33,000 in shares, the balance in 
cash, and have provided working capital out of a premium if he 
chose. The shares would have been eagerly subscribed, and 
would have gone to a substantial premium immediately. How¬ 
ever, Mr. Newnes may carry his scheme through successfully, 
and in that case he is certainly better off with a very large 
amount of cash than with mere shares. We have not heard 
whether the shares were well taken up ; they were to be 
allotted only to booksellers, bookstall clerks, advertisers, and 
the staff of the papers. 

4. 4. 4. 

The Board of Trade returns for June present very few 
points of interest. The export of books is larger by 2,700 cwt. 
and £10,700 for the month, the increase for the six months 
being 6,700 cwt. and £47,000. This is the most satisfactory 
feature in the returns. Stationery shows a decrease of £9,000 
for the month and £19,000 for the six months. The decrease 
is entirely to “other countries.” Export of paper shows an in¬ 
crease for the month of 3,800 cwt. and £10,000, while for the 
six months the quantity is 760 cwt. more, but the value is 
£2,500 less. Imports of foreign paper shows a continual expan¬ 
sion, the increase for the month being 40,200 cwt., and £24,700, 
and for the six months 119,100 cwt. in quantity and £79,600 in 
value. 

Export of Printed Books. 

cwt. £■ 
1891 ... 14,549 •• 
1890 ... ... 11,836 ... 
ISS9 ... ... 11,081 ... ... 89,307 
1891 ... ... 74,512 •• ... 607,223 
1890 ... ... 67,832 ... ... 560,358 
1889 ... ... 576,753 

Export of Stationery (other than Paper). 

J une .. 
£. 

J J . •. 81,989 

5 ? .. .. 69,363 
Jan. to June . .......... 431,568 

5 J . .. 450,568 
»i •*■••• .... 1889 .. . 435,775 

The following figures show the value shipped to the various 
countries during the six months in each of the three years :— 

1891. 1890. 1889. 
£• £■ £. 

Germany .. ...... 41,184 ... 42,182 ... 38,147 
France ... ...... 17,148 ... 12,850 ... 18,956 
United States... . 37,973 37,845 ••• 35,79i 
British East Indies ...... 52,732 ... 53,196 ... 56,371 
Australasia.. .. 73U99 ... 65,166 ... 82,454 
British North America... 12,758 ... 11,431 ... 11,798 
Other countries. . 196,574 ... 227,898 ... 192,258 

Export of Paper (all Kinds). 

cwt. £• 
June . 1891 ...... 90,141 ... .. 154,607 

1890 ...... 86,377 ... .. 144,544 
9) . 1889 . 73,407 ••• .. 134,986 

Jan. to J une . 1891 .. ... 493,256 ... 
1890 ...... 492,494 ... •• 854,503 
1889 . 498,632 ... 

Imports of Foreign Paper (less Re-exports). 

cwt. £. 
June .. 

J J .. 

. 213,197 ... 
.... 1890 . 172,903 ••• 

5? . ...... 159,”4 ... 142,717 
Jan. to June ..... ...... 1,200,503 ... 

...... 94b996 ••• 

... 989,940 
j 5 ... . > 

j j . . • ■ . ■ .... 1889 ■ 834,557 

When rollers have become hard and apparently useless 
wash them carefully with lye, and then cover them with a thin 
coat of molasses and let them stand until the next day, when 
they will be found in much better condition. 
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Typographical Errors. 

OT long since, I read of a bishop who boasted 
that he always sent the worst writing he could 
to the printers, for then he was sure greater 
attention would be paid to his work. He 
thought nothing of the robbery he perpe¬ 
trated on the compositor or the reader. 
Typographical errors, as they are too often 

called, are in nine cases out of ten the fault of the writers. 
I know an editor who writes with a pencil because he can¬ 
not spare time to dip his pen into the ink ! His writing 
may be compared to the strokes which a child is taught to 
make before essaying to form the letters of the alphabet, 
and here and there in his hurry he leaves out a word or 
two. Can it be surprising that mistakes occur ? But this 
gentleman is most severe when he can get a chance of 
complaining. Then there is another class of writers— 
classical, or scientific—who seem to think “ readers,” if 
not compositors, are as well acquainted with their ologies 
and catch phrases as themselves, and abbreviate or set 
puzzles accordingly, which no “ fellah can be expected to 
know ” in a printing office, even supposing he had the 
time to decipher them. And yet how ready these writers 
are to complain if their hieroglyphics are misinterpreted. 
I know a lady writer whose subjects are generally 
on Grecian mythology and sculpture, the caligraphy being 
interlarded with Greek characters, the whole quite un¬ 
intelligible to the ordinary reader, and requiring time for 
studying it, which is seldom allowed. Then there are the 
grammatical blunders which appear not only in the daily 
papers but in bookwork, such as “ everybody has their 
faults ; ” “ one or other,” when several are mentioned, thus 
implying only two; “some or another,” instead of other; 
or “ one or another,” as the case may be. I need not add 
the frequent substitution of adverbs for adjectives and 
vice versd, or the singular for the plural verb, the objective 
for the nominative, &c.; but the fact is, writers have got 
into such a hurried, slovenly style of writing, and printers 
are so kept to the lowest charges, that no pride is taken in 
the correctness of the work. It is all drive. Let the 
“ reader ” make a correction at variance with the copy, and 
the compositor is angrily down on him. “ Who is to pay 
for it ? ” is the cry. Author refuses to pay for corrections, 
compositor sticks to his right to follow his copy. Master 
printer says, “ / cannot afford o pay for it.” When the 
article or work is printed, some wiseacre, who thinks him¬ 
self very clever, “points out” the error, and too often the 
worried, hard-worked, brain-pestered “reader” has to bear 
the blame, and, perhaps, the loss of his bread, while, 
perhaps, he has been fighting against time to get the work 
done. 

There is another cause of typographical errors, and that 
is night work. Whether the eight-hour movement will 
ever reach the printers or not, the night-work in printing 
offices ought certainly to be curtailed. The jaded 
“ reader,” after a day’s trying fatigue, has often to see work 
to press stretching into the early hours of the morning. 
Can it be wondered at that the writer or caustic critic is 
able in the fresh portion of his day to detect errors which, 
under proper circumstances, would never occur? The 
wonder is, that so few errors do crop up; and often work 
would be spoiled were it not for the practical vigilance of 
the “reader.” How seldom, however, does the little wTord 
“ Thanks ” ever reach him. It is true there are exceptions. 
Charles Dickens I heard publicly acknowledge how much 
he was indebted to the “ reader ” j and the Rev. Mr. 

Jacox has recently founded special pensions for “readers,” 
in acknowledgment of their services. Let editors, then, 
bear in mind the sacred maxim about casting the first 
stone, and mischief-makers be a little more chary in their 
fancied discoveries, remembering that— 

“ He who expects a faultless piece to see 
Expects what ne’er has been, nor e'er shall be.” 

If not trespassing too much on your space, I might 
add a word on the disgraceful way in which foreign 
words are written in “copy,” especially French; and as to 
the accents, they are either omitted or wrongly placed. 
Why should compositors be compelled to waste their time 
in rectifying the slovenly MS. of such writers, and “errors 
of the press,” as a matter of course, be attributed to the 
negligence of the naughty printers ? 

Omega. 

“ Punch." 

MR. PUNCH has completed his centenary volume, and it 
is not the least noticeable event in the world of 

journalism during the past month. It is nearly as important 
as the climacteric birthday of a great “ daily ” or a great 
“ weekly.” To say that this comic chronicle of the times is an 
institution in the land, is to express very feebly the power it 
exerts on public life. The record of Punch is, we believe, 
entirely without precedent in the history of humorous jour¬ 
nalism. Its pages have been the vehicle of the writings of 
some of the greatest wits and humourists of the century, and 
of the choicest pictorial humour and drollery. To mention 
merely some of "the principal names among those who have 
adorned its pages—Thackeray (whose contributions included 
the papers of "The Fat Contributor,” “Jeames’s Diary,” and 
the “ Snob Papers”), Gilbert a Beckett, Douglas Jerrold, Tom 
Taylor, Shirley Brooks, Mark Lemon (who edited Punch from 
its commencement, July 17,1841, till his death), and Burnand, 
in Letters ; John Leech, Doyle, Tenniel, Linley Sambourne, 
Ch. Keene, Du Maurier, and Harry Furniss, in Art—is to 
ensure the respect and interest of all Englishmen. Punch is 
the prince of comic newspapers. But it is not this alone ; it 
is also the least scurrilous and least venomous of all its 
competitors. Punch can be trenchant without being vulgar, 
sarcastic without being virulent, pointed without being coarse. 
To those who are acquainted with comic papers abroad—in 
France, Spain, Portugal, South America, or even the States, 
where coarse personality reigns supreme—this will be more 
apparent. In them a staple form of witticism is this or that 
one’s peculiarity—So-and-so’s hump, Jules Ferry’s nose, and 
so on. M. Ferry’s nose, indeed, is the most prominent 
feature in a large percentage of French comic papers : 
we have seen it in all conceivable variations and elonga¬ 
tions of its original prominence—real or imagined. It is 
portrayed as the elephant’s trunk, as the anteater’s proboscis, 
as bulbous growths too numerous to particularise : men swing 
and hang from it, cattle graze on its ample proportions—nay, 
regiments encamp under it ; now it is pulled out by its roots 
and is put through all manners of diversions ; anon it hangs 
sweeping the ground, or is curled like the Laocoon round the 
victim’s body ; or once again is put in splints and carried. The 
whole strength of Ferry, to the whimsical artists of Paris, is 
absorbed by this hideous member. Such is a prominent aspect 
of Continental caricature; and it is no small credit to a journal 
that it can abstain from this in a world where originality is 
such hard work, and jokes are so nearly all played out. Our 
contemporary is a delightful caricaturist, and a powerful 
exponent of absurdities ; but as his chief butt is the “ greatest 
assembly of gentlemen in the world,’’ as it has been called— 
more in pity, we presume, than in anger—it maintains through¬ 
out a gentlemanly demeanour, although the inimitable manner in 
which on all occasions in its pages one eminent statesman is more 
conspicuous by his collar than by anything else, another by his 
eyeglass, a third by his hair, and still another by his ultra-placid 
aspect, has gone no little way towards giving Punch that popu¬ 
larity which he enjoys. Disraeli is reported to have kept 
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scrap books containing Mr. Punch’s caricatures of him, and we 
may reasonably suspect that other statesmen also take a secret 
delight in seeing themselves as the hump-backed one sees 
them. Then there is the story of the little girl who, on being 
introduced to a great man, told him sweetly, “ I know you ; 
you were in Punch last week.” “ But, after all, life has some¬ 
thing serious in it,” said Douglas Jerrold ; “it cannot be all a 
comic historyof humanityand our friend does not infrequently 
doff the cap and bells for a garment of serious—even solemn— 
beauty and grandeur worthy of the occasion in point—notably 
in such pictures as “Dropping the Pilot,” “Watchman, What 
of the Night,” “The Dead Lion.” Finally, his directors have 
made a graceful and judicious use of the creation of an imagin¬ 
ary ludicrous personality—which has been carried to such lengths 
nowadays—though never since have the charms of Steele and 
Addison’s creations been rivalled. Punch was not newly born 
when he first took a local habitation and a name in Fleet- 
street ; but the same may be said of many another hero who 
has become world-renowned since plastic hands have fed and 
nurtured him—as Sir Roger himself, Gargantua, Falstaff, 
Faust, and even Ally Sloper. But man seldom procreates ; 
man and the dramatist, like Nature, evolve. 

A. 
-e <> e-<o-- 

The Newspaper Press Fund. 

THE twenty-eighth annual dinner of the Newspaper Press 
Fund was held on the 13th ult. The chair was taken by 

Viscount Cross, and there was a large company present, includ¬ 
ing several members of Parliament. The Chairman, in pro¬ 
posing “ Success to the Newspaper Press Fund,” said he looked 
upon the freedom of the Press and the freedom of debates in 
Parliament as the greatest safeguard of the country. This 
freedom was everything in public life. During the Queen’s 
reign the newspaper Press had enormously advanced, until it 
had now become not only a necessity for carrying on the affairs 
of the Empire, but an absolute necessity for the comfort and 
happiness of every family and household. It had indeed 
become the autocrat of the breakfast table, for without the 
daily paper at the morning meal folks did not enjoy their food, 
and they missed an intellectual treat. Of late years parts of 
the globe, which in our childhood we probably never heard of, 
had come before the public. There were no books or 
geographies to enlighten us with respect to them. People 
turned to the daily newspaper to find information on the 
subject, and if they did not find it they were considerably dis¬ 
appointed. When such questions arose in different parts of 
the globe as they had done lately he was asked from time to 
time, “ Where is this wonderful place ? ” and his answer was, 
“ Read your newspaper, and you will find all the information 
necessary.” The motto of the Press in all questions 
had been, “ Let there be light.” It was a matter of 
wonder to him what the historian of the future would 
think of the Press. One of the most marvellous things about 
the present day journalism, to his mind, was that the morning- 
paper supplied the public with a report of a debate in Parlia¬ 
ment carried on until one and two in the morning, and not the 
debate alone, but accompanied by a most critical article upon 
it. All these results were not produced without great effort, 
and it was not wonderful that in the profession there should 
be many who were in need. To such this institution ministered. 
In 1864, when it was inaugurated, the income only permitted 
the disbursement of £60, but in 1874 £590 was distributed, 
and in 1890, 65 grants, amounting altogether to .£1,376, were 
made. Upwards of £20,000 had been distributed during the 
28 years, and they had accumulated the very respectable 
sum of £21,000. In conclusion Viscount Cross expressed his 
satisfaction that the fund had been incorporated by royal 
charter, and that through the Institute of Journalists the news¬ 
paper profession had attained a recognised status as a pro¬ 
fession. The subscriptions announced by the treasurer 
amounted to about £1,200, and included the Queen, £50 ; the 
Chairman, £20 ; Sir A. Borthwick, 100 guineas ; Mr. Edward 
Lawson £25 ; the Standard, £25 ; Mr. F. A. Beer, £20; the 
Clotliworkers’ Company, £25 ; and 10 guineas each from 
Lord Salisbury, Mr. W. PI Smith, Mr. Justice Wright, the 
Attorney-General, etc. 

Presentation to Mr. C. J. Drummond. 

ON June 27 a large number of the friends of Mr. C. J. 
Drummond, F.S.S., secretary of the London Society of 

Compositors, assembled in the large hall of Anderton’s Hotel, 
Fleet-street, E.C., for the purpose of making a presentation to 
him in celebration of his recent marriage, and in recognition 
of the services he has rendered to the printing and allied 
trades, and to the cause of trade unionism generally. The 
proceedings took the form of a smoking concert, for which a 
host of talent had volunteered service. The chair was occupied 
by Mr. T. Scott, president of the presentation committee, and 
the vice-chair by Mr. C. Southwood, vice-chairman of the 
committee. Many prominent men were present, and several 
others sent apologies for being absent, among them being Mr. 
H. W. Lawson, M.P., who sent a small souvenir in the shape 
of a silver loving cup. Other presents forwarded were a very 
handsome liqueur stand, a handsome kettle and lamp for 
parlour table, a silver cigar case, and a silver sovereign purse. 
The present made by the testimonial committee consisted of a 
gold watch and chain, suitably inscribed ; a silver tea and 
coffee service and salver, and an illuminated address. The 
salver bore the following inscription :— 

“ This tea and coffee service, together with an illuminated 
address, was presented to Mr. C. J. Drummond by his friends 
as a mark of respect on the occasion of his marriage—March 
1891.” 

The following is the text of the address 

“ This address, together with a gold watch and chain, silver 
tea and coffee service and salver, was presented to Mr. Charles 
J. Drummond, F.S.S., Officer D’Academie de France, at 
Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet-street, London, E.C., on the occasion 
of his marriage, by a number of friends, as a mark of esteem 
and admiration for the valuable services rendered not only in 
his official capacity as secretary of the London Society of 
Compositors, but also in various other public movements for 
several years past in the cause of Labour. On behalf of the 
subscribers, it is sincerely hoped he may be long spared to 
advance the interests of those with whom he is associated, and 
still further distinguish himself in the great arena of public life. 

T. Scott, Chairman. 
C. Southwood, Vice-chairman. 
G. T. Glynn, Treasurer. 
W. Crespin, > 
G. B. Courtenay, >Hon. Secs.” 
W. George, ) 

As a souvenir of the occasion, each member of the company 
was presented with a beautifully illuminated card bearing 
vignette portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Drummond. 

The Chairman, in making the presentation, said Mr. 
Drummond was born at Ipswich in 1848. In 1862 he was ap¬ 
prenticed at the Ipswich Journal office, where he served his 
time. In 1866 he joined the Ipswich Typographical Society, 
and in 1869, on removing to London, he joined the London 
Society of Compositors. In 1875 he was elected by Roworth’s 
chapel to serve on the committee of the London Society of 
Compositors, and in the same year he was elected chairman. 
In 1876 he was sent as a delegate to the Trades Union 
Congress, and was made chairman of the Standing Orders 
Committee. In 1878 he was elected assistant secretary of the 
London Society of Compositors, and in 1881 he was elected 
secretary, which position he had held ever since. In 1883 he 
was vice-president of the Trades Union Congress, and in 1884 
he was appointed by Sir William Harcourt honorary visitor of 
convict establishments. In 1885 he was nominated a member 
of the Royal Commission on Trades Depression, and in 1886 
he was elected a life member of the Constitutional Club. At 
that time he was taking a very active part in the trade 
charity, and in 1887, on the suggestion of Sir Algernon 
Borthwick, a Drummond pension was established, in connection 
with which his name would go down to all posterity. In 1889 
Mr. Drummond was a member of the Mansion House Com¬ 
mittee in connection with the French Exhibition in Paris, and 
he edited the reports of the British delegates to that exhibition. 
In recognition of his services the French Government created 
him an Officer d’Academie, and in the same year he was 
nominated by the Crown a member of the Central Governing 
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Body of the City Parochial Charities. In addition to his con¬ 
nection with trades unionism Mr. Drummond had taken an 
active part in friendly society work. He was a member of the 
Manchester Unity of Oddfellows, an honorary member of the 
Ancient Order of Foresters, had been vice-president and 
president of the Hearts of Oak, and was also a Freeman. 
That, he said, was a record of a twenty years’ career, and 
Mr. Drummond was still young, and he hoped he might be 
long spared to put his great abilities to still better use. He 
had great pleasure in presenting that address to him. Speak¬ 
ing personally, no man could know him better. They had 
been like brothers together. He had also much pleasure in 
handing him that gold watch and chain, and he hoped he 
might be long spared to wear it, and that he might hand it 
down to his children. There was also that silver service with 
which he had to present him likewise. He hoped whenever 
he used it he would think of the old friends with whom he had 
been associated for so many years. He had great pleasure in 
proposing the only toast of the evening, “ Long life, health, 
happiness, and prosperity to Mr. and Mrs. Charles James 
Drummond.” 

Mr. Drummond acknowledged the presentation in an inter¬ 
esting speech, and the proceedings were brought to a satis¬ 
factory conclusion with the passing of the customary votes of 
thanks. 

Playing Cards. 

IT is sometimes asserted that card playing is an amusement 
less sought than formerly, and that people are finding in 

other diversions more pleasure, and at the same time a sort of 
instruction which makes indulgence in them more profitable. 
This may have been so in times past, but just at present there 
seems an appreciable growth in the pastime, and certainly it 
may be said that where card games are employed as a simple 
social amusement with which may mingle merry chaff, fun, and 
laughter, without the vile spirit of gambling being introduced, 
they are pleasant in the highest degree. All of the good things 
of life are abused by some who have neither moderation nor 
sense ; this is one of the misfortunes which are inevitable as 
long as human nature is what it is. 

Card playing is of very ancient origin, its beginnings being 
lost in the mists of time. The amusement in cards seems to 
have been discovered first in China, although it seems to have 
been almost, if not quite, as ancient a sport with the Hindus. 
A pack of Hindustani cards, now in the possession of the 
Royal Asiatic Society, were presented to an English sea captain 
by a high caste Brahmin, who said they v'ere 1,000 years old. 
Said the Brahmin: “None of us can play with them; the 
game is forgotten, and they are not like our modern cards at 
all.” The pack consists of no less than eight suits of divers 
colours, the kings being mounted upon elephants, and the 
viziers, or second honours, upon horses, tigers, and bulls. 
There are other marks whose meaning is beyond comprehen¬ 
sion, such as a sort of parasol without a handle, with several 
broken ribs sticking through the top, a pineapple in a shallow 
saucer, and others. It is also asserted that “ The Four 
Rajahs,” an old Hindu game something like chess, gave the 
first suggestions for pasteboard cards. The whole matter is, 
however, one of great uncertainty. 

Cards seem to have appeared in Europe about the close of 
the fourteenth century, their origin at that time being accredited 
to the Saracens. In the accounts of the treasurer of Charles 
VI. of France, 1303, the following item appears: “ Given to 
Jacquemin Gringonneur, painter, for three packs of cards, gilt 
and coloured and variously ornamented, for the amusement of 
the King, 56 sols of Paris.” It is also said that the French 
clergy took greatly to cards about this time, their favourite 
game being “ high, low, jack.” So devoted did they become 
to card playing that it was specifically forbidden by the Synod 
of Langres in 1404. The third court card was called “valet” 
by the French, and is supposed to have given rise to the 
English designation “knave,” although it is also said to be a 
corruption of the word jackanapes—“Jack the knave.” 

It is from the French that the modern suits of diamond, 
heart, spade, and club are derived, the original terms being 
carreau, cczur, pique, and trefle. The fickle Frenchmen were, 
however, continually changing their court cards. Every change 

in the Government brought in a new lot, so that about all of 
the early historical personages of the country have graced 
their playing cards. This custom of changing also gave rise 
to an ingenious theory regarding the “ pips ” or spots. 
“Troops,” says an old chronicler, “however brave and nume¬ 
rous, require to have prudent and experienced generals.” The 
trefle or clover plant, which abounds in the meadows of France, 
denotes that a chief ought always to encamp his army in a 
p’ace where he may obtain forage for his cavalry ; piques and 
carreaux signify magazines of arms, which ought to be well 
stored, the carreau being a sort of heavy arrow shot 
from a crossbow ; occurs signified courage both of commanders 
and soldiers ; the ace was the Latin as, and signified money. 
At the time of the French Revolution the places of the card 
kings were filled by four philosophers—Moliere, Lafontaine, 
Voltaire and Rousseau ; and those of the queens by four 
virtues—Prudence, Justice, Temperance, and Fortitude. 

In Germany card making very early became a regular trade, 
both it and card painting being an exclusive employment 
carried on by women alone for a long time. The pips were 
very prettily conceived, the suits consisting of hearts, bells, 
acorns, and leaves. In early German cards there was no queen, 
the place of her majesty being filled by a mounted knight. To 
Italy belongs the honour of having restored the proper 
sequence by discarding the knight and placing the queen in 
her rightful place next to the king. In the earliest German 
packs a card called “ober” ranked next to the king, the name 
signifying “ superior,” and the card representing the highest 
office under the crown. The name “ unter,” given to the third 
court card, was supposed to symbolize a lieutenant or deputy 
officer. 

Italian card signs seem to have been used in England at 
first ; they were cups, swords, money and clubs, but early in 
the reign of Edward IV. the home product was preferred, a 
prohibition tariff having been put upon Italian cards. The 
veracious chroniclers of the period tell us that card playing at 
that time was practised “ in all places of worship,” but they 
did not mean churches, but the dwellings of the aristocracy 
and gentry. The popular game was dcarte. Sums of money 
were regularly allotted to the scions of royalty for the special 
purpose of card playing, females as well as males being thus 
endowed, the sums ranging from “ two and tuppence ’’ to forty 
shillings. It is said that James I. was very fond of the amuse¬ 
ment, but so lazy that he required somebody to hold his cards 
for him. 

In the seventeenth century heraldic cards were introduced 
into England. The king of clubs was represented by the arms 
of the Pope; spades by the arms of the king of France; 
diamonds by the arms of the king of Spain, and hearts by the 
arms of the king of England. From these heraldic cards is 
derived the word coat cards, supposed to be the precursor of 
the modern term court cards. In the middle of the same 
century a pack of cards was published containing the history 
of all the Popish plots. They were printed from copper plates 
and had very large or ample descriptions under each 
plate, among which was the observation. “Aspersers of this 
pack show themselves to be Popishly affected.” These must 
have been distantly related to the modern game of “Authors.” 

Modern cards are printed in red and black on their face. 
Many attempts have been made to introduce other colours, but 
they have never been successful. For some reason quite 
unaccountable card players prefer the old style, and con¬ 
sequently all attempts to make the court cards more artistic 
and elegant have been miserable failures. In this country 
ambitious publishers have endeavoured to substitute other 
figures for the old style court cards, but without success. 

During the War of the Rebellion cards were made in 
which noted army officers took the place of king, queen, 
and knave; but despite the patriotism of the times the 
people clung to the old signs and symbols on their playing 
cards. Some fifty years ago a regular “ bird of freedom ” pack 
was manufactured as far as the male characters were con¬ 
cerned, having in the place of kings Washington as president 
of hearts, John Adams of diamonds, Franklin of clubs, and 
Lafayette of spades. The queens were quite as noted, but less 
purely republican, being Venus, Fortune, Minerva, and Ceres. 
The knaves were represented by Indian chiefs, but ought to 
have represented some of the public contractors.—American 
Stationer. 
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Zinc for Engravers. 

THE use of zinc in photo-engraving methods has increased 
in the last ten years to such an extent that the manufac¬ 

turers and dealers in zinc have found the demand for a fine 
quality of zinc rather beyond their wishes. Zinc of perfect 
density, that is to say equally hard in all its parts, is an 
absolute necessity for fine work in photo-engraving, and this 
quality is not demanded for any other process or use to which 
zinc is ordinarily put. Consequently the manufacturers have 
had brought down upon them a demand for a quality of zinc 
which they were not in the habit of making. Although the 
demand is considerable, it has not been so concentrated or so 
sufficiently strong for manufacturers to make any considerable 
quantfty of this zinc, and as a result it is frequently impossible 
for our photo-engraving concerns to procure the quantity of 
zinc which they need. If zinc is rolled unevenly, or for any 
reason not properly made, flaws appear which make it neces¬ 
sary in many cases to discard as useless a plate which has 
been made with great care and at considerable expense. Very 
frequently these flaws do not show themselves until the plate 
has been put on the press and under considerable pressure, 
and then sometimes little scales will chip off, always in the 
most inconvenient places. It is not uncommon for the printer 
to charge this as a piece of bad work to the photo-engraver. 

It will be seen upon reflection that zinc which is harder in 
some places than it is in others will etch unevenly. The plate, 
with the picture printed on it, is put into acid, and the acid 
attacks all the exposed parts at the same time and eats them 
away so as to leave the relief. If some portions of the plate 
are softer than others, they will, of course, be eaten away more 
rapidly, and the result is that the soft spots are usually over¬ 
done, and consequently the plate is not good. The effort in 
the past two years has been to make half-tones on very hard 
zinc in order to secure lasting qualities for the plates, but it is 
quite probable that in the immediate future zinc will be made 
which is tough rather than hard—in other words, more of the 
consistency of copper, which is a little more elastic than zinc, 
and which can be prepared with greater certainty, not being 
so brittle. Where plates are to be electrotyped, soft zinc is 
unquestionably the best ; but they are easily damaged, and 
cannot be run on the press without considerable work.— The 
Engraver a?td Printer. 

M. Templier, of Hachette & Co. 

"'HE French book world has sustained a loss which will be 
acutely felt in the death, somewhat suddenly, at the 

beginning of last month, of M. Emile-Fran$ois Templier, at 
his estate of Grandval, near Sucy-en-Brie, several miles from 
Paris. He had suffered shortly from pulmonary congestion, 
and was in his seventieth year. M. Templier was the doyen of 
the partners in the house of Hachette ; but to recount his 
career would not only be to give the history of Hachette’s for 
forty years—it would involve retracing the progress of French 
printing during the last half century. Born on April 19, 1821, 
the son of a Paris attorney, he was, when his studies were com¬ 
pleted, intended for a notary. In 1849 he became the son-in-law 
and the partner of M. Louis Hachette. The eminent founder 
had already, with the help of his other son-in-law, M. Louis 
Breton, placed the library of the Rue Pierre-Sarrazin in the 
front rank of its competitors. Templier at once took an im¬ 
portant place in the establishment, and showed himself what 
he has since been—the editor, in the largest and best sense of 
the word. He personally brought about the revolution which 
turned the house from a purely classical to a truly universal 
library. Bringing to the assistance of his associates a culti¬ 
vated intelligence, pure and correct taste, and an amenity and 
suretd with authors which attracted and retained to them all 
those who had once had an opportunity of appreciating them, 
withal a profound knowledge of affairs, he gave to the motto 
of the house, Sic quoque docebo, an application in the domain 
of literature and art as fruitful as it had formerly borne under 
Louis Hachette in the sphere of instruction. 

I he creation of the Bibliotheque des Chemins de Fer (Railway 

Library), in which Templier took an active part, grouped round 
the house the elite of the young litterateurs. It was in this 
that Edmond About made his debut with “Tolla” and the 
“ Roi des Montagnes,” and in the first catalogues of this collec¬ 
tion are found the names of Amedee Achard, Louis Enault, 
Erckmann-Chatrain, Theophile Gautier, Saintine, Marmier, 
and many others. At the same time a collection of foreign 
novels, as remarkable for the choice of books as for the quality 
of the translations, familiarised France with an entirely new 
literature, at a time when those who read Dickens, Thackeray, 
or Bulwer in the original English were very rare. The children 
were not forgotten, and the “ Bibliotheque Rose’’—with its Bon 
Petit Diable and General Dourakine, eternal sources of hilarity 
-—gave amusement to more youthful generations than that for 
which it was written. Finally, let it be remembered that to 
Emile Templier is due the conception and execution of some 
of the most beautiful of French illustrated books. The Inferno 
of Dante, in which Dore put all his genius, was undertaken at 
Templier’s request, and edited by him. The EvaJigiles, illus¬ 
trated by Bida, printed in special characters designed and 
engraved for the work, and for which Rossigneux composed 
ornaments which have become classic, will remain, for its im¬ 
portance and artistic value, the type of the book grand luxe of 
the nineteenth century. The Fables of La Fontaine ; and, 
later, Guizot’s Histoire de France, Elisde Reclus’ Geographies 
V. Duruy’s Histoire Romaine, and the great “ Collection of 
French Classics,” all books fitted to sustain the renown of 
French printing, were conceived in the cabinet of M. Templier, 
who liked to surround himself, in memory of these beautiful 
creations, with the original designs for their illustrations. In 
1869 M. Templier married the eldest of his four daughters to 
M. Armand Templier, his nephew, now president of the Cercle 
de la Librairie. Emile Templier had been made Chevalier of 
the Legion of Honour in 1867, but he did not accept the cross 
until 1889, on the occasion of the Exhibition. 

Lithmetalography. 

A CCORDINGto our American contemporary, The Litho- 
graphic Art Journals Mr. Charles L. Kling, of Mil¬ 

waukee, has invented and patented a new and useful process in 
the art of printing, which he calls “ Lithmetalography.” This 
process is a substitute for the process of lithography, and is 
especially adapted for use in high-grade colour-work. 

In the carrying out of this process a well polished zinc plate 
is first prepared. This zinc plate is then coated with a solu¬ 
tion containing 1 oz. of gum-arabic dissolved in one quart of 
pure water. This coating is permitted to dry, and the coating 
is then washed off with pure water, leaving only such consti¬ 
tuents of the coating or its chemical effect on the plate as do 
not wash off by the use of water. The plate thus prepared is 
in condition similar to a lithographic stone prepared for 
engraving purposes. The plate is then coated lightly with a 
solution containing one-fourth of an ounce of ox-gall or gam¬ 
boge in one pint of water. Thereafter as soon as the plate is 
dry it is coated with a transparent sensitive-to-light varnish, 
which varnish is composed of 'one part of sensitive-to-light 
Syrian or Oriental asphalt, three parts of ether, one part of 
turpentine, and three parts of benzine, with a few drops of 
dammar varnish. The cut, design, or object to be produced, 
being impressed on lithographic transfer paper, is then 
placed on the varnish-coated zinc plate, and is impressed 
thereon by pulling it through a lithographic hand-press 
once or twice. Thereupon the surplus paper is removed 
by soaking it with water, and the impression from the 
cut, design, or character to be produced will remain 
on the film or coating of the plate. The plate is then 
exposed to the light, and the impression is thereafter 
developed in petroleum or turpentine, and is then 
placed in a bath of nitric acid diluted with water, of 
such strength as is necessary to cut the plate properly, which 
bath for the best results consists, preferably, of about one part 
of acid to two parts of water. The acid is to be permitted to 
eat or bite the plate until a sufficient depth of cut has been 
secured. When this part of the process is completed, the plate 
is to be rubbed over with linseed oil or other greasy material, 
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which will dissolve the sensitive-to-light varnish and with which 
the varnish is removed ; or if the sensitive-to-light varnish has 
become very hard and is not readily removed by the grease, 
the whole may be heated slightly with the grease thereon, 
whereupon the varnish will be so liquefied and dissolved as to 
come off readily with the grease. The plate may then be 
inked up with stiff lithographic ink, and is to be used in the 
same manner as an engraving on lithographic stone, off which 
the printer takes his impressions to be transferred in a larger 
number on stone or zinc. The impression taken from the plate 
is from the intaglio letters, character, or designs, the same as 
from a lithographic engraving stone or from a steel or copper 
plate, such as is used for bank-note purposes. 

Instead of using a cut or design on lithographic transfer 
paper to form an impression on the varnish-coated plate, a 
cut, design, or other matter may be drawn on the plate itself 
with india-ink or lithographic touche or crayon or any opaque 
liquid or by drawing on a transparent sheet or substance an 
opaque image or design, which may be placed on the plate, and 
being thereupon properly exposed to the light, the coating on 
the plate not covered or protected by the opaque image or 
design will be so affected by the light as not to be soluble by 
the petroleum or turpentine with which the plate is thereupon 
to be developed. 

The First Ink. 

THE ink first used probably was some natural animal pig¬ 
ment, such as the black fluid obtained from various species 

of cuttlefish; but the limited supply of this material soon led to 
the use of a mechanical mixture of water, gum, and lampblack, 
and the characters were painted, rather than written, by means 
of a broad-pointed reed. As ink of this simple nature was 
easily removed from the surface of the parchment by the mere 
application of moisture, it was early found necessary to con¬ 
trive some means of forming a more durable ink, and for this 
purpose the expedient was adopted of treating the mixture 
with some substance, such as vinegar, of the nature of a 
mordant, which would penetrate the parchment written upon, 
and form an ink not liable to fade. A chemical dye, consisting 
of an infusion of galls with sulphate of iron, was afterwards 
used, as from its vitreous nature it bit into the medium 
employed ; but a compound vegetable ink containing a good 
deal of carbon pigment was subsequently adopted, and was 
very generally employed down to the middle ages. With ink 
of this sort the best and most ancient manuscripts which have 
been preserved to us, were written, and the separate leaves, 
after being allowed to dry slowly, were bound together 
in volumes. Pliny and Vitruvius, as well as other writers, give 
receipts for the manufacture of inks.—Chambers’ Journal. 

The Old-Time Chapel. 

DURING the last century, and the commencement of this, 
the employes of each printing-office, compositors and 

pressmen, formed among themselves in the office a little 
society, having its customs, rules, and privileges, to which they 
gave the name of chapelle; the members were naturally called 
chapelains. 

The chapel, notwithstanding its name, had nothing of a 
religious character ; neither did it resemble the present socie¬ 
ties for mutual aid and protection, as there was no occasion 
for such associations in that happy time, when copy was 
abundant and printers were wanting. It was simply a pro¬ 
visionary society—gastronomic, organised with a view of 
providing funds for the festal observance of St. John’s day 
and St. Martin’s day. 

The only requirements for admission were the payment of a 
small sum on entering the office, not to exceed 30 sous, and 
about 9 livres of the first wages received. 

Independently of these two taxes, which were obligatory 
upon all, the regulations specified other laws which admitted 
of observance, evasion, or amendment. 

The apprentice who began or finished his term, the confrere 
who married, the members who quarrelled or joked too 
roughly, the one who forgot to put out his candle when he 
quitted the office at the close of the day, or even absented 
himself for a few moments, the one who played tricks—all 
were obliged to pay a fine, and a refusal involved the forfeiture 
of further rights. 

The chapelams had another source of revenue in the raids 
which they made on the authors and patrons, as well as the 
manufacturers of paper, ink, and other supplies. The publisher 
also donated to them three copies each of all works printed by 
them and known as copies de chapelle. By this they still further 
increased their treasury. 

On St. John’s day and St. Martin’s day a division of the 
funds was made among the members, and the following day 
they commenced the fete, which was usually prolonged several 
days, leaving the forms empty and the presses silent. The 
employer, or bowgeois, as he was then called, might storm or 
weep—nothing would avail ; the chapelains were joyous and 
happy in the present, confident in the future, their only care 
being to amuse themselves in the best manner and for the 
longest time possible.—L’Intermediaire des Imprimeurs. 

The Drying of Ink Upon Ivory Carton. 

THE so-called ivory carton is in great favour for visiting 
and business cards and similar work, and it is easy 

enough to print upon it ; the only difficulty that presents itself 
is the fact that the ink dries very slowly and imperfectly. For 
this reason it should be prepared in a special way. For 
engravers’ work the ink is made soft by adding some weak 
varnish or well-boiled linseed oil, and turpentine is then added 
in sufficient quantity to give to the ink the consistency neces¬ 
sary to allow the use of the ball or tampon. A trifle of liquid 
siccative should also be added—-two or three drops for every 
teaspoonful of ink. 

It is not advisable to add linseed oil, especially any that has 
not been boiled, because ink prepared with it will dry very 
slowly. Thoroughly boiled linseed oil may be used in the 
place of weak varnish. 

All ink for printing engravers’ work must be short, soft, and 
of sufficient consistency ; it must, with a few drops of turpen¬ 
tine, allow of easy grinding and rolling up. When, in the 
process of inking in by means of the dabber, the ink adheres 
to the stone, it is well to add a drop of gum, because this 
allows the wiping away of the superfluous ink. The impression 
then becomes more distinct and does not lose its strength. 
But only very little gum must be taken, as otherwise the work 
would suffer. For transferring, gum should not be used at all, 
as the smallest quantity would spoil the transfer. 

If the stone is inked with the roller, at least as much sicca¬ 
tive must be used, but instead of linseed oil or weak varnish, 
medium strong varnish must be taken. If the ink becomes too 
thin or transparent, a few drops of inkoleum, or, if this cannot 
be procured, of petroleum may be added. This will make it 
soft without depriving it of the necessary consistency. The 
admixture of tallow, butter, or other fatty substances, must 
under all circumstances be avoided. If they are used the work 
would never dry, even if the very best paper is used. There 
are many pressmen who add tallow or grease, because they 
believe this makes the ink softer and gives greater adhesiveness 
to the impression ; but they do not take into consideration that 
such ink dries very slowly, if at all. The use of liquid siccative 
gives absolute security that the ink will dry upon the hardest 
paper, and that the impression will retain all its strength and 
distinctness. For this reason it is preferable to all secret con¬ 
coctions said to have the same effect.—From Freie Kunst. 

Each printer should have a speciality. The most success¬ 
ful businesses have been built up in this way. If you have not 
a speciality, make one. The field of operation is large and the 
specialities are not all exhausted. You need not refuse any 
kind of work which comes along, but you should try to find 
out what you can do quicker or better or cheaper than anyone 
else, and then push it for all it is worth. 
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Odds and Ends. 

Repairing Characters Engraved on Wood.—This is 
accomplished with a mixture of strong size and Spanish white. 
The depressions are first cleansed, and cuttings are even made, 
if necessary, in order that the paste may hold better. After¬ 
wards the cavity is filled with the paste in a warm condition. 
When cooling has hardened it, the defective parts and ex¬ 
crescences are filed and polished by aid of tools of medium 
size. The finish is made with emery paper. Characters 
repaired in this mode never show any defect in printing. 

Modes of Procuring Inks of Ali. Shades.—In interior 
locations it is not always easy to procure promptly inks of the 
tints recpiired. We may mention that with a small stock of 
four or five colours of ink, the following shades can be 
obtained :—Blue and black produce a deep blue ; carmine and 
blue make purple ; carmine and yellow produce vermilion ; 
carmine, yellow, and black form brown ; yellow and blue 
yield green ; black and yellow yield a beautiful bronze green ; 
and a deep lilac shade can be had by mingling carmine with 
black. All the tints are brightened by the addition of white ink. 
The inks are preserved in tin boxes, with a sufficient layer 
of water on top to prevent any air reaching the surface. Ink 
can also be preserved by covering the case with a piece of 
well-oiled paper. The boxes are always hermetically sealed. 

A Dictionary in 225 Volumes.—A work of great historical 
interest and peculiar value will shortly be deposited in the 
British Museum. It will come through the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, which has succeeded in procuring it under somewhat 
singular circumstances. Through the agency of a native 
emissary, and after many years’ correspondence, the society 
has secured from Thibet a copy of the “Jangym,” a monster 
encyclopaedia of Thibetan Buddhism. It comprises 225 volumes, 
each of which is 2 ft. long by 6 in. thick. Three thousand 
rupees formed the price for the work, which was formerly in 
the possession of a Buddhist monastery in Thibet. The amount 
has in great part been provided by the Government of India 
out of the usual grant to the Oriental Translation Fund. There 
are, it is supposed, only two other copies of the work outside 
Thibet, one of which is in the Secretary of State’s Library at 
the India Office, and the other in the possession of the Russian 
Government. 

A discovery has recently been made which, according to 
the Papier Ztitling, oi Berlin, promises to revolutionise the 
process of etching, especially in photogravure. The drawing 
is traced as usual on a plate of zinc, either by an artist or by 
photography, with any suitable ground. This plate, backed 
with asphaltum, is laid in a bath of dilute acid. It is then put 
in circuit with a dynamo, the other pole being merely placed in 
the acid. When the current is allowed to pass, the acid 
attacks the metal with great rapidity, and a few minutes will 
suffice to bite the plate, and the depth of the etching can be 
easily controlled. This process is said to be far preferable to 
the old method, in that the etching can be regulated with 
mathematical accuracy, while, after the old fashion, the surface 
becomes-covered with the film of hydrogen, or with a number 
of minute bubbles, which prevent an effect unless the plate be 
incessantly rocked or brushed. The discoverer, whose name 
is withheld, reasons that in the electric etching the action of 
the acid is due to a depolarisation of the metal surface. 

Which is the Best Tracing Paper ? 

THE superintendent of the Dupont Lithographic Works in Paris, 
Mr. Bergeron, publishes in L'Imprimerie a very interesting 

paper, in which he tries to prove that non-oiled paper can be used 
without danger for tracing upon the stone,-although many practical 
lithographers deny this fact. Mr. Bergeron says that the best tracing 
paper for lithographic purposes is raw hemp or flax paper, made of 
hemp or flax that has not undergone putrefaction, for its transparency 
is due to the gluten contained in the fibre, which is destroyed by 
putrefaction. This paper is not glued because the purity of the gluten 
renders this unnecessary. In manufacturing this paper great care 
must be observed ; rough fibres appear later as white spots which are 
not transparent. Many of the tracing papers now in the market are 

brittle, and lose their transparency after a while. Tracing linen is 
more durable, but does not take the ink well, and this defect we find 
in some tracing papers also. Another fault is that the more trans¬ 
parent these linens or papers are the less distinct do the lines of the 
drawing appear. These are the principal defects of most tracing 
papers and linens. To overcome them a method has been found by 
a French designer named Delaurier, which so far is very little known. 
A description of it n.ay be of interest to many designers and litho¬ 
graphers who are not in a position to always secure raw hemp or flax 
paper. 

Instead of saturating a sheet of fine note-paper with oil and using it 
after it has been dried, the paper is saturated with some volatile oil, 
for instance, spirits of turpentine. It is perfectly easy to work upon 
such paper with the pencil, provided that no trace of the turpentine 
remains, that the paper is perfectly clean, and that it retains its 
original whiteness after it has been dried. Such paper takes the ink 
as well as the pencil. If the flavour of turpentine is repugnant to the 
designer, he may use any other volatile oil, petroleum, benzine, or 
sweet-scented essential oils ; it is only to be observed that the paper 
does not lose its original whiteness through the process. Alcohol 
makes the paper also transparent, but evaporates too rapidly, and its 
use is for this reason not to be recommended. A remarkable fact is 
that ordinary brandy containing one-third alcohol and two-thirds 
water, makes glued paper just as transparent as pure alcohol, and is 
said to possess the advantage of not evaporating as rapidly. By using 
this method tracings are obtained upon paper which appears white 
and untransparent after the work has been completed. Tracing upon 
the window pane is fatiguing and inconvenient, and the fine lines do 
not appear distinct. Mr. Delaurier has tried to ascertain the cause of 
the fact that ordinary paper can be made transparent by means of 
microscopical investigations. He has found that the fluid permeating 
the paper open the fibres. Even after paper appears thoroughly dry 
some moisture is retained in the fibres, and this is especially the 
case with oiled paper. The oil effects a certain kind of repulsion, 
which allows the light to shine through the liquid that has separated 
the fibrous matter from the cellulose. 

--'Q*-^- 

(Random (Rectpee. 
We do not vouch for the accuracy or reliability of these Recipes. 

We give them as culled from various sources. 

Waterproof Whitewash.—A formula for a whitewash which 
can be applied to lime walls, and which afterwards becomes water¬ 
proof, so as to bear washing, is given by a German paper. Resen- 
chek, cf Munich, mixes together the powder from three parts of 
silicious rock (quartz), three parts of broken marble and sandstone, 
also two parts of burned porcelain clay, with two parts of freshly- 
slaked lime, still warm. In this way a wash is made which forms a 
silicate if often wetted, and becomes, after a time, almost like stone. 
The four constituents, mixed together, give the ground colour, to 
which any pigment that can be used with lime is added. It is applied 
quite thickly to the wall or other surface, let dry one day, and the 
next day frequently covered with water, which makes it waterproof. 
This wash can be cleansed with water without losing any of its colour; 
on the contrary, each time its gets harder, so that it can even be 
brushed, while its porosity makes it look soft. The wash, or calci¬ 
mine, can be used for ordinary purposes, as well as for the finest 
painting. A so-called fresco surface can be prepared with it in the 

dry way. 

Waterproof Label Ink.— It has long been known that a 
solution of biborate of sodium, or Vborax,” possesses the property of 
dissolving or softening various resins which are unaffected by plain 
water and by the great majority of saline solutions. As a basis for a 
permanent label ink, unaffected by water or moderately strong acids, 
there is nothing equal to a half saturated solution of ordinary borax, 
duly charged with as much orange shellac as it will take up on boiling 
for twenty minutes. Similarly a most useful water varnish for photo¬ 
graphy and drawings may be prepared, only substituting bleached 
shellac for the coloured variety. 

It frequently happens that fine engravings, notwithstanding every 
precaution, become soiled and stained, and a recipe for restoring them 
is valuable. Put the engraving on a smooth board and cover it with 
a thin layer of common salt, finely pulverised ; then squeeze lemon- 
juice upon the salt until a considerable portion of it is dissolved. 
After every part of the picture has been subjected to this treatment, 
elevate one end of the board so that it will form an angle of 45 with 
the, horizon. Then pour on the engraving boiling water until the salt 
and lemon-juice are well washed off. It will then be perfectly free 
from stain. It must be dried on the board or on some smooth 
surface gradually. If dried by the fire or sun it will be tinged with 
a dingy, yellowish colour. 
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Begat ^offtnge* 

Machinery Action.—Messrs. Thomas Middleton & Co., 
engineers, Southwark, brought an action against Messrs. Baines & Co., 
Limited, proprietors, printers, and publishers of the Graphic and the 
Daily Graphic, for balance of an account. The plaintiffs had supplied 
the defendants with three rotary printing and folding machines. The 
price came to something over £6,000, and the plaintiffs claimed a 
balance of £2,223 19s. 5d., which they said was due. Each machine 
was to print and fold 10,000 copies per hour, and the defendants com¬ 
plained that the machines did not do this, and also they did not work 
well. On the other side, the plaintiffs said they had properly carried 
out their contract, and that the machines would have done all they 
ought to have done had they been properly worked. It was added 
that no fault had been found with the printing, the sole complaint 
being as to the folding, and that this complaint applied to only about 
one-half per cent, of the copies passed through the machines. Before 
the conclusion of the case an arrangement was come to by counsel, 
and there was, by consent, judgment for the plaintiffs for £1,250 and 
costs. 

Claim for Litho Stones Destroyed.—Messrs. W. Napier & 
Co., 22, Bread-street-hill, E.C., sought to recover £10 5s. 6d. against 
Messrs. Standidge & Co., of 36, Old Jewry, E.C. The plaintiffs wete 
printers, and they sued for the return of two lithographic stones or 
their value, which were sent to the defendants in 1886, with some 
drawings, for the purpose of having prints taken from them. The de¬ 
fendants had a fire, and the stones in question were destroyed, but 
previous to that the plaintiffs had applied for them. Counsel for the 
defendants said the stones fell from the third floor in the fire. The 
defendants had insured their own goods, but not the stones which 
were the subject matter of these proceedings. The defendants printed 
from the stones in June, 1886, and this action was not brought till 
June, 1891. Mr. Commissioner Kerr said the stones were acciden¬ 
tally burnt, and they were not insured. Therefore there must be 
uidgment for the defendants. 

Author’s Corrections.—At the Lord Mayor’s Court, Messrs. 
Bale & Sons, printers, Great Titchfield-street, W., sued Mr. Elliot 
Stock, publisher, of Paternoster-row, to recover £34 os. 2d., for 
excessive corrections by editors and authors in connection with the 
printing of the Library Magazine.—-Mr. Moyses said the defendant 
was the publisher of the Library Magazine, the editor being Mr. 
McAllister. On May 1, 1889, Mr. Stock got an estimate from 
Messrs. Bale & Sons, for printing the magazine. The estimate pro¬ 
vided that the prices therein agreed upon should include ordinary 
corrections, but excessive corrections should be charged for if pointed 
out on return proofs. It was for these very heavy and excessive 
corrections, and for them only, that plaintiffs were making this claim. 
Month after month the magazine was brought out regularly by the 
plaintiffs, and the corrections in the literary matter were very heavy. 
The consequence was that every month a large sum accrued to Messrs. 
Bale for excessive corrections. The dispute was not about the fact 
that the corrections were excessive, but who was to pay for them. 
Mr. Stock wanted to shift this burden on to the shoulders of the 
editor, Mr. McAllister. The manuscript was sent to the printers so 
close on the day of publication that it was impossible to send proofs 
bearing the excessive corrections to Mr. Stock as per the wording of 
the estimate. Mr. Stock was consulted on the matter, and agreed 
that this condition should not be insisted upon, as it was of vital 
importance that the magazine should be out on the 20th of every 
month. In the correspondence which ensued, Mr. Stock told the 
plaintiffs to charge Mr. McAllister with the extra corrections; but 
Mr. McAllister took up a consistent line of action all through and 
repudiated any liability from the outset. The counsel here produced 
a copy of the agreement between Mr. McAllister and Mr. Stock, by 
which it was decided that every penny of the expense in bringing out 
the magazine should be borne by the publisher, who received all the 
profit on the publication, the advertisements, See. Mr. Moyses pro¬ 
duced copies of the letters which passed between the plaintiffs and the 
publisher and editor on the subject of paying for the extra corrections, 
in which Mr. Stock directed Messrs. Bale to apply to the editor for 
payment. The plaintiffs did so, but Mr. McAllister totally denied 
his liability. Being unable to obtain payment from either gentleman 
they instituted the present proceedings.—Mr. H. Bale said the charges 
made for the corrections were very reasonable. In one case they were 
so numerous as to cost nearly as much as if the type had been re-set 
up. In making their charge for corrections they had taken off 3s. 6d. 
per sheet of sixteen pages for the ordinary printer’s corrections. This 
he considered a very liberal allowance.—Mr. F. Bale produced a 
proof, which had been returned by the editor of the magazine, in 
which an intricate piece of work had been deleted and fresh copy 
substituted. This proof, he said, he had taken to Mr. Stock, and 

asked if they were to make the corrections as marked or not. Mr. 
Stock told him to make them, and they were accordingly made.—Mr. 
Stock, in his evidence, said that excessive corrections were never 
pointed out to him according to the terms of the estimate. He also 
denied having agreed wtth the plaintiffs that the corrections could be 
shown other than on the proofs as per the estimate. Mr. F. Bale came 
to him and said the corrections were very heavy, but witness said 
that was not his affair. The estimate included corrections, and, there¬ 
fore, he was not liable. Witness did not know that the clause about 
extra corrections was put on to the estimate and accepted by his 
assistant, or he should have struck it out. He knew there were 
extras being incurred for corrections, but he did not know to whom 
they were being charged. He never paid them except on one occasion, 
when plaintiff refused to go on printing unless the account for extra 
corrections was paid. His reason for paying then was to prevent the 
magazine being “ killed.” He admitted he knew, as a matter of fact, 
that the corrections had been charged to Mr. McAllister, from whom 
he had received numerous letters protesting against the charge for 
corrections being made out to him.—The foreman of the jury said the 
jury were all agreed, and gave a verdict for the plaintiffs for the. 
amount claimed, and the judge entered judgment for plaintiffs with 
costs. 

-b»— o «. e-«a- 

f)ome Qtofee. 

A very useful sheet has been issued by the Metropolitan School of 
Shorthand, Limited, 27, Chancery-lane, entitled, “ How to get about 
London.” It gives a very clear and extensive list of Metropolitan 
tramway and omnibus routes, which will be found of great service in 
offices and workshops. 

We are informed that Mr. Wellsman (C. Mitchell & Co.) under¬ 
took the whole of the valuation of the property of Mr. Stevens, pro¬ 
prietor of the Family Herald and other publications, for the purpose 
of the formation of the company, which has recently been registered 
to carry on this business. 

Our contemporary, the British Printer, grows handsomer each 
time it makes its appearance ; another number just issued (May-June, 
1891) is the finest we have seen. It is full of information, of wrinkles, 
of specimens, and we know not what besides. It will leave us all 
hopelessly in the rear if it goes on improving at this rate. 

The Times City Article announced that they would publish early in 
July a list of all the new issues of public companies which have ap¬ 
peared in its advertising columns during the half year just ended. The 
North Eastern Daily Gazette, a wide awake commercial paper in the 
North, long ago set the example which is now about to be followed by 
the Times. 

Mr. Frank Mabin, 10, Union-street, Plymouth, has issued a most 
useful little sheet which he calls “ The Three Towns District in a 
Nutshell.” It points out in the briefest and most convenient way 
the principal points of interest in and around Plymouth, Devonport,. 
and Stonehouse, with distances and fares. Anyone intending to visit 
this district should make a point of getting the “ nutshell.” 

Messrs. Raithby, Lawrence, & Co., Limited, send us two useful 
little books, produced in their usual first-class style. They are 
“ Simple Recipes for Sick-room Cookery,” by Mrs. Buck, and “ North 
Midland School Cookery Book,” also by Mrs. Buck. Cookery is a 
subject which certainly ought to be taught every girl attending school, 
and we think this simple little treatise will prove eminently useful in 
that direction. 

The report adopted at the fortieth annual meeting of the Birkbeck 
Building Society states that the deposits received during the year 
ended March 31 last were .£7,993,047, and the subscriptions £244,927. 
The gross profits amounted to £284,315. The surplus funds have 
been augmented by £244,167, and now stand at £5,098,507, of which 
£1,628,240 is invested in Consols and other securities guaranteed by 
the British Government, and the cash in the hands of the bankers is 
£3I7.929- 

The Hire System and the Public.—The Board of Trade has 
just granted its license to an association composed of dealers in ma¬ 
chines, pianos, furniture, cycles, and other articles which are let out 
on the hire-purchase system, and its objects are both to protect the 
trader from the dishonest hirer, and “to ensure for hirers fair and 
honourable treatment.” The Hire-Traders’ Protection Association 
propose to achieve the latter ends by means of a Board of Arbitration, 
which will investigate any case of alleged unfair dealing on the part of 
its members, on the hirer notifying same to the secretary at its offices, 
28, Paternoster-row, E.C., and any offending member is to be promptly 
expelled. 
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Mr. Jacobi, an authority on matters technical, will issue from the 
Chiswick Press early in October next, the second edition of his 
“Printers’ Handbook of Trade Recipes, Hints, and Suggestions,” 
which will be very considerably enlarged and classified. The first 
edition was very favourably reviewed by the trade and other journals. 
As the amount of matter will be about doubled, the selling price will 
be increased from 33. 6d. to 5s. The book embraces a great number 
of cuttings from the trade journals, information useful to letterpress 
and lithographic printers, stationers, engravers, bookbinders, stereo¬ 
typers, electrotypers, &c., and will have a copious index. 

The Typographical Circular for July contains a portrait of Mr. 
William Harrison, believed to be the oldest working printer in 
England, he having completed his 86th year on May n last. Mr. 
Harrison writes a few particulars of his career, and concludes by say¬ 
ing : “ These few observations bring me fairly on the ocean of time— 
the sea of life, which, in my case, has not always been a perfect calm 
—and leave me contending with the elements. Your space prompts 
me to stop here, or I might have aided a little more illustrative of 
circumstances which have an important bearing on our passage forward 
to the great inevitable future. As to meat, I am a vegetarian; and 
as regards drink, I am an abstainer from alcoholic stimulants, but have 
not always been strictly so. Nevertheless, the habit of teetotalism is 
happiness both to individuals and families. My residence is at present 
at Cayton, a village near Scarborough, and when I am operating I go 
some four miles, over hill and dale, to my avocation, though I do not 
do it so smartly as I could have done sixty years ago.” 

Commercial Failures.—According to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette, 
the number of failures in England and Wales gazetted during the four 
weeks ending Saturday, June 27, was 363. The number in the 
corresponding four weeks of last year was 324, showing an increase of 
39, being a net decrease in 1891, to date, of 126. The failures in the 
printing and stationery trades were 8, compared with 5 and 7 in 
1890 and 1889 respectively. In addition to these gazetted failures, 
there were 264 deeds of arrangement filed at the Bills of Sale Office 
during the same four weeks. The number filed in the corresponding 
four weeks of last year was 256, showing an increase of 8, being a net 
decrease in 1891, to date, of 225. The number of bills of sale pub¬ 
lished in England and Wales for the four weeks ending Saturday, 
June 27, was 691. The number in the corresponding four weeks of 
last year was 663, showing an increase of 28, being a net increase in 
1891, to date, of 96. The number published in Ireland for the same 
four weeks was 23. The number in the corresponding four weeks of 
last year was 23 also, showing no alteration, leaving a net increase in 
1891, to date, of 8. 

De Montfort Press “Wayzgoose.”—The first outing of the 
employes of Raithby, Lawrence, & Co., Limited, Leicester, took place 
on Saturday, the nth inst., to Woodhouse Eaves. The party, 
numbering over ninety, started at 10 a.m., and arrived at Woodhouse 
at 12 a.m. After the party had been photographed dinner was 
partaken of at the coffee-rooms. In proposing “ Prosperity to the 
Company,” Mr. Grayson testified to the good feeling existing through¬ 
out the staff, and the hearty and willing manner in which work was 
carried on, concluding by a reference to the rapid growth and increasing 
success of the company. Mr. Lawrence, on behalf of the directors, 
said it was intended to make the excursion an annual one, and made a 
preliminary announcement of a proposed profit-sharing scheme for 
employes. The afternoon was spent at the Hanging Stone Rocks, and 
a series of sports, cricket, and dancing were indulged in. Towards 
the close of the events an accident to one of the competitors brought 
the sports to an abrupt conclusion, but otherwise the time was most 
enjoyably spent. After tea Mr and Mrs. Raithby presented the 
prizes to the successful competitors in the sports, and the party 
returned to Leicester about 10 p.m. All the expenses incurred by 
the trip were defrayed by the firm. The programmes weie simoly 
beautiful. 

Emigrants’ Information Office, 31, Broadway, Westminster, 
S.W.—The July circulars of the Emigrants’ Information Office, and 
the penny and other handbooks, with maps, show the present 
prospects of emigration to the Colonies. A summary is hung up in 
every Post Office in the United Kingdom, so that intending emigrants 
have no difficulty in obtaining information. As to Canada, it is 
important to note that no emigrants, other than female servants 
(for whom there is always a large demand), should go out 
later than the end of July, unless they go to friends or have 
engagements prepared for them. In Australasia there is a demand 
for female servants, miners, navvies, farm hands, dairymen, plough¬ 
men, bushmen, general labourers, and men who understand pruning 
fruit trees, vine growing, and market gardening. Such men and 
women will under certain conditions get free or reduced passages to 
Queensland and Western Australia. In none of these Colonies, and 
least of all in Victoria and Queensland, is there an active demand for 
mechanics. In South Africa carpenters, masons, bricklayers, and 
other useful mechanics, navvies, and female servants are in demand, 
and may under certain conditions obtain reduced passages to Cape 
Colony and Natal. Fruit growers, with some capital, will find good 

openings in all these Colonies. It has been found necessary to publish 
special warnings against emigration to Brazil, and under present cir¬ 
cumstances to the Argentine Republic also. Intending emigrants to 
those countries, or to Chili, are again strongly advised not to go at 
the present time. Further and very recent information confirms the 
cautions already given. 

--<$.-«- 

Cofontaf Jfofftnge. 

Our esteemed contemporary, Typo, now appears as the Moyithly 
Record and Review. Mr. Harding continues as editor, and the paper 
will still be devoted largely to printing matters, but the contents will 
include a wider range of subjects dealing with literature, science, &c. 
We wish our friend continued success and wider influence. The paper 
always sustains a high tone of morals. 

The suggestion as to the formation of a New Zealand Institute of 
Journalists has been taken up in both islands. Mr. Haggen, of the 
Woodville Examiner, sent a circular to the Press on the subject, 
suggesting a meeting at an early date in Wellington, as the most 
central point, and received favourable replies from a large number of 
papers. Mr. Fenwick, of the Otago Daily Times, in his reply, 
suggested that the meeting should be held at Napier, on the occasion 
of the next meeting of the Press Association. The journalists of 
Christchurch have had a meeting on the subject, and are also 
favourable to the project. 

The Australian Workman, Sydney, now the property of the Trades 
and Labour Council, is getting to be a power in the land. Its circu- 
culation has increased to such an extent that the present means of 
printing it are becoming totally inadequate for its production. There 
is a necessity for enlarging it and a desire also to that effect, but it is 
calculated that unless faster machinery than that usually to be found 
in general offices is employed it would be impossib'e to bring it out, 
and the only remedy seems to be the purchase of a plant to be devoted 
to the purpose, and in the future to be used for the production of the 
daily which will, no doubt, in time be thus evolved. 

The Working Men's College Gazette and Mechanics' Journal has 
just been started by the Working Men’s College of Melbourne. It is 
issued fortnightly at the price of one penny. The college is now the 
largest technical institution south of the line, and is rapidly extending 
its numbers and influence. Commencing in 1887 with 600 students, 
over 2,400 are now attending the classes. Amongst the students are 
to be found all “ sorts and conditions of men,” and likewise women. 
Labourers, unskilled and skilled, shop employes, teachers, clerks, 
engineers, draftsmen, of all ages from fourteen upwards—with different 
interests and ends in view, but all united in this—-the desire of 
acquiring knowledge, which will aid them in the battle of life. The 
variety of knowledge they seek may be imagined when it is stated 
that there are over no classes in operation, and the curriculum 
embraces the various branches of literature, science, mathematics, 
philosophy, music, and trade. To all these students the new journal 
will be useful, and we may, therefore, expect that it will be a success 
financially. It is printed by Rae Bros., Elizabeth-street, Melbourne. 

Speaking of the American Copyright Bill, Typo says :—Even as 
originally drafted, it was a complete sham. Its provision that no 
work could be copyrighted unless set up and printed in the States 
amounted to a simple prohibition of copyright in ninety-nine cases out 
of a hundred. The initial cost of printing alone has prevented many 
excellent and useful works from ever seeing the light; and, except in 
the case of light and trashy literature, double printing at the outset is 
out of the question. A new amendment, however, is more stringent 
still—it requires that all photographs, etchings, engravings, and illus¬ 
trations of every kind must be executed in the States. Now a book 
may be exactly reprinted ; but a second engraving or etching cannot 
be an exact copy of the first. The Act is altogether infamous. Open 
robbery and plagiarism are bad enough ; but the pitiful sham which is 
put forward in the name of international copyright is a worse robbery 
still, as it takes the form of blackmail. .So far from welcoming, as 
some have done, the new Bill as a step in the direction of recognising 
the rights of authors, we believe that it will indefinitely delay the 
settlement of the question. It is, however, quite of a piece with other 
American experiments of the kind. Like the McKinley tariff, or the 
recent law prohibiting the introduction of skilled labour into the 
country under contract, it is an example of economic barbarism. 

It is estimated that more than £14,000 has been spent in legal 
expenses by subscribers to the “ Picturesque Atlas of Australasia ” in 
unsuccessful attempts to resist the claims of the proprietors of the 
work. In most cases, the plea has been that the order was obtained 
by false representations ; in other instances, that the company failed 
to fulfil the terms of contract. The following case decided in hanco 
in Sydney on March 2 is of interest on account of the point of law 
involved. In the year 1885 P. H. Sullivan signed an agreement to 
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take the “ Picturesque Atlas ” in parts at 5s. per number. The agree¬ 
ment contained two clauses, the first being to the effect that the non¬ 
delivery of the work at any specified time should in no way vitiate the 
centract or release the subscriber from his agreement. According to 
the second clause the company agreed to deliver the first number of 
tbe work during 1886 or 1887, the other numbers to follow as soon 
after as possible. Defendant contended that he never heard anything 
about the work from the time of signing the contract till 1890, when 
forty-two parts of the “ Atlas,” along with an account for £10 10s. 
were deposited with him. He resisted the plaintiff’s claim in the 
District Court on the ground that the first volume of the work had 
not been sent to him during the years specified in the agreement ; and 
Judge M'Farland, holding that the latter clause in the contract over¬ 
powered the provisions of the former clause, gave a verdict for the 
defendant. The plaintiff, on appeal, took the matter before the higher 
court, which decided that as the two clauses in the contract were at 
variance, being inconsistent with each other, the former clause, accord¬ 
ing to a permanent rule of law, must prevail over the latter, and, 
therefore, stand as the bin ling stipulation. The appeal was, there¬ 
fore, sustained and the verdict reversed. 

-— 

Qlnurtcan Cftpptnge. 

A FOURTH share in Frank Leslie's Illustrated Weekly, the popular 
New York publication, has just been sold for more than £20,000. 

The Union Printer says: “ The type-setting machine is causing 
much uneasiness among the compositors of New York. Here, as in 
Chicago, the largest newspapers are set up by the Hattersley and 
Thorne machines, and it is easy to see that before long half of the 
newspaper compositors in New York will be without employment. 
The Linotype machines are almost entirely abandoned, owing to their 
exorbitant cost. 

On a farm in the township of Keppel, some twelve miles from 
Owen Sound, Ontario, a bed of lithographic stone has been 
discovered, which is said to be quite equal to the German and 
Bavarian article, now used exclusively in America. Quantities of the 
stone are being sent to New York for thoroughly practical tests. 
These finds are continually being announced, but nothing ever seems 
to come of them. 

A New York correspondent tells the following story:—At the 
Jefferson Market police-court the crop was uncommonly large. In 
the wretched congregation a ragged tramp approaches the judge’s 
desk, his face is wan and haggard, his eyes are bloodshot, his hands 
tremble, his limbs will hardly support him, his hair is matted, and his 
beard is unshorn ; he is the picture of abject misery and dissipation. 
The wretched dirty tramp now trembling before the judge’s bench is 
all that remains of Launt Thompson, the favourite sculptor of twenty 
years ago. Then he was vice-piesident of the National Academy of 
Design, a welcome companion to all the clubs, with a golden future 
so bright that no man could estimate the wealth and glory of his 
zenith. All that is passed now ; no refuge for him but death. Oh ! 
that men should be such fools, to lose their hopes of happiness here 
and hereafter for the sake of the cursed, damnable drink. “ Touch 
not the unclean thing.” 

It is rumoured that an effort is being made to form a new combina¬ 
tion among the envelope manufacturers of the country, which, if per¬ 
fected, will go into effect early in the fall, and is to consist only of 
those manufacturers who own the real estate on which their factories 
are located, as well as the plant which they operate. It is also said to 
be intended that the combination shall buy out and close up the busi¬ 
ness of all manufacturers who do not own the real estate which they 
occupy. It is thought that by this means an agreement can be made 
which will be more lasting. The combinations which have heretofore 
been made among the envelope people have not lasted very long, for 
the reason that some parties to the arrangement have quietly cut 
prices, thus destroying confidence, and for the further reason that any 
money penalty which was imposed for a violation of faith could not be 
collected by legal process, and even if a large cash deposit were made 
in advance, subject to forfeiture in case of violation of compact, the 
money could be recovered in an action at law, on the ground that such 
compact is illegal. Envelope makers, like all other business men, 
ought to derive a living profit from their business, and to that end it 
would not be unreasonable if the price of envelopes should be mode¬ 
rately advanced. 

The most lucrative inventions are not those which have been the 
most difficult to realise. The man who first conceived the idea of 
adding to a pencil a small tube of metal with a piece of indiarubber 
at the other end made more than 300,000 francs by his invention. 

Conftnmfaf foreign $*• 

The Diario de Cataluiia, published in Barcelona, has ceased to 
exist. 

The Petit Nantais has ceased publishing. Subscriptions are taken 
over by the Espe ranee du Peuple. 

Two co-operative printing-houses have been established in France, 
one at Grenoble and the other at Perigueux. 

Among the recently nominated officers of the Academy is M. Ernest- 
Ferdinand Lienard, printer, chef cCatelier at M. Burdin’s, Angers. 

The Pio Instituto Tipografico of Milan has awarded the Salvi 
prize (gold medal of honour) for this year to Giuseppe Bianchi, printer. 

The French Society of Artist Engravers has offered to the Cercle de 
la Librairie a portrait of Shakespeare, memento of its first exhibition 
held in the halls of the latter. 

There was inaugurated in Tarragona on the 24th of last month a 
local exhibition of fine art and industry, presided over by a printer, 
Senor Adolfo Alegret. 

D. Antonio Perez Dubrull, printer at Madrid since the year 
1872, died in that city in May, aged 66 years. A well-known printer, 
D. Jose Miret, of Barcelona, is also dead. 

From January 1 to December 31, 1890, there were registered in 
France 38 new trade-marks for writing inks, 32 for printing and 
photography, and 177 for the paper trade and the library. 

The President of the Republic figures among the French exhibitors 
at Moscow : he has sent the “History of the Universal Exhibition of 
1889,” which was presented to him by the French printers. 

The business of E. Laemmert & Co., general printers’ dealers and 
agents, of Brazil, has been purchased by a company styled the Com- 
panhia Typographica do Brazil, with offices at 93, Rua dos Invalidos. 

Seizures have been made by the Paris police on several issues of 
the journals Fin de Siicle and Gaudriole, in virtue of the law of 
August 2, 1882, having for object the repression of outrages on 
morality. 

It is difficult to believe that the silk thread of a spider has more 
resistance than steel, but, according to the Revue Scientifque, a thread 
of a spider will hold a weight three times as heavy as a thread of steel 
of equal diameter. 

We have received a list of the journals to be found at the News¬ 
paper Museum at Aachen. The London papers figuring are the 
Daily Chronicle, Deutsche Zeitung, Life, Jewish World, and Printing 
Times and Lithographer. 

The Typographic Francaise informs provincial compositors that 
work at Paris is still very bad and very precarious, as numbers of 
typos leave their own neighbourhood, expecting to find work in the 
capital, with disastrous results. 

The collapse of the printers’ strike in Austria is announced. Some 
1 of the offices acceded to the demands of the men for shorter hours and 

increased pay. But the majority of employers held out, and now we 
hear that the strikers have given in for lack of funds. 

The fusion of two professional schools of printing and lithography 
in Milan is about to take place. Professor Baravalle, communal 
assessor of instruction, emphasises this fusion as calculated to realise 
in Milan what has been done in Paris at the Itlcole Estienne. 

M. Felix-Emile Goyer, a former printer of Orleans and Paris, 
has died in the capital in his seventy-third year. M. Goyer made a 
speciality of the printing and making of match-boxes. The house 
which he founded is to-day in the hands of M. Ilermet, who suc¬ 
ceeded him. 

The National Library of Madrid has lately spent 20,000 francs on 
the purchase of sixty-eight works from the library of the Count de 
Benahavis, among which were several incunabulas. The most valuable 
volume was “ Los Fueros [The Statutes] de Valencia 1482 a 1515,” 
which cost 1,500 francs. 

A magazine, to be made up of the best articles selected from 
English and American periodicals, is about to be commenced by 
Baron Tauchnitz. It will be printed in English, and will be called 
the Tauchnitz Magazine: an English Monthly Miscellany for Con¬ 
tinental Readers. The first number will be issued on August I. 

The Supreme Court of Leipzig has established a particular case of 
responsibility in press matter, having decided that the proof reader of 
a newspaper, by reason of his functions, is responsible for its contents. 
A reader, who had been condemned at the same time as the responsible 
director of a journal, has had his appeal rejected in virtue of this new 
principle. 

The bureau of the Chamber of Printers of Paris is composed for 
1891 of MM. Noblet, hon. president; Chamerot, president ; 
Lahure, vice - president; Duruy, secretary ; Bourdel, treasurer; 
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Ethiou - Perou, archivist. Members: MM. Paul Dupont, May, 
Mouillet, De Soye, Firmin-Didot (Mesnil), Norberg (Nancy), 
Charaire (Sceaux). 

Hartleben’s, of Vienna, have published a curious and interesting 
work of Professor Karl Faulmann on the origins of printing, according 
to the most recent researches. This work, composed of a few sheets 
8vo, contains thirty-four reproductions of the first specimens of print¬ 
ing, and a genealogical table of the Gutenberg family. Prof. Faulmann 
shows a profound erudition in all connected with printing. 

“ Comment Vivre a Deux ” (“ How two can live ”) is the title 
of a new work by M. Gausseron, issued by the Librairie Illustree, 
Paris, which has caused some little flutter in the F'rench Press. It 
contains a series of ’cute and just observations on the conduct of the 
menage, presenting, not without touches of satire, the principal 
varieties in the characters of the wife and husband. 

Tiie annual banquet of the Chamber of Printer Lithographers of 
Paris has taken place at Notta’s. There were no toasts, only a few 
words of cordial welcome by the hon. president, M. Champenois, 
who took occasion to express the hope that lithography, thanks to the 
efforts of the members of the Chamber, would issue victorious from 
the discussion on the Custom Duties. 

The town of Saint - Etienne is organising for the months of 
August and September next quite a series of fetes and exhibitions : an 
international competition in music, exhibition of fine arts, industrial ex¬ 
hibition, comprising mechanics in general, metallurgy, mines, ribbons, 
velvets, stuffs, furniture, &c. ; a horticultural and agricultural com¬ 
petition, &c. Offices : Commissariat general of fetes, rnairie of Saint- 
Ftienne. 

Photochrome is at present occupying the attention of investigators 
to a large extent. While the experiments of the academician Lipp- 
raann are being announced from France, and the happy efforts of the 
heliograph Laussedat under the beautiful sky of Spain, M. Laurent, 
of Madrid, has been obtaining some plates of a veritable interest. 
One of them represents two female reapers crossing a field. It 
measures 21x31 centimetres. 

The Cercle de lTmprimerie et de la Librairie has edited the 
brochure of M. l’Abbe Requin on the origins of printing in France 
(Avignon, 1444). It is in 8vo., and contains numerous facsimiles. 
The Abbe Requin, as was announced in these columns some months 
ago, discovered documents at Avignon establishing the fact that print¬ 
ing was first practised at the city of the Popes at the same time that 
it was being invented at Strasburg and Mayence. 

The French Society of Encouragement in Art and Industry, pre- 
si led over by MM. Henry Maret and Gustave Sandoz, has created an 
annual prize of 500 francs to be awarded, after competition, to the 
workers in decorative art of France. The Minister of Fine Arts has 
accepted the prize, and has nominated a commission to study the 
subject, composed of MM. Chipiez, Paul Colin, Dutert, de Lajolais, 
Henry Maret, Gustave Sandoz, Follot, Quignon, Lucien Layus, and 
Bonnier. 

M. N. A. Quinsac, to whom the art of phototype owes numerous 
improvements, has died in Paris at the premature age of forty-five. 
Andre Quinsac was an artist whose industry brought him little. Flaving 
served his apprenticeship at Toulouse, he came to Paris and established 
a “ phototypie imprimerie,” which produced many beautiful works— 
among others the “Egypt”—but few profits. Pie had abandoned 
his enterprise, and had for some time past been attached to one of the 
chief phototypie houses in the capital. 

The humoflous note on the recent agitation for an eight-hours work¬ 
day in Italy was struck by Signor Giorzelli, intendant of finances in 
the town of Pavia. His employes, who never worked more than seven 
hours at his different offices, having taken part in the demonstrations, 
Signor Giorzelli intimated to them that in order to keep on good terms 
with them he fixed for the future their number of hours of work per day 
at eight. The Tipografa Milanesi, which relates the fact, does not 
say whether the demonstrators are satisfied. 

The number of new periodicals appearing in France during May 
was 77—36 for Paris and the Seine, and 41 for the rest of the 
departments. Of this number, there were 19 political papers, of 
which 6 were in Paris; 8 artistic and sporting papers (query : why are 
these put together in the official return?), of which 6 are in Paris; 
2 financials, both at Paris ; 6 literary journals, of which 2 are at 
Paris ; 6 agricultural, all in the provinces ; 1 jurisprudence, Paris ; 
2 medicine, Paris ; 5 educational, 2 of which are at Paris ; 2 adver¬ 
tising, 1 of which in Paris ; $ religious, 1 of which in Paris ; and 
2 periodicals in foreign languages, published in Paris. 

M. Calmann Levy, a leading Parisian publisher, died suddenly 
on June 18. Since 1844, M. Calmann Levy has been associated with 
his brother, Michel Levy, who, in 1836, founded the important 
publishing house bearing his name, and the beginnings of which were 
very modest. The two brothers began by selling books at the shop 
front of a wine merchant in the Rue Montmartre. Owing to their 

activity and intelligence, their modest establishment did not have to 
wait very long for success, and it is estimated that it now publishes 
annually about 2,000,000 volumes. 

The following are the names and dates of founding of the periodicals 
of Madrid \—La Gaceta de Madrid (1662) ; La Epoca (1849) ; La 
Corresfiondencia de Espana (1851) ; La Iberia (1854) : El Estandarte 
(1861) ; El Imparcial (1866) ; El Globo (1875) 1 A/ Siglo Futuro 
(1875); La Fe (1876); El Liberal (1879): ~El Dia (1880); La 
Opinion (1880) ; Las Ocitrrencias (1883); El Restimen (1885); La 
Union Catolica (1887); El Movimiento Catolico (1887); El Pats 
(1887) ; El Correo Espahol (1888) ; La Justicia (1888) ; El Heraldo de 
Madrid (1889); La Libertad (1890) ; El Dembcrata (1890). 

A museum of postage stamps has been founded at Vienna. It 
belongs to a collector of Friedl, who admits the public gratis, and it 
contains more than 100,000 postage stamps, exhibited in three great 
saloons. Among the curiosities which will specially attract attention 
are the stamps of the post services by balloon, by carrier pigeons, and 
by the sewers which were used during the siege of Paris. Another 
attraction is the ten centimes post-card which made the tour of the 
world in 109 days, and for which a sum of 2,500 francs has been refused 
by its owner. There is, finally, a stamp of Dundee, which is valued 
at 15,000 francs. 

“The Art of Classing Notes]” (“L'Art de classer les notes") 
is the tide of a little volume 8vo, which M. Guyot-Daubes has pub¬ 
lished in the “ Bibliotheque des gens de lettres,” of Paris. According 
to the author there is an art in classing notes, and that art is important, 
as its practice enables everyone to preserve the profit which he has 
been able to derive from his reading, his studies and work. All the 
great writers and great savants, says he, have been collectors of notes. 
The different systems employed by each one he examines and dis¬ 
cusses ; and he shows that business men and men of the world have 
an equally great interest in having their letters, bills, and papers pro¬ 
perly classed, so as to be easily found when wanted. 

Ninety-three new works were deposited during May at the 
special bureau of the Cercle de la Librairie for declaration to foreign 
legations. Of this number, 40 are novels and pure literature, 22 deal 
with history and geography, 17 science and history, 6 pedagogy, 
3 military sciences, 3 political economy, 1 law, and 1 art. Curel, 
Gougis, & Co. are responsible for 27 items ; Hachette & Co. for 17 ; 
J. Rouff & Co. for 9 ; Colin & Co. and G. Guerin & Co. for 6 each ; 
Berger-Levrault & Co. for 5 ; the Librairie Illustree for 4 ; Gauthier- 
Villars & Son for 8 ; J.-B. Bailliere & Son for 3 ; Delalain Brothers 
for 2 ; Baudoin, Ch. Buloz, G. Chamerot, Aubanel freres, Larose & 
Forcel, and Vilmorin, Andrieux, & Co., each for 1. 

A German paper announces the practical application of phos- 
phoboric glass recently discovered by a well-known glassmaker in 
Germany. The new glass contains certain proportions of phosphoric 
and boric acids, and appears to possess remarkable properties, which 
render it admirably suited to the manufacture of microscopes and 
other optical instruments. Recently a microscope objective has been 
made out of this phosphoboric glass, which gives such a remarkably 
powerful and clear definition that particles possessing a diameter no 
greater than one eight hundred and twentieth of a millimetre can be 
distinctly made out. Great things are anticipated of this new glass, 
which so far has proved superior to all kinds commonly used in the 
manufacture of lenses, and it has been subjected to some severe tests. 

The Pelit Journal, it is well known, prints the largest issue of all 
the newspapers of the world—something- between 600,000 and 
700,000. On Sundays, when it appears with eight pages, it works 
off on the mean one million one hundred thousand copies! One 
number spread out measures im.05 ; therefore, if 1,100,000 numbers 
were spread out one after the other, they would cover a length of 
1,155 kilometres—more than twice the distance from Paris to Lyons, 
and 3,850 times the height of the Eiffel Tower. A good walker, 
doing his 40 kilometres per day, would take more than a month to 
cover this distance ; a cyclist, ten days; and a very quick tortoise, 
capable of doing 50 metres an hour, would take 285 years, walking 
day and night. Every eight-page number of the Petit Journal weighs 
a little more than 37 grammes; the king of newspapers, therefore, 
requires every Sunday 41,000 kilogrammes of paper—no mean order ! 
When it is remembered that these 1,100,000 copies are composed, 
stereotyped, printed, and despatched throughout the world in a few 
hours, thanks to the powerful machines of Marinoni, one is astounded 
at the progress realised in a few years in printing materiel.— 
Intermediaire.. 

An Austrian has invented a Stone Protector for Lithographic 
Presses. It is an appliance for lithographic fast printing machines, 
which has for its object to prevent the edges of the stones from taking 
up the ink, and also to prevent the printing rollers from striking 
against these edges. In lithographic presses, as usually constructed, 
a toothed bar, or rack, is fixed on each side of the frame, in which the 
stone is secured, and cog-wheels on the shaft of the inking roller take 
into these racks, so as to cause the roller to revolve as it is propelled 
along over the stone. When the roller reaches the edge of the stone, 
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it comes into contact with the same, and leaves a deposit of ink, which 
must be frequently scraped off to avoid soiling the edges of the impres¬ 
sion sheet. The invention consists in the provision of adjustable 
buffers, or edge protectors, attached to the frame of the press alongside 
the toothed bar or rack above the level of the running rails, and in a 
line with the edges of the stone, so that the shaft of the inking roller 
will come into contact with these buffers, and ride or roll over the 
same, thus momentarily elevating the inking roller a short distance, 
and preventing it from coming into contact with the edges of the 
stone. 

The French Annuaire de la Presse, started twelve years ago by 
M. Mermet, and taken up at his death by Henri Avenel, has just 
appeared for the year 1891. This issue, of much larger size than those 
of preceding years, forms a volume of 1063 + viii. pages crammed 
with useful information, with engravings and phototypographic repro¬ 
ductions of the principal journals of France. There are most valuable 
chapters to the profession on the rlgimeof the Press since the first Revo¬ 
lution up to our own time, and on Press jurisprudence. It contains 
thirty-two portraits in phototype of journalistic personalities :—Floquet, 
Paul Merrice, Eugene Guyon, Georges Clemenceau, Edouard Lockroy, 
Victor Simond, Gustave Dubar, A. Ferrouillat, A. de Saint-Cheron, 
Theodore Henry, Edmond Lepelletier, Ranc, Jules Simon, Fran- 
cisque Sarcey, Paul de Cassagnac, Valentin Simond, Albert Wolff, 
Arthur Meyer, Charles Laurent, Alfred Edwards, Eugene Mayer, 
Maxime Paz, Camille Le Senne, J. N. Gung’l, Ch. Lorilleux, Henri 
Dutasta, Edmond Lebey, F. J. de Santa Anna Nery, Iiippolyte Mari- 
noni, Jules Verne, and Paul Avenel,—which, with phototypes of the 
Parisian and provincial journals, of the staff of the Republique Fran- 
caise, view of the hall in the Spitzer museum, &c., form a most inter¬ 
esting series of illustrations, fitting a work of the kind. 

--$-o-• 

(Tie® 2(ournaes £ (prefer Changes. 

A project is on foot for the establishment of a review which will 
advocate the re-union of modern Christendom. It is to be called the 
Review of the Churches. The general editor of the publication, which 
is timed to appear in October, is Dr. Lunn, and the special editors 
representing different sects are Archdeacon Farrar (Anglican), Dr. 
Donald Fraser (Presbyterian), Dr. Clifford (Baptist), Dr. Mackennal 
(Congregationalist), and Mr. Percy Bunting (Methodist). 

Early in September will be published a new monthly, which will 
be styled the Welsh Review. It will be edited by Mr. Ernest Bowen- 
Rowlands, and will deal with a wider range of subjects than the 
existing magazines touch. Although it will have special reference to 
Welsh matters of general interest, it will touch on every question of 
importance, and will contain political articles by writers of every 
shade of political thought. Serial stories, science, the drama, and 
music will be also included in its scope, the aim of the editor being to 
put forward a journal written for both the scientist and the labourer, 
remarkable alike for its catholicity and literary merit. Among the 
contributors to the first number are to be found many well-known 
names. 

The Strand Magazine enters upon its second volume with the 
number for July, and fully sustains the reputation it has acquired for 
brightness and interest. The engravings are very numerous, and for 
the most part remarkably good. 

Literary Opinion has been purchased from Mr. S. J. Ivillby by 
Messrs. Hutchinson & Co., Paternoster-square. It will be continued, 
under the editorship of Mr. Patchett Martin, as an illustrated monthly. 
Mr. Killby will, we understand, be associated with the firm. 

The Blue Peter is the title of a new monthly journal in the interests 
of that portion of the public requiring to go down to the sea in ships. 
It will give a sailing list by the principal ocean routes, and deal with 
other matters connected with ships and shipping. The price is three¬ 
pence, and it is published by Messrs. George Philip & Son, 32, Fleet- 
street. It is very well printed by Messrs. Ballantyne, Hanson, & Co. 

The Labour World, founded by Mr. Michael Davitt a few months 
back, ceased publication at the end of May. This is a miserable 
ending after the grand flourish with which the paper started, but 
appears to be the general fate of labour papers. 

The Rol/on Star is a new Radical halfpenny daily, of which Mr. 
C. A. M. Press is the editor. 

The London Phonographer is a new illustrated threepenny monthly, 
of which Mr. John Bassett, 63, Chancery-lane, is the editor. 

The Weekly Gallery of Contemporaries will in future appear once a 
month, and its title will be altered to the Gallery of Contemporaries. 

The Daily Chronicle is the first of the London daily newspapers 
to establish an Australian telegraphic agency. It has now a corre¬ 
spondent stationed at Adelaide, the terminus of the direct cable 
connecting Australia with London. 

The Horticultural Times is now in the hands of Messrs. A. Boot 
& Son, Old Bailey, E.C. 

Labour IJght is another journil in th 2 interest of trade unionism. 
It is to be a penny monthly. Do the working men want these 
papers, and do they support them? We think the answer cannot be 
doubtful. 

The British Building Journal is the title of a new penny weekly, 
devoted to architecture and house construction in general. 

The Registered Plumber is a new technical trade journal, intended 
to advocate the interests of the trade indicated in its title. 

---<^>-- 

Crafc£ Changes. 

Messrs. II. S. Cropper & Co. announce that their Lon Ion offic 
has been removed to 371;, Aldersgate-street, E.C. e 

Messrs. Atkin Bros., printing-ink makers, of Nottingham, have 
appointed Messrs. George Royle & Son, 6, Lovell’s-court, Paternoster- 
row, their London agents. 

Mr. A. Sauv£, typefounder, etc., has, owing to the expiration of 
lease, removed from Southampton-row, W.C., to more convenient 
and commodious premises at 76, Turnmill-street, E.C. 

Mr. Matthew Bell, bookbinder, Cursitor-street, E.C., announces 
that he has taken into partnership his son, Mr. Charles Malcolm Bell, 
and Mr. S. Colley. The style of the firm will in future be Matthew 
Bell, Colley, & Co. 

Messrs. Freeman & Co., lithographers, engravers, and general 
printers, have removed from 33, Noble-street, to 10, Finsbury-street, 
where they have laid down an extensive litho plant for turning out 
high-class trade work. 

Mr. T. M. Thom, the Chromo-Lithographic Works, Station- 
buildings, Idaggerston, has removed to larger premises at 18 & 20, 
De Beauvoir-road, Kingsland, N., where he trades as the Chromo- 
Litho Company, being asssisted by Mr. A. H. Baker. 

Messrs. Kegan Paul, Trench, TrObner, & Co., Limited, 
have now consolidated the three businesses they purchased in Novem¬ 
ber, 1889, at Paternoster Plouse, Charing Cross-road, W.C., where 
they have erected a building adapted to their special trade. 

As soon as structural alterations are completed Messrs. John 
Idaddon &Co., advertising agents and exporters, will remove from 
Bouverie-street, where they have been located for more than fifty 
years, to Bouverie House, Salisbury-square, Fleet-street. 

Mr. Allan Culross, for some years general manager of the 
London and Provincial Printing Ink Company, having resigned that 
position, has commenced business on his own account at the St. Bride's 
Printing Ink Works, 18a, St. Bride-street, E.C., trading as Culross 
& Co. 

Messrs. Griffith, Farran, & Co., have acquired the whole o 
the copyrights and stock of the works hitherto issued by Mr. Spencer 
Blackett, of 35, St. Bride-street, which they took over on July 1. We 
understand that they intend to very considerably develop the novel 
publishing side of their business. 

Messrs. Simpicin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co., 
Limited, have purchased the newspaper and publishing businesses 
of Mr. H. Vickers and Mr. Curtice, lately carried on by the Hansard 
Publishing Union, Limited, at 12 & 14, Catherine-street, at which 
address they will continue the business for the present. The same 
firm also announce that they have removed from Messrs. Kent & Co.’s 
old premises, in Paternoster-row, to those occupied by Messrs. 
Hamilton, Adams, & Co., where considerable alterations have been 
made. 

-^ —- 

(printing ant> otijet Companies. 

HEREWITH we give particulars of nineteen companies 
registered since our last list was compiled, their 

total capital being ,£826,500. This compares with thirty- 
nine companies and £"1,010,000 capital at the same date last 
year, and brings the total so far recorded this year to 
in companies and £2,551,012, compared with 123 com¬ 
panies and £3,308,890 capital at the same date last year. 

George Newnes, Limited.—Registered on the 29th ult., with a 
capital of ,£400,000 in £\ shares, to acquire and take over the publish- 
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ing business established by George Newnes, and carried on at Burleigh- 
street, Strand, and in particular the goodwill and copyrights of Tit- 
Bits and the Strand Magazine, and to carry on business as proprietors 
and publishers of newspapers, journals, etc. ; printers, booksellers, 
stationers, photographers, stereotypers, etc. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are :—George Newnes, M.P., Wildcroft, 
Putney Heath, S.W. ; A. A. Yeatman, accountant, 2, Gresham- 
buildings, E.C. ; G. H. Hoyle, solicitor, Parliament-mansion, S.W.; 
P. G. Fraser, journalist, 25, Fouls-road, Upper Tooting ; H. G. Smith, 
journalist, 18, Montague-road, Wimbledon ; C. Harrison, publisher, 
53, Nightingale-road, Clapton; F. B. Palmer, 5, New-square, 
Lincoln’s-inn, W.C. G. Newnes is the permanent governing director 
for life, except when he holds less than half the issued capital, or is 
asked by the company to resign, when directors shall be appointed. 
Remuneration to be fixed at the genetal meeting. Registered by 
G. H. Hoyle, Parliament-mansions, Victoria-street, S.W. 

William Stevens, Limited.—Registered on the iothult., with 
a capital of ,£200,000, in £10 shares, to acquire and take over as a 
going concern the businesses now carried on by W. Stevens and G. N. 
Stevens at 421, Strand, and 48, Bedford-street, W.C., together with 
the lands, plant, copyrights, manuscripts, stereotypes, etc., and to 
carry on the said businesses as hitherto carried on, including the 
business of printers, publishers, booksellers, etc. The subscribers, 
who have each taken one share, are:—J. B. Ball, accountant, Caris- 
brooke, Putney; C. C. Baker, accountant, 24, Canfield-gardens, 
Hampstead; W.. C. Rowe, accountant, Thanehurst, West Hamp¬ 
stead; C. N. Cornish, accountant, 34, Southwell Park, N.W.; J. S. 
Taylor, clerk, 2, Gordon Villas, Richmond; J. Cox, clerk, 31, 
Pelham-road, Wimbledon ; E. First, clerk, 54, Hatton-garden, Canon- 
bury. The number of directors is not to be less than three nor more 
than five, the first being W. Stevens, G. N. Stevens, R. N. Stevens, 
and J. B. Ball. Remuneration £50 per annum each, and £100 per 
annum to be divided according to their attendances. W. Stevens 
and G. N. Stevens are the first managing directors, and cease to be so 
when either holds less than ,£25,000 paid-up capital. Remuneration 
to be fixed at the general meeting. Solicitors, S. Hughes & Son, 33, 
Bedford-street, Covent-garden, W.C. Registered office, 1, Gresham- 
buildings, Basinghall-street, E.C. 

Bremner Machine Company, Limited.—Registered on the 6th 
ult., with a capital of £40,000, in £10 shares, to adopt an agreement 
to be made with R. Watkinson, and to acquire and carry cn the 
business of a printers’ and stationers’ engineer and machinist, carried 
on by R. Watkinson at Otley, York. The subscribers are :— 
*11. Harrild, jun., Westwood, Sydenham, 460 shares ; H. Harrild, 
engineer, Sydenham, 500 ; *F. Ilarrild, engineer, Orpington, Kent, 
500; *R. Watkinson, engineer, Otley, York, 1,000; *A. Watkinson, 
engineer, Otley, 300 ; W. Watkinson, engineer, Otley, 100 ; F. W. 
Musgrave, engineer, Otley, 100. The number of directors is to be 
four, the first being the subscribers denoted by an asterisk. Re¬ 
muneration to be fixed at the general meeting. Solicitors, Fawcett, 
Sinclair, & Holmes, Otley and Bradford. Registered office, Otley, 
York. 

Wm. Dawson & Sons, Limited. — Registered on the 25th ult., 
with a capital of £40,000, in £1 shares, to acquire and carry on the 
business of paper and account-book manufacturers, wholesale, retail, 
and export stationers, newsvendors, and advertising agents, carried on 
by Wm. Dawson & Sons, at 121, Cannon-street, and 148 and 149, 
Upper Thames-street, E.C., and to carry on the business of paper 
manufacturers, stationers, printers, lithographers, engravers, book¬ 
binders, newsvendors, &c. The subscribers, who have each taken ten 
shares, are :—W. Avens, traveller, West View, Upper Teddington ; 
C. W. Price, manager, 129, Highbury Hill, N. ; C. Chedwick, 
traveller, 75, Avenell-road, N. ; J. Lewis, 24, Abbeyville- 
road, North Clapham, S.W. ; E. Rodgers, clerk, 79, Stock- 
well Park-road, S.W. ; P. S. Parkin, clerk, 23, Camber¬ 
well-grove, S.E. ; J. Watts, 54, Leconfield - road, Highbury. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three nor more than 
seven, the first to be appointed by the subscribers. No qualification 
specified. Remuneration to be fixed at the general meeting. Solicitors, 
Steadman, Van Praagh, & Sims, 23, Old Broad-street, E.C. 

Howard, Elton, & Marriott, Limited.—Registered on the 
7th inst., with a capital of £40,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the busi¬ 
ness of music publishers, music sellers, dealers in musical instruments, 
lithographic engravers, printers of music, and musical, dramatic, and 
concert agents. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, 
are M. Silverstons, music publisher, 184, Oxford-street, W.; G. Ash- 
leigh, 184, Oxford-street, W. ; T. V. Holliday, 57, Landseer-road, 
Holloway ; J. Matthews, 25, Great Marlborough-street, S.W. ; J. 
Field, 10, Pretoria-avenue, Walthamstow; F. Gaul, printer, 49, 
Alexandra-road, N. ; H. M. Harman, clerk, 127, Great Portland- 
street, W. The number of directors is not to be less than three nor 
more than nine, the first to be appointed by the subscribers. Qualifi¬ 
cation, 100 shares. Remuneration ,£200 for chairman and £200 

divided between the others, and 5 per cent, of net profits after 6 per 
cent, is paid. Registered office, 205, Oxford-street, W. 

Bryan, Alderman, & Co., Limited.—Registered on the 4th 
ult., with a capital of £20,000, divided into 15,000 ordinary shares 
of £1 each, and 500 preference shares of £10 each, to acquire and 
carry on the following concerns : D. Bryan & Co., manufacturing 
stationers ; The Manufacturing Company, scrap album makers ; 
Academy Pasting Works, strawboard lines, all of Academy Buildings, 
Fanshaw-street, Hoxton, N., and the Pasting Works, Trundell-street, 
Hull. The subscribers are :—J, G. G. Osborne, Glenara, Windsor, 1 
share ; II. N. Miers, J.P., 5> Penywern-road, S.W., 1; A. J. Semon, 30, 
Tyer’s-terrace, Vauxhall, 1 ; D. Bryan, 2, Academy-buildings, Hox¬ 
ton, N., 1 ; J. W. Alderman, 2, Academy-buildings, Hoxton, N., 1 ; 
H. S. Boynton, 4, St. Mary Axe, E.C.. 1 ; D. Williams, accountant, 
9, Fenchurch-street, E.C., I. The numbers of directors is not to be 
less than three nor more than five, the first to be appointed by the 
subscribers. Qualification, £150. Remuneration, 2 guineas each per 
meeting attended, and 2i per cent, on the profits, and £25 extra for 
the chairman. Registered by J. M. Booker, Fenchurch-street, E.C. 

European Newspaper and Publishing Trust, Limited.— 

Registered on the 25th ult., with a capital of £20,000 in £1 shares, 
to acquire, establish, print, and publish a newspaper or newspapers in 
London and elsewhere, and to carry on the business of newspaper pro¬ 
prietors, printers, publishers, advertising agents, designers, draughts¬ 
men, etc. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :— 
J. Pittendrigh, I, Mornington-villas, Wansted ; A. W. Gunnell, 5, 
Williams-terrace, Chiswick; C. J. Avery, clerk, 45, College-road, 
Kensal Green, W. ; Lieut.-Col. F. Lean, 4, Colville-terrace, Kensing¬ 
ton Park, W. ; J. Hammer, White House, Telegraph-street, E.C.; 
N. Fricker, 6, Burlington Gardens, Acton, W. ; S. E. Langridge, 
148, Lavender Hill, S.W. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three nor more than five, the first to be appointed by the sub¬ 
scribers. No qualification specified. Remuneration as determined at 
the general meeting. Registered office, 280, Strand, W.C. 

E. Symmons & Sons, Limited.—Registered on the 20th ult., with 
a capital of £11,000, in £10 shares, to acquire the goodwill of busi¬ 
ness carried on at 23, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, E.C., and Belve¬ 
dere Works, Hermes-hill, Pentonville, under the style of E. Symmons 
& Sons, in accordance with an agreement expressed to be made 
between Wm. Symmons, George Symmons, and Robert Symmons, 
of the first part; Benjamin Blunsum, of the second part; Alice 
Symmons and Louisa Symmons, of the third part; E. F. Symmons, 
T. Symmons, A. S. Beaves, and E. Blunsum, of the fourth part; and 
H. G. Alldis, on behalf of the company, of the fifth part, and to 
carry on the business of general bookbinders and publishers, printers, 
&c. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—*W. 
Symmons, bookbinder, 204, Park-road, Crouch End, Hornsey; #G. 
Symmons, bookbinder, The Square, Bromley, Kent ; *R. Symmons, 
bookbinder, 204, Park-road, Crouch End, N. ; E. J. Symmons, 
bookbinder, 44, Ellington-street, Barnsbury ; W. G. Symmons, book¬ 
binder, 204, Park-road, Crouch End, London, N. ; G. V. Symmons, 
articled clerk, 5, Market-square, Bromley, Kent; II. G. Alldis, book¬ 
keeper, 47, Binson-road, Croydon. There shall not be more than five 
directors, nor less than three. The first are those denoted by an 
asterisk. Qualification, £500. Remuneration to be determined in 
general meeting. Registered by A. H. Atkins, 23, Bouverie-street, 
E.C. Registered office, 23, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, E.C. 

Hasler, Watson, & Company, Limited.—Registered on the 
4th inst, with a capital of £10,000 in £10 shares, to acquire and carry 
on the business of printers, engravers, lithographers, and boxmakers 
carried onjat Silverwell-street and Fold-street, Bolton, by R. M. Thirl- 
wind, under the name of Hasler & Co., and by J. Watson respectively, 
and with]that view to adopt the agreement referred to in clause 4 of the 
articles. The subscribers, who have each taken one share, are :—R. 
M. Thirhvind, The Park, Sharpies, near Bolton ; J. Watson, 99, 
Davenport-street, Bolton; Mrs. Thirlwind, The Park, Sharpies ; 
Mrs. Watson, 99, Davenport-street, Bolton ; Mrs. M. Watson, Fern- 
leigh, The Park, Sharpies ; Miss E. M. Watson, 99, Davenport- 
street, Bolton ; H. Mather, accountant, 4, Fold-street, Bolton. The 
number of directors is not to be less than two nor more than five, the 
first being R. M. Thirlwind and J. Watson. Qualification twenty 
shares. Remuneration to be fixed at the general meeting. Registered 
by Rowcliffe & Co., 1, Bedford-row, W.C. 

Edwin S. Boot, Limited.—Registered on the 10th ult., with a 
capital of £10,coo in £10 shares, to purchase and carry on the 
business of printer and stationer carried on by E. S. Boot, 
at 38, Gracechurch-street, and 2, Church-court, Clement-lane, 
London. The subscribers are :—E. W. Daniel], 264, Hanover- 
buildings, Tooley-street, E.C., 1 ; F. Boulding, 138, Walworth-road, 
S.E., 1 ; W. D. Howe, accountant, Walthamstow, I ; Mrs. Blakeway, 
28, Bolton-road, Harlesden, 50 ; Mrs. Dunman, 84, Leathwaite-road, 
Clapham, 50 ; Miss N. E. Boot. 3, Lindum Villas, Kennington-park, 
50 ; Mrs. Boot, 3, Lindum Villas, Kennington-park, 100; E. S. 
Boot, 38, Gracechurch-street, E.C., 747. The number of directors and 
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the directors themselves are to be determined by the subscribers. Re¬ 
muneration ^400 per annum. Registered by E. S. Boot, 38, Grace- 
church-street, E.C. 

Bewley and Roe, Limited.—Registered on the 18th ult., with a 
capital of £7,000, in £10 shares, to acquire and carry on the business 
of Bewley and Roe, newspaper proprietors, publishers, etc., carried 
on at Derby, Ilkeston, Long Eaton, etc. The subscribers, who 
have each taken one share, are H. T. L. Bewley, newspaper pro¬ 
prietor, Derby ; T. Roe, newspaper proprietor, Derby ; H. White¬ 
hurst, accountant, Derby ; W. Roe, West-avenue, Derby; W. 
Shakspeare, journalist, Bath-street, Ilkeston ; C. L. Deuchar, 
journalist, Long Eaton ; T. E. Roe, printer, Bath-street, Ilkeston. 
Registered without special articles. Solicitors, Thurman, Cattle, and 
Nelson, Ilkeston. 

M. Waller & Co., Limited.—Registered on the 17th ult., 
with a capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to acquire and carry on the 
business of printer, publisher, stationer, &c., as carried on at 
Kingston-upon-Hull, and to adopt the agreement referred to in clause 
3 of the articles. The number of directors is not to be less than three 
nor more than five, the first being W. A. Gelder, G. B. Newton, S. 
McGaw, G. Winn, and M. Waller. Qualification, £100. Remunera¬ 
tion, 103. 6d. each per meeting attended. Registered by C. Doubble, 
14, Serjeants’ Inn, E.C. 

Allison & Son, Limited.—Registered on the 15th ult., with a 
capital of £5,000 in £5 shares, to adopt an agreement dated April 6, 
1891, between C. H. Allison (of Allison & Son) of the one part, and 
H. Starkey (for the company) of the other part, and to carry on the 
business of printers, lithographers, etc. The number of directors is 
not to be less than four nor more than six, the first being M. Waller, 
H. G. Allison, C. H. Allison, W. L. Loten, and G. S. Williamson. 
Qualification, £2$. Remuneration, £40 per annum. C. H. Allison 
is managing director, with a salary of £200 per annum. Registered 
office, 18, Postern-gate, Kingston-upon-Hull. 

Jabet & Co., Limited.—Registered on the 6th ult., with a 
capital of £5,000, in £1 shares, to acquire and carry on the business 
of stationers, printers, and publishers, now carried on at 30, High- 
street, Coventry, under the title of “ Smith & Jabet.” The number of 
directors is to be three. Remuneration, £25 per annum each. 
Solicitor, W. R. Groate, Coventry. Registered office, 30 High- 
street, Coventry. 

Theological News Association, Limited.—Registered on the 
8th ult., with a capital of ,£5,000 in £1 shares (of which 250 are 
founders’), to start, acquire, print, publish, and circulate newspapers 
and other periodicals. The management is vested in an executive 
committee consisting of not less than two nor more than five members, 
and there may also be an editorial committee of not more than seven 
persons. Qualification of executive committee, 100 ordinary or twenty 
founders’ shares. Registered by W. II. Hickling, 3, Albert-ten ace, 
Camberwell. 

“ Review of The Churches ” Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 1st inst., with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares (of which 30 
are founders’), to found, print, and publish a monthly review to be 
called the Review of the Churches, or some other name. There are to 
be two directors, the first being P. W. Bunting and Rev. Dr. H. S. 
Lunn, M.D. Registered by P. W. Bunting, n, Endsleigh-gardens, 
N.W. 

South London Publishing Company, Limited.—Registered 
on the 3rd ult., with a capital of £2,500 in £5 shares (of which 200 
are founders’), to acquire by an agreement and carry on the South 
London Record and the Battersea and Clapham Courier, carried on by 
G. C. G. Jones. The regulations of table A mainly apply. G. C. G. 
Jones is managing director. Solicitor, J. W. French, 32, Watling- 
street, E.C. Registered office, 76, Church-street, Camberwell. 

Education, Limited,—Registered on the 13th ult., with a capital 
of £1,500 in £5 shares, to acquire, or establish, print, publish, and 
circulate educational or other periodicals. The number of directors 
is not to be less than two nor more than nine, the first being C. B. 
Chegwyn, W. H. Harris, J. V. Milne, A. Montefiore, G. W. 
Robinson, and J. Stewart. Qualification three shares. Registered 
by Morse, Hewett, and Farman, 37, Walbrook, E.C. 

“Ilkeston Pioneer” Printing Company, Limited.— 
Registered on the 26th ult., with a capital of £1,500, in £5 shares, to 
adopt an agreement, dated June 16, 1891, between C. Brown, E. 
Trueman, and W. Fletcher (for the company), and to acquire and 
carry on the Ilkeston Pioneer and also the business of printer and pub¬ 
lisher of E. Trueman. The subscribers are :—C. Brown, journalist, 
Newark-upon-Trent, 177 shares; E. Trueman, printer, Ilkeston, 
Derby, 118; J. Ball, j.P., Ilkeston, I; W. Fletcher, chemist, 
Ilkeston, 1; C. Byron, solicitor, Ilkeston, 1 ; A. E. Hopkins, solicitor, 
Ilkeston, 1 ; J. Richards, corn agent, Ilkeston, 1. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three, nor more than five, the first 
being the first, four subscribers. Solicitors, Hopkins and Byron, 
Ilkeston. Registered office, 147, Bath-street, Ilkeston. 

The fifteenth annual meeting of the Women’s Printing Society, 
Limited, was held last month at the offices, 21B, Great College-street, 
Westminster. The net profits amounted to £163 14s. 7d., and were 
appropriated as follows :—5 per cent, dividend to shareholders, 
amounting to £80 2s. ; bonus to employes, £20 ; bonus to share¬ 
holders, £10 ; balance carried to reserve fund, £53 12s. 7d. 

Two hundred and'sixteen shares in II. R. Baines & Co., Limited 
(proprietors of the Graphic and the Daily Graphic), were sold by 
auction on June 4, at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, by Messrs. Foster 
& Cranfield. The shares were £10 each, with £7 paid. The 
dividends paid a year or two ago on these shares exceeded £3 each. 
The sudden and material decrease in the dividends paid recently arises 
from the fact that the daily offshoot has involved the outlay of large 
sums of money. The shares realised from £35 to £37 10s. each. 

Green, M‘Allan, & Feilden, Limited.—Messrs. A. V. & J. 
Hunt, creditors of this company, presented a petition for its winding 
up, and for the appointment of a liquidator. The company had a 
nominal capital of £25,000, in 3,800 ordinary shares of £5 each, and 
1,200 deferred shares of £5 each. Of the first-class, 312 were issued, 
and of the second, the whole. The petitioner’s debt was £320, which 
the company was unable to pay. The business had been carried on at 
a loss, and on the 16th ultimo Mr. Justice Chitty, on an application 
being made to him for the purpose, appointed a receiver to protect the 
assets and manage the business. Mr. Justice Chitty, on the 27th 
ultimo, made a winding-up order, and appointed a liquidator. 

An extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders of the 
“ England ” Newspaper and Publishing Company, Limited, was held 
on the 20th ultimo, at the registered offices of the company, 291, 
Strand, under the presidency of Mr. Ashmead Bartlett, M. P. It 
appeared that the paper had been carried on at a loss for several years 
past, and during the past year the lossamountedtoabout£2,5oo. As the 
present management saw no immediate prospect of being able to make 
the paper a success, the shareholders were asked to authorise the Board 
to sell the paper upon such terms as they might think advisable, and 
to provide for its being carried on as a Conservative newspaper. This 
course was adopted. 

— - -- -<^>--- - - —- 

Byles.—Mr. William Byles, senior proprietor of the Bradford 
Observer, died on June 17 at the age of 84. He was brought up to 
the printing business, serving his apprenticeship at Oxford, and pro¬ 
ceeded to London, where in the office of Mr. Clay he improved his 
knowledge of the art, especially in the department of bookwork. 
After this he was for a time manager of the Past Anglian newspaper 
at Norwich, but returned to London to fulfil an engagement on the 
Athenaum, He was still in London when, in November 1833 he 
accepted an offer to become the printer and manager of a news¬ 
paper which it had been determined to establish in Bradford in the 
interests of the Liberal and Nonconformist party, and he went to 
Bradford in December. Under his supervision the first number of the 
Bradford Observer was issued on Thursday, February 6, 1834—fifty- 
seven years ago. Few can estimate the difficulties which were met and 
overcome in the early struggles of this newspaper. The times in 
which the Observer was launched were not favourable to newspaper 
enterprise. The taxes upon literature of this character were almost 
prohibitive, and for nearly three years after the commencement of the 
Bradford Observer it could not be issued under sevenpence per copy, 
fourpence of which went for stamp duty. There was also a heavy 
duty upon the paper on which it was printed ; and—most repressive 
of all—there was a tax of one shilling and sixpence upon every adver¬ 
tisement inserted. In the protracted and arduous agitation for the ex¬ 
tinction of these taxes upon the intelligence of the country, Mr. Byles 
took a prominent part. He was the local secretary of the Society for 
the Abolition of the Taxes on Knowledge, and in many of the ad¬ 
vanced movements for the benefit of the people he was an earnest 
worker. 

Cunliffe.—Mr. Thomas Cunliffe, proprietor of the Bolton Weekly 
and Evening Guardian died on June 20. The deceased was a pro¬ 
minent worker in the temperance cause, and one of the best-known 
men in Bolton. 

Morris.—Mr. William Morris, proprietor and editor of the 
Swindon Advertiser, died suddenly at Bournemouth on June 15, aged 
seventy-seven. He established the Swindon Advertiser in 1854, and 
had taken part in its management ever since. 

Salmon.—On May 31, Mr. James Salmon, the well-known printers’ 
engineer of Manchester, died at his residence, Springwood, Cheshire, 
aged 71. Mr. Salmon raised himself, by the sheer force of his ability 
and energy, from the humble position of a printer’s apprentice to that 
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of one of the most extensive dealers in the line with which his name is 
now most familiar. During the early part of his trading career, Mr. 
Salmon was connected with several leading firms as traveller. He 
afterwards commenced business as an engineer at the Parsonage, Man¬ 
chester. The busines- extended until the present premises at Black- 
friars, Manchester, were secured, where may now be seen every kind 
of machine and implement required for the printing, bookbinding, and 
stationery trades. 

■-♦- 

10,766. T. C. C. Sloane. Improvements in or applicable to per¬ 
forating-machines and other mechanism. 24. 

10,780. W. Johnson, no, Elderfield-road, Lower Clapton, London. 
A roller-lifter for printing-machines. 24. 

10,804. C. Butterfield. Improvements in letterpress and lithographic 
cylinder printing-machines. 25. 

10,903. R. C. Annand. Improvements in printing-machines. 26. 
10,946. D. B. Adamson. Improvements in type-writing machines. 

27. 

Bdttve (pafenf* 

The figure following each entry denotes the day on which the application 

was made. 

Applications for Letters Patent.—May, 1891. 

8,852.—H. Flinsch. Improved type for italics. 25. 
8,865. — F. Winterhoff. Anew and improved process for producing 

glass printing plates to transfer from on to lithographic stones, 
zinc, glass, or any other material. 26. 

8,917.—H. J. Haddan. A communication from W. Braidwood and 
W. Braidwood, United States. Improvements in index cutters. 
26. 

8,938.—A. Johnston. Improvements in the manufacture of paper 
and in mechanism connected therewith. 26. 

9,059.—R. W. MoncriefT. Improvements in paper-making machines. 
28. 

Tune, 1891. 
9,218.—J. Sturrock and G. D. Macdougald. Improved process for 

the production of matrices from type. 1. 
9,260.—J. Y. Johnston. A communication from J. Gustafson, of 

United States. Improvements in type-composing machines 2. 
9)335-—H. E. Newton. A communication from R. Hoe & Co., of 

United States. Improvements relating to printing machinery. 2. 
9,470.—R. Lanliam and D. Gulland. An improved method of, and 

apparatus for, embossing, colouring, and printing upon paper or 
other suitable material. 4. 

9,523.—H. Nehmer. Printing sheet. 4. 
9,691.—C. Pollard. An improvement in beds for lithographic 

plates. 8. 
9,902.—H. S. Wright. Improvements in book-folding machines. II. 
9,904.—F. Sternberg, Hillside-cottage, Bushey, Hertfordshire. A 

process for producing engravings. 11. 
9) 979-—-A. S. Mitchell and J. Nutter. A machine in which web 

paper may be printed, numbered, perforated, severed longitudi¬ 
nally and transversely, and folded, any one or all of :uch opera¬ 
tions being, carried on at the will of the operator. 12. 

10,142.—C. J. Vieuxmarie. Improvements in machines for printing 
in one or more colours. 15. 

10,162.—G. II. Slocum, W. J. Gamble, and T. C. Quinn. Im¬ 
provements in perforating attachments for printing presses. 16. 

10,238.—G. Arnold and C. Ilille. An improved brush for litho¬ 
graphic stipple work. 16. 

10,276.—W. P. Thompson. A communication from Maschinen 
Fabrik Worms Joh Hoffman, of Germany. Improvements in or 
relating to duplex printing machines. 17. 

10) 35I-—J- Hines. Improvements in or appertaining to printing 
plates or blocks formed by photographic means. 18. 

10,361.—B. Ware. Improvements in scrapers for lithographic presses. 
18. 

IO)39I-__G. B. Webb. Improvements in type-writing machines. 18. 
10,402.—E. C. Kingsnorth. A perfecting rotary printing machine for 

general bookwork. 19. 
10,405.—II. T. Wells. (Distributing handbills.) Automatic handbill 

distributor. 19. 
10,437.—J- Jardine. Improvements in or connected with paper¬ 

making machines. 19. 
10,509. R. Sproule. Improvements in or appertaining to machines 

for printing envelopes, cards, and other similar articles. 20. 
10,570.—T. J. Edmondson, of and on behalf of the firm of J. B. 

Edmondson. Improvements in machines for printing railway and 
other tickets. 22. 

10,611.—H. Rowbottom. An attachment for platen printing machines. 
22. 

10,620.—J. II. Kerridge, C. E. Lane, and A. Lane. Improvements 
in type-distributing machines. 22. 

10,676.—F. Lehmann and W. Jones. Improvements in shading and 
printing mediums used in lithography. 23. 

10,684. J. D. Mets. Improvements in the manufacture of books. 
23- 

10,687.—T. Coulthard. Improvements in printing machines. 23. 
I0> 737-—J- M. Black. Improvements in machines for printing tickets 

and the like. 24. 

Specifications published during the Month. 

Postage id. each extra. 
1890. 

8,434.—Bayly. Cylinder paper-machines . 8d. 
8,990.—Lake. Type-writers. lid. 
9,677.-—Botton. Composing type . 8d. 

10,008—Topliss&Kay. Grooving printing type . 8d. 
10,691.—Challis, C. E., and J. Show bills, posters, &c. ... 4d. 
10,983.—Morfitt. Guillotine cutting-machines. 8d. 
11,063.—Lake. Type-writing machines . 8d. 
11,190.—Herbst. Platen printing-presses. 8d. 
11,208.—Sturrock & Macdougald. Matrices for casting 

stereotypes . 4d. 
11,366.—Luckner. Printing-presses. lid. 
11,738.—Debie. Paper-making machines. nd. 
13>°37-—Griinzweig. Fastening together newspapers, &c. 6d. 
13,169.—Munro. Securing printers’ forms in metal frames 6d. 
14,065.—Korbuly. Newspaper-holders. 6d. 

1891. 
3,464.—Michaud. Rotary-printing machines... 8d. 
3)839-—Wolfe. Electrotype blocks, &c. I id. 
4,370. — Kruger. Printing-machines . lid. 
2,344.—Johnson & Crane. Producing printing surfaces ... 2s. 2d. 
2,438.—Seifried. Type-writers . I id. 
2,833.—Granville. Type-writing machines . nd. 
3,361.—Newton. Producing stereotype matrices, &c. 2s. 4d. 
3,818.—Hargrave. Making stereotype matrices. is. id. 
5,971.—Thompson. Letterpress printing-machines. 8d. 
6,185.—Schapiro. Type-writing machines. 8d. 
6,196.—Taylor. Slitting paper, &c. 6d. 
6,375.—Megill. Platen printing-presses. 6d. 
7,119.—Greig, W. and J. Cutting paper . 6d. 
7,790.—Heitz. Printing forms. 6d. 

Notice.— The present volume of //^Printing Times and Litho¬ 

grapher finishes with the current number, and the ATew 

Series 1will be commenced next month. The Title-page and 

Index will be issued next month. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

Abraham, A. J., Chromo Artist.... 
Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina- 

graphists . 
Bowers Bros., Printing . 
Bowers, W. E., Printing. 
CentralAgency, Partnerships, &c. 

Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths. 
Cornf.lissen & Son, Artist Colour- 

men . 
Cropper & Co., Minerva Machines 
Dellagana & Co., Limited, Photo- 

Zinco Engravers, &c. 
Elliott, John, Son, & Co., Printing 

Machines . 
Elvidge, C., Litho Pens. 
Godfrey & McCall, Electrotypers 
Hofer, W., Bronze Powder. 
Jacobs Bros., Rags, &c.. 
Kern, G. F.f Litho Artist. 
Laird, R. W., Chromo Artist. 
Litho-plate Co. 

iii 

iii 
iii 
ii 

iii 
iii 

ii 

Mason H., Accurate Leads. 
Miscellaneous . 

Morgan, A. H., Chromo Artist .... 
Redfern, G. F. & Co., Patent Agents 
Rowney & Co., Litho Printer. 
Silverlock, H., Electrotyper. 
Slater & Palmer, Printing Inks.. 
Tarstow, Denver, & Co., Limited 

Books . 
Taylor Brs., Chromo-Lithographers 
Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers 
Wright, E. C. J., Artist. 

ii 
ii 

iii 
iii 
ii 

iii 
iv 

ii 
iv 
iii 
ii 

WRAPPER. 
iii 
iii 
iii 
iii 
iii 
iii 
iv 

Oldfield’s Multi-Colour Apparatus 
Co., Limited. 

Kampe & Co., Engineers ... 
Johnstone & Cumbers, Inks. 
Greaves, T., Litho Stones . 
Winstone, B., & Sons, Inks, &c. 

Plummer, F., & Co., Electrotypers 

2 
1 

1 

3 
3 
4 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
The charges for Advertisements will be furnished on application to the 

Publisher. _ 

The Printing Times and Lithographer may be ordered through a7iy 
Bookseller in the United Kingdom, or it will be sent direct from the office, 731 
Ludgate Hill, post free for one year for 4s. Postal orders to be made payable 
to Henry G. Davies. 

Cloth cases for binding the volume for 1889 may be had at the Office, price 
is 6d.t or is. 9d,9 by post. The Index a?id Titlepage were issued with the 
January Number. 

IVe have a few volumes 0/ the Printing Times and Lithographer for 
1887 and 1888 for sale at 6s. each. To subscribers only we will supply these 
at 4s1. each) post free. 

Subscriptions will also be received and single copies supplied by Herr G. 
IIedeler, Grimjnaischer Steinweg, 3, Leipzig; M. Bernard Heilbronne 

38, Rue de Chabrol% Paris. 
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